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S. 3148: JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1972

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMtvr1rEE. To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

COMMITTEE ON TIE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met pursuant to notice
at 10:15 a.m., in room 2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Birch
Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh presidingn ), Kennedy, and Mathias.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector deputy chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
William &. Mooney, investigator; David A. Schulte, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research assistant;
B. Elizabeth Marten, personal secretary to the staff director and chief
counsel; Cheryl A. Wolf, assistant chief clerk; Stanley Ebner, for
Senator Hruska; Dorothy Parker, for Senator Fong; Betty A. Webb,
for Senator Cook; and Ronald Meredith, for Senator Cook.

Senator BAYxI. We will convene our hearing this morning.
I will include in the record at this point the text of the subcommit-

tee's enabling resolution, Senate Resolution 256 and the text of the
legislation before us today, S. 3148.

(The documents marked "Exhibit Nos. 1 and 2" are as follows:)
(1)
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EXHIBIT No. 1

92o CONGRESS21 5,"owRES.'256.

IN TIHE SENATE OF TIlE UNITED STATES

FrAfRVnY 7,172
Mr. Bvit n of Weat Virwinit (for Mr. E.sTJ.XI)). from theC ('onlttv oil fil,

Judiciary, rvplrted tihe f(Illlwilig r,,ohit it; wlicdh was referred to file
Committee ol! 11itle nnl|€ i hohitistit)

RESOLUTION
Autlhorizing additional CX]pelldilillVQs by ihe (.'nllittee oil' Ile

Judiciary for inquiries'mid in'vtigat ion,;.

1 Resolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hcar-

2 ings, and nmking investigations as autlorized by scetiols

3 134 (a) and 1:16 of the Legislntive IEv(rganizatiiin A.ut of

4 1940, as mended, and in aceordanco with its jurisdiction

5 under rulo XXV of the Standing Ruleoz of the Senate so

6 far as applienble, th Committee on the Judiciary, or any

7 subcommittee thereof. is authorized from March 1, 1072,

8 through February 28, 1978, for the purposes stated ond

0 within the limitotig imposed by the following sections,

10 in its discretion (1) to make expenditures from the cnn-.

v



3

p 9"

1 tingnt fund of tile Senato, (2) it) employ persomil, nnil

(3) with the prior roim,,it of the (oveniuent departnivent

'or agency concerned and the Cohnmittee on luleR and

4 Administrotion, to use on n rohnimursabhl, bsii the servie,,t

5 or persounel of any such department or agency.

6 Snr. 2. Tile Committee on the Judiciary, or any t-

7 conimittee thereof, is authorized from lMarch 1, 1972, through

8 Feltruary 28p 1973, to expend not to exceed $3,994,200 to

9 exai ,ne. inve.tigate, and make a complete stwdy of any and

10 all matter" pertining to each of hc0 s lijcct, ,-ct forth below

11 in succeeding sections of this r,:,lsu:l, .aid fitids to be n11o-

12 c I l t, the Cept , spec i iu I lrie. )1(1 to the pro(.1e-

13 mn, uf the services of. individital conmsiltants or organizations

14 thler,,f (n., authorized by section 2021i) of the Legislative

15 organization Act of 1946, as amended) in accordance

16 with cuh succeeding section; of l1k rcolttio. For the pur-

17 pc, . of this re. tluiu, the cilnuittee or a duly authorized

18 subcormnittee thereof, or the (lIirninn of the committee or

19 of su,:h 'lbcomnittees, or any other member of the commit-

20 t.e or of .u'ih ml)(.ommittce dkminated by the ehainnn of

21 the e,tmnittee, may issue .supenas under the authority

22 vstod in the enonittee by section 134 (a) of sucl Act.
23 " -:. Not to exceed $:53c.900 shall -e availalIle for

24 a study or investigation of administrative practice and proce-

25 dure, rf which amount not to exceed $3,000 may be cx-
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p j 'ided .for tho proui'm,. ii ,,f hidiv ii la ioudt LJ o, l ,ill or
'2 urgiinizaf ions illcei,,f..

3 SFr(,. 4. Not to execed .$709,500 shall be a,,],.,k for a

4 tudy. or investigation of mithrmt and monopoly, of which

5 amout not to exceed 810,J0 may be expended for the pro-

6 curement of individnml conmultants or orginizatinnot thereof.

7 Sm. 5. Not to exceed 6244,000 shall be available for a.

S study or investigation of coultltutionnl amendments, of which

9 amount not to exceed $7,0)0 may be expended for the pro-

10 (:*UL'lWlcet of individual Consultants or organizations thereof.

11 ' S rc. 6. Not to exceed 8$00,000 shall lte available for

12 a study or investi,.a (in ,f eisthiitonnl i-ights, of which

13 amount, not, to execed $11,.00 may be expendd for the

14 procurement.' of iidi\vidunl consultant or orgauizations

1. thereof.

" SC. 7. Not to C\t'd s220fl.() shall be avail:ble for a

17 study or inivet-if;lith (o f crill1hwl laws and procedures.

18 Sr~c. 8. Not to x.vc,01' A.11,500 sltil be available for a

19 study or il'vestiguIHon (f FcderalI chrters, holiday ys, and

20 celebrations.

21 Sc. 9. Not to eeei.d ..2:10.O00 .hudl be avihible for-

22 a stuy(v or i(if hnmi.'tii and natm'alizji on.

23 SI:c. I n. Not to..Oexctd . 253,000 shall be available for

24 a .Study or ilivestiuration of improvements in judivial..

2.5 machinery'.
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1 SLxc. '1. Not to exceed 8 9,. 78 shall be av'aiale

2 for a complete and continuing study and investigation Df (1)

3 the administration, oper.,tion, and enforcement of the In-

4 ternal Security .A.ct of 1950, as amended, (2) the adminis-

5 tration, operation, and enforcement of other laws rating to

6 espionage, sab,,tage, tuu the protection of the internal security

7 oI the United tat). , and (3) the extent, nature, an(i effect.

8 of subversive activities in the United tates, its terrilories'and

9 possessions, iucluliug, but not liliitt.d to, eCpionage, sabotage,

10 and infihration by persons who are or may be under tIc

11 domination of the foreign goverluent or ,organization coil-

12 trolling the world Commn ni.st movt oen ,,r anly other move-

; muent. seeking to overthrow- the Government of the United

14 States by force and violence or oth(rvise thl:eateninug the

15 internal security of the United Statez. Of Zt111 6.99,35..8,

16 not to exceed J$3.300 may be expended for the procurement

17 of individual couwultants or organizatif,,il thereof.

18 SEC. 12. Not to e.eed'8340,0(0o ,hall be available for a

19 study or iive.-tigtation of juvenile delinquency, of which

20 amount not to exceed $14,000 may be expended for the

21 pm~itt'ement oif individual consultants or organizations

22 Ihereof.

23 Sr4c. 13. Not to exeed .4.140.01.10 -Ahall lie availalile

24 Ibr a study or investigation of liatents. trademarks, and

25 coIpyrights.
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S S . 4. Nol lo exceed 87419() Sl11l lie availalde for

I, : shlly of. ill ,ust iwalitif or 11.16011:1l polielliVI6r1ies, of which

a; n agtiot iit, lo exceed .gl.00() tmay lie expended for Iho

• Plr,0010el,0 vlfl, of illiidih l 'oltsll |IlllS or orwaitizatljoml

t thereof.

U Si,~x'. 1,5. Not to ex~'ced $174,500 shall be at.wdlald

7 fir it sl dy i' ii vest ligil of refugees a til (s('itees.

, 10. I ll. Nt, to exC'eed $ 1,900 sl11i1l 1e 1tvdilhdloe for

at ,td or i' hvestigal.ion of r'eViSiOl lnd codifietlioll.

Si.:-c. 17. Not to exceed $220,000 shall be available

fI fll -I a lldy or illveslig'iatio4 of seplr tloll of powers 1i-

12 twev'i Ile t evi fli'e, judicial, 11(1l hg1ishitive brauieies of

1 (love )V'ri l, of which ;iliioutit not to exceed $[.00 mauy

b. ie expetlded for the proctwem'eat of iidividul eoiltaUis

1 tr 'ga lliZi/ti(ollS thereof.

.1G (sEc. is. The (oL illv sl0ll reo)oit its filliitugs, to-

17 etcler W ill sich reotntenda ious for legishilol as it.

18 deems ,dvisihble with respect to oeh study or investigit-

.1g. I lt foi llwich expeitditlur is autlorized by lhs resohltiolt,

2 the Serate at the earliest practicable date, but not later
21 dmn Februtmiy 28, 1.97i3.

~'2 ~ ISEC. 19. jxlpenims. of the comilItteettiew' tdi reo-

111t 60tfe .4l1ili bv. paid flhllllO Illt .O oe ti( ilgy(ielh ti.....tt !i ie
24I It'llol( l t ( mv Ie s nl )prov d by Olh e c' ilil'iil 1 oif th e;

25)LOIIIIlo
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EXHIBIT No. 2

92D CONGRESS2D SrmoN S. 3148

IN THE SENATE OF TILE UNITED STATES

Fmpnnum,, 8, 1972
Mr. I1.%'ll introduced the fillowinig bill; which 'w read twive ail iefierreI

to ti Comiiaittve oil tie Judiicilry

A BILL
To improve the quality of juveile justice in the uited States

and to priVi(le it COil) rehIeIsiV(', i('0ordiuated plwoach to
the prolrmls of juv(nihe dclinqueiviv, and for other l)lrl)ose.s.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Ren'csenta-

2 tives of the United States of Americ-a in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited a.s5 tihe "Juvenile mUstide iud

4 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972".

5 TITLE I-FINI)IN(iS ANl) ])ECLARATION OF

6 PURPOSE

7 FINDINGS

8 Sifc. lO- The Congress hereby finds-

9 (1) that juvenile delinquency is increasing at an

10 alarming rate in the United States;

II

85-522 0--78---2
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I , (2) that the ndverse impact of juvenile delinqueney

2 results in enormous aiiual cost. and immeasurable loss

3 in Iitunau life, personal security, and wasted human

4 resouces;

5 (3) that existing Federal programs have not pro-

6 vided the re(jlisite direction, (.oordiiatioin, resources , alld

7 leadership to (ea effectively with tfle crisis of delin-

8 quency; and

9 (4) that juvenile delinquency constitutes a growing

1() threat to the national welfare requiring immediate,

11 e Conprohensive, nd effective response by the Fe(lerll

12 Govorment.

1 PUIIIPOSE

14 SF. 102. It is the )urpos5e of this Act-

15 (1) to focus the resources of the Federal Govern-

16 meant to bring about an immediate reduction in the rate

17 of juvenile delinquency;

18 - (2) to provide the necessary additional resources

19 to improve the quality of juvenile justice in the United

20 States and to develop and implement effective methods

21 of preventing and-treating juvenile delinquency;

22 (3) to increase the capacity of State and local

2:3 governments, and public and private agencies and orga-

24 nizations to conduct innovative, effective juvenile justice

25 and delinquency prevention and rehabilitation programs,
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1 and to provide adequate research, evaluation, and train-

2 hig programs and services in the area of juvenile

3 delinquency;

4 (4) to provide for the development of national

5 guidelines for juvenile detention and corrections facili-

6 ties, and for the administration of juvenile justice;

7 (5) to amend title 18, United States Code, to

8 guarantee certain basic rights to juveniles who come

9 within Federal jurisdiction;

10 (6) to establish a centralized research effort on

11 the problems of juvenile delinquency, including an infor-

12 mation clearinghouse to disseminate the findings of such

13 research and all data related to juvenile delinquency;

1- (7) to provide technical assistance to agencies,

15 institutions, or individuals in developing and implement-

16 hig delinquency programs and to provide for the

17 effective and prompt evaluation of all federally assisted

18 juvenile delinquency programs;

19 (8) to establish training programs for personnel

20 working in the juvenile justice system; and

21 (9) to establish a new National Office of Juvenile

22 Justice and Delinquency Prevention in the Executive

23 Office of the President to coordinate, review, and evalu-

24 ate all federally assisted juvenile delinquency programs.
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1 TITLE 11I-AMENDMENTS TO FEI)ERAL

2 JUVENILE' J)IUNQI ENCY CT

3 &w. 201. S(c.tion 5032 of litle 1M, United States Code,

4 is amended to read as follows:

5 "§ 5032. Proceeding against juvenile deliquent

6 , "A juvenile allege(] to have committed an act of juvenile

7 delinquency shall not be proceeded against in any court of

8 the IUited States unless the Attorney General, after inves-

9 ligation, certilie's to all appropriate district court of the

10 United Stltes that the jilvellile court or other appropriate

c11 court of a State (I) l oes not hlve juri.dietion over said

12 juveile with reslec(.t to su (, alleged act of juveilile de-

1 liilWueIMiy, or (2) does not have available to it properanls and

14 .services ade lte for th ie rel ubili tlt ioll of jilveniles.

.15 "If tile Atuorney General does not so certify, such -

I) juvenile A1h lhe suireihcide-rd to the ap11proplate legal aiitholi-

17 ties of such State.

18 "If Fdeiral juiisdivlion is r t :ied over a juvenile, the

19 Atthriey (6euicral shall proceed by information, and 11o

20 criminal prosecution ,,iall be instituted for the alleged act of

21 juvenile delinquency. With respect tw a juvenile sixteen years

22 and older alleged to have coiinlitted an act which if coin-

23 mitod by an adult would In, ie felony, oriininal prosecitiou

24 may be begun if the Attorticy (eicrl moves in tie appro-

25 priate district court of the United Slates that eriininal prose-
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1 euton be ,ndertaken and sutih court finds, after hearing, that

2 there are no reasonable prospects for rehabilitating such juve-

3 nile before his lnajority.

4 "Once it juvenile has entered at plea with respect to an

5 alleged act of juvenile delinquency a criminal prosecution

6 based upon sioli alleged act of delinquency shall be barred."

7 SEC. 202. Section 5033 of this title is amended to read

8 as follows:

9 "§ 5033. Jurisdiction and constitutional safeguards

10 "District courts of the United States shall have jurisdic-

11 tion of proceedings against juvenile delinquents. For such

12 purposes, the court may be convened at any time and place

13 within the district, in chambers or otherwise.

14 "A juvenile charged with an act of juvenile delinquency

15 shall be accorded the constitutional rights guaranteed tan adult

16 in a criminal prosecution against unreasonable searches and

17 seizures, against self iniminination, and against cruel and

18 unusual punishment."

-19 SEC. 203. Section 50034 of this title is amended by adding

20 at the end of the third paragraph the following new sentence:

21. "The Attorney General shall not cause any juvenile alleged

22 or found to be delinquent to be detained or confined in any

23 institution in which adult pisons convicted of a crime or

24 awaiting trial on criminal diargs are incarcerated."
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1 SEC. 204. Section 50:5 of this title is amended to read

2 as follows:

3 "§ 5035. Detention of alleged juvenile delinquent

4 "Whenever a juvenile is taken into custody for an al-

5 leged aict of juvenile delinquency, the arresting officer shall

6 immediately advise such juvenile of his legal rights, and

7 immediately notify the Attorney Ocerl and the jnveinle's

8 pir'nts, giuirdiai, or other cuistodiai of stich c.tstody.

9 "Sulch jiveniile Iiiay be detainedI only ill a1 juIvelile

10 facility or such other suitable place as the Attorney General

11 may designate. The At tornev General ,liall not cause auy

12 ju-enih, alleged to be delinquient to he detined or confined.-

13 ill any institution in which atdllt persoiim convicted of a

14 crime or a waiting trial oh criminal charges are confied. The

15 juvenile shall hot be dleaiuled longer than a reasonable period

16 of timite required to produce tile jiivelile before a magistrate.

17 "T'lle ula'isl rate shall, with all reasonable speed, release

18 the juvenile to Ilis l reuts, gmirdiai. ctislodian, or otiier

19 responsible prly 1upon their promise to bring such juvenlile

20 before tile lriliiat court whI requleste(l by sl(lI (ourt

21 unless the inmgistrate deternunes. after hearing, that tile

22 detention of such juvenile is required to secure him timely

23 lpearanice before the ilprolriatc collrt or to protect tile

24 safety of others.

25 "Any Ima,.,is,tr mt. Before whic I lie .itvellile n1ay be
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brought shall advise such juvenile, his parents, guardian, or

other custodian of his right to be represented by legal counsel

at all critical stages of the juvenile proceeding and that legal

counsel will be appointed by the court if the juvenile is

unable to secure such counsel."

Suc. 205. The table of sections of chapter 403 of this

title is amended to read as follows:

"Sec.
"5031. Definitions.
"5032. Proceeding against juvenile delinquent.
"5033. .1urisdictions and constitutional safeguards.
"5034. Probation ; commitment to custody of Attorney Gtneral ; Support.
'5035. Detention of alleged juvenile delinquent.
"5036. Contracts for support; payment.
"5037. Parole."

TITLE III-NATIONAL COMMISSION ON

STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

COM M1IIo N ESTABLISH D

SEC. 301. (a) There is established within the National

Office of Juvenile Justice and )elinquency Prevention (es-

tablished under title IV of this Act) a National Commis-

s'on on Standards for Juvenile Justice (referred to in this

Act as the "Commission") to develop standards for the

administrations of juvenile justice at the Federal. State, and

local level, including juvenile court procedures and condi-

tions of confineinent in juvenile detention a-nd correctional

facilities.

(h) The Conmmission shall consist of fifteen members

\vh,.' shall be alppoiutcd by te lPrcsident hy aud with liII,
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1 advice a11d colisetit of the Senate for tennis of two yew's

Without Igard to tlhe provisions of title 5, Init.,d Stites

3 (.'ide, ill acl'or-daiice vith tile provisions of tits subsccit.

4 IE'a}c llelle so talpq piiltd shall be a person who its a result,

5 of Ilis trailing, experielicv, or special knowledge is especially

6 qualified to hl| Iec'on1itic|idatio s ()It staididards for juvemtile

7 jpsti(e, ilclid1(illg ciii dlitiiis f co ' it',uicit, 0, Serve ais

8 ,i)(d(ls f(),' lederali, Stlate, a i1d local g)VeI'lllllt S. At least.

9 five aieivi eris soI appiedl shall not have attai||ed tweity-

10 six years ot li'ge oin tle date of tlCi' alpoiatinient and shall

11 havC actual experience with the juvenile justice system il the

12 1.' |ited Statcs. Two of these five membhlers shall be former

13 adjiidicatied juvenile delin q uents.

14 (C) The Commission shall select its own Chairmian anad

15 Vice Chairman.

16 DUTIES OF TIE COMMISSION

17 SEc. 302. (a) The Commission shall make a coni-

18 plete and full study and investigation of all aspects of the

19 juvenile justice system in the United States, with particular

20 emlihasis o juvenile court procedures, and the conditions of

21 (.oniinet inl jtuve'nile detention and correctional facilities,

22 in order r to develop standards for the atlministratioii of juve-

23 nile justi('e to serve as models for Federal, State, and local

24 governments.

25 (b) Within two years after the appointment of the
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1 members of the Commission tinder this title, the Commission

2 shall submit to the President and the Congress a final report

3 which shall include-

4 (1) recommendations for standards of juvenile jus-

5 tice and the reasons umiderlyinig sucl recommendatiol.;

6 and

7 (2) recommendations and 1)roposails for Federal

8 action which would facilitate tile adoption of these

9 standards.

10 (c) The Director shall make use of the recommnenda-

11 tions of the Commission as guidelines in establishing funding

12 priorities or in iiaking itidividial fuidihig decisions, as lie

13 deemis appropriate and advisable.

14 (d) The Commission shall cease to exist thirty days

15 after the submission of its final report.

16 POWERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

17 SiEC. 303. (a) The Commission or, on the authoriza-

18 tion of the Commission, any subcommittee thereof, may,

19 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act,

20 hold such hearings as may be required for the performance

21 of its functions tinder this Act, administer oaths for the

22 purpose of taking evidence in any such hearings and issue

23 subpenas to compel witnesses to appear and testify and

24 to compel the production of documentary evidence in any
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1 such hearing. Any mmb(r authorized by the Commission

2 may administer oaths, or affirmations to witnesses appearing

3 )efore l Cotiu sion, or aiiy-subeoimmittee thereof.

4 (1h) El(l h leparint 1(. i rgeli.V, liltd illstruliitiltlity of

5 IIch (, e( liiv , !rlliI(l of Ill( (.*ove liii t. iIlu(lilng itde-
6) p dl)hlf III ,liis, is ail ,)o'ized lil directed' d l4, fur'nish to) file:

7 (',oilmoissio)n. .li(ilI rl(st iiiide lhY Ith ("Iairlilniin or Vice

8 (slil'iit ll . s I ilmf,1rlIIatiml l us Ilc' (Com issio' n (1(CtIi. lj('(, s-

9 silr to (1.rrY oill its 'lfiitlioiis illider this .\(t.

10( (c') Suliject t, ti c i 'ihts lilt(] regilatil ls 11 0y le
1I ad,)le(d !by (]e Comm))issi,,n. Ille, ('l1,14 11111 slmll ha\'(, Ilh,

12 l)wer-

1:; (I) to) alil)(oiIt and1 fiX thc compensationn of such

14 s1,1f1 , erslil I as he dhtle s J (eessiIry, inllelidilig ati

15 (,xeei't ie dlirect | 1 r, l) 11111Y le compe)eI(nsattd lt a ratC not
IG il excess of that provided for level V of tile Executive

17 S'hedule in title 5. Ilnit('d States Code, and

18 (2) to procure the services of experts and consult-

19 ants in nceordaice with se'tioln 310/9 of title 5, Unitted

20 States ('ode.

21 (d) (I) SIiljtIiias isslued plu8'ua lit to sl)seetion (a) of

22 Ihis section shall hear teile signal i of the Chairman of the

23 (,'ojlIIi4,siolI ami,d 1I)(! sle t 1)\'.d Iy "el.sll designated lby

24 ite 'Ihajiiai )f t( ('onllli.issiom, jr that purpose.

25 (2) The provisions oif se(tiloli 1821 (of title 28, United
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1 States Code, shall apply to witnesses summoned to appear at

2 any such hearing. The per diem and mileage allowances of

3 witnesses so summoned under authority conferred by this

4 section shall be paid from funds appropriated to the

5 Connlission.

6 (3) Any person who willfully neglects or refuses to

7 appear, or refuses to qualify as a witness or to testify, or

8 -to produce any evidence in obedience to any subpena duly

9 issued under authority of this section shall be fined not more

10 than $500, or ilmlprisoled for not wore than six months, or

11 1)oth. Upon tie certification by tile Chairman of the Com-

12 mission of the facts concerning any such willful disobedience

13 by any person to the United States attorney for any judicial

14 district. in which such person resides or is found, such

15 attorney shall proceed by information for the prosecution

-16 of such person for such offense.

17 (OMPENSATION OF 1IMBER8

18 S 3:('. 304. (a) Memibers of the Commission who tire

19 otherwise employed by the Federal Government shall serve

20 without compensation but. shall be reimbursed for travel,

21 sulbsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them

22 iii carrying out the duties of the Commission.

23 (b) Members of the Commission not, otherwise em-

24 ployed by the Federal lom'ermnent shall receive eompen-

25 sation at a rate not to exceed $150 a day, including travel
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1 time, for each day tley are engaged in the performance of

2 their duties as members of the Commission and shall be

3 entitled to reimbursement for travel, subsistence and other

4 necessary expenses incurred by them in carrying+ out the

5 duties of tiI, Commission.

6 EX I'ENSIS (F ('OM, MISSION

7 Siwc. 305. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated

8 for the work of the Commission the sum of $6t)0,000 without

9 regard to fiscal year limitation.

10 TITLE IWV-NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE

11 -JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY IRVENTION

12 ERT'A1ILTSTIMENT OF OFFICE

13 Si.w(,. 401. (a) There is hereby established in the Execn-

14 tive Office of the President, an office to be known as the

15 National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinqueney Preven-

16 tion (referred to in this Act as the "Office").

17 (b) There shall be at tile ]lead of the Office a Director

18 (referred to in this Act as the ")irector") who shall be

19 appointed bly the President by aid with the advice and

20 consent of the Senate.

21 (c) There shall be in tie Office a Deputy directorr of
22 tile Office who shall be appointed by the PresideIt, by anl

23 with the advice and consent of the Senate. Thie deputyy )i-

24 rector shall perform such functions as tile Director from

25 time to time assigns or delergates, and shall act as Director
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1 (Itrilig te absecnce or disability of the )irector or ill the

2 event of it vacaiclyi ii the office of the Director.

3 (d) 'There shall le in the ()fice not to exceed tree

4 Assistant )ircetors who s11all be appointed by the Director.

5 Each Assistant l)ircctor shall perform such functions as the

6 Director from tiae to time assigns or delegates.

7 PIISONNELI-SPECIAL PE8IONNEL-EXPERTS AND

8 CONSULTANTS

9 SEC. 402. (a) The Director is authorized to select,

10 employ, and fix the compensation of such officers and cia-

11 ployces, including attorneys, as are necessary to perform the

12 functions vested in him and to prescribe their functions.

13 (b) The Director is atuthorized to select, appoint, and

14 employ not to exceed five officers and to fix their cmliensa-

15 tion at rates not to exceed the rate now or hereafter pre-

16 scribed for GS-18 of the (eieral Schedule by section 5332

17 of title 5 of the United Sttes ('lode.

18 (c) Upon the request of the )irector, the head of any

19 Federal agency is authorized to detail, oil a reinibursable

20 basis, any of its pe-sonnel to the Director to assist hin in

21 carrying out his ftuc.tions under this Act.

22 (d) The directorr may obtain services as autlmized by

23 section 3109 of title 5 of the United States Code, at rtes

24 not to exceed the rate now or he-reafter prescribed for GS-18
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1 of the (General Schedule by section 53:32 of title 5 of the

2 United States Code.

3 VOLUNTARY 8IIIVICi

4 SEC. 40:3. The D)irector is aulhiorized to accept an1d

5 t, luplOy, in , (rrvilg out lile provision f Ihis Act or ally

6 Federal juvenile defiliyueleley aogriiiii, voh[ilt a1ry a ad 1iii-

7 compeuslted servi'c.t, iiot illilhihll"g the )rovisions (f sec-

8 tit0 :179 (i) of tle litvised S1,ttules ( 'S.C I 66( 5 I1 (1h)

9 I)EFINITIONS

10 SI.'c. 404. Foir the pur pose of this Act-

11 (1) thlie te ii 'juveihe dehillviicy progralls''

12 means progralis l a 'ti'vit jes related to juvenile dcliii-

13 quency preveltlion, diversion, 1.rea liliet, reln 1ilitation,

14 edu'ation, Iraninl, research, a nd I lhe ii provement of

15 the juvenile just iev systeiil which are vldcted directly

16 or indirectly li 1-ie I )epartmiients (if Ik[alht , E dlWahtioi,

17 and Welfare, LanIr, Ilusiiig and ITlbati i)velopncnt,

18 Just ice, and the Otlie of E'oioini. opportunityy . With

19 Rlega(VI to those Federal programs which appear to have

20 oiily a tangal itll r iidiret inolveent i thie area of

21 juvenile delinquenicv, the directorr of Ile Otice of Man-

22 awgeielit and ]lilget,, upon coi.siiltation with the l)iree-

23 tor, is a.uthoriz,(d to determtil e whether s uch progranis

24 cOlUc within the purview 4f this At; and

25 (2) the tern 'State" means each of the several
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I States of th l united States, tile districtt of Cohumbiia, the

2) Coimmonwealtlh of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Island ,

3 ( kuai, lerican Samon, al the Trust Territory of the

4 Pacific Islands.

5 CONCENTIOxrio)N OF FEJ)ERAL EFFOI'P

6 Sx'. 405. (a) The l)iretor small provide overall l)lan-

7 ning and l)oliv and establish ohjeo-i is nd priorities for

8 all Federal ju\viiv delinquency program is and activities re-

9 lating to prevention, diversion, traliug, treatment, rehabili-

10 t1ion, evaluation, research, and programs to improve the

11 Juvenile justice system in the United States.

12 (b) In carrying out the purposes of this Act the 1)i-

13 rector is authorized and directed to-

14 (1) advise the President ats to all matters relating

15 to federally assisted juveniile delinquency programs and

16 Federal policy regarding the problems of juvenile

17 delinquency;

18 (2) assist operating agencies in the development

19 aml promulgation of, and review regulations, guidelines,

20 requilnelli(nts, criteria. standards. lpovedll'ts, and lIdget

21 re(piests in acorda cie with the poliCies. miio'it ie! aild

22 objectives he establishes;

-- (3) recommend changes in organization, manage-

24 ment, personnel, standards, and budget requests which
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1 lie (eents advisable to iilihnient tlhepolicics, priorities,

2 and objectives lie establishes;

3 . (4) conduct and support evaluations and studies of

4 the irforniiilce and results alhieved by Federal juve-

5 lile (l&i(llCiIey plr)tgrais al ( activities Illid of the pro-

6 spctive 1)trforniUiC aind results that night be achieved

7 by tilt rnit ive prograiiis al1d activities supplementary to

8 or in licit of those currently being administered;

9 (5) coordinate Federal juveile delinquency pro-

10 grains and activities among Federal departments and

11 agencies and between Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

12 grand and activities and other Federal progranis and

13 activities which lie determines miay have an important

14 bearing on the success of the entire Federal juvenile

15 delinquency effort;

16 (6) develop yearly, and sulbniit to the President

17 and the Congress prior to March 1 in each year, an

18 analysis and evaluation of such progranis conducted and

19 assisted by Federal departmineits aid agencies, the .x-

20 pcnditurcs miiade, the results achieved, the plais de-

21 veloped, and problems discovered in the operation and

22 coordhiat ion of such progranis; and

23 (7) develop yearly, and submit to the President

24 and the Congress, prior to March 1, a comprehensive

25 plan for Federal juvenile delinquency programs, with
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1 pirtitular empliasis on the prevention of juvenile de-

2 liiquency and the development of programs and serv-

3 ices-which will encourage increased diversion of juve-

4 idles from the traditional juvenile justice system.

5 ( r) The director r lnay require (lepartments and agencies

6 engaged in any activity involving any Federal juvenile

7 deli queIIcy program to provide him with such information

8 and reports, and to conduct such studies and surveys, as lie

9 may deem to be necessary to carry out the pulroses of this

10 Act.

11 (d) The Director may delegate any of his functions

12 under this title, except the making of regulations, to any

13 officer or employee of the Office.

14 (e) In administering the provisions of this title, the

15 Director is authorized to utilize the services and facilities of

16 any agency of the Federal Government and of any other

17 public agency or institution in accordance with appropriate

18 agreements, and to pay for such services either in advance

19 or by way of reimbursement as may be agreed upon.

20 JOINT FUNDING

21 SE. 406. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

22 where funds are made available by more than one Federal

23 agency to be used by an agency, organization, institution, or

24 individual to earr, out a Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

84-522 0-73-3
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1 gram or activity. any one of the Federal agencies proN'idiilg

2 funds may be designed by the Director to act for all in

3 administering the funds advanieed. IIn such cases, a single

4 non-Fedcral share requirement may 1be established according

5 to the propolrtioii of funds advanced by each Federal agency.

6 and the Director may order any such agency to waive any

7 technical grant or co|,tract requirement (as defined in such

8 regulations) which is inconsistent with the similar require-

9 ment of the administering agency or which the administering

10 agency does not impose.

11 TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

12 SEC. 407. (a) The President may authorize any person

1: who immediately prior to the date of enactment of this Act

14 held a position in the executive branch of the Government

15 to act as the Director of the National Office of Juvenile

16 Justice and Delinquency Prevention until the office of

17 Director is for the first time filled pursuant to the provisions

18 of this Act or by recess appointment, as the case may be.

19 (b) The President may similarly authorize any such

20 person to act as Deputy Director.

21 (c) The President may authorize any person who

22 serves in an acting capacity under the foregoing provisions

23 of this section to receive the compensation attached to the

24 office in respect of which he so serves. Such compensation,

'P
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1 if atithorized, shall be ini lieu of, but iiot in addition to, other

2 compensation from the Vinited States to which such person

3 may be entitled.

4 (d) No Federal officer, deplurtnet, or agency shall

y be deemed to be relieved of any responsibility that such

6 officer, department, or agency had on the date of enactment

7 of this Act with respect to any federally assisted juvenile

8 delinquency program.

9 AMENDMENT TO TITLE 5. UNITED STATF1S CODE

10 Sipe. 408. (a) Section 5313 of title 5, United States

11 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

12 new paragraph:

12. "(21) )irector, National Office of Juvenile Justice

1-4 and Delinquency Prevention.".

15 (b) Section 5314 of title 5, United States Code, is

16 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 paragraph:

18 " (58) 1)eluty D)irector, National Office of ,Jvenile

19 Justice and l)eilitency Prevention.".

20 (.) Section 5315 of title 5, Jnited States Code, is

21 amended by adding at the end thereof the following now

22 pragraph:

23 "' (95) Assistant )i reetors, National Office of Juve-

24 nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.".
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1 APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

2 SEC. 409. There are hereby authorized to be appro-

3 priated to the President $15,000,000 for the iscal year-

4 ending June 30, 1972, $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

5 June 30, 1974, and $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

6 June 3, 1974, and $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

7 June 30, 1975, to carry out the purposes of this title.

8 TITLE V-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE

9 AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

10 PART A-FOMHULA GRANTS

11 AUTHORIZATION

12 SE-c. 501. There are authorized to be appropriated

13 $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972;

14 $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973;

15 $75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Julie 30, 1974; and

16 $100,000,000 for the fiscal yetr ending -June 30, 1975, for

17 grants to States to assist them in planning, establishing,

18 operating, coordinating, and evaluating projects for the de-

19 velopment of more effective education, training, I)revention,

20 diversion, treatment, and rehabilitation programs to deal with

21 juvenile delinquency and programs to improve the juvenile

22 justice system.

23 8TATh ALLOTMENT

24 SEc. 502. (a) For each fiscal year the Director shall, in

25 accordance with regulations, allot the suts appropriated pur-
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1 saint to section 501 for such ycir among the States on tile

2 basis of the relative popuition of people tinder age eighteen,

3 financial need, and need for more effective juvenile delia-

4 quency progranis (as defined in section 404) except that no

5 such allotment to aniy State (other than the Virgin Ishnds,

6 American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the

7 Pacific Islands) shiall be less than $200,000.

8 (b) Any amount so allotted to a State (other than the

9 Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Ter-

10 ritory of the Pacific Islands) and remaining unobligated at

11 the end of such year shall remain available to such State, for

12 the purposes for which made, for the next fiscal year (and

1:). for such year only) , and any such amount shall be in addi-

14 tion to the amounts allotted to such State for such purpose

15 for such next fiscal year; except that any such amount, re-

16 maining unohligated at the end of the sixth month follow-

17 ing the end of such year for which it was allotted, which the

18 ])irector determines will remain iuiobligated by the close

19 of such iext fiscal year, iay be reallotted by tile director , to

20 be available for the lurposes for which made until the close

21 of such next fiscal year, to other States which have liecd

22 therefor, on such basis as the Director deenis equitable and

23 consistent with the purposes of this part, and any amount

4s reallotted to i Sllate slall l e in al1ilhon to thIe anoitts

25 allotted and available Ito Ili States for the samc period. Any
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1 amount allotted under subsection (a) to the Virgin Islands,

2 American Samoa, Guan, or the Trust Territory of the Pacific

3 Islands for a fiscal year and remaining unobligated at tile end

4 of such year shall remain available to it, for the purposes for

5 which made, for the next twofiscal years (and for such years

6 only), and any such amount shall be in addition to the

7 amounts allotted to it for such purpose for each of such next

8 two fiscal years; except that any such amount, remaining

9 unobligated at the end of the first of such next two years,

10 which the Director determines will remain unobligated at the

11 close of the second of such next two years, may be reallotted

12 by the Director, to be available for the purposes for which

13 made until the close of the second of such next two years, to

14 any other of such four States which have need therefor, on

15 such basis as the Director deems equitable and consistent with

16 the purposes of this part, and any amount so reallotted to a

17 State shll be iii addition to the amounts allotted and avail-

18 alIe to the State for tihe same period.

19 (e) At the request of any State, a portion of any allot-

20 ment or allotments of such State under this part shall be

21 available to pay that portion of tile expenditures found

22 necessary by the Director for the proper and etlicieut adimin-

23 istration during such year of the State plan approved under

24 this part, except that not more than 10 per centum of the

25 total of the allotments of such State for a year, or $50,000,
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1 whichever is the least, shall be available for such purpose

2 for such year.

3 STATE PLANS

4 ScEC. 5t)3. (a) Any Stiate desiring to participate ini this

5 pariI shall sulbmit a State plan for carrying out its purposes.

6 Such plan must-

7 (1) designate a single State agency as the sole

8 agency for the l)rl)aration, and administration of the

9 plan, or designate such agency as the sole agency for

10 supervising the preparation and administration of the

11 plan;

12 (2) contain satisfactory evidence that the State

13 agency designated in accordance with paragraph (1)

14 (hereafter in this section referred to as the "State

15 agency") will have authority to implement such plan

16 in conformity with this part and with Federal policy

17 established under this Act and will include representa-

18 tives of nongovernmental organizations or groups, and

19 of public agencies specifically concerned with juvenile

20 delinquency prevention, treatment and rehabilitation;

21 (3) set forth, in accordance with criteria estab-

22 lished by the Director, a detailed survey of the local and

23 State needs for the prevention and treatment of juvenile

24 delinquency, and the improvement of the juvenile jus-

25 tice system, including a survey of the juvenile facilities,
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1 services, and programs needed throughout the State to

2 provide an effective comprehensive, coordinated ap-

3 preach to juvenile delinquency prevention, treatment,

4 and rehabilitation, and a detailed plan, including item-

5 ized estimated costs, for the development and iil)le-

6 mentation of such a program;

7 (4) provide for coordination and maximum utiliza-

8 tion of existing and planned juvenile deliqueney

9 programs and activities within the State, and require

10 compliance with the plan and cooperation witlh other

11 programs and activities as a condition for fhinicii

12 support under this title;

13 (5) provide that the State agency will from time

14 to time, but not less often than annually, review its

15 State plan and submit to the )irector an analysis and

16 evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs and

17 activities carried out under the plan, and any inodifica-

18 tions in the plan, including the survey of State and local

19 needs, which it considers necessary;

20 (6) provide reasonable assurance that Federal funds

21 made available under this part for any period will be

22 so used as to supplement and increase, to the extent

23 feasible and practical, the level of State, local, and other

24 non-Federal funds that would in the absence of such

25 Federal funds be made available for the programs
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1 described in this part, and will in no event supplant such

2 State, local, and other non-Federal funds;

3 (7) provide that not less than 75 per centum of

4 the funds available to such State under this part will

5 be expended on the development and use of facilities,

6 programs, and services designed to prevent juvenile

7 delinquency, to divert juveniles from the juvenile justice

8 system, and to provide community-based alternatives to

9 detention and correctional facilities used for the con-

10 finement of juveniles;

11 (8) provide that the State will detain and treat

12 juveniles who are not charged with or who have not

13 committed offenses that would be criminal if com-

14 mnitted by an adult in separate facilities with separate

15 and distinct programs from juveniles who are charged

16 with or who have committed offenses that would be

17 criminal if committed by an adult;

18 (9) provide for the development of an adequate

19 research, training, and evaluation cal)acity within the

20 State in accordance with criteria prescribed by the

21 Director;

22 (10) provide for advanced techniques in the design

23 of programs, services, and facilities, such as, but not

24 limited to-

25 (A) community-based programs, services and
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1 facilities for the prevention of juvenile delinquenv,

2 for pretrial diversion froni the juvenile justice svs-

3 tern, and for the treatment and rehabilitation of juve-

4 nile delinq u ents through the development of foster-

5 care and shelter-care homes, group holnies. ]alfwiiy

( ]lltses, aid any other designated resideitial, conl-

7 1 liltIVity-laseld treatmilent or rehabilitative facility or

8 service;

9 (B) diagnostic facilities and services ol ia state-

10 wide, regional, or local basis;

11 (C) expanded use of probation its an alterna-

12 tive to incarceration, including. programss of pro-

13 1 ation subsidies, probation caseloads commensurate

14 with recognized oI)timum standards, the recruitment

15 and training of 1)robation officers and other profes-

16 sional and paraprofessional personnel according to

17 standards promulgated by the Director, and com-

18 munity-oriented programs for the supervision of

19 juvenile plrolbationers aid parolees;

20 (1)) coimlrehelsive progranls of (rug ab use

21 education and prevention, and programs for the

22 treatment and rehabilitation of drig addicted and

23 drug dependent youth (as defined in section 2 of the

24 Public Health Services Act) ;

2.5 (E) delinquency prevention programs, inelud-
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1 ing individual and family counseling, use and train-

2 ing of professionals and lraprofessionals, and other

3 supportive services within the elementary and see-

4 ondary education systems to detect, work with, and

5 divert from the juvenile justice system delinquent

6 and potentially delinquent youth;

7 (11) provide for special training of professional

8 and paraprofessional pelswwlill to work effectively in tle

9 prevention and treatllnet of juvenile delinquency;

10 (12) provide for such fiscal control and fund ac-

11 counting l)rocodures necessary to assure pll(lent use,

12 proper dislursemenlt of ain accurate acounting of funds

13 received ullde" this title;

14 (13) provide assurances that assistance will be

15 available on an equitable basis to migrant, Indian, and

16 otlier minorl'ity group) youth: and

17 (14) contain suci other terIls and cMditions as
18 the directorr ma. y re asonly plresorihe to asure the

19 effcctivencs, of tle programs assisted umder rhis title.

20 (b) Funds authorized under section 5i01 of this part

21 may be used to develop the Stlate plan reiuired by sulscc-

22 tioil (,,) of this section.

23 (c) The Director shall approve any State plan and any

24 modification thereof that meets the requirements of subsee-

25 tion (a) of tills section.
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PART B-Si'ECIMh EmPHIASIS IREVH.;'NT(N AND

TREATMENT PRoGRA MS

PROGRAM AND AUTIIORIZATION

SEC. 504. (a.) The Director is authorized to make grailts

to public and private nonprofit agencies, organizations, or

institutions and enter into cout.racts with public and private
agencies, m-'ganizat-ious, institutions, and individuals-

(1) to de vep and A implenien t new approaches, tech-

niques, and methods with respect to jitiv'eile delinquency

prevention, diversion, treatment and rehabilitation;

(2) to evaluate those new approaches, teclhni(ques,

and methods;

(3) to foster the establishment of new or expanded

juvenile delinquency programs and activities (as defined

in section 404) ;

(4) to develop and implement effective means of

diverting juveniles fromn the formal adjudicatory process

and from traditional forms of institutionalization; alnd

(5) to develop an1d iml)lemet programs aml activ-

ities to improve the juvenile justice system in the United

States.

(b) Any such agency, organization, institution, or indi-

vidual desiring to receive a grant, or enter into any contract

under this part, shall submit an application at such time,

in such manner, and containing or accompanied by such
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1 information as the directorr may prescribe. Each such appli-

2 cation shall-

3 (1) provide that the activities and services for

4 which assistance under this title is sought will be admin-

5 istercd by or under tie supervision of the applicant;

6 (2) set forth n lprogralm for carrying out the pur-

7 l)oses set forth in subsectio)n (a) of this section;

8 (3) provide for the proper nd-effichent adminis-

9 tration of such program ;

10 (4) provide that regular reports on program activi-

I I ties shall be made in such form and containing such

12 information as the1 Director may require; and

13 (5) provide for such fiscal control and fund

14 accounting procedres as may he necessary to assure

15 prudent use, proper (lisimrsenent, and accurate account-

16 ing of funds received under this tile.

17 (c) There are antlorzed to be a)propriated $75.000,-

18 000 for the fiscal year ending Jnie 30, 1972; 8150,000,000

19 for tle fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; $225,000,000 for

20 tile fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and $300,000,000 for

21 time fiscal year ending ,June 30, 1975 o earryqt the pir-

22 poses of this part.

23 SrC. 505. Payments under this title, pursuant to a grant

24 or contract, may' be made (after necessary adjustment, in the

25 case of grants, on account of previously made overpayments
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1 or *iII**erpaIVylmeIwts) ill advance or by way of reillriliiseliielits.

'2 iil( ill sI1(.]l ilistillijiejts ,lid oil such coulitliils as the ])irec-

3 tor may determine.ii.

4 WIT1!1101,DING

5 SIw(. 0)(. WVhellever the Director, after giving relsol-

6 able notice lund oplortunity for hearing to a grant recipient

7 under this title, find--

8 (1) that the prograiii or activity for whieh stich

9 grant Was 1111de has Itell so changed that it no louiger

10 complies with tie provisions of this title; or

11 (2) that ii thle' olWration of tilt program oi activity

12 there is failure to comply subiistanitially with aiy sue

13 provision;

14 the Director shall notify such recipient of his findings alid no

15 further payments may be made to such recipient by the

16 Director util lie is satisfied that such nioncompliance las

17 Ie|ii, or will lro~tlY beW. conrected.

18 'rITE 'I-NAIION.\ i, INSTIITI!Ti F)R .1 i'VN IE

19 ,JITST IC E

20 NATIONAL INSrTI'Ii'

21 S 6c. 1 (a) There is estallishecd within the National

22 ()tlice iif .lvelile jluslice and ] )eliiiequiy Pretention

23 National Ilnsliilue for Jnvenile Justice preferredd to ill this

24 Act als tile "Institute')

25 (b) Tile Ilstitute shall lbe under tile dirtction of an
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1 Administrator who siall he appointed by the Director of

2 the National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

3 Prevention. Acting through the Institute, the Director shall

4 take any action consistent with the intent and purpose of this

5 Act. iicluolig but not limited to the funtet ins stated ill

6 Ik file.

7 \'(l)INA'IN AN) '1I.'IINI'AL ASSISTANCE IXN(CTION

S Si;-('. ;0!2. The Instittite, under the sitpervision a1(d

9 direction of the Administrator, is authorized to-

10 (I) assist uu11d serve ill a1 colsuiltilig capacity to

II Federal, State. 111d local courts, del0rtillcuts, all| agenl-

2 i'ies inl tile develomne, maintenance, and coordinlation

M, of a full range of progranis, facilities anld services for

14 education. diagnosis, preventionl, couIsehilig, training,

15 treatmlentl, ad rehabilitation vith respect to juve.ilh

16 delinquency problems; -

17 (2) encourage and assist State and local govern-

18 met programs and services, and programs and services

19 of other public and private agencies, institutions, and

20 organizations in their efforts to develop and implement

21 juvenile delinquency programs;

22 (3) serve as an information hank by collecting

23 systematically the data obtained from studies and re-

24 search by puhhlie and private agencies, institutions, or

25 individuals on juvenile delinquency, including, but not
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1 limited to, programs for prevention of juvenile delin-

2 quency, training of youth corrections personnel, an(l re-

3 habilitation and treatment of juvenile offenders; and

4 (4) serve as a clearinghouse and information center

5 for the collection, preparation, till(] dissemination of all

6 information regarding jllvenile deliiq(uIleuIy, ilelidiug

7 State and lo.al julleile dchl Iuquelley prevention and

8 treatment plans, availability of resources, training and

9 educational progrms, statistihq, and other pertinent data

10 and information.

1 1 RESEARCIT FINC'' IONS

12 Sic. 603. (a) The Institute under thie sulpervision and

13 (lirection of the Adlnuisi rat or is allhorized to-

14 (1) conduct, encourage, and coordinate all fornos

15 of research relating to the causes, sociologieal aspects,

16 prevention, diagnosis, and treanifent of juvenile delil-

17 quency; and

18 (2) make grants to any public or nonprofit private

19 agency, institution, or organization, and to enter into

20 contracts with any agency, organization, institution, or

21 individual to carry out such research; and to other-

22 wise carry out the purposes of this section.

23 (b) The Administrator shall prepare an annual report

24 to the Director on the research programs funded under thi

25 section, including a review of the results of such research,
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1 an assessincitt of the application of such restilts to existiiig

2 and to new juvenile delinquency programs, and detailed

3 recollllellatilmbs for Iirthier research to ie cotndut'd iiith'er

4 this section.

5 TRAI NIN(GI'll NATIONS

Sic. ((. () 'lie Itit itte, under tlie slpervisiona id

7 directioil of lit .\ ljit.tj rotor, is alt iorized to-

8 (I) dCvise( and (odilct in various.- gcograplical
9 14aras of the Il ittd States, still ol'S 1tlid won'lslnPs

10 providing continuing studies for persons engaged in

11 working directly with juveniles and juvenile offTenders;

12 . (2) device ad c(tdoIth't a training program of sltirt

tertin in-truction iit, lhe, latest lrov'cit ,i'T&ct.ive tit ll4

1 4 of Ipr e t,\ n ,l c t~ ro l, -m o.d trc a l mn tt (f j i v c -i lc d c li -

15 quency for l\" ciforecment offiv.rs. juvenile welfare

16 workers. juveiuile judges and judicial personnel, prolm-

17 tion officers, correctional personnel, aid other persons,

18 include tgliy and paraprofessional p(-rsonnel, connected

19 with the prevention and treatment of juvenile deliii-

2( quency; and

21 (3) develop technical trahiig teans to aid ii tle

22 development of training programs for professional al(d

23 paraprofessiotial persomel within -the several States

24 and with State, local, and private agencies which work

84-522 0-73----4
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1 directly with young people to prevent and treat juvenile

2 delinquency.

3 (b) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to

4 or enter into contracts wvithi any public or private agency,

5 institution, or individual to carry out training programs

6 authorized by this title, to evaluate their effeetiveness, and

7 to otherwise carry out the purposes of this section.

8 ADVISORY COUNCIL

9 Sjx'. 605. (a) There is hereby established an Advisory

10 Council which shall advise, consult witi, serve as a sounding

11 board for, and make recomneltations to tie Direetor of

12 the National Office aid to the Administrator of the Institute

13 concerning the overall policy and operations of the Institute.

1-t (b) The Advisory Council shall consist of the Adminis-

151 trator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,

16 the Director of the Bureau of Prison,,, tihe Administrator of

17 the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Ad-

18 ministration, the Director of the National Institute of Mental

19 l1ealth, the directorr of the United States Judicial Center,

20 and fifteen persons having training and e-xperience in the

21 area of juvenile delinquency appointed by the President

22 from the following categories:

23 (1) law enforcement officers (two persons) ;

24 (2) juvenile or family court judges (two persons)

25 (3) probation personnel (two persons) ;
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(4) correctional personnel (two persons)

2 (5) representatives of private organizations con-

cerned with juvenile delinquency (five persons) ; and

4 (6) representatives of State agencies established

5 under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Con-

6 trol Act of 1968, title I of the Omniibus Crime Control

7 and Safe Streets Act of 1968, or the Juvenile Justice

8 and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972 (two persons).

9 (c) Members appointed by the President to the Ad-

10 visorv Council shall serve for terms of four years and liall

11 be eligible f<or reappointment, except that for the first com-

12 position of the Council, one-third of these members shall be

13 appointed-to one-year terms, one-third to two-year terms,

14 and one-third to three-year terms; thereafter each of these

15 member's-terms shall be for four years. Any member ap-

16 pointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior tx) the expiration of

17 the teurin for which hig predecessor was appointed, shall be

18 appointed for the remainder of such tern. Any member

19 aplitinted to tlt- Ct,uncil way be removed by the President

20 for incflienivcy, gct of du or mti alf4salmee in office.

21 (d) While performing their duties, ineinbors of the

22 Council shall lie reimmiursed under (lovermnent t-ravel regula-

23 tions for their expenses, and members who are not employed

24 full time by the Federal (invenmiont shall receive in addition

25 a per diomi of $100 in lieu of suslistence, as authorized by
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- 36

1 section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in

2 (lovornment service employed intermittently.

3 (e) Tile Director shall act is Chairman of the Advisory

4 Council. The Council shall establish its governing rules of

5 procedure.

6 AUTHORIZATION OF API'R'OPRIATIONS

7 SEC. 606. To carty out the plj)oSCS of this title there

8 are hereby authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000 for

9 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972; $100,000,000 for the

10 fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; $150,000,000 for the fiscal

11 year ending Jime 30, 1974, and $200,000,000 for the fiscal

12 year ending June 30, 1975.
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Senator BAYH. We begin hearings today on S. 3148, the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, which I introduced several
months ago. This bill is designed to provide a comprehensive, co-
ordinated, national approach to the problems of juvenile delinquency,
as well as to make substantial new resources available.

The need for just such an all-encompassing attack on delinquency
has long been recognized by those who are actively involved in pro-
viding services to the young people of this country. S. 3148 has already
received the endorsement of many of the major organizations working
in the field of youth development and delinquency prevention, such as
the American Parents Committee, Boys' Clubs of America, the Na-
tional Congress of Parents and Teachers, the National Education
Association, the Young Women's Christian Association and the Young
Men's Christian Association. Organizations with specific and exten-
sive expertise in dealing with juvenile delinquency, such as the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency and the National Council
of Juvenile Court Judges, have also supported S. 3148. This wide-
spread support for my bill among those groups which are in the fore-
front of the delinquency effort is encouraging. Now it is up to us in
Congress to provide the'legislative authority and the massive funds to
get the job done.

As Chairman of the Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delin-
quency, I am deeply concerned with the alarming increase in juvenile
crime in our country. The hard facts indicate that we are facing a
problem of crisis proportions. During the last decade, arrests of juve-
niles for violent crimes have increased 167 percent. Arrests of juveniles
for property crimes have climbed 89 percent. Almost two-thirds of all
arrests for serious crime are of young people under the age of 21. Our
failure to deal with this crisis of delinquency is tragicaITv clear. The
recidivism rate for institutionalized delinquents is the highest of any
age group--between 74 percent and 85 percent. Many if not most adult
criminals have a juvenile record.

The failure of the juvenile justice system and the ineffectiveness of
the Federal delinquency effort have been described in detail by wit-
nesses before the subcommittee. We have conducted investigations and
hearings on many aspects of the juvenile delinquency crisis in the
Unite& States, including a careful review of the diverse, uncoordi-
nated Federal programs which are supposed to be dealing with juve-
nile delinquency. I am now convinced that nothing short of restructur-
ing the entire Federal effort will produce the desperately needed
national leadership in the fight against delinquency.

To provide this leadership, my bill creates a new National Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention within the Executive
Office of the President with the authority to supervise, coordinate, and
evaluate all federally assisted delinquency programs. My bill also
authorizes substantial new resources to develop and implement effec-
tive delinquency prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs.
It creates a centralized research training, and technical assistance
effort in a new Institute of Juveniie Justice. Through a National Com-
mission on Standards for Juvenile Justice, it pr, vides for the develop-
ment of model uniform standards for the administration of juvenile
justice, including conditions of confinement in detention and correc-
tional institutions. Finally, it establishes basic procedural rights for
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juveniles who come under Federal jurisdiction-rights that are already
enjoyed by adult criminal defendants.

We frequently hear the statement that in this society our children
come first and have the highest priority in the use of our national re-
sources. Sadly enough, this is more myt than reality. As the Supreme
Court has pointed out, there is reason to believe that the child receives
the "worst of both worlds." He gets neither protections accorded
adults nor the "solicitous care . . . postulated Jor children." (Kent
v. United States, 383 U.S. 541, 555 (1966)).

Our overcrowded, understaffed juvenile courts, probation services,
and training schools, rarely have the time, energy, or resources to offer
the individualized treatment which the juvenile justice system was
designed to provide. Witnesses have testified again and again that
once a young person enters the juvenile court system he will probably
be picked up again for delinquent acts, and eventually he will grad-
uate to a life of adult crime. Thus, the juvenile system is a failure not
only from the child's point of view but also from the point of view
of our society.

The magnitude of the national crisis in the juvenile justice system
demands an all-out Federal effort to raise the quality of juvenile
justice and to allocate substantial new resources to provide critically
needed prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation alternatives.

My bill provides for a three-pronged Federal effort to end the sec-
ond-class status of children in the juvenile justice system. This will
do much to reduce the tremendous variations in procedures and poli-
cies among juvenile courts which frequently result in clear injus-
tice to the individual child. The National Commission on Stand-
ards for Juvenile Justice is designed to develop national standards and
guidelines not only for juvenile court practices but also for conditions
of confinement in juvenile detention and correctional facilities. The
National Institute for Juvenile Justice established by my bill will pro-
vide a centralized focus for research on juvenile delinquency and for
dissemination of related information. The Institute would further-
more offer needed technical assistance not only to juvenile courts but
also to all agencies and institutions developing delinquency programs.

My bill also contains a series of provisions designed to implement
recent Supreme Court decisions on the rights of juveniles and to pro-
vide other basic protections for juveniles under Federal jurisdiction.
These provisions taken together with the work of the Institute and the
Commission on Standards will do much to meet a major goal of our
bill, namely to improve the quality of juvenile justice in this country.

The true measure of our commitment to the future of our young
people will be the amount of resources we mobilize to solve the prob-
lems of delinquency. The creation of real alternatives to the traditional
juvenile correctional process will require coordinated Federal action
to funnel substantial new funds to the States, localities, and private
agencies for this purpose. My bill authorizes more than $1 billion
over the next 4 years for the development and implementation of
delinquency prevention, diversion, and rehabilitation programs.

rhe heart of this revitalized Federal fight on delinquency will be
the provision of funds to develop innovative approaches and alterna-
tives to the present methods of dealing with the problems of delin-
quency. My bill provides for direct grants to public and private non-
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profit agencies to establish and implement new delinquency programs
and techniques. Funds are also provided for distribution by the States
through designated planning agencies in accordance with comprehen-
sive State plans. At least 75 percent of the State funds must be spent
on the development and use of facilities designed to prevent delin-
quency, to divert juveniles from the juvenile justice system, and to
provide community-based alternatives to detention and correctional
facilities. Thus, all grants, whether made to State or private agencies,
will emph asize the creation and expansion of viable alternatives to
the traditional methods of dealing with young people in trouble
through the juvenile justice system. Particuliar emphasis is placed on
delinquency prevention and on the closing down of obsolete, custodial
juvenile correctional facilities.

The failure of the juvenile justice system is magnified further by the
number of children who have committed noncriminal "juvenile status
offenses," who are processed through the juvenile justice system. Wit-
nesses have told us repeatedly that approximately one-half of the
juveniles presently confined in large correctional institutions are there
because they are runaways, truants, or are not wanted or cannot be at
home. Rather than being locked up as young criminals, these children
who are victims of parental and societal neglect, should be given the
help they need in their own communities. My bill supports the use of
innovative ommunity treatment services and facilities to divert chil-
dren from the juvenile justice system so that their problems can be
dealt with in neighborhood settings.

Experts in the delinquency field have strongly advocated the adop-
tion of many of the treatment techniques supported by my bill, such
as foster-care, shelter-care, and group homes and halfway houses,
diagnostic facilities and expanded use of probation services and proba-
tion subsidy programs. My bill also encourages the development of
comprehensive drug education and treatment programs as well as
individual and family counseling aid other supportive services in
schools to detect and work with potentially delinquent youth.

These community-based programs promise new hope for children
in trouble. Our past record in dealing with juvenile delinquency is
dismal. We have provided neither the leadership nor the resources
necessary to reduce the rising tide of juvenile crime. The cost to our
society both in economic terms and in wasted human lives has been
immeasurable. I am convinced that we can no longer delay in adopting
a new,*comprehensive, coordinated approach to the problems of delin-
quency. We must make a national commitment that is commensurate
to the size of the problem. The young people of this country deserve
no less.

I am pleased, at this time, to place in the record a statement by the
Hon. FEdward W. Brooke, Senator from the State of Massachusetts.

[The Statement was marked "Exhibit No. 3" and is as follows:]

Exhibit No. 3

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF SENATOR EDWARD V. BROOKE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

Mr. Chairman, in these times of change and confusion, of reordered priorities
and renewed devotion to the preservation and betterment of human life and
society, it is important to review and often to revise the methods and institutions
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we have created for accomplishing our goals. Often through such review we find
that our approaches have become inadequate, sometimes ineffective and possibly
detrimental as a result of the forces of time or neglect.

This kind of an awakening has recently occurred in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts with regard to the county training schools for Juvenile delinquents.
The focus of public debate has been on these schools, but the greater considera-
tion is the entire system of Juvenile justice.

Massachusetts is the only state that has a system of county training schools.
Established in 1872, they were created as facilities of correction for youngsters
considered to be "stubborn children" or children that could not be disciplined
by the school, home or church. The centers were designed to assist these young
people in developing a sense of social and individual responsibility while meeting
their physical and educational requirements. They were also found to be a means
of relieving the community of the problem and responsibility of handling these
young people.

Over time, the constructive goals of these schools have not been met-if they
ever were. Instead they have solely and simply served the purpose of relieving
the community of further responsibility for a few wayward youths.

For various reasons these training schools have undergone continual review.
As early as 1896 a special legislative commission of the General Court took a
look at the system and recommended that the schools be abolished. Since that
time the number of schools has been reduced, but some still remain. In 1933
a report recommended the consolidation of 'the 5 remaining schools into two.
In 1939 another review commission advised the same step be taken.

Nothing happened until 1968. By that time there were three schools remaining.
The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services was instructed to advise the
schools in their methods and their approach to Juvenile Justice. The Commis-
sioner of Youth Services also appointed two groups to visit the schools and make
their own reports. The first report was filed in 1971 under the direction of
former Representative Mary Newman, and the second was released In January
of 1972 under the leadership of Mr. Melvin King. The findings of the two groups
were basically the same: abolish the training schools and revise the laws per-
tamining to Juvenile offenders.

The training schools were found to have inadequate academic programs and
little or no follow-up or after-care. Little if any diagnosis was made when the
child entered the sceol.

Lest year the citizens of Massachusetts paid $2 million to support three homes,
housing up to 200 boys and maintaining a staff of 96. The cost of maintaining a
single child in a training school for one year ranges from $5,300 to $8,000, and
some eftliates go as high as $10,000. Salaries at the schools were high, yet few
standards were set for employment of personnel and civil service regulations
did not apply. No adequate records were kept of either the finances of the school
or the condition of the child before, during, or after his iniarceration.

The annual school population in Massachusetts is approximately 1.3 million.
Frow this number, how was it possible to determine that 200 children were the
most incorrigible, the most delinquent, and therefore eligible to be sentenced
to years of incarceration under the "Stubborn and Disobedient Child Law"?
Many more children have equally difficult discipline and emotional problems, but
were not placed in training schools under the state's Jurisdiction.

Fortunately, these schools have now been abolished. In fact, only one Juvenile
detention facility now remains in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This is
an Important and long overdue response to an intolerable situation. But the
abolition of training schools is only the first step. As this committee well knows,
the entire system of Juvenile Justice requires urgent reformation. .Massachusetft
tihs begun to move in this direction. A national effort is also required.

We need to know more about why young people commit crimes. We need to
know what can be done, using the resources of the community, to deal with their
multiple physical, psychological, and physiological problems. We need national
guidelines for the administration of Juvenile Justice, national standards for
corrections procedures and facilities. And we need an adequate system of pro-
cedural protection for Juveniles in our courts and correctional facilities.

The number of children getting into trouble, running away from home, and
causing disturbances is ever-increasing. Apathy, indignation, indifference, drug
abuse, and discontent are attitudes and modes of expression which are increasing.
We cannot simply expand our methods of punishing offenders. A large-scale,
constructive program of research, education and counseling is desperately
needed. Our resources must be harnessed to meet the legitimate demands and
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needs of these young people. They must be helped so that they can withstand
the pressures of the times, develop their potentials and abilities so that they can
become working and contributing members of our society and not drains on our
meager resources.

I am proud of the efforts which- are being made by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in this crucial area. I am proud of the fact that our State
government cares enough about this problem to be represented in such large
numbers at these hearings on a national Juvenile delinquency prevention bill.
And I am confident that from our combined efforts can come a truly constructive
system of juvenile Justice and correction.

I am pleased to welcome as our first witness the distinguished Governor of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Francis W. Sargent, It is particularly
fitting that representatives of Massachusetts should open our hearing on S. 3148,
because this State is the first to decide to close down traditional Juvenile institu-
tions and to create community-based alternatives. We look forward to hearing
from G6vernor Sargent about this noteworthy decision.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANCIS W. SARGENT, GOVERNOR,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Governor SARGENT. Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you, and I certainly would agree with
you that what we are trying to do in this country in terms of handling
the problems of juvenile offenders has been very poor, and we are
trying very hard to make a real change in our State. We are trying to
change a system that is not working.

I am also here to urge that you and your colleagues join with us in
furthering our plans for the future.

Preventing crime is an activity which must involve every citizen
in this country. There is no better place to begin than in forming a
Federal, State, and local partnership to work with the juvenile offen-
der. S. 3148, filed by you, Mr. Chairman of this subcommittee, con-
tains a commitment to the philosophy of community based treatment
centers such as we have adopted in Massachusetts.

It also calls for funds to implement this change in philosophy.
Both forms of support are sorely needed. I would like to spend the
next few minutes outlining what we have done in Massachusetts in
trying to rehabilitate the juvenile offender and point to directions
for the future.

A little over 2 years ago, I recruited a new commissioner for our
department of youth services.

His name is Jerome Miller. You will hear from him in a few
moments this morning.

Dr. Miller was faced with a department that had operated the
same way for about 100 years. A system not much different from
those that exist today throughout this country. Under this system
we take a child who has gotten into trouble, lock him up in a cell,
punish him for some period of time and then send him home to com-
mit another offense. Almost 75 percent of the children who were
released fell into this pattern. Frankly, that the remaining 25 per-
cent did not return to an institution is a miracle, given the fact that
they received no more than custodial care.

WhQn I took office, I was soon convinced that there were better
ways to deal with juvenile offenders. Better ways than simply shut-
ting them Lway in institutions. I felt that a community-based treat-
ment system would provide better rehabilitative services, and that
it would cost less to the taxpayers of our State.
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With each new experience, - am more and more convinced that
we were right. But it has not been easy, and the struggle goes on.
Dr. Miller had to convince his own staff that the community treat-
ment system was better, and I might say that he still has not been
able to convince all of the employees of his department that the
system is better and that he is fighting and struggling to do this.
One of the problems, of course, is to have a broad public under-
standing of this. We have embarked on a massive public education
program. Much of thes public clings to the myth that walls mean
protection for society and for the offender.

Notwithstanding this lingering opposition, we have continued to
move forward. At this moment, four of our five major State juvenile
institutions have been closed. By the end of this month, we will have
closed the last institution thus ending the use of large barren facili-
ties to care for youth who need services instead.

There will always be a need for some security setting to protect
the community. But only for a small percentage of children who
are convicted. It is easy to make buildings symbols and to measure
success in terms of how many buildings are closed. But if we fail
to provide quality services to youthful offenders in the new com-
munity setting we will have failed.

In Massachusetts, we have devised viable alternatives to our in-
stitutions. Of the 600 children in State institutions in October of
1969, only 29 remain. In the past month, we have opened 13 new
group homes and we hope to open-seven more as soon as possible.
We have more than tripled the number of foster-care placements.

We have 120 young people participating in a new and exciting pro-
gram called "parole volunteers." In this program, a child receives
close personal guidance from a college student who is paid a nominal
salary to maintain a continuing relationship. It is too soon to tell what
long-term effect this new system will have. Our initial indications,
however, are favorable. We are hopeful that a large number of these
children will turn away from a potential life in crime to become pro-
ductive citizens of our Commonwealth.

We did have some problems; there is no question about it. We did
have arguments; we did have difficulties, but I believe that it is going
to work, and we are hopeful that a large number of these children will
turn away from a potential life of crime to become productive citizens
of our State.

The community-based concept has enabled the State to provide bet-
ter rehabilitative services at lower cost. Under the old system we found
ourselves supporting an entire system at a level that only a small
minority of the population needed. We spent approximately $10,000
a year to keep just one child in an institution-10,000 a year. It is
hard to believe.

For this money, we could buy each child a complete wardrobe at
Brooks Brothers, give him a $20 a week allowance and send him to a
private school, paying room and board and tuition. In the summer,
we could send him to Europe and put a thousand dollars in a bank
account for him each year, and-we would still save the taxpayer over
$1,300.

This is the kind of money we have been investing in our institutions,
and all of you know the results. If, however, we invest in a community-
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treatment program, we can provide additional services, personal coun-
seling, job training, specialized education, and healthy group home-
setttngs for about half the cost we formerly had.

For the-child who needs an intensive parole counseling program,
the cost is a little over $2,600 per year, per child. And for those chil-
dren who need a group home the cost is approximately $7,500 a year
for each child.

In Massachusetts, we have a dual system to treat the juvenile of-
fender. We have the unfortunate distinction of being the only State
in the country to send children who have educational problems to
institutions known as county training schools. These schools, three in
number, were-started in 1873, and there have been studies ever since
then saying they should be closed. They are filled with children aged
7 to 16 whose only offense is that they were truants. These children
are not criminals. None of them has committed dangerous criminal
acts. Rather, these are children who suffer from behavior problems
rooted in social causes. Yet they are still locked behind walls.

I have acted to forbid the use of these schools in Massachusetts.
The legislation before you also deals with the problem of eliminating
behavioral problems from the list of juvenile crimes.

Under present Massachusetts law, children with behavioral prob-
lems may be convicted of six different "crimes": habitual truant, habi-
tual absentee, habitual school offender, stubborn child, runaway, and
wayward child. I have filed legislation, in this session of our State
legislature, which has the same intent as your S. 3418. That legislation
would do away with these so-called crimes.

Under my proposal, a child who would normally be convicted of
one of these so-called offenses, will instead receive a ivil commitment
from a court. My proposal also provides the court with options. All of
these options are designed to see that the child gets treatment, not
punishment. I am convinced that this system will work. We have be
to initiate major reforms but if anyone thinks these reforms wil
easily accepted by the public-or by administeators-he is only fooling
himself. The resistance, however, cannot be allowed to stand in the way
of making the necessary changes. In Massachusetts, we have begun to
reallocate State funds as well -as $1 million in LEAA funds.

But if we are to continue implementing the community-based con-
cept, we will need Federal financial assistance, similar to that called
for in S. 341t.Eveftually, the cost will be cheaper but we must invest
immediately in a host 'of community alternatives.

The community-based treatment concept can apply not only to juve-
nile offenders but to adults as well. In my opinion, it is new and needed
direction for corrections generally.

While offenders of different ages have individual needs, there is
one need common to them all. They must be assisted in learning to live
in their communities. No longer can we continue to close them in
institutions that leave them absolutely and totally unprepared to be
responsible members of society when they are released.

I believe the work of your committee is vitally important. I would
hope that the information you will hear today on our Massachusetts
experience will be of assistance to you, Mr. Chairman and the mem-
bers of your subcommittee, as you further consider your bill and as
you probably hold hearings around the country.
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We feel we are making a real start; we feel that our State has been
the worst in relation to handling juvenile offenders, but we hope it will
be the best. We are going through a traumatic experience of trying to
change the system that we have had for over 100 years.

Senator BAYL. Governor, that is a very forthright, direct, and coura-
geous statement, particularly the last closing remarks. I would not
want to argue with you but I would think that perhaps you might
be a little harsh on yourself to say your State has been the worst in
the handling of juveniles. But you have a lot of strong competition for
a title that really none of us wants, and I think you are courageous in
your willingness to strike out in a new direction to try to find a new
solution.

I understand that you have with you several members of your admin-
istration that will testify this morning, Mr. Goldmark, Mr. Miller, Mr.
Schuchter, Mr. Leavey-so, I will not burden you with a lot of specific
details.

I would like, if I may, to take a little more of your time to discuss
some of the points that you raised.

You touched on the political problem of selling a program; and. of
course, in a democratic society, unless we can convince the people that
there is a worthy goal to be accomplished by change we are not going
to get the job done. What has been the record of recidivism as far as
youthful offenders in Massachusetts is concerned?

Governor SARGENT. It has exceeded 75 percent, and it is surprising
to me that it has not been even larger than that, because I have been
throughout the institutions that we have had, that we are now closing,
and they were simply dungeons in a certain respect. They were designed
many years ago, built many years ago; they had no type of recrea-
tional opportunities or educational opportunities contained in them.
And I just think that the recidivism rate could be close to 100 when
you take and throw them into a cell, having them sleep on the floor or
on mattresses on the floor, generally kick them around, giving them no
guidance at all and then release them. It is no wonder they are bound
to come right back, and they do.

And I might say it is tough to change a system like this, and it
certainly should not be a partisan issue at all. It is an issue that all
people should be concerned with, and there are diehards who arv abso-
lutely convinced that the answer to aniy 1)roblem or to any person
who gets into trouble, be they adults or juveniles, is to p1ut them
behind walls and forget about them and the )roblem will somehow
go away.

But what they forget is that those people are going to be back out
on the streets, either juveniles or adults, and we have got to somehow
or other have them able to participate in society, and it is tough to
change public opinion, and I have got scars on my back to prove it,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator BAY1I. It would be interesting to compare scars. When I
used the term "political" problem, I think I am using a small "p"
instead of a large one. How can you and I, members of different
political parties, who are equally dedicated to solving social problems,
educate the public on the need for social change.

Our inability to deal with this problem keeps it on the back pages
of our newspapers.
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There are two stories that occurred over the weekend in just one
newspaper.

This is the story of a 14-year-old girl who jumped out of a window
because she just had been committed to a juvenile institution. The other
is about a girl who had run away from home a number of times, and
now she iskilled by a drug. I am not excusing this type of behavior.
But we have not recognized the hard facts of life. Usually when you
have problem children, you also have problem homes, problem com-
munities, and educational problems. We could better deal with these
problems before society is confronted with outright criminal behavior.
It takes a relatively small amount of money to deal with the problems
of the child before lie or she becomes a juvenile delinquent and is put
into one of these institutions where you suggest there will be over
75 percent recidivism. Eventually many of these children become
hardened criminals and thus wards of the society for the rest of their
lives.

You suggest that the measure which several of us have introduced-
and I think there are 16 cosponsors of this measure now, S. 3148-
would be helpful to you in Massachusetts in dealing with this problem.
Would you care to elaborate on how this bill would help your State?

Governor SARGENT. IWell, in my view, Mr. Chairman, particularlywhen we are trying to change an archaic, antique system, it is going to
be costly to doit, even though the care for each individual young per-
son may be reduced. The cost of changing over a system and opening
halfway houses and generallv making these tvtes of improvements
initially is going to be expensive. So, for this reason we would hope
that there could be a system, added assistance from the Federal Gov-
ernment, in addition to the funds that we have already. We already
have available, or are trying to get in, at the State level funds; so, 1
think this is one of the very important features of your bill, that it
would provide a true partnership between the Federal Government,
the State, and the local communities and the private enterprise. I think
this is a portion of your bill that is a feature I would certainly agree
with, because I think, more and more, if we can have private persons
running halfway houses, for example, on tho private level. I think it
is better and.the better off we will be, because we have certainly learned
that the great and huge State or Federal institutions are not the
answer.

Senator BAYH. A number of these private agencies have some of
these services available. They have had significant experience in their
local communities but they are woefully short. of funds. The thrust of
S. 3148 is to try to take advantage of their local, voluntary, nongovern-
mental expertise to avoid the bureaucratic redtape that frequently
strangles programs like this, and to use those people who are on the
scene and know what the problem is.

I appreciate your feeling that this is important.
I noticed that you talked of some 600 children who were formerly

in State institutions but that only 29 remain nov.
Is that the total number of children who are institutionalized?
It strikes me at first glance that for a State as large as Massachu-

setts, 600 children in State institutions is not a large number as com-
pared with some other States.
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Governor SARGENT. We have, in addition to the five centers we are
closing, so-called detention centers where young people are placed
while trying to determine the best eventual method of treating them:
Should they go to other institutions, should they go to halfway houses
or foster homes or whatever. The detention centers have quite a popu-
lation in them, and what I would like to suggest would be that per-
haps detailed questions, such as to numbers of persons, be directed
particularly toDr. Miller who will be following me.

Senator BAYH. Fine.
I am sure your people have given a great deal of attention to this

already. Many times it is a problem with those high-walled, barbed-
wire institutions that the human beings in them do not get personalized
treatment. We forget the fact that each one of them is an individual
and has complex problems. Unless we are able to deal with the par-
ticular problem, we are compounding the overall problem.

Governor SARGET. It was interesting, Mr. Chairman, if I might
digress and follow along your point: I visited all of these majorin-
stitutions, and I have had a chance to talk to a number of the kids.
And the last one I went to, I talked to a young girl. I imagine she was
14 years old, maybe 12, and she came up to me and said: "Governor,
last week you went to one of the adult institutions. This was in Con-
cord. And you met my father there, and I am awfully glad you talked
to him."

Well, now, what chance has this kid gotI
Now, here is her father who has been in and out of one adult institu-

tion or another most of his life, and here is a young person who has
been in and out of juvenile detention centers or juvenile centers, and
a brother also in another juvenile center, and a mother who is an
alcoholic.

Certainly,- putting these people behind bars and giving them no
opportunity, no education, no understanding of how they should react
to society---certainly, this is not going to work.

My feeling is that that child probably should not, first of all, be in
an institution, and, secondly, probably going home is not the answer
if nobody is home, virtually speaking, and the foster home may be the
answer, or the group home may be the answer. But this is something
you find example aftr example after example of this type situation.
The home scene is gruesome but the institution is not the answer either.

Senator BAYH. Certainly the fact that the present solution has been
failing is obvious, not just in Massachusetts but all over the country.
Commonsense would dictate that we try and find a new solution.

I note with a great deal of interest the com parative costs. The old
solution was costing about $10,000 a year per child._A whole range of
new, innovative programs giving more personalized attention cost sig-
nificantly less in immediate taxpayer expenditure without even taking
into consideration the possibility of saving a lot of children and making
them contributing members of society.

Would you prefer that I asked one of your staff
Governor SAROENT. Yes; I think they would be much more knowl-

edgeable on the specifics of this, but I can just generally say that we
have been able, by using LEAA funds, to have a little more latitude in
terms of working out arrangements with half way houses, and so on,
that would be very difficult to do if we had not had those funds.
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And I know that LEAA has been criticized for many things. From
our personal experience, they have been very helpful in this particu-
lar area.

Senator BAYmI. That is interesting. I have been a bit critical of the
allocation of resources by LEAA to the young offender. Considering
the fact that more than half the serious crimes are committed by young
people and only about 19 percent of LEAA funds go to dealing with
their problems, it seems to me that sufficient tax dollars are not ex-
pended where the crime problem really starts.

Governor, thank you very much.
I really do appreciate the attention you have given to this problem

and the *boost that you have given our hearings by being the first
witness.

Governor SARGENT. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. -
As I leave, I would like, if it is appropriate, to introduce Secretary

Peter Goldmark, who is Secretary of Human Services, to you and the
members of your committee; and, likewise, Dr. Jerome Miller, who is
the Commissioner of Youth Services.

And I might say that both of these men are young, that they have
a new outlook. They are trying to change the system, and I think that
they need support, and we are trying to give them the support that
they do need.

And I am very happy to introduce Secretary Peter Goldmark.
Senator BAYU. Thank yot.
I should mention that my colleague, a member of this subcommittee

and your senior Senator, Senator Kennedy, shares our joint concern
that the problem of young people be dealt with in a more effective and
compassionate manner. He had hoped to be able to come to the hear-
ings this morning to pay his personal respects to you but he is con-
ducting other hearings and, unfortunately, has not been able to make
it yet.

Governor SAROENT. Mr. Chairman, I might say that I have had sev-
eral talks with Senator Kennedy and Senator Brooke, both of whom
understand what we are trying to do and have been very supportive
of what we are trying to do.

Senator BAYT. I wish that we had more Senators like Senator Ken-
nedy and Senator Brooke who are concerned, understand the com-
plexity of this problem, and are willing to strike out and get involved
in new programs.

Senator -Kennedy, as a member of this subcommittee, has an im-
mediate chance to help us and has been very cooperative as a cosponsor
of this bill.

Senator Kennedy and Senator Brooke, I know, will be in there fight-
in with us to try to get itpassed.

to, thank you very much.
Governor SAR ENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Governor Sargent's prepared statementis as follows:)

[Press for release Monday, May 15, 1972]

Senate House, Boston.--Governor Francis W. Sargent today testified before
the Senate Subcommittee Investigating Juvenile Delinquency meeting in open
public hearing in Room 2228 of the New-Senate Office Building, Washington,
District of Columbia. Following is the full text of the chief executive's address:

I appear before you today to explain briefly what we have done in Massachu-
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setts to rehabilitate the juvenile offender. I am also here to urge you and your
colleagues to join with us in furthering our plans for the future.

Preventing crime is an activity which must involve every citizen in this country.
There is no better place to begin than in forming a federal, state and local
partnership to work with the juvenile offender. 8-3418, filed by the Chairman
of this subcommittee, contains a commitment to the philosophy of conununity
based treatment centers such as we have adopted in Massachusetts.

It also calls for funds to implement this change in philosophy. Both forms of
support are sorely needed. I would like to spend the next few minutes outlining
what we have done in Massachusetts in trying to rehabilitate the juvenile offender
and point to directions for the-future.

A little over two years ago, I recruited a new Commissioner for our Depart-
ment of Youth Services. His name Is Jerome Miller. You will hear from him
later today.

Dr. Miller was faced with a department that had operated the same way for
about 100 years. A system not much different from those that exist today through-
out this country. Under this system we take a child who has gotten into trouble,
lock him up in a cell, punish him for some period of time and then send him home
to commit another offense. Almost 75% of the children who were released fell
into this pattern. That the remaining 25% did not return to an institution is a
miracle, given the fact that they received no more than custodial care.

When I took office, I was Aoon convinced that there were better ways to deal
with Juvenile offenders. Better ways than simply shuttin& them away in insti-
tutions. I felt that a community based treatment system would provide better
rehabilitative services. And it would cost less to the taxpayers of the Common-
wealth. --

With each new experience, I am more and more convinced that we wereright.
But it hasn't been easy. Dr. Miller had to convince his own staff that the com-
munity treatment system was better. We had to embark on a massive public
education program. Much of the public clings to the myth that walls mean pro-
tection for society and for the offender.

Notwithstanding this lingering opposition, we have continued to move forward.
At this moment, four of our five major state Juvenile institutions have been
closed. By May first of this year, we will have closed the last institution thus
ending the use of large barren facilities to care for youth who need real services
instead.

There will always be a need for some security setting to protect the com-
munity. But only for a small percentage of children who are convicted. It is
easy to make buildings symbols and to measure success in terms of how many
buildings are closed. But if we fail to provide quality services to youthful of-
fenders in the new community setting we will have failed.

In Massachusetts, we have devised viable alternatives to our institutions. Of
the 600 children in state institutions in October of 1969, only 29 remain. In the
past month, we have opened 13 new group homes and we hope to open 7 more as
soon as possible. We have more than tripled the number of foster care placements.

We have 120 young people participating in a new and exciting program called
"parole volunteers." In this program, a child receives close personal guidance
from a college student who is paid a nominal salary to maintain a continuing
relationship. It is too soon to tell what long term effect this new system will
have. Our initial indications, however, are favorable.- We are hopeful that a
large number of these children will turn away from a potential life in crime to
become productive citizens of our Commonwealth.

The community based concept has enabled the state to provide better rehabili-
tative services at lower cost. Under the old system we found ourselves supporting
an entire system at a level that only a small minority of the population needed.
We spent approximately $10,000 a year to keep a child in an institution. Ten
thousand dollars a year. Think of it

For this money, we could buy each child a complete wardrobe at Brooks Broth-
ers, give him a $20 a week allowance, and send him to a private school, paying
room atA board and tuition. In the manner, we could send him to Europe and
put a thousand dollars in a bank account for him each year. And we would
still save the taxpayer over $1,300.

This is the kind of money we have been investing in our institutions-and
all of you know the results.

If, however, we invest in a community treatment program, we can provide In-
dividual services, personal counseling, job training, specialized education, and
healthy group home settings for about half the cost.
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For the child who needs an intensive parole counseling program, the cost is a
little over $2,600 per year, per child. A foster home which provides needed paren-
tial guidance costs $1,200 per year, per child. And for those children who ,need a
group home, the cost is approximately $7,500 a year for each child.

In Massachusetts, we have a dual system to treat the juvenile offender. We
have the unfortunate distinction of being the only state in the country to send
children who have educational problems to institutions known as county train-
ing schools. These schools, three in number, were started in 1873. They are filled
with children aged 7 to 16 whose only offense is that they were truants. These
children are not criminals. None of them has committed dangerous criminal
acts. Rather, these are children who suffer from behaviour problems rooted in
social causes. Yet they are still locked behind walls.
_- I have acted to forbid the use of these schools in Massachusetts. The legisla-
tion before you also deals with the problem of eliminating behavioural problems
from the Hst of Juvenile crime

Under present Massachusetts law, children with behavloural problems may be
convicted of six different "crimes"-habitual truant, habitual absentee, habitual
school offender, stubborn child, runaway and wayward child. I have filed legis-
lation, in this session of our state legislature, which has the same intent as
8-3418. That legislation would do away with these crimes.

Under my proposal, a child who would normally be convicted of one of these
soq-called offenses, will instead receive a civil commitment from a court. My pro-
posal also provides the court with options. All of these options are designed to
see that the child gets treatment, not punishment. I am convinced that this
system -will work. We have begun to initiate major reforms, but if anyone
thinks these reforms will be easily accepted by the public--or by adminis-
trators-he is only fooling himself. The resistance however, can not be allowed
to stand in the way of making the necessary changes. In Massachusetts, we have
begun to reallocate state funds as well as $1 million in LEAA funds.

But if we are to continue implementing the community based concept, we will
need federal financial assistance, similar to that called for in 8-3418. Eventually,
the cost will be cheaper, but we must invest immediately in a host of community
alternatives.

The community based treatment concept can apply not only to juvenile
offenders but to adults as well. In my opinion, it is a new and, needed direction
for corrections generally. -

While offenders of different ages have individual needs, there is one need
common to them all. They must be assisted in learning to live in their communi-
ties. No longer can we continue to close them in institutions that leave them
ill-prepared to be reasonable citizens when they are released.

The work of your committee is vitally important. I would hope that the In-
formation you will hear today on the Massachusetts experience, will be of as-
sistance as you proceed.

Senator BAYIr. Mr. Goldmark. And Mr. Miller.
I understand that Secretary Goldmark will be first.

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER GOLDMARK, SR., SECRETARY, EXECU-
TIVE OFFICE OF HUMAN SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. GOLDTMARK. Mr. Clmhiian, I am Peter Goldinark, the Secretary
of Human Services in Massachusetts. I am not going to read my testi-
mony; I am just going to make a couple of brief remarks and then in-
troduce Dr. Miller.

Mr. GOLDMUIK. Human Services in Massachusetts is one of the new
umbrella agencies that hms been created in a number of States. It puts
together under one roof a number of agencies and departments in
Massachusetts, including welfare. adult corrections, parole youth serv-
ices, mental health, public health, vocational rehabilitation, anld vet-
eran's services.

84-522-73-5
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I want to say a word about the ideas that underlie the creation of
these umbrella agencies in Massachusetts and elsewhere. In one respect
I differ with their purpose and the main way they are commonly
understood.

One idea that is very popular in Washington, is that what really
you have to do with all of these programs is to coordinate them. f
you can just get them all together in one place and put some group of
people on top of them, then they will begin to interrelate. People will
stop falling through the cracks and services will go to the places where
bi gaps are now.

guess I do not really believe that coordination is the main problem.
When you take a tough-minded look at many of these programs, in-
cluding Mental Health Adult Corrections as well as Youth Services,
the area you are discussing this morning, you see that these programs
are not working, and that the problem is far more than one of coordi-
nation. And you see that the more critical aproach that is the one we
have started to take in Massachusetts in a number of areas. We have
said that these programs are not working and we have got to build a
new one and reorient the existing ones, not simply relate them to each
other.

In the area of adult corrections, we have a system of corrections
that does not correct. In Massachusetts, under the leadership of a com-
missioner who I believe to be far and away the best correctional com-
missioner in the country, we are beginning to move in the direction of
community corrections and taking a number of new directions within
existing institutions.

In mental health, we are well on the way to closing the oldest mental
hospital in the country as part of our drive to move people out of
large institutions where they essentially have been warehoused, into
community placements.

In the area of mental retardation, again, we need more than just
coordination. I can order the department of public health to bring
medical services to people who have been in the large institutions for
the retarded. That is one form of coordination, but what you really
need there, again, is to move into the community, to group homes. You
have to get the retarded children out of the institutions. Their IQ's
begin to drop, and they begin to fall below their potential rather than
fully realizing it.

In alcoholism, we have 2,000 or 3,000 alcoholics in State mental hos-
pitals. They do not need to be coordinated with anyone. They need a
totally different program. Under a bill passed by our legislature last
year we are beginning to set up a serious, working alcoholism pro-
gram in Massachusetts.

So the lessons, really, we have to learn from the setting up of these
umbrella agencies really boil down to these: First, to beware of coordi-
nation and integration of services when nobody is evaluating how
good particular programs are. Eight bad programs coordinated do
not equal one good program. There is no way anybody is going !o
make that happen. Second, you have got to involve the consumer in
linking together these programs. Nowhere along the line in many pro-
grams has the question been asked, "Are there additional tools or
powers that the consumer, the person being helped, should have?" This
might have saved us some false steps along the way.
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In the direction of coordination of services this country hag mental
health centers, Senator, from California and the West coast to rijht
here in Washin ton. I think what we have learned is that the centers
are good at coordination, good at keeping track of people's problems.
But we are not necessarily it-tervening more effectively to solve those
problems, and we desperately need that.

And the last thing is something I think we have learned again and
again in this game; the importance of purchase of service. I under-
stand your bill goes in this direction.

I am one of those who believes that Government does not act ver
Well in a retail situation. By "retail situation," I mean I do not thin
we in Government put people on and off'welfare rolls very well. I do
not think we control rents in individual apartments very well. I think.
the job of Government is to set the broad directions. Government, -hen
it is contracting out to some of the private agencies you described
earlier, Mr. Chairman, can be very effective as a "pry" and as a force
for raising the level of quality; and, in fact, that is the role that
Jerry Miller's department has been playing in the youth services in
Massachusetts.

I now turn to Commissioner Jerry Miller who, incidentally, pre-
ceded me in Massachusetts and has been a bellwether for almost all of
us. He has moved in almost all of the directions that I have mentioned
and has done it at great personal and political risks to himself.

I think he deserves a lot of credit for the direction he. is taking in
Massachusetts. He is certainly displaying, and has displayed, a lot of
guts in doing it.

Aknd, I think his experience is in large degree going to determine,
inasmuch as this is a very hot controversial issue in Massachusetts, the
ektcnt to which we can follow the same directions in some of the other
fields we have mentioned: Mental health, retardation, and perhaps
above all, adult correction. It is a pleasure for me to appear with Jerry
Miller.

(Mr. Goldmark's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED TESTIMONY FOR HEARINGS MAY 15, 1972, WASHINGTON; PE'TFR C. Ooion-
MARK, JR., SECRETARY, EXECUTIVEE OFFICE OF HUMAN SERVICES, COMMONWEALTK
OF MASSACIIUSETTS

Gentlemen: We are in a period of movement away from institutions as our"
major mechanism for treating human problems. The development of community-
based treatment programs for youthful offenders Is only part of a larger tren&
towards a greater reliance on the community as an important resource for
treatment. As Secretary of Human Services in the Commonwealth of Ma..&'-
chusetts, I can observe and take part in this transition not only in Youth Serv-
ices, but in Public Health, Mental Health, and Corrections. I think it's useful
in considering the problems of youth to view the issue in this larger context.

The large institutions we currently depend on for treatment share certain
ehaacteristics: they're self-contained, insulated institutions that deal with
tile problem person by segregating him from the community, and providing trejt-
ment to him and others who share his problem in an isolated, carefully-struc-
tured artificial environment. Until recently, this kind of institutional treatment
has been thfe heart of our approach to human problems in this country.

The basic reason for this shift is a simple one: the institutions can't serve all
the many purposes that they were created for. In Public Health, we set up gen-
eral hospitals to ensure the continued good health of the community. We find
notv that enormous hospital resources are devoted to a holding action for the
chronically ill, while the day-to-day health needs of the community too often ko
unmet. In Oorrections, the state prisons that were constructed to isolate and
rehabilitate criminals have become graduate schools for a life in crime. Many
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institutions around the country that were meant to aid and protect the mentally
iII or mentally retarded have become dehumanizing warehouses for their res-
idents. In Youth Services, the industrial schools that were intended to provide
a healthy environment for troubled youth have become training schools in
crime.

While institutions have a role to play, for many human problems institutional
treatment Just hasn't worked. The most promising alternative is the community
program. It makes sense for two reasons:

(1) It's more effective in human terms-mentally retarded youngsters, for
example, often show a marked decline in I.Q. after entering an iaastitns on, be-
cause of lack of stimulation and motivation offered in an institutional environ-
ment. Community-based treatment can offer all the support, personal inter-
action, hope and diversity of life to be found in the community.

(2) Community alternatives to institutional treatment are frequently cheaper.
Commissioner Miller's experience, which I'll let him tell you about first hand,
amply demonstrates the savings that can be achieved, while providing more
humane and effective treatment.

In Massachusetts, we have begun to put this thinking into practice in several
aspects of Human Services. The Department of Youth Services has moved
rapidly and decisively in this direction. In the area of Corrections, we have
a bill before the State Legislature which would give us the resources needed
to develop a comprehensive community-based corrections program for adult
offenders. Passage of this legislation will dramatically increase the chances for
successful integration of the offender back into productive life in the commu-
nity. In Public Health, we have a new commissioner who is an expert in com-
munity health care. As the number of general practitioners dwindles, commu-
nities will have to depend increasingly on community health centers for fam-
ily health care. In Mental Health, we have closed the State's oldest mental
health hospital, and have just initiated a statewide community placement ef-
fort to move many of the mentally retarded who are currently in institutions
back into the community with the necessary care and supervision.

All of these efforts complement each other. Community Mental Health and
Public Health programs, for example, facilitate the development of compre.
hensive community treatment for youthful offenders. In the larger perspective,
we can see what may in the long run prove to be the most important contrlbu..-
tion of community-based programs. The community-and particularly the con-
sumer-can act as the most effective and flexible mechanism for coordinating
services in the treatment of human problems. The community promises "serv-
ices integration" at the most Important-the human-level.

Senator BAY1. Dr. Miller.

STATEMENT OF DR. JEROME MILLER, COMMISSIONER, DEPART-
MENT OF YOUTH SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHU-
SETTS, ACCOMPANIED BY ARNOLD SCHUCHTER, DIRECTOR OF
PLANNING OF YOUTH SERVICES; JOSEPH LEAVEY, ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER FOR AFTERCARE, DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH
SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS; SCOTT N,
WOLFE, PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY AFTERCARE PROGRAMS, INC.,
BOSTON, MASS.; AND JOHN AND BILLY, JUVENILES HAVING
EXPERIENCE WITH THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Dr. MILLER. I appreciate the kind comments and the opportunity
to appear before this committee.

Senator BAYH. Excuse me just a moment.
I want to pursue a couple of questions with you.
Mr. GOLDMARK. I have to go fairly soon, Mr. Chairman. Can we do

that now perhaps?
Senator BAYH1. All right. You seem to take a dim view of co-

ordination.
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Nobody can argue that coordinating eight bad programs does not
necessarily mean you are going to have one good one, but if we are
talking about a total program effort as you describe in Massachu-
setts, is it not better to at least have somebody aware of the overlap.
ping that one program may have with another?

Mr. GOLDMAR K.I think certainly it is.
Senator BAYHr. I am not suggesting that all of a sudden all of the

problems go away, but right now a lot of the programsare self-defeat-
ing, it seems to me. The very experience you have had in Massachusetts
would tend to substantiate this position.

Mr. GOLDMIAR]K. I think you are right. The reason I exaggerated the
position I took was because I spent a lot of my time down here in
Washington with Federal agencies who are, in effect, asking me to put
a very high premium on coordination, a much higher premium than I
think it deserves, and I really think they need a mix of the two. We
have got to worry about the overall effect of the program. Is the bloom-
ing thing working? And then you can worry about weaving them to-
gether in a way that makes sense to the consumer or the client of the
program.

And I guess I am trying to resist a little of what I feel is an over-
whelming pressure from Washington, which keeps asking me, in a va-
riety of ways by saying "Well, how are you coordinating programs?"
or "Is this related to this?" or "How are you working your entry sys-
tem?" and "How are you keeping track of different kinds of clients?"
which I consider, you know, now an equally sharp or pressing amount
of questions about "Is this program any good to begin with?"

Senator BAYH. I do not think we gain our money's worth if all we
get is a more sophisticated set of books or more specific, precise data
about the number of alcoholics, runaways, truants, and third-time
felons. But the Governor mentioned earlier a problemm family in which
you have a father who is a felon, a daughter who is in a juvenile insti-
tution, a son who has been in a juvenile institution, and a mother who is
an alcoholic. This is obviously a problem home which no one service
really is going to deal with alone. This has to be dealt with in a total
environmental concept, whether or not you call it coordination.

Mr. GOLD.MARKC. OK, exaggerating thie differences again, if you go
after only one thing, this is an artificial way of dealing, and rather
than having a record in that agency that that father and daughter are
related, I would rather have a program in that prison that the father
was in that worked, that helped that guy get a job and helped that guy
get out of the cycle of crime he has been in, and that might have as
powerful an impact on the daughter alone as anything that Jerry
Miller and I could go.

Again, I have exaggerated the differences. I do not think there is
that great a difference, and I am doing it, as I say, just because I feel
the need in a lot of these areas for some tough looks at what the pro-
gram is itself. and I think, incidentally, in youth services that is some-
thing your bill does. It does set out some new directions for youth
services in the area of juvenile delinquency.

Senator BAYi. Could you give me any thoughts you might have
as we prepare to enact legislation which would hopefully pump a
significantly increased amount of Federal dollars into the local volun-
tary agency programs?
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What can we do to lessen the chances of depersonalizing the services
that now make a voluntary agency more effective than a governmental
agency in dealing with the delinquency problem? I think that is some-
thing we need to be ware of. I think we want to make sure that we
preserve the unique service capacity of private agencies.

Mr. GOLDMARK. I guess the only plea I would make, Mr. Chairman,
is that, you know, in such a program when such a program is set up,
it contain capacity for a very strong quality monitoring activity, and
so thit it contain the capacity for the Federal Government either to
do directly or do through the States or a third party if it chooses, a
first-class job of technical assistance of training and, in some cases,
of recruitment to get good people into the process so that there is an
ongoing bit of pressure on the program for improving the quality of
these programs rather than so many programs whose essential quality
is set on the first round of funding and grants given out, and it remains
static for the next 3 or 4 years until somebody comes along with a
better program or new emphasis, and I do not think we have done
a very good job at the Federal level or any other level so far, and I
think there needs to be buit in, institutionalized, in-house pressure
to push these programs up and make them improve and get better
people, get the people already in them capable of doing additional
things, get them better connected with the community.

And I have worked in a number of Federal agencies, and I felt the
same thing from inside as I think I now face from outside. If we
do get a program and really have that dynamic in it right from the
beginning, to improve those programs, then we would have done some-
thing that we really needed, and I think that is true certainly in the
area of youth services.

You ltre not going to find, I think, every State willing to take the
risks that Massachu etts has been taking in the area of the youth
services, and, as we have seen some other Federal programs and. as
you have mentioned, LEAA, you run a risk in a program such as the
one contained in the bill now before this committee of funding an
effort which really does not have that much of an-inpact in the long
run unless there is that kind of mechanism built inside of it from
scratch.

Sentaor BAYr. Thank you very much.
Mr. GOLDMARK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYIT. I understand you have to leave. Thank you very

much for your contribution.
Dr. Miller, we will let you c-arry the ball now.
Dr. MI.,.zR. Thank Yreu, Mr. Chairman.
I have a brief statement that I would like to read, and then I would

like to ask Mr. Schuchter and Mr. Leavey from my staff to join me
and then we may be able to engage in some discussions around some
of the problems.

The problem of juvenile delinquency, though a difficult and com-
plex one, has often been made more difficult and confused by the
'solutions" we have put into effect over the past 100 years. Generally,

State and National approaches to delinquency have been character-
ized by ineffectiveness at best and destructiveness at worst. Although
there have been successful prevention programs in isolated instances
and although there have been juvenile correctional or rehabilitative
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programs which cut recidivism dramatically, there has been a lack
of national policy direction around which new programs can be ral-
lied in a coordinated effort toward solving the problem.

I am of the opinion that the primary and most crucial need, if we
are to deal effectively with serious delinquency in contemporary Amer-
ican society, is to reform and restructure, at most basic lvels, the ju-
venile correctional system. Although there can be little question that'
ultimately delinquency prevention and diversion programs will be the
backbone of a reconstituted juvenile justice system, such programs
will not be effective until such time as we have provided alternatives
for these youngsters who are most deeply involved in the juvenile
justice system, those thousands of youngsters between ages 7 and 18
who are presently kept in jails, detention centers, reform schools, and
training schools throughout the Nation. Until these young people are
handled in other ways, our present State and National systems of ju-
venile rehabilitation will continue to be, not only ineffective in treat-
ment and rehabilitation, but for the most part actively destructive of
human beings. In sum, the best immediate measure of delinquency pre-
vention which we can take is to disengage ourselves from a vast com-
plex of so-called treatment or rehabilitation institutions which, in fact,
nave seldom rehabilitated and more often made matters worse.

Despite occasional community-oriented programs, the vast majority
of those adjudicated and committed, or of detained youth awaiting
trial, are kept in penal-like settings that in more liberal States masquer-
ade as "children centers," "juvenile halls," et cetera, but most often
remain jail-like in their approaches, ideology, and policies. This is
not to mention the majority of States which still keep youngsters in
city, county, and State iails and houses of correction.

The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services is the agency
responsible for serving the needs of detained and committed delin-
quent youngsters in the Commonwealth. We are responsible as well for
juvenile parole, and we have a mandate for establishing prevention
programs in the cities and towns. The average age of youngsters com-
mitted to the Department is 141/. Eighty-nine percent are at welfare
level of poverty. For the past 100 years, Massachusetts, as most other
States developed and sustained a large complex of State-run "train-
ing schools" and detention centers which not only did not correct or
rehabilitate but which probably made matters worse. The recidivism
rate of these systems has been a phenomenal 60 to 80 percent.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that Massachusetts was the first State
in the Union to have training schools, -so I think it is symbolically
correct that we be the first to get rid of them, such as the LymanSchool for Boys, which is the oldest training school in the Nation, at
Licaster, and the Girls Industrial School, which is likewise the oldest
girls' school.

The earlier a youngster entered a training school or reform school,
the more likely he was to come back; the longer he received our treat-
ment, the more likely he was to be returned on a more serious offense.
Jn brief, we have ben sustaining a juvenile correctional system that
in all probability actually contributes to a rising juvenile crime rate.

We, in Massachusetts have therefore made a politically difficult
but professional sound decision to drastically alter the methods and
modes of treatment of young people who are sent to us by the courts,
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We will no longer rely on large impersonal, bureaucratic penal institu-
tions as the treatment of choice for youngsters in trouble. We will no
longer provide false reassurance to the community by acceding to a
philosophy that isolation of the delinquent from the community makes
him better able to function in the community. We will no longer claim
that we protect public safety by locking up the offender. The only
public safety guaranteed is that of a certain timelag while the young-
ster is locked up. But he returns, less able to function, more cynicdl,
more isolated from positive peer influence, and more likely to get in
deeper trouble. We will no longer engage in the bureaucratic game of
calling pumishment "treatment," or neglect "rehabilitation." This is
why we have moved in the direction of community alternatives to
institutionalization. Unless there is definitive movement in this regard
there is no hope for substantive reform of the juvenile correctional
system. Institutions have characteristically devoured the best inten-
tions and programs of reformers for the past 100 years, with very little
basic change. The institutional system is self-sealed, self-protective,
and self-fulfilling in the sense that it produces the very scapegoats
it is supposedly set up to treat.

When the reorganization of the Department of Youth Services was
implemented in November of 1969, we inade a basic decision regarding
the direction the reform should take. There were essentially two basic
directions-the question being to which of the two to devote our
limited resources. We could: first, develop as many programs as
possible to bring the training schools up to par as educational insti-
tutions, with stress on vocational training, clinical services, special
education, at cetera. Unfortunately, nowhere does the research show
that such services given in training school settings have been effective
at cutting the recidivism rate or insuring the ability of the inmate to
function better in society. In addition, the history of correctional
reform is replete with so-called program solutions in training school
and penitentiary settings. The consensus is that for the most part they
will not work and, if they do work, they are not sustained for long
in the system.

The second direction open to us was to try to get out of the insti-
tutional system altogether and to provide, at the same time, a series of
alternati es for formerly institutionalized youngsters. This is the
direction which we took and we have ventured quite far in the past
2 .years.

In the past 2 years we have closed the Bridgewater Institute of
Juvenile Guidance-maximum security school for boys-the girls
detention unit in Boston, the Shirley Industrial School for Boys
which is for older boys, the Lyman School for Boys which, as I
mentioned, is the oldest training school in the Nation, and the resi-
dential treatment unit which is a training school for boys 12 and
under.

Incidentally, this latter institution is a brandnevw school, beautifully
built, with a good staff and virtually a 100-percent recidivism rate.

Within a few weeks, we will close the las training school, the
Girls Industrial School, the oldest girls' school.

We began with the bias, that. the training school complex was
itself a danger to public safety. Although we felt a need to develop-
alternatives to training schools, we were of the opinion that given
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the average training school experience, by simply closing them down
we could probably enhance the chances of those incarcerated. We were,
in fact, able to cut recidivism quite dramatically at one institution by
simply shortening the stay of the youngsters.

We decided to rely on a series of alternatives to incarceration and
isolation. Among these alternatives, which will be discussed in detail
by my staff here today, are 1-to-1 intensive care and counseling
yoitth advocacy, extensive use of volunteers, group therapy, individual
tutoring, family counseling, foster homes, group homes, half-way
houses, self-help drug- programs, and for the small minority of incar-
cerated youngsters wo are dangerous in terms of violence toward per-
sons, we are developing small, secure, privately run psychiatric facili-
ties.

Our initial impressions are that the program alternatives are work-
ing quite well. We have not missed the institutions. The biggest prob-
lems we have had in the transition are in those areas in which we are
still institutionally bound, either physically or budgetarywise.

There are, of course, many problems in making a major transition
from one system to another. But, interestingly, the problems we have
encountered, for the most part, have little to do with the care of young-
sters or whether or not the new programs are more effective than the
old. Rather, the problems have to do with budget allocations or real-
locations, really, need for flexible funds, staff reassignments, usages for
abandoned institutions, et cetera. It would be tragic if these factors
were to effectively slow the transition to community, alternatives. But
that, of course, remains a threat until the transition is complete. The
question here is not a matter of needing additional funds to sustain
the new community programs. Rather, it is demonstrably more expen-
sive to maintain youngsters in large institutions than it is to provide
community alternatives. The problem is that nine-tenths of the average
State juvenile correctional budget is tied up in institutional needs-
staff, maintenance, et cetera. If that money could be used flexibly in
the community, we, for example, could cut our budget by one-third
or more. But to do this has political implications which can tragically
override the purpose and goal of the agency, that is, to provide decent--
and effective care to troubled young people. That is why a bill such as
that beinty heard before this committee is so crucial to substantive
reform oPthe juvenile correctional system. The provision of flexible
funds to provide alternative methods of rehabilitation is essential in
getting out of the old system. Once we are out of it, it is possible that
the fundstbAt were wasted by the States in the institutional sysems
can be reallocated to community alternatives. However, the flexible
Federal funds are crucial to the transition period since they provide the
"stretch" whereby the administrator can stimulate community alterna-

-tives-which will allow the closing of the institutions.
In summary. our directions in Massachusetts are clear. We wish to

provik a proLram of care for young people in trouble that will be
effective. But more importantly, we wish to provide a system which
does not betray the public by pandering to our most base impulses of
fear and retribution. Rather, we hope to sustain a system of care that,
while effective, will give us all a chance to enhance our most human
qualities: those of care and concern for another.
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I would like to ask Mr. Leavey and 'Mr. Schucliter, our director for
planning of youth services, and Mr. Leavey here is assistant commis-
sioner for aftercare, to join me.

Senator BAYI. Why don't you have your staff join you there?
I notice that my colleague, Senator Kennedy, is with us now.
Dr. MILLER. And I am also asking Mr. Scott Wolfe and a couple of

young people who are with us to come up, and Mr. Larry Dye is also
ere with some young people, and he will-have a separate presentation

to the committee.
Senator BAYi. Now, please introduce-everyone to us, Dr. Miller.
Dr. MILLER. This is Mr. Leavey, Mr. Chairman, assistant commis-

sioner for aftercare in the department, and this is Mr. Schuchter, who
is our director of planning. This is Mr. Scott Wolfe, who is director of
our volunteer program, and a couple of people that he brought along
with him from the program. They are boys from the program.

And then following this, we will have Mr. Larry Dye who also has
another ty of program involving young people, and he has some
young peo witK him. They will make a separate presentation.

Senator BATH. Very fine.
Senator Kennedy has not been able to join us until now because he

has some other hearings. I am pleased that Senator Kennedy is with
us now and I know he has comments or questionss for Dr. Miller.

Senator KENNED-r. I apologize, Dr. Miller, for missing part. I was
up at another committee meeting. I am a great admirer of what you are
trying to do, and what I think is a very far-reaching and forward-
looking approach towards providing opportunities for young people
*ho havo been involved with the law.

I visited-and I was just trying to check with my staff--out in
Western Massachusetts-I think it was in the Northampton area-
it home out there. I think it was in January of this year, and, as I
understand that, I think in that Northampton area they had, I think--
or there were three homes they were just beginning to start.

Dr. MILLUR. Probably, the Downeyside Homes.
Senator KmqmY. That is it. It is the Downeyside. And I jut

spent a couple of hours, an hour and a half or so, there with some of
the young people and was just enormously impressed by what they
were doing and by what they were achieving and their whole atti-
tude in relation to this. I guess they had some problems in estai,-
lishing a home in this given community, and I do not know the extent,
if any, you touched on that in your testimony. I will read your testi-
inony-looking forward to it. Zut once this had been established,
the community rally reached out to these young people, and it has
given an entirely different insight to the community about some of
the problems young people were confronting in today's world. They
were very much involved in community activities, and they were just
doins an extraordinary *ob.

Another point which is not the most important but I think must and
should weight on people's minds-The first one is the question: Is there
opportunity for opening up new vistas for young people in the areas
of our youth short of rehabilitation--or whatever the word is you
use in this area I Secondly, is the cost-you know. I do not know wlat
they are in Massachustts. I do not know that figure for institutional-
izing young people.
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Dr. MLLIR. For an institutions Senator, the cost is a minimum of
$10,000, and in the county training centers, I believe it is over $12,000
to keep a youngster in a training school. We can keep him for in-
stance in Downeyside Homes for $4,000 to $5,000 less than that.

Senator KENNEDY. $4,000 or $5,000 less. I mean, this is something
which is extremely important. I mean it is something which many,
in any kind of priority list, would probably think it is down there a
bit, but this is something.

Have you put those kinds of figures in ?
Are they already a part of the record?
Dr. MILLER. They are part of the record that goes in. yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. And you have talked a little bit about-what the

future of the program is in our State?
Dr. MILLPR. We hope to be able to sustain virtually all of the young-
sters who were previously in institutions in community situations. I
think that the number ot youngsters kept in institutions has growif
so tremendously over the year that it has made so little sense--that is
has made things so bad for so many people with, as I mentioned
earlier, 60 to 80 percent-probably 80 percent--of those who had
been in institutions not long in coming back. I do not think that we
had guaranteed public safety that way at all, anid we feel convinced
that we can have 80 to 90 percent of the youngsters who were previ-
ously institutionalized taken care of in other sorts of settings. A large
number can be maintained in their own homes with other help, from
volunteers and other sources. A large number can be kept in half-way
houses or group homes, and I think we can provide a whole spectrum
of services.

Incidentally, all of them would be much cheaper besides being much
more humane than the institutions have been. Wie struck at the heart
of our system initially by closing our Bridgewater unit which was our
matimuin security unit. That is-bad correctional practice, if you will,
but it is decent human ideology, because that is what holds these sys-
tems together.

You t 13o find the complex of institutions held together with a large
stick or a large threat of a lock-up place, and we felt it important to
hit this and to provide alternatives so that for "committed" boys in
the State, we have been out of training schools since January, and we
really have not missed them at all.

Senator BAYII. Will the Senator yield just one moment?
You mentioned one thing which seems inconsistent with your own

and previous testimony. It seems to me it is rather inconsistent to
say "closing down maximum security institutions is bad correctional
policy ;" yet the statistics that you show indicates a recidivism rate
of 75 to 80 percent, and in one institution you mentioned the rate was
almost 100 percent. How can you say it is bud correctional policy to
close down that type of institution I

Dr. MiMZi. Perhaps I am using the term facetiously.
It is bad policy in terms of traditions, becituse, essentially, then, ybu'

blow up the other institutions, and what, characteristically, people
havb judged institutions on has nothing to do with their purpose which
is to cut recidivism and to provide decent care. Chhtracteristically, ag
a, correctibnal administrator, you were judged on *hIithdr or not yod
have incidents and whether you are keeping within your budget and
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whether the staff is happy, and as long as those three conditions are
met you can survive forever within the system and no one will really
ask you much about your recidivism rate.

So, I do not mean that it was sound correctional policy in a strict
sense; and, of course, correctional policy generally is not very sound
in this country.

Senator BAYH. Excuse me. I just did not want to leave the record
that way.

Senator KENNEDY. No. Tell me, one of the things, one of the prob-
lems, has been the attitude of law-enforcement people about this and
whether they are really serious about doing something about law-
breakers andoffenders. Have you been able to work out any kind of a
program of bringing the police in, putting them into the program,
andtring to make them a part of this as well, or is this a problem?

Dr. MILLER. This has been something of a problem, although no-
where near the problem, Senator, that we had expected. The police
have been generally quite supportive. We have a police training pro,
gram for juveniles that emanates from our department, and we have
not had that much problem. I think here and there has been a prob-
lem when a particular area is used to sending a youngster away and
not expecting to see him for a number of months. When they see him
home a little early, that presents some problem.

But, on the other hand, I think the police know better than any-
one the failures of this old system, because they see these young people
coming back and they see them getting arrested as soon as they
are back or certainly within a few weeks or a few short months. But
I think that that is an issue that will have to be addressed more.

Senator KENNEDY. Did you have any difficulty getting sort of-
well, Downeyside had a young couple, I believe. Do you have difficulty
getting young people that will assume this responsibility?

Dr. MILLER. We have had tremendous success in finding people in
Massachusetts. The numbers that want to be involved are tremendous,
I think. And when Scott Wolfe talks about his program, for instance,
we have college volunteers that get no money for themselves and are
willing to make a commitment to a yoimgster in his own home or to
spend 2 or 3-fuUl nights a week, plSs a full weekend day, with that
youngster. We have had tremendous support. I think *part of the
problem in this area has been one of recruitment and of letting people
know your needs. I do not think there is any shortage at all of people
to get involved.

Senator KENNEDY. We ought to be hearing from the young people;
so, let me just ask finally: How can you sort of avoid the institutional-
ization of this kind of a program later on, I mean?

Dr. MILLER. I think part of it is built into this bill,Ihe idea of pur-
chase of care. I think this is essential to that, so that you can have a
certain competitive relationship between agencies, and, so that there
can be a constant reevaluation of programs, and, then, in addition,
the fact that you are insisting that most of these settings be quite small.
I think just that in itself does not allow for some of the things that
occur in large institutions.

Senator KPNNDY. Well, I look forward in the time we have, to hear
from-the others, but. I want to commend you for the effort that has
been made. I think it gives an enormously far-reaching and imagina-
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tive program, and I think it is really the kind of an approach that we
ought to be seeing supported at the national level.

f ju waiit to commend you and your group for having done this.
Dr. MILLER. Thank you.
(Dr. Miller's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT (SUBCOMMITTEE OF JUDICIARY) OF JEROME G. MILLER,
COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA-
CHUSE'ITS

The problem of juvenile delinquency, though a difficult and complex one, has
often been made more difficult and confused by the "solutions" we have put into
effect over the past one hundred years. Generally, State and National approaches
to delinquency have been characterized by ineffectiveness at best, and destruc.
tiveness at worst. Although there have been successful prevention programs in
isolated instances, and although there have been juvenile correctional or rehabili-
tative programs which cut recidivism dramatically, there has been a lack of
national policy direction around which new programs can be rallied in a coordi-
nated effort toward solving the problem.

I am of the opinion that the primary and most crucial need, if we are to deal
effectively with serious delinquency in contemporary American society, is to re-
form and restructure, at most basic levels, the juvenile correctional system. Al-
though there can be little question that ultimately, delinquency prevention and
diversion programs will be the backbone of- a reconstituted juvenile justice sys-
tem, such programs will not be effective until such time as we have provided alter-
natives for those youngsters who are most deeply involved in the juvenile justice
system-those thousands of youngsters between ages 7 and 18 who are presently
kept in jails, detention centers, reform schools, and "training" schools through-
out the nation. Until these young people are handled in other ways, our present
State and National systems of juvenile rehabilitation will continue to be, not

- only ineffective in treatment and rehabilitation, but for the most part actively de-
structive of human beings. In sum, the best immediate measure of delinquency
prevention which we can take, is to disengage ourselves from a vast complex of
"treatment" or "rehabilitation" institutions which In fact, have seldom rehabili-
tated and more often made matters worse.

Despite occasional community-oriented programs, the vast majority of those
adjudicated and committed, or of detained youth awaiting trial, are kept in
penallike settings that in more liberal states masquerade as "Childrens' Centers"
"Juvenile Halls' etc., but most often remain jaillike in their approaches, ideology,
and policies. This is not to mention the majority of states which still keep young-
sters in city, county and state Jails and houses of correction.

The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services is the agency responsible for
serving the needs of detained and committed delinquent youngsters in the Com-
monwealth. We are responsible as well for juvenile parole, and we have a man-
date for establishing prevention programs in the cities and towns. The average
age of youngsters committed to the Department is 14Y2: 89% are at the welfare
level of poverty. For the past 100 years, Massachusetts. as most other states,
developed and sustained a large complex of state-run "training schools" and
detention centers which not only did not "correct" or rehabilitate but which,
probably made matters worse. Thb racldivism rate of these systems has been a
phenomenal 60-80%. The earlier a youngster entered a training school or reform
school, the more likely he was to come back; the longer he received our treat-
ment, the more likely he was to be returned on a more serious offense. In brief,
we have been sustaining a juvenile correctional system that in all probability
actually contributes to a rising juvenile crime rate.

We in Massachusetts have therefore made a politically difficult, but profes-
sionally sound, decision to drastically alter the methods and modes of treatment
of young people who are sent to us by the courts. We will no longer rely on large
impersonal, bureaucratic panel institutions as the treatment of choice for
youngsters in trouble. We will no longer provide false reassurance to the com-
munity by acceding to a philosophy that isolation of the delinquent from the
community makes him better able to function in the community. We will no
longer claim that we protect public safety by locking up the offender. The only
public safety guaranteed is that of a certain time lag while the youngster is
locked up . . . but he -returns, less able to function, more cynical, more isolated
from positive peer influences, and more likely to get in deeper trouble. We will
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no longer engage in the bureaucratic game of calling punishment-treatment, or
neglect-rphabilitatlop. This is why We have moved lb the direction of community
alternatives to institutionafisation. Unless there Is definitive movement in this
regard, there is no hope for substantive reform of the juvenile correctional
system. Institutions have characteristically devoured the best intentions and
programs of reformers for the past 100 years, with yery little basic change.
'The institutional system is seif-sealei, self-protective, and self-fulfilling in the
sense that it produces the very scapegoats it is supposedly set Up to treat.

When the reorganization of the department of Youth Services was imple-
mented in November of 19M). we made a basic decision regarding the direction
the reform should take. There were essentially two basic directions--the ques-
tion being, to which of the two to devote our limited resources? We could 1.)
develop as many programs as possible to bring the training schools up to par
as educational institutions, with stress on vocational training, clinical services,
special education, etc. Unfortunately, nowhere does the research show that such
services given in training school settings have been effective at cutting the
recidivism rate or insuring the ability of the inmate to function better in society.
In addition, the history of correctional reform is replete with "program" solu-
tions in training school and penitentiary settings. The consensus is that, for the
most part they don't work---and that if they do work, they are not sustained for
long in the system.

The second direction open to us was to try to get out of the institutional system
altogether, and to provide at the same time a series of alternatives for formerly
insitutionalized youngsters. This is the direction which we took and we have
ventured quite far in the past two years.

Iii the past two years we have closed the Bridgewater "Institute of Juvenile
Guidance" (maximum security- school for boys), the Girls Detention Unit in
Boston, The Shirley Industrial School for Boys. The Lyman School for Boys
(oldest training school in the nation) The "Residential Treatment Unit" (train-
ing school for boys 12 and under). Within a few weeks we will close the last
training school, the Girls Industrial School.

We began with the bias that the training school complex was itself a danger
to public safety. Although we felt a need to develop alternatives to training
schools, we were of the opinion that given the average training school experience,
by simply closing down we could probably enhance the chances of those incar-
cerated. We were in fact able to cut recidivism quite dramatically at one insti-
tution by simply shortening the stay of the youngsters.

We decide to rely on a series of alternatives to incarceration and isolation.
Among these alternatives, which will be discussed in detail by my staff here
today, are one-to-one intensive care and counseling, youth advocacy, extensive
use of volunteers, group therapy, individual tutoring, family counseling, foster
homes, group homes, self-help drug programs, and for the small minority of In-
carcerated youngsters who are dangerous in terms of violence toward persons,
we are developing small, secure, privately run psychiatric facilities.

Our initial impressions are that the program alternatives are working quite
well. We have not missed the institutions. The biggest problems we have had in
-the transition are in those areas in which we are still institutionally bound, ei-
ther physically or budgetary-wise.

There are, of course many problems in making a major transition from one
system to another. But interestingly, the problems we have encountered, for the
most part have little to do with care of youngsters, or whether or not the new
programs are more effective than the old-rather, the problems have to do with
budget allocations, need for flexible funds, staff, reassignments, usages for aban-
doned institutions, etc. It would be tragic if these factors were to effectively
kjow down the transition to community alternatives; but that of course, remains
a threat until the transition is complete. The question here is not a matter of
needing additional funds to sustain the new community programs. Rather, it is
demonstrably more expensive to maintain youngsters i large institutions than
it is to provide community alternatives. The problem is that nine-tenths of the
average state juvenile correctional budget is tied up in institutional needs...
staff, maintenance, etc. If that money could~be used flexibly in the community,
we for example, could cut our budget by one-third or more. But to do this has
political implications which can tragically override the purpose and goal of the
ageney, i.e., to provide decent and effective care to troubled young people. That
is why a bill such as that being heard before this committee is so crucial to
substantive reform of the Juvenile correctional system. The provision of flexible
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funds to provide alternative methods of rehabilitation is essential in getting.out
of the old system. Once we are out of It, it is possible that the funds that were
wasted by the states in the institutional systems can be reallocated to com;.Oity
alternatives. However, the flexible federal funds are crucial to the transition
period since they provide the "stretch" whereby the administrator call stimu-
latecommunity alternatives which will allow the closing of the itjstitutions.-

In summary, our directions in Massachusetts are clear. We wish to provide a
program of care for young people in trouble that will be effective. But more Im-
portauitly, we wish to provide a system which does not betray the public by pan-
dering to our most base Impusles of fear and retribution. Rather, we hope to
sustain a system of care that, while effective, will giv i-ui all a chance to en-
hance our most human qualities... those of care and concern for ane another,

Senator I3AYH. I want to reemphasize what I said earlier in Senator
Kennedy's absence, the appreciation that I, as chairman of the sub-
committee, have for his efforts as a cosponsor of S. 3148. This measure
which you, and the Governor and others have been addressing your-
selves to, is designed to try to make the Massachusetts experience pos-
sible in other parts of this Nation and to give us a whole new nation-
wide approach to these problems.

Now, how do you suggest we proceed?
Should we have questions now of you gentlemen or do you have

individual statements?
Dr. MILL.R. I think Mr. Schuchter-and Mr. Leavey, both, have brief

statements, and then I might ask Mr. Wolfe and the others.
(Mr. Schuchter's prepared statement is as follows:) -

PREPARED TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF TUE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
P1IEVENTION .ACT

Undoubtedly enough witnesses have already appeared before this Subcom-
mittee to testify that training schools or reformatories are outmoded and
dehumanizing. However, aMssachusetts is virtually out of its State-run training
schools. This fact uniquely qualifies the Department of Youth Services to give
testimony before the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency
with respect to the importance of S. 3148, the Juvenile Justice Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1972. In part we are here today because in order to accom-
plish the purposes of S. 3148, in a very real sense. the Department has gone way
out on a fiscal limb with the decision to close training schools, in anticipation
of substantial new or additional Federal resources to develop and implement
effective delinquency prevented, diversion, treatment and , rehabilitation
programs.,

We completely concur with Senator Bayh's conclusion that existing Federal
programs, particularly the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968, administered by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, has nbt
provided the resources or the leadership to deal with the crisis of delinquency.
Our experience with the pattern of LEAA funding in Massachusetts unfortu-
nately highlights the national problems of delinquency prevention and treat-
ment-namely, lack of priorities, emphasis and direction.

From the perspective of a State agency responsible for Juvenile delinquency
prev-n-ton and treatment programs, there is very little evidence of forceful
advocacy at the national level within Federal agencies for reform of the Juvenile
justice system, or even minimal inter-agency coordination, such as among
Justice, Labor and HEW. The same situation of fragmentation and confusion
exists at the State level In Massachusetts, which Is the reason for emphasis In
the Department's testimony on the need for reorganization of children's and
youth services in the Commonwealth. We recognize that coordination and lead-
ership for all delinquency-related efforts requires a new national program that
articulates Federal, State and local efforts. At the present time, Federal assist-
ance through LEAA for State and local juvenile delinquency programs In com-
pounding, rather than remedying, the problems of developing and Implementing
effective and coordinated delinquency prevention, diversion, treatment and
rehabilitation programs.
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The specific problem in Massachusetts, which would be intensified by S. 8148, is
twofold: there are two planning agencies in the State for juvenile delinquency
prevention and treatment, with one of them-the Committee on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Criminal Justice-having the authority to receive
and dispense LEAA funds and the other, the Department of Youth Services, re-
sponsible for privision of:

a comprehensive and coordinated program of delinquency prevention and
services to delinquent children and youth referred or committed to the de-
partient by the courts; community services for the prevention of juvenile
delinquency through grants-in-aid to cities, towns, and other public agencies
and through purchase of services from private non-profit agencies ; andserv-
ices and facilities for the study, diagnosis, care, treatment, including physi-
cal and mental health and social services, education, training and rehabili-
tation of all children and youth referred or committed... [and maintenance
of] a program of research into the causes, treatment and prevention of
juvenile delinquency, including new methods of service and treatment.

S. 3148 provides for direct grants to public and private agencies to develop and
implement new methods of delinquency prevention and treatment, with an empha-
sis on funding private agencies. The Department's emphasis also is on funding
private non-profit agencies in order to create viable alternatives to the traditional
juvenile justice system. But 75 percent of LEAA's funds for delinquency preven-
tion and treatment are allocated by another agency based on funding decisions
that are unrelated to the Department's needs for closing outmoded juvenile train-
ing schools and detention centers.

In order to ensure that the funds available under S. 3148 are spent in the most
effective manner, with the great degree of public accountability, to divert Juve-
niles from the juvenile justice system and to provide community based alterna-
tives, we would urge that 8.3148 ensure that the designated State planning agency
also be the legislatively mandated implementing agency for juvenile delinquency
prevention and treatment programs.

As set forth in pargraphs (1) and (2) of See. 503 of S. 3148, the single State
agency that is the "sole agency for supervising the prepartion and administra-
tion of the plan" must have "authority to implement such plan" in conformity
with Federal policy. In Massachusetts, under the LEAA program, the authority
to plan, to approve plans and to implement plans for prevention, diversion; treat-
ment, rehabilitation, education, training, evaluation and research and to improve
the juvenile justice system are split, with the funding priorities of the LEAA
state planning agency heavily oriented to equipping, training, and providing
computerized data to police agencies unrelated to diverting juveniles from State
operated correctional facilities.

This yeatr and next year the Department probably will face a major struggle in
converting the inflexible categories of its State budget to flexible resources for pur-
chase of services. Hopefully, the Department's excessive number of personnel will
be substantially reduced by attrition. Each 10 percent drop in personnel saves the
Department about $800,000 annually, but there is no assurance that the Legis-
lature will rebudget these funds for purchase of community based alternatives
to confinement. Every state which closes its detention and correctional facilities
has to pass through this transitional budgetary phase. The significance of this
fact in relation to S. 3148 is that, without major new sources of Federal funds,
inflexible and limited State budgets will prevent the closing down of correctional
and detention facilities and the development of community based alternatives.
Furthermore, in Massachusetts, State funds have- not been available for the
development of an adequate planning, fiscal management and administrative
research and evaluation or training capacity within the Department of Youth
Services. All of these capabilities have been created with LEAA funds, but with
money flowing so sporadically that staff at best gets paid in 60-day cycles. Here
again, this situation is attributable to the split between planning and implemen-
tation agencies which allows the funding agency to use the delay of staff salaries
as leverage in the negotiation process.

For another example. the Department has been informed that all-the LEAA
funded resources for information systems, about $1.6 million in 1972, will be
poured into the conversion of adult criminal history information for data
processing, which precludes setting up even a modest computerized system for
tracking the thousands of children we have in the community based programs.
The Department's system is designed and waiting $46,000 to make it operational,
which could be pfiovidd if the State IEAA agency operated on an adequate cash
flow basis.
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This situation leids us to the conclusion that the provisions for fiscal control
and fund accounting procedures for the Single State Agency, under paraitrth
(12), has to ensure that the actual (versus projected) rate of spending for
various programs does not leave large unexpended sums of money which are not
productively used, or that bureaucratic delays in processing of paperwork does
not deprive programs or personnel of financial support. Frankly more attention
by Federal program evaluators to the flow and effectiveness of dollar expendi-
tures for institutional change in S. 3148 funded programs, and less money spent
on sophisticated research designs for alternative community based treatment
modalities, and the greater likelihood of State's moving away from prison-like
training schools, reformatories and detention centers.

With adequate financial support from Federal sources, to pave the way for
State funding, the Department of Youth Services is ready to develop and imple-
ment a wide range of radically new and innovative approaches to juvenile
delinquency prevention, statewide mechanisms within and outside courts for
diverting juveniles from the adjudication process, involvement of private orga-
nizations and Institutions, educational Institutions, corporations, other State and
regional agencies, and so forth.

Any new programs funded under S. 3148 would have to be tailored to the
specific characteristics and needs of delinquent youth. Perhaps one of our most
valuable contributions here today would be to present, based on an analysis of
psychological and medical tests given to over 400 boys and girls moved out of
training schools over the past three months, a description of a typical juvenile
delinquent, if such person exists, who would benefit from the proposed legislation:

First and foremost, he is usually a basically inadequate and insecure in-
dividual. During his early life, he has received neither the support nor the
acceptance necessary for the development of his self-esteem. Thus, he has a
highly negative self-image, usually characterized by feelings of insecurity,
social inadequacy, general ineffectiveness, inferiority, low self-assurance, and
being at the mercy of environmental forces. He is afraid to venture forth
out of fear of failure and rejection. His means of, compensating for these
feelings Is his aggressive and acting-out behavior. By playing the role of the
'big, tough, strong guy' he is able to cover up for his deep-seated feelings of
weakness and insecurity.

A second characteristic usually found in delinquents Is a tendency toward
rather impulsive behavior with a low frustration tolerance. Because of these
two facets, delinquents are more apt to exhibit expansive and acting-out
behavior when placed in highly stressful situations. Also, they are not able
to tolerate frustration and failure as well as other individuals their age.
This problem is especially critical since they are usually faced with a higher
incidence of failure and frustration than most because of their environment.

Another characteristic Is an intellectual functioning level usually found
in the classification of Slow and Low Average Learner. Although one will
find a large segment of delinquents functioning at a borderline level the
majority of them have the ability to function adequately under more op-
timum conditions. It seems that the Inadequacy of the home and a highly
constricting environment are as much, if not more, responsible for the
individual's adjustment difficulties. Those delinquents who would be classified
as borderline and basically inadequate personalities appear to be an almost
separate entity In themselves. Their offenses are usually in the area of
aggressive behavior, school offenses, and glue sniffing rather than more
criminal types of offenses, such as breaking and entering and stealing cars.
Their difficulty lies in their Inability to meet problems of everyday life In a
socially acceptable manner due to their overall low functioning level.

A further attribute usually found In delinquents is some type of psycho-
sexual conflict. This conflict varies from the undergoing of a sexual identi-
fication conflict with its accompanying feelings of sexual Inadequacy and
ambivalence to more serious conflicts Involving overwhelming castration
fear and the exhibiting of homosexual tendencies. The reason for the exten-
sive occurence of this problem appears to be the recurring factor of the lack
of an adequate male identification figure in the home. Either there Is no
man In the home at all, and the individual is completely dominated by the
females of the home, or, the male in the home is a highly aggressive, puni-
tive, and Irresponsible type of an individual who turns his sons away from
identifying with him.

84-522-73-0
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Along this same line of thinking, is the delinquent's usual history of a

highly unstable home situation, characterized by a lack of Warmth and ac-
ceptance. If this Is not the case, one can usually find some traumatic event.....
in the delinquent's life which brought aboift a sudden change in his adjust-
ment abilities. Many times, the rest of the family Is not even aware that
such an event has occurred. In short, a basic need for love, acceptance, and
understanding permeates all the delinquent's problems.

Next on a list of usual characteristics is a difficulty in establishing mean-
ingt ul interpersonal relationships. Most delinquents tend to be rigid, fear-
fal, hypersensitive to criticism, and somewhat withdrawn in their relation-
ships with others. This is largely the result of their low self-assurance and
lack of self-esteem. Because of these feelings, the individuals are so afraid
of being rejected that they will not place themselves In any situation which
they feel might make them vulnerable. As a result of their highly restricting
and inadequate environment, delinquents find It very difficult to trust others,
especially those in authority. This basic distrust in others can be a tremen-
dous hindrance in establishing meaningful interpersonal relationships.

A final characteristic would be an interest profile which points toward the
various trade occupations, such as auto mechanic, carpentry, plumbiwg,- con-
struction work, etc. A majority of the delinquents exhibit a preference for
situations which will allow them to use their manal skills in an outdoor
setting. A problem faced here is In finding the training necessary for these
occupations. Although the most obvious choice, a vocational trade school,
is acceptable to many, there Is a large percentage of boys who have been
so 'turned off' by any type of school setting due to their history of failure
and frustration in school, that such a placement is completely Intolerable.
Thus, there is a strong need for apprenticeship and workshop type of set-
tings for these boys. Through these types of settings, the boy is able to
develop a work skill and, more important, develop his own self-esteem, which
Is perhaps the most important factor If rehabilitation is to take pince.

In summary, one might say that a delinquent Is found to be highly insecure
with all extremely negative self-image; to be rather impulsive with a low
frustration tolerance; to be functioning in the intellectual classification of
Slow or Low Average Leamers: to be undergoing some form of psycho-
sexual conflict due to the lack of an adequate male Identification figure in
his life; to have been brought up in an inadequate and unstable home situa-
tion, characterized by a lack of warmth, acceptance, and understanding to
have difficulty in his Interpersonal relationships due to his tremendous fear
of rejection and failure; and to exhibit an interest profile in situations that
will allow him to use his manual skills in outdoor setting.

No more than 40 percent of those youngsters adjudicated delinquent come
from intact homes. At least 25 percent are living with their mothers only. Many
of the Intact and female~headed households can be characterized as highly dis-
organized. Bad rapport and conflict with parents, and particularly, males in the
home (e.g. stepfathers or mother's boy friends), Is a common feature of home
life. Trouble at home Is added to and reinforced by trouble In school and poor
academic performance.

Typically, the boy's first appearance In court Is at around age thirteen (13),
with about two-thirds appearing for breaking and entering, stolen car, runaway
or stubborn child offenses (Blacks on the average appear In court a year or two
earlier). In addition to the first offense for which a typical boy appears In court,
he has been arrested several times and committed numerous offenses for which
he hasn't been caught. In general, he knows that his acts are criminal, and
commits them for money, fun, and excitement. As many as three-quarters of these
boys are engaged in a persistent pattern of drug use, mostly marijuana accomn-
panied by on-and-off use of a wide assortment of other drugs.

Notwithstanding this pattern of criminal and delinquent behavior, as many as
two-thirds of these boys subscribe to the mainstream of middleclass American
values, including a steady job, marriage and raising a family. They want to suc-
ceed in life-work and pay their way in the pursuit of happiness.

However, those lower and working class youth who fail in or are rejected
by school, commit various infractions of the law and establish a pattern of delin-
quent behavior, soon find themselves blocked from opportunities to go straight.
Life becomes a preoccupation with involvement In or avoidanci of trouble. 'lhe
younger the age at first court appearance, the more court appearances, the more
petitions sustained, the more times on probation or committed, the more likely
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that recommitment and criminal careers will result. Since juvenile court judges
generally make their judgmento based ou. social, delinquency and psychological
cbWveteristics usually associated with delinquency risk, court dispositions almost
iuevi tbly feflect and reinforce delinquency pattgrits associated with the paucity
of. tfmily resources. For youth in trouble, the cycle--becomes more delinquent
behavior, greater risk of further delinquency, more probation/commitment ex-
perienee, and more delinquent behavior.

Pirobation/commitment experience generally fails to change antlocial behavior,
improve control over impulses, remedy maladjustments and psychiatric dis-
turbances, lessen anxieties and hostilities, improve work attitudes, self-concept,
or social responsibility. Moreover, treatment of delinquent behavior by juvenile
corrections- stresses the remedying of personal deficiencies in "therapeutic en-
vironments" which confirms to the children that being delinquent, like being
poor, stems from a character disorder and lack of inner resources. Against the
background of the psychological characteristics prevailing among delinquent
youth,- this reinforcement of the sense of personal deficiencies as part of the
treatment process of course has profoundly negative consequences.

Since it is assumed that juvenile correctional Institutions cannot alter the
presence or absence of resources in the youth's home situation, such as money,
good' education, family coherence, etc., the emphasis of "rehabilitation" is on
treating.deviant or neurotic reactions to everydaylife without adequate resources.
The "success stories" of the juvenile correctional field are those youth in trouble
who. manage to survive economic and social deprivation, the failures of educa-
tional: istitutions, storage in remote correctional facilities or "treatment" facili-
ties, runt by poorly or untrained persons, etc., and still somehoow avoid arrest, the
Juvenile courtroom and eventually criminal careers.

..There are a vast number of troubled youth in the Commonwealth, as in the
nation,, who do not wind up in juvenile court, even though their behavior patterns
cut be described ast delinquent as their family circumstances push themn towards
anti-social and delinquent acts. Thesg teenagers need substitutes for inadequate
family. support and activities in their neighborhoods which offer sufficient ex-
citem(,nt, challenge. status rewards and income earning opportunities to counter-
act. the attractions of delinquent behavior. These home substitutes, social, recrea-
tiotal and economic activities, which supplement and enrich the personal and
family life of teen-agers, are what juvenile delinquency prevention and treat-
ment programs are supposed to be all about.

.Within this large group of troubled youth are those children ages 7-17 who
frequently, wind up in court accompanied by a poor school record. By default,
juvenile courts and DYS take responsibility for these youths, since family re-
sources generally are inadequate and schools have failed to respond to the needs
of these youth because of limited mission, bureaucratic structure and nidequate
resources. The courts and DYS also are limited in their resources and their
capabilities to directly influence the functioning of families and environments
affecting youth in trouble. The juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment
strategy of DYS, therefore, is basically constrained by (1) limited sources,
(2) lack of community based mechanisms for developing and sustaining com-
munity responsibility and programs for helping youth in trouble together with
other troubled youth, and (3) the large numbers of youth needing help at any
one time and cumulatively.

Th focus of the DYS strategy for allocation of its limited resources reflecting
these basic constraints, must be as follows:

1. To directly help children and youth in trouble, especially the most
troubled delinquent youth, by providing specific direct or purchased services
to meet specific personal and familial peeds.
; 2. To encourage and pressure, by every appropriate means, communities-
rather than courts or DYS-to take responsibility for their troubled youth.
and to develop community-based programs capable of preventing and dealing'
with delinquent behavior.

4oTo change the priorities, types of programs and services, service de-
livery mechanisms, personnel, evaluation procedures, etc., of any and all
publicly funded state and local institutions and agencies dealing with or
impacting on troubled youth, starting with DYS itself, to enable them to
deal more effectively with the causes of delinquent behavlo- among troubled
youth, with special emphasis ona schools, social welfare, and job creating
agencies'.
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Legitimate ways to earn money and, incidentally, to obtain work experlexce*
and vocational skills, must be an extremely important component of th6 DYS
delinquency prevention program. However, the realities of the Job' mahtifor
youth 15 and 16 years of age in the custody of DYS are extremely bleak. The
number of jobs available to young 5ichool drop-outs is declining. Unemployment
is a problem of youth, hits the teenage drop-out harder, and is hardest on blacks.*
Trouble with the law is only a minor factor determining opportunities for jobs
among delinquent drop-outs. Color, place of residence, family income, edtia-
tional attainment and scholastic achievement, etc., in addition to age, for the
youth committed to the Department, make the outlook in the world of work bleak
and increasingly so.

To focus on the employability or trainability of the delinquent or deprived
youth without considering also the school system which is irrelevant for the
majority of these youth will not solve the problem. Education and empl6ktfetit'
of youth in the Department's care and custody, and many drop-outs who have
not been adjudicated delinquent, are fundamentally political issues that have to
be dealt with by programs reflecting political resolution.

Our perceptions of educational problems and needs of delinquent or potentially
delinquent youth essentially correspond to the conclusions of the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity with respect to the educational needs of the poor. An OEO.
report contends:

It is readily apparent that the educational system Is failing the poor--i
both by failing to provide adequate skills and by failing to retain children
in school . . -. The poor have no means by which to make the educattati
system more responsive to their needs and desires. More affluent parents.
usually can obtain a good education for their children because they' can.
choose schools for their children to attend--either by deciding where to live
or by sending the children to private schools. Poverty and residential
segregation deny this choice to low-income and minority parents.

Youth who are pushed out of schools because schools are not flexible and-
adaptable and creative enough to accommodate to their special needs are a poli-
tical problem. These youths are labelled "drop-outs" and, when they get-iI trou-
ble with the law, are relabelled "Juvenile delinquents", placing the onus on tilt
youth and not on the schools or society. These same youths who are rejected by
community service agencies are labelled as "uncooperative or incorrigible
clients" who do not want to be helped. To deal with the personal probleftis '
these youths, i.e. rehabilitation, is not to prevent delinquency, which requires
measures to change social control systems (as distinct from personal control
systems).

Most of the youth in the Department's custody at any time, if queried, would
be likely to express feelings about school which say it is confining, unuseful, ego-
destructive, boring. Most of the youth in the Department's custody experience
varying degrees of difficulty in succeeding in formal classroom work. Many are
excluded from local high schools for "behavior problems". Most will never grad-
uate from high schools and will obtain only marginal employment. Until Seula
time as schools can be made more responsive to the needs of youth in trouble,
these youth need alternatives to existing school systems which are failing to
meet their needs.

The basic long-range DYS delinquency prevention and treatment strategy
which focuses on institutional change in school systems, can be summarized ir
the following line of reasoning:

Youngsters that fail to find satisfying learning processes in schools and schools.
that fail to hold onto children by meeting their service, activity, and resource
needs, to supplement and enrich home resources, are the principal determinants
of delinquent behavior patterns. Yet, despite traditional and bureaucratic limita-
tions, school systems possess the capabilities for being vastly more responsive to.
the needs and desires of troubled youth and youth in trouble. Like other public
institutions, including DYS, school systems have been inept at putting new
policies into operation and learning from past mistakes. Fundamentally, this is
a political problem which calls for governmental responsibility to bring about
needed changes in organization, program, and learning processes.

The locus of this institutional change responsibility in the Commonwealth,
under its delinquency prevention mandate, should be DYS. However, radical re-
form of local school systems will be a long-term and painstaking process. Con-
current with efforts to accomplish this long-range goal, DYS will have to foster
and support the creation of a wide range of alternatives to-existing school sys--
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tens for troubled youth and youth'in trouble. These alternative educational or
learning environments, supported by a full-range of supporting family and child
welfare services, should be the focus of community-based advocacy and help for
youngsters in trouble and other troubled youth.

More specifically, an institutionalized locus of community-based accountability,
responsibility and adVocacy for youth should be created in each community along
lines of tie Child Advocacy Councils proposed by the National Joint Commission
on'Mental Health of Children. The primary purpose of such councils, composed

•of representatives of all agencies concerned with children would be fostering
radical' reform of local school systems to focus services, resources and advocacy
for children and youth in the schools which reach all children and have more
contact with children than any other institution.'

The purpose of the Child Advocacy Councils would not be to improve referrals
for children and youth within existing inadequate and fragmented service sys-
te s. Rather, it would be to make school systems the focus of any and all services
and resources needed by youngsters and their parents--food, clothes, a place to
sleep,- medical and psychiatric aid, birth control and narcotics information and
treatment, job finding, remedial tutoring, etc. And equally important, schools must
be made into viable learning environments which hold children because the
curriculum offers children knowledge worth learning, and varied opportunities to
develop intellectual capabilities and workmanship.

Briefly the programmatic outcome of the foregoing long-range DYS delinquency
prevention and treatment strategy contains the following two main elements:

i. Community based advocacy/institutional change mechanisms which focus
community and interagency support on changing the role, functions and
oTirgtlons of local school systems and, at the ,;ame time, seek and mobilize
f federal, state, and local resources for youth and family service.

2. Alternative community based school settings (residential and non-
residential) with built-in income-earning opportunities, organized around
goals of reduction of deviance by means of influence (i.e., internalization
f new values through group and milieu therapy) and rehabilitation (i.e.,

the learning of new skills and abilities) and stressing a, high level of youth
participationn in a democratic decision-making process.

'The Department-of Youth Services views the purposes, organization and re-
.sources incorporated in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
(S.-3148) as vital 'to accomplishment of these strategy elements which are basic
to dealing with the crisis of delinquency in Massachusetts and in the nation.

Mr, SCHUCHTER. First of all, I want to commend Senator Bayh's
subcommittee and other people on the committee and staff for'the
philosol)hy, wisdom, and understanding that is incorporated in S. 3148.
It seems clear to me that you have been listening to the experiences
'around the country very closely and that you have extracted out of
that a great deal in the way of understanding as to the new kinds
-of resources and how they should be deployed in dealing with the
problems of juvenile delinquency. And we, in Massachusetts, are
extremely -hopeful of success in getting the legislation passed and
seeing it'implemented.

My comments, in particular, are going to be addressed to concerns
that I have, not about the philosophy and understanding of juvenile
delinquency problems thatare reflected in the legislation but con-
cerns about questions of organization, administration, delivery of

Although DYS is primarily concerned with the needs of youngsters ages 7 to 17, the
research literature on child and youth development relevant to the problems of delinquent
youth shows that help has to start among children when they are in Infancy, indeed with
prenatal care. There is increasing evidence to suggest that functionally (as d(.itinct from
organically) retarded parents living In unsatisfying environments are more likely to bring
up children who are emotionally handicapped and mentally retarded. Studies of Hleadstart
children for example have ltdicated that somewhere between 10 and 25 percent are
already damaged In their emotional and Intellectual development by the time they enter
Ihe program at. age four. Consequently, we are hopeful of seeing the passage of legislationin Congress providing for a comprehensive child development program, including prenatal
services, health and nutritional care, preschool education and other means of enriching
and supplementing familial resources and cultures.
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services and evaluation, and in a sense , it is going to echo some of
the remarks that Peter Golimark thade and whilc hid as theii 9-
sence the simple fact that the purpose and the worth of piriogirims
are the most important, and, as he put it, perhaps in extreme or
oversimplification, the coordination of individual programs is obvi-
ously not sufficient. But I think if you look at the mass experieiC
ind you understand that experience you will see not only has c odi-

nation not been essential, the principal ingredient in the changes
that have come about in out system is as a result of an individual, in
Particular Dr. Miller, and the individuals that support, hiix, iln
bringing about institutional, change to the extent that we 'have 'it
and to the extent that we will have any success in the future.

And this is not simply an effort to give credit in testimonial where
it is due to Dr. Miller and what he has done and his iTaderslij ii
the department of youth services but to emphasis no inattr" wh t
kind of resources, no matter what kinds of administrative mechanisms
are designed to deal with the kinds of problems we are talking iibout
hete today, in' the final analysis it is men who create the insttitio o
which has been harmful to children and it is men who und6; thosb
institutions. And it is really the kind of support, even with limited
resources, that they can get to do their job that in the final analysis
is most important.

The thing that I think I am particularly concerned about is .that
this new legislation not follow the route of other legislation which is
supposed to deal with the social and economic problems that the dis-
advantaged has, because we tre dealini *ith basicAlly th e Iowlificlhne,
dishidva dpged populition-that it no follow the ame, route as the
antipoverty program or the model cities program and other programs
which have been federally siponsored and funded, which, as I see it,,
are, essentially, designed to feed tht sparrows by feeding the horses.
And what that says is that we are pumping money into existing bureau-
cratic enterprises, an existing institution which has proven conclusively
to be failures, and, even when we design new institutions that are
supposedly focused on programs of institutional change, those mech-
anisms themselves become altogether too quickly, institutionalized
around the maintenance of the status quo and begin to develop
leakages that, with the existing political establishment and* with
other forces in the community, insure status quo rather than change

So? the kinds of safeguards that your legislation can have built
into it which would insure that the moneys that reached the sparrows
and do not feed the horses is of particular concern to me. Having g been
involved from 1961 to 1964 in the rehabilitation programs, of urban.
renewal on housing ard the antipoverty and model cities, and having
evaluated as a private consultant probably every program in the
human services and educational area over that 3 or 4 ear period, they
all turn out eventually to arrive at the same kind ol solution, Whichi
is that bureaucracy thrives and the people who are supposed to benefit
the most usually get the least.

Now this is perfectly clear in relation to the LEAA pr4ra
about which some questions have been raised--monys that moved
through LEAA and how they moved in order to bring about change
in the criminal justice system in general Ad the jvnile justice ryteni
in particular-that is. We have had quite a substantial experiences
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already in working with our LEAA program in Massachusetts, and
Senator Bayh asked a question about the financing and what pattern

-appears to be evident in terms of the past pattern of allocation of
resources versus the future.

And I would be very happy to answer any questions you have about
that as the session goes on.

One thing that is very clear to us in the Department of Youth
Services--and I think we can say this fairly categorically at the
moment-and that is that the Omnibus Crime Control Act, the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, and the various State vehicles
for the delivery of LEAA moneys were not designed to deal with
the problems of prevention and rehabilitation of juvenile delinquences,
and if they were designed to do that they are not doing it and they
are not doing it for a member of historical and circumstantial reasons,
as well as just the general thrust as federally funded programs which
do not have in them the kind of safeguards that I am talking about

In fiscal 1971, it you look at the allocation of the LEAA resources,
roughly 20 percent of the money Went into something called Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention and Rehabilitation programs. This is not to

- say that that 20 percent went to those programs within the framework
Qf the comprehensive plan. This is not to say that there were programs
which had purpose and merit to them that would be worthwhile fund-
ing. Thisis not to say that there was proper coordination or evalua-
tion, and this is not to say that there was the kind of research tied into
those programs which would enable us to know whether indeed they
work well or not at all. This was ju-st to say that the money was passed
out through a Prbgram designed as a money-management program.
Basicallyi what we know about those programs is how to relate ex-
penditures to budget, and there is a great deal that can be said about
how you organize and administer and evaluate programs in the juv-
enile delinquency area that would shed light, I think, on the future
prosp for the LEAA program having the kind of impact which
your legislation is aiming for.

I am rather skeptical about the moneys that are coming to our sys-
tem, and it represents, really, a kind of a token contribution to the
efforts we are making toward community based programs, and we
can go into some of the details on that when you want to ask your ques-
tions.
. The thing that impresses me about your legislation, in one sense, is

the obvious emphasis on the coordination of resources as apart from
its emphasis on the creation of new financial resources for these pro-
grams. As you know, there are more than $1 billion of resources which
are being passed out into communities through 14EW, OEO, Labor,
HUD, another programs which presumab are supposed to reach
delinquent youth and are to be spent for youth development purposes.
III the Commonwealth, the Department of Youth Services in calendar
year 1972 they will ge getting, about $1.1 million of those dollars. In
fieal year 1972, proba6 y on y about $700,000, whic means that out
of a total amount of money going through these various Federal pro-
grams we are, either in calendar 1972 getting one-thousandth or in
fiscal 1972 seven-tenths of a thousandth, or if I do not have my decimal
points nr itgit iikery, very -nall. ,
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Now, this is not to say that we need a large slice of those moneys,
Neighborhood Youth Corps-moneys, OEO moneys, HEW moneys,
and so forth. It is not the amount of money that is important, al-
though we could obviously use considerably more than we get, but
it is the struggle that one has to go through in order to, No. 1, persuade
them of the goals that we are committed to which other Federal agents
are not committed to. It is the whole mechanics of the grant prepara-
tioii, the grant implementation process where the greatest rewards are -
for the pros and not for those who grasp the problem. And I think
what we have happening in all of our Federal programs which affects
us is that if we have te right or the wrong solution to the wrong
problem, then, this is what your Federal programs are funding, the
right or the wrong solution to the wrong problem, because, in the
final analysis what we are dealing with in our agencies is the problem
of institutional change.

Our goals are rather explicitly set in terms of institutional change
goals with the outcome being justice for children rather than simply
an im proved juvenile justice system.

And we have explicitly set goals of that sort which have to do with
the existing functions of our juvenile justice system which includes
the philosophy and the mechanics of our juvenile court system, of
probation, of the way our school systems work, and we are obviously
talking about taking a very considerable risk, and the reform of juve-
nile correction is, in the final analysis a risk-taking enter rise which
has to have people involved in it who are willing to take risks, which is
what Peter Goldmnark said about Dr. Miller's willingness and pro-
pensity to take risks on an hour-to-hour, day-to-day, and month-to-
month basis.Now, if we cannot have a new national program to deal with the
prevention and the rehabilitation needs of juveniles which has built
into it a knowledge that risk-taking is essential and that there is a
premium for change and for risk-taking rather than for maintenance
of the status quo, I think that we have change in the pattern of
institutionalization of youngsters, yes, toward more community-based
programs, because the rewards anl the incentives will be to move to
community-based programs. But I am not sure in the final analysis
that the youngsters themselves will be that much better off.

Senator BAYI-I. Excuse me. I just want to interrupt you here just a
moment. Nobody knows whether what you say is true or not. All of us
are taking the necessary risk. But I would suggest that anybody right
now who tries to rationalize the present system is taking a'bigger risk.
And I think the general public is ready for somebody to stand up and
say, "OK, I am going to treat the problem of the child before he be-
conies a hardened adult criminal who may knock me over the head,
rape my daughter, or burgle my home."

I salute Dr. Miller and the rest of you who are taking these risks.
But I think the biggest risk of all is to try to rationalize the total
failure of some of the present programs that are not-doing the job of
rehabilitation.

And, Mr. Schudhter, I think we are both on the same wavelength.
Let us not be fainthearted. I think that the public opinion is there, if
we will just take advantage of it. I salute you and your colleagues for
doing that.
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Mr. Sci rTciiTR. I think it is catching up.
Senator BAYI. Do not sell some of us in public life short.
Right now I think the people want results. I, for one, have been

pretty much a compassionate kind of person in public life; and if you
invest a dollar for education to prevent human suffering, then this
was a good enough reason for a program. But this is not a good
enough reason for a lot of people. I think that these people can be con-
vinced by the hard facts of life, that the youth who are supposed to
be being treated are not being treated. The youth's problems are being
compounded so that the taxpayer is paying the bill for the supposed
treatment and the youth remains a problem to society.

A little different rationale can be used for those who believe in com-
passion and human kindness; but for those who are fearful, let us show
them that the present program really increases reasons for fear and
capitalize on the "fear" to create more humanitarian programs.

Maybe that is not as forthright as you would have me be, but to
solve the juvenile delinquency problem I have to use the emotions that
exist in the country today, and harness those emotions for the results
that we are trying to accomplish. If we get the desired results, I think
I would be happy.

Mr. SCHUCHTER. Amen.
Senator BAYU. I might observe that Senator Mathias, who has

studied this problem and has introduced a significant measure in his
own right. is now with us. Senator Mathiashas shown a great deal
of interest injuvenile delinquency, and we are going to be working to-
gether to find the best solution to this problem. And he is one of those
Senators who approaches juvenile delinquency from a compassionate,
innovative point of view.

I do not know whether Senator Mathias has any remarks that he
would like to make for the record.

Senator MATHrAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-
ate your kind words.

I think the chairman and I have been working in the same direc-
tion. We have employed slightly different approaches but ones which
I think can be reconciled, because the chairman's bill and mine do not
differ in spirit. I think we both want to see, and we both, first of all,
begin from the proposition that there has to be, a greater Federal
commitment in this area to encourage a greater local commitment,
and we observe the failure of the present system, both in its larger
social consequences and in its individual impact. And, of course, in
both areas there is no more time for delay.

So, we are working together towardthe goal of a new approach,
and we appreciate your interest and your being here today.

Mr. m ILLER Thank you.
Senator BAYH. Thank you.
Mr. LeaveyI
Mr. LEAvEY. Right. Mr. Chairman, I am Mr. Leavey, Assistant Con-

missioner for Aftercare, Delinquency Prevention and Community
Services. -.

I would just like to make a few comments and address myself to
an aspect, major aspect, of your bill and also to the whole move-
ment within our Department, and that is the question of purchase
of services.
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I have been involved in purchasing services from private agencies
for about the past 7 years and I think that what we are looking
at is the movement toward local communities taking more respon-
sibility for their youth, and I believe, also, on the other hand, in
having the State get out of the business of delivering direct services.

Now, everyone points to the fact that it is less expensive. And
we can bring in all sorts of statistics to show that. We also can show
that it is much more efficient. We can show that there is a higher
quality of care when we talk of purchasing services from private
agencies.

But I look at it a little bit different. People ask us what are going
to be the alternatives of this youth, and I think it is kind of ridiculous
for the alternatives to be as to institutions, and I think it is kind of
ridiculous for us to sit around in the room and try to decide what we
are going to do with every child in Massachusetts, and, particularly,
when we have a wealth of opportunities out in the community, and we
have a tremendous amount of people who are really concerned about
these youth.

We have found that if we are able to give some support-and the
main kind of support is the financial support at the moment, but some
financial support, some consultation, some guidance-there is a tre-
mendous amount of citizenry in our State that wants to get involved.

For'instance, when we started talking aboit setting up group homes,
we hadover 100 proposals, over 100 different groups. These are not in-
dividuals, but over 100 different groups came to us and said that they
wanted to get involved. We had a tremendous amount of university
sources and a tremendous amount of real grassroots citizens that really
want to get involved With the youth in our area.

What happens is that everyone looks to-us and says, "You want to
abdicate your responsibilities and you want to become just a funding
agency." And I. am not saying that at all. I really feel that we are not
abdicating our responsibilities. What I want to do is come into a sys-
tem and set up a system whereby the State is a coordinator, is a man-
ager, is an evaluator, but also-and I feel this is very imnportant-re-
tains legal responsibility for the children. And I am not trying to say
that we should do away with the Youth Authority. I feel that if we
still have the legal responsibility for the child; and if we are able to
divorce ourselves from the bureaucratic structure that really restricts
us, that we might end up being an advocate of our clientele, which,
really, I think, is what our Department is supposed to be all about.

Mr. MILLER. I would like to introduce Scott Wolfe to the committee.
Scott is a Harvard student who is in the community-advocate pro-

.gram for us first at Philip Brooks House at Harvard which developed
into a number of other things.

Mr. WOLFE. Thank you.
The Community Aftercare Program. Tnc.-and hereafter I will just

refer to it as "CAP"-is a private, nonprofit agency servicing over 140
parolees from reform schools of the Massachusetts Department of
youth Services.

CAP provides educational, vocational, recreational, and individual
and group counseling programs in nonresidential community-based
units of ys and girls from the 1oston and Worcester areas. Seven-
teen units are now Qperatinig: nine in Boston (Rxibury, Dirchester,
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Cambridge, Somerville, et cetera) and eight in Worcester, centering
around a' large storefront facility.

Each CAP unit-meets 15 to 25 hours a week in both structured and
flexible programs under the direction of a paid unit leader and a
group of volunteers from the community and college campuses who
Are matched 1 to I with every CAP member.

The equality, respect, and trust between CAP workers and CAP
members enables us to achieve quite a remarkable success. From this
foundation, each unit tries to solve its own problems, and at the
same time I have seen there are great advances in self-esteem and
unit or community spirit in the course of the year we have been in
operation.

During this summer CAP will be expanding and broadening its
programs tremendously. First, we will be opening up two ice-cream
parlors in June, and there is a possibility that we will be receiving a
gas station franchise in Worcester. These businesses will provide valu-
able training, experience, and jobs for many CAP members. Second,
we have set up a small summer camp for part-time, mostly weekend
use by the guys in -our program.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me interrupt you for the benefit of the
stenographer. Having a Massachusetts vife, when he says a "pot
time" he means "part time." That might be an unfortunate mistake.
GIo ahead.

Mr. WOLFE. Third, a small foster care operation will start this
summer, allowing youngsters unable to live at home a chance to stay
in their own communities by living with the CAF unit leaders.

CAP has gained the confidence and support of almost every group
in Boston and Worcester: Parents, courts, police, and, most im-
poitantly, the kids. It has shown to be. a viable alternative to in-
stitutionalization. Observers have called it the most creative, humane,
and successful program anywhere.

I would like to introduce the two guys to my right. John is in our
Worcester program, and he has been in the program since January.

Ve have gotten him a job. He works with some friends of his who are
also in the program, and he attends our unit meetings and also runs
around on the storefront as often as he wants. We have the storefront
open- about 100 hours a week, and we have a pool table, Ping-Pong
table, where all the kids can hang around and talk, and also they have
their advisers to talk to. He has been in Lyman School couple of
times, and he had been in quite a bit of trouble; he has not been in the
last 3 or 4 months.

IIill is in our Somerville unit of about eight. kids. He.has been in
the program for a little bit longer. He was paroled from the forestry
camp in November and has been in the program since. He also has
a job now and is working quite well and will be wrapping up his
Iparole relatively shortly. I have heard, also, from his counselor, that
he is tiniking seriously about returning to school and maybe playing
some ball next year.

I do not know if they want to make statements, but they will cer-
tainly be available for questions

John, did yog have anything you would like to say?
Jon. Whien I first got out of Lyman, my parole officer, lie told me

lie said he was going to give me a job, get me back into school. I waited
almost 8 months, and I never eve4 seen im.
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So, then, Scott's brother came to my house one day with 'his pro-
gram, and he asked me if I wanted to join, and I said, "Yes! And,..
so, he told me he was going to get me a job and get me back into
school.

So, so far they have gotten me a job, and I work every day, and,.
in fact, I missed today to come here. And they are getting me back
in school in September.

Mr. WOLFE. Do you want to say something about the kinds of things
you have been doing?

Jonx. Well, we have a group leader, and I have my own counselor.
He takes me to his school, Park University, and we go to meetings
with him-you know, and they take us horseback riding, to the movies,
they take us to Boston, and since we live in Worcester that is a long
ride. They take us to Boston to concerts, and they take us out to eat,
you know, and they just try to help us all the ways they can.

Mr. WOLFE. HoW about the storefront?
We opened the storefront about a month ago, and it seems to be

working very well, and when Dr. Miller came out, there must have
been about 65 kids, including community kids who are not really
associated with our program. They may, in the future be, but right
now, you know, they just enjoy the facility, and I think it is proving
that we can operate that kind of facility and that the kids will use it.

Bill, do you have something you would like to say?
BILL. NO.
Mr. WOLFE. OK.
Senator MATHIAS. If I may, Mr. Chairman, within the storefront

activities, within the ice cream parlors, -how do you make contact With
the kids who have a problem, the kids who want to approach their
adviser who may be a little hesitant about it?

Mr. WOLFE. As John said, he has a group leader who is in charge of
about 10 kids. and 10 advisers, and he knows the telephone number,
and he can call anytime. We have a hotline service that can be reached.
He also has a personal adviser, a guy by the name of Doug Rutither-
ford, who spends 15 to 25 hours a week with John, and they form a
kind of relationship where, if he does have a problem, he can go to
him.

There is also my brother who runs the storefront facility there, and
he is there about 98 hours a week and quite available. John got a job
through 11s, and he is doing well, and he would like to return to school.

Well. what we do is we try to do it, and this is the most important
thing. If we lose any kids it is within the first 3 weeks, and that is
because we just cannot form that kind of trust.

Senator MArITTAS. The first 3 weeks?
Mr. WOLFE. The first 3 weeks of their entering the program. The rea-

son is that some offjhe people we come into contact with just will not
allow us to form that equality, trust, and respect we were referring to
earlier. -
. After those 3 weeks, we have a pretty remarkable recidivism rate.
It is less than 5 percent, and there are just very, very few people in the
Somerville group which has been operating since November 1, and
right now out of that group two of the individuals are now in tho
Marines, and one left just about a week ago. We had a great going-away
party for him, and when he came into the program he had three oilt,
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standing offenses. And we went to court with him, and we told the
judge of his plans, and the judges generally support us. We have gained
that kind of respect. They know we are not fooling around, that we
are not just college kids out to write a paper, and that is generally how
it is seen in all of the community.

We operate community-based programs where Billy and many of
his friends he knows, all of the kids just from the street, meet together
three or four times a week.

Dr. MILLER. I might add here, Mr. Chairman, that these are boys
that would normally be institutionalized. We are not talking now about
a straight-out prevention program; we are talking about boys that can
function very well in other programs that would normally be
institutionalized.

Senator BAY. Let me ask, if I might-
Senator MATHIAS. Just one other question, Mr. Chairman.
After you came out of-what school did you say?
JouN-. Lyman, sir.
SenatorM'uATIAs. Lyman. How did you make contact with this

group'
Did they come to you, or did you find them?
JOHN. They came to me.
Mr. WOLFE. We had been running programs in the Boston area for

quite a while, but we had not really developed the kind of program
in Worcester and the resources. In January, I went to Clark Uni-
versity, and I asked to set up a course there for about 35 to 40.stu-
dents. In this way, I could get people that not only would be working
for us but they would fill a commitment, mainly because they are get-
ting credit for their work in sclwol. They have to spend 15 hours a
week in the field project, and they also spend about 10 to 15 hours a
week in the classrooms studying these problem just in an open forum.

Senator MATHIAS. Let us back up just a minute to Lyman School.
How was your experience there? Was it helpful?
JoiiN. It was not that helpful. The place I was before that, Roslin-

dale, in Boston-
Senator BAYT. WNrhat was that again?
JoHN. Roalindale, in Boston.
Senator BAYH. Roslindale?
Jo0hN. Yes.
Senator MATIAS. How about that?
JoHN. I went to Walpole to see someone and compared that to Ros-

lindale, and I would. rather be in Walpole.
Dr. MILLER. Walpole is the adult penitentiary.
Senator MATHIAS. You thought that was a very bad experience?
JOHN. Yes.
Senator MAETHIAS. Why?
JoniN. Well, they do not treat you like people. If they like, you

now-it is dirty, it is a real dirty place. You cannot use anything
hardly in there, and the showers are anything-they are broke, and
they do not have them fixed or anything. they usually take-like when
I went in there one boy was leaving, and lie took his clothes aside, and
they give you-you have to take off all of your outside clothes, and
they give you dungarees and sneakers and things, and he took his off,
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Ond the man told me to put his on. He must have been there at least
2 months. It is not good at all.

Senator MATHIAS. The Lyman School was the better experience
JOHN. Yes. They let you wear your outside clothes, and you could

go out, off-grounds, too, with the college master if they wanted.to go
to the store or anything. The food up there was real good. It was not
like instant things or anything like that.

Senator MATTIIAS. You felt you really made some progress?
Senator BAY$;. I would like for you to explain your personal experi-

ences, John and Billy, to help us gain an understanding which we can
only have by being there.

Now, the Lyman School for Boys, which is the oldest school in the
Nation, that is not a maximum security institution ?

You closed that one down?
Mr. MILLER. That has been closed; yes.
Senator BAYH. Could both of you give me a general idea of what

your previous experience has been with law violations and courts.
What have you done that has been considered wrongand what has the
judge done to you or for you?

Could you tell me a little about your family background so that we
can see how this related to your problems?

JOhN. Well, see, when Imoved from New York City to Worcester,
I started knowing the wrong kind of people, older people, you know,
and they wanted me to do this and do that, and, so, normally, I, you
know, I just did it, and I got myself into trouble. And then--

Senator BAYH. How old were you When you first got into trouble?
JoHN. About 12.
Senator BAYH. How about you, Billy, how old were you?
BILLY. 12.
Senator BAYXI. In other words, you were running around with older

boys?
BILY. No; I just got in with the wrong crowd.
Senator BAYIT. What did you do the first time?
BILLY. Stole a car.
Senator BAYII. A stolen car at the age of 12?
BILLY. Yes.
Senator BAYH. What happened; then?
BILLY. They gave me probation.
Senator BAYLI. Were you living with your mother and father?
BILY. Lived with my mother.
Senator BAYH. Did you have any brothers and sisters?
BILLY. Yes.
Senator BAYJI. Pardon?
BtLLY. Yes.
Senator BAYTI. How many?
BILLY. Seven.
Senator BAYJI. 1ave any of them had any problems?
BILLY. No.
Senator BAYn. You were put on probation first, and then what hap-

pened after that?
BLLY. I kept-I kept on stealing cars, and then-
Senstor BAYH. And did you come before the court again?
BILLY. Yes.
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BuLjy. I think five.
Senator BAYH. Five times?
BILLY. Yes.
Senator BAYH. And were you put in aii institution?
BiLLY. I was put in the forestry camp.
Senator BAYH. Forestry camp? What did you do or learn in the

forestry camp?
BiLLY. A lot. It is an Outward Bound program, and I went out in

the woods and stuff.
Senator BAYH. Did you continue to learn the type of things you learn

in school or-
BILLY. No.
Senator BAYH. Is it some sort of an educational program that is in-

volved with Outward Bound?
BiLLY. No.
Senator BAYH. Well, John, could you give me a little more detail

about what was the first thing you did wrongI
You say you started going around with older boys and doing what

they wanted you to do.
JOHN. Yes. So, then, we started stealing cars, and breaking into

places, and then seeing, I guess, how they were older they were always
coming-you know, a little more afraid to do what I would do, you
low, and, so, if I got caught or anything, none of them, none of them,
would back me up or anything. They would always take off, and the
last offense I had was when tiis 21-year-old guy, he stole a car, and
he told me, and my brother and I, to go with him, you know, that he was
going to do something.

So, about eight of us got in the car with him, and the State police
stop1)ed us and they caught us, and they put him in the Summer Street
Jail in Worcester for 2 weeks and they put us in a county jail for a
week and a half, awaiting trial, so all of us got tried together, even
the adults and they let him go and gave me 6 months at Lyman School.

Senator BAYh. They let him go?
JoiN. They let him go.
Senator BAY11. Are you living with your mother and father?
Jo0hN. Yes.
Senator BAYTH. Do you have any brothers and sisters?
JOHN. Three brothers and six sisters.
Senator BAYh. Have they had any problems with the law?
JoHN. My younger brother.
Mr. WOiE. He is in the program also.
Senator BAYH. What type of job do you have now ?
JotN. I work for the Model Cities cleanup, it is working with most

of my friends and they have got jobs, too, and it is on Army trucks,
and we clean up all of the neighborhoods in Worcester, in parts of
Worcester.

Senator BAYH. How much do you make at that job?
JoiiN. $2 Pn hour.
Senator BAYH. How long have you had it ?
Joi . About three weeks.
Senator BAYTH. What type of an experience have you had with your

counselor?
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JOHN. Most of the time he is busy because it is coming toward the
end of school, and he has exams. But, there are other counselors in
our group that, you know, they take me along with the other ones,
and they take us, butmiost of the time I have to, you know-I do not
have to, but I call my'counselor every day and get in touch with him
to let him know what I am doing. He comes down to the storefront
after he gets out of school, and I get out of work, *most of the time, and
he goes right across the street and we play basketball with a bunch of
the guys and then I just go home, and we come back at night, and it
stays open until about 9:30.

Senator BAYH. What do you do there?
JOHN. They have got a pool table, a lot of couches and things if you

just want to sit around, ping-pong, and they have got a stereo set that
you can listen to, they have got the radio going all the time.

Senator BAYH. How old are you now, John.
JOHN. Sixteen.
Senator BAYH. What do you want to be doing next year -and the

year after?
JoiiN. I want to go back to school.
Senator BAYH. How about you, Billy, how old are you now?
BILLY. Sixteen.
Senator BAYR. Are you working on this model cities program?
BILLY. I work for a car wash.
Senator BAYT. Pardon me?
BILLY. I work for a car wash. I am going back to school next year.
Senator BAYII. What grade will you be in next year?
BILLY. Tenth.
Senator BAYR. Do you know what you want to do when you get

out of high school ?
BILLY. Not really.
Senator BAYH. Ilut you do not want to go back to a place like Lyman?
BILLY. No.
Senator BAYH. What is it that you like better about the present

program than you did about Lyman?
BILLY. Pardon me?
Senator BAYIT. What is it you like about the present program; are

you treated in a different way than you were being treated at forestry
camp?

BILLY. You get more counseling. You are out on the streets and are
taken places. It is really better than forestry.

Senator BAYH. You really feel that you have somebody to lean on
now and to listen to your problems.

BILLY. Yes.
Senator BAYHr. The 'program has been operating since November,

Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. WOLF,. We have been operating in Somerville since Novem-

ber, and in Worcester since January, but we have been operating in
the Boston area since June.

Senator BAYlI. How sophisticated a community do you have to
have to make this kind of program work? Do you have to have a
Harvard?

Mr. IVOLFE. Well, as far as the people that are working for me,
you know, they are truly wonderful people, college students who are
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concerned, and as community figures, and people who have some spare
time, they will help us out, and we need extra help, or if we need,
you know, somebody to do some spotwork, maybe some casework,
and we have some psychologists sort of working with us. The college
students are certainly just a large, available pool of resources that
just has not been tapped, and I think we can manage that with the
extra sort of carrot of getting court credits and it is a little bit easier,
and another sort of carrot of having some paid jobs for the more
responsible people who can give more time, especially through Federal
work-study grants, where I would pay 20 percent of their salary and
the Government pays 80 percent, and they would work 15 or 20 hours
a week and make $40 that I would have to pay a percentage of it.
This enables me to get quite a few concerned black kids into the
program so that I can have black volunteers for each black kid in the

- program, and the same with the Spanish-speaking peo ple.
Senator BAYH. You would work on a one-to-one basis?
Mr. W OLFE. We work on a one-to-one basis, but in a group atmos-

)here. In the Somerville group we have about eight kids. We have a
group reader who is a work-study student, pre-med student from. Ohio
at Harvard,-and Billy has a volunteer from the District of Columbia,
a guYb the name of Frank who works with Billy individually.
Billy also can come over to Peter's room whenever he wants, to that
group leader and a lot of informal work, not always meeting in teams
of eight kids and eight volunteers. Sometimes it would be five and five,
and all of the kids do not like to go to concerts or the same concerts,
so we can vary that. We had a camping trip to New Hamphire when
everyone went. We 'have some activities one to one, three to three or
eight to eight, or all of the kids in the programs.

Senator BAYH. I hate to bring up this pragmatic fact. What is your
estimated cost per capita per year?

Mr. WOLFE. We receive from the State purchase of services at $30 a
week per kid. Of that $30, $5 goes directly back to them, in terms of
allowance, spending money; $5 goes into sort of administrative sal-
aries, group reader salaries; $5 goes into sort of the storefront facili-
ties, the rent on that, the of&%ce, the hot line, and the remaining $5 goes
into the group expenses. We have referrals for dental care, mental
health and psycho ogical testing, and we beat the process of getting
new clothes for kids during, you know, different seasons. And we also
have the available resources so that when a guy from the District of Co-
lumbia is going home for Christmas vacation to New York, he can
take his kid with him, you know, and stay there for a week.

Senator BAyh. You arj talking about what, $1,500 a year?
Mr. WOLFE. $1,500 a year, correct.
Senator BAYH. Do you have the opportunity to deal with young

people in the community before they get committed to tho forest camp
or Lyman?

Mr. WOLFE. Recently, with sort of this confidence that has built up.
At first we were a bunch of college kids who were not professional, and
we were able to get the parolees from the reform school by mainly say-
ing, listen, parole officers just do not have time, they have large case-
loads, they do not have the time to spend doing t he things which we
think are very important, and so all we are doing is providing an extra
service for these kids. Now, as far as kids on probation or predelin-

84-522-73-7
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uents, recently we have been getting some referrals from the court.
e court will call, a judge will call us up and say, would you handle

this guy, and in the Somefrville group already there are a coup!. of kids
who have not been committed to the Department of Youth Services,
and have had just a couple of experiences with the court. But come to
the program, and we do not get funded for them, but we are certainly
not going to tell them to leave. In tie storefront in Worcester, there
may be 30 kids in our program in the storefront at one time, but there
may also be 10 kids just from the community. So, the problem is fund-
ing, and that is that the courts do not seem to have the money. The De-
partment recently has instituted a way so that court refeiTals can be
made to the Department, but that has to be done on a small level since
there are 13,000 probationers in Massachusetts. It is very select. One of
our guys has a brother on probation and his brother has entered the
program, but other than that it is a straiii on our resources. But, since
we are funded $30 per kid, not in terms of a large grant, we cannot be as
selective with what we are working with.
- Senator BAY. I do not know whether I should direct this question
to you or some of the other gentlemen. Has any effort been made to try
to utilize other citizens in the community, other than college students?
For example, the Jaycees in Indiana are starting a program which is
totally volunteer, without any remuneration. They want to start a big
brother-type operation. Is there not a role for these kind of
volunteers?

Mr, LimAvry. I think I can answer that. In addition to the college
program we are talking about, we also have a 1-to-1 parole, volunteer
program which also has over 100 volunteers now, and these people
work with, in the same kind of structured setting we are talking about
with Scott, but they do take on the responsibility of one youth. This
varies sometimes, and it could be a youth who needs tutoring help, or
it could be a youth who has even say a special medical problem, and
he is going tohave to go to the doctor once a week. We ran a very small
ad in the newspaper one time just about volunteers, and we were
swamped with phone calls. The program, Scott's program, actually
did start out as a straight 1-to-1 complete volunteer program, but we
then decided to do-what we decided to do was try to give it some
funding so they could set up more activities for the youth, but the
response has been tremendous. We also have a very good response
from the clerk, the sisters, and the priests in our State, some semi-
narians, and they are definitely coming to the fore. Also, there are
quite a few colleges now that are coming to us, and they want to get
involved, and they want to just say, we are here to volunteer, we want
to help out. Plus, when they start hearing about the program we have
with Scott, they want to set up something comparable to that.

Senator BATH. Give me some idea of the size of the job here. Mr.
Wolfe mentioned 13,000 probation cases. In a State the size of Mas-
sachusetts, how many young people would come into some sort of con-
frontation with the law during a year's period? How many could
utilize this kind of service?

Mr. Lrvmr. You wouldlhe including all police arrests?
Senator BAYH. Yes. Is there any way of judging that I
Mr. SOHuOFItEL The 25,000 juveniles, 25,000 are-handled by the ju-

venile courts in the States, and it is estimated that only one out of four
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who have contacts with the police actually go through the court proc-
(ess. So, we might be talking about 100,000 juveniles who have some
contact with the law. Out of the 25,000 juveniles who go through the
courts, 13,000 roughly at any given time are on probation. As far as
the Depaitment is concerned, the comnitnent to the Departmnent, of
adjudicated delquents, averages around 1,200 or 1,300 it year at any
given tline, and we hae had( nhout 1,200 or 1, 300 in a parole status,
whieh is. I think, ahout what we have now. So, We are really dealing
with the l)ottoin-typo of a pyramid of potential population,

Mr. Mirio, t. I think if we can show that with our1 youngsters we call
)1oVi(l altormmitives that there is 110 question thit these ILternatives can
)O provided for the vast, bulk of youngsters, because we are supposd
to live the worst, and f stores tils not 1y View; but wh1 I caine
here I was told, you know, "Your Department. has the wonst kids in t1e
State." 'rliy are supposed to be the kids that have gone through t1e
whole systen.

With" reference to the volunteers, as you may be aware, Senator Baiyl,
sonie other countries stress that a great deal. Japan, for instance, hafs
vitually all of its adult parole done by volunteers, adult and juvenile
parole. One of the sources of volunteers that wnas not mentioned, that
is one of our best group of volunteers, are senior citizens, which may be
something of a surprise, but they do beautifully with our youngsters.
And we have been able to imalo arrangemenis with senior citizens
groups, and they have been able to deal with youngsters that people
their parents' age could not deal with.

Mr. Wo,l,. Let me just add one other thing. When we started out
our program in, let us say. the East Boston area, I did have most of my
own people who were trained to work down there. As we sort of became
more and more visible; and we certainly are, the kids are on the street
and they are not getting in trouble, community pe )le would come to
us and offer their Rrviccs. I have a guy who spent. some time at lanre
Island and he has been working now veij closey with the East Boston
prograun. We have other people in the same kind of situation. Sonme-
tims parents of the kids would come. We have basketball games, and
we had a referee, and we had a television crew that cano down to film
the ganne of East Boston's group against another group and there must
have been 60 spectators from the community coming down, and our
kids do not play basketball all that well, but it is just the idea of this
team spirit, and community spirit, which has just developed phenom-
enally.

Senator BAYlT. You mentioned that you lost less than 5 percent after
the first 3 weeks?

Mr. Woiav. Right.
Senator BAIK. Is there any special attention we ran give to that first

3-week period I How many do you lose in that first 8 weeks?
Mr. Wor,r. Oh, in the first 3-week period is where we first go out

and interview the guy, or the girl, and his parents, and try to find out,
try to have a general understanding of what his total situation is, as
far as his prolems with the courts, his social history, his school his-
tory, and His desire or plans for thI future. During that period, most
of the kids that are lost are just kids that say, you know, we do not
really need you, or people that just are not willing to spend the kind of
time we want with the group. I would sy that out of the kids we inter-
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view, 15 to 20 pur,iat of t lIn I jnust a not interestel, and most of them
we sort of ask them to try it for 3 weeks, and after 3 weeks they can
drop out. Of those, maybe 5 percent (1o, and niy of them stay. After
the first 3 weeks, we do not have Many, or any dropouts from the l)ro-
grains. Even when ia kid wraps up. Ihs parole, ai, couple of t I m hiwe
asked their parole officers to keep them on parole so they can continue
to get their M'viOes, the services we can render, and they feel that since
their is this problem of not blinig able to find many poor kid s that just
do not have that-have not been committed to the department or
already have been discharged, they feel they want to retain their
parole statuis just 50 they call conitiilue on the program.

Sallittor BAY1. It is certainly an11 llellio systLmui where it child has to
be lliado it wltrd of tin Court in order to get the kind of sHervis lie

oods as it human being. Wo are ti ing to change that kind of situation
with this legislation, S. 3148, and with the help of farsighted State
olicials like youel 1,

1A4,t11 deal with some practical questions, if I may, from t1e ad.
ninisthrativo standpoint. Several of you have emphasized tile political

problem when an institution assumes an identity of its own. In existing
facilities, stall' have a veStd interest in mainttinig the status quo. Is
there some way we can use a significant amount of these existing
f1'ilitiuH or l)orm)inol in the n program 4 Is there necessarily adirect
conflict? I amn thinlking of it way to lsen the opposition that is going
to exist in tin coii11ity.

)r Mi-it. WVp have t tried that, alld I think with smei nixe(d su(-
cow Senator Bayh. W have arrangod, for instance in our move from
institutions for alternative asslguients for all of the institutional
stair into the community, such thiings its parole aides, holl)lig out in
our regional offices, A co6uplo of my own staff, I believe, aro working
with Scott and his storefronts, andI know to a large extent that has
held, although very often, when you got into ,an institution, which
has xisted a onig tlie, you get into a whole life style that is very,
very difficult to change, and it Ionds itself to some problems. But, it is,
I think, something that can be lessened by finding those alternatives,
aind over a period of time. However, I think one needs lea stair in the
community programs, and mtybo by attrition allow that funding to
go over to purel use of care, because the institutions are quite expen-
sive. For instance, of our approximately $12 million, between $12 and
$13 million budget, $9 million of it is taken up in istitutions and in-
stitutional stall' salaries, so that you are dealing with very few flexible
fuids when you are moving into this kind of a )rograun.

Senator BAit. Pardon me, $0 million out of $12 million I
Dir. MLT.Er. $9 million out of between $12 and $18 million.
Senator 13AY11. You said institutions and staff salaries?
)r. MLhLm. Yes, yes. . .

Seintor lILvYn, Ciln yol difterentiato between the two?
Dr. D Mfu~mt. In rmning the instiitions and paying the salaries of

the staff that stalls the institutions.
Senator By'u. What I wits wondering is you were talking about

maybe food, medical care, recreational servicest and other thijigs.
Dr. M Laut. That is interesting. There is not that much involved in

that, and that is where we haveiad a major political problem in the
past few weeks in Massachusetts. Wo tried to got a transfer of the
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money from the closed institutions into the community, flexible funds,
that. were involved, in,food, clothing, this sort of thing, and it amoimted
to about $1 million. 'I'hnt wa. tnken out of the budget, although the
stall' was kept in, so that we Were atwtually rlunnng the ])epuit ment ill
tim eoinlunity uIow without these institultions, and we are running it
on about $.f5'million versls about $9 million to keep the dd.s in the
in0titutions, Now, we will not l), able to (10 that for long. WVe will he in
diro strnits, althlough if we were entirely out. of ifistitiitions and had
the flexible filuds, w(, could Ilun the Deipartment probahly for al)out
$0 million-$r million 01' $6 million-ill the communitV.

S(mntor KAYi!. You talked alout 500) voung people that were in-
stitlitlonalhi'ed whon you shut. down the itiltutions, and I think you
said 2) of their now ire still instituitionalized. Is that ahbout the ratio
of children who need inaximuinif seAurity car'e, or' is it higher thanthnaU

1)'. MItLER. 'Those 20 ire still in one of the training schools. In
te('lns of those needing maximum security, taking the round figure of
a thousand vongsters who formerly would have been institutionalized
in" the old days, we (10 not feel that we should have evermoro than
20 in a maximum ,4eurity unit, Now, that is a figure, T 'think, that
ma1ny 8tatOs would not agree with, that they would want the figurehisyll(,l..

Snor. DAY I.'. Two l)('IceNt ?
D.' Mnxrtri. I think th( need for mnaximuib seuity's vastly over-

rated. When w, closed Bridgewater. it, always had r1n aroun'sd 100
o' l2) bovs nt Bridgewater. supposedly this was our maximum se-
eurity center for the most, (Innueroiul klds in the department. And
the week we closed it, 65 were left in it,, nl( of the 65, 45 were there
beause they hnd mann1gement problems nt other inst itutions, not
became of nv, particular heilnou crime. And when vou distill thnt.
imnher down in terms of violent crimneis, the remninine 20 or so. it
ntnin eo l I) dis.ected out, It, is very umsual to field a youngster
who is dnnzerous at nil thne under ll conditions fnd1 ill erellm-
stanes with ail Jeol)le, People are dilngerois (t a given time, with
gi von people, unde riven ci retimnstnnces,

Snato, BT%,-ir. Well, of course. I think we have to bn enreful when
we close down n institution that you protect siet1y from any dan-
ger'olls individual.

D,. MNtivY. Yes. Well, we did tha. But, what, I am suguvestinu is
that we distilled it. down so rather than having (l, we ended il) with
about. T believe. 1 being idpt, in a closed setting.

Senator BAY!. Now what has happened? How long hns Thidge-
Winter been closed?

)r,. ,Mtr,t.a.P. It hns hIen closed 2 years.
Sen0,tor Ylg. What has hint)iened to those maximutn security

en s? TTow manin'y hove ,ommitted serious erlimes?
I)r. Mir,T,rip. We fre not aware of ny. Tin the o1(1 days when they

0am11(t out of Bridgewater after (lolnr a ,ertin nullmbel of vears nd
then lenve. we lined more rol)lems, In fact. I think, times hnve been
mueeh cnmer without tht maximum security mit. Now, we have In
T3oston a small maximum security unit, in which there are about l
orl 16 Youngsters. We contract with n private ))sChint"IF. , grmou. to
provide some of the services in this, including the on-the.floor stalling
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and they are very much in control of it. And what we would like to
do for those few-kids who are a danger to society in terms of danger
to persons, we want to provide for them the options that have always
been provided for wealthy dangerous- that is, a private psychiatric
placement. As you may be aware, I think if you were to go to any
private psychiatric hospital around the country to Chestnut Lodge
in Rockville or the Institute for Living at Yale, or the others in the
country, you would find a fair number of people there who committed
serious offenses, but they are affluent, and I think we would prefer to
oxpend a great deal of money on this smaller percentage of kids to

..provide a decent sort of care rather than to keep them under lock, say.
Senator BAYJI. Could you give us a general description of these

juveniles?
Dr. MiIAEn. The crimes of violence towards persons, serious, assaults,

murder, rape, manslaughter, this sort of thing, and, Incidentally,
there are very few youngsters who come to us under those offenses
In terms of the total number. And then there are a few youngsters who
for emotional reasons, even though they may not have committed a ter.
ribly serious crime, are potentially dangerous, and we have to provide
options for them. But, I am not sure that the option in all of those
cases, even for dangerous people, is always the maximum security at all
times, but it is maxinmum security at the appropriate time to he
able to learn and nature.

The kind of rut that you get caught in as a correctional administra-
tor is that it is very easy to look people up and to survive as an admin-
Istrator, and the blame is never put on you-if you lock someone up
sufficiently long, that is. I can remembl in my first couple of weeks
In the job a boy out of Bridgewater shot a Boston policeman, and I
thought, the papers would be calling, and they would be on my back.
No one said a thing, because he had done a great deal of time in bridge.
water. He had done his time, so to speak. Now, that seems to me to be
a real fallacy, if, in fact, he had done a year or a couple of years in a
unit of ours, and then le would come out and get involved in more
serious crimes. I think we need to share that sort of responsibility, and
It is one of those risks that I don't feel that the new programs are ulti-
mately, a risk. Without the large maximum security unit, I think we
have deescalated the amount of violence in the Department generally
just as without a training school we have youngsters in less trapped
situations where there are less "either/or" type situations.

Senator BATH. Let me ask one last question. The orginal decision was
made to close down these institutionsin November of 109(0, Is that accu-
rate? We are halfway through May of 1072, and that is about two
and one-half years. What has bon the recidivism record of those
young people who have been handled tinder the new program, as com-
pared to the similar Massachusetts experience prior to this now pro.
grsm ?

Dr. MILLE.R. I think it is still too early to give definitive figures, bt
I think that generally there is no question that the recidivism rate in
the small settings is lower, significantly lower than it was in the insti-
tutions. And the recidivisn rate in programs, sch as Scott's is, you
know. very, very much lower. And T do not think there will he nv
question that the flilres will bear us out on this. The Harvard Inst.i-
tute for Criminal JuIstice is doing a five-year study of the I)epartment
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and will have some very solid figures to document this as the years
go by.

Senator BAYJI. Give us some appraisal, would you ?
Dr. MILLER. I would say generally a group home recidivism rate in

group homes we would get about 15 to 20 percent versus 00 to 80 per-
cent n institutions. In Scott's program it is lower than that. It is prob-
ably 5 to 12 percent. I think over a couple of years, we may ee it go
up as high as 80 percent, and even then we have cut by more than one-
half, the old recidivism rate. In addition to that, iny feeling is that
even if we wore to find our recidivism remain the same as it was in
institutions we would be doing the right thing, in what we are doing,
and, we would not be destroying ourselves, We would be running a sys.
tem where we know we tried our best to treat people humanely. I do
not think there is any excuse for continuing what we have been doing
for the last 100 years.

Senator BAYs1. Well, that is a good and approptiato note to end on,
Dr. Miller I appreciate your taking the time to share with us your
thoughts. i hope we can keep in touch In tie months ahead, at a staff
level. I would particularly like for all of you to give us some thoughts
as you get back on avoiding unnecessary bureaucracy. The govern-
mental bureaucracy should not spill out and infect voluntary agencies
so that they are no longer effective in working with youth I hope you
will keep us informedabout your progressin creating community-
based programs for juveniles so thit S 8148 can continue to benefit
from your experience.

Thank you very much, gentleman. We appreciate It.
(Additional information supplied by Massachusetts witnesses for

the record is as follows:)
(foston Globe, Thursday, Jan, 18, 19191

MASS, WILL CLOSE LYMAN, LANCASTER TRAINING S0IOOL

(By F. D. Thayer, Jr.)
WHSTnoRo.-Tle Lyman School for Boys is closing Monday as a training

school for delinquent teenagers,
Opened in 1848 on a L50.acro farm on Ite. 0 here, Lyman Is the second reform

school for boys to be phased out by the state Dept. of Youth Services.
The Industrial School for Boys in Shirley, opened in 1000, was closed Jan. 1,

except for its privately-run drug rehabilitation program.
The Youth Services Dept, plans to close its third larte institution, the

Industrial School for Girls in Lancaster, by the end of April. Lancaster has been
a training shool since 1857.

Youngsters formerly housed at Lyman and the other schools are to be moved
Into conimunity.based l)rograms, including foster homes and group homes. Al.
ready, 175 boys and girls are living in group homes scattered throughout the
state,

"It represents a move away from large Impersonal settings and a move toward
treatment programs that have often been talked about," Youth Services Comr.
Jerome ,1. Miller said yesterday.

"I don't think any of the training schools will be missed. We have to iave
settings that treat kids and hold the failure rato down. Institutions don't do
that."

Beginning Monday, 50 boys from Lyman, Joined by two dozen girls from Lan.
caster anl the Westfiold Detention Center, will spend the next month on the
University of Massachusetta Amherst campus,

Each boy and girl will have an "advocate," a 13fass. student from his home
town. The students, at $40 a week, will counsel the youngsters and help find
them a suitable place to live after the college period ends.
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There will be discussion groups on such topics ns drug therapy and education,
trips with advocates to the youngsters' home communities, entertainment and
recreation.

"The conference will deal with problemss that face kids In trouble," said Arnold
Schueter. director of planning for the Youth Services Dept.

Schuehter said the (onfereno was designed by Lawrence Dye, a1 UMfss. pro.
fessor of education and Youth Services consultant, endorsed by Denn Dwight
Allen of the School of education n and Is being sponsored by the Recognized
Student Organizations,

Although Lyinnit closes Monday ns a training school, it will still have 35 girls
nnd 20 boys in separate detention cottages until early February, Youngsters lit
detention status are awaiting court dlispolition of their cases.

Conir. Miller sai1d the concentration on eomnnunlty-bast'd treatment will enable
his department to put the Youth Services Forostry Camp In Eost Brewster on
Cape Cod tit tie dsiisal of Juvenile court Judges and probation officers,

ly reducing the camp's IIonowIrdbound confidence.building course from eight
weeks to live, Conr. Miller said, the program could ncconllnodato 850 boys a year,

"The forestry unmi) was really Just to save our kids from institutions anyway,"
Miller sald, "Now that the kids will all be back il the community, we don't
n(eed It,"

(loston Gloho, Tu'tiSday, Jan. 18, 10721

LYMAN SCHOOL SiUTiDOWN BFOUNR

(By F. B. Thayer, Jr.)
WKITnno,-Their belongings stuffed Into shoppig bags and ca rdlloaid

eartons, 87 teenagers left conflneniont at the Lynan School for Boys yestordly
for it one.month conference called JOB lit the University of Massaclmsetts In
Amherst.

JOI,- stands for Juvenile Opportunitiex Extension. Its opening at UMass marked
the beginning of the end fomtlhe Lyman facility nfter 124 years as a reform school
for delinquent or neglected youth.

"They should close all the training schools," remarked llcky, a 1O.year.old
from Brockton, as lie left Westvlew Cottage with 10 other boys; ',They're not
doing the kids any good."

Comr. Jerome 0. Miller of the state Departinent of Youth Services ngrees, ly
tihe end of April, lie plans to shut down the last of three largo institutions recently
slated for closing, the Industrial School for Girls lit Lancastor,

The Industrial 14chool for Boys li Shirley closed Jon. 1.
Joining yesterday's exodus front Lymnn were 10 other boys l)aroled to their

loe cominunities or halfway houses.
Last night there were 42 boys and .15 girls at Lyman. All of them will he

gone by mid.Februnry, according to Youth SerVice officials, ln the nild.1000s,
Lynan housed 500 boys.

The 13Masn conference, which also Is drawing two dozen girls from Lancaster
and two dozen boys and girls from the Westfield Detention Center, is designed
to help the youngsters confront their problems with the aid of 1Mass student
advocates. The students will hell) the young people find a place to live in the eoilS.
unity once the university sojourn ends.

Go . Sargent has scheduled a visit tomorrow morning at the UMnss Campus,
JOE,'s headquarters. (Joe Is nlso the first name of a boy wiho helped plan tie
conference.)

After a lunch in Ilanmplen Dining Commons yesterday, UMnass Prof. Larry L,
Dye, 20, nn alumnus of the California correctional system and JOE director, of.
feared the youth some advice.

"Don't screw yourself by splitting," Dye said. "Let's negotiate. Let's work it out,
Come with your advocate. I'll lie available 24 hours a (lay for the next month,
You're all te('hnically on parole. If you think you should be home, come see moe
with your ndvo('Inte and we'll negotiate It."

Among other negotiable features of the conference, Dye told the youths, were
group trips to New York City and skiing excursions to the Ilerkshires or Vermont.

With each youngster living in a dorm or off.campus housing with his advocate,
the conference offers a mixture of recreation, entertainment and discussion of
such topics as drugs, racism, prisons, family relations, employment and youth
right.
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Every weekend, each youngster will visit iis home town with hils advocate to
explore local resources and placement possibilities.

"This is a revolution in rehabilitating delinquents," said Steve, 10, who wears
long hair and ail American flag sewn to Ills jacket. "I know how screwed up kids
eoinig out of industrial schools are," lie added: "I didn't know how to steal a
car initil I went there,"

[llainimihlre Gazette, Feb. 10, 10721

JOB WiNzDs UP: OFFICIALS PlAISH IT

(By Stephen Smith)
AMIItsT.-"Ono Of the finest filings I've seen1 at this university in ninny

a year"-"trnendously succesful"-"the program itself exceeded our expects.
lions of success by it wile inargin,"

These were some of the accolades given the recently cOmloted JOl1 (Juvenile
Ojpolrtunity Extension) program by Asst. Dealt of Students Gerald Scanlon, JON
co.ordinator Larry Dye, and Deat of Students William Field at a prove confereuco
yesterday.

In contrast with the program's rave reviews, Dye noted that it was probably
thil first and last of its kind hre, Ilie explained that with the Department of Youth
Services' decision to phase out juvenile correctional institutions and to establish
residential treatment centers, "it will not be necessary to use this concept again
ii the state of Massachusetts."

While JOE's day InI the sun iu Massachusotts was of relatively short duration,
Dye predicted that "the imnplications for other states . . , are tremendous." There
arl(, currently 80,000 youngsters confined to 284 juvenile correction institutions
across the country,

The nionth.immng rehabilltation and social reorientation program for youtls aged
15 to 17 oillcilnly ended Hunday. During their stay, each teenager was assigned a
sitent "advocate" who counseled them onua ono.to ono basis.

Tbi goals of the project were to Irovide it "buffer" before the youtgmters re.
tr'aed to society frot inst itutional settings aund to arrange hoiO placetents

after they left the University,
J(01', was originally planned to accommodate Mfl youths, but it ultimately swelled

to 0. The majority cane from three state correctional facilities (Lyman, Lan.
faster, and Westfield), while six youths came in "off.the.run" and several others
fromi unsatisfactory home placements,

The principal yardstick of success-the recidivism rate, which stands at an
asfrononial 7f5 ptr('('nt for Juvenile offenders nationally-pends follow.up
studies, according to )ye, lie predicted, however, that 75 percent of the JOB
youth would get back on the right track, and added that "If we get 50 percent,
we'd be batting at twice the national average,"

''he (lily yardstick that can be used to measure successl at present, id Dye,
was home placement statistics, The JOE chief felt that the program had sur.
passed the Departnent of Youth Services in this respect.

Dye reported the following: 41 youths returned to their own hllones, 11 were
plied In fostercare home environments, and 34 were placed in group homes,
In addition, seven youngsters were returned to institutions, two of whomi into
"closely security programs," and six are oil runaway status, Dye said live of thist
litter group had failed to return to the progam fern weekends spent with their
fit til is. -

Asked what ('hngo lie would make If he had to do It ill over again, Dye snid
ie would institute "a little bit stronger selection and training process for both
t le advocate a1il the kid."

lit' ,xplintnetd that "difilcult situations" had ben encountered with about 18
avocate.youth relationships, with "not more tIan 10" advocates having to be
i'lpted from the program and others switched around.
However, much of the praise for JOH's success was directed to the advocates.

)ye pointed to the constructive channeling of tit(, students' Ideallsm : "here we
saw the stuldent take oil a Itew sense of responsibility, a responsilbiity for another
persoII.'" 4

Field felt the work of the advocates lind awakened the campus to the whole
Issue of young people amid their development. All over the University, said Field,
tltro Is "it new sense of understanding because those students this year, with
the staff, took the first big gamble."
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The program was not without its rough spots, however, especially during
its first two weeks when it suffered several widely-publleized miships. Dye
said that a total of 12 youths had been involved in incidents, "ranging from
the drinking incident to stolen cars to breaking and entering." Ue noted that
five of these youngsters had been returned to institutions.

Although the program is technically over, Dye commented that "I don't see
us out of the service ballgame." He explained that many advocates, as well as
himself, wore still in contact with JOE alumni.

"We have an obligation to follow tp on our commitment," he said, maintaining
that JOE personnel were "just getting into it."

(llolyoke (Mosi.) Tranucrlpt.Telegran, Thursday, Feb. 8, 10721
YOUTH SEOEcvic Gie's $820,760 ANT-CHIM, ORANT

BosTo,.-The Sargent administration today announced the Department of
Youth Services has been awarded $320,700 in federal anti-crime funds for
project expansion,

Gov. Francis W. Sargent's office said the grants are intended to Initiate and
expand two projects in the department's recently announced deinstitutonalma.
tion program,

Some $285,000 will pay the initial set tp costa and operation of 20 group homes
across the state, the announcement said, The entire project is expected to cost
about $1 million,

Some $01,000 will provide speclalied equipment and training material for
the "homeward bound" program ,which provides boys an opportunity to par.
ticipato in outdoor recreational activities,

[The evening Onuette)

LyuAN SoifooL To SnuT MONDAY
(By Jan Curley)

WXsTnono,-The Lyman School on Route 9 will close Monday as a training
school for delinquent boys,

Arnold Schucter, director of planning for the Youth Services Department, made
the announcement today.

Schucter mid that by mid-February, the boys and girls who do not leave Mon.
day will also be moved and the school will be empty,

The school, opened in 1848, is the second training center to be phased out this
year. The Industrial School for Boys In Shirley was closed Jan. 1 with the
exception of Its privately-run drug rehabilitation program.

Mchuter said there are about 80 boys and 80 girls at Lyman now. The school
went coed in May, 1970.

Most of the boys will be moved Monday. "There will be some youngsters still
there," Schuctor said, "but we're not sure how many." The boys are being moved
into group homes across the state, or paroled to homes. The remainder, he said,
who don't need secure care, will go to the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst.

The school of education and a newly organized student group, Jnvenile Oppor-
tunity Extension, which Is Involved In volunteer work at the Westfield Detention
Center for Girls, will work with the boys.

Students from the home towns of the boys will become advocates, counseling
the boys and helping to find a stable place for them when classes at UMasN
end thi spring. The advocates will arrive in about 40 to 50 ears Monday at tile
school to pick tup the boys.

There will be group discussion on such things n drug therapy and educa.
tion, trips with the advocates to their hometowns, entertainment and recreation,
The boys wilt live in school dormitories. Girls from Westfiold Detention Center
will also be In the program.

Girls at Hillside Cottage at Lyman School are stil Ion detention status await.
ing disposition of their cases, Sehucter sid. They will remain at the school
for the time being, but will be gradually moved to foster homes,

Some of the boys will also remain at Lyman School, those "who are mare
disturbed and considered more dangerous to themselves," Schucter said, Intensive
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care facilities are being developed for them, and they will be gone by mid.
February.

He said there are no plans at present for use of Lyman, The newly formed
Human Services Department will be involved in making that decision, "We will
only be contributing to It," Schucter said. "We will be looking at the school III
terms of its value to human services."

[From the Telegram Westboro Bureau)

LYMANf STUDENTS To JoiN UMAIs0'ROOnAM

(By Jan Curley)
Wr soao.-Tho arrival Monday of a caravan of cars at Lyman School will

mark the end of institutional life for some boys and the start of JOE II, a way
back into the community.

JON 11, Juveniles Opportunity Extension, is a student-run organization at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst, The group was organized in, October.
JOB I volunteers have been working for a year with girls from the Westfleld
Detention Center,

Mrs. Cindy Dunbar, a senior at UMau. majoring In elementary education, was
Instrumental In organizing JO1 I and II. Tie student senate voted $700 in funds
for travel and $200 for educational supplies for the group,

Mrs. l)unbar sold JOEO become Involved in the layman program through ldwnrd
Botidelmann, Reglon One Commissioner for the Department of Youth Services
(Y8D). She Paid he approached them because of their affiliation with Westfield
)etention Center and bleauso they had been trying to find out where the JOB

volunteers would be tlie most useful. "When the plan was proposed in Boston, lie
Thought of is," she said. "Advocates"

JOE hn 12 volunteers and about 75 In JOE IT who will become "advocates"
to the boys from Lymnn and the girls from Westfleld.

Theo month.long program at UMass In being called a conference. The advocates
will be with their charges for 24 hours a day. "Because of the 24 hour Intensive
care they will receive," Mrs. Dunbar said. "we will build tip a trust with the

oullths and work to got them haek into the community, In their own homes, a
hll.way house or a foster home,"

When the youths are back In the commmunItioo, they will he going to school or
Involved In a work study program which will he arranged before leaving UMafs
Feb. 18, she said, The advocates and their charges will have the Name hometown,
if possible. They will se the boys and girls once a week after leaving U.Mass and
be available should they need help.

Dormitories
Arrangements have been made no the youths can live In the dormitories with

their advocates and they will also eat In the dining commons with them, Not all
students live in dorms, though, and time youths will be worked into whatever kind
of living situation the advocates have, School administrator, area coordinators
and heads of residences have been very helpful, she said. "They want to see the
program work well."

The students will be given $40 it week by the state for expenses which will he
uned to buy incidentals for the charges and also to provide entertainment such as
movies,

Tie advocates will try to negotiate with their professors to make tip work In
classes on their own for the next two weeks, In some eases, the advocate will he
able to bring the boy or girl to class, There are also back tip people so at ill tlmes
there will be An one to one relationslip between flip advocate and the youth.
Some of the youtths could also become Involved In the UniveroIty Without Walls
where courses are taught In a less formal atmosphere than a classroom,

Those who wanted to become advocates submitted applications, Personal Inter.
views were conducted by Mrs. Dunbar and two JOE workers, Miss Patricln Cutts
and Ernest Refi. & Ih
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MA SAUnusrl's REFORMS To DOOM YOUT I'IsoN s

By Bill Kovach)
AMlERST.-.MIelss(iitisett IN moving rapidly nhend with a program to abolish

Insiltutions for juvenile offenIders and to replace them with coinnillity-based
work and educational pro~granms.

The prograln, fit the formative stages for nearly two y('nrs, is designed to,
within the niext six notfhs, make this the first state to abolish all Juvenile
prisons.

The experiment is being closely watched by penologists n1d social workers
around the country and las received Fe(deral grants for its inil)lenlentitlon,

In the last two months, three Juvenile instilutions-ncluding th( nation's
oldest Jails for boys and glils-a-live been closed and o'er 200 of tie state's 800
young offenders are in coininunity.based facilities.

According to )r, Jerome 0. Miller, colinlssionpr of the Youth Hervices Depart-
met, who directs tile effort, the only way to reform the penal system Is to dis.
mantle its itistitutfons,-

"We nlade a bals dih'(,Iion after I took this Job two years ago," Dr, Miller
explained, "that it would do no good to pump Iore money and more progrllims
io tie existitig system bIecause the syste(lln ('ll('w up reforms faster than) you
can (Irenin ip new ones. It I t sick systpin lhat l('stroys the best efforts s of every.
one in It and we decided to look for alterimtIvems."

Among other criticisms noted by )r. Miller in his analysis of the existing juve-
nile )enal system were:

1lcidivisim (the return to jail of former Innates) ranged from 00 to F40 Imer
cent in the Juvenile Institutions.

1l3rutallty was common fit oven the most "enlightened" Institutions.
The per cal)ita cost of Jailing a juvenile for a year wats about $10,000, or, as

Dr. Miller observed, "enough to send at child to Harvard with n $100-a.wek allow.
once, a sunntor vacation In Europe, and once.n.weok pmychothorapy."

Most of that money was required to maintain the Institutions and, lie decided.
It could 1)e better spent for more personal work with the youthful offender In I

rogmm (leigned to integrate him into the community rather thnn to segr(gnte

A PROMISING PROORAM

One of the most interesting and promising programs offered as an alternative
to buildings and bars is a program at the University of Massachusetts campus
here called Juvenile Opportunities Extension, or J10,

Directed by Larry L, Dye, a graduate student, J01 In funded and run by the
students and is part of a major effort by the students to involve themselves InI
community affairs, Through ,JOE, 100 former inmates of the now-closed Juvenile
prisons are paired ip with student volunteers from their home community.

The juvenile and the student (called an advocate) live together In dormitories
or apartments and work together to find a way to bring the Juvenile back to his
local community, During a month.long l)rogram, the juvenile and the student are
expected to develop a living arrangement, at home If possible and educational or
employment schedule.

"In short, the student advocate is a person who will go to bnt for somenno
who may never lave had anyone to go to bat for him before," explains Mr. )ye,

1SO IN OROUP HOMES

Another 180 former Juvenile Inmates are boing housed In group homes around
the siate, where they are directed and supervised by foster parents, Home of tie
larger group homes have staffs enlarged by the addition of state ellloyes who
formerly worked at the Institutions flint ha1ve now been closed.

"Whatever the arrangement," l)r, Miller said. "the thrust Is the saile-to get
the kid out of an impersonal insitution and Into it moro personal situation where
lie or she call be worked with more intensively,"

With a grnnt from the LAw Enforcement Assistance Administrallon, )r. Miller
experts to have enough group hoines in operation within six months to absorb nil
thons uveniles now in the remaining state Instiltutions. And, he hils to open
those by "lpurcliase of service" from private groups like the Y.M.C.A., self-help
narcotics treatment centers and other existing agencies,
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"We have nmde a tudy and found that because of the politics and patrilinge,
(ivil service requirements and the general bureaucracy It would cost $200,000 for
each home operated by the state," Dr. Miller maid.

"Wo can buy the sane service front a private organlyitlon for $80,000 and have
the added benefit of being able to cut off any that we li(1 uniontblfactory."

Although hilm program 1ham strong mlilinrt from (1oy. Franiel W. Snrgent, a Ile-
publican, and the Democratic Speaker of the Hbouise, David liarkcly, l)r, Miller
htS iilrteady begitm to fel political pressure ilgalt him lrogralim, Somie legislat-
tors complain that he i" "to liberal" or that lie I "moving too far, too fant." There
is also reilstaiice from the Interests that have over tile years, licome vested III

ainnteminc imid supply at lie hrge Juvenile Instl tt on,
"Nollo of these lilt" yet built to tile point they thr('aten the Irogrmil," Dr. Miller

says record we develop and the' cost slvings that we will lie 1111o to slow will
helld otT iny 5('riotl threat in tile future."

Among those watching the lrograml for signs of national app)llitionm in ,John
Conirad, ullervising research sociologist for the National Inmlltll (of Iaw
E nforce'nent and Criminal ,Tuslceo in Washington,

'"I applaud the courage lind general vision tIat tl1 deIslon by )r, Millet, to
Irrovorsilily inactivate nil youth correctitliiK iiotlttlon," all', Conirad said. "hio
objoetives are so Important that many of um It tie corretlonmK Ihld ort, vetry
anxious to see It work, J uvellle correttlonsi ham ia'ei it revolving (Itior lftllpr
for many yearm--it lino Goen alless n and useless.

"The system takes kidsK off the street, classifies then III ways that n1an noti.
Ing, keep them In an ilnstlitutloi for eight to twelve inontli, nd delule ourselves
that we are protecting oclety, Walit we relly do IK raise it grollp of roformltory.
trained kids In llt extremely had social nid psyclioliglctil alnmospliero and turn
thellit loe again,"

TII DOLDE.1T ATTEMPT

The MaKoachusettg experiment, Mr. Conrad sald, IK tle boldest nttelnlpt to
change tile system of juvenile corrections in tile country. Washington, 11nnesota
and California nre also experimenting with lirograiiim to eventually elniaatO
Juvenile Jails, "but no one i moving No fast Cn Massachusett,"

A program similar to JOE1 ha1ts been establilshed for those Juveniles who are
paroled directly front court. Through the use of volunteors-nmstly college stu.
dents-100 paroleos are assigned to tile students on a one.to.one baim, 1'l vo wlim.
leer spends three nights a week with his parolee and nil dty Saturday ori 1ula.
dly. Ditring three mot Iml of tilt o[Kratlon only two of the jullvenKle have Jumpl(i
parole, a figure Juvenile authorities In the sitnte Say I encouraging.

Tile most critical part of the dismantling of the custodial system liar been tile
designing of a program for those Juveniles returned to their continuity, tilto
officials estImnto that there are about 80 much diingeroulK Juvenlles In tlii (l(,li-
quent population, Plans now call for these to lie kept In closed Iinstitutions,

eventuallyl, however, I hope to lie able to work out a lrogran to get. thent
into privato psyehlitria facilities, Th1ey nil are in need of Intensive care and
therapy and we hope to got them where they can lie worked with andI, hopefully,
back to their communities," Dr, ,Miller said,

"In short," lie concludes, "it Is our hope to provide ench chihld collnlitted to ts
with a specific treatment plan geared to ill or her Isrsomil meie. And, to condluct
that treatment in tile community where tile child i veinlmilly going to lve,"

SIFrom the Coll(,glnn, Jil, 24, 10721

UsivlRITrY VOLUNTEERS NFF1.)PD

A Porsonal Vicw

JO1 Program Needed

(ly Janlce (anache)
DId in small for ier ago-only 4'10", A lot of the other kids call her "Shrimp"

in full, She retorts with a shove or a whack on the arm-this in fun too,
She's really an attmetivo girl with light brown hair and biael eyes that dnllne

when she's relating something that turns her on, Someone that doesn't care to
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look beneath the surface in people would only see the wrestllng, only hear the
swears that try to convince you of how tough she is

She's like many of the kids committed ,to the Department of Youth Services-
kids who've been around and seen a lot for their age, who want to make you
believe that they're really where it's at and invulnerable to you.., who may
even take pleasure in seeing that you fear them. But basically, she's like you and
every other human being that ever lived. Though she's painted her exterior in
defense, she wants you, she wants someone to love, care and understand.

You may be curious about some of the young faces that you see around
campus in the next few weeks. But then, you may have a-lready read about them,
or heard or even seen them on T.V. While most of you were taking exams or
away on vacation a small task force worked many long days setting up what is
now the JOE I Nationai Conference on Juvenile Delinquency and Orlme, and
since then UMass just hasn't been the same.

Starting January 18 and 14 students from Hampshire College and UMass at.
tended preconference advocate training-training we would need once the kid*
got here, and that was not long-Monday, January 17. This day a motorcade of
cars left campus at 7 A.M. to drive to the Lyman School in Northboro, and
Initiate what will hopefully 1)s looked back upon an the bet inning of the end,

For on Monday we closed the Lyman School, and In so doing took the first stop
In abolishing punitive chlid maintenance and Incarceration, and established what
we hope to be a successful model of rehabilitation.

The Idea Is not really now, Westfield Detention Center has been doing basically
the same thing for quite some time. What is now is the media's interest iII such
a program, creating a greater awareoeg of existing problems and helping to
disilerse Information relevant to possible solutions,

This past Wednesday also saw an influx of now people, Twelve girls from
LanLesvter Sehool for Girls joined them already at the University from Lyman,
Wotfiold, and the now boys from floslindale. Here to greet them wore Oovernor
Sargent and his wife who spent a few hours talking with them, advocates, staff,
and press. Particularly interested in seeing where youth and student heads were
at, each discussed present situations and future hopes in great detail. As Gov.
*rnor Sargent expressed his sentiments: "We're making waves here in Mass. I
think -that the advocates are going to learn and really have a chance to do some-
thing for the youn people."

This brings us toan aspect of the program that I feel to be a real plus; for
once this is not the federal or state government administering to the social needs
of the people. People helping people-that's what JOB Is In all about., ach visit.
Ing youth Is paired with a student advocate, one of the main objectives being the
development of a personal relationship that affords the student knowledge of
the youth's needs and wants, With this awareno of the youth's present position
lie can then work with him and the staff in designing a program which will hope.
fully Interest, enrich, and satisfy the youth involved,

nut in just one week, I think that most or all of our advocates would agree
that the rewards Involved are not one.sided. Our (lays arelong, our nights much
longer. There have been adjustments to make, some of them very (liflcult, but
this Is not surprising considering that some of our kids have spent over 0 years
removed from soceloty. It will take a long time to soothe the wounds of some,
often born without love, and having spent portions of their lives in institutions,
surely without love. We're finding that this sense of caring And personal commli.
ment to another human's life Is what our conference in all about. After all
the politics, headaches, And bureaucratic hassles have been negotiated And re.
solved, if your real concern Is not people, you still have no workable program.

Perhaps one indication of the view that many of the DYS youth themselves
hold i exprosed by the fact that the conference lias absorbed a number of
runaway youth and youth who have asked, or whose parents have nked tbat
they be admitted to the program.

One of the problems Involved In admitting still more is the fact that It has
boon very difficult to contact interested University students during the semester
break; there are still a limited number of advocate slots available for Interested
and qualified students. Not all of you will want or be abe to hop these kids In
this way, but you can all help or hurt in the attitude that you choose to adopt in
roation to them, You may have an afternoon to give, you may have a smile,

Whatever it Is, you may be sure that it is important to someone young, in.
secure, and maybe just a little anxious about the future.
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IFrom the Hampshire Gasetto, Jan. 15, 19T2)

UMAse LAUNOHs PROGRAM Von DELINQUENT YOUTHs

(By Stephen Smith)
A91tbsrT.-Approxlmately 75 youths from three Massachusetts correodonal

institutions will participate lit a unique month.long rehabilitation and reoriqnta-
tIon program at UMas starting Monday.

The 15 to 17 year olds, who are coming to the University from the Lyman
School for Boys, the Industrial School for Girls In Lancaster and the Westfield
Detention Center will be paired with undergraduates and graduates in the school
of Education and Hampshire College students.,

The program Is designed to reorient the delinquent youngsters to society by
doinstitutionalising their training, It is an intormodato stop before placing
them in foster homo, group homes and individual homes throughout the state,
or before they return to their own communities,

l)r, Robert Gage, acting vice chancellor for student affairs, described the plan
at an emergency session of the Board of selection here yesterday, lie attributed
the short notice given the town to some rapid-fire administrative decisions made
by Massachusetts authorities. According to Gage, the program only began to take
definite shapo a week ago,

W LL PLANNED
Although conceding 'very little advanced adinistrative programming had

buen do1ne," Gage claimed that the concept was "well thought out" and that
larticilmting students had received adequate training,

lie explained that most of the student. have been working for the last six
months with delinquent youths at the Westflold Detention Center and that it
hlad been previously planned to bring a small number of the Westfield youngsters
to the campus next fall, The student. who have not worked at Westfield are
currently engaged in Intensive training to prepare themselves for the program,

The state Department of Youth Hervices will clone Lyman on Monday and
plans to close Lancaster on April 1. Gage said the program beginning next week
was a "high priority In the governor's eyes."

The rehabilitation session was doslgned by Lawrence Dye, it professor of
education at the University and consultant to the Youth Services Dept, It was
endorsed by School of E0ducation Dean, Dwight Allen, and is sponsored by the
Recognized Student Organiatlons.

The 50 boys from Lyman and 25 girls from Lancaster arnd Westfield will be
each assigned to student "advocate" who will be their counselor and constant
companion fi the subsequent month, The majority of the teenagers will be
housed on campus (primarily in the llamlnln dormitory), and about nine will
live with their "advocates" at various places in Amherst, There will be a faculty
adviser for every tell youngsters,

"The intent is to keep these people busy In a variety of activities," said Gage,
The ultimate goal Is to 'got themt interested fit lite" and "to rehabilitate them,"

Contacted by telephone this morning, Dye said the youths would attend lec-
tures every day on such topics is drugs, school ,ind future employment. In nddi.
tion, lie mid, there will be recreation and social programs, Also planned are a
one week stay at an Outward Bound Center and a five day auto trip to be taken
with their "advocates," Dye denied keeping the teonlagors busy would presentany problem.ago speculated tle program would be "remarkably successful" if 80 to 40

per cent of the group wore rehabilitated,

&RDREcrION 15 AIM
Dye viewed the project more in terms of reorientation than rehabilitation. lie

explained tle teenagors were technically Oil parole and described their stay at
UMass as a "one month intensive semiinar geared to proroloeo,"

In effect, lie said, It was a cushioningg hsoe" to go back to the community,
"Ordinarily, kids leaving an institution are just dumped out , ,", ho explained,
lie added that the "advocates" will not only counsel the toon-agers, but will
help then got established in their own coml1munlties as well.

'The program is being funded entirely by the state, The student counselors will
1 allocated $40 a week for food and entertaining, and the youths will each re-
ceive $12 weekly.
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AIthongh the younglterM will be closely supervised, Gago snid "Ilo Intent
wiild not to ie eo(rced lo I) their ro(ilim it illiidown,'', Aeordi ng to) ])ye, their
tifl'elemem ro ngi frm runnimK awity nIll trllley to hrenAlhi ilfind (ut ehing itlid
enr I heft. lite hstnied t) liolit omlt, however, tiht the It-viligers Ili ill vase were
hlititobref outi Allllt Iw Mllio siolni iiiili weire w i h righ Ibin for i'etir'l.

el146 selln lii IhiI ahed (lo for ioriii it'g thin or ife ' iwriii I old 14l.1hhill lot brhief flt Anihisro,4l l'-Iif D41l111rln1(11 11M lw 1111h 1.4 1h11d l (him' fill.-

" ~ h~ 1 1 1 1 1 I I i nN t l i v i l i lq i t I11 h l l I l i ft 1 1. i1 1 11 1 lo l l N e M A I I II I , r qi'( 11 l i l Il h lt I t 0m h 1 1 1 ,v
111VlTUMlPl rlN hhC1,l11l -11ilIl yl."

"1 Iihink Iit ii wdehrfinl Woolf," Mil l.l Ton.111111K(. Allen 'fl-ery. "Il Jus t

holle MoiliiIIllinlg (lot'ill'l go Wilolig Io give* It it II l Illil(.

I i'rein li, 'lale'ri rl s. I nn, J M . 11i71J

'l'Il tI t ('of lhl 'dlWa rhitimi nl ' I lii t

I,YIAN (IAlH 'IANO Situr

(It, i'ed S. 1(nrdniii

wflih hilghlIer n1d hcc merN t tile tenars.
I'lie JIlvcn'le trIlildnll ciilitr, oleml In hil' tint lh(1n, II' ljiigmIiiohed Out, 1h,4l.

delil ,It'9t(rdly wer' tritc fo trr'd to tlit, Uni erilty of .1thil'inic'itli Il Ailehist
for it pdlot reidenthll t reantliont center irojiet.

A few were trnlil'err'ed directly ' to halfway 11o0I99 nnd a s11ll group winw
rlhln941'd to their lifioCM,

While in1013 of the reideItt were gleefully pini'lkig N llitc'f09e9 and enartons4, oil('
Ioy, nollt 10, tulirflily (nfided to n stnff Inelnhcr, "You were good to ilte, Yoll
were real good, And I Ild't gntmn forgot thint,"

,Jlte 'Inill R(liool eloming 14 in line with tile thOllghm of Dr, JerotIno Miller,
eonlml1m oner of the l)epArtmient of Youth Ierviec (1)Y ,)

Miller, Iow ilortling n UinitAeliO An(1 learly mhloulder.logtm hair, wast ill.
pintid eoilnIls loier in Sept. 1070,

All opilonent of illmtitltiolhiAtloln, Miller hnas been responsible for tile Clomilig
of the juvenile facility it iirI(Ige'n'ter ('orreetional Illntitition, the eloiing JAn,
I of ShiIrley ill( lri i HIeool Ilind the project denilito of Lanfixter Indluntrifl!
School,

Miller, on )iand for yeleriny'n L,inl tehool plhmfe out, 94l0( thri; with few
exception" innitutlln haive (one their reoihent no g ood at nil,

"'I'hey (iitIt ItuIonl) just haven't (1(f1e what they were mippomed to do," 11e

MIlIelr' nggreNoi'enemi won flint fow frlenlm ninong the old.line cottage utaffern
at Iytmntin Hehlool.

Mist ottage InimlerN felt that him pollhy of therapy find counmeliig Wnm too
lernil 4lve, "After the 'outllNelir leav'' we end till being tlie heavli lieelilUso we''v
got to get tile MIN linek In line," one cottage ninster ml01,

Now', theme 94Alie staffers lire fnced with nnotlher problem of their own, |low
will they it-nd will they, In fact, Ilt-into Miller's lilans for nil bit olinllnating
tile largo IllstitutiOln

Miller mohle hey will have a chance to try and a(lJumt,
According to hlller'm executive alistitant, Kenneth W. Oun, nearly 8fl0 emn.

IlOyeem of Lalicamter, Shirley 0And Lytnnn Schoolm will lie given the olportunitly
to meek other 0assignnients within the DYS.

Vintemnit Counmelorir

(tmn Maid telms of p)icetenot enutnsloru wIll Ihe ictig with elniloyes of
both ,yinnnanllnd Hhirley Hchool it tile iear future. The ineettmigm will Ibe used to
dterinlle how 1ll1094, 9410ff ienilierm can beet serve the 1)YS4 Gltlz maid.

lie mid ftaff niemlborm, Icludig eoke, ctumtodlaM n( llOan nprofetmlonal helli,
will e given at opportunity to work In DYS group or comnumity homem, In
prevention and Atter.eare projects or am pald foter parents,

"Thero also nre nloernativen Ilint we don't even know abiut yet biefiume no
timany thing are halppelning at on time that it's hinrd to project a inontm in
advallep what Ilight lie avallable, Iu saiid,
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lie said, "Rvery effort is being made to relocate staff in areas that are con.
sistent with what they (staff) want for themselves."

About 150 lyman School staff members are scheduled to meet this month with
DYS lilC('(,nt (ounselors, Guza saild, and it is expected that, nearly all will be
satisiled with restults of the meeting.

"\Vv're obligated to provide eniplitllo t to aliy stlffer Wh'io wllit s to ('011tilli'
employment," Ghuza said.

Hal fway 411si, l'r.4lvPbems

There are many in the department who are approaching retirement age, Guza
said, and they may choose to retire rather than be.retralned tnild relocated

lie sild lie expects an incense ili tht' normal attrillon rate (if about 25 per eent.
Mll',r may also lie faced with problems it, relocating some L,ytian School

re.silent s.
Someli comunllihti's. while agrtheiii that local halfway houses art' a good thing,

don't waniit the h]ilfWoty houses withhil thih' lIotidaries.
Miller said he is aware, of (.olinhulhuty apprehension lt the thought of group

holies and said his delartnie(t will try to eOucate tIl(t general pul ile on what
to tXl)(et.

lhi saild hostile or aggressive juveniles will be kept in custody in at least two
maximum security Inst itutions to lie maintained for that purpose.

Evetn these (Institutions) will lie humanized, he said. because the graduation
rate from juvenile Institutilonm to places like Walpole Prison Is too high.

"And that means we're failing these young people somewhere along the line,"
Miller said.

Month-Long Program.

Miller Mnid lie Is against "ware-housing" children. "There's too little individ-
ulized care In a eustodlial institution."

Nearly all Lyman School residents are being resettled at the University of
Massachusetts where they will participate in an intensive pro-release program.

In conjunction with the university's school of education, the .Juvenile Oppor-
tunitles Extension (.TOE) and Advocacy, Inc., former LIyman reshlets will lie
teamed one-to-one with university student volunteers for one month of coun-
seling.

During the month-long program, university students will be exploring family
situations and living arrangements for the former Lyman School residents.

University students will also be negotiating for the juveniles with various
community agencies such as schools, courts, group homes and rehabilitative and
welfare agencies.

- Temporary housing for the juveniles has been established In a university
dormitory.

Miller said a major factor involved in community or halfway houses is4 that
"we can get the youngster back Into an environment familiar to him."

'Old Man's in Walpole'

lie said plans have been made to absorb youth in time University of Massachu-
setts project Into community or halfway house, upon eonuldetlon of the program.

"Many of the.e youngsters will lie able to return to their own homes," lie said.
At least one won't.
Tony was arrested for shoplifting on his 16th birthday. Before that lie had

run away from home a half-dozen times.
A drug user ("everything but heroin"), Tony said he ripped off (stole from)

his mother and grandmother to get money to buy drugs.
"My old man's in Walpole and my old lady said shte never wants to see me

again," he said, as he emptied his locker at I'man School's Hlm Cottage.
Tony has been accepted in the University of Massachusetts' rehabilitation

program.
Happy to be leaving Lyman School, Tony Is apprehensive of the future. "What

are they gonna tell me ... that I gotta straighten out.
"Hell, there's only way a guy like me is gonna make it on the street and that's

by selling dope.
"They can hold me 'till I'm about 18 and they they gotta let me go. That's all

I'm waiting for. Then watch me move.
"Man, I'm gonna have it made," he said.

84-522-73-8
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[From the Daily Hampshire Gasette, Jan. 20, 19721

SARGENT LAUNCHES PUoGRAM AT UM

(By Stephen Smith)

AMIIERST.-Gov. Francis Sargent, paying a brief visit to the University of
Massachusetts yesterday, helped inaugurate a unique rehabilitation program for
delinquent youths by terming it the "most exciting thing that could possibly
happen to the state of Massachusetts."

"We want to get you back into society," Sargent told the youngsters. "This
is what it's all about."

The basic premise of the program, which is aimed at reorienting the teenagers
to society, is to deinstitutionalize their training by assigning them student coun-
selors (from UMass and Hampshire College) who will work with them on a one-
to.one basis.

The 75 participants, aged 15 to 17, arrived here this week from three state
Juvenile correctional institutions. During their month-long stay, the youths will
attend lectures, receive individual and group counseling, and make arrangements
for their return to society.

Talked With Youths
The Governor, well-tanned and appearing relaxed, devoted much of his two

hour visit to talking with the youngsters. His itinerary included a tour of the
teenagers living quarters and a box lunch with some recent arrivals from the
Lancaster School for Girls.

Sargent was unrestrained in his praise for the program. "We're going to be
leaders getting you back to society," he said, at the same time predicting "a re-
markable series of advances."

According to Sargent, "the one.to.one basis with tile students is the key to the
whole thing." It is the feeling of the Department of Youth Services (DYS) that
this individualized treatment is "vital to the child's successful reintegration
into his home community."

High Hopes
Jerome Miller, commissioner of the DYS expressed high hopes at an earlier

press briefing that the program would drastically cut the relapse rate which
currently stands at 60 to 80 per cent. "Of the first 50 (in a similar program), we
only lost two in terms of being recommitted to the department," Miller said, "If
we lost 30 to 40 per cent, we'd still be besting our institutional track record."

While stressing the value of the program in human terms, the Governor also
argued that it "makes sense from a dollar point of view." He explained that it
costs a minimum of $10,000 to keep a child in an institutional setting, while it
only costs $7,000 per youth in a foster or group home.

Many of the children participating in the UMass program will go on to these
homes. By the end of the week, the Department of Youth Services expects to
have 200 children placed in this type of setting.

Sargent hailed the phasing out of state juvenile correctional institutions and
termed the closing, or upcoming closing, of the Lancaster, Lyman, and Shirley
schools are "exciting." I just want to say that we've learned in this state that
we've got to get away from institutionalization," he said.

Shirley Industrial School for Boys was closed Jan. 3, with Lyman Training
School scheduled to close Feb. 1. A third state institution, Lancaster School for
Girls, will be shut down May 1.

"This i, the most exciting thing that could possibly happen in Massachusetts,"
an obviously moved Gov. Sargent said Wednesday as he met with freed offenders
on the UMass campus.

"We are going to show everyone in the United States that Massachusetts is
ready to help people in trouble, not put them behind bars. We are going to get our
children back into society, and society is going to be the main beneficiary."

He was joined in the two-hour tour by iis wife, Jessie, who has long been active
in volunteer work among institutionalized youngsters: UMass Pres. Robert T.
Wood; Secretary of Human Affairs, Peter Goldmark; Dir, Jerome Miller of the
State Youth Service Board; Advisor Albert Kramer, and Larry L. Dye of the
U1Msas School of Education, who is in charge of the LrMass phase of the program.

"Our institutionalized system is a failure," Gov. Sargent said. "It fails to
protect society, and it fails to rehabilitate those we have consigned to it. We are
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going to stop pretending we have solved problems when we have only hidden
them from eyes that do not wish to see them.

"There may be foul-ups in this program, but I am confident that it will be
extraordinarily successful, not only for the children involved, but the student
volunteers, and society as a whole."

The UMass program features a unique "one to one" relationship between freed
youthful delinquents and student volunteer "advocates" who will not only live
with the youthful offenders, but counsel them.

During the month of January, the volunteers and their teenagers will attend
discussions and talks on a wide range of topics, from drugs to education to Job
possibilities. Wednesday, Dean Dwight Allen of the UMass School of Education
spoke with the group, and other speakers are scheduled from throughout the
state.

While unpaid, student volunteers will each receive $40 a week for food and
entertaining their charges, while the teenagers will each receive $12 as spending
money.

The teenagers will spend a week or two at Out Bound Centers in Middlefleld
and in Vermont, and a five-day motor trip with sponsors is also planned.

When the program is completed Feb. 1 the youthful offenders and their ad-
vocates will help to decide where they will be placed-either in foster homes,
group homes scattered throughout the state, or in their own homes. But the advo.
cates will work with their charges throughout the community phase of the release
program.

Both Gov. Sargent and Dir. Miller pointed out that in addition to the obvious
human benefits derived from the closing of state operated institutions, the new
program will also save money for Massachusetts taxpayer& Both noted that,
while it costs in excess of $10,000 a year to keep a youthful offender confined in
institutions, the new community oriented rehabilitation program will cost less
than $7,000 a year for each youngster.

Miller told Gov. Sargent he is confident the program of alternative care in the
community will result in a dramatic drop in the state's recidivism rate, for teen-
aged offenders which is now 80 per cent.

Sarg l;lU vowed to "do all in my power" to close all county training schools,
but noted the legislature must act to do so.

Some of these children here today have been in county training schools," Gov.
Sargent said. "One boy I talked to was forced to cut his hair simply because
training school personnel found a pack of cigarettes on him when he was admit-
ted. Later, lie told me that he was forced to stand-never sit-all day long, and
to do push ups for three hours a day.

"Does this make sense in the 20th Century? I don't think so, and I am com-
mitted to helping children who, due to problems, have gotten into trouble with
the law. We are going to make available-to each one of them a specific treatment
plan, and return them to society as productive citizens," Sargent said.

In addition to community care for court committed youths, the program also
provides for "phasing down" of detention centers and setting up shelter care
and foster care placement for youngsters awaiting trial.

Youthful delinquents adjudged seriOsly disturbed or a danger to themselves
or to the community, will be placed in intensive care units to be located in Roslin-
dale and the former Worcester Detention Center. In addition, the Department of
Youth Services will establish a "secure detention center" for youth who cannot
be held in conmmunity-based settings while waiting trial.

Group homes finances through federal funds will be established in the Spring-
field, Worcester, Middleboro, Fitchburg-Athol, Lawrence-Lowell, Lynn, Cam-
bridge-Somerville and Roxbury areas.

[From the Springfield Union, Jan. 28,10721
SAROENT LAUDS "ONTO-ONE" REITABILITATION OF DELINQUENTS

(By Tom Harinelli, Union Staff)
AmIERST.-Oov. Francis W. Sargent yesterday called community-based care

of delinquent youth a "tremendous accomplishment" and said he would work
to phase out large institutions which traditionally have had custody of troubled
youngsters in Massachusetts.

Following an informal visit and box lunch with 75 delinquent teenagers par-
ticijiating in a special program at the University of, Massachusetts, the governor
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held a press conference during which he attacked the county training school
system.

lie said youngsters in the schools are "misused and mistreated" and that he Is
supporting legislation which would do away with these institutions in Feeding
IHils (IlanMpden County Training Center), Lawrence and North Chelmsford.
They are used for youngsters judged by a court to be truants, absentees of school
malCon teIIts.

A 1(t-year-old lioy from Lyman School for Boys told the governor tlint wln he
was at Essex County 'Training School it Lawrence from December, 196) to
May, 1971. he saw several youngsters punished by being made to stand from
0 n.mn. to 1) p.m1. for a1 mount h, except when in lass.

The boy said this was tile, standard punislnnent for captured runaways. Even
whilh, eating, the boys were forced to stand ul), lie said,

"if I don't do anything as governor of this state, I'm going to stop that damn
thing,' Siargeit staid.

During the conference, the governor told of two other training school incidents
lie learned about yesterday from his informal chilts.

(one Involved a boy whose hair was cut off because he was found with a package
oft-igmirets on the day lie arrived. In another incident, a youth was forced to
(1o an excessive number of pushups.

")oes this make sense in the 20th century?" the governor asked "The answer
is not to put the youngsters behind bars."

lie said the county training schools are archaic and provide little or no
rehabilita tion.

The governor was asked whether lie Is pIlanning to appoint a committee to
conduct public hearings at which youngsters who have been at the schools could
testify almt the treatment they received at the institutions.

"We haven't set up such a committee, but such things may well follow,"
Sargent replied. "Our emphasis now is to support legislation to change tile county
training school system."

Sargent Praises One-to-One Plan
After the two-hour tour yesterday with his wife Jessie, Sargent said, "I've been

tremendously impressed by my short visit here."
They flew to Northampton's LeFleur Airport from Norwood. After their ar-

rival on campus, Sargent said, "my wife and I came to view what we think is the
most exciting thing that can happen in Massachusetts-the phasing out of the
Department of Youth Services Institutions and the working out of problems on
a onle-to-one basis."

"It's exciting to me that we have closed Shirley (Industrial School for Boys
on Jan. 3) and will be closing Lyman (Training School) by Feb. 1 and Lancaster
(School. for Girls) by May 1," Sargent said.

According to the governor, "the one-to-one basis is the key to the whole thing."
Sargent was referring to a program tinder which personnel relationships are,

established between 75 youths front the Lyman and Lancaster schools and the
Westfleld Detention Center and 75 college students from the University of Massa-
chusetts and Hampshire College.

For the next four weeks, each subject will be living with a college student,
called an "advocate." in a dormitory or private apartment.

During the month-long period, the delinquents will be do-institutionalized nnd
phased back into the community, working out their future with the help of their
advocates.

At the end of the prograni, youngsters will either go to their own homes, foster
homes or group homes where they will work with counselors as they were doing
In the University of Massachusetts program.

"This is a tremendous opportunity for Massachusetts and I'm glad to be plny-
lag a small part," Sargent said.

At the press conference, DYS Commissioner Jerome G. tiller said, "Eventually,
I hope we'll have no one in a large institution."

"Only a very, very small percentage of youths are dangerous to the com-
munity," Miller.

"These should he placed in small units where they can receive intensely
psychiatric care." he said.

For those who can't participate in special programs while remaining at home.
because of difficulties there, Miller said, the DYS is acquiring with federal funds
20 group at the rate of five a month for 200 youngsters.
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Ile said the DYS already has space for 200 youngsters in group homes and
several openings in foster homes. The department will continue to look for more
foster home openings, he said.

Both the governor and Miller said it costs about $7000 a year to maintain a
youngster in a group home. This contrasts to at least $10,000 to maintain each
delinquent in a large institution.

"If you include capital outlay," Miller said, "It's well in excess of tile $10,000."
"That's $10,000 for custodial care without treatment and rehabilitation," the

governor commented "With the new arrangement for $7000 a year, the kids
will be learning how to return to society."

"We are not talking simple crime and punishment," Miller said. "The best
kind of law and order is providing the best care. We cannot afford the luxury
of Just locking people up."

[From the Sprlnglleld Union, Jan. 23, 1072]

GovERNon LuNcms WITHI Nrw UMI ss TwNANTS

AMIIERST.-"See if you cal wrestle me up one more sandwich-or did you
eat every dani thing?"

SIAINO LUNCI[

That was the governor of Massachusetts speaking to one of his aides yesterday
while sharing an informal box lunch with a group of delinquent teenagers at
the University of Massachusetts.

Sargent and his wife Jessie were on campus to welcome 75 boys and girls
from Lyman School for Boys, Lancaster School for Girls and Westfileld Detention
Center.

The youngsters are participating in a four-week program to de-institutionalize
thm in lpreparatdon for return home or placement in group or foster homes,
where they will continue to work with counselors on a personal basis.

PHASING OUT

The program was developed for the I)epartment of Youth Services which is
phimasing out 10 institutional residences, by Larry L. Dye, a lecturer at University
of Massachusetts School of Education.

For about an hour, the governor and his wife split up while visiting the
teenagers. They live in the dormitories, each with a student.

In Hamlin House dormitory, the-governor chatted with a number of the boys
and said to one, "We've certainly learned that it makes no sense to take a guy
who's been in trouble, and kick him in a cell."

Speaking of the program being continued at the university, Sargent told
another boy, "I really think this is going to make sense."

FIRST BOY

A 17.year-old boy who arrived from Lyman School Monday was the first to
be visited by the governor.

Shaking his hand, the governor commented, "Hope it works."
The boy replied, "Me, too. So far, so good."
The boy later told The Union that he had been at Hampden County Training

School in Feeding Hills twice, and ran away the second time because lie "couldn't
back it."

He said the youngsters there always were forced to walk In lines when going
from one place to the next, and had to keep their hands in their pockets while
inl line.

Asked about the programs at IICTS, hie answered, "You spent your time Just
sitting down." sFrom thie Boston Globe, Jnn. 20, 10721

'IT'LL WORK,' SAROENT TFLL8 YOU-1

(By Jean Caldwell)

A.%tumRzT.-She was blonde by choice and very young. Site looked as if sie hiad
been knocked around a lot and she was a lot more skeptical about life and people
than a kido 15 or 10 ought to li'.
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So, if she greeted Goy. Sargent's enthusiasm with a muttered, "how lucky
can we get"--it sounded as if sbe didn't believe there was anything really good
in the world.

The scene was a conference room in the UMnass Campus Center. Goy. Sargent
and his wife had come to watch a program which aims to close down the insti-
tutions for youthful offenders and return them to the communities. It's the
first such program in the nation.

For a month, 75 of these youngsters from the Lyman and Lancaster training
schools and the Westfield Detention center are going to be living on a one-to-one
basis with college students at UMass.

After consulting with their "advocate"-the title given to their college
"friend"-they will go to their own homes, to foster homes, or group homes.
Arrangements will le made for them to return to public schools or to enter
an "alternate" school, such as Springfield's Genesis II or SASSSI Prep or the
Holyoke Street Academy. Employment opportunities will be lined up.

Gov. Sargent was filled with enthusiasm yesterday. "It's the most exciting thing
that could possibly happen in Massachusetts."

The "advocates" he talked with were full of enthusiasm, too.
wood, a senior Sociology major, says, "We're just beginning, but we're having
a good time... Something good will come out of it."

It was hard to tell the advocated from the teenagers. As Robert Pndgett, a
UMass senior, told the governor, "We don't wear signs saying we're advoeats."

In the age span, there was as little as two years and as much as 11 years
between Dept. of Youth Services youngsters and their advocates.

Goy. Sargent repeated at an end-of-tour news conference the story one young-
ster had told him: "Ie came from a county correction school. Time (lay he
arrived he had a pack of cigarettes that they found-so off with all his hair.

He and others were forced to stand-never sit-all day long, day after day.
For three hours at a time they had to do pushups. Does this make sense in the
20th Century to he doing this?"

Jerome Miller, director of Youth Services Dept., said that keeping a youngster
in a large institution such as those being phased out, costs more than putting
him through Harvard, sending him to Europe- for the summer, givina him
private psychiatric care and $80 a week spending money-all at the same time."

The new community care is estimated to cost $7000 a year compared to $10,000
spent yearly per youngster in a training school.

Gov. Sargent, Dr. Miller, and a lot of college students were telling them
yesterday: "You're going to make it, you're going to succeed, no more lockups,
no more failures."

Danny, who lives in Genesis II in Springfield looked sideways and couldn't
answer when Oov. Sargent asked him, "Do you think it's going to work?"

So the governor answered his own question: "I think it's going to work !"

(Friday, an, 21, 19721

YOUTH MORATY. SOARS AT UtMARB EXPERIMENT

(By Frank Oreve)

Karen, a Springfield teen, thought the door to opportunity had just slmnmed
in her face, She'd come in Tuesday, a runaway, to join the JOE II juvenile re-
form program at UMass. On Wednesday her parents came to pick her up, despite
her vow that she'd run again.

Gov. and Mrs. Francis Sargent arrived at about the same time. Unable to
find Karen right away, the parents sat in on Sargent's press conference. When
they finally located Karen, they'd decided to let her stay. "If the Governor has
this much faith in the project," her father said later,"I think we should go along

MORALE HIGHER

Morale elsewhere for the 75 Youth Service wards, their hosting student "ad-
vocates," and JOB II staff was higher today than anywhere this side of
Sunday's Dallas Cowboy locker room following the Sargent visit,

le shook every hand in sight Wednesday. lunched from a paper bag with
girls newly released from Lancaster Training School, and seemed to have
almost a parent's concern for their Progress. "You can really get something
out of this," said Sargent, a huddle of a dozen girls and advocates. He Inquired
repeatedly about homes and histories, listening more than talking.
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Three times In his press conference which followed Sargent described himself
as "tremendously impressed" by the efforts of the Dept. of Youth Service and
UMass. to drain youths from the state reform schools and, after counseling,
return them to their homes or alternate facilities.

"We're going to make remarkable advances," Sargent predicted. "We're
going to close down the large state institutions that don't make sense in the 20th
century and instead send people to their home communities, to small centers
that can help."

MAKES SENSE

"This makes human sense and it makes fiscal sense," he continued. "Cus-
todial care alone in the institutions costs $10,000 per year per youth. Residential
centers cost $7,000 and our evidence is that we do some good for that money."
Sargent promised that Commonwealth taxpayers could expect a reduction in
state expenditures next year for Youth Services as a result, "but I'm not able
at this time to disclose the figure."

The governor indicated that the pattern of institutional shutdowns could
be expected in other human service fields as well, particularly in Corrections
and Mental Health and Retardation. lie lauded the Cabinet structure he has
designed as an ideal way of managing what an aide called "across-the board"
patterns.

Sargent's sharpest criticisms were reserved for the county training schoolsystem. After hearing a youth describe his treatment at the Middlesex Training
School, Sargent muttered through clenched teeth that "If I don't do anything
else as governor, I'm going to stop that-damn thing."

Training schools are not the service jurisdictions, though Comm. Dr.
Jerome Miller has been sharply critical of their operation. State House legis-
lation would be required to wipe them out, and that, apparently, would come
only despite the opposition of Senate Pres. Kevin M. Harrington.

Comm. Miller, on hand with Human Services Secretary Peter Goldmark andUMass. Pres. Robert Wood, revealed plans to open residential centers as fast
as the larger ones close. "We have 20 now and 200 youths in them," he saidtoday. "We will continue to open new ones at the rate of five a month until
we can handle the flow,"

OTHER PROPOSALS

Other proposals for aftercourt treatment include voluntary probation as.sistants, foster parent systems, and casual centers apart from more serlouq felons
for minor offenders. Pilot Mass, projects In each of these areas have had repeat
offense rates of under 10 per cent, Miller said.

"The basic thinking behind this is to eliminate the either/or dilemmas of the
state's court. They used to have only a choice between home and reform school.
We will provide an array of services much closer to the needs of the individual
youth," Miller explained.

ror the state's first lady, the visit to JOR II was far more than ritual. ".Tessiehas visited most of the state institutions," Sargent explained with a grin, "and
she has a kind of access to me that others don't."

Mrs. Sargent spent the day in a pattern similar to the governor's but minus the
spotlights. After conferring informally with the youth, advocates, and .TOE I
staff she too came away "tremendously impressed."

[From the New York Times, Feb. 6, 19721
YOUNGSTERS IN PRISON

11110 decision byv Masihusetts to abolish Instltutions for Juvenile offendersduring the next two years is a courgeous itep in the right direction. The sub.
stitution of a range of programs designed to rehabilitate and Integrate the Juve.
nile into a community instead of jailing him is a rational approach to dealing
with young offenders.

All states ought to examine what they are doing, not only with delinquents intheir institutions, but with the thousands of incarcerated youngsters who have
never committed a single act which could be considered criminal if they were
adults.

Programs such as New York's Persons in Need of Supervision (PINS) or itscounterpart In other states, needlessly put the nondelinquent youngster in withthe delinquent. Both get the same grim custodial care, minimal education and
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little rehabilitation help. It is no wonder then that so many of these children,
either delinquent or nondelinquent, later appear in our criminal courts charged
with serious crimes.

So questionable is the routine institutionalization of youngsters in New York
that the fortner director of the State Division for Youth could say, "The way
things tire now, it is probably better for all concerned If young delinquents were
not detected. Too many of them get worse in our care."

Tihe Massachusetts program ought to stimulate New York and other states to
think along the sane lines of getting children out of our prisons and into super-
vised community-based programs.

MILTON 0. RECTOR,
Bxccutlvo Dircotor, National Counioll on Criminal Deinquency,

lParastnu, N.J., February 1, 1972.

SAHOENT HAILS JUVENILE "PAROLE VOLUNTEER" PLAN

(By Don Clark)

AM-tuEtHsr.-Gov. Sargent traveled to the University of Massachusetts campus
yesterday to observe the beginning of a pioneer program to have student volun-
teers help rehabilitate juvenile offenders.

Jerome 0. Miller, head of the state Department of Youth Services, who accom-
lianled the governor on the visit, described the "parole volunteer" program as the
first to be ollicially sponsored by any state. Similar approaches, however, are
working "with great success" in Japan, Hlolland and Belgium, lie said.

Sargent termed the prograin "one of the most creative alternatives of a variety
of approaches" designed 'to move away from large institutions toward smaller,
cotaniunity-Iased programs.

The program brings together about 100 "parole volunteers" with an equal
nuhlior of juvenile offenders, both boys and girls. They will live together on a
on.-to-,one basis for one month as a transition between traditional correctional
institutions and open society.

Tht' students and young offenders will live, ea't, work and play together in the
same four"story brick dormitory, where they will both get daily guidance from
correctional specialists.

Ideally, each volunteer will act am an "advocate" for the young person in lis
charge, serving as a go-between to get the youngsters back Into school or returned
to their own homes or placed in jobs, joh training programs, group homes, or
foster lhomes-delending on personal needs.

The volunters tire drawn from a UMass campus organization called Juvenile
Opportunities Extension, which lists a rapidly.growing membership of 150 under-
graduates. The young offenders are those who have been affected by the closing of
the Shirley Industrial School for Boys on Jan. 8 and by the phasing out of the
Lyman Training School and the Lancaster School for Girls.

SMlrgt'lit, acconiianil by hits wife, spent 'time morning talking with dozens of
stiuhiits and youngsters, lie, insleeted their rooms, asked 'about their problems,
then paused at noon to share a box lunch and wished them well.

lie said. losing g out these large institutions and providing one-to-one rela-
flonshilpS for tIese youngsters is oie of the most exciting things that can happeniii .\anssimc.hiuiqtts."'

lit' I irdieted time ne" appr-oaches will result In "remarkable advances" and
"extraordinary succe.sses" in tihe fields of juvenile correctional reform.

"Wt vant to help these young people," lie said, "and the way to do It is not to
put them behind bars. Tils approach makes sense from a human point of view.It makes sense from a dollars point of view. It makes sense from the point of view
of the offenders. It makes sense from the point of viw of society."

The governor also promised that "major announcements" will be forthcoming
In the next few weeks about new uses of the grounds and facilities of Institu.
lions that tire being shut down,

Miller said the I'Mass program "leralds the break away from institutional-
INation to it wide slectnumn of youth services."

lHe said the miew approaches will take the courts out of the bind of either
confining a child to an old-time training school or sending hini back home,
whieh lit many cases is the source of his trouble.

Miller estimated that the new programs will cut the cost of caring for each
offender from the present $10,000 a year to $7,000 a year, resulting in a possible
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reduction of tile nnnual Youth Services budget from Its present level of $11
million to $9 million.

"Right now," Miller said, "it costs more to keep a child in a large institu-
tion than it does to send him to Harvard for a school year, ship him to Europe for
the summer, give him private psychiatric care and hand him $30 a month-all
put together."

Dianne MeCafferty, 23, who has been a matron at the Westfield Detention
Center since July and now is a group leader in the UMass program, snid, "I
was very, very apprehensive at first. I was afraid when these kids were let out
of the building, they would go wacky, hut this hasn't happened.

"Most people think if a juvenile delinquent is let out of prison he'll wreak
havoc on the world but it's just not true. I know these kids and every one of them
Its exeltQed about this program.

"I think this may be the greatest thing In the world for these kids. Now they'll
get individual, one-to-one attention that they would never got at any institution
no matter how good it is."

One 16-year-old boy who is part of the program is a drop-out from Somerville's
Southern Junior High School. He has been in Lyman School three times, and
estimates lie has stolen between 50 and 100 cars.

"I didn't learn nothing at Lyman," lie said. "All we did was sit around. I
hated it. But this, this might be good."

T.O.E. GETS VOICED
Dear Mr. Dye:

We, members of Project Voice, who spoke to the kids and advocates at UMass
last Friday, would like to thank you for inviting us down there and affording
its the opportunity to Ile involved in a meaningful way with the Youth Services
Dept. in helping to create it truly effective method of dealing with the juvenile
offender.

As you probably are aware, Friday was the first time we, or any inmate from
the 'Mass. pertal system, has ever been allowed to participate responsibly in a
program off the institutional property where we are confined. For us, being there
at 1'Mnss. and contributing our experiences and knowledge towards opening
lines of communication; giving an understanding to mutual problems that the
kids are experiencing and attempting to cope with; playing a responsible role
for the benefit of society, the kids and ourselves, was something that myself and
the other men on the panel have busted our butts for during the last 10 months.

Being an ex-con yourself, yo-h must know the myriad of frustrations and prob-
lts that we have had to cope with ourselves, not only front the relueant "ol
guard" forces within the administration of the Correction Dept. but from the
other cons themselves who cling to the traditional hard-rock attitude of, "never
do anything for anybody else and especially the square society that forever con-
demns men like us." Fortunately for our program, people like yourself, Dr.
Miller, Dr. Keizer, Mr. Mnhoney and others are pushing for constructive progres.
sive changes and are making a good fight of it. You, as an ex-con, having pulled
yourself up out of the negative thinking atmosphere of prison and into the suc-
cessful position in society that you possess now, know how important it "is to
guys like us to keep a positive attitude and the value there is In realizing a goal
in which we have put every resource and effort at our command. THANKS!

But, (yeah-there Is more. and you know it) ! Reaching the goal of our project
getting off the penal institutional ground and into the community initially
was just one of the first steps for us. We want to be as effective as we possibly
ean. To do this we feel that our services should (and can be. now) utilized
on a regular bosis. We would appreciate the opportunity to talk to every juv-
enile being handled by the Youth Service Dept. and also the administrative and
custodial personnel. We sincerely feel that thle intangible values within our
program (experience, knowledge amd Pommunnation level) can be realized to
the utmost only if we make every attempt to reach as many (every) kid.
offender or not, to add to their awareness of the realities and complexities of
life within our social environment today and espenilly the attitudes and ac-
tions that lead to crime and prison.

To (i0 this we ned your active support. By active, T mean speaking on our
hehalf to the powers-thnt-he and influential people wlo eon niake the decisions
necessnry to let um continue and expand our program with tite Youth Service
Dept.:.the Dept. of Efdueation, (we have numerous requests to go Into time
high schools nnd speak to the student body) :-with the Legisltture. who will
be acting In the near future on n legislative bill allowing its to go out Into tme
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communities for school and civic organization appearances etc. I know, it sounds
like we are asking a lot of you, but sometimes a few words of support at the
right time and place can be the difference between success and failure for a
project like ours and we are attempting to touch all the bases. Any support
you can give us would be deeply appreciated.

In any case, we think what you and your associates are attempting to do with
J.O.E. is great. You people will have your hands full creating the kind of a
system you have in mind but it is a better method. Hang in there and give'em hell. Don't let the problems and complexities wear you down, and especial-
ly-watch out for the sucker-punches from the opposition in the clinches. Those
punishment for punishments sake people are a sneaky lot who will use every
trick in the book to hang on to their secure little positions of authority. Then
again, use caution-change just for the sake of changing can be a bad hang.
Up too.

Once again, THANKS! Hope to hear from you. Lots of Luck!
Sincerely,

Ray J. Martin,
Chairman, Project Voice.

I From the Worcester Telegram, Thursday, Jan. 20, 10723

GOV. SAROENT VISITS UMASS YOUTH SETUP

AMHERsT.-OOV. Francis W. Sargent took a first-hand look yesterday at a
pioneer program to return troubled youngsters to society and get away from
the concept of institutionalization.

Sargent visited the UniVersity of Massachusetts campus and talked with
youngsters who were brought here Monday from state training schools to take
part in the program.

About 75 youths, all in their teens, are involved in the month-long program,
living and socializing with UMass students on a one-to-one basis. This program,
believed the first in the nation, is an outgrowth of the phaseout of the training
schools, such as Lyman and Lancaster.

The governor spent about 45 minutes talking with the youngsters and students
at Hamlin House dormitory after which he had a box lunch with them.

The students participating in the program are all volunteers and are referred
to as "Advocates."

Sargent said the Idea of the program is to deinstitutionalize the services for
the youthful offenders, most of whom are runaways, truants or classified as
stubborn children.

"We're making waves here in Massachusetts," the governor told newsmen
later, referring to the program. "I think the advocates 'are going to learn and
really have a chance to do something for the young people.

"Such a move makes all kinds of sense," he said, "from the human side and
the financial side."

(From the Amherst Record, Jan. 20, 10721

"TitEsE Kins An RATF.D X"

A teen-aged kid, not used to drinking, gets into some alcohol and becomes so
actively IIl that he has to have his stomach pumped, At most, If it were a local
youngster. there might be frowns of disapproval, a raised eyebrow, or even
here and there a tolerant chuckle.

The situation in Amherst last weekend was grimly different. The two boys
were not from Amherst. They were youngsters on pmrole, 15 and 16 years old,
and they were in Amherst for a month for preprobation counselling at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. They are among 80 youngsters involved in a pioneer-
Ing program that is attempting to help kids from youth detention centers to
get their heads on straight before they go home to their own communities,

The first starling reports were that the two had been taken to Cooley Dickin-
son Hospital suffering from drug overdose. It was, to say the least, mentioned here
and there InI the community.

By Monday morning, according to Edward Budelmnnn of the Department of
Youth Services, a raft of conflicting rumors had been sifted through and track.
ed down. Rudelnnnn. who Is stationed at the UMass campus as a representative
for the Department of Youth Services, Pays thot it now appears that the two
youngsters got hold of alcohol, drank too much and got sick.
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MORE THAN ALCOHOL?

Actually, it may have been more than alcohol that made the two youths sick.
School of Ed Staff assistant Larry Dye, who's directing the rehabilitation

program, said Monday night, "We just don't know." The possibility of poisoning
is not being ruled out. A third youth, apparently involved in procuring the liquor
for both sick boys disappeared the day after the two got .sick. He's a boy, Dye
said, who needs "a lot of psychiatric help." Ile has not yet been found.

Early reports of drug overdose, Dye commented, are apparently completely
unfounded.

'There are two possibilities as to how liquor came into the hands of the two
young people, according to Budelmann. One participant in the program was found
to have in his possession false identification from Florida indicating his age
as 21. The other possibility is that a visitor brought in alcohol. According to
Dr. Robert Gage, vice chancellor for student affairs at UMass, it is still early
in the program and difficult to spot strangers. Budelmann says that the matter
is still being pursued.

Dr. Gage says that a few of the young parolees have been judged not yet
ready for the UMass program and have been transferred to the Upward Bound
program in Middlefield which is, lie said, more structured. A few advocates
(UMass and Hampshire College students who are counseling the parolees on a
one-to-one basis) have been replaced.

"These children," says Budelmann, "have been rated X. This label is hard
for them to overcome." The entire incident, he indicated, illustrates one of the
problems the juvenile offender faces when he returns to the community. "People
expect him to do something wrong. They're just waiting. Let the child make one
false move and everyone says, 'There. What did you expect '"

On a long-term basis, Budelmann says, this attitude often makes rehabilitation
difficult. "The young person encounters enough tension, gets enough suspicious
looks, and he may finally say, 'The hell with him, I'll do it.'"

Cindy Dunbar, mother of four children attending Amherst schools and her-
self a UMass student majoring in elementary education, has been involved in the
rehabilitation program since its inception. Mrs. Dunbar has lived in Amherst for
the past six years and was one of the original members of the town's Citizens'
Review Commission. "Since I'm both a resident of the town and involved in JO4
(Juvenile Opportunity Extension) I think I can understand some of the things
that are bothering people," she says. "I hope people will inform themselves if
they feel uneasy. If they have any qualms, any questions. I wish they would
call me." During the day, Mrs. Dunbar can be reached at the JOE office (545-
0798). In the evening, she will be at home (258-9358). She has, indicated that
she is willing to discuss JOB with anyone, either groups or individuals, at any
time.

Dye and Gage attended the weekly meeting of the Board of Selectmen Mon-
day night to give a progress report. The first week of the program, Dye said, was
highly successful, despite a few minor incidents,, which he said were to be
expected.

All but 12 of the youths went to their own homes over the weekend, accom.
panned by their advocates, he reported. "A number of their parents called us to-
day." lie said, "and told us they could see a difference in their children's attitudes
in just one week."

An unexpected development was contact made with Dye by four young people
who had escaped from juvenile detention programs and who asked to be returned
to his custody in order to purge their records. One boy, he said, told of his
constant fear of being detected, which kept him indoors, in hiding, during the
daytime, Ile had found jobs at night, when he felt there was less chance of being
caught.

)ye discusited the problems encountered, In answer to questions by selectmen.
On the evening that the first of the parolees arrived on campus, he said. he
was told that some of them had been approached by drug pushers. The incident
was repeated on the second evening. On Thursday evening of last week, he said.
a plain clothes officer was moved in with the young people in lamlin Dormitory.
Within three hours, he said, an arrest had been made and a former UMass stu.
dent charged with possession of marijuana and possession with intent to sell,

Two youngsters were believed to have been tampering with a candy vending
machine, he said, and one was stopped at the exit to the UMass bookstore with
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a belt in his possession which lie had not paid for. This, and the missing youth,
were the extent of the l)roblens.

(Earler in the day, Budehnann had told the Record, "A run from Lyman
School is almost a nightly event, and no one considers it a big deal. They notify
the local police, the State Police, and the police in the boy's home town. No one
even gets high blood pressure about it. In Amherst, for a boy to run fromn the
conference would be a major event.")

At the end of )yes report, selectmen conm(innded Dye for his work and askld
to be informed if they could help him it any wily. II. Hills Skillings added, "'e
thank you for your candid report. I think this openness will make the progrnin
more trusted in town."

[University of Masachuetts, Thursdiny, Jan. 27, 10721

JOE I ('ON R, 'N-V: EXPJ.AINFI)

Tile JOE II Conference has lind a variety of positive and negative publicity.
The people involved in tle JOE thing realistically do not have tite to settle 1lll
accounts. The best that can be done is to lay a few options and statements on the
line.

The JOE II Conference has two goals. They are the following: the staff and
volunteers of the JOE II Conference want to move as many institutionalized
youth out of a stifling setting into viable community based settings as possible.
This Is being done through the student advocate-I)epartment of Youth Services
group leader structure where youth, advocate, fnd I)Yt4 staff negotiate for it
productive setting. Thie remaining goal was to close the many youth Institutio, m
that lay seeds of anti-social behavior which many of us see as a threat to our
civilized society.

The point is that nearly 100 college students have become involved In an
experiment in iuman potential. Discovering it iln another and taking tie respon-
sibility In developing what lies beneath the skin. Therefore, the people of JOE
I make this Invitation to the university community.

Anyone wishing to see and discover for themselves what JOE I Is all about
a request for you-the curious and the interested-to Invite a youth and his or
her advocate home to dinner Is made. Too much speculation is made about many
things to let the JOE II Conference disappear in a few weeks with unanswered
questions on the lips of the Commonwealth's citizens. Arrangements can be made
through the JOE TI answering service. The number Is 256-8681. All one has to do
is leave your name, address (and phone number) and time of invitation. A mem-
ber of the JOE II staff will be in touch to make all the final arrangements.

IFrom the lolyoke Daily Trngseript-Thgrmn, Peb, 5,10721

BAD IIAND, BADn DEL

We ran into a 13-year-old Holyoke boy named Thmnuy yesterday. A pairtlclpaint
In the JOE II conference up at, FMass. Thimny had Just been told lie couldn't
live at honi any more. Ile was crying very 110rd.

Ills probation officer had ivestigated his family and found there were five
other children. Timmy's mother was an alcoholic and his father wasn't oromnd.
Timmy had been sent back home before after lie got into scrapes with the law
but it just didn't work. Ile kept getting In trouble, not because lie was an evil
kid. but, because nobody cared about him. If you weren't there, your Clhldren
might not do so well either.

Timmy's "advocate" at JOE IT-his student sponsor-took Tlmnim out offer
the session so they could drive around looking at the group homes. Younger klds
would have a shot at foster homes, but foster parents don't often take ioys
Timmy's age who've been in trouble. ,inee ifolyoke has only one group home
and it'4 full, Timmy was going to go looking at places in Springfield. Pittsfield
and Worcester. Ihe'd never been to Pittsfield or Worcester before. ies 13.

Now, a group home Is a lousy excuse for a home. It snakes sense only when
home Is lousier and there are no other choices. But It Is a better idea than n
place where 40 boys sleep in one room and have to walk around in their bare feet
so they won't "escape."

That's not what our cotulty comnnmlIoners think. They want to open up n big
Western Mnss. traillning center for from 200 to 300 youngsters. Now that the rDeipt.
of Youth Services has eliminated most of its institutions, hIampden County
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Colmr. William F. Stapleton wants a new place for kids like Timmy who need
"educational, physical, and moral training."

Stapleton wants an even bigger hup-two zoo than the Hampden County Train.
ing School where kids from Lyman St. learn such useful skills as pig husbandry.

Timmy needs '[IML, we think: "Educational, physical, and moral training"
would come along after that pretty easily. Timmy's 13 and in the midst of a
Iragedy that's not of his own making. lie's too young for what he's got to go
through. Can't you hear him calling, Mr. Staplhton'

[From the Collegian, Jan. 28, 10721

DYE '.i'EItIs JOl' Succ:ssFui,; 14 YouTHs 'PLAC g) ALiREADY

(By Bob Callahan)

Tihe four week long Juvenile Opportunity Extension program (J.O.E0.) reached
the half way pint this week with a press conference held yesterday to explain
tle progress of this unique experinental program.

Larry Dye, chairman of the prograin, termed the past few weeks, "very success.
ful". According to Dye, "The number of lxositive aspects outnumbers the few
problems encountered siice the program was begun hore at UMass.

The program involves 68 yout hs front the recently closed Lyman and Lancaster
Schools who iare being counseled le're by student volunteers on a one to one basis.
Tile purpose of this program is to have the student volunteers negotiate for anid
with their youths with various commnuity agencies for Jobs sl1d schooling ar.
rangenents as well as exploring fainily situatlos and living arramgemnent,,.

At the pmres conference held yesterday in the Cainpus ('enter, Dye announced
that of the 88 youths, 1.1 have been already placed iln new homes, and forty-three
tre working oi being placed. )ye' reported that dillculty Is being encountered
in placing 13 of the youths because of a lack of leads as to where these people
can be placed.

It Is hoped by those in the program that every youth will be placed inI a living
and learning, or working, facility by February 13.

A few of the other positive aspects mentioned by Dye Involve a Puerto Rican
youth being reunited with lils family InI Puerto Rico and the case whore the
family of a student volunteer became foster parents for a youth.

During the first week of operation, a few minor incidents involving youths in
the program were reported. Dye reported that absence of trouble during the past
few days Is attributed to tIje fact that "the youths are settling down due to tile
program becoming intensified and the growing relationshillm between the youths
and their counselors or advocates,"

Tile program here at UMass is being evaluated daily by Dye and his assistants.
They report that the majority of the youths involved are fitting into the program.

Of those being placed into foster homes, the older children find It most dimcult
because of their age to be taken in by a foster parent, Dye pointed out, stressing
the need for them.

It response to the criticism leveled against the program last week by State
Rep. Robert McGnn (D-Westlel) Dye said, "This comes from a lack of lin-
f'ormntion on tile total goals of the program," and lie added that this could be
clarilied through shared comnmunication.

Massachusetts Is the first state iln which training schools are being phased out,
and Dye reported that this has been very carefully planned. He added that If
there was no confidence of success it never would have been attempted.

The Juvenile Opportunilties Extemislon (.1O10) program for institutlonalized
youlth being conducted on the UMas4 campus for the next four weeks has been
marred by two hospital in(ldents and one runaway since its initaton last week.
Governor Francis W. Sargent cast the first of many political overtones to the
program when lie appeared on campus for a firsthand look and talk with the par-
tielpants at the public "kick-off" Wednesday.

Two youths aged 15 and 16 were rushed to Cooley Dickinson Hospital lat
Thursday and Friday respectively after being "mysteriously stricken." A fugitive
youth was being sought Saturday; it was believed that he had supplied alcohol to
the two hospitalized delinquents.
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Larry L. Dye. coordhintor of the JOE program at UMass said that the Illnesses
of the youths were not drug relatel as originally thought, but "tile preliminary in-
dications at this stage of tih- game suggest that something was placed in the
Iholhoii they had."

.1()E is nn intensive pre-release program for Institutiontlized youth in tile De-
pa rtment of Youth Services (I)YS). Seventy-five "delinquents" were selected
from the Lyman and Lancaster Training Schmlds in Mlssachusetts to participate
with 75 student volunteers who will counsel them on a one to one basis for tile
month the youths will live at. UMass. The purpose of the program is to have the
75 student advocates negotiate for and with their youths with various comnmunity
agencies for jobs om schooling itrrangemnents.is well as exlploring fnnlily situul-
tions and living arrangements.

'lhe governorr has called the program the first step in phasing out Institutional
core of delinquent teenagers in the state, Ile termed the project "exciting" at it
Iress conference last week.

State Rep. Robert Mecinn (fD-Westfleld) leveled some criticism at the unhie
prgiiramn, however. Ile charged tlt the program was much too liberal and that
,lerome Miller, DYS Commissioner, was "moving too far, too fast" with the
experimental project.

Arnold L. Schuelhter, planning director of the DYR in Boston, which oversees
the project said after the incidents were reported, "It makes it somewhat awk.
ward and embarrassing to have to have this kind of difficulty, but we'd raffler
suffer that and make it possible for the youngsters to have a decent and helpful
transition back to their own community."

Larry Dye felt that the incident was being gi'en distorted coverage by the
media in tile light of its political nature. He said, "We can't rely on Just rumors."

Program coordinator Ernest P. fels, the graduate student who established JOE
as a Recognized Student Organization (ROO) expressed similar sentiments in nn
interview last night. He said that publicity was putting pressure on the delin-
quent youths, whereas they would not have to fac it in such a degree If they
were located at a training school.

Edward Budelmann of DYS said that a runaway youth at the training school
would get nowhere near the publicity the youth in the JOE program has had
on and off campus.

Budelmann also said that the UMass Community as well as the press has a
responsibility to time youths in the JOE program. He noted that the University ad-
ministration has reacted positively to the program so far. It will 1)e important
that the students and others in tile community cooperate and not encourage the
youths on parole to go wayward, he said.

Rudelmann said that it is only because the youths are branded "estahlished
delinquents" that the incidents are being "blown up." He referred to last night's
vandalism of a vending machine as an example, He said that the same kind of
behavior results during freshman week.

Speaking for the fSO service, Budelmann said that "It is significant that a
student.sponsored organization is acting as a major force in social change."

Budelmann felt that social change was already taking place, with the evidence
being that a fugitive youth being sought Saturday "turned himself in."

On campus Dr. Robert 0. Gaze, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs at UMass
and supporter of this program, said that he "was not disheartened by this at all."

(From the Holyoke Transcript, Jan. 20, 10721
UMASS PROGRAM: JOE DIRoTon SAYS DEPUTY Suzaw ERRED IN STATEMENT

rry Dye, director of JOB II, the juvenile rehabilitation program at UMass,
took sharp exception today to a statement Monday night by Ramp County
Deputy Sheriff Merton Burt that the project, according to Burt, "has notra single
corrections man involved in it."

"There are nine juvenile supervisors who are state correctional officers work.
ing with us," Dye said this morning. "They are working as group leaders, each
supervising 10 youths and 10 host students or 'advocate' I"

O'Additionally, they were Involved with program planning before It started and
policymaking now."

Burt declined further comment today.
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(From the Springfield Union, Feb. 1, 10721

BEuKisIur YOUTH CORPS VISITS UM RMFXPRIMNILT

PIITTSFIELD.. A group of stiperisors, graduates nnd enrollees of th,- M-itrlhire
County Neighborhood. Youth Corps were at the University of M.tsmsehi, ,lts
Monday explitining to youth taking part in the Juvenile Opportunity Extension
(JOE) details of various other programs designed to aid them in getting back
into community life.

RELF.ARED FROM sctoor.s

.TOE Is tin experimental progriun itt I'Mass in whieh students of the university
and lIiampilre College work on a one-to-one bals with g8 young boys and girls
who have been released from the Lyman Sehnol for Boys, Lancaster Rchool for
Girls and Westfield Detention Center.

These state training schools run by the Depariment of Youth Services are
in pr ,ess of being pltw!d out In favor of community-based rehabilitation.

Among those who iade the trip were Chnrles R. Whiteinan, district manager
of the Social Security Administration; Thomas I. MeFulls, executive director of

'1'nited Community Service-s, and Robert F. Matthews, program speclllst of the
Youth Resources Board.

RECENT ORANT

Matthews' board was recently recipient of a $30,000 grant fronm the Department
of Youth Services to assist in the hones program designed to bring the former
training school youths Into vohtuteer family environment. go far about 20 homes
have been offered in the county to adopt the delinquents into a normal family life.

Neighborhood Youth Corps supervisors who also particil)ated In the press.
entntion and subsequent group discussions were Sister Mary Iurley and Paul
Di Croce of Pittsfield and Joan Lee of Dalton; counselor Paiul foinny of Pitts.
field, Youth Corps staff: graduate Shelly Nolan of Richmond and current en-
rollees, Joseph Boulas, Elizabeth Locke, Ann Mack, Donald Munger and John
Pretto, all of Pittsfield.

The recent grant by the state Department of Youth Services not only allows
the Resources Board to purchase shelter care for youths already in trouble but
similar care for those who may be on the brink and may be picked up at any
time, largely because they have no ncceptal!- home to go to,

HAT No PnooRA.C
Until the Youth Resources Board was established there was no delinquency

prevention program, as such, In Berkshire County and no coordinated effort to
take care of youngsters who came Into contact with the courts.

Mrs. James T. Smith, chairman of the Juvenile corrections committee of the
League of Women's Voters, which was instrumental in prying loose the grant
from the state department, has called on the Youth Resources Board to give top
priority to establish short and long time group home facilities, especially for
girls.

The YRB program for foster care would be modeled after the program of ju-
venile home placement recently started through the Central Berkshire Districi
Court probation office in Pittpfeld. The YRB also has been urged by the league
to establish summer employment programs, provide afternoon care for troubled
young people as an extension of the Experimental Project in Counseling run
as an off-shoot of the Experiment Drug Project.

The YRB has been without finances since last July until the grant of last week,
Its only success since establishment having been an employment program last
summer which gave jobs to 45 youngsters.

(From the Amberst Record, Feb. 2, 10721
DREcToRs Anz OpTiMisTio-BEYoND ALL Exlpbo'arzOzts

Arnold Schuchter, planning director for the state Department of Youth Serv-
ices, told reporters last week that "a very remarkable experiment is succeed-
ing, beyond all our expectations."

At a press conference called to prevent a progress report on the Juvenile
Opportunities Extension program (JOE) at the University of Massachusetts,
Schuchter reported that the 88 youths who had come to Amherst from training
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schools and detention centers for a month of pre-probation counseling had, on
the whole, done well.

Logically, he said, more run-aways, more dropouts, more incidents could
have beeni expected. Although JO,E has been set up as a ole-lzaonth, one-time
program, Sehuehter told the Record after the press briefing that lie would be
pleased if the organization and program that has been established at UMass could
be maintained. "If the university wanted to continue it here, we would be most
sympathetic," he said.

CIIANOES

Larry Dye, staff assistant at the UMass School of Education and director of
lie JOE program, later commented that JOE was exljrimental and still needed

ovaluatioi,l despite Its success to date. Ile would like to see the model changed
somewhat, lie said, If it were to be tried again.

For one I lung, lie told the Record, ho would hope for stronger training for
advocat s, ihe student advisors who are assigned to parolees on a ione-to.one
basis. Ile added that lie would not again want such a massive influx In such it
short period of time.

At the Thursday morning conference, Dye told reporters that there had beon
both positive anld negative aslcts to the prograut, with the former far out-
weighhg the latter.

Of tile 88 youths who have participated in the program to date, lie said, 14 have
been placed in their home communities, negotiations are under way for place.
ment of 43, 13 have been identified as "difficult to place" because of special prob.
lems, 10 are still being evaluated with some going to more structured progralus,
one has been returned to a iore secure institution, and one has tied the pro-
grti and is ii violation of parole.

The youth whom lie described as "oii the run" has left a numnbor of problems
in his wake, according to Dye, After his disapl arance, according to Dye, the
youth's advocate found his checkbook missing. Forged checks from the book are
beginning to show up at a local bank, lie said, and a warrant has been issued
for the youth's arrest. The missing youth has also been identified as the person
who purchased and distributed liquor to a 10. and 1i-year old enrolled in JOE
during the first week of the prograui.

Oiie of the two youths involved in the drinking Incident, lie added, lits been
moved to a iiore secure institution, following a second incident involving tamper.
lag with wires oil a parked car.

ESCAPE

Schuehter, attempting to put tile "escape" in perspective, stated that on tle
average, 10 youths a week broke out of Lynian School. "If we stayed with that
figure," lie said, "we should have 15 on the run by now." lie added that it is
easier to leave the campus than It is to leave Lyinain.

[From the Anherst Record, Feb. 2. 10721

SUCCESSES, FAILURES

The Juvenile Opportunities program being carried on at the University of
Massachusetts and latmpnsh4ire College for aliost 100 juvenile offenders first
reached the public eye two weeks ago when Gay. Francis Sargent flew to UMass
to heap praise oi the intent of the project.

Reports of incidents and alleged offenses then hit the news, often mistakenly
or excessively reported.

A program that combines pent-up emotions and tensions of formerly Incar.
cerated Juveniles and tie sensitivity of inexperienced but sincere c"'llege students
who agree to assume 24.hour-a.day responsibility for the youths Is bound to be
neither all black or white.

The "JOE" program was set up in a hurry ; a start was made it late December.
JOE staffers like Larry Dye and Cindy Dunbar screened student volunteers and
talked preparations with the personnel at the closing detention centers and
schools.

The student "advocates" are responsible for the youths for four weeks, during
which time they attempt to work with the youths in checking out what living
possibilities exist when the program ends Feb. 11, Of course, developing mutual
trust and rapport is a big first step.
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Record reporter Stan Mdoslton talked With several of the youths and their
UMass and lampshire advocates last week, with about one-third of the pro-
graml elapsed.

(By Stanley Moulton)

Angola Kiamins, 19, a sophomore at UMass majoring in art, lives in West-
field, but she had never had any contact with the detention-center there until
JOE 11 iIntroduced lher to "juvenile (leilnqunt 1."

She volunteered for the program at the urgIng of a friend, who had learned
of the project through her work in the education school. "I had never had any
training for this kind of counseling," explained Angela, "prior to the two day
training session earlier this month."

At that time nil the advocates were exios'd to the realities of the expected
behavior of the delinquents, as the veteran staff, members from the ,J0I4 office
explained their experiences at the Westfield center. In addition, youngsters fr6m
that state school "role-phlyed" situatios certain to come ip during the month.
''WO Came down oil the advocates pretty hard." explained Cyndl Dunbar.

Angola staled that site and her ndvocee. Sharon, laid visited Sharon's home in
Newton during the first weekend of the project in order to re-unite Sharon nd
her mother. "We l1nd a long tflk with Sliroi's mother," contimed it blonde
sophomore. "She and I both think that Rharon will be best off if shio is placed
in a group home, probably in the Springfield area, so that she can attend a
private school. Attially, sip was very happy to hnow that someone was (Weei
taking th ilimet to develop alternatives for Sharon's Immediate future,"

Shairon Is iot so sure that she wants to live In a group honse, away from her
family. Originally from Dorchester, tie 15 year-old youth who came to Amherst
from the Lancaster School, moved with her family io Nmwion last summer, amid
attended a ,Junior high school there this fall, Sharon stated that sie has betn in
and lout of trouble with law oflelials in Dorchester for several years. for charges
ranging front truancy to assault and battery, 1ier latest offense, which caused
her to be sent to tile Lancaster school in D1ecomber, Involved violation of proba-
tion.

Sharon talked of her decision to particilpate In the IT Mass project. "I had been
at Lancaster for a few weeks and they (administrative officials) told me that I
could go home at tile end of J.anua ry. Plt then I was told that I couldn't leave
Lane.amer umtil sometime in March. So I decided that If I went to UMass, then at
least I could go back to Newton in Februnry."

Her Inmediate goal, stated Sharon, Is to go back to the Junior high school
she had been attending aind "show the people there that I am not as bad as they
think I atis."

I1owever, Angela 4is attempilg to dissuade Sharon from this route. T1h Ufass
student thinks that her advo(ee has "conditioned" her teachers, because of the
reputation she carried with her from )orchester, so that they expect her delin-
quent behavior. "Unfortunately I think that if Sharon goes back to Newton, she
will be egged on by her friends, and even her teachers, in school. So we're going
to visit several group homes, and try to arrange a visit so Sharon can stay at
one for a weekend."

Angela sees her role as an advocate as the contact link between the goals of
,TOI3, II and their success with one particular youngster. To this end, Angela's
major goal is to place Sharon In a situation where she can control her actions
and will have a good chan(,e of linishiRig her high school education.

"it's not enough to simply put Sharon tin an environment that looks good. More
Iml)ortantly, she has to understand that tile opplortunity for her to rejoin society
is being given to her, lint that it is her responsibility to take her future Into lier
ownIsid"

Omil thing that Sharon does want to aodiuring tile rehahilitatlon prograi Is to
visit Walpole State Prison, and tile Northainmpton State Hospital, to see what
prison life for adults Is like. urgingg her moth at Lanieaster smlitatell, she hud
followed a daily routine consisting of work assignment, two hours in school, and
a drab life% in her dormitory.

"Every morning I got up at eight o'clock to go to my work aslsignstent, which
involved doing all tise lsundry for my ('ottage," explained Sha ron. "After lunch I
wenit to the classroom for two hours, where we did 'fifth-grade' work, The i-,t of
tile day we usually siieat sitting around tihe cottage, except when we were aide
to get out for some exercise "

Why did most, of the girls ohev this dull routine? "Tf a girl didn't report to
her Joi, or went to bed later tihan she wa'ss shillsed to, tOwmn 4lit' would not ree'e(,e

8 1 -r122-73 ..... 9
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her cigarettes the next (lay, or would lose her privilege to go home for a week-
end once a month."

One unexpected result of the JOE II project which Angola has observed, is
that the youths are developing relationships among each other which go beyond
the normal adolescent curiosity about the opposite sex. "These kIs are really
trying to set examples for each other," commented the UMitss art major. "In one
case I saw a boy refuse to go along with a couple of kids who wanted to find
some grass, and furthermore, he told them that for the program to work, everyone
had to observe the rules."

Just as optimistic In his evaluation of the project's progress thus far is 'Tom
IA)wther, a l)ecember graduate of Eastern Michigan college, who stutnbled ripon
JOE 11. "1 had been teaching elementary school in Quebec," explaied Tom, "but
that didn't work out, so I headed east. I have known Wyndl )unbar for some
time, and I just haplmenvi to stop at her home as the planning for file current
project was beglinnhig. So after helping out with some prelinilnary adininistrnt-
ti'e work, I became an advo'ate."

In fact, Tom is In 'i charge of two 1-year-olds, Noil and Tom. both of whom
hzve sptnt tH1 at the Westfield detention ceno(r for lireaking and entering. Tol!
explained that he had taken tlie youngsters ol short trips li thte area during the
first wek of the project, and tit they are planning t five.(lay trip to Floriht
during lie latter portion of the imonti,

"One of the greatest satisfaetims thiat we have 1had thus far," explaind Tom,
"is just talking things over together, leaIrni1ng how to work successfully as It three
11111 11 tll In deteritilng how to get the liost out of ills tionti,"

Tit( 22.year-olh college graduie added, "It's imporlant thitt 'P'onm and Nell not
r'ly on ie to intake all their declIonms for Ilieml, h ('re developing whaimt apllears
to he a1 lastlng rlhitiionsill, and thatl's good I(wtval, they clii rely on each othi(r
for en(ourageiint iind help flter t lip progriim."

Both Neil, origi331lly from Eu xi ltilihlt on, an33d ''omii, from Monvon, ale work ing
out lahns to I e(ilile' et111 hyed follow iig thli r iloithI t V Mlss, lot her fhall gollig
Iaek to puldie high school Tom will return to his home town, where lie hopes to
live with i foster family.

"A t'ailaily In Molson Willits ine to vllii 1ild live w lbh them," stated ti(% young.
stir. "if that works out then I will work lit a store or get a job with the truckig
(elllliany that niy father works for."

Nl said tiat t he pilms to return to tlie M ilhlhdIel hallfway house, where lie
had hiein lllced I)efiire living sent to iVWestl, "We a re treated well tiive,, anod
the jobs we, ar, gi'en allow us more freetdoin than we got. lit ,Vestlhld, where,
the doors areo always looked."

Te greatest (\'antage of lie JE(,)l II program for youths lilk Nell id Tomi?
"I 0iinuk llit It's I'eally li )liortamit, for tliese kils to lmive rehat ltisil)s with their

eers, iln it mii IUllion that Illovs thmii to exliress tlimiispives it [lavy riIly are,
ritlher thlil iii lii n hsitullillhl'zed role,," ohbserved 'oi ,)wl her. "''urioimiir',
liey're lielng shown that terliie ar liolile who trust. them, and who vill back

th]eilU up."

At Iiahmllshi'e, liowe,'er. the fli'oiit lteierviwed iy this report r wore', not
so Ci''t11tll t.h t 111' 'ogi';i ma is goliig its silloothly its Ia itieliated. One girl. (who
requested imnonlmty) at s('olld-Yelr il'ildentt li ltl dili'e 1111 l ouiitelller t till

'estl'ld center this fall, talked liltterly of her ex{'rilen('e with the youngst('rlahved lit hier chamrge.I
"I ld known ilny Ildvo('( smie, the fall, when I worked with her lit We(,stflil,

and I thought th:it we 11:14 deel(ld 1 h1t lihy r(lilhlxslill). I fiuli (lit,
how('ver, that slie and1(l i friend livingg hithe time dormitory) took 31(l\dvintage
iof ti() trust. 1iit we hiind inl them. wliin they stole a siui.tilt lihil milli) ol' loey
from it l udeit's room. and then ri(Iixatedly (hphli'l their 1et, although we (ilie
a'(vo(,ates iivolve(l) 1111d( siol i'lhue that tliy were guilty.

"I felt that I ,ould n't work witi sinie(ne( who wasn't whifig to 11iiVe an
honi'st reihitliishil) with i3e, mid wio was goig to revert to li(, past history of
steaIillng andi(! lyig."

''l' youiigslet hills sli33e liven placed lsewlir(' in Itle 311, IT llroggrimi.
"'My 111u(h'stal I mlhig of it1: a(vocaite's role I that he Is so)lliv(o('lo wh illilh ds tohe0 m .itlmh-ly stililiorliv'e to) a! y t ,.,fr" Stated thef IIlinlII)Shll'(, 8111(l t. 1"The1(

iidvi):lte Is It iersol who is expe('t(ed to develohp a relationship with Ii delinquent,
mid front there( do a lot of plilinhg with lher. in ord('r to coii ull with iIi
algrl('li l d'lohea for hepr ro-en try to sosKiety.

"llowever, I am fow very skeplit:il that this can lbe accomplished on a college
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cninpu., which I think is nn unhealthy place for a lot of these kids from tie
detention centers to be staying. It appears to me that some of tliese youths are
not handling themlselves lIn it bo10iehwlc l mannler lit tils environment. A lot tire

having a hard time making another adJustment to a new living situation."
The student added, however, that her general inpreslon of th(, aIdvo(.ates IN

that they fire doig u go(ol Job. find lav, ai good 8e11e of their r ,sp1o)mlhllty.
"',voryone who vohtlutttret for the program knew that this wIim a 2.I-hour-a.thy
Job, and so far ti1e advtwates have been really good about helping each other out
with probheins."

Diane 1'pler.e, a Be'ond year 11iilihlrt' student, voltnteered to be in ldvoixaht
without prio' traithng. She feiMIS that Sh1 1111M tIeloj(d an exfi'lleit rein ti~llnill
with hter adtvo('e(', )eblde, 1,11t that the eoife'e~liv, Itself lileks signlti'iuce h e , o
it Is celteretd tit I,' Mass.

"it I dftitellt for ti advoit'lt('s il tItiilmhire to get their kids to U.1fivMX for-
nivtIeiH fInd tite afternomim sesIonsI I et 1? of t rive trInvt'I Ivolveid. 'ievusilxt' (I this
W'i have. lliss'll seVeral ] of fili, group dllvstlnlis, andtl llliatbly we d(lti ili t iut.
our group lealehrm 11m inuel'i its tlit, staff would like."'

S)Debbih, 17, Is originally iron New York ('ity, f11d her fimilly nmw lilve fi
Brio'kIton, Si.( had liven att the Li, 1sl"ter meloo for foilr 011 t s hec llen of it
parole violationi, before tled(lng io Partiipalte lit JE II rehlablllit ltion. light
fl1W i le i1 no reillly sule all' t hii'i' 11phlls f'I'h the f ot i t. her 1111111 her i'ell tillll,
to r(tu'n to m4'1oo1. gifts talkld if going to luerto itico, or io'rhliN tr'lvel Ito
Florida, find state thtd h Ml' had hizal moni, llre's Irnllig in it V.A. hiolitaIl,
andl that Iw i li'i mlt' sliti, wo ull l I ir v1 atn.('llllol.

)iane Intends to 111ke thei full four wek8it heifire reithilllg n dveeishm withl
)(,bbhk, "WVt'll sm., whiat Im11lq ,n, dilr'llg Owm lrWgrirll," , ~l nlvd "11id

lni't111wlile look lit Mevi, rll difl'erviitt alle'illiti Is for' ltbl( tie n eploe tba'e lt
,Ollsteltleit't's (of Illlh oi0. 1 to i hIlk thoIgh, 1i1l1t Ilibhh should 11111811 Iigh

Sc~hool."

1)i:(l'e addd, "This it 1111 Iortalt thlihg for tii' Iidvoe('lit 's to (it) I to 40 itl)tis kids~ so thati Ilvy (]h)lff ]lv t o I',*10 l JI11,111)O f dulmllh l (sliffrs. TJh,, onily wily

to 'oilviclle it oiitulh 111it lit, lu1NI till't l illt r ,polsi. idll ty foui' 111 owI filtir'. I'm
tlhlugh thi e i ll,- rll , ollill '. If thn w, ll lllMhllit to ot\'em'i Inv t ll'11gf 8l, hn
the lllogl''l llrcill t lt w eek 111(1 ot li p Jul F. Is tl'l'' ex llllifil lllit laf s pim gstfs.

]Ii 18)'ssig itll mlt ttl'' ''a JOE, II thus f r. t('Ilil' li 8 ll1t' Ih 1 i i ll e, 1 3'ry llye
1111lOill l II it 1111 111 .(i p olems which hi tulllff ll i lt(] to ov(-rfor fll it, Im y
olrgallillioll, this hlrge liullmlher or lpetilh, worlhig Ili It rnllt r Ioww( olrglllll lllll

VI l'0111tllt wpli eiv ' l hit v Ildvci 3. s. II lh i ln( 1 ,1(. 1 ill4 llie the uiwll i " l'Is p '-
gramming" during liti ll,'l wclt ulnd il(, half Dirry eX'Mlillt hl'bi li solf
h'1d ilIlM kwit Incredbtlly lusyllk I Inth tfi hack o mfi In(,hd lls, fil hud leot yit.
blitl 1111f. go g 11vi1, ( l 'llogh l l l to I m t lrll( ('0 l' l p I ' glll l tllg ' '."Also", ,udghied Lo1rry, "it gwid detil of msiff tinw Itmm lItv tied tll tilre,,ldy Ini

n. iltg c ru f Ind il l t'lil d ' 'is ' I fr lfo I) ifrth t 'l1 iiinvh nt '. ll, 'lt fIutl'i w]i lt
th[,t pl''grom Is r il wltI itnIP'll li with fill i t(r tlive frlt It ypllilig. tr wieo
1,4 Neecd with Mller ]invitig to I'urtto'l 1 if stte, selmn], or to flill mlivamltfhy (l-if
I'll'(1t111ltvilt Witlre ht(, will ]1 tiltiab]. wind uip Iin fripllt( Willi Iltl, law fill M11,r1
lgll il."

I F~rom ftw 1010m Glohp. VOb, 0, 19q721

A Runway at l'Mnsmq

R{AN RUNS 'lTOWAlRlh A P"U'IAM'I

( ]By ,]eaIT (1 Cldwell )

Am .ll!',l8T.-Th, tllvilghtly come% (111( to voliI aterl you01 ]love mq~wt n1 While Witt)
tilly thalt inl 1It I(si.~ll ilgo' he wtotlh halve run11 llW y to ll i nd lll t o'llip, I1 11I:III by

Ilfll'-' h11-4.ktr(-,lgflh 11 d( :,klll lig.11l11.4 wilnd-whil it-d .s lls an1d '4111-wlng fo~l.1
lllpslv ho light , lWromitpf ,d by flithfoo oil~m hnils firms , or by.\ the silver

tharlg lt dI-11glcs lilratIllit from oms, w'1r', of by Ills Wily of ,sIrldilig averos
vallllts with It!'4 11111111I1,. hook( Inll f( h:tl- (if 11I)Ill p-11114,.

lit, is 1l going oin 17, accordhllig toi this record hookd, "11 gollig (ill .10", if yeljl ask41
hh111 n11lit It.

Wleti lit was 1.1, Instvitd c:f rumnli~g off to svit lif, rimtt o Fohihhl atnd c'allornlia.
Ili. ranl froml homet wll~ N(.In),l

.\ftor it frhvnd witwd V'ictor (now~ In .11111) 81OwMd h1l11 hJOW. I1( "l oj)ljj-d 111(
Ignitimil" oill It ca r anld Wmind ulp l'llllllg lawlly fr'oml the LpilII 81cilool Ill O
Ntestfhehl Ditetionl Cetetr.
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This montl Ray finally ran to something.
He was on the run from the Westfield Detention Center again a couple of

weeks ago. le heard about a now program that was about to take place at
University of Massachusetts and he called up Westfleld and said if lie could
get into that program he would give himself up.

LIVES AT COLLEGE
The program-one step i the Department of Youth Services' efforts to close

down tile Massachusetts reform schools in favor of small professionally super.
vised group living arrangements-matches a youthful offender with nu "advocate"
for a one month period,

The advocate Is a UMass or I1niipshire College student who takes tile juvenile
Into his home or dorm and helps him (or tier) find at hote in the community
and either a job or st'hool placement.

)ept Supply because four of the 88 Department of Youth Services' youngsters
have gotten into trouble at UMass.

But Larry Dye, program clnirman, said 70 of the youthful offenders have
establ ished good relationships with their advocates.

Rlay's relationship with his advocate is an example of what has been good
about the experiment.

Ray has been living with Steve and Carol Newman-a young couple who
are working for a Masters lDegree at UMass.

In the Newinans Northampton apartment flays finds himself In a lively crea-
tive household. lie has had a chance to work on pottery, to learn how to play a
guitar, to see Steve work in his photographic darkroom, to watehl Carol making
it rug.

lie has rend the daily pper aloud to Steve and Carol in the evening and
wa tehed the logs crackle in t he fireplace.

LOVE CAnS

At 10 Ray Is a mixture of inan-of-the-world and young boy. IIe opens doors
gallantly for Carol. lie talks about getting married after lie turns 17. And then
impulsively Ite slides down the railing of the ,esaelator in the Campus Center.

lie seenis both surprised and pleased that his iiame nay be in the paper "for
something good."

lie says that two years of alternating being on his own with being In the
custody of the law have made him feel that if he had it to do again he would
l, ten mort carefully to advice along tie way.

le notes that his own father-for live years a widower-has grown in "under-
standing" over the past few years.

Itay didn't stop learning when lie dropped out of school, In addition to stealing
emrs, lie learned how to thumb across the country and how Wi tattoo. Ile carefully
explains to 0.1irol alld Steve yol caln use0 lemon oil to reollove tattoos.

Whei asked what lie would to if lie had a younger brother who wits about to
steal it car, lie answered unhesitatingly : "I'd beat hlis ass."

Hay lovesm ears ind has worked sporadically tit a friend's auto body shop.
lie hopes to he able to title up a Job there again. If be could be would like to be
a raiig car driver-it sport followed by lls father at one time.

At an afternoon meeting about 20 youths and advocates listened to Fr.
Pautil Elgel talk about l)owney Side ilonie-ono of several "alternate family"
arr tigtltt'nts available for tie' young people.

Roy looks Intently ut wrds oil a I)oowney Side folder and then asks Steve:
"is that what I am't-A throw-away chihl't"

JO, S'cCCEsSFt'. SAYS GAOS

(By Robert Medeiros)

'ile JOE program m has been remarkablyy sliceessful." said )r. Robert W,
(age, vicet,.chaneellor for student affairs. during an MI)C Interview ye4,slrdny.

Ghgi' sal that :mev.ording to the hifornt ioll h hins received, less than
10% of tie yOutIs Involved in tle program have gotten into "mignlfleaint difticul-
ty." ('ollipaie this with the fact that 70% of tile youths who are released from
slch iliustilutions as detention 'enters, return to these same institutions within 90
dlays. lie said.
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Today marks the end of the four-week old JOE program. It Is expected next
Monday that Director Larry Dye will announce at a news conference that all
but a few of the JOE youths have been placed in foster homes.

Al encouraging aspect of the JOE program, said Gage has been the fact that
a large percentage of youths have been able to establish reasonable communica-
tion with their parents.

"The advocates have become intermediaries in reestablishing communication
between the youths and tile parents," he said.

About criticisms against the JOE program by University student, Gage
replied, "I think a program like this carries with it a certain degree of risk for
the students and the (JOE) youths."

As Gage sees it there is now a double standard for behavior. He told the
M )C: "There is a difference between the behavior we expect from them (JOE)
youths and the behavior we expect from the students.

"We tell them that this has got to succeed; this is your last chance, we can't
pernilt you to make mistakes."

Gage also attacked the role of politicians in the JOE program. He said the
"p)'tty personal interests of politicians" may be defined as being "basically iII.
moral. It is inmoral to use someone else for your own Interests"

A.ske! to list the one change he would like to see In the JOE program, Gage
replied, that a basic thing would be more time for "thoughtful preparation of
advocates and more thne for the natehing of advocates with youths." But, ex-
plained Gage, it is necessary to act quickly in these affairs. Therefore, long-range
planning is dificult.

The UNlass Security Department has been "very understanding" said Gage.
It has worked closely with the youths,

Gage said he woulil like to see the JOE program expand. "I would hope that
selectiql schools would pick tip on this type of program," ie said,

Commenting on the effectiveness of the UMass campus in dealing with the
JOE program, Gage stated that the campus has the advantage of being rela-
tively isolated. HIe considers it important to isolate the youths from the en-
vironment which has resulted in their problems,

Gage said it is necessary to generate new interests in tile youths. This, said
Gage, is the heart of rehabilitation,

IFrom the Masmachusetts Colle inn, Feb. 14, 1072)

DY CA.LS JOE SucCEss DESPiTn PRoBLt.MS

(By Barry Btavro)

Larry Dye, coordinator of the JOE program at UMass, summed up the four
week effort us being "extreuely su,(,e.''ful."

When the national l)('nal system has a 75% return rate of its inmates after
their release, Dye reasoned, any improvement is necessary and worthwhile. Dye
said. "These kils have been damaged by institutions. If we lock up a kid for four
years we owe him four mistakes. My approach is to make shifts in the social sys-
Wim so that they serve the offender." When asked for a prediction on the JOE
klds Dye answered, "We're shooting for 60% successful."

However the residents of Grayson, which housed some of time JOE kids. were
not generally favorable of ,JOE. Charles Burns, one of the Heads of Residence
stated, "The Idea behind the program Is good, but the logistics and admnlnistre-
tion is about the worst I've ever seen, I understand it had to be set up quickly
(JOE, Program) but the students of this university were Imposed upon."

Dye admitted that the JOE kids had to make "a rough transition" from penal
institutions to time "unfamiliar environment" of a college campus. In discussing the
theft problem on camiipus during the JOB prograin Dye said, "There can Ie a
few incidents, directly related to the JOE, kids." lie continued, "Realistically
though, you have to expect that when you're taking a hundred kids."

Some common complaints in Grayson were that the residents were not asked If
they wllnted tihe JOE kinds to hive there, and the program.wasn't explaiuu'd to
them beforehand. Burns said, "It was arbitrarily decided that they were going to
live here."

Last week's letter to the editor, "What's up Joe?", Burns admitted was not
totally correct. He said it "was sprinkled with soine ficts to make th' Pr'grin
look bad." He stressed the fact that it was the first negative reslnse to ,J )E, to
lie printed in the Collegian,
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The author of the letter, Howard Levin, stated that the purpose of tile letter44was to Indicate that the program, although sound in its motivation, has many
piriilims that should be aired, in case it should ever be repeated."

Buns, who is on the 11111's security force, said that during the JOB program
$200 worth of property had beet stolen. A I)ckinson girt had lost $75 from her
wallet, a door and tible were smashed, andi a vending iaachine had been van-
dlallzed. lie also sli d that during the program bIetweeni two aiid six ears were
broken into each night on tile 11111. Buris also said that. JOE kids have been seen
testing door knobs, lie adinitted that all tie' thefts were not totally (lao to th
JO' kids, but that "It's very easy to take advantage of the program." Ile ex-
plalned that outsiders have iused .OE, as an excuse for visit ing Iliw (ormns, and that
soeli' of the thefts occurred while tie strangers were In the dorius,

)ye had said ('arller about tit' JOE, programn, "We don't see ourselves as a lia-
billty. We try to live uli to the colmnillnimets and old igatIon4 lhere, anad We'd like
to ie aware of tlieln." lie ('oathined that .1() was relinhursiug the itnlversily

liad students for some of the dinuaged or stolen iat erlal, Coi('ce'nig those who
have coinldained illout flie program, D ye offered. "I feiel sorry tltit lierson can't
1i1 Il wit the liolileia hea(l4 up. That Ile can't conie dowi Iil{ talk."

JOE 'iOORAM l)EIIA 'T:D

"t4rns also') colliplialled ltoutl tile t( )]H, advocates. "Somie of tilt, advocates ore in
worse, Shl' Iv tllll tl ,( )l, Iieolde.'' 1le 'ited o1 adilvocate who still has it ('05s
pi'ltl Iig fri'ton tie idrug rll(1 here lust spi'i ig. Ba ens comen t ted, "Andl he has tie
iilllgivd gall to (like ('lire of ii Id'" Bin'is dil say iit 'I'd like to cotaijelil
those who aire sincere." Hlut he felt that some laid worked In tile programin only for
Slie $.!0 a wek slii'y they were plild.

Stwevelll', I yl felt th lit' studeniil Vlit ers Im "d(' lie hell of i eOtinnltn1t."
ie4 lidded t hat "Th'lie II.S.. oti'lb, lie(lllle i Stlytl b'loil agency. It's at flaSelllat.
Ilg ('i Iioe" I hut lSO call iahsh l''es. Wood to get Ihe Governor to nauke tin official

IstI lli' ll t "
Onv ut la'r lisoll of deta to was whet her ia ('llege eninpus Is I holl thy atines.

lhl'lri' flii delilquelts, ]t'is lielleves It unwIse to bring the ,1OE kids Into an
t0livirllilll't wlere "lhe Iuse of drugs a Ill a llo ol Is i ta l tl.'

Dlye sti( lltat "T'iiiversilles areii't lonis ol hilt'ililty." lie also thinks It naive
to lisllille hlht it college ('Iltillills Would lie too lilieral for tie .JO kids. Ile tx-
plhled thlit there was ia folurleen yeari' old girl III tit, program who bad been a
litst it atoil Iothe streets for two years. lie toted thit most of the JOI kids ha(i
liro!el iway from lieir falnly at age Iwelve. Therefore, it siemied ridiculous to
himlit to belie-ve tlhat. t hey could lie negatively Ilfllnlei (l here,

Ilye suminirized his feelings itboat tlie inera'lilon hietween tile JOEp') irogratm
fil I'.1'Mass stildlens 1by sliylng tlhut It should have been it "sharing experiencec"
But I(' felt, "I doll't think we tallied It enough."

[lrouu the m lint'llieotts Dilly (Cillporlnn., i. 14, 19721

JrOl' II l'o R .AM ENDiS AT I'MAsS

By Fraak i;u'eve)
,11 !, It was "fit liastlt h" i till words of I'Mass NI t a of stidlons, William Field.

I'I exceeded oiti' t'xietationts by it lot."
Field, Je II. offices uatldl others we-re on ind lit tile I'Mass Citmpus Center

tlu, iornilug ti assess Ionth-long h'oject ili Juveiiile reform ended yesterday.
"Siltilits doll'i get ('li' itgli r'cognlititt fiii' this kIid of r-spois4lbility," pr4i.lect

)li'al Lrt'y )ye oimment ed of tillt) 1'Mass and lflitnlshiire College Sttldents
who hosted tIh(e yottlis.

'"'4 u113lY we liotIce sl adelits mtiost whei they're proesthlg for t elase," h'
('otl iiitid. 'llere they were tkling oil it iut' si'nse of responlibillty-he helping
,of lituiti'r [1ui1a li'lng.'"

I)ye,'s gritltttde extendd(l as well to 1'Mass security pol 'e, officers of Reenognize(l
StluiIolti Orgilnlz:I lt is. (the ['Moss student iictivitle's group) staff borrowed from
tlll, West l, l)etld ttol ( 'eateil r it ild Jerry tll iotlu. of sI tudei ii ffa irs.

"We'll tneutir(' s(e'ss by It(, nuli'r of kids who never sei, a judge agaIn."
(,ritile stal Isti(,s that iade ('yil('s of somte program oibservers-12 youths got lit

trotldl,--"will. l'nt sorry to say, jlust lie, lost in tile overall University crilnie ita-
tistcs," 'omiente(d Jerry Scailon, Dean of Student Affairs.
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Of the 9) youths Iartihllating it JOE II-ncluding six runaways who joined
the programs otfttr turning themselves in-Il were returned to their homes by

tillndily's (loi'-dowil. Fo-Mter 'ire s-tuitationx were found for 11hnd Mt were placed
hit group hottie throughout tiltO sttte. A(cordinig to Larry Dye, project director,
mix ran away froin the progran an11d 12 were Ilvolved iln court di.l)osltlons follow-
Ing drug, breaking and entering, and auto theft charges.

)ye( cotprlliped tile iiack-lh-trotlile rate of 12 per iet to ia M ie., figure indl-
('itting tit 75 per cent of tit, Juveniles released from State institt ions were
bliek in three months.

"If, lit tht long run," only half of thesexe kids are back In Instltuton," lie sold,
"we'd be dollg it lot betvrI lilll liet( nttlotitl alvertig whIch Is 7.1 ltwr cent." )ye
Indicated hi oltliniltI lredhthion would see 75 per cent pernanently out of
t rouble.

Xvot its JOl oflht'is and I'Mii[, n(mi1l nistrat ors were voihig congraitlttory
olt llill,4In, tilt stld toll lleith l' i\'lilwit lled wit h lelitlel cont rovirsy.

According tIo it 'ilv'riity w-i'curlty officer, ('miorhes lutrns, about $200 worth of
roltertrly huid liei-ti 4leoh l'raam h s dotin conilox during the Itlirogral, i door

aml toh, had been vi t tilllllyd anid a v'endinig n i n olhlm broken Into, lHe sa l front
two to MIx eo rsl ittl been broken Into i Igi ly.

At the Mno' litle, 1hrns admitted tliat an lrlIert atitl.JiE 11 letter in the
1'.111MM ('olloglitl, "WlN s'lhlhed witi 81it' facts to nitke tlie program look biad,"

Wily ritt: Com'i'IoN ?

'To t, Eilltor:
"We See ilthe ntonthi oif Novetnlier its belItg directed towVird Pl'Imon alnd prlnn-

ers' denmiands, We Sio on rmolsel1ve a world un11t an11d thisun it, 111 ai colnthillinig
oae'." (qllte frotii the IIrth'lf' ol colitioli)

WNt were Invit id to tilt, 'niver ity to help run a workshop on Crime nnd )e-
lilqueny for NIthontil Momatorlu i laty. Ther 1i:m e)(,(i a great dent of c-onc'ern
11M WlIM Shown by tie volunteers ft lhi ve been conillg to W\estleld I Jetltltn
('entr from the I,-H.O. J w ), a Larry I)yes 'rine and delinquencyy elass. We
looked forward to ineetlg inny itoro Mttlhodnts who wanted to inforn thern-
st'lie. of our lIves it the (detention enter il(1 to exchange idea oil what. they
(,tilt do to Itmike mtile changes in the lI)rion ystein,

(it greait ldillipohltniejit NvaM thIlt no one Sthowed uip. It. seoeti to Its that it Is
he Satei' few volunteers wo atre conemni'd enough to carry tli rough oi their

comittietts. Aren't t here any other coneried Students it I'MMM?
Kids from Westleld Center.

f From the Unioni (Springlhild), Feb. 15, 10721

Aul FOil )IUNQUFNTS S'cc:ass, DYE SAYS

(1yfleorge C. ,Jordat 3d)

AMII!ItET.-TIIwreIIncO R. )ye, director of Oov. Sargent's expertniental Juvenile
Oliliortutinty Extesllon conterencee (.Til')l, at the Unilversity of Mttchtsetts
termed It. it stu(es lii terms of Juvenile lilat'eoineint ttid noted that the exipri.
inelitil titodel. iity bo otie useful lit other states.

'Flio key to dtterininig success of the JOE program Is the- "yardMtlhk of Jiist
plavlnlnt" Dye told newinien Mondty at the U.Mts student union following the
nioltth long conference which ended Mritity.

)ye, whis i It (iw.-toral ('tltdihlt t' I t'(itioti at 1t'Mts aitd ia contilttrt to
the tiite's I)epjIrtnitont. of Yout h Serv(,s, wtiti although he wals "quite hialply
with the program" he does not foresee the program being repented at UMatss,
but it imay be adopted It other stateS, he lnid.

There tire Sote 841() juvenile delinquent In approxiuately 24 Institutions In
the i'nittd Stttes. )ye io td.

But, lie wild, lie would not want to use the univermIty as a Icte to tralt New
York kIds.

'Ilit' DYS ldltn to set up rehlettlal treatment care faclitle; for Juvenile
dellnqteutm which will net as "buffer zones" between the ItititutlonS and the
home conmmunity, and is presently phasing out some of its juvenile Institutions
Inchidling the Lytnan School for Boys and the Lancagter School for (WrlO, I)ye
said.
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While the program's concepts are not new nationally, it Is the first type of
experimental Juvenile rehabilitation program to be conducted on a university
caininu of this size, Dye said.

Also speaking at. the press conference besides Dye were Gerald F. Scanlon of
the UMass Student Activities office and advisor to the Recognized Student Orga-
nization (USO) and lDr. William F. Fields, dean of students.

Scanlon termed the program a genral success despite a number of incidents
involving police and the delinquents. The RSO group was responsible for setting
up and supplying the student advocates who served on the JON program.

Dr. Field said the JOE program "exceeded our expectations by a wide mar-
gin," ad that lie was impressed by the dedication of the student advocates,
involve in the program.

This dedication was not linlted to those directly involved in the program from
UMass and Ianipshllre College. It was a source of discussion In and out of the
clamsrooms. Iecauso it's a controversial program, it's bound to have impact oil
the student body, lie noted.

The program had a chance for development here, the dean said.
Dye said as a result of the month long program the percentage of those placed

runs between 88 and 90 per cent.
Of the 99 youth Imirticlpatilng 86 have either been placed back in homes, a foster

home or an alternate group plan such as a half way house.
Seven youths have been returned to a juvenile institution, either to Westfield

Detention Conter or to Roslindale Juvenile home for additional structured
program mining.

The remaining six, who left the program for a number of reasons, are on run-
away status, Dye said.

There have been a total of even Incidents involving 12 youths, Dye told re-
porterp. Charges against the youths include motor vehicle violations, possession
of marijuana and uttering and forging of checks.

Two youths were sentenced last week to the Hampshire County House of
Correction for 80 days each for using a motor vehicle without authority.

Commenting on criticism of the program, Dye said most of the partihpating
juveniles wore ready to be released from institutions. Tis program acted as a
buffer between the institution and the home, he said.

In some cases, the student advocate will (1o follow up work with the youth for
80 days as lart of the adjustment period.

The first 00 days following time reiase of a youthful offender from an Institution
is the most critical tinie, according to Dye. lie cited figures that 74.25 per cent
of the offenders return to the institution in a short time.

Dye told reporters that If the program was to be replat"d that lie would insti-
tute a stricter selection of the youth and niore training for the student advocates.

There was trouble with the pairing of 18 of the student advocates with youths
of a one-to-one basis for a variety of reasons Including personality conflicts,

A total of 10 advocates were dropped from the program, Dye said.

WhTAT NExT T.O.E.?
(By Tom Derderan)

Most of us thihk that the JOE program for the Juvenile Delinquents was a
good Idea. Maybe it was, Kids who got into trouble don't need to be locked up.
You lock 'em up and they get pissed off so when they get out they have a good
rational for bustin' things ... they're pissed off. So far It's a good Idea to end
schools like the llyman School and the Lancaster Training School because they
don't work. They don't train kids.

This move Is a good step toward prison reform to prevent such uprisings as
Attica. Very good and the liberals are happy. The Lyman School is closed up,
dust is settling and stillnessm reigns an era has ended. The era of Oliver Twist,
cruel, unusual punishments and child labor is ended, but before the dust settles
what Is going to happen to the old Lyman School located on prime Boston land?

Politics is not the only overtone tainting JOE. Joe was a bit tainted to begin
with. They are going to change the Lyman School Into a college, The middlerelass
liberals will be even happier. Their consciences will be clear and they will have
themselves another college. And we all know how much we need another college,
Another play plaee for the rich kids and JOB will be homeless.

These kids who got Into trouble used to have a place. The use of the place was
against their needs, unfortunately. They didn't need to be imprisoned. Now they
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have no place but four weeks "programs", and are dependent on politicians' needs
for programs that have happy overtones that they can get involved with. Governor
Sargent immediately leaped to Amherst to get his picture in the paper (and we
put it on the front page of the semester's first MDC) and Sargent's detractors
attracted hin through the incidents with the JOE kids on campus, (reported In
the Springfield Union and other papers).

The kids are now at the mercy of political expediency. In short they lost. They
have no place and so can be phased out or forgotten easier than the ever present
ol brick buildings of the Lyman School can be forgotten by a guilty commuter.

But, we can do something witi these old brick buildings. We can give up another
college and turn the buildings and land over to the same kids who Just got kicked
out of them. Change the Lyman School and the Lancaster Training School and
other institutions into tuition free, residential, vocational and technical training
schools reserved for youths of high school age who might otherwise have wasted
away In regul r public schools, What Is indeed is a "ilamplshire College" concept
on the vocational, technical level for poor kids, ages 15-10, whose parents can't
handle the. This is a sound and functional idea to replace the old era reform
schools.

MORN GooD THAN BAD
Now that the Joe Program is over most of us realize that it was, if not a total

success, a valiant effort to break away from the wretched and dismal yoi;th Cor.
rational system. The search for a new and effective means of treating J venile
offenders will be a long and arduous transition, a transition that Youtlh 9"Ice
Commiissionter ,Jerome . Miller deemed nevessary if the youths of Joe Were to be
sav('d the tragic consequences and accompanying recidivism rate of our Lrosent
penal system.

For the studentA who were Inliposred upon ot undily ItIo¢6kenionced Ity 1oe we
flsk you to pause and look at the results Of the progrta ii.

Of the 01 young men and women in Joe, 41 went back into their own hothes, 11
were l ice! In foster care environments, 34 went t6 group homes such as ribra

oust,. I 'ere returned to Institutions, and 0 youths were listed as runawAys,
Only 12 youths were included in any sort of trouble.

W6 realize your feelings of imposition and frustration cab not be totally
assuaged by the above. Yet we hope you realize the good that has come of th pro-
gram, and the hopes it raises throughout the country for new youth reform.,

The Collegian realizes that tho haste of organtzlg. the progtrm tsultod in
Rhne pbor planning and logstical tle-tnienies. Yet VOe expect the YoAth Service
Board to learn from this past experience and apply what they have learned here
to tMWu' future programS. TOnsideration should be given to holding future pro.
grans on smaller campuses or in environments Where tbere is a greater sense ofcommunity.

Finally, we believe that innovative programs like Joe sold continue. Public
support will he needed to continue the momentum. We ask that you give it.

CoLrLot tXins AID DELINQUENT YXIDS

(By Connie Rosenbaum)
AMnERST, Mass.. February 14.-When Karen was released from the Lyman

State Training School she had her clothes, a pair of sneakers and her tooth-
brush. Betsy brought her a pair of high boots.

Karen and Betsy (not their real names) are one of 05 pairs of youngsters who
spent the last four wei-ks together on the University of Massachusetts campus
here. They were part of a novel parole program that developed after the reform
school was closed suddenly In mid-January.

Karen is a juvenile from a broken home who has been in and out of insti-
tutions for the last few years. Betsy Is a college student who wanted to help,

They lived together in a dormitory. Other former inmates moved into apart-
Ments with the student volunteers, who received $40 a week for living expenses.

Betsy was called an advocate. 11er role was to help Karen make thp transition
from behind bars into the community. She searched for a good place to live,
helped Karen get back into school and found a good counselor in case Karen
Wanted to talk about getting a job.

Thd program was organIzed by Juvenile Opportunities Extension (loo), a
campus group that attempts to involve students with social problems ifi the
community,
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"Regular parole officers work for the system" said Larry L. )ye, director of
,JOE and a graduate student. "Our advocates work for the kids. For many
youngsters, it was the first person who has stuck with their "

Henry's case is a prime example. Dye s;ai(. When lhnry applied for a job
in the Youth Corps after he had returned home, a worker said the Jobs were
fillhd and only political pull would help.

"The advocate went to the mayor's otlce in that town and stayed there untl1
lie got the boy Into the corps," Dye said.

The adv(cate I'oject was planned after the Massachuetts Youth Serviees
Department (all agency reslponsibile for about 1100 youths annually) moved
to phase out all large state institutions. Student volunteers were screened
and paired with former hinatt's who lived near their home communities. They
worked on an Intensive ont,-tooJ0t' hasis to nake liVing arrallgnlellts and
plans for school and work.

"Me couldn't have moved so swiftly without the college students," said Dr.
Jerome G. Miller, commissioner of Youth services. "They enabled us to close
tie Institutio is without abandoning the kids."

Youth elrvihes subsmilu'ntly closed another trying schoo. A third will be
shut in May. The state's shift away front institutions his beeu it major reform
In the field of juvenile correction.

Karen and Betsy met for the first tine on it Monday morning four weeks ago
when a caravan of 25 ears arrived at the 12.t.year-old Lyman reformatory.
Within 15 minutes, the school staff had l)ro essed and released 95 youngsters
between the ages of 17 an l(i 11.

The project encouraged time youths to take advantage' of the University of
Massachusetts campus health service, movies, gynnasiun and disets,4ion grouls,
Speakers were brought in. Thin' most successful session involved eight convicts
from a nearby state prison farm who talked about the unglamorous results
of crime,

About half of the juveniles returned to their homes after the 30-day program,
which ended Friday. Others were placed In foster-care group homes or with
private agencies, Advocates intend to continue selling the youngsters on such
problems as with education, employment, medical care or Just sheer boredom,
Dye said.

"Some of the youngsters respondedl and others didn't," said George Asliwell, a
group leader who works in the nearby state detention center. "The boys with
the worst discipline problems were also the ones who had been in Institutions
the longest,"

Ashwell said the program was remarkably free of runaways, fights and car
thefts, constant problems tit the Lynan Training school,

"Two boys (lid steal a car and got caught," Ashwell said. °"They were 17
years ol and had been living in institutions since they were 9. One boy had it
father, brother and cousin ini the state prison. We couldn't place then. They
got frustrated and tried to rm."

The program emphasized getting ti student volunteers to know the problem
youths ais I~eopie, not offenders.

"Too often kids are nameless statistics in Juvenlle courts," Miller said. "They
are really Individuals with families and experiences that are Just as iuortinnnt
as the 15 minutes worth of crime they conunitted."

Finding placements for some of the teen-agers, especially the girls, was dliflhult
and disappointing In a few cases, Dye said.

"But I am convinced that these youths were matched better with places suited
to their needs because someone took time to know themn" he said.

Dye said that universlties across the country offer a wealth of untapp(,d
resources that could help delinquents.

"If only 10 per cent of the 22,000 students here took an Interest in the-se kids,
we could assign all advocate to every child committed to tie state," Dye said.

Senator BAm. The next.witness is M'. Larry l)ve from the West-
field Detention (Center, and also lecturer, Sc(ool of .(Iucation, Ui i-
versity of Massachusetts.

Mr. Dye, I understand you have two people accompanying you.
Would you care to have them join you there at the table now? I thought
maybe you could introduce tlm.
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Chief coiisel tells me you have a rather lengthy stntenent. We will
be glad to )IUt'it ifll ill tile record so that you (1o not have to feel obli-
gtted to read it. all.

STATEMENT OF LARRY DYE, LECTURER, UNIVERSITY OF MASSA-
CHUSETTS, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND COORDINATOR
OF PROGRAMS, WESTFIELD DETENTION CENTER; ACCOMPANIED,
BY MISS JANICE GAMACHE, STUDENT ADVOCATE; GEORGE ASH-
WELL, JUVENILE SUPERVISOR, WESTFIELD DETENTION CEN-
TER; MISS LEE LEHTO, STUDENT ADVOCATE, UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS: ERNEST REIS, GRADUATE STUDENT, UNIVER-
SITY OF MASSACHUSETTS; PAUL KELLY, FORMER INMATE, AND
MISS SENECA PATTERSON, INMATE, WESTFIELD DETENTION
CENTER
Mr. 1)y,. Think you, I would like not to read it, but I would rather

highlight solle of tle points made ill relation to tie program, auid then
opin g. for discusion, letting the youths talk about what they aredoing..

Senator BAYIX. ExcuSe Ine. Could you pull the microphone a little
Closer so I caln heal you.

Will you identifI the others who are with you, pleaseI
Mr, byz. OK. We have ol the far right Mri'. Paul Kelly from W, est-

field Detention Center. Next to him is LAe Lehto who is a student at
the University of Massachusetts, and also is a foster mother, to a
young girl front the detect ion ('enter.

Sector B.Rv'i. I wish we could all have mothers like that,
Mr. DvE. We have next to Lee, George ('hip Ashwell. He is juvenile

supervisor at the Westfield detentionn Center, And next to 'Chip is
,Janice (aniache. J]anice (amache is it student advocate also from the
University, of Massachusetts.

Senatol IAYjI. Iardlon Ine. You silid "student advoeate"-"lso a
student advocilte." Maybe you had better tell m, Is Lev also it student
a-dvocate?

M,. I)VE., Le till(] ,Tanie are in the same program. -
Senator IAVIL, Fin. All right.
Mr. l)vF. ()n the fir enl is Seneca Patterson, who is a youth at the:

Westfield J)etent ion ('enter right now.
And next to lit, on my left,. is Mv. Ernie Rein, who is a graduate

student. at the Ul'iversitv" of .Masstchusetts and has been coordinating
a program called the juvenile opportuiities extension program, uti the
utiversitv.

We hav'e been spending a lot of tin listening to testimony from the
nduninistrators nld peoph, who traditionally testify ill tllese hearings,
and I would like to tallow the youth, the juv-enile supervisors, and the
students who have to leftl with the issues on a daily basis, in a 1-to-I
relationship. to speak and limit my conversation to briefly the West-
field Detention (enter and also about the juvenile opportunities exten-
sion programs at the Univrsit' of Massachusetts.

The Westfield lDetention ('enter is one. of tile facilities that is in
operation ill the department of youth services under the auspices of
])r.3Miller.
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Westfield Detention Center is a western Massachusetts facility. It
services four counties in western Massachusetts, Berkshire, Hamp-
shire. Hanpden, and Franklin Counties.

The facility was built a little better than 0 years ago. It is built like
most correctional facilities, plexiglass windows, bars, tile floors and
cement walls, and cement ceilings. It Is a 215-bed facility, and it was
designed for youth. lrimarily for detention pending court, and the
youth would be arrested and referred from one of the counties to West-
ield )etention Center for a '2- or 3-day stay. and then go back in front

of ia juvenile court judge. The majority of the youth that come there
would be released hack to the community on probation, but a large per-
centat Ye who would get committed to th'e department of youth services
would come back to Westfield to be transferred to one of the larger
institutions.

'Ili philosophy of the institution was one of control and custody of
the youth as they ('ame to the facility.

.At the door of the facility they were stripped of all of their outside
clothing, booked. shaken dowvn, ad placed in State clothes, It was not
too long ago that they were giving haircuts. 'lhe youth would then be.
re feared to the formal regimentation of an institution of that kind.

When )r. Miller came in and wanted a change in t(orm. of ti phi.
losophy of the institut ion and to elinaimte large custodial care, a num-
her of'people from western Massachusetts became concerned about
Westliel )etention Center. In April of last year. at the Viniverisity of
Mas.atchusettS. we had a number of youth, including Paul who is with
115 today, colie up from Westfield detentionn Center and talk a little bit
mbout the facilitv. hev turned on t number of students at the univer-
sit. T'he students got together and decided they would like to try and
bring about Nome necemsary changes to provide human care for juve-
nihes In that facility.

In ue,. the previous superintendent of the institution left. and that
is whel the significant changess started to happen. We-myself bleing an
outside consultant coming in on a dailyy basis-the new stair that were
being recruited at the faeility, and the student volunteers from the untii-
versit v. started to institute'a series of new programs. Basically, tile
philosophy that Westfield is operating under is very, very close to the
previous speaker Mr. Wolfe's philosophy, one of trust, respect, and
respollsibil itv.

We have instituted programs where Youth are going out on work
relealsl during the day find returning ill the evening. We have insti-
tuited a free school where students cojiae in and (10 tutAoriug. The youth
go dowu tairs to the classrooaus in the facility-can go at any tilll' an(d
)ecome involved with educational subjects based upon their' own per-

ceiVed educational needs.
We have instituted a school release program where the youth re-

ferred from the juvenile court, will I)e kept in their own school systems.
We bus them back to their school system during thw day and pick them
uIp in the afternoon and bring then back to Westfield 13etention (enter
for their evening stay.

rhe youth havle designed, directed aml(, ale now producing their own
play. It is called "A. ' rip for Teens.' They have shown it at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, American International College, I I1aapshiro
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College. tind have gone out to a couple of neighborhood youth corps
groups in the area.

Basically, the. Jply is about how kids get busted and some of the
problemss they are having as juveniles struggling in their communities

and with their families.
We have instituted a number of hiking. outing groups. and routinely

there are trips going out all over western Massachusetts for rock climb-
ing, hiking, overnight ('ain ig 1nd things of that nature.

The changes at Westfield revolvd around a daily living. grioup,
Everybody in the facility meets for 1 hour during the day. The
meeting hias n. threefold purpose: one is changing the rules anl
policies of the institution. getting rid of arbitrary rules, not just to gt,rid of arbitrary rules but to come up, in fact. wit'h a meaningful alter-

native. An extmlple of that. woll Ix, where the youth l)ropos'd ill a
group meeting about 2 months ago to stop censorship of mail. In uuost
correctional facilities censorship of mail is all important i-su,'. The
youth had to come up with a viable alternative and present the pro-
gram on how they would deal with the issue, for instance, of contra-
hand coming in and out of the facility, they presented their pmop~osed
alternatives a.nd the way they would'monitor the alternative and the
program was implemented.

The second prl)os of the group meeting is Program planning. If
the youth, for exnple, wants to go out on a hike. they vould pIropose
it, in1 the group meting and then they would write basic prol )osal ill-
cluding the staff coverage or student volunteer support. and the.y take
off on their trip.

The third purpose of the group meeting is to (lea with behavior in
the building. Behavior such as the three instances of drugs coming into
the building in the last year. dealt with ini the group meetings.

The last, point I would like to make relates to the staff of Westfield
Detention Center, Westfield has, traditionally, under the previouss
philosophy, attracted what would be normally considered at traditional
juvenile supervisor. One example was a staff member referred by a
l)oAitical contact because he was an ex-alderman, felt that the only way
he could deal with a juvenile between the ages of 7 and 1" was
with a blackjack, and he carried a blackjack in his back pocket. In the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts it is illegal to even have one in your
possession. He was brought up on charges by the previous superin-
tendent, and the most they could do was. under civil service stipula-
tion, tell him not bring th, blackjack into the institution when dealing
with the children.

There is now a new l)hilosol)hv. We are attracing a whole different
brTd of personnel and Chip is an example of that new breed.

Over the last 9 months, since we have started the changes inside of
Westfield Detention (enter. every person who has been hired (on the
floor has conic in with a minimum of a bachelor's degree. They are
taking home $89.11 a week. They are willing to volunteer and donate
their time because they feel they can work *iith kids.

Senator li-vi. Baelor degree personnel at $89 a week?
Mr. I)WE. Yes. The salary at Westfield for a juvenile sU)ervisor,

take-home pay, is $89.11.
Mr. AstIwux. $81.
Senator BAY'. That is tak,,-lomc: pay?
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Af r. DYE. 'hat is take-home pay.
Senator Bkyu. All right. Let me ask you a little more about that.
What is the average age?
Mr. DYE. Of the juvenile?
Senator Bkvi. No, no, the staff.
Mr. T)-,. I think our oldest is 24. The majority are between the ages

of 20 to 23.
Senator B,%Yjr. While we are on these questions, why do not I

proceed to try to tie everything together?
Ilow long have you beeui operating this new plan?
Mr. I)Y. Under the new philosophy since last July when the previ-

,ous superintendent left.
Senator BAY1I. So. you have not had quite a year at it yet.
What has been the staff turnover during that period of time?
Mr. DYw. The staff has not turned over as significantly as we would

like to see it turn over, because many have got a vested interest in
their careers. However, we have beei able to bring in a number of
stalf members aboar(l, and, roughly, I would guess, that number to
be al)out 2() people.

Senator BYI. You say there isn't sufficient, turnover. Do von
meai that, there are soiIe people who are still there from the 'old
philosophy?

Ifr. )m,:. Very 1 much so.
Senator BAYIi. I was wondering if you (.old give us your assess-

ment with less than a year's experience on stalling juvenile facilities.
I would not tlink you'would want a revolving stall' once you get ea-
1)l h 1peol)le, do vou? And the salary. I just wondered if a lack of
higher renmuneration is going to )e a problem over time to continue
to "ltain the kind of people ee(led for these institutions?

Mr. DY.. I would start with the l)remise I would like to have a
revolving staff. I think that one of tile l)rol)lems of correctional insti-
tutions is, in fact people get locked in to a role or a Job for too
iany years, and it becomes easier to (leal within th( issue than it is to

deal'with the needs of an individual juvenile. And after you have
been on the floor at West field 1)etention Center. or any other corree-
tiered institution, over the course of a year you start handling things
a little ea'vier to make tihe job much .asmer rather than trying to strug-
gle with the needs of an individual juvenile.

So, I personally, would be struggling with a model where you do
have revolving staff. not mei.essarilv revolving out for the sake of turn-
over. but providing options for sta[fl' who want to advance themselves,
and go omi for fulher education.

The fact. that most of the new staff cofiiing in with undergradmiate
deg l'es now allows its the opl)ortunity to provide a graduate l)rogram
for them at the Vni ,ersitv of Massach1usetts. to pursue an advanced
degree and work themselves off the floor of Westfield and out into
the community to help do community programing and let a new
vro il)of people cole into Wvestfivld to deal with the changing needs
of changing youth.

Senator R,\-u. But how often do you want to revolve the staff?
Mr. MYE. I think the pers,m on Ite floor of Westlilhl for a yena'

starts to b),'cou(' reilmlente(l in thei ' apL)'oa('h towari'd dealing ;vitih
jilvenilhs.
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Senator BAmYI. How long does it take to train someone who comes
out of Boston College with a B.A. in English or something like, that?

How long does it take to train that individual to do the job at
"Westfield? .

Mr. lDw. Maybe it. would be good at this time to give this to the
juvenile supervisors who are there and also the students volunteer
who are on the floor of Westfield and have had an opportunity to get
the training that West field offers. Chip?

Mr. AsiiwiF.r. When I first started working at Westfield, I came in
under the model of the old superintendent. and at that time what hap-
pened was that I came in on a Saturday morning and they handed
me a set, of keys an(d sent me downstairs to the recreation room, and at
that point it was learn and survive.

Your responsibilities. lsically, were to maintain control of the
kids, to weed out any kind of fighting or violence. This actually oiffy
took al)out 2 hours of your 8 hour shi ft, and you began to wonider what
to do with the other 61hou1. When you got to know the kids on a better
level, and you began asking if you could take them out and do stuff,
however, this was generally refused. The more time that you put
in on the floor the sooner you learn. It takes about :1 months before
you realU-umlerstand what's happening, however the kids will make
surle that you learn quielyh : they are good at that.

Senator B.Ayn. Now, let me make sure that the record accurately
describes the change at Westliefl.

You (les(,ribed the detention home earl ier,
What is the average stay iow for a volng person that is sent, there?
Mr. IyE. The change in July also brought about a change in deal-

ing with juveniles at West field.
'IThere was an a(lministrative decision that was made in Boston not to

refer kids to institutions like Lyman or Roslyndale. So, what, we have
done is made a concentrated etfort to maintain the youth in western
AMassalchusetts who are ('1om1itted to the dthl)a-It ient of youth serv-
ices. This automatically increased the stay at Westfield. 11owever, it
is the policy of tie dle)ariment not to keel) a youth more than 3 nionthis
in an institutional setting. When the youti homes s into the facility, staff
)egin to generate a program of l)la:ement back in their own comnmu-

nil v, (levelo)ing a foster home. or trying to open ul) the doors of a
group home for a youth if that is what the youth needs.

Senator l1.kvir. Back in the home community ?
Mr. I)YE. We would like to. However. sonie of the home communities

are not prepared to deal with that. One example of that is Seneca.
One of the options that. she has available fori her is tie Institute for
Living at Yale University which was generated by a staff member,
)ut, that would not take her back to her' home community of Spring-
field.

But, again, the Institute for Living offers a program which might
fit some of Seneca's own personal needs.

Senator B,\Jim. Could I just talk to the young people?
Your first name is Seneca ?
Miss PXT'TmusoN. Seneca.
Senator BAmr. You are in Westfield now ?
Miss PAWrEISON. Yes I am.
Senator I i. o IIow long have you been there?
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Mi&% PArRsoN. About 4 months.
Senator BAYi. Four months. And your home is in Springfield?
MIS PAT'RRSON. Yes. it is.
Senator BAYIr. IHow lojig have you been involved with-
Miss PArrRIA). The law?
Senator BAYH. The law,
Miss PATpVRrsow. Since I was 9 and a half.
Senator J3\Yi. Is it fair to ask you how old you are now?
Miss PATTrRSON. Sixteen.
Senator BAY!!. Sixteen?
What was the flist thing that happened wrong?
Miss PATrTRSOw. I stole some English muffins from the store, and

I got caught.
Senator BAYI, Nine and a half, and you stole some English muffins?

What. did they do to you?
Miss PA -rTSON. Theyi kept me down at the police station, and I

went to court the next day. and then I went home, and I ran away,
and I got put in Westfield.

Senator BAYH. How old were you when you first were sent to
Westfield?

Mis9 PATTERsow. Ten.
Senator 3ArIt. 'Ten? Wem you living with your parents-
Miss PArrFnso.. Yes, with my mother. I whs just living with my

mother, because my mother and father were separated.
Sueator BAYH, At. that age, 10?
Miss PAqrERSON. Yes.
Senator BAY!!. Do you have any brothers or sisters?
Miss Pq-MRsON. Yes.
Senator B,%m, How many?
MiF:s PArrvitsox. T have two brothel,5 and one sister.
Senator BAT!!. Two brothers and one sister. And what did your

mother think about your being sent to Westfield?
Miss PArrnsoN. Well, at. least, I was safe: an(l, then. I started

running away after that and she got worried. I think the State thought
it would be better if I stayed in Westfield because it might teach me
a lesson, but it did not.

Senator B.ArTI. Now. as I understand it, at that time Westfield was
just a detention center?

Mr. DyE. That is right.
--Senator B,%vir. Did you go to another institution after you were

sent to Westfield?
Miss P.\,rrEnsoN, When T was 12, T did not want to go home so, they

put me in Worcester, and som of my friends left to go to Lancaster,
so I wanted to e with them and I went to Lancaster. I staved there for
a year auld a half, and then they let me go home, providing that I be
good, and I was not. So, I had to come back, and r was only home for
2 weeks.

Mr. Dyr,. Lancaster is the industrial school for girls In the State of
Mas-Aechusetts.

Senator BATH. What do you think of this new program that is at
Westfield now?

You were there before under the old program and now you are there
under the new program.
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Ilow dooU compare the new program?
Miss P,'rmEsox. I think it it better now. People understand. They

talk to you; people did not understand before because every little
wrong thing you do, they just lock yoi up in your room.

Senator .BAY!. Did you have a foster mother or something like
that?

Miss P3.v.tsox. No; I did not want one.
Senator BAY i. Pardon?
Miss P.vrrinsox. I do not want that.
Senator BAYII. When you have Iroblems like most 16-year-olds

have-and it bas been i long time since I was 16. lut I am suire I had
my share of problems-and you find that you need somebody to talk to,
to whom do you go?

Miss Pl1a' .lso,;. I do not go to anylbodv. Well, sometimes I do. lit
if it is one of my worst problems I keep it to myself and I do not tell
anybody.

Senator BAYII. Do you not want to go back with your mother?
Miss Prrimtso.. ln'a way, yes- and in a way, no.
Senator BAYu. Are you studying anything?
Miss PM-rvnsox. No.
Senator BAYI. At Westfield? Do you think you ought to learn

something, I mean some trade or something?
Miss9 PAi'ErnsoN. Yes, I think so.
Senator BAY!. And get an education ?
Miss PAWRsoN. Yes.
Senator BAYH. Anything particularly you want to doI
Miss PArrERSOX. I want to be it policewoman.
Senator BAY!,L You want to be a policewomanI
Miss PATTnSOS. Uh-huh.
Senator BAYR. You have to get a high school education, I suppose,

to be a policewoman.
Miss PATrERsO.N. I know.
Senator BAY]t. Are you going to tackle that?Miss PmTT~nSON. I amp going to try after I think about it.
Senator BAY!!. All right.
Mr. Reis, you were a student coordinator or working on an ad-

vanced degree; is that right?
Mr. Rm's. I am a graduate student in urban education.
Senator BAY!I. What does a student coordinator do?
What do you do specifically, if I may ask?
Mr. Rms.4Well, I had 3 years' experience working with the student

activities office at the university, coordinating volunteer, in Springfield.
I attended the seminar last suminmer, and got involved with the West-
field program, they wanted a volunteer program for Westfield, so
with the resources that are available for student, groups and I got
together with some other students and developed the juvenile oppor-
tunities extension program.

Senator BAYj. Now, are you staff coordinator on a voluntary basis?
Mr. Rvas. Yes; however, I was suffering from a little economic pres-

sure, so they offered me a staff position with most of my respon-
sibil ities being tied in with helping coordinate other students.

This semester I will be phasing myself out of that obligationi be-
cause eventually, the student activities programs at the University of
Massachusetts can support themselves.

84-522-73-10
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Senator B.mi. How many hours a week did you serve?
Mr. Rs. In that capacity?
Senator BlAvYi. Yes. Was that a full-time job?
Mr. Rls. I consider myself fairly efficient at doing the job, so I

did not spend that much timie. I would say 15 to :30 hours during a very
busy week where you have to make schedules for orientation sessions
l)uting lids in newspapers an( running art ivies for student a,.tiities
or volunteer groups.

Student groups emnating from college eampiuves, I feel, have a
Soplhistication that very few )eo)le are willing to recognize.

For example. the university of Massachusetts, with a catipuls pI)opl-
lation of 18,000. we have it Iw5 11 er neiwrultion itow close to 20,10)0,
1l1)h we have a radio state ion which was putting out a thousand watts
of stereo this suinter.

Svnlator B.%)11. Hlow mnany students were vou coordinating?
Ar. i . Well, I t ic last year or about 'November we had about

2Ol( people dowvn anyvlere front I to 20I hours a week.
Seltator K%1i I. And you were liin(1Iig all of tliese yourself?

Ir. his. No. ',sset iillv, what I did was find interested people al-
ready goi hg down tlier'e 1111i1 I worked witih tihem. and set I) tie strmc-
tuie bY whi ic e the sliohl operate, 1111 theti silt this semester ltore
or less in gettiitg the stuldeits most interested in tihe Irograi1) till to-
gf'lte.r to ttke over the liloizrtiin. ,sste nilllly wlhlit t ley iI-(- dotllg is
Pl'lli l it heilt' el'es il lhe oi'giilli,1tiOli 1)ipv'tS of 1 Pil nliiig it \oltiltl elr

group frol 1i (i1nii1il1 ii1)i it cmu it ilhs awaiy I'rol l Ihe eteliltioli cellter
ind, liV roh is plit attendlitg to details.Selmilmr B.ll.i ,llihe, whuat ire v-out,ilt iis.

Ili.is (B.\.M A\ illl,;. iotli I've 1111(d 1l re ill tlie Action pro l' rniii an1111 d Ii
-tc'iyitv posjtiojn iltclu(l(. WOlkiitg It tile lnlli'ersityv ti o W('p ,-

t h , ~ ~ ~ ~ P hh e)i , ( f i e | l ( g l i l I l e [ d d e v \ e l o p ) i s i i i 'e s M vl l ' i a l l t l ' a l mi l l n
v.eliler at th til l iver. '.It\ wh'ich' is ,11ppllo~ed to olpen ll ) ill flte niirl fil-

ture si- o SOolli its thi' lliidtg Stli'ts. Ti. Jpi'ogrliili is goilig to havet', lit
illY given liie 1 jii'iies wIoi) will collie to tilt' 111liiversit v and five ill
ia C loui't, siinili ll' IC) a roollili ii it i reg lir college Stildent.

Tlere art 12 students who liive ileen worlklig with Larry I)ve
i'(ildel viiiil shinc',. Nov'm lil er, all1( I tiese .4 ldell.s will .i lll .otit' \ lil
for -iII iidefiite period of tiie Ilased oil the iidivihlil iteeds o' f tile
vllil .

l itrlt 110W. ti iis will IIt 1111 exl lll'PinlnI ti'lll Irgriaili lastil g for a yea r.
One of the ljlior epllj1iis.es of tie u'ograill will lie the 1-to-I

rl'lt iCli iii witii ttl' sttldt'nt idvocite. A lot (If tlings to 1ie used ill
this Irograiln are based oil te J()E II prl'ogiillit coitliCted it the
lnii rsity wats based on t 1-to-i relationshipp. )uriig the JI ()E II

progiil IlliiV rooiiillate ittld I ich ilil ia fost'ier daigite'.
Sellator KA1-i1. What veal. in school ire ,Vel)3
Miss (L\.m.\'ii. I iln 111i01ior.

'14,ittor BAY ii. A junior .

Lee, is t that PrettyN wcll what VoII do ?
Mfiss LEll'or. No. IW 11, y job is i 1 ittle d| i l'ertlit.
I work through the sai int' C'gllizatiloll, oli\- I worl'at Wvtil'ld

Detention lt('t'c'r ol the floor llitti in, ill .lh iotliS 'itre settIli ulp
ac' iviti.,' in thli bliillg mitd talkittg to t he kids. lit ,Janitary I stal' ld
with ,1a11 'e' l1 ai yas iili iy(ot voc'ate, in the ,J)E I I pl'Ogliinit fbr lhe first.
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imi6nth, my full-tine responsibility was to live with one youth and to
work ol her placemelit. And to try and develolj sont kind of relat ion-
shli) with her. lhen I joined the action program and started working
at Westfield.

Now, I have another youth staying with ie, pending, her more per-
mannt placement, io.tiv becalise she had been sitting in Westfi,,lI
for abolt :1 months, and 1er placement was not going to be available
for another 2 nionths; so, I took her home for the time being.

Senator B.YIu. What year are you now ?
M iss lTi'i'o. .11 liior.
Senator B.YIi. ,Junior? Now, you say you took her home. Tell me.

wh(re is your room at school '.
Miss f4lElarro. I live in a house. It is like a duldex house, And I live

with another Action sttileit who also has a youth living with her, so
lte two girls have a room and we, each. have a room.

Senator B.vYi. What is your general relationship, both of you?
iere, you take a girl that is from quite a different Ilmckgrouni! from

0itlwie' one of you. alld you try to lhe lp the girls Illove ill a different
diretion than they otherwise woull go. What is your general rea,-
t ion ? (Can it work ?'

Miss Ivirro. Yeah: I think it can work. I have been involved in doing ,
it oil it temi lorarv basis. 'lu first girl I had for 6j weeks And flow I
hav'e the ot her gfrl who will be staving nayle 2 months. So, illy job
has not 1been to tal over as a perlitia Ieut inot her or soil etl ing, b)it
*Jost to (stallish a rehationslijl) iln(I try to get to knlw the-ir'son a1n1d
ielp iug theii into ia more eriilaiei lit place w(' r 'r they conl 1d live
lin d try to iiove theitit froii ili institution to sonil\ewhere else. I do this
throllugh getting to know tilil and trying to understand wiliere they
COil Idlive and wit tlieir lroblemis 11ic. A nl I thinly that c'ani work.

I think that even the age spaln of i college stildent alld aIt vil;eile
in the detentionl ieiter is good for de\veloinig somie kind of i liug-
sister reltioiship.

Senator K,ii, ha'lit (1o vou think. ,Janice?
Miss (.mi.\'ilF. Yes. DI)Iyinr the ,lo II Conference. I lid ,I virl

who is 13. 2Ani(1 toward the elf(rof tite conferencee I assisted hvr little
friel( who is also 1:8. Wlien tle col ferelnce had ended. tlieir jilce-
niellts were not Ieaidv yet becallse they we'e siilposed to be going to
foster holes. 'luli'tl ih lived with nvly roonate and I for i little
ovr two And i al i1mniths.

And jist looking it that kind of ani experience. heing awlre of
wliere tile are. :iliftheir lives 2A2id their b1ckui'ollid compared to my-
self, beilg a student with mv b krollilnd. think was reilly i L ,oo
thling, Fi ist. beilue from tleir point of 'iew whilt I wilS sii)pol
to he dolilg with tltein. wAIts lilding a one-to-one relationship. iil(1
I would 4av it did reallyv work. T still have contact with lIV ht:.
'I'hev will all till(i 1( coili over, ald we will do thill.4 toget her.
And from that lperspective it is real a rood thing.

Dee )ep. who was iy first foster danglihter, hlad a lot of problems
At hlnme. I was be)(giliing to work tlirotrli ;olie thlin s with her whenii
site went home for a weekeni. When ,he 1vaae back, she stated Ole
hld bel beaten u) by her mother and her sisters, and I took l'~l' to
Ili, ho!pitidI. From IbIis experience and other discussions we lauilt 11)
a lasting relationship.
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Throughout the time my roommate and I had the foster daughters,
we would sit around and just talk, and sometimes, you could see, that
it made a lot of difference to them because we were close to them in
age. I think our proximity in age is all advantage, because we could
remember how it was, not long ago, when we went through the same
kinds of adolescence and childl iod, certainly not as severe, but noine-
theless with some of the same problems.

I think, from my point of view, working with kids in this way,
was a very good experience. I think I might have gotten a lot more
out of it than they did, because in the university right now is a totally
academic )rogralm, yet everybody says that education should be
relevant. A reil eductition is supposed to bring something out of you
to stimulate you an1d to make you think. Right now the Action stu-
dents and the student volunteers, are stimulated and committed,
there are definite changes in our lives. It is not just courses that you
can drop, it is something that you will never forget.

Some of us have even (hanged our majors to u)veuile delinquency
which is something I never would have done iAT had not had this
experience be iniug last January.

And I thin one of the most important things I call really see com-
ing out of the whole thing is a real neces'ity for universities to got
some outside funding to allow students the opportunity to participate
in voluntary services, because there is an incredible wealth of people
yearning to do something that is a real thing, that will have a real
lml)act on other people's problems and their own, and up to the pres-
ent time it has not really Wxen effective in doing that.

Senator B,ii, Is it' enough to be involved in changing the life of
one person over a 3 months or 6 months' period? Is that enough, in
your judgment?

Miss GUA.cIM I am not saying that is enough. I say that is what
is going to start you. You start with the fact that-

Senator BAYMi et me rephrase the question a little bit, because
voung l)eople are out there listening, and they want to make a new
and better world and I want to help open up the doors to make--
that possible. I just, wondered how your contemporaries feel about
whether there is really enough to turn them on given the state of the
world if they can change the life on one person-just change the life
of one person?

Is that enough to keep a volunteer interest in students and keep them
coming back ?

Miss G, 4 ,r .. Sure, because if you have really big programs it is
going to take a lot longer to see yourself making any headway in
the bigger problems. One of the things that gets you: I renwuiher
one da'y I was going in the offie to work on some juvenile delinquen, y
materid, and Ihad a letter from one of the kids that I had; it really.
made a big difforence. that one little thing, to kind of keep you going,
to ret a letter from your kid.

So, I think, if you had the chance to make ati effect on just one kid's
life, it really is important.

Mr. RsI. I would like to say that I am a little older than Janice. so
I think my feelings are a litth more, say, practical, and I really think
that that letter is enough to turn on a smile.
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.11t I definitely feel that tile han(lical)s of public volunteer 'oups
is the fact that students know what thev need to run the program
effectively l however. t he resources are hnaking.

What 1 amf saying basically is that maybe when you are, considering
legislation, and especially when monvy is going to a uivesity or in
the lmumaiiit'ies, that you make a specific community service program as
part of any wogram.
. Senato: Wvrmr. Well, Paul, we have ignored you. Give us the benefit
of vour experience.

Mr. , L.x. Well, right now. I am under sort of a temporary/)lae(,-
ment. I am livinur with Larry Dve. and I am committed to the Youth
Service Board. The first time I came associated with Westfield wits
aliout a year and a half ago, and this was when peol)le like Chip were
ho4 here vet.

Senator BAyIr. Wliitt did volt (10 on that first occasion?
Mr. Km.t,. The original (charge was overintoxication.
Senator BA-r. How old wer( you at the time .
Mr. KELLY. Sixteen. From thire, I was sent to court and adlinitted in".iirf to having a drug proIblem, and I was sent to a (hlg rehabilitation

center where I (lid not get along too well. I stayed there for about 2
months, and I (lid not feel it was helping lme: so. I quit amd I went back

hIoeaW, and I got "busted" again. Front there I was sent )ack to West-
fiehl on nit appeal, because they committed mhe. and I did not want to go.
sol ,ppealed. I spent about 5 months in Westfield. WN hen T first went in
the stall was (ontrol-orientate(l. a controlled orientated staff, and itwas
pi1t not working o1t. '[here was no kind of relationship between the
t-iai and the kids and I just felt that, it was not worth being there. 1
ilti nnt know, but I thought, they were doing nothing for me.

B1 t-I gluess, in tle spring I year ago-I wvnt to the University
of ,Massaclhlsetts, to a semninwr that they had on crinle and[ delinquency,
amld I found that. a lot of p()ple there( really were turned on to the idea
(f ,'lialgin time in'4tituitioms. and froni there I got involved with chang-
ing W estfiiel and I think it wits.

I got out from my appeal last May. and from there T % ent to an f ut-
ward Bound school, 1-furricane Island. and when I got, back from there
I was doing volnnter work at Westfield during the summer. Then,
I guess last September, I went hack home, and I had taken somn'
,l1r.11 and it was an overdose, and1l, they had to take me to the hospital.

'len the court. sent tie to another'(1ug rehabilitation ('enter that
wN'o located right in my ol city. I staved there several months, I felt
they% could do iimeh more for 'lie tha'n my previous experience with
(rlig programs. And after 7 months I felt I waR ready to go. but
the .id iiot, and wien I got oiut, things jiut did not tuirn out right.

- T, (Irug program did not'. sUlpport mu, ait all. Thev said that I would
not make it, that I vould go back to drugs. and then I had some hassle
at lone, and all at once, I .tarted g ett,ig high again.

Senator BAY'rm. What. kinds of drugs were vou1 using?
Mr. KEI.x. Well, just. More i'e(Vut ones were barbiturfites. They had

found ot--I guess the courts had found out--that I was getting high
aiain. and from there they sent me back to Westfield, and I speilt
about a month and a half,'and from there I went to Larry Dye's.

Senator BATH. Paul, where did you get those barbiturates
Mr. KELLY. Pardon?
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Senator BATH. Where (1d you get the )arbiturates that you got
high on?

Mr. KLiv. I just got them frnom friends on the street.
Mr. B.mir. ]hw hard is it to get drugs, Paul?
Mr. KrELL. It is not hard.Senator BTH. In other words, on see. our committee, and I person-

ally, have been very much interested in trying to (10 something about
the barbiturate problem. It is interesting that You tire here to give us
your thoughts about how we can better deal with the problems of young
people in ienal institutions and then find that your problem is di-
rectly related to the use of barbiturat.es. We are trying to solve it an-
other way, and it just goes to show how related a lot ofthese problems
are.

You just picked up the barbiturates oil the street, and probably you
could buy them inexpensively?

Mr. KELLY. Yes.
Senator BIyI. You (lid not have to have a prescription or go to tle

doctor?
Mr. KEjLY. No. There were times when I bought them from people

who had prescriptions for them.
Senator D.YUii. And how many pills would you take a day?
Mr. KEiLJX. Well, I gum-:e& a year and a alf ago when I first got

busted. I was taking about 20.25 a. (lay.
Senator BAYJI. Taking 20 or 25 a lay? You were popping those?-

You were not shooting them?
Mfr. KELLY. No; I was popping them.
Senator BATH!. Taking 20 or 25 a day ? How many did von take, whenl

you had the overdose? How did that come about ?'Were you drinking
at the time ?

Mr. Kimiay. No, no.
Senator BAyIt. Was it an accidental overdose or-
,Mr. KELIy. Yes. It was just that I had not done barbiturates, and I

started using them again, and I was not using as many as I had previ-
ou.s to that.

Senator B3,mr. You had not. built up the tolerance?
Mr. Kilax. Right. I wits taking sevxpn or eight a day, I guess, and

one. day-I guess it was on about the third day of the spree, I took,
I do not know, maybe 13 or 14. and I woke u) in the hospital a colle
of (lays later.

Senator Bvwi. Do you feel that the way the program is being run at
Westfield now that Vou have less need for (lrugns?

Mr. KELT,Y. I am sorv. I d(ld not hear that.

Senator Bvti. The w'ay that tile program is being run at Westfield
now, (1o you ever feel th'at your problems are being resolved so tlat
o0u1 (10 n1)t have, to rely on barbiturates to help you ? Or what (10 You

fel about the new program ?
M r. KeLl. Wel. I guess that. I would not have been here-if I obvi-

orusly did not like it, from the beginning. I guess there were. just times
when I had been working with the new prograln and there were things
we. disagreed on, those were the times I felt like doing drugs. There
were sometinws when I did use drugs while I was working there, but
not, while I was in the building; I would do them when I went back
home.
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Senator BAYII. )o you Iave one person now that you sort of have as
a foster parent or counselor? Mr. Dye?

Mr. KELLY. Yes.
Senator BA1vi. Where is your home? Are you from Springfield?
Mir. KELLY. No, I am from'Pittstield.
Senator BAYJI. Pittsfield ? IIow large is Pittsfield?
Mr. K, Y. 57,000 peol)le., something like that.
Stnator BAll. Ald it is not hard to get barbiturates on tle street

in littsfield
Mr. l,-'l'ry. No.
Senltor Bkyll. Look, I would like to spell a lot itiore time, but I

have other resl)onsibilities that, I have to take care of. but I want to
thank all of you for contributing to our study here and for participat.-
hig in this Kind of a program. and it soun(is to me like it lits soic
great opportunities.

Mr. il . I would like to make a couple] of closing remarks, if I can.
I think the thing we are struggling with at W estfield is breaking up

some of the traditional myths of corrections.
()ne of the myths that 1 see is very much an old-line myth, and that

is. that corrections is in COml)Otition with police officers and firemen
for correctional personnel, and that staff have got to be of a certain
size and weight. We had one person that was actually turned down for
a position because he was not big enough. If you went under the pre-
vious philosophy, that is.

Senator BAvu. To handle 12-vear-olds?
Mr. I)h-. Yes. But even in corrections there is a myth that you have

got to be a certain size to be able to (leal with the individuals, and I
think that this is inaccurate. I think we can turn on a lot of students,
a lot of people in the community, to conie into these facilities and take
on roles as long as they see themselves as being connected with some-
thing that is success oriented and not failure oriented.

One of the big problems in corrections right now is that you have a
three-quarter percent failure rate, and nobody in a succe.s oriented
society such as we have today wants to join a ailiig 1)all game. They
are joining a staff or becoming a part of something that is a failure
So. if you Change the nammie of the game to become a helping institution
instead of just, a custodial one and change the philosol)hv thei you
will find a change in the personnel that cole to that facilitVy.

Ve have many people now coming to Westfield that lhave uder-
gradute degree s and master degrees. 'We have a l)Ciprson ga(llating
from the University of Hartford that is going to-come and work for a
year because he waits to l)ut in his 1 year of doing some kind of social
action, and then he will go off to l)lIst1e his future.

And they are willing to work for a year and to help one or two kids,
maybe.

Senator BAY1H. You ftel this type of short-term staff arrangement
provides the right kind of management and' the right kind of
supervision?

Mr. Di . Yes, I definitely (10.
Senator BAY1. You do not need a 20-year career?
Mr. DYE. Definitely not. I think the longer a person is in that posi-

tion, the more regimented they become. They find mechanisms to deal
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with tht kids, they set up long-term career status, and they are no
longer service oriented.

The second issue I would like to touch on is the issue of the way we
view the youth. We traditionally see delinquent kids as bad kids and
I think that is a fallacy. Most kids coming through the Westfield De-
tention Center made mistakes and had traumatic incidents in the com-
munity, but they got busted and got referred to Westfield mostly be-
cause they have not got $50. Most of the kids could be bailed out of
Westfield" Detention Center for $50, and that some how suggests there
is a lack of parental or economic support from the saintss back in the
community.

Now, the kids that we have got there have, in fact, had difltculties
in their lives, but I think that everybody has difficulties in growing up.
And what we are struggling with here is to not look at the Ids as
being bad kids, but what they are. people that have trauma. Paul came
in, and lie was a part of Westfield for a while, and lie got out and had
a traumatic experience in the conunnity, and so lie comes back in.

And we should not look at him as a recidivist, as a guy damning
himself. We have to say: "Look, Paul is back, and now let us try and
work out something else. What we generated the first time did not
work, and let us try and work something else through rather than
looking and sainjg, "Gee, you made a mistake:and you are back again,
so you are a bad kid."

The second part of that is when you look at what is happening in
Westfield, you will find kids coning through the system two or three
times; and when we deal with an issue of recidivism, for example, we
have-got kids that really have been damaged by that system.

They are 8, 9, 10, or il years old, and they have been in there or 3
years. Consequently, from my perspective, you havo to allow them the
opportunity to come back and make mistakes in that community and
then help them grow through those mistakes.

And that is what we are struggling with at Westfield.
The third issue, which is a myth in corrections, is the issue that you

have to have custody. you have to sit on top of these people, you have
got to have regimentation and control, you have got to maintain the
flow of searching kids coming in and out of a facility.

If. in fact, we spread the responsibility out among the youth and
say, "Look, you know you have got to become managers, you know you
have got to take responsibility for your own life,' they will, in fact,
do that.

As Paul said, lie will use drugs in the community, but he will not
bring any drugs to Westfield Detention Center, and hie knows that that
is part of the ball game. They will take the responsibility, and they
will keep the drug out of the building. They will take the responsi-
bility, if granted. So -you do not have to set tip the traditional mecha-
nisms andcause censorship of mail and shaking people down, coming
in and out of facilities, and imposing those custodial kinds of treat.
ment. They are not necessary in corrections.

The third, or the last, area that I would like to highlight is allowing
the youth or the offender an opportunity to really participate in dec.
sion'making. If you have got an institution and it is being run as a
traditionalinstituti6n, and you go run through a series of hurdles,
what you are struggling with is getting youth to start designing the
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rules of government inside their own facility so they can participate in
actual decisioninaking and responsibility on a routine basis.

And that becomes important for management of this kind of facility.
That is why Chip and the guys and the staff there really get turned

on, because they can exchange with the kids, and they do not have to
move kids around. The kids are participating and the staff is partici-
pating, and it becomes a healthy environment for growth instead of
a repressive environment where i hev start damaging kids.

Senator BAl-m. Well, thank you very much. I wish we had more time
to continue.

Seneca, one last question: Why did you take those muffins I
Miss PATTeRSON. Because I liked them so much. I used to love them

when I was little.
Senator BAYH. Didn't you have them at home T
Miss PArEISON. I do not know. I do not remember. All I lkow is

that I used to go in the store and get them all of the time.
Senator BAyH. Thanks to all of you, and I do appreciate your being

here.
(Mr. Dye's prepared statement and attachment is as follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Us. LARRY Dyr, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY
OF N.IASOAC1USETTS: COORDINATOR OF PROORAUS, WESTFIELD DETENTION CENTFA
(Aco.PANIEV BY MARGARET NuUENT, GEoRGE ASE\WELL, JANICE GASiACE,

ERNEST RETS)
INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the problems of crime and delinquency have become a
national priority; some would even go so far as to say "that juvenile crime In
this country Is reaching crisis proportions." l)uring the past ten years, arrests
of Juveniles for violent crimes Inerensed by 148% and arrests of juveniles for
property crime, such as burglaries and auto theft, jumped 85%. The Uniform
Crime Report compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation indicates that
In 1060 over half, (51.4%), of all arrests were accounted for by persons under
the age of 25. In some categories of criminal behavior, youth virtually hold a
monopoly. For instance, 87.7% of the arrests for motor vehicle thefts and 83.5%
of the arrests for burglary involved persons under the age of 24.

Statistically, youtli are responsible for a substantial and disproportionate part
of the national crime problem. However, even with these alarming statistics, it
should be remembered that the majority of crimes in the United States go unde-
tected. The statistics also show that one in every six boys will be referred to a
juvenile court for an act of delinquency before his 18th birthday, and the Presi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice cites that:
"Indeed, self-report studies revealed that, perhaps, 00% of all young people
have committed at least one act for whlicl they could have been brought to
juvenile court." Presently, law enforcement agencies are being allocated signifi-
cant funds devoted to the procuring of additional personnel and equipment in
order to increase their effectiveness in surveillance and detection methods. Better
surveillance and detection will result In the apprehension of a larger number (of
those 90% of the country's youth, who have self-admittedly committed an offense
which could get them sent to a court of law.

At the present time, the Juvenile System is not prepared to deal with the
problems of Juvenile offenders, The President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice, the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
and Training, the Children's Bureau of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, the National Council on Crime aud Delinquency and numerous
other organizations have begun to document the inadequacies of programs and
the atrocious conditions which prevail In our Juvenile justice system. Jails are
totally unprepared and unable to deal with the problems of Juvenile offenders.
Very frequently first term young juveniles who have been picked up for such
things as runway, truancy, or petty thief, are being thrown in with hard-core
convicts and long-term repeaters. Overcrowding and understanding have led to such
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scandalous conditions that robbing, beatings, and rape, within many institutions,
are not uncommon.

Tile Juvenile Court systems are not only overloaded in terms of the number
of youths awaiting trial, but they are also confronted with the lack of available
resource.s to effectively provide treatment for those who have already been coil-
mitted. A three.year study conducted by the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency states that "about 8O% of the nation's Juvenile courts lack diag-
nostic and clinical services, most Judges are required to make their disposition
without sufficient information, and most Judges did not have the probation staff
to undertake 'on iunity--entered care.

Most correctional programs are either Ineffective or actually make the situn-
tion worse. '1he hard facts indicate tlint whmen tite system "resorts to incarcern-
lion wilee masquerading as rehabil station, (it) serves only to limrease our al-
ready critical crime rate by proviling new studen-ts for wlat have become lmtI-
tit lomial ized schools of crime," Most have uithiunated facilities and euulpniemt
ad inmaplpropriately selected lmrsonnel, who have no training to (10 the Job that
is required. t)nce committed to a correctional facility, tie majority of young
offenders tlwn hegin the vicious downward spiral of a criminal career. A follow-
ulp study of offlnder.A conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation showed
hat, three out of every four (71.3%) offenders under 20 years of age released

from the Federal Crininal Justice system in 1963 had been arrested on new
('bar'ges by 1969.

National organizations and lenders I juvenile delinquency prevention have
agreed that our present methods of dealing with youthful aid potential offenders
ire iloffectlvt and recognize the need foy' developing new alterntives. VIth these
alaring statistics, we've got to develop new and innovative technhilles in deal-
ing with tilt problems of tile offender. I think Dr. Miller, this morning, hias gone
over tilt, general jillosophy of the Department of Youth Services in the ('ommnon-
wealth of Massachusetts. What we would like to o, is lpre.mitt |odoy, two models
that. nre presently in operation iln Vestern Massachusetts: ole is operating Il
at small residential detention center and the other is a special program conducted
tit tite University of Massachusetts.

WESTFIEID DETENTION CENTER

Westfield Detention Center is a state operated, maxitnunt security facility tlt
is a little better than eight years old 0in(1 has a led capacity of 25, servicing both
boys and girls from the four Western Massachusetts counties. Tile Institution,
sinie its beginning, had been runii under what would be considered tie normal
philosophy of corrections. It was very much Iased on the control model. Exam-
les of that would be that tite youth were "doled out" three cigarettes a day
hased upon behavior; lockup was very much the rule and not necessarily the
exception. Tile youth were forced upon arrival at tile facility to le stripped of
their regular clothes and any personal items, and placed into state clothes. Clean-
liness was very inich the rule at tile center ; it was a well maintained, well oper'-
ated. very sanitary, and very bland institution. The resulting behavior was that
which you would find- in most istitutlons--fights, tensions, anxieties, black/
whit) confrontations, staff/hnmate dichotomies and situations where staff would
niot he talking to kids or kids would not talk to staff. This anxiety in lack of coml.
munlcations ultinimtely resulted in acting out behavior upon the youths' part.
Any youth who escaped from the facility -would be locked In a room for two
weeks. If lie wrote on tiot, walls, he would be in his room for three days; If lie
usled language which was unacceptable, lie would be in his room for a day. Again.
this kind of repression perpetuated a very high degree of tension and frustration,
and consequently, encouraged a lot of acting out behavior.

In July of 1971, the Superintendent left the facility, and a number of concerned
individuals started working at time ('enter to try and Implllement sollp of Dr.
Miller's plins. The new philosophy miller which the facility operates really is
one of participation, one of trust, and one of respect. Revolving around the new
philosophy are a number of programs very Important in the philosophy of cor-
rections, however, they are not new or innovative programs. For example, we
have instituted a work release program, i.e., a numbelr of youth from tile facility
uo out to work in trades everyday and return to tile Institution in tie evening.
We've incorporated an educational release program where a number of staff
members take the youth back to their own reslx-etive schools ill the community
every morning, pick them up in the evening, and bring them back to tile Deten-
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tion Center. We've instituted a free school, inside the facility itself, trying to
develop new ways of approaching the educational problems of disadvantaged
youth. We have Initiated a Weekend Leave programm where the youth once en-
tering the facility, and having been evaluated by the staff and other youths, the
youth becomes eligible for release on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. with a clear
understanding that he is going to be it his home in I lie community. This program
I geared toward bringing the youth back into his own family environment. The
second weekend he has an option to go out oil Friday afternoon and come Ick ot
Sunday, tle third weekend he'll again have the option to go out Frilay afternoon
and return on Sunday. Progressively, lie will extend tt(' stay iII hIs honte, while
11w center staff maintain conmunication with the pre'its and the courts, it alt
effort to evaluate the youth's progress in the comntunity. (For you ths who do not
have acceptable lome settings, we generate altet'native homes iii the way of
foster home plhcenemnts or alternative group homes for tile youth.) We have also
Instituted l'eguhi r activities of overnight eattaping. hiking and mountain climbing.
We've started an environmental prograin II tit 1lerkihii'e Mountains which is
gonig to lie runl along the basic )riiteililhs of an Oltward Bouind Irotralm. Ve've
worked out very close liaison with the l'nlversity of Massa('hlsetts where we
have been able to develop arts and (,rafts irogr mstns, aid social, educational. and
recreational programs, making use of the fatilitles at the University, rather
than creating or building the facilities with li it self-tcontailned inslititio:al
environiett.

The central mechanismn for making these and any other programs that we
lilliate work: is a dailly groip meeting Ili the facility. l.ch day fromt 1 p.m. to
2 p.m. there is a comuinlty group meeting where everylhing in tilt Imlding is
lip for negotiations. Including the rules mid regulations. lin that meeting everyone
is l)res(ent-the Sulerintendent, all tile staff mIemnl t ers who are 1on duty at tile
littl(, down to stildent volunteers, and youthful menlers of the Institutions. If.
tn fact, the youth feel that there is a rule. regulation, or activity which is ui-
just, they have the oplortunilty to ralse it in the group meeting and come up
with alternative and (tnstru'tive plans. rules or ltrog'ams whi(h would deal
with the problem that Is confronting tile comnutmunity lit tie tinte.

SUM M Ally

In the Summary there are three Important aspects which I would like to high-
light-they form a pattern of changee aid relate directly to thte following goal
established by time Department of Youth Servl'es Regl on One Iirector and itaff.

"To create situations whilh promote growth for those youth referred to us
and ourselves stu(hi-that we including youth) recognize and rateae alternative
decisions In any given situation and realize the consequences of each decision as
It, may affect ourselves. others, and society."

In the Westfield model, we have tried to move from the self-contained insti-
titional environment of a community based open environment, utilizing all tile
resource of tlihe surrounding comimuilities to develop educational, vocational,
re 'reational, social, an(1 cultural programs. We have moved in the model to re-
linquish the external institutional controls over the youth to allow the controls
to become internalized and an everyday pirt of the youth's life. Too often we set
up expectations for youth lin this age bracket. We're talking about youths 14. 15,
1; years old who we try to force Into models which tire Inconsistent with their
own life styles.

Our first assumption is that in ninny cases youth (from age 10 to 25) are good
decision makers. A large number of the youth who come to the facility on their
first offense usually are in on runaway or stubborn (hilid complaints. When we
go back Into the family environment and really assess what has transpired over
the 12 or 13 years of the adolescent's life. we find that a number of these youths
ire making very good decisions to get out of a very bad situation.

When the father Is an ahoholic and beats tile family, or the mother Is prosti-
tuting in the streets, or family violence is the rule. not the exception, we find
that the youth at 12 or 13 Is making a good decision to leave that environment.
However, the only alternative for the juvenile court Is to place tIme youth In an
Institution that was designed for punishment. Consequently. we end up punish-
Ing youth who are making very tough and extremely wise choices at a very early
age.

Ignoring this youthful trait, It is common practice it the correctional field to
place a youth lin a vocational program or an educational program after diagnosing
him, without the youth having anything to do with the decision. What we're
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trying to do is provide the opportunity for the youth to first, as they say, in tie
streets, "get his head together and be 16" or whatever the age. Once a youth has
got his head together, then he will start planning and preparing for his own
future.

We've moved away from the model which is geared toward isolating the
youth from the community to a model that strives to reintegrate the youth back
into his own community through a highly suliervised program.

The second important aspect of Westfield Is that we have changed the roles
of the staff members from custodial agents to facilitators, assisting the youth iI
making the transition from an institutional environment to a community on-
vironment. They've become negotiators for the youth with the school systems,
courts, employers, parents, and other social service agencies. This even extends
to the point where staff members have become involved with taking the youth
into their own homes to help understand him and assist in the adjustment back
into his own community.

I think that this is a very important issue because there is a myth in cor-
rections, and that myth is that when recruiting for potential correctional of-
ficers, corrections must compete in the work force applying for comparative roles
such as that of police officer and fireman. The myth is further perpetrated in the
fact that college educated persons are not going to come to work in the correc.
tional field because of the low pay scale. In a society as success oriented as
ours, young idealistic people have got to be able to see themselves performing
in a successful role. Consequently they're not attracted to the correctional field
because It is running at a 75% failure rate, and nobody wants to join a falling
system. When you allow the staff to become involved in what they would term
a success-oriented program, a program that's geared toward meeting the needs
of youth, you'll find very quickly that they're willing to work for $89.11 a week
(i.e., Vista, Peace Corps, etc.) New personnel hired at Westfield since the change
in programs have held a minimum of a bachelor's degree in the social sciences.

The staff at the Westfield Detention ('enter more often than not serve as modeLS
for the institution's entire youth population. Staff members have often become
involved with taking a youth into their own homes to help understand him and
assist in the adjustment back into his own community. However, there are some
aspects of this practice that are worth noting, and they relate directly to institu-
tions. Taking a youth home often breaks the monotonous routine of the institu-
tion, coupled with the lack of things to do. Taking a youth home gives him' or
her the luxury of a homnecooked meal-again a diversion from the institution.
Taking a youth home concentrates a staff member's attention on him. Most of
all, taking a youth home makes the youth feel "like a human belng"--as one boy
put it.

SUMMARY

Primarily what draws a highly qualified staff to the detention center is that
the program is success orientated meeting the needs of the youth. Another key
factor is that part of the success the Westfield program may be witnessing
Is that the program is changing and the staff are very much a part of that change.
This is essential to youthful college graduates who desire to make an impact on a
social problem-not to change for change's sake, but to change to grow mutually
(youth and staff), and most importantly to succeed at the job.

JOE II

The second program I would like to present is the Juvenile Opportunities Ex-
tension Program (JOE), a volunteer program conducted at the University of
Massachusetts. JOE is a student run organization which sponsored a month long
program for 90 youths from the Department of Youth Services. Time thrust of
the program focused on the closing (of several of the State's juvenile institutiots.
and as such, took the first step in abolishing punitive child maintenance aiid

',Incarceration:
For one month, these 99 children lived on or nearby the campus of the Uni.ver-

sity. Each youth was paired with n college advocate who had bekn previusly
selected on the basis of a questionnaire and personnel interview. One of the pro-
gram's main objectives was the development of a personal relationship to afford
the student knowledge of the youth's needs and wants. Wilh this awareness of
the youth's position, he could then work with him and the staff in designing a
program which will hopefully interest, enrich and satisfy the youth Involved.
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I'riliaps one of the more Lceurate perceptions of the advocate role would he that
of parent-involving a 24 hour a day commitment and a real concern for the wel-
fare of the youth.

During the week. there were several activity alternatives available. Each day
the conference had scheduled various speakers and related discussions. Topics
included covered the scope of problems the delinquent faces-home, drugs, drink.
ing, schools, courts and law. sex, self, etc. The purpose here was to help the youth
learn how to deal with many of the problem areas that would almost certainly
be Involved in his return to the community. Also, daily group meetings were held
*Ilth group leaders, advocates and youth In which all could discuss problems,
aii(overies, suggestions, etc. Evening and recreational activities were included.If an appropriate environment existed in the family setting, the youth was
allowedd to go home for the weekend. Where the situation made such a visit un-
feasible, the youth often went home with his advocate or just off on a fun week-
end somewhere.

Once a relationship was built. sufficient to allow the advocate some insight into
his Vouth. intensive work began on seeking appropriate home, school and Job
ihfeements.

"Of the 09 young men and women in JOE, 41 went back into their own homes,
11 were placed in foster care environments. 34 went to group homes .. , 7 were
rehirned to institutions, and 6 youths were listed as runaways.",

The following pages serve to supplement information concerning the JOE
conference.

Conference Chairman-Larry L. Dye. School of Education, University of
Mamachusetts, and Consultant, Department of Youth Services.

Program Coordinator-Ernest P. lels, School of Education, University of
Massachusetts.

Program Coordinator-Cynthia G. Dunhar, School of Education, University of
Massachusetts.

Conference Staff-Pi-frcf-f . Cutts, Janice M. Gamache, John R. Shleffelln,
and L. Shelly Tushman.

Conference Co-Sponsors-Student Activities, University of Massachusetts,
Gerald Scanlon, Assistant Dean of Students; Shelia MeRevey, Asistant Coordl-
nator, Student Activities; and Armand Demers, Supervisor of R.S.O., Accounts;
Department of Youth Services, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Dr. Jerome
Miller, Commissioner; University of Massachusetts School of Education, Dr.
Dwight W. Allen, Dean, and Dr. Daniel Jordan, Director, Center for the Study
of Human Potential; Advocacs Associates, Inc., Reston, Virginia.

Group Leaders-George Ashwell, Tom Darcy, Donald Flakes, Carol Lundberg,
Diane McCafferty, Steve McCafferty, and Bart O'Connor.

HISTORY OF THE JUVENILE OPPORTUNITIES EXTENSION

Community service organizations are not new to the University of Massa-
chiusetts, Amherst campus. Close to 1,000 UMass studeilt participate in conimu-
nity service projects during the academic year. All such projects are supported
through the Student Activities Fee levied and budgeted by the elected Student
Senate and approved by the Board of Trustees of the University. The Fall
.emester of this academic year saw a new organization Join the ranks of these
volunteer service groups which do a variety of service projects In the nearby
communities.

J.O.E. was established as a Recognized Student Organization at the Univer-
sLy during the Fall semester of 1971. A few undergraduate students at the
University of Massachusetts formed the Juvenile Opportunities Extension as
a student organization to work as volunteers at the Westfleld Detention Center.
This project was undertaken It. response to a teach-In on prisons. The few students
already working at the Westfield Detention Center incorporated the D.Y.S.
Region One goal into their organizational structure and went to work on campus.
The goal Is as follows:

"To create situations which promote growth for those youth referred to
us and ourselves such tbat we (including youth) recognize and create alter-
native decisions in any given situation an(d realize the consequences of each
decision as It may affect ourselves, others and society."

SSee Massachusetts Daily Collegian. February 15. 102, included in Press Supplement.
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Eventually, what a few students were doing at the detention center grew into a
125 volunteer student effort putting close to 700 man-hours a week down In
Westfield.

Tile volunteers who go to the detention center work in a variety of capacities.
They do anything from tutoring to counselling-to even helping one weekend in
a maximum effort to palit and fix up the building. Some of the more eonfldert
and experienced volunteers often hell) on the detention center floor working along
side regular staff members. It was this track record and the desire to partlci-
pate by the members of J.O.. in a conference to help change this state's method
of handling juvenile delinquents that meant the selection of the Juvenile Op-
iortunitles Extension as the major sponsor of the conference. Thus, it Is hope-d
that not only kids are helped out of trouble but a new model for social change
will be developed out of the conference using University student volunteers as the
prime vehicle for that change.

TIE CONFERENCE
1'urpose

Tie JOE II Conferencm will provide an Intensive pre-release program for In-
stitutionalizeld youth i the Delartment of Youth Services, formerly at Lynmn
and Lancaster Training Schools. The program will select seventy-five presently
Institutionalized youth and team theml up one-to-one with seventy-five Univer-
sity student volunteers (advocates) for oi, ninth of Intensive counselling. The
progrnni will be conducted on the campus of the University of Matssachusetts.

Adro'oatc8
What's i advocate? Aai advoente is a person who goes to bat for someone who

niay never have lhad anyone to go to bat for him before. The University students
will act as youth advocates for the I)epartnient of Youth Services' youth. I)ur-
Ing i lie course. of tile lolith long conference. tit advocates Oil a one-to-OlIe basi.-

will be negotiating for an1d with the youth with various community agencies
. schools, courts, rehabilitalive and welfare services, and group iomiies) it1

well as exploring family situat ions and living arrangelents for final plce-
Itent.

The over-riding themes of the conference will be (1) education. (2) ellploy-
tieat, (3) family, 1nd (4) collnty. Each d]liy there will be a discussion ld
iy olnoeoie with a significant reputation for their competence ill their respective

fields.

Objectires
Recognizint, tie fact that for Youth Advocates to he able to negotiate on the

behalf (if another person it is important to establish itmutual trust, respect, and
report. Tierefore, the I rograIn plan incorporates program activities which
foster tile development of strong personal relatiotiships andti hared colln iuncll-
tions ietweeni Advocates anid Youth to achieve an Individualized Performance
Objective Contract. These performance contracts will be drawn up during the
conference between a panel of I RY.e. Iogionil Directors, Group Leaaders (who
tire doellrtinent staff), Advocates and Youths for tite Youths eventmtilly Ilace-
nant hack into the collmaiunity or other suitable youth program.. Each contract
will Include the following: (1) a place of residence for the youth, (2) an edu-
cational collonent. (3) at colnellnent relating to eiploymntit-if relevant, and
(4) a set of objectives for the interauction of youth and inimedlate fatilly.
Goals

Till' goal,; of the conference for the Commonwealth, the Department of Youth
Services and Yout If in general are basically t ift following:

1. Preparing formerly youth ill trouble for successful adjust ment to
conllituillity life ndtc holite situations.

2. 'Tlie estailishlment of i state-wide Youth Hot Line where youth will
have t toll free nber to call for help at anythlte.

3. The writing of a Youth Bill of Rights Iii conjutictlon with th( estab-
lishhiiig of 4t system by whi'h youth elt hol tite )epartment of Youith
Services anid other agencies accountaI e for services to le Iprovidhed.

4. By using experiences galiecdi at the C'onference to iini la coltinulung
contact with the youth who participated in the Conference.

5..Sllf trainilig id diveloplmltent for the Departmnent of Yoti Setrv-
ices in l)tpraratioln for the emphasis oil community based rehabilitattion
programs. -
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6. Program planning for regionalized anti community- based juvenile
delinquency prevention and treatment programs.

7. Interaction between paroled youth and representatives of the law en-
forcenent and criminal justice system schools, social agencies, legislators
and concerned citizens.

SUM MARY STATEMENT

Perhaps the actual achievements and shortconings of the JOE II Conference
can best is l)ortrayed its reflected in the following supplementary newspaper
clippings. Here insights on delinquency, rehabilitating, and more particularly,
JOE II, are presented by a spectrum of Journalists with Just as wide an array
of viewpoints.

JOE I!

A Conference on Developing Human Potential, sponsored by the Juvenih,
OppIortunitles Extension, A Recognized Student Orgallizltion, icailli 122, Campus
Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1nassac'liusetts 01 (12.

Cynthia G. Dunbar, president and Joseph W. MeMilleon, Vice-Ilresident.

PIOOIRAI SUUOESTIONS FOR UNIVERSITY |IAS.DR STUI*ENT SERVICE. PIO(MIIAMR, JUNR.
12, 11)72, iv ECNEST IlAiS. SCHOOL. oF E'DiUCAioN, UNIVEIRlrY OF MASSAVIIuc-
st.TTHr TO TIlE SuitcoM Ni iTTE* To INVESTIGATE J UVENIlE DI. INQ UEN CY

The followig delnitliol on iulilc service fur Ile diversity our ('olheae wns
gives in it paper titled, "The university at tie Service of Sc-lety." For the
University or College public servlcfe---"iias to di with the mltreach of the
I'niversity to sisxiety at large, "Xvitli extending liIIt resources oif tlie camtpums to
individuals an(1 groups who iare not part of the iacadenic c-Oitntuiiity ald with
till, brinizg faln itetidellc institution's sieciail ( olmlpetenct(-e to bear ll tile solution
of Mociety's proellls. . . It (ln take place oin qor off c-amipmS and (:tIt ife rehtmiil
to eltier the governllental or private sectors of our national life . . . TIh
einiltsis oil public service is in converting knowledge into readily useolihe forms
for innediate apidlcation."

The ablove definition was base( on (li.lcussions held tit the Cirntegie Follindl-
tiont Conference for the Advancellent, of Teachilng inI November, 11)(16. Ii tiose
ciscu.slonst there was included a warning to tit, l'liversity which will ife lin*t.
tiolld'd later. ThPe warnitig relate's to the future existence of Instli otcis of higher
learning. This paper relates to more illlnleiilite niatters.

Thi. statement. on Bill S. 3148 will attellt to tlike the nbove general dloflultton
an(| apply its general conelits to a sliecitlc area-that is Juvenile (lelinquency
progriln,-. Still Ihe overall narriatie will rtnmailn gelleraI as it re'lats to (-hallniels
for funding to develop prograllis not only if delinqulllt rehabiii hiton 1(1) that
of lelinluency preventlon and reseallrch that is coordinated withi oi going Iic(I
active progrlls. Es.sentdally re"earchi that is action orienle(l and based cn
lirtogralllnlat i' fec'dbaek.

'rh're w\ill be :an ('stlillateti 9. 104) yOlllg Almerleati1, attending hist ithtlln.
of lhithu'r lea ring in tile toinillg year. Thiq treelindicous olntoult cof manpower
will be spending ilitiild nulibdier. of hours doing acacl'eile exercise. to earn a
legr'e'. SoIe' of tlise cdegrees will Ife technical while a raiaJority will lie "of a

general natilre. Although these sailne 9.000,000 will have learned the rhdtorit.
tf the 'l;asS'twin thll'y wll i' geller:llly ulllreiare(d to IMM lIiIA'i'ELY u,'itc'
illto glinfill ti1( liprocluctive enmiployllnt without aitltlioallll training. Anollher
factor to rc-lnlliber is t hat ire ald( more Jobs becoming available to A ell'rl.ans
is ill the fit'l of hlllil:1ni stervles.

l.':vt llliy thi' key liol(llt ill tile ]iscli.sslon is that our society suppcirts 9,.t000"
Alnrlc-anis ill llfiterialily-i(c' -nolula It(iinprodluctive activity. Tilere Is a rglllni'lit
for ti-e i- n In cril giiilis (if t ," i(.i v. y vi i t to a llist M YR'iE( )I.(M c l'i'ir Ailt'rlei S
tit, I'lui teIll glli. IlIt e(llc-ation lril|gs will hiut satisfy their llllile(Iillte Ileetds.
''llre Is lit) at tiehll it hcre to lily blilllt' til it siurnille'lt of soci-ty fo r at i)rohd'nl Ibl;ii
lii'lolcs to l15 all hlut to lay clown a relationship between lie traditional a(-lldeite
li fe' s! yle tI n(l the lie('cls of Itoplde.

'liii' llcclc'lic v'ill ill]nity of lu1tist 'niversities pierpetua te their ela,4sroin
hlii-lrey InIakilig it mllltnla I ciry t hit silu'dnts attell(] clis,4f nt it llerolly wb'n
by t lic' nlalititloll of the grade. It also seleis that traditional clnssroom work
ilwiys takes priority over alternative learning experiences. Surrounding this
.-anili.1-els.rooi orientation are all the subtle ramifications of the publish or

perish syndrome.
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The discussion so far has centered on the University and how it ties up the
short tern usk- of one of its largest resources-mainly the students. What comes
next is how the government can free those resources and pull University expertise
Into an area seldom if never funded by the government. The area is community
service programs and for this paper programs for youth. It Is felt that through
the funding process many resources can be developed along with the needed
changes in higher education.

The University of Massachusetts can be used as an example ot what programs
involving students can do when funds are mnde available. Students organized
themselves as a Recognized Student Organization of the UniversIty to work as
a volunteer group at a nearby youth detention center. Their work there beeeame a
seed Idea for a larger project run during the months of January and February
of thIs year. The J.O.i,. II Conference as mentioned in previous testintony be-
fore the Sub-Committee to Investigate Juvenile Delhlaueny was the name of
the program.

Previous testimony deserved the objectives of the J.O.E. II Conference. What
may have been left out is who d1 the work. This month long program had many
slionrors to give it credibility but esentlalty the program was conducted by sit-
dents and through an administrative support niechanism set up by the University
for the use of students. Also students lived oil a one-to-one basis with Ia youth
to get them played loack into the community and out of the institution. They
worked with )eanrtnment of Youth Service staff who were not much older then
the student advocate:i to got the placetment process completed.

We can comitiue tisl student Involvement discussion one point further. Again
at the University of Massachusetts college students have taken the Initiative to
tivolve themselves with youth. They have initiated a proposal which has been

approved by the University's administration and the Department of Youth Serv-
ices to turn two dormitories lito a group ione for twelve youth. Youth will
have as roomates college students tat an institution of higher learning.

As part of tite current social comment It may le said that students frustrated
by the slowness of political change may be looking for alternative avenues
to expend their energies. Community service projects with the inherent respon-
sibilities have captured their Imagination. However, It has not generally cal-
tured the Imagination of the University or individuals who direct concrete
sources of funds.

Therefore, with an idea for community service projects Involving college age
students there are several levels in which the University can help solve tle
problems surrounding delinquent youth. We start with student Initiated and sup-
ported programs. It would seem that the undergraduate population of any Univer-
sity is the most viable and potentially productive. Undergraduates have the nec-
essary energy to be channeled and any investment taade in their education tin
this case experiential program dealing with delinquent youth) has the most
chances of paying off both In time short and long run. However, In funding such
progrntms like the .Juvenile Opportunities Extension which allows for Indi-
vidualized caring for youth several things will have to be kept in mind.

The funds will of course not be directly given to the student organization
but will he accepted by the University. However, funds should be directed to
the program with. a maximum attempt to by-pass University administrative
costs. The Idea is to provide funds for student volunteer projects related to
youth and not to support higher education. If such funds were available to
Recognize Student Organizations at the University of Massachuisetts there would
be no administrative costs to the University as tlme administrative structure
supporting student organizations Is paid for by student fees paid to tile Uni-
versity by students.

In considering the design of the progr~ais if it Is off campus in a detention
center for example funds should be available to the students to contract with
members both of the facility and of the campus to participate In tte program.
Then mechanisms of accountability to the program, youths and students can
be set up within the parameters ofthe goals of the programn.

With the idea that youth and young adults are good declslon makers pro-
grams should be designed with maximum Input frora them with realistic ap-
proaches but always shooting for the establishment of community bised pro-
grams. 'lhe I.O.E. I Conference was a maximum effort in providing a inter-
mediate program between the closing of a large Institution and lhe Ileelucmet of
committed youth. The regular Juvenile Opportunities Extension effort centered
around getting kids out of the detention facility.
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In discussing volunteer programs for college students it should be mentioned
that even if they are financially supported students are often punished for their
efforts. Funds may bring to the programs the necessary resources but they can
do little to ease the strain of time commitments to a full load of classes.

There Is the obvious way In which a student may be compensated if that stu-
dent has a financial need-that is through a part time Job. A program paying
students similar to a work study could be Initiated. The point here Is this cur-
rent work study programs do not Involve students in community service type
work. Work study slots are usually allocated to various segments of the
University again for the support of the University.

Another alternative would be funding programs similar to the current
University Year for Action program. This program not only pays students but
it lys students with the stipulation that they negotiate faculty members for a
full load of credit for each semester. This of course brings faculty members
into the picture. This fact of life has traditionally not pleased all students.

Sometimes it Is hard for faculty members (young and old) to believe that
education can take place outside the classroom and even off campus. It Is not
uncommon to have a faculty member start at the nge of eighteen to work for a
Ph.D. and never experience thp real world. However, one part of the real
world all men understand Is that of finances. It is one thing to allocate money
to a student program to purchase faculty services, it is another thing to tie
community service programs to faculty research grants and other academic
programs.

Social science research programs dealing with Juvenile delinquents should not
be accepted for their research merits alone. If they Involve youth you will find
that most of them want someone to talk with and( not to about their problems.
However traditionally you will'find faculty taking down information concerning
people and writing it up in some tyie of paper to only lie researching ignorance.
Therefore the strongest rconimnendation Cllaaing out of this slat,,nent is that
when research grants are offered concerning delinquency prevention and reha-
bilitation that a strong percentage of the funds be tied to community service pro-
grams involving undergraduate and graduate students. 'f'led to the funds for
research should be a faculty's contractual responsibility to offer his services to
youth agencies, the coordination of his services with course offerings that are ex-
perimental and off campus working with youth and that a provision lie made that
more concrete programs be developed that come more under the control of
students.

The purpose of this statement Is not to incriminate the University for Its lack
of participation in social problems hut to offer some general suggestions oil how
volunteer programs can he funded through University channels. The suggestions
range from the direct funding of student organizations to the tying of such pro-
grams to research and academic grants. The overriding purlpose of these sugges-
tions is to provide service to youth by Individuals a little older than they are, hut
also to create a mechanism by which the future of America Is educated first hand
to understand fully the problems surrounding Juvenile delinquency or any other
problem confronting society.

Essentially It would be opening the doors of the University to society to Jointly
work for a harmonious solution. However, it is tied to change-a change that will
bring about many alternative programs for youth. It has to happen or the warning
In the Carnegie Report will come true for us all: "Tite University must have
society's support. Society must have access to the University's resources. Were the
University to turn its back on society's needs, it would be tantamount to self-
destruction."

(Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., a recess was taken until 10:80 a.m.,
Tuesday, May 16, 1972.)

84-522-73-11
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S. 3148: JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DEIANQUIENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1972

TUESDAY, MAY 16, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
SUncOMMiTTE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

OF TIE COMMITTEE ON TIE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:50 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bay.l.
Also present: Mathea Falco, Staff Director and Chief Counsel; John

M. Rector, Deputyr Chief Counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, Chief Clerk; Nancy L. Smith, Research Assistant;
B. Elizabeth Marten, Personal Secretary to the Staff Director and
Chief Counsel; Cheryl A. Wolf, Assistant Chief Clerk; Stanley Ebner,
for Senator U1ruska; Dorothy Parker. for Senator Fong; Betty A.
Webb, for Senator Cook. and Ronald Meredith, for Senator Cook.

Senator BAYI-. Good morning. I apologize for a tardy start this
morning. I think everyone here realizes that the attempted assassina-
tion has caused a great deal of concern. There is some legislation in-
volving firearms which required action of this subcommittee under
these circumstances.

I apologize personally to the witnesses.
Mr. Langworthy, do you want to be the chief witness here and

introduce the other distinguished witnesses wvho are with you?
Mr. LANOwoRn. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIr Would you please introduce Mr. Hults, Mr. Pryor,

Mr. Jones, and Mr. Booze.
Mr. LANOWORTHY. Yes, sir. Should I proceed?
Senator BAYH. Yes. Perhaps, I should say for the record that Mr.

Langworthy is a member of the National 'Board of YMCA's from
Kansas City and we are honored to have him for our first witness.

Mr. LANOWORTIIY. I am from Kansas City, Mo and I practice law
for a living, but I am on the National Board and I am chairman of
our YMCA National Juvenile Justice A dvisory Commission.

(153)
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. LANGWORTHY, MEMBER, NATIONAL
BOARD OF YMCA'S, AND CHAIRMAN, YMCA'S JUVENILE JUSTICE
ADVISORY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD BOOZE.
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH OUTREACH WORK-
ERS, CHICAGO, ILL.; RICHARD PRYOR, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
JUVENILE JUSTICE PROJECT, WILMINGTON, DEL.; JULIUS
JONES, ORGANIZER AND DIRECTOR, NASHVILLE YMCA'S URBAN
VILLAGE, RESIDENTIAL YOUTH FACILITY FOR REFERRED

- YOUTH, OF WASHINGTON, D.C.; AND RUSS HULTS, STAFF MEM-
BER, NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH OUTREACH WORKERS

Mr. LANOWORrpY. I will introduce briefly the other men here, and,
then, if I may, highlight and hit the high spots without reading my
entire statement. ien I will ask each one of them, if tine perits, to
make a brief statement; and of course, all of us will be glad to
answer questions to the extent that time permits.

Senator BAYI. Thank you.
Mr. LANOW orTIIY. Just to my right is Richard Booze, who is Direc-

tor, National Center for Youth Outreach Workers from Chicago; and
over here at the left end of the table is Richard Pryor from Wilmifig-
ton, Del., who is Director YMCA National Juvenile Justice Project.
Just immediately to my left is Julius Jones who is now with the YMCA
here in Washington, D.C. but was the organizer and original director
9f the Nashville YMCA Urban Village. This is a residential youth

-facility for referred youth. Over here at the right end of the table is
Mr. Russ Hults who is now a staff member of tie National Center for
Youth Outreach Workers. He was formerly a client, shall we say, of
the Juvenile Justice Detention System that we are all interested in
trying to reform.

If Imay just hit the high spots here, please.
Our National Board does appreciate this opportunity to be here.
IVo appreciate the opportunity to be here and to (liscuss with the

committee the issues related to th'e growing rate of delinquency among
our youth.

It seems to us, in the overview, that Senate bill 3148 brings an
approach that has long been needed, and we see it is bringing a co-
ordimated approach to the treatment of troubled children, together
with an attempt to prevent children from becoming problem chilren,
and to improve the quality of juvenile justice.

I think that all of us would agree that the present system'n should
weigh heavily on the consciences of all of us, both public servants
and private organizations. For too long, we have turned our backs on
the problems of the juvenile system, as the way it is now operating.
We iave said that we are trying to provide rehabilitation but in most
cases it is almost just the opposite.

I wish the committee could have been with me 3 weeks ago when
I heard a speech by Judge Philip Gilliam, of Denver, whom I under-
stand is the senior juvenile judge of this country. He has had 32 years
on the bench in the juvenile court in Denver. lie commented that he
had personally handled about 150,000 juvenile cases, and his most acute
impression comes whenever lie has occasion to visit the adult peniten-
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diaries in Colorado where so many of the prisoners greet him as saying
"Hi Judge, you were my first judge, and here I am now in the a dult
penitentiary," pointing up the high percentage of recidivism in our
present juvenile justice system.

We, in the National YMCA and a great many of our local units,
along with many other private agencies and other groups, are now
trying to face up to and accept the responsibility of helping to find
proper alternatives to the present juvenile justice system.

I hio National Board of YMCA's has adopted this as one of its major
5-year goals.

,Just to give the committee some idea of what actually is going on
right now : There are 40 or 50 local YMCA's which have developed
within their residences and special facilities small group homes which
receive referrals from the juvenile courts. These centers work with
each young person at the point of his particular needs. It might be
reentering school, training for a job, overcoming a drug problem,
gaining a better self-image, or just living in a healthy home situation.
And this has been extremely, successful in many of our local associa-
tions. Others have developed runaway homes which, of course, give
temporary shelter and counsel to youth who have left home. MAny
of our 1,800 local associations have developed programs (lirecte(d to
youthful drug users. Almost every one of these programs is providing
staff and programs and facilities, and almost every one is financed

in large pt by F:deral and State grants.
Now, the tree major units, from the Federal point of view, of

course, have been the Youth Development and Delinquency Preven-
tion Administration of HEW, the LEAA, and the Vocational Re-
habilitation Administration. YDI)PA and LEAA have also fmuided
two national YMCA projects, one of which is the National Center
for Youth Outreach Workers, the training center group whichI Mr.
Booze here heads up.

LEAA gave the National YMCA a grant of $422,000 to help on
another national project which aims at reaching 30,000 troubled youths
before their problems become serious. Doing a little quick mathemat-
ics, this is less than $15 of Federal money per youngster, and it is
having a real impact. It is also in partnership wifth a private corpora-
tion which has made about $3 million in equipment and funds avail-
able for this same project, a project using minibikes to appeal to
alienated youth who are completely turned off by an invitation to go
swimming or use the gym. or come to a meeting of the YMCA.

Our National Y has'set, up its own National Juvenile Justice Pro-
gram. This has the aim of bringing major demonstration proji;cts in
selected areas of the country to show what the alternatives are for the
handling of children in trouble.

One of the targets, a key demonstration area, is in the State of
Massachuetts -where the Boston YMCA and we are working closely
with the Massachusetts Commissioner of Youth Services, Dr. Jerome
Miller. and his staff. This committee already knows that Dr. Miller
has as his principal goal, the closing down of all the large prison-like
institutions in Massachusetts.

Senator BA-T!. I might just interrupt.
Dr. Miller and his staff testified at length here, with some of the

volunteers-how shall we describe them?-inmates at Westfield. We
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had an excellent session yesterday, and the Governor was here to start
our hearings yesterday. Indeed, the approach that Dr. Miller takes is
one of the most enlightened approaches that has been brought to our
attention, and I appreciate your mentioning that.

Mr. LAoNworTiY. We have been very impressed by his program,
and the major thrust of our national program is to work in Boston
in cooperation with Dr. Miller's program to provide part of the com-
munity-based facilities that he is planning to use in lieu of the deten-
tion facilities.

Of course, this is only a beginning, and there needs to be a great
deal more of this kind of thing. And there are many existing road-
blocks that need to be removed as soon as possible. Some of these,
without of course mentioning all of them, are units such as the Youth
Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration which have
beei seriously underfunded. We get good cooperation from that
agency as far as possible, but of course with the level of funding they
have it really cannot operate in depth.

We have, in many areas, likewise, received considerable help and
cooperation from the various offices of IEAA, and yet we do find many
conflicts in various parts of the country.

At the national level, in dealing with our local YMICA people, these
local Y people from some parts of the country tell us of the great
cooperation they are getting from LEAA and tait LEAA is funding
their program and working very well with them; but YMCA's from
other parts of the country say, "We cannot get anywhere with LEAA.
They are funding other kinds of programs. Tihey are not interested in
our kinds of programs." So we are seeing a lack of coordination, par-
ticularly in this area of our experience in working in the juvenile
justice area.

And, of course, there again the funding problem is somewhat of a
problem, although not as severe as with the YDDPA.

We also encounter, as you know, many other private agencies and
also other kinds of agencies where there is a fear problem resulting
from programs being funded for only 1 year at a tine. It seems that
abQut the time you have got your program funded and are getting
well underway you are beginning to have to start to work on funding
for the following year. There is an inordinate amount of staff time and
volunteer board members' time spent in worrying about the ensuing
year's funding when the funding is provided for only 1 year at a time.

We see some of the main advantages-and I am sure there are many
others-of Senate bill 3148-and tlheseare listed in more detail in our.
prepared statement. But some of the highlights of the advantages which
we see are the emphases on deterring young people before they get
caught up in the juvenile justice system, as well as providing treatment
for them afterward.

We also see as an advantage the provision of special emphasis pre-
vention and treatment programs to be utilized for training, and other
programs national in scope which cut across Federal and State juris-
dictions. We, in the Y, are particularly pleased, and feel that it is par-
ticularly important, that the bill has a heavy emphasis on the involve-
ment of private, nonprofit organizations in the developing and main-
taining of programs in the juvenile area.
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I was interested to note that Dr. Miller was quoted, in an interview
in the New York Times, as stating that if he operated a group home
through State facilities, with State-employed staff, it could cost
$200,000. To do the same thing with a private agency under contract
he could do it for about $85,000. Even if we forget entirely the human
needs involved, just the financial aspect points to the importance of
involving the private, nonprofit organizations who are really serious
about establishing this as one of the new priorities.

And, then, as I mentioned before, the importance of having national
guidelines in trying to coordinate what the different Federal agencies
are doing, not only one area's agencies in the various regions but also
where different Federal agencies have overlapping programs. We see
all of this as major pluses in your bill.

We would just suggest, as a possibility for strengthening the bill,
some increase in the proposed funding. We notice that title V, part A,
formula grants for assistance to State and local programs, carries $25
million for 1972, which is about half a million per State, and we would
venture to suggest that $200 million might be a more appropriate
level. Even that amount is less than what we are spending per year for
the upkeep of the juveniles who are. now in detention facilities.

.So, we feel that really there needs to be a substantial increase there,
and also an increase in part B which seems to us that an increase from
$75 to $100 million in 1972 up to $400 million in 1975 would really
be more adequate for the resources needed.

The only thoughts we would have abotut the bill would be that may-
be there could be a little sharper focus on the major intent of the bill,
to indicate that its major intent is for delinquency'prevention pro-
grams as well as for treatment programs. And also that there be the
provision for long-term funding of programs, which we would hope
might be set for 2 years or more.

We certainly do feel that Senate bill 3148 should be enacted. We
think that it comes at a time when new commitments in the private
sector must be matched by the dollars to make them possible.

I would like, at this point, if agreeable with the chairman, to call
on Mr. Russ Hults of Chicago who, as I mentioned, is a staff member
of the National Center for Youth Outreach Workers, and who was
formerly a client of the Illinois detention system. He can bring some
of his perspectives as one involved, as no one else could, as to what
does happen to youth who are caught up in the present system. MAI-_

Mr. HuLTS. Mr. Chairman, I feel that through my experiences and
the things that I have seen in juvenile institutions, the Juvenile insti-
tutions are designed to treat the youth like animals and force them
to live and act like animals. By tlis, I mean, first of all, they are put
into cages, cell-like cages. They are brutalized by guards that care
little or nothing at all about their feelings and their welfare.

And things like homosexual rapings on a boy because of a luck of
supervision or a lack of sympathy on the part of the administration.
I have seen guards brutally beat young people, and I have been beaten
and th-ro'wn into what they call the dungeon in the institution in Illi-
nois. This was a bare cell with nothing but a hole in the floor as a
lavatory, and I was fed one meal about every 3 days, for something
like talking back to one of the officers. I have seen boys, young boys,
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taken to the dungeon and beaten on by four or -five grown guards,
left in this dungeon for 29 days, taken out for 1 day and put back
into the dungeon for 29 more days. When they finally did come back
out of the dungeon, they had to be put in medical isolation, which was
another cell but it had a bed in it.

I find some of the young people in the institution who were tryin
to get into programs that were educational programs, and I found
out that all the school program was, was a continuation of the cell
block. They were beaten by sadistic school principals, beaten with a
paddle with holes drilled in it. They were beaten until they bled;
and if they said anything to one of the counselors, who were rarely
seen, they were beaten again.

I have seen kids in the schools made to fight because the school-
teachers did not have anything else to do or things got boring.

I found that, looking for rehabilitation in the institution all I could
actually see was a process designed to push me further into criminal
activities when I got out.

Senator BAYI!. Mr. Hults, in the institutions that you just described,
could you tell us some of the offenses that were committed by these
young people who were treated as you described?

Mr. ItviTS. Yes. One fellow that I went to school with was in for
riding in a stolen automobile. He was homosexually raped, and his
muscle was torn, and he could not control his bowels, and he was beaten
by the guards with metal keys, because he could not control his bowels.
IHe was there for riding in a stolen car, and it was his first offense..

I have seen other peol)le go in there for not going to school. There
were people in there for not being able to get along with their parents.
Some were in there for curfew, and things such as this. There were
others in there for murder, armed robbery, and things of that nature.

Senator BAY-I. What were the ages of'the truants and other status
offenders?

Mr. HuTs. They were from 12 to 16--some just 11.
Senator BAYT. bid you witness examples of 12-, 13- or 14-year-old

youths thrown in these pits which you described?
Mr. Huurs. I was 12 years old when I was thrown into the pit, and

I have seen a lot of young kids that were brutally attacked by other
inmates, homosexually attacked by other inmates, and they went to
the admfiinistration complaining of being homosexually raped, and
they were beaten and put in these cells then for their own protection.

Senator BAYI. What did you do, if I may ask, that started you along
that pathway? In other woids, why were you in the institution?

Mr. HULTS. I went into the institution first at the age of 12 for riding
in a stolen automobile. And, as time went on, the offenses that I com-
mitted just were progressively more serious, and all the way into the
penitentiary system.

Senator BAY-. You got started at age 12 by riding in a stolen, auto-
mobile?

Mr. HULTS. Yes, sir.
Senator BAY. Who was driving it?
Mr. Hims. There was an older youth driving the car. Well, he was

21 years old, and he had the car, and he told the police that I did
not know that the car was stolen, but that did not seem to make any
difference.
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Senator BAYH. He told the police that you did not know that the car
was stolen?

Mr. HULTS. Right
Senator BAYH.-What happened to him?
Mr. HuLTs. He was put on supervision.
Senator BAYI. He was not put into the institution ?
Mr. HULTS. No, he was out on bond, and then he was put out on

supervision.
Senator BAYn. And yoft were put in the institution?
Mr. HuLTs. Yes, sir.
Senator-BAYI. Why?
Mr. HuLTS. I don't understand that myself. That is the question, I

think.
Senator BAYTI You were living with a parent or parents?
Mr. Hu-rs. I was living with two parents from a good home) and

my parents told the judge that they would move out of the Chicago
area if I was given another chance, and the judge--

Senator BAYI. Was this your first altercation with the law?
Mr. HULTS. I had one time previously been involved in trouble

with the law for fighting, but it was the first actual criminal offense.
Senator BAYH. For fighting? How old were you when you were

fighting?
Mr. HuLTS. Eleven. And I was t.ken to the police station and locked

in a cell at the police station for about 6 hours until my parents were
finally able to get me.

Senator BAYR. With whom were you fighting?
Mr. HuLTs. Another youth.
Senator BAYU. I mean, were you using a weapon such as a gun or a

knife?
Mr. H1uLTS. No, just my hands ;only my hands.
Senator BAYTI How much damage can an 11-year old boy fighting

with his hands do to another kid?
Mr. HuLS. There was no damage done to either one of us. I think

what the damage was, was the policemen's pride when we talked back
to them. One of the youths that I ran with from the street gang was
picked up for fighting and put into a police car, and he had lighted
cigarette butts put down the back of his shirt on the way to the police
station, and then they beat him up at the police station, and then they
put him in a home and put him in solitary confinement in Blackstone
and kept him there without his family being able to visit him. He was
not allowed visits until lie had recovered, and he went into-court and
was sent to St. Charles for approximately the same thing, fighting.

Senator BAYH. You were put in an institution which resulted in
your coming into contact with other youths who had committed crimes
such as murder?

.Ur. HuLTS. That is right.
Senator BAYR. You were subjected to solitary confinement for 29

days and all that goes with that for riding in a car which was stolen
by a 21-year-old who said that you were unaware that the car was
stolen?

Mr. HumTAs. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYH. And yet he, the one who stole the car, was not

confined?
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Mr. IHLTS. That is right.
Senator BAYH. And your parents were not the kind of parents who

were ready to get rid o? you?
Mr. HuLTs. No, sir, they were not; they wanted me, and it was a good

home. I lived in a fairly decent neighborhood, and both of my parents
wanted me very much, and, even, like I said earlier, they asked the
judge if they could move out of the Chicago area so that I could come
into a better environment and, hopefully, make it better that way, and
the judge refused that, and they sent me to the reformatory.

Senator BAYir. I still cannot understand that, and I can see why
you would not either. Do you have other testimony?

Mr. HULTs. Well, Senator, I could go on and on and tell you about
things that I have seen, such as in St. Charles, which is in Illinois. A
young 13-year-old black passed gas and was stripped naked and had
a wire brush used on his rectum by a house parent, and he wasput--
this was in the middle of winter-he was put between two cell doors,
one of which was bars, naked, and left out there for an hour to defumi-
gate himself, I guess. I could go on and tell you things like that all day
rong.

Senator BAYI. How long ago was this kind of activity occurring?
Mr. HuLTS. Well, my young cousin was just released from the sys-

tem in Illinois, and the same things were going on then.
Senator BAYTh. You mean this year, last year or the year before?
Mr. HULTS. This year; this very year.
Senator BAYH. 1972?
Mr. HttLTS. 1972. He was released. And last year kids from Shera-

ton, which is the institution for incorrigibles, were being ruggedd so
that they could be kept quiet, and my little cousin came home with
scars from being beaten in the juvenile institutions in. Illinois, and
that happened this year.

Senator BAYH. How old was your cousin?
Mr. HULTS. Fourteen
Senator BAYh!. How did he get incarcerated in the juvenile institu-

tion?
Mr. HUTTS. I do not know what that first offense was. I was in the

penitentiary at the time, but it was his first offense; it was his very first
offense.

Senator BAYT. How long was he in?
Mr. HuILTs. He was in approximately 4 months.
Senator BAYTH. Does he have parents?
Mr. HuLTs. Yes, sir. He has two good parents, and a brother, the

same as my parents.
SenatorBAYTI Was that the same judge, by any means?
Mr. HurLTS. I have no idea if it was the same judge or even if the

same judge is still there on the bench. I really do not know.
Senator BAYT. Let me ask you, Mr. Htilts: Looking back on your

experience, starting at age 11'or 12, how should the system have re-
sponded to your particular type of problem?

Let me broaden the question. Let me ask you to address yourself
to the same question for most of the youth with whom you were im-
prisoned. You might want to exclude those who had committed murder
or another serious crime or you may not. It seems to me that there are
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some young people from whom society needs to be protected. The testi-
mony of the officials from Massachusetts was that such delinquents
constitute about 2 percent of the institutionalized population. I am
not certain of these figures. But what do you do with those who ride
in the stolen cars for their first offense?

Whaltdo you do-with a child who cannot get along with his parents?
You have had a chance to rap with a lot-of the kids in juvenile in-

-stitutions. WNhat does the juvenile justice system need to provide to
keep youth from following the pathway you followed, from fighting
at I 1*,to reform school at 12, and the penitentiary at-

Mr. RITUTs. Seventeen. Well, first of all, I do not feel that even if
the. youth did commit murder he should be treated like an animal, put
into a cage and treated like an animal.

Maybe close supervision, but not a cage. Then, I, too, feel that in
working with the youth, showing a little empathy and working with
the case of his problems instead of just the symptoms, and giving a
little concern, showing a little concern, finding out why, first of all,
he is in this institution with the crime that he is in tlere with. and
treating him like a human being, showing a little bit of love, which is
very rare, showing that you do care and work with the individual on
an 'individual basis, instead of putting everybody into a large com-
pound and treating them all the same way. I feel that people that can
work with or for the youth in a way that is meaningful to the youth
can show a lot better results than* by putting them in there, 'to be
beaten with a stick and thrown into a (ungeon."

Senator BAYii. I do not mean to be too personal, but you are an
expert witness. Not too many people can say they have had the kind of
experience you have had. It would be helpful, ii it is not embarrassing
to you, to give us the sequence of events, which led you from a home
that you said was a good home in a reasonably good neighborhood,
with two parents who loved you and wanted to be responsible for you
to, first, riding in that car; secondly, into the institution; and finally,
to the penitentiary at age 17.

Mr. I-ImTs. I believe seriously that that is the reason I wound up
iii the penitentiary system, because, first of all-

Senator BAYIT. We are trying to understand th1 type of impact this
has on the character of a young boy or girl. That is why I asked the
question, because I want to let you answer it in your own way. -

Mr. IJULTS. Well, I would like to answer that in this way: Riding
in a stolen car, first of all, was something to do. I was with someone
that was older and had more status, and I felt good being with this
person, and riding in a stolen car was something to do because, actually,
at that time.I had thing better to do.

Senator BAYU. But, you did not know it was stolen?
Mr. HrLTS. No. I was sitting in the car. Then I got into the institu-

tion and met the type of treatment where, first of all, I was degraded
as soon as I went through the intake process. I was stripped, myv head
was shaven bald. I was made to bend over and spread my feet; while
a great number of people watched. I was put into a cell with cock-
roaches and filth, and the food that the guards of the administration
refused to eat we had to eat. I felt a great bitterness toward authority,
toward people that could run my life; whereas, when I came back out
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onto the streets I felt comfortable with my peers because they were
people just like me, and accepted me for what I was. And if and when
I was made to report to a parole agent, all I could get from the parole
agent was the slap-on-the-wrist approach, and told that if I did not
behave myself, I was going to wind up back in the institution. Antd
as I saw it, this man was telling me to grow up and "be like me" or
you are going to have to spend the rest of your life in jail. I felt then
like that I would much rather be out on the streets with the cats raising
hell than to have to grow up and live like that one. -

Senator BAYJ. Did you feel that way before your first trip to the
reformatory?

Mr. HULTS. Well, on my first trip to the reformatory, I did not know
what I was getting into. I had no idea what the institution was like.
I had heard from several fellows that were in the gang with me what
the institution was like, but there is no explaining what the institution
is like. There is no explaining the real anxieties, what it is really like
on the gut level to be in there, live under constant fear, constant pres-
sures, and knowing that not anybody in the place cares anything about
you, except to kee) you quiet so that you do not make any noise while
you are in there. Then once your time is up, you can go back on the
streets and do what you want. But, that is something you have to ex-
perience to really know the gut level feeling of it. And so, no, I did
not have ariy idea what I was really getting into until I was put into
it, and I was scared to death when I met it. When I went into the in-
stitution, I was scared to death. I did not know what to do. I was met
first of all by a guard. He had a little baseball bat in his hand, and he
made me put on a stiff little nightgown before I was put into the
dormitory in the juvenile home and I was seared to death because
here was a guy that they called smiling Jack, by the wvay, because he
would beat you in the head with a baseball bat and smile about it.
I heard about him from the fellows that I ran around with out in the
streets, and as soon as I met him I was scared, and when I met this,just being pushed aside, and pushed around, and hollered at the way
I was, I di d not really kno. how to take it, vou know. I just wanted
to crawl up and die,'because I was scared. there was nobody there
to care about me, and I was completely alone, and that is all that I
could understand, was that loneliness and hurt inside of me. Every.
thing else was just out of my mind.

Senator BAYII. Were you a member of some sort of a gang at the
time?

Mr. HULTS. Yes, siir.
Senator BAYn. VhV? Is that the reason that you were riding

around in a stolen car? There was not anything else to do?
Mf r. HuLTs. Well I think that when I did get into the gang I found

that I was accepted, and as the gang grew and the power of the gang
grew, there was status there, there was something for me. There was
money there, there was a lot of--everybody care& for each other, and
if you were even the lowest guy in the gang, you were still higher than
anyone that was not in the gang, and you had status, the recognition
of belonging to the gang, which is the most powerful gang today, is
the most powerful white fighting gang in the Chicago area, and pos-
sibly in the country.
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Senator BAYTI. What is the name of the gang?
Mr. HULTs. The name of the gang is the Gay Lords.
Senator BAYH. The Gay Lords.
Mr. HIULTS. The Gay Lords; yes, sir. And growing with the gang, it

was just--I felt a part of me, and something that I could really be-
long to other than the boredom of being at home. Out on the streets
there was kicks, there was girls. The gang attracted a lot of girls, so
there was money, and I think one of the big things was the fear that we
brought to the adults, the )eople that were representing authority to
us. Tiis was our way of fighting back and winning, because of the
number and the power that we had.

Senator BAY1. Didn't you have anything like the Little League or
the YMCA at the time?

Mr. HULTS. TherQ was not anything like that in the neighborhood
I was in, and Mr. Booze can elaborate on that. There was no program.
We had a Catholic church social organization that said in orler to
belong that we had to attend church regularly, and bave prayers
every hour on the hour, and they had a ping-pong tournament. I don't
really believe that they would tell the kids to come there, to leave
their guns out in the bush, and come in for a ping-pong tournament,
and have to pray while we did it, and so that was alF we had, and
nobody really wanted that.

Senator BAyH. Thank you.
Mr. LANOWORTHY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to call briefly on

Mr. Richard Pryor to tell the committee a little bit more about our
YMCA national juvenile justice project.

Mr. PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, I will try to be brief, especially after
Mr. Hults' very impressive testimony.

I think one thing I would like to say is that one of the objectives
of the national YMCA juvenile justice project is not only to provide
alternative programs, both before and after adjudication of juveniles,
but also to get YMCA's to become much more aware of the kind of
problems that Mr. Hults had just told us about, and become much
more active in their communities as an advocate for change, as an
advocate first for education, and not to keep their heads in the sand
in this regard. And one of the objectives of the project in terms of
this education, and this advocacy stance, I think, would be to encourage
local YMCA's to look at the whole question of the jurisdiction of tie
juvenile court. It seems to me there is no reason in my mind why Russ
Hults had to be taken at ace 12 for riding in a stolen car, whether he
knew it or not, and to be brought before the jurisdiction of a court.
I think this is one of the basic questions that are going to have to be
faced in all of the juvenile justice systems of our States.

Senator BATH. Is it too early, if 'I might interrupt, is it too early to
give an assessment of what sort of results you are having' My experi-
ence, of course, has not been nearly as detailed with MCA people
in local communities as you gentlemen, but I have, over a number of
years, participated both as a beneficiary, as well as an adult, in the
program in my hometown. They are good people, they think in terms
of more traditional types of wlholesome activities and, you know, God
bless them for that. What sort of results have you had in being able
to change or broaden the. perspective in approach
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Mr. PRYOR. Well, I think that is a fair question.
In the current program, which is to provide developmental work

of this kind in 10 selected cities, we are only in its second month and
the results, of course, are not measurable at this time. However, in
some 15 or 20 cities where Y.'s have been carrying programs such as
providing residential centers, youth bureaus, day care centers of
adjudication, Y probation Programs, there has been impact on the
problem, and I could supply you with this evidence if you would
like to see it. As far as this community change emphasis is concerned,
the project is just in its second month, but one of the assumptions
it rests on as far as this objective is concerned, is that it has a great
many people on its boards and in its membership who have some
influence in the community. And we think that we ought to mobilize
these people. The YMCA's, as one body is fond of saying, has scored
a lot of brownie points for many years with the establishment in the
community, so it is time to cash in some of these brownie points, and
that is one of the objectives. I cannot honestly say, as~far as changing
the juvenile justice system that the YMCA's'have had a great deal of
success as yet. We think that they have the capacity to do this, and
to have an impact alone, but especially in collaboration with other
organizations. And that is certainly one of the objectives.
.Senator BAY1I. I want to say as somebody who has participated

in Y activities since childhood and knows the membership of the
YMCA. If we can got YMCA membership to stand up and be counted,
and demand the kind of thange that you recommend in our juvenile
justice system, then I do not think the political process can resist it.
I, as one who is in the political process now, cannot overemphasize
the importance of stimulating that kind of demand, and that kind of
concern, because there are a lot of shortcomings in our juvenile
justice system. If you get enough people concerned then the system
will have to respond, and I think that is part of the responsibility
we all have.

Excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. PRYoR. Well, I appreciate the comment, Mr. Chairman, and I

agree entirely with you.
I think the other side of that coin, and the device and the tool that

is going to help YMCA's to get more involved in this as a public
issue, and as a public concern, is getting the YMCA's to become
involved in terms of providing programs, in terms of prov(ldina direct
service to youth in trouble, whether they have been to the juvenile
court or whether they have not been to the iuvenile court. And here
I am not speaking of general character-liiildinz programs, but I
am speaking of servicing youths who have, been identified as having
some problem in the home, in school, and in their neighborhood, or
whatever, even to the extent of being brought to the attention of the
police or of the courts. So, the other objective of this project is to
encourage, by providing planning and technical assi tancefor local
YMCA's to ise their facilities. They have good facilities. They have
emptv residences. They have some well-trained and excellent staff to
mobilize these facilities and these resources to provide alternatives
for both our court system and for youth service Nureaus. too.

T think when voi asked Mr. I-rults, how could the system have re-
sponded, T felt the system probably could not have responded any way
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at the time, other than to send him back to his family, which is what
should have been done. But, for many other children, there are no other
alternatives, and the objective here is for the YMCA's to provide alter-
natives. But to do that we obviously need funds. Most States are not as
flexible. or as far out in front as the'State of Massachusetts and they are
not able for political, legal and administrative reasons to divert funds
from institutional care to community-based, private contracted care.
This kind of funding is going to have to come in large measure from
the Federal Government, and it is not just funding to support services
to the kids, but there is a lot of community organization that has to go
on to let the neighborhood accept a group'home. Everybody is in favor
of the general idea, or many people are, of group homes, but not in
their neighborhood.

Senator BAYh. "Do not build it here !"
Mr. PnYon, Right. So, I think I can respond to your question. There

is more I could say, but these are the major objectives of the project.
We want to build'on the kind of resources that we have at this table
in many local YMCA's. There are 1,800 local YMCA's, and only about
30 or 40 are getting their feet wet in these areas. And there is a lot more
that can be done.

Senator BAYh. Did you say 1,800?
Mr. PRYOR. In the United States.
Senator BAYH. Are 30 or 40 getting involved in this program?
Mr. PRYOR. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator BAYH. Are any of these 30 or 40 located in Indiana?
Mr. PRYOR. Oh, yes, ana I think both Mr. Jones and Mr. Booze could

speak from much closer experience about Indianapolis and some of the
YMCA's in Indiana that are involved in this sort of thing.

Senator BAYH. Well, I do not want to get into detail. )o you have
the cities involved?

Mr. BoozE. Kokomo, Ind.; Lafayette, Ind.; and Indianapolis, Ind.
Senator BAYI1. Well, we have our percentage; do we not?
Mr. PRYOR. You might have, missed South Bend, too.
Senator BAYJi. And that South Bend center is one of the YDDPA

programs.Ar. PRYOR. And very excellent leadership.

Senator BAY!!. That is four out of 30, you say ? I mean, the great
State of Indiana has about 10 percent of all of the Y projects?

Mr. PRYoR. Well, when I say 30, as you know, in the written testi-
mony we have suggested 40 to 50. It depends on how you measure. One
of the things we are concerned about at the national project level are
programs that specifically are oriented to juvenile justice issues.

Senator Bxrii. Let us not spend a lot of time on that. I think I have
accurately described my senatorial pride, and it can be left at that. I
woulil like to) see the time come when there are 30 or 40 in Indiana. I
would be glad to cooperate with you in trying to accomplish that goal.
Is there anything else, Mr. Pryor'?

Mr. Pnon. I would like t; highlight, and hope we will get to the
question of the isiues about the source of funding. There is some con-
cern that the YMCA's have had in terms of getting programs funded
and refunded. Mr. Langworthy touched on the whole very difficult
issue of year-to-year funding. We see that as an absurdity. We must
have at least 2-year program funding, prcferaly 3 years. This is not
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just in terms of saving professional time, but in order to attract per-
sonnel who have the competency so that we can have a competent,
stable program. To establish that stability we need 2 or 3 years. So,
these are some issues we might touch on in discussion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LANOWORTIiY. Mr. Chairman, I would like briefly to comment

in further answer to one question I think I heard you asking, and that
is, it is true that in years gone by the YMCA's have been very inwardly
oriented; that is, they have opened their buildings and expected the
young people to come flowing in, and years and years ago this used to
work pretty well. But, more and more the Y's are becoming oriented
to the idea that they have to get out on-the streets and out in the com-
munity and they cannot just expect to have a swimming pool and a
gym, and have the young people coming in. They have to go put, and
more and more are realizing that they have to go out and find the
young people and bring the programs to them. Unfortunately, there
was no such thing going on for Russ here when he was starting his
early career, but especially, the ''s in the biggest cities are doing
more and more of this.

I would like, unless the Chair has a question, to turn the microphone
over to Julius Jones who can tell us more specifically about the juve-
hiile program in Nashville.

Senator BAY1!. Before Mr. Jones goes ahead, let me just make sure
that I do not in any way deprecate the kind of services traditionally
provided by the Y's. As I said, I have been a beneficiary of these serv-
ices. I played basketball, and went swimming. You know, you did not
need anybody to go out and find me. I was glad to come in the doors,
and I really got a great deal out of it. I am just glad to see that the
YMNCA programs are being recognized as a very potent resource to
use in fighting a serious plight on our society. Please proceed.

Mr. JoNEs.F ine. I think, Mr. Chairman, my testimony will prob-
ably be a- little different from what you heard in responding to Russ'
dilemma. We saw about 3 years ago in the city of Nashville a need
for, not an institution, but a place that would eliminate the type of
thing that went on with Russ in the institution. So we started a
program with about 30 boys, and over the 3-year period, we have had
about 120 youngsters that have come through this "Instead Operation"
as we call it, sort of an in-family-type joke. And we have realized a
degree of success that exceeds 60 percent. In other words, of 120 boys
who have been through our program, more than 60 percent have gone
on to become productive citizens in the community.

Now, we were dealing in the upper teens, boys 15 to 18, so our
graduation rate was much higher than for some of the organizations
that are dealing with boys that are much lower in age levels. And we
were able to see results almost immediately, because we began with
17-year-olds who were 6 months away from the 18th birthday, and
some boys got involved in training programs with us and we were
able to assist them in placement in the community. A couple of fellows
have gone on to get married. Several have done other things that are
very productive. Unfortunately, we have had some repeaters, but not
nearly the number that we use as a national average figure, which is
something like 70 percent; I believe that is one figure being quoted
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now. Some say it is higher. So, we feel that the Y and other private
agencies as well, but especially the Y, was adding a degree of concern
shown to the youngsters who were a part of our program that they
might not get any other place. It was a case of being critically con-
cerned about how well they fare as human beings once they left that
program in the organization in the Nashville Y. And, as a result of
this, we think that there was and still is a need for a bill like 3148,
and the reason for that is that we have extreme difficulty at points in
getting funding for what we thought was a very successful program.
And even then we were doing it on a year-to-year basis, and only a
reimbursable basis. Frequently we got into some real serious problem
with our finances. But, the program thinking in terms of constant,
we feel was very good.

Senator BAY!!. Were you able to reduce the recidivism rate from
the national average for young people of about 75 percent to about
50 percent?

Mr. JONES. We reduced the rate of recidivism among our youth to
what we were able to statistically say was about 35 percent.

Senator BAYH. 35 percent.
Mr. JoNms. Right.

'Senator BArn.-Did you suggest that if you had been able to provide
the kind of services necessary at an earlier age, the results might have
been better ?

Mr. JONES. Exactly. And it was primarily because of the lack of
funds that we could not do this, nor could we expand the program
that we had for 20 or 30 boys that we were serving.

Senator BAYH. Was this in Nashville?
Mr. JONES. In Nashville.
Senator BAY!!. Were you serving 20 to 30 boys?
Mr. JONES. We had a capacity of 30, and we went from a low of 15

to a high of 30, but we averaged about 20 boys a day for a period.
Senator BAY!i. How many boys.need this service in Nashville?
Mr. JoNE~s. Based on statistics released by the juvenile court there,

this past year, there were 35 000 juvenile crimes in the city of Nash-
ville, a population of a little less-than 500,000.

Senator BAYH. Did you say 35,000
Mr. JONES. Thirty-five thousand cases.
Senator BAYH. Weren't some of these cases repeaters? What are we

talking about as far as younger boys?
Mr. JoNa. We are talking about both boys and girls. The percentage

of boys was about 70 percent and girls about 30 percent of that num-
ber. These were not all. These were cases wheie people were actually
charged. There were a number of incidents where young people came
before the juvenile court and the charges were dismissed in situa-
tions similar to what Russ was talking about, where their parents had
agreed to be probation officers, if I may use that terminology, for
their youngsters, putting them on strict curfews and several other
things. So, 35,000 is actually the number of crimes that were written
into the books.

Senator BAY. Those were actually crimes?
Mr. JONEs. That ran all the way from truancy to murder, and

truancy was considered a crime.

84-522-73-12
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Senator BAYT. What is the optimum size? If we look at our legis-
lation, S. 3148, should there be a limit on the size of programs, in order
to insure personalized services? How large a number of boys can one
Y deal with effectively? Can one Y establish 10-, 20-, 30-group homes
and manage them in a way in which the attention will be personalized
and not institutionalized? What is your experience?

Mr. JONES. Without any difficulty we were discussing the possibility
of starting two additional ones in the city of Nashville. We have the
one, as I said before, with the maximum number being 30 that we
could deal with, and we waited to do two others, and we wanted to
get the number up to 100 and, of course, the problem with that was
funds. I think the problem is the amount of funds; the number is
unlimited.

Senator BAyix. I am sorry. I did not hear the last statement.
Mr. JoNFs. The problem is the amount of funds. The number of

youngsters that a YMCA could deal with in the city effectively and
personally is unlimited.

Senator BATH. You are sure of that now?
Mr. JONES. I am positive.
Senator BATH. What can we do as we look at our legislation with

its emphasis on voluntary agencies such as the Y, to keep these agen-
cies from assimmila;ting all of the shortcomings of the governmental
bureaucracy, which is now unable to handle the problem IT have never
been a YMCA administrator, but how does one keep well-intentioned
folks from succumbing to temptation?

Mr. JONFs. If I may amplify for about 10 seconds, there is a very
unique quality in the type of person who is willing to aline himself
with the YMCA as it relates to this type of program, and the people
we involve as counselors, group leaders, project directors, and others
are people who join such a staff because of their concern, so that we
do not have to worry about falling into the pitfalls and the traps that
have been described by Russ in some correctional institution.

Senator BAYH Mr. Booze, you were nodding affirmatively there.
Do you want to articulate that nod?

Mr. BoozE. That struck a very resonant chord with me, Senator. I
have before me a letter from a young man who works for a social
agency in Stillwater, Okla. It is not a long letter, but is speaks elo-
quently to several points that I would like to make. I would like to
read it with your permission. It says:

I have been working with a group of delinquent kids In Stillwatef officially
for about four months now, although I have been concerned about them for
some time. Besides working at the Y, I am a volunteer worker for the Welfare
Department in Payne County. At the moment I am working on a campaign trying -
to find things for these kids to do and give them places to go for help and under-
standing. I would like to see a walkin contact center started, for one thing. It
is not a part of my Job at the Stillwater Y, but I have been letting these kids
come into m-' office and rap about what's on their minds. Some of the worst prob-
lem kids have made marked improvement Just because they can talk comfort-
ably about what's bugging them.

Now that I have stated my case, my reason for writing is that we need all of
the help we can get. I alone in my own little office cannot even make a dent into
the problems in Stillwater. I am checking with every agency that has anything
to do with delinquency. We need direction in setting up programs, we need hell)
in convincing people that something can be done with these kids other than send-
ing them to institutions. Most of all, we need leads for monetary support. I know
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a number of university students who are interested in working with problem
kids, but there are no programs for them to get involved in.

Please send me any information on setting up programs and training workers
that you have. Any kind of direction and support that you can give us will be
most appreciated.

That is a fairly typical example of the letters that we get all of the
-time, and when you ask what would keep the Y -or any agency in-
volved in this kind of programing from falling into the ways of the
ol bureaucracy that we seek to replace, I thought Julius hit that an-
swer squarely, and that is the kind of person that we are attracting
and whom we are training. I do not know of any other profession
sir, that would allow or where the public would allow the lack oi
training to be as pervasive as it is in this work with human beings.
Certainly not in medicine. We certainly do not establish medical
clinics or hospitals without first seeing to it that our doctors or the
staff of these hospitals are adequately trained. We certainly do fot
establish courts without first looking to law schools. Yet we go about
the business of establishing agencies or progr-ams to deal with delin-
quents and we do not address ourselves to the kind of training issues
that are gut level. These are life and death kinds of situations that our
workers are called upon to perform, with very little training experi-
ence provided. In this field of outreach, which is essentially just an ex-
tension of a general agency's concern for the total individual, not just
how he does on the basketball court or in the gym or in the swim pro-
gram, our Outreach Center has trained over 1,200 people. We have
dealt with problems ranging from how do you get a kid to talk, just
how do you begin with him to get a conversation going, to how do you
talk to judges to intercede in a situation as Russ described.

The kinds of down-to-earth issues that are not necessarily covered
in graduate school, that are not covered in college per se, unless one is
fortunate enough to have a very enlightened instructor who will give
meaningful kinds of content to those courses. So, it is not enough that
a person take abnormal psychology. Unfortunately, there is no educa-
tional course for a subject labeled"'Streetology' which would describe
the kind of culture one encounters, and the a ility to relate to it, not
necessarily by adopting that life style, but to come across as being a for
real individual. Such people do not get caught up in the situation that
we are here talking against, those in the current juvenile system that
treats people as animals. The kinds of workers that are attracted to
this work as a profession, and it is a profession, are not the kind who
would stand idly by and allow such brutality to happen. Workers all
across the country are raising their voices to demand training, but no-
body seems to listen. I have heard people say that we do not know what
works in terms of juvenile delinquency. Well, my answer to that is
that we do not know what will cure cancer, either, but we have not
stopped trying. We did not know how to get to the moon until fairly
recently, and we mounted an effort and we are there. We do not have
all of the answers in terms of training, but we simply know what the
issues are, and we have a record of success, and I can just speak very
briefly to some of the things that were key to the successes that we
have had. We have had success where we have involved not only the
youth servicing agencies in a community, but all the other services
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available such as juvenile courts, schools, hospitals, mental health
clinics, lawyers in a collaborative approach. We have had success when
people were allowed to participate in formulating the programs; that
is, when we as a YMCA would not come into a community and say, this
is the program, but actually involve the community people in planning
it. That is how we get around the do-not-build-the-juvenile-home alter-
native program in our community. We go in and we ask the residents
to help us to design an alternative program. Then they feel that they
have a stake in it, and they own it.

I could go on making a case for training but I guess I am more com----
fortable responding to the questions, and I would welcome any that
you have, sir.

Senator BAYH. I have a number of questions. I will let you decide
which one of the panel most appropriately should respond. In addi-
tion, I suppose that you gentlemen would not be opposed to answering
written questions if we do not get around to having the time to ansWer-
all the questions here.

Mr. Jones, you talked about the national experience of the YMCA,
I have here an article written December 12 in the New York Times by
Tom Wicker describing the "Y That Didn't Die," and it tells of a
Chattanooga experience. Are you familiar with this story.

Mr. JoNEs. I think Mr. Pryor is probably more familiar with it than
lam.

Senator BAYH. According to the article, there were about 60 boys
handled by the Y program there that would otherwise have gone. to tie
correctional center. According to Mr. Wicker, at the time of the article,
which was December 12, the program which had originally been
funded, 60 percent by LEAA, 40 percent by the Chattanooga Y, had
not been refunded by LEAA.

Mr. Pryor. That is still correct.
Senator BAY1T. Is that still correct I
Was the Chattanooga program worthwhile? What were the results?

Mr. Jones talked about a 35-percent recidivism rate in Nashville. What
were the results in Chattanooga ?

Mr. PRYOR. Statistically, I cannot answer that question, other than
to say that in my discussions with the director of that program, and
he had come on after the program started, so his vested interest was
somewhat diminished. He was extremely impressed with the results
they had achieved. He was a Ph. D., a psychologist. They had been in
operation only I year as opposed to 3 years in Nashville. The rea-
son for the refunding hassle apparently revolved around a number of
intricate local, regional and State issues. But, basically, it came down
to a difference in philosophy. LEAA has expressed through that
region and the local people and pressures that they were responding
to, that they would not accept a community-based program, whicI
also involved services for kids who were living in that neighborhood
to use the facility so that there were would a mingling of kids under
jurisdiction, with neighborhood residents. The objection to the Y
program was that the Y wanted to encourage an integration of the
services for their residents in the center with the children and the
youth of the surrounding neighborhood.

Senator BAYH. How did a youth become a resident in the center?
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Did one have to be committed there by a judge?
Mr. PRYOR. That is correct.
Senator BAYH. In other words, LEAA did not want to do something

to keep a child from having to be committed there in the first place.
Is that right?

Mr. PRYOR. Exactly.
Senator BAY1r. That does not make much sense, does it?
Mr. PRYOR. They wanted to broaden their referral source, and that

was another issue in which things caved in. The reason they got from
LEAA in the letter that was quoted to me is that "your program is
not refunded because it is not creative enough in terms of programs
for our purposes." That may be subject to some amendment, the quote,
but that is basically the sense, and the Chattanooga Y has now gone
on to apply for title IV-A contracts. LEAA has extended the unused
portion of their original grant which will run them to about the second
week in July .They are hoping for the title IV-A grant contract to be
approved before then.

Senator BAYIH. Well, I am not sure where the question lies, and it
may not be put in the proper sequence, but let me ask to put in the rec-
ord here the full story of the "Y That Didn't Die".

(The article was marked "Exhibit No. 4" and is as follows:)

Exhibit No. 4

(From the New York Times, Dee. 12, 107,1]

THEr 'VY THAT DmN'T Dn

(By Tom Wicker)

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.-Last September, one of the boys living at the Residential
Youth Center in the old Southside Y.M.C.A. here came "home" despondent. He
had been kicked out of school for wearing no socks.

That kind of callous treatment of their boys--all assigned to the Center from
Juvenile court-was no surprise to the young officials of the Center; on another
occasion, when a Center resident had been in a school fight, he was expelled but
no action was taken against the other boy. The presumption is usually against
a "delinqueut."

In both these cases, the Center staff was able to persuade school officials to
relent. But there is not much they can do in cases like that of the resident boy
who went back to his family for a weekend visit; he found his father drunk and
his mother greeted him by saying: "What the hell are you doing here? Did you
run away again?"

Such attitudes have caused Jerry Ilannah, the family counselor for the Center,
to conclude that "there's more so-called delinquency caused by teachers, parents
and social workers than by children themselves."

It is his belief--and the central idea of the Residential Youth Center-that
young people "go wrong" mostly because society and its organizations make so
little effort to find out what their problems are, and so often react to trouble-
some behavior with punitive treatment rather than with sympathy and concern.

Mr. Hannah pointed out a white youth avidly playing basketball with several
blacks at the Center. "He's with us for unruly behavior," he said. "We looked
into the case, found he had a high I.Q., but no father and a mother with a history
of nervous breakdowns. There was nothing really wrong with the boy but if they
hadn't sent him here, they'd have sent him to Pikeville."

Pikeville is a Tennessee state "correctional center"-In fact a youth prison or
reformatory. As with many such institutions, boys sent there often come 6ut more
unruly and harder to handle than they were when they went in. The Residential
Youth Center is set up to provide an alternative to that kind of institutional
care-particularly in such cases as that of the truant black youth who was re-
fusing to go school, Center staff members learned, because he had no decent
clothes to wear and no responsible family to provide them.
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The Center opened last January in an old Y.M.C.A. building that was going
to ruin in a black neighborhood. With a budget of $164,000 for the year-funded
60 per cent by the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and 40
per cent by the Chattanooga Y.M.C.A.-it has handled about sixty boys so far.
At one point, 33 were living there-each with his own room and the right to
paint and decorate it as he pleased-and last week there were 25 boys on the
roster, about half of them white.

Residents are referred to the Center by the Hamilton County Juvenile court.
At the Center, which takes legal custody of the boys, they not only get decent
treatment and discipline, good food, companionship, and organized activities-
swimiming in the ol "Y" pool, other sports, even a mini-bike team-but they go
to public schools like other children and, when it's appropriate, get Job and skill
training through other communityy agencies. One "unruly" boy straightened out s6
well after three or four months at the Center that he was admitted this fall to
Middle Tennessee State College.

There have been failures, too. Of eight residents transferred from Pikeville,
five had to be sent back as unmanageable and one ran away and Is still at large.
There was some pilferage at first, and there are still some minor problems with
glue-sniffing and run-aways. School truancy declined after Gruff Long, the ad-
ministrator, learned to put boys in different schools from the ones they had
dropped out of; but he said last week that the Center was not doing well enough
In supervising homework and motivating the boys to work hard in school.

But Mr. Long and )r. Howard Runyon, the program director, believe the
Center Is off to a solid start. John Chambliss, Jr., the young banker who Is chair.
man of its board of directors, believe It could be a model for many other com-
munities with an aging or abandoned Y.M.C.A. building and the need for an alter-
native to youth reformatories.

In fact, the Center has been going so well that. naturally, it has run into
trouble. Athletic and other programs for boys from the surrounding neighbor-
hood are also carried on at the Southside Y.M.C.A., and the Center staff believes
this provide- an excellent opportunity for the resident boys to mingle freely with
and learn from youngsters who are not "in trouble."

The L.E.A.A. doesn't agree, and Is pressuring the Center staff to get the com-
munity programs out of the building; that, as the- staff sees it. would only tend
to make the Center more-nearly an isolated "institution" for delinquent boys, a
situation they have worked hard to avoid. At last account, no new L.E.A.A grant
was planned for next year, and a search for-new funds already has started. That
is the way things go.

Senator BAYMI. I think now is probably a good time to ask a ques-
tion. Is there. a need for a basic reorganizaiton such as that contained
in 3148 which would provide funds to keep young people out of trouble
and to make them clistructive members of society? Why should a
local agency have to shop from one agency that says they will take
care of you if you are not, in trouble, to another one that will take
care of you if you are in trouble?

Mr. PRYOR. Well, I support it fully.
Senator BAYr. Excuse me. I do not want to under-emphasize the

problem which exists over fragmented services. This problem was dem-
onstrated in the consideration by this subcommittee of the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1968 which is about to
expire. The youth service programs of HEW are small and weak.
Moreover, the competition with LEAA has further weakened HEW's
effort. Although the bill contains a $75 million annual authorization,
the HEW officials continue to testify that HEW needs only $10 mil-
lion. We have got to do something, it. seems to me, to reorganize the
system in order to increase the pressure for youth services within the
budgetary system. Now, I have answered the question that I wanted to
ask you.

Mr. Pnyon. You have given my testimony.
Senator BAYH. You answer the question the way you think it should

be answered.
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Mr. PRYOR. I suppose at the risk of being repetitive, it seems clear
to me that the LEAA focus is not on the constituencies or the kinds of
people that we want to serve as we have described this morning.

Senator BAY-R. Who is LEAA's constituency ?
Mr. PRYOR. It wus basically enforcement, basically law enforcement,

correctional and institutional agencies and some court systems.
Senator B,%Yi. Let me explore this. I am not willing to accept the

fact that every law enforcement officer likes the way things are being
done now. I am not willing to accept the fact that every juvenile court
judge approves of a system in which the only alternatives are to send
the juvenile back to an intolerable home situation, or send him to a
juvenile institution. The judges feel that the juvenile institution is the
esser of the two evils, neither one of which they like. There are better

ways to deal with youths but these alternatives are all that the system
provides now. I have had a police lieutenant sit right here, who is
in charge of a Juvenile program in Maryland and testified for run-
away houses. The system sends youth to juvenile institutions where
they do not belong because there are not enough group homes run by
YMCA's. Now, who is this constituency?

Mlr. PRYon. We have a iot of other people that want to respond. I
am not saying that it is an evil constituency, by any means, but by
and large, rather than a constituency whose first interests should be to
the youngsters themsel-ves, it is a constituency that evolves around the
interests of the staff of these institutions-security personnel and the
unions which represent them, as well as suppliers of goods and services
to such institutions.

Increasing law enforcement effectiveness, and increasing hardware
may be a valid goal in itself, but I do not think that breaking down
this resistance is easily achieved by the funding of agencies represent-
ing these interests. Mr. Booze can'speak very much to this problem of
dealing with street people-who have questions about your motivation
in light of where your funds are coining from. If you tell them funds
are ,Ioming from the I)epartmnent of Justice, they say, "Don't talk to
me, man !" "That is the practical consideration and you have to deal with
that, too.

It seems to me that prevention and diversion needs very specialized
attention outside the control of the Department of Justice for the
kind of people we're trying to be helpful to-and I personally would
say even the hard core 10 percent of juvenile delinquents coula benefit
by a personalized and de-institutionalized form of treatment-which
I'm not sure law enforcement and correctional constituencies are very
skilled as providing. I do think we need a much more coordinated
planning and program development focus to deal comprehensively
with all of these specialized needs.

Senator BAYT. The practical reasons are that the juveniles on the
streets are so sol)histicated that they can differentiate between a pro-
gram that is funded by HEW and one that is funded by LEAA?

Mr. Boozy.. Senator, most definitely they are. They are very hep
to funding and funding possibilities.

Senator BAYIr. You mean to say they will not use this baseball or
basketball because the attorney general had something to do with itI

Mr. Boozy.. No. You see, the inner-city youth group nowadays do
not want baseball bats, sir. They want jobs. They want money in'their
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pockets, and, unfortunately, some well-intentioned but misinformed
programs have given them just that, and that has set the tone.

Senator BAYTI. OK. Then let us make it whatever is relevant in the
community today, not baseball bats or swimming pools, but does the
source of funds really-

Mr. BoozE,. Make a difference?
Senator BAYXI. Yes. Here LEAA is going to expire this next year,

and I have been fighting to try to move these funds into an area that
is more oriented to the kind of programs that you gentlemen have
been discussing. My reason has been that you lose out in an agency
that is primarily in the business of dispensing hardware. Is there
another reason?

Mr. BOOZE. Yes. Very basically, LEAA came upon the scene and it
had that reputation, or established that reputation as being hard-lined,
taking a hard approach to the problem of juvenile justice, or juvenile
delinquency. It was viewed as strictly law and order. And in terms
of attracting staff to work in programs funded by LEAA, the first
question that I am always asked is, What is the Justice Department
doing putting up the money? There must be something behind it. If
HEW, for example, put up'the money, well that seemed to make sense
because it is Health, Education, and Welfare. But, the Justice Depart-
ment being interested in preventing delinquency, that did not seem to
fit too well. Now. this is from the viewpoint of the staff. The kids also
knqw what the Justice Department stands for, and it is not for an
even break for them. Rightly or wrongly that is the attitude and there
is resistance on the part of youth groups to get involved in programs
that are funded bv Justice or LEAA.

Senator BAY'T.'What experience has the Y had in funding the pro-
grains with LEAA?

Mr. Jo.,tNs. Mav I should not say it even-
Senator B.kyjr: What kind of delinquency prevention programs are

funded by LEAA?
Mr. JoNrs. We went to LEAA with two packages in hand, two pro-

grams. One was a detached worker program where we take the resident
facilities onto the street, and it is an on the street counseling-type pro-
gram, such as Dick has been talking about, which was to be funded for
something less than $100,000. At the same time we had a program in
the other hand that was for twice as much money to provide a physical
fitness program for the local police department. The latter received
preferential treatment and was funded, and the former was filed some
place and we have not heard from it yet. Now, to me, it was a question
of priorities, and to me it said it is of greater benefit to this community
to get the policemen into condition to run down the young offender
than it is to worry about the offender himself. Now, that is an example
of the type of experience that I have had with LEAA in trying to get
funding for programs.

Senator BAYH. I wonder if we are going to be able to resolve the
political problem a little easier if we accept the fact that there is
nothing wrong with having policemen who are physically fit.

Mr. JoN s. There is no problem with that.
Senator BAYR. Then the question, of course, resolves itself into the

limited funds for these programs. It will be necessary to double or
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triple the available funds if we- are going to have all of these basic
programs. LEAA has limited its jurisdiction to those youths who are
within the juvenile justice system. HEW has jurisdiction of delin-
quency prevention programs but most of the funds are in LEAA. I
suppose that is why LEAA would not refund the Chattanooga pro-
gram. That is why our bill, S. 3148, establishes a program emphasizing
prevention but not limiting who is covered by a program. Do we have
a general agreement that a coordinated, unified approach to delin-
quency is better ?

Mr. JoN"Es. It is much better because we have learned that it is more
traumatic for the offender to treat him for 1 year in a program similar
to what-we were doing, and then have it cut off and eliminated, and
possibly it would be better to send him to an institution for 6 months
because all of a sudden we cast him back onto the street from which
we rescued him. And this business of not knowing from one 12-month
period to the next what we will be doing a year later, I think, would be
eliminated by this bill.

Senator BAYII. Let me be the devil's advocate. Don't I, as a respon-
sible legislator, have a responsibility of seeing that the program is
functioning properly before I extend it? Would it be possible to pro-
vide for 1 year as a probationary period, and after-the program has
proven it is effective, then extend the program for 2, 3, or 4 years.

Mr. JoNEs. Then we have no problem with that.
Mr. BoozE. That would be a lot more acceptable than the current

situation. There is absolutely no difficulty in terms of asking a pro-
gram to prove itself. What we are talking about is how ridiculous
it is for a highly qualified person, who is qualified enough to direct a
program, having to spend from 2, 8, or 4 months of his time involved
in refunding efforts, rather than running or directing the-program.

Mr_ Lama& Then, too, I have felt this concern in the Y's, that
YMCA's would not attempt, in my opinion, to peddle some bad mer-
chandise.

Senator BAYH. I know that you would not intentionally promote
a bad program.

Mr. JoNEs. Or unintentionally.
Senator BAYh. YMCA's are not omnipotent, are they?
Mr. JoNEs. No; not by any stretch of the imagination. We wish we

were, but we are not.
'Seh'rtor BAYM. Isn't it reasonable to suggest that there should be

some period of time in which the Y'MCA's demonstrate that a program
will work, once an agency has established a working program meet-
ing reasonable criteria, then the program will be funded as long as it
continues to meet these criteria? Maybe there should be an annual re-__
view, but, not the current situation where it is never clear whether a
program will be refunded. Is that a reasonable program?

Mr. LANOWORTIY. We think that is extremely reasonable. We think
there should be review every year to make sure the program is doing
what it was set up to do. But, we feel that having no idea at all whether
we are going to get refunded makes it very difficult to run that pro-
gram, makes it very difficult to get the best staff and it just interferes
with the efficiency'and success of the program in many, many ways,
not only in this area but in so many other areas in Government fund-
ing that some of us have been involved in, as individuals.
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Senator BAYIr. I appreciate the critique about the multiyear fund-
ing. Let us work together on some language which can accomplish
what we all recognize is the goal.

Mr. BoozE. Senator, there is one other aspect too, and that is that
because the funding picture is so dim there are many agencies who
would like to take advantage of the training offered by the national
center that are reluctant to get involved in these kinds of programs
because they do not want to have to go through the hassle of refunding
from year to year.

Mr. LANOWORTHY. And because they know that if they do not get
refunded, then their agency is blamed by the constituency and the
blame domq not rest on the Federal agency that declined to refund
them. The blame is placed on the YMCA or the Boys' Club or what-
eve r agency it is that has to close down the program at the end of the
year; a program that seems to be doing a good job. They do not want
to go through that risk to their own -financial solvency of maybe being
put into the position of almost having to continue out of their own
very slim budgetary resources, and this is why many very worthwhile
agencies do not want to get involved.

Senator BAYlR. Let us work out some language with your help,
please, on this multiyear funding with review, which requires every-
l)ody to stretch to neet the standards, but does not require a lot of
red tape. I appreciate your criticism about the funding level. The fund-
ing level in our bills are pragmatic but we know, though, that. we are
not going to get nearly the dollars we want, so perhaps we should raise
the level.

Let me ask you gentlemen to deal with a point about training that
was raised yesterday . We had some people from Westfield Detention
Center yesterday who suggested that there wa.s merit in a rotating
,taff beeause after a certain amount of time on a job, the staff develops

a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. What are your thoughts
on the need for rotation and the need tolave professional people to
deal with the very complex problems that young people have?

M[r. Boozm. If the nrogram is based in the community, the community
will keep us focused on it and sensitive to it. If, for example, we are
servicing young people and we have some of these very young people
involved on our board, they will see to it that we do not get ingrained
or immersed in a system that is not relevant to their needs. As these
young people grow'older we replace them with young people who rep-
resent the ones we're currently servicing. If we have the constituency
involved in the planning process, sir, then we have successful programs.
'Where we i nore that commonsense step, we have problems.

Senator BAYH. Do most Y boards have young people?
Mfr. BoozE,. Not most. Many do now. Thiis is a new day for us. I think

the first ones were involved in San Francisco, and that movement has
spread. It makes commonsenso to us now.

Mr. LANOWORTITY. Let me speak to that. The national board has
imposed upon itself and urged locals to include 30 percent at least, of a
combination of minorities, youth, and women in approximately equal
proportions, and this is a requirement.

Senator BAYTY. And the rest are old men; is that it?
Mr. BoozE. The nice businessmen from the community.
Mr. LAN OWORTHY. Middle-aged white types like me.
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Senator BAYH. You put all of those categories in the 30 percent, not
30 percent each?

Mir. LANOWORTHY. Right. Approximately 10 percent each; and it is
a requirement at the national level and bIeing strongly urged at the
local leve.

Senator BAYH. Let me just throw this one more question out for
you. We have significant evidence that one of the first indications of
the child having problems is his inability to cope in school. Has the Y
hid experience in designing programs to reach the high school drop-
out, not only with his school problems, but using parental counseling,
where you have kids who just cannot communicate with parents.

Mr. Boozv.. Yes. We have a Family Communication Skills Center
located in Menlo Park, Calif., through which we provide training in a
number of programs. One of these is called "Parent Effectiveness
Training." This is simply one of educating parents to listen so they are
really hearing their kids. The programs are available to youth serving
agencies and all arrangements are made through the staff of our center
in California.

This center, through field contacts, provides training in a variety of
programs specifically designed to give parents help and actual practice
in learning how to talk with, understand, and get along with their kids.
Some programs work with parents only, but many are workshops where
parents and teenagers attend together and they interact in various
ways-sometimes with their own parents and sometimes with other
parents-so that there is an opportunity to become more objective
and observant of their own behavior. We have a program design where
whole families, as many as 20 families, come together to interact. An
experienced family counselor works with our Y staff and together
they conduct these family workshops where even the 6-year-olds
get'into the act, learning to communicate better as family members.
Parents get a lot of support and help even from each other at these
workshops, and the teenagers seem to get, encouragement to express
themselves more honestly in such groups. Generally the parents repclrt
later there is a great deal better comntinication and easing of family
tensions in the home as a result of these training experiences.

As a professional worker with youth, one of the strongest emphasis
I might be able to place in youth work has to do with actually working
with families. Youth work or youth work is actually a misnomer,
because to be effective one does not limit or spend all of his time just
on youth. Certainly, it has to work with the family. I consider myself
in working with the youth, that I am an extension of their home, and
I have had no resistance from parents in terms of having me work
with their kids.

Senator BAYI. Yes. Now.the YMCA program involves profession-
alized staff types. Is it possible to coordinate that kind of professional
staff with the voluntary services of college students, concerned commu-
nity mothers and members of the local Jaycees?

Mr. BoozE. My earlier statement really is to the effect that that is
the only way we are going to offer or make a significant dent in this
problem. It is the only way we are going to reaiiy be successful. The
drawback to using volunteers usually comes from the fact that our
programs are not established on a sound basis to begin with. We do
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not know if we are going to be in existence nextyear. We have so many
doubts that the person who really would be interested in spending
some time as a volunteer, be he college student, housewife, or what-
ever, will say well, when you get the program more solidly organized
maybe I will consider it. If we were organized on a more sound basis
then we could do a better job of attracting volunteers. And I very
definitely encourage college students to volunteer, because it is my per-
sonal belief that very few of us are fortunate enough to overcome the
handicap of having gone to college. And quite often our college edu-
cation prevents us from really relating to people. And this is one way-
of getting around that, having them involved. I would like to see that
done on a credit basis, as a matter of fact, to receive college credit for
working in programs of this type.

Mr. PRYol. Senator, I thinki in one sense that we are all here. w;th
YM1CA on our letterheads and representing, so to speak, the YMCA.
But, I would like to see ourselves in some measure as representing
private, volntary youth serving and non-youth-serving organizations
generally. And onhe of the objectives in thie national YMCA juvenile
justice project is to encourage, to stimulate, and to help local YMCA's
to work with the other agencies in their communities, such as men-
tioned, the YMCA, the National Council of Churches, Girls Clubs of
America, American Red Cross, the League of Women Voters, the
Junior League. In fact, there is a case in point here. I received a call
just 2 days ago from one of our pilot areas, and one of their ap-
proaches is going to be a multicollaborative approach toward the di-
rection of setting up a youth service bureau with these other agencies.
the YMCA, and I believe the Helping Hand Center, which runs
out of Columbus, Ohio, with the YMCA there. I believe the chief staff
person of that project which is a YMCA project, is a Catholic priest,
and there is collaboration with the Catholic diocese in Columbus. So,
one of the things we are trying to encourage, both locally and nation-
ally, is a strong collaborative focus and emphasis, particularly with
citizen groups.

Mr. LANOWORTIY. I would like to add just a word, a brief comment,
on the use of volunteers at the Y in many local areas and other youth
service agencies, too, who are already iAvolved in programs dealing
with juveniles. As a case in point, in my own hometown of Kansas
City, we have what is called a Y Pals program, headed up by a two- or
three-man paid staff, but their whole assignment is to recruit volun-
teers. Many young lawyers are involved in this who will be a pal to
a young teenager who has been referred from the juvenile system. This
is not a young person who is in deep trouble, but one who perhaps is a
first-time offender, and this adult who is recruited as a volunteer will
work as a sort of volunteer probation officer in the best sense of that
word, and devote his time as a volunteer to helping the younp.er person
to see that there is someone concerned for his or her welfare. And
there are a number of other local associations or other youth service
agencies that are enpageA in similar programs.

Senator BATIr. Thank you, gentlemen. I really appreciate the time
that Mr. Booze, Mr. Hults, Mr. Pryor, and Mr. ones, and Mr. Lang-
worthy have given us. We hope we can address other interrogatories
to you and count on you to continue to help us with this bill, S. 3148.
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Mr. LANOWOrnTRY. We thank you for the opportunity of appearing.
(Mr. Longworthy's prepared statement is as follows:)

PR1WARED TESTIMONY FOB THE NATIONAL BOARD OF YMCA's, PRESENTED BY ROBERT
B. LANOWORTHY, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DEL1N-
QUENCY, SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUIICARY, MAY 16, 1972

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Robert B. Langworthy,
a member of the National Board of YMCAs and chairman of the YMCAs' Juve-
nile Justice Advisory Commission. Accompanying me are: Richard Booze, Direc-
tor, National Center for Youth Outreach Workers (Chicago, Illinois) ; Richard
Pryor, Director, National Juvenile Justice Project (Wilmington, Delaware);
Julius Jones, Organizer and Director of Nashville YMCA's Urban Village, Resi-
dential Youth Facility for referred youth, (Washington, D.C.); Russ Hults,
Staff member, National Center for Youth Outreach Workers. (Former street
gang leader and resident of youth penitentiaries and the Illinois State Prison)
(Chicago, Illinois).

The National Board of YMOAs appreciates the opportunity to discuss with
members of this Committee the issues related to the growing rate of delinquency
among our youth. We believe we are moving into a period when there will be
full recognition of the need to link the federal and stale establishments with
coalitions of corporate entities and private organizations to utilize the unique
resources of all to keep youth out of the courts and prisons, and to properly
treat them if they are adjudicated.

Senate Bill 8148 which seeks to not only improve the quality of Juvenile justice
in the United States but to provide a comprehensive, coordinated approach to
the treatment of troubled children has been long needed.

The way we have dealt with youth who are in trouble should weigh heavily
on the consciences of all of us, public servants and private organizations. We
have simply turned our personal and organizational faces away from the problem.
It has been easier to lock children up than to try to find the resources needed
to help them cope with themselves, their families, their friends and their society.
We are now finally coming 'to realize that not only have our attempts at "reba-
bilitation" failed the child-youth reformatories have In many instances provided
,career development opportunities for crime. Our neglect has helped transform
children needing help into adult offenders at a price that Is staggering in human
and financial terms.

We who represent one of the large, private, youth-serving organizations must
accept a share of our nation's lack of responsibility.

For too long we have largely served persons who through their own initiatives
have sought out the organization.

Now we are taking organizational initiatives to seek out hostile, alienated
youth who have taken to the streets and make the interventions that hopefully
will divert them from acts of delinquency and lives of crime.

For too long we have stood by and let systems be perpetuated that over the
years have hurt more young people than they have helped.

Now we are accepting the responsibility of helping find proper alternatives
to systems that have long needed changing. A prime example of this is the
Juvenile Justice System.

On March 4, 1972, in New York City, the National Board of YMCAs did adopt
this five-year goal and these two illustrations of expected outcomes:

Changing the conditions that foster alienation, delinquency and crime-
Major assistance will be given YMCAs to put into operation programs of

rehabilitation for Juvenile offenders which will serve as options to youth Jails
and reformatories.

National strategies and models will have been developed to improve the Juvenile
justice system.

Some work has been started in these areas of our concern and those have
been developed because of some effective mergings of public and private efforts.

Some 40-50 YMCAs have developed within their residences and in special
facilities, small group homes which house referrals from the courts. These Youth
Residential Centers work with each young person at the point of his particular
need, .whether It be re-entering school, training for a Job, overcoming a drugs
problem, gaining a better self-image, or living in a healthy home situation.
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Some YMCAs have developed "Runaway Homes" which give temporary shelter
and counsel to youth who have left their homes until a reconciliation can be
effected or other alternatives found.

A large number of our 1800 local YMCAs have developed programs directed
to youthful drug users.

In almost every one of these programs YMCAs are providing staff, programs
and facilities and they are being financed by federal and state grants. The
three major funding units have been the Youth Development and Delinquency
Prevention Administration of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare;
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Justice Department;
and the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration.

We have also looked to the Y.D.D.P.A. and the L.E.A.A. for the funding of
two national projects. Commissioner Gemignani's unit has funded our National
Training Center for Youth Outreach Workers which in the last two years has
trained over 1200 workers from 120 agencies to work on the streets and in the
neighborhoods with street youth. This was an extremely needed venture which
is having a high degree of success.

L.E.A.A. recently granted $422,000 to help fund one of our national delinquency
prevention projects which in nine months has expanded from 23 to 103 cities,
and hopes to reach 30,000 troubled youth. This project also has a corporate
sponsor which has donated close to $3 million In equipment and funds. This
partnership of major corporation, private organization and federal government
in a combined attack on delinquency points the way for coalitions of the future.

On March 1, 1972, the National YMCA, In concert with several other national
youth organizations, began a major project which will have as its goals the crea-
tion of program alternatives to the Juvenile Justice System and the bringing
of major changes to this system. One of our key demonstration targets will be
the State of Massachusetts with the Boston YMCA and a coalition of youth
organizations, working in the close cooperation with the Sate's Commissioner of
Youth Services, Dr. Jerome Miller and his staff.

Dr. Miller's courageous and Intelligent goal of closing down the large prison- -
like institutions In favor of a system of community-based services will succeed
if our community organizations can find the means of providing these services.
Already four YMCAs in Boston are providing group homes and are beginning
other programs aimed at deterrence. Massachusetts is only a beginning but an
important beginning which may provide the models we have long been seeking.

If organizations like the YMCA are to be encouraged in the pursuit of these
new priorities, the existing roadblocks must be speedily removed. Problems en.
countered in the post are these:

Units such as the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Ad-
ministration if 1I.E.W. have been seriously underfunded. While being ex-
tremely cooperative and helping us begin some significant programs such as
our National Outreach Training Center, and providing a national strategy
to fully Involve community organizations in programs of prevention, it can-
not operate In depth because of Its severe fund limitation of $10 million.

While Administrator Leonard's L.E.A.A. unit has provided some funds
for national and local programs, In many federal regions and states, there
still seem to be conflicts regarding what percentage of these funds should
be directed toward programs of prevention as against programs dealing with
the treatment of offenders and the Improvement of police establishments.

The practice of funding programs for only one year results in vast amounts
of time and energy expended annually in preparation for the funding cycle.-
It is also difficult to plan on a year to year basis.

Not only has there been a limitation of funds for the new emerging pro-
grams; there exists an uneven use of funds available for the private organ-
ization. In some states and regions the private agencies have received en-
couragement; In others discouragement.

Senate Bill 3148 Is an important and necessary bill because:
1. It brings recognition that it is more important to deter young people

before they get caught up in the justice system, than to provide treatment'
for them after the fact. There have been relatively few federal dollars to
provide the varied programs within communities which will serve as attrac-
tive options to the youth who are the prime candidates for the courts and
Institutions.

2. It provides funds not only for ,State Planning units for the adminis-
tration of local programs, but also provides for Special Emphasis Prevention
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and Treatment programs which may be utilized for training and other pro-
grams that are national in scope and cut across federal and state Juris-
dictions.

3. There is in the bill an expectancy that private, non-profit organizations
will be heavily involved in developing and maintaining programs of this
nature. The utilization of staffs, learnings, resources, and facilities in al.
ready existing organizations is obviously preferable to the creating of new
institutions, providing that the established units are serious about their new
priorities and can perform with credibility.

4. There is in the bill the intent of formulating long-needed national guide-
lines for Juvenile detention and the administration of Juvenile justice; the
establishment of broader training programs; and a National (Research)
-Institute for Juvenile Justice. All of these provisions are commendable.

5. The bill enables one federal agency to act for all in the event that
several federal units ate involved in a joint funding of programs.

We would have three suggestions for strengthening this bill:
1. While we recognize that this measure calls for increased appropriations

each year, the problem today is so intense it requires vast funding immediately.
The Title V, Part A-Formula Grants, for Assistance to State and Local Pro-

grams, only carries $25 million for 1972, roughly $1/2 million per State. $200 mil-
lion or more would more adequately represent 1972 needs and this should be
increased substantially each year.

An increase in Part B-Special Emphasis Grants from $75 to $100 million in
1972 extending to $400 million in 1975 would place more adequate resources at
the level of prevention.

2. There might be a need to focus more sharply on the major intent of this
bill: whether it is to provide most of its federal monies for delinquency pre-
vention programs or for treatment programs for adjudicated youth. The future
role of the L.E.A.A. is related to this issue.

3. Provisions should be made for longer term funding of programs-preferably
two years or more.

We feel that S. 3148 is a bill that should be enacted. It comes at a time when
the new commitments of the private sector must be matched by the dollars to
make them possible.

A recent letter received by the National Board of YMCAs from Commissioner
Jerome Miller of Massachusetts said:

"It is my hope that in conjunction with the 'Y,' we can begin to develop
the kinds of programs that will serve as a beacon to progressive programs
throughout the United States. I, personally, feel that the only direction we
can take 1t that of doing away with large institutions. Thus we need to stress
diversion from the total Juvenile justice system. We look forward to a close
liaison with your group, and are confident that together we will be able to
develop the kinds of innovative approaches that are sorely needed by an
outmoded and outdated system."

Senate Bill 3148 will help provide the financial and planning resources needed
ds we work toward the goal of helping troubled youth become constructive mem-
bers of society.

Senator BAYR. Mr. Rector, you and Mr. Friemund and the other-
gentleman, good afternoon.

STATEMENT OF MILTON RECTOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, PARAMUS, N.J.,
ACCOMPANIED BY JUSTUS FRIEMUND AND PHILIP HOLMES

Mr. RECTOR. Senator, this is Philip Holmes.
Senator BAYII. Right. I should have remembered.
Mr. RECTOR. And he is the research assistant to our National Capital

Office of the National Council. He is a graduate student from the
University of Maryland School of Social Work.

Senator BAYH. And I think Mr. Holmes was a witness with Justus
Friemund.
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Mr. RwcToR. Yes, Justus Friemund was here last time we testified.
Right.

Senator, I appreciate your willingness to continue through on your
lunch hour so that we can testify on Senate bill 3148. I was quite
stimulated listening to our associates from the YMCA. We have had
an opportunity to work closely with them and the YM's have been
one of the national groups that has been on the cutting edge of some
new developments in this field a long time and a leader with the
Bureau of Prisons. I remember when the U.S. Bureau of Prisons
wanted to develop some community prerelease centers, and the YMCA
stepped forward offering their facilities for this. So, they should be
commended in-what they are doing.

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency has long called
for strong accountable Federal leadership in the field of juvenile de-
linquency. This need has never been greater than it is at the present.
It is our opinion that this bill is a response to this need.

Before we discuss the bill in detail we would like to onc again re-
view the present Federal efforts in the field of juvenile delinquency.
Last year we testified before the subcommittee concerning the efforts
of the two-Federal agencies which have mandated responsibility in
the field of juvenile delinquency services. At this time, we would like
to once again review this information and update it with what has
transpired since we last spoke.

As the subcommittee recalls, last year we analyzed the efforts of
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, as identified in their
1970 State plans or block grant plans, in the area of juvenile de-
linquency.

Last year we found that out of the $298,759,422 allocated to the
States, the States committed $42,393,670 in 234 juvenile delinquency
programs. This sum represented 14.3 percent of the available funds.

In analyzing the 1971 State plans we found that out of the $536,-
499,284 allocated to the States, $80,562,655 were committed to 264 juv-
enile delinquency programs. This represents 16.1 percent of the avail-
able fund.

This change represents more a doubling of the gross total of dollars
committed to juvenile delinquency. Hoiever, as we look further,
we see that this effort represents only 30 more programs within tho
55 State plans, or an increase of 12.8 percent. From the point of view
of measuring the total effort we find that this change represents an
increase of 1.8 percent or an increase of 12.8 percent in the amount of
funds committed to juvenile delinquency out of the available resources.

As juvenile crime still represents more than half of the crimes in
the United States, a commitment of effort of 16.1 percent of the avail-
hble resources represents a grossly inadequate response to the problem.

As the LEAA is a block grant program with much of the program-
matic responsibility vested in the States, and activities of the States
must be considered.

In our State-by-State analysis of the plan we found that 27 States
or 49.09 percent of the States -increared their juvenile delinquency
efforts by an average of 7.22 percent. The greatest increase was found
in the State of Louisiana which incre,9sec it efforts from 6.1 percent
in 1970 to 23.9 percent in 1971. The State of Wisconsin committed
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32.1 percent of its funds to juvenile delinquency; the largest commit-
ment of any State.

In this same analysis we found that 25 States or 45.45 percent of
the-States decreased their juvenile delinquency efforts by an average
of 10.85 percent. The State of Hawaii decreased its efforts from the
commendable leadership commitment in 1970 of 52.1 percent to 20.2
percent in 1971. Four States-Alaska, American Samoa, Minnesota,
and Tennessee--had no clearly defined juvenile delinquency programs
in their State plans.

One State, West Virginia, remained the same. In two States,
Illinois and New York, the planning documents are so general and
vague that it is impossible to determine what portion of the effort is
committed to juvenile delinquency in the 2 years.

We also analyzed the State planning documents in relationship to
the four priorities identified in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1972. These priorities are diversions from the juve-
nile justice system, community centered treatment and rehabilita-
tion. staff development and training, and delinquency prevention.

In the programmatic category of diversions from the juvenile jus-
tice system we found that in 1970 the State planning documents de-
scribed 40 programmatic efforts and committed 14.4 percent of their
Juvenile delinquency effort to this category. In 1971, we found that the
States described 22 programmatic efforts and committed 17.4 percent
of their juvenile delinquencv efforts to this category. This represents
a decrease, of 46 percent in thie number of programs, but a 20.8-percent
increase in the amount of support. This change appears to be related
to an expansion of the number and fiscal support of youth service
bureaus in a number of States.

Senator BAY-. Could I ask a couple of questions before you go fur-
ther; please?

Mr. RECTOR. Yes.
Senator BAY11. The percentage and the dollar figures are very hlp-

ful to us in analyzing the direction a State is going with its LEAA
funds. We also need to know why a State makes a greater br lesser ef-
fort in the delinquency field. As you have compiled the figures and
studied the various plans, could you help the subcommittee by telling
us what conditions exist in States that result in the responses outlined
here.

Mr. FRiEMUND. Senator, I can respond to that. In terms of the docu-
ments that we deal with, it is the State planning document, which has
within it a statement of priorities, that are the priorities for that year
in that State. Now, we have not consistently found that the changes in
the statements of priorities from year to year reflected the funding pat-
tern, as in the case of Louisiana, and in the case of Hawaii, which we
were particularly interested in. There was no particular change in their
statement of priorities. So, based on the documents which are their
statement of intent, we have not the faintest idea why they changed.
They do not make a case for it, it is just changed.

Senator BAYH. Do you have the capacity to find out the reasons be-
hind the decisions of each State on the amount of LEAA funds used
for delinquency programs! We are trying to find a way that we can
mobilize public opinion and change priorities in this field. Knowing
why things happen can be very helpful to this subcommittee.

q 4--522-73-13
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Mr. FRIMUND. We would love to be able to find out. Unfortunately,
we do not have the capacity to go to the State and do an indeth
analysis of the particular State planning agency effort. In some Sta
well, for example, in Indiana, where we do have a State operation, in
their shift there was a recognition of the need for diverting kids from
the juvenile justice systemin Indiana and their increase and changes
are related to the recognition of this understanding and funding in
the youth service bureaus. We are acquainted with what happened
in that State but not in all States.

Senator BAY. Thank you.
Mr. REcToR. In the programmatic category of community centered

treatment and rehabilitation we found that in 1970 the State planning
documents described 60 programmatic efforts and committed 28.8 per-
cent of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this category. In 1971, we
found that the States described 74 programmatic efforts and committed
50.2 percent of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this category.
This represents a 23.3-percent increase in programmatic efforts and
a 74.3-percent increase in fiscal support. This appears to be a hopeful
signof the State planning agencies recognition of the need to treat
ad rehabilitate in their own communities.

In the programmatic category of staff development and training,
we found that in 1970 the State planning documents described 35
programmatic efforts and committed 14.1 percent of their juvenile
delinquency efforts to this category. In 1971, we found that the States
described 21 programmatic efforts and committed 4.5 percent of their
juvenile delinquency efforts to this category. This represents a 40 per-
cent decrease in programmatic efforts and a 68.1-percent decrease in
fiscal support. This decrease is most alarming. This is particularly so
in light of the known shortage of trained personnel and the expansion
of programs.

In the programmatic category of juvenile delinquency prevention,
we found that in 1970 the State planning documents describe eight
programmatic efforts and committed 6 percent of their juvenile delin-
quency efforts to this category. In 1970, we found that the States de-
scribed 29 prevention programs and committed 8.1 percent of their
juvenile delinquency resources to this effort. This represents 262.5
percent increases in the number of programs and a 35 percent increase
in fiscal support. This increase in emphasis on prevention is com-
mendable, but it must be borne in mind that prevention still only
receives 8.1 percent of the juvenile delinquency resources. If we are
to win the fight against juvenile delinquency, it will be won in the
area of prevention.

In summary, it appears from our analyses of the LEAA State plans
that there is only a token increase in the juvenile delinquency effort.
The programmatic gains in the areas of prevention and community
centered services, while commendable, are mot when viewed in the
perspective of the overall low priority of juvenile delinquency pro-
grams in the State planning effort.

Before we leave this discussion of the State plans, we would like to
comment on several points, and I think these address your pri-r ques-
tions, Senator.

(a) Our remarks today are based on the information contained in
the planning documents developed by the State planning agencies
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funded in all or part of LEAA. As such, they represent only the
planned programs and fiscal expenditures. Under present practices
and regulations there is no mechanism requiring the States to carry
out these plans. No one knows if these plans are being carried out.

All we know is that a given quantity of dollars has left the Federal
coffers and is now in State coffers. In only a handful of States do we
know that some quantity has "passed through" to local government.
In none of the States do we know what is actually being spent, where,
and on what. There is no available information as to whether or not
the actual expenditures have any relationship to the planned expendi-
tures.

Senator BAYI-. In other words, there is no mechanism to determine
how LEAA funds are actually spent. The only figures we have are the
dollars allocated to juvenile delinquency programs in the State plan?

Mr. Rwron. As reported to LEAA.
Senator BAYJI. In x-year?
Mr. RECTOR. There is no staff for a monitoring mechanism within

LEAA.
Senator BAYr. LEAA does not have anybody down there that we

could ask to come tell us if the funds are actually spent as designated in
the State plan?

Mfr. RECTOn. To our knowledge, trying to get this information our-
selves, we could not find and there is no source in LEAA to determine
whether or not the plans as reported by the States have been complied
with in Implementation.

Senator BAYi .Do you know why this is so?
Mr. REc(-roR. My guess is that, No. 1, is the problem with the Omni-

bus Crime bill whiich had no intention for a monitoring of the shared
revenue plans. The idea was that the competence rests with local
government and that competence in planning and implementation is
every bit as good as what could come from the Federal Government
under the former system of categorical grants and therefore, LEAA
has not, as I understand it, seen it imperative to put on monitoring
sta-ff and to set up a. system for monitoring. Indeed, it might be deeply
resented by the States if they did so.

Mr. Friemund tells me that most. of the States do not have it either.
I wish we had the time, and it would be interesting to take a few
States and meet with the Planning Commission in the State to see
whether or not the grants of LEAA used for the State has any correla-
tion to the key crime or delinquency problem within that State. Un-
fortunately, I'think the planning still at the State level is a very naive
pr~ocess. In our experience with State planning commissions we find
them in the main totally absorbed by the granting process, the process
of reviewing plans. seeing whether they comply with certain guide-
lines and recommendations. The planning commissions are not actually
involved in the planning process themselves to where they overrule
some of their official agencies because what i- required does not comply
with what is reported as a major priority problem in that State.

Senator BAYJI. Is it fair to interpret what you just said as meaning
that the planning boards are ofttinies just a rubber stamp for other
agencies?

Mr. RECTOR. No, I would not say there is any intention of k ing a
rubber stamp,.but I find they are tremendously consumed timewise
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with the process of reviewing grant requests, renegotiating with the
agencies making the requests to perhaps help those who perhaps do
not know how to write a grant request. Maybe the program as pre-
sented is not what the agency really intends, and this kind of detail,
rather than being able to look at the State and its principal communi-
ties and to see that a plan is evolved which actually correlates funding
and personnel and programing with the key priority areas. And
think that is a serious handicap LEAA has. When the plan comes up
to LEAA, is that it is just impossible for a small, central staff to do
what the States themselves have been unable to do. Mr. Leonard, the
Administrator of LEAA, attended NCCD's board of trustees meeting
last October and asked if we would in our work in the States promote
the involvement and greater representation of lay citizens to get a
better representation of the community on the State and local planning
commissions. I think this was out of a feeling, too, on LEAA's part
that the planning still is being too much done by those with axes to
grind and personnel and budget to protect with what they feel is their
share of the LEAA funds or revenues coming into the States. And we
are gratified to see a few of the States moving to add a broader repre-
sentation th, in just a few criminal justice professionals in the planning
process. If there is any desperate area for major investment it is in
criminal and juvenile justice planning itself.

(b) Over the past 3 years millions of dollars have been spent on
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of programs with the intent .of reducing
crime and delinquency. Yet today we don't know anything more than
we did 3 years ago about what are the most effective crime reduction
programs: We don't know if we are only pouring money into useless

o grams tor salve our conscience or really doing what we planned

We will never know until strong realistic evaluation and research
procedures are required of every project and the results of- these in-
dividual evaluations are compared and evaluated.

NCCD's Research Center has estimated that an adequate research
and evaluation design would represent no more than 14 percent of the
cost of any program. This is a small price to pay to find out what we
are doing. Until that time, we might as well be wasting tax dollars or
even worse, developing programs that cause rather than reduce crime
and delinquency.

Senator BAYL. Let me ask you this: How long would this kind of
research and evaluation take ?or a given project?

Mr. RFe-ro. I think that as long as the program is considered a pilot
program this investment should be continued in program investment.
We have a multiple-funded program that we have been operating with
the county and city eompoiwnjts in Des Moines, Iowa. For the first year
and a half of that program, the entire operation was under the direc-
tion of our research center and program staff. We undertook the pro-
gram for the purpose of changing public agency services and pro-
grams, so we had an understanding that the State and local agencies
would take over the total funding when the pilot proved itself, and it
did by our first 18-month assessment. But now that the State and
county government are conutinuing this program, they have asked our
research center to continue the assessment because that can be very
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helpful, both in highlighting points for change in staff training pro-
grams, and in high ighting possible changes in the program now that
It is a part of a Government agency. It is unfortunate that in the
crime and delinquency field, we have not seen a need for continuing
research and assessment once the research design is being implemented
as much as we have.in other scientific fields. When we see $90 million
space telescope blown up over the ocean, over Cape Kennedy because
the steering mechanism or something else has gone wrong, there is no
public outcry to get rid of the space program or not to launch another
$90 million space telescope because we have confidence in the continu-
ing research and assessment of everything that is done in the space pro-
grain. And the budget also includes essential allocation for research, so
that if a mistake occurs, the public has confidence that a scientific effort
is there to see that it does not happen next, time.

In this field when a youngster released from a training school on
parole or after care who) kilfs or who maims someone, the public can
have no confidence in. that process that determined the time to release
him in the community unless it is going to be followed with the same
kind of scientific assessment as to what was wrong with the decision-
making, what is different about the youngster's attitude and behavior
that tlioze who decided to release him hack to the community did not
know. Usually there is no assessment program to assist in assuring
that the wrong decision does not happen again. As a result the public
usually cries for longer time in institutions and elimination of after
care programs. So, I think Government leadership programs, trying
to sthingt hen tli, Nation's commitment, to reduce crime and deliii-
qiiency bas got to luive an equal commitment to research and assess-
ment as longis it is in a pilot phase. Any good operating program cer-
tainly should continue to assess to see whether what it is doing with
public moneys is effective or not. . am sorry. I did not mean to give
you a speech.

Senator BAY!!. That, is all right.
Mr. RECTOR. But, a lack of research and assessment is so serious.
Last year in discussing the Federal juvenile delinquency efforts we

analyzed the efforts of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Youth Development, and Delinquency Prevention Adminis-
tration. This year we were not able to obtain sufficient information to
fully analyze their efforts. However, considering its low level of fund-
ing'and apparent p,)ogranlmatic directions, it appears that their
national impact is minimal.

Now, as we turn our attention to the Juvenile Justice and Juvenile
Prevention Act of 1972, Senate 3148, you will see why we went into
such detail in assessing and monitoring for your subcommittee what
has been done. I think it points out the need for this type of major
Federal leadership program. We would like first to review the bill
in some detail, and then comment on it in its entirety.

We would first like to comment on title I, the amendments to the
Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act.

We have testified over a span of many years as to the need to divert
all juvenile offenders from the Federal system in favor of strengthen-
ing the capability of resources within their local communities to re-
habilitate all youngsters near their homes and families. This testimony
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received little attention. Federal authorities considered it a serious
injustice to leave the matter of youth rehabilitation to local commu-
nities served by poorly equipped juvenile courts and poorly staffed
juvenile correctional services.

S. 3148 in title II lends strong support to the concept that the Fed-
eral Government's most appropriate leadership role is to provide
financial help and technical assistance to improve the capability of
every State and community to deal with its own delinquency and crime
problems. It is encouraging to see a few States such as California,
Kentucky, and Massachusetts closing large training schools in favor
of rehabilitating youngsters close to honie. They are providing State
funds ahil services to Ftrengtli(n community services. 'ihey know in-
stitutions, large or small, can't rehabilitate anyone and indeed (o iiiuch
to negate relabilitatioh efforts. At the same'time they absorb money
and manpower so desperately needed for a consortium of human
resource services within the communities.

We are compelled to add these comments within the context of our
response to title II of S./3148. Additional legislation is badly needed
now to phase out, the entire U.S. Bureau of Prisons, in favor of a
Federal correctional agency to provide broad correctional leadership
and technical service to State and local government. If that legislation
is not introduced soon the Federal Government will be well along
with a 10-year plan to spend several hundred million dollars for
dozens of new detention and corrections institutions planned uni-
laterally from State and local criminal justice planning.

Title II proposes to divert all juvenile offenders to local juvenile
courts and service resources. We would urge more inclusive language
to divert all juvenile and youthful offenders through 21 years of age.
We would also urge deleting lines 13 and 14 in S. 5032 which permits
FederM- authorities to assume jurisdiction if the Attorney General
certifies the absence of programs and services adequate for rehabili-
tation of juveniles. Our concern is that unless jurisdiction is left solely
with the States the Federal Government could continue to temporize
in its responsibility to help the States develop adequate programs and
resources.

Hopefully the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency will
help inject'similar suggestions into the draft of the proposed Fed-
eral criminal law revision on which hearings are currently being held.
To amend the Federal criminal code so that crimes which aire State
crimes would not also be Federal crimes would do much to divert full
responsibility for juvenile and youthful offenders as well as adult
offenders back to the States.

We would urge that Sec. 204, Section 5035 be further amended
to require release to a parent, guardian, or responsibile adult prior
to any consideration of detention. The present language, which would
delete the provisions for bail in the existing law, could otherwise in-
crease the use of security detention.

Title III, Re-establishment of the National Commission on Stand-
ards for Juvenile Justice, is an answer to a long-known need in the
field of juvenile justice. We anticipate that this Commission will pro-
duce the long needed basic standards which can serve as the goals
and guides for the future.
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Over the last several years we have seen several similar Commis-
sions which have produced monumental and invaluable work. How-
ever, we have observed that these previous Commissions have shared
a common weakness. Once the Commission has completed its task it
is virtually powerless to see to the implementation of its recommen-
dations or to keep them updated in view of new knowledge or changing
conditions.

Therefore, we would recommend that the nature of the Commission
be modified along the following lines:

(a) The Commission wouldhave two duties. The first duty would
be as described in the act, and should be accomplished in the 2-year
time period. Following the completion of this first task the Commis-
sion should continue for the life of the act in an advisory and over-
sight. ca-)acity so-as to monitor the implementation of its' recommen-
dations. It should annually report to the Congress and the Presi-
dent on the performance of the National Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention and other Federal juvenile delinquency
programs

(r) As a continuing Commission the members should be appointed
-for rotating 5-year terms. The desirable feature, of youth participa-
tion and ex-offender participation should be continued. Qualifications
of the Commission members should be further specified so as to in-
clude a balance of representation from the public and private sectors.

In our opinion these two modifications will greatly enhance the
impact and potential of the Commission.

rhe authorized expenses of the Commission appear to be low, but
we assume that the Commission will be dealing with products of the
work funded elsewhere in the act.

Title IV establishes the National Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention. As described in this title, this is a strong office
. -ihsuflicient authority to accomplish its purposes. We note the simi-
larity between this office and the recently passed Special Action Office
on Drug Abuse. We agree that the problem of juvenile delinquency
is at least equal to that of drug abuse and, as such, it merits a similar
commitment of Federal power and resources.

Title V deals with Federal assistance for State and local pro-
grams. The State-plan requirements described under part A-For-
mula Grants--are generally good.

In section 503, paragraph 7, we recommend that no Federal funds
be allowed for construction of facilities. We recommend that section
503, paragraph 9, be strengthened to require research and evalua-
tion components in all projects funded under this act.

In this same section in paragraph 10, parts A and B, we urge de-
letion of the words "facilities." There are always sufficient local funds
for building facilities. We recommend deletion of part 1) requiring
the State to develop comprehensive drug abuse education, prevention
and treatment programs. Drug abuse is a public health problem and
it should be addressed in that context. By including it in this act
it will only contribute to the continuation of the criminalization ol
the drug abuser.

I migh-t add, Senator, that in doing the nationwide correction study
for the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad.-
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ministration of Justice in 1967, we found that without any prospect
of Federal funds that at that time State and local governments had
either underway or bond issues planned for expenditures by 1975
of $1,135 billion for now institutions and detention beds. We could
not find as much as $1 million in the entire country committed for non-
institutional programs in the correctional field. That is why I say
that States and local governments seems to always find construction
moneys.

Senator BAYI. Of course, right now those construction funds are
being used for the wrong kinds of institutions.

Mr. RE ToR. That is right.
Senator BAYh. Perhaps you are right. I must say that the hour is

getting late, but you are going to have to sell me on the drug treatment
issue. When you go to a place like Rikers Island, which is supposed
to be one of the most modern penal insitutions, you find most of the
young people there are committed because of drug-related offenses,
and there is no drug program. It is essential that a comprehensive
juvenile delinquency program at those institutions, small or large,
provide drug-related services. I am sure drugs are a public health
problem. But, it seems to me there has to be some equipment so that the
public health problem can be dealt vith in these institutions that deal
with those who are violators of the law.

Mr. RECTOIR. I know when you get a person who is an offender and
constitutes a real delinquency problem, who is also an addict, you cer-
tainly must develop a program to deal with the addiction as a part of
that correctional process, the same as you do for an offender whom you
find is tubercular, but whom you are dealing with basically as an
offender. But the basic part of it is that the public health system in
this country has been lax about shouting with a leadership voice that
the thousands of young addicts going into the criminal and juvenile
justice complex should not be there. They should shout for this sys-
tem to close its doors, and for Congress and, hopefully, the new drug
abuse program at the Federal level, to work with your committee to
see that the criminal justice door is closed, and that a massive leader-
ship program in treatment of addiction, and education again drug
andalcohol abuse and so on, is carried on under a noncriminal justice
agency.

Senator BAYJI. Well, perhaps it is just a matter of semantics, but
it seems to me there are two different kinds of problems. If you have
someone who is a heroin addict who comes to the local agency, whether
public health or other agency, and requests treatment, that is one prob-
lem. But, if a man mugs somebody, snatches a purse or burgles a
home, to support that habit, and then is committed to an institution
for that criminal act, then that institution has to be able to treat his
drut problem.

1Rr. RECTOR. But, if there were the resources and treatment pro-
grams available, that is the important point, and if the judge's pre-
sentence who investigate this case of the addict who goes out and
commits a crime and find he did not, prior to his addiction, have a
pattern of delinquent or criminal behavior, then that is the time to
divert him out of the system. Some courts say that makes good sense,
but we cannot do it until we see in the health system this kind of
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philosophy and health resources available. I would be pleased, rather
than take your time here, to write to you more fully on this.

Senator BAy. Yes. Let us discuss this problem later.
Mr. RECTOR. Because in no way are we trying to say that people

who commit crimes and are also addicts should not get adequate
treatment.

In part B of this title, special emphasis is given to prevention and
treatment programs by modifying the funding formula. Such an
emphasis is long needed and most desirable. As we noted .in our
previous remarks on current Federal efforts, this area deserves a
higher priority than it presently enjoys.

The development of multiple tract solutions to the delinquency
problems which is encouraged in this part is desirable. However, we
recommend that section 504, subsection (b), paragraph 2 be modified
so. as to explicitly provide assurances that the proposed project is
not incompatible with section 503 of this act. In paragraph 4 of this
same section the reports of the program director should also be pro-
vided to the single State agency.

Those modifications should contribute to the coordination of juvenile
delinquency efforts and the sharing of knowledge.

Title VI establishes the National Institute of Juvenile Justice.
This is a very desirable feature of the act. This institute provides for
the collection and analysis of information concerning. juvenile de-
linquency. We anticipate that this institute will, in conjunction with
the continuing commission, allow for the development of the long
needed continuous evaluation of the effectiveness of programs in the
light of known and new knowledge. In research functions allow for
the basic research needed to solve the problem.

The training functions of this title are excellent.
The establishment of the Advisory Council is most desirable. We as-

sume the recommendations of the Advisory Council also will be given
to the Commission if it serves as a continuing body as recommended.

Viewing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1.972 in its entirety we feel that this is the most important and desirable
legislation we have seen in 20 years in the field of juvenile delinquency.
It provides for strong, accountable Federal leadership in a field where
it has too long been absent.

In our judgment, this act does not conflict with other Federal efforts
in the general field of crime and delinquency. Rather, it appears to be
a strong complement to the other Federal effort. As such, it fills a long
existing gap in Federal responsibilities.

Thank you, Senator.
SenatorBAYH. Well, thank you, gentlemen. I appreciate your taking

the time to analyze the measure bef ore us. I do have a responsibility on
the floor and I am going to have to go over there, and I hope we can
address some questions to you. I am particularly anxious to get your
assessment of the I-FE,'Wr testimony in April that the Federal Govern-
ment was spending $1 billion for juveine delinquency prevention and
treatment programs. We will submit to you a copy of their assessment,
and I would like to have your evaluation of it. It seems to me that
there is a continual pattern of witnesses before this committee in po-
sitions of responsibility who, instead of emphasizing the lack of
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sources to do the job, continuously rationalize the adequacy of the
current effort.

It goes without saying that we hope that we can count on your con-
tinuing critique of our feoislative efforts. I do not possess much pride
of authorship. There hasleen a lot of input from your organization,
as well as other organizations, and I hope we can keep it that way,
because that is the best way to find the solution to the delinquency
problem.

Mr. RECTOR. Well, we appreciate your confidence and we will make
ourselves and staff available at any time upon your request.

Senator BAYIH. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Rector and Mr.
Friemund and Mr. Holmes.

Mr. REG'roit. Thank you, Senator.
(Mr. Rector's statement is as follows:)

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF MILTON G. RECTOR, 'EXECUTIVE DInECTOR, NATIONAL,
COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ON TIE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DE-
LINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1972 (8-3148)

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency welcomes the opportunity to
testify concerning the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1072
(S-3148)."

The NCCD has long called for strong accountable federal leadership in the
field of Juvenile delinquency. This need has never been greater than it is at the
present. It is our opinion that this bill is a response to this need.

Before we discuss the bill in detail, we would like to once again review the
present federal efforts in the field of Juvenile delinquency. Last year we testified
before the Subcommittee concerning the efforts of the two federal agencies which
have mandated responsibility in the field of Juvenile delinquency services. At this
time, we would like to once again review this information and update it with
what has transpired since we last spoke.

As the Subcommittee recalls, last year we analyzed the efforts of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, as identified in their 1970 state plans
or block grant plans, in the area of Juvenile delinquency.

Last year we found that out of the $208,759,422 allocated to the states, the
states committed $42,393,070 in 234 Juvenile delinquency programs. This sum
represented 14.3% of the available funds.

In analyzing the 1971 state plans we found that out of the $536,499,284
allocated to the states, $86,502,655 were committed to 204 Juvenile delinquency
programs. This represents 10.1% of thb available funds.

This change represents more than a doubling of the gross total of dollars
committed to Juvenile delinquency. However, as we look further, we see that
this effort represents only 30 more programs within the 55 state plans, or an
increase of 12.8%. From the point of view of measuring the total effort we find
that this change represents an increase of 1.8% or an increase of 12.8% in the
amount of funds committed to Juvenile delinquency out of the available resources.

As Juvenile crime still represents more than half of the crimes in the United
States, a commitment of effort of 16.1% of the available resources represents a
grossly inadequate response to the problem.

As the LEAA is a block grant program with much of the programmatic
responsibility vested in the states, the activities of the states must be considered.

In our state by state analysis of the plans we found that 27 states or 49.09%
of the states increased their Juvenile delinquency efforts by an average of 7.22%.
The greatest increase was found in the state of Louisiana which increased its
efforts from e.1% in 1970 to 23.9% in 1971. The state of Wisconsin committed
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32.1% of Its funds to juvenile delinquency; the largest commitment of any state.
In this same analysis we found that 25 states or 45.45% of the states decreased

their juvenile delinquency efforts by an average of 10.85%. The state of Hawaii
decreased its efforts from its commendable leadership commitment In 1970 of
52.1% to 20.3% in 1971. Four states-Alaska, American Samoa, Minnesota and
Tennessee-had no clearly defined Juvenile delinquency programs in their state
plans.

One state, West Virginia, remained the same. In two states, Illinois and New
York, the planning documents are so general and vague that It Is impossible to
determine what portion of the effort is committed to juvenile delinquency in
the two years.

We also analyzed the state planning documents In relationship to the four
priorities identified in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1972. These pri6rltles are diversions from the Juvenile Justice System, Com-
munity Centered Treatment and Rehabilitation, Staff Development and Train-
ing, and Delinquency Prevention.

In the programmatic category of diversions from the juvenile justice system
we found that in 1970 the state planning documents described forty program-
matie efforts and committed 14.4/o of their juvenile delinquency effort to this
category. In 11)71, we found that states described twenty-two programmatic
efforts and committed 17.4% of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this cate-
gory. This represents a decrease of 45% in the number of programs, but a 20.8%
increase in the amount of support. This change appears to be related to an ex-
pansion of the number and fiscal support of Youth Service Bureaus in a number
of states,

In the programmatic category of Community Centered Treatment and 'fle-
habilitation we found that in 1970 the state planning documents described sixty
programmatic efforts and committed 28.8% of their juvenile delinquency efforts
to this category. In 1971, we found that the states described seventy-four pro-
grammatic efforts and committed 50.2% of their juvenile delinquency efforts to
this category. This represents a 23.3% increase in programmatic efforts and a
7-1.3% increase in fiscal support. This appears to be a hopeful sign of the state
planning agencies recognition of the need to treat and rehabilitate youngsters
In their own communities.

In the programmatic category of Staff Development and Training, we found
that In 1970 the state planning document. described thirty-five programmatic
efforts and committed 14.1% of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this cate-
gory. In 1971, we found that the states described twenty-one programmatic
efforts and committed 4.5% of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this category.
This represents a 40% decrease In programmatic efforts and a 68.1% decrease
in fiscal support. This decrease is most alarming. This is particularly so in light
of the known shortage of trained personnel and the expansion of programs.

In the programmatic category of Juvenile Delinquency Prevention, we found
that in 1970 the state planning documents describe eight programmaftic efforts
and committed 6.0% of their juvenile delinquency efforts to this category. In
1970. we found that the states described 29 prevention programs and committed
8.1% of their juvenile delinquency resources to this effort. This represents
202.5% increase in the number of programs and a 35.0% Increase in fiscal sup-
port. This Increase In emphasis on prevention is commendable, but it must be
borne in mind that prevention still only receives 8.1% of the juvenile delinquency
resources. If we are to win the fight against juvenile delinquency, it will be won
in the area of prevention.

In summary, It appears from our analyses of the LEAA state plans that there
is only a token increase In the juvenile delinquency effort. The programmatic
gains In the areas of prevention and community centered services, while com-
mendable, are moot when viewed In the perspective of the overall low priority
of juvenile delinquency programs in the state planning effort.

Before we leave this discussion of the state plans, we would like to comment
on several points-
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(a) Our remarks today are based on the information contained in the plan-
ning documents developed by the state planning agencies funded in all or part
by LEAA. As such, they represent only the planned programs and fiscal ex-
penditures. Under present practices and regulations there is no mechanism re-
quiring the states to carry out these plans. No one knows if these plans are
being carried out.

All we know is that a given quanatity of dollars has left the federal coffers and
is now in state coffers. In only a handful of states do we know that some quantity
has "passed through" to local government. In none of the states do we know what
is actually being spent, where, and on what. There is no available information
as to whether or not the actual expenditures have any relationship to the planned
expenditures.

(b) Over the past three years millions of dollars have been spent on hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of programs with the intent of reducing crime and delin-
quency. Yet today we don't know anything more than we did three years ago
about what are the most effective crime reduction programs. We don't know if
we are only pouring money into useless programs to salve our conscience or
really doing what we planned to do.

We will never know until strong realistic evaluation and research procedures
are required of every project and the results of these individual evaluations are
compared and evaluated.

NCOD's Research Center has estimated that an adequate research and evalua-
tion design would represent no more than 14% of the cost of any program. ,This
is a small price to pay to find out what we are doing. Until that time, we might
as well be wasting tax dollars or even worse, developing programs that cause
rather than reduce.crime and delinquency.

Last year in discussing the federal junventle delinquency efforts we analyzed
the efforts of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Youth Devel-
opment and Delinquency Prevention Administration. This year we were not
able to obtain sufficient information to fully analyze their efforts. However,
considering its low level of funding and apparent programmatic directions, it
appears that their national impact Is minimal.

We would now like to turn our attention to the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1972 (8-8148). We would like to first review the bill
in some detail, then comment on it in its entirety.

We would first like to comment on Title II, the Amendments to the Federal
Juvenile Delinquency Act.

We have testified over a span of many years as to the need to divert all
junvenile offenders from the federal system in favor of strengthening the capabil-
ity of resources within their local communities to rehabilitate all youngsters
near their homes and families. This testimony received little attention. Federal
authorities considered it a serious injustice to leave the matter of youth
rehabilitation to local communities served by poorly equipped Juvenile courts
and poorly staffed Juvenile correctional services.

S. 3148 in Title II lends strong support to the concept that the federal govern-
ment's most appropriate leadership role is to provide financial help and techni.
cal assistance to improve the capability of every state and community to deal
with its own delinquency and crime problems. It is encouraging to see a few
states such as California, Kentucky, and Massachusetts closing large training
schools in favor of rehabilitating youngsters close to home. They are providing
state funds and services to strengthen community services. They know institu-
tions, large or small, can't rehabilitate anyone and indeed do much to negate
rehabilitation efforts. At the same time they absorb money and manpower so
desperately needed for a consortium of human resource services within the
communities.

We are compelled to add these comments within the context of our response
to Title II of S. 3148. Additional legislation is badly needed now to phase out
the entire U.S. Bureau of Prisons, in favor of a federal correctional agency to
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provide broad correctional leadership and technical service to state and local
government. If that legislation is not introduced soon the federal government
will be well along with a ten year plan to spend several hundred million dollars
for dozens of new detention and corrections institutions planned unilaterally
from state and local criminal justice planning.

Title II proposes to divert all juvenile offenders to- local juvenile courts and
service resources. We would urge more inclusive language to divert all juvenile
and youthful offenders through 21 years of age. We would also urge deleting lines
13 and 14 in S. 5032 which permits federal authorities to assume jurisdiction if
the Attorney General certifies the absence of programs and services adequate for
rehabilitation of Juveniles. Our concern is that unless Jurisdiction is left solely
with the states the federal government could continue to temporize in its respon-
sibility to help the states develop adequate programs and resources.

Hopefully the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency will help inject
similar suggestions into the draft of the proposed federal criminal law revision
on which hearings are currently being held. To amend the federal criminal code
so that crimes which are state crimes would not also be federal crimes would do
much to divert full responsibility for juvenile and youthful offenders as well as
adult offenders back to the states.

We would urge that See. 204, Section 5035 be further amended to require re-
lease to a parent, guardian or responsible adult prior to any consideration of
detention. The present language, which would delete the provision for bail in the
existing law, could otherwise increase the use of security detention.

Title III, Re-establishment of the National Commission on Standards for
Juvenile Justice, is an answer to a long known need in the field of Juvenile
justice. We anticipate that this Commission will produce the long needed basic
standards which can serve as the goals and guides for the future.

Over the last several years we, have seen several similar Commissions which
have produced monumental and invaluable work. However, we have observed
that these previous Commissions have shared a common weakness. Once the Com-
mission has completed its task it is virtually powerless to see to the implementa-
tion of Its recommendations or to keep then updated in view of new knowledge
or changing conditions.

Therefore, we would recommend that the nature of the commission be modified
along the following lines:

(a) The Connission would have two duties. The first duty would be as de.
scribed in the Act, and should be accomplished in the two-year time period. Fol.
lowing the completion of this first task the Commission should continue for the
life of the Act in an advisory and oversight capacity so as to monitor the im.
plementation of its recommendations. It should annually report to the Congress
and the President on the performance of the National Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention and other federal juvenile delinquency programs.

(b) As a continuing Commission the members should he appointed for rotating
five-year terns. The desirable features of youth participation and ex-offender
participation should be continued. Qualifications of the Commission members
should be further specified so as to include a balance of representation from the
public and private sectors.

In our opinion these two niodifleatione will greatly enhance the impact and
potential of the Commission.

The authorized expenses of the Commission appear to be low, but we assume
that the Commission will be dealing with products of the work funded else.
where in the Act.

Title IV establishes the National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention. As described in this Title, this is a strong office with sufficient au-
thority to accomplish its purposes. We note the similarity between this office
and the recently passed Special Action Office on Drug Abuse. We agree that
the problem of juvenile delinquency is at least equal to that of drug abuse and,
as such, it merits a similar commitment of federal power and resources.
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Title V deals witlh federal assistance for state and local programs. The state
plan requirements described under Part A-Formula Grants-are generally
good.

In Section 503, paragraph 7, we recommend that no federal funds be allowed
for construction of facilities. We recommend that Section 503, paragraph 9 be
strengthened to require research and evaluation components in all projects funded
under this Act.

In this same section in paragraph 10, Parts A and B, we urge deletion of
the words "facilities." There are always sufficient local funds for building facill-
itles. We recommend deletion of Part D requiring the state to develop r-oin-
prehensive drug abuse education, prevention and treatment programs. Drug abuse
is a public health problem and it should be addressed in that context. By in-
cluding it in this Act, it will only contribute to the continuation of the crimltiali-
zation of the drug abuser.

In Part B of this Title, special empahsis is given to prevention and treat.
meant programs by modifying the funding formula. Such an emphasis is long
needed and most desirable. As we noted in our previous remarks on current
federal efforts, this area deserves a higher priority than it presently enjoys.

The development of multiple tract solutions to the delinquency problems which
is encouraged in this Part is desirable. However, we recommend that Section 504,
Subsection (b), paragraph 2 be modified so as to explicitly provide assurances
that the proposed project is not incompatible with Section 503 of this Act. In
paragraph 4 of this same section the reports of the program director should
also be provided to the single state agency.

These modifications should contribute to the coordination of juvenile de-
linquency efforts and the sharing of knowledge.

Title VI establishes the National Institute of Juvenile Justice. This is a very
desirable feature of the Act. This Institute provides for the collection and
analysis of information concerning juvenile delinquency. We anticipate that
this Institute will, in conjunction with the continuing Commission, allow for the
development of the long needed continuous evaluation of the effectiveness of
programs in the light of known and new knowledge. Its research functions allow
for the basic research needed to solve the l)roblem.

The training functions of this Title are excellent.
The establishment of the Advisory Council is most desirable. We assume the

recommendations of the Advisory Council also will be given to the Commis-
sion If it serves as a continuing body as recommended.

Viewing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1072 in its
entirety we feel that this is the most important and desirahle leaislatiozi we
have seen in twenty years in the field of junvenile delinquency. It provides for
strong, accountable federal leadership in a field where it has too long been
absent.

In our judgment, this Act does not conflict with other federal efforts in the
general field of crime and delinquency. Rather, it appears to be a strong com-
plement to the other federal effort. As such, it fills a long existing gap in federal
responsibilities.

TABLE I.-SUMMARY COMPARISON OF LEAA JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORTS 1970-71

Number of Total juvenile Percent of
programs delinquency effort resources Total effort

1970 ....................................... 234 $42,393, 670 14.3 $298,759,422
1971 .................................... 264 86, 562,655 16.1 536, 499,284
Change ................................. +30 44,168,985 +1.8 237,739,862

Percentchange ............................. +12.8 +104.2 +12.6 +79.6
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TABLE II.-FISCAL YEAR 1971 LEAA FUNDED JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORTS

Percent
Juvenile Juvenile delinquency

delin. Total
quency Total Federal Total Federal

State of total Number effort effort effort effort

Alabama ...........................
Alaska .............................
American Samoa ....................
Arizona ............................
Arkansas ...........................
California ..........................
Colorado ...........................
Connecticut ........................
Delaware ...........................
District of Columbia .................
Florida .............................
Georgia ............................
Guam ..............................
Hawaii .............................
Idaho ..............................
Illinois' ..............................
Indiana ............................
Iowa ..............................
Kansas ............................
Kentucky ..........................
Louisiana ..........................
Maine .............................
Maryland ..........................
Massachusetts ....................
Michigan ...........................
Minnesota ..........................
Mississippi ......................
Missouri. . ...................
Montana ..... .....................
Nebraska ..........................
Nevada ............................
New Hampshire .....................
New Jersey .........................
New Mexico ........................
New York ..........................
North Carolina ......................
North Dakota .......................
Pennsylvania .......................
Puerto Rico .........................
Ohio ...............................
Oklahoma ..........................
Oregon ............................
Rhode Island .......................
South Carolina ......................
South Dakota .......................
Tennessee .........................
Texas ..............................
Utah ...............................
Vermont ...........................
Virginia ............................
Virgin Islands ......................
Washington .........................
West Virginia .......................
Wisconsin.................. .
Wyoming ...........................

Total(mean) ..................

11.7 7
0 0
0 0

16.4 4
15.2 4
20.2 1
14.3 2
28.1 9
16.6 4
13.5 3
12.3 2
8.5 6

15.G 1
20.3 9
16.7 2

"i.. .........
6.1 4

20.1 17
20.0 12
23.9 5
1.9 1

19.2 5
30.5 17
18.9 8
0 0

16.0 6
26.8 4
13.0 4
9.7 5
6.4 2

22.5 8
21.2 7
17.5 4
19.4 5
13.7 3
3.1 3

21.7 6
23.6 4
24.8 4
24.2 6
24.1 7
6.4 2

13.4 6
11.9 2

0 ............

12.1 15
3.4 2
1.1 11

23.5 3
14.0 1
16.5 2
18,4 2
32.1 13
12.9 1

8,074,286
977,830
142, 500

4, 399,000
5, 327,072

43,300,000
6,236,500
5,705,965
1,674,210
2,307,196

18,513,480
12, 774, 960

433,000
2, 285,993
2,379,347

36,613,988
14, 253, 368
7.823,064
6,083.780
7,249,669
9,975,597
2,408,407

10,689,666
12, 565, 350
19,722,016
10.670,168
5,622,200

12,860,150
1, 742, 300

-3,409, 344
1,506,0002,249, 000

15, 826,66
2, 725, 700

40,124,700
14,472,674
8,694,400

32,089,530
8,307,667

31,837,332
5.759,312
5,841,965
3,207,000
7,595,223
1.903,999
9,272,830

29, 451,667
2,807,332
1,110,000

13, 105,336
420,000

6, 955,015
4,739,314

12,016,0001,290:000

5,645,000
587,000

275,5002,933. 000
3,157,000

33,000,000
3,567, 500
3,960,751
1,000,000
1,374,000

11,160,000
7, 518,000

250,000
1,379,000
1, 286,000

19,006,000
8,609,000
4,670,0003,712,000
5,290,000
5,966,000-
1, 800, 0006,485,000
9,424,000

14 692,000
6,307,000
3,614,000
7 749, 000
1,279,000
2,457,000

888,888
1,331,000

11, 870, 000
1,839 000

30,093, 0
8,604,000
1,125,000

19,532,000
4, 502, OO

17,645,000
4,182,000
3,442,000
1,699,000
4,223,000
1,218,000
6,425,000

18,393,000
1,953,000

807,000
7,421,000

250,000
5.612,0002,849,000
7,309,000

750,000

945,143 654,600
0 0
0 0

721,000 580 000
810,914 473, 550

8,766,667 6,600,000
890, 000 500,000

1,603,114 1,019,337
278,261 208,693
312,273 186,922

2,276.855 1,366,113
1,081,259 473 952

67,516 40,510
464,000 240,600
396,196 206,673

2,531.,666 1,472, 000
473,660 278,920

1,224,021 718,053
1,448,000 970,000
2,385,431 1,351,257

44,800 33,600
2.050,833 1,239,500
3,830,327 2,695,000
3,730,100 2,798,000

90,000 57A3)0003, 440, 573 2,064:345
227,000 170,000
332,201 212,900

97, 000 52, 000
507,000 300,000

3,353,334 2,515,000
478,252 337,532

7,800, 300 5,850 0001,975,868 1,185,536
267,000 199 000

6,975,256 4,185.155
1,962,000 1,008,000
7,908,098 4,100,164
1,393,311 920,000
1,408,397 834, 478

205,000 120,000
1,019,872 582,730

226,667 145,000

3,50, 667 2, R5s, 000
96,666 58,000

112,750 84,799
3,085,334 1,755,000

59,000 35,000
1,150.000 850, 000

874,073 524,441
3,853,000 2,309,000

166,000 96,000
16.1 264 ........................ 86,562,655 57,851,361

I Illinois cannot be Included.
I None specifically related.
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TABLE 3.-STATE BY STATE COMPARISON OF LEAA's JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORT,
FISCAL YEAR 1970-71

Juvenile delinquency funds Percent of effort

State 1970 1971 Change 1970 1971 Change

Alabama ...................
Alaska .....................
American Samoa ............
Arizona ....................
Arkansas ...................
California ..................
Colorado ...................
Connecticut ................
Delaware ...................
District of Columbia .........
Florida .....................
Georgia ...................
Guam ......................
Hawaii .....................
Idaho ......................
Illinois I ...................
Indiana ....................
Iowa .......................
Kansas ....................
Kentucky ...................
Louisiana....:. .............
Maine .....................
Maryland ..................
Massachusetts ..............
Michigan ...................
Minnesota ............
Mississippi............
Missouri. .............
Montana.............
Nebraska.............
Nevada ...... ........
New Hampshire .........
Now Jersey .................
New Mexico ................
New York I .................
North Carolina ..............
North Dakota ...............
Ohio .... ..................
Oklahoma ..................
Oregon ....................
Pennsylvania ..............
Puerto Rico .................
Rhode Island ...............
South Carolina ..............
South Dakota ...............
Tennessee .................
Texas ......................
Utah .......................
Vermont ...................
Virgin Islands ..............
Virginia ....................
Washington .................
West Virginia ...............
Wisconsin ..................
Wyoming ...................

Total ................

749,994.00
98,800.00
19 000.00

646,900.00
345,250.00

4,321,747.00
590,786.00
666,558.00
67,187.00

384,696.00
1,073,260.00
1,163,378.05

71, 861,00
643,575.00
159,448.00

1 342,000.00
1,982,084.00

619,770.00
333,334.00

1,932,116.00
335,000.00
401,666.00
565,999.00

1,966 667.CO
2,356 500.00

166,000,00
464.959 00

1,622,740.00
108,350.00
182,050.00
80,000.00

125,900.00
4,499,997.00

160, 382.00

698, 583.0
84,000.10

2,340,000. 00
381,669.00
535,469.00

4,288,975.00
858,000.00
283,535.00
448,200.00

25,000.00
100, OO, 0O

1, 195,172. 51
6,000.00

182,340. 00
100,000. 00

1,483,334.00
456,998.00
512,471.00

1,235,000.00
128,126.00

43,393,699.66

945,143
0
0

721,000
810,914

8,766,667
890,000

1,603,114
278,261
312,273

2,276,8551,081,25967,516
464,000
396,196

2, 531,
473,660

1,224,0211,448,000
2,385,431

44,800
2, 050,833
3,830 327
3, 730:100

0
90O 0003,440,573
227,000
332,201
97,000

507,000
3,353,334

478,252
7,800,300
1,975 868

26, 000
7,908,098
1,393,311
1,408,397
6,975,256
1,962,000

205,000
1,019,872
226,667

0
J, 566,667
96,666
112,750
59, 000

3,085,334
1.150,00
874,073

3,853,000166,000
86,!62,655

+195.149
-98,800
-19,000
+74,100

+465,664
+4,444,920

+299,214
.936,586
+111, 074-72,423

+1,203,595
-82,119
+4,345

-179,575
+236,748

+549,
-146, 110
+890,687
-484,116

+2,050,431
-356,866

+1, 484,834
+1,863, 660
+1,373,600
-166,000
+435.041

+1,817,833
+118,650
+150,151

+17,000
+381, 100

.- 1,146,663
+317,870

+1, 277,2At
+183,000

+5,568,098
+1,011,642

--872,928
+2,686,281
+11,104,000

-78,535
+571,672
+201,667
- C10,000

+2,371, 495
+90,666
-69,590
-41,000

+1, 602, 000
-693, 002
+361,602

+2,518,000
+37,874

23.6
11.8
19.8
24.9
10.7
28.1
19.8
14.9
7.9

29.0
11.4
15.8
21.0
52.1
12.6
6.616.3

14.5
9.9

40.1
6.1

24.7
9.7

24.3
30.0
2.9

13.4
23.3
9,4
8,5
9.9

11.0
42.8
9.3(!I
7.8

14.3
7.2

16.9
23.4
21.2
16.0
10.3
2.2
1,7
6.8
.3

14.7
26.6
20.9
4.6

18.4
19.6
14.8

14.3

11.4 -12.2
0 -11.8
0 -19.8

16.4 -8.5
15.2 +4.5
20.2 +7.9
14.3 -5.5
28.1 +13.2
16.6 +8.7
13.5 -15.5
12.3 +.9
8.5 -7.3

15.6 -5.4
20.3 -31.8
16.7 +4.1

-8.8
6.1 -8.4

20.1 +10.2
20.0 -20.1
23.9 +17.8
1.9 -22.8

19.2 +9.5
30. 5 +6.2
18.9 -11.1
0 -2.9

16.0 +2.6
26.8 +3.5
13.0 +3.6
9.7 +1.2
6.4 -3.5

22.5 +11.5
21.2 -21.6
17.5 +8.2
19.4 ........
13.7 +46
3.1 -4.7

24.8 +10.5
24.2 +17.0
24.1 +7.2
21.7 -1.7
23.6 +2.4
6.4 -9.6

13.4 +3.1
11.9 +9.7
0 -1,7

12. 1 +5.3
3.4 +3.1
1.1 -13.6

14.0 -12.6
23.5 +2.6
16.5 +11.9
18.4 0
32.1 +12,5
12.9 -1.9

16.1 -t 1.8

I Illinois-1971 State plan could not be included, due to thp format. New York-1970 State plan could not be included
due to the format.

TABLE IV (PT, (A)).-SUMMARY COMPARISON OF STATE INCREASE OR DECREASE IN JUVENILE DELINQU_.NCY
FUNDING, BY PERCENT OF EFFORT, FISCAL YEAR 1970-71

Average
Number of Percent of Range of change change

States States (percent) (percent)

Increased effort ............................... 27 49. 09 17.8 to 0.9 .......... 7.22

Decreased effort .............................. 25 45. 05 31.8 to 1.7 .......... -10, 5

Note: 1 State unchanged; 2 States cannot be analyzed.
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TABLE IV (PT. (B)).-STATES SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE IN JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORT

State 1970 1971 Change

Arkansas .............. 10.7 15.4 4.7
Connecticut ........... 14.9 28.1 13.2
Delaware ............... 7.9 16.6 8.7
Florida ................ 11.4 12.3 .9
Idaho ................ 12.6 16.7 4.1
Kansas ............... -9.9 20.1 10. 2
Louisiana .............. 6.1 23.9 1 17.8
Maryland .............. 9. 7 19.2 9.5
Massachusetts .......... 24.3 30.5 6.2
Mississippi ............. 13.4 16.0 2.6
Missour i ............. 23.3 26.8 3.5
Montana ............... 9.4 13.0 3.6
Nebraska .............. 8.5 9.7 1. 2
New Hampshire ........ .110 22.5 11.5

State 1970 1971 Change

New Mexico ..........
North Carolina ........
Ohio ... ..............
(6klahoma ..............
Oregon ... ............
Puerto Rico ............
South Carolina .........
South Dakota ..........
Texas .. ..............
Utah ........... ......
Virginia ................
Washington ............
Wisconsin ..............

Note: 27 States show an increase (49.09 percent); I State remained the same (West Virginia); 2 States cannot be con.
sidered (Illinois and New York).

I Greatest change.
s Highest percentage, 1971.

TABLE IV (PT. (C)).-STATES SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF DECREASE IN JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORT

States 1970 1971 Change States 1970 1971 Change

Alabama .............. 23.6 11.4 12.2 Maine ................. 24.7 1.9 22.8
Alaska .... .......... 11.8 (') 11.8 Michigan ..... ......... 30.0 18.9 11.1
American Samoa ......... 19.8 6 19.8 Minnesota............. 2.9 (1 2.9
Arizona ................ 24.9 16. 8.5 Nevada ............ 9.9 6.4 3.5
Catlfornia .............. 28.1 20.2 7.9 New Jersey ............ 42.8 21.2 21.6
Colorado ............... 19.8 14.3 5.5 North Dakota ........... 7.8 3,1 4.7
District of Columbia..... 29.0 13.5 15.5 Pennsylvania ........... 23.4 21.7 1.7
Georgia ................ 15.8 8.5 7.3 Rhode Island ........... 16.0 6.4 9.6
Guam ................ 22.0 15.6 6.4 Tennessee ............. 1.7 (? 1.7
Hawaii ............... 52.1 20.3 '31.8 Vermont ........... 14.7 1. 13.6
Indiana ............. 26,3 17.8 8.5 Virgin Islands.......... 26.6 14.0 12.6
Iowa ................. 14.5 6.1 8.4 Wyoming .............. 14.8 12.9 1.9
Kentucky .............. 40.1 20.0 20.1

1 Lowest percentage, 1971.
1 Greatest decrease.

Note: 25 States show a decrease (45.45 percent); & State remained the same (West Virginia); 2 States cannot be con.
sidered (Illinois and New York).

TABLE V.-COMPARISON OF LEAA JUVENILE DELINQUENCY EFFORTS IN TRAINING, DIVERSION, COMMUNITY

CENTER TREATMENT AND PREVENTION, FISCAL YEARS 1970, 1971

Diverson Community center Training Prevention

Number Number Number Number
of pro. Percent of pro- Percent of pro. Percent of pro. Percent
grams of effort grams of effort grams of effort grams of effort

1970 .......... . .. 40 14.4 60 28.8 35 14,1 8 6.0
1971 .......... . 22 17.4 74 50.2 21 4.5 29 8.1
Change ................... -18 +3.0 +14 +21.4 -14 -9.6 +21 +2.1

Percent of change ........... -45 +20.8 +23. 3 +74.3 -40 -68.1 +262. 5 +35.0

84-522--73-1,

9.39.7
14.3

16.9
21.2
10.3
2.2
6.8

20.94.6
19.6

17.513.7
24.8
24. 2
24.1
23.6
13.4
11.9
12.1
3.4

23.5
16.5

132.1

8.24.0
10.5
17.0
7.2
2.4
3.1
9.7
5.3
3.1
2.6

11.9
12.5
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TABLE VI.-STATE-BY-STATE BREAKOUT OF LEAA JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ACTIVITIES IN TRAINING, DIVERSION,
COMMUNITY CENTERED TREATMENT, AND PREVENTION, FISCAL YEAR 1971

Community
State Training Diversion centered Prevention

Alabama ........................................... $100,000 $240,000 $240,000 ..............
Alaska ................. ................................................................................
American Samoa ......... ..................................................................
Arizona .......................................................... 134,000 20, 000 $6" 7,000
Arkansas .......................................... 50,000 .............. 586,914 ..............
California I ..................................................................... 8,766,667 ..............
Colorado ......................................... 100 000 520,000...........
Connecticut .................................................. t... 82,000 200,000 23333

.... 416,000 ...........4166,00:EZ:i:: ::::::::: 166,000 ..............
Delaware ................................................ 178, 947 39,657 20,000
District of Columbia ......................................... ............. ....... . 174,279
Florida 2 493................................... ...... ............ . .......... . 253,493
Georgia ........................................................................ 377,685 115,079
Guam ................................................................
Hawaii ............................................. 33,000 ........ ...... 145,000 . 5566

..... 33,000 ..............
... . ....... 63,000

Idaho ......................................................................... 269,743 ...........
Illinois ........................................... ( ) (2) (2)
Indiana .......................................................... 883, 33 .........
Iowa .......... ..... ......................................... .. ...... 76,636 i 6

.1....... 142,074
Kansas ............................................ .... ..........

39.550 ............................... .......61,750 .......... .... ........ ......
Kentucky .......................................... 20,000 766,667 15,000 . 33333............................ 225,000 100,000

...................... .. . 150,000 ..............
....... .50000 ..............

Louisiana ................................... 9,0............. 538,487..........
Maine ...........................................................................................
Maryland ........................................................ 1,082,333 705 167 .... ......
Massachusetts .... ............................................... 666,666 266,666 200,ODO

......... .... 133,333 160,000 ..............

............................ 100,000 .......................................... 293.,333 ..............
Michigan ........................................... 400,000 866,700 650,800 800,000
Minnesota .......................................... (2) ()) ()Mississippi ......................................... 34,00 269,A .

............................ 21,467 .............

............................ 100,000 ......
............................ 75,200

Missouri ....................................................................... 1,256,755
1... 1302,764

Montana .......................................... 10, 800.............. 160,000 00. i............................. 37,500 . . .. . . .
Nebraska .......................................... 31,534 66,667 35,000 ..............
Nevada ........................................................................ 82,000 ..............

....... j..................... 5,000..........
New Hampshire ..................................... 30,000 .............. 100,000 ............
New Jersey ....................................................... 666,667 1,333,334 ............. ... .. ... ... .. .... 400,000 .............. :New Mexico ............. ......................................... 2 740000 47500

............. .... 51479New York ........................................... ........,1 0 1,133,'400 1,733,400
North Carolina .............................................................. 1,216,851 410, 870
North Dakota ............................................................ '.......

.. .. 44,000
Pennsylvania ....................................... ..::: : .... 1,294,988 1,585,883.. ........

.............. 1,162,978 588,183 ........
Ohio .......................................... 1,232,679 .............. 2,012,811 ..............
Oklahoma ..................................... 66,665 93,331 373, 324 93,i3

. . . ..... 266,660 ..............
Oregon ..................................... . 116,667.............. 66,667 522,595

.................. 536, 387 85,883Puerto Rico ........................ ::::: 1083,000......

Rhode Island .....................................................................
South Carolina ................................. 53,333........ ....... 25,000..............

SoutDao. ......................... 393,716 ...... ..... 222'500 . .....
South Dakota . ......................................... 100,000
Taus .............................................. 100,000 133,333 60,000 100,000100,000 .............. 100,000..........

10.O O ...... ....
1,466,667 .................................... 1,o46,667 ..:...........
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TABLE VI.-STATE-BY-STAtE BRAKEOUT OF LEAA JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ACTIVITIES IN TRAINING, DIVERSION
COMMUNITY CENTERED TREATMENT, AND PREVENTION, FISCAL YEAR 1971-Continued

Community
State Training Diversion centered Prevention

Utah . ------------------------- 3............................................... 3,333 ..............
Vermont ------------------------------------------------------- 2,335 2,,670 5,335

-........................... 13,335 10,665
-.-----.- .- .----------- .. 10,670 13,335

14,000 ..............
Virginia--- ----------------------------------------------- -3667
Virgin Islands----------------------------------------------------------....................................
Washington ---------------------------------------............... 675,000 475,000 --------------
West Virginia -------------------------------------- ---------------------- 244, 397 -............
Wisconsin .......................... ....... 325, 000 300,000 84,000 300,000

. ................. -...... 167, 000 730,000

............................ 584,000 .............
Wyoming ............ --..................................------------------- -166, 000 ...........

Total ........................................ 3,894,964 15, 019, 345 43, 443, 469 6,979,759
Total programs ............................... 21 22 -74 29

I California does not clearly separate its programs.
3 Not classifiable.

Senator BAYH. We will recess now pending the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the hearing was recessed, subject to the

call of the Chair).
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S. 3148: JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1972

TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
SuBco M MT EE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,

COMMrITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias), met pursuant to notice,
at 2:15 p.m. in room 2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Birch
Bayh (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senator Bayh.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research assistant; B.
Elizabeth Marten, personal secretary to the staff director and chief
counsel; Cheryl A. Wolf, assistant chief clerk; Lance Ringel, assistant
clerk; and F. Woodman Jones, research assistant.

Senator BAYH. We continue hearings today on S. 3148, the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, which would create a com-
prehensive, coordinated, national program to pirtwent delinquency,
rehabilitate juvenile delinquents, and improve the quality of juvenile
justice. This bill provides substantial resources to assist State govern-
ments and local groups in developing an effective attack on the multi-
faceted problems of juvenile delinquency.

My bill is the outgrowth of investigations by this subcommittee
which have revealed both the tragic failure of our juvenile correctional
system and the total inadequacy of the Federal response to the dimen-
sions of the delinquency crisis. The terrible reality which confronts
this country is that during the last 10 years, almost two-thirds of seri-
ous crimes have been committed by juveniles under the age of 21. Juve-
nile court judges and delinquency experts have explained that the
largely untrained and overworked staffs of crowded juvenile courts
usually cannot provide individualized treatment, particularly when
there is frequently no alternative but incarceration.

Individual- delinquents who have spent time in juvenile reform
schools have told us about the brutalizing effect of incarceration in
these institutions. These young people and juvenile correctional officials
tiavetestified that these custodial facilities do not rehabilitate children;
rather, they succeed only in educating a juvenile for further delin-
quency and eventually a criminal career.

The response of the Federal Government to this tragic situation has
been a diverse array of fragmented, ineffective programs with no one
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agency accountable for producing a successful Federal juvenile delin-
quency effort. Testimony of responsible Federal, State, and local
officials in numerous days of subcommittee hearings have confirmed this
discouraging picture. Last February, I introduced S. 3148 because I
concluded that it is essential to create a new unit within the Federal
Government to provide the national leadership and centralized respon,
sibility crucial to halt the alarming increase of delinquency.

're opening hearings on my bill demonstrated strong support for
S. 3148 from distinguished State officials and experiences private non-
profit organizations who are dealing with the problems of delinquency
on a day-to-day basis. These experts favored the creation of a National
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention with authority
to supervise, coordinate, and evaluate all federally assisted delinquency
programs, as provided by S. 3148. They spoke from personal experience
of the desperate need for massive new funding for public and private
agencies to establish the needed prevention and rehabilitation pro-
grams.

At the opening hearings, the dedicated officials and experienced
representatives of private organizations, who are in the front lines of
the difficult battle against delinquency, testified of the successful uti-
lization of community-based treatment for delinquents which is central
to S. 3148. They testified that many delinquents who had previously
been incarcerated could be better and more humanely handled in com-
munity-based alternatives at less cost to the public.

They further explained that rigidities of State-budgetary and civil
service procedues produce opposition and obstacles to closing down
large, custodial juvenile institutions which have nothing to do with
their effectiveness in protecting the public or rehabilitating delinquents.
These officials support S. 3148 because it contains a Federal commit-
ment to provide the necessary resources to close institutions and to
create the community-based treatment alternatives.

I am grateful to the hard-working officials of State and city govern-
ment, delinquency experts, and representatives of a private agency who
are going to testify before this subcommittee today and tomorrow in
support of S. 3148. I appreciate their appearance and their willingness
to aid the subcommittee in its efforts to find solution to the delinquency
problem in this country.

At this point in the record I would like to insert the statement I have
received from the Honorable Russell W. Peterson, Governor of the
State of Delaware.

(The statement was marked "Exhibit No. 5" and is as follows:)

Exhibit No. 5

STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR RUSSELL W. PETERSON, CHAIRMAN OF T3IIE NATIONAL
GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE. COMMITTEE ON CHlIME REDUCTION AND PUBLIC SAFETY,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY OF THE
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REGARDING S. 3148

I appreciate this opportunity to present the recommendations of the National
Governors' Conference Committee on Crime Reduction and Public Safety with
respect to the proposed juvenile delinquency legislation. The current position of
the National Governors' Conference Committee on Crime Reduction and Public
Safety on the prevention and control of Juvenile delinquency Is:

"The National -Governors' Conference believes that any attempt to compre-
hensively prevent and control juvenile delinquency calls for bold, broad, basic
and new approaches Including redeployment of personnel and resources.
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"Commitment to the task of preventing juvenile delinquency requires:
a. Commitment to long-term research and development adequate to cope

with the complexity of the delinquency problem.
b. A conscious broadening of the framework within which the problems

are analyzed and remedies sought. There must be a willingness to examine
and challenge all traditional operations.

c. The significant involvement of youth in any community's effort to
understand and prevent juvenile delinquency.

d. Coordination of private and public services to youth including char-
acter building efforts and those geared to correction and rehabilitation.

e. Focusing attention and efforts on youth at an earlier age than we have
previously.

f. A careful reevaluation of the unique role of the family in American
societies.

g. Realism about the cost of long-range preventive efforts.
h. Establishment of vocational schools without severe standards and cri-

teria to give every boy and every girl an equal education.
"In recognition of the key role which state governments play in the intergov-

ernmental effort to prevent and control juvenile delinquency, the Governors of
the States urge that each State undertake to provide leadership and funding for
the coordination of planning and services of all state agencies which contribute
to the prevention, control, and treatment of juvenile delinquency. Such coor-
dination should encompass the States' effort under tiw Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act. Each State should emphasize and strengthen its commit-
ment to programs designed to prevent delinquency, giving particular emphasis to
home and school-centered programs aimed at youth who are in danger of be-
coming delinquent.

"Because of the seriousness of the prpbleni of juvenile delinquency and the need
for major governmental action, the National Governor's Conference exi)resses Its
concern with the Juvenile I)elinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1968. We
find that it is poorly drafted as enacted, that it is inadequately funded, and that
its administration is not properly coordinated with that of the Omnibus Crime
Control Act. We urge that the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration be
given increased funding to deal with juvenile delinquency treatment. As used In
this context, juvenile delinquency treatment refers to the time after a..child
enters the juvenile justice system.

"The more than seventy federal programs concerned with prevention of juve-
nile delinquency should be consolidated under a single agency administering a
block grant for youth. As used here "prevention" refers to those systems and
subsystems which are designed to keel) the child out of the juvenile justice
system."

We are seeking the enactment of federal legislation which, as nearly as possible,
embodies the principles enunciated in the foregoing position. The introduction of
S. 3148 is a substantial step in this direction. The member.- and staff of the Sub-
committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency and your counterparts in the
House of Represemtatives are to be commended for your efforts in behalf of our
troubled young people. These children have no lobbyists for their interests. If we
do not protect them, no one will.

Your investigations of the juvenile delinquency programs have illuminated a
number of flaws. One of these Is proliferation. Juvenile delinquency programs
have been scattered among federal agencies like seeds of grass, apparently in the
vain hope that somewhere fertile soil would be found.

The Law E4nforcement Assistance Administration has provided a substantial
amount of money for the juvenile justice system (treatment) but considerably
more is needed.

Especially needed are dollars which can be devoted to direct and indirect pre-
vention and diversion programs, thereby keeping youngster from entering the
juvenile Justice system. By indirect prevention, I refer to all those services and
systems that impact on the child and his family, including preschool programs,
recreation, education, job training, and soelal services. Direct prevention involves
the identification of a child or family in a stress-filled or troubled situation and
provision of assistance to resolve those problems. Principal areas for attention
are the community and the shool. Diversion programs are directed toward chil-
dren who have already come to the attention of the police or other officials for
law violations and are referred without court action to communuity services for
treatment or assistance.
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Experience has taught us that it is extremely difficult to redirect a child once
he has been subjected to the trauma of the juvenile justice system. As your Chair-
man Senator Bayh pointed out in introducing S. 3148, "Our dismal failure to
rehabilitate is dramatically clear from the national recidivism rate for juvenile
delinquents estimated at 74 percent to 85 percent." Of course, that is not to say
that we should abandon those who have entered the system-on the contrary, we
must intensify our efforts to alter the system so that it does in fact rehabilitate.

It is essential that we do much more in prevention and diversion. The goal
should be to reduce by 50 percent the number of children who fall into the Juve-
nile justice system. To accomplish this, we must assign a far greater percentage
of our resources to keep the child in school, develop realistic vocational education
opportunities, stabilize the family situations where possible, and in general
develop programs and services aimed at humanizing our children's lives. These
programs cannot materialize under the Youth Development aid Delinquency
Prevention Administration whose budget has never been more than $15 million
per year. We need greater national commitment to the prevention of delinquency.

S. 3148 is an excellent bill, but there are some amendments that we believe
would make It better. Title V, Part A, mandates that "not less than 75 percent
of the (formula grant) funds available to a State shall be expended on the
development and use of facilities, programs, and services designed to prevent
Juvenile delinquency, to divert Juveniles from the juvenile Justice system and
to provide community-based alternatives to detention and correctional facilities
used for the confinement of Juveniles." By our definition, we would consider
community-based alternatives to detention and correctional facilities as treat-
ment rather than prevention and therefore, properly funded by the LEAA.

With both the proposed legislation (S. 3148) and LEAA funding Juvenile
delinquency treatment programs, we run a risk of duplication. We believe the
new legislation should concentrate exclusively on prevention and diversion
programs and leave treatment programs with LEAA. Therefore, the percent-
age for prevention under the new legislation should be 100 percent and the
requirement should also apply to the Part B Special Emphasis Grants.

Potentially, the National Office on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion as proposed in S. 3148 could do much to coordinate the disparate federal
programs at the federal level. However, insufficient attention is paid the prob-
lem of coordination of the disparate programs at the state level. There is no
requirement that applications for the Special Emphasis Grants conform to or
even relate to the state plan mandated by the formula grant.

The amount of money in the Special Emphasis Grant fund is probably ade-
quate, but the formula grant authorization should be markedly increased. There
should be a two million dollar minimum for every State and special funds for
intensive programs in urban areas and selected rural areas.

One of the responsibilities of the National Office on Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention should be the development of an effective and viable de-
linquency prevention thrust in HEW, which should eventually assume all re-
sponsibility for coordination and funding.

In summary, we would recommend the following changes in S. 3148:
1. Division of responsibility between LEAA and the departments and

agencies dealing with prevention and diversion programs.
2. Funds under the new act should be designated exclusively for pre-

vention and diversion programs.
3. Programs under the Special Emphasis Grant section (Title V, Part

A) should conform to the state plan required by the formula grant section
(Title V, Part A).

4. The authorization for the formula grant section (Title V, Part A)
should be Increased by an amount sufficient to provide a minimum two
million dollar grant plus additional grants to each State for intensive
programs in urban areas and selected rural areas.

5. The National Office on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
should have the responsibility of developing a comprehensive prevention
capability within HEW.

Your Chairman has stated, "the hard facts indicate that juvenile crime has
reached crisis proportions." To respond to this crisis with half-measures would be
worse than doing nothing at all for it might give us a false sense of accom-
plishment. We must face this crisis of delinquency in all its severity, and rec-
ognize that our approach must be completely restructured. S. 3148 is not a half-
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measure and, with the changes recommended here, we believe It would be-
come the first really effective Instrument in the effort to reduce Juvenile crime
through prevention and diversion.

Senator BAYH. I am pleased to welcome os our first witness, the
distinguished jurist, Mr. Justice Tom Clark. In addition to an out-
standing career on the Supreme Court, Mr. Justice Clark has made
a unique contribution to the improvement of the quality of judicial
administration in this country. We are honored to hear Mr. Justice
Clark's views on justice for juveniles.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM C. CLARK, FORMER JUSTICE OF THE
U.S. SUPREME COURT

Justice CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's good to be here,
particularly to be before the Judiciary Committee with you.

I used to come here quite often when I was Attorney General, but
not so frequently since being on the Court.

I want to apologize for not having a prepared statement for you,
which would obviate the necessity of having this young lady take
down what I am saying. I have been, Mr. Chairman, sitting on the
Courts of Appeal, preparing quite a few opinions right now which
are scheduled to be in pretty quickly, so I've not had an opportunity
to prepare my testimony. Perhaps with your permission within the
next 2 or 3 weeks, I might, extend my remarks in the record, which
is a privilege, which I understand Senators enjoy.

Senator BAYmI. Well, there'll be no question 'about our extending
that privilege and opportunity to you, sir. Please feel free, either
in the near future or from time-to-time as the spirit moves you, to
let us have your continued thoughts.

Justice CLARK. Well, thank you. I do appreciate also, Senator,
your introduction. It was much better than the one I received in South
Dakota the other night when I was introduced as the late Mr. Justice
Clark. [General laughter.]

Justice CLARK. And on other occasions, I have been presented as the
father of Ramsey Clark, an estate in which I delight.

I, of course, have had for many years, a great interest in juvenile
problems. Indeed, as an assistant district attorney in my native town
of Dallas, a country town, I handled all of the problems incident to
delinquent and neglected children, as they call them down there-
which is an unfortunate title.

I like to call these programs juvenile opportunity ones, rather than
juvenile delinquency programs. After my baptism of fire in Dallas,
with all of its delinquents, my next exposure was here as Attorney
General.

Perhaps you are too young, Mr. Chairman, but we had a national
committee on juvenile 'problems that we called the Attorney Gen-
eral's Juvenile Opportunity Committee. We called it that with the
hope that perhaps we could spark an interest in the public to create
opportunities for juveniles. In so doing, we could do more than any
one force in our society to aid in the rehabilitation of juvenile
delinquents.

Frankly, sir, we found most of the juvenile programs of that era
so impractical and ineffective that our effort was largely confined to
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resolving personality conflicts. However, we did, under the director-
ship of Eunice Kennedy, now Mrs. Sargeant Shriver, organize a plo-
gram over about a 3-year period. It sustained our belief that all ju-
veniles are inherently good and only need opportunity. The program
eventually led to the marriage of Miss Kennedy and Mr. Shriver
since they both worked in the same program in the Department of
Justice. I was Attorney General and remember well the problems
that we faced in Dallas in the juvenile area. A lady named Mrs. Car-
son, who was our city juvenile officer, was in charge there.

When I became Attorney General, there was a juvenile training
school on the border between the District and Maryland-it has since,
I believe, moved to West Virginia. We had, as I remember, about 600
in residence there at that time. It was built for 300 boys. I started going
there on Saturdays to meet with these young people in an office on
the school grounds.

I wrote each boy a note. I had a practice when I'd fly around
the country of writing longhand notes; and I wrote one that we re-
produced, placing it on every one of these kid's desks in the juvenile
training school. In this note I told them that I would be pleased to
have them come to a conference that I was going to have there on
each Saturday; that I would see them individually, not collectively
in a private room; that they could make a date through the warden;
and no one would be present except the juvenile and myself; and no
one would overhear our conversation. There would be no recordings,
no peepholes, nobody to play big brother. The first Saturday only
two or three came, but after I paroled one-I bqd them in my' hand,
of course, as Attorney General-to a Mr. Shaw here in Washington,
of course, the news was around the school overnight. The next Satur-
day I had to stay over Sunday to see all of them wanting to talk.
Still some of them had to return the next week.

I continued this. not every Saturday. but possibly once a month,
during my tenure of 4 years as Attorney General. During that period
it was my good fortune to shoulder many of the problems that these
youngsters faced. I found, sir, that t6is school-like all juvenile
schools of this type-and I think it was one of the best-is what I
call a graduate school for crime, somewhat of a clearinghouse.

I found in my short meetings with these youngsters individually,
that they would speak to me very frankly. Eventually-it would
take a little time to get them warmed up-I found that one of the
first things that the inmates inquired about when a new man came
into the home was "what are you here-for?" As soon as he told them
the old boys commenced to show him the mistakes that he made
in committing this crime: how he could have committed a perfect
crime, had he not made this mistake or that mistake. I remember
one voung man had robbed a bank; he was only about 15, and he
weighed about 90 pounds.

He was so small in stature that he could go through a transom. He
robbed this bank at night; went info the night deposit box and took
soms checks and money; and he said to me after I'd been talking
to him maybe half an hour: "You know, they would never have caught
me, but I bought a car."

I said, "well, are you sorry you bought the car?" And he said, "I
sure am; I wouldn't be in this 'place." The boys just looked upon the
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school as being more or less a penitentiary where they exchanged
ideas on crime.

Later some of the boys would tell me what some of the others had
said about parole. Mr. Bennett, who was then the Director of the
Prisons decided to change the system around. I think by the end of
my service as Attorney General we had cut the population consid-
erably. I had considerable help, however, from organizations such as
the American Legion and all of the service clubs.

I remember the Rotary Club was particularly helpful. Quite a few
businessmen here would pay tuition for boys-tuition in private schools
because these boys were physically big-6 feet tall, some of them-
most of them were large boys.

But they were very short on education-fourth or fifth grade, and if
you tried to put one in a public school the school authority as well as
the parents would immediately object because the boy would be so
large and the students in that grade would be so small that they
thought he might cause some problems. So we had to employ tutors
and we had several business people there who gave funds to send them
to private schools. And I'm happy to tell you even now, although,
that's been, well, 25 years ago, that when I go around the country,
which I do quite often, why, now and then some man will come up to me
and introduce himself. He'll now be about 40 or 50 years old.

He'll say: "You don't remember me, but you turned me loose at the
juvenile training school back in 1947 and I appreciate it." And I say,
"Well, how are you making it?" He'll proudly tell me that he had four
kids or five or so. Senator, there's no greater satisfaction in life-no
greater. I've had many satisfactions-but there is no greater than when
you have a man clasp your hand and tell you that you helped him
solve his problem way back when he needed help.

Now, getting down to our situation today, why, it's very much like
it was then-we haven't made much progress, if any. I think one diffi-
culty which has become more pronounced, if that is possible, is that we
have a larger tribe of juvenile delinquents. In fact, my study of it
presently indicates that perhaps half of the serious crimes are com-
mitted by children beftveen the ages of, oh, 10 and 16 or 17.

Indeed, they tell me that the highest rate of crime in the United
States, and I'm speaking now of serious crime, is around 15 years of
age; 16, 17, pretty close seconds or thirds. And I understand from the
Census Bureau that the backlog between 5- and 12-year-olds is 33
million in the United States, and so we don't have much time to waste-
these boys and girls will soon become 15. I don't know what we'll do
with the'm, with that enormous population coming along into the 15-17
ages, unless we do something about juvenile problems. And so I'm
greatly heartened when I hear from Ms. Falco that, your committee is
interested, that this committee was considering legislation, and that
the Congress had taken a particular interest in this problem.

I tell you, sir, that the solution of the overall crime problem is in
this area. If you'll study it, you'll find that four out of five of those
presently incarcerated in the penitentiaries-and I speak now not only
of the Federal but the State-began their career in crime as juveniles-
as kids.

If we had properly handled them at that time. I daresay that 50
percent at a minimum would have been saved or rehabilitated. We
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would not only save from a financial standpoint the enormous cost-
and I assure you it is enormous-of now keeping them in custody, but
also we would have saved these youngsters and reared them as law-
abiding, upright, taxpaying citizens. We would not have so many
people, I don't believe, in financial trouble today, as well as their
families and relatives on relief, if we were able to change the present
trend in juvenile problems.

Senator BAYH. Do you suggest then, Mr. Justice, from what you've
just said, that there is both a compassionate as well as a materialistic
and monetary view to this problem?

Justice CLARK. There certainly is. I think if you could bring the sav-
ings into public focus, the problem would receive more attention.
I'm sorry to say, but people pay more attention when you point out
to them what they can save.

Housewives like it when they go to the grocery store. I like it when
I buy things, and I'm sure you do, too. But if you could focus on the
fact that we could save millions and millions of'dollars if we could get
up a program that would be more enlightened and modernized in the
treatment of juvenile offenders.

Now, just what should that program be? Well, frankly I don't know.
I haven't studied it sufficiently. I have been thrown in this area

considerably because of my interest in juvenile problems as well as
in judicial administration. I have taken a decided interest in prob-
lems of the juvenile courts and of institutions that are devoted to
juvenile rehabilitation as well as other groups that have been carry-
ing on, such as NCCD, and the VIP-the Volunteers in Probation,
which Judge Leenhouts has developed. Indeed, in Tulsa, Okla., not
too long ago, I went down to the juvenile court-they had two judges-
and I found that the ladies auxiliary of the Tulsa bar had a program
of volunteers for these judges, volunteer case aides.

You know, we a re so tight in our expenditures that we don't have a
sufficient number of probation officers, nor do we pay them sufficiently.

Indeed, I'd say only about 50 percent of our juvenile judges today
are full-time judges; the rest of them are part time. An( while that's
not true of the probation officers, why, they are few and far between
and are paid little money.

As a consequence, why, these case aides are particularly helpful.
They can reduce a probation officer's caseload perhaps 50 percent. I
was particularly interested in Judge Leenhouts' program, because he
has thousands and thousands of probation volunteers in the United
States that are devoting themselves to juvenile problems.

I think, myself, that the first thing we need to do is to try to educate
or train the people that we have working in the juvenile area. I mean
by that the probation officers, the correction officers, the juvenile judges,
their staffs, and people of that type.

It's amazing how little progress there has been along that line. I
think some 10 years ago the National Council of Juvenile Judges
started a program of education and training that was very helpful.
But I think that we need more of them.

Second we need to take inventory--create a central clearinghouse-
perhaps that's a better word-where we would study all of the various
programs that are going on: you'd be surprised at the number, I'll ven-
ture to say there are at least 100 that are going on today on a national
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basis. We need an appraisal of their worth; see what they're doing;
correlate what information they have.

For example, I talked to Judge Kaufman just this morning. He's the
chairman of the Juvenile Justice Project of the Institute of Judicial
Administration, which is now drawing up-they have about 30 or 40
prominent judges and lawyers like Bill Gossett, Nick Katzenbach,
Judge Kaufman, and others, who are drawing up standards of juve-
nile justice. It is in the tradition of some of the bills now pending in
Congress.

We don't have any standards. We have cases, such as Gault, we have
Kent, we have Vinsli ip, which was handed down the other day, and
McKeiver, some time last year. But they only lay down broad rules for
the courts to follow. We do not have any standards to guide juvenile
judges. How do you expect them to accomplish much if they don't
have any standards ? So you've got to have some organization which
can bring together all of this information and try to cull it out, and
throw the bad things out and put the good things into effect.

We could enlarge upon our present rules and extend them through-
out the United States. A study group, perhaps with some type of re-
search, could then develop programs that would implement these
standards.

As of this date, one of the best programs, as I indicated, is this
VIP. I also believe that if we had more of the halfway houses on
the way into the juvenile school, along with some training centers
where these youngsters would be taught various types of manual
training or something of that type, perhaps, in automobile or shoe
repair work and in electronics.

I was amazed, but they tell me that in TV repair work they have a
machine that indicates just where your problem is in a TV set. All
you have to do is lift the problem section out and put in a new one.
The charge runs $25 or something like that; rather that's what they
charge me.

So it would be good if we could organize some training programs.
I believe that most of the problems of youth come from two sources.
One is broken homes; the other is something is wrong with the family:
finance, education, or something of the kind; coupled with a faihre
of the school to offer challenging opportunities. The authorities close
the school at 2 or 3 p.m., and there is no organized play for the re-
mainder of the afternoon. The students have time on their hands, and
they use it to disadvantage. We should fully utilize the thousands of
available school facilities to carry on meaningful programs in the
afternoon.

Another problem is more working mothers. This situation had its
inception during the Second World War and has increased since that
time. A large percent work today.

Mr. Chairman, these are some of the problems. I think, sir, your
proposed legislation as portrayed in the excellent accompanying state-
ment is sorely needed: A coordinated national office, as you call it, or
an institute, as I think Mr. Railsback's bill calls for, would bring to-
gether all the people who are presently working in the field, and to-
gether with information on all of the programs and research, give us
a complete picture of the situation.

Such an institute could carry on further research and develop a
training center for the development of expert personnel in the juve-
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nile area, including the courts. We badly need to improve and upgrade
personnel and attract many of the thousands of young people that
are coming out of our universities. And let me say here, I've been to
some 20 or 25 universities this year, and I don't agree that our young
people are going to the dogs. In them, I say, we have truly improved
upon ourselves, Mr. Chairman. We should be proud of their accom-
plishments. I include the young people in both the universities and in
the high schools. I find "them much more dedicated than we were;
they also have a much broader store of information; they are more
idealistic and have courage to tackle problems that we avoided; they
bear the single standard of virtue for all, not the double one. They
refuse to speak in parables-in the rhetoric. of preambles and lofty
resolutions. They speak only of reality, and they live it, while we
speak in the language of fantasy with no intent to keep it. -

They will eventually bring reality to our basic documents. I applaud
their endeavor Theirs is a labor of love. Under your leadership, they
have been able to secure in only a 2- or 3-year period a phenomenal
success: the vote for 18-year-olds. As I go around the country, you
should hear what they say with reference to the fact that they have
this newly acquired power.

The only power that the establishment recognizes is the ballot. There
is no power in comparison with the power to vote, and to have it
counted honestly and given its proper weight. They recognize this,
and you are going to find that they're going to take a tremendous
interest in the coming election. And so, Mr. Chairman. T hope youIl
forgive me for these stray thoughts, but I get. wrapped up in these
problems. If you have any questions, I will undertake to answer them,
or dodge thel if they are too hot. [General laughter.]

Senator BAY. fr. Justice, you haven't gone astray at all. I think
you are correct in concluding your statement on the absolute futility
of trying to really deal with juvenile problems in isolation from
the loblems of society generally.

I appreciate your references to our bill. As I said earlier, I have no
particular pride in authorship. The staff did a lot of digging on this
)ill and came up with a number of different ideas. We're not satisfied
that we have the right formula, or that there is one. A number of
organizations, such as the NCCD, the National Council of Juvenile
Court Judges, and the YWCA, look with favor on our general
approach.

Let me ask you to comment on the MAKehr case, one of the land-
mark cases recently in this area of juvenile justice.

Some look on this case as a reaffirmation of the strength of the
present juvenile justice system. As I read it, the best the Court could
say about the present system was that it was to be allowed a short
period of probation.

Where do we draw the line? On the one hand, juveniles should have
the protection of due process; and on the other hand, juveniles
should not be entangled in the adult penal system.

Justice CrIAIx. Well, let me first say that I have not talked to any
of the Justices about it. I do not reflect their views individually or
collectively. I rather doubt myself that McKeiver cut back in any
way upon Gault. Gault, of course, did not deal with a jury, and
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MKeiver did. Some experts in the juvenile field have indicated that
they thought McKeiver was a step backward. 1 don't think so.

I think that you put your finger on it; that is, that as presently
constituted the juvenile system would not be improved by imposing
the requirement of a jury upon it. As I think Justice IHarlan said,
from the standpoint of the States, a jury was not required by the
Federal Constitution.

Justice Black seemed to think that it is all right, and he wrote a
concurring opinion because he had some ideas that he wanted to
express in it.

I think in the final analysis, the Court wants to make certain a fair
trial is present-just a common fairness in juvenile proceedings. They
are expressed largely in Gault where the Court held that a juvenile had
to have notice, a written notice, of the charges filed against him; that
he was entitled to counsel, and that he must be given the Miranda
warnings.

So, al that you are doing is giving the juvenile offender the same
treatment you afford the adult.

I doubt that the Court was trying to draw up standards. It does not
ordinarily do that. The Court must operate, as you well know, on a
case-by-case basis. As a consequence, it cannot legislate standards. As
a matter of fact, Miranda is the only case during the whole time I
sat on the Court where specific standards were laid down.

T would rather think that what ,he Court is savin Z in J/CA(W'CP- -
and I know it is what they were saying in Gault: that is, the juvenile
justice system is not what we had'hoped it might be. We had hoped
that it would be an informal procedure where a cloak of protection
would be put around the youngster. However, we found instead of a,
cloak of protection that our cases were a halter restraining him from
obtaining justice. We, therefore, forged the four protective devices
set out in Gault.

That is not to say that the four are the only grounds of protection, as
Justice Fortas pointed out in Gault. It is but to say that they are the
basic ones. I personally doubt if the Court enlarges upon them. I
rather believe that we will see a tightening of controls in this area.

These changes come in cycles. A case reaches decision involving
the furnishing of counsel. For example, in the early days, Parker andt
that line of cases. We said, one is entitled to counsel if charged with
a capital offense. Well, claimants kept on knocking on the door of the
Court asking for the enlargement of that rule. For example, a claim-
ant alleges that he was mentally retarded from birth. The Court, in the
face of these horribles, began carving out exceptions to the old Betts-
Brady rule until the exceptions practically became the rule of decision.
They, finally, Gideon came down. The other day the Court extended
it to misdemeanors where a jail sentence is involved.

Well, as the cycle of these cases develops the new cases being filed
become quite voluminous. Sometimes they run into hundreds. I re-
member I wrote two opinions that had about a thousand cases in-
volving the same question on file in the Court. The rule of these two
cases controlled all of the others. If this pattern follows in the juvenile
area, I believe there will be a rash of these cases filed. As a result
in the next 3 or 4 years, the entire picture of juvenile justice may
change.
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I might add that I think the Court will he inclined to consolidate
the existing rules rather than tearing down the entire juvenile system.
If this occurs the Court will be giving you a much stronger foundation
upon which you can develop your programs.

Senator BAYH. Do you feel there is room for standards created by
Congress?

Justice CLARK. Oh, indeed there is, definitely.
Judge Kaufman, who is the chairman of the group that I previously

mentioned-the juvenile justice project-advises that they had a
difficult time getting a chairman. He finally agreed to serve because
no one else was willing to do so. They have been working for several
months on it. He has decided to organize special working sections
of the committee each of which will develop the details of each stand-
ard. That is the format the Committee on the Standards of Criminal
Justice adopted. It worked over a 5-year period in developing them.
You will remember the ABA adopted then some 5 years ago and
they were circulated in final form in separate volumes. We are now
implementing them in the States. So, I think the Juvenile Justice
Standards will be a long-term program. It, will also require large
funding. A center such as is envisioned in your bill would be of great
assistance. Indeed, the preliminary work has been done through the
Kaufman committee and your center or institute, whichever you
call it in your bill, would he able to eoordi,,ate and expedite the work.

This I believe to be the No. I l)riority. Land in hand with
it is education and training in implementing the standards. You will
remember, sir, in 1967 Conlgress created the Federal ,Judic;al ('enter.
When I was practicing law, if you talked to a judge about going to
school, you might as w-ell have removed your shingle from your office
door. You could not thereafter have successfully practiced before
the court,. Now I get letters every day from some judge somewhere
wanting to know, "where can I go to school ?" The Judge does not
call it a seminar. He calls it a school. Judges have changed consider-
ablv of late. They want, thev really crave for continuing education
and training, exclh.ange of information, techniques, 1)roced Ires. things
of thit kind. The Juveniile Justice system needs such a service very.
very badly. More than any other level of our court system.

Senator BAYIT. 'Phe Juvenile Institute bill has passed the House
but the Judiciary Committee ref used to act on it, the other day beca use
the committee thought such services as training and recordkeeping,
the very things that you referred to, are already in existence. Obvious-
lV. if tley exist, theil results are very, very minimal.

Justice CLARK. No question about it. The judges themselves are
eager to get the training. They know they need'it. I've been to several
of the national meetings, and they come up to me in dozens asking
for help, l)ezging for assistance.

Senator Bkmri. Let me ask you to give us your thoughts about the
conflict which seems to exist in the approach to the delinquency
problem by LEAA and the preventive approach. This dichotomy i.s
unfair because while LEAA emphasizes law enforcement and hard-
ware it also has preventive programs.

Some people seem to feel that the way to deal with reforming the
juvenile system is to reform the institutions by making the institu-
tions more modern, more sterile, or healthier.
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Justice CLARK. Well, I think we have to change them, sir. I think we
have to change them. I don't think we can modernize them to much
advantage unless we change our whole outlook on juvenile justice.

Senator BAYH. The thrust of our bill, if I may just interrupt is
to provide alternatives for juvenile judges who frequently have no-
where to send a child but to a training school. There are no runaway
houses. There are no halfway houses. There are no progressive, work-
able foster parent programs. There are no drug treatment facilities
available in the community. There are no treatment facilities, no serv-
ice centers, and there are not sufficient trained personnel to deal with
probation and our bill will expand these facilities. Once a juvenile
is sent to an institution, the chances of rehabilitation are pretty well
gone.

Justice CLARK. It sure is. If we had the halfway houses on the way
in, I'd venture to say, after working in this area for 40 years, we could
save 50 percent of the first offenders.

Senator BAYII. Did you say 50 percent?
Justice CLARK. Fifty percent.
Just think of the tremendous savings you'd have on money alone, as

well as the tremendous number of youngsters we would save, girls and
boys; unfortimntely more and more girls are getting into trotnble now.
I remember back in 1945 we experimented with the Brooklyn plan.
We had a newscast on the radio-there was no TV at that time--
and explained it to the country, the way it worked. It was a Federal
plan in the Federal court there. We called it the Brooklyn plan
because it started there, and any youngster getting into trouble for
the first time was given an opportuliity to take advantage of its proce-
dures. After the complaint reached the district attorney he would go
over and see the judge. If there was any likelihood of rehabilitating
him, the judge would call the youngster before him in chambers.
If there were parents they, of course, would also be present. If not,
the guardian or whoever the youngster was living with at the time. The
judge would talk with the "juvenile, and if lie concluded there was
some chance of rehabilitation the judge would talk over the circum-
stances of the offense and the situation with which the boy or girl was
faced. He would finally tell him that lie was going to make a deal
with him. The judge would go over the papers in some detail with
the youngster after which he would tell him that for the present he
was not going to let the prosecutor file them. "I'm going to put them
in my desk drawer here," he would say. The judge would pull his desk
drawer out and place the papers in it and would say "now, 1'm going
to keep the papers here 3 years," or whatever period lie decided was
best. I would then tell the youngster. "If you do not get. in any trou-
ble, I'm going to keep these in this desk drawer, but if you do get
in trouble, I'm going to not only take them out of the desk Irawer and
have the district attorney file them, but lie will also file a new charge
against you covering the secefiul offense you committed.

When the 3 years comesaround, another meeting is held in the
judge's chambers at which the old papers were burned up in the
presence of the yougnster. It was most successful. In fact, we had en-
larged the plan now to include adult first offenders. It is in opera-
tioni now, in a large number of the 93 judicial districts in the United
States. I don't know how many young people have taken advantage
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of it, it would run into the thousands. The advantage of the Brooklyn
plan is that the case never reaches the record stage. No case is filed.

So, those youngsters do not have to mark down every time they go
to get a job, "yes, I was charged with such and such offense or I was
convicted of such and such." Ife does not have to mark it down be-
cause the charge never was filed. The success of this plan substantiates
the truth of the proposition that what we must do is get hold of the
youngster early enough, preprosecution, when they commit their first
offense. Those that show possibilities of saving should l)e placed in
these halfway houses. Educate them in some trade, teach them some
morals, the difference between right and wrong and things of that
kind; parole them out in the daytime as apprentices or students; get
the labor unions to change some of their I)resent rules so that they
can secure a job, be an al)1)rentice to a labor union member; make
them come back to the halfway house every evening for the night. Let
those deserving it go out on the weekends and visit other places. When
and as they are rehabilitated release them to volunteer case aids
that will act as oversight agents.

As it is, we have the halfway houses available after the inmate is
discharged from the institution. I say our penal institutions are just
clearing houses for crime-graduate schools-where the inmates ex-
change their criminal experiences and become steeled in the wav's of
crime and corrections. How do you expect them upon being dis-
charged from the penitentiary to get right into step with society. We
have been teaching them as inmates that they must keep out of touch
with the outside world altogether.

They have to arise each morning at the same time; wear the same
clothes; do the same things; eat the same food, take the same recrea-
tion at the same time et cetera. When they get out we expect them to
step right up and toe the line in perfect cadence with all of society.
Unfortunately we have taught then just the opposite for all the years
they've been in custody. Under such circumstances how can we expect
Much more than what we get, that is, increasing recidivision. We must
reach offenders early before they go into the penitentiary or the juve-
nile home. I hope I didnt

Senator BY. I won't say amen.
Let me just get your thoughts on one other problem that's been

brought to our attention rel)eatedly. Most of our States have legisla-
tion which includes a child as delinquent if he is considered incorrigi-
ble. This category is a catch-all which means that if a parent can't
control a child, or a parent is unwilling to control a child, that the
child may be found delinquent.

Now, whiat can we do to increase the responsibility of parents? In
one case I know, a little girl, who was II or 12, ran away from home.
IHer parents couldn't handle her. The police caught her, of course, be-
cause when she ran away she was violating a State statute. She was
returned to her home, which is the normal approach for a runaway
child. But her mother said that she didn't-want to have anything to
do with her daughter. The girl vas incarcerated in jail for 11 months
with some adults. Finally she was let out of jail. When asked the reason
for running away, she said that she was tired of being sexually
molested by her stepfather. In situations like this, what can the law
do?
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Justice C,\aAc. Well. perhaps we should visit. some penalties on the
parents. As a matter of fact, most of the time the parents are to blame
for the juvenile probleln, either through their own conduct or their
lack of proper conduct. Some cities have ordinances, that place a,
penalty on the parents if a child commits specified offenses.

Of course, you do have incorrigil)les. We have hardened criminals.
I'm not in favor of turning them out at all, but I want to he sure they're
incorrigible before I give them that treatment. You might as well Ikiss
them goodbye wlen you (do it.

Senator B.\yiA. I don't. N'aiit to put, words in voulr mouth. lit did
you start to say that you want to make sure the juveniles are imorrigi-
1)le before putting them in institutions where they'll certainly becoine
incorririblh.

Justce CLARK. That's right, because they'll sure be incorrigible
after they get through there. I've watched too many of them.

Senator li,\Y-. Mr. ,Justice, you've been very patient . I really ap-
I)reciate your helping us in our thorough investigation here. As you
think about this subject or examie specific l)rol)osal.s in our bili. I
ho)e you will continue to give us the benefit of your .() years of
exl-.erlence.

Justice CLAnK. Well, Mr. Chairman, th ank you very much.
I'll be happy to cooperate with you in any way.
Let me say as 1 go thlat I certainly do applaud 'our efforts and the

efforts of the Judiviary Committee and of the C;ngress. There is no
field-and I say no--1o field that is more important to our country
than this. You have it within your hands-within your power-I say,
to improve present conditions by at least 50 percentt and without the
expenditure of much money. Indeed, as I have indicated, you can
save more than von will have to expand. If your talent, your'enthusi-
asm, your devoted work. and great ability bring about ihat result in
the Congress, why, I would call you blessed. And I am sure, many
thousands of others will do likewise.

Senator B1AY1i. You're very kind, sir. Thank you. Thank you very
much.

Justice CrAmc. Thank you, sir.
Senator BAYii. Our next witness this afternoon is Jule Sugarmn,

the Administrator-Commissioner of Ihunan Resources Administra-
tion, New York. accompanied by Ms. Dronska.

Did I pronounce that correctly?
.s. DRONSKA. That's exact.
Senator 13AYiy. Director of Program I)evelopment of the Ifuman

lResomces Administration.
We appreciate very much your taking time to be with us.

STATEMENT OF JULE M. SUGARMAN, ADMINISTRATOR, HUMAN
RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK, N.Y., ACCOMPANIED
BY MS. DRONSKA, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, HUMAN
RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. SUGAR-MAN. M'r. Chairman, I might, just by way of identifica-
tion, tell you something about my background, because I think it will
give you some sense of a prospective from which I speak.
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I am currently the administrator of human resources in New York
City, and that program involves responsibility for the welfare de-
partment, for drug addiction, for child development, for manpower
training, community action, and for a youth agency, the youth serv-
ice agency being the largest city agency of this kind in the countryI believe.

We also have responsibility for some 28,000 children who are com-
mitted to us in one way or another, either because they are persons
in need of supervision because they are neglected or abandoned, or
because they have been adjudicated as delinquents, and the assump-
tion of responsibility for delinquents and their care is somewhat a
new responsibility for us, having taken that over only last August.

Prior to going to New York 2 years ago, I was with the Federal
Government fTr a period of about 20 years, and at various times was
involved in the administration of the-Headstart program, which I
administered for several years, the office of child development, and
the Children's Bureau itself, which, as you know, has had rather
major responsibilities for juvenile delinquency during the course of
its existence, so that the testimony which I want to give today is based
on experience both at the National and State levels.

I might also add that I neglected to state that I was with the Fed-
eral Bureau of Prisons for 3 years and was involved there with the
development of the Robert F. Kennedy Center in Morgantown, W. Va.,
which I believe you are familiar with, and with the establishment of
the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime.

I hesitated considerably about the testimony I'm going to give
today because I recognize that it may very easily be misinterpreted
as to the thrust of that testimony and be viewed as an argument for
a return to a harsher, more repressive, more regressive approach to
juvenile delinquency. It is not in any sense intended to be that, but it
is intended to be a vigorous argument for what I believe must be a
more realistic approach to juvenile delinquency.

Senator BAYri. If I might just interrupt. Without yet being familiar
with what you're about to say, I must say that one of the things I
have admired about you in the past is that you have not been one who
has shunned controversy if he thinks something needs to be said.

May I ask one last question so we make sure we have the jurisdiction
of your present job.

I visited institutions like Tombs, Riker's Island, Spofford-
Mr. SUGAJTMAN. Manaida and Zarega. Yes. We assumed last Octo-

ber the responsibility for Spofford, Manaida, and Zarega. Not, how-
ever, for the Tombs and Riker's Island.

Senator BAYtI. All right, thank you.
Mr. SUGARMTAN. Let me say that when I was at the Federal Bureau

of Prisons, which has now been more than 10 years ago, and when we
were very much involved with the delinquents' problems, it seems to
me that we were dealing with a kind of delinquent which I think
still exists today-, but which is not the predominant delinquent.

We were typically dealing with an individual who was involved
with theft and some form of minor vandalism, in crimes that were
more ones of annoyance than they were of really serious effects on so-
ciety, and for the most part, many of the individuals involved in de-
linquency, after one brush with the law, recognized the problem and
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got out of trouble. Of course, there were many who were sent to
institutions.

You will recall that we had the National Training School here in
Washington, D.C., which was later replaced by the organtown In-
stitution. The Nationi-al Training School was, at that time, like most
institutions of confinement, almost a total failure, and I think that
while there has been some improvement in that situation, that the
possibilities of confinement as a correctional measure, are really very
severely limited.

But., let me turn to my basic theme, and that is what it is about
today's delinquent-or as I've called him in the testimony, the newer
delinquent-that is different than the situation 10 or 15 years ago?

First of all, it seems to me that the serious violations of law, and I
mean serious, involving physical abuse or major crime, are beginning
at much younger ages. It is not atypical in the city of New York, to
find young children between the age of 10 and 14 involved in very
serious crimes, whereas 10 years ago it was much more likely to be a
16 or 18 year old.

Second, both teenagers and even some of the pre-adolescents are in-
creasingly carrying outmore sophisticated criminal operations, very
carefully organized criminal operations, and they are using weapons
much more extensively than they did in the past. Physical violence,
often senseless in form, is increasingly a factor. You can't pick up a
paper these days without reading about the case of somebody who
steals a wallet'and then stabs the individual for no reason'that's
discernible.

Senator BAY1. Is much of that drug related?
Mr. SuonMnAN. Yes, very much. It's a factor. A great amount of

drug involvement is present, a very serious problem in New York.
Drug involvement now extends not only into the junior high schools,
but also into the elementary schools, and unfortunately, it seems to ho
the harbinger of things to come in other parts of the country as well.

There's not question that New York City has a more severe drug
problem than other parts of the countr3L and building in intensity
and scope, but everything that we see in our city is being seen in other
cities, and even in suburban and rural areas as well.

Violence, again, toward vulnerable people, acted citizens and even
young children, is no longer uncommon. In some areas of the city the
number of cases involved has reached such proportion that many
older people in I)arliciflar are afraid to walk the streets, where every-
thing hasto shut down at sunset because it's just not safe to be out on
the streets.

That, I think, is another difference, that illegal activity which was
in the past largely limited to obscure places. It's now openly conducted
in schools, on busy public thoroughfares, and in other localities which
were formerly immune, and conducted by youth, people that we would
characterize as delinquents.

Another factor is the continued growth in the number of runaways
who have., for the most part, no way to survive except through one
form of delinquency or another.

Another point is that parents. other youths, and the community
itself, I think, are now quite ambivalent about delinquency, confused
about whether youth should be held accountable for their acts or
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whether they are just simply victims of the society in which they live,
and as youIre aware, in many cases, the arrest of an individual, a young
person, often now triggers community reaction, often triggers other
forms of violence because parts of the public at least do not acknowl-
edge.the need to enforce the laws, or view them as being applied in dis-
crnniatory and oppressive fashion.

Senator BAYIT. I wonder if the latter should be considered more
accurate than the former.

Mr. SUGAJI.MAN. I think we're in a situation where things are feeding
upon one another. I think the complaints of oppression and repression
and discrimination are wholly valid.

There's no question about" it that the police forces in this country
have moved in more vigorous ways against people with a minority
background, whether it be a chicano, or a Puerto Rican, or a black
person. than they would against a white individual from the middle
class. No question, that the crime rates which are reported are wholly,
distorted by the fact that, middle-class crime is often not reported
and not included in the statistics.

Nevertheless, having said that, the fact is that crime goes on, and we
need to find approaches which the community will accept and support,
that (leal with these problems in very real ways. The whole thrust of
what I want to say today, Senator, is that. I amn much less concerned
with the form of juvenile delinquency laws and the form of juvenile
delinquency )roces'ses in courts than 1 am with the basic question of t
corectional philosol)hy and a program which will, in fact, make a
difference.

Now. kids who are involved in violence toward adults and toward
other kids, who are seriously injuring l)eo)le, who are involved in
maIor thefts, those kids have to be involved in some correctional system.
Not. because they're bad. Not. because they've done a nasty thing, but
because they ought not to go on existing in that form of life if we're
going to have any sort of domesticc tranquility in this country.

Senator BAYIT'i. May I interrupt you for about eight all( a half
minutes. about as long'as it takes me to get to the floor and back to vote.
Ive got to get, there.

I'm sorry to cause this additional delay, but I think I'd better get over
there.

(A brief recess was taken.)
Senator B.Rtyi. I'm sorry.
Please proceed.
Mr. SUG.RMAN. Well, just a couple of more factors that it seems to

me are important differences from our situation, Senator, 5 years ago.
One of the things is things like parental disapproval, police courts,

and even confinement or other kinds of punishment no lon ger seem to
frighten or deter young people in the way that they did many years ago.
They accept the 'risk of disapproval, and thev gnamble that'they will
either avoid punishment or take it as simply a'risk which goes vith the
game.

And then finally, I think increasingly there is a public awareness that
violations of law are a wav of life among many of our largest business
organizations, public officials, and quite respectable citizens; and that
fact. of course, is seriously eroding the moral distinctions between good
and bad as youth sees them, and they're aware of it.
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You know, this is a very common sort of thing in much of our public
life today.

Now, all the factors which I've mentioned, certain were presnt 10
or 15 years ago, but the thing that is different is the extent to which
they now exist. And that extent is so great in my opinion, that I think
we have to reexamine some of the premises upon which we have based
both our legal and our programmatic approaches to delinquency.

Let me say, as I started to say earlier, that I was hesitant about
this testimonyv for fear that people would say well, le's simply say-
ing that this is all of a result of permissive courts, law enforcement,
and mollycoddling courts, and inadequate forms of punishment.

Frankly, I think that's wrong because our "tough adult processes"
have also proved totally ineffective, and it isn't to my judgment a
vorrectiona i program in the country that has really been successful
in recent history.

I think that that's due to three major factors. One and probably
the most important has to do with the basic societal factors of unem-
ployinent, continuing discrimination, lack of adequate education, and
other developmental programs-all of which make it very difficult to
reform or to correct the behavior of a criminal.

But second, and I might say incidentally, that with respect to that
first factor, I think this committee has a relatively limited jurisdic-
tion, except to the extent that it does provide for a well-run and ad-
ministered court system and a fair court system but you're probably
not able to change the basic unemployment situation or the basic edu-
cational system.

There are two factors, however, that I think you do have both an
opportunity and some responsibility to intervene on and that is the
trend, it seems to me, in juvenile programs to excuse behavior that
harms society on the basis of age with no counterbalancing commit-
ment to prevent its continuance.

Again, I don't wish to sound repressive here, but I do want to em-
phasize that although there may be very valid factors leading to be-
havior, delinquent behavior; that doesn't say that we can accept those
and allow them to continue. What it says'is that we have to make
some real commitment to turn things around. That leads to the third
point and that is my very strong feeling that the courts and other
agencies that are supposed to deal with the delinquent have never really
been given the kinds of resources and kinds of authority that they need
to do so.

That's why I think that this committee is now in a position as it
has been, has done in the past, to break new ground, to seek out some
new approaches and to really get people to focus on this absolutely
urgent national problem. I believe that the legislation which is before
you has the necessary form to encourage change but I suspect, how-
ever, that most of the funds which it would provide may very well
be used to deal with the delinquency of the 1950's and the 1960's
rather than what I consider the newer delinquency, the more violent,
the more aggressive, the more difficult delinquency.

And I do hope that in the course of it's work that the committee will
consider either in the form of legislation or committee reports or
simply leadership encouraging, much greater attention and focus on
those young people who have committed significant offenses involving
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violence and involving very sophisticated criminal behavior. I don't
want to discard or degrade the value of more general prevention pro-
grams or dealing with minor offenders in a more traditional mold.
However, in a world where we're always forced to choose priorities, I
think the first choice has to be to work with those who represent the
greatest danger to society.

Senator irAYjt. This is a very complex problem. Where does one
draw the line between dealing with those juveniles who present a
danger to society and "treating" those who don't present a danger to
society?

Mr. SUOARMAW. Right.
Well, I think that first of all, they are to some degree a danger to

society so that what we're dealing with is not something that's exact
opposites but rather a continuum.

However, we have in this country now a great deal of legislation and
a great deal of funding for broadscale social service programs, partic-
ularly under title IV of the Social Security Act; particularly under the
various education acts and its my feeling that those could with proper
emphasis be used much more to deal with what one might call the rim-
of-the-mill delinquent, the young person who has done something
wrong but it isn't terribrserious.

Senator BAYT. Ill act as Devil's Advocate here. Isn't one of the
major manifestations of this newer delinquency that it isn't as con-
fined in the hardcore poverty areas as it was before? Doesn't the whole
thrust of the social security programs which you discussed limit the
accessibility of those funds to certain income 'evel? Aren't our hands
tied?

Mr. SUOARMAW. It's not wholly true anymore, Senator.
For example, under the current regulations in effect in New York

City and State, nearly 80 percent of the city of New York constitutes
an area in which we can provide services, or at least many types of
services, to individuals who live in that area regardless of income
levels, so that we can in fact and are in fact providing some youth
services just across the board to at least, 80 percent of the city.

Senator BAYH. Are you violating the provisions of the Social Secu-
rity Act in the process?

Mr. SUGARMAN. I don't believe we are. As a matter of fact, the pro-
gram was quit( recently approved by TIEW. You may have noticed an
article just about 3 weeks ago that New York State ould now be re-
ceiving about $500 million of additional money. Some of that was for
the youth programs that we have been operating.

Senator BAYr. What percentage of the youth involved in these pro-
grams come from the lower income categorY; ?

Mr. SUOARMfAN.N,. A very heavy percentage, but of course, that's a
fact of life in New Yo:k City that that's where most of the kids
are, in the lower income families.

Senator BAYvm. But. which needs are met in that kind of income.
programing? I don't want us to he lulled into the feeling that that
social security program is really going to take the place of a major
commitment of moneys to delinquency programs. I'm constantly told
moneys are available'but for some reason or another, the funds never
reach the communities where they are needed. I just can't buy the
suggestion that the necessary resources are available now.
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Mr. SUGARMAN. Well, I would say two-really three things. No. 1,
there are areas of activity that simply are not covered by the Social
Security Act. Residential care of young people is one of those where
there are serious limitations.

No. 2, most States, I think, have been grossly delinquent in refus-
ing to take advantage and I'm sorry to say that your home State is
one of those that has never really utilize the programs that were
available to it.

And third, while we currently enjoy a very unusual situation of
open-ended funding in title IV, there is a continuning pressure from
the administration to restrict that funding and to put specific dollar
limitations on them.

As long as it remains open-ended-and that very heavily depends
on what happens to the HEW appropriation bill this year in the
Senate-as 1ong as that remains open-ended in the Senate, there are
a lot of opportunities, I think people should take advantage of.

There are other things that I think this Delinquency Act can and
should do; that it could supplement and fill in the clinks that you
can't cover with the Social Security Act.

My plea would simply be that we have a delivery system that permits
these things to be all focused together.

Senator BAY1. Fine, you go ahead with your system, but anyone
who reads the statistics has to think something is wrong even though
some colleagues on this subcommittee think enough progress has been
made.

Mr. S GAR3,AN. It's patently untrue.
Senator BAYT. Just go ahead with your speech.
Mr. SUGARMAN. I have developed some suggestions for a number

of programs which I feel are important to the carrying out of this
other delinquency programs, the major thrusts that'I would like to
see the committee consider and hopefully, to recommend.

This first is that I think that we must have prompt and vigorous
action to place a youth under supervision as soon as he becomes accused
of serious delinquency. The process now is often so long between the
time that he comes to the attention of the law and before a final dis-
position that it loses all its impact. In the meantime, it's not at all
atypical that a yong person will get involved with several other
cem les.

I think that can be ameliorated if immediately the individual is
placed under supervision. I'll talk a little bit more about that in a
minute.

Senator BAYH. If I may interrupt, the degree of speed and cer-
ta inty of apprehension is a deterrent.

Mr. SOARMAN. The second point I would make is that I think we
have to put more emphasis on the involvement of parents, in the
development of the treatment program, inchtding. I think, giving
judges authority to order parents to do specific things that may be
heinful to the correctional program.

Third. I think that the courts have to be given the authority to
or(ler other public agencies, specifically in the fields of education,
health, and social services: to provide specific kinds of services which
are appropriate to the needs of the children and if those, agencies do
not have the money, then I think the courts should have the money to
provide those services.
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It seems to me that's one of the things that this Juvenile Delin-
quency Act could do in the form of national special emphasis programs
is to provide the judge with the dollar resources that he can guarantee
that a service is foilig to be delivered to a young person who needs it.

I would say also that I think the courts have to have the authority
to create jobs as is the case now with a number of other areas. We do
use public money to create jobs when jobs are not available, either
the Emergency Employment Act or the WIN program under the
Social Security Act or even the Neighborhood Youth Corps but I do
believe that at'least for the older delinquents and even for some of the
younger delinquents that the absence of either a full- or a part-time
job is an absolutely crucial factor in the correctional program and if
there's no other way to do it, then I think the judge should be able
to create those jobs by establishing them in private agencies or in
voluntary agencies.

I applaud with a great deal of enthusiasm the commitment the act
emphasizes toward community-based programs or small group pro-
grams. Like Justice Clark, I share the feeling that institutiofial care
by and large as we have known it has not been successful.

I'm not really sanguine that it can ever be successful in a large insti-
tution. In the city, we are now moving rather vigorously toward the
use of small group homes and small group residences as an alternative
to institutional care. And of course, those have the function of a half-
way house as Justice Clark was describing it.

I must say, however, that to be perfectly honest about it. our move-
ment in that direction is more a result of a frustration with the in-
stitutional care, than it is with a certainty that these forms of care are
going to work and I think there needs to be a lot of money invested
in developing programs for the smaller facilities, developing staff
that can function effectively. Again, I would see this as something that
the act which is before you would be highly appropriate for and
could make a, real contribution to.

I think we need to do a lot more about the problem of runaways.
You've had prior testimony on the extent of that problem and I won't
duplicate it. Let me simply say that we have on the streets of New
York City an awful lot of kids from other communities and a lot
of kids from our own communities who have no basic home, who
wander the streets, who stay with friends, who stay a night here
and a night there and who are almost guaranteed to be'in deep trouble
with the law before too long.

Senator BAYH. Just from the standpoint of survival.
Mr. SUOARMAN. That's right. That's right. There's no legitimate

source of income and support for them.
One of the things that I want to put the greatest emphasis on is in

the whole correctional process, the need for human contact. In my
years with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, I had a chance to observe
the role of various types of professional clergymen, social workers,
psychologists, physicians, educators. I came to the conclusion that in
that setting, that the individual who was most likely to be influential
was the work supervisor or the quarters officer.

Somehow, there was an intensity of contact and a sensitivity that
went on between those people and the young people that was lacking
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in the more professional personnel and so while I wholly support the
need for professionals as a part of the system, I put a areat deal of
eml)hasis on the nonl)rofesslonial, particularly on the individual who
is doing this because he believes in some sort of voluntary capacity,
for example.

Senator Blyir. Forgive me for keeping interupting here, but we
had some testimony from a number of people who are working at the
institutional level in the new Massachusetts program who feel that
there is a professional establishment which had a vested interest
against change.

Is that necessarily true? Can we have professionally trained people
who realize the need for a change?

Mr. SUGARMAN. Well, surely, we have professionals who recognize
the need for cl - nge. On the other hand, I must say that in virtually
every professional field, whether it be education or social work or health
or public administration, professions tend to corrupt their purposes
and they tend to become defensive instruments for the defense of
those who are part of the profession. And it's just a constant danger
that one has to deal with, like the experience in Massachusetts is
instructive, where an outsider, Jerry Miller, was brought in with a
quite different background from most of the people there and just
drastically overhauled and I guess substantially has done away with
the institutional approach to care in that State.

He hasn't by any means run the battle wholly because the State leg-
islature is still very much concerned about it and may well reverse some
of the trends that he put into motion but there can be that kind of
change and professionals can be a leading part of it.

The point I'm trying to make, though, is so much of change, it seems
to me, occurs because of the interaction between two or more indi-
viduals and kids who see a probation officer, let's say, once every 30 days
or see some other public official or social service official on a relatively
infrequent basis simply do not have the kind of contact that is neces-
sary. There's just not time enough to do it..

It's not always the fault of the probation officer because typically,
we develop a caseload for a probation officer that no man or no woman
could handle and then we oftentimes put in working conditions that,
you know, are not real. You know, they work between 8 in the morn-
ing and 4 in the afternoon, the kids are on the streets at night.

All sorts of bureaucratic factors develop in a professional system
that I think are counterproductive to effective correction invention. I
don't want to do away with those professional involvements but I would
say to you that any substantial enlargement and substantial improve-
ment, I think, will have to come by the involvement of the nonprofes-
sional concerned individual.

In this connection, I think that many of our fraternal and our church
organizations and Y's, the YMCA's, the YWCA's have a lot to offer
and that they ought to be encouraged in terms of developing voluntary
programs.

I just recently had an opportunity to visit with an old friend of mine
who is now on his fourth individual case of having worked with a
released felon. This hap pens to be in the State of Minnesota and he
has really been remarkably successful and just by the general back-
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grounds, I would predict that all four of those fellows would fail but
they're not because Bill has that human touch and will take the time to
see them anytime they need to see him, whether it's twice a day or every
2 weeks, he makes the time available.

Senator BAYJI. How many people can a normal "Bill" really handle?
Mr. SUGARMAN4. One at a time, one at a time.
Senator BAYH. One at a time?
Mr. SUGARMAN. Yes. He's a businessman. Ile's fully engaged in the

ordinary business activities but he does this becausehe believes in it
and he would give whatever time it takes to do it.

Well on the matter of the dispositions available to the court, and
particularly the problem of job creation, I would also say that the
courts ought to have the authority to order the enrollment of a young
person in an educational institution, again paying the way, if neces-
sary, but really making sure that that kid gets what is particularly
necessary for him, the same thing is true of health care, the same
thing would be true of general social services.

Now, let mg turn in conclusion to some of the administrative con-
siderations as I think they are reflected in the bill before you.

I've already mentioned title IV and alluded to some of the educa-
tional acts in the Manpower Development and Training Act. The fact
is that each of those can be used in substantial ways to deal not only
with the traditional delinquent but with the newer delinquent. And I
think that a mechanism is necessary to make sure that that happens.
I would urge the committee to consider a provision of law which
restricts the use of funds under the Juvenile Delinquency Act to those
situations in which other kinds of funding are not available.

The history of appropriations for juvenile delinquency would in-
dicate that it's going to be a long, tough, hard battle to got very high
levels of appropriations and we ought to consider whatever we can
for purposes that we can't handle in other ways.

I note that the bill includes a section 406 whicl is designed to permit
joint funding where there are several sources of Federal funding.
That's an excellent idea but I should warn you that similar provisions
in other legislation have been virtually useless because the administra-
tion interprets that language so narrowly that it will not-it gives
you no real flexibility.

Let me give you an example.. If you have a report required under
one act on the first of the month, and another act required every 30
days-or let's say, at the end of the month the administration says,
you can't require a single report because that would be a change of
law, rather than simply a change of administrative policy. So if you're
going to pursue administrative consolidation and I would urge you to
do so, I think you'd better look for some language that is more'likely
to have that etrect.

The basic structure of title V under which part A of the act calls
for comprehensive programs, in the community and part B calls
for special funding, special emphasis with direct Federal funding,
is something of an anomaly to me because the amount of funds under
special emphasis are of course much higher-nearly three times higher
than for the basic comprehensive program-I take it that that reflects
some concern about what might happen under a State-planned system
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and the kinds of programs that would be financed and a desire to put
money into innovative and new kinds of programs by direct Federal
funding.

I don't disagree with that, but I do think that there has to be some
real attention to building up institutional capacity at the State level
and I would say at the local level as well so that we can be comfortable
at putting -funds into that. basic comprehensive program.

One of the things that is always a problem for us as administrators
is the fact that you'll work out a very nice neat highly organized
program and the next thing you know, a Federal agency will come
in from out of nowhere and fund a program that has no relationship
to what you've been trying to do.

That's not always bad. Sometimes they're right and we're wrong
but I think that ought to be the exception to the rule rather than the
general rule and I would simply urge that whatever is going to be
done in direct Federal funding, that there be some required form
of coordination with the State or local administration.

I also think the balance of money is wrong and that the basic
comprehensive programs in part A should get three times the money as
the special emphasis programs get.

On the matter of local administration as you know through, I think,
some of my other testimony, I'm very much an advocate of the
local administration for the* larger comnmnities of this country.

I think you're seeing real movement in that direction in the man-
power bills and in the child development bills and even in the feeding
programs for senior citizens.

I don't see that called for in this act and I would again urge you to
seriously consider whether a basic prime sponsor concept at the local
level should not be introduced at least for the larger communities of
several hundred thousand population.

I think t.la,, the act is an important one. I think, as I said earlier on
the basic framework, it's sufficiently flexible that one can do much of
what needs to be done here and I simply make my suggestions today
not in degradation of the act or not to oppose it in any way, that
simply to say I think with some additions and changes, there could
be even a more stronger and more effective act.

We appreciate the opportunity to be here and will be pleased to
answer any questions.

Senator BAYIT. You've been of great assistance to this subcom-
mittee. As I understand your testimony, you support the philosophy
in general of deinstitutionalization as far as sterile, clinical, massive,
institutions are concerned.

Mr. SUOARMAN. Absolutely. And in every form- of social program-
ing, institutions are failures.

Senator BAYn. Are we right in insisting that if we're going to have
a real program to treat the problems of young people today, that we're
going to have to relate the programs to drug treatment?

Mr. SUOARMAN. Well, I think that there must be drug treatment as
one of the weapons available to the courts or to other agencies that
are involved. My basic feeling, however, is that drug usage is sympto-
matic. I do not think of it as an illness in the physical sense of the
word.
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Senator BRyi. Aren't you now describing my use of the word "drug
treatment?"

Mr. SUGARTMAN. Yes, I think that one has to deal with the basic
symptoms which cause drug addiction. At the same time, one may have
to deal with the addiction as a fact of life at the same time. Let me
illustrate. We have now expensive methadone programs in New
York City as well as other forms of institutional and ambulatory care.

In my book, none of those programs can really be successful unless
they are accompanied by a real attempt at education and job creation,
putting people into spots where they can lead a productive and more
optimistic life.

Senator Byii. I incorporated that-approach in my reference to
treatment. 1 just couldn't see the wisdom in an institution as relatively
enlightened compared to others as Rikers where half the juveniles are
hooked, nearly hooked, or had been incarcerated merely for drug-
related business, in not dealing with the drug problem.

Mr. SUGARMAN. That is changed somewhat recently.
Senator l1.xYn. I'm glad to hear that.
Mr. Su(.i-.r.kx. Yes, but it's the continuity between the treatment

which begins in the institution and what happens after they leave
still isn't there.

Senator BAYH. I like your emphasis on the parent. That's something
I think we may need to give more attention to in our bill.

Mr. SUGARIAN. I would think, Senator, that that needs to be done,
you know, very positive ways with parents; not as punishment as
parents, not to say you're bad or you're wrong but what are your
problems that need help or attention so you can be more effective with
your kids is the basic approach I would like to see taken.

Senator B.\Yij. I wish the stepfather molesting his 13-year-old step-
daughter could be dealt with effectively.

Mr. SUGAR-MAN. Yes; well, he's got problems, too, and somebody
oiught to get to the root of those.

Senator BAyhI. He certainly does.
Thank you both very much. I hope we can continue to keep in touch

as we go ahead and formulate this program. I hope you'll feel free
to let us have your thoughts later on.

I appreciate the inconvenience that you have been faced with here
today.

Mr. SUGARMAN. Not at all. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Sugarman's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED TESTIMONY BY TULEE M. SUGARMAN, ADMINISTRATOR OF HUMAN
RESOURCES, CITY OF NEW YORK, JUNE 27, 1972

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Sub-Committee: I am pleased to have an
Opportunity to appear before this Sub-Committee to discuss the proposed "Juve-
nile Ju.itice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972".

By way of introduction I am currently the Administrator of the Human Re-
,our(ices Administration in New York City. This agency has responsibility for wel-
fare programs, the youth services agency, and the City's addiction programs. In
addit ion, some 28,000 children are committed to our custody because parents are
unable or unwilling to care for them. Several months ago IIRA also assumed
res)on.-buility for the City's juvenile institutions which had formerly been op.
crated by the probation agency. Over the course of a year our agency affects the
lives of over 1.000,000 children in New York City. A very high proportion of the
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children witlf whom we are in contact are likely to be involved In delinquent
behavior at one time or another.

In the past I have served with the Federal Bureau of Prisons where I partici-
pated in the development of the Robert F. Kennedy Center at Morgantown,
West Virginia as well as the Bureau's halfway houses for youth. I was also in-
volved in the initial creation of President Kennedy's Committee on Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Crime. Later I directed the Head Start program for
OEO and the Children's Bureau and Office of Child Development for tIEW.

I mention these facts simply to explain that my testimony today is based on
experience at both the national and state levels. Furthermore, It covers a number
of years during which I believe there have been sharp changes in the character
and intelisity of juvenile delinquency. There is today a "newer delinquency"
which creates far greater danger for our society.

Ten to fifteen years ago the general perception and the general reality of a
Juvenile delinquent was an older teenager involved in some degree of theft or
minor vandalism. Much of what we called delinquency was some form of minor
rebellion against parents or school. Many delinquents ended their career after
a single brush with the law and without any necessity for confinement. Unfor-
tunately, even then, confinement was proving an essentially ineffective remedy for
delinquency.

How then does today's picture differ from 10 to 15 years ago? It seems to me
that all of yesteryear's characteristics are still present; that the kinds of de-
linquency which we knew then still exist. But I suggest to this Committee that
we are now faced with a "newer delinquency" that makes our prior concerns
relatively insignificant The fact Is that much of today's "newer delinquency" Is
far more serious, far more dangerous, and much less suscel)tiblt to conventional
approaches. Let me be clear that my "facts" are impressionlisc, difficult to de-
fend statistically, but nevertheless reasonably indicative of current trends.

1. Serious violations of law are beginning at younger ages.
2. Teenagers are carrying out increasingly more sophisticated criminal oper-

ations and using weapons more extensively.
3. In some cases, juvenile crime is being carried out by gangs organized for

that purpose.
4. Physical violence-often senseless In form---is increasingly a factor.
5. Violence toward other vulnerable people-aged citizens and even young

children-is no longer uncommon.
6. Drug involvement Is present in many cases.
7. Illegal activity is openly conducted In schools, on busy public thorough-

fares and in other localities which were formerly immune.
8. There are growing numbers of runaways who often have no way to survive

except through delinquency.
9. Parents. other youth and the community are often ambivalent about de-

linquency--confusod as to whether youth should be held accountable for their
acts or whether they are simply the victims of the society in which they live.

10. Parental disapproval, police, courts, confinement, or other punishment
no longer frighten nor deter many youth. They accept the risk of disapproval.
They gamble that they will either avoid the possibility of punishment or accept
the risk as part of the game.

11. The growing public awareness that violations of law are a way of life
among many of our largest business organizations, public officials and "respect-
able" citiz jeis is seriously eroding the moral distinctions between good and bad.
These adult examl)les are not lost upon our youth.

It should be clear that all of these factors existed, in degree, firteen years
ago. What is different, in my judgment, is the extent to which they iw" exist-
a degree which I think must force us to re-examine many of the puremises upon
which we have based both our legal and programmatic approaches to delinquency.

I have considered at some length whether it would be desiral~e to give this
hdnd of testimony because of the simnllistic aid err,,eous ways in which i t may be
Interpreted. Those who have long opposed differences in the treatment of de-
lin(pients from adults may well cite it as evidence that the growing lawlessness
among youth Is a direct result of permissive law enforcement, mollycoddling
juvenile courts and inadequate forms of pumishmeat. Frankly I thil k that is dead
wrong because our "tough" adult processes have also proved wholly ineffective.
In my judgment the failure of our "correctional" programs, both youil and
adult, stem from three causes.
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1. Basic societal factors of unemployment, continuing discrimination, lack of
adequate education and other developmental programs, and the general mores
of society.,

2. A willingness to excuse behavior that harms society on the basis of age with
no counterbalancing commitment to prevent its continuance.

3. A lack of resources which would permit the courts and other agencies to
deal realistically with the delinquent. Factor one is beyond the scope of this
Committee's authority, but it can have great effect on factors two and three.

That is why this Committee must now break new ground-seek other
approaches to this absolutely urgent national problem of the newer delinquent.
The legislation which you are considering has the necessary form to encourage
change. I suggest, however, that most of the funds which it would provide will
be used to deal with the delinquency of the 1950's and early 1960's, unless the
Committee makes clear its intentions.

A focus on the "newer delinquent" would dictate that the bulk of programs
and funds be focused on those young people, and their parents, who have
committed significant offenses. The emphasis should be on Intensive inter-action
with those whose patterns of behavior show they are headed toward violence
or sophisticated criminal behavior.

I do not discount the value of more general preventin programs or of
dealing quickly with minor offenders in the more traditional mold. However,
in a world where we must always choose priorities, the first choice must be
working with those who represent the greatest danger to society. Furthermore,
as will be indicated later, there are other public funds which can be used to
meet more traditional needs.

APPROACHES TO THE NEWER DELINQUENCY

What then are the types of policies that may help the nation to deal with
the newer delinquency? First and foremost I think we have to at every stage
take delinquency seriously. At every point of contact the youth should under-
stan(4 that his age is not a valid excuse for the harm which he has caused to
people or property.

My program for the "newer delinquent" includes the following elements:
1. Prompt and vigorous action to place the youth under supervision as

soon as he is accused of serious delinquency. Continuing personal contact
with the youth during trial, confinement or treatment.

2. Full involvement of the parent(s) in planning the treatment program
including authority for a judge to order them to perform specific activities.

3. Authority for a court to order public agencies to provide specific and
appropriate services in the fields of education and health and social serv-
ices. Authority to fund the creation of jobs. Appropriation of funds to the
court to finance services when they are not otherwise available.

4. Use of community based treatment programs and/or small group
residential care as alternatives to confinement in large institutions. Invest-
ment of adequate funds to develop such programs.

5. A program to deal specifically with the needs of runaways.

SUPERVISION OF DELINQUENTS

One of the reasons that delinquents do not take the courts seriously is the
long delays before the courts act on cases. Action by the courts should be initiated
promptly and completed speedily. The youth should be placed under supervision
within two working days after the youth is brought to court. With rare excep-
tion courts should be able to adjudicate and dispose of each charge within thirty
days.

I believe that any youth who is charged with a serious act of delinquency
should immediately be placed under some form of supervision even prior t a
final determination of guilt. The form of supervision should be adapted to the
particular situation and may take several forms including:

As a first choice parental supervision where a preliminary review Indi-
cates that the parent(s) have the strength and relationship with the youth
to assure effective supervision. The courts should be realistic in this assesS-
ment.

Supervision by an individual from the private community who has both
the interest and skill to work with young people. These could include older
youth.
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Supervision by an organization which offers services to youth and which
has sufficient staff to maintain personal contact with the youth.

Supervision by social service or probation departments.
The purposes of supervision are threefold:

To make it clear to the youth that there is a human being that cares about
him and will help him to do something about his problem.

To make it clear to the youth that involvement in delinquency is a serious
matter and brings prompt action.

To gain insight to the youth's attitudes and problems which may help in a
final disposition of the case.

I cannot overemphasize the importance of frequent and intensive contact with
-the youth throughout the whole period of his involvement with the law. Super-
vision should be specifically divorced from the question of guilt or Innocence.

---For-a number of reasons I believe that supervision by other than public employ-
ees will generally be more successful. Governments rarely are willing to employ
bufficient numbers of persons to establish a reasonable caseload. Therefore, even
the best of employees finds himself unable to maintain frequent and intensive
contact with a youth. Secondly various rules of bureaucracies; e.g., qualification
requirements and prescribed hours of work, inhibit effective public operation.

In every Instance the court ought to advise the youth of the rules of super-
vision and should insist that the supervising individual regularly report to the
court on the youth's progress.

INVOLVEMENT OF THE PARENTS

I lielleve that parents should in all cases be part of the proceedings against
a delinquent. At every stage--placing a youth under supervision, trial, decision
on a corrective program for the yOUth and participation in the corrective pro-
gram-the courts should have the tight to compel the attendance of the patents
and to impose obligations upon them. These obligations might include specific
ways in which the parents would be required to help the youth and reporting
by the parents. Just a* the youth will be held accountable by the court, so
should the parents.

I am well aWare that much delitiquency cannot reasonably be attributed to
faults of parents. On the other hand it is their child, not that of the State, and
the State, shmld- not be compelled to assume full parental responsibility. Only if
the cotirt is convinced that it Would be counter productive to involve a parent
should they be excused from participation in the full process.

ALTERNATIVE DISPOSITIONS

It seems to me that a prime objective of the courts in making a disposition
should be to avoid placing juveniles in programs which are limited to other
delinquents or criminals, Put more positively, the greatest corrective (or other)
influence on an individual is likely to come from those with whom he is in
daily contact-particularly those of his own age. Therefore, every effort should
be made to place delinquents in programs or activities which are open to other
young people who can positively influence him.

The courts must have available to them a much wider range of dispositions
than they presently do. Their authority should include the power to compel
other public agencies such as health, education, and social services to make
arrangements for a delinquent youth which are suited to his particular needs.
The courts should have funds available to reimburse such agencies for extra
expenses that they may incur.

One of the most important powers needed by the court is the ability to create
a job for the youth-through public funding. Precedent authority exists in Federal
legislation such as the Emergency Employment Act for the unemployed; the
Talmadge Amendment to the Work Incentive Program for welfare recipients;
and the Neighborhood Youth Corps program for the in-school and out of school
youth. In none of these programs may a court presently order the enrollment
of a youth. They should be able to do so and to provide the necessary funding.

Similarly the courts should be able to arrange for youth to participate in a
training or educational program which will meet his special needs. These may
or may not be conducted under auspices of the public education system. The
court or its agent should have discretion to fund training through any com-
petent public or private agency.

S4-5 22-7-7116
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Where health defects are a factor in the youths' behavior, attitude-.or lack
of opportunities there should be authority and financing to-order corrective
health treatment.

It should be very clear that the court may take all these steps without ordering
the confinement of the youth. In many cases he would be maintained in his own
home. In other cases he might be placed temporarily with another family or
Individual. In still others, he might be placed in a small group home. Institu-
tional placement would normally be a choice of last resort.

COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

I hAve noted with enthusiasm the Act's great emphasis on the development of
community-based programs and its emphasis on non-residential and small group
treatment efforts. Both approaches are excellent and clearly dictated by the long
history of failures in institutional treatment. This Act could provide the funding
which will make such programs truly feasible. It should be clearly understood
that there is very little experience that demostrates community-lased and non-
institutional programs are more successful. Our preference for them is really the
result of frustration with existing systems. It therefore becomes urgent that we
invest adequate funding in the development of more effective community-based
programs.

RUNAWAYS

New York City, and other metropolises as well, have in the past decade attracted
scores of young people who come with hopes for a new and better life and who
fight to survive on the streets of the city, falling prey to malnutrition, drugs,
disease and criminal behavior. Three years ago the estimates for runaways under
17 were at 500,000 for the nation. This figure has steadily risen. In 1971 there
were an estimated 600,000 minors who had run away from homes, foster homes
and institutions. Estimates over the past three years suggest that there may be
as many as a million and a half youngsters under 17 who are adrift without
sustenance or employment in our cities.

While the pIredominant runaway minors are in the 15 to 17 age group, the
current phenomenon increasingly involves youngsters in the 12 to 15 age group.
Further data reveals a marked increase in female runaways, many of whom
resort to prostitution, stealing and panhandling to survive. This correlates with
the increased rate of arrests among the female youth population in recent years.

Lack of adequate housing and appropriate social services for runaways has
resulted In serious problems among this population:

1. Health problems-especially high rates of venereal disease, and
hepatitis;

2. Increased rates of alcoholism;
3. Increased rates of drug usage;
4. Lack of motivation and inability to relate.

In New York City, one of our biggest juvenile problems is that of the stranded
minor. This group of youngsters ranging in age from 16 through 20 is not t.Aing
the regularly established social and rehabilitative programs because they fear
being returned to their homes if they divulge any personal information. In effect
their fear is well founded since anyone fitting the definition of a "stranded minor"
is processed by the police and given food and shelter pending return to the home
community.

The procedure works as follows: When a stranded minor contacts either the
local welfare agency or a voluntary group such as Travelers Aid Society, he Is
referred to the nearest police precinct. It there is a missing persons report, the
minor is held in a locked facility pending his return. If he is not reported as
missing, lie is referred to a "Y" for the night and the next day the Department
of Social Services arranges for his return home. At no point Is there a possibility
to consider that the youngster may need time to work out what lie wants to do
which would lead to his eventual ability to work or return to school. There is
no possibility for this consideration because there are no programs and no funds
which could provide this option without putting him through the hurdles of
eligibility.

It is this process that makes an absolute statistical definition of the problem
at best an educated guess. The "word" Is out that the institutional systems are to
be avoided and we lose track and count of those who barely survive in com-
mune-like groups and drift around, winding up as victims or victimizers.
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The means available to us to deal with the problem of runaway youth In an
"nnovative way are pitifully few. Travelers Aid Society has a group program for
youngsters whom it reaches at airports, and railroad stations. The program is
handicapped because it cannot provide a "crash pad" with medical, social and
other necessary services. The limitation is due to our inability to fund a program
of individual services without individual eligibility determination which is
anathema to these youngsters and drives them away.

There are two other model projects, both funded by Jewish Family Services, one
jointly with New York's Bureau of Special Services to Children. One of these is a
store front program In a section of the City which tends to attract transient young-
sters. The store front is an open door "induction" center where efforts are made
to get the youngster involved in discussion of his problems. Referrals are made
for necessary medical, dental and rehabilitative services. The other program is-
a "crash pad" residence where a youngster who is "clean", a non-user of drugs,
can stay up to a maximum of 14 days while deciding what to do with himself.
The store front operation since June of 1971 has handled about 700 requests; a
majority walk in or are peer group referrals. Of these about one-third returned
home, one-third broke contact, and one-third became "street people" panhandling,
stealing, or prostituting to survive. The funding level is $220 thousand annually.
Each year there is the threat of non-refunding because of unavailability of funds.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

The Juvenile Delinquency Act should be considered in terms of its relation-
ship to other Federal legislation having similar purposes. Many of the activities
proposed under this Act can be carried out under Title IV-A of the Social
Security Act or under various education acts. The foifmer provides 75% Federal
funding for social services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency in families
receiving public assistance or in other low income families. Under present law,
Federal appropriations for these social services must be provided to match State
and local contributions no matter how large they may be. Very few States have
used these funds to the maximum extent possible, but there is no reason why
this cannot be done.

Educational and social services can also be provided for delinquents under
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, under the Manpower
Development and Training Act, and under other pieces of legislation. While funds
for these acts are not open-ended, as is Title IV-A of the Social Security Act,
there may be opportunities to shift available funds toward delinquency preven-
tion and treatment programs.

In this context I would strongly recommend that the Committee Include lan-
guage in the bill directing a coordination of efforts among agencies. It should also
restrict the use of funds available under the Juvenile Delinquency Act. Since
these may be severely limited they ought not to.be used for activities that can be
accomplished in other ways.

I note that Section 406 is designed to permit joint funding Involving several
sources of Federal funding. The Committee should be aware that similar lan-
guage in other legislation has proved virtually useless because of the narrow
interpretation given to it by the Administration.

I have serious reservations about the administrative structure envisioned
under Title V of the Act. Part A of that Title calls for a single State agency the
plan, develop and operate comprehensive programs. Part B provides direct Fed-
eral funding of special emphasis programs to public and private agencies with-
out any reference to the activities under Part A. Furthermore, the amounts
authorized under Part B are three times as large as Part A. Finally, there is no
real recognition that delinquency programs can often best be managed at the local
level. Much recent Federal legislation in such diverse fields as manpower train-
ing, child development and food programs for the elderly is specifically requiring
that substantial portions of total funds be locally administered. I believe that
any administrative structure for the delivery of services ought to meet the
following tests:

It should permit a Governor or Mayor to assign responsibilities to that
part of the government structure which can most effectively do tile job
even though this violates the principle of a "single agency."

It should direct that there be local administration in those jurisdictions
having the competence to carry out the program.
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It should provide the bulk of funds to that agency which is responsible-
for the comprehensive program and should require the latter to be Involved
in decf ofi5 about special emphasis or demonstration programs.

Clearly the planning, funding, and fiscal coordination called for in the "Jtve-
nile Justice and Prevention Act of 1972" is a basic and primary need. Our cot.
cern is for allowing the maximum planning coordination on a local urban level,
while recognizing the need of the State.

I think that most efficient coordination can be achieved by designating major
urban areas as a "program area" and a unit of local government as a "prime
sponsor." This "prime sponsor" would have to document to the National Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention a capacity to carry out effec-
tively the programs defined in this Act by coordinating all governmental and'
voluntary efforts in a project.

I am concerned that other than local program coordination and other than,
local assumption of prime responsibility could result in the continuous frag-
mentation of funding and planning.

A proposed "Juvenile Justice and Prevention Act of 1972," incorporating thp.
suggested amendments and programs, should provide a means by which urbAn
centers of this nation can begin to deal creatively with the future of this nation
and its youth.

Senator BAYIT. Our next and final witness today is Dr. Hubert G..
Locke, Jr., dean of the School of Public Affairs, the University of
Nebraska.

I apologize for the lateness of the hour. I understand you weet
formerly chairman of the Department of Religion 'at Wayne State,
University in Detroit.

As dean of public affairs are you partially responsible for this
"You're Number One" or "We're Number One"-businessI

Dr. LocKE. I have the misfortune, Senator, of having moved to a
State that thrives on athletics and I am known as the most unathletic
person now resident in that State.

Senator BAYH. I don't think your athletic prowess or lack thereof
disqualifies you from being an expert witness here. We appreciate
your taking time to let us have your thoughts on the subject.

STATEMENT OF DR. HUBERT G. LOCKE, DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE, UNIVERSITY OF'
NEBRASKA -

Dr. LOCKT . Thank you very much.
If I might, I should like, Senator, to depart from my prepared com-

ments which have been submitted to your staff and make, with your-
permission, three very brief responses to questions that you have put
to the two earlier witnesses.

As I recall, you asked Mr. Justice Clark, whose comments certainly
need no expansion, certainly from me, the question of whether juvenile-
court judges had sufficient alternatives for dealing with youths who-
are adjudicated P.s delinquents.

My experience in observing this problem, Senator, has been that
the basic problems stem from the fact that juvenile court judges in
metropolitan communities at this point in time basically have no alter-
natives whatsoever. It's not the matter of increasing options for them,.
it's a matter of giving them for the first time in history some decent
options with which to deal with youths adjudicated as delinquents.

Juvenile court judges do not have the option -f probation because.
the case loads of probation workers are simply too high to be effective..
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As the former commissioner of police for whom I worked as a special
assistant for a number of years used to say, we don't know if proba-
tion works in this country because we've never given it a decent try.

Juvenile court judges do not have the option of incarceration be-
cause the training facilities, abysmal as they are, even if we were
going to try to make adequate use of them, are simply too full at this
point in time to send youths to.

In my former home State of Mlichigan, where out of facilities for
some 10,000 persons both juveniles and adults in State prisons and
training schools, we have less than 400 facilities for juveniles, the
juvenile court judg told me-altough these figures are about 3 years
-old, I imagine if anything they are worse at this point-that he
.could reasonably send eight youngsters from IWayne County alone
in Michigan to training school facilities if the State facilities were
,opened and available.

It would mean that within the course of a year's time we could
fill up all the facilities for juveniles in the entire State of Michigan
with juveniles just from Wayne County.

Senator BAYH. Pardon me, did you say eight or 80?
Dr. I.OCKE. Eight, eight per week.
Senator BAYn. Oh, per week.
Dr. LOCKE. Eight per week.
Judge Lincoln likes to recite, if I might, Senatpr, the example of

the youngster brought before him for auto theft who at the time of
]iis, apprehension had stolen 23 cars.

The judge examined the youngster's record, thought of the alterna-
tive of probation and was rather certain that this would be a useless
exercise.

Hie thought of the option of sending him to a training school and
knew that there was no facility to place him in, so he gave the
youngster a dressing down from the bench and released him because
that was all he could do, only to have the youngster leave the court-
rooin and steal another automobile in order to get home.

So I think it underscores the point, Senator, as implied in your
luestion, that what we have to do and what S. 3148, as I real it,

.eeks to-do in a very resourceful manner is to begin to provide some
options for juvenile court judges and for the system.

Senator BAY I. Doctor--excuse me--if you'll permit me 1 minute
for a phone call, Ill be right back.

Dr. LOCKE. Of course.
(Pause.)

Senator BAYJi. Excuse me, Doctor. It's one of those days and I'm
sorl you've had to be subjected to it.

Dr.'LoCKE. That's quite all right.
If I might make a quick comment, Senator, about your question

regarding the role of LEAA, it was--I am convinced-the intent
of Congress-and certainly the bill itself reflects such, to provide a
sound and wise approach to the problem of law enforcement as it
relates to this problem-but it has been my conviction that the net
effect of the LEAA program, in spite of the best efforts of its adminis-
trators and the attempts in many States to spend the money wisely,
the net effect of LEAA has been to give aid and comfort-or to con-
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secrate, I should even say, Senator-many of the worst aspects of law
enforcement policy and programs as it applies to the problem of
juvenile delinquency. Its effect has been to reinforce the idea that we
can deal with the problem. of crime in general and juvenile delin-
quency in particular as a technological rather than as a social problem.
and I think we have simply no evidence with which to support that
assumption.

My third comment, Senator, is to respond )riefly to your question as
to whether there may indeed be a number of professionals who have
widely vested interest against change in the system that now prevails
in the juveni e delinquency field.

Not only is this true, Senator, but I think part of the reason, sadly
enough, is that we're trying to treat what might be termed cancer'
or a cancerous social situation, will professionals, some of whom have
been trained to administer bandaids, some trained to give intravenous
feedings, some trained to give cobalt treatment, some trained to read
thermometers, some trained to change the bedsheets; but no institution
or staff is trained or equipped to deal with the total problem in any
comprehensive fashion.

I think the responsibility for a great deal of this chaotic situation
must rest upon the universities and I read-with great delight in S.
3148 concerning the resources which would be provided for universi-
ties to begin to train people to deal with this problem in new, imagi-
native and especially interdisciplinary ways and I would stress this
as one of the very important aspects of'the bill.

I would like to stress if I might or to underscore, Senator the re-
sources of tie bill which provide for and which underscore the im-
portance of early identification and intervention. Anyone involved in
the field of juvenile delinquency and crime control recognizes that
most youths who begin their careers in crime and graduate as adults
to more serious crimes are persons who in large measure could be iden-
tified at a relatively early stage in their criminal career and perhaps
persuaded to follow alternative and more constructive patterns of
behavior.

Senator BARw-. Now, wait a minute. Could you be more specific?
How do we identify juveniles early enough to do something about their
problems? What. can be done with a 16-, 17-, 18-year-old who has been
committed for an indeterminate sentence from age 12 to a juvenile in-
stitution? That may not have been a good example.

Dr. LocKE. it's a perfect example, Senator, and let me give you
in very brief fashion the results of a study which I directed for Wayne
County under a 1-I) grant some 3 years ago, during the course of
which we examined the records of some 123 persons in the State prison
of Michigan.

The prison records of these 123 inmates indicated that they were first
arrested and brought to the attention of law enforcement officials in
the courts as juveniles.

These were all men serving prison terms as adults for felony con-
victions but who also had a record of a period of incarceration'in the
boys training school in their prison files. In over 80 percent of the cases,
there were indications that those men had at some point. come to the
attention of someone in the community as a youngster who was headed
for trouble.
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Sometimes it was their parents who came to school officials or a
family minister or priest or a YMCA director and who said, "I can't
handle this kid." Many times it was a school teacher who either re-
ported to the school counselor or just said in the school lunchroom to
a fellow teacher, "there is a youngster who, if we don't get to, is going
to end up in the State pen.

Senator BAYM. Eighty percent?
Dr. LocmE. Eighty percent of those files indicated that someone

early in that youngster's career identified that youngster as someone
who needed help hut no intervention took place. I would submit in
this regard, Senator, that one of the things that your bill provides the
resources for but resources which I hope might be strengthened, if I
might suggest such, by-well, I can only state it as a forcing on the
part of private agencies-who are spending literally millions of dol-
lars purportedly in this field of dealing with youths and dealing with
the problem of'juvenile delinquency, forcing'those agencies to take a
more responsible position in the spending of their money to deal with
these problems.

I think it's safe to say that most private agencies, agencies generally
funded by the Torch Drive operations, et cetera, who purport to
deal with'the problems of juvenile delinquency and crime have almost
uniformly a policy of not dealing with hardcore delinquents.

Their preference is to deal with a safe youngster or in many cases,
the neglected youths but not those youths who show clear tendencies
towar criminal activity and this is an area in which I feel large-
enormous if you will--some private money is being spent poorly, un-
wisely, and in many instances, dishonestly since these are agencies'who
in their annual reports or in their public statements indicate that a
great part of their responsibility-as I've indicated in my preparedremarks-is to try to deal with the problem of juvenile delinquency.

Those agencies, I think not onl; through imaginative planning, but
through the kinds of pressures tiat can be brought in budget alloca-
tions, can be required to deal more responsively and more compre-
hensively and in a coordinated fashion with the problems of delinquent
youths.

What we need is a network, Senator, in which once a youngster has
been identified as headed for trouble, he can be referred to private
agencies who then will have the responsibility not only to try to deal
with that youngster, but also the responsibility for followup,'for eval-
uation for knowing 2, 3 years later where that youngster is and how
he is turning out.

Senator BAYIT. Let me pursue that observation. Your criticism is di-
rected at voluntary agencies for their unwillingness or inability to
deal with the young people who are most likely to become juvenile
delinquents.

Dr. LocKE. Precisely.
Senator BAYH. But these agencies deal with juveniles on the pe-

riphery of delinquency. I suppose we would admit that those young-
sters, too, need services.

Dr. LociK. That is the youngsters on the perihphery.
Senator BAY11. Yes; on the periphery. I want to make sure that I'm

understanding that the criticism did not go to somebody having theii
hand in the cookie jar or exorbitant expenses for administration.
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Dr. LOCKE. Not at all. When I used the statement, Senator, that some
of the money was being spent dishonestly, that warrants an explana-
tion.

My point simply is that if you examine the annual reports of most
private agencies which receive Torch funds, and which in their char-
ters or their public statements purport to deal with the problems of
hard-to-handle youths, you will find, in effect, that they are dealing
either with safe youngsters, youngsters who in 98 percent of the cases
will turn out well no matter who touches them or else with youngsters
who are just marginally on the edge of lawlessness.

But for dealing with the kinds of young people that Mr. Sugarman
described in his testimony, I think you will find, Senator, that most
private agencies wouldn't touch such youths with a 10-foot pole.

Senator BAYH. Are you familiar with the Chattanooga YMCA pro-
gram?

Dr. LOCKE. Not only the Chattanooga program but several other Y
programs in other parts of the country andI must say that in recent
years, very recent years, but gratefully, the YMCA stands out as a no-
table exception to the charge that I have just made.

Senator BAY11. Excuse me for just another minute.
Dr. LocKE. Of course.
(Pause.)
Senator BAYn. Well, we'll try it again.
Dr. LOCKE. If I can, Senator, let me just try to put my last point

in focus by indicating that for several years I sat on the board on
United Community Services Agency in the city of Detroit respon-
sible for allocating some $19 million on Torch Drive funds to per-
haps maybe 50 private agencies.

A large number of those agencies every year came in and predicted
their budget request first, on the clear indication that they were deal-
ing in their program and with their staff, with the problem of juve-
nile delinquency and second they operated on the premise of what I
caine to call the add-on theory which was simply that if we gave them
a 10-percent increase in money and staff, they could lick the problem.

We had absolutely no way within that body either of achieving
agency accountability, that is of being able to say when they came
in the following year, is there clear evidence that you have indeed
spent the money according to the programs which you asked us to
fund. There was also no way of our being able, at that point at least,
to force interagency coordination between these various institutions
to make sure that staff resources and financial resources and physical
resources were being used wisely until as a matter of fact, the
United Community Services in Detroit made a clear policy statement
which said in effect, we shall begin making our budgetary allocations
on the basis of certain priorities.

One priority will be the extent to which your program serves the
problem of intercity youth because the studies which have been done
for UCS-and incidentally, this will be duplicated throughout the
country-indicated that a preponderance of private dollars in this
area were being used to serve the needs of middle-class youngsters,
safe youngsters, if you will, youngsters, as I indicated earlier by
and large who would be able to make it on their own with or without
anyone's help or intervention.
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Second, we'll begin to make our budgetary allocations on the basis
of some clearer inication each year that the money has been spent
in accordance with what you're telling us you're doing.

If you purport to deal with juvenile delinquents and if you say
you're serving x number of those youths, we want to know a year
from now how you came out, how many youngsters did you handle?

What happened to them? How many were rehabilitated. How
many continued to pursue criminal careers or were started back on
the path to a constructive life-style. I can tell you, Senator, that
policy statement by the Detroit UCS caused absolute havoc among
its agencies. A number of them came on board and out of it came,
from those agencies, some very imaginative efforts. Other agencies
simply fell by the wayside and have been unable to respond to the chal-
lenge but my whole point is to indicate the kind of supplemental re-
source to the thrust that your bill represents that I think must come
from the wise spending of the private dollar in this field and this, it
seems to me, relates to the third and my final point, Senator-or
maybe it's the sixth one by now-

Senator BAYJI. That's not too many.
Dr. LOCKE. And that's a very important emphasis in S. 3148 on

community-based correctional facilities. If there's anything we dis-
covered in the last quarter century and I'm sure the testimony given
before you has more than amply substantiated this fact, it is that
in our State institutions we are simply providing a State run sophis-
ticated school for young criminals.

But in the last 5 years, we have also discovered--and here I would
go just a bit beyond Mr. Sugarman's remarks-that indeed, those
programs which are community based and correctional in nature, in
a great number of instances are showing greater and better results
than our institutional State-run agencies

We are experiencing an enormous time lag in this business between
what we know is at least more workable and what we have been willing
to invest our time and effort in, and I think one of the high points
of your bill is the resources and the initiative that it provides for
more communities to engage in this kind of correctional effort.

Senator BAYIT. Let me ask you to comment if you will about Mr.
Sugarman's dialog relative to the new delinquency and the role
that certainty of apprehension and adjudication play in combatting
juvenile delinquency.

Dr. LOCKE. There's no question about it, to my mind at least, Senator.
The accuracy of Mr. Sugarman's observation and indeed your own

comment in response to it, that the certainty of apprehension and of
adjudication is a very important aspect in ihis entire field. However,
I am more concerned and have become increasingly more so as the
years have passed, with what we can do before a youngster gets to
that point.

Once he gets into the criminal justice process, at least as it works
today, we can all but write him off. I think your bill will go a ]on(,
wVay toward at least correcting some of the worst abuses in the criminal
justice system but I think we will really get at the nub of the prob-
len when we can turn our attention and resources to that vounoster
when he is first identified as a youngster in trouble before' he comes
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to the attention of police officers or juvenile court judges and it is
for that reason that I emphasize the concept of early intervention
and of 1)rviding resources for a school teacher who recognizes a
youngster iin the third (and fourth and fifth grade as a youngster who
needs hell, to give that teacher a place or a resource or people to whom
to refer that youngster other than the school counselor who is so inun-
dated with paper work that she will never get to the troubled youngster
or to some agency which is already understaffed and overworked, some
agency who has the built-in responsibility to report back in 6 months,
a year, 2 years or 5 years later on this and be able to tell what's hap-
pened to that young person.

Senator Bxyui. That's been the substance of our reasons for looking
behind the system. We're hoping to find a way that we wouldn't need
the system or as many juveniles wont be referred to the system be-
cause the problems are dealt with before they get into the official
channels.

I suppose if a child is apprehended for stealing 27 to 28 cars, and
if there is a responsible way of immediately putting that youngster
unler a type of noninstitutionalized supervision, our chances of saving
him would be greater than if the courts lectures him and then turns
him right back on the street?

Dr. LocxKE. They would indeed, Senator, and they might have been
even greater if that youngster had been reaclhd before ie had stolen
his first automobile. lie was probably caught earlier pilfering money
from his mother's purse or pilfering supplies from the local 5 and 10
cent store or pilfering supplies out of his school teacher's closet.

I can almost guarantee that at some earlier point, that youngster
was identified before his first automobile theft as a youngster who
needed help or a youngster who had this kind of problem. I think it's
at this stage that we could do our greatest job of intervention and it's
precisely at this stage where we have the fewest resources and the least
interest, Senator, in doing anything about it.

When I speak of the role of our private agencies in this regard, I
have in mind not only U.C.S. type agencies but the churches which
Mr. Sugarman also emphasized. They're spending enormous sums of
money, they have enormous investments in facilities and in some
places, imaginative staff who could be used in this kind of intervention
almost on a one-to-one basis with the responsibility with for really fol-
lowing through with youngsters assigned to them and I don't niean
seeing that he's in Sunday school every Sunday. That often trite
phrase of youngsters in Sunday school not getting in trouble with the
law is I suppose true; but it's at the same time-really meaningless be-
cause that's not where the problem is these days and yet, here are staff
resources, and fiscal resources which could well be directed to the prob----
lem with which we are concerned in your bill.

Senator BAYir. What should we do for parents of delinquent
children?

Dr. LOCKE. I'm not sure of the answers on this one, Senator, except
to say that all of the answers I've seen thus far, I'm not very com-
fortable with. There's an enormous amount of legislation these days
which try to make the parents responsible, legally responsible for the
problems of their youngsters.
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Thats in my judgiment, quite frankly, a rather hysterical response
to the problemii. I think to the extent that-again your bill places
emphasis upon strengthening the resources of the community to deal
with the problem-to the extent that in many neighborhoods, neigh-
bors can in a sense represent surrogate parents, who if they come to
feel that they have also responsibility for the dynamics of their block
or their community, who feel that if they get involved-in this problem,
they're not just engaging in an exercise in futility, that it is in that
direction that our efforts ought to go.

What one ,oes with a parent who simply doesn't care or what one
d(oes with the kind of tragic situation you. mentioned earlier, the
crimial assault on a 13-year-old daughter, obviously, that's a child
who has to be taken out of that kind of family situation. That's a par-
ent who obviously needs professional help also.

But I think the larger problem is that if many well-intentioned
parents who want the best for their children, want to do the best for
then, but simply don't know how, and when they find their children
in trouble or going astray, who do not know what resources they can
call upon to try to get professional help and it's in that direction that
I think our efforts.would bear much more fruit if we could simply
assure that when a parent recognizes that his youngster isn't on
target. isn't on course, could at least know that there are resources in
the community to which that child could be taken and I don't mean,
inci(hentallv to' be referred, as we often do, to 18 different agencies
all who deal with some specialized aspect of the problemm of neglected
or delinquent children so that the l)arent has to make 18 different
cafeteria stops before he or she finds the right slot.

If we knew that, there was one agency in the community where
that. youngster could be taken, and that agency had the responsibility
to (lilgnose that youngster's problem and to ty and get right profes-
sional care, we would be a long way ahead.

Senator i' i i. Yes, we would.
I)oetor, you've been very kind and I again apologize for delaying

vou to this late hour. It's almost 5 o'clock.
You've been helpful to us and I hope as we go ahead with our work

we can rely on your continued advice and counsel.
)r. LocKE. if I milit jut add quickly, Senator, in respect for your

time. ir we had a bill such as your :8-IS, 25 'years ago, we might not
face the chaotic situation that we do today. Ifam one who is not very
opt ;]iitic. I lilust say, about our ability to turn this tragic problem
a ro ud at this juncture but if we (10 so. if we are to (10 so, it will be
1)e -awsc of the kind of' national policy that your bill clearly sets and
tfiv kld of resources that it povides.

I mlright also cav, Senator, in paling, that in a sense, your asking
for testimony on behalf of your bill is really sort of anticlimactic
1,e,'ause I had the privilege of reading your speech when you intro-
dined it on the floor of the Senate and von said in that speech every-
thi.,, that needs to be said, about the nature of the problem and the
rcsoures needed to tackle it.

['hanl you for your invitation.
Senator B'YII. You've been very kind and there have been a couple

arc,'s which you'%-e discussed that'will strengthen our bill. Hopefully,
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we can call on some of your colleagues who are still at the Department
of Religion at 'Wayne and ask them for some divine guidance on how
we can shed a little light on the dark corners of juvenile delinquency
and crime control. It's a real concern that Federal administrators tell
me not to bother with a program for runaways, or additional resources
for juvenile delinquents. 'Yet the problem continues to escalate and
my frrustration about reaches the breaking point when I keep hearing
that we have all the needed resources.

Dr. LOCKE. I, too. am a believer in divine guidance, Senator.
Senator BAYn. We're going to have to call- on Him.
Dr. LOCKE. But I think at this point I would like to place much more

hope in the kinds of resources that are in 3148.
Senator BAYT. They're not mutually exclusive.
Dr.-LoCKE. No, not'at all. May the record show that.
(Dr. Locke's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED TESTIMONY BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE .UB-COMYITTEE To
INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY BY HUBERT G. LOCKE, DEAN OF THE SCHOOL
OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRALAKA AT
OMAHA, TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1972
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Members of the Sub-Committee: Three years ago.

under a grant from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. I
directed a six-month study of the problem of juvenile crime and delinquency it
Wayne County in the State of Michigan. Wayne County includes the city of
Detroit and a sizeable portion of its metropolitan area, and the study was pre-
pared at the request of the County Board of Supervisors, the principal body of
elected officials for the fifth largest metropolitan area in the United States. The
problems explored, the facts uncovered and the recommendations made in that
study, while directed toward Wayne County, could well have been duplicated
in any major metropolitan area in the nation. They reflect an abysmal state of
affairs in the area of juvenile justice and juvenile delinquency; a state of affairs
which has continued to deteriorate all across the nation and one which will reach
the point of total collapse unless the sane. sensible, effective approaches contained
in the bill which you have under consideration are put into effect.

Let me note gentlemen that the study I refer to was not received in Wayne
County with overwhelming enthusiasm. In fact, in some quarters it was bitterly
denounced. I am convinced that the study would have received far greater public
acceptance if it had been content to echo the popular solution to the problem of
crime, juvenile delinquency and corrections, if it had called for more police offi-
cers. bigger and better prisons in which to incarcerate offenders, and longer
periods of confinement to keep offenders off the streets. As this honorable body
knows, and as every practitioner in the field knows, there is simply no evidence
that such solutions would work. To tile contrary, what we do have as every
enlightened police and correction official knows, is an abundance of evidence,
demonstrating that these efforts would simply increase the same, ineffective,
revolving-door process that has proven so immensely inadequate over the past
half-century. This is why our study made the recommendations it did, suggest-
ing an approach which is uniquely embodied in the legislation proposed il S.
3148. Our study gentlemen, and there are literally hundreds of similar studies,
along with countless monographs, master's theses, doctoral dissertations. resen r-oh
projects, agency records, police documents, court files and prison materials,
would provide abundant evidence to support the assertion that S. 3148 is the only
sensible approach to take, if this nation is really serious about dealing with the
pathological problem of Juvenile delinquency and juvnile justice.

I should like briefly to quote the four major findings of the Wayne County
Study and to draw your attention particularly to the fourth, and I think the most
important finding of the entire study:

"The research findings of this report document, to a considerable extent
what is already a matter of public knowledge or public suspicion:

(1) That youths between the ages of ten and seventeen represent the largest,
single group of new offenders who come to the attention of courts and police
agencies each year.
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(2) That lacking any constructive attempts at rehabilitation, a significant
portion of this group will go on to commit more frequent and more serious
.rimes between the ages of 17-21.

(3) That the public and private agencies committed to working, with such of-
fenders are grossly inadequate, given the magnitude of the problem, and

(4) Most youths who begin their careers in crime as juveniles and who graduate
to more serious criminal affences as adults are persons who, by a number of
formal and informal processes, could be identified as a relatively early stage in
their careers, as potential delinquents or adult criminals; yet little if anything
is done at their early stage to intervene or to attempt to constructively dissuade
such persons from a life of crime."

I have indicated this final finding as the most important in the study and, In
my judgment, the most important single factor in the juvenile crime situation
today. I should like to cite one pertinent example that will illustrate this sit-
nation.

PERSONS CURRENTLY (1969) IN STATE PRISONS FOR CRIMINAL OFFENSES COMMITTED
AS ADULTS (OVER 17 YEARS) WHO HAVE A RECORD OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
(STATE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION DATA)

Of the State's current (1969 prison population, 3,718 persons are from or
committed their crimes in Wayne County. Of this number, 534 or 14% had a
criminal record as juveniles which was considered sufficiently serious to war-
rant their commitment to the Boys Training School. The number of adult prison-
-ers with a history of criminal offenses committed as juveniles is significantly
higher than 14% since 1) many persons now in prison began their criminal
offenses as juveniles but were not arrested until after age 17, or 2) were arrested
.and either a) warned and released to parents, b) placed on probation, c) sent
to one of the States several rehabilitation facilities, or d) committed to Boys
Training School but never actually sent there because of over-crowded facilities.
For the purposes of this Report, only those records which indicated the most
serious juvenile offenses were analyzed and compared. Intensive investigation
was made of 123 case files of persons from Wayne County who were born in or
after 1940. The 123 Intensively examined case files represent approx. 3% of
the total prison population from Wayne County, 23% of those from Wayne
County with a Boys Training School history and 33% of the latter group born in
1940 or after. These files show that the 123 persons committed a total of 666
known offenses as juveniles and 371 known offenses as adults ("known" offense=
offense for which the person was convicted in court). And while the number of
offenses committed as juveniles is almost twice as high as the number of offenses
committed as adults, the findings also show that the juvenile offenses tend to be
less serious in nature than those which the same person committed as adults.
The persons whose case histories were reviewed, for example, committed more
criminal acts of auto theft, malicious destruction of property, larceny (theft),
breaking and entering and unarmed robbery as juveniles than as adults; how-
ever, the same persons committed a greater number of crimes of carrying con-
cealed weapons, violation of the state narcotics law, assault and battery, pander-
ing, armed robbery, rape and murder as adults than as juveniles.

In essence, the research findings demonstrate that there is a significant num-
ber of the present state prison population who began their careers In crime as
juveniles and who go on to repeat crimes as adults, and that as a juvenile delin-
quent moves toward adulthood, if his criminal behavior is not successfully
thwarted, he also tends to commit crimes of a more serious nature.

Statistics often confuse rather than clarify a complex situation. Obtaining a
completely accurate picture of the juvenile crime problem is the more difficult,

however, because in many institutions and agencies, accurate records of youths
in trouble simply are not kept. School officials are unable to give a precise number
of youths in need of special services such as guidance, counseling, psychological.
or psychiatric care. Juvenile Court records fall to show, in an overwhelming
number of cases, the educational achievement, grade level or mental capacity of
youths brought before the court. Court records themselves are woefully inadequate
in providing background data on a youth's family, medical, employment, religious
or psychological history, especially in the past few years during which, because of
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the drastic rise in cases and the corresponding shortage of court staff, many
courts have been forced to abandon the preparation of probation reports on new
offenders. Public and private agencies who have had problem youths and delin-
quents referred to them for help, in most cases, are unable to tell in any systematic
fashion what happened to such youngsters once they left or were released from
the agency's supervision. The entire field of juvenile criminal behavior is marked
by a lack of essential data, little exchange of what information is available be-
tween agencies, and virtually no follow-up or periodic examination of the career
of a youth who at some early point in his life bad come to the attention of perhaps
a half dozen individuals as a youth "headed for trouble" and who eventually be-
comes a police statistic and a court record.

Such statistics as are available, however, tell a story of tragic proportions-of
youths who are failures in school, undisciplined or unmanageable by their parents.
likely to be identified at an early age by parent, teacher, neighbor, community
agency worker, clergyman, or some person other than police or court officials as
potential delinquents, likely to become involved In their first criminal offense in
the company of other youths and who in all probability, are eventually caught by
the police and processed through the court, only to repeat further and increasing-
ly more serious criminal offenses. Of greatest significance is the fact that in an
overwhelming number of cases examined during this study, there were periods in
the lives of persons now serving sentences in state prisons for serious criminal
offenses (i.e., murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, etc.) during which someone
could have intervened and possibly made a constructive difference in that per-
son's life, attitude and behavior. And such records as are available consistently
reveal that this intervention did not happen, and as a result, youths who early
came to be Identified as truants or incorrigibles, "graduated" to the status of
delinqents, youthful offenders, adult criminals and ultimately, inmates of the
state prisons.

Clearly, research findings do not show that Intervention would have guaranteed
a constructive change in the pattern of criminal behavior for persons convicted
of criminal offenses as adults and currently serving sentences in state prisons.
They do demonstrate, however, that there were points in the lives of these persons
when someone recognized a youth in trouble, a juvenile who needed help-and as
far as the records reveal, nothing was done!

Providing constructive help for youths who are recognized or identified as
headed for lives of crime is what the concept of "intervention" is all about.
It is this basic factor which formed the major conclusion of the Wayne County
Study: that if citizens wish to do anything substantive and effective to decrease
crime In the community, they must begin with juveniles and provide them with
constructive alternatives to lives of crime before youths In trouble, and especially
delinquency-prone youth, became criminal careerists.

S. 3148 also contains an additional and critically important provision which
I should like to emphasize an endorse. If there is anything we've learned in
the field of juvenile delinquency and corrections over the past decade, it is the
immeasurable value of community-based corrections facilities. I am especially
pleased that this Bill gives encouragement and the resources for the design and
implementation of such facilities. We know, for example, that the ultimate
solution to the problems of crime and delinquency lies within the community
social system, and that it is this social system which must be changed if crime
and delinquency are to be lessened.

We know also that the ultimate goal of any Intervention or corrections process
should be to increase the resources, organization, cohesion and skills of the
community In channeling and correcting the behavior of it.s youth. We also know.
although we have been noticeably reluctant to act on the basis of our knowledge,
that the resources and assistance available within neighborhoods and communi-
ties have a far greater potential for the effective resolution and rehabilitation
of social and behavioral problems than those services which are set within a more
formal, traditional and institutional setting. Community-based facilities, simply
because they can be more flexible, more creative and precisely because the
rehabilitative process takes place in the community rather than in an impersonal
and isolated setting can do far more to lessen the appalling rate of recidivism
and restore young people who run afoul of the law, to useful, meaningful.
productive lives.

Finally, I would like to point to the critical role of private agencies in a sound
juvenile justice system and delinquency prevention program, as well as to the
resources that S. 3148 would provide in strengthening our ability to deal with
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the facet of the problem . Every metropolitan area is served by a large network
of social agencies which receive both tax funds, private contributions and United
Foundation support. Many of these agencies have been chartered or created for
specific and limited purposes; others have deep historical roots in the problems
prevalent in urban society at the tinme of their establishment. Most of those
agencies have, as their stated purpose, som-form of service to youth, although
the range of their programs are quite varied and although they uniformly suffer
from problems of inadequate staffs and budgets. To the extent that they are
serving ninny young people through their efforts, constructive alternatives to
delinquency are being provided.

Nevertheless, two major criticisms must be made of the total program of serv-
ices provided by private social agencies. The first is that they disproportionately
serve a middle class populace to the neglect of inany persons and families in
poverty areas of the country where the social prohlens are the worst and the
need is greatest. Second, and of equal if not greater significance to the probhn
of crime and delinquency, there is, with few notable exceptions, an almost uni-
form policy among many private social agencies against working with youths
adjudicated as delinquents. There are significant programs and services presently
operated for neglected youth, but many agencies demonstrate a reluctance, in-
ability or unwillingness to work with hard-core delinquents who form the nu-
cleus of our nation's most frequent participants in criminal activity. As a result,
there Is a serious gap in social services directed consciously toward those youths
who represent the greatest area of need. The net effect is that many private
agencies are working with "safe" youngsters, leaving youths in trouble to those
few organizations!ajid institutions whose programs are primarily custodial rather
than rehabilitative. Thus, missing in the social services policy in most communi-
ties is a structured program for those who fall somewhere between the "safe"
youngster and those whose criminal pattern sare firmly set. We need, therefore,
and private as well as public agencies should be prodded to provide programs and
services that will dissuade the marginal youngster from becoming a delinquency
statistic, as well as programs in the private sector designed to serve the hard-
core delinquent.

In essence, there is a critical need for a cohesive system among private agencies
geared to the prevention and rehabilitation aspects of juvenile delinquency, for
evaluation procedures, agency accountability, for clarification of goals, interdis-
ciplinary and interagency cooperation, for the expanded use of par-professionals
in agency programs and for a clear determination of agency priorities. Each of
these areas represents complex problems and policies, but in the absence of
attempts to achieve the results that might be effected by such efforts, we are
faced with the same alternative in the private sector that so seriously plagues
public attempts to resolve the-crime problem-a continual increase in money and
staff with a corresponding decrease in results.

The United Community Services system, representing as it does across the na-
tion, the largest complex of private social agencies, can play a dramatic part in
giving leadership to the efforts outlined above by setting as one of its priority
concerns, expanded services in the area of juvenile delinquency. Through a re-
statement of its policies and budgetary priorities, it can enlarge the vision of its
member agencies beyond that of working primarily with neglected children or the
youngster whose potential for success is already well established. It can encour-
age greater innovation and collaboration among and between private agencies
in finding effective ways to identify and motivate the difficult, hard-to-handle
youngster toward constructive behavior and activity.

Agencies themselves can also bring more aggressive and imaginative leader-
ship and resources to the problem of crime and delinquency. The social work
field, for example, has traditionally drawn more women than men to its ranks
while the problems of delinquency are, in slicer numbers, problems of hostile,
alienated, authority-rejecting young males who need, among other things, the
guidance and direction of strong male figures. On the other hand, social work
has been one of the few professions to encourage the use of para-professionals-
persons who lack college preparation but who wish to work in the field of human
services and who, given proper training and professional..supervision, can per-
form creatively and effectively. The use of para-professionals, adequately trained
within a university setting where acceptable and established standards can be
maintained, has yet to be applied In any comprehensive way to the problem of
crime and delinquency. If undertaken by universities and social agencies, for
example In training staffs for community-based correctional facilities, it could
provide a new and effective resource for dealing with this complex problem.
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Individual agencies can also expand their efforts at coordination with the
schools from which their clients come and go, and with each otliw. They should
explore the serious lack of after-care programs and procedures for the youth
whom they serve. Agencies need desperately a centralized data collection system
that will facilitate the flow of information and communication between agencies
and enable them to keep accurate and essential information on the youths they
serve. Because of the continual shortage of funds and staff, agencies should ex-
periment with combining or, coordinating their efforts In order to better utilize
their resources. And as unpopular as it may be to suggest, every institution and
agency ought to periodically examine whether the purposes for which it was
created are still valid, whether its policy and programs can still make a mean-
ingful contribution to relieving social ills in the changing times in which we live,
or whether its concerns and resources could not be more effectively realized
and used by some other agency. There is a pronounced tendency in American
society, once an agency or organization or institution has been established, for
it to live on in perpetuity, regardless of whether its contributions remains sig-
nificant, effective or needed. The community, or what Is far more preferable,
agencies themselves should have the wisdom to terminate those efforts which no
longer make a worthwhile contribution to resolving community problems but
which continue to compete for a dwindling public and private dollar.

Social agencies might also be urged to develop new collaborative procedures to
combat crime and delinquency. An inter-agency- team might be created, for
example, to deal with youth problems whether those problems are social,
psychological, medical, legal, educational or others. The team would work out
appropriate cooperative and referral procedures with the schools, the police
and the courts, designed to provide early identification and treatment of young
persons with emotional and behavioral problems. Working as expeditors and
combining the expertise of several agencies and disciplines, the Inter-agency team
would work as diagnostic and treatment specialists, assisting both youths and
their parents, upon being alerted by or referred by school or court officials, or by
police agencies.

Basic to all these efforts must be more coordinated and Intensive efforts at
planning a comprehensive approach to delinquency control and prevention. Social
agencies must have a standardized method for the classification of youth prob-
lems, evaluation methods, follow-up procedures, and some basic agreements on
which youngsters should be helped first and at what cost. If those agencies are
to make a more effective contribution to reducing the incidents of crime and
delinquency.

The substance of my remarks, gentlemen, Is to urge that every effort possible
be made to achieve the passage and full funding of S. 3148. If we had been
privileged to have such a national policy and resources in delinquency control
and rehabilitation twenty-five years ago, I am convinced we should not be faced
with the catastrophic situation before us In the nation today. If this Bill is
passed, it still may not be too late to do something effective and significant about
correcting one of America society's most urgent problems.

(Whereupon, at 4:45 a.m., the hearing was adjournedto reconvene
on Wednesday, June 28, 1972.)
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The subcoInnittee (ecliposed of Senators Bavh , Hart, Burdick.
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias). miet pursuant to notice.
at 2:10 p.m., in room 228, New Senate Office Buil(ing, Senator Birch
Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bayh and Senator Cook.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counel ; John M.

Rector, deputy chief counsel; Alice B. 1)opkin, special counsel; Mary
K. Jolly, chief clerk: Nancy L. Smith, research assistant; B. Eliza-
beth Marten, personall secretary to the staff director and chief counsel;
Cheryl A. Wolf, assistant chief clerk; Lance lRingel, assistant clerk;
and F. Woodman Jones. research assistant.

Senator BYxi. We will reconvene our hearing this morning.-
We are very fortunate to have with us to initiate this day's hearings,

a distinguiished Governor from the great State of Ohio. he is a very
good friend of mine, Lion. John Gilligan. who has with him the (tirec-
tor of the Ohio Youth Commission, Mr. William .. Ensign.

You are uniquely qualified to address yourself to the )roblemis of
young people. This subcommittee is trying to figure out iow to deal
with the problems of young people before they become problems of
society in general. I just want to say as chairman of this subcommit-
tee that I am indebted to you and to Mr. Ensign for taking the time
to let us know your thoughts.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN 3. GILLIGAN, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
OHIO

Mr. GILLIGAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me say
at the outset that Mr. Enlsign and I are very happy to have this O)-
portunity to come before this subcommittee'and to offer some obser-
vations on the legislation presently under consideration. Mr. Ensigon,
as I think you may know, has not only had long academic training
and experience in the field of juvenile correction, but also, not so
long ago, was the mayor of the city of Toledo. He has had experience
in juvenile problems as a professional in the field at the local level;
as mayor of a great city he has to wrestle on a day-to-day basis with
the growing menace and problem of juvenile delinquency; and now,
as head of Our Ohio Youth Commission in the State of Ohio, he is in
the process of redesigning and realineing our system of juvenile
correction, in an effort to do many of the things which are outlined
as objectives to Senate bill 3148.

(24T)
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Senator .yirr. Governor, if I may just interrult you for a
personal aside here, and one that I feel very strongly albmt, we have
ha( a great deal of tesl iiol this 'al aliOut the lle',( for li'lu qual-
ity of personnel to deal with' the co'l)plex difficult ies of youngl people.
I tlli )k it is a tribte to You, sit, that you lave a 1!aIl of M1r. l'usi,:
verience and b)ackgroul to represent your011 adiii-1rotion in tlie
important task ol solving the problems (of voliti. It is crctliilli, :In
uiplortallt stul) in the ri ''It direct ion. and 'I hope t',ler (ov'erInorS

will til:e note of what you lhe done in Ollio.
Mr. GIULIX. Tlank -you, Mr. chairmann .

\We aro here todV t(o tell ti llenilers of this snbcoiullittee wv-hy
we sUlport the legislation introduced by the distinguished (l'airmll
of this subcomni ittee, anud , liv wo hole that th is committee. the Sen-
ate. and the entire congressss vill sul)port tile efforts to lapw'ove this
legislation an(l to (10 somethi. ea ingful and productive ill the
field of juvenile delinquency.

We are, of course, eoI'T erll d nuot only about the lroblenls of juve-
nile delinquency but, about the entire juvenile jl.stice system. We arehere to sare our thinlingP with you. We are not here to fault anyone

for the failure-almost evervwhere-of past ellorts to curb the ever-
increasing problems of delinquency. Perhaps we are all to lame.
We cotie to try to shed light, not heat, on the subject. We may mneni-
tion the darkness from time to time, but only to point out where light
is needed.

Now, I suppose I could do worse than to read into the record what
is already in the record, the speech in the Congressional Record of
Felbruary 8. 1972, by Senator Birch Bayli on this whole problem,
mnd on the features of the bill introduced on that occasion to deal
with the prol)lem. We agree generally and in sl)ecific detail with al-
most, everything that you said in that speech on the floor of the Senate.

Senator BRIy. Thank you.
Mr. (l'uLt\N We in'Ohio are particularly interested in Senate

bill 3148, the Juvenile Just.ice and I)elinquency Prevention Act of
1972, because, to a great, extent, the bill outlines a plan of action
which in many ways closely resembles what we havc been trying to
do in Ohio hiring the past year inl the field of delinquency preven-
tion and control and it relates well to our plans for the future.

We agree that if the quality of juvenile justice in America is to be
iml)roved there must 1)e a comprehensive and coordinated apl)proach
to that end. In short, there must. be a national strategy based on fact,
not fancy, with adequate resources to implement the strategy. And.
I repeat, there must 1e adequate resources. Priorities must 1)e estab-
lished and tile entire spectrum of juvenile justice and juvenile delili-
ueney I)revention and control must be deeme( important enough to

warrant the separate and specific concern of chief executives every-
where we note with intere-st that section 401 of the bill provides for
this type of specific concern at the national level by allowing for the
creating of a new national office of juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention in the Executive Office of the President.

In Ohio this type of responsibility has been assigned to the Ohio
Youth Commission. The director of'the commission, who is with me
today, is, however, more than "just within" the office of the Governor
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of the State of Ohio. As a matter of fact, lie is a member of the
Governor's cabinet withI concurrent responsibilities a1(d authority.
This lets me kiiow, anl the legislature know, who is responsible for
the State's efforts in this very important area.

Senlator lAY.ll. If I -an just interrupt for just a iImoHient. I apprei-
:,le your ." emI phsizi n." that mrticllar asp&'( of ()lhio'..; experience
ieca'lse I think that is part of mi r Fe'(,ral oI)blemI ri,lght how. We
have 40-sonic agencies, w rinkled throughout the bureaucracy in WIash -
ingtiloN wich r'e t stalled )y well-intentioned people. But wlienl you
or MI r. lZ;1si11 cole to (A aliiiigton and try to look for lkep for your
"tat( prooialills, you nieed a road map to finld the appil) ate Federal
agency-. It is i11ip)rtant that we do at the national level whi't oll have
loiit Zi, the State level in ()hio bv having a focal point for delimpquelcy
lrogrrails at a high level of administration. I hope you will tell its
NN !at vol have been able to accomlish in Ollio by having the director
of the youth coin'ission at a cabinet level.

Mr. (iIAU.N. Mr. (Chairman, a little later oin in these conlnlults we
have a little historical review of how and w%-hy about 10 years ago,
whiywe went al)out estallishilg a youlh (oniltission, separate and
a)art from the adult correction system, of which it used to be a part.
We think we have suete-eded in part in accomplishing the original
objective. We think that theh-legislation that is pending before the
cominiittee 1111d l)res.ltly under discussion can le a very substmtial
help to us in Ohio ill achieving tile ojectives laid out, 10 years ago,
which we have never been able to accomplish u) to this point; although
we feel we are making some progress.

The idea of having the Ohio Youth Commission director as a mem-
bet' of the Governor's cabinet is a situation which as I said, lets tie
know and lets the legislature know, and the general public know, and
local officials throughout our State know, who is responsible for tlh.
St ate's efforts in this very important area.

I like that and the ]egislature likes it. I dont know how well the
director likes it-lit, I think he likes it, too.

Senate bill 3148, section 301, also provides for tile establishment of
a National Commission on Standards for Juvenile Justice which will
be responsible for investigating all aspects of the juvenile justice sys-
tent with particular empliasis on juvenile court procedures and condi-
tionus of confineuient in detention and correctional facilities inl order
to develop standards.

III Ohio we have a Youth Services Advisory Board with respon-
sibilities similar to those proposed for the Naiional Commission on
Standards for , nen vile Just ice.

So that you might better understand the Ohio scene and how our
State relates to the problems we are discussing+ here this afternoon,
let, me ",iVe, you a little historical background.

Approximately 10 years ago Ohio recognized that working to pre-
vent juvenile delinquency an(1 to improve the juvenlile justice system
wias suflicientlv important to Warrant a separate authority to carry out
related responsibilities. It was at that ti lie that the Ohio Youth Com-
mission was born. It. was given two bas., responsibilities: (1) to work
with local communities in conducting activities aimed at the preven-
tion and control of juvenile delinquency, and (2) to provide rehabili-
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native services in State institutional settings for those juveniles coin-
wnitted to the ColIIIission by tile courts.

However, until this year the Commission concentrated practically
all ()f its etIorts oin the institutional care needed by those youths com-
iiitted to it. It ha(d neither the resources nor the Sup)ort needed to
Oliter into the area of l)evneltion. Hol)efully, those days are behind us.

It is no secret that a year ago at this time Ohio ranked 50th in the
Nation in its tax efforts-and bragged about it. I hope it is no secret
here today that Ohio has done something about this in the form of a
reasonably compreliensi ve tax reform measure which I signed into law
j ust a few months ago.

As a result of tax reform iii Ohio, the Youth Commission for the first
time will be able to get involved with local communities on a meaning-
fith basis in coordinated ell'orts to prevent deliquency and to keep
children out of the Juvenile .Jusice System.

We know that there are many children sent to the Youth Commis-
sion sire)ly because local communities (1o not have the wherewithal
to do something alxut th.ir l)roblems at the local level. We have all
heard the story many, many times: inadequate probation services, lack
of trained staff, no local detention or treatment facilities, inadequate
this and inadequate that.

We have tried to help local communities provide services but our
efforts today represent only a drop in the bucket compared to what is
needed. For example, we now have 175 State-subsidized probation per-
sonnel assigned to 51 courts in Ohio. These courts are supervising
17,000 children on probation. Those courts having State-subsidized
rotationn officers last year sent us 200 less children than the year

fore. Consider the savings realized not only in terms of dollars but
especially in terms of the, children who were helped at the community
level because we were able to provide some of the needed services and!
who, because of this effort, were spared the traumatic experience of
being institutionalize(].

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I would say that it's our conviction
that we are going to need in Ohio the continued existence of institu-
t ions for the care and rehabilitation of those special cases that we feel
c:mmnot be taken care of at the local level.

Here are some statistics which show the increasing seriousness of the
problem in Ohio, in just 4 years. In 1966, we had a total of 2,874
children committed to the care of the Youth Commission in Ohio. Of
that number, 44 were sent to us who were involved in armed robbery,
nine who were involved in homicides, one on a drug and narcotics
('harge-out of th1 entire State of Ohio, almost 11 million people.

Four years later in 1970, the last year for which we have the figures
we had not 44 sent to us for armed robbery but 109; not nine children
l)ut 19 sent to us who were directly involved in homicides; and in drug
and narcotic cases, not the single child who was sent to us 5 years ago
but 48.

We would submit., Mr. Chairman, that so long as we are confronted
with the reality. of this kind of a situation in our communities around
Ohio, we are going to have to continue to have State institutions which
are capable of giving effective care to these children.
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Senator BAYIK. Governor, before we put these statistics down, could
you let us have for the record, please sir, the total number of youth
getting into trouble in Ohio so we can know if the qualitative degree
of crime has changed.

Mr. GILIGAN. The statistics we have here, Mr. chairman , indicate
those committed by local courts to the Ohio Youth Commission. In
1966, the number was 2,874. In 1967, 2,894. lit 1968, 2,937. In 1969,
3,269. In 1970, 3,646. In other words, it. has been rising quite sharNly
in recent years, and as you have noted in your own comments on the
floor of the Senate, the iiumber of young people. of children, being in-
volved in serious crimes is simply skyrocketing. And it presents us
with a problem that, quite frankly, we are unfamiliar with.

We have not had this kind of experience in our communities before,
as Mr. Ensign can point out in some detail. The young people being
committed to the Ohio Youth Commission by the local courts today
are younger, tougher, and in far more serious trouble than were those
who were coming to us 4 or 5 years ago.

Senator BAYJI. Just to look quickly at these statistics, with the slide
rule, the total number in that 5-year period has gone up1) just slightly
more than 25 percent. Whereas the number of armined robberies has ini-
creased by about 125 percent, the number of homicides has increased
by a little over 100 percent. The degree of crime has gone up more
rapidly even than the numbers, which have gone ul) at an alarming
rate.

Mr. GILLGAN.-. That is exactly correct.
Senator B,%Yn. These facts are not unique to Ohio.
Mr. G(uAc.ANq. That's right.
We are impressed, Mr. Chairman, that some sections of this bill

provide for assistance to State and local efforts, for research and for
the constructive evaluation of juvenile programs and related activ-
ities. We need this kind of help in Ohio. You can see, then, why we
support the passage of this very important legislation. We submit
that our presence here today is evidence of our concern and our
support.

We all know that our large cities are in trouble and that Ohio has
more large urban areas than any other State in the Union. In Ohio
83 percent of our delinquently and crime problems come from the
eight largest urban centers. As a State government, we want to do
all that we can to help them. However, unless we get back, in the form
of Federal assistance, some of the money we now send to Washington,
we will not be, able to do the job. We are, therefore. pleased that this
bill provides for the fundihig so necessary if our States and cities are
really to get at and to (1o the job required of them. I hope and pray
that it will be enough to get the job done. If there is ever a case for
money being well-spent, it is for the care of our children-especially
for those who may need a little extra help along the way.

And I may add. Mr. Chairman, that a great deal of attention is given
in the media to all kinds of campaigns to save lives. And what we are
en aged in in this area of concern is quite literally the saving of lives.

Mv wife attended, for instance, thie high school graduation cere-
monies of Scioto Village, which is the girls' industrial school in Ohio.
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There were 20 girls graduating from high school that day, two of the
20 were pregnant. All of them had come from environnients ill which
they had gotten into such serious trouble that they couhl no longer
be handled in their home environment or in their'local community,
and were committed to the care of the State. These girls had finiished
their high school training. were given their diplomas. and five of those
20 have now been accepted in college, and are starting brand new lives.

Now, I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that that is life saving of a
really significant order. And while we are aware of some of the short-
comings of our programs in Ohio and some of our failures, I think we
would be wrong if we did not say at the same time that we haie
some real reasons to hope that if we are properly equipl)ed, if we
have the trained l)ersonnel, if we have the operational structures--
we are in a position today of being able literally to save hundreds
and perhal)s thousands of lives, get young people turned around and
put oi the road to a life of self-respect and dignity and productivity.
I think the job can be done.

At this point, I would like to speak about some of the specifics which
relate to what Ohio has on the drawing board for its delinquency pre-
vention efforts and what, our plans are to improve the quality of
Ohios juvenile justice system.

Let me say, right off, that we are going to stress delinquency pre-
vention in Ohio. We will continue to provide services at the iistitu-
tional level for those youngsters who need it, and we will also continue
to provide the highest level of aftercare services for children being
released from our institutions. However, our major thrust will be
in the area of prevention.

Our first effort will be to emphasize the development, of community-
based resources to help provide those services needed to keep cliil-
dren out of the juvenile justice system. Our next priority concerns
the development of resources to care, at the community' level, for
those children who actually get into the juvenile justice system. In
this area, we will work primarily through our juvenile court system.

To achieve these goals, our youth commission's regional offices are
being expanded to include specialists whose sole responsibilities will
be to help local communities develop these resources. These specialists
will relate to such concerns as education, employment, recreation, re-
source development, and similar activity. They will help each coni-
munity plan specific programs to meet specific community needs as
they relate to doing something about preventing juvenile delinquency.

And I would point out, what is probably perfectly obvious, Mr.
Chairman, that Ohio is a very large and very diverse State. And 28
of our 88 counties are in Appalachia, quite literally-geographically,
ethnically, socially, economically, Appalachia. TIat is quite. a dif-
ferent region and has quite different problems in the juvenile field
than, for instance, the northeast industrial quadrant of Cleveland,
Akron, Youngstown, and Canton. That, in turn, is quite different
from the rich farm belt on the )orders of Indiana, with its small and
attractive and tranquil communities.

Each of these areas has a prol)em in the field of juvenile delin-
quency, but. they do not have the same problem. 'he level of exper-
tise available in these communities to deal with the problem differs
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widely. And our effort. is at one and the same time to get introduced
into tile field of juvenile delinquency prevention, certain statewide
standards, and to be flexible enough and adaptive enough to be able
to prescribe those programs peculiarly suited to tile needs of that
area. And that requires a very high level of expertise and professional
accomplishment.

Simultaneously, a concerted effort will be made to afford the Com-
mission data which ANill assist deeisionmaking by providing inforia-
tion vital to the planning processes. If meaningful results are to be
achieved, programs must be based on full understandings and know]-
edge of the problems as they are-not as they are seen by armchair
strategists. Similarly, evaluations of programs, pinpointing successes
and failures, must he equally realistic. In this light we are happy to
note that Senate bill 3148 also emphasizes research, planning, and
evaluation.

As a matter of fact, if this bill becomes law and Ohio's plans for
the prevention of juvenile delinquency and the improvement of the
juvenile justice system materialize, we will hopefully be ready to join
lands and move together as a team to coordinate a constructive and
meaningful effort to reduce the incidence of delinquency and to im-
Prove our juvenile justice system.

Now. Mr. Chairman, both Mr. Ensign and I will be happy to at-
tempt to answer any questions you may have on this statement.

Senator BAY11. Iml iMressed, Governor and Mr. Ensign, with what
you have done already in a relatively short _period of time. We are
really reaping the harvest of seeds of neglect on-one hand, and a trau-
inatic. change in our whole social structure on the other. No one really
knows all the causes of delinquency, but it is clear that you are really
coining to grips with this critical problem. The Ohio experience can
lbe atn examl)le for the rest of the country.

In just a quick )erusal of the statistics that we discussed a moment
ago. there has been an increase in armed robberies, homicides, and
drutr-related arrests. But the program for girls which your wife at-
tenlTed seems to have saved these girls in trouble for useful lives.

Mr. GILLIG.NX. Exactly, sir.
Senator BhY1i. Let me ask you. if I could, to give us a little more

detail about your efforts in preventing juvenile delinquency. I can't
think of an area in Government where a little investment has a greater
return.

We were told yesterday by one of our expert witnesses, Dr. Hubert
G. Locke, formerly of Wayne State University, now of the University
of Nebraska, of a comnl)rehensive study that'had been made a shorttime ago of a large number of juvenile delinquents who had been
committed to State institutions. In fact, I think some of these had
)een adult offenders who had been traced back to their first confronta-
tion with the law as juveniles, and then were traced back to the grade
schools. Over 80 percent had written in their records that teachers or
neighbors had given a signal at that time that the child was going to
get, in trouble.

Have you been able to give attention to what sort of a mechanism
can le developed to catch those early signals? Is there any way we
can really sense those first earlysignals?
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Mr. GILLIGAN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ensign might have some more
greater and some more specific detail than I. Bult let me comment
generally on the problem.

No. 1 is that we have not had available in Ohio, partly through
our own choice, the resources necessary to deal with problems at that
level. Most of the money in the last 10 years. and the effort and time.
has been spent on manning the custodial institutions. The legislature
mandated responsibility for getting into the communities to the Ohio
Youth Commission 10 years ago, but never backed their mandate
with the funding that was necessary, and the personnel that was
necessary, to get the job done. We are just now breaking into that
field.

Our older son 2 years ago taught in a high school in the Hlough
area in Cleveland, and his experiences were quite constructive to me.
HIe made the point that Paul Briggs, who is superintendent of the
public school system in Cleveland, had stated emphatically before
our legislative committee and elsewhere, that 35 percent of all the clil-
dren in the public school system in the city of Cleveland come from
welfare families. There is in the welfare' budget of these families
nothing for entertainment, nothing for recreation. The allowance is
76 cents a day per child for food, for rent, clothing, medical care, car-
fare, everything. There isn't so much as a dime assigned to buy a soft
drink. And movies cost $1. So the kids learn very quickly tlat any-
thing they want to do, that a normal child regards as recreation, has
to be stolen, in one fashion or another. Or they have to cheat to get it
in one fashion or another. And what our son learned and communi-
cated to us was the fact that these children quite literally live il a
jungle. You can't really expect them to come into a classroom and
act like little Lord Fauntleroy for 4 hours or 5 hours a day and then
go back out into that jungle aaain. Because the law of the jungle is
the prevailing rule of life for them.

So, I would say that we would be deluding ourselves if we thought
that there was some way to enforce some specialized techniques to
cure these problems without a general attack on the problems of )w)o-
viding adequate subsistence levels for these families and the children
educational programs in our school systems that are geared to the
special needs of such children. recreation, social services, medical care,
that give them at least the basic minimum of services required to live
in our sopliisticated and urbanized society.

It is the social services, it would seem to me, that we need very
badly in these areas. This is exactly the kind of thing you were allud-
ing to. When a child is a persistent problem in school, stealing hnch
money or bullying the kids around the yard, or whatever else, there
must be somebody available to whom he can be referred who can bring
to bear some special assistance for him or her before they get into
serious trouble. We don't have that at the present time. The school
systems are so strapped that they are having trouble just keeping
teachers in the rooms and the lights lit. And our municil)al service pro-
grams have been cut down to the bone.

So, what we are saying is that in this field of prevention we have
to have a very broad approach to- creating a different kind of environ-
ment for most of these young people, and to be able to provide specific
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remedial hell) on an individual basis when the child first shows symp-
toims of getting into difficulty.

Senator BA1Yi. Let me ask you, Governor, or perhaps Mr. Ensigni
about F'ederal programs.

Now, we find that almost every turn in the road supposedly well in-
tentioned administrators who tell us that there is no need to reform
the Federal juvenile delinquencyy law or provide additional resources
for delinquency programs.

Well. let. me ask you about the Ohio experience with title 4 of the
Social Security Act: which provides funding to deal with certain prob-
lems of young people from welfare families. Do you receive any funds
lilke this in Ohio? If so, what amount of funds ar'e you receiving? Are
tliese funds sufficient to create the programs needed for delinquents
or predelinquents in Ohio?

Mr. GiLGAN. Mr. Ensign has a response. And we have our former
State public welfare director with us, former as of a month ago, when
he moved to the Governors' office from the welfare department. He
may be able to speak .o a part of the problem. But Mr. Ensign can
comment at least on part of it.

Senator BAYH. Are we doing the job in youth programing through
title 4 of the Social Security Act?

Mr. ENsIGN. May I comment, Senator, that welfare Director John
Hanson and I put our heads together some many months ago and
worked out this program. And this past Friday. we received a copy
of Ia contract by which the Ohio Youth Commission will share in
those funds through the State welfare department. About 65 percent
of our young folks qualify under that proposal, and we estimate
that as a result of that contract the youth commission will have
available to it somewhere in the vicinity of $7 to $10 million
a year in addition to State funds that had been allocated. We have
not yet received that money, we hope to have it funneling through

-the-youth commission and'into the preventive program within the
next 2 to 4 weeks. We don't know yet what the impact will be, but
on the basis of need and what has to be done, we consider the
amount to be a beginning only.

Senator BAYH. Yes. But that program has been in existence for
some time. The way I read the act, it is written to cover 75 percent
of social services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency in families
who are receiving public assitance, or other low-income families.

Is the amount of money which you received for the youth commis-
sion going to cover 75 percent of the social services needed for some
60 percent of the children we are discussing?

Mr. ENsimG. No; it represents 75 percent of the money which
the. youth commission spends for social services. We are entitled
to 7 5 percent against that amount only.

Senator BATH. How much-I'm trying to prove a point-
Mr. GILLIGAN. Seventy-five percent of an inadequate program.
Senator BAYH. OK, 'that's what I wanted to hear, Governor.

[Laughter.]
Senator BAYIH. It would have saved a lot of time if I had asked

that question.
What goal should we be aiming at doing the kind of job that you

gentlemen estimate needs to be done in Ohio?
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Mr. GILtAGA. Mr. Chairman. onl mly left now is Joh] IT s:m,
who was until a few weeks ago time direct or of lie (lepartlimet of pub-
lic welfare, and who is now the chief of staff ill tim governorrs otlice.
lie and Director En si,. have [ec working closel v in tl h1st vera

one-half to put, together some of these Irugr:w . to Iry to (levelo) a
social service progrram in these tro lled areas. t]hat ,h the mN,mecan-
in-gful and helpful. And he may have a comment at i )~is point tirlm
aimilit be responsive to your quest lion.

Mr. InNs.N. Ir relation to tile I'V-A funding. States like O)hio
-ind Indiana cannot really be used as examples ofI low tile social se'lv-
ice titles might. ]tell), i)ecal-e they have never been of any help. They
have never been used. Your State has not yet i5nplemllented it and ours
did only since this administration took over.

But in a very short period of 9 months, we have, generated approxi-
miately $35 million worth of contracts with local (olmmluities relat-
ing to a range of nee(led social services that will be available for per-
sons designated to have an income level, falling in the bottom third.

Senator BAYII. If YoU have two-thirds of the children in Cleveland,
according to the Governor's statement, who fall into that category
and you call provi(le adequate social services for tile prevention of
juvenile delinquency for that percentage, that is a start at-least.

Mr. HANsAN. It would be-but if it was as simple as that there would
not be the need there is. For example, the social service, titles have
considerable restrictions on them as to the kinds of services that mniuht
be given and the manner in which they must he given, and the fact that
you must go through the legal control of the local county welfare de-
partment. These are all inhibiting factors.

Now further, on the floor of the Senate yesterday, a motion was
made on a line item of the HEW labor al)propriations hill to (lose
the social service titles at about $2.4 billion. And that language stood
against the amendment of Senator Chiles to delete it. But $2.4 billion
of social service funds at this time will lock Ohio and Indiana and
other States into an inequitable situation where we get about $16; mil-
lion a year and Califor-nia gets about $285 million, Florida gets t SO
million, and so on and so on. And in effect the money las not been
available to us before. It is iust now becoming availal)le.

Senator BAY1h. Right. Because I voted with Senator (hiles, and
we went down to defeat on that. It just seems to nile that tile lllo
conImunity services that we call make available to families and to
children, the better the conmnuities are able to deal with the great
social prol)lems that. confront, this country, and more specifically with
tile problem of juvenile delinquency.

Would it be accurate to suggest, that the funding provided and the
programing provided in our bill S. 3148 would not create facilities nor
du plicate services which now exist ?

Mr. GILIGAN. )Ir. Chairman. if I may respond to that. we are here
to testify in support of this bill llecisely because we believe it Imeets
a need wliich cannot be answere(d under ie the othrdeamrtients, amd
will not be alnswere(l. esselitially' because tile (eman(ls for the whole
range of social s,:'vices directed to all age groups and all kinds of social
)rol)lems, is so great that the Inoney and the time and energy. could be
very well used ol all these Olher programs, anl the )roblen of develop-
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iigi an adequate juvenile delinquency prevention control program 'will
remain untouched. And that is why we think Senate bill 3l-I,5 tles,,,'ives
the at telt ion an1d Sul)l)ort of tile (ongress. If it does not re'eivettat
at tknt io1 and SUI)l)ort we are deeply concerned that tile )robhle reallywont change tat all.

Senator BI\Ayl. Well, let mue ask v1on to deal with one other area, and
I lIat is that I would like to know a Iittle bit Illore about your St:ite sub-
sidized probationn program. Would you give us a few of the detail., of
that prograll, and lParticularly woulhl von tell is if it is similar to tile
('alifornia probation subsidy program. In ('alifornia. as I understand
it. the State reiluiilP-ses the c(Counties and local communities in inverse
prol)oition to the nmtiber of youths who are sent to State institutions.
Thiis a)lproac'h says that if you are doing a good job at the local com-
munity by providing alternative services so that' children (lon't have
to be sent to the State boys or girls training schools, the State will help
the locality pay for the alternative services. If the number of children
sent to State training schools go ul), the amount of money sent to the
local .ointtiuity goes down.

Now, does your State subsidized probation officer program operate
this wav ? If not, would vou care to comment on the merits of that.
kind of an incentive program to keel) young people in the local
commun11ilities?

Mr. ENSluN. Senator, in California, what the State basically does
is to pay the juvenile court for not sending children to the State. In
Ohio the State subsidy programss are a little more specific, We en-
coiirao-e the courts to add staff. For examl)le, if they add additional
l)probationary staff, we. subsidize by paying part of that salary, which
is an incentive to the juvenile court to add more staff.

We also encourage courts to utilize local treatment facilities. For
every youngster that the judge would ordinarily send to tile youth
commission, who instead is placed in a local treatment. facility, we pay'100 a nonth. It do-snt cover the total cost of his support, but it (loes
act as an incentive.

Senator BAYvM But Ohio does l)ay part of the cost ?
Mr. EN,,sN. Yes. We also J'l,. for children who are I)laced in foster

care homes. That again is a partial payment.
So, our subsidy is more specific. We think it is more mealinmftl be-

cause we have some assurance that, the money is actually being sl)ent to
provide for local services. We wish that We could pay more but the
basic principle applies well in Ohio.

Senator BIAYI. The program a)peals to ne. 'Maybe the ultimate is
a combination of both. I was impressed by the California program
when I first heard of it, but the O(hio program had additional useful
features.

Mr. GILIIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIL It. provi(les for partial payment for services at the

local level so that tile chances of retaining children in inferior local
facilities is diminished.

Mr. GIIAoN. That is (mite right. "Mr. Chairman. I am not saving
that it is the effect in California, )ut it could Nhe that the incellti:e of
the State to relieve itself of the financial prol)lem of institutionalizing
the children leads them to place a financial incentive with the county
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and local community to keep the children there. That is no guarantee
that there is any kind of a program going on in that local community.
Is it, doing anythiiig at all for the children '. We are trying to do both in
Ohio. We are trying to make it financially attractive to the community
to keep the children there rather than to send them to us, except in the
extreme cases, where they feel they can't handle them. At the same time.
we set certain standards of performance, and provide the best advice
and support that we can at the State level to develop a good program
for juvenile care at the local level. And insofar as our experience goes-
this program has just been started in this administration-we are quite
confident that it is going to make a big difference.

Mr. ENsIGN. May I add, Mr. Chairman, that we also have a sub-
sidized program for juvenile police officers. If a local police chief
will add an officer to his staff, we will help train him. And if that
officer works solely with juveniles, we will pay part of his salary.
We now have 34 of those, and one officer at Warrensville Iheighis,
Ohio, for example, was able, in his first year, to reduce the number
of young People referred to the juvenile court from 75 to 37-because
he was able to give individual attention. The same percentage applies
to an officer in a little town like Perrysburg.

Now, most of these officers are in small communities who otherwise
would not have a juvenile officer. While giving attention to the larger
communities, we cannot neglect the smaller communities, and this
is part of our effort to help them as well, and to make a comprehen-
sire effort in the juvenile correctional field.

Senator BAYIr. When you return to Ohio, can you compile sonic
of these examples that you just discussed. I would like to have them
in the record as evidence that this kind of forward looking program
can really diminish the delinquency problem.

Mr. ENsIGN. The se34 officers cost the State of Ohio less than $100,000
per year.

Senator BAYIr. Let me ask you one more specific onestion about
this topic. When you are talking about subsidizing officers like this,
are probation officers subsidized? If so, what percentage of the cost does
the. State of Ohio pay?

Mr. ENwsN. In the case of the juvenile court. we pay $2.000 to
$2.500 of their salary, depending on whether they are probatim
officers or supervisor's, and at about the same level for police officers.
It is really a token in most instances since it represents 25 to 30 per-
('ent only'of an officer's salary. But it is enough to spur more local
effort.

Senator BAYI. I wonder what the advisabilitv would be ;n your
judgment, gentlemen, of us thinking in terms of "a Federal probation
subsidy program. The Federal level could reimburse the State and local
communities on a similar basis that Ohio provides incentives to local
communities. The program should be formulated in such a way that
there is an incentive for the States to create this kind of a program,
and in addition, it, should also helrp local communities.

Mr. GILLtGAN. Mr. Chairman, I think such a program mi ht he very
useful indeed. I think it. is also important to Mlow to the States suffi-
cient latitude to design their own programs to meet their own specific
needs. Let me suggest along those lines that when this administra-
tion took office, we found that the Omnibus Crime Control Act program
was in our judgment poorly administered. In the past 17 months, we
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became the first State to develop a local planning process whereby our
six major metropolitan areas, upon creation of a planning unit rep-
resentative of the entire criminal justice system, and of the citizens
affected by its operation, would receive substantial planning assist-
ance and a block grant of funds for criminal justice purposes.

In other wor(s, we designed a brand new way of distributing Fed-
eral money, because the concentration of crime in Ohio occurs in the
six big metropolitan areas, apart from. tie other, less-populated S8
counties. That is where the crime really is.

Then we broke the rest of the Staie into regions, they set up their
own planning, agencies, and we dealt directly with them.

So,instead of the money simply being distributed as it had been
-earlier- by an-arbitrary algebraic formula, and a lot of that money
being spent solely on police hardware, we insisted that the program
be specifically designed for that area, to meet the area's needs, and
that it contain provisions for a great deal of software as well as
hardware. -

Now, what we are attempting to do is move in that same direcion
in the whole field of juvenile delinquency.-A-s Mr. Ensign has just
said, the problems of Warrensville Heights -aren't the same as the
problems of the city of Cleveland. What we are trying to do is en-
courage and support local efforts to design programs that meet their
own specific needs.

Now, I think it is perfectly possible thiat the Federal Governmentcan develop that same kind of a working relationship with the States,

to encourage the States to improvise and innovate and move in new
directions and to alter both the carrot and the stick to get them there.

Senator BAY11. Well, thank you, Governor. I thiink-that is a good
note to (lose your testimony.

I appreciate both you and Mr. Ensign testifying. It has been very
helpful. I want to study to a greater degree what you are doing in Ohio
because I think this is an excellent example of an enlightened State

-alpproach. Hopefully we can add more light at tme Federal level to help
you do an even better job in Ohio.

Mr. ENSIGN. May I comment for the record, Senator, that I sin-
cerely i-ppreciatt-the help that all of voi' staff has rendered. They
have been very good, and may I say that I am sure everybody here is
obvious with a Governor like Governor Gilligan, which we consider
to be our greatest asset, it is very easy to be the director of the youth
commission.

Mr. GnLIGAN. Now you know why he is the director.
Senator BAYJI. Now 'I know why he will stay the, director.
[Laughter.]
Senator B. Yii. Thank you.
Mr. GInC.tx. Thank you, Senator.
(Mr. Gilligan's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JoHtN .J. GILLIGAN, GOVERNOR, STATE OF 0mixO, ON
S.3148

We are in Washington today to tell you why we support Senator Birch Rayh,
this committee, the Senate and, hopefully, the entire Congress in your efforts to
do something about juvenile delinquency in the United States. We are, of course,
concerned not only about the problems of Juvenile delinquency but about the
entire Juv-iile Justlc6system. We are here to share our thinking with you. We
are not here to fault anyone for the failure almost everywhere of past efforts to
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curb the ever increasing problems of delinquency. Perhaps we are all to blame.
We come to shed light-not heat-on the subject. We may mention the darkness
from time to time, but only to point out where light is needed.

We in Ohio are particularly interested in Senate -bill 31418, the Juvenile-lusuice
and I)elinquency Prevention Act of 1972, because, -to a great extent, the bill out-
lines a plan of action which in many instances closely resembles what has been
going on in Ohio during the past year in the field of delinquency prevention and
control and it relates well to our plans for the future.

We agree that if the quality of juvenile justice in America is to be improved
there must bie a comprehensive and coordinated approach to that end. In short,
there inust be a national strategy based on fact, not fancy, with adequate re-
sources to implement the strategy. And, I repeat, there must be adequate re-
sources. Priorities must be established and the entire spectrum of juvenile justice
and juvenile delinquency prevention and control must be important enough to
warrant the separate and specific concern of chief executives everywhere. We
note with interest that section 401 of the bill provi(les for this type of pecific

.concern tit the national level by allowing for the creation of a new national office
o"f juvenile justice and delinquency prevention in the executive office of the
president.

In Ohio this type of responsibility has been assigned to the Ohio Youth
Commission. The director of the commission, Mr. William J. Ensign, 'who is
with me today is, however, more than "just within" the office of the Governor
of the State of Ohio. As a matter of fact, lie is a member of the Governor's
Cabinet with concurrent responsibilities and authority. This lets me know, and
the Legislature know, who is responsible for tile State's efforts In this very
important area. I like that and the Legislature likes it. I don't know how well
the director likes It-but,-I think lie likes it, too.

Senate Bill 3148 (Sec. 301) also provides for the establishment of a National
Commission on Standards for Juvenile Justice which will be responsible for
investigating all aspects of the juvenile justice system with particular emphasis
on juvenile court procedures, conditions of confinement in detention and cor-
rectional facilities in order to develop standards, etc.

In Ohio we have a Youth Services Advisory Board with responsibilities
similar to those proposed for the National Commission on Standards for Juvenile
Justice (see attached Exhibit A).

So that you might better understand the Ohio scene and how our State relates
to the problems we are discussing here this afternoon, let me give you a little
historical background.

Approximately 10 years -igo Ohio recognized that working to prevent juvenile
delinquency and to improve the juvenile justice system was sufficiently important
to warrant a separate authority to carry out related respnosibilitles. It was at
that time that the Ohio Youth Commission was born. It was given two basic
responsibilities:

(1) To work with local communities in conducting activities aimed at the
prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, and:

(2) To provide rehabilitative services in State institutional settings for those
juveniles committed to the commission by the courts.

However, until this year the commission concentrated practically all of its
efforts on tlhe institutional care needed by those youths committed to it. It had
neither the resources nor the support needed to enter into the area of prevention.
hlopefully, those days are quickly disappear ring.

It is no secret that a year ago at this time Ohio ranked 5Oth In the Nation in
its local tax efforts--and bragged about it. I hole It is no secret here today
that Ohio has done something about this in the form of a fairly comprelhelsive
tax reform measure which I signed into law just a few months ago.

As a result of tax reform in Ohio, the Youth Commission for the first time
will be able to get involved with loeal communities on a meaningful basis in
coordinated efforts to prevent delinquency and to keep-children out of the
juvenile justice system.

We know that there are many children sent to the Youth Commission simply
because local communities do not lve the wherewithal to (1o something about
their problems at the local level. We have all heard the story many. many times:
Inadequate probation services, lack of trained staff, no local detention or treat-
ment facilities, inadequate this and inadequate that.

We have tried to help local communities provide services but our efforts
today represent only a drop in the bucket compared to what is needed. For
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example, we now have 175 State-subsidized probation personnel assigned to
51 juvenile courts in Ohio. These couts are supervising 17,000 children oil
probation. Those courts having State-subsidized probation officers last year sent
us 200 less children than the year before. Consider the savings realized not only
In terms of dollars but especially in terms of the children who were helped at
the community level because we were able to provide a little of the needed
services and whoi because of this effort, were spared the traumatic experience
of being institutionalized. Mr. Ensign will speak more specifically to this program
in his remarks.

We are impressed that some sections of this bill provide for assistance to State
and local efforts, for research and for the constructive evaluation of juvenile
programs and related activities. We need this kind of help in Ohio. You can see,
then, why we support the passage of this very important legislation. We submit
that our personal presence here today speaks well to that point.

We all know that our large cities are In trouble and that Ohio has more large
urban areas than any other State in the Union. In Ohio 83 percent of our de-
linquency and crime problems come from the eight largest urban centers. As a
State government we want to do all we can to hell) them. However, unless we
get back in the form of Federal assistance some of the money we now send to
Washington we will not be able to do the Job. We are, 'therefore, pleased that
this bill provides for the funding so necessary if our States and cities are to
really get at and do the job required of them. I hope and pray that it will be
enough to get the job done. If there is ever a case for money being well spent, it
is for the care of our children-especially for those who may need a little extra
1el) along the way.

At this idnt I would like to speak about some of the specifics which relate
to what Ohio has on the drawing board for its delinquency prevention efforts
and what our plans are to improve the quality of Ohio's juvenile justice system.

Let ine say, right off, that we are going to stress delinquency prevention i
Ohio. We will continue to provide services at the institutional level for those
youngsters who need it, and we will also continue to provide the highest level
of after-care services for children being released from our Institutions. however,
our major thrust will be in the area of prevention,

Our first effort will be to emphasize the development of community-based
resources to help provide those services needed to keep children out of the juve-
nile justice system. Our next priority concerns the development of resources to
care, at the community level, for those children who actually get into the juvenile
justice system. In this area, we will work mostly through our juvenile court
system.

To achieve these goals our youth commission's regional offices are being ex-
planed to inclu(le specialists whose sole responsibilities will be to hell) local
communities develop these resources. 'These specialists will relate to such con-
cerns as education, employment, recreation, resource development and similar
activity. They will help each community plan specific programs to meet specific
community needs as they relate to doing something about preventing juvenile

__ delinquency.
Simultaneously a concerted effort will be made to afford the commission data

which will assist decision making by providing information vital to the planning
processes. If meaningful results are to be achieved, programs must be based on
full understandings and knowledge of the problems as they are--not as they are
seen by armchair strategists, similarly. evaluations of programs, pinpointing
successes and failures, must be equally realistic. In this light we are happy to
note that Senate bill 3148 also emphasizes research, planning and evaluations.

As a matter of fact. if this bill becomes law and Ohio's plans for the prevention
of juvenile delinquency and the improvement of the juvenile Justice system nma-
ferialize, we will hopefully be ready to join hands and move on together as a team
to coor(linate a constructive, and meaningful effort to reduce the Incidence of
delinquency and to improve our juvenile justice system.

EXlIBIT A

. Omro REvIsED CODE

SEC. 5139.14 YOUTH SERVICES ADVISORY BOARD; MEMBERS
There is hereby created a youth services advisory board, consisting of twelve

members appointed by the governor. . ..
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Members of the advisory board shall serve without compensation. but shall e
reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of
their duties ...

SEc. 5139.15 DUTIES OF TiE ADVISORY BOARD
The youth services advisory hoard shall:
(a) Consider and study the entire field of juvenile delinquency; advise the

youth commission upon its request; consult with and advise the youth commis-
sion. and recommend, on its own initiative, policies and practices, which recom-
ne1dations the commission shall duly consider: and give advice or nimke

recommendations to the governor and the general assembly when so requested,
or on its own initiative:

(b) Investigate the conduct of the work of the youth commission, and for this
purpose to visit, at least seini-annually, each institution under the control of
the commission;

(c) Adopt rules for its internal control and management, a copy of which
shall be filed with the commission;

(d) Hold meetings at such times and places as may le prescribed by the rules,
not less frequently. however, than quarterly;

(e) Keep minutes of the transactions of each session, regular or special, which
shall be public records, and shtill be filed with the commission;

(f) Give notice to the governor, and to the commission of the time and place
of every meeting, and permit the governor and the commission to be present
and to be heard upon any matter coming before the board ...

Senator BAYji. The next witness, or witnesses, this afternoon is Dr.
Rhetta M. Arter. the consultant on Government programs of the na-
tional board of the YWCA, New York, N.Y. She is accompanied by
Dr. Helen Strauss, a volunteer in the YWCA's behavior modification
program in the Oranges in New Jersey.

Now, we also have some attractive young people with us. Where is
Rosie?

Ili, Rosie. You are from Corpus Christi ?
RosiE. Yes.
Senator BAYir. Very good.
And Eunice? li, how are you?
You are from Orange, N.J.?
EU.xICE.-Yes.
Senator BAYH. Vesta ? You are from Orange ?
VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAYTI. Which Orange? There are several Oranges there. I

was just wondering which one you represent here. They are all repre-
sented?

Dr. STRAUSS. Just the plain Orange.
Senator BAYII. Just the plain Orange. OK.
Pat?
Now, I think we've identified everybody.
Dr. ART R. This is Mrs. Batchelaer from Corpus Christi.
Senator BAY!!. I didn't mean to skip over Mrs. Batchelder, program

coordinator of the national board of the YWCA in Corpus Christi.
We are glad to have all of you here. Please proceed as you feel best.

STATEMENT OF DR. RHETTA M. ARTER, NATIONAL BOARD OF THE
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S.A.

Dr. ARTER. All right. We have as you know filed a statement of the
national board of the YWCA in support of this legislation, and my
function this afternoon is to keep as quiet as possible, and not to be
enticed into saying anything, but rather to let the people who are
involved into programs that we have selected out of many talk with
you.
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First, I would like to delay my own silence lonig enough to say once
again that we continued to struggle to bring to the attention of caring
people the vcry important problem of working with female youth. I
wish I could report to you a great sucecss-in that area, but it is still
a struggle. And I can only say to you that which is said in our state-
inent: If you look at the increase in the mmber of crimes that
the FBI alone reports, you could see that coiul)arative figures show
that those of females in a 5-year period have jumped by 200 per-
cent. And I daresay this is just the tip of the iceberg.

The other item that I would bring to your attention is that we
continued to struggle not only with iniitial funding but with refund-
ilig. And we hope to be able to submit to this committee a supple-
mentary statement to that one already filed to try to bring to your
attention some of the refunding problems that we are now having.
We have selected-

Senator BAYui. I hate to interrupt but we need to know about the
l)roblems of refunding. I cannot think of anything that does more
to demolish the hopes of a community, particularly the volunteers who
are giving their time and effort to accomplishing certain goals, than
to deny a successful program refunding.

So,'if you could give us a chapter and verse on the YWVCA's ex-
perience in refunding it would be a great help to us.

Dr. ARTER. We wolid like to, and we certainly hope we assess it in
the light of the potential damage to the many young people to whom
we feel we have made a commitment and a promise. We will be very
happy to do this.

We have from Corpus Christi a program in which we of the na-
tional board have been very much interested, since we are the spon-
sors of that program. It is one of the first of our efforts to enter into
a demonstration of what can be done in bringing the words to light
that we all throw around--community-based resources-and all of
those things tha* have been said.

'We have two programs there: One in Corpus Christi that has been
in operation since the 1st of April, and one in San Antonio. We hope
that they are just the beginning of a number that we will be able to
do, and I am happy to say to you that I hope Mrs. Batchelder will
take this opportunity to tell youi that in the short period that we have
been operating there that we are already learning some things that
we didn't know. And already our flexibility in making some adjust-
ments is being tested.

-So this is Mrs. Jean Batchelder, who has done more work than it
looks like is possible for her to hatve done. She has worked with a
number of different age groups of young people, and she herself was
a volunteer board member of the YWCA in Corpus Christi. She
moved into this voluntarily, trying to work to reach young people, deal
with their problems there, and then I guess we put'her in a put up or
shut up position when we asked her to move over and take on the pro-
fessional responsibility for establishing a program in Corpus Christi,
which she has done to our delight. I hope to hers also.

I would like now to turn to her and Rosie to talk to you a little
and answer your questions about what is happening in Corpus Christi.

Mrs. BATCHELZER. The intervention center of the YWCA in Corpus
Christi is designed specifically with a gamut of services to keep the
youth and girls out of the detention facilities, off the police blotters,

84-522-73-18
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aid out of correctional institutions. Tie girls. that come into the
YVWCA in Corpus ('hristi are referred to us specifically by the crimi-
nal justice agencies, most specifically the probation officers, police de-
partments, and the Texas Youth Council which deals with girls on
parole.

The girls that come to us officially are in several categories. There
is a grou) of girls who have committed only a first offense, who per-
lhaps never get beyond the police station, or have more than just a
small brush with the law. 'There are groups who perhal)s the court
does not see again, and we have to intervene with some of our services
to keep them from being back in front of the court. There are girls
who are awaiting trial in the system. There are girls who are on pro-
bation, specifically. And there are girls who have come back from
the State institutions and are on parole.

Right now involved in our program, which has been operative only
a short time, we have a few girls out of nearly all of these categories.
And we find that they are all interested in the programss that the
YWCA has to offer.

To tell you very specifically about what goes on in our programs
at the Y is one reason that we. have Rosie with us today. She is the
first, girl that was referred to our program and has been vel active
ever since. Rosie ,does not come to the YWCA by herself, but is ac-
companied always by her two sisters, which we have found to repre-
sent one of the most pressing problems of our program. We are funded
only to cover youth who are officially referred to our program and
not those who are what we call walk "ins, girls who want to come be-
cause the program has something to offer.

The most powerful statement I think I can make about this is in
essence thit I hate to turn to a girl and say. "I cannot hlave you par-
ticipate in this program unle-ss you go out on the street and get
arrested." So we are. looking for lots of ways to fund the prograii and
to allow these other girls to participate.

Senator IB.\Yii. Now, before we turn to Rosie, Mrs. Batchelder let
me ask you. One of our witnesses yesterday said that le wanted Con-
gress to accept the responsibility of seeing that voluntary agelicies
accepting Federal moneys as a, vehicle to combat the problems of juve-
nile delinquency, use those funds in the areas where it is rNtlly needed.
ie was rather critical about some voluntary agencies which'use com-

munity c-hest funds to provide worthwhile services, but services for
youngsters who are not going to be in real trouble, primarily normal
middle-class youngsters.

This witness, when questioned, made a special exception for the two
Y programs, for the particular reason that the YM and the YWT had
focus-xed, more than any other voluntary agencies, on those children
who are really problem children.

Now, (10 you feel in Corpus Christi that you are really dealing-with
the l)robh'fles of juvenile delinquents, or youngsters who could become
juvenile delinquents? Are they problem children, or are they just. nor-
iiial, red-blooded, healthy American kids who live in Corpis Christi?

Mrs. I.rclm:m Well, I feel very intently that the youth that we
work with in this program are particularly from deprived home situ-
ations. I was very interested in the comments just a few minutes ago
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about the welfare moneys and the way they were spent. I approached
tis, problem originally by calling the welfare offices in Corpus Christi
because all of these leople are on welfare, and saying I have 10 girls
who I would like to take on an outing who are not officitaly a part of
my program. can you help) me sponsor these oirls. I was told that there
were no funds designated for this kind of thing. And when I pursued
it a little bit, they said, well sometimes the caseworkers can go out
themselves in the community and locate an individual who might be
supportive, and so on, and so on. But there, are not specifically funds
set aside for help. My particular response has been to look for founda-
tion moneys in my area, and l)rivate resources, to cover the work that
we are doing for these girls because I think it is very significant. And
they are all very active.

In our community the YW is one place that might be the only place
that can be effectively active. I say this because it may be that while the
mothers may not let their children be involved in other programs in
the community that they do not trust., somehow because of what the
YWCA is, they are glad for them to be there. So the girls are able to
l)articipate under thcse circumstances.

Senator BAY11. You don't have any social security title funds; do
you?

Mrs. BATCHELM.R. No.
Senator BAYIL That 75-percent figure doesn't help you.
M'rs. BATCHELDER. NO.
Senator BAYi. Even with the existing social security funds, it is a

sad day, as you related very eloquently, when you have to say to a
young person that he cannot be in a program unless he gets into
trouble. If you are living in an environment where the opportunities
for development are not there, and the wholesome activities available
to youngsters aren't there, then those youngsters need assistance before
they get into trouble with the law.

Rosie, tell us about yourself. Could you pull up that microphone a
little bit? It hasn't bitten anybody in the last week.

You are a very pretty young lady. How old are you?
ROSIE. 14.
Senator BAYIT. Mrs. Batchelder mentioned that you had two sisters.

How old are they?
RosiE. Oh, Elaine is 15 and Mary Ann is 13.
Senator Bxvii. Do you have other brothers and sisters?
RosIE. Yes.
Senator BAYiM. Are you all living with your mother and father?
ROSIE. No; only witl my mother.
Senator BAYii. With your mother. Is your father (lead or is he-
RosE. lie just left.
Senator BAYM. He just left?
RosIE. Yes.
Senator BAYIL. Have you seen him lately?
RosE. No.
Senator BAyi. How long ago did he leave?
ROSIE. About 4 years.
Senator BAYII. And how many brothers and sisters do you have?
Rosim. Well, I have two brothers and there are five girls.
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Senator BAYII. Pardon me?
RosE. There are five girls and two boys.
Senator BAYIT. Including yourself?
ROSIE. Yes.
Senator BAYIL. So there are seven of you?
ROSIE. Yes.
Senator BAYH. That must keep your mother rather busy; doesn't it?

Do you help her?
RosIE. Y Cs.
Senator BAY11. Now, have you had a little problem with the law in

Corpus Christi? Could you tell us about that so I can better under-
stand what the problem might be?

RosiE. Well, I was stealing.
Senator BAYLI. And what were you stealing?
RosiE. Clothes, and things.
Senator BAY1. Clothes?
RosiE. Clothes and things.
Senator BAYJI. Could you pull that mike a little closer? I'm having

a little trouble figuring out what you are saying. We are going to
make a big star out of you now.

You say you were stealing clothes?
RosiE. Yes.
Senator BAYIT. Why were you stealing clothes ?
RosiE. Because I wanted to.
Senator BAYI.YOu got those clothes because you figured you didn't

have enough to wear yourself ?
RoslE. No.
Senator BAYnn. Did you have anything you could do with your

time?
Rosi. No.
Senator BAY1h. Is your mother working?
ROsIE. Yes.
Senator BAYIH. Does she have a hard time earning enough to support

the whole family?
ROSIE. No.
Senator BAYh. Did you ever take any of the clothes that you stole

home to your brother and sisters?
RosTE: No.
Senator BAYer. Tell me what you do at the Y.
RosiE. Well, we have serving and swimming, handicrafts, and cook-

ing
senator BAYH. You cook, are you a good cook?
RosIE. I think so.
Senator BAYH. What is your favorite dish?
Rosi. Chicken.
Senator BAY11. I like chicken too. You brought your sisters to the

Y, why did you do that?
RosiE. They wanted to join too.
Senator BAYh. Did having to work have anything at all to do with

them being able to come?
RosiE. No.
Dr. ATER. I think we ought to say, Mr. Chairman, that this is a

problem that we have in relation to most low-income families and we
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have just submitted an application to HEW. This project is funded by
LEAA, and we are asking HIEW to add a grant that will permit us to
fund and staff services for the girls-at the moment I would say at the
ratio of 3 to 1-who need the prevention program.

Senator BAYIT. I suppose that when you get to three that is at least
a clear singal that they should join the group at the Y.

J)r. AnR. Right.
Senator BAYtI. And yet now we prohibit the girls from doing that

under the current program.
Dr. ARTER. And I think it isjfair to say to you also that we are

working very closely with the State of Texas whose officials are as
concerned as we are, and this limitation at this point is a function
of the legislation. But they have been trying with us. They spent a
day lact week with us trying to bridge this gap. We are now seeking
a HEW grant, and we hope that something will happen.

Senator BAYIT. And I would suggest that you pray a little bit too.
Dr. ARTERY. Yes.
Senator BAYH. In all due respect.
Do you have any desire to steal any more clothes or things, Rosie?
Rosir. No.

Senator BAYIT. Why not? Why did you want to do it at one time and
now you don't want to do it?

RosiE. I don't know.
Senator BAYTI. Would it be because you have something better to

do now; maybe?
RoslE. Yes.
Senator BAn!. Your time is occupied?
Rosie. Yes.
Senator BAYIT. How many days a week do you go to the Y?
Rosie. Well, we go four times a day-no, three times a day.
Senator BAYII. Four times?
RosiE. No, three.
Senator BAYH. I can't hear you.
Rosi. Three.
Senator BAYI! Three times a day or three times a week?
RosiE. A day.
Senator BAYH. I'm sorry, is it every day?
Mrs. BATCHFLDER. There is a program every day of the week, but

not. all of the girls participate in all of the programs. Rosie and her
sister are some of the most active participators, and they are there
3 or 4 days out of the week.

Senator BAYH. That's very good. Rosie, thank you very much for
letting us have the benefit of your experience.

And Mrs. Batchelder, we thank you for telling us a bit about your
problems down there. We must do something about not being able
to provide services for those who haven't technically violated the
law.

Mrs. BATCHELDER. Right now I have not had to turn those girls away
because of private resources. But it is getting to be more of a problem
than this t.yne of vehicle can handle.

SenatorBAYT. Well, thank you.
Dr. AnTF.R. I think you sho)uldknow also, Mr. Chairman, in terms

of the question we were raising about parent involvement, that Rosie's
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another is one of the most active )arents who works with the staff in
tile ):ogram, and it gives us Support for our feeling that we must (10
more in this area of actually working with the parents.

Senator B.yi. What percentage of parents call, you get ilivolved
Mrs. BA'WII.IMa. At this momlienit I would have to say that it is

small. They are concerned, but many of then do not have the resources
to be as in-olved as they woul like'to. Transportation alone is a great
problem .

But 11osie's mother is a good example of concern for her daughters,
and the interest in the prograli out of that concern. All the parents
we have visited in the homes have been very interested in the program
to the extent of allowing their girls to be there. I think this says a lot
because in this community you have a Protectiveness that grows out of
the cultural situation. And' so they are very Sul)ortiv-e of our programmi
to this extent. But as far as actually being oil the spot, sometimes re-
sources prevents this.

Senator R{y-i. )o you have any resources available to have your
personnel go into the homes and work with parents, or do all parents
have to come to you

Mrs. -BATC1mmmI)Eu. Right now we do not have the resources. We have
ways of directing them into services in the community that can )rovide
that. *We have it in terms of family counseling and psychological niedi-
cal services. We have contacts with this part of our program.

Now, I can make referrals to these agencies, but my staff at this
time is not equipped to cover this extensively.

Senator BIAYII. Yes; would it be a good idea to have that staff?
Mrs. BAIIErLDEI. Yes; it certainly would.
Senator BIyi. I)o you have any Mexican Americas on your staff'?
Mrs. BAC'',ELD.r. Yes, our stall is "triethnic" because Corpus

Christi itself is a "trietlhic" community. The major percentage of the
l)opiulation of ('orpus ('lii isti is lexical Ailerican.

Senator Ilxvii. Thank you.
Ir. ArTrmL. In the program of the YWCA of Oranges, which )r.

Strauss will de.seril)e to you, I think you will find an interesting con-
trast. I will tell you about Dr. Strauss and she can tell you about the
girls.

She, too, is a member of the board of the YWCA in the Oranges,
and she has an impressive volunteer history. She is a private consultant
in psychology.

Senator BAmII. May I suggest for the sake of time that we put
])r. Strauss' b ;raphyv in the record? We have it here and it is very
impressive, but we would like to get right to her testimony.

)r. Awimm. All right.
Dr. STRAUss. I am very happy to be here, and to )ring with me

some girls who are part of the behavior modification program at the
YWCA at the Oranges, which deals-with youngsters who have been
sent to us and who have also volunteered to come to us from school.
The program is immediately adjacent to a junior high school which
has had many, many r1ol)lems of the kind that all of us know about
in urban centers. So the girls who were assigned to us and who agreed
to come, we were told, represented the more serious problems that
existed amongst the students in that school.
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They came to the Y twice a week for 2 hours apiece, a day, and
there they participate in progrtims which really were designed partly
by themselves, and certainly were iml)lementedI partly by themselves,
in which the objective was to free then up to speak about their prob.
lems and help each other solve their problems and to work toward
common goals.-The three pliases were t heir own problenlts. with their
school-related problems. and whatever problems they might haveT.-In
cooperating grou)pWiSe. This is a )sychologically based program (e-
signed to help youngste-rs who show 1)rol)lemis in behavior.

These three youngsters who are here today are not representative
of the most seriously involved girls who we have dealt with. Those
girls kind of hesitated to come, for reasons that I am sure are clear
to you. However, these girls have improved very much in their be-
hav-ior since they started with the program, and'I am sure they can
speak for themselves about the program.

Before you ask-them questions, Mr. Chairman, I would like to re-
spond to something you saild before, for just a moment. We are talking
about the issue that Mrs. Batchelder raised, the categorical aid issue.
You are forced to deal only -with those youngsters who have a long
history of troubled behavior. I 'do react with great feeling to much
that was said about that by the Governor and by Mrs. Batchelder,
too. I have been involved with the Newark and Essex County Youth
House and all of the juvenile problems in Essex County in New
Jersey for about 15 to 20 years. What has been done to help solve these
l)roblems, you know, amounts to less than even a band aid. Aid of
that little bit, only a small fraction has been devoted to the needs of
girls.

So. this program was stai'ted by the YWCA to respond to the needs
of many girls. There is very little available research on the needs of
girls who are delinquency prone; into what categories these youngsters
fall, and the same for the more in .olved girls whom we have in other
programs at the YW.

So. I wanted to talk to the problem of categorical aid to begin with.
Ytiu know it is self-defeating, if you deal with education or delin-
quency, to isolate those who have problems from the mainstream of
their peers. The one finding,, of the Coleman report-equality of educa-
tional opportunity-was that if you combine the youngster who has
educational problems with the larger proportion who fall within the
normal range, the problem youngster moves up in his achievement
and those who are within the normal range are not damaged in any
wai%. To try to get local communities to respond to this fact is very
difficult. It is even more discouraging that Federal funding, guidelines
also force one to isolate troubled youngsters and thus to diminish the
probabilities of helping them.

Senator BAY1L. How many young ladies have you been able to take
care of at the Y in the Oranges?

Dr. STRAUSS. In this program it was 25. from November to June. It
will be enlarged in the coming year. These youngsters are all junior
high school a'e; the program will be expanded to include high school
age in the coming year, if we do receive funds.

In other programs the Orange YW has girls referred by the proba-
tion department of Essex County, and we have dealt with about a dozen
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of those youngsters over the year. There is another program which
deals with oit-of-wedlock pregnant teenagers.

Senator BAYH. Have the three young ladies who are with you been
referred to you by the probation officers?

Dr. STRAUSS. No, they were referred by the schools.
Senator BAY1T. By the schools ?
Dr. STRAUSS. Yes.
Senator BAYH. For what type of action ?
Dr. STRAUSS. Various. Sone of them have bad court experiences.

others are acting out in the school, disrupting the classrooms, inacces-
sible to learning, truant and run away; also, the possibility of drug
involvement. As I said, thaf-does not represent the three young ladies
who are here. Others who were in this program at the YW were more
serious offenders.

Senator BAY11. Well, let's have the three young ladies tell us about
themselves.

Eunice, Vesta, and Pat. is that, the way it goes?
Pat, do you want to start? Tell us a'little bit about yourself. How

did you get started with the Y? What do you do there
PAT. Which one?
Senator BAYH. Either, any, or all. Why did you first go the Y?
PAT. Because my principal sent me to the Y because of my attitude.
Senator BAYH. What was your attitude?
PAT. Like if somebody says something to me and I don't like the way

they say it to me I get a quick temper. So he told me the best thing
was to go the Y and see if they could help me with my attitude.

Senator BAY11. What did they do at the Y -to help you with your
attitude?

PAT. Dr. Strauss, 'Mary Jones and Barbara Jackson and them sat
down with me and talked to me and stuff. And since I have been there.
like when you are over there don't nobody get nasty with you like they
do at the schools. So, I haven't been catching no attitude from anybody
u) at the Y.

Senator BAYh. Could you pull that. microphone head down so that
you will be speaking into it? Do you think maybe the attitude of those
that you work with at the Y is different than the school?

PAT. Yes.
Senator BAYh. Who did you have the attitude problem with at

the school, your teachers or your fellow classmates?
PAT. My teachers and my principal.
Senator B.yii. Did you get along -with the other girls and boys

OK?
PAT. Some of them.
Senator BAy What kind of things get you angry?
PAT. All kinds of things.
Senator BAYTI. Have you been at the Y since school was open?
IAT. We started in Sep'tember.
Senator BAYH. In September you started going to the Y ,
Dr. STRAuSS. November.
PAT. November.
Senator BAYH. Did you go to the. school at the same time and go to

the Y after school an'd on weekends, is that the way it works?
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IPsT. No. We go to the Y on Wednesday at 11 o'clock and you be
there 10 to 1. then you go back to school. Then Friday you coilie back
and then you leave at 10 to 1 again.

Senator B.Y!!. So you are rally going to school at the same time
Ioi are ,-oillg to the Y.

PAT. Yes.
Senator B.vIL. Have you had fewer problems with your principal

and teachers since you have been going to the Y?
Psir. Not. as much as I had before.
Senator B.xY. You don't have as many problems now as you d(id

before ?
Psi. Right..
Senator BAY it. Do you like the Y?
PAT. Yes.
Senator BAYJI. What do vou do there?
Pli'. When we leave school we go there and we go to our group

meetiligs and like if somebody has a problem with something they
will bring it up and then the wiole group will hell) decide what shoulil
the person do. And then after that we go eat our hnch and after lunch
we play records, and then we go back to school.

Senator BAYiT. What grade will you be in this fall?
P A.T. The ninth.
Senator BAYJ. What are you going to do when you grow up?
PAT. I want to be a secretary.
Senator BA.I Secretary. Veery good.
Vesta, how about you?
VESTA. Where do vou want. me to start?
Senator BAYn!. IWherever you want to start. Why did you go to

the Y?
STA. Well. I felt that if I went over there it. might help me im-

prove the way I am toward some of my teachers.
Senator BAYIT. Did you go there on your own, was it your idea or

did your teacher suggest. that you go?
VESTA. My teacher suggested that I go.
Senator BAYI. What was the problem between you and your teach-

ers?
VESTA. Well, it seemed like they were always picking on me.
Senator BAYI. What sort of things did they do when they picked on

you?
VESTA. Well, I would talk and I would be talking to my friend, and

she would holler at, me instead of my friend.
Senator BAYH. Was it your friend's 'fault?
VESTA. No.
Senator BAYIT. Maybe a little bit of both ?

VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAYI!. What do you do at the Y? Are you in the same pro-

gram that Eunice is in?
V ESTA. Yes.
Senator BAY!!. You go there about 11 o'clock and have group ses-

sions, play records, and those things?
VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAYH. Do you like it?
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VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAY!!. Do-you have a better attitude toward your teachers

now?
V1EsTr.. It was only just one teacher. But we still don't get along.
Senator BAYn. Maybe we ought to send the teacher to the Y.
HIow do you get along with your classmates, the other boys and

girls?
VESTA. I get along with them pretty good.
Senator BAYii. What do you want to do when you grow up?
VESTA. I want to work with computers.
Senator BAY11. Computers. What do you think of the Y program; is

it fun ?
VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAYii. Does it ease your mind a little bit?
VESTA. Yes.
Senator BAY1I. It's worthwhile? 'Would you like your other class-

niates to have a chance to have this kind of an experience?
VESTA. Yes, most of them.
Senator BAYH. OK.
Pat, when is the first time you went to the Y and why?
PAT. I went last year through the seventh and eighth grades. They

sent me because I couldn't get along with a teacher.
Senator BAY!!. What teacher?
PAT. My social studies teacher.
Senator BAY!!. Do you get along with all the others?
PAT. Yes.
Senator BAY11. Why couldn't you get along with the social studies

teacher?
PAT. Because I didn't like social studies.
Senator BAY!!, You didn't like social studies. Do you like Senators?

Don't answer that.
(Laughter.) -.

Senator BAY!!. Well, did your social studies teacher suggest that
you go there?

PAT. Yes.
Senator BAYJI. And so you wVent?
PAT. Yes.
Senator B,\yn. Did vou think anymore of your social studies

teacher than, than hefore'vou went to the Y ?
PAT. I don't, have him this year.
Senator B.Yii. You don't have him this year.
How about drugs, anybody in your class using drugs?
PAT. Not that I know of.
Senator BAYIH. Do you ever use them?
PAT. No.
Seimt'or ]yir. )o you go to the same programs as the other two

girls ?
PAT. Yes.
Senator B.tvvi. What do you think of the program?
PAT. Its good.
Senator BY.,ii. Let's see, you are in the ninth grade now?
PAT. Yes.
Senator B.Y!. Well, suppose tie teachers said you didn't have to go

to the Y any more. Would you still like to go to the Y?
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,._ .. Y es.
Senitor-BA.M. You think that it is really worth while?
PAT. Yes.
Senator B.yii. Do you work with Dr. Strauss and she works withyou ?

PAT. Yes.
Senator BAY11. OK, thank you very much.
l)r. Strauss, I appreciate your emphasis on the categorical grant

problem. We simply are just going to have to do something about it.
I)r. STRAVS. Yes,-we need some kind of con-bination that we don't

have yet; it is a shame to just put these youngsters in a category and
then isolate then. It is self-de eating. In the whole community-based
program effort, the philosophy is not to isolate them, but then the
wv, the money must be spent does isolate them.

Senator B.Yn. Well. I wish you and Mrs. Batchelder )oth woul
take a close look at our bill, if you haven't already done that, and give
us your personal critique about how you think the programs and the
directions within this ill would apply in the Oranges and in Corpus
Christi. We would like to know from your personal experience what
cont-bz-dme to improve the bill. Those of you who have the respon-
sibility of administering present programs have a better sense and a
better feel of what might be right or wrong.

Dr. STRAUSS. I certainly want to comment on the emphasis on pre-
vention in the bill. I think it is tremendous and great, and this pro-
gram represents an effort in that direction. The money that is available
to the States is very, very small for this, and I feel, as the Governor
of Ohio said, that this is a, great shame.

Senator BAY1I. You have a group of young ladies and girls at the
Y in the Oranges, who have not been in an official confrontation with
the system of justice.

Dr. STRAUSS. Yes. They come from all levels.
. Senator BAYiI. Yes, but you are trying in this area of prevention,

and) my coml)irents for that.
And. Mrs. Batchelder, thanks to you.
1)r. Arter?
Dr. ARTFR. I will just say one more thing. We have shared with your

staff a list of funded programs in this areaifor all to YWCA's through-
out the country, and we are asking all of them to do this in relation
to-this legislation which you are proposing. And I think you would
)e happy to know that there is not only interest and support, but a firm

intent to try to hel) see that it. becomes a reality.
Senator BAYI. Wonderful. I hope they express that firm conviction

to their Senators.
)r. AirrER. I think we will have a few visits this afternoon.

Senator BAYH. All right. Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
)r. Ai'rr. Thank you.

(Dr. Arter's prepared statement is as follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT BY THE NATIONAL OARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S.A.

Of the nearly two and a half million members and participants of the Young
Women's Christian Association of the U.S.A., 22% are in the vulnerable 12-17
year old age group. An additional 9.1c are in the 18 to 24 year ohl range. The
vonstitueny of the YWCA, one of the largest organizations of women and girls
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in the nation, represents diverse racial, religious, and soclo-economic back-
grounds. From our experience and involment with youth we know the problems
they face today. We are deeply concerned at the institutionalized ways in which
our system of justice is often racist, punitive, and discriminatory in its treat-
ment of youth, especially those from minority groups. At our 1970 National
Convention the YWCA voted to give the highest priority to "thrust our collective
power toward the elimination of racism, wherever it exists and by any means
necessary."

We are therefore particularly interested in legislation which is aimed at im-
proving our system of justice, and in providing the means to overcome some of
the shockingly dehumanizing features of our present juvenile justice system.
As a community based organization, we-feel the urgency of securing a greater
national commitment in funds and program related to the prevention and treat-
ment of juvenile delinquency if local organizations and the private sector are to
make any effective response to the need.

For these reasons we are pleased to submit the following comments on S. 3148.
Our reaction to the proposed Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Act of 1972 grows out of more than one hundred years of work with young women
and girls, many of whom have been delinquent or delinquency-endangered. Our
focus at this time is on the last two years of this experience, during which the
National Board YWCA and many of its affiliates have strived to carry significant
roles in the national attack upon delinquency, especially among females. This
experience has taken place nationally, as we have sought to develop working
relationships with Federal agencies that would be mutually reenforcing and
which would strengthen and facilitate the YWCA's national interest and efforts
on behalf of these young women and their families. It has taken place locally
as we have worked with our affiliated organization.s-in mutual planning to
develop and conduct community-based projects which would affect the lives of
these youth in positive ways. In testimony and statements to the Congress of
the U.S. as well as in many exchanges with the administrative agencies we have
described not just our successes but also our frustrations with the juvenile
delinquency programs. Most of our frustrations resulted from the inadequacy of
enabling legislation and appropriations. We are pleased to place the emphasis of
this testimony on the potentials which we consider are offered by the proposed
legislation. We. therefore, will limit ourselves to a few points which we wish to
highlight and a few problems which we believe should be called to your attention.

We want to emphasize our strong agreement with the bill's thesis that the
problems of juvenile delinquency are acute; that they are increasing at an
alarming rate in this country. To this, we add our concern about the indications
that younger and younger children are becoming involved in aggressive acts amid
arrests. Our special concern is the extent to which young females are a growing
part of the problem. The evidence of this-in national statistics-is not only
cause for concern, it impels our urgent efforts in the direction of preventive
and rehabilitative actions. The picture comes clearer as we move in and about
local communities and encounter the dramatic evidences of the reality that may
be too easily submerged in gross figures. For example, within the last months:

We have been informed by the Chief Prohuftion Officer in a southwestern
city that there has been an increase of 100% in the number of girls referred
to the Probation Department in the past two years;

A Corrections official in an Eastern State relmorte(d that the proportion of
girls committed to correctional institutions has exceeded the comparable
proportion of boys.

These examples are in consonance with the findings of the 1970 Uniform Crime
Reports by the FBI which stated that:

Long-term arrest trends. 1960-1970, revealed that arrests for young females
under 18 years of age increased 204 percent, while arrests for young males under
18 rose 98 percent. It is noted that arrests for youna females under 18 for each
Crime Index offense more than doubled. 1960-1970. When the serious crimes, as a
group. are considered, arrests of males 1960-1970, were up 73 percent and female
arrests increased 202 percent.

Throughout the different states of this nation, we are constantly confronted
with the striking picture of increasing delinquency-related problems of girls,
framed in inadequate recognition of our attention to their needs. Not unusually
we find it difficult to interpret to those who are professionally engaged in juvenile
delinquency prevention and control that this problem among females calls for
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specialized knowledge and methods of work; that it represents a distinctive
and unique aspect of a total problem that, with a few notable exceptions, is
not treated adequately in the literature of the field. We are called upon repeatedly
to refute the standard, so-fallacious cliche: "take care of the boys and the
girls will be all right."

We wish to express our strong support of Title II of the proposed legislation
which will strengthen the protection of the civil rights of juveniles and promote
Improved standards for juvenile justice. We are aware of the importance of
this type of action, accompanied by the strengthened capabilities of community-
based resources. It is the latter-the community-based alternatives which
must supply the skill and solicitude--the warp and woof of the social protections
which young people will continue to need. This applies particularly to those in
developmental stages who may not be completely accountablelor, or aware of the
consequences of, their individual acts.

The proposed National Commission on Standards for Juvenile Justice--Title
I il--we believe to be an essential instrument for achievement of the objectives
of long-range improvement of the juvenile justice system. Since the legislation
already carried some speciilcations regarding qualifications of some of the mnem-
bers to be appointed, it seems appropriate to suggest the desirability of other
considerations. We recommend that the legislation specify the requirements that
at least five of the members of this Commission be females; and that one of the
two "former Juvenile delinquents" be female.

It seems important also to include in the legislation the further provision that
the Commission give special attention to the rising incidence of delinquency
among females, and to those forces and factors which may be Identified as major
contributors to the delinquency-endangerment of female youths.

Generally, we are supportive of the objectives to which Title IV is directed,
i.e., the more effective coordination among the various branches of the govern-

iment which are involved in delinquency programs, as well as the achievement
III' . dni Ilim e between centralized and decentralized responsibilities in the
in the administration of these programs.

We are most deeply concerned, of course;- with Title V which authorizes funds,
part of which are to be distributed by the states through designated planning
agencies and part of which nre to be under the direct control of the proposed
National Office of Juvenile Justice. It is interesting to discern some sgnficant
Indications of legislative intent particularly in the statement by Senator Birch
Bayh on January 6, introducing the bill. This statement particularly notes that
"by making funds available to non-profit private agencies, institutions and indi-
viduals, participation by a wide spectrum of the community In developing ways of
dealingg with the problems of juvenile delinquency will be encouraged." It further
notes that "most important, all grants, whether.made to state agencies, public
or private agencies, institutions, or individuals. will be made in accordance with
broad guidelines which reflect the view of people who have longed worked in
the field. These guidelines encourage the development of viable alternatives to
the traditional juvenile ju.stlce system, with particular emphasis on replacing
large, outmoded juvenile detention and correction facilities . . . [the] bill re-
quires that at least half of the funds a ,state planning agency receives must be
spent on the development and use of facilities designed to provide an alternative
method of rehabilitating or detaining juveniles other than confinement to tradi-
tional training schools, reformatories, and detention centers

If we interpret these remarks and the provisions of the Title V correctly, enact-
ment of this bill would move forward to a new level the potential for engaging
the resources of the private organizations through which "community-based"
programs may )ecome a significant reality. Certainly, this proposed legislation
goes far beyond the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act and the
Onibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act in affirmataive recognition of the
lmpoi'tance of private agencies and of community-based alternatives to the tradi-
tional juvenile delinquency programs. For those of us who have been trying since
1968 to mount a serious and meaningful attack upon juvenile delinquency through
our organizational resources, this proposed legislation casts a new ray of hope.
We are mindful, however, that there must be no question as to legislative intent
if this bill is to resolve the problems that have restricted the progress of private
agencies under the-two predecessor statutes. This, of course, goes beyond tle
need for appropriations commensurate with the authorizations of the enabling
Acts. It goes to the heart of technical and administrative-conditions designed to
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enourage and facilitate the participation of private agencies In these Federally.
funded programs in contrast to those that leave such particliltiou to (hance and -
whims. In this, we are dealing with the reality that there have been lat few if
any it'ecedents for an effective partnership between government I and private

agencies that this Is reflected ill both hgislation and adminlistrtatolI.
We believe it wouhl le l)resumptuous at this point to assert that any of us have

all ti answers. but at least some of the conditions that call for consideration
are beginning to emerge from the initial experiences. We comment upon a few of
these and hope that others will be drawn from (iiture experiences:

1. The planning and coordinating structures of the governmental agencies that
are set up to provide leadership for tile Federal efforts have not yet found the
keys to effective involvement of ti private agencies through which lie (omlinnl-
aity-based programs must ult I lately be channeled. Tie coordinating, strategy-
1l11nitig. policy-developmnent units of the govermnent agencies do not engage
"tei, participation by a wide spectrum of tie community in developing ways of
dealing with the problems of juvenile delinqueney" nor are the "views of people
wiho have long worked in the field"-if this comment by Senator Bayh is to
enlbrace the youth serving agencies-been brought to hear upon the (Iccislon-
making bodies of government at any level. The occasional meetings,. conferences,
ind (consultations with selected representatives of community organizations that
are called by the government agencies serve primarily to let the community orga-
nizations know what decisions have been made. Customarily, the community orga-
nization that wishes to cooperate in the program exerts the major part of its ener-
gies and resour~:; !trying to run down the policies. proce(hres, and the right chan-
nels. This is a most sL-rious pr' and one that must be resolved if the real
potential of private agerw-y participation in the delinquency prevention and control
programs is to be realized.

2. The rules and regulations, the guidelines. and tile administrative procedures
designed and directed primarily to relationships between the Federal Govern-
ment and units of state and municipal governments generally cannot be trans-
ferred effectively to relationships between governmental agencies and private
organizations. This relates to technical as well as policy considerations.

This is, in fact, too big a subject to h( dealt with adequately in this testimony.
Its iml)ortance, of course, is not limited to the program subject of this particular
legislation; but it is especially significant in relation to it because the effective
participation of community-based private organizations is one of the major
objective of this proposed Act. It may be recalled that In 1970, an Interagency
Task Force on Universities, Hospitals, and Other Private Non-Profit Institutions
was designated by the Office of Management and Budget ". . . to study Federal
grants and contracts" with these private organizations. A letter addressed to some
of these organizations by the Task force stated in part : "The existing diversity
of administrative and financial policies, procedures. and requirements among the
programs of Federal agencies not only places administrative burdens on the
recipient Institutions, but also causes them considerable confusion . ... The
Task Force set out to "examine every step and function involved in the adminis-
tration of Federal grants and contracts ... including the proposal or application
process, funding. property management, cost sharing, reporting, and close out."
Since tile respondents to this communication were asked to select one among the
several subjects covered by the inquiry, the National Board YWCA addressed
itself to cost sharing. The appended copy of the letter of January 19, 1971 from
Edith h1. Lerrigo. Executive Director of the National Board YWCA, reflects
YWCA interests and experience on this one aspect alone. Since this letter was
written. however, additional experience has revealed that cost contributions by
organizations of property-space and equipment-acquired through charitable
donations, in effect, are discounted through "fair market value" calculations that
determine acceptability of the grantee "match." In short, the use of this space or
equipment cannot ibe counted as a grantee contribution. This has seriously affected
the abzility of YWCAs to meet the cost sharing requirements for programs under
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

We believe this and other problems of this matitre should be dealt with In the
proposed Juvenile Justice Act.

3. The problem of the ineligibility of private agencies to receive direct fund-
ing under the Onnibus Crime Law has been a major deterrent to their participa-
tion in programs administered by the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration. Tile effect of Title V upon this problem is not clear: Senator Bayhi's
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"tatement Indicates that this bill does not prol.v the -termination (' the relo-
cation of existing juvenile delinlqency programs : rat her, it provides the aut hority
to supervise Federal planning and policy and to est'ib!ish priorilis and oh-
Jetlives for all Federal delinquency progratis...." Thi, autihorizialio dov(' not
appear to modify the basic conditions under which the existing Iro.rauru'n olptr-
ate; therefore. I,EAA funds would still he restricted to Iublic agencies. It is
loped that it iUay le clearly established that for the inlrpolses of .iJuvenile
I)elinqueney Prevention and Control, LEAA funds. may be directly allocated
to private agencies.

4. It appears to le pernissille under the newly prlposed Act for witi,mal
orgaliatblns to he funded for the lurl,4es specified in ihis lgislatioll. This,
however, iS such ai crucial consideration thit It calls for direct st aleient. The
role of the niiulul coordinating structure of private organizations with vast
net works of local affiliates is of utmost importance. It is through these natlon'l
structures that local resources C nl'e Sarshalled: that they are guided through
the maze of procedures and processes whielh terminate in locally ldamled and
locally grounded projects and program systems. This, too, should I.e a clear pailt
of the legislative mandate.

5. Apparently, efforts to induce local governments to assume financial re-
sponsibility for projects "lunnp-primned" by Federal funding have estildished
policies ihat keep private sponsoring organizations under relentless rcf undhi,
pressures. The myth that permanent funding might become available miracu-
lously through non-Federal sources after one or two years of Federal aid is
built into guidelines, applications, and award conditions. The result is not con-
tinuity of funding through other sources: it is rather the wasteful termination
of short-term projects. This whole problem calls for assessment In relation to
legislation designed to encourage and stabilize commiunity-based projects.

The National Board YWCA and a number of its local affiliates have managed
to deal with some of the above problems and to develop programs directed to-
ward delinquency among the endangerment of young families. The backlog of
real and potential projects for funding, however, adds up to a discouraging pic-
ture when measured against tile national resource offered by the YWCA with
programs occurring in more than 6,800 places In the United States. These re-
sources Include volunteers and trained staff as well as a reservoir of youth
representing every economic and social sector of the nation's communities from
suburbia to the inner-city. They also include programs, buildings, residences,
and camps. Above all, these resources represent more than one hundred years
of experience and competence in activities directed to improvement of the lives
of girls and women.

Against this, we must measure an effort of over two years that lhas resulted
in approximately 30 programs funded through Govermnment resources. The Na-
tional Board YWCA project for training in delinquency prevention. which now is
in Its third year of operation. and three local Association projects are funded
by tile Youth D development and Delinquency Prevention Administration in the
U.S. Department of llealth. Education. and Welfare. As we have Indicated in
previous testimony, these three lo(1al projects were the only ones funded from
aniong 25 proposals submitted to this agency in Fiscal 1970. As of February 1,
1972, twelve local YWCA sponsored projects have been funded through LEAA.
In addition to these, a YWCA Intervention (enter demonstration, sponsored by
the National Board YWCA, recently was funded by the LEAA regional office
through a State Criminal Justiee Council. The other government-aided projects
have been funded through Model Cities programs or through city and state
governments.

It should be stated that we have every reason to believe that the agencies with
which the national and local YWCA have been working would welcome new legis-
lation and/or modification of existing legislation, together with adequate appro-
lriations, to strengthen, expand, and multiply the programs that have been
successfully initiated.

It seems relevant to Include here a brief reference to some potentials tiht still
await action.

1. The.,Natlonal Board YWCA's proposal for Youth Work Techniques )evelop-
ment Centers for the purpose of testing new techniques and practices, Including
new roles for youth and their parents; new patterns for the delivery of services
by YWCAs and other cooperating organizations: new methods for the utiliza-
tion of professional and noprofesslonal personnel; and the provision of reality
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situations for training of persons now or about to he engaged in delinquency-
related programs.

2. Project proposals by local YWCAs which were presented for funding in
Fiscal 1970 for: Harbor Area (,San Pedro), Pasadena, Sacramento, San Bernar-
dino, and San Francisco, California; Denver, Colorado; Lexington, Kentucky;
New Bedford, Massachusetts; St. Louis, Missouri; Missoula, Montana; Lincoln,
Nebraska; Camden, Plainfield and North Plainfield, New Jersey; Albuquerque,
New Mexico; Germantown and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Greenville, South
Carolina: and Richmond, Virginia.

We have been informed that all these project proposals, in effect, have been
relegated to Inactive status.

3. Although approximately 150 YWCAs have irrdtcated-to-the National Board
YWCA their interest In developing juvenile delinquency prevention proposals
during the past two years, there is no potential funding for these projects
through any source. The YI)DPA states that it has no funds for new programs,
and the LEAA priorities are upon correctional rather than prevention projects.

We are not listing at this time the many local Association projects which are
PMi-d41Rlg action in various state planning agencies since we are not in position to
determine their current status.

We do not like to think of these potentials by numbers of localities or num-
bers of projects: rather w6 think of them in terms of the thousands of girls who
might be served and hopefully diverted from delinquency and delinquency en-
dangerment. That is why none of the foregoing reservations we have stated are
intended to diminish in anyway our strong support for the proposed Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972. We seek and look forward to
sharing an increasing amount of the responsibility for achieving the objectives
of this legislation.

Senator B1. vr. Our next witness is Mr, Bill Ryan, tie deputy com-
missi.oner of the Kentucky Department of Child Welfare.

I was told by Senator Cook that he hoped he would be able to be
present when our two next witnesses would be here. Unfortunately.
for us lie is presently chairing the Commerce Committee meeting ald
will not be able to )e with us, but lie wanted to offer a personal wel-
come to you.

I understand that Mr. Ryan is accompanied by Mr. Mott Stai, an
attorney from the department of child welfare, and Mr. Jim Roberts,
a jn1venile delinquency specialist.

Would you like to iintroduce your associates. Mr. Ryan?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM RYAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DEPART-
MENT OF CHILD WELFARE, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

Mr. RYAN. Right. It is certainly a pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to be
here today. We did bring two of our staff members today, Mr. Mort
Stain, an attorney with the department, who is at my right. Moit
drafted some legislation which was recently )assed in Kentucky and
we will be talking about that, I hope, in tle course of our discussion.

To my left is Jim Roberts, lie is one of our juvenile delinquency
specialists in the department, and has been active in creating and
developing some of the prevention programs that we will be talking
al)out.

It certainly is an honor and pleasure for us to be here today. And
time department of child welfare strongly supports and urges passage
of Senate hill 3148.

'pie primary reason for our support is that the rationale for this
legislation so closely parallels what many of us in Kentucky have
believed should have been done for a long time. Quite frankly, when
I first read the bill and Senator Bayh's comments in the Congressional
Record, I wanted to shout put Hallelujah that somebody has finally
liut together a comprehensive piece of legislation that makes sense.

Senator BAYh. Feel free to shout Hallelujah right now.
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Mr. RYAN. Hallelujah. It really makes sense, and it certainly makes
sense to us. And really, it should provide an opportunity if we indeed
want to be serious about resolving some problems facing youthful
offenders.

There needs to be obviously a restructuring of the Federal approach
to the problem of delinquency. There needs to be in many instances a
restructuring of State and local community approaches to delinquency.
There needs to be established a National Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention within the executive office of the Presi-
dent. There needs to be additional resources to develop an implement
methods of preventing and treating delinquency. There needs to be
effective training programs and a centralized research and a national
clearinghouse and information center. There is a crying, crucial, criti-
cal need for national guidelines for administration of a Juvenile justice
system, including conununity based programs and detention and cor.
rectional facilities. All of these things are needed, actually much more,
if we are even to begin to deal seriously with the problems facing
youthful offenders. We don't know where to go for funds, and when
we do get them they are often inadequate or categorical, as was men-
tioned previously.

There needs to be a restructuring of State and local approaches to
the problem of delinquency. I want to comment briefly about our
structure in Kentucky, which I think is unique. As a matter of fact,
it is unique among several States.

I think we have to keep in mind that the forces which produce
delinquency are very complex, and if these answers were simple we
would have found solutions a long time ago. Yet the problems remain
with us. Human lives are miserable in that all society suffers because
we are not facing and dealing with difficult problems.

In short, we need desperately to place a high priority on the lives
of our young. And at the present time this priority is sadly lacking.

Let me mention in brief some of the things that we,-are doing in
Kentucky. In Kentucky, we are striving toward developing viable
alternatives to the traditional approach of dumping juveniles in large
custodial type institutions. The basic philosophy of our department
now in working with delinquent youth is directed towards community
based treatment programs. This philosophy came from an increased
awareness that institutionalization is often a more destructive rehabili-
tation program for too many, probably really the majority, of juvenile
offenders. Just recently, we did a survey of people in our prisons in
Kentucky and we found that 60 percent had previously been in de-
linquent institutions.

Further, and I can recall that when I worked directly with juve-
niles for many years. we used to tell judges that early apprehension
and institutional treatment of offenders, even truants and children
with behavior problems, was desirable in our efforts to rehabilitate.
However, experience has shown us within the department of child
welfare the opposite. Now the emphasis for rehabilitation effort is
being focused within the community without the use of institution
facilities whenever possible.

I would like to return for a moment, if I might, to point out the
unique features of Kentucky's structure. We are the only State having
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a cabinet level agency charged with the statutory responsibility for
services to all children. Meaning, all children who are abandoned,
dependent, neglected, delinquent, or in danger of becoming delin-
quent.. Such a structure enables us to focus all our attention, all our
energy, upon the services to all children. But you will find that you
do not have this kind of a structure, or something similar to it which
Governor Gilligan eluded to in the youth commission, if delinquent
services are given bottom priority without any kind of focus.

Now, let me briefly describe some of our programs. We recently
phased out Kentucky Village, Kentucky's large training school for
delinquent youth which at one time housed 700 children. Because of
that housing and the custodials it is our judgment that it helped
destroy over 700 children. We phased Kentucky Village out some 5
months a o, and instead we are operating a series of 10, small, de-
centralized intensive residential treatment centers. Each of these
smaller centers has a maximum capacity of 40 youth, with a maximum
stay of 6 months.

In addition, we operate three regional diagnostic centers. We recog-
nize that the residential treatment centers are much more effective in
working with delinquent youth than the large custodial type of
facilities.

Everyone these days, including the ex-attorney general, the Pres-
ident, and the chief justice, seems to be in agreement that large fa-
cilities are ineffectual. However, and I think this is important that
we recognize this, residential facilities are not really the answer to
delinquency. They aren't now or will they ever be. Tlere is absolutely
no question that a more effective means of bringing a service to de-
linquent youth is by bringing in programs which are located within
their own community.

At this point, I would like to digress and mention that I under-
stand that Jerry Miller and some of the people from Massachusetts
were here. I visited Massachusetts about a month agoand spent 2 or
3 days there. We were tremendously impressed with the direction and
the types of service that Massachusetts is developing. Many of the
things that we are doing in Kentucky roughly parallel what has been
done there.

In the statement that you have, I have mentioned some six or eight
programs that we have developed, some of these through the use of
LEAA funds, and some through 4-A funds aimed at prevention. One
of these I would like to mention specifically is the foster care program
for hard-to-place children.

In this program, which is an LEAA block grant, children stuck in
our large institutions like Kentucky Village had been there as many as
five times, some as many as 10 years. Everybody had given up on these
kids, everyone except possibly the kids themselves. Since we were able
to arrange for some funds, we threw away the rules on the present
'!how you go about evaluating a foster home," paid a little higher rate
and went to people and said, will you consider taking a kid who has
been seriously damaged. .

The results of this project are absolutely amazing. Some 110 youths
have been placed in institutions within the past year, with less than 10
percent having had-to be -returned to the institution. Those children
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who were returned were severely emotionally disturbed, part of which
resulted from institutionalization. Without this project we would not
have been able to close Kentucky Village. The focus of the project is
now moving in alternatives to institutionalization, as well as enhancing
the opportunity of those returning to the community from an
institution.

A similar project which results from a joint venture of our de-
partment and the bureau of vocational rehabilitation in Appalachia
and eastern Kentucky provided for unemployed parents whether
unemployed or underemployed. We went to these people, conducted
a training program, and asked them if they Would consider being
foster parents. The result of this is that we have, recently placed some
50 children in this program. The results are obvious. It provided em-
ployment opportunity for unemployed persons, and a home for a
child who otherwise would not have a home.

We have group homes and halfway houses. In relation to the pre-
vious testimony concerning the YMCA and the YWVCA. just recently
in Louisville, Ky., we initiated a contractional relationship where we
are operating two halfway houses for delinquent youth. At the pres-
ent time there is something like 24 youngsters involved in the pro-
gram. To my knowledge none of these youngsters have returned to
institutions, or have gotten in trouble. They stay at the Y, go to school,
and utilize the Y's programs.

Among the other programs that I listed is an alternative school
program. This is an LEAA grant to the Louisville Board of Educa-
tion-, which provided an opportunity for youngsters to stay at home
and become engaged in a special, intensive school program. Although
there was some 125 youngsters in the program, 50 of them have been
in institutions previously with only two or three getting into trouble
again during the school year.

I Would like to point'out that when we talk about delinquency, we
miss talking about some of the relationships between education and
delinquency. In Kentucky, for example, we find that for the children
committed to this department their average reading level is 4.57
for males, and 5.43 for females. In arithmetic, the average male is at
the fourth grade level and the female at the fifth grade level.

Senator BAYIT. How old were the children?
Mr. RYAN. The children were the average age of 15. Now, if you

figure about 15, you are usually freshman. What we are getting are
commitments of children who are reading at a fourth grade level
with arithmetic comprehension at the fifth grade level. You can well
imagine what this does to a person's image.

Senator BAYH. They are still 5 years, behind in the classroom with
their contemporaries.

Mr. RYAN%. Right.
Senator BAYiT. Now, have you been able to nail down, the causes

of these problems? Are birth defects, mental retardation, the environ-
ment of the home the cause? Is there any one reason that is more
prevalent than the other?

Mr. RYAN. No; I don't think we really know the absolute reason. I
think it is a combination of all of those. What we found so often is
that the educational opportunities themselves are not geared to the
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kids. These are the kids who did not respond, who may not have had
the encouragement at home, and when placed in traditional school pro-
grams were turned off because they were not the kinds of programs
the kids could relate.

I don't know if we really know all the reasons to it and the reasons
behind it. Often times in the cities in Louisville and large metropoli-
tan areas if the kids go to school at all, they just go and sit, until some-
body passes them socially just to get rid of them, then they wind up in
trouble.

Senator BA'ri. Since I have interrupted, let me ask a couple of ques-
tions. I think they are relevant to what we are talking about right now.

Is it your judgment that many of the reasons that children have
problems today is that either in the homes or in the schools they don't
receive the kind of personal attention that most of us got when we were
youngsters?

Mr. RYAN. Absolutely.
Senator BAYH. And thus we take these youngsters who don't have

personal attention in their homes and in their schools and put them
into large institutions for juvenile, delinquents in which they receive
even less personal attention. Then we wonder why the problem is get-
ting worse instead of better.

Mr. RYAN. Absolutely. I am in absolute complete agreement. Even
in the case of a truant, who is committed to the department of child
welfare, we now have some legislation which says that they cannot be
institutionalized any longer. We were having children committed to
us as truants, and then the schools in our institutions were being oper-
ated by the same school board that the kids could not get along with in
the first- place. So, it is an impossible kind of situation. The kid isn't
going to get any kind of help in those kinds of facilities.

Senator BAY11. I asked you to give your attention to some of the spe-
cific thrusts of this-bill that I introduce. Is it fair to say that a bill like
this it the national level will help focus national attention to the prob-
lems of children and young people, the same way you have tried to do
that in Kentucky. And by bringing the problems ot .fy- g people into
focus, we will have a better chance of dealing with them on a priorityv
basis and solve them?

Mr. RYAN. Yes, absolutely. I think the provisions of the proposed
legislation of your bill will do precisely this, and it is what we have
attempted to do in Kentucky.

I think it would call attention to the problem which people cannot
ignore. I think there is something to be said for the national clearing-
house, and I think the whole idea in Kentucky of having one agency,
one person for people to call and to turn to for help is an excellent
idea. I am particularly impressed with the provision of the bill that
says grants and money have to be aimed at preventive kinds of pro-
grams. We don't need any more institutions, we don't need more kinds
of institution facilities. They are self-destructive.

Senator BAYT. Let me ask you to share with us the experience you
had in Kentucky, and to think about whether we can anticipate the
same kind-of results on a national level with implementation of the
measures you have tried in Kentucky. There can be no question about
the-fact that we have a great deal of concern in most of the commu-
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nities of our country, whether they are south of the Ohio River or
north of the Ohio River, about the increase in crime.

The story you tell in Kentucky, I'm sure, is the same problem we
have in Indiana, of repeaters. Those who run afoul of the law at an
early age, and then, because of the way they are handled, continue in
crime perhaps for the rest of their lives. Society puts them into insti-
tutions where they get no personal attention, and pretty soon they
are beyond help.

Is it fair to suggest from the experience you have had in Kentucky
that if we had the kind of program that this bill, S. 3148, envisions,
where you can have personal attention given to youngsters when they
first evidence prr' "ems, that we can ultimately cut down the rate of
adult crimes sig. -antly'?

You talk about 110 youngsters and less than 10 of them have
repeated. Couldn't such programs have a significant impact on adult
crime and crime statistics in a very few years?

Mr. RYAN. Yes, absolutely. And some of the other things we have
done in Kentucky have been contrasted to some of the other States.
In the last couple of years, with our focus and our key, we have actually
been able to reduce the number of commitments into our delinquent
institutions by some 15 percent. We have also reduced the numbers
of what we call placement violators, recidivists by about the same
percentage. Some 20 more were placed on probation.

Now, each one of those children, as they receive services and by
not getting into trouble, therefore, are not going to go into adult
prisons.

Senator B.kYj. Let's talk about size, gentlemen. There is general
recognition, whether in Kentucky or in Massachusetts, among those
who deal with institutionalized children, that the larger the numbers
the less chance of rehabilitation.

What is the optimum size if we are talking about a community center
to deal with the problems of children, either those who have first
violated the law or those who give evidence of having problems that
need specific attention? Perhaps I should rephrase the question: How
small sh1ohld N we try to keel) these facilities?

How many youngsters can you have in one community center be-
fore you lose'the benefits of i)ersonal attention ?

Mr. RYAN. OK, let me try to answer that in two ways. First of all,
I think the thing that Jerry Miller and those in Massachusetts are
attempting to do with their'halfway houses. and our halfway houses
run about the same. is to have six to eight. children in a residential kind
of setting. That is best.. It is best first of all if the child remains in
his own home. that should be first priority. We have managed to
do this by utilization of some other resources.

Senator Byii. How do you keep a child at home? I must say that
everthinfrthat I have heard indicates you are absolutely right that
a child is better off in his own home environment with his parents.

How do you help a child in his own home? Do you have volunteers
or professional. personnel to supervise him ? Is it, )n a 1-on-1 basis or
I to 10?

Mr. RYAN. OK.
Senator BAYmr. I have asked so many questions--
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Mr. RYAN. We have a series and incidentally this is a result of some
4-A funding in which we were able to initiate a contract last year
resulting in substantially more workers for us. But that is alT we
could get.

Senator BAY1. 75 percent of the cost involved?
Mr. RYAN. Yes.
Senator BAYII. Perhaps I should say 75 percent of the problem.
Mr. RYAN. Yes. It may be 50 percent of the problem and 75 per-

cent of the money.
We were able to increase the number of workers we had. We offer

in all but five of the counties that the child welfare department has,
the responsibility for probationers, and an instructive service to all
children. So, in some cases where children with a problem come to us
quite early, we have also initiated a rather extensive homemaker
service, which is often not thought of as prevention, but indeed it is.

Senator BAYH. What is a homemaker service?
Mr. RYAN. Where a person can come into a home and work with the

family with the problems they are having. It may be a simple thing
like learning to cook and to clean the house, to chifd rearing practices.
And the homemakers who go into the homes are themselves people from
the area. We have found this quite successful in many cases.

Senator BAYT. Can you tell me why it isn't Just as %mportant to pro-
vide services to help a mother or father know how to deal with the
problems that exist in the home, as it is to find a place to put a young-
ster after he has been unable to cope with the problems that exist in a
home?

Mr. RYAN. No, I sure can't tell you. I think it is extremely paradox-
ical to me that all the money is available for detention, apprehension,

-and locking kids up with just a pittance of money available for dealing
where the problem really is, which is in supporting and working with
the family before the problem gets so out of hand that nobody can
work with it.

I think some of our experience bears this out by the utilization of a
day care center where a member of a family who might be delinquent,
could have had the advantage of a day care'center. This often prevents
delinquency if the mother or child used their facilities early enough.
The child gets the stimulation and motivation necessary and is relieved
of the pressures from the mother, father, or the other children in the
homo during that time.

This is what prevention is all about. The earliest possible moment
is essential. Because prevention can't be accomplished after that. We
have stressed again and again that l)revention programs do not work
unless the child is reached atthe earliest possible moment.. The primary
focus of all people working with children should be that the child
rightfully belongs in his own home with his natural parents. If that
isn't l)ossible, there are alternatives. We have a scheme, the first alter-
native is foster homes, the second is the group homes, and the third is
on a statewide basis, the fourth is private institutions, if all else fails,-
the child is sent to one of our small residential facilities.

I might venture back to the question you asked earlier about size. I
would say that six to eight children for a halfway house, and no more
than 40 youngsters ever ought to be in any kind of an institution. After
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40 you have trouble. You have the deep impersonalization and all the
other kind of problems that ensue.

If I could, I would like to mention briefly some of the legislation
that has just passed on the State level in Kentucky. It is extremely sig-
nificant and almost exactly parallel to what is being discussed in' your
bill.

We have passed some bills in the 1972 Kentucky General Assembly
that provides a solid groundwork for the implementation of programs
and lrocodures which should result in some serious inroads into the
problems of delinquency.

I want to emphasize he following things and I'm going to say them
because I think they relate to your bill directly. These bills are not so
much significant for the (niime'tio l-

Senator Byii, May I just interrupt, Mr. Ryan, so the, record will
show that, our committee member from Kentucky, Senator Cook, is
here. Senator Cook is a very active member of thiis committee, who
unfortiuately ha been letained att hearing of the Commerce Com-
mittee as I said crlier.

Senator. theSe m1en have, ben giving strong testimony of what )Ias
been happening in the Stat. of Kentuckv. TAt me say as one who has
been a strong critic of our inability to deal with the problems of ju-
venile delinquency, under the )resent. system, that it is very fitting
to have testimony from your State where so much is being accom-
pl ished. Mr. Ryah is an excellent wit nes.4 who is supporting our bill,
S. 31.i lit ailso is d(esribing what Kentucky is doing to improve its
juvenile justice, system. Ifolfully we can use the example of Ken-
tucky to support S. 3148 and get a national program going.

Senator C(x. Mr. Ry'an, nav I say I owe you an apology for not
being here, I started hearings 1O o'clock this morning and just, fin-
ished them, and I haven't had lunch yet.

The only thing-because I have to leave, and I apologize again and
I told Stoe I was awfully snrry I couldn't be here--there is no doubt
that what wo have has got to 6e reorganized and reoriented. And I
want the recor(l to be very ('hpal that the only reason that the Senator
from Indiana or myself agreed to the contimiation of the 2-year exten-
sion of the Juvenile Delinquency Act was for one basis, and on one
basis only,. And that was that tl's committee w-as going to do its best
to reorganize the whole thing, And to rewrite it for sub-mission to the
Congress. And to that extent the Senator from Indiana has taken on
the first brunt of this, and there is no question about the fact that he
would take on most of it.

But I sure hope before we, wind these hearings up that I would be
able to join you. Because it is a commitment, that we both made, it is a
commitment Ng far as the two of ts are concerned, are going to fulfill
in this committee, and we are going to see to it that it gets accom-lplished. "

And I want to thank you for coming, and again apologize that I
cannot be. here, but I will read this testimony, and my staff is here. And
I appreciate very much you coming and your staff coming, and I
appreciate Steve' Porter coming because it is a contribution to this
record that needs to be made, and it is a correction system that has
got to be accomplished by us if we are going to see the utilization of a
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program that really is going to be meaningful. And if funds are going
to be appropriated that frankly we know they are going to be properly
spent.

And I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BArn,. Thank you, Senator Cook. And I might say that I

happen to be chairman ot two subcommittees of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, of which Senator Cook is a very active member and often
times chairman of subcommittees face a lonely vigil. There is no
member of either one of those subcommittees who las done more to
lessen tie burden of that lonely vigil than my friend from Kentucky.
T just think it is unfolunate that the Commerce Committee had to
meet today, and I'm glad that committee. had a man like you to chair
it.

Senator CooK. Thank you very much.
(Senator Cook departs.)
Senator 'yH. Please proceed.
Mr. RYAN. I think that as the bills were passetl. they did not simply

enumerate rights similar to those proposed in Senate bill 3148, nor
did they consider .procedural matters alone. Rather, the implications
of tie l)roce(hural protections and mechanics are used as the point of
departure for the special way in which the procedural details are set
forth. This recent legislation provides a fiull range. of constitutional
and procedural rights for children before juvenile court. We have
specific bills and legislation now dealing with tile Juvenile justice
system from al)rehienslon, detention, and hearings, through appeals
and tile exp)lngenellt, of records.

Three of our new laws deal directly witil provisions set forth in
Senate bill 3,1, Weo now have a law similar to that opposed by sec-
tion 204 of Senate bill 31.18. For the sake of time T won t list, the rest
of the bills ill ott,' legislation which exac(tly prall, l what is ill Setnate
bill 31,18.

Tie bills that we lM,,d gOt. at the very l1e1t, of tile lr'olmCll. They
stress resolution of tihe probleil at, the least ('0111plialted 1111(1 least,
official level possible, They stress cojnmiunity responsibility for coili-
niu1nity problems. They saly that if the coult, must be involved, due
lrX'ess will be ohrve1 so that if soe attention is needed to tile life
of the tried, it will be warranted. They provide that treatment for
serious offenders will be directed at thiem and them alone and no
longer will we have the truant and behavior problems mixed in with
the rapist and tile murderer. The legislation specifically prohibits child
offenders and child crimes being sent to any of our delinquent insti-
tutions, They provide that the delinquent and the nondelinquent will
be dealt with separately as they should be. I think they provide, in
short, that the torm delinquency will be unraveled in Kentucky aind
that the offender will be separated from the nonoffender.

Our new legislation represents all attempt to incorporate, just as
your bill does along with the constitutional protections, the best think-
ing in the area of juvenile justice system. We are gaining a foothold
into tile future, I believe, with this new legislation. We have been left
to our own creativity as to tile programs we will devise and tile funds
we will use to carry out the intentions of the legislation. The provisions
of Senate bill 3148 call for new law, and tie this law to programs set
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forth specifically ill the bill. Most importantly, and obviously most
ilport-antly, Senate hill 31.18 has ftndt; to back up the, programs it
Ca2ls for. loney is necessary, and as far as Kentucky is concerned,
we now have, it legislative f1ranwork within which % 'ill allow its to
take full advantage of Senate bill 3148.

I think it, was inmoltant to at least mention briefly Mr. Chairman
that we (10 havo the statutory franework to utilize the )rovisionls o
this bill to its utmost.

Senatolt IIATI i. Woll , g l'thnen, yoU have made iL significamit con-
trilutioll to ouI' record hell', allad I want to complimentt yout and those
ill the Kentuteky IA'gislatl'e. It, sounds, just fro111 what N'Ol lhave slid
that. the Cool)eration that. exists betwesn the exe, u4ti VP*1bran hes I and
the legislative braisches in Ketntucky concel'nillg juvenile delliniqueecy
prog'atns is about 1800 diil'erelit fr o1 what. is happelling in AIassa-
ehtsOtts right n1ow.

Mr. RYAN. Yes; thlt. is one of the ditt'et'n(llCe Ix't,wCCn the twoStates.
Sonator I.\ai. Hopefully the jury is still out. on that issue. Mr.

Miller was VVI'V conyelned about. i.
Mr. lly.x. 'rhat's right. And it, was dillicult to get, passed and it

certainly wasn 't the salnlt' kind of' situation they had in 4Iassachuclltts
ait fill.

Senator 11,mi. I think it is understandable that nto dt'amatic
clhange is going to cone i easily, 1 ..wish otherwise, but it is under-
staiidlable] how this kind of change would take it tough fight. But I
am glad that so1e of you are willing to fight, others are willing to
help, and that you te getting some results. And I hope that, our
bill 8. 1,8 will (10 ((ully well and Ilayl)e wev cail strengthen your
hand ill Kentucytc ad tiny place else tlat wants to bring a little
eli ghtennent, in'how to stop crime, by stopping it before it starts
ii tile home community.

So thnlk you for mnk1111 your testimony available to its, ald A
hope we can continue to cal ol you.

Mr. Ry. lWe volunteer right now to do whatever help we can.
Senator l11vm l. '[,himak you.
Mr'. RvAX. Thank you.
(Mv..Ryan's a prepared statement is as follows:)

IEI'AtID S'A'tlMI.lNT BY WI.LIAM RIYAN, DIa'uTY COM.MISSIONR:t, I)EPARTM ENT
OF CHaI.D tV.LFAIU., COMMONWEAoTt OF KENTUCKY, JUNB 28, 11)72

Mr. Cltaarn , Ileabaters of th(I te at ,Javellilo I)ellillu blieu('y micolt11t, e, It
is Indeed lilt honor adla1 privlt'' to attwaar before tias colnlittee while higllsittlon
to itaprovo quality of Jtveil. J11sth'v it thu I111ited States and to parovhe a
coordilallted aitl)lach to protleitis of Juvtnaile delinquenlt cyis t, iving considered.
Tho Kentucky l)tejlrttaenat of chid Welfaare very strongly supports allad iarges

alMsagi of S. 314M.
Thi' priallry revatotn for our smpport is the rittionith for legislation o closelv

plalatlel what mainmay of um li Kentu tcky hattv believed shaoutll tio ahom' for Ia
long tiae. Quiti' frankly, wlalt I Iilist rl'atd tHi bill anald ltittor laayl's com.
Ilimt lit till' (' o lgressiolal Rec'd, i willitd' Io 1t11111 " a lhlUh," saaial t1hody its
finally (h' v'loled it colllla is't ivlvt' iltce' of t'gtshlt alia Ih that liasikem se'IaSe. It
sthol provide it real opportunity fo ' aill of ts if we witt, to be serious fitout
re'molviig problems facing yout hftl offenders.

There (e(ed-thr-tt' r, arestructutriag of the Fede'al approitch to tite tarotea
of delqueacy; there needs to be 1ia anaiay ItiNtaances i restrutaur1i of stat
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and local community approaches to delinquency; there needs to be established
a National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention within the
Executive Office of the President; there need to be many additional resources
to develop and implement methods of preventing and treating delinquency; there
need to be effective training programs and a centralized research andi a national
clearinghouse and Information center; there is a crying, crucial, critical need
for national guidelines for administration of a Juvenile Justice system, Includ-
ing community based programs and detention and correctional facilitleo. All
of these things are needed, and actually much more, if we are to even begin to
dealil seriously with problems faing youthful offenders.

There are monumental obstacles facing us as we search for solutions, resolu-
tiomis, and even to make a dent in "delinquency problems," not only in Kentucky,
but in all the states, Family life, poverty, racism, Juvenile Justice systAm, Includ.
lag rehabilitation efforts, housing, education, Job olportunities, changing cul-
tural patterns, personal attitudes, and values are some of the more imnl)ortant
factors that affect a youngster's life. Tie forces that produce a delinquent are
indeed complex, and this needs always to he kept in mind. If answers were
simple, our society would have found solutions long ago, Yet the problem) re-
mains with us iln significant numbers. Human lives are miserable so that all
society suffers because we are not facing and dealing with difficult prollems,

We need desperately to )acei a high priority on the lives of our young, This
priority is widly lacking.

Any analysis of any data from any Juvenile Justice system I have seen and Just
plain common sense ihitates that If we really want to resolve "delinquency prob-
loes," some fundamental changes have to be made in the Juvenile Justice system,

In Kentucky, at least we are striving toward developing viable alternatives
to the traditional approach of dumping Juvenilhs in large institutions, The basic
philosophy of our Deixrtment in working with delinquent youth nooy is directed
toward community based treatment programs, This philosophy came from in.
creased awareness that institutionalization is more destructive than rehabill.
tativo for too many, probably the majority, Juvenile offenders. For example, we
recently found that at least 00 percent of the adults In prison in Kentucky had
previously been in delinquent facilities,

Further, we have found that young offenders who are institutionalized con.
prise our largest plrentage of recidivism, A few years ago, and I can painfully
recall doing this ipyself when I worked directly with Juveniles, we believed that
early apprehension and institutional treatment of offenders, even truants and
children with behavior problems, was desirable In our efforts to rehabilitate.
However, experience within the Department has shown the opposite effect, so now
the emphasis for rehabilitative efforts is being focused in the community without
the use of facilities whenever possible.

I want to briefly describe some of the development in Kentucky, both In terms
of program and legislation and the relationship between what we are doing and
, 8148-The program descriptions are intended to point out thte positive things

that can be accomplished. By no stretch of the imagination do we pretend to
havo found answers to "delinquency." Much, much more remains to be accom-
plished and it is difficult to do what little we have done, Ho often myth, mis.
conception, punitiveness, public apathy, and lack of knowledge hinder programs.
Obviously, we believe provision of 14, 3148 would greatly assist us in our efforts,
At least it would be an expression of intent by federal government to be serious
about the problems of youth.

At this time, I want to lmint out one unique feature of our state structure
In Kentucky. We are the only state having a Cabinet level agency charged with
statutory responsibility for services to all children who are dependent, neglected,
abandoned, delinquent, or in (langer of becoming delinquent. Such a structure
provides us an opportunity to focus all our energies and attention to services for
children, regardless of their category. There certainly are advantages to central-
Ized authority so as the evident intent of K. 8148,

Now let me continue and describe some of our programs. We have recently
phased out Kentucky Village, our training school for delinquent youth which
tit one time housed, and thereby helped destroy, more than,700 children. We
now are operating a series of ten small decentralized intensive residential
treatment centers. Each of these smaller centers has a maximum capacity of
40 youth with a maximum length of stay of six months. In addition we operate
three regional dliagonlstlc centers. We recognize that the residential treatment
centers are much more effective in working with delinquent youth than the
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fargo custodial type of facility, Everyone, including the President, Attorney
General, and Chief Justice, agrees that large facilities are ineffectual. However,
we know residential facilities are not really the answer to the problem of de-
linquency. There is absolutely no question but that the more effective means
of being of service to delinquent youth is by developing programs which fire
located in his own community. Some of the more effective programs we have re-
cently implemented include:

(1) Aftercare project for "hard.to.place" delinquent youth.-This project,
funded through LEAA, was initially focused toward developing foster home and
group home placement for youth in delinquent facilities who were considered
"hard-to.place," As it result of the project, 110 youth have been placed with it
recidivism rate of less than 10 percent during the first year of operation. We
feel this is a remarkable accomplishment considering that these youth fire the
most hardcore of all the delinquent youth we serve. This project was very in.
strumental in the closing of Kentulcky Village and placed youth from this fncil.
ity who had been there for its long as five years and sonI had been there as many
as ten times. The focus of the project is now two-fold-to place youth from
facilities who cannot return to their own home and to place youth directly from
the courts who would have otherwise been committed to n delinquent facility.

(2) iootatrap.-A similar project funded and administered Jointly by the De.
apartment of Child Welfare and the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation within
the I)epartnint of Education, enabled unemployed parents in Appalachlia to be
trained to become foster parents for delinquent youth, This program has proved
successful dluritg fit(, first six months of its operittloh. Tie objectives tire obvious
in that it provides job opportunities for the unemployed and home for youngsters
that cannot stay in their natural homes. This group of underemployed amld un-
employed persons represents a large umntiapid resource iii every state,

(8) Oronp )lomcs.-We now have group hoies for delinquent youth centered
geograplileally in each of our eight administrative areas in the state. These
group homes serve both youth as aln alternative to Institutionalization and youth
returning hone from delinquent facilities. We are now planning to greatly ex-
ipand our group hone program.

(4) lalfwall Hlonao.-A l)rtion of the IAA Grant for "hard.to.place"
youth has resulted in) establishment of halfway houses it both the YNICA and
the YWCA fit Louisville, Kentucky. These halfway houses ire to assist in tile
transition from delinquent facilities to the community and we have high hopes
for their success.

(5l) Alternatire .ehoe Program..-This program, located in Louisville, our
largest urban center and location of the highest number of delinquent commit.
ments, provides an alternative school program for delinquent youth who other.
wise would not be able to attend school, This is another LIAA grant. to the
JAI)ulsVile Board of ,dueation aid with which we cooperate by providing coun-
selors, Referrals from this program come from the school, the courts, and from
facilities returning youth back to th, community. The primllary focus of the pro.
grai is to keel) children out of facilities and to allow then to remain'in it school
program. There were T5 youth enrolled in the alternative school program during
tile last school year and only two or three were Institutionalized.

It seems a))ropriate at tills )ilt to mention what we have found out about
educational achievement and delinquents in Kentucky. The average reading
level for males committed to the Department of Child Welfare last year was 4.Ml7
grade level and for females 5.43. In arithmetic the average male was at the fourth
grade level and tie female at the fifth grade level. Obviously, this is far below
the expected level of the average In.year.olh committed to our De)artment. It
takes little imagination to draw the Imnplications of low achievement upon a
person'ss life and the failure of our educational system to provide education
earning oplixrttunitles for all children.

(0) Jut,mnilo Deft der Prograin.-This program Is a project to provide legatl
assistance to juveniles, as well as social services, through volunteers and students
In 17 central Kentucky counties. During the past twenty months the Defender
Program provided legal assistance to 280 children. Of these. 175 were placed on
probation : 14 committed as delinquents : 00 had charges dismissed with only one
held to the grand jury. These facts indicate a very successful program. Funds
originally came from HEW and it is my understandiA that the project will be
refunded by the same organization. I might add that because of the federal
bureaucracy, red tape, buck.passing and general Indifference to the rights of
indigent people, particularly poor kids in juvenile court, it was difficult to find
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a place that would even consider funding, I was somewhat involved In trying to
locate a funding source for the Defender Program and, believe me, it was a
perfect example of fragmentation at the federal level. I want to emphasize the
Importance of adequate legal services to children appearing in Juvenile court.
I hope S. 3148 would correct the problem.

As a result of increased utilization of federal funds under Title IV-A of the
Social Services Act of 1007, we have managed to almost double our staff in the
community during the pamSt 18 months.

In addition to specific programs mentioned, I want to emphasize three other
(levelo)mnts:

A. We are attempting to establish within state structure an opportunity for
citizells at county level to solve their own problems, We are attempting to deal
will more complex issmus that [ einumierted earlier as causal factors of delia.
qusecy, Through tie (oimnili11iit lies rcs I)eevlopmont program, we are assist.
I ng ('onnuities it organizing g (,O'1inittees to hell) resolve problems of children,
We are encouraghig these committee to set their own priorities and then go
about the bulliless of tln(lling solutions.

11. We recently (establlshed a Research Unit to begin evaluating and research.
ing what we are doing. Research and evaluation are sadly.lacking In Kentucky.

C. We are rapidly iplhlmenting a volunteer program so that persms can
becomel Ivolved In (lirect services to children and families. At the present time
over 300 volunters are directly Involved with children and families.

Finally. with rlgrnrd to progrnnls, I want to Ilention cost of services to d(illn.
,iu(mit (,hlhlret I ll Kentucky. 'lil n('rgo cost for k,pling a delinquent elhil(d li
a facility Is $0,6l( l per year with i a avorag, stay of 54i months, The iimual cost
of a chl Il it foster hoie Is $1,114 and1( n group hoie, $3,.00. The a verag( cost of
a child on l robllh is $575.

It Is more (enonical, better treatmllt , and i the ma i a hitter system of J1n.
tice for it youngster to stay ii cOimln uity ratli th il it facility.

In or(ler to provide it satisth1(nl idcture of hielimtiqbicy prograins, I muliltt
tilt, fodlowintg: ('oinnlitients to (Ihlinqluent fatcllitihs have decreased at it rt, of
about, 15 percent. the last two years ilid our rillvism neti, has d(erotd by
about the sitnew lxsr(eit. Probat lommary services liiv, iln'r.i-ietl by about 20 lxrellt.
I slioUl(Liteitioil that 38 lxr('emlt of o0111 ('Oilillitllellts to (hliillu(ltt fa(illtlo were
for (.hdl(I.stat, s offises: .1 Iwrcemit for crimes tglst. proistrly, amd S i recent
for crliles oIgllist Ix-oplh,

InI suilnmary, we helie0ve faics In dllltteb moin' progress Is being miadel Ili Ken.
tucky, but w) much remis undon(.

livenn this staftltory, philosolhhii, anid sittistial backdrop, wt- have Just re.
ently imeeit able to gaill ti lIIsage (of SOlli iindma rk proce(hlural tll(l trea tilleilt,
legislation rel ig to Juv h(,lie court in Kentwtky. 'rlhe 19172 Kettiteky (enotl
Aembillbly Is to l, 'oigmttlthtued for this effort.. A molid grouidwork ham liem h Id
for the implil('miillttttloll of progrimiS andl(1 Ioro(1dui's whilh should remlt l inime
sorloux iroad itolt) tle lhrolhleits of (hdlliqui(y li Kelt lky,

Trhllse htxv aro not so mlulch sigiiihn lit, for t ile emiulliei t ion of till, constttlolilt
lproteetons which tlilv (,omita lll, but rlietr for tile total (coltext i which tles
rights ore set. forth. 'I, MIlls wtr(' (Irafted so tliat th i mot lroinisiiig andi(1 pro-
greslve ('hll(ren's progrinsm (,oul i, iplemtted to se~rvb the emils inteldtd by
the propoxe(I, anlld Ili% vimt't, hgislittio. Thi bills d not simply olluitmeite
rights sinila r to tlhwe lproIpo-d Il . 31-18, nor so they (onsih(r lpr(w(ldural mat.
ters alone., Itatlr, th, inldlicatllons of th( lprme(lural ipr'otei'tlmis timd indhfllec
tre used as the eiit of (hliitrltlre for the special way Ii which tilt, I)r(xwIural
(letaill ar set, forlh, We think this Is some of the most progresiv, Juvenile court t
legislation li thie entire country. We 1 Iltd to eXloit It. filly On bhlialf of the
clillrn we serve,

Thls recently Iassed lesgimlation iprovihe a full rllllgP of colNsti ltiollfli 1
pIroe(lural rights for ('hillren before Juvenle court, Thes rights d(eal with the
Juvenile Justlhe system from al)hlprelilisiloli, (h(it lon lli(d holtrimlg through alplpal
iand(i the exlnglmemi,. of records,

Three of our niew laws deal dlirtstly with provision s set. forth In H. 3148. We
now have, law minllar to that lprolx)sed by motion 2(1 of M. 3148. It Is a simple
fact that a lot, of children ore, dletained without ca nti nd that mine sort. of hiari
ing should be lheld to secure tile rehl'im' of thleme M'lmhlrem. Thi isx one of the
most mbutled areas of the, Juvenile Justice systmn and11 (' reful safeguards must be
erected to prot(,(t cllildren front the mlhe('k(l tse of official lower. Too often
children are detained sihply for being children.
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Our tato law IN very gool is It Is written, but the money needed to provide
aitternitveN required by legisitlol Is not.. Funld proloSed by S. 3148 coull be
i1sd to remedy the scandal of Jailed children, not only in Kentucky but across the
nation. We come front a ptr state and most of tht' JOIN are antiquatedi hell'holes
where no one sh1oul bt kept. Nevprtielehi, for lack of something Is'tter, they
are ustd and children frequently liolultite the'n. This Is not In the best interest
of anyone.

While we were coaceied with Neeklng a guarantee of the rights which have
been ti law of the land lit least nIWe' 19107 and tile Mupreile Court decision of
In ro (ault, we were more conecri l with the implications of such hlaw.

'Jho observance of proper lifeguard ban tile dual effect of determining those
children who ned iittetion froin the cou't tiid serviceN Ott the (iNIosal of the
court, while at tit, atme time weeding out thomxe cimes which (do not belong before
tite Court it tell, ChIldlrel whose riglits tare l'otected are miieuhi more ipeuablo
to treatment thin those who have been arbitrarily and sunninrily found delia.
(lunit Iill MORIe H1ati i'iXo'e(lltg. No fie Is going to reNpond to it program If ho
bellovem lie hotiuldlt lie thlen' rin tile irnt llie.

Our legIslitIon results lii tlchnlques of delinquency previt ltoll ind treattment
living directed tit. (,lilldreii properly found dellnlUiet by Imi cotirt, whl, otlier
calSes arN sCre'l'l it fi lite foriil process for attention if til, local, commltntilty
reour('e lvl,. Thi lllpiittioum for thil, I lie t'to of strlitm ofT'id'i's Is tretl('nduOlS.
No longer will tlit, uttt or unw ilitil chld In, lumped with tle rapist and called
lelihitit'iit. Anotlir lilcp of legisliition lso deals withi tills problemt by pro.
hilllitig the Ilnt lttlonltil llhilln or trct lictl of (leliiliutmiits with non'delinquents,
'l'lie overall llirust IN lit ilte dev(Slollllbltit of btel remonr, it) hliindle thiest prob.
Wills. Thilt stilt (l111 tiSsu1tt tit -I' slionmllillty for tei sei'itus offelndr, but the
loclil t'tllltiiillIt's, iWi colilultio Mt l k with t alt' Httit(', vint be t soli' lie probltlal Of
tile mliiol' offender ov Irolehil thlh. u)t, lieu' legislaetion will rI'I'rlit tis to tike
serious stelim it tihis llrl at,onh Your IrOliotetd legislation, fully ll inlcord with
what we liive desmeiiii'd a lmoit Kentticky, seliks iI coordination of prog'iaiming
a adtireetion il tile sNutmil Ileitt'rs upon whIvh we hvp e'o boldly elatlirketi. It. IN
oiily fiuir to siy that tlit funds pi'oiosed by S, 3148 would lhilli make- inuellh of
this it reality,

it lidllthion to 1ilts Iiit'ilolled hlre, Ket ltucky hais given children the stbo
Iglhts to IIllpetil possessed by adults, I lerptofore, children li( it vague right to
al)liltl In otille csls. 'rills was suliJet to thit dk 'rtlion of Ill, court to which
flieilpilal Wits taken. Finally, it hiw was pliss'ed which will allow a child to live
Ills or her Juvenile r'eori willed out If c'ertaiii rt'iisonbiile statutory require-
lill'ts ('il1 ie lle, Tilt, llgl ve intlut-ee of Niii'lh records cliliot li overstated
Ile(,iluts whll they iexst tihpy con comlie itt('k to haintit aipersoni at tImes II places
so remote from youth ius to ite ridihuloius. Fir' sonl' rmitoii, h '11bts of society, unlike
silas agoInlifst (Ilo, Iar sellom forgiven,

'Tlhem' tlii bills i-It it flie very iwiet of tih l'rolit'tiis il juvellth' (ourt. They
st rnss r'msoltlt ica of IIt b lst lit It-l'ist v'eltili('i lli'd 11lid hIe'i t ofe|illlt 1 eel
IoNSlh i'lt. Tey itt,( (' li lllitliy rt'.il iilsibll f (i'll 'ini unity proilenms, T'1 hymily. thalt If Ihl volil' Il1tlst Ili- InIvotVlve 011hilith. ]p'oveI'S will he ll- llmervil| s4o thalt

If set' ttt'itlioll is Itvi''l il lif' iif lie' tri'ih, It will Iii' Wiernmint(ld. Tliey
I'rovilt thiat tr 'e'iii t for si ii- i ls o hri-ndlr will Ilie dl, relct ht Il it'11 a lollte aild

Iliit I1.10t1141'llIli wcti4 WIll I , iltalt with1 s'laritteiy. 'rliy provide, Ili shirt, tiilit
flit te''i "llItqln'4tt'y" will b,11 iii i''ltitl ]eIiit ll'ky iill(] th lh Ilh offende(hhr will

si, it tl fi'e ito tit', Itot.e ifl'it t'i' oci' oittlis orrfleptl'' o1' ilillity utivlliteil ('hild.
Out' llW h'islitit thiltt Just I)lIISNed In lKelnttl'ky m'iirt'1i'tits all littellpt ti

Ittulrlolitp1, iIIoiK with tIlie (ellimstitilt I Irtethi ns, ftic- bist thinkitig lit ho
area (if tJvtilt, Jult 5, yi(il. Our h'islittloii was writ ten tio allow tit'% use of
illt (lvi'teppllo'hies for detaltiic wit hi liIrobletms liIt Juventle court , We have
attllie it footlholhl I teil- filttu' wil thIfs lliw h'lgisilloll, lit ha11vel helm left to

titlP' oviW creativity I to Ilit- programs w will lhviil' a ad1 IMh'e 1 tlie w' will uise
to citrry cilut tlit Inteqnlli ofi lit tgiNlltlii. 'Tlii l'olsionis of . 31.t1 call for
iw law iim tidt U ills to rl'ogiramihis Se't fo'th slie'ell lly ill il, it'lll, Most It1.
lortiltly S, 1, :1o1 hatm futntds t ii futiekup ilt, proig'iamis It calls fi'. Molti'y IN iiei'pwitrv, stll] I4 fill Its Kehlti'ky Is eotl('eled, web ll iii ym , hitIt'gtshtive f'ameworkt

wlih'll will allow 1It to tahe full tdvilltlige of K, 31.18,

Seintol' J},\'I1, Now', oulr 11ext WitI(,jss this iiftemlooll is St('p)]ell
Porter, tile exe(tive director of tile Louisv'ille and jelversl CoutyCrlimle (Commnission.
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN T. PORTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON COUNTY CRIME COMMISSIONER,
ZOUISVILLE, KY.

Mr. Porter, you have been a very patient soul here, and I Apologize
for the hour. These problems that we have been dealing with are
complex, and the witnesses have had such significant experiences that
I just have not been able to resist asking questions to benefit from thatexperience,Mr. Poj=.n. Mr. Chairman it's a real pleasure to be here, and there

are certain advantages to being last on the program, First of all, I
would like to say that it is a pleasure to be here because of Senator
Cook's presence on this subcommittee, being the Senator not only
from my State but also from my home county. As a matter of fact,
Senator Cook was instrumental in 167 in forming the crime com-
mission that I work for. I have a great deal of gratitude for his
efforts.

It is also, and this is not on the subject of Senate bill 8148, but
it is a great pleasure to be here before this subcommittee because of
the woi'k the subcommittee iias done in the area of gun control. Our
commission has supported strong gun control legislation in T.duisville,
and we have passed an ordinance in the city of Louisville 2 years ago
that has hadi a great effect on reducing the rate of violent crime and
crimes with guns in our community. But there are many loopholes
and I think that the Saturday night special legislation will help fill
some of those loopholes. And I would like to congratulate the chairman
on his long and tough stand on this particular issue.

As I said, being the last witness gives me certain advantages. I
don't believe that I need to present a large amount of statistical data,
I believe that over the last 2 days there have been statistics from
various people, and I believe that mine would be just superfluous
possibly. They are contained in the written record, however.

I think also that there are many solutions that have been talked
about, things that are happening in Ohio, things that are happening
in Kentucky. I don't t hinkf that I really need to talk anymore about
those at this particular time,

What I would like to do is look at the act itself and look at. some of
the specific titles in the act, because I think I can agree with the testi-
mony that. has c'ome before that there is a need for til Federal Govern-
nietnt to a. 1111d to act, (cistively in the arten. of juvenile delinquency,
and it has not done so thus far. I think that, many of the suggestions
as far as programs, and the prograslls that, were suggested in this bill,
IWO the typs of programs that we should be looking for. The 7-peo-
(,ent liniiation that is Contained in this hill for community treatment
)rogramiis, this is what, we need to be looking for, I think we probably

all agree on this, So, I would like to look itt some of the specific tit-lea
of the bill.

First of all, in title 1, this is, of course the setion that deals with
certain gutrantes in the Federal district courts. I think that these
guarantees are very good. For the most part, in the district courts ill

wietucky tleso irel , n put into practice right now, as a matter of
court lpratliee anid not. as a matter of statute possibly, but court prac-
tice. But I think it would be good to pu.t theso in as statutory protec-
tions and not something that is just the whim of it particular judge.
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One thing that we should remember about these though is that the
Federal juvenile system is really a very small system. In the western
district of Kentucky which covers aboui half of the State of Kentucky
them are only about 50 juvenile cases per year. Whereas in the local
and State courts in f hat same period of time there will be over 10,000
juvenile cases. So we can make improvements in the Federal courts and
the Federal rehabilitation system tll we want to, and you are not really
going to get to the gut issue. I believe that title V of this act does get
to the heart of the imue, and that is helping local and State govern-
ment solve the problem.

Senator 3.%Yjt. The role of tio Federal Goverinment in providing
standards for juvenile Justice is to try to provide an exalnple for the
local colmmunities and thlo States to upgrade their standards of justice.

You loint, out correctly though, that most juveniles are dealt with in
their local courts.

Mr. Poitnrit. Right, the whole crime problem, bIsicully the action is
ti the local level. Tlio Federal (lovernmi ent, lias bei working in guln
Control, organized crime, drug traffic. But the real everv (lay action is
at the hxo'Ial level, and the l6wal l)olicm and Sttte police "have thatre z xosib ilit v, 

0creator IBylt. Even in the area of gun control, we had a ver-y well

intentioned aniendmiient yesterday, we were oiuig to make it, a i federal
critne for carrying it concealed swealpoll. Ifel, mily filrtt relletioll was
that if 32 States now make it, it erine to carry it concealed Weal)ol
without it license, and 18 m11ake it it violation ih the State to c'r'ry a
concealed wal)on because you can't buyt a license in 18 States, if these
laws aren't enlfolce.d, how can1 w, elfOrcet lieli at the Federal level?
Doesn't law enforcement at thp local level have to he improved?

Mr. Powrrlt. Right.
Senator AYJlI. I don't want to shiirk responsibility but I think that

the Federal Governnent needs to provide the tools, resources, incen.
tives, and perhaps the leadership and guidance, so the local community
can do the job. That's where the action is.

Mr. PoRTER. Yes, sim'. I think title II with its statutory protections
an(d title III with the standards that would be set, up, that these can be
a model for local government.

Now, for-some reason, and I think it is a good reason probably, many
local governments and State governments will look to the Vederal
statute, to the Federal procedure, and say well, why don't we do it'the
way they have done it? Of course, some people might react the op.-
poite. But generally speaking I think we can rely on some of the
Federal legislation, Federal standards. We certainly do at our level.
It is a goo5l thing for us to be able to point to the President's Crime
Commission report studies and say they have said this. Or to point to
the Commission on civil disorders, or others, those who have made
good recommendations.

So, I think title II and title III and also title VI with the National
Institute, can provide this kind of leadership.

Title IV, with the National Office, I think can also provide the co-
ordination that is necessary in this country and in the Federal pro-
grams esl)ecially, because, as you have pointed out in your remarks
when you were introducing this bill, there are at least five, major Fed-
eral departments that have a major interest in juvenile delinquency
programs, and there are other departments who have smaller programs
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in the area of delinquency, either prevention or rehabilitation. And I
think that it is necessary'for there to he one place in Washington and
possibly with regional offices, that one could go to find out: here is the
program we want. how can we fund it. This is very difficult for us, and
Will put some of the blame on myself here in our area of concern.
Because ou" agency deals almost exclusively with LEAA money, with
the Crime Controf Act money, because this, of course, is where our
funds come from first of ill so we have some obligations there, and we
have a limited staff so we have to spend most of our time on that, And I
think that we should spelld tnore time looking into what flEW has,
and what HIU!) ]hs, 114d other depai'tmients. 'Tle Department of labor
might help. WVe' just haven't been able to though. If we had it national
office for juvenile justice and delinquency prevention, possil)ly we could
go to them and make tlwem tell us. and th'ey could keep us informed.

I would like to talk a little bit aI)bot t ilh V. This is the heart of
the bill because it would hel P local mid Stite governtiient. I umleri tnd
that in the past you. with some other Senators, Mr. ('hairman, have
tried to make this pa11ieular title or something' siniihilr to it a part of
the Crime control act, through anieii(hie(nts, Possibly (,r'eat ing some-
thing like the part E funds ot, orrectiou, which aiot her uembei' of
this subCoimMittee had a1 great hand in.

I llieve that my choice would be that this ty)o of funding. and
this amount of funding. aid I might say that tle atitount is very at-
tractive in this title, my choice would 6e that it should go through
the LEAA process. I understand that there are (liflculties in getting
that through the Semite aid tile I ouse, but the realsoil I say that-

SeItnator BAYI. I Hill 1ot HS COn'rnl(ed 1Ii)oiit getting it through the
House ind the Senate as I am111 about getting it itito your h1nds ill
the kinid of program that we want 1) provide, in this hill:

Mr. noit'i,:i. Yes, si'. Ad I tllii k this is a phae. where we in Keln-
tueky have had tliayle a better pvXlieace t n1 soie (llie' states.
I know of the ('o nt'oveisy a! out I. .A tIow, the NMotllgan subeotn-
niitee report, 111(1-I Senator ]L%-u. ,Just tike tl. Monaigat siuxloinliittev, out of it,
please. Ixeause I don t want to get involved in tlose 't'iti'ismus when T
iven't had i chamice to study t1hem. But the faet of the matter is that

LEAA officials, admits that half of the crimes are committed by
youngsters still in their teens, mid yet less than 20 percent of the LEAA
moneys are directed at the problem of juveniles.

While there are a large amount of funds directly under LEAA
delinquency programs have to compete with ill of the other tradition
agencies o law enforcement for those dollars, In most States the
delinquency prevention programs have been losing out to other law
enforcement prove rams.

Mr. Pormr This is why I (an speak front my experience in Louis-
ville in Kentucky, and I feel that if this money were channeled through
our 9tate l)lamiinmg affetl, through the .EHAA branch, in effect, that
it would be spent is f iolleve the chatrtirian wlnts it to be spent In the
area of delinquency prevention programs, We have had over 20 per-
cent go into deliin q uency prevention.Senator BYJ, But have you had 50 percent ?

Mr. PORTER. No.
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Senator BAYJI. Well, if you are typical, maybe you are not typical
in Kentucky, and I am not at all belittling the useful ways some of
the LEAA funds are spent, such as to increase professionalism in tile
police force.

But I. as a Member of the Senate. have a greater responsibility
than nnyb(ly to deal with the 'oblem of juveniles and to try to
prevent vongstmrs from becoming hardened criminals. I have to take.
a very critical look at the way the LEAA funds have beein spent as
fllr as accolmplishing that purpose is ('on(,erned. beenuse the' are
spending less thn half of tih, Money that they ought to be spIedinlg
to try to lpievealt younger people fr'om Ie('omiulag rlilinl, weald
mnuh rather keep ihe yoNngstel in the, home, dealing with their l1'ob*
les when thly first ovuil.', rather than trying to find a way to put
them away in tsom loil, State, or ledevlinstitution. I am sure you
shmiim that goal,

Mr. Poitnit, Yes, T do, 'lhis is th, same type feeling I belh('ve in
lart E: Thuit LEAA was not putting moumey into ,orlreet ions as they
should. So this was added on with til, specific am1nount of how lnch
shollid be put into 'OlI'(,('tioli5,

My feeling about. the, LEAA progi1111 in gtenerlal is that C'ongress
should control what thev do, ('ongress should force them to do some-
thing In certain a1eas, if ('ongivss hams that desi me. Anad if that (,an
be done through nm ndlmuelits to the ilet, thei that would be my par-
ticulal )refell(e because of ou11 x.l)el' ienes inl Kentleky. If Colngress
cannot do that or if LEA A is not, responsive to it, then I think it
sho1d bV (11one as is pr1Oposll.d in this )arti 'u la act,

Selliatol' K%YII, '1 i' ll('t is WeV. lly shnouldn't lla 'o tlIt, feeling of
ComlX'tition, Ix'cusle 1 think there arme m van vwa vs ill which t traditional
law en forcement aigen'tie lived to 1N, nmadlre ot l''efetive Innd letter'
I)h, to l)rot'(', soviet v.

Ill foltnately. delinqIuvey event ion prog-rlms havmi't lhad nhli
)ig politihal vilt. So, whit we 111-0 tvi uig to (10 is sA0hum hte inteVests

in some of t hl volmteri. and cit zeln groups iack Wllonm so that they
('vl Its(, thlr power to ,h.mige till al' onnt of iew tax (ohl'rs that ate
h1eing s5'intoi tieS' iml)Ortant pievenitiou l)rogrm'is,

Blt excuise nn, for interrupting. 1 am sure we are after the same
goal.

Mr. 13o1.31. Yes: I think we are, and again all I can say is that
ou' experience in Kentucky has b,en good within the State of Ken-
tucky. 11t I am fully aware, I keep in touch through various organi-
zations that the, problem is nationwide with the LEAA program.

One feature of title V that I would like to see added to it, whether
it would be put in under LHAA or kept within the structh'e of this
bill, is that there should be some guarantee within the title that the
funds would be channeled to those areas of a State that have the
serious juvenile defin(iue(e'y )rob lem. This is a feature that has been
added to the LIAA hill, I believe that this guarantee should be put
in here. I don't think it should be an absolute pereentage, guarantee,
necessarily, ut I think that there should he some langlge that, makes
it dear tile intent of Congress is to get this money to where the ma-
jority of the juvenile (e'lin(juency is.

Senator B]wmr. That point is wiell taken.

84-522 0-73-24)
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Mr. PORTFJL. In Jefferson County we have one-third of the juvenile
arrests in the State of Kentucky. In some other States in the urban
areas they will have fin even larger number. And Bill Ryan testified
in one place in his testimony, he said that, the Department of Child
Welfare does not serve five of the counties in Kentucky for certain
probation services. Our county is one of those counties. We provide
out of local funds in our county all probation services to juveniles
and all detention and treatment services for juveniles, When we send
a child to an institution, 90 percent of the time hio is going to an insti.
tution in Jefferson County. We, too, do not have and do not want to
have large institutions, We want to have the small ones, And we are
working on group homes, and, of course, ideally, treatment in the
home situation.

But I believe there should be some gArantee that this will go to
those areas of the country where there is the terrific juvenile delii.
queney problem, And again,getting back to the item which you said
before, maybe a little hit o the track, about the money going to
ageii('ies w re th ere is a lot more of political plow, one o the object.
tions that I hale hod to some of the almendm(,nts that have been pro.
posed through the LEAA Act, that, the large cities as geographic areas
get. ia certain lerentage of the money. That money would all end u)
going to the )olice bea('lUse l)asi(ally that is the, major resnl)sil)ility that
the police have,

I elinquenyv and prOvention and courts and corrections, are usually
either on thv State level or on a countrywide level. In our case it is ol
the county level. So, I believe this money should go, in our case, to
(omity goven'leIIOnts,

Another feature of the bill, I mentioned it before, the 7T percent
figure, I feel is very good. Again, to show the will of Congress that
treatment 1(and prevention is what this money should go to, and not
building large institutions.

Another area in title V that I would like to see added, in section
A03 subsection 10, there is a list of certain type of programs. This is
not a limiting list, but, a list, that could be added to, Andl I would like
to see a(ld(ed specifically in there, volunteer programs. I think that
volunteer programs have great, merit, and many programs are mix-
tures of volunteer and professional staff. We are funding vith LEAA
funds in Jefferson County the big brothers program which ha8 now
matched up over 100 youngsters with over 100 big brothers; they are
now expanding into a big sisters program, And the big brothers in
Louisville are expanding into several other urban areas in Kentucky
to help them form big brothers organizations with LEAA money.

Volunteer programs can be i great help, We also have volunteer
probation officers in our social services department in our county, And
we are, I think, getting some real success out of it, It is really to early
to evaluate specifically but I think that as a suggestion this might
be added in that list, that volunteer prografhs might, receive some
priority .

Senrator BAY. I think that is another great suggestion.
Mr. POnTF:n. One other thing that is not really a further suggestion,

but something that vou had asked before in the previous testifvinr. the
area, of schols and 'how early can these people be identified. I think
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we must face the reality that for some children, unfortunately, the
strongest influence in their lives, beside their own peel group pres-
sure, is in the school. And we must be sure that this influence is posi-
tive, not negative. Too often the antisocial child comes hated and un-
wanted in thi, school situation. The role of the school system as a social-
ization process is probablyy more important today than its purely edu-
cationa[ role. And I think we must recognize this. I think the schools
have got to recognize this. They have got to change some of their atti-
tudes about the fact that if a hiild is not doing well in the three R's
then they ought to try to get rid of him, or something else. I think
the Y program that the young ladies were involved in it is a good
eXample of where the school worked with another community orga-
nizat ion to provide the community treatment service in conjunction
with the school. And I think the schools should take this responsibil-
ity, and I think the emphasis in this bill might enable them to do that.
Because I feel strongly, and lsychologists in our county who have
worked in this situation, psychologists both within and without, tle
school system, say, as someone else mentioned that kids in grades one,
two, and three can be identified very, very easily, and very quickly,
really as to potential problems in the future.

Now, I don't think it is always a good idea to label a child as a delin-
quent and put him onl some type of subpedestal. and cause him to feel
unwanted or labeled but I think that these Children ean be helped and
should be helped at an early age. And I think that the schools should
take the prime responsibility r1 that. Our school system in Louisville
is doing that. Unfortunately, the county school system is not quite
ineasuling up.

I believe that those were the major points that I wanted to make
because I looked at, the bill as a bill, and I think being last, the point
about why we should do this and why the Federal Government should
make a strong effort were well made, and I didn't think I needed to get
into that anymore.

Senator BAit. N Well, your statement we will put in the record as if
you have given it, and ten we will add to it, the important part that
you emphasized. I hope that I didn't come down too hard on you on
this LFAA business.

Mr. PoRTER. No: I fully realize the probleims in many other States,
and I think the Kentucky has eIn at good example amid'I hope that we
will continue to be. Apil, its I mi. my preference would be that it
mil ht come through the existing LEAA structure. If LIEAA is not
willing to take that responsibility, if it is not willing to move in tile
direction that. congresss wants it io, then I think (oigr('ss should fild
some other method.

Senator BMYIi. Well, I must, say T afI)lreehite very muc11h the fact
that you have taken the time to I;e with us, Mr, Porter, and I hope
we can continue to call on you a you continue your work in IA~misville.

From what. I observed and heard here today, I think what all of
you are doing in Kentucky in this area of dealing with juvenile prob-
loins can really serve as an excellent example for the States. I hope
we can use your experience to help us pass this national bill and to
prod some 6f the other States who are not moving quite as rapidly
as you are to benefit from your enlightened approach.
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And I thank you Mr. Ryan, and the other gentleman, for taking
your time. I know you are all busy, 1111 this has beeil v'ery helpful to
us, and some of the most valuable testimony which we have had today.

mr, PormT.c, ''hank you, Mr. Chairman.
(M r. Porter's prepalred statement is As-follows:)

PrI'AmmI TBTIMONY ON M. 3148, in' STF.NI'II' T. 'ORTE, Ex':'UTTvi 1)zuCrTOR,
LoUvisvi.r. AND Jirvnso. COUNTY CRIXIN COMMISSION, LOUI5'LUx , KY.,
JUNE 28, 1072
Mr, Chairman, meilbers of the mulvominittee, and Indles andi gentlemen, It Is

It great pleasure and honor for fli to testify Iefore you today. I aim 'eially
pleased to ttlfy before this Subcommittee ltnume enator Marlow W. Cook is
not oily the senator from ly home tate but Is it fellow resident of my honor
coun1 ty of JefferSonh Iln fact, Senator Cook, while serving as JTfferson County
Judge, was instrumental i the formation of our Commission in 11117, It is wfith
great gratitude to his foresight find acti it working (oin the problem of erimo
at the loeal le vel that I iliiwiAr tolay before this ulbeonmmittee.

It is an AdllditIAl p1lelasure to appear before r is particular suhcomilitle'
ibecusUe of the excellent work that this group hu1ms done, under tlit# leadership of
Senator Bayli, In the 'ontroversial area of gItII control, I wislh to a(( illy Voice
to those who have suliporrei the important and neeMssary ineasure (if ellninat.
lag the non.sporlhlg handgun, the ''Saturday night mplciall", front I, shelves
and display eases of our nmllon's stores. We have, i lhe City of Louisville, n
strong firearms ordinlo that him been effective it redlcig the amount of
Vitletlt crine in our c ity But we must have tlhe mulpilrt Iind coolpertition of the
federal government to close the many loopholes that ext, , I ask you to give us
at tlhe IOc(Ia level thilt sUpport. and operationn by e(miItiig stringent federal
fl ra rms cont roles ,

I have strayed from the subject tit hand for too long now, so let tilt, get to
th' proposed Jttvenlh, Justice aniid l)elinqueney Preventtlon Act of 11972. 1 intend
to discuss tie Act title by tleh, but It Is first neessary to cstalblisli the need for
the federal government to isolit, the problem of delltlu'mcy and treat it as a
mAJdor oeiAl immue Aftetlng the quality of life i our ntin ,

The Uniform Criln, lelport, put out yearly by the Federal Bureau of l ives.
tlgation, shows us the seriousness of tilh' juvelle itnd yonlg offitbd|'rs problem.
lit 1970, nearly lilf of the airrests for strlos c'rims lit his nItt ion were,.,of
persons tinder 18. 'f'lint peret.litge rises to (13 w when lhe years 18 through 21
art' Ichluded: and when arrested persons tinder tie age of 25 art considered,
we find that 71% of INle al'rosts foir lsrious trltis are coitined lit Ill category.
Them persons betwePi 1 i id '1S Are ('ctainly tile, Ip'rduc, t f a system of
Juveutib1, justlel' th Ires t allid Il ill' ist. Jt3,,ille t4l yI llh cnlrme Is aIso ia
growing problem i I his ntatin, IFitmt Ilt (hea(,i IIHl I t through 111T0, jt ,tlnl,
a rrt'sts for violent t'rlilt'is I, nreim.ed 1(17h whIli arrests or mrions itithier the,
age of 1 for the I riperly critnis roms, 819%. oth of i hi'ms stilItlihs art' iu'h
hlighir thian the site treinds fo' adults,

It lie 'ity oif Jmisvilli hi 19)70, persons utidcr thit' age of 21 tuoiiulted for
the following ( e' 'wi'ntimges of serious trihle it rrestm:

f2O, of tilt, robbery arrests,
(r% of li burglary tltrests.
10%. of Ilhw lar ',Iy arrestts.
851% of it, iltii the-ft url''stm,
lIt lie ("ity of , tisvillh,, -I'l" of th(i lr'i-tms for serious erli(,s ilt arrelsts of

pl'rsmis under I years if lig'. IIt suhblutrbinl ,Teffl''istl (",lllly, the pirobitin is
e('ltt liore frighb',ilong hteuiAts, it IIlv' greit tei increase. III 1li di''ttt, of 1001
through I1070, stibtlrllal ,felenrmoln ('outy, outside i he ('liy of Tloulsvillt, itw
it 171l/ ilnreae il the ltlibcr of i rrulis io perstls tinr 1N ,

Also signi lea t Ill sAtrilgit lilt ,'xi tnt oif flit, 'ishlill Is the viebw wi hli
fl' ienlhe of the (,ittunity liave' ,'onct'rmi, g ili b i''tl. It Is laccluralt, to
state thill the ileohiC of L.ollisville ail *Jil'l'erst lm (".tait y art' highly concerned.
A recent survey fIlhe ialthit itde of flit bhIk atnd whilt 'omtlntiti h lh t Louils.
villh. showmd thatt'iln the Ihlack ,,ommmnilt 1, 3f'i of tht lipople viw juvtiiih,
delinqtency ias their nutbt'r onoi, 'oroblme- -mo''re Ihiman ny othe-r problem. In ti!h
whlte community. 30/ of li,, l'olile regtrdud It as their most lrilssing problems.
The joint problems of crint, Juvenile dtelinquienicy Alid drugs wero shown to be
by far the most Important problems in the minds of tiue respondents to lhe

. . 0
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survey. Despite the continued interest in such social problems as the war In
Vietnam, the economy, ecology and others, it is my opinion that the number one
personal concern of the large majority of persons in the nation is the problem
of crime and delinquency.

I think it is evident from the above statistics and comments that the problem
of delinquency is worthy of serious concern and action by the Congress. Indeed,
the existence of this Subcommittee is evidence of that concern, and tile passage
of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act of 19068 and its exten-
sions is evidence of some limited action. Additionally, funds authorized under
the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968 and its extensions have been used for
delinquency programs. But maybe the time has come for a separate and major
commitment to the delinquency lrObliiem. Some of the basic elements of that
commitment are contained in the Act we are discussing today. But we must
be careful not to destroy those elements by either losing them in existing
bureaucracy or by creating an minecessary dulication.

With that admonition in mind, let me examine the proposed Act title by title.

TITLE I

As is obvious by my previous remarks, I agree completely with the findings
contained in Title I and certainly subscribe to the enumerated purposes of the
Act.

TITLE II

The protections contained in this title are all important and necessary. For
the most part, ill of these are presently being followed as a matter of policy by*
the federal district courts. But it would be an added safeguard if these were
statutory protections. The problem is that no amount of legislation directed at
federal courts will grant protections to the over ninety-nine percent of arrested
juveniles who are processed through local and state law enforcement systems.

The l'nited States )istrlct Court for the Western District of Kentucky aver-
ages only about fifty Juvenile eases in a year while tile local authorities in the
same area will average over 10,0(0 juvenile arrests. As with most crime problems,
imlmovements it the federal criminal Justice system and its dealings with delin-
Qluents will have little impact on the great amount of juvenile crime in the
Nation. Fev fxienl programs (the exceptions would be in tile area of organized
crime, drug traftlliking, firearms laws. and some others) can have a real impact
oil crime in this country unless they serve to Imlrove tile criminal justice sys-
temns at the local level. Of course, Title V attempts to do Just that and I will
discuss that later.

For example, Section 201 attempts to require federal courts to defer to state
courts whimver ls)ssih if a Juvenile is involved. This is fine to make that com-
mand to the federal courts, but who, in turn, will command tihe state courts to
receive the., cases. What does a federal judge do wheni the local Juvenile court
is overcrowded, hunderitaffed or twenty years behind in its llilosoplly? What
(loes a federal judge do whemi a local court breathes a sigh of relief that the "feds
fllnaily caught that kid so we don't have to bother with him anymore"? )oee
a federal Judge sent a juvenile to a local court when that court does not provide
adequate defense, or has antiquated or no detention facilities and places the child
in a county jail? Does he send the( chl to be Judged by a man who Is not even
a lawyer? All of these questions point out again that the real impact be at the
local level. We tire lucky In Jefferson County that most of the above problems
are not serious in our county. We were complying with the (laidt decision long
before the subject of the (ase was ever arrested, thanks to strong leadership ir
the early sixties. But I fear that we may be- exceptional anid, even then, still
have luch rconi for inipmpvemenit.

Section 24 could create seriot practical problems if a federal judge is hold.
lng court In tl area where t here, are no ijmvenille detltio facilities available.
Many local Jurisdictions Just do not provide separate faeillites and probably
would find it fisemilly ilmpsMsilble to do so. Evei Ihe federal court is affected By
local inadequacies in I his case. Again, tile answer is att tile local level.

TITLE III

The creation of a National (1onunission on Standards for Juvenile Justice Is
al excellent idea. Such a Comiission could take the general recommendations
of the President's Crime Commission and expand them into a detailed set of
standards. Federal and state agencies could then use these standards to provide
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aid in planning and in setting priorities in a funding process. A fantastic amount
of work has been done in this area by many agencies, especially such private
agencies as the National Council on Crime and Delinquency and the American
Bar Association through the Institution of Judicial Administration. As a matter
of fact, that institute is presently working on standards under an LEAA grant.
There would still be a need. however, for federal level Commission to add to
and adopt those standards.

TITLE IV

The establishment of an executive level office in the field'of juvenile justice
is certainly an attractive feature of this Act for those of us who see the problem
of delinquency as being the core of the total crime problem. Such importance and
authority is probably deserved by this subject matter. The coordination of federal
juvenile delinquency programs, especially those operated at the local level but
funded with federal money, is an absolute necessity because of the board juris-
dictional lines that delinquency crosses. At least five major federal agencies have
delinquency programs and a high-level coordination is necessary at least for in-
formational purposes and hopefully for evaluative and directional purposes.

TITLE V

Because of my concern for and involvement with the local criminal justice
system, this title seems to be the real heart of this Act. I hope the Chairman, as
author of the bill, will forgive me if I suggest not that the heart be cut out of
the bill but that maybe a transplant is in order here. My suggestion is that this
title should become a part of the Crime Control Act which established the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration. Not long ago, and due largely to the
efforts of a member of this Subcommittee, corrections were given a special spot in
that Act. There is no reason why juvenile justice does not deserve a similar
position.

In light of the current debate over the success of the LEAA program, let me
share with you some of my experiences in Kentucky. Nationally, there has been
great concern that the bulk of LEAA money has been going for equipment, hard-
ware, communications devices and other police-related expenditures. That may
be so. National critics have claimed that corrections ind juvenile programs have
received very small shares of the LEAA pie. In fact, Part E was added to the
Crime Control Act in order to correct that specific problem. This proposed title
seems to reflect a similar concern for juvenile justice. (A major concern that I
have is why nobody has spoken ip for the courts along these same lines.) In
Kentucky, over twenty-one percent of the total LEAA funds received since 1969
have been committed to juvenile problems. The same percentage applies to those
LEAA funds that have come into my home county. In Jefferson County, we have
funded group homes for juveniles, training for teachers, Big Brother4 programs,
community school programs, youth service bureaus, re-entry schools and pro-
bation and after-care services for juveniles. In Kentucky, police programs are
not receiving a strongly disproportionmte share of LEAA funds as in some other
states where sixty, seventy or even more percent is going to police.

For those who have criticized LEAA for these reasons (and I think the criti-
cism is Justified), I would say do not destroy or avoid the program but change it.
The LEAA program can work well and can be progressive, as it is in Kentucky.
However, Congress must insist upon success and must act when improvements
or guidelines are necessary. This is what happened when corrections was singled
out as a new Part E. Maybe juvenile justice should be a new Part F of the Crime
Control Act.

There are those who say that LEAA has failed to bring money into the major
cities, the high-crime areas of the nation. I agree. Again the criticism is not as
valid in Kentucky as it may be elsewhere. But do not destroy LEAA, change it.
Insist that high-crime areas receive an adequate funding level. Along these lines,
it is imperative that this proposed title be amended to provide a guarantee that
local programs will receive a share of the funds proportionate to the amount of
delinquency in the state. Jefferson County accounts for one-third of the juvenile
arrests for serious and other crimes in Kentucky. Treatment programs in our
county should be guaranteed a similar share of any federal funds. This amend.
ment should be added whether the Act continues in its present form or whether
Title V would be switched to LEAA.
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Another reason for switching this title to the LEAA system Is to avoid dupli-
cation of effort, not only at the federal level but at the state level as well. Many
states have developed very sophisticated criminal justice planning capabilities.
New funds should not be brought Into those states in such a manner that might
allow duplication and conflict at the state level.

A major feature of the proposed Act is the restriction providing at least
seventy-five percent of the money available for prevention, diversion and com-
munity treatment for juveniles. This is an outstanding feature of the Act. Pure
prevention programs are difficult to devise but even harder to finance. Federal
money-4s-maoroeasily available after the fact and so is local money. Private, com-
munity-based agencies can probably provide more services for juveniles more
effectively than any large public agency, but yet the public agencies can find
federal or local funds much more easily. These attitudes must shift. Small, per-
sonalized, community programs must be given a fair chance to do their work.
The most difficult task for a juvenile court judge is making a determination
on what to do with a child who needs help. Commission to an institution Is an
undesirable and last-resort solution.

Placing the child back in a poor home with supervision by an overworked,
undertrained probation officers is no more attractive. Alternatives somewhere
Inbetween are absolutely necessary. In our community, many groups are inter-
ested in providing this type of service-Boy Scouts, Big Brothers, Big Sisters,
settlement houses, church groups, Boy's Clubs and others. But money is mneces-
sary. These activities need staff to carry out these services.

Another type of program that is showing great promise In our community is
the use of volunteers as probation officers and counselors. Volunteer help can
give the court an opportunity to provide a one-to-one relationship for many
troubled children. I would think that this concept would deserve a place in Sec-
tion 503, subsection 10 of the Act.

Another type of program that is listed in that subsection is the development
of school delinquency prevention programs. We must face the reality that, for
some children, the strongest influence in their lives, besides peer group pressure, is
the school. We must be sure that this Influence is positive not negative. Too often
the anti-social child becomes hated and unwanted in the school situation. The
role of the school system as a socialization process is probably more important
than its purely educational role. We must recognize that and provide our schools
with the resources to meet this need. It is the emphasis on this type of program
and the others I mentioned that make this title an especially important one.

TITLE VI

The creation of a National Institute for Juvenile Justice has great merit. We
should be careful, however, not to duplicate or confuse the powers of the already
existing National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. An agree.
ment should be reached as to the method of cooperation between the two agencies.
The amount of money proposed in the Act far exceeds the amount available to
NIL, and therefore a stronger commitment to juvenile research could be ex-
pected from the juvenile institute. Very little of NILE's fund has gone to juvenile
research or projects.

One proposed function of the new institute would be to serve as an informa-
tion center for the collection and dissemination of information. This task is not
being performed adequately by LEAA at the present time.

Another important area touched by this title is that of training. In Louisville
and Jefferson County, no training other than on-time-job is being provided for
juvenile workers. We are presently trying to establish a training academy at the
University of Louisville to meet this need. The problem of qualified personnel
at all stages of the criminal justice system is the most serious problem we face,
This emphasis on training in this title could help solve the problem in at least
the juvenile field.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion that young people account for a disproportionate share of
crime is unavoidable. The conclusion that efforts to prevent and control delin-
quency have been disproportionately ,low is equally unavoidable, Let us look
at some of the contributing factors to the first conclusion:

First, Juveniles are apprehended more easily than adults. They are generally
more inexperienced in crime, they are more highly visible, and police powers are
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generally far more flexible in dealing with Juveniles, thereby meaning more
arrests.

Secondly, crimes such as auto theft and burglary are more attractive to a
younger, more agile and aggressive person. The advent of the "Joy-ride" auto
theft clearly demonstrates youthful motivations, not necessarily profit or gain
oriented.

Thirdly, adolescence is a period of considerable turmoil and great social and
psychological adjustment. Young peol)le generally are inclined to react and
rebel against established authority, testing the system to gauge its sincerity ak1d
severity.

Finally, young peol)le tend to have lesser pressures and responsibilities, such
as strong family responsibilitlA, and are therefore more likely to be unrestrainled.

The above factors are not offered to Justify, but merely to enhance under-
standing. We see, therefore, that we are not dealing simply with surface acts
but with deep underlying problems in many, many cases.

Any action that is taken by the federal government must be prepared to deal
with these types of factors and problems, not only financially but attitillinally
as well. For this reason, I can support the type of high-level anm separate agency
concept contained in this Act. My reservations, as previously expressed, fall Into
the realm of prevention of duplication and the assurance of coordinated plan-
ning. If Congress is truly concerned about Juvenile Justice, then it should lii.
pose that concern on the executive branch and see to It that It is carried out.

Senator BAYH. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 4:50 pam. the hearing wna adjourned to be recon-

Veed at the call of the Chair.)



THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1973

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SLUB'hNco -r I'r'EE To IN VESTIGATE JtUVENILE )ELINQUENCY OF

'THE Co.I3II'r'WEE ON TIlE JUDICIARY,
IWashington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 12:15 p.m., in room 2'228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bayh.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith,
research director," B, Elizabeth Marten, personal secretary to the staff
director and chiei counsel; Lance Ringel, assistant clerk; F. Woodman
,Jones, research assistant; and Steven Fox, intern.

Senator BAYJI. We will convene our' hearing this morning.
I will include in the record at this point the subcommittee's enabling

resolution. S. lies. 56, the bill before us todaV, S. 821 and a Copy of my
Congressional Record insert on the introduction of this legislation.

[1he documneits are marked "F,xhibit Nos. 6, 7 and 8" and are as
follows:]

(303)
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EXHIBIT No. 6

93D CONGRESSlsr~ssxz S. RES, 56
[Report No. 93-46]

IN TILE SENATE OF TILE UNITED STATES

J.Au7n.nY 31,1973
Mr. EASTLAND, froni the Committee on the Judiciary, reported the following

resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
trat ion

Fmmru.RY 22,1973

Reported by Mr. C.ANNoN, with amendments

FmmiU.r" 27, 1973
Considered, amended, and agreed to

RESOLUTION
Authorizing additional expenditures by the Committee on the

Judiciary for inquiries and investigations.

1 Rcsolted, That in holding hearings, reporting such bear-

2 ings, and making investigations as authorized by sections

3 134 (a) and 136 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of

4 1946, as amended, and in accordance with its jurisdiction

5 under rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate so far

6 as applicable, the Committee on the Judiciary, or any sub-

7 committee thereof, is authorized from March 1, 1973,

8 through February 28, 1974, for the purposes stated and

9 within the limitations imposed by the following sections, in

19 its discretion (1) to make expenditures from the contingent

11 fund of the Senate, (2) to employ personnel, and (3) with

v-o
*(Star Print)
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1 the prior consent of the Government department or agency

2 concerned and the Committee on Rules and Administra-

3 tion, to use on a reimbursable basis the services or person-

4 nel of any such department or agency.

5 SCO. 2. The Committee on the Judiciary, or any sub-

6 committee thereof, is authorized from March 1, 1973,

7 through February 28, 1974, to expend not to exceed

8 $3,946,800 to examine, investigate, and make a complete

9 'study of any and all matters pertaining to each of the sub-

10 jects set forth below in succeeding sections of this resolution,

11 said funds to be allocated to the respective specific inquiries

12 and to the procurement of the services of individual consult-

13 ants or organizations thereof (as authorized by section 202

14 (i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 194, as

15 amended) in accordance with succeeding sections of this

16 resolution.

17 SEC. 3. Not to exceed $377,800 shall be available for a

18 study or investigation of administrative practice and proce-

19 dure, of whi.h amount not to exceed $3,000 may be expended

20 for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations

21 thereof.

22 SEt. 4. Not to exceed $767,000 shall be available for a

23 study or investigation of antitrust and monopoly, of which

24 amount not to exceed $10,000 may be expended for the

25 procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
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1 SEc. 5. Not to eNceed $239,700 shall be aivailable for a

2 study or investigation of constitutional amendinents, of which

3 amount not to exceed $12,000 may be expended for the

4 procurenment of individual consultants ororganizatiois thereof.

5 SEC. 6. Not to exceed $299,900 shall be available for a

6 study or investigation of constitutional rights, of which

7 amount not to exceed $10,000 may be expended for the

8 procurement of individiial consultants or organizations thereof,

9 SiC. 7. Not to exceed $210,200 shall be available for

10 a study or investigation of criminal laws and procedures.

11 SEC. 8. Not to exceed $14,500 shall be available for a

12 study or investigation of Federal charters, holidays, and

13 celebrations.

14 Sic. 9. Not to exceed $240,000 shall be available for

15 a study or investigation of immigration and naturalization.

16 SiFc. 10. Not to exceed $223,000 shall be available for

17 a study or investigation of improveneWts in judicial mia-

18 chinery.

19 Sic. 11. Not to exceed $532,500 shall be available for

20 a complete and continuing study and investigation of (1)

21 the administration, operation, and enforcementt of the In-

22 temal Security Act of 1950, as amended, (2) the adminis-

23 tration, operation, and enforcmnent of other laws relating

24 to espionage, sabotage, and the protection of the internal

25 security of the United States, and (3) the extent, nature,
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1 and effect of subversive activities in the United States, its

2 territories and possessions, including, but not limited to,

3 espionage, sabotage, and infiltration by persons who are or

4 may be under the domination of the foreign government

5 or organization controlling the world Communist movement

6 or any other movement seeking to overthrow the Govern-

7 ment of the United States by force and violence or otherwise

8 threatening the internal security of the United States. Of such

9 $532,500, not to exceed $3,785 may be expended for the

10 procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

11 Sxc. 12. Not to exceed $335,400 shall be available

12 for a study or investigation of juvenile delinquency, of which

13 amount not to exceed $14,000 may be expended for the

14 procurement of individual consultants or organizations

15 thereof.

16 SIrc. 13. Not to exceed $143,000 shall be available for

17 a study or investigation of patents, trademarks, and copy-

18 rights.

19 S.. 14. Not to exceed $79,000 shall be available for

20 it study or investigation of national penitentiaries, of which

21 amount not to exceed $1,000 may be expended for the

22 procurement of individual consultants or organizations

23 thereof.

24 SEc. 15. Not to exceed $172,500 shall be available for a

25 study or investigation of refugees and escapees, of which
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1 amount not to exceed $2,000 may be expended for the pro-

2 curement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

3 See. 16. Not to exceed $62,300 shall be available for

4 a sildy or investigation of revision and codification.

5 Sic. 17. Not to exceed $250,000 shall lie available for

6 a study or investigation of separation of powers between

7 the executive, judicial, and legislative branches of (lovern-

8 ment, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be

9 expended for the procurement of individual consultants or

10 organizations thereof.

11 SE1;C. 18. The committee shall report, its findings, to-

12 gether with such recommendations for legislation as it deems

n advisable with respect to each study or investigation for

14 which -expenditure is authorized by this resolution, to the

15 Senate at the earliest practicable date, but not later than

16 February 28, 1974.

17 Sic. 19. Expenses of the committee tinder this resolu-

18 tion shall be paid front the contingent fund of the Senate

19 upon wo'uehers approved by tie chairnan of the committee.
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EXHIBIT No. 7

93D CONGRESS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRUARY S. 1973
Mr. B.Kvi ( for himself 1nd Mr. (' mx) introduced the folowing lill; witii wms

read twice wid referred to the Committee on the Juiiery

A BILL
To iniprve the quality of juvenih, justirt, ill tlit' lited states

mitd to provide a (.onmprehclsive, coordintted approach to
the p'oleis of juv'nlile delilquency, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act ity be cited as the "Juvenile Justice and

4 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973".

5 TITLE I-FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF

6 PURPOSE

7 FINDINGS

8 SEc. 101. The Congress hereby finds-

9 (1) that juveniles account for almost half the arrests

10 for serious crimes in the United States today:

I
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1 (2) that understillyed, overcrowded jitvenile courts,

'2 probation .serv'ives, 1111d v.orrleliut nld filvilitics are not 11i1h

3 1(1 provide individualized justice (I' elffevti i e help

-4 (3) thit Statl". ' 1 , 'l 1 uoiAsuii ,.itit , which expe-

t rie ' (i st d itt l itit t i flits otf th e jit ,eiti . just ic , ys-

6 len, do not )rstlYv havlye sutffic ent Ieliutal e pertise

7 .11 aduvtjite re.Our'ces t Io dal omprttteinsively Nvidl liIe
p lroldems. of'jl\t~it dt, linqluny;

9 ( 4 ) t at th e d v e rse i ntt i t o 1 ju v e ntile d e lh i tq tt liw y

1) ItSIII ill illorli ills cIiiiIl ost i til i litllt trtlu t hiI4ss

I1 i Ittiti life, e ersoliil meciitit., ltlid wasted rv-liu l 't-

12 SOI(es

1: (5) that existing Fedeitd programs have not pro-

14 vided the direction, coordinatiot, teSOutces, and1(1 lead-

15. ership rteqtuired to nmt, t the (lisis of dlehutquettny; atd

16 (6) that juvelile deliltqueicNy ((uotstituites a grow-

17 itug threat to the national welfare requiring ititiedite.

18 (otpreheinsive. idt effectivet' actiot b li, Ie etdrtl

19 (overtmitett.

20 Sy-(. 102' it is ite purpose of this Act-

21 (1) to provide 'tlie it nessiar v resources, leadership.

22 ltuid ,oordination to improve the (ltulity of juvenile j,s-

23 lee ittthe U'nited State., and to devehop aund implement

24 "" effctive' h, thoydq *of prveiting and"ireating juvenile

25 dehitleiey; .. . ... ...
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1 (2) to increase the capacity of State and local goV-

2 erimients, and public and private agencies, institutions,

3 and organizations to conduct, innovative, effective juve-

4 nile justice and delinquency prevention and treatment

5 progranis and to provide useful research, evaluation,

6 and training services in the area of juvenile delin-

7 quency;

8 (3) to develop and implement effective programs

9 and services to divert juveniles from the traditional ju-

10 venile justice system and to increase the capaleity of

11 State aid local governments to provide critically needed

12 alternatives to institutionalization;

18 (4) to provide for the development of national

14 guidelines for juvenile detention and corrections facili-

15 ties, and for the administration of juvenile justice;

16 (5) to guarantee certain basic rights to juveniles

17 who come within Federal jurisdiction:

18 (6) to establish a centralized research effort on the

19 problems of juvenile delinquency, including an infonna-

20 tion clearinghouse to disseminate the findings of such

21 research and all data related to juvenile delinquency;

22 (7) to provide for the thorough and prompt evalun-

29 tion of all federally assisted juvenile delinquency pro-

24 grams;

25 (8) to provide technical assistance to public and

A4-522 0-73-21
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I ~ ~private agencies. institutions, and individuals in develop-

2 ing and implemnnting juveiiile deli lenic.y programs"

31 (9) to est blish training programs for persons. in-

4 eIldiig professionals, paraprofessionals. 11n1d volti lte rs.

w5 W work with deliniquenits or potential dlh'qiiwlent,, or

(I ~ Iowhose work m- aietIvities relate to juvenile dtelilpilency

7 programs; and

8 (10) to e tlablish,, a new National Office of Juvenile

.9 ,1 ust ie and I )elinquene.v Pr(e'elitionl in the Exectitive

10 a Office of Ihe President to provide direction, coordination,

i1 and review of till federally assisted juvenile delinquency

1'2 programs.

]13 DEFINITIONS

14 SEC(. 103. For the purpose of this Act-

15 (1) the term ''' n l ity-Iased" facility, program.

16 or service nean, a small, open group home or other

17 suitable place located near the juveiilp's home or family

18 and programs of comnUllity smpervision and service

19 which inaintt conmnity and consumer participation

20 in the planning, operation, and evaluation of their pro-

21 grams which may include, but are not limited to, medi-

22 cal, educational, vocational, social, and psychological

23 guidance. training, counseling, and other rehabilitafiW

24 services:

25. (2) the terni "construction" include,, construction
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1 of now buildings and acquisition, expansion, remodeling,

2 and alteration of existing buildings, and initial equip-

3 ment of any such buildings, or any combination of such

4 activities (including architects' fees hut not the cost of

5 acquisition of land for new buildings) . For the purposes

6 of this paragraph, the term "equipment" includes ma-

7 chinery, utilities, and built-in equipment and any neces-

8 sary enclosures or structures to h house them:

9 (3) the term "Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

10 grain" means, any juvenile delinquency program which

11 is conducted directly or indirectly, or is assisted by the

12 Departments of Health, Education, and Welfare; Labor;

1:,. Housing and Urban Development: and Justice, and

14 any program funded under this Act. With regard to

15 those Federal programs which appear to have only a

16 tangential or indirect involvement in the area of juvenile

17 delinquency, the Director of the Office of Management

18 and Budget, upon consultation with the Director, named

19 in section 301, is authorized to determine whether

20 auch programs come within the purview of this Act:

21 (4) the term "juvenile delinquency program?

22 means any program or activity related to juvenile do.

23 linquency prevention, control, diversion, treatment, re-

24 habilitation, planning, education, training, and research,

25 the improvement of the juvenile justice systein and any,
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1 program or activity for neglected, abandoned, or de-

2 pendent youth and other youth who are in danger of

3! becoming delinquent;

4 (5) the terni "local government" means any city,

5 county, township, town, borough, parish, village, qr

6 other general purpose political subdivision of a State,

7 and an Indian tribe and any nominationn of two or more

8 of snch units acting jointly;

9 (6) the term "public agency" means nny depart-

10 meant, agency, or instrumentality of any State, unit of

II local government, or combination of such States or

12 units;

13 (7) the term "State" means each of the several

14 States of the United States, the District of Columbia,

15 tie Commonwealth of Puerto Rico the Virgin Islands.

16 Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of

17 the Pacific Islands.

18 TITLE I-AMENDIMENTS TO THE FEDERAL

19 JUVENILE I)ELINQUENCY ACT

20 Snc. 201. Section 5031 of title 18. United States Code,

21 is amended to read as follows:

22 "1 5081. Definitions

23 "For the purposes of this chapter, a 'juvenile' is a per-

24 son who has not attained his eighteenth birthday, and 'juve-

25 nile delinquency' is the violation of a law of the United
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1 States committed by a juvenile which .wofldhavebeen a

2 crime if committed by. an adult."

3 Sxc. 202. Section 5032 of title 18, United-Statei Code,

4 is amended to read as follows) " , I

5 "1 5032. Delinquency proceedings' in district courts;' trans.

6 for for criminal proseetion . ,

7 "A 'juvenile alleged to have commitd anat of juv-

8 nile delinquency shall not be proceeded against in. any court

9 of the United States unless the Attorney Oenoral, after in,

10 "vestigation, certifies to an appropriate district -court of tlie

n1 United States that the juvenile court or other approPtiat'

112 court 1W Ir'State (1) does ntot have Jurisdiction or" refuses

13 -to sure' jurisdiction over said juvenile *itli respeet tn

14 - such alleged, act of juvenile delinqjueney, or (2) doesn't

15' have available progranis anid services adeqnl fV;r their re-

16 habilitation of juveniles.

1 * ' "If the 'Attorney -General, does -not so certify; ".ueh juve:

18 nile shall be surreniaered to the appropriate logal 'rnithatitie".

19 of stich State. ' . . ,, ,

20' '"If "an alleged deliuqumr'ts not' AMrrede"ed.tohe au-

21 thorities-of a State or tihe: sirict of, Oolmunnbl,'pursuant to

22 this section, any pro(eedilng agai',t him' shMl-b in e hape.

23 propriite: district court' of the' Uhited 'States.- For such

24' purposes, the court may be convened at hn3tii: ana place

25 within the district, in chambers or ot4*Me:,Thd'Attorney,.

. J . .
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1 General shall proceed by information, and no criminal prose-

2 action shall he instituted for" the alleged act of juvenile

:i delinquency.

4 "A juvenile who is alleged to have committed an offense

5 and who is not surrendered to State authorities shall he pro-

(6 ceeded against as a juvenile delinquent unless he is sixteen

7 years old or older. With respect to a juvenile sixteen years

8 and older alleged to have committed an net which if coni-

1) mitted by an adult would be a felony punishable by a maxi-

10 mum penalty of ten years imprisonment or more, life im-

II prisonment, or death, criminal prosecution may be begun by

12 motion to transfer of the Attorney General in the appro-

13 priate district court of the I'nited States and if such court

14 finds, after hearing, that there are no reasonable prospects

15 for rehabilitating such juvenile before his twenty-first birth-

1(; day.

17 "Evidence of the following factors shall be considered

13 in assessing the prospects for rehabilitation: the age of the

19 juvenile: the nature of the alleged offense; the extent and

20 nature of the juvenile's prior delinquency record; the juve-

21 nile's present mental condition; the nature of past treatment

22 efforts and the juvenile's response to such efforts.

23 "Reasonable notice of the transfer hearing shall be given

24 to the juvenile, his parents. guardian, or custodian and to his

25 counsel. The juvenile shall be assisted by counsel during the
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1

2

3

4

5

7

8

It)
11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

transfer hearing, and t every other criticall stage of the

proceedings.

"Once a juvenile has entered a plea withIi respect to an

alleged et of juvenile delinqiiueciiy it vrihinal prpseeution

based upon such alleged lict of deliliqntueivy shall be barred."

SEt 2003. Section 50:13 (if this title is aimieiued to read

as follows:

"1 15033. Custody prior to appearance before magistrate

"Whenever a juvenile is taken into custody for an alleged

act, of juvenile deliniquecivy, the ainig officer shall inane-

diately advise tuch juvenile of his legal rights. in language

coinprehensihle to a juvenile, and shall hinaediately notify

the Attorney General and tie juvenile's parents, guardian,

or custodian of such custody. The arresting officer shall also

notify the parents, gaardian, or custodian of the rights of the

juvenile and of the nature of tie alleged offense.

"The juvenile shall be taken before a magistrate forth-

with, in no event shall the juvenile he detained for nore than

twenty-four hours before being brought before a magistrate."

Sic. 204. Section 5034 of this title is amended to read as

follows:

"§ 5034. Duties of magistrate

"If counsel is not retained for the juvenile, or it does not

appear that counsel will be retained, the magistrate shall ap-

point counsel for the juvenile. Counsel shall be assigned to

S. 82i-4.
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1 represent a juvenile when the juvenile and his parents, guar-

2 dian, or custodian are financially unable to obtain adequate

3 representation. In cases where the juvenile and his parents,

4 guardian, or custodian are financially able to obtain adequate

5 representation but have not retdned counsel, the magistrate

6 may assign counsel and order the payment of reasonable attor-

7 ney's fees or may direct the juvenile, his parents, guardian, or

8 custodian to retain private counsel within a specified period of

9 time.

10 "The magistrate may appoint a guardian ad litem if a

11 parent or guardian of the juvenile is not present, or if the magis-

12 rate has reason to believe that the parents or guardian will not

13 cooperate with the juvenile in preparing for trial, or that the

14 interests of the parents or guardian and those of the juvenile

15 are adverse.

16 "If the juvenile has not been discharged before his initial

17 appearance before the magistrate, the magistrate shall release

18 the juvenile to his parents, guardian, custodian, or other re-

19 sponsible party (including, but not limited to, the director of

20 a shelter-care facility) upon their promise to bring such juve-

21 nile before the appropriate court when requested by such court

22 unless the magistrate determines, after hearing, that the deten-

23 tion of such juvenile is required to secure his timely appearance

24 before the appropriate court or to insure his safety or that of

25 others."
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I SiC. 205. Section 5035 of this title is amended to read as

2 follows:

3 "§ 5035. Detention prior to disposition

4 "A juvenile alleged to be delinquent may be detained only

5 in a juvenile facility or such other suitable place as the Attorney

6 generall may designale. The Attorney O,,neral shall not cause

7 any juvenile alleged to be delinquent to be detained or confined

8 in any institution in which adult persons convicted of a crime

9 or awaiting trial on criminal charges are confined. Alleged

10 delinquents shall be kept separate from adjudicated delin-

11 quents. Every juvenile in custody shall be provided with ade-

12 quate food, heat, light, sanitary facilities, bedding, clothing,

13 recreation, edtlation, and medical care, including necessary

14 psychiatric, psychological, or other treatment."

15 Smw. 206. Section 5t036 of this title i.s amended to read

16 as follows:

17 ,,§ 5036. Speedy trial

18 "If an alleged delinquent who has been detained pend-

19 ing trial is not brought to trial within thirty days from the

20 date when such juvenile was arrested, the information shall

21 be dismis ed with prejudice, on motion of the alleged de-

22 litiquent or at the direction of the court, unless the Alter-

23 ney Oeneral shows that additional delay is unavoidable,

24 C(auMed by the juvenile or his counsel, or consented to by

25 the juvenile and his counsel. Unavoidable delay may not in-

26 , clude deltiys attributable solely to court calendar congestion."
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1 Si '. 207. Section 5037 ot' s title is anitii(led to read

2 's folliiw'v:

: "§5037. Rights in general

4 -. \ ,ptvetlih, (l arged with all act of juveiile dlhiquency

81 shl1lie atcordeld- tieI i(.4lmst it Ilal right s gll'lralt ed at

ul lhll ill 11 crimllill plrosetiohll, with (t(, exc~eption (if inidict-

7 nnt Iv griid .jtiry. Pittilic trid sliall he limited to members
8 (1 Ilivt pres,,.:, who Ilul' lttvild only ()It condition thiat theyv

9 l ot disclose ilfol itltitli that cotld reasoiihly Ie expected to

10 tel th, l hw iltyiitt (of flhe allvegd, delinquent. Ally violaltionl
11 lit' that co lldilit li a?' 11111 be ll~imle its ,i vollte'llllt o)f 'outrt."

12 S.. 208. A iieW mt'(tiotl 503S is added, to read us

13 flllws:

14 "§ 5038. Dispositional hearing

15 ''(a) If a juvenile is adjudicatcd deliniquett., n separate

16i dispsiliioatI hea'ig shall Ibe 1 Ield no later thitn tell court

17 days iftet t ritl miths, Ilwe court hts ordered further study in

18 MIC0ordiiiltt' with stlbsection (c) . ('opies of lite resetttence

19 report shall ibe provided to the attorateys for both the juvenile

20 atid the (IoVtttlinlell at least three court days it advatIce of

21 the hearing.

622 " (b) 'Ili, court nty sis lend tihv l djtliCttlon of do-

2:1 ]inqtueityv or tiev disposition of tlie delnut(itent on s.ielt

24 conditions its it deeni, proper, place him on probation, or
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1 commit him to the custody of the Attorney General. Pro-

2 bation, commitment, or commitment in accordance with sub-

:3 section (c) shall not extend beyond the juvenile's twenty-

4 first birthday or the niaximuin term which could have been

5 imposed on an adult convicted of the same offense, which-

6 ever is sooner.

7 "(c) If the court desires more detailed information

8 concerning an alleged delinquent, it may commit him after

9 notice and hearing at which the juvenile is represented by

10 counsel, to the custody of the Attorney Oeneral for observa-

11 tion and study by an appropriate agency. Such observation

12 and study shall be conducted on an outpatient basis, unless

13 the court determines that inpatient observation and study

14 are essential. No alleged delinquent may be committed to

15 the custody of the Attorney General for study and observa-

16 tion without the consent of his attorney and his parent,

17 custodian, or guardian. In the ease of an adjudicated delin-

18 quent, such study shall not be conducted on an inpatient

19 basis without prior notice and hearing. The agency shall

20 make a complete study of the alleged or adjudicated delin-

21 quent to ascertain his personal traits, his capabilities, his

22 background, any previous delinquency or criminal experi-

23 ence, any mental or physical defect, and any other relevant

24 factors. The Attorney General shall submit to the court and
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1 the attorneys for the juvenile and the Governnent the re-

2 suits of the study within thirty days ifler the commitment

3 of the juvenile, unless the court grants additional time."

4 Sic. 209. Section 115039 is added, to read as follows:

5 "§ 5039. Use of juvenile records

6 "(a) Upon the completion of any formal juvenile de-

7 linqueney proceeding, the district court shall order the entire

-. 8 file and record of such proceeding sealed. After such sealing,

9 the court shall not release these records except under the

10 following circumstances:

11 "(1) inquiries received from another court of law:

12 "(2) inquiries from an i agency preparing a presen-

13 tence report for another court ,

14 '(3) inquiries from law enforemeniet agencies

15 where the request for information is related to the in-

16 vestigation of a crime or a position within that agency

17 '(4) inquiries, in writing, from the director of a

18 treatment agency or the director of a facility to which

19 the juvenile has been committed by the court; and

20 "(5) inquiries from an agency considering the per-

21 son for a position innediately and directly afTecting the

22 national security.

23 Information about the sealed record may not be released

24 when the request for information is related to an application

25 for employment, license, bonding, or a-iA civil right or privi-
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1 ]ege. lI(eslo)01es to ,ti(h infli'ihs sliall not he different from

2 responses Imade aboit p'rsons Nvho have never been involved

3 ill a delinquency proceeding.

4 " (b) The entire file and record of juvenile proceedings

5 where an adjudication of delinquency was not entered shall

6 be destroyed and obliterated by order of the court.

7 " (e) Distriet courts exerciing jurisdiction over any

8 juvenile shall inform the juvenile. his parent or guardian, in

9 writing, of rights relating to the selling of ii4 juvenile rec-

10 ord. Tho information in these ' communications shall be stated

11 in clear and nontechnical language.

12 " (d) During the course of any juvenile delinquency

13 proceeding, all information and records relating to the pro-

14 ceding, which are obtained or prepared in the discharge of

15 official duty by an employee of the court or an employee of

16 any other governmental agency, shall not he disclosed di-

17 rectly or indirectly to anyone other thin the judge or others

18 entitled under this section to receive sealed records.

19 " (e) Unless a child who is taken into custody is prose-

20 cuted as an adult-

21 "'(1) neither the fingerprints or0i a photograph

22 shall be taken, without the written consent of the judge;

23 and

24 " (2) neither the name nor picture of any child

25 shall be made public by any medium of l)ilcl infonna-
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1 tion ill coectiont with a juvenile delinquency proceed-

'2 Ilg."

3 Stu. 210. Sectiot 5)40 is added, to read as follows:

•4 "§ 5040. Commitment

5 '' juvetleh whto it 111 elt eeColmitted to tile Attorney

6j (Jenerad ]its,. a riglt to treatment and is entitled to custody,

7 caire. and discipline ats nearly as 'possible equivalent to that

8 w'-hich should have been provided for hint by his parents.

9 No juvenile ay be placed or retained ill a ndult jail or Cor-

10 rectiotlitl instititution,

11 "Every juvenile who has been committed shall be pro-

12 vided with adequate food, heat, light, sanitary facilities, bcd-

13 ding, elotliitg, tecrettion, education, and tedieal care, in-

14 eluding let('e(ssttty psyeliatric, psychological, or other care.

15 "rllettever possible. the Attorney General tll commit

16 a juvenile to a foster honi or colnltnninity-based facility ho-

17 cated ill or near his holne commtitity.'"

18 Sw' 211. Section 5041 is tidded, to read as follows:

19 ,,§ 5041. Support

20 "Tile At torl(ey (letieml may contract with any public

2t or private algentey or individital alid stilh connunity-based

22 facilities as halfway houses and foster homes, for the observa-

.:3 tion and study and the custody and care of juveniles in his
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1 (1lstd'. For them, pIIII)og(,s, tlhe Attorney (iineral may w

2 the approlpriatim1 for 'silPoIl ,t of 1litued Stidts prisonrs'

3 or sutch other appropriate 11)1 s Ie, inmay designale."

4 SI.w. 212. Section 5042 is added, to IeaId as follows:

5 1§ 5042. Parole

6 "The Bo ard (if Ilii(Se shil rt rele.ae (t I)ll -ole. o!n such

7 ca l(dih Ils it deeis liee. smry, (n(d juveIile d(eIilnquent

8 vl has been oliniit ted. Is s(iN ( as the Flard is sillis-

9 flied tha It(h is Ilikely toI retoili at liberty Avilhow violhtilihi

1.0 tI(, inw."

11 ,Mn'. 2 1:1. Sect(m 504:3 is added t real a.s follows:

12 "§ 5043. Revocation of parole or probation

13 "Any juvenile parolee or 1)rrobaiinr shall he i accorded

14 notice and a hearing with comisel before his parole or ipro-

15 biatio can be revoked."

16 Sw. 214. The tllle of sections (of clipter 40:1 of this

17 title is antended to read as follows:

11Sec.
"5031. Definitions.
"50382. Delinquency proceedings in district courts; transfer for criminal

prosecution.
"5083. Custody prior to appearance before magistrate.
"5034. Duties of magistrate.
"5055. Detention prior to disposition,
"5036. Speedy trial.
"5037. Rights in general.
"5088. Dispositional hearing.
"5039. Use of juvenile records.
"5040. Commitment.
"5041. Support.
"5042. Parole.
"5043. Revocation of parole or probation.".

8. 821- 3
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1 TITLE III-NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE

2 JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

3 n-'CABJISMIIMENT OF 0F1CH

4 Sc. 301. (a) There is hereby established in the Execu-

5 tive Office of the ]'resident an office to be known as the

6 National Office of Juvenile Justice and )elinqueney Pro-

7 vention (referred to in this Act. as the "Office").

8 (b) There slhll be at the heald of the Office a Director

9 (referred to in this Act ts the "Director") who shall be

10 appointed by the President, by awI(l with the advice and con-

1 t sent of the Senate.

12 (c) There shall be in the Office a )eputy Director of

i:, the Office who shall be appointed by the President, by and

14 with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Deputy

1, Director shall perform such functions ais the Director from

16 time to time-assigns or delegates, and shall act as Director

17 during the absence or disability of the Director or in the

18 event of a vacancy in the office of the Director.

19 (d) 'There shall be in the Office not to exceed three

20 Assistant Directors who shall be appointed by the Director.

21 Each Assistant Director shall perform such functions as the

22 Director from time o time assigzsi or delegates.

23 PERSONNEL, SPECIAL PERSONNEL, PID RTSp AND

24 CONSULTANTS

25 SEC. 302. (a) The Director isq authorized to select,
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1 employ, and fix the compensation of such officers and ema-

2 ployees, including attorneys, as are necessary to perform

3 the functions vested in him and to prescribe their functions.

4 (b) The )irector is authorized to select, appoint, and

5 employ not to exceed live officers and to fix their compensa-

6 tion at rates not to exceed the rate now or hereafter pre-

7 scribed for (IS,-18 of the generall Schedule by section .5332

8 of title 5 of the United States Code.

9 (c) Upon the request of the Director, the head of any

10 Federal agency is authorized to detail, on a reimbursable

11 basis, any of its personnel to the Director to assist him in

12 carrying out his functions tinder this Act.

13 (d) The Director inay ol ttin service, as authorized by'

14 section 3109 of title .5 (f the Unitld Slates Code, tit rates not

15 to exceed the rate now ofr hereafter )rescriled fori (IS-I8

16 of the (eniral Schediih, bY" sectoln )332 of title 5 of the

17 United States Code.

18 VOALUN'AY SERVICE

19 SEc. 303. The Director is authorized to accept and em-

20 ploy, in (arrying out the provisions of this Act or any Fed-

21 eral juvenile delinquency program, voluntary and uncom-

22 pensated services notwithstanding the provisions of section

23 3679 (1i) of the Revised Statutes (31 T..C. 665 (b) )

24 ('ONCIENTRATION OF IEI)FRAL EFFORTS

25 SEc. 304. (a) The 1)irector shall establish overall policy

84-522 0-73-22
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1 and develop) 0 1(Je'livCSt 1(1 riorit ies for il Feiler juveidlc

2 deli iqueld y lro1g-rtills alti Uiti vi(ids relill I g t 1) rwVeitioll.

3 di versionl. training. treat ient, rehalilt at ion, evaltiation, re-

4 .111..l1 i lU'rov(.lj,-t (1,' the jilve'lfih juslhivu syst(,l ill

5 il(, Utnited Slatws. lii canrYiwlg out his fiat io''ll , the D)ireclor

6 'haI coisit 'll ithO Natiolil Advisory (oli( il Ior ,hlvenile

7 ,h*i icv !uI li'l'eiiiutiei vI iioil.

8 (Ib) Ill outviii,. 411 tlh iirloises of this Act, the Di-

9 recto r is aullii iZed i lilt (li 1cttd lo-

10 (1) advise tie Presidelt is to all litat ters relating

11 to federal V aissistcd jiiveih, dl iicliy p)rogramns al d

12 Federal 1ih lies regarding juvenile leliiitienvy:

13 (2) assist opct-rahig agencies ii the devehpment

14 and 1I'ntiulga tion of. mid review regulation is, guidelhies,

15 requirements, crileri , stiaiidards. procedures, lil bu(lget

16 reltStS'iii acordhitice with the policies, priorities. and

17 objectivyes he c.stabishes

18 (3) review and as he deems llecessary, modify,

19 insofar as they pertaiin to Federal juvenile delinquency

20 programs :

21 (A) implementation plans for any Federal pro-

'22 gram; and

23 (B) the budget request of any Federal de-

24 partment or agency;
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1 (4) recommend changes in organization, manage-

2 ment, personnel, standards, and budget requests which he

3 deems advisable to imllentnt the policies, 1)riorities, and

4 objectives lie establishes;

5 (5) conduct and sul)port evaluations and studies of

6 the performance and results achieved by Federal juvenile

7 delinquency programs and activities and of the prospective

8 performance and results that might be achieved by alterna-

9 tive programs and activities supplementary to or in lieu

10 of those currently being administered;

11 (6) coordinate Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

1'2 grams and activities among Federal departments and

13 agencies and between Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

14 grams and activities and other Federal programs and

15 activities which he determines may have an important

16 bearing on the success of the entire Federal juvenile

17 delinquency effort;

18 (7) develop annually with the assistance of the

19 Federal agencies operating juvenile delinquency pro-

20 grams and submit to the President and the Congress,

21 after the first year the legislation is enacted, prior to

22 September 30, an analysis and evaluation of Federal

2: 3 juvenile delinquaecy prog.IIIiis cOoducted and assisted

24 by Federal departments and agencies, the expenditures
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made, the results achieved, the plans developed, and

problems in the operations, and coordination of such

3 programs;

4 (8) develop annually, and submit to the President

5) and the Congress, after the first year the legislation is

6 enacted, prior to March 1, a comprehensive plan for

7 Federal juvenile delinquency programs, with particular

8 emphasis on the prevention of juvenile delinquency and

9) the development of programs and services which will

10 encourage increased diversion of juveniles from the tra-

il ditional juvenile justice system; and

12 (9) provide technical assistance to Federal, State,

I LI and local governments, courts, public and private agen-

14 cies, institutions, and individuals, in the planning, es-

15 tablishment. fuiidinig, operations, or evaluation of juvenile

16 delinquency programs.

17 (c) The Director may require departments and agencies

18 engaged in any activity involving any Federal juvenile de-

19 linquency program to provide him with such information and

20 reports, and to conduct such studies and surveys, as lie may

21 deem to be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

22 (d) The Director may delgate any of his functions under

23 tlis title, except the making of regulations. to any officer or

24 employee of tlme Office.
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1 (e) The Director is authorized to utilize the services and

2 facilities of any agency of the Federal Government and of

3 any olher public agency or institution in accordance with

4 appropriate agreements, and to pay for such services either in

5 advance or by way of reimbursement as may be agreed upon.

6 (f) The Director is authorized to transfer funds appro-

7 priated under this Act to any agency of the Federal Gov-

8 emient to develop or demonstrate new methods in juvenile

9 delinquency prevention and rehabilitation and to supplement

10 existing delinquency prevention and rehabilitation programs

11 which the Director finds to be exceptionally effective or for

12 which he finds there exists exceptional need.

13 JOINT FUNI)lNG

14 SEc. 305. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

15 where funds are made available by more than one Federal

16 agency to be used by any agency, organization, institution, or

17 individual to carry out a Federal juvenile delinquency pro-

18 grain or activity, any one of the Federal agencies providing

19 funds may be designated by the Director to act for all in

20 administering the funds advanced. In such cases, a single

21 non-Federal share requirement may be established according

22 to the proportion of funds advanced by each Federal agency,

23 and the Director may order any such agency to waive any

24 technical grant or contract requirement (,; defined in sudi
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1 regulations) which is inconsistent with tile similar require-

2 ment of the administering agency or which the administering

3 agency does not impose.

4 TRANSITIONAL IIOVISIONS

5 iSE,. :106. (a) The President may authorize any per-

6 son who immediately prior to the date of enactment of this

7 Act held it position in the executive branch of the 61ov-

8 ernment to act as thet, Director of the National Office of

) JuvenIile Justice and P )elilquency Pre%'eitioll until tile office

10 of Director is for the first tinle filled pursuant to the pro-

I I visions of this Act or by recess appointment, as the case

12 m1ay be.

1. (b) The President may similarly authorize any such

1,I person to act its Deputy Director.

15 (c) The President may authorize any person who

I (; serves in all acting capacity under the foregoing provisions

17 of this section to receive the compensation attached to the

18 office ill respect to which i he so serves. Such comnpensation,

19 if authorized, shall be in lieu of, but not in addition to,

20 other compensation from the United States to which such

21 person may be entitled.

22 (d) No Federal officer, department, or agency shall

23 be deemed to be relieved of any responsibility that such

24 officer, department, or agency had on the date of enact-
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1 meat of this Act with respect to any federally assisted

2 juvenile delinquency program.

3 A.IIBNDMNT8 TO TITLE, 5, UNITED 8TAT,8 CO)E

4 S.c. 307. (a) Section 5313 of title 5, United States

5 ('ode, is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-,

6 ing new paragraph:

7 " (21) Director, National Office of Juvenile Justice

8 and )elinquency Prevention.".

9 (b) Section 5314 of title 5, United States Code, is

10 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

11 paragraph:

12 "(58) Deputy Director, National Office of Juvenile

13 Justice and Delinquency Prevention.".

14 (c) Section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, is

15 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

16 paragraph:

17 "(95) Assistant Directors, National Office of Juve-

18 nile Justice and 1)elinquency Prevention.".

19 ADVISORY COIPNCIL

420 Membership Established

21 Sc. 308. (a) There is hereby established a National

22 Advisory Council for Juvenile Justice and )elinquency

23 Prevention (hereinafter referred to as the "Council") whieh

24 shall consist of twenty-one members.
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1 (b) The Attorney (eneral, the Secretary of Health,

2 Education, and Welfare, the Secretary of Labor, and the

3 Secretary of Housing aid Urban l)evelopment or their re-

4 spective designees, shall be ex officio members of the

5 Council.

6 (c) The regular mentbers of the Council shall be ap-

7 pointed by the President from persons who by virtue of

8 their training or experience hiave special knowledge con-

9 corning the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency

10 or the administration of juvenile justice. The President shall

11 designate the Chairnan. A majority of the members of the

12 Council, including the Chairman. shall not be full-time em-

13 ployees of Federal. State, or local governments. At least

14 seven members shall not have attained twenty-six years of

15 age on the date of their appointinent. of whom at least three

16 shall have had actual experience within the juvenile justice

17 system.

18 (d) Members appointed by the President to the Coun-

19 dl shall serve for terns of four years and shall be eligible for

20 reappointment except that for the first composition of the

21 Council, one-third of these members shall be appointed to

22 one-year terms, one-third to two-year terms, and one-third

23 to three-year terms; thereafter each term shall be four years.

24 Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to
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1 the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was ap-

2 pointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of such term.

3 DUTIES OF TIM COUNCIL

4 SEc. 309. (a) The Council shall meet at the call of the

5 Chairman, but not less than four times a year.

6 (b) The Council shall make recommendations to the Di-

7 rector at least annually with respect to planning, policy, pri-

8 orities, operations, and management of all Federal juvenile

9 deliniquency programs.

10 (e) The Chairman may designate a subcommittee of the

11 members of the Advisory Council to advise the Director on

12 particular functions or aspects of the work of the Office.

(d) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of

14 five members of the Council to serve as members of an Ad-

15 visory Committee for the National Institute of Juvenile Jus-

16 tice to perform the functions set forth in section 505.

17 (e) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of

18 five members of the Council to serve as an Advisory Coin-

19 mittee to the Director on Standards for the Administration of

20 Juvenile Justice to perform the functions set forth in section

21 507.

22 COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES

23 SFc. 310. (a) Members of the Council who are em-

24 ployed by the Federal Government full time shall serve with-
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1 out compensation but shall be reimlursed for travel, sub-

2 sistenee, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in

3 carrying out the duties of the Council.

4 (h) Members of the Coiueil not employed full time by

5 tile Federal Oovernment shall receive compensation at a rate

6 not to exceed the rate now or hereafter prescribed for OS-18

7 of the General Schedule ivy section 5332 of title 5 of the

8 Ignited State-, ('ode, including travehine for each day they

9 are engaged in the perforumn.e of their duties as members

10 of the Commission. Members shall Ibe entitled to reimburse-

11 ment for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses

12 incurred by them in carrying out the duties of the Council.

13 APPIRPIRIATI(ON-4 A I(TII UZEI)

14 SEc. :i1. There are hereby authorized to be appro-

15 priated for the purposes of this title $15,0t),000) for the fiscal

16 year ending June :30, 1973. $20,000,0(0() for the fiscal year

17 ending June 30, 1974, $25,000,00 for the fiscal year end-

18 ing June 30, 1975, and $30,00),000 for the fiscal year end-

19 ing June 30, 1976.

20 TITLE IV-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE

21 AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

22 PART A-FoiwULA .GRANTS

23 AUTHORIZATION

24 SEc. 401. There are authorized to be appropriated 850.-

2.5 000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; $100,-
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1 000,000 for the fiscal year ending ,June :30, 1974; $159,-

2 000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and

3 $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending ,hiie 30, 1976, for

4 grants to States and local goverllents to assist them in

5 pinning, establishing, operating, coordinating. and evalu-

6 ating projects for the development of more effective educa-

7 tion, training, research, prevention, diversion, treatment, and

8 rehabilitation programs in the area of juvenile delinquency

9 and programs to improve the juvenile justice system.

10 SFc. 402. (a) In accordance with regulations pro-

11 intilgated under this title, the Director shall allocate an-

12 nually among the States the sums appropriated under

13 section 401 on the basis of the relative population of people

14 under age eighteen, per capita income, and rate of de-

15 linqueney. After the first year of the administration of

1( this Act, the Director may take into consideration any

17 decline in the rate of delinquency in allocating these sums.

18 No such allotment to any State shall be less than $200,000,

19 except that for the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa,

20 and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, no allotment

21 shall be less than $50,000.

22 (b) If any amount so allotted remains unobligated at

23 the end of the fiscal year, the Director may reallocate such

24 funds on such basis as he deems equitable and consistent

25 with the purposes of this title. Any amount so reallocated
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1 shall be in addition to the amounts already allotted and avail-

2 able to the States, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa,

3 Guam, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands for the

4 same period.

5 (c) In accordance with regulations developed by the

6 Director, a portion of any allotment to any State tinder

7 this part shall be available to develop a State plan and to

8 pay that portion of the expenditures which the Director finds

9 necessary for efficient administration. Not more than 15

10 per centum of the tothl annual allotment of such State

11 shall be available for such purposes, The State shall make

12 available needed funds for planning and administration to

13 local governments 'within the State on an equitable basis.

14 STATE PLANS

15 SEC. 403. (a) In order to receive part A formula

16 grants, a State shall submit a plan for carrying out its

17 purposes. In accordance with regulations set forth by the

18 Director, such plan must--

19 (1) designate a single State agency as the sole

20 agency responsible for the preparation and adminis-

21 tration of the plan, or designate an agency as the sole

22 agency for supervising the preparation and administra-

23 tion of the plan;

24 (2) contain satisfactory evidence that the- State
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1 agency designated in accordance with paragraph (1)

2 (hereafter referred to in this Act as the "State agency")

3 has or will have authority, by legislation if necessary,

4 to implement such plan in conformity with this part;

5 (3) provide for supervision of the programs funded

6 under this Act.by the State agency by a board appointed

7 by the Governor which shall consist of persons who have

8 training, experience, or special knowledge concerning

9 the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or

10 the administration of juvenile justice. A majority of the

11 members, including the Chairman, must not be full-tinme

12 employees of the Federal, State, or local government,

13 and at least one-third of the members of the Board shall

14 be under the age of twenty-six at the time of appoint-

15 ment, This board shall approve the State plan prior to

16 its submission to the Federal Government;

17 (4) provide for the active consultation with and

18 participation of local governments in the development

19 of a State plan which adequately takes into account the

20 needs and requests of local governments;

21 (5) provide that at least 50 per centumn of the

22 funds received by the State under section 401 shall be

23 expended through programs of local government inso-

24 far as they are consistent with the State plan, except
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1 that this provision may be waived at the discretion of

2 the Director for any, State if the services for delinquents

3 are organized primarily on a statewide basis;

4 (6) provide that the chief executive officer of tit,

5 local government shall assign responsibility for the prep-

6 aration and administration of the local government's part

7 of the State plan, or for the supervision of the prepara-

8 tion and administration of the local government's part

9 of the State plan. to that agency within the local govern-

10 ment's structure (hereinafter in this Act referred to as

11 the "local agency") which can most effectively earry

12 out the purposes of this Act;

13 (7) provide for an equitable distributionn of the as-

14 sistanev received under section 4t)1 within the State;

15 (8) set forth a detailed study of the State needs for

16- an effective, comprebcnsive, coordinated approach to

17 juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment and the

18 improvement of the juvenile justice system. This plan

19 Rhall include itemized estimated costs for the develop-

20 mnt and implementation of !uch programs:

21 (9) provide for the active consultation with inid

22 participation of private aenvie, in the development and

23 execution of the State plan; provide for coordination

24 and maxinmm utilization of existing juvenile delin-
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1 qluencv l zaiui, and oilher related programs., such as

2 educate io, health. al welfare Nvithiii the State;

:1 (10) provide that nt less than 75 per centum

4 of the funds a'idble to such State under section 401,

5 whether expended-directly Iby' the State or hy nhe local

6 government, shall be used for advanced techniques in

7 developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and

8 services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, to

9 divert juveniles from the juvenile justice system, to

10 establish probation subsidy progranis as set forth in

11 section 402 (10) (G), and to provide community-based

12 alternatives. to juvenile detention and correctional facili-

13 ties. The advanced techniques include hut are not limited

14 to-

15 (A) community-based programs and services

16 for thie prevention and treatment of juvenile delin-

17 quency through the development of foster-care and

18 shelter-care homes, group homes, halfway houses,

19 and any other designated community-based ding-

20 nostic, treatment, or rehabilitative service;

21 (B) community-based programs and services

22 to work with parents and other family members to

23 maintain and strengthen the family unit, so that the

24 juvenile may he retained in his home;
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1 (C) cominunity-based programs to support,

2 counsel, provide work and recreational opportuni-

3 ties for delinquents and youth in danger of becom-

4 ing delinquent;

5 (D) comprehensive programs of drug abuse

6 education and prevention, and programs for the

7 treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicted youth,

8 and "drug dependent" youth (as defined in section

9 2 (g) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C.

10 201 (g))

11 (E) educational program, or supl)ortive .%rv-

12 ices designed to keel) delinquents or youth in danger

13 of becoming delinquent in cleinentary and secondary

14 schools or in alternative learning situations;

15 (F) expanded use of probation and recruitment

16 and training of probation officers. other professional

17( and paraprofessional personnel and volunteers to

18 work effectively with youth;

19 (G) probation subsidy programs providing-

20 (i) incentives for local governments to

21 operate a subsidized probation program utiliz-

22 ing innovative supervision practices designed to

23 reduce commitments of juveniles to corree-

24 tional institutions, and

25 (ii) procedures for determining on an equi-
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1 table basis the yearly reductions of such corn-

2 mitments considering the distribution of juve-

3 nile delinquents within the State and the suc-

4 cess of each local government in makthg such

5-- yearly reductions.

6 Each State shall include in its plan a provision

7 for the establishment and operation of such a proba-

8 tion subsidy program, unless this requirement is

9 waived by the Director.

10 (11) provides for the development of an adequate

11 research, training, and evaluation capacity within the

12 State;

13 (12) provide within a reasonable period of time

14 that juveniles who are charged with or who have com-

15 mitted offenses that would not be criminal if committed

16 by an adult, shall not be placed in juvenile detention or

17 correctional facilities, but must be placed in shelter

18 facilities;

(13) provide that juveniles alleged to be or found

20 to be delinquent shall not be detained or confined in any

21 institution in which adult persons convicted of a crime

22 or awaiting trial on criminal charges are incarcerated;

23 (14) provide assurances that assistance will be

24 available on-an equitable basis to- deal with all dis-

25 advantaged youth including, but not limited to,Jemales,

84-522 0-73-23
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1 minority youth, and mentally retarded or emotionally

2 handicapped youth;

3 (15) provide for procedures which vill be estab-

4 listed for protecting under Federal, State, and local law

5 the rights of recipients of services and which will assure

6 appropriate privacy with regard to records relating to

7 such services provided to any individual under the State

8 plan;

9 (16) provide that fair and equitable arrangements

1() are made, as determined by tle Secretary of Labor, to

it protect the interests of employees affected by assistance

12 tinder this Act. Such protective arrangements shall in-

13 elude, without being limited lo, such provisions as may

14 be necessary for-

15 (A) the preservation of rights, privileges, and

16 benefits (including continuation of pension rights

17 and benefits) under existing collective-bargaining

18 agreements or otherwise;

19 (B) the continuation of collective-bargaining

20 rights;

21 (C) the protection of individual employees

22 against a worsening of their positions with respect

23 to their employment;

24 (D) assurances of employment to employees

25 of any State or political subdivision thereof who
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will be affected by any program funded in whoh'

2 or in part under provisions of this Act; and

3 (E) training or retraining programs,

4 The State plan shall provide for the terms and con-

5 ditions of the protective arrangements established pursu-

6 ant to this section.

7 (17) provide for suich fiscal control and fund ac-

8 counting procedures necessary to assure prudent use,

9 proper disbursement, and accurate accounting of funds

10 received under this title;

11 (18) provide reasonable assurance that Federal

12 funds made available under this part for any period will

13 be so used as-to supplement and increase, to the extent

14 feasible and practical, the level of State, local, and other

15 non-Federal funds that would in the absence of such

16 Federal funds be made available for the programs, de-

17 scribed in this part, and will in no event supplant such

18 State, locil, and other non-Federal funds;

19 (19) provide that the State agency will from time

20 to time, but not less often than annually, review its

21 plan and submit to the Director an analysis and evalua-

22 tion of the effectiveness of the programs and activities

23 carried out under the plan, and any modifications in the

24 plan, including the survey of State and local needs, which

25 it considers necessary; and
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1 (20) contain such other terms and conditions as the

2 Director may reasonably prescribe to assure the effec-

3 tiveness of the programs assisted under this title.

4 (b) The Director shall approve any State plan and

5 any modification thereof that meets the requirements of

6 subsection (a) of this section.

7 PART B-SPBCIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTION AND

8 TREATMENT PROGRAMS

9 PROGRAM AND AUTHORIZATION

10 SC. 404. There are authorized to be appropriated

11 $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973;

12 $1d0,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974;

13 $150.000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975;

14 and $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.

15 The Director is authorized to use these appropriations to

16 make grants to and enter into contracts with public and

17 private agencies, organizations, institutions, or individuals

18 to-

19 (1) develop and implement new approaches, tech-

20 niques, and methods with respect to juvenile delin-

21 quency programs (as defined in section 103 (4));

22 (2) develop and maintain community-based alter-

23 natives to traditional forms of institutionalization;

24 (3) develop and implement effective means of
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I diverting juveniles from the traditional juvenile jus-

2 twice and correctional system;

3 (4) improve the capability of public and private

4 agencies and organizations to provide services for de-

5 linquents and youths in danger of becoming delin-

6 quent; and

7 (5) facilitate the adoption of the recommendations

8 of the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile

9 Justice as set forth pursuant to section 507 (b).

10 CONSII)EIIA'I'IONS FOR AI'ICOV.\I, (IF APPLICATIONS

11 SiC. 405. (a) Any agency, institution, or individual

12 desiring to receive a grant, or enter into any contract under

13 this part, shall submit an application at such time, in such

14 manner, and containing or accompanied by such informa-

15 tion as the directorr may prescribe.

16 (b) In accordalce witi guidelines established by the

17 Director. eaci such application shall--

18 (1) provide that the program for which assistance

19 under this title is sought will be administered by or

20 under the supervision of time applicant;

21 (2) set forth a program for carrying out one or

22 more of tile purposes set forth in section 404;

2,3 (3) provide for the proper and efficient adminis-

24 tration of such program;
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1 (4) provide for regular evaluation of the program;

2 (5) indicate that the applicant has requested the

3 review of the application froin the State and lcal agency

4 designated in section 403, when appropriate;

5 (6) indicate the response of such agency to the-re-

6 quest for review and comment on the application;

7 (7) provide that regular reports on the program

8 shall be sent to the Director and to the State and local

9 agency, when appropriate; and

10 (8) provide for such fiscal control and fund ac-

11 counting procedures as may be necessary to assure pru-

12 dent use, proper disbursement, and accurate accounting

13 of funds received under this title.

14 (c) In determining whether or not to approve applica-

15 tlons for grants under this title, the Director shall consider-

16 (1) the relative cost and effectiveness of the pro-

17 posed program in effectuating the purposes of the Act;

18 (2) the extent to which the proposed program will

19 incorporate new or innovative te-chniques;

20 (3) the extent to which the proposed program

21 meets the objectives and l)riorities of the State plhn,

22 when a State plan has been approved by the Director

23 under section 403 (b) and when the location and scope

24 of the program make such consideration appropriate;
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1 (4) the increase in capacity of the public and pri-

'2 vate agency, institution or individual to provide services

3 to delinquents or youths in danger of becoming delin-

4 quent;

5 (5) the extent to which the proposed project servos

6 continunities which have high rates of youth uniemploy-

7 mert. school dropout, and delinquency and

8 (6) the extent to which the proposed program

9 facilitates the implementation of the reconiniendatiols

10 oif the Advisory Committee on Standard. for Juvenile

11 Justice as set forth pursuant to section 507 (h).

12 WITHHOLDING

13 SEc. 406. Whenever the Director. after giving reason-

14 able notice and opportunity for hearing to a grant recipient

15 under this title, finds-

16 (1) that the prograin or activity for which such

17 grant was made has been so changed that, it no longer

18 complies with the provisions of this title: or

19 (2) that in the operation of the program or activity

20 there is failure to comply substantially with any such

21 provision;

22 the Director shall notify such recipient of his findings and

23- no further payments may be made to such recipient by the
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1 Director uitil he is satisfied that such noncompliance has

2 been, or will promptly he, corrected.

3 USE OF FUNDS

4 SC. 407. (a) Funds paid to any public or private

agency, institution, or individual (whether directly or

6 through a State or local agen.y) may be used for:

7 (1) securing, developing, or operating the pro-

8 gram designed to carry out the purposes of this Act;

9 (2) not more than 50 per centum of the cost of

10 constriiction of innovative conmunity-based facilities (as

11 defined in section 103 (1) and (2) which, in the

12 judgment of the Director. are necessary for carrying

13 out the purposes of this Act,

14 (b) In accordance with criteria set forth by the Direc-

I tor, grants or contracts may provide for long-term funding.

16 provided that such grants or contracts provide for yearly

17 evaluation to ascertain if the goals of such grants or contracts

18 are being achieved.

19 (c) At the discretion of the Director, when there is no

20 other way to fund an essential juvenile delinquency pro-

21 gram, the State may utilize 25 per centum of the funds

22 available to it under this Act to meet the non-Federal

23 matching share requirement for any other Federal. juvenile

24 delinquency program grant.

25 (d) The Director may require the recipient of any
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1 grant or contract to contribute money, facilities, or services

2 up to 25 per cent um of the cost of the project.

3 (e) Payments under this title, pursuant to a grant or

4 contract, may be made (after necessary adjustment, in the

5 case of grants, on account of previously made overpayments

6 or underpayments) in advance or by way of reimbursements,

7 and in such installments and on such conditions as the Dirce-

8 tor may determinee.

rITLP' V-NATIONAL INSTIrI'TE 1OR ,V VEN, ILE

10 JUSTICE

11 NATIONAL INSTITUTE

12 SE(. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

13 Natioiial Office of .Juvenile Justice and l)elinquenev Pre-

14 %eltioln a Natioiml Institute for .Juvenile Jutistice (referred to

15 in this Act as the "Institute").

16 (h) The Itistitiite shall be under the supervision and

_17 direction of an Administrator who shall l)e appointed by and

18 be resl)ansible to the Director of the Office. Acting through

19 the Institute. the Director shall take any action consistent

20 with tile intent and purpose of this Aet, including but not

21 limited to the functions stated in this title.

22 (c) With the approval of the Director, the Admini,-

23 frator is authorized to make grants to, or enter into con-

24 tracts with, any public or private agency, institution, or

25 individual to carry out the purposes of this title.
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1 INFORMATION FUNCTION

2 SEC. 502. The Institute is authorized to-

3 (1) serve as an informabi hank by collecting svs-

4 teniatieally and synthesizing the data and knowledge

5 obtained from studlie. and research by putbli( and private

6 agencies, institutions, or indiv'idiials concerning il Ile-

7 plects of juvenile delin(lueney, including tite pre%'cutiol

8 and treatment of juvenile delinquency;

9 (2) serve as a clearinghouse and information center

10 for the preparation, publication, and dissemination of

11 all information regarding juvenile delinquency, includ-

12 ing State and local juvenile delinquency prevention and

13 treatment programs and plans, availability of resources,

14 training and educational programs, statistics, and other

15 pertinent data and information.

16 IHEAICII. I)EMONSTIiATION, AND EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

17 SF,,. 53. The Institute is authorized to--

18 (1) conduct, encourage, and coordinate research

19 and evaluation into any aspect of juvenile delinquency,

20 particularly with regard to new programs and methods

-21 whicl show promise of making a contribution toward

22 the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency;

23 (2) encourage the development of demonstration

24 projects in new, innovative techniques and methods to

25 prevent and treat juvenile delinquency;
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1 (3) provide for the evaluation of all programs as-

'2 sisted under this Act in order to determine the results

3 1111d diR eMle.tivencss of such pr'ograMs;

4 (4) provide for the evaluation of aiiy other Fed-

5 eral, State, or local juvenile delinquency program, upon

6 the request of the Director; and

7 (5) disseminate the results of such evaluations and

8 research and demonstration activities particularly to

9 persons actively working in the field of juvenile de-

10 linquency.

11 TRAINING FUNCTIONS

12 S,. 504. The Institute is authorized to-

13 (1) develop, conduct, and provide for training

14 programs for the training of professional, paraprQfes-

15 sional, and volunteer personnel, and other persons who

16 are or who are preparing to work with juveniles and

17 juvenile offenders:

18 (2) develop, conduct, and provide for seminars,

19 workshops, and training programs in the latest proven

20 effective techniques and methods of preventing and

21 treating juvenile delinquency for law enforcement offi-

22 cers, juvenile judges, and other court personnel. proba-

23 tion officers, correctional personnel, and other Federal,

24 State, and local government personnel who are engaged

25 in work relating to juvenile delinquency.
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I INSTITUTE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEc. 505. The Institute Advisory Committee established

:1 in section 309 (d) siall advise, consult with, and nak rec-

4 ommendations to the Adniiistrator of the Institute concern-

I ing the overall policy and operations of the Institute.

(3 ANNUAL REPORT

S Si.c. 506. The Administrator shall develop annually

S and submit to the Director after the first year the legislation

1, is enacted, prior to June 30, a report on research, demon-

10 stration, training, and evaluation programs funded under this

11 title, including a review of the results of such programs, an

12 assessment of the application of such results to existing and

13 to new juvenile delinquency programs, and detailed recom-

14 inendations for future research, demonstration, training, and

15 evaluation programs. The Director shall include a sunmnary

16 of these results and recommendations in his report to the

17 President and Congress required by section 304 (b) (7).

18 DEVELOPMENT OF STANI)ARI)S FOIl IIVINIIE JUSTICEE

19 Si:c. 507. (a) The Institute, under the supervision of

20 the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile Justice

21 established in section 309 (e). shall review existing reports,

22 data, and standards, and, where necessary, independently

23 study the juvenile justice system in the United States. This

24 study shall emphasize juvenile court administration and pro-

25 cedures. and the conditions of confinement in bivenile deten-
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1 tLion and correctional facilities in order to develop standards

2 for juvenile justice.

0 (b) Not later than eighteen months after the passage of

4 this Act, the Advisory Committee shall submit to the Presi-

5 dent and the Congress a final report which-

6 (1) recommends standards for the administration

7 of juvenile justice at the Federal, State, and local level,

8 including juvenile court procedures and conditions of

9 confinement in juvenile detention and -correctional

10 facilities;

11 (2) recommends Federal action, including but not

12 limited to administrative, budgetary, .and legislative

13 action, required to facilitate the adoption of these stand-

14 ards throughout the United States; and

15 (3) recommends State and local action to facilitate

16 the adoption of these standards for juvenile justice at

17 the State and local level.

18 (c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of

19 the executive branch of the Government, including inde-

20 pendent agencies, is authorized and directed to furnish to the

21 Advisory Committee such information as the Committee

22 deems necessary to carry out its functions under this Act.

23 (d) The Advisory Committee shall hold public hear-

24 ings on its proposed standards.
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1 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

2 SEC. 508. To carry out the purposes of this title there

3 are hereby authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000 for

4 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; $100,000,000 for the

5 fiscal year ending June 30, 1974; $150,000,000 for the

6 fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and $200,000,900 for

7 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.
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EXHIBIT No. 8
(From the Congressional Record, Feb. 8, 1973)

By Mr. BAYH (for himself and Mr. Cook):
S. 821. A-bill to improve the quality of juvenile justice in the United States

and to provide a comprehensive, coordinated approach\ to the problems of
juvenile delinquency, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.

JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENNOY PREVENTION ACT OF 1973

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I am pleased today to Join with my distinguished
colleague from Kentucky, Senator Marlow Cook, the ranking minority member
of the Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency of which I am chair-
maii, in n-itroducing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1973. Our bill provides a comprehensive, coordinated program to prevent juve-
nile delinquency, rehabilitate juvenile delinquents, and improve the quality of
juvenile justice in this country. In addition, it authorizes substantial resources
to assist State and local governments as well as public and private agencies in
developing an effective approach to the multifaceted problems of juvenile
delinquency.

This measure received strong support during the 92d Congress when it was
introduced as S. 3148. It has been endorsed by youth-serving organizations
and juvenile delinquency experts throughout the country. It has received the
support of many of the major organizations working in the field of youth
development and delinquency prevention, such as the American Parents Com-
mittee, the Boys Clubs of America, the National Education Association, the
Young Women's Christian Association and the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency and the National Council
of Juvenile Court Judges have enthusiastically approved-the comprehensive
attack on delinquency contained in this bill. This legislation has also received
widespread support from many individuals throughout the Nation who are ac-
tively involved in providing services to young people in trouble.

Extensive hearings conducted by the Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency
have demonstrated the desperate need for this legislation. Expert witnesses,
including State and local officials, representatives of private agencies, social
workers, sociologists, criminologists, judges, and criminal justice planners have
testified on the bankruptcy of the current juvenile justice system which provides
neither individualized justice nor effective help to juveniles. In particular they
have repeatedly emphasized that large custodial institutions such as reforma-
tories and training schools are nothing more than schools of crime, where
Juveniles learn the skills of the experienced criminal.

This bill provides strong incentives for State and local governments to
develop community-based programs and services as alternatives to these damag-
ing training schools. It is encouraging to note that the National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals has recently recommended
that no new major institutions for juveniles should be built under any circum-
stances. The Commission provides additional support for the philosophy of this
legislation that many delinquents who have previously been institutionalized
cn be helped successfully in community settings.

State officials testifying -before the subcommittee have stressed-the need for
effective, coordinated Federal funding to assist the States in carrying out their
efforts to treat juveniles in the community. The Governor of Massachusetts, the
Honorable Francis Sargent, and the Governor of Ohio, the Honorable John
Gilligan, were eloquent in describing the urgent need for this legislation. The
deputy director of the Kentucky Department of Child Welfare, Bill Ryan, con-

-firmed the feeling of many State administrators in urging passage of this bill:
"Quite frankly, when I first read the bill and Senator Bayh's comments in the

Congressional Record, I wanted to shout "Alleluia," somebody has finally de-
veloped a comprehensive piece of legislation that makes sense. It should provide
a real opportunity for all of us if we want to be serious about resolving prob-
lems facing youthful offenders."

During my 2 years as chairman of the Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile
Delinquency, I have carefully reviewed the Federal juvenile delinquency pro-
grams which are scattered among more than 40 agencies. Unfortunately, this
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investigation confirmed what had already been painfully suggested-that exist-
ing Federal programs have not provided the requisite direction, coordination,
resources, and leadership needed to deal with the crisis of delinquency. They
have had virtually no impact on the devastating effects of juvenile crime-
of adult arrests for serious crimes are those we failed to rehabilitate as
juveniles.

As we know all too well, young people account for more than half the crime
in this country. Persons under 25 make up 60 percent of the total arrests for
crimes of violence and 81 percent of the arrests for property crimes each year.
During the past decade, criminal activity by young people has increased alarm-
ingly. Arrests of juveniles for violent crimes Jumped 193 percent; arrests for
property crimes such as burglary, larceny, and auto theft increased 99 percent.
Yet, the problem is even worse than the figures indicate, since a large proportion
of adult arrests for serious crimes are those we failed to rehabilitate as Juveniles.

The price of juvenile crime to our society is enormous, not only in a costly,
unproductive juvenile Justice system but also in blighted young lives. One
million Juveniles will enter the Juvenile Justice system this year; 100,000 of
them will be incarcerated in institutions. The cost of maintaining this system
Is high-nearly $1 billion a year-and it is increasing at a rate of $50 million
a year. Yet, our efforts to rehabilitate are clearly failing; recidivism among
Juveniles is estimated between 74 and 85 percent.

When Juvenile crime costs our society billions of dollars each year and our
juvenile correctional system only produces more sophisticated offenders, a
drastically new approach is needed. Such an approach must recognize the
severity of the delinquency crisis, the inadequacy of the Federal Government's
response and the-.need to restructure the Federal effort. Our tax dollars must
be used to help develop productive, law-abiding young citizens. This makes good
sense not only from a humanitarian point of view, but from an economic point
of view as well.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act which we are intro-
ducing today will provide the comprehensive, coordinated Federal effort coin-
bined with the massive resources that have so long been needed to deal effec-
tively with the crisis of delinquency. This bill creates a new National Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to insure national coordination
of federally assisted delinquency programs and provides substantial new re-
sources for delinquency prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs.
It creates a centralized research, training, data collection, and evaluation effort
in a new Institute of Juvenile Justice. It provides for the development of model
uniform standards for the administration of the Juvenile justice system, includ-
ing conditions of confinement in detention and correctional institutions. Finally,
it establishes basic procedural rights for Juveniles who some under Federal
Jurisdiction,

Our bill does not propose the termination or the relocation of existing juve-
nile delinquency programs; rather, it provides the authority to establish
priorities and objectives for all Federal delinquency programs, including train-

.- Ing, evaluation, research, prevention, rehabilitation, and treatment activities.
The Director of the new National Office of Juvenile Justice would be the spokes-
man and central coordinator for the entire Federal juvenile delinquency effort.
He would have broad supervisory review over the operation of delinquency
programs in other agencies, and would be responsible for reporting on their
effectiveness and recommending budget and program modifications to the
President.

The need for centralized authority has been recognized by both major Federal
agencies operating in the field of Juvenile delinquency-the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration and the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. In announcing the decentralization of authority to regional offices
on May 18, 1971, Mr. Jerris Leonard, Administrator of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, specified that juvenile delinquency programs would
be expected from this decentralization and that supervisory control would
remain in headquarters. Mr. Leonard said:

"This is a real problem area-the apparent inability of all of the programs
that we have in the Juvenile delinquency field to dovetail and address the
problem on a very broad and effective base. That is something that cannot be
done at the regional or state level; the coordination effort has got to come
from the National Government and from Washington."
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The 1971 report of the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Ad-
ministration within the I)epartment of Health, Education, and Welfare con-
cluded that Federal efforts to combat delinquency demonstratee a lack of priori-
ties, emphasis, and direction, and that State planning has been spasmodic and
ineffective. The report recommended that a new national program be created to
provide coordination and leadership for all deliniqu.ncy related efforts-Federal,
State, and local.

This bill creates the new, national program that has so long been needed to
coordinate and direct federally assisted Juvenile delinquency efforts. The Presi-
dent responded to the crisis of drug addiction facing our Nation by creating a
new Special Action Office for )rug Abuse Prevention with far-reaching powers
over the numerous drug programs scattered throughout the Federal Govern-
ment. Our bill recognizes that a similar response is needed to meet the crisis of
Juvenile delinquency-a response which will focus Federal resources to have a
meaningful impact on the terrible social, economic, and human cost of Juvenile
delinquency. ,

The Federal effort to combat delinquency has failed not only because of lack
of direction and coordination, but also because we simply have not allocated
resources commensurate to the size of the problem. Despite the fact that young
people represent more than half the crime problem in our country, the Federal
Government allocates only a small fraction of Its total crime prevention money
to the problems of juvenile delinquency. In fiscal 1070, LEAA spent less than 12
percent of its appropriation on juvenile delinquency programs; in fiscal 1971,
although the percentage increased somewhat, it still remained well under 15
percent. In fiscal 1972, according to LEAA's figures, only 19 percent of its total
appropriations went to Juvenile delinquency programs.

The Department of Health, Education, aid Welfare has consistently requested
shockingly low appropriations under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and
Control Act. In the past 4 fiscal years, the Department has requested only $50
million out of a total authorization of $275 million. Of this $50 million, $45
million were actually appropriated.

Equally significant is the fact that the Federal responsibility for developing
and funding Juvenile delinquency prevention programs rests entirely with HEW
by agreement with LEAA. The resources devoted to this vitally important
effort-to prevent young people from becoming involved in criminal activity-
are so minimal as to be practically useless.

We can only conclude that to date no Federal agency, including those specifi-
cally charged with the prevention and control of crime and delinquency, has
responded to the fact that young people account for more than half the crime
problem in our country. On the contrary, juveniles seem to be last on the list of
national priorities when it comes to allocating vitally needed resources.

Our bill authorizes substantial appropriations.-one and a half billion dollars
over the next 4 years-so that resources will be available at the State and local
level for developing and implementing delinquency prevention, rehabilitation,
and treatment programs. Funds will be distributed by the States through desig-
nated planning agencies in accordance with comprehensive State plans approved
by the new nation office. Funds are also provided for direct grants to public and
private agencies to develop and implement new methods of delinquency preven-
tion, treatment. and rehabilitation. This will maintain the funding flexibility
required to develop innovative approaches to the problems of delinquency. The
ability of the Director to develop and implement an effective, coordinated Fed-
eral delinquency effort will be enhanced by making funds available for direct
grunts, Further, by making funds to nongovernmental agencies, Institutions, and
individuals, participation by a wide spectrum of the community in developing
ways of dealing with the problems of juvenile delinquency will be encouraged.

Representatives of private youth-serving agencies have testified with par-
ticular feeling about the need for this kind of Federal support for their efforts
to help young people. These agencies already have resources, facilities and
volunteer workers which can and should be part of a coordinated national effort
to reduce Juvenile delinquency. These witnesses have affirmed the need for a
partnership between Government and the private sector to help the youth of
this country. While they are willing to accept the responsibility of the private
sector to respond to the delinquency problem, they need the commitment, leader-
ship, and assistance of the Federal Government to do the Job. Our bill places
heavy emphasis on the role of the private sector it developing prevention and
treatment alternatives and provides both the necessary assistance and direction
to make this an effective partnership.

84-522 0-73- 24
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Grants under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act will be
made in accordance with broad guidelines which reflect the consensus of those
who have long worked in the juvenile delinquency flell. These guidelines en-
courage the development of viable alternatives to the traditional juvenile justice
system, with lmrticular emphasis on replacing large, outmoded Juvenile deten-
tion and corrections institutions with community-based services and facilities.

The bill provides that at least three-tuarters of the funds a State plapnilng
agency receives must be spent on the development of programs and services
designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, to divert juveniles from the juvenile
justice system, and to provide comnnunity-based alternatives to traditional de-
tention and correctional facilities used for the confinement of juveniles. Wit-
nesses before our subcommittee strongly advocated the adoption of the treat-
nient techniques supported in this bill, such as foster care, shelter care, group
homes and halfway houses, diagnostic facilities and expanded use of probation
services and probation subsidy programs. These witnesses testified that many
delinquents who had previously been incarcerated could be better and more
humanely handled in community-based alternatives at less cost to the public.

Tills bill provides States and localities with the incentive and with the re-
sources to develop these and other alternatives to large institutions. Through
the use of community-based services and facilities, Juveniles will be able to
receive tie help they need while remaining In their communities, close to the
families and friends so necessary to rehabilitative efforts.

One of the most successful alternatives to institutionalization has been the
probation subsidy program which is provided for In tile propose(l legislation.
Under this program, which is now operating in several States, a unit of local
jurisdiction is reimbursed for every juvenile it retains in the community rather
than committing to a State correctional institution. This program allows a child
to stay at home while receiving intensive probation services, and in fact, costs
far less than institutionalization. For example, in California, the operation of
the probation subsidy program from 1966 through 1972 has reduced commit-
ments to the California youth authority by 10,624 young people at an estimated
savings to the State of over $68 million. This worthwhile program saves the
taxpayer's money while providing assistance to the local community, and treat-
ment for the juvenile in his own neighborhood where the chances of rehabilita-
tion are greatest.

One of the best documented problems facing our youth today is that of drug
abuse. Not only do drugs destroy tile lives of many young people, they are also
the direct cause of serious delinquent behavior. The Subcommittee to Investi-
gate- Juvenile Delinquency has conducted an extensive investigation of tile
problems of non-opiate addiction among young people, especially with regard to
amphetamines and barbiturates. We have found that a shockingly large per-
centage of our high school, and even elementary school, population have become
involved in the abuse of these dangerous drugs, often witlotit realizing their
target consequences. Numerous young witnesses have told us of their first
experiences with these drugs, of their increasing dependence and eventual
addiction, and of the delinquent, often criminal activity to which their drug
habits led them.

Our bill provides for comprehensive programs of drug abuse education and
prevention which will reach even the youngest children before they become
hopelessly enmeshed in the destructive cycle of drug addiction and criminal
activity. For those children who are already Involved with drugs, tile bill pro-
vides for rehabilitation and treatment programs. As many correctional authori-
ties have Indicated, drug abuse is a grave problem both within juvenile correc-
tional institutions and in the communities in which the Juveniles live. We must
make a concerted attack on this evil If we are ever going to reduce tile numbers
of children for wlom crime becomes a necessary way of life.

Many of the early signs of delinquent behavior, or of problems at home. first
show up in the schools. Any apl)roach to delinquency prevention must include
intensive services within the elementary and secondary education systems which
will identify and help youth in danger of becoming delinquent. This bill em-
phasizes the need to develop such programs through tile use of Individuals and
family counseling, and other supportive services within the schools or in niter-
native learning situations. Grantees are also encouraged to provide training for
professionals and paraprofessionals working with juvenile delinquents and pre-
delinquents in all aspects of the problem.
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The creation of these innovative community-based facilities and services at
the State and local level may result in changes it unemployment opportunities
which will affect current. State, county, and local governmental employees. The
burden of these desirable changes in the handling of delinquents should not be
made to fall on the employees alone. Our bill requires the State plan to Include
provisions for fair and equitable arrangements, as determined by the Secretary
of Labor, to protect the interests of employees affected by this act. These pro-
visions assure that in dealing fairly with children we do not deal unfairly with
employees.

One of the problems in carrying out delinquent programs by public and pri-
vate agencies'at the State and local level has been a lack of sufficient technical
expertise on how to develop these programs and services. The new National
Office of Juvenile Justice and lDel!nquency PIevention would provide technical
assistance to Federal, State, and local agencies, courts, institutions, and indi-
viduals involved in developing and implementing delinquency programs. Thus,
our bill provides both the resources at the State and local level for needed
delinquency programs and the technical know-how to make these programs
effective.

One of the major features of our bill is the creation of a National Institute
for Juvenile Justice within the new National Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention. The need for such an institute has long been recog-
nized. Many of our colleagues in both the Senate and House have responded to
this need by supporting a similar, far inmore limited concept in the Institute for
Continuing Studies of Juvenile Justice. Our proposal would give the institute
the national prestige, the authority, and the resources required to develop long-
range strategies for dealing effectively with the problems of Juvenile delin-
quency. Even more important, the institute would be an integral part of the
new national office. Promising research and evaluation results developed through
the institute could be translated promptly into operating programs in the field.
By closely relating the functions of the institute to the activities of the national
office, we will be effectively closing the information gap that has severely hin-
dered our efforts to combat delinquency.

The Institute would be responsible for the evaluation of programs assisted
under this act, as well as other Juvenile delinquency programs, at the request
of the Director of the National Office. In the past, there has been little evalua-
tion of federally assisted delinquency programs and it Is vital that analysis of
delinquency programs be commenced and carried out on a systematic basis. The
dissemination of the results of these evaluations will mean that persons actively
engaged i working with juveniles will know for the first time which programs
are effective in the delinquency field.

The Institute would serve as an information clearinghouse, both collecting all
data related to Juvenile delinquency and disseminating it throughout the coun-
try. There is general agreement that the impact of various research and demon-
stration programs results has been severely limited due to the fragmented
Federal structure and the lack of any centralized source of information. Fur-
ther, it is extremely difficult for a prospective grantee to obtain comprehensive
information of Federal resources available in the area of Juvenile delinquency.
The Institute would serve as a clearinghouse for delinquency information, in-
cluding statistics, research, availability of resources, and Federal, State, and
local prevention, rehabilitation and treatment programs.

Research on the problems of juvenile delinquency would be a primary func-
tion of the Institute. The bill provides substantial funding for research and
demonstration projects to he conducted both by Institute personnel as well as
by public and private agencies, institutions, and individuals. The quality of
these research projects would be regularly evaluated and the findings widely
disseminated.

The Institute would also be responsible- for conducting training programs
throughout the country for persons working in the area of Juvenile delinquency,
such as policemen, judges. probation officers, correctional personnel, and Federal,
State, and local officials, in the latest proven effective techniques and methods
of preventing and treating Juvenile delinquency. In addition, the Institute would
develop training programs for professional, paraprofessional and volunteer
personnel who work directly with Juveniles or Juvenile offenders.

The Institute would provide vitally needed leadership In developing effective
research, training, and information services relating to Juvenile delinquency.
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It is an essential part of the new comprehensive, coordinated Federal approach
we are recommending. Appropriations of $500 million over the next 4 years
are authorized for the vital work of the Institute.

Our bill recognizes that the National Office and the Institute will need the
support and advice of private citizens and groups actively involved in the area
of Juvenile delinquency working with juveniles and Juvenile delinquents. Accord-
ingly, it provides for a National Advisory Council for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention to make recommendations to the Director of the Na-
tional Office on the planning, policies and operations of Federal Juvenile delin-
quency programs. A subcommittee of five members of the Council will serve as
an Advisory Committee for the National Institute and consult with the Director
of the National Office and the Administrator of the Institute on the overall
policy and operations of the Institute.

Another subcommittee of the Council, the Advisory Committee on Standards
for Juvenile Justice, will supervise the Institute in developing standards for
the administration of Juvenile justice at the Federal, State, and local levels,
including Juvenile court procedures and conditions of confinement in Juvenile
detention and correctional facilities. The Advlory Committee would, of course.
draw upon the considerable body of work already done in these areas. Within
18 months after the passage of this act, the Advisory Committee would make
its recommendations on standards for Juvenile justice and report its findings
to Congress and the President. These recommendations would be widely publi-
cized, and State and local governments would be urged to adapt their practices
and procedures to the standards recommended by the commission. The final
report will also include recommendations concerning Federal administrative,
budgetary and legislative action required to facilitate the adoption of these
standards throughout the United States. Moreover, the Director is authorized
to make grants to facilitate the adoption of these recommendations and to
consider the recommendations in making individual funding decisions.

We have been told again and again of the wide disparities in the procedures
governing the treatment of juveniles at all stages of the adjudicatory and dis-
positional process. Many State Juvenile laws are archaic and even unjust;
further, they are often inconsistent with laws in neighboring jurisdictions. The
result is that children in trouble frequently are deprived of basic procedural
safeguards, depending on the particular laws of the jurisdiction they are in.
By creating national standards of Juvenile justice backed by Federal leader-
ship, we can help assure that State and local governments will strive to meet
these standards.

Finally, our proposed Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act pro-
vides for a series of specific amendments to existing Federal law, designed to
guarantee certain basic protections to juveniles under Federal jurisdiction.

Whenever possible, juveniles would be processed through State and local
Juvenile courts and correctional systems, and not in the Federal courts. Un-
fortunately, neither the Federal courts nor the Federal correctional system has
ever been properly equipped to handle large numbers of juveniles. The result
has been that great numbers of juveniles have been sent to institutions far
from their home communities. This dislocation has been repeatedly criticized,
since one of the most important factors in successful rehabilitation is the
access the Juvenile has to stabilizing community and family influences.

The bill contains an absolute prohibition against the detention or confine-
ment of any Juvenile alleged or found to be delinquent in any institution in
which adults-whether convicted or merely awaiting trial-are confined.
Juveniles who are incarcerated with sophisticated criminals are much less
likely to be rehabilitated. The older offenders become the teachers of graduate
seminars in crime. In addition, we have heard repeated charges about the
homosexual attacks that take place in adult institutions, and confining juveniles
in institutions only increases the likelihood of such attacks. There is no reason
to imprison adults and juveniles together. Only harm can come from such a
policy, and this bill would forbid it completely.

Under present law, a Juvenile alleged to have committed an act which if
committed by an adult would be a felony can be handled either in Juvenile
proceedings or in criminal proceedings. Our bill would require a hearing before
a Federal district judge before an eligible Juvenile could be transferred to
adult criminal jurisdiction. Only if the Federal judge found that "there are no
reasonable prospects for rehabilitating" the Juvenile before he reaches the age
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of majority could the criminal prosecution take place. Transfer proceedings
could be instituted only against a juvenile age 10 or older who has committed
certain serious felonies. In all other cases, he would be treated as a juvenile.

We have heard too many stories of juveniles being detained for long periods
of time without having the nature of the charges against them precisely stated,
and without-sufficient evidence against them to make their detention legal. The
bill requires that immediately after arrest the juvenile be advised of his legal
rights and that the Juvenile's parents or guardian be notified forthwith of such
custody and of the juvenile's rights. The juvenile must then be brought before
a magistrate who shall release him to his parents or guardian, unless, after
hearing, the magistrate determines that detention is necessary to secure the
juvenile's timely appearance before the appropriate court or to protect the
safety of others.

Our bill would implement recent Supreme Court decisions dealing with the
right to counsel. The arresting officer and the magistrate would be required to
inform the juvenile that lie has the right to be represented by legal counsel
at all critical stages of the juvenile proceedings, and if the juvenile does not
retain counsel, legal counsel will be appointed by the court.

The proposed amendments would also establish safeguards for juveniles
under Federal jurisdiction, guaranteeing them virtually all the constitutional
rights guaranteed an adult in a criminal prosecution. These guarantees are
fundamental to our system of justice.

The Juvenile Justice and )ellnquency Prevention Act provides an effective
new aplproach to the problems of juvenile delinquency. We have failed too long
to respond in any meaningful way to the crisis of delinquency facing our
Nation. We cannot afford to delay any longer. We urge our colleagues in the
Congress to give this bill careful consideration. We hope that they will act
expeditiously to give this country the comprehensive, coordinated juvenile delin-
quency program it so desperately needs.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill and accompanying ex-
planatory material be printed at this point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the bill and material were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

"S. 821

"Be it cntetcd by the Senate and Ho use of Representatives of the United
State of Amcrica in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the
"Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973."

"TITLE I-FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

"FINDINGS

SEC. 101. The Congress hereby finds-
"(1) that juveniles account for almost half the arrests for serious crimes in

the United States today;
"(2) that understaffed, overcrowded juvenile courts, probation services and

correctional facilities are not able to provide individualized justice or effective
help;

"(3) that states and local communities which experience the devastating
failures to the juvenile justice system, do not presently have sufficient tech-
nical expertise or adequate resources to deal comprehensively with the problems
of juvenile delinquency;

"(4) that the adverse impact of juvenile delinquency results in enormous
annual cost and immeasurable loss in human life, personal security, and wasted
human resources;

"(5) that existing Federal programs have not provided the direction, co-
ordination, resources, and leadership required to meet the crisis of delinquency;
and

"(6) that juvenile delinquency constitutes a growing threat to the national
welfare requiring immediate, comprehensive, and effective action by the Federal
Government.

"SEC. 102. It is the purpose of this Act-
"(1) to provide the necessary resources, leadership, and coordination to

improve the quality of juvenile justice in the United States and to develop
and implement effective methods of preventing and treating Juvenile delin-
quency;
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"(2) to increase the capacity of State and local governments, and public
and private agencies, institutions and organizations to conduct innovative,
effective juvenile justice and delinquency prevention and treatment programs
and to provide useful research, evaluation, and training services in the area
of juvenile delinquency;

"(3) to develop and implement effective programs and services to divert
juveniles from the traditional juvenile justice system and to increase the
capacity of State and local governments to provide critically needed alterna-
tives to institutionalization;

"(4) to provide for the development of national guidelines for juvenile deten-
tion and corrections facilities, and for the administration of juvenile justice;

"(5) to guarantee certain basic rights to juveniles who conie within Federal
jurisdiction;

"(6). to establish a centralized research effort on the problems of juvenile
delinquency, including a i Information clearing-house to disseminate the findings
of such research and all data related to juvenile delinquency;

"(7) to provide for the thorough and prompt evaluation of all federally
assisted juvenile delinquency programs;

"(8) to provide technical assistance to public and private agencies, institu-
tions, and individuals in developing and Implementing juvenile delinquency
programs;

"(9) to establish training programs for persons, including professionals,
paraprofessionals and volunteers, who work with delinquents or potential
delinquents or whose work or activities relate to juvenile delinquency pro-
grains: and

"(10) to establish a new National Office of Juvenile Justice-and Delinquency
Prevention in the Executive Office of the President to provide direction, co-
ordination and review of all federally assisted juvenile delinquency programs.

DEFINITION8

"SEC. 103. For the purpose of this Act-
"(1) the term 'community-based' facility, program, or service means a small,

open group home or other suitable place located near the juvenile's home or
family and programs of community supervision and service which maintain
community and consumer participation in the planning, operation and evalua-
tion of their programs which may include, but are not limited to, medical
educational, vocational, social and psychological guidance, training, counseling,
and other rehabilitative services;

"(2) the term 'construction' includes construction of new buildings and
acquisition, expansion, remodeling, and alteration of existing buildings, and
initial equipment of any such buildings, or any combination of such activities
(including architects' fees but not the cost of acquisition of land for new
buildings). For the purposes of this )aragraph, the term "equipment" includes
machinery, utilities and any built-in equipment and any necessary enclosures or
structures to house them ;

"(3) the term 'Federal juvenile delinquency program means any juvenile
delinquency program which is conducted directly or indirectly, or is assisted
by the Departments of Health, Education, and Welfare: Labor; Housing and
Urban Development; and Justice, and any program funded under this Act.
With regard to those Federal programs which appear to have only a tangential
or indirect involvement in the area of juvenile delinquency, the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, upon consultation with the Director, named
in Section 301, is authorized to determine whether such programs come within
the purview of this Act;

"(4) the term 'juvenile delinquency program' means any program or activity
related to juvenile delinquency prevention, control, diversion, treatment, re-
habilitation, planning, education training, and research, the improvement of
the juvenile justice system and any program or activity for neglected, aban-
doned or dependent youth and other youth who are in danger of becoming
delinquent;

"(5) the term 'local government' means any city, county, township, town,
borough, parish, village, or other general purpose political subdivision of a
State and an Indian tribe and any combination of two or more-of such units
acting jointly;
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"(6) the term 'public agency' means any department, agency, or instru-
mentality of any State, unit of local government, or combination of such States
or units;

"(7) the term *State' means each of the several States of the United States,
the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands.
Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

"TITLE II-AMEINDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL JUVENILE
I)ELINQUENCY ACT

"Sc. 201. Section 5031 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to read
as follows:

"'§ 5031. Definitions.
"For the purpose of this chapter, a 'juvenile' is a person who has not at-

tained his eighteenth birthday, and 'juvenile delinquency' is the violation of a
law of the United States committed by a juvenile which would have been a
crime if committed by an adult.

"Sc. 202. Section 5032 of title 18, United States Code, is amended tQ, read
as follows:

"'§ 5032. Delinquency proceedings in district courts; transfer for criminal prose-
cution.

"'A Juvenile alleged to have committed an act of juvenile delinquency shall
not be proceeded against in any court of the United States unless the Attorney
General, after investigation, certifies to an appropriate district court of the
United States that the juvenile court or other appropriate court of a State (1)
does not have jurisdiction or refuses to assunie jurisdiction over said juvenile
with respect to such alleged act of juvenile delinquency, or (2) does not have
available programs and services adequate for the rehabilitation of juveniles.

"'If the Attorney General does not so certify, such juvenile shall be sur-
rendered to the apllropriate legal authorities of such State.

" 'If an alleged delinquent Is not surrendered to the authorities of a State
or the District of Coluarbla pursuant to this section, any proceedings against
him shall be in an appropriate district court of the United States. For such
purposes, the court may be convened at any time and place within the district,
in chambers or otherwise. The Attorney General shall proceed by Information,
and no criminal prosecution shall be instituted for the alleged act of juvenile
delinquency.

" 'A juvenile who is alleged to have committed an offense and who is not
surrended to State authorities shall be proceeded against as a juvenile delin-
quent unless he is sixteen years ol or older. With respect to a juvenile sixteen
years and older alleged to have committed an act which if committed by an
adult would be a felony punishable by a maximum penalty of ten years im-
prisonment or more, life imprisonment, or death, criminal prosecution may be
begun by motion to transfer of the Attorney General in the appropriate district
court of the United States and if such court finds, after hearing, that there are
no reasonable prospects for rehabilitating such juvenile before his twenty-first
birthday.

"'Evidence of the following factors shall be considered in assessing the pros-
pects for rehabilitation: the age of the juvenile; the nature of the alleged
offense; the extent and nature of tile juvenile's prior delinquency record; the
juvenile's present mental condition; the nature of past treatment efforts and
the juvenile's response to such efforts.

"'Reasonable notice of the transfer hearing shall be given to the juvenile, his
parents, guardian, or custodian and to his counsel. The juvenile shall be as-
sisted by counsel during the transfer hearing, and at every other critical stage
of the proceedings.

"'Once a juvenile has entered a plea with respect to an alleged act of
juvenile delinquency a criminal prosecution based upon such alleged act of
delinquency shall be barred."

"SEc. 203. Section 5033 of this title Is amended to read as follows:
"'§ 5033. Custody prior to appearance before magistrate.

"'Whenever a juvenile is taken into custody for an alleged act of juvenile
delinquency, the arresting officer shall immediately advise such juvenile of his
legal rights, in language comprehensive to a Juvenile, and shall immediately
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notify the Attorney General and the juvenile's parents, guardian, or custodian
of such custody. The arresting officer shall also notify the parents, guardian,
or custodian of the rights of the juvenile and of the nature of the alleged
offense.

"'The juvenile shall be taken before a magistrate forthwith. In no event
shall the juvenile be detained for more than twenty-four hours before being
brought before a magistrate.

"SEC. 204. Section 5034 of this title is amended to read as follows:

"'§ 5034. Duties of Magistrate.
"'If counsel is not retained for-the juvenile, or it does not appear that counsel

will be retained, the magistrate shall appoint counsel for the juvenile. Counsel
shall be assigned to represent a juvenile when the Juvenile and his parents,
guardian or custodian are financially unable to obtain adequate representation.
In cases where the Juvenile and his.parents, guardian or custodian are finan-
cially able to obtain adequate representation but have not retained counsel, the
magistrate may assign counsel and order the payment of reasonable attorney's
fees or may direct the juvenile, his parents, guardian or custodian to retain
private counsel within a specified period of tinie.

" 'The magistrate may appoint a guardian ad litcm if a parent or guardian
of the juvenile is not present, or if the magistrate has reason to believe that
the parents or guardian will not cooperate with the juvenile in preparing for
trial, or that the interests of the )arents or guardian and those of the juvenile
are adverse.

"'If the juvenile has not been disclarged before his initial appearance before
the magistrate, the magistrate shall release the juvenile to his parents, guard-

-- ian, custodian, or other responsible party (including, but not limited to, the
director of a shelter-care facility) upon their promise to bring such juvenile
before the al)propriate court when requested by such court unless the magistrate
determines, after hearing, that the detention of such juvenile is required to
secure his timely appearance before the appropriate court or to insure his
safety or that of others.

"SEc. 205. Section 5035 of this title is amended to read as follows:

'§ 5035. Detention prior to disposition.
'A juvenile alleged to I)e delinquent may lie detained only in a juvenile

facility or such other suitable place as the Attorney Generi11 may designate.
The Attorney General shall not cause any juvenile alleged to be delinquent to
be detained or confined in any institution in which adult persons convicted of
a crime or waiting trial on criminal charges are confined. Alleged delinquents
shall be kept separate from adjudicated delinquents. Every juvenile in custody
shall be provided with adequate food, heat, light, sanitary facilities, bedding,
clothing, recreation, education and medical care, including necessary psychiatric,
psychological or other treatment.

"SEc. 206. Section 5036 of this title is amended to read as follows:

"'§ 5036. Speedy trial.
"'If an alleged delinquent who has been detained pending trial, is not brought

to trial within thirty (lays from the (late when such juvenile was arrested,
the information shall be dismissed with prejudice, on motion of the alleged
delinquent or at the direction of the court, unless the Attorney General shows
that additional delay is unavoidable, caused by the juvenile or his counsel, or
consented to by the juvenile and his counsel. Unavoidable delay may not include
delays attributable solely to court calendar congestion.

"SEC. 207. Section 5037 of this title is amended to read as follows:

"'§ 5037. Rights in general.
'A juvenile charged with an act of juvenile delinquency shall be accorded

the constitutional rights guaranteed ain adult it a criminal prosecution, with
the exeel)tion of indictment by grand jury. Public trial shall be limited to
members of the press, who may attend only oil condition that they not disclose
information that could-reasonably be expected to reveal the identity of the
alleged delinquent. Any yolation of that condition may be punished as a con-
tempt of court.

SEC. 208. A new Section 5038 is added, to read as follows:
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"'§ 5038. Dispositional Hearing.
"'(a) If a juvenile is adjudicated delinquent, a separate dispositional hearing

shall be held no later than ten court days after trial unless the court has
ordered further study in accordance with subsection (c). Copies of tile pre-
sentence report shall be provided to the tittorncvs for both the juvenile and the
government at least three court days in advance of the hearing.

" '(b) The court may suspend the adjudication of delinquency or the dis-
position of the delinquent on such conditions as it deems proper, place him on
probation, or commit him to the custody of the Attorney General. Probation,
commitment or commitment In accordance with subsection (c) shall not extend
beyond tile juvenile's twenty-first birthday or the mnaxtinum term which could
have been imposed on all adult convicted of the same offense, whichever Is
sooner.

" '(c) If the court desires more detailed information concerning all alleged
delinquent, It may commit himu after notice and hearing at which the juvenile
is represented by counsel, to the custody of the Attorney General for observa-
tion and study by an appropriate agency. Such observation and study shall be
conducted on all out-patient basis, unless the court (letermuines that in-patient
observation and study are essential. No alleged delinquent may be committed
to the custody of the Attorney-General for study and observation without the
consent of his attorney and his parent, custodian or guardian. In the case of
all adjudicated delinquent, such study shall not be conducted on all in-patlent
basis without prior notice and hearing. The agency shall make a complete study
of the alleged or adjudicated delinquent to ascertain his personal traits, his
capabilities, his background, any previous delinquency or criminal experience,
any mental or physical defect, and any other relevant factors. The Attorney
General shall submit to the court and the attorneys for the juvenile and the
government the results of time study within thirty days after the commitment
of the juvenile, unless the court grants additional time.

"SEc. 209. Section 5039 Is added, to read as follows:

"'§ 5039. Use of juvenile records.
'(a) Upon the completion of any formal juvenile delinquency proceeding,

the District court shall order the entire file and record of such proceeding
sealed. After such sealing, the court shall not release these records except
under the following circumstances:

"(1) Inquiries received from another court of law;
"(2) Inquiries from all agency preparing a presentence report for another

court ;
"(3) inquiries from law enforcement agencies where the request for inforna-

tion is related to the investigation of a criane or a position within that agency ;
"(4) inquirie,;, il writing, from tie Director of a treatmlent agency or the

Director of a facility to which the juvenile has been (omlnitted by tile court;
and

"(5) inquiries from an agency considering tile person for a position imme-
diately and directly affecting the national security.

"Information about the sealed record may not lie released when the request
for information is related to all application for employment, license, bonding,
or ainy civil right or privilege. Responses to such inquiries shall not be different-
from responses made about persons who have never been Involved iii a (lellin-
qUelney proceeding.

" '(b) The entire filte( and record of juvenile proceedings where an adjudica-
tion of delinquency was not entered slhll be destroyed and obliterated by order
of the court.

"'(c) District courts exercising jurisdiction over any juvenile shall inform
the juvenile, his parent or guardian, ili writing, of rights relating to the sealing
of his juvenile record. Time Information in these communications shall be stated
i clear and non-technical language.

" '(d) During the course of any juvenile delinquency proceeding, all Infor-
matiou and records relating to the proceeding, which are obtain(ed or prepared
i the discharge of official duty by an employee of the court or all employee

of any other governmental agency, shall not be disclosed directly or indirectly
to anyone other than the judge or others entitled under this section to receive
sealed records.
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(e) Unless a child who is taken into custody is i)rosecuted as an adult:
"(1) neither the fingerprints nor a photograph shall le taken, without the

written consent of the judge; and
"(2) neither tire name nor picture of any child shall be nade public by any

medliun of public hIformation in connection with a juvenile delinquency
proceeding.

"S. 210. Section 5040 is added to read as follows:

'§ 5040. Commitment.
" 'A juvenile who has been committed to the Attorney General has a right to

treatment and is entitled to custody, care and discipline as ijearly .as possilble
equivalent to that which should have been provided fnl him by his parents. No
juvenile may be placed or retained it an i(lult jail or correctional institution.

"'Every juvenile who has been colmmitted shall lie provided with adequate
food, heat, light, sanitary facilities, bedding, clothing, recreation, education and
medicare care, including necessary psychiatric, psychological or other care.

" 'Whenever possible, the Attorney General shall commit a juvenile to) a foster
home or community-based facility located in or near his home ntmunity.

SEC. 211. Section 5041 is added, to read as follows:
"'§ 5041. Support.

'The Attorney General tany contract with any public or private agency or
individual and such community-based facilities as halfway houses and foster
lomes, for the observation and study and the custody and care of juveniles
in his custody. For these purposes, the Attorney General may use the appro-
priation for supportt of United States prisoners" or such other appropriations
as he may designate.

"SEC. 212. Section 5042 is added, to read as follows:

" '§ 5042. Parole.
"'The Board of Parole shall release on parole, on.such conditions as it deems

necessary, each juvenile delinquent who has been committed, as' soon as tile
Board Is satisfied that he is likely to remain at liberty without violating the
law.

"SEC. 213. Section 5043 is added to read as follows:

"'§ 5043. Revocation of Parole or Probation.
" 'Any juvenile parolee or probationer shall be accorded notice and a hearing

with counsel before his parole or probation can be revoked.
"SEc. 214. The table of sections of chapter 403 of this title is anlended to read

as follows:
'See.

"'5031. Definitions.
" '5032. Delinquency proceedings in district courts; transfer for criminal pros-

ecution.
" '5033. Custody prior to appearance before nlagistrate.
"'5034. Duties of magistrate.
"'5035. Detention prior to disposition.
"'5036. Speedy trial.
"'5037. Rights in general;
"'5038. Dispositional hearing.
" '5039. Use of juvenile records.
"'5040. Comlnitmlent.
"'5041. Support.
"'5042. Parole.
"'5043. Revocation of Parole or Probation.

"TITLE Ill-NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

"ESTABLI8IIMENT OF OFFICE

"SEc. 301. (a) There Is hereby established In the Executive Office of the
President, -n office to be known as the National Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (referred to In this Act as the "Office").

"(b) There shall be at the head of the Office a Director (referred to lit this
Act as the 'Director') who shall be appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.
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"(c) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director of the Office who shall be
al)pointed by the President, by and with-the advice and consent of the Senate.
The Deputy Director shall perform such functions as the Director from time to
time assigns or delegates, and shall act as Director (luring the absence or dis-
ability of the Director or in the event of a vacancy in the office of the Director.

"(d) There shall be in the Office not to exceed three Assistant Directors who
shall be appointed by tile Director._.Each Assistant Director shall perform such
functions as the Director from time to time assigns or delegates.

"PERSONNEL-SPECIAL PERSONNEL-EXPERTS AND CONSULTANTS

"SEC. 302. (a) The Director is authorized to select, employ, and fix the com-
pensation of such officers and employees, including attorneys, as are necessary
to perform the functions vested in him and to prescribe their functions.

"(b) The Director is authorized to select, appoint, and employ not to exceed
five officers and to fix their compensation at rates not to exceed the rate now
or hereafter prescribed for GS-18 of the General Schedule by section 5332 of
title 5 of the United States Code.

"(c) Upon the request of the Director, the head of any Federal agency is
authorized to detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of its personnel to the
Director to assist him in carrying out his functions under this Act.

"(d) The Director may obtain services as authorized by section 3109 of title
5 of the United States Code, at rates not to exceed the rate now or hereafter
prescribed for GS-18 of the General Schedule by section 5332 of title 5 of the
United States Code.

"VOLUNTARY SERVICE

"SEc. 303. The Director is authorized to accept and employ, in carrying out
the provisions of this Act or any Federal juvenile delinquency program, volun-
tary and uncompensated services notwithstanding the provisions of section
3679(b) of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 605(b) ).

"CONCENTRATION OF FEDERAL EFFORTS

"SEc. 304. (a) The Director shall establish overall policy and develop ob-
Jectives and priorities for all Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activi-
ties relating to prevention, diversion, training, treatment, rehabilitation, evalua-
tion, research, and improvement of the juvenile justice system in the United
States. In carrying out his function,. the Director shall consult with the Na-
tional Advisory Council for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

"(b) In carrying out the purposes of this Act the Director is authorized and
directed to-

"(1) advise the President as to all matters relating to federally assisted
juvenile deliaquncy programs and Federal policies regarding juvenile delin-
quency ;

"(2) assist operating agencies in the development and promulgation of, and
review regulations, guidelines, requirements, criteria, standard., procedures and
budget requests in accordance with the policies, priorities, and objectives he
establishes :

"(3) review and as he deems necessary, modify, insofar as they pertain to
Federal juvenile delinquency programs:

"(A) implementation plans for any Federal program - and
"(1) the budget request of any Federal department or agency;
"(4) recommended changes in organization, management, personnel, stand-

ards, and budget requests which he deems advisable to implement the policies,
priorities, and objectives lie establishes:

"(5) conduct-and support evaluations and studies of the performance and
results achieved by Federal juvenile delinquency pr-granis ad a-ctivities and of
the prospective performance and results that might be achieved by alternative
programs and activities sul)plementary to or in lieu of those currently being
administered:

"(6) coordinate Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activities among
Federal departments and agencies and between Federal juvenile delinquency
programs and activities and other Federal programs and activities which he
determines may have an important bearing on the success of the entire Federal
Juvenile delinquency effort:
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"(7) develop annually with the assistance of the Federal agencies operating
Juvenile delinquency programs and submit to the President and the Congress,
after the first year the legislation is enacted, prior to September 30, an analysis
and evaluation of Federal Juvenile delinquency programs conducted and assisted
by Federal departments and agencies, the expenditures made, the results
achieved, the plans developed, and problems in the operations, and coordination
of such programs;

"(8) develop annually, and submit to the President and the Congress, after
the first year the legislation is enacted, prior to March 1, a comprehensive plan
for Federal Juvenile delinquency programs, with particular emphasis on the
prevention of juvenile delinquency and the development of programs and serv-
ices which will encourage increased diversion of Juveniles from the traditional
Juvenile Justice system; and

"(9) provide technical assistance to Federal, State, and local governments,
courts, public and private agencies, institutions, and individuals, in the planning,
establishment, funding, operation, or evaluation of juvenile delinquency pro-
grams.

"(c) The Director may require departments and agencies engaged in any
activity involving any Federal juvenile delinquency program to provide him
activity involving any Federal Juvenile delinquency program to provide him
with such information and reports, and to conduct such studies and surveys,
as he may deem to be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

"(d) The Director may delegate any of his functions under this title, except
the making of regulations, to any officer or employee of the Office.

"(e) The Director is authorized to utilize tile services and facilities of any
agency of the Federal Government and of any other public agency or institution
in accordance with appropriate agreements, and to pay for such services either
In advance or by way of reimbursement as may be agreed upon.

"(f) The Director is authorized to transfer funds appropriated under this
Act to any agency of the Federal Government to develop or demonstrate new
methods in Juvenile delinquency prevention and rehabilitation and to supple-
ment existing delinquency prevention and rehabilitation programs which the
Director finds to be exceptionally effective or for which lie finds there exists
exceptional need.

"JOINT FUNDING

"SEc. 305. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, where funds are made
available by more than one Federal agency to be used by any agency, organiza-
tion, institution, or individual to carry out a Federal juvenile delinquency pro-
grain or activity, any one of the Federal agencies providing funds may be
designated by the Director to act for all in administering the funds advanced.
In such cases, a single non-Federal share requirement may be established accord-
ing to the proportion of funds advanced by each Federal agency, and the
Director may order any such agency to waive any technical grant or contract
requirement (as defined in such regulations) which is inconsistent with the
similar requirement of the-administering agency or which the administering
agency does not impose.

"TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

"SEc. 306. (a) The President may authorize any person who immediately
prior to the date of enactment of this Act held a position in the executive branch
of the Government to act as the Director of the National Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention until the office of Director is for the first
time filled pursuant to the provisions of this Act or by recess appointment, as
the case may be.

"(b) The President may similarly authorize any such person to act as Deputy
Director.

"(c) The President may authorize any person who serves in an acting ca-
pacity under the foregoing provisions of this section to receive the compensation
attached to the office in respect of which he so serves. Such compensation, if
authorized,. shall be in lieu of, but not In addition to, other compensation from
the United States to which such person may be entitled.

"(d) No Federal officer, department, or agency shall be deemed to be relieved
of any responsibility that such officer, department, or agency had on the date
of enactment of this Act with respect to any federally assisted juvenile delin-
quency program.
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"AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 5 UNITED STATES CODE

"SEC. 307. (a) Section 5313 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by add-
ing at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"421-) Director, National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion.'.

"(b) Section 5314 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:

"'(58) Deputy Director, National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention,'.

"(c) Section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, Is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:

" '(95) Assistant Directors, National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin.
quency Prevention.'.

"ADVISORY COUNCIL-MEMBERSHIP ESTABLISHED

"SEc. 308.(a) There is hereby established a National Advisory Council for
Juvenile-Justice and Delinquency Prevention (hereinafter referred to as the
Council) which shall consist of 21 members.

"(b) The Attorney General, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,
the Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
or their respective designees, shall be ex officio members of the Council.

"(c) The regular members of the Council shall be appointed by the President
from persons who by virtue of their training or experience have special knowl-

-edge concerning the prevention and treatment-of Juvenile delinquency or the
administration of Juvenile justice. The President shall designate-the Chairman.
A majority of the members of the Council, including the Chairman, shall not be
full-time employees of Federal, State or local governments. At least seven mem-
bers shall not have attained twenty-six years of age on the date of their appoint-
ment, of whom at least three shall have had actual experience within the
Juvenile justice system.

"(d) Members appointed by the President to the Council shahl serve for terms
of four years and shall be eligible for reappointment, except that for the first
composition of the Council, one-third of these members shall be appointed to
one-year terms, one-third to two-year terms, and one-third to three-year terms;
thereafter each term shall be four years. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy
occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was
appointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of such term.

"DUTIES OF THE COUNCIL

"SEc. 309. (a) The Council shall meet at the call of the Chairman, but not
less than four times a year.

"(b) The Council shall make recommendations to the Director at least an.
nually with respect to planning, policy, priorities, operations, and management
of all Federal juvenile delinquency programs.

"(c) The Chairman may designate a subcommittee of the members of the
Advisory Council to advise the Director on particular functions or aspects of
the work of the Office.

"(d) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of five members of the
Council to serve as members of an advisory Committee for the National Institute
of Juvenile Justice to perform the functions set forth in Section 505.

"(e) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of five members of the
Council to serve as an Advisory Committee to the Director on Standards for
the Administration of Juvenile Justice to perform the functions set forth in
Section 507.

"COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES

"SEC. 310. (a) Members of the Council who are employed by the Federal
Government full-time shall serve without compensation but shall be reimbursed
for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in carry.
ing out the duties of the Council.

"(b) Members of the Council not employed full time by the Federal Govern-
ment shall receive'compensation at a rate not to exceed the rate now or here-
after prescribed for GS-18 of the General Sehedul'by Section 5332 of title 5 of
the United States Code including travel time for each day they are engaged in
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the performance of their duties as members of the Commission. Members shall
be entitled to reimbursement for travel, subsistence and other necessary ex-
penses incurred by them in carrying out the duties of the Council.

"APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

"SEc. 311. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the purposes
of this title $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, $20,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
3, 1976.

"TITLE IV-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE
AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

"PART A--FORMULA GRANTS

"AUTHORIZATION

"Szc. 401. There are authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 19"j3; $100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974;
$150,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and $200,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, for grants to States and local governments to
assist them in planning, establishing, operating, coordinating, and evaluating
projects for the development of more effective education, training, research, pre-
vention, diversion, treatment, and rehabilitation programs in the area of juvenile
delinquency and programs to improve the juvenile justice system.

"SEc. 402. (a) In accordance with regulations promulgated under this title,
the Director shall allocate annually among the States the sums appropriated
under section 401 on the basis of the relative population of people under age
eighteen, per capita income, and rate of delinquency. After the first year of the
administration of this Act, the Director may take into consideration any decline
in the rate of delinquency in allocating these sums. No such allotment to any
State shall be less than $200,000, except that for the Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, no allotment
shall be less than $50,000.

"(b) If any amount so allotted remains unobligated at the end of the fiscal
year, the Director may reallocate such funds on such basis as he deems equitable
and consistent with the purposes of this title. Any amount so re~illocated shall
be in addition to the amounts already allotted and available to the States, the
Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands for the same period.

"(c) In accordance with regulations developed by the Director, a portion of
any allotment to any State under this part shall be available to develop a state
plan and to pay that portion of the expenditures which the Director finds
necessary for efficient administration. Not more than 15 percent of the total
annual allotment of such State shall be available for such purposes. The State
shall make available needed funds for planning and administration to local
governments within the State on an equitable basis.

"STATE PLANS

"SEc. 403. (a) In order to receive Part A Formula Grants, a state shall sub-
mit a plan for carrying out its purposes. In accordance with regulations set
forth by the Director, such plan must-

"(1) designate a single State agency as the sole -agency responsible for the
preparation and administration of the plan, or designate an agency as the sole
agency for supervising the preparation and administration of the plan;

"(2) contain satisfactory evidence that the State agency designated in ac-
cordance with paragraph (1) (hereafter referred to in this Act as the 'State
agency') has or will have authority, by legislation if necessary, to implement
such plan in conformity with this part;

"(3) provide for supervision of the programs funded under this Act by the
State agency by a Board appointed by the Governor which shall consist of
persons who have training experience, or special knowledge concerning the pre.
vention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or the administration of juvenile
justice. A majority of the members, including the Chairman, must not be full-
time employees of the Federal, state or local government, and at least one-third
of the members of the Board shall be under the age of 20 at the time of appoint-
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ment. This Board shall approve the state plan prior to its submission to the
Federal Government;

"(4) provide for the active consultation with and participation of local gov-
ernments in the development of a state plan which adequately -takes into
account the needs and requests of local governments;

"(5) provide that at least fifty percent of the funds received by the State
under Section 401 shall be expended through programs of local government
insofar as they are consistent with the state plan, except that this provision
may be waived at the discretion of the Director for any state if the services
for delinquents are organized primarily on a statewide basis;

"(6) proVide that the chief executive officer of the local government shall
assign responsibility for the preparation and administration of the local govern-
ment's part of the state plan, or for the supervision of the preparation and
administration of the local government's part of the state plan to that agency
within the local government's structure (hereinafter in this Act referred to as
the 'local agency') which can most effectively carry out the purposes of this
Act;

"(7) provide for an equitable distribution of the assistance received under
Section 401 within the state;

"(8) set forth a detailed study of the State needs for an effective, compre-
hensive, coordinated approach to Juvenile delinquency prevention and treat-
ment and the improvement of the Juvenile justice system. This plan shall
include itemized estimated costs for the development and implementation of
such programs;

"(9) provide for the active consultation with and participation of private
agencies in the development and execution of the state plan; provide for
coordination and maximum utilization of existing juvenile delinquency pro-
grams and other related programs, such as education, health, and welfare
within the State;

"(10) provide that not less than 75 percent of the funds available to such
State under Section 401, whether expended directly by the State or by the local
government, shall be used for advanced techniques in developing, maintaining,
and expanding programs and services designed to prevent Juvenile delinquency,
to divert juveniles from the Juvenile justice system, to establish probation
subsidy programs as set forth in Section 402(10) (G), and to provide com-
munity-based alternatives to Juvenile detention and correctional facilities. The
advanced techniques include but are not limited to-

"(A) community-based programs and services for the prevention and treat-
ment of juvenile delinquency through the development of foster-care and
shelter-care homes, group homes, halfway houses, and any other designated
community-based diagnostic, treatment or rehabilitative service;

"(B) community-based programs and services to work with parents and
other family members to maintain and strengthen the family unit, so that
the Juvenile may be retained in his home;

"(C) community-based programs to support, counsel, provide work and
recreational opportunities for delinquents and youth in danger of becoming
delinquent;

"(D) comprehensive programs of drug abuse education and prevention, and
programs for the treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicted youth, and
'drug dependent' youth (as defined in section 2(g) of the Public Health
Service Act (42 U.S.C. 201(g)) ;

"(E) educational programs or supportive services designed to keep de-
linquents or youth in danger of becoming delinquent in elementary and sec-
ondary schools or in alternative learning situations;

"(F) expanded use of probation and recruitment and training of probation
officers, other professional and paraprofessional personnel and volunteers to
work effectively with youth;

" (G) probation subsidy programs providing:
"(i) incentives for local governments to operate a subsidized probation

program utilizing innovative supervision practices designed to reduce com-
mitments of juveniles to correctional institutions, and

"(ii) procedures for determining on an equitable basis the yearly reduc-
tions of such commitments considering the distribution of Juvenile delinquents
within the State and the success of each local government in making such
yearly reductions.
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"Each state shall include in its plan a provision for the establishment and
operation of such a probation subsidy program, unless this requirement is
waived by the Director.

"(11) provides for the development of an adequate research, training and
evaluation capacity within the State;

"(12) provide within a reasonable period of time that Juveniles who are
charged with or who have committed offenses that would not be criminal If
committed by an adult, shall not be placed in juvenile detention or correctional
facilities, but must be placed in shelter facilities;

"(13) provide that Juveniles alleged to be or found to be delinquent shall
not be detained or confined in any institution in which adult persons con-
victed of a crime or awaiting trial on criminal charges are incarcerated;

"(14) provide assurances that assistance will be available on an equitable
basis to deal with all disadvantaged youth including, but not limited to fe-
males, minority youth, and mentally retarded or emotionally handicapped
youth;

"(15) provide for procedures which will be established for protecting under
Federal, State and local law the rights of recipients of services and which
will assure appropriate privacy with regard to records relating to such services
provided to any individual under the State plan;

"(16) provide that fair and equitable arrangements are made, as deter-
mined by the Secretary of Labor, to protect the Interests of employees affected
by assistance under this Act. Such protective arrangements shall Include,
without being limited to, such provisions as may be necessary for-

"(A) the preservation of rights, privileges, and benefits (including continua-
tion of pension rights and benefits) under existing collective bargaining agree-
ments or otherwise;

"(B) the continuation of collective bargaining rights;
"(C) the protection of Individual employees against a worsening of their

positions with respect to their employment;
"(D) assurances of employment to employees of any State or political sub-

division thereof who will be affected by any program funded in whole or in
part under provisions of this Act. and

"(E) training or retraining programs.
"The State plan shall provide for the terms and conditions of the protective

arrangements established pursuant to this section.
"(17) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures neces-

sary to assure prudent use, proper disbursement, and accurate accounting of
funds received under this title;

"(18) provide reasonable assurance that Federal funds made available under
this part for any period will be so used as to supplement and increase, to
the extent feasible and practical, the level of State, local, and other non-Fed-
eral funds that would in the absence of such Federal funds be made available
for the programs described in this part, and would In no event supplant such
State. local, and other non-Federal funds;

"(19) provide that the State agency will from time to time, but not less
often than annually, review its plan and submit to the Direcor an analysis
and evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs and activities carried out
under the plan, and any modifications In the plan, including the survey of
State and local needs, which it considers necessary; and

"(20) contain such other terms and conditions as the Director may rea-
sonably prescribe to assure the effectiveness of the programs assisted under
this title.

"(b) The Director shall approve any State plan and any modification thereof
that meets the requirements of subsection (a) of this section.

"PART B-SPEqIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS

"PROGRAM AND AUTHORIZATION

"SEc. 404. There are authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30. 1973; $100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1974: $150,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 3, 1975, and $200,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976. The Director is authorized to use
these appropriations to make grants to and enter into contracts with public
and private agencies, organizations, institutions, or individuals to-
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"(1) develop and implement new approaches, techniques, and methods with
respect to juvenile delinquency programs (as defined in Section 103(4)) ;

"(2) develop and maintain community-based alternatives to traditional forms
of institutionalization;

"(3) develop and implement effective means of diverting juveniles from the
traditional juvenile justice and correctional system;

"(4) improve the capability of public and private agencies and organiza-
tions to provide services for delinquents and youths in danger of becoming
delinquent-; and

"(5) facilitate the adoption of the recommendations of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Standards for Juvenile Justice as set forth pursuant to Section
507(b).

"CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS

"SEc. 405. (a) Any agency, institution, or individual desiring to receive a
-grant, or enter into any contract under-this part, shall submit an application
at such time, in such manner, and containing or accompanied by such informa-
tion as the Director may prescribe.

"(b) In accordance with guidelines established by the Director, each such
application shall:

"(1) provide that the program for which assistance under this title is
sought will be administered by or under the supervision of the applicant;

"(2) set forth a program for carrying out one or more of the purposes set
forth in section 404;

"(3) provide for the proper and efficient administration of such program;
"(4) provide for regular evaluation of the program;
"(5) indicate that the applicant has requested the review of the application

from the state and local agency designated in Section 403, when appropriate;
"(6) indicate the response of such agency to the request for review and

comment on the application;
"(7) provide that regular reports on the program shall be sent to the Direc-

tor and to the State and local agency, when appropriate; and,
"(8) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as may

be necessary to assure prudent use, proper disbursement, and accurate account-
ing of funds received under this title.

"(c) In determining whether or not to approve applications for grants
under this title, the Director shall consider-

"(1) the relative cost and effectiveness of the proposed program in effectuat-
ing the purposes of the Act;

"(2) the extent to which the proposed program will incorporate new or
innovative techniques;

"(3) the extent to which the proposed program meets the objectives find
priorities of the state plan, when a state plan has been approved by the Direc-
tor under Section 403

"(b) and when the location and scope of the program make such considera-
tion appropriate;

"(4) the increase in capacity of the public and private agency, institution
or Individual to provide services to delinquents or youths In danger of becom-
ing delinquent;

"(5) the extent to which the- proposed project serves communities which
have high rates of youth 'unemployment, school drop-out, and delinquency;
and

"(6) the extent to which the proposed program facilitates the Implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Standards for
Juvenile Justice as set forth pursuant to Sec. 507 (b).

"WITHHOLDING

"SEc. 400. Whenever the Director, after giving reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing to a grant recipient under this title, finds-I

"(1) that the program or activity for which such grant was made has been
so changed that It no longer complies with the provisions of this title; or

"(2) that in the operation of the program or activity there is failure to
comply substantially with any such provision;
the Director shall notify such recipient of his findings and no further pay-
ments may be made to such recipient by the Director until he is satisfied that
such noncompliance has been, or will promptly be, corrected.

84-522-73- 25
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"USE OF FUNDS

"SEC. 407. (a) Funds paid to any public or private agency, institution or
private agency, institution or individual (whether directly or through a
State or local agency) may be used for:

"(1) securing, developing, or operating the program designed to carry out
the purposes of this Act;

"(2) not more than 50 percent of the cost of construction of innovative
community-based facilities (ps defined in Section 103 (1) and (2) which, in
the judgment of the Director, are necessary for carrying out the purposes
of this Act.

"(b) In accordance with criteria set forth by the Director, grants or con-
tracts may provide for long-term funding, provided that such grants or con-
tracts provide for yearly evaluation to ascertain if the goals of such grants
or contracts are being achieved.

"(c) At the discretion of the Director, when there is no other way to fund
an essential juvenile delinquency program, the State may utilize 25 percent
of the funds available to it under this Act to meet the non-Federal matching
share requirement for any other Federal juvenile delinquency program grant.

"(d) The Director may require the recipient of any grant-or contract to
contribute money, facilities, or services up to 25 percent of the cost of the
project.

"(e) Payments under this title, pursuant to a grant or contract, may be
made (after necessary adjustment, in the case of grants, on account of previ-
ously made overpayments or underpayments) in advance or by way of re-
imbursements, and in such installments and on such conditions as the Director
may determine.

"TITLE V-NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

"NATIONAL INSTITUTE

"SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the National Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention a National Institute for Juvenile
Justice (referred to in this Act as the 'Institute').

"(b) -The Institute shall be under the supervision and direction of an Ad-
ministrator who shall be appointed by and be responsible to the Director of
the Office. Acting through the Institute, the Director shall take any action
consistent with the intent and purpose of this Act, including but not limited
to the functions stated in this title.

"(c) With the approval of the Director, the Administrator is authorized
to make grants to, or enter into contracts with, any public or private agency,
institution, or individual to carry out the purposes of this title.

"INFORMATION FUNcTION

"Snc. 502. The Institute is authorized to-
"(1) serve as an information bank by collecting systematically and syn-

thesizing the data and knowledge obtained from studies and research by public
and private agencies, institutions, or individuals concerning all aspects of
juvenile delinquency including the prevention and treatment of juvenile delin-
quency;

"(2) serve as a clearinghouse and information center for the preparation,
publication, and dissemination of all information regarding Juvenile deln-
quency, including State and local juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment
programs and plans, availability of resources, training and educational pro-
grams, statistics, and other pertinent data and information.

"RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

"Sc. 503. The Institute is authorized to-
"(1) conduct, encourage, and coordinate research and evaluation into any

aspect of juvenile delinquency, particularly with regard to new programs and
methods which show promise of making a contribution toward the prevention
and treatment of juvenile delinquency.

"(2) encourage the development of demonstration projects-in new, innovative
techniques and methods to prevent and treat juvenile delinquency;
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"(3) provide for the evaluation of all programs assisted under this Act in

order to determine the results and the effectiveness of such programs;
"(4) provide for the evaluation of any other Federal, State, or local juvenile

delinquency program, upon the request of the Director; and
"(5) disseminate the results of such evaluations and research and demon-

stration activities particularly to persons actively working in the field of
juvenile delinquency.

TRAININGO FUNCTIONS

"Snc. 504. The Institute is authorized to--
"(1) develop, conduct, and provide for training programs for the training of

professional, paraprofessional, and volunteer personnel, and other persons who
are or who are preparing to work with juveniles and juvenile offenders;

"(2) develop, conduct, and provide for seminars, workshops, and training
programs in the latest proven effective techniques and methods of preventing
and treating juvenile delinquency for law enforcement officers, juvenile judges,
and other court personnel, probation officers, correctional personnel, and other
Federal, State, and local government personnel who are engaged in work
relating to juvenile delinquency.

"INSTITUTE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

"Snc. 505. The Institute Advisory Committee established in section 309(d)
shall advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Administrator of
the Institute concerning the overall policy and operations of the Institute.

"ANNUAL REPORT

"Sse. 506. The Administrator shall develop annually and submit to the Direc-
tor after the first year the legislation is enacted, prior to June 30, a report
on research, demonstration, training, and evaluation programs funded under
this title, including a review of the results of such programs, an assessment
of the application of such results to existing and to new juvenile delinquency
programs, and detailed recommendations for future research, demonstration.
training, and evaluation programs. The Director shall include a summary of
these results and recommendations in his report to the President and Congress
required by section 304(b) (7).

"DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARI)S FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

"SEC. 507. (a) The Institute under the supervision of the Advisory-.Com-
mittee on Standards for Juvenile Justice established in section 309(e), shall
review existing reports, data, and standards, and, where necessary, independ-
ently study the juvenile justice system In the United States. This study shall
emphasize juvenile court administration and procedure, and the conditions of
confinement in juvenile detention and correctional facilities in order to develop
standards for juvenile justice.

"(b) Not later than 18 months after the passage of this Act, the Advisory
Committee shall submit to the President and time Congress a final report
which--

"(1) recommends standards for the administration of juvenile justice at the
Federal, State, and local level, including juvenile court procedures and condi-
tions of confinement in juvenile detention and correctional fficlities;

"(2) recommends Federal action, including but not limited to administrative,
budgetary and legislative action, required to facilitate the adoption of these
standards throughout the United States; and

"(3) recommends State and local action to facilitate the adoption of these
standards for juvenile justice at the State and local level.

"(c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the executive branch
of the Government, including independent agencies, is authorized and directed
to furnish to the Advisory Committee such information as the Committee
deems necessary to carry out its functions under this Act.

"(d) Tihe Advisory Committee khall hold public hearings on its proposed
standards.

AUTHORIZATIONN OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 508. To carry out the purposes of this title there are hereby authorized
to be appropriated $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973;
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$100,000.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974; $150,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1975, and $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1976."

"SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TIE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
ACT OF 1973

"TITLE I: FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE
"This title sets forth the need for a comprehensive, expanded Federal ap-

proach to the problems of juvenile delinquncy, and brifly outlines tile activities
encompassed by the Act.

"FINDINGS

"This section essentially summarizes the problem and includes g6neral state-
ments concerning the alarming increase In juvenile delinquency, the adverse
impact of juvenile delinquency on our society, the lack of technical expertise
or resources to deal with delinquency at the state and local level, the failure
of Federal delinquency programs to provide the necessary diretion, coordina-
tion, resources, and leadership, and the need for an Immediate and effective
Federal governmental response to the crisis of delinquency.

"PURPOSE

"This section sets forth the objectives the Act is designed to achieve. Such
objectives include coordination of Federal delinquency programs: authorization
of additional resources; creation of centralized research, Information clearing-
house. training, technical assistance, and evaluation activities; development of
national guidelines for the administration of juvenile justice, including con-
ditions of confinement; and finally, adoption of basic procedural protections
for juveniles under Federal jurisdiction.

"DEFINITIONS

"This section sets forth the definitions used throughout the Act. Such defini-
tions Include: (1) 'conlmunity-based' facility, program or service nleans a small,
open group home located near the juvenile's home and programs of community
supervision and service, which maintain community participation in planning
and operation; (2) 'Federal juvenile delinquency program' means any juvenile
delinquency program which is conducted by the Departments of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, Labor, Housing and Urban Development, and Justice and
any program funded under this Act. The Director of the Office of Management
and Budget, on consultation with the Director, is authorized to determine
whether additional programs come within the purview of this Act: (3) "juve-
nile delinquency program" means any activity related to juvenile delinquency
prevention, control, diversion, rehabilitation, planning, training, and research,
the Improvement of the juvenile justice system and any program for neglected,
abandoned or dependent youth and other youth who are in danger of becoming
delinquent.

"TITLE 11: AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ACT

"This title sets forth a series of s)(ciflc amendments to the Federal Juvenile
Delinquency Act (Sees. 5031-5037 of Title 18) designed to guarantee certain
basic rights to juveniles who come within Federal jurisdiction.

"DEFINITIONS

"A 'juvenile' is a person under 18 and 'juvenile delinquency' Is the violation
of a law of the United States committed by a juvenile which would have been
a crime if committed by an adult.

isDEFERENCE TO LOCAL COURTS

"In cases involving juveniles, Federal courts would be required to defer to
state courts unless the Attorney General certified that the state does not have
Jurisdiction or does not have available adequate rehabilitative programs for
juveniles. The Federal courts and the Federal correctional system have never
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been properly equipped to handle large numbers of juveniles with the result
that Federal juvenile delinquents are frequently transferred away from their
home communities for treatment. By deferring jurisdiction to state courts, the
harmful effects of this dislocation would be reduced.

"DELINQUENCY PrOCEEDINGS AND TRANSFER HEARINGS

"lit Federal cases, a juvenile alleged to have committed a crime shall be
proceeded against as a juvenile delinquent unless lie is 16 years or older..Where
a juvenile age 16 and older alleged to have commlitted a serious felonies act
couhl be prosecuted either as a juvenile or as an adult, a Federal District
judge. would be required to conduct a hearing and find that 'there are no
reasonable prospects for rehabilitation' before a juvenile could be prosecuted
as an adult criminal. h'lhe Attorney General now Ias sole discretion to make
this determination. Juvenile proceedings are designed to rehabilitate a youthful
offeder and no eligible child should face criminal prosecution without careful
decision by a court.

"RIGHT TO COUNSEL

"The bill implements Supreme Court decisions guaranteeing the right to
counsel at all critical stages In the proceedings Including the right of indigent
Juveniles to have court-appointed counsel.

"PROCEDURAL SAFEGUAIRDS

"The bill requires that juveniles Im advised of their rights and taken before
a committing magistrate forthwith upon arrest, and that pre-adjudication de-
tention is )erinitted only if a magistrate determines, after hearing, that deten-
tion is necessary to secure the juvenile's timely appearance before the appro-
priate court or to protect his safety or the safety of others. Once a juvenile
has entered a plea to an alleged act of juvenile delinqueincy a criminal prosecu-
tion is barred. The bill also accords juveniles the constitutional rights guaran-
teed an adult in a criminal prosecution, with the exception of indictment by
grand jury. Public trial is limited to members of tie press under certain con-
ditions. A juvenile is also guaranteed the right to a speedy trial.

"PROIIBITION AGAINST COMMINGLING

"Ti bill prohibits the detention or confinement of juveniles in institutions
in which adults who are convicted or awaiting trial are confined. Juveniles
wiho are incarcerated with adults are not only less likely to be rehabilitated,
but are also likely to learn the ways of criminals. For similar reasons, the
bill provides tmat alleged delinquents must be kept separate from adjudicated
delinquents.

"STUDY AND DISPOSITION

"This legislation provides that the court may suspend the sentence of the
dellin(lunt, place him on probation, or commit him to the custody of the
Attorney.General. If the court desires more detailed Information concerning
an alleged delinquent, it may commit him after notice and hearing and with
the consent of his counsel and parents to the custody of the Attorney General
for study for 30 days. Such study slhall le conducted on an out-patient basis,
unless the court determines that in-patient study is necessary. In the case of
an adjudicated delinquent, such study shall not be conducted on an in-patient
basis without prior notice and hearing.

"A juvenile who has been committed to the Attorney General has a right to
treatment, and is entitled to custody, care and discipline as nearly as possible
equivalent to that which should have been provided for him by his parents.
A juvenile shall be placed whenever possible in a foster home or community.
based facility located in or near his home community.

"PAROLE AND PROBATION

"The Board of Parole is required to release on parole any juvenile delinquent
who has been committed as soon as satisfied that lie is likely 'to remain at
liberty without violating the law.' Furthermore, a juvenile cannot have parole
or probation revoked without a hearing. The provision is in accordance with
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the trend of recent court decisions and enables the juvenile to prepare himself
for a normal life in the community.

"JUVENILE RECORDS

"The record of any juvenile proceeding shall be sealed upon completion and
only released by the court under-certain very limited and prescribed circum-
stances. Juvenile records are all too frequently used inappropriately to eliminate
adjudicated delinquents from meaningful opportunities in our society.

"The provisions of Title II as a whole guarantee a juvenile under Federal
Jurisdiction the basic rights of our system of justice and increase the prob-
ability of his rehabilitation while still protecting the safety of the public.

"TITLE III: NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND) DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
OFFICE

"This title establishes a new National Office i the Executive Office of the
President (hereinafter referred to as the 'Office') charged with the responsi-
bility of administering the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
The Office is administered by a Director, appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Tile Director Is assisted by a Deputy Director,

.iliree Assistant Directors, and such other employees as fre necessary to per-
form the duties vested in him. The Director also has the authority to hire
consultants and to request the detailing of personnel front other Federal
agelcie.4.

"POWER

"'atterned after the new Special Aetimi Office for Drug Abuse I'revention,
the (fice would have supervisory and coordinating power over all Fed,,ral
juvenile delinquency programs. This emncept is central to the bill. There is
general agreement that the Fderal effort to date has been badly fragmented
and lacking in direction, a1d has had virtually no impact in reducing the
spiralling rate of juvenile crime. Y"he President responded to the drug abuse
crisis ly proposing a centralization of program authority in one office; this
bill recognizes that a similar response is warranted ill tile area of juvenile
delinquency.

PROGRAMA MS I NCLUIIEI)

'Tile programs which come under the supervision of the new National Office
of Juvenile Justice inclde those condiucled directly or indirectly by the De-
partimneits of Health, Education, and Welfare; Labor; Iousing and Urban
)evelopment, and Justice and any program founded under this Act. The l)irec-

for of the Office of Management nd Budget, oin consultation with the directorr
of the Office, is authorized to determine whether additional programs come
within the purview of the Act.

"AUTIIORITY AND POWEfR OF TIlt, 1IE(TOR

"Tile Director will provide overall planning a1(1 policy 1ind establish objec-tives and priorities for all Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activities
writing to prevention, diversion, training, treatment, rehabilitation, evaluation,
r, Ni, rch, and programs to improve the juvenile justice system. Ile would be
th(, splkeman and central coordinator for the entire Federal juvenile delin-
quuency effort. Ile would have ])road supiervisory review over the operation of

.programni ill other agencies. and would be responsible for reporting on their
effectiveness and for making budgetary and progranmmtic recommendations to
tiue President.

"Tile need for centralized authority for Federal delinquency programs bas
been recognized by miiany State and local officials and representatives of private
agencies who have emphasized thei-r problems iii working with tile Federal
golvernnent due t) the fragmentaltion of reslonsibility for delntqluency pro-
gramns. The bill would solve that problem and provide a focus for a coordinated
national attack on the juvenile crime crisis.

"ANNUAL REPORT

"The Director will be required to report annually on tie activities of the
Office, oil problems encountered in the operation and coordination of the various
Federal juvenile delinquency programs, and on the effectiveness of Federal
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efforts to deal with juvenile delinquency. He is also required to develop
annually a comprehensive plan for Federal juvenile delinquency programs with
particular emphasis on prevention and diversion.

"NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

"A National Advisory Council for Juvenile Justice and Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention of 21 members will advise the Director with respect to tile planning,
operations and management of Federal juvenile delinquency programs. A sub-
committee of five members will serve as an Advisory Committee on the overall
policy and operations of the National Institute of Juvenile Justice. Another
subcommittee of five members will serve as an Advisory Committee to the
Director on Standards for the Administration of Juvenile Justice.

"Tie National Advisory Council will bring citizen participation and coopera-
tion to the work of the Office. Tile bill recognizes that we will only be able to
do something meaningful about juvenile delinquency with the help and support
of the public.

"In addition, there are certain routine, housekeeping sections in Title III
such as transitional provisions, joint-funding, voluntary service, and personnel
provisions.

"APPROPRIATIONS

"Appropriations of $15 million for Fiscal '73, $30 million for Fiscal '74, $25
million for Fiscal '75, and $30 million for Fiscal '76 are authorized.

"TITLE IV: FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

"In addition to exercising supevisory power over existing Federal efforts,
tile Director is authorized to make grants and enter into contracts to--carry
out the purposes of the Act.

"STATE AND LOCAL FORMULA GRANTS

"Funds appropriated under this part will be reserved for grants to states
which develop a state plan containing the following fundamental .equirements:

"(a) the designation of a single state agency supervised by a Board ap-
pointed by the Governor consisting of persons knowledgeable about juvenile
delinquency and juvenile justice;

"(b) the expenditure of at least 50 percent of the state's funds through local
government programs:

"(c) the expenditure of three-quarters of the funds a state receives on the
development and use of advanced techniques designed to prevent juvenile de-
linquency, to divert juveniles from the juvenile justice system, to establish
probation subsidy programs to provide community-based alternatives to tradi-
tional detention and correctional institutions. The advanced techniques include
comnmunity-based prevention, diver.lon, and rehabilitation efforts through de-
velopment of foster-care and shelter care facilities, group homes, halfway
houses, and other diagnostic or rehabilitative facilities; expanded use of
probation subsidy programs ; training of probation personnel, other professionals
and para-professionals to work with youth; and comprehensive drug abuse
prevention and education programs and treatment and rehabilitation programs
for drug adlicted and dependent youth. Such techniques also include community-
based services to work with parents to retain the juvenile in his home and
educational or supportive services designed to keep the juvenile in school or
alternative learning situations and to provide work and recreational opportuni-
ties for delinquents or youth in danger of becoming delinquent.

"Grants will be allocated among the states on the basis of relative population
under ago 18, per capita income, and rate of delinquency. Appropriations of
$500 million are authorized over the next four years for grants to states.

"SPECIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS

"Funds under this part will be used for grants or contracts with public or
private agencies and individuals to develop and implement new juvenile de-
linquency programs; to develop and maintain community-based alternatives to
institutionalization; to develop and implement means of diverting juveniles
from the traditional juvenile justice and correctional system; to improve the
capability of public and private agencies to provide services for delinquents and
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youth in danger of becoming delinquent ; and to facilitate the adoption of re-
commendations of the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile Justice.

"Direct funding authority will allow the new Office to provide additional over-
all resources for Juvenile delinquency progranis and to maintain the funding
flexibility required to develop innovative approaches to the problems of de-
linquency. Moreover, the ability of the Director to develop and liuplenenlt an
effective, coordinated Federal delinquency effort will be enhanced by making
funds available for direct grants over which he has supervisory control. This
will allow him to implement his decisions as to what must be done in the area
as well as to supplement existing efforts. Moreover, these special emphasis
grants will enable the new Office to benefit from the experience and knowledge
of private organizations on how to handle youth In trouble. Appropriations of
$500 million are authorized over the next four years for Special Emphasis
Prevention and Treatment Programs.

"TITLE V: NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

"This title establishes a National institute for Juvenile Justice (hereinafter
referred to as the 'Institute') which will be the research and training arm of
the Office. It Is under the direction (of an Administrator, nppoiuted by the
Director of the Office. The Insitute is closely tied to the operation of the Office
and the Director is authorized to act through the Institute to carry out any of
the purposes of the Act. For example, although preparing an analysis of all
Federal delinqueicy programs is a responsibility of the Director, lie way choose
ta delegate that responsibility to tie Institute.

"Iformation Clearigyhouse"

"The Institute will serve as an information cleariiighouse, both collecting all
data related to juvenile delinquency an(1 disseminating it throughout the
country. There Is general agreement that the impact of various research and
demonstration program results has been severely limited due to the fragmented
Federal structure and the lack of any centralized source of information. Fur-
ther, it is extremely difficult for a prospective grtitee to obtain coimiprelhensive
information of Federal resources available In the area of juveile (elinqueney.
The Institute is intended to serve as a clearinghouse for delinquency informna-
tion, Including statistics, research, availability of resources, and Federal, State
and local juvenile delinquency lprograils.

"RESEARCII, DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

"Research, demonstration and evaluation will le central functions of the
Institute, conducted both by Institute personnel and by out',ide agencies, insti-
tutions, or Individuals. The quality of the research and demonstration projects
will be regularly evluated and the findings widely disseminated. In addition,
the Institute will provide for the evaluation of all programs funded.under this
Act and any other delinquency programs at the request of the Director. Those
whici prove effective can their be adapted for use on a broad scale in various
parts of the country. By relating the research demonstration and evaluation
functions closely to the program funding function of the National Office, the
bill will permit Iromising results to be translated prom)tly into operating
programs In the field.

"TRAINING

"The Institute is also responsible for conlucting training programs (directly
or by contract) throughout the country for persons working in the juvenile
justice and delinquency field, stelh as policemen, judges, probation offers, and
corrections personnel. In addition, the Institute would train professional, para-
professional and volunteer persomel who work with young people to prevent
and treat juvenile delinquency.

"STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

"The Institute, under the supervision of the Advisory Committee on Stand-
ards for Juvenile Justice, is also responsible for reviewing existing studies
and independently studying, if necessary, all aspects of the Juvenile justice
system in the United States, with particular emphasis on Juvenile court pro-
cedure and the conditions of confinement In Juvenile detention and correctional
facilities in order to develop model standards for the administration of Juve-
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nile Justice in the United States. Not later than 18 months after the passage
of the Act, the Committee will submit to the President and Congress a final
report which (1) recommends standards for the administration of Juvenile
Justice at the Federal, State, and local level: (2) recommends Federal adminis.
trative budgetary and legislative action to facilitate the adoption of tile
standards; and (3) recommends state and local action to facilitate the adop-
tion of these standards at the state and local level.

"IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENI)ATIONS

"To increase the likelihood of carrying out these recommendations, tile Direc-
tor Is authorized to make grants to public and private agencies to facilitate
the adoption of the standards of Juvenile justice.

"We have been told repeatedly of the wide disparities between states govern-
Ing the treatment of juveniles at all stages of the court and correctional process.
By creating national standards of juvenile justice backed by Federal leader-
ship and funds, we can help assure that state and local governments will meet
these standards.

AUTHORIZATIONN

"Amounts authorized for nl)propriations to the Institute are $50,000,000 for
Fiscal '73, $1(X),000,000 for Fiscal '74, $150,000,000 for Fiscal '75, $200,000,000
for Fiscal '70."

"SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF TIE PROVISIONS OF TIlE .JUVENILE JUSTICE

AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1073

"TITLE I: FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

"This title sets forth the need for a comprehensive, expanded Federal ap-
proach to the problems of juveline delinquency, and briefly sets forth the
objectives the Act Is designed to achieve.

"DEFINITIONS

"See. 103. This section establishes definitions for purposes of this Act:
"(1) the term 'community-based' facility, program or service means a small,

open group home or other suitable place located near the juvenile's home or
family and programs of community supervision and service which maintain
community participation in planning and operation;

"(2) the term 'construction' includes construction of new buildings and
acquisition and alteration of existing buildings;

"(3) the term 'Feleril Juvenile delinquency program' means any juvenile
delinquency program which is conducted directly or indirectly by the Depart-
ments of Health, Education, and Welfare; Lnbor; Housing and Urban Develop.
meat; Justice; and any program funded under this Act. The Director of tile
Office of Management and Budget, upon consultation with the Director, named
in section 801, is authorized to determine whether additional programs come
within the lurview of this Act;

"(4) the term 'Juvenile (14lnquency program' means any program or activity
r(dted to juvenile, treatment, relmbilitation, planning, education, training, and
research, the improvement of the Juvenile justice system and any program or
activity for neglected, abandoned or dependent youth and other youth who are
in danger of becoming delinquent;

"(5) the tern 'Ieial gove-riltlmit' means any city, county, or town. or other
political subdivision of a State, and all Indian tribe and any combination of
such units acting jointly ;

"((I) the terimi 'publi agency' means any department or instrnmentality of
any State, unit of local government, or combination of such State or units:

"(7) the term 'State' includes the District of Columbia. tile Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, tie Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islan(s.

"TITLE IT: AMENDMENTS TO TME FEDERAL JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ACT

"This title amends sections 5031-5037 of Title 18 of the United States Code,
which deal with proceedings in Federal courts against juvenile delinquents, to
providee that -
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"(1) A 'juvenile' is a person under 18 and 'Juvenile delinquency' is the vio-
lation of a law of the United States committed by a-juvenile which would
have been a crime if committed by an adult:

"(2) A juvenile alleged to have committed an act of juvenile delinquency
shall not be proceeded against in any Federal court unless the Attorney
General certifies to an appropriate district court of the United States that the
State (1) does not have jurisdiction or refuses to assume jurisdiction, or (2)
does not have available adequate programs for the rehabilitation of juveniles;

"(3) A juvenile alleged to have committed a crime shall be proceeded against
as a delinquent unless he is 16 years or older.

"Adult criminal prosecutions of Juveniles age 16 and older alleged to have
committed a felonious act l)unishable by a maximum penalty of ten years
imprisonment or more, life imprisonment or death may be commenced only
if a Federal Judge finds, after a hearing, that 'there are no reasonable pros-
pects for rehabilitation' the juvenile before he reaches twenty-one. Reasonable
notice of the transfer hearing shall be given to the juvenile, his parents or
guardian and to his counsel. The juvenile shall be assisted by counsel at the
transfer hearing and every other critical stage of the proceeding.

"(4) Once a juvenile has entered a plea with respect to an alleged act of
juvenile delinquency, a criminal prosecution based upon this act shall be
barred;

"(5) A juvenile must be advised of his rights and taken before a committing
magistrate forthwith upon arrest;

1(6) If counsel is not retained for a juvenile. the magistrate must appoint
counsel for him. No juvenile may be detained prior to adjudication of delin-
quency unless the magistrate determines, after hearing, that such detention is
required to secure the juvenile's timely appearance in court or to protect his
safety or the safety of others;

"(7) No Juvenile may be detained or confined in any institution in which
adults are incarcerated. Alleged delinquents shall be kept separate from ad-
judicated delinquents;

"(8) If a Juvenile detained pending trial is not brought to trial within
thirty days, the information shall be dismissed with prejudice unless the
Attorney General shows that the additional delay was unavoidable, caused by
the juvenile or his counsel, or consented to by the juvenile and his counsel:

"(9) A juvenile charged with an act of juvenile delinquency shall be ac-
corded the constitutional rights guaranteed an adult in a criminal prosecution,
with the exception of indictment by grand jury. Public trial shall be limited
to members of the press under certain conditions;

"(10) An adjudicated delinquent is entitled to a separate dispositional hear-
Ing within ten court days. The court may suspend the sentence of the delin-
quent, place him on probation, or commit him to custody of the Attorney
General. Probation or commitment shall not extend beyond the juvenile's
twenty-first birthday or the maximum term for an adult convicted of the
same offense, whichever is sooner. If the court desires more detailed informa-
tion concerning an alleged delinquent, it may commit him, after notice and
heai-ing, to the custody of the Attorney General for study for 80 days. Such
study shall be conducted on an out-patient basis, unless the court determines
that in-patient study is necessary. No alleged delinquent may be committed
for study without the consent of his counsel and parents, or guardian. In the
case, of an adjudicated delinquent such study shall not he conducted on an
in-patient basis without prior notice and hearing.

"(1) The record of any juvenile proceeding shall he sealed upon completion,
an the court shall release this record only to another court of law, an agency
preparing a presentence report, law enforcement agencies, the Director of a
treatment agency, the Director of a correctional facility to which the juvenile
has been committed, or to an agency considering the juvenile for a position
affecting the national security:

"(12) A juvenile who has been committed to the Attorney General has a right
to treatment, and is entitled to custody, care and discipline as nearly as possible
equivalent to that which should have ben provided for him by his parents.
. juvenile shall be placed whenever possible In a foster home or community-

blxved facility located in or near his home community:
"(13 The Attorney General nmy contract with any public or private agency,

Including such community-based facilities as halfway houses and foster homes,
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for the Qbservation and study and custody and care of juveniles in is custody;
"(14) The Board of Parole shall release on parole any juvenile delinquent

who has been committed as soon as it is satisfied that he is likely "to remain
at liberty without violating the law."

"(15) A juvenile cannot have parole or probation revoked without a hearing
at which the juvenile is represented by counsel.

"TITLE III: NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

"See. 301. This section establIshes a new National Office of Juvenile Justice
and )elinquency Prevention (hereinafter referred to as the 'Office') In ile
Executive Offlce of the President, administered by a directorr appointed by the
President. The I)irector is assisted by a )eputy Director and three Assistant
Directors.

"See. 302. This section authorizes the l)lrector to employ personnel, hire con-
multwits, and request the detailing of per0moml from other Federal tigen.,es.

"ee. 303. This section authorizes the Dirvctor to accept voluntary service
it carrying out the provisions of the Act.

"ee. 304. This section sets forth the functions and authority of the Direetor.
114 is the sjiokesii i mid central coordinator for the entire Federal juvenile
delinquency effort. lie has broad supervisory review over the operation of pro-

-gr'aina in olher agencies, and is responsible for reporting on their effectlviness
and for making budgetary and programmatic recommendations to the President.
Specifically, this setitin authorizes the Di)rector to provide overall planning and
policy and to establish prlorities and objectives for all Federally assisted juve-
nile delhiquency programs and activities. Further lie 1s authorized to rccm-
mend changes in organization, mamigement, mid standards in accordance with
tho policies and priorities ie irs estohliled; to review imlhmeentation plans
.of any Federal program and budget, requests of any Federal agency pertaining
to Juvenile delinquency ; to'conduct evahuio of the performance of Federal

. juvenile delinquency programs; and to coordinate Federal Juvenile delinquency
and related activities among all Federal agencies. The l)irctor is required to
report annually on the aetivitles of th(' Office, on problems encountered in the
operation and coordhuation of tile various Federal juvenile delinquency pro-
grams, and on the effoctivenemss of Federal efforts to deal with juvenile de.
linquency. le is also required to develop annually a comprehensive plan for
Federal Juvenile delinquency programs, with particular emphasis on the pre-
vent ion of juvenile deliniulency and the (eveolment of programs and services
which will encourage inercased diversion of juveniles from the traditional
Juvenile Justice system. The director Is also authorized to provide technical
assistance to Federal, State and local governments and l)ublic and private
agencies in the planning and operation o)f juvenile delinquency programs. In
addition, there are certain provisions regarding cooperation with other Federal
agencies, delegation of functions, and transfer of funds to 6ther Innovative or
effective Federal delinquency programs.

"Sec. 305. This section establishes procedures for joint funding of programs
by more than one Federal agency, including a single non-Federal share re'quire-
lucilt.

"See. 306. This section set,s forth trangitimnil provisions regarding the ap-
loitinienlt of an Acting l)irector al deputyy Director.

"See. 307. This section sets forth routine amendments to Title 5 of the
United States (ode to include the 0111ce within its purview.

"Sec'. 308. This section establlisies a National Advisory Council for Juvenile
,Iustleo and Juvenile )elinquency Prevention of 21 members who sliall lie
aPlplnled by the President from persons who have knowledge concerning the
prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or the administration of juve-
nile Justice. A majority shall not he full-time government employees, but the
heads of the Federal departments with significant delinquency programs shall
b0 ex officlo members. At least 7 members shall be under 20 of whom three
shall have had experience within the Juvenile justice system.

"See. 309. The Council shall nmke recommendations to the Divector with
res lect to the planning, operations and management of Federal juvenile delln-
queney programs. Tie Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of five members
to serve as an Advisory Committee on the overall policy and operations of tile
National Institute of Juvenile Justice. The Chairman shall also designate a
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subcommittee of five lneinbers to serve as an Advisory Committee to tile
Director on Standards for the Administration of Juvenile Justice.

"Sec. 310. This section authorizes the paylnent of expenses of members
of the Council who are full-time employees of tire Federal government and the
payment of compensation and expenses to other iicmnbers of the Council.

"Sec. 311. This section authorizes appropriations of $15,000,000 for Fiscal '73,
$20,000,000 for Fiscal '7.4, $25,000,000 for Fiscal '75, and $30,000,000 for Fiscal
'76.

"TITLE IV: FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATP AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

"PART A-FORMULA GRANTS

"Sec. 4t01. This section authorizes appropriations of $50,000,000 for Fiscal '73,
$100,000,000 for Fiseal '74, $150,000,000 for Fiscal '75, and $200,000,000 for
Fiscal '711 to assist the States in planning, establishing, operating, coordinating,
and evaluating projects for the development of more effective education, train-
ing, prevention, diversion, irealment, and rehabilitation programs to deal with
juvenile delinilufney and programs to improve tihe Juvenile Justice system.

",c'. .102. This section provides that funds under this part are to be allocated
(1(111 tably among the States on the basis of the relative population of people
under age 18, per capital Incone and rate of delinuuency. No allotment to iny
State, except tile Virgin Islanrds, American Samoa, Uuarn, and the Trust 'Perri-
tory of the Pacifeic Islands shall be less thon $200,000. Tihe Director is authorized
to reallocate unused or surplus funds to other states as lie deeiis advisable. In
accordance with reguhitiois developed by the director , not more than 15 percent
of the State's allotineit inray be used to develop tire plan an( to pay adminilstra-
tive eXleises.

"Se. 403, This section authorizes the Director to make grants to state
agncetes to develop) and l i)Ih(n(nt conpreiensive state plans for juvenile
delinquency programs anld services. Tile reqlilremonts which these plans must
meet are set forth in the following sulbsections:

"Se. .103(a)(1). This subsection requires the plan to designate a single
state agemny for supervising the l)'laration and administration of the 1plan.

"Sec. 403(a) (2). This subsection requires satisfac.tory evidence that th1e
designated state agency has authority to linplnemnt the plan.

"See. 403() (3). This subsetlaol r'equires tlhe designated State agency
be supervised by a Board appointed by the Governor consisting of persons who
have experience or knowledge of juvenile delinquency or the administration of
juvenile justice. A majority shall not work for government and one-third shall
be under 26. The Board shall approve the State plan prior to subnlission.

"See. 403(a) (4). This subsection provides for the active consultation of local
governments in tile development of tile p1ln.

"So. 403(a) (5). This subsectlon requires that at least 50 percent of the
funds received by the State shall be spent through programs of local government
except that this provision may be waived by the Director for any State If the
services for delinquents are organized on a State-wide basis.

"See. 403(a) (6). This subsection provides that the chief executive officer of
the local government shall assign responsibility for preilaration and admihistra-
tion of the local gravernrient's part of the plan to that agency which can most
effectively (arry out tire lr)oses of the plan.

"See. .t03(a) (7). This subsection requires that the assistance received under
this act be equitably distributed throughout the State.

"See. 103(a) (8). ris subsection requires the State agency to submit a
detailed slr'v(,y of State and local needs for the prevention and treatment of
juvelille delinqlloncy and 11 CmnprelrinseIve program to meet those needs.

"See. 403(a) (9). This surslection requires that the applicant State consult
private agencies il developing the plan and provide for mirximunim cordlnation
and utilization of existing juvenile delinquency programs within the State.

"See. .103(a) (10). This subsection requires that at least three-quarters of
tie fumid a State receives under tins part shall be spent on odvanedi ti(,lhniques
for the prevention of Juvenile d(elinquoney, the div(,rsion of Juveniles from the
juvenile justice system, the establishment of probatli subsidy programs and
the developlmnt of Comnnllity-basod alternatives to traditional detention and
correctional facilities. The advanced teehn iques include commit n I y-bl sed pre.
voltioi, diverloin, anl rehabilitatlion efforts thrmngh development of foster-care
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and shelter care facilities, group homes, half-way houses, and other diagnostic
or rehabilitative facilities; expanded use of probation; funding of probation
subsidy programs; training of probation personnel, other professionals find
paraprofessionals to work with youth; and comprehensive drug abuse pre-
vention and education programs and treatment and rehabilitation programs for
drug dependent youth. Such techniques also include comniuiiity-based services
to work with the juvenile and his faintly and educational or supportive, services
designed to keep the juvenile in school or alternative learning situations and to
provide work and recreational opportunities for delinquents or youth in danger
of becoming delinquent.

"S c. 403(a)_(11). This subsection encourages the States to develop research,
training, and evaluation capacity in the fheld of Juvenile delinquency.

"Sec. 403(a) (12). Tiis subsection provides that juveniles who are not
charged with or who have not committed substantive, criminal offenses shall
not be placed In juvenile detention or correctional facilities, but must be lhiced
in shelter facilities. This would Include runaways, truants, neglected children,
persons in need of supervision (PINS), and incorrigibles.

"S.c. 403 (a) (13). This subsection provides that no Juvenile may be confined
in an adult Jail o1 prison.

"Se. 403(a) (14). This subsection requires adequate assurance that assist-
ance will be availalle on an equitable basis to all disadvantaged youth.

"See. 403(a) (15). This subsection provides for procedures protecting the
rights of recipients of services and assuring appropriate privacy with regard
to records relating to-services received under the State plan.

"See. 403(a) (16). This subsection provides that the State plan must provide
that fair and equitable arrangements are made, as determined by the Secretary
of Labor, to protect the interests of employees affected by assistance under this
Act.

"Sec. 403(a) (17). This subsection requires the State to make prudent use,
proper disbursement andl accurate accounting (if funds.

"See. 403(a) (18). This subsection requires adequate assurances that Federal
funds will be used to supplement rather than sulplant State funds.

"See. .03(a) (19). This subsection requires regular reporting by tile State
agency of the effectiveness of programs carried out under- the State plan.

"Sec. 403(a) (20). This subsection provides that the State plan shall contain
such other terms as the Director nray reasonably prescribe to assure tie effect-
ivenss of programs assisted under this title.

"Sec. 403(h). Tis subsection provides that the Director shall approve any
State plan which mects the requirements of subsection 403 (a).

"PART B-SPECIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS

"Sec. 404. This section authorizes appropriations for the purposes of this
part of $50,000,000 for Fiscal '73; $100,000,000 for Fiscal '74; $150,000,000 for
Fiscal '75; and $200,000,000 for Fiscal '76. The Director is authorized to make
grants and enter into contracts with public or private agencies or individuals
to develop and implement new approaches for juvenile delinquency programs;
to develop and maintain comninunity-based alternatives to institutiollzation;
to develop and implement inleans of diverting juveniles from tile traditional
juvenile justice and correctional system ; to improve tile capability of public
and private agencies to provide services for delinquents an(l youth in danger
of becoming delinquents; and to facilitate the adoption of recommendations
of the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile Justice.

"Sec. 405(a). This subsection provides that in order to receive a grant the
agency must submit an apllication containing information prescribed by tile
Director.

"See. 405(b). This subsection sets forth the requirements for an application
including provision for supervision of the delinquency program, administrative
find accounting procedures, evaluation of the program, and review of the
applitation by approlpriate State and local planning agencies.

"Sec. 405(c). This subsection sets forth the factors which the Director shall
consider in approving applications. These factors include the relative cost of
the program, the extent to which the prograin Incorporates new techniques, the
extent to which-the program carries out the State plan, the increase in
capacity of the agency to provide delinquency services, the extent to which
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the proposed program serves communities which have high rates of youth
unemployment, school dropouts and delinquency and the extent to which the
program implements the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on
Standards for Juvenile Justice.

"See. 406. This section authorizes the Director to withhold funds from a
grantee f6r failure to comply with the provisions of this title. The Director is
required to give reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing.

"Sec. 407(a). This subsection provides that funds paid to any public or
private agency may be used to operate the program and to meet not to exceed
50 percent of the cost of construction of innovative community-based facilities.

"Sec. 407(b). This subsection authorizes long-term funding for grants pro-
viding that provision is made for yearly evaluation.

"Sec. 407(c). At the discretion of the Director, a State may utilize 25 percent
of the funds available to it under this Act to meet the non-Federal matching
share requirement for another Federal delinquency grant.

"See. 407(d). This subsection authorizes a Director to require a grant recip-
ient to contribute up to 25 percent of the cost of the project.

Sec. 407(e). This subsection establishes payment procedures for grants or
contracts under this title.

"TITLE V: NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

"See. 501. This section establishes within the Office a National Institute for
Juvenile Justice (hereinafter referred to as the "Institute") tinder the super-
vision of an Administrator appointed by the Director. With the approval of
the Director, the Administrator Is authorized to make grants to any public
or private agency to carry out the purposes of this title.

"Sec. 502. The Institute is authorized to serve as an information bank and
clearinghouse, both collecting data concerning Juvenile delinquency and dis-
seininating it throughout the country.

"Sec. 503. This section authorizes the Institute to conduct, encourage, and
coordinate all types of research relating to Juvenile delinquency; to encourage
the development of demonstration projects; to provide for the evaluation of
all programs funded under this Act and any others at the request of the
Director; and, to disseminate the results of such evaluation, research and
demonstration activities.

Sec. 504. This section authorizes the Institute to devise and conduct training
programs throughout the country on the prevention and treatment of Juvenile
delinquency for law enforcement officers, judges, and governmental personnel
who are engaged in work relating to Juvenile delinquency. The Institute is
also authorized to provide training for professional, paraprofessional and vol-
unteer personnel who work with juveniles.

"See. 505. This section provides that the Institute Advisory Committee shall
advise the Administrator concerning the overall policy and operations of the
Institute.

"Sec. 500. This section requires the Adiministrator to report annually to the
Director on research activities, including a review of research results and their
applicability to operating programs.

Sec. 507(a). This subsection authorizes the Institute, under the supervision
of the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile Justice, to study the
Juvenile justice system with emphasis on Juvenile court procedures and condi-
tions of confinement In Juvenile detention and correctional facilities in order
to develop standards for the administration of Juvenile justice which will
serve as models for Federal, State, and local governments.

"See. 507(b). Not later than 18 months after the passage of the Act, the
Committee shall submit to the President and Congress a final report which:

"(1) recommends standards for the administration of Juvenile justice at the
Federal, State, and local level:

"(2) recommends Federal administrative, budgetaary and legislative action
to facilitate the adoption of the standards; and,

"(3) recommends State and local action to facilitate the adoption of these
standards at time State and local level.

"Sec. 507(c). This subdivision provides that all Federal agencies are directed
to furnish the Advisory Committee with all necessary Information.

"See. 507(d). This subsection provides that the Advisory Committee shall
hold public hearings on Its proposed standards.
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"Sec. 508. This section authorizes appropriations for the purposes of this
title of $50,000,000 for Fiscal '73; $100,000,000 for Fiscal '74; $150,000,000 for
Fiscal '75; and, $200,000,000 for Fiscal '76."

Senator BAYJI We resume hearings today on the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act, which received strong support in
the 92d Congress when it was introduced as S. 3148. I was pleased
to join with the distinguished ranking minority member of the
Juvenile Delinquency Subconmittee, Senator Marlow W. Cook, in
reintroducing this bill in this session as S. 821. During the past year,
we have benefited from the suggestions of numerous juvenile delin-
quency experts, law enforcement officials, and concerned representa-
tives of state and local governments and private youth-serving
agencies regarding ways in which this measure could be made more
effective. Many of their ideas have been incorporated in S. 821,
but the basic concept and purpose remain the same.

Our bill provides the desperately needed comprehensive, coordi-
nated Federal effort to prevent juvenile delinquency, rehabilitate
juvenile offenders, and improve juvenile justice in this country. Noth-
ing. short of a major national commitment can meet the delinquency
crisis in this country. Anything less than such a commitment will
not do the job.

We cannot contim to ignore the fact thit young people account
for more than half the crime in this country. YouthV under 25 make
up 60 percentt of the total arrests for crimes of violence and 81 per-
cent of the arrests for property crimes each year. During the last
10 years, more and more young people have turned to criminal
activity. Arrests of juveniles for violent crimes have jumped 193
percent whilo arrests for crimes against property have increased
99 percent. Yet the juvenile justice system has proven itself utterly
incapable of turning these young people away from lives of crime.
Witnesses before this subcommittee have repeatedly testified about
the tragic failure of our juvenile justice and correctional system and
the bankruptcy of the Federal approach to the depth.and scope of the
delinquency crisis.

Yet we continue to ignore the devastating cost of juvenile crime
in lost and damaged lives, diminished personal security, squandered
opportunities and wasted economic and social resources. The Federal
juvenile delinquency effort has not had the direction or the resources
needed to respond to the large and complex delinquency problem.
Despite the fact that young people represent more than half the
crime problem and many adult criminals are persons we failed to
rehabilitate as juveniles, the Federal government devotes only a
small fraction of its crime-fighting money to combating delinqueicy.
For example, in each of the past 3 fiscal years, the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration has never allocated more than 19
percent of its total appropriations to delinquency programs. The
youth development and delinquency prevention administration, the
only Federaf program specifically responsible for juvenile delin-
quency prevention, has been funded at such a low level-by its
own request-that its impact is negligible. Other Federal delin-
quency-related programs are scattered among so many different
agencies that even knowledgeable delinquency administrators do not
know where or how these programs actually operate. There must be
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a better answer to the delinquency crisis than the current disorga-
nized, ineffectual, inadequate, response.

Our bill clearly provides the comprehensive response so long
demanded by concerned individuals who have thought about the
most effective way of reducing crime and delinquency in this Nation
of ours. Our bill will provide the required Federal leadership along
with the substantial resources required to assist States, localities and
private agencies in creating community-based facilities and services
for delinquents and potential delinquents. The job to be done is clear.
Now it is up to us in Congress to provide the legislative authority
and the massi ve funds to get the job done.

I have noted with interest that a number of the witnesses who
are going to testify today are representatives of private agencies
who understand the problems of children in trouble. Our bill has
already received the support of many major organizations working
in the field of youth development and delinquency prevention, such
as the American Parents Committee, the Boys' Clubs of America, the
National Education Association, the Yoiing Women's Christian
Association, and the Young Men's Christian Association. Organiza-
tions with specific and extensive exprtise in dealing vith juvenile
delinquency, such as the National Council on Crime and I)elinquency
and the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, have also sup-
ported our bill. Many of these agencies already have resources, facili-
ties, and volunteer'workers which can and should be part of a
coordinated national effort to reduce delinquency. Our bill places
heavy emphasis on the role of the private sector in developing pre-
vention and treatment alternatives and provides both the necessary
assistance and direction to make this an effective partnership. I
appreciate the willingness of representatives of private agencies to
take the time to aid this subcommittee in its efforts.

I will call as our first witness, Mrs. Carol Kimmel, the coordinator
of legislative activity for the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers because she'has to leave. I appreciate the understanding of
Mrs. Kimniel and the rest of today's witnesses of the need for my
presence on official business elsewhere until this late hour.

STATEMENT OF CAROL G. KIMMEL, COORDINATOR OF LEGISLA-
TIVE ACTIVITY, NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND
TEACHERS

Mrs. KniMM1L. Senator Bayh, many of our people have gone. We
have 36 States represented here in our group, plus the T)istrict of
Columbia, and one representative from the European PTA. And
most of them were here and because they had a scheduled luncheon,
part of them had to go on. But, we do appreciate this opportunity
of testifying and we certainly appreciate your efforts in setting up
the hearing at the time that our people could be here. And they have
picked up the material and are very interested in this bill. We appre-
ciate the opportunity of offering to your committee the views ofthe
National PTA in respect to the provisions of the bill to imp rove the
quality of juvenile justice in the United States, to provi e a com-
prehensive, coordinated approach to the problems of juvenile delin-
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quency and to achieve other related purl)oses-the bill known as the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973.

I am Mrs. Walter G. Kimmel of Rock Island, Ill., coordinator of
legislative activity for the National Congress of Parents and Teach-
ers-and this is an organization with a meml)ership of approximately
9 million.

Concern for children has been the reason for our existence since
the founding of the PTA in 1897. Problems change and social con-
ditions change, but the needs of children seem to be constantly on
the increase. The PTA's concern for the protection of children and
the prevention of delinquency has been continuous through all the
years. Early in our history, we were involved in the efforts to secure
juvenile courts in every State. Judge Ben B. Lindsay has been quoted
as saying that no one factor has done more to advance this cause than
the efforts of our organization.

We have been associated with the National Council of Juvenile
Court Judges for several years. We have held and are holding con-
ferences across the Nation involving thousands-possibly millions-
of people which will provide information and training for people
working with children. As early as 1967, we joined the judges in a
program called "Judicial Concern for Children in Trouble." Our
current joint project is "Volunteers in the Court"-a program for
training volunteers to work with the court, the family, and the child
in trouble. Early in this work, cooperating judges iml)ressed upon
us that, from their experience, a child in trouble does not live in a
vacuum-he usually lives with a family in trouble.

We will not belabor the statistics whicil are already a part of your
records. We are alarmed at the increase in juvenile crimes, and
saddened by the high rate of recidivism. It is said that juvenile crime
cost society billions of dollars every year, but no one can estimate
the cost in human resources and human suffering.

Therefore, we find great hope in many of the provisions of the
proposed bill. Yet, it reminds us that in 1967, we appeared before
a similar committee urging the enactment of many of the same pro-
visions-such as the separation of juveniles in trouble from adult
criminals. The PTA has participated in and initiated surveys and
questionnaires all across the nation, and we know, as do you, that
in some places children are still detained in the same (larters as
adults, under circumstances not only bad but inhumane. We believe,
too. that rehabilitation must take place within the surroundings of
a young person's community and family.

The tiindings of this committee certainly indicate the need for
coordination of Federal efforts in the areti of the prevention and
treatment of juvenile crime. Those of us who share your concern
for children have tried to fii(I our -way in supporting specific pieces
of legislation and in helping to implement t hat legislation, but the
maze of programs has made this difficult. If an Ollice of Juvenile
Justice and .Delinquency Prevention could indeed coordinate all of
these efforts into one effective program, surely our youth, as well
as the Nation, would be better served.

We are pleased that provision would be made for a substantial
amount of the funds to go to the States and hopefully be forward for

84-522-73-20
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local use. We observe that there would be training of professionals
and paraprofessionals for serving in the court system. We would
like to suggest the training of volunteers, and I see that that is
included in the bill, with both youths and adults, as well. A former
president of the National Council of Judges was recently quoted as
saying, "Without some system of utilizing volunteer services to
assist our staffs in rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents, the juvenile
courts as we know them today will go down the drain." Just as
children are teaching other children, there is a, great reservoir of
help in young people, as volunteers, to lell) in the rehabilitation
process. "Successful programs are now operating as models. Orga-
nizations such as the PTA can give tremendous assistance to the
courts if funds are available for training volunteers.

We are impressed with the possibility of alternate methods of
institutionalizing the youthful offender-community based programs
with services to the family as well as the child, "foster-home care,
group homes-all events of rehabilitation which give new hope for
our children. More than 50,000 children are currently in correctional
institutions-even though indications are that offenlers are usually
further damaged-not helped-by being institutionalized.

We have long supported the various programs of child life re-
search that are carried on by the various Federal agencies and have
)elieved they should 1)e colrrelated and supported by adequate ap-

propriation.,. We believe this bill is a step in that'direction.
Our organization has only one commitment-the care, protection,

and welfare of children and youth. To us, the problems of children
and youth seem greater, more complex, more devastating, than ever
before. We also firmly believe that children cannot be helped unless
in some way, we can ellp parents to be better 1)arents. We are deeply
involved in programs related to juvenile delin quency-driig abuse,
the tragic rise in VD among our youth, children 'so emotionally
disturbed that they stand little chance of success ill school. Col-
sideration of all of these problems is an aspect of our juvenile
delinquency I)rogram. Many features of this proposed bill give us
hope for help in copying with these problems.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of expressing our con-
cern to yoll today.

Senator RAYH. Thank you, Mrs. Kimmel.
I share your concern anld your frustration about how little progress

has been made in this area since you presented your views in 1967.
I cannot promise you that history will not repeat itself. If it does.
it will not be due to lack of effort by the chairman of this sub-
committee. I am hopeful that with the assistance of your organiza-
tion, and organizations like yours, we will be able to create grassroots
support for action on juvenile delinquency. The children's lobby in
America ought to be the largest one in existance. The question is
how we harness the concern for children and how we bring this
concern to bear on the political process. Perhaps I am naive but I
think it can be done. I am not going to accept that as the final
chapter.

Let me ask you about your experience in the volunteer area in
the program that PTA has carried out with the National Council
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of Juvenile Court Judges called "Volunteers in the Courts." You
mentioned that the judges have stressed that without adequate
volunteers there is no way to get on top of this kind of a problem.
Could you tell us a little bit more about how this program operates?

Mrs. Kiy tmm. With the help of the juvenile court judges, we have
held workshops all over the country in the eight various regions of
our- PTA. Now, we have brought people from the cities and com-
inunities together in these workshops in teams, which included a
juvenile court judge, a school superintendent, a PTA president and,
if possible, a youth from the area.

In this, we have tried to give instructions to the PTA people
and, very often, there was a probation l)erson as a part of the team,
too. These people then go home and start training groups within
their own communities and, of course, also working always with
the juvenile court. The volunteers cannot be of service unless they
are welcomed by the court and if the court is willing to give some
help in the training of the volunteers. Then they work primarilyy
as the court chooses to use them, and so the pattern is varied from
area to areai.

The PTA's greatest wealth is in umnan resources. We have people
to provide and certainly the State PTA president and the juvenile
protection chairman of the States have spearheaded these programs
and where the courts are willing to use them, Ave have had programs
set up in the volunteers working with the courts.

Senator BYll. Have you had success in achieving a significant
number of volunteers?

Mrs. KIMMET4 . Yes. Some areas have had a great many people
working. You know from your experience in t his that imnieliate
success is hard to see, and there were even people at our conferences
who say, "WVell, we have tried this and we lost every kid and they
went back to the institution." The judges tried to impress upon
our people too, that sometimes tle benefits are too far in the future
for us to see immediately. lint, there are many programs working
in the country now and we are slowly but surely increasing the
number of programs.

There is a program in Chicago, too, working with volunteers in
the courts and I think I sent some documented evidence to your
office on that some time in the past..

Senator BAY. Yes; we appreciate getting that information. As
you )ointed out, in S. 821 we provide for expanded use of volunteers
and provided for training of volunteers. Are there any suggestions
you might have to- give our subcommittee that would improve the
provisions of the bill in this area, or in any other areas?

Mrs. KTMMEI,. Well, not necessarily. 'I think in the bill 2 years
ago you did not refer to volunteers. Now the volunteer is more in
evidence in the new bill, as I read it.

Senator BAYJI. I would not be surprised if the PTA input is not
responsible for that change.

Mrs. Ki~mt, 1. We feel that it is very important that the volun-
teers be used. There are all kinds of programs with paraprofessionals.
I sent you a little bit of evidence, too, of a personal experience that
I have had. My son and his family are involved in a rehabilitation
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program in southern Indiana. I think it started out to be the Clark
County program, and I have been able to watch them as foster
parents' youngsters. Most of the kids they get are out of jail. We
lave such a firm belief that the rehatbilitation of children must take

place in the community in which they live, and in which they must
return to, if we taie them away. W 'believe this is the plhce where
the work must be done and that tile families must be helped as well
as the children.

Senator B.\y I have had some experience with the Clark County
program. As you may know, I had a chance to observe that program
firsthand and to see what Judge Martin accomplished there with
the help of volulteers. It is with a little lit of personal pIride that
I would say that if we had that kind of program in every county
and State i'ji the Nation we would really have made a great deal of
p progress.

Mrs. Ki(IM I'rI. This is true, and I think unless volunteers have
some training it is hard for us to adjust our sights because this
is diflicilt work, and 1)eople must be prepared to do it. It is the hope
of our bill-this bill--that you can l)rovide that assistance so that
we, as people, can be more helpful in the program .

Senator Rlmr. No 1)roblem dealing with juveniles is really -going
to be solved by the passage of one bill, the election of one( ju(lge,
or the astuteness of one parent-teachers' organization. It requires a
composite, team effort in each community.

What are your impressions of the quality of juvenile court judges?
I have been v-ery impressed with the meniL)ers of the National Council
of Juvenile Court 'Judges with whom I have come in contact. I
sul)p)ose by the very nature of their interest, that they are tile cream
of the erop. Are there things that we can do to )ro'ide more ex-
pertise in the juvenile court?

)o you have any input you would like to make in this area?
Mrs. KTM~rim. I really lhave no exl)ertise here because, as I say,

we work with the Council of Juvenile Court Judges and in the work-
shops it is kind of like, you know, at church voutalk to the people
who ar there. People w'ho are at the workshop s are the juvenile
court judges who are interested in promoting this l)rogranm, and I
am sure if we could fan out over the country we would find many
PIA people who say, "Well, I would like to'work with the juvenile
court programs, but our juvenile judges are not interested in this." I
really do not know how you can legislate that. That is not within iy
purview of information.

Senator B,\l. The proposed legislation provides incentives for
additional training of both professionals , paraprofessionals and
volunteers. This is certainly on(, of the areas where tie Federal
Government can make a contribution. I firmly believe also that ,th
Federal Government must establish national go;als and that the PTA
can help to shape those goals and hel) to see, tiat they are carried
out at tle local level. Some juvenile judges may be insensitive to
the problems of tle young but are not insensitive to the concerns
of their parents.

Mrs. Kiuutmn. I think if there are funds available, that we can
say there are funds available to train people to work with you,
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it will help. I think that some judges' fears are justified that they
do not want people meddling in their business wio are ill prepared!
to (1o this. I think that motivation is part of it, and then the finids
to back up people's good intentions with some training. -

Senator Bmlu. Well, I'm impressed. We have many sensitive and
concerned judges but not only such judges but others would. be in-
Pressed by the work of your organization in training personnel to
work in juvenile courts.

You have been very kind and very patient and I want to thank
you and the members of your organization. We are honored that
y"ou would take the time to be with us this morning, and I hope
that you will continue to be helpful in a continuing advisory capac-
ity.

%Irs. KIME.L. We will be in touch.
Senator BRmim. Thank you very much.
M[rs. K1MMftI. Thank you.
[Mrs. Kimmel's prepared statement is as follows:]

P .REAIEI) STATEMENT ON JUVENILE JUSTICE, BY 'MRS. WALTER G. KIMMEL,
COORDINATOR OF LEGISLATIVE ACTIvrIy NATIONAL PTA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; we greatly appreciate the
opportunity of offering to your committee the views of the National PTA in
respect to the provisions of the bill to Ilml)rove the quality of juvenile Justice
in the United States, to provide a comprehensive, coordinated approach to the
problems of juvenile delinquency and to achieve other related i)urloses-the
bill known as thi Juvenile Justice and l)elminqueney Prevention Act of 1973.

I am Mrs. Walter Kimmel of Rock Island, Illinois, coordinator of legislative
activity for the National Congress of Parents and Teachers-an organization
with a membership of al))roximately 9 million.

Concern for children has been the reason for our existence since the found-
Ing of the PTA in 1897. Problems change and social conditions change, but the
needs of chilren seem to he constantly on the increase. The PTA's concern
for the protection of children and the prevention of delinquency has been con.
tinuous through all ther years. Early In our history, we were Involved in the
efforts to secure Juvenile courts In every state. Judge Ben B. Lindsay has
been quoted as saying that no one factor has done more to advance this
cause than the efforts of our organization.

We have )ieen associated with the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges
for several year,. We have held and are holding conferences across tile notion
Involving t lsiu.lI(ns-possibly millions-of people which will provide Informa-
tion and training for people working with children. As early as 1967 we joined
the judges in a program, "Judicial Concern for Children in Trouble." Our
current Joint project is "Volunteers in the Courts"-a program for training
volunteers to work with the court, the family, and the child in trouble. Early
in this work, cooperatilng judges Impressed upon us that, from their experience,
a child in trouble does not live in a vacuum-l-he usually lives with a family
in trouble.

We will not belabor the statistics which are already a part of your records.
We aro alarmed at the increase in juvenile crimes, and saddened by the high
rate of recidivism. It is said that Juvenile crimes cost society billions of dollars
every year, but no one can estimate the cost In human resources and human
suffering.

Therefore, we find great hope In many of the provtslonls of the propo,(1 bill.
Yet, It reminds us that In 1967 we appeared before a similar committee urging
the enactment of many of the sanic provislons-sueh as the sepnratioll of
juveniles it trouble from adult crininals. 'lbe PTA ias participated itn and
Initiated surveys and questionnaires ill across the nation, 0nd we know, as (10
you. tHat i ,o11 places children are still detained !i the same quarters as
adults, under circumstances not only bad but Inhumane. We believe, too. that
rehalilitation musn t take place within the surroundings of a young person's
community and family.
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The findings of this committee certainly indicate the need for coordination
of federal efforts in the area of the prevention and treatment of juvenile
crime. Those of us who share your concern for children have tried to find our
way in sul)porting specific pieces of legislation and in helping to implement
that legislation, but the maze of programs has made this difficult. If an Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention could indeed coordinate all
of these efforts into one effective program, surely our youth, as well as the
nation, would be better served.

We are pleased that provision would be made for a substantial amount of
the funds to go to the states and hopefully be forwarded for local use. We
observe that there would be training of professionals and para-professionals
for service in the court system. 'Ye would like to suggest the training of vol-
unteers, both youths and adults, as well. A former president of the National
Council of Judges was recently quoted as saying, "Without some system of
utilizing volunteer services to assist our staffs In rehabilitation of Juvenile
delinquents, the juvenile courts as we know them today will go down tle
drain." Just as children are teaching other children, there is a great reservoir
of help in young people, as volunteers, to hell) In the rehabihtiiiion procvss.
Successful programs are now operating as models. Organizations such as the
PTA can give tremendous assistance to the courts if funds are available for
training volunteers.

We are impressed with the possibility of alternate methods to institutlon-
alizing the youthful offender-ecomnunity based programs with services to
the family as well as the child, foster-homo care, group honis-all clenents
of rehabilitation which give new hope for our children. More than 50
thousand children are currently In correctional institutions--evn though Indi-
cations are that offenders are usually further danmaged-not helped-by being
instltuit ilona izd.

We have long supl)ported the various programs of child life research that ore
carried on by the various federal agencies and have believed they should be
correlated and supported by adequate al)l~ropriatlons. We believe this 1)ill is
a step in that direction.

Gentlemen, our organization has only one commitment-the care, protection,
and welfare of children and youth. To us, the problems of children find youth
seem greater, more complex, more devastating, than ever before. We also
firmly believe that children cannot be helped unless, in som way, we can
help parents to ibe better Iarents. We are deeply Involvd in programs r(lat(d
to Juvenile (lelinqueney-drug abuse, the traglc rise in VI) among our youth,
children so emotionally disturbed that they stand little chance of success in
school. Consideration of all of these probhms is an aspect of our Juvenile
delinquency program. Many features of this proposed bill give us hope for
help in coping with these problems.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of expressing our concern to you
today.

JUDICIAL COrCFRN FOR CIIunRN In TROUBLE

(Resolution adopted by the 1909 convention delegates)

Whereas, State PTA surveys in connection with the September 1908 National
Conference on Judicial Concern for Children in Trouble indicate that facilities
and services are tragically inadequate in many communities: and

Whereas, Official agencies and citizens in those communities have not l''ml
sufficiently responsive to the needs of children in trouble: and

Whereas, The Joint efforts of the National PTA and the National Juvenile
Court Foundation have been directed toward solving the problem of inah,.
quacles to meet the needs of children in trouble; and

Whereas, Authoritative sources indicate that the increasing number and size
of institutions for care of youth away from their home is not the single answer
to the problem: and

Whereas, The report further showed a tremendous need for increased sup-
portive services to the Juvenile court; and

Whereas, By the Objects of this organization we are dedicated to the care
and protection of all children A, therefore be it

Resolved, That each PTA member and each unit be urged to become Involved
in the welfare of these children in the local community, and in the programs
which affect these children at any level.
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Senator BAYIT. Our next witness this afternoon is Robert Cain, Jr.,
the director of the Division of Juvenile Corrections, Department of
Health and Social Services of Delaware. I understand he is testifying
on behalf of the National Association of State Juvenile Delinquency
Program Administrators.

We had originally planned, Mr. Cain, for you to be our leadoff
witness, because we thought it was appropriate that the state agencies
which have the direct responsibility for juvenile delinquency pro-
grams be given a chance to show what they are doing and could do
if S. 821 is passed.

My apologies again for keeping you waiting and my appreciation
for the fact that you have persevered. Please go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. CAIN, JR., DIRECTOR DIVISION OF
JUVENILE CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL
SERVICES OF DELAWARE ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF STATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY PROGRAM ADMINIS-
TRATORS

Mr. CAIN. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here this morning for
three major reasons to testify before your committee. The first reason
is that in all sincerity the Juvenile Justice and I)elinq ency Preven-
tion Act of 1973 has the potential, within the foreseeable future, to
bring about the most comprehensive and progressive reform in
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention and treatment efforts in
the history of the United States.

Senator 1l\yii. That is quite a statement.
Mr. CAIN. This is a very sincere statement and on behalf of the

National Association Executive Committee we commend you for your
bold and courageous leadership to propose such a bill at a time when
our Nation and States are suffering from severe fiscal constraints and
all programs and priorities have to be reassessed.

I am honored to be representing the National Association of State
Juvenile Delinquency Program Administrators in making this state-
ment. This association represents the heads of State agencies in 44
of the 50 States who are responsible for ji senile delinquency l)reven-
tion and treatment programs. The only States that are not yet mem-
bers of this association are those that do not have statewide systems.
We have extended invitations and are working with them to get
additional involvement.

The third reason that I am very pleased to be here this morning is
that we mave made, we think, some very dramatic progress in the
State of Delaware in preventing and treating juvenile delinquency
and we would like to share that with you. But, at the same time, we
would like to point out that we have not yet faced the substantive
issues that are included in this new legislation that will allow us to
complete the job and effectively prevent the delinquency of the
future.

We have prepared and are submitting for the record, two state-
ments; the first is the position prepared by the National Association
which I would like to just briefly highlight, and then leave it for the
record.
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Senator BAYIT. We will place your statements in the record as if
you had given it in toto and appreciate your highlighting it for us
orally.

Mr. CAiN. Fine. The basic thrust of this statement is to give very
strong support to this new legislation. It is based on the premise that
we have delinquency and social devience because our society is im-
perfect. The institutions that have been designed are incapable in
their present structure and organization to provide the service that
is needed. This position supports the creation of a. new national
agency as recommended in this act to provide the national leader-
ship. coordination and priority setting to bring about a new national
effort in this area.

This position also includes examples of programs that are cur-
rentlv taking place in 29 States and more than 65 programs are illus-
trateci as the kinds of programs that could become a possibility on a
national basis when this act is fully implemented. The act as now
prepared, if it, survives the Federalflegislative process without sub-
stantial change will, without a doubt, have tremendous impact on
making successful programs available to and sustain their operation
in States throughout lhe country.

One of the concerns of our association is to share information on
problems, and the resolution to those problems so that other States
may benefit. The National Institute proposed in this bill would
certainly help us in this effort.

The second statement which we would like to also enter into the
record is a statement which describes the progress which we have
achieved in the State of )elaware. In particular, it was only 3 years
ago in Delaware that Howard James, a National Pulitzer Prize win-
ner from the Christian Science Monitor, visited juvenile institutions
in Delaware and found the conditions that are listed in the findings
of your bill; institutions which are overcrowded, understaffed, cor-
poral punislument was commonplace, the system was punitive, not in
the least therapeutic and, in fact, children were being abused and
exploited beyond belief.

Senator BAYn. When did these events take l)lace?
Mr. CAIN. This was 31/. years ago. It was in 1969 that Mr. James

came to Delaware. The resulting articles from his visit, and the
national and local publicity, resulted in extreme public expressions
of concern and indignation. The Governor of the State made a com-
mitment at that time to correct the situation by bringing about a
massive and swift reform in the Juvenile Correction Services of the
State. This position descril)es what has happened in the last 31/2
years and we think it is ver:y substantial.

At that point in time, there really were no community-based
services of substance. Juveniles were still incarcerated in the adult
prison system and the only effort of any kind of delinquency preven-
tion were limited to very secondary level programs such as public
speaking.

We hasten to add that while we are very proud of our accomplish-
ment-. we also fire very much aware that we still have very serious
problems to resolve. O(ir efforts to date' have been basically to develop
the existing system and to make it function the way it should. We
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have not faced the more substantive issues that this new bill will face
in bringing about the major societal change necessary if we are to
effectively overcome juvenile delinquency and youth crime.

In the final portion of this paper we have some comments which
illustrate what the impact of the National Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act of 1973 will be on our programs. I think
this is the very essence and the heart of -What is possible if this legis-
lation becomes reality. It has been known for many years that there
has not been effective or adequate national leadership in this area.
There have been some well-intended efforts but they have not been
well enough funded and they have not had the sustained leadership
that is necessary to really bring about a unified national effort to
serve the problems of children and youth. This is a very attractive,
but to date, it has been a very elusive concept.

Another factor of the bill that we consider very important is that
while at the same time the national leadership and funding is 1ro-
vided for, the States and local communities throughout the State will
be supported in developing and increasing their capabilities to actu-
ally deliver service and work directly with people. This is a tremen-
dously important aspect of local, State and national relationships.

The amendments prol)osed in this bill to the, Federal Juvenile
Delinquency Act, we think, will have great significance. While at the
State and local levels, local juvenile and criminal codes are, in fact,
the most important laws except in the case of a Federal offense. The
fact that Federal law is being improved and will be providing leader-

~- ship in this fashion will, no doubt, have significant impact on the
relationship and revision of local codes. Most States are in need of a
comprehensive and continuous revision of codes and if we can incor-
porate in State codes throughout this country the provisions that are
included in this bill, such as the right to a speedy trial, the guarantee
of constitutional rights, the application of due process, counsel at
parole revocation hearings, the removal of people who have coi-
mitted no criminal offense from the correction system; these things
are just as essential at the State and local level as they are at the
national level, and we consider this to be one of the most significant
sections of the bill as far as its potential impact on the judicial
process.

The proposed National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, we see as having the potential, to bring about for the
first time the concentration of Federal effort that is required if we
are to-be successful in this new effort. While there are many resources
currently available through the more than 40 Federal agencies to
have funds and programs that are designed to work with youth, the
history is that they have not been well-coordinated and even if the
funding proposed in this bill has to be reduced as it proceeds through
the legislative process, it would be a tremendous asset to the States
and local communities to coordinate what already exists in the way
of programs, policies and funding, so these resources could be con-
centrated on the problem.

The authority of the new office as proposed in this bill, we think,
is capable, with the right leadership, of performing this service.
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Of major significance to many States and, in particular, I can
speak to the State of Delaware, is the section of this bill which pro-
vides Federal assistance for State and local programs. Of particular
importance to us is the section that requires the development of a
State plan for such programs and the requirements of that plan to
make the State eligible for funding. We have been fortunate in
Delaware that our local law enforcement assistance planning agency,
the Delaware Agency to Reduce Crime, has allocated a section of its
plan and some funding to delinquency prevention work. But-the
creation of a separate single-State agency, and a separate State plan
focusing on the problems of children and youth will certainly help
us both on a local and national level to brig to the attention of the
public, the legislative bodies and the executive departments of these
jurisdictions, the problems and needs of youth in a way that we can
developp and carry out the major reforms that are needed.

The provisions to remove offenders who have committed no crim-
inal offense from the correctional systems within a reasonable period
of time is perhaps the most significant impact that we would im-
mediately feel in Delaware. This means in Delaware that 47 percent
of the children that are in our correctional system will be removed
and it will call for a major restructuring of both State and private
social service agencies to develop a new delivery system to provide
the, services needed to help these children and youth, without the
negative corrections label.

Senator BAYII. Pardon me, 47 percent?
Mr. CAU. 47 percent of the children in the Juvenile Corrections

System in Delaware.
Senator BAYI. That would be for such status offenses as truancy.

What other categories are included in this figure?
Mr. C.iN. Truancy, curfew violations.
Senator BA.Yli. How about runaways?
Mr. CAI-. It still includes runaways. These are offenses that if the

child would now be 18 years of age, with the new age of majority,
would not be an offense.

Senator BAYH. Truancy, runaways-
Mr. CAIN. Well, there are also provisions, although it is not done

very much at this time that neglected and dependent children can
also still be put in the correctional system which, is something that
has been greatly reduced and must be stopped altogether.

Senator B,11. Do you still use the indeterminate sentence in
Delaware?

Mr. CAIN. Yes, the sentence is indeterminate. There are also some
delinquency offenses, such as incorrigibility, uncontrolled, which are
broad terms that can be a multitude of things. The Family Court
system in the State of Delaware was unified under one State-wide
administration in September of 1971, and this has improved the
judicial administration, but we still have much progress to make in
this area.

Senator BATH. You used the word uncontrollable. That can be
applied not only to children but parents and maybe even Presidents.

Mr. CAIN. I would say here that-
Senator BA11. Senators. too..We do not want to be prejudicial to

the Executive.
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Mr. CAIN. My personal point of view in looking at the charge of
uncontrolled is that this is probably more reflective of the lack of
parental capability to provide the supervision that a child may need.
In Delaware we recently did a demographic analysis of our client
population and found that 73 percent of the children we currently
have in custody are from broken families. Seventy-three percent do
not have a two-parent family. We also found that 53 percent of them
have a serious history of truancy which implies a problem with the
public school system.

Senator BAYJ. I)o you have any breakdown between those who are
not now in your institutions because of their immediate truancy and
those who may be there for other acts but first came to you as a result
of truancy?

Mr. CAIN. I can say at this time we do not have any children who
were committed on truancy offenses, where that is the only charge.
We do have children in the system who were committed on a truancy
offense along with other offenses which may have taken place while
the child was truant. This is an area of concern that the chief judge
of the family court in the State of Delawvare agrees with, and lie has
agreed with me that any time we receive a child committed solely on
a truancy charge and there is no other history of delinquency that
we immediately remove that child from the system.

Senator BAYIi. Let me ask you to give me your picture in Delaware
as it applies to young peol)le under the age of 18, and those over the
ag0o of 18. I notice that. your figures show that only 28 percent of
those who are now in your institutions have committed felonies; 25
percent have commiitted misdemeanors. What kind of penalty would
be assessed to a young or an older person over the age of 18, say 28
or 80, if he or she has committed a misdemeanor? Are they incar-
cerated in the State of I)elaware for committing a misdemeanor?

Mr. CAIN. Some are, yes. Now, misdemeanors also include things
like burglaries, for which people are incarcerated, according to I)ela-
ware law.

Senator B1AYI. Petty larceny?
Mr. CAIN. Petty larceny. Tie felonies as coded in Delaware would

be the violent crimes or crimes which have a potential of violence.
This would include armed robbery, felonious assault, homicide.

Senator BAYII I-low do you define a misdemeanor or is that less
than 1 year or-

Mr. CAIN,. I am not-I do not know what the legal definition is
right now. However, in response to your question, if the person is
18 years of age or older, the court, before which the individu-l comes,
if found guilty, would receiv-e a fixed sentence where a juvenile re-
ceives an indeterminate sentence and may, in fact. be in the system
longer (epending upon what relation other problems have to this
child's well-being, than he would be if he were 18.

Senator BAYII. If )elaware is like most States, the sentence or
the fine for, a misdemeanor is rather limited. In most States a young-
ster, who commits a misdemeanor at age 15, has the possibility of
as long sentence as an a(lult would receive for a felony.

Mr. CMN. That is right.
Senator B,10mm. Excuse me for interrupting.
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Mr. CAT.N. Well, in looking at the statistics that are included in
the testimony, let me share with you some of the specific statistical
factors on o'ur population. Forty-seven percent are committed for
juvenile offenses, 25 percent for 'misdemeanors, 28 percent, for felo-
nies, 5," percent have a. serious history of truancy, and 73 percent
come from broken homes. Sixty percent have no work experience.
Tile average functional educational level is fourth grade, which
means that tile average in(lividual is fmietionally illiterate since
it takes f fifth grade e(huation to be able to read an ordinary daily
newspaper.

Sixty-nine percent are from families with six or more children
and 51 percent are from families with less than a $5,000 income.
From looking at this we have come to the conclusion that we are,
in fact, more of a child welfare agency that we are a correctional
system. The number of serious offenders in terms of deliquient acts
are really a very small proportion of our total client population,
and those with juvenile offenses, or those that are there for reasons
that really are beyond their control are the majority.

Senator' BAyu.'What is the average age?
Mr. CAIN . light now the. average age is slightly over 16. The age

legally ranges from seven through 17. Custody could be retained u)
to 21, but it is very seldom now that we receive a child under 12
years of age.

Senator Blyr. The average age is 16?
Mr. CAIN,. Yes. With boys, the average is slightly over 17, with

girls it is a little under 16. That averages out to 16 plus for the
total population.

Senator BATh. If it is not too much trouble, could you give us the
chronological breakdown in each category as well as an average
age? It would be interesting to know in a system such as yours
which has a great deal of enlightenment and how many younger
children you have. You say you seldon (1o get anyone under 12 now?

Mr. CA N. That is right.
Senator BAY1I. If it is not too much trouble if you could cate-

gorize the youth in the custody of time divisionn of ,Juvenihle Correc-
tions Lv age, we would appreciate it. It is not-critical if it would he
too timle-consuiing.

Mr. Cmxx. To be accurate on that, f would have to send the in-
formation hack to you.

Senator BRxvi. That is fine, at some later date and we will put it
in the record as if you had given it to us right now. Thank you.

Mr. CAix. We, in fact, are now discussing the need to, in addition
to tie potential represented with this new act, we are discussing
very seriously changing our name to remove the label of "correc-
tions." We have used the correctional name only since the State
government reorganized from a commission to a cah)inet form of
government. It. was previously called Youth Services. We have
found, and I think this is well represented in both the Delaware
statement andtil the national statement presented here, that when aii
agency bears lie correctional label in its name the public interpreta-
tion of corrections generally carries a negative "criminal" connota-
tion. And we feel this is a very unfair burden to place on a child
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because tle l public attitude then is to treat this person as an offender,
and tle level of tolerance for further evidence is reduced and the
child is l)sheld further and further into the system. It is time to
start talking more positively a)out the aspects of youth development.
Wec, need to overcome juvenile delinquency and youth crime but we
also need to (1o it in a )ositi'e aind progressive way.

Senator IV.,Yu1. i am sure what you sav is true about the regres-
siveness, once the title of correctional institution is attached.

Mr. ClxIN. One other aspect in the appropriations section of the
bill that we consider extremely important is the inclusion of private
agencies in the overall effort.'I think historically one will find that
private agencies have been more in the forefront with innovative
programs and social change than public agencies have an opportu-
nitv to )e. Also. it terms of )ring about a unified national effort to
resolve the problems of juvenile delinquency and youth Crime we
must use every available resource at tie Stite, local, and national
levels. [he day when any one agency or any one governmental unit
can lay elaim to being the sole provider of youth services, is gone
forever. If we are to achieve this worthy goal we have to do it in a
very unified and massive fashion.

Related to that, both in terms of public and private agencies, we
feel the provision for long-term funding is especially important.
Many programs have financial assistance which is based on 1-year
grants, and it takes so long to prepare the grant application, to
justify the program and to maintain the reports that are required
that by the time the program is partially implemented, it is time to
start thinking about the second year funding and evaluating what
has already happened and the procedural and mechanical aspects
of this really precludes somnd and indepth treatment programs. Pro-
grams of a 3- to 5-year duration, granted they need to be evaluated
to see if the finding should be sustained, but programs of this dura-
tion would allow a more significant, indepth approach to really de-
-veloping and providing new types of service that just simply is not
possible with 1-year grants.

The demnonstration program function outlined in the bill for the
National Institute of Juve-nile Justice we also feel is a very worthy
and .a very, very necessary function. In the period of time that we
are in now, and the serious financial difficulty that many States or
local municipalities are facing, funding at that level which is neces-
sary for a successful, inovative attempt, just simply is not available.
If we are going to continue to expand the boundaries of our knowl-
edge in working with human behavior to effectively prevent delin-
quency and effectively serve problems of children "and youth on a
national scale, we must expand our current base of knowledge so we
can do a better job. The proposed institute and the provision for
innovative funding and the research and evaluation that goes with it,
we see as a very necessary and essential component of the new pro-
grain. As it currently stands, State and local governments just sim-
ply do not have the expertise to provide an adequate research,
planning, and evaluation function, and with the exception of a few
large States, most States will not be able to develop this capacity
within existing resources.
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The only additional comments I would have at this time would
be to say that the training functions and the function of developing
national standards, we also see as very essential in the long-range
effort. There really has been no national effort to develop training
for persons in this field. There may have been a regional or local
effort, but in each State or locality people have pretty much been
doing their own thing in terms of staff training, as well as in terms
of programs and the decision of what to do is influenced not neces-
sarily b'y what is effective but because someone thinks it is a good
idea. The National Institute which could bring to bear effectivetrain-
ing methods and disseminate effective program techniques is one
that will be a valuable resources.

Senator B1Yin. It is interesting to get your appraisal of need for
training. We had been trying to get that bill moved since last year.
Some of the critics, particularly in the executive )ranch, suggested
that to provide for training capacity would be duplicative of existing
training efforts. As someone who receives the benefit of present train-
Ing services, apparently you do not feel they are sufficient?

Mr. C.kiN. That is right, particularly, with the revolution that
is taking place now in the juvenile delinquency field. They are not
at all sufficient. If we look at the provision of youth services, his-
torically we find that the attitude has been one which has really
been void of treatment. The field is now drawing on the fields of
social work, business, education, finance and many other disciplines.
The major revolution is now taking )lace in corrections, both adhllt
and juvenile, by bringing persons in from other disciplines. We are
finding, in part, that the knowledge of human behavior and treat-
ment techniques that we take for granted in other fields are new
in corrections. We really need to bring about a focus that will
recognize and disseminate information, and to establish well-founded
princil)les of working with human behavior. The kinds of programs
that exist now may be very good on a regional or local basis but
many of them are developed because of a particular )rofessional con-
cept that was proven to be successful or effective, and the program
has developed around a research effort or a funding arm or pro-
gram development arm of the university. Although it may do
well locally, we need this kind of an effort on a national scale. I
think the same thing could be said for the development of standards.
There are several efforts under way now, including the LEAA
Judicial Institute in New York, and the National Juvenile Law
Center, at the St. Louis University School of Law, where standards
are being developed, but there is no national overview of the stand-
ards and no one is looking at them to see what the applicability is
on a, national level. The recent report and efforts of the National
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals began to
approach this but really did not go all of the way. But, it certainly
helped to document the need for such standards.

In short, what I am trying to say here today is that we are very
sul)portive of this bill. We think it is the best thing that has come
along for the future of children and youth in this country, and we
are going to work very aggressively to support it.

Senator BAYii. Speaking for your entire organization-
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Mr. CAIN. I am speaking for the executive committee with that
statement.

Senator BAYH. Well, I am sure that your executive committee,
being a very representative and responsive committee knows that
this represents the feeling of the whole organization. At least I hope
so because we need your help and we cannot thank you enough for
your contribution. And we appreciate your coml)l imentary remarks.

May I just ask a couple of questions at you, if you have the
time?'Is it fair to interpret the remarks that you made to mean that
you favor the provision in the bill providing due process for young
people who are facing serious charges? .

Mr. CAIN. I think tlere would be some problems initially because
the disciplines of the judicial process, the youth-ser-ving agencies,
the legal profession, all would need to prepare tlemselves to provide
the additional services required. What I am saying is that I, per-
sonally and professionally, believe that it is essential that we do
it. The fact that a person may be a child or 16 years of age instead
of 18 does not mean that they are not an -individual and should
be accorded the same human rights that an adult, would have. This
has been one of the tragedies of juvenile corrections, particularly
in this country, that we have not treated children as people. That
is very basic l)rinciple and that is why I support this provision.

Senator BAY1T. We are glad to have your thoughts on it. As one
who is charged with this responsibility at the State level and repre-
sents others who are, I would like to get your thoughts for the
record on whether the present Federal effort in the field of juvenile
delinquency is sufficient.

In no way being critical of the job being performed by the Depart-
ment of Justice, is it important to bring together outside LEAA a
focus for delinquency programs? At the State level, do you have
to compete with the "traditional system of law and order including
hardware for the police and computers? Do juveniles come out
second best?

You know what I mean. I do not know what your answer is
going to be.

Mr. C\IN. At meetings of our association we have discussed this
and we have about as many points of view as we have members.
So, I will qualify what I am going to say to indicate that it repre-
sents my personal opinion and will go from there. I think we would
be better off at the national level if we had a separate cabinet level
agency for children and youth. Children and youth need to become
our national priority. Thbey have, not been a high priority for too
long and I think this is, in part, whiy we are dealing within some of
the problems we are today. At the State level, the best material that
I hate seen developed oi the organizational structure or manage-
ment approach to services for children and youth has been developed
by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. This was in a
l)osition statement developed first in 1970 and later it is to be in-
cluded in a book which I do not think has been published yet. But,
this organization recommends that States have a single State' agency,
preferably a department level, for children and youth services and
if that is not possible, due to local, public, political, or financial con-
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cerns. then children and youth services ought to be under one
division ill a larger department but administratively they should
)0 under one agency.

Senator l.v -lr. (ne of the reasons we (lid not take the position
of a cabliet-level post-I could not agree more that as far as
)riorities are concerned cllil(ren and youth ought to be at the tol)p-

but this suggestion has really been around for at least 50 years
without, action. We thought that rather than try to get into the posi-
tion of COm1peling with Agrieulture, Commerce, Transportation, and
Defense, we, cold go the route which seemed to 1)e readily acceptable
in the area of drugs with a special office created in the White House
immediately resj)onsible to the President.

Ir. C.\IN%. Well, in terms of the national office which would be
under the Execuitive Office of the President, I notice in the bill that
there is no indication what would happen to th.at officer after 1976.
We do agree with and support the creation of this office as a way
to start this major reform, and to bring about the authority and
the coordination and the policy development and setting of "objec-
tives. But. the question is, would it continue to remain under the
Office of the President after the extent of the present legislation,
or would it le shifted to another agency? We have come to no
resolution as to what our thinking is on that, but the question has
been raised.

Senator B.%YTr. Well, I must say I appreciate your farsightedness
in trying to determine what we are going to do when the authority
expires in our l)resent law. I have the very pragmatic feeling that
that is going to be an easier problem to resolve than getting this
bill passed and establishing this new independent authority in the
first 1)lace.

You have been very kind.
I may have some other questions on which I would like to get

your opinion. I think maybe i2ecause of the hour that if you do not
mind, we can submit those to you in writing. If you do not

Mr. C.%I-. We would 1)0 happy to do it in wriiinjg, if you wish.
Senator B.\'u. Why don't we (1o that, and, again, I appreciate

your contribution and the willingness of the national association to
lend a hand and let us have their expertise. We have tried over
the last year or two to mobilize all of you who are giving your lives
to this important effort. I do not suppose you could find 5 percent
of the people who would take issue with your feelings and mine
that the problems of young people are more iml)ortant than anything
else. But, I am convinced we have an equally great challenge of
mobilizing the individuals who make. up tie national association
involved into a quasi-political force, and I say quasi because we are
not talking about the traditional term of this party or that party,
but as concerned citizens you are willing to go out and beat the
bushes and talk to responsible politically elected officials to get some-
thing done for the youth of this country.

I thank you.
Mr. CIN. Thank you.
[Mr. Cain's prepared statement, an additional statement on re-

marks about the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1973, and a letter supplied for the record are as follows:]
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REMARKS ABOUT THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF
1973-INCLUDINO INFORMATION ABOUT PROGRESS IN THE PREVENTION AND
TREATMENT OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IN THE STATE OF DELAWARE

(Prepared and Presented by Robert D. Cain, Jr., Director, Division of Juvenile
Corrections, Department of Health and Social Services, State of Delaware)

To get all appreciation of the accomplishments In Juvenile Corrections in
Delaware from 1970 through 1972, we must first speak to tile condition of Juve-
nile Corrections in the sixties. If we take 1969 as the point in time to make our
evaluation of the sixties, the summary statement would consist of one word-
"neglect." During a period when juvenile delinquency was growing by leaps
and bounds in Delaware and across the nation, the State was paying little or
no attention to the care and treatment of juvenile delinquents.

In the decade from 1960 to 1970 commitments of youthful offenders to juve-
nile institutions in the State of Delaware increased one hundred twenty per-
cent compared to a pol)ulation increase of twenty-three percent in the state
for the same period of time. The rising rate of commitments continued through
1971 and 1972, but is showing a slight downward trend for fiscal year 1973.

It was only three and one-half years ago. In 1969, that Mr. Howard James,
a Pulitzer Prize winning reporter on the staff of the Christian Science Monitor
visited juvenile institutions in the State of Delaware. The resulting articles by
Mr. James brought to national attention a number of very disturbing facts
about the way children were being treated in Delaware institutions. Children
were being warehoused in institutions with little or no service provided. Cor-
poral punishment was commonplace and youth who were placed in the custody
of the State for "rehabilitation" were being exploited, abused, and-punished
beyond belief. These facts were later confirmed by an extensive investigation
by the State Attorney Generals Office. At this point in time Delaware's juvenile
institutions were not centers for treatment and rehabilitation, but in fact had
become, perhaps in the most negative sense of the term, schools of crime.

As a result of the efforts of Mr. James and the local press, the Executive and
Legislative branches of State Government and citizens throughout the State of
Delaware became painfully aware of this tragic situation. With these facts in
the open and amid cries of public Indignation and concern, tile Governor made
a commitment to swiftly and effectively correct this situation by providing the
appropriate executive leadership) in bringing about a major reform of the juve-
nile corrections system in the State. The Governor requested the Delaware
Council oil Crime and Justice, a local United Fluid supported agency, to con-
duct an in-depth investigation, awl prepare rccommenlations for upgrading
and expanding Delaware's services for delinquent children.

This was the beginning of the reorganization anti reform of services for
juveniles which las resulted in the programs and services of the Division of
Juvenile Corrections as we know it today.

Given tie circumstances just described, tie challenge to bring al)out an
Improved and effective systenl of the juvenile delinquency prevention an(l treat-
ment services in lhe State of Delaware was a formidable task.

However, in contrast to what existed in 1.69, there have i)een major improve-
ntents in 1n expansion of programs and staffing throughout the Division during
the past three years. In illustratinlg tihe imlprovelliolts I will mbrielly contrast the
outlook of 1969 with todays encouraging progress.

The major programs and responsibilities of the Division are briefly described
In the following plaragraphs:

DIVISION OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONS

The present Division of Juvenile Corrections is a part of the I)epartment of
Health and Social Services of the State of Delaware. Tie responsibilities of
the, Division, as stated In the Delaware Code are: * * * "the administration
of all State-owned training facilities for the detention, care and freatnient, and
aftercare supervision of juvenile delinquents. In addition, the commission
(Division) shall foster the expansion of community services directed toward
the overall prevention of juvenile delinquency * * *."
Admini8tration and Management Support Service8

It was and is not enough to limit the administration of correctional programs
to the operation of institutions and post-institutional services for released

84-522-73-27
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offenders. The Division, to be taken seriously and to be effective, had to accept
the responsibility to provide the foresight and leadership in setting and achiev-
Ing goals for preventing at well as treating juvenile delinquency.

The conuitment of the State of Delaware to bring about a viable and
effective system of youth services has received unprecedented support from the
Office of the Governor and the State Legislature. Substantial increases in
financial resources necessary to do the job have been provided. The l)ivision's
operational budget has grown from 1.3 million in fiscal year 1969 to more than
3.5 million, including State Federal, and special funds for program operation,
during fiscal year 1973. An additional 4.2 million in capitol improvement funds
is currently being applied to renovation or new construction program to replace
obsolete facilities.

The administrative support services which existed in 1969 were primarily
related to fiscal management and food services. With the commitment to
revitalize the system and to provide effective management and( services. it was
essential that additional State-wide management supportive services be
developed.

Program Development and Evaluation.-An Office of Program Development
and Evaluation was established. 'lhe responsibilites of this office were identified
as, (a) Initiate and maintain a useful Information and statistical system; (b)
evaluate the effectiveness of rehabilitative programs and treatment methods;
(c) determine the cost benefits of current an l)rposed programs; (1) recom-
mend appropriate programs and assist in their implementation; and (f) assist
in coordinating the Division's program development activities with other public
and private agencies.

Prior to the establishment of this office in 1972, there was no formal effort
within the Division to conduct program development and evaluation activities
by professional staff with special training and experience. A most obvious weak-
noss of most corrections systems, and specifically in this L)ivision. has been
the lack of sound program planning and evaluation. Program development
historically has been oin a hit or miss basis with no assurance whatsoever of
effectiveness, quality, efficiency, or accountability.

This first experience of the Division In an effort at systematic program
development and evalumtion activities at all levels of the operation has taken
much time and effort anl has involved the entire Division. One of the most
serious problems of the Division was the lack of capability to measure effect-
iveness of programs and treatment techniques. There was no significant effort
to measure quality which would permit a comparison to present programs and(/
or techniques, or to select new alternatives with assurance. Continued and
expanded program development and evaluation activities will improve the
capability of the Division to justify programs, to select and implement alterna-
tive programs, to consider reorganization or modification of existing services,
to establish a sound data basis for developing priorities, and to begin tie
development of long-range comprehensive plans as well as systematic short-
range efforts. In short, a quality Program developmentt and Evaluation capa-
bility is essential to permit a sound management apl)proach for the Division.

Personnel Admini8tration and Staff Trainig.-An Office of Personnel and
Staff Development was established. This office was given the responsibility for
providing supportive personnel services to the Division's programs and facili-
ties, including labor relations and staff training activities. This was the first
full time Division Personnel Office. Its creation enabled the individual program
administrators to spend their time In program related areas rather than on
supportive personnel functions. The centralized personnel unit currently assists
in Implementing a uniform approach for routine matters of personnel adminis-
tration such as preliminary recruitment and screening of new staff. and the
mechanical aspects of salary increments and promotions. The office provides
(lay by day liaison with the State Personnel Commission, and technical assist-
ance to Individual program administrators as necessary to )roperly administer
the State Merit System. This centralized personnel unit Is also responsible for
continually reviewing and recommending Improvements in the Division's person-.
nel policies and practices, reviewing job descriptions and pay grades and
recommending appropriate adjustments to Insure that they are competitive.
This staff also serves as the labor relations unit for providing liaison with
employee unionq and assisting management in the resolution of staff grievances
and concerns. Additional services include the development and implementation
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of performance evaluation procedures, recruitment and training of staff, eon-
ducting termination interviews, and insuring the proper use of personnel files.

This office is also responsible for the development and coordination of orienta-
tion and training programs for the staff throughout the Division. Up to this
time, the Division had little in the way of training or orienation programs for
staff. As a result, staff at all levels had minimal preparation for their jobs.
A well planned and executed orientation and training program is necessary
to enable siaff to archive and maintain the required skills and attitudes. In
order to fulfill the responsibility of treatment and the necessary uniformity
In application of policies and procedures, employees with varying backgrounds
both occupationally and educationally must be welded into cohesive terms. The
degree of success in rehabilitating delinquents Is directly related to the attitude,
skill, and knowledge of staff. Successful training programs also help to improve
staff morale and results in a decrease in staff turnover which ultimately results
in a better service to our client.

The current staff development program Includes planning for and conducting
in-service orientation and training programs for (1) orientation of new and
existing staff; (2) assisting with staff meetings In all program units; (3)
developing training programs that will: (a) provide staff with the techniques
and knowledge necessary for job accomplishments; (b) help staff recognize
and accept the need for personal growth and development; (c) prepare staff
for greater responsibility and advancement.

Additional staff development activities have included (1) establishing rela-
tionships with universities and agencies for developing credit and non-credit
courses for volunteers and Division employees; (2) coordinating efforts for
i)ivision-wide programs, and; (3) continuing a constant review of training
programs and needs.

The importance of this major emphasis on improved personnel administra-
tion and staff development programs becomes apparent when it Is realized that
the Division's staff was doubled in number and was substatially upgraded in
quality within a three year period. Minimum qualifications were estal ished for
every position, graduate level training is now required for all positions of
supervisory and administrative level in treatment programs. Substantial revi-
sions In job descriptions and increases in -alary scales were accomplished
resulting in the recruitment of retention of quality staff in direct client treat-
ment positions as well as key administrative positions.

Community Rclati ns anl Volunteer Services.-An Office of Community Rela-
tions and Volunteer Services was established early in 1972. The Conmunity
Relations program is primarily directed to Division staff both paid and volun-
teer and also to our clients, both individual and family.

An important first concern of this program is the establishment of individual
expectation, responsibility, pride, and confidence among Division staff members
and volunteers. Ideally, the staff shoul be an integrated and well functioning
team with its members working together toward recognizable goals. Thus, the
program is heavily focused on the communIcation of overall Division philoso-
phy and on familiarization with total program purpose plant structure.

Of equal concern is an Information program for the youth and their families.
"Why am I here; what can I expect during my stay; and what awaits me
when I am released", are questions that must be answered to the satisfaction
of both the Individual and his family If rehabilitation efforts are to have
maximum effect.

Paralleling this basic effort to Increase Intra-Divislon understanding and
responsiveness Is a public Information effort aimed at community leadership. de-
signed to attract additional volunteer services and supportive public cooperation.

The major premise of the Community Relations Program Is that It Is
essential for the community In which the youth lives and with which he/she
identifies to be involved in programs for youth development. Residents In the
community, especially of the same ethnic or racial background, are more likely
to understand the needs of the youth than outsiders. The objective of coi-
munity relations programs, therefore, Is to enable the community to identify
its own resources and/or create new resources whereby It can come to the
support of Its own children. Residential treatment programs are designed to
keep youth In close relationship with their communities rather than isolating
them from their communities, as Is now so often the case. More effective links
of communication and collaboration are being developed between the local
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community and the institutions and the programs which are designed to serve
the youth of that community. The local community must not feel that services
are simply presented to it or imposed upon it, but rather are made available
to satisfy the needs of youth as the community helps to define them.

The Volunteer Services Program was initially established with assistance
from the Delaware Council on Crime and Justice. After one year of assistance
from this private agency, the Division assumed full responsibility for this
program.

The Volunteer Services program has proven to be extremely valuable in
helping the community to understand what the Divslon is responsible for in
its various facilities and programs, and also for heli)lng the Division to most
successfully carry out these responsibilities. At the present time, there are
more than 300 volunteers working throughout the Division in tasks such as:
individual tutoring, organizing recreational activities and carryout out special
projects. Most of the involvement was intially accomplished on an informal
basis without any real coordination or attempts for proper recruiting, screen-
Ing, and placement of volunteers. Recently, a staff person to coordinate volum-
teer services on a State-wide level has been added to the Division's Central
Administrative Office to assist in developing and implementing improved tech-
niques for recruitment, screening, training, placement, and supervision of vol-
unteers. This staff member will continue to assist in the development of volun-
teer program. where they will Ibe beneficial to our clients and will help provide
assistance to program administrators in developing and maintaining Improved
understanding and working relationships between paid and volunteer staff.
We hope to increase the number of volunteers working with the Division by
at least one hundred percent by the end of fiscal year 1974.

Detent ion. ServiVc8
Bridge House.-The Bridge House Detention Center, which serves Wilming-

ton and New Castle County, operated a severely limited custodial oriented
program in 1969. The institution was continually overcrowded and understaffed
and medical and psychological testing as well as athletic and recreation pro-
grams were almost non-existent.

In contrast to the above, Bridge House now has doubled its testing and
remedial education services and now includes athletic and arts and crafts and
recreation programs. Attention is given to medical examinations upon intake
with appropriate follow-up for necessary treatment. Bridge House is a coedu-
cational institution. A volunteer Foster Grandparent program is very effective
in providing supplemental programm activities. The administration of Bridge
House lhqs been substantially improved. Bridge House still experiences periodic
overcrowding due to limited space and lack of alternative community place-
ments for children who do not really need a detention setting. Plans are
underway for the Division to sub-contract with a private agency to open addi-
tionnl1 shelter resources which vill alleviate this problem.

Stevenson. HonIse.-In 1969. the Stevenson House Detention Center which
serves Kent and Sussex Counties wits a new spacious coeducational facility
which was frought with problems of ineffective administration resulting in
poor quality programs. The administration has been improved and effective
liaison with tim Family Court has been established.

Stevenson House now provides, in addition to its medical examination intake
program, psychological testing, and quality educational programs. This facility
also has significant extra-curricular program activities made possible by a
very active Foster Grandparent program. Services provided also include regu-
larly scheduled athletic and recreational programs and exploratory vocational
counseling.

Residential (hIstitwtional) Treatment Scrvices
Ferris Sohool for BoV.-A prison for children best describes Ferris School

of the late sixties. Corporal punishment was common-place, treatment personnel
nonexistent, educational programs practically non-existent, case records were
not kept, living area privacy was totally lacking, illegal detention was routine,
the institution had virtually no intake program, and it was constantly over-
crowded and understaffed.

To-tailor a program for each individual student's needs, an intake program
has been developed at Ferris School which now includes medical, psychological,
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social, and educational evaluation. A new dlagnostlc-medicalreception center
Is currently under construction and will be completed in July of 1973. This
new unit will house boys during their initial introduction to the institution
and diagnostic testing period.

The academic school program at the institution now provides a specialized
program for students at all grade levels and also includes it "lhasing in"
program for new students with adjustment prollels. Remedial reading, social
stu(lies, language arts, and remedial math are included in the curriculum. An
average stay in the Ferris educational program of four to five months has
been (lemonstrated to raise grade levels an average of .75 and in some cases it
excess of 1.0. li ad(lition, an excellent vocational program includes auto
mechanics, carpentry, cabinet making, re-upholstcrhiig along with a variety
of arts and crafts.

A full time counselor is provided for each of the cottages and complete
caI4e records are iniiiitiined. Socitil activities now include a full scale reerea-
tiol lrograni with It monthly calendar of scheduled social, academic, and
ret.reatiotial events. The volunteer lrOgraii is growing and lrovides miiany
extra cirricular activities. Volunteer zervic(s are coordinated by a full time
Vi 'F'A volunteer. Al "honors" lirograti as reward til(] itcentie for mature
behavior is functioning successfully in the volunlcer-renovated Ball Cottage.
This, i.; a ire-releast, irogran; The ndii ii1ration of the institution has been
greatly improved.

Plaits to it plenllet a behavior nmodification treatment iodality are well
uolerwoy and the initil phases of this itew program will be introduced early
in March (If 1973.

Woods Havrin-Krusc Sehool for Gir..-AdjiidIcated delin1luent. a girl was
"piat away" in the Woods lIaven-Kruse School for Girls and left to wait out
her release. Until the recent development of pirogralnti at this ittstitu lion, the
virl often returned to the coiniunity more frustrated and bitter than when
she went in. 'here wAvs all extremely limited diagnostic-tnedical intake calm-
bili( I acadenmic and vocational education progranin were almost nonexistent;
living quarters were dreary and totally inadequate; tind the facility was
continually overcrowded and understaffed.

A new mlagnostic-nedical-reception unit ias -been in operation since its
completion in 1970. Girls reside i this program during intake while completing
extensive medical, l.sychological. educational, an( social evaluation.

Academically. the school now offers an excellent remedial reading class,
social studies, language arts, and remedial math. A greatly expanded vocational
program offers courses in cosmetology, typing, home and factory sewing,
cooking, horticulture, and nursing education. The educational program now
meets slecialized education standards.

Some girls who are functioning at an adequate academic level attend plhlic
school in tile local community of Claymont, )elaware. Older girls who qualify
attend accredited vocational training programs in the community.

Special efforts to involve the community with the school has resulted in
an excellent volunteer program which provides the girls with supervised ac-
tivities away from the institution. including howling. movies, skating, trips,
and other social activities. The volunteer help has been responsble for activat-
in a small, but very good, library.

New cottages have been constructed to provide individual living units for
every girl. These cottages are in the final phases of completion and will be
in use by the end of Marclh 1973. The cottages being replaced with the new
housing are bemig renovated to provide expanded (lay program space, offices.
and storage area- for the Institution. A lre-release honor cottage progralln has
been in operation now for several years.

A new behavior ntodiflcatioil progratii was introduced at this Institution In
Semtemhmer of 1972 and has received enthusiastic sUpil)rt and cooperation from
both students and staff.

Delaware Youth ('enter.--Prior to SReptetinier of 1970. older. more aggressive,
juveniles who could not function in an ()pen institutional setting were housed
with aditlt offenders In the ol New ('astle County Correctional In.titutilon
near Wilnington. The juveniles in tlt i particular situation received virtually
no treatment. There were no counselors or other treatment staff available to
work with juvetilev III this setting. The pitysical condlition of the "First Offend-
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ers Building" in which juveniles were housed was deplorable. Recreational op-
portunities were an extremely negative anti-social inmate culture.

Established by Executive Order of the Governor, the Delaware Youth Center
housed in the renovated Kent County jail building in Dover, Delaware, for the
first time provided the capability to remove all juveniles from the adult prison
system. This action rectified a most serious failing in the State's correctional
systeni. The program at the Center utilizes a successful team and peer group
treatment program. The total staff was recruited from tHre Dover community
and surrounding areas c,.peially for this facility. On-the-job training programs
in teanm-treatment concepts, instiit i mal program and security procedures were
develoled and comlucted by the superintendent. Every staff person at the facil-
ity participates In tlhe individual counseling program anl each student imrtic-
ipates in small group therapy sessions. The educational program includes indi-
vidual tutoring, remedial a,:demic work. and exploratory vocational testing.
Through the growing vi,lunteer program, community facilities are available for
basketball and swimming. The program is desigiied so each youth knows what
his participation in the program must be to earn his way back into the
Col u ill ill i 0y.

Progress in the Center's program is m the basis of "contracts" for program
activities and privileges which the student may initiate at any time. A further
Impact of the group treatment program has been the removal of all locks from
tile dlormitory areas, resulting in student establi.-hed socialized values against
stealing. Interpersonal skills developed in therapy sessions have made It pos-
slile for once shy and defensive youth to develop enough confidence to speak
Before collullity service organizations an( churelies, resulting in increased
volunteer l:.arttliiiionl1 and don-ations of program equipment for the Center.
All leading court decisions alpout the rights of incarcer:ated individuals which
call ie imnllemented at this time are routine procedures at this facility.

Funds have been approved to construct a new Youth Center to replace the
present obsolete facility.

Evdl(iatiomal Sier iNee.-TlIie )ivision is especially proud of its educational
prmgrani which is provided in all five of the institutions listed above. The
educational program budget, staff, and services, has been virtually doubt(-d to
meet special education standards established by the State Department of Public
Instructimi for services to socially and emotionally maladjusted children. Voca-
tional counseling m(d training programs have also been expanded to all facil-
ities. The educational program curriculum is now certified by the State
I)epartineit of Public Institution and transcripts and grade credit are now
transferrable between tie Division and every public school district in the State.
The time a juvenile is in a correctional facility is no lmger lost in his educa-
tional development. In 1972, for the first time, juveniles who were in the )ivi-
sion's facilities who had achieved senior high school status graduated with
diplomns from their local lblic school system. All students who are placed iii
the I)ivision's institutions who are not capable of returning to the public school
system because of age or behavior or educational problems now have an oppor-
tunity to complete the General Educational Program Development and training
requirements and may receive a high school equivalency certificate.

Aftereare Serviee..-Prior to the reorganization and expansion of the DIvi-
son. Aftercare services were almost non-existent (post institutional). Many
youth wlo were placed on Aftercare status never saw a counselor. Caseloads
exceeded 200 individuals per counselor. Tile program focus was one of authori-
tative supervision. Separate, but totally Inadequate, programs were provided
for boys and girls resulting in duplication of service in working with some
families. Because of the woefully inadequate staff, the only service actually
provided was responding to emergencies on a day by day basis. Existing records
were inconsistent and incomplete.

A new Aftercare Bureau was established early in 1970. Services for boys and
girls were consolidated Into one program and decentralized and staffed through-
out the State. Uniform recordkeeping procedures were established, resulting in
ae(.umlation of the first reliable statistics regarding the number of Aftercare
juveniles who return to the institution. The increased staffing and decentraliza-
tion resulted in staff residing in the areas they served. Counselors are now
"on call" on a 24 hour per day, seven day a week basis. For maximum effective-
ness. an effort is made to keep case responsibility at no more than 25 to 30
cases per counselor. This is not always possible depending oi the number of
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eases and budget and staffing limitations, but significant progress has, and is
being made. Current services exceed the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare standards in all localities of the State except the City of Wil-
mington.

Significant to the prevention of recidivism is the relationship between the
counselor and the juvenile when his return to the community is realized. The
counselor works with each juvenile and his family in preparation for his return
home. Rapport is established and an individual program of action is forced.
Tile emphasis is now on a counseling/helping role making extensive use of
community resources and supportive services for the youth and his family.
When the juvenile and his family are adjusted and functioning well and tile
services of Aftercare are no longer needed, the counselor will recommend dis-
charge from legal custody of the Division. This generally comes after six to
twelve months of regular counseling with the juvenile and Ills family and mnanmy
home and school and employer visits and frequent ease evaluations.

Vital to the-services performed by Aftercare is the cooperation and under-
standing of public and private agencies which serve youth throughout the 1)ela-
ware community. After years of neglect in this area, the working relationships
have been established by the Division and the community resources which can
be used to the advantage of the youth returning to tile community.

While we do not have the capability to track individuals for periods of three
to five years to determine the long-range success or failure of our work with
eavh yoth, in 1971 the recidivism rate of juveniles while in the custody of the
Iivision under community supervision was 14.2%. In 1972, tihs rate was re-
(uced to 11.9-.

('omm uaity Vlhscd Group onmics.-Prior to September of 1071, State operaled
conliniinity-bo(sed group homcs as alternatives to lnstiutional care did not exist.
The first two post-lnstitutional homes, one for hoys and oi(, for girls, were
opened by the Division in Seltember of 1971. The most recent group. hone

Pmrevenlive Environment for Girls), which was opened fin April 1072, is
(o-spolmsored by the Division and the Jlimior League of Wilmington, a women's
volunteer yervi,-e organization, as ana alternative to Instiltullomil placemnent for
girlis.

Th(s,.e programs were developed to serve the needs of some of the children
i the legal custody of tile Division who could more effectively be served fi a
c(omnmity-Ibase(d group home setting than in the institutional programs. Each
mome houes up to a maximum of ten juveniles bet ween 12 and 17 years of age.

Ili addition to at liome-liko atmosphere, availalle community resources are
used to help the youth establish positive attitudes and behavior patterns. The
childrenni attend local schools, churches, and participate lit community activities.

()ther- services include medical care, tutoring, individual, group and family
coIaselinag.

Deli qitlcoc Prcention scrriccS
The Itiltmare Code sites ihat the Division of Juvenile Corrections "shall

foster the expansion of community services dir'eted toward the over-all pre-
vention of juvenile delinquency." To carry out this responsibility, the Division
of Juvenile Corrections, in 1970, established a 1)elinquency Prevention Bureau
t - - .

(a) Assist local communities recognize and assess juvenile delinquency
problems.

(b) Help local communities develop and maintain appropriate programs
to prevent nid reduce delinqueney.

(c) Provide education and information programs to schools and com-
munity groups on methods to control delinquent behavior.

Id) Counsel and refer parents and youth to appropriate agencies for pro-
fesbuimmal help.

Altlmugh the Delinquency Prevention Bureau has a staff of only seven
pe rsmmm,;, its services have helped thirty-three communities develop delinquency
pieventimt programs.

lihrewith are three examples of the type of jioblems faced and successful
programs developed by local communities and/or agencies to reduce juvenile

ileli'mi(ly.
Itho,th Bcach Yout.h-To-PoUth Progqram.--In early 1971 Rehoboth Beach

city officials requested the Division's I)elinquency Prevention Bureau to design
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and operate a program to reduce the increasing rate of juvenile delinquency
during summer months.

In cooperation with the city's Police Department, a Youth-To-Youth informa-
tion. counseling and referral program was inaugurated in the summer of 1971
for the purpose of preventing delinquent behavior and for helping, on an
informal basis, those youth who caine to the official attention of the police.

The program, directed by a Delinquency Prevention Bureau staff nemer
was operated from a trailer near the bench with a trained staff of college
students. services incluletd :

(a) Counseling youth referred by police.
(b) "Raplping" informally with youth whose behavior, if continued,

wolld result in l)oli(e actioll.
(c) Publication 1al distribution. in cooperation with a local service

,! ibl, of a ia|il)lphlt listing city ordina ices governing behavior on the beach
1nd boardwalk.

(d) Information coilcerinilg lodging. job opportunities, youth progran11s,
lea ltlh atindhug services and other types of help available to youth iIn
I rouble.

(c) Assistig stranded and ran-a-way youth Iti return lhoe|,.
T'h progrinli was jointly financed by tile City (of ltohebth m(d LEAA find

giniitod by the Dlaware Agency to Reduce Crime (IARC). During the slmi-
mour of 1972 th city assumed reslionsiility for atminiiiistration (if the progratmi
with consultation from the Deliuquency PIreventioll Bli'eall. City officials have
stiimitted a reqijest foir LEAA funds from I )AUC to operate the program daring
thi, Slimmer of 1973. The D)eliiouenvy lreveetiion Biurau will offer onfly
limited consultation services. Each yea1r the City of Rehohoth has assumed
it hlrger responsibility for funding m(d operating the progril-m. This will lie
the last year for the Bareau's l( rticilation il the prograill.

During the 1971 and 1972 summer operations, 3.052 and 6,609 youth received
direct service from ilie Youth-To-Youth Proj,(.t. Acording to police records
54 and 110 young persons were referred to the project for services who would
have otherwise been officially charged with d(lilnquelcy an( become the re-
splnsiiility of the Juvenile Justice Systemii.

Neighborhood Program To Reduce Delii qacae1 and Vandalisim by Youth
(;aags in Northeast Wimiington.-Merchauts and residents in Northeast Wil-
mington requested tile Delinquency Prevention Bureau to help develop a
neighborhood program to combat increasing crime and vandalism by youth
gangs between the ages of 11 and 13 years.

A Bureau staff member was assigned to work with citizens, businessinen,
social agencies, churches and the schools of the neighborhood to help develop
and carry out a local program to bring improvement. An organization known
as UBACC (United Business, Agencies and Community Council) was forced
and took the following action :

(a) )eveloped part-time job oplportunities in local businesses for youth
previously involved in delinquent behavior.

(b) Secured membership and participation of youth in recreation lro-
grams such as scouts, summer camping and tile YMCA.

(e) Worked with a multi-purpose health and social service center to
provide coordinated social services to youth and their families.

(d) Secured the services of local clergy to provide fanily counseling ill
the home and group counseling with youth in the school.

(e) Helped develop an inter-church cultural and social program for
youth.

Although spevifle statistics are not available, tle Chief of the VWilmingto
Bureau of Police has publicly noted a decrease in juvenile crime and gmui
activities aml has attributed much of improvement to the concerted neighbor-
hood. effort led by the VBACC organization.

Wil,, ington. Comm nity-School Program To Reditec School Absen tccl, m.n
In 1971 forty percent (40% ) of the students attending Wilhngton High School
were failing three or more subjects. Of these children. 50% were absent from
school otie out of every three days. Ninety percent (90%) were absent one
out of every five days. In January 1971 the average daily attendance was
79% of the school population of 1700 students.

Officials (if the School requested help from the Delinquency Prevention
Bureau to mobilize collunity hell to retlucp the problem. A committee of
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parents, youth, school personnel, representatives of civic groups and seventeen
community agencies and elected state and city officials was formedto study tile
problem and plan action. A staff meniber of the Delinquency Prevention Bureau
served as coordinator and staff consultant to the project.

Seven months of work by tile Committee produced the following:
0a ) Establisihment of neighborhood student study centers, supervised by

vwlifiiteers.
(b) Reorganization of sclmool bus scheduling and the addition of more

buses,
(c) New school proc.dres for notifying parents of their children's

absence.
(d) Community and police action to reduce the number of small busi-

nesses which permitted students to "hangout" during school for three days.
(e) Agreement by staff of neighborhood agencies, upon notification by

the school, to contact and work with parents whose children have
been absent from school for three days.

(f) Changes in curriculum and registration procedures which gave stu.
dents more latitude in choice of courses and less confusion and delay
in the registration process.

(g) Arranged for the LatinAmerican Community to provide volunteer
interpreters for parents requiring such service while shopping and making
other community contacts. Previously, parents used their children for this
purpose. Community Agencies were requsted, also to provide interpreters.

(h) Carried out an educational program for parents, in cooperation with
time neighborhood association, stressing the importance of tile child's attend-
ance at school.

i) The establishment of a permanent community-school committee to
continue efforts to curb absenteeism.

(j) Adoption of a unified policy on school attendance by tile Wilmington
Board of Education, as recommended by the Community-School Committee
on absenteeism.

As a result of the above unified effort, the average daily attendance at Wil-
ington H1igh School rose from 79% to 90% In the course of one school year.

The above are examples of successful projects which are developed and
carried out in local communities with technical assistance provided by the
Staff of the Delinquency Prevention Bureau of Delaware's Division of Juve-
nile Corrections. Other projects, although well designed and urgently needed
never got off the ground because of the lack of financial resources.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973, If it becomes
law. will for the first time provide the level of national leadership and
resources necessary for an all-out-National-effort to prevent Juvenile delin-
quency. It will al.so establish, for the first time. a national policy calling for
a unified approach to tile problems of chlldren and youth, an approach which
has been in the past an attractive but elusive concept.

We are very pround of our accomplishments ill the last three years. We
are especially proud of the ninny employees and volunteers who-have worked
tirelessly to initiate antd sustain the progress. However, the above program
examples and illustrations of progress in Delaware's Division of Juvenile
Corrections should not in any way be misconstrued to believe tiat we do not
have serious problems yet to be resolved. Every program still has room for
Improvement. We have a long way yet to go In providing the quality and
quantity of services which we know are essential If we expect to successfully
overcome juvenile delinquency and youth crime.

It must also he recogiiized that these major efforts to linprove tile Division
of tlvenie Corretions have been oriented primarily toward the iam prove-
nmimt and effective operation of a system of services. We have yet to face
the greater issues which mu.it be confronted in bringing about the full potential
of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention and treatment efforts as pro.
posed in the Juvenile Justice and )elinquency Prevention Act of 1973.

REMARKS ABOUT JUVENILE .IUTT(E AND DELINQVEN(Y PiHEVENTION ACT OF 1973

In the following comments. r will attempt to indicate tile potential impact
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 on juvenile
delinquency prevention and treatment programs in tile State of Delaware.
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o'r ease of presentation, these comments are organized in the format of Senale
Bill 821 as It appears in the Congressional Record dated February 8, 1973:

Findings and Declaration of Purpose
The Findings and Declaration of Purpose zs outlined in THIf I are certainlyy

applicalle to the State of Delaware. It Is very tiniely and commendalde that
ihis Act proposes to provide the National lea&rship and resources that have
for so long been necessary in tile Juvenile Justice and )elitnquency Prevention
fields. It is significant that while this leadership will Ite provided on ita National
basis. the approach is one that allows and will support an increase lit the calt-
lilities of State and local governments and private ageteles ait organizations
to develop and maintain innovative and effective progratitts.

.4 mc'nililnnts to the Federal J renie Dclinqucnep Act
While tite aiiendments to the Federal Juvenitle D)elinquetnvy Act prolposed I-

Title I1 propose basic changes in the 1'. .. ('odt, with rvspevt to [Ill- .jidicitl
process for Juveniles within the jurisdictiolt of Fltderal C'olits. these aviend-
inents will certainly hove significant impact on tite stantlards of juelivlal pto-
vedilngs itt the State level. Although tht State crittinal and juveie codes

still remain a key factor at the State level. titany States, including I )elawarv.
are in need of conlrehensive and contitnuous revision of juvenile laws-. Treat-
ment and prevention of juvettile delinquency is not an easy job. lit fact. tlt-
s (O1e of responsibility is increasing not only ill size but also il the dlegree
or difficulty anid complexity of providing tdenae anid effective servive vitholt
unduly infringing on individual and civil rights. As individual States begin
to face these substantive issues in the improvement of juvenile justice amid
delinquency prevention and treatment programs, the standards provided in the
Federal Code will be a major Influence on State and local progress.

While many of the standards outlined in Title II are partially or fully in
effect in the State of Delaware, there is much room for improvement and full
implementation of such standards. The provisions made in the Act for legal
counsel, speedy trial, guarantee of constitutional rights, separate dislositional
hearings, and the confidentiality of records m(d the right to treatment, are
all very valid and necessary at the State as well as at the Federal level.

The provision of legal counsel and official hearings in the Aftercare (parole)
revocation process will be an improvement to the present system ti Delaware.
This standard Is not applied at this time.

National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 'revention
The National Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention proposed

in Title II.I of the Act is certainly a major step in the right direction. The
need to concentrate Federal efforts to establish overall policy objectives 01n(d
priorities for Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activities- has been
evident for many years. The fact that Federal juvenile delinquency programs
are currently scattered throughout the Federal bureaucracy and that there
is little or no coordination between the more than 40 agencies ias resulted
it many well intended State and local efforts dying prenmaturely beetiu.e of
our inability to successfully maneuver through the mass of red tape and
Federal regulations to find the appropriate Federal agency from whlh to
receive sbstantive and sustained technical assistance and financial support.

The authority of this new office to establish overall policy and to devellt)
objectives and priorities for all Federal Juvenile delinquency prorrams mid
activities should be very effective in concentrating tle leadership and re.zour.es
provided by this Act which are necessary to enable the Sttales to niake sub-
stantial progress in improving local juvenile justice and deliniquency prevention
efforts.

FederaT A4sistance for ,qtate and Local Proprain
The Federal assistance provided for State and local programs it Title IV

of the Act is subs1ttial in the level of funding provided. and significant in it.s
exi)ectations of States to make thni eligible for receiving such fundq. Of
speal significance in Part A of Title TV iN tit development of a State Plait
at0 the designation of a single State agency with responqibility for the prepara-
tion and administration of tie Plan. The requirement that the desitAg1ted State
agency have the authority to implement the Plan is extremely ivlportant. Dela-
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ware has been fortunate in that the Delaware Agency to Reduce Crime (Dela-
ware's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration planning and funding
agency) has included a juvenile delinquency section in the comprehensive plan
required annually by LEAA and has provided substantial funding for State
juvenile justice and treatment programs and also for local delinquency pre-
vention programs. However, the development of a State plan focusing fully
on the requirements for all effective, comprehensiv-e, and coordinated approach
to improving juvenile Justice and delinquency prevention and treatment pro-
granis will undoubtedly assist in bring about tile increased level of public
awareness and attention that such efforts must have if we are to be successful
iu bringing about the major changes and achieve the progress called for in
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973.

It is also significant that this Plan will provide for the active participation
of private as well as public agencies. If it is to be effective, this new and
massive National effort to develop and sustain more effective juvenile justice
and delinIquei'y lrirveutionl antd treatment prograais mnust lie niiiiig less tOwn
an all-out (ifort, using every available Federal, State, and local resource. There
cau be no sacred cows in this new venture. The time when any public or private
agency call lay clain to the total responsibility for youth services is gone for-
ever.

We are pleased withi tie emnlhasis on coninunity based programs which will
be require(] In th( State Plan. We have maintained that a imaJority of the
Juveniles served by the Division of Juvenile Corrections in )telaware could
In- effectively provided for' in counnity based treatment prograin.s with only
a small number of youth actually requiring extendtel institutionialization.
While we (1o not saliscrilie to the theory that all institutions should lie closed,
we do believe that the majority of children soul never be placed in an
Institution.

The provision requiring educational programs or services designed to keep
delilnqlents or youlh in danger of becoming delinquent In elementary anmd second-
ary schools or ii alternative learning situations is especially significant. Our
experience in I)tlware has shown that youth (ommUitted to tihe Division of
Juvenile Corrections are functioning, oil tll average, approximately four grades
below where they are placed in the public school system. In fact, actual test
scores of youth ('imnitted to the Ferris School for Boys ti 1972 Indicated
that the last public school grade completed was at an 8.2 grade average, but
the actual functllial ability of these students tested ut a 4.3 grade average.
This is also significant because we have documented that 53% of the youth
committedd to our )ivision have hadi a serious history of truancy in the public
school system.

The provision for ilie development-'of adequate research, training and evalm-
tion capabilities at the State level is one of extreme importance. In the past,
States have been unable to determine whether a program failed because it was
not funded at an adequate level or because th,, treatment modality was not
effective. We have passed the day when we can depend on goul will amid
volunteerls-i to (o the total jol,. The Fed(eral and State agencies In this fleld
must provide the professional leadership and expertise to effect sound mainge-
mnent and effective program development and (valuation practices. With the
possible exception of a few large States, this capability does not currently
exist at tile State or local levels.

The most dramatic imliact on existing programs Il tie State of l)elware
would result front imldementatlon of the provision that "juveniles who have
(oiiuinittedl offenses that would not be criminal If committed iy an adult shall
mot ie placed in juvenile detention or correetionil facilities." A demographile
study of tle youth iii-tin' custody of the I)ivlsion of Juvenile Corrections on
June 1, 1972 revealed that 47.3% of our client population have been committed
on juvenile offenses. These are offenses if the individual were 1 years of age
or older at the time of the offense. Full Ilplementation of this provision would
result in a major restructuring of the existing agencis and services designed
to serve youth in the State of Delaware, both Iubllc and private, and would
eliminate the need to construct any major new (additional) correctional insti-
tutlons for juveniles.

TIhe demographic study mentioned above also revealed that 73% of the youth
in the custody of the I)ivision come from broken homes. I reality, when one
examines the fact that 47% of our client populaition has been committed for
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Juvenile offenses, 25' -for misdemeanors, and only 28% for felonies, 53% have
a series history of truancy, 734i% come from broken hoties, the average futic-
tional educational level Is only slightly above the 4th grade, 60% have no
work experience, i8% are fromn families with six or more chllren, and 51%
are from families with less than it $5,M) per year income, it becomes apparent,
i fact, that we are already more a child welfare agency than a correctional

system.
We welcome this major shift in the direction of providing services to youth

without the negative labeling that has historically occurred. In fact, we are
currently discussing the importance of changing the name of our Division from
the Division of Juvenile ('orrections to a name which represents the positive
aspects of working with youth in trouble. It Is, indeed, unfortunate that any
agency working with children and youth Iin trouble must bear the "corrections"
label in its name. It is unfortunate. but true. that the Iblie Interpretation of
the term "corrections" is generally negative and those youthful offenders that
are labeled as a result of receiving services from such a system must live
under tile negative shalow of the "adult criminal" connotation. This is cer-
tainly an unfair societal burden to place on a youth who. in fact. may have
belen placed in the system for reasons beyond his own control. This type of
labeling is especially tragic If the juvenile has committee no criminal offense.

The special emphasis oi prevention and treatment programs and funding
provided for in Part 1B of the Act is essential If a full scale effort to Inprove
Juvenile justice and Juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment programs
is to Ibe effective. Again. may I emphasize the importance of working coopera-
tively with an1(1 providing funding for programs by private as well as public
agencies. The private agency can and will. no doubt, be lit the forefront in
assisting In tihle development and maintenance of community based alternatives
to traditional programs of institutionalization. The ability to implement effec-
tive means of diverting Juveniles from the traditional Juvenile Justice and cor-
rectional systems will depend heavily on the nature of resources developed and
maintained as alternatives.

Of special significance in this section of the Act is the provision for long-term
funding. The need for long-term demonstration grants is well documented in
the history of Federal funding for public and private agency efforts. Short-term
(one-year) programs have many built in problems that can le overcome with
long-tern funding. The amount of time required to gear up. for an effective
prograin operation, the recruitment and retention of qualified staff, the efforts
to secure continued funding. and the ability to measure the effectiveness of a
program are all areas which limit the results of short-tern programs. A one-
year funding sequence uegates the very necessary process of long-range plan-
ning and evaluation. Long-term demonstration grants of a three to five year
rationn will allow agencies to focus more readily on the Important aspects of
developing and testing new methods of effective treatment and will allow the
administrative and supervisory time necessary for In-depth planning, imple-
mnenta tion. operat i, and evaluation of new prograill efforts.

National Institute for ,Jurenile Jistie
The services to le provided by the National Institute for Juvenile Justice as

outlined in Title V of the Act will prove to le of immediate its well as long-
range value to State and local gove-rnments and private agencies.

While some may see tine establishment and operation of an Information hank
and a clearing house and Information center as t mechanical or procedural
program. such programs effectlvely administered can, in reality. ease the admin-
lstraitjve burden on operational agent-les at tile State and local level. Agencies
like this Division tire deluged almot daily with requests for program informa-
tion. copies of annl reports, reports on special programs. requests for infor-
miation on polleh or procedure or local law. lost agency administrators. like
myself. tend to place a lower priority on such requests than we perhaps should.
However, we do it because the pressures of (lay to (lay administration and
l)rog,'an activities receive our attention first. and the result is that Information
which could he of help to other Jurisdictions is quite often not identified and
disseuminated in an effective fashion. If the information bank and dissemination
functions of the National Institute are properly designed and administered and
agencies are required to feed information into It. It will provide a valuable
new resource.
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The demonstration program function is one of immense value at a time when
Federal, State, and local governments are experiencing tightened funding poli-
cies and are struggling with new budgetary restraints and re-assessment of
program priorities. Many public and private agencies in the very near future
will be fortunate to maintain an adequate level of funding for basic agency
operations and to maintain present levels of service. Major funding for experi-
meriting in innovation or demonstration of new treatment techniques is, without
question, going to be more difficult to obtain than ever before. A substantial
effort to provide demonstration projects to facilitate innovation in program and
treatment techniques is absolutely essential if we are to continue expanding the
boundaries of human knowledge which currently limit our efforts to understand
and treat delinquent human behavior in a more effective fashion.

The research and evaluation functions as previously mentioned are essential
to imeasuring the effectiveness of the programs undertaken to carry out the
intent of this Act. The lack of an effective research and evaluation capacity
in the Federal. State, and local levels Ies, without question, hampered efforts
to bring about a more coordinated and comprehensive approach to working
with the problems of youth. The provision that the National Institute may pro-
vide for the evaluation of any other Federal, State, or local juvenile delin-
quency program is of special imporance simply because many jurisdictions do
iot have and .will not be able to develop this capability.

The training functions assigned to the National Institute are timely and
should be of major assistance to all agencies and organizations working in the
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention fields. While various institutes have
Provided such a service on a local or regional basis. there really has been no
National effort to provide training programs for persons who work with juve-
liles and juvenile offenders. Certainly, there has been no National effort to
provide such training to time broad spectrum of personnel who are engaged in
working daily in the areas of juvenile justice and juvenile delinquency preven-
tiou and treatment.

The development of standards for juvenile justice is an important area that
deserves in-depth consideration. There i a general awareness in the field that
the LEAA Institute for Judicial Administration in New York and other Feder-
ally supported institutes are also currently developing standards for juvenile
justice. The recent efforts of time LEAA supported National Commission to
Develop Standards anl(d Goals for Criminal Justice, further Identified the need
for the development of Nationally recognized standards for juvenile justice.
We would certainly hope that the National Institute for Juvenile Justice will
take advantage of the many efforts currently underway to develop standards
and will conduct its activities in this area in such a way as to become recog-
nized as the Official National body for the development and recommendation of
juvenile justice staldards..

REMARKS ABOUT TIE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT
or 1973

(Prepared by and Presented for The National Association of State Juvenile
Delinquency I'rograi Administrators, Allen F. Breed, President, Presented by
Robert 1). Cain, Jr., D director, Division of Juvenile Corrections, Department of
Health and Social Services, State of )elaware)

The ancient Greeks and Romans bemoaned their inability to comprehend the
attitudes of youth. Succeeding generations added their concern to those of their
predecessors. The traditional remedy argued for a turn to orthodoxy and
stability in religion, parent-child relations and relationships with authority.
Today, the central theme is expressed in the desire to breathe new life into
such changing institutions as the family, the church, the school, and the state.
The hope is that once revitalized, these institutions will be able to make
themselves right again.

The thrust of this statement is that today's institutions, as constituted,
cannot meet the needs of all, or even most, children and youth. Further, it io
doubtful that "tinkering with the system" will do much good; a structural
reordering of social service institutions is called for. This paper argues that
a new mechanism must be added to those already in existence to assist clil-
dren and youth to discover and achieve their full potential as constructive
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participants in the world of tomorrow. Tile Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 193 is an effective effort directed at the development of
that new mechanism.

PREMISES

First, the -problems of all children and youth, including delinquency, crime,
and social dependency, are the product of an imperfect society; with inequality
of opportunity; with conflicts in values as between the middle class majority
and niany subcultures within It; with prejudice and discrimination toward
many minority groups; with a social and economic system that is not ade-
quately meeting the needs of certain marginally equipped persons or groups.

Secondly. the problems of children and youth are also the product of per-
sonal deficiencies or inadequacies or intrapsychic conflicts of pathological
family relationships.

Finally. behavior is an interaction between a personality (with whatever
drives, motives, values, or conflicts it may have) and an environmental situa-
tion (with whatever characteristics, stresses, or supports it may have). Any
service system that wrestles with only half of this equation will limit itself
accordingly.

Th Strlctrllal and lror('edural system that society his established to deal
with its problent segments has two built-in- patterns that tend to be self-de-
feating. First, the youth in lied or trouble is idenifled and labeled. As he is
labeled, certain sanctions are imposed and certain critical stances assumed.
The sanctions and the stance tend to convene the individual that lie Is deviant,
that lie is different, and to confirm any doubts lie may have had about his
capacity to function in the manner of the majority.

Second. as the label is more securely affixed, society's agencies (police,
schools, etc.) lower their level of tolerance of any further deviance: the curfew
violator who is an identified parolee or probationer may go into detention: tile
non-labeled offender will frequently go home: and the misbehaving probationer
will be remanded to the vice-principal's office faster than his non-prolbatoil
fellow. As these distinctions are made, the youth is further convinced of the
difference and of society's discrimination.

If the un..celptahle behavior continues and the youngster penetrates further
into the justice and correctional apparatus, lie is subjected to an increasing de-
gree of segregation from others of his kind-from special schools to detention
to state correctional school-each step invites a greater identification with the
subculture of the delinquent, and so, again, his antiadult-antisocial peer-
oriented values are reinforced and confirmed, and the socializing conformity-
producing influences of the majority society are removed further from him.

Tius, as tie state's "treatment" is intensified, so too is the rejection, both
covert and overt, and as we try harder to socialize the deviant, we remove
1h further from the noraml socializing processes.

Our objective must be, therefore, to minimize the youngster's penetration
into all negative labeling, Institutional processes. To thts end, we must exploit
all of the available alternatives at each decision point, i.e.. suspension, expul-
sion, arrest, detention, court wardship, commitments, parole revocation. At
each critical step, we should exhaust the less rejecting, the less stigmatizing
recourses before taking the next expulsive step. This does not preclude the
correctional agency taking leadership in the promotion, development, or organt-
vatirn of the preventive program, but it does mean that prevention and pro-
te.tive .ervices mitt not take on the aura of dealing exclusively, or even
primarily. with the offender group. It also speaks directly to the importance-no-
necessity for greater involvement of private agencies in the business of pre-
vention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. Again, the Juvenile Tustice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 addresses this issue with its emphasis oil
community alternatives.

PRI NCIP1.ES

1. A single state agency niult have the responsibility for devcloidng and
ndininisterinz a s.-it lan T for delinquency prevention through cooperative
niratigements with others, l)refernbly private agencies and groups.

2. Public services should develop around configurations of related problems
and not just single individual problems alone, hence prevention and correc-
tional efforts can be complementary efforts.

3. Programs for justice and crime prevention involve the people of the
community (including the children and youth) In the process of identifying
and resolving their own problems. People support those programs and systems
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iln which they have a stake-their commitment is determined by time extent
that they have an opportunity to particii)ate in a meaningful way, hence,
power to effect change or make a difference.

4. Research and evaluation are critical to the development of effective chil-
dren and youth service programs and systematic organizational change.

5. The least amount of Intervention is the best intervention-this does not
maean no intervention; it does mean that amount of help required to correct
an unsatisfactory condition or state.

6. Services for children and youth must be organizationally responsive and
flexible and without undue reliance on traditional bureaucratic responses.

7. Direct operations of prevention and treatment programs for Juveniles
must lie as decentralized as cost effectiveness permits; services that can be
better administered by contract should be handled in that manner.

8. An agency serving children and youth must be all advocate for tle prob-
eimis andl needs of children and youth, even those who are delinquent and
those who create problems of control.

9. A single state agency for children and youth services should be the re-
(lpient of and disburser of funds allocated for improving or maintaining the
quality of services offered to delinquent or pre-delinquent children and youth;
furt tier, a state agency administering these funds should have the responm-
silility for helping to establish standards for both the quality and the (uantity
of programs offered.

OInJECTIVFS

Any agency responsible for developing a comprehensive plan for delivering
pievelitloni services to eildren and youth must:

1. Encourage, support, promote, and provide for:
0a Child protective services.
(b) Improved s(lhool .ervlces for the culturally deprived, psychologically

amnd emotionally deficient, and the emotionally disturbed.
cm' Public education programs to inform and to give visibility to an1d

lproi4ite awmareniess of deficiencies of our social system and the nimanimer in
w.'hith they are (lysfunctional to (ildren and youth.

(dI The organization of (.mierned citizenry in support of preventive,
pr(,te(tive, aind correcti anil prLograns.

2. Provide, either directly or through purchase of' service, for adequate
community-based diagnostic and treatment services for youth in need
of assistance in a manner that :

(a) Minimizes stigmatization.
b1) Maintains youth in or as close to the mainstream of the law-aibiding

comimaity as possible.
(e) Discourages or precludes the youth's Identification with deliinquent

values and perspectives.
(d) Minimizes the possibility of alienation from the more-positive in-

fluen'e in the youth's society.
What is neded is the resources and mechanismn by which a federal agency,

through a single state agency, provides the technical assistance and financial
support to ensure that programs reach the children who most need them.
Each of America's communities has differential needs and requires special
service delivery programs to resolve these needs. Tile problems of tile ghetto
and the problems of suburbia are both important, but their significance and
impa('t on the total system are substantially different and call for different
priorities. We must gtol) acting as if these problems were of equal magnitude
and importance to the larger society. This broader perspective cannot be
achieved If there are no guidelines and standards and if everyone can "(o
his own thingg" Change is always difficult, but without the interested observer
who prods, challenges, and advocates, little change Is likely to o~cur. Stand-
ards for performance, coupled with financial incentives can be tile catlalytic
process by which positive change Is initiated in the juvenile justice field.

WHERE WE STAND

It should be abundantly clear from these remarks that legislation for a
comprehensive, coordinated program to prevent juvenile delinquency and im-
prove the quality of Juvenile justice in this country should be provided through :

1. The development and expansion of community-based programs and
services;
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2. Coordination of federally-assisted prevention programs;
3. Planning;
4. Research and evaluation;
5. Technical assistance;
6. Training; and most important,
7. Sensible funding parallels our Interest and beliefs as well as tile needs

of children with problems.
Let me comment, briefly, on the important elements of this legislation as I
see It.

First, the federal government, although verbally supporting the concept of
prevention and crime reduction, has never seriously funded programs at a
level that suggests that the national government is willing to back their go(d
thoughts with positive action. This program is a step in correcting this in-
tolerable situation. It is a credible program, if I may use that word.

Secondly, the proposed legislation fixes responsibility for prevention pro-
grais in a single national agency rather than dissipating limited resources
throughout a federal labyrinth within which even the tax reformers get lost.
The legislation calls for someone to become an informed guide to federal
resources and programs for children and youth. This new agency has a re-
sponsibility for program funding, but equally important, it has the responsi-
bility for activities like research, data collection, training, and technical
ass stance, which are necessary if we are ever to begin transferring knowledge.

The recent effort by LEAA to develop Standards and Goals for Community
Crime Prevention is an excellent example of the problem we have when every-
one, yet no one, is an expert in delinquency prevention. Theoretical paper
after paper was developled without reference to operating programs. Personnel
prejudi(e and hunch were shred through committee process and pIoliltic:il
compromise. The political process produced a final document that was late.
lacking in definitive position and almost void of standards as such.

My purpose is not just to criticize what is an important work, but to emlplha-
size that no single agency, group, or even individual had access to or was suf-
ficiently knowledgeable about effective programs for prevention or treatment
to put together a work comparable to the Corrections, Police or Cours Task
Force Reports.

This is appalling, particularly when the contributors to the Community
Crime Prevention Report did, individually, cite some of the nation's most
important prevention projects. It seems to me that this speaks rather eloquently
to the need for a national office that has within it a capacity to centralize
research, training, data collection, and program evaluation.

Let me cite just a few of the programs to which I have reference, programs
that have demonstrated their effectiveness:

The Youth Services Project in San Antonio, Texas, provides an example of
how an administrative policy change by the police department is bringing
about diversion in that city. The police chief has ordered all officers to deliver
juveniles picked up for such offenses as glue or paint sniffing, liquor violations,
runaway, ungovernable and disorderly conduct, truancy, or loitering to one
of three project neighborhood centers in the city.

Availability of bureau staff to immediately respond to a case being handled
by the police also Increases the likelihood that diversion will take place in
San Antonio. The Youth Services Project places bilingual intake workers in
the juvenile aid bureau of the police department at night and on weekends
to guarantee immediate follow-up on a case.

The immediacy of service and the convenient physical location of the bureau
saves police a long drive to juvenile hall, i.e., three centers are located in
housing projects of tile target area. Location is a stimulant to implementing
a diversion policy.

Accessibility of the bureau's offices to law enforcement Is another asset in
encouraging diversion. Tile Rhode Island Youth Service Bureau's regular work
hours are 2:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m., a fact greatly appreciated by the Provi-
dence Police Department. Until recently, the Youth Services Bureau of Greens-
boro, Inc., in North Carolina, was located across the street from the police
department. Not only did this permit bureau staff to daily pick up "paper
referrals" from the police department, but it also increased understanding
between the police department's juvenile officers and the bureau staff during
the youth service bureau's developmental stages. A similar effort exists In
Seattle, Washington, where the Center for Youth Services and the police de-
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iartment have cooperatively developed a social agency referral project for
youth in trouble.

After the Youth Service Bureau was established in1 1971 In Dekalb, Illinois,
each of the 86 youth arrested by the police department were referred to the
youth service bureau: none were referred to tie court system. Only 20 of the
86 again came to the attention of the police department. All were again referred
to the youth service bureau. Court statistics for youth from Dekalb reflect
this policy change.

Most youth service bureaus have focused primarily on developing alternative
services to fill the gaps in the community rather than facilitating access to
ongoing services. Thus. they provide direct service more often than refer youth
to other agencies for youth.

The fundamental strength of most bureaus has been in their provision of
a variety of innovative services for youth-services that include counseling,
tutoring. job referrals and other employment services, crisis intervention,
crisis shelter care. and medical services, generally provided at accessible loca-
tions and hours in an appealing manner to their clients. Moreover, several of
tile bureaus that provide direct service also provide referral services--follow-
up, individual advocacy, and service brokerage.

Where a youth service bilreau's office is the focal l)oint of activities, accessi-
bility has been increased by locating near a school or in a business and com-
mercial area frequented by young people. In rural areas or other communities
with widely dispersed lolmulations, some bureaus (such as the Tri-County
Youth Services Bureau in Hughesville, Maryland) have opened one-day-a-week
outreach centers in churches and other locations.

In smile comIunitles, youth servi( bureau operate hotlines-anonyiOus
listener services whllich young people with problems can call. Examples of
lotlinmes linked to youth service bureaus include those in Peru, Indiana ; Pala-
tine, Illinois; Shamokia, Pennsylvania; and El Paso, Texas. In these com-
munities, volunteers staff telephones so that young people with personal crises
can call in an1(d discuss lrollems anonymously with a concerned, trained listener.
III n1iy i S tallest, the telephone colnversaItion is tile only assistallce need('d.
lowever, the voluilteer listelner refers the young person to the bureau iir

another resource if further help is necessary. In Palatine, cllege stu(lents receive
credit for volmteering to staff the hotline. Although it does not operate a hol-
line, the llughesville, Maryland, bureau urges young people witi problems to
call collect, thus overcoming economic and trans~oration barriers to accessilitl-
ity. Youth II lined of the services (of anteca Ibuse in California can receive
free transportation froml a local cab company.

A more aggressive approach to reaching out to young peolle is seen in the
use of outreach or street workers. Many (of tle outreach workers go where
groups of youth gather-in order to link individual youth to services, to divert
tie groups into constructive activities or to attempt to prevent confrontations
between young people and the police. Traditionally, outreach workers have
worked with gangs in urban areas, but in niany of the youth service bureaus
located in suburban communities, outreach workers have instead attempted to
involve unaffiliated and alienated youth in purposeful activities. In Paciflca,
California, high school and college age students are employed by the youth
service bureau as outreach workers, with a few assigned to each of the young
people's gathering places, including the beach in this suburban town. In Fair-
mount Heights, 'Maryland, the Roving Youth Leader program concentrates on an
outreach alproach. This program sends five part-time teams, each composed
of a young adult male and high school student, into the community to provitle
positive role models and to encourage idle youth to participate in the Roving
Leader's recreation programs and community services.

Hlughesville, Maryland, and Tr-County Community Center in Jackson, Missis-
silppi, offered diagnosis and evaluation prior to counseling. In El Paso, Texas,
where court approval is required before any youth under 16 can drop out of
school, the juvenile court requires youngsters to first ie counseled by the Youth
Service Bureau. The bureau attempts to solve the underlying problems, such as
employment, and then makes its recommendation to the court regarding leaving
school.

A drop-in center primarily frequented by youth experiencing identity prob-
lems characterizes the Clastonbury, Connecticut, Youth Service Bureau. In-
dividual conjoint family and group counseling are the main services provided.

84-522-73-28
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The Youth Intercept l'roject of Kansas City, 3Missourl, does not provide
traditional casework services. Instead, it helps the child survive and stay il
school and helps his family gt what they need in order to allow that kind of
Sicc(ess.

In thi Bronx, the Neighborhood Youth Diversiou Program and in East Palo
Alto, California, the Community Youth Responsibllity Project have developed
a program on the premise that indigenous people who know the problems and
who have ha( miniml training in couciliation and arbitration techniques call
hilp resolve interlprsonal anl interfamily problems without relying on thh,
formal judicial systll.

It Lo)s Angeles Count., the Bassett Youth Service Bureau focuses on
strellgtelitig the comiunilillty's effortss to oeet youth netcis. It developed a free
clili inll conjunction with iotlir ctomniunity groups, staffed 1)llmarily by vrilill-
teers. It includes a comseling mid drop-in center in addition to an outpatient
he(licil clinic. Venereal dis(ae. pregnancies, and drug problems are among
the ro.st frequently treated medical problems.

Individually tailored service provided by the bureaus has occasionally been
supplemented by lrclise of services. For example, the Tucson. Arizona, Youth
service B'ureau supphiilments its range of services by contracting for services
fo'r its clie.nls, Includinig remedial reading.

('ojrdlnationl of services fo' individual youth Is taking place through case
(voaferenees, e.g., In Worcester, Massachusetts, and lloward County, Indiana,
rel'esentatives if all agencies involved with thei' youth meet in ll attempt to
attait cmnplete view of the problem and to (levehi a conmiprehensive 1)lan
li Ill'eot IIlIe youtil's ieis. The programlil iil Siai Algelo, Texas, eml)hasizes
ilinkinlg-j cominiumiiy re.4ourees for vouth through conferences and training

w(orksb i s. 8f:('ianl programs of coordinatiotn, counseling. airdl direct services
f:'I Blvr' ilek, found in L.oli-viile. Kentucky and Columbus, Ohio. Tl program
it Bowling 4(rin, Kentucky is similar, but serves a racially mixed lpolation
with a racially mixed staff known as the Mod Squad. The Youth Services

ulrtau ot Tarrant Comnty (Fort Worth, Texas) emphasizes its role as a crisis
itit'rveit ion service by attemllitg to understand each client's problem and
maike referral to the lost alropriate agency.

Advocacy is another roh' son, bureaus fulfill. The most notable exammple
of this is the ymth service bureau il Ponce, Puerto Rico, Youth and Community
Alerted. Ilere, 12 young people are trained to act as advocates for youth who
ihave coli in contact with the police or the juvenile court, or are in danger of
becoming delinquent. In addition, the bureau and its leadership are advocates
for community improvein-itN, i.e., better sanitation, drug abuse prevention, and
liliproved edumeal ,nal facilities.

In Bridgeport, Connecticut. one staff member of the Youth Service Bureau
appears in juvenile court each (lay to "stand up" for young people'for whom
they fel they en provide service. And in Fairmount Heights, Maryland, Roving
Youth Leiaders staff ac. as a third party with school authorities and juveniles
in islltimneris where parents or guardians are unwilling to act.

Meeting the nee(ls for shelter has been a subgoal in several bureaus. The
Omha, Nebraska. YMCA Youth Service Bureau operates a group home which
is restpolsive to the rullaway irblemn and emphasizes family reconciliation.
Whether a youth stays is his choice, but parental permission is required.

The Youth Crisis Center, Inc., li Jackson, Mississippi, provides shelter and
services up to live (lays for a few youth at a time who come to it for help.
h',renits are not contacted unless the youth agrees. Professional volunteers,
Including intdical and legal people, supplement the small staff.

In Scottsdale, Arizona, the youth service bureau is located in a four-bedroom
home, with two of the bedrooms used as offices and two for youth to stay If
they leed overnight acco)mmodations. If the youth is under 18, jparental consent
is required.

The youth service bureau in Boise, Idaho, provides temporary shelter care
In lieu of incarceration. In Las Cruces, New Mexico, the Council for Youth
operates a group home for boys, most of whom remain there for a few months.
The Couneil's outreach program provides aftercare. The Youth Action Com-
mission in Arvada, Colorado, operates a group home for girls requiring short-
term placement.

The Yuba-Sutter Youth Service Bureau in California developed crisis
homes where youth could stay for short periods of time. These crisis homes
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were private homes volunteered for short-term care. Volunteer homes were
paid at nominal sum per day for expenses.

The Plalama Settlement of Hawaii has a successful ongoing "behavior modi-
fication school" program for court referrals and rejects from the regular
schools. The Youth Advocacy Program in South Bend, Indiana, contracts for a
"street academy", an alternative school program for junior high and high
school youth who have dropped out of the regular schools. In Ann Arbor,
Michigan, the Washtenaw Youth Service Bureau, funded through the school
system, has set up an alternative school program.

The Youth Development Service in Billings, Montana, and the Rural Anieri-
ca Project operating out of Helena, Montana, provide consultant and technical
assistance to a variety of other social service agencies in their respective
areas. Coordination efforts bring agencies together to agree on community
priorities, to eliminate service duplication, and to redirect resources where
current projects are inappropriate. Morreltown, Arkansas, uses a technique
referred to as "resource management" to meet the needs of rural youth.

The Washtenaw Youth Service Bureau in Ann Arbor, Michigan, emphasizes
the initiation of programs for your people who, although troubled anl acting
out, have not yet had contact with the justice system. It has published a
youth services guide, which is to be updated every three months. It conducts
demonstration projects, primarily in the schools, and attempts to develop
skills and resources within the system.

Tihe Youth Advocacy Program in South Bend, Indiana, also attempts to get
youth-serving agencies to develol) new ways of dealing with young people.
Their methods are positive proposals and involvement. Field workers are as-
signed to five youth-serving agencies-the recreation department, schools, a
family and child agency. city government, and Model Cities-with the task of
making them more responsive to youth needs.

Practical and effective prevention program examples can be drawn from
many fields. Those just cited describe some of the efforts being carried out
under the banner of Youth Service Bureaus. For the sake of illustration, how-
ever, let ine cite some examples from other areas to demonstrate that we do

-have operational programs that have proven their ability to reduce delim-
(lquency.

Philadelphia has a roving leader project that is currently in its third year.
It is a part of their Model Cities Program.

Sixty Roving Leader trainees are acquainted with and assigned to a facility
(conmnunity-based organizations or agencies) in an area frequented by gang
members with whom the trainee is familiar. The trainees then attempt to find
out the interests and needs of the members of a particular gang and try to
channel their energies into constructive efforts to meet those needs. The Phila-
delphia )epartment of Recreation is the operating agency under the direction
of time I)eputy Commissioner for Administration. The Department of Recrea-
tion works closely with all sixteen Neighborhood Councils in the recruitment
and selection of trainees as Roving Leaders. Trainees are given sensitivity
training, instruction on how to organize and conduct recreational activities and
how to (teal specifically with hostile or difficult groups, and guidance on certain
reporting procedures.

Several other Group Service Programs of MFY should be mentioned briefly
also, namely the Preadolescent Program, Adventure Corps, and the Coffee Shop
Program. The Preadolescent and Coffee Shop Programs, like the Detached
Worker Program essentially used recreation as a means of involving teen-
agers in therapeutic relationships. The Adventure Corps on the other hand,
viewed its program activities as therapeutic ends in themselves, and "rather
than fit activities to the individual needs of the participants, the program
itself (lenmnds on them, set up standards for conformance, and provided re-
wards for excellence."

A major youth development program is presently operated by the Eight
N, northern Indian Pueblos Council (ENIPC) in New Mexico and has as one of
its primmmry purposes the prevention and/or reduction of the Incidence of
juvenile delinquency. Unemployment and lack of general recreational activities
it!'e major problems among Pueblo Indian Youth and at least 50% of the
budget goes to student salaries. One objective is to establish organized Youth

Groups and Teen Centers and programs at each of the Eight Pueblos. To date.
these are some of the resulting major youth groups: baseball teams. National
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Youth Project Using Mini-bikes (NYPUM), youth council, girls softball teams,
boy scouts, ala-teen, 4-H, rodeo club, tutoring services and explorers post.
Recreational facilities have been constructed at two Pueblos and several Teen
Centers have been renovated.

Other objectives include providing supervised work experience to high
school and college students; mobilizing state and federal resources: providing
employment counseling and job placement services; offering special services
and/or opportunities for Indian Youth such as a pre-college orientation pro-
gram, financial assistance to attend a Presidential Congress, sponsorship to an
All Indian Conservation and Ecology Workshop, and a NYPUM workshop;
providing opport untities in Journalism and knowledge in community affairs;
creating linkages between the youth programs and the courts, the police, juve-
nile officers and other correctional agencies, to service both delinquent and
pre-delinquent youth. The ENIPC Youth Development project is funded through
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

One Los Angeles urban community with a fairly high rate of delinquency
organized itself to deal with many of the problems associated with that type
of setting. It formed the Pico-l'nion Neighborhood Council and is credited
for being the first community to plan, organize and build a "vest pocket"
park by itself. It involved the youth of the community with such success that
it applied for and received a California Council on Criminal Justice grant
under the project name of the Pico-Union Delinquency Prevention Program.

The program is designed to recruit gang members and other delinquent
youths from high delinquency areas in Los Angeles and involve them in the
construction of three "vest pocket" parks in their neighborhood. These parks
are to be built with the cooperation of the Los Angeles Department of Parks
and Recreation. Once aI site is selected and funded, Pico-Union Neighborhood
Council will send an "Advance Worker" into the neighborhood to get
acquainted with the people there. He will identify anrd seek out youth gang
leaders and hire them to do the actual construction of the park in their areas.
The goal of the project is to lower target neighborhood delinquency rates and
to change the attitludes and self-image of the young people living there. Three
purposes have been enunciate(:

1. To provide much needed recreation and park areas in otherwise blighted
neighborhoods. 2. To involve and interest community people in the dew-lopI-
meant of their neighborhood. Each park construction project Is preceded by
numerous neighborhood meetings to obtain community interest and support.
3. To provide project youths with job training from professional skilled union
members during park construction and the opportunity to enter union ap-
prenticeship programs -after completion of project. 4. To provide counseling
and other services to youth involved in the project designed to bring about
the changes in attitudes and behavior.

This is an ambitious program but one which has much potential replicability
across the country. It can be considered a success to the extent that self-
confidence is instilled in the young men during the program that enables them
to successfully pursue viable alternative life styles. In addition, the program
makes use of a neighborhood council In which all members are invited to give
input for a more effective program an(d Involves community volunteers who
are utilized in seeking both material donations and heavy equipment. It is
worth noting that this is the only delinquency prevention project sponsored
by the City of Los Angeles.

In a suburban central California county, predominately middle-class, citi-
zents alarmed by increasing patterns of youth deviance and delinquency
established a program in cooperation with the School of Criminology at the
University of California to deal with the problem. A study was undertaken
which showed that many acts which might normally be processed through
the juvenile justice or other agency systems were handled Informally within
the community through a process of "absorption", but that timis capacity ap-
peared to be diminishing. Since this method of handling youth produced a
relatively low rate of recidivism and avoided the problems of "labeling" a
youth as delinquent it was felt that the reduced capacity might have negative
consequences for the youth of the two communities that were Involved.

Delinquency being mainly a group phenomenon in these communities, sug-
gested the need to address the social systems of youth in programs designed
to prevent, control, and treat delinquency and deviance. And finally it was
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)erceived there was a lack of understanding on the part of adults to the
social systems of youth or of the significance of these social systems upon the
activities, attitudes, behavior and misbehavior of youth. -

A demonstration project was begun to increase the absorption capacity of the
community by fostering a redefinition of deviance, i.e., an increase in tolerance
on the part of the community, its individual members, and the formal and In-
formal agencies and organizations toward various kinds of behavior. It also
developed an awareness in the community of the problems of youth and of
systems for coping with the problems. And finally, since the capacity of a coin-
in.unity to absorb misbehavior is, in part, a product of a dialogue and under-
standing between the adult and youthful social systems it was necessary to
bring these two social systems together-particularly the involvement of youth
in a significant fashion with adults In decision making activities which relate
to youth.

Each community formulated its own youth organization. One community
passed an ordinance which called for a fifteen member commission allied
by the May_or with approval of the City Council. Originally calling for a rati6
of six students and nine adults, the commission was later amended to eight
adults and seven youth. It had a formal and legal basis of operation, with
organization, qualificat ions of members, terms of office, rules, records, and other
related data prescribed by City Ordinance.

In the other unincorporated community, a imre informal Youth Council de-
veloped. Originally only nine members, six adults and three youths, it recog-
nized soon after its inception that it did not represent a cross section of the
community and it was expanded to twenty with eleven, a majority, to be youth.
Again. feeling that it did not represent the total community it expanded to
thirty-three members, seventeen of whom were youth. An executive committee
of nine members, comprised of individuals selected from the larger body, was
created to develop policy recommendations for board consideration.

The programmatic aspects of the project emerged from the councils and
showed clearly that youth not only can play a viable and meaningful role in
formulating policies and programs, but also that they can provide adults with
enthusiasm, insight, imagination, and dedication within a framework of com-
plete cooheraton. "Indeed, without the 'advise and consent' of the youthful seg-
meat of a corn unity, programs ran-ging front leisure-time activities and recrea-
tion to delinqucy prevention arc likely to encounter signifleant ditleultics."

Examples of the kinds of activities and programs which were developed by
the councils Included a survey of all leisure-time activities for youth, dances.
tutoring program, an aviation program to discuss navigation. weather. Hero-
dynamics. etc..-Teen Drop-h Center, basketball program, a class on personality
development. an auto center, motorcycle safety program, youth newspaper. sex
education, Town Ilail, coffee house, a drug seminar, a teen column in a com-
nunity newspaper entitled "Teen Think" designed to he short statements of
special concerns to youth, employment programs and police-youth discussionn
groups.

St ill other examples of practical prevention programs can be drawn from
the field of education. Take. for example, the following:

A number of studies have demonstrated that parental involvement and con-
corn about school programs encourages the development of an enriched cur-
rulum that accommodates the different needs of of the individual children
found within a given community. An outstanding example of parental coopera-
tion in a successful basic school program is Clawson Elementary School in
O:ikland, California. It was one of only 24 Title I schools In California which
reported an overall reading achievement gain of 1.1 to 1.2 months for every
month of instruction in the school year. 1970-71.

Clawson is a typical K-6th Black ghetto elementary school. Average family
income in the area is less than four thousand dollars per year. Chief means
of support for families in the school attendance area Is public welfare.

C(lawson has exemplary parental involvement. Twenty-five parents have
sat as a school site advisory group since 'May 1969. representing all parents
and the neighborhood community. The group derives Its power from veto power
over Title I funds made available to the school.

The parents wanted pupils to receive a firm foundation in fundamental skills.
Thov received strong commitments from faculty and the principal to establish
miimuim standards oif performance for each grade level. Teachers received
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assistance in preparing objectives and standards. and a program of diagnosis,
needs assessment, teaching, and evaluation was lnstitued. Charts were main-
tained on each pupil and were reevaluated each week.

Another successful parent-participation program in basic skills is in China
Creek School, in Trail, British Columbia. One hundred twenty students are
serviced by only one teacher and a principa!Lwho teaches part-time. But 80
parents donate their services on an almost daily basis: they work on a volunteer
basis during the day and four nights a week, preparing lesson plans., instruc-
tional materials, and assisting with teachings. The results of this program have
received great visibility.

Schools operating on a 12-mionth basis and designed to serve the entire coin-
munity can now be found in many parts of the United States.

The first, the most comprehensive, and probably the best model can lie found
in many parts of the United States.

The first, the most comprehensive, and lrobaldy the best model can be found
in Flint, Michigan. Six hundred school districts across tie nation lve emultited
tle Flint plan. The latest city, Worcester, Massachusetts, has recently opened
it- first community school and two others will lie opened in the very near future.

Since its inception in Flint, Michigan, lit 1926. time Charles Stewart Moltt
Foundation has had as its primary objective, the developmentt of the human
resources of Flint. Believing that the most effective way to help ln'opleh help
themselves is to "place within the community the ladders upon which the
aspiring can arise." The Foundation has worked in close cooperation with the
public education Institutions of the community in the development of a broadly
based community education system. Flint, a mi.ri)cosm of urlian America ill
its racial and ethnic makeup, has thus constituted for nearly 40 years a huinan
development laboratory for a unique partnersliip between the Foundatilon and
the Flint Board of Education. It has produced mm cmm.ept of educalim known
as the community school concept. Tie community sci'sul concept as practiced
in Flint may be defined in the following manner.

lM'ipo.se.-To mobilize the human and institutimuil resources of a (ni)nnilunity
in such a fashion that:

1. Senseless and costly duplication is avoided.
2. People of all classes and creeds are given the necessary encouragement and

opportunity to help themselves to a better life.
3. Local institutions-schools, government, business-become genuinely re-

spm(nsive to human needs and wants.
.lfcthod.-The traditional role of the neighhorh'ood school is expanded from

that of a formal learning center for the young to a total community opportunity
center for young and old operat'q7 virtually around-the-clock, around-thc-e-iar.
Schools make excellent community centers because:

1. They are located so as to serve neighborhoods.
2. They have facilities adaptable to broad community uses.
3. They are owned and supported by the public.
4. Tly are non-political.
The traditional--school. operating six hours a day, five days a week for 39

weeks each year, is a luxury this era cannot afford. Too many Americans are
lost in a void of leisure time.

A Community Activities Coordinator assigned to each school promotes and
coordinates use of the school for adult education and retraining: -After hours
education. recreational, and counseling: civic affairs meetings and discussions:
health clinics and forums; teen counseling, Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.. Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, Big and Little Brother activities: Job counseling and placement ; Senior
Citizen activities ; and parent aid in development of curriculum.

Each school is advised by a neighborhood council, composed of chairmen
of school organizations such as homeroom mothers. PTA. safety awd health.
neighborhood clergy and businessmen, and student representatives. This comnell
is th sounding board of the neiehborhood. The community council exprespvs
exnrlietlv the desires of its respective neighborhood.

The Community School Concept thus involves existing agencies il a svs-
ten of operation and referral. The community schools offer their facilities.
their close communication to neighborhood families, and their familiarity with
neighborhood problems to other local institutions with problem solving re-
sources. Thus. the resources are mobilized to servee without wasted effort and
money.
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Reslts.-Duplication of effort and funds is avoided. Other institutions as
well as schools become responsive to local human needs. People receive tile
necessary encouragement to use opportunities to improve themselves and look
after others. After thirty years of bearing the community school standard, the
Mott Foundation.and the Flint Board of Education have-made Flint a demon-
stration laboratory in four comprehensive areas:

1. Flint is an educative community. There are 92.000 people per week using
the schools after school hours, because the community school operates a con-
sumamate 3,800 hours annually rather than tile 1,400 hours if it were a tra-
ditional school. A total of 80,000 adults enroll in classes each year. In one year
alone, 1.000 adults earned high school dillnmnas. Moreover, there Is constantly
increasing enrollment in both Genesse Community College and the University
of Michigan-Flint, as well as In training and retraining programs.

2. Local institutions have been strengthened. The people of Flint, keenly
aware of tile benefits of the community school systemm, have vofed for In-
creases in local taxes for schools on eight successive occasions in the past 18
years. Statistics reveal that programming and support have tripled and
qud:lrupled since the inceiLtion of the Comimunity School Concept for such
institutions as the Red Feather, Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Boy Scouts, Cirl Scouts,
Big Sisters, and others. Cooperation ald rorilination nourish (uthusiasn npoim
which greater effort Ns produced.

3. Civil peace and order have been maintained. Enlightenment of road
segments of the community has led to progress in the correction of social in-
justices. With some 25 percent of its population Back, Flint was the first
major American city to elect a Black mayor. mtni the first to pas's a referen-
dumi favoring all open occupancy ordinait.e. The, total population indVcatv. a
dcc,.easint Jurenilc crime rate, a(1 dccreasin high school drop)ouat retdc, und a
decreasing juirolte rc'idivixn fate'. Sie'lil I' letgti'llls in Filint Schools from
elementary through senior high, its well as for men and Wotllell entalgled ill
the law, vhow unparalleled results of success compared with national statistics.

4. Flint is all involved community. There were 3.700 volunteer coilt'hes,
supervisors. teachers, advisors, Big Brothers, tnl tutors involved in the comn-
munity school program in one year alone.

hnplication&.-Six hundred school districts across the nation have emulated
this plan. Prospects for total nationwide adoption are encouraged by its
effectiveness in Flint and by the introduction of a United States Senate Bill
proposing federal support in spreading community schools.

The dropout problem is endemic to public education in the United States.
Ninety-five precent of dropouts occur after age 16. There were 3,180,000 Amer-
ican males between 25 and 34 who had failed to receive a high school diploma
as of 1969. Not only did each member of this group lose an average of
$74,000 in life time income, but it is among this group that most delinquent
and future inmates of correctional programs come.

The origins of future failure are in the earliest years of school experience
and some of the programs previously mentioned in the area of parent teaching.
community involvement, enrichment, compensatory education are aimed it
changing the process. Historically, the-schools have attempted to deal with the
deviancy resulting from these failures by referring them to the juvenile
justice system. The focus is now on the schools caring for their own.

Many uniqiu- programs exist to provide an alternative school experience
for those students who can't adjust to the conventional classroom situation.
These programs involve the "white. bright, and bored" as well as minority and
economically disadvantaged students.

One such program Is the Evening High School in the Pasadena Unified
School District. The school originally was designed for tho,e students who
worked during the day. had to care for younger family members. or were
unable to adjust to the traditional day program. It is now open to all who
wish to attend. There are 200 students presently and a waiting list.

The school operates from 4:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday.
All courses are for credit and the course content must be completed before a
satisfactory grade is given. There are no F's.

The principal controls only two areas: (1) Five absences for nay reasons
lead to exclusion from the Evening High School but not from the Pasadena
School System, and (2) course work must loe completed satisfactorily before
a passing grade i.; received.
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Every other aspect of school life is determined by the students through
various committees such as curriculum, disciplinary, etc. Students interview
teachers all of whom must be credentialed and who, during the first year of
school, were already in the Pasadena system. Teachers are hired for one year
and can be dismissed by the students at the end of that year.

Curriculum Is developed by the Curriculum Committee and must he approved
by the Board of Education. Tihe first year's curriculum tended to follow the
conventional requirements of the system's regular high schools, with certain
additions such as courses in the performing arts, design, social science, and
credit for travel.

There are weekly Town Hall meetings as well as regular meetings of the
various committees. Students determine the use of the school budget and a
revealing insight developed in the area of school security.

The students at first wished to spend the money allocated for a security
guard on other needs. A parking lot theft of a stereo from one of the student's
cars led them to hire a human relations officer from the Pasadena Police De-
partment with whom they had good rapport as their school security officer.

If students smoke marijuana or use narcotics on campus, the Disciplinary
Committee decided they face dismissal from the school. They have dismissed
one student during the school's first year.

The students ran a student store from which they earned $400 and handle the
business management of their student newspaper, the Kosmic Times, for which
they hire the printers, sell advertising, and made a profit.

luring the first year, 30 students were dismissed for absenteeism, the drop-
out rate-was 5 percent, and the absence rate was 3 percent compared to about
20 percent In the regular high schools. The following excerpt is from the Kosmic
Times:

"When I leave this school, and I think I am speaking for the graduating
class, I will miss all these really fine people.

"For eleven years of my life, education never meant a damn thing to me.
I was spoon fed, stepped on, kicked out, yelled at, and even beat up trying to
get an education. Next year, they ought to give some kind of Olympic medal
for endurance if you graduate from high school. Only this year, I have been
able to find myself and express myself like I always knew I could, but couldn't
find the basic motivation. This motivation was the right to freedom of expres-
sim o in a place where it wasn't 'void where prohibited by district policy.' The
kind of education I have absorbed from this type of learning situation isn't
just facts and figures. That isn't what's imperative to me at (his corner of my
life. I have grasped what many people never quite find, that Is, what is going
to happen to the rest of my life. This and the harmony I have finally found
with my friends, family, and with education itself, are the two most valuable
things I have learned.

"The only wish I have now is that everybody can share the same educational
experience which I have had at the Evening Hirh School."

The DANE (Drug and Narcotics Education) Program in the Sin Diego City
Schools has selected ten teachers from the system who were more responsive
to student needs and designated each of them as a counselor in one of the
city's high schools and one junior high school. Space has been provided in a
"rap room" within the school but away from the regular administrative offices
where students can be excused from class and discuss any type problem with
one of these counselors. If detoxification is required because of drug use, the
DANE (counselors) can refer to community detoxifleation facilities without
going through the police unless there are unusual circumstances. Confidentiality
is part of the program and is essential to student trust.

The police are supportive of the program and whereas they formerly were
brought on campus In any routine situation involving drug use (as differenti-
ated from sales), these problems are now handled through the DANE. Drugs,
pregnancy, and other mainstream youth problems are discussed and factual
information in these areas provi(led.

High school students are used to discuss problems with sixth grade younsters
in the elementary schools and sit on the floor in discussion groups in which
some animated conversations take place.

It is estimated that in 1972 from 80,000 to one million youngsters will leave
school early, the majority in the tenth and eleventh grades. Although 16 is the
age at which most dropouts occur, the decision has probably been made much
earlier.
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Diagnosis of potential dropouts should begin ill elementary school. 'he fol-
lowing are considered telltale signs:

Inability to read at grade level.
Frequent absenteeism.
Lack of participation in extracurricular activities.
Rebellious attitude toward teachers.
Disrupting the classroom.
Emotional disturbances in home environment.

A program funded by the United States Office of Education's Dropout Pre-
vention, Branchl ill the inner city schools in Baltimore involves a pupil service
team approach to diagnosing problem children and prescribing remedial action.
The team consists of a social worker, counselor, community liaison worker, and
two part-timers; a psychiatrist and a psychologist. If necessary, the team may
also bring ill the school nurse, a medical doctor, and tie parents.

The team looks at all aspects of the child-academic, physical, and ellno-
lional-to determine why he isn't succeeding. It could then result in referral
of the pupil to a special STAY (Services to Assist Youth) classroom which
are limited to ten pupils so that the team and teacher can provide individual
counseling, reinforcement, and individualized instruction.

The objective is to prepare the plpil for a return to his regular classroom or
to transfer him to another school or agency. This diagnostic technique has
proved so successful in tile demonstrationn program that it is now being allpli(.d
citywide in Balti niore schools.

United States Office of Education's Dropout Prevention Programs have the
following objectives each central to one of tIhcir programs for potential
dropouts.

Objcctire.-I nvolvemnent of Private Industry.
Project STAY in St. Louis has work-study programs with McGraw-llill,

Sinclair Oil, Famnour Barr l)epartment Store, and several local hospitals,. Bell
Telephone provlde.4students wth work-study skills. They receive wage increases
antd promotion as school progress and skills development are shown.

Objectire.-'Motivating Students Through Rewards.
In Texarkana, Arkansas, successful students receive coupons to redeem for

merchandise. Students who complete two grade levels of achievement receive
transistor radios.

Objective.-Relaxing Traditions Which Inhibit Programs.
New patterns of teacher preparation are developing. ]n Dayton, Ohio, college

students with inner city backgrounds are hired to assist younger students to
stay in school. Technical assistance is provided through a Dayton-Miai Valley
consortium of colleges.

Objective.-Discovering Pupil Motivation.
A program in which students develop their own project and make a contract

with the teacher to complete them Is the Burlington Vermont High School
A.S.P.I.R.E. (A Students Planned Inovative Research) Project for uninspired
tenth graders. Admission to the program Is voluntary but, once accepted, stu-
dents must agree to complete the course and fulfill its requirements.

A program which exists outside of the schools but has school achievement for
low income pre-delinquent Chicano youth in South El Monte, California, as one
goal, is Project ARRIBA. The objectives of the program are to reduce (elin-
quency among 8 to 13 year old Chicano youth by stimulating community in-
terest to provide more constructive opportunities for youth development.

The program Is multi-faceted in its services but one feature that is relevant
here is its provision of billingual/bicuitural tutoring, counseling, and educa-
tional help with a totally bilingual/bicultural staff. Chicano studies by the
youth workers are part of the youth's structured program from Monday to
Thursday. A Chicano workbook has been developed by staff In the area of
culture and history.

ARRIBA youths have shown 16 months academic growth for eight months
of the program. Teachers report greater percentage of improvements for
ARRIBA Chicanos in contrast to control Chicanos. Delinquency has decreased
dramatically In area served by ARRIBA In contrast to control area.

Additional examples from other fields may also be cited. such as. crisis inter-
vention. which reduces assaults. family break-ups and physical conflicts that
lead to the arrests of both adults and children. As-primitive as our knowledge
may be about how to control crime and reduce delinquency, we do have ex-
amples of programs that can reduce the amount of crime that is committed
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by a given individual. If we begin to sysematically pull this information
together and developl) a method whereby we can transfer the knowledge and
experience gained In one area to problems being encountered in another, we will
have the rudimentary mechanism for transferring knowledge. More important,
we will have an increased capacity to begin solving problems.

I would lie remiss if I did not comment on California's Probation Subsidy.
It has had a dramatic impact on the commitment of both adults and juveniles
to state correctional institutions. Although there are many critics of the pro-
grain, the impact of a subsidy based on performance and planned incentive can
hardly lie di.(,uted. As was reported in the Congressional Record of February
8, 1973. California's subsidy reduced new admissions to the Youth Authority
by 10.000 young people between the period 1966 and 19M2. This reduction, which
focuses only on the youth, saved the state over $68.000,000. Several tens of
millions were also saved when an equally large number of adults were diverted
from the state correctional system.

Califrnia's Probation Subsidy is a basic systems change model which
diverted thousands fromn the contamination of state correctional Institutions.
while at the sanie time instituting local community treatment. The California
aplIroaclh was unique- in that it rewards performance and states a very clear
objective, i.e., reduced commitments to state correctional institutions, while it
rewards counties voluntarily participating in the program.

It Is my understanding that the Governor of California has asked the Legis-
lature to establish a new incentive subvention similar in some ways to the
Irobatioin subsidy. The new Incentive subvention is limited solely to juvenile
delinquents :Iln(1 has as its objtective tile complete elimination of cotiItment:
,-f .juvnil- lip stitte eorrer'tioll agencies within three years. IUnile the proIa-
tion sllbsidy Which eptlihasized only community suipc'vision. the new juvellile
incentive subvention calls for the establishment of appropriate community
correctional programs. whether they be reshlential, institutionil, treatment, or
community supervision. Interestingly enough, the new legislation also author-
Izes expenlitures of funds, for programs of community crime reduction and
sakes these funds available to other public and private groups.

In many ways. California has in the past pioneered some of the more in-
tercstliii coneiepts to whith we address our.-elves today. It has had over four-
to-vn yvar, oif experience In one of the tnost complete experimental programs
for community treatment ever designetl. The data accumulated is al most over-
whelmoing. The California Community Treatment Program has during that
period of time very clearly demonstrated the efficiency and desirability of
correctional treatment carried out in the community. Very clearly, the neSSago
out of the California experience is that a much larger number of delinqont
eiihihl'en and youth can lie suecessflly controlled and treated outside of the
correetiinal institntion than wa.qever believed possible.

It was not my Intention to inundate you with illustrative examples of pol-
tive programs, yet. I think it 1s important to know that we have knowledge
of example., of the kinds of positive programs that are outlined in the Juvenile
Jiuvtie and l)olinquenmy Prevention Act of 1973. The importance of this act is
that for the first time a fe-deral agency would have th, responslblt ity for doing
on a much larger sca'e what I have tried to do in this presentation. namely,
to Identify and describe some of those successful programs that operate to
reduce crime and effectively treat delinquency.

FUNDING

ProbMbly of the grealest Importance to the practical administrator of the
.mvemilh, delinquency prevention or treatment program is a funding formula
tli'it calls for performanee and not just promise, a formula that fNces the
nece:;'ty for standards ilmlch will inszure lhat children and youth will not be
forgotten as at a priority it) our wild rush to slar notional revenues.

Tie slt.es d n' Ivt ant nny unnecessary restri.tion,4 or standards. but, like
it or nt. it is Ilt tile proce-s of devilping state or national standards that we
are forced to-4.xamine and deerminplocnl. state and national priorities. It is
repeatedly suggested lhat absolute knowledge 011(1 truth does not necessarily
rf, imde on the Potomac. I would like to suggest that It is equally true that
absolute truth and knowledge doesn't reside In the hinterlands either. Standards
are essential If the states and local communities are to overcome their provincial
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approach to probleni-solving. Comprehensive planning does not occur when
everyone is permitted to -do his own thing" without regard to its effect or
impact oin others. Standards are one method by wbich planning is promoted,
if not guaranteed.

Th- Juvenile Justice anil Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 is important
for another reason. It delnands that 75 percent of the funds be spent 02n
services to prevent, divert and treat children and youth outside of the state
correctional System. That type of priority and commitment is essential if any
priority is to be given to programs on delinquency prevention which, by delhii-
tion, aro future oriented. This emphasis is critical if we are not to bury our
interest in delinquency prevention and treatment under the equally important
but overshadowing problems of the inner city, solution and tax reform.

Without priorities and programs that offer some forn of specific grants to
juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment, it may well be the year 2001
before we can hope to have shared revenues directed at these "future problems."
IHow many juvenile and adult offenders will we have created by then; how
much crime will be have generated by our ability to defer the solution of
future problems?

We have precedent and evidence Ihat suggests that local government will not
bot any more enthusiastic about sponsoring prevention efforts than the national
government hlas. If prevention, community treatment, and alternatives to state
correctional care for tile juv nile offender are to become realities, then there
must. be national leadership that is both accoultabh, and responsible for the
development of programs that address these critical natioml problems. If it is
true that youth is a resou rce to (ie silent in the future, then we cannot afford
to waste I h'! resoillrce by ignorilig them t today. The Juvenile .Justico an1d
I n'liique(ncy '''rev l vn i' ft" 1973 is no It a lt 'nea. it %%ill 2i10 correct 1ll
1 Ihle 14 ihlrolems il ilhe fi-hls (if juvelnilet delilinquelcy Ill t exist: in fact, its
very existenve will proal1ly create ei(%v ' lvl2J1(,is because tis it affects chiige,
•12-. it I ilgius to addres(1( s r(aIl issma's. this legislation ('alld le'ad 11 oil to Some
of the larger issues that confront society today.

DIvIsIoN OF J UVsN ILE CORRECTIONS,Wilmington, D4'., March 2, 19713.
M. M. ATIIEA FALC'O.

stofj I)irclor (nd ('hicf (', l.,.f.
U.N. ,cnate, 8'nbcomniittce on Juricnilc Delinquency,
l.11'uhington, D.C.

S)1.:As Ms. FA.co: llc)osed. Is tho corrected copy of may testimony at the
he4-aling o Thrsday. February 22, 19W3 regarding S. 821, the Juvenile Justiee
and 1 elinquelney Prevenltion Act. The folhwling information provides addit1(nal
fleaiiS (lit tile comlositiol of the population served by the l)ivlsion of Juvenile
Correction, in )elaware. These factors, including age, sex, and offense cate-
gflries, were determined by a demographic stidy of youth in the custody of
the vision on June 1, 1972. The study did not Include youth il the two
detention facilities administered by the Division. but did include youth i1 till
other programs. At one point (hiring the hearing, Senator Bayh asked me to
proihe a breakdown by age category. The specific age breakdown is as follows.
At the point in time when tills study was made. there were no yolth under
ago 12 In our system. The following percentages are percentages of the total
popu~lla Ition.

My comment that our l)ivislon Is. In fact. more a chil welfare agency than
it tradlitioal corre('tli system wits really based not on the age breakdown
It on the, type of services (' w i must provide to effectively return children
placed in our care to the community in such a way that they are assisted in
finding a ieanilngfuil lartlcipation il community life. Many of our services
are suplortlve. helping, counseling. type services both with individuals and
families. Field staff efforts include work with schools, employers, and private
agencies. Most of our lrogranis are designed to facilitate youth development
by focusing Oi1 tile positive lotential of tle youth.

In reading the transcript, I believe I misinterpreted Senator Bayh's question
about how many youth first cale to our Division as a result of truancy and
later returned o1 serious offenses. (Of the active lollation Ili our Ilvision's
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programs on June 1, 1972, there were 7.7% committed for truancy, and these
were identified as cases of serious truancy where the child was truant from
school at least five times a month. Further. 53% (if the youth had a history
of serious truancy. A calculation of actual numbers and percentages of Juveniles
who are presently in custody on felony or misdemeanor charges who first came
to the visionn for truancy are not readily available. We have not yet refined
our data system to provide such data correlation on a readily retrievable basis.
however, the in.i(lcnce of a serious history of truancy in the records of current
Offenders, we believe, substantiates the hypothesis of initial exposure due to
tlma cy an 1d related problems.

I would also like to offer additional clarification on the three offense cate-
gories that were mentioned during the hearing.

Juvenile offenses are those committed against the self, generally, rather tham
iaga inst society. Included are offenses such as truancy, incorrigibility Omnnon-
trolled), and rmawvy. These are not offenses for which a chill would Ibe
held in smcure custody if he were to lie held accountable only for adult ofli 'ets.

Misdemeancrs under existing I)elaware statutes are considered as not reln-
tivel-y serbins offeilses against society. such as disorderly c(mduct, molesting,
assault and ha ttery. aid breaking aid entering.Fcbfins iire serious offenses against society aliul usually are vbilent. ldysieal
aggressive acts inllicted oil one or mm lil esoiIs. lilded aIre otfellSes sll(.l as
Murder, rape. grand larceny, aid a rsom.

Age: percent
12 ------------------------------------------------------------- 1.56
13 ------------------------------------------------------------- 0.79
14 ------------------------------------------------------------- 4.69
15 ------------------------------------------------------------- 12.99
16 ------------------------------------------------------------- 21.13
17 -------------------------------------------------------------- 22.22
18 --- --------------------------------------------------------- 19.0t
19 ------------------------------------------------------------- 17.52

I appreciated the olportunity to appear before the Subcommittee to testify.
Please let me know if I can be of further s;istaace.

Sincerely,
ROBERT D. CAIN. Jr.,

Director.

Senator BAY11. Our next witness is Dr. Charles Shireman, testify-
ing on behalf of the National Assoiation of Social Workers.

We appreciate your taking the time to be with us and, with the
other witnesses, I apologize for the delay that has been thrust at
you and we appreciate your patience.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES SHIREMAN ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS

Dr. SITIIEMAN. Well, I must say we appreciate the opportunity to
be here this afternoon.

I represent an organization of some 9.,000 people who have a very
strong interest in the area of inquiry and work in which you tire
engaged. We appreciate your inviting us to be here. I lutist say that
after today, I am more cognizant than I previously was of how busy
you are.

Senator BAY-i. So am I.
Dr. SHIIRIMAN. I have submitted a written statement which is

rather brief. but whichI will not endeavor to cover now.
Senator BAwH. Well, I must admit I have not had a chance to read

it. MINv chief counsel tells me it is a magnificent statement. She has
read it with great care.
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1)r. SHIREMAN. Thank you.
Senator BAYT. We think it will make a great contribution to our

record.
Dr. SIIREMAN. Thank vou.
I will very briefly pull a couple of points out of my statement,

expecting you to interrupt me as you care to. I will be brief.
I think I should call to your attention that we, in social work, have

long had an abiding interest in exactly the sort of thing you are
working on. As a matter of fact, in my own home community of
Chicago, in Cook County. Ill., it was a small group of social workers,
some of whom were included among the founders of the school where
I now teach, who allied themselves with the representatives of the
Cook County Bar Association and joined in establishing the first
statutorily created juvenile court in the world. Since then, social
work has taken leadership in expanding juvenile services to com-
munity treatment in l)robation and parole, to the establishment of
the first Child Guidance Clinic in the world, and to a variety of
programs of this nature.

And so, obviously, we are deeply committed to the sort of endeavor
that you are engaged in. We are proud to be here to testify on a bill
that we think is s6 cogently addressed to a major problem of our
times as this bill is.

We are particularly interested in the problem of education and
training for work in this field; in the problem of conmmnity-based
treatment as an alternative to institutionalization; and in the empiha-
sis in your Bill upon research and evaluation upon what I would like
to term a strategy of inquiry associated wth the strategy of action.
We think these three things are enormously important. I do not mean
by this to underemphasize our interest in the points that you make on
the revision of juvenile justice procedures and the centralization and
coordination of federal activities in this field. We have long been
baffled by attempts to claw our way through the maze of agencies
that are engaged in it.

First, let me comment very briefly on the problem of training. You
know it was not too long ago that there were inaugurated a number
of experiments in the provision in the community of intensive treat-
ment for juveniles through probation and parole. Those original
experiments almost all failed. The reason that they failed, it soon
became evident, was that the officers that were given the functions of
providing the planned intensive treatment did not know how to do
it. They needed help in determining what it was they were supposed
to do. Now, at the present time, there is a great deal of emphasis,
justifiably and correctly on the fact that we need a number of differ-
ent types of personnel in this field. We can use youthful offenders
themselves to great advantage. We can use citizens from the com-
munities from which the great burden of delinquency comes. We can
use eager and dedicated young B.A. students. All of these people are
desperately needed. But behind them, we have to have a trained
corps of professionals who can put in the substance, the broad out-
lines of the sort of endeavor they are supposed to be engaged in.

Most of these come from, At the present time, most at these pro-
fessionals come from schools of social work and from the allied help-
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ing professions. And at the present tinle, we in these schools are in
an extremely difficult position. Roughly. 80 percent of the students
going into this sort of work through schools of social work do so
with the aid of scholarship and training grants that in one form or
another come from Federal sources. About 80 )ercent of them are so
financed. About a third of the faculty that is engaged in this sort of
training is supported by grants that come in one form or another
from federal sources.

Senator BAYII. 80 percent?
Dr. SIIIREMAN. 80 percent of all the student grants.
Senator BAYIT. In other words, the training?
Dr. SIIIREMAN. That is right.
Senator BAYII. And then you are going to tell us what is in the

process of happening to those grants?
Dr. SIREM.IAN. What is in the process of happening is they are

being iped out. These come from three major sources. They come
from ider Social and Rehabilitation Service; they come from
NIMI Pnd they come from a special 707 paragraph'in the Social
Securi., bill. The 707 grant. is the only one that applies exclusively
and directly to social work, but the other ones apply to social work
and other related professions. The 707 grants have already been
terminated as of last June. Congressman Wilbur Mills has very
helpfully introduced I.R. 1349 which will extend these for 1 year.
We hope this goes through.

The Social and Rehabilitation Services grants and the NMII
grants, are being phased out. From some of them we will be able to
make grants to students who have already started their educational
1)rograms; that is, if they have started a 2-year program and we
have made a 1-year grant to them this year, ve will be able to con-
tinue the grant next year.

Senator BAYuI. Let me ask you, doctor, I had the opportunity, I
guess it was early this week to speak before one of the Commuity
Drug Abuse Councils of my State, in Kokomo, Ind. This Council hasa number of opinion leaders, social workers and ministers, doing

what I thought was a very effective job of relating to the problems
of drugs. They were advised by the State official who was present at
the meeting that the NIMH programs assisting that drug abuse
council were going to be terminated and the Council would have to
rely on revenue-sharing funds. Now, are there any revenue-sharing
funds available at all for the programs that you are talking about,
as far as training to students, professionals in this field?

Dr. SHIREMAN. Well, it seems at the present time, no. Now, it is
hard to tell what is going to happen in this field. Social Security Act
funding from which funds for such services have come in the past is
being drastically reduced and stipulations are being made, very
stringent regulations are being developed as to to how those moneys
should be spent. At the present time, we have no assurance-as a
matter of fact, the prospects seem to us rather dim-that student aid
grants will be available from these sources at all. We do not know
where we are going to turn.

I should call your attention also, that this will particularly affect
one of the groups from which we have been trying to draw students, a
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group from which we need increased leadership. I speak of the
minority groups. The minority group student very sel(lomn ha, the
money to finance his own education. It is all very well for us to tell
him to go out and take a loan. He has usually completed his under-
graduate training with the aid of loans and he is in a tough spot.
This will somewhat change the complexion of the student bodies of
preparatory institutions of this nature in this country in more ways
than one.

I would like to draw a, couple of other points out of my prepared
statement if I may.

Senator BAYn. Would you forgive me if I go ahead and eat my
lunch. If I do not eat now it will have to wait until after dark.

Dr. SmnFM,\N. Please do. This is, as a matter of fact. my usual
procedure when I am seeing students during the noon hour at home.

The other point that I would like to emphasize for the National
Association of Social Workers is our pleasure at the emphasis that
this proposed legislation places upon research and inquiry. You can't
underestimate how important we consider this to be. Let me cite a
couple of interesting facts in this connection. You know, if you go to
most correctional agencies today. statewide correctional departments
or correctional institutions or probation and parole departments, you
find that they have no measures whatsoever as to the effectiveness of
their efforts. Most of them do not know what the recidivism rates of
their graduates are. If they know what those recidivism rates are,
they do not know which kids tend to recidivate and which do not,
That is, which kids who have been exposed to what sort of a program
tend to recidivate and which do not. This is a tragic situation. What
this means is that social policy in the area of corrections in this
country tends to develop on the'basis of exhortative ability to attack
or to defend. It tends to be based on untested assumptions and largely
it tends to be based upon pious hopes.

It is for this reason that we consider a strategy of inquiry associ-
ated with action to be so important. There are ridiculous things that
happen as a result of our proceeding without the essential that any
man in any business concern would consider to be imperative in order
to frame his policies; that is, feedback. There is at the present time
no provision for feedback.

Now, among the things that happen is that this accounts for ir-
rationality in the system, and for the presence of a great deal of the
rhetoric of treatment without its substance. We send kids to correc-
tional institutions, let us say. ,We ship them out to the country, or out
of the city, to situations in the country where they live with several
hundred other kids in a situation in which peer group pressure is
what determines the value system, and in which the only common
denominator among the peer groups in those institutions is the fact
that they have been defined as being alienated from conventional
society.

Senator BAYT. If I might just interrupt, I think you made an
unintentional reference to shipping them out of the country

Dr. SmnEMRA-.,. I corrected myself and said "out of the city."
Senator BAYII. Let me suggest, though, doctor, that as far as help-

ing juveniles to cope with their problems in the community in which
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they are going to be returned, :.-ou might as well ship them out of
the, coitry.

IDr. SIIEMAr.. That is right as far as the availability of real re-
sources. I mean, as far as the availability of real resources for treat
ing. them.

Senator BAITh. Or" the relevance of some of the treatment.
)'. SIIinmrtFAx. Thft is right. You are quite right. This is the

thing that I am trying to get at when I say that we must associate
our expenditures for action with inquiry and with evaluation and
feedback. This is the missing ingredient at the present time that I
umi emphasizing, it is the absence of feedback that leads to policy
formation on the basis of daydream and futile hope.

As an example of the degree to which the rhetoric of rehabilitation
is present without its substance, let me call your attention to some-
thing that is a bit amusing, but it is also ironic-a bit tragic. You go
through the large juvenile institutions in this country and you will
find that all of them have security units. They have'to have if you
have 200 or 300 kids locked up together; you have to have a security
unit to place some of them in once in awhile. These are steel and
concrete cell blocks, that is all they are, but they have them in almostall juvenile correctional institutions. They tell you they us them for
only a brief period for kids who are exploding. Amazingly, what
those cell blocks are very frequently called are intensive tre atment
mits or meditative cottages or some other term such as this. That
provides the best example one can find in the utilization of the rhe-
toric of rehalilitation without its substance. It is almost as tragic
as the fact that until not very many years ago, we used to put kids
against a brick wall and spray high 1 pressure fire hoses on then. I
have piettires in my office of this being done very recently in a State
institution. The general term for this is "hydrotlerapy.'

What I am suggesting is: It i.' time to claw away these illusions
andl this ,ndebrus1 and look at the facts for what tlfev are. And one
of the facts that ole has to look at is that it is time for us to recog-
nize that we should abandon the idea of committifT kids, to corree-
tional institutions for therapy. We will conti'ile to lieed some ,or-
rectiol:-l institutions, llit correctional institutions should be used as
place-; of commimitmuemit only in the, instance in which it is necessary
to prote-t oiect 'v against the kid for a brief period of time. We
should not be seteliccill' to then under the illusion that we are
sentencing to something like a hospital. And, as I say, we should
sentence only for the purpose of social protection. Oince such sen-
tece, is decided upon. obviously. the best possible rehabilitative serv-
ices should be provided, but kids should not be sent under the illu-
sion that they are being sent to hospitals.

This brings us, then, to our very great pleasure in your emphasis
upon community treatment and upon the investment of funds for
community treatment. Briefly, I should like to note that we are spend-
ing an awful lot of money on these kids as it is. The money is there
to spend for decent community treatment services. There is available
to you a research report on a small group of individuals, random
sample, of releases from the youth correction center operated by the
D.C. Department of Corrections. It is a sample of 25 kids with a me-
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dium age of 26 years. Now these maybe only 26 years old, but they
constitute a random sample and should reflect the kids leaving that
institution.

We had spent just for correctional and law enforcement services,
not for the cost of their depredations, just for correctional and law
enforcement services an average of $31,000 apiece for each of those
kids. The money is being spent. It is a question of how we can re-
allocate the expenditures. 'heir careers, thus far, by age 25, had
cost an average of 431,0)0. It is evident that the goals to be achieved
in a sensible reallocation of our expenditures in this area are
immense.

I think that I can only assure you of the interest in our member-
ship in the goals that you have selected for your endeavor, and our
fervent hope that we may be able to play some role with you; that
our slipport conlbined with your leadership may enable us to ac-
coml)lislh some of these goals'that you have suggested in your pro-
posals and that I have underscored in my statement.

And we thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing.
Senator BAY1I. Well, thank you very much. I)octor.
There are a number of questions that I have prol)ounded in my

own mind. Since I have not had a chance to read your fine state-
ment, let me do that this evening and then if I have (questions may I
send you some written interrogatories?

I)r. SHmIEMAIN. Excellent. Thank you.
Senator BAYH. My thanks to you, personnally, and to your orga-

nization and your hard-working members sharing your expertise and
your concern for action in this area.

Dr. Sl>.I,,. Thank you. We hope so.
[Dr. Shireman's prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES SHIREMAN, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF (HICAOO,
REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS

The National Association of Social Workers, the professional organization
of some 59,000 social workers, is pleased to be given an opportunity to appear
upon, and, indeed, to endorse legislative proposals so cogently addressed to an
issue so vital to our times as are those embodied in the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973. We urge the passage of this forward-
looking legislation.

Since its inception as a profession, social work has Included amongst its focal
concerns the problems created by-and for-the child in conflict with the social
order, For example, in my own home state, Illinois, social workers (among
them some who were instrumental in founding the School at which I flow
teach) were major l)artners in the movement which led to the founding in
Cook County of the world's first statutorily created juvenile court. The profes-
sion later shared in bringing about the first guidance clinic-also attached to
the court. Social work has given leadership to tie spread of the concept of
the provision through probation and parole of positive, coinmunilty-based hel)
to the delinquent child and his family; to the thrust to bring decency and a
semblance of rehabilitative endeavor to tie juvenile correctional institution;
to continuing efforts to mitigate the frequent savagery of the criminal law
as it confronts the child; and, generally, to the finding of useable channels
for the implementation of tie concept of the oneness of the long-term welfare
of the child and of the community.

Deeply involved in the prollem of juvenile delinquency though we bave
been, the relatively recent years have provided shocked awareness of the fact
that negative, often violent confrontation between the Juvenile and society
are more characteristic of ind more corrosive of thie very quality of American
life than had ever before been evident.

84-522-73- 29
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It is certainly not necessary that I inform the members of this Committee
that juvenile delinquency casts a pall on contemporary American life. This
Committee has, itself, vigorously called public attention to this fact. However,
I should note that we think tragically impressive tile data that are beginning
to emerge 'that delineate the problem with more painful clarity than had
previously been evident.

For example, a landmark study, the data from which only very recently
became available, has shed light on the extent and nature of urban delinquency
by tracing the violative careers of a cohort composed of all boys born in
1915 and having lived in the city of Philadelphia between their tenth and
eighteenth birthdays.' This cohort included approximately 10,000 boys. Of these,
35 percent were arrested at least once before their 15th birthday. Once arrested,
the boys' future prospects became bleaker. Fifty-four percent became recidivists.

Unfortunately, there is little indication that contacts with the juvenile
justice system had any salutory imlact upon those youngsters. Those who
received interventive treatment (institutionalization, fine, or probation) not
only tended to continue to violate the law, but they committed more serious
crimes with greater rapidity than did those exposed to no or to less serious
sanctions.

The all-to-prevalent later outcome of this tragic pattern Is illustrated by
another sinall but crucial study carried out right here in Washington by the
District of Columbia Corrections Department.2 The earlier violative and correc-
tional careers of a samlnple of 25 young men released front tile District correc-
tional facility for young adults were studied. These inca had already in their
still-youthful careers achieved correctional records averaging nine years and
twenty-five correctional actions ranging from juvenile arrest to prison terms.
The median cost-thus far--of their correctional careers (not including the
costs of depradations) had been $31,000 per person! The correctional system
had had an over-suffliciency of "chances at theim." Large amounts of money
had been spent. But this had resulted in very little "correction."

It is our knowledge that Iales like this could be told of almost any American
city today that leads us to welcome the seriously constructive approach to the
problem being nlade by this Committee. We are pleased by the manner in which
your proposals seem to combine strategies of action and strategies of inquiry.

I shoul like briefly to note and emphasize our conviction that Inquiry must
be combined with action.

For some seventy-five years we have in this country been busily occul)ied in
the (levelollulent of various "rehabilitative" programs for delinquents. We are
assumed to be a pragmatic, out-come oriented people. )cvelopnmental programs
in busines and industry, for example, characteristically include liajor invest-
inent, averaging. I am told, in the neighblorhood of 15 percent of budget for
research and development. Major emphasis is placed upon inquiry into the
effectiveness of newly developingg l)rocedlurs.

Incredibly, we abandon this philosophy entirely wlen moving into the area
of attempts to reconstruct the lives of children. .Most delinquency treatment
programs go merrily along their ways year after year with no systematic
evaluation of their effectiveness whatever. For example. relatively few juvenile
probation departments, correctional institutions, or state departments of correc-
tions can tell you precisely ]ow inuci it costs them to serve a child. To many
of them, performance budgets are unknown. Even iuore-ihockingly, they employ
no outcome measures that provide information as to the degree to which their
efforts are successes or failures. Malny agencies and departments do not know
what the reci(livi,,ni rates of their graduates are. Even if they do have a gross
recidivism figure, almost none Call break this down so as to tell you which
soit of children, exposed to wiat kinds of programs. succeed or fail. Such
recidivisml figures as are available usually Simlply lunp gross data together,
without conAideration, for example, of whether a violation of probation or
parole results from a major or a minor technical offense, whether it is an
incident in a generally positive course of adjustment, or a part of a picture
of continuing decline.

Of course, officially-known recidivism is at best a grossly inaccurate measure
of true community functioning. But more sophisticated measures of actual
conlmunli01'ty or personaOl adjustment achieved are almost neVer found. In fact,
Mr. Joseph Coughlin, )lead of the Juvenile visionn of the Illinois State Depart-
ment of Corrections. and I are just begilnina a manior two year project in tile
development of such measures in cooperation with his Department and the
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University of Chicago. We hope to develop them in such a way that they can
be fed into the Department's data processing system and related to personality
and Wogram variables. Thus, for the first time, the Department will have
regularly-generated data telling It what the outcomes are of Its various types
of programs, applied to various types of youngsters.

What is oiously mltgIg at present is that essential to efficient management
or to any form of cost benefit analysis: feedback. Without feedback information
reflective of outcome, correctional policy tends to be made upon tile basis of the
ever-present thrust toward institutional survival; or upon pratlgonists' ex-
hortative abilities in advancing claims, counter-claims, and denunciations with-
out a foundation in data; or, at best upon a sort of loosely generalized impres-
sion, intuition, guesswork, and pious hope.

This situation has led to much of contemporary corrections' operating upon
the basis of what often seems an elaborate illusory system based upon the
rhetoric of helpful treatment without its substance. We-take children who are
having a hard time learning to live in the community out of the community.
We send them to some rural area, and place them in a large institution with
several hundred other youngsters the major-bond among whom is the fact that
they are violators of the codes of conventional society. We term these institu-
tions "correctional schools." This makes us feel better, whether or not the term
reflects reality.

As a further, almost tragically ironic example of the substitution of the
rhetoric of rehabilitation for its substance, consider the following. Within
almost all large juvenile institutions there will be a security unit. If you are
going-to shut up-together some hundreds of resentful adolescents, you will need
such a unit as a means of protective (we hope) care of those who from time
to time will undergo emotional explosions. All these units are is steel and
concrete cell blocks. But in institution after institution what do we find them
to be officially labeled? "Intensive treatment units," or "treatment cottages,"
or even "meditation cottages." How much sense does this make?

Consider our expectations of probation and parole as treatment services.
Since at least the 1920s, we have been striving in this country for the achieve-
meat of "reasonable" case loads. For at least that long, we have spoken of the
"fifty-unit case load" as the minimum standard toward which we should strive.
We rather rarely achieve this standard, but we still speak of it as our reason-
able goal. Seldom do we step back and view objectively what such a goal would
mean. For example, one thing it would ol)viously mean is the availability on
the part of the supervising probation or parole officer of an average of about
three hours a month for all work in connection with each case. Not very im-
pressive? Well, then, consider that by the time allowance is made for travel
time, dictation time, time spent in waiting for court, collateral call time.
supervisory interview time, and a number of other demands, it is unlikely that
the officer will have more than an average of forty-five minutes per month
available for in-person contact with a probationer or parolee. How much
rehabilitative treatment does this allow?

The fact Is that the presence of the illusion of treatment probably operates
as a mapor negative factor. The youthful offender, for example, recidivates
"in spite of all the help he was given." The only possible conclusion must be
that he is so intractable as to be "untreatable" or that treatment must be
impossible-when -the substance of treatment was never present behind the
facade.

The answer to a situation of unreality such as this is the generation of
empirical data to be used in evaluation. Only then can we begin to assess the
reality of program outcome. NASW is in basic agreement with the proposals
previously advanced by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency to
the effect that some 14 percent of grant expenditures be employed for realistic
evaluation of all projects. Further, we believe that in the present rudimentary
state of our knowledge all large-scale delinquency control agencies should
develop research and evaluation arms. The testing of underlyin assumptions
and the examination of the extent to which programs truly rehabilitate or
further crimninalize is a necessary charge upon all of us who seek to intervene
in the lives of h1man beings. This goal should be Immensely furthered both by
the grant program outlined under Title IV of the proposed legislation and by
the National Institute for Juvenile Justice called for under Title V.

The emphasis placed In Title IV upon grants for a wide variety of com-
munity-based treatment programs is also applauded by social workers. It is
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interesting to us to observe that in recent years a still-small but increasing
number of projects have been carried on in various parts of the country in
which randomly selected groups of juvenile ordered committed by courts to
institutions have, instead, been provided various sorts of treatment within the
community. Their later-adjustments have then been compared with those of
control groups of youngsters who actually did go to the institutions and were
later paroled. Over and over, the same finding emerges. The youth kept in the
community inevitably do better. They do so at far less cost in terms of
dollars. And, even more importantly, they do so at far less cost in terms of
human suffering.

We in social work have come to believe that the concept of commitment of
juveniles to large-scale correctional institutions as a therapeutic or rehabilita-
tive device must be abandoned. Youth should be committed to correctional
institutions only upon a finding of the existence of a clear and present danger
to the security of other citizens.

Efforts should be redoubled to provide the very best of rehabilitative care
to youngsters so committed. But the commitment should be made only when
necessary to social protection.

We note with approval that it is contemplated that the Title IV Special
Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Programs may be carried out by both
public and private organizations. By and large, delinquents need the same sorts
of services as do non-delinquents. Indeed, services set up on a "for delinquents
only basis" too often tend to become shabby programs. It seems possible to us
that many services to them may eventually be provided on a contract or pur-
chase of service basis.

A further point of major concern to NASW is staff utilization and training.
In this connection, it is interesting to note the history of the early projects on
the reduction of caseloads In probation and parole. Caseload reduction in itself
was a failure. It was not until officers were given further training in what
it was they were actually to do by way of the provision of the expected more
intensive service that any success was achieved. Many sorts of personnel may
be productively employed in the treatment of delinquents: youth themselves,
neighborhood citizens, dedicated young BA graduates, and professionally
trained social workers and representatives of allied professions. But all of us
in this work constantly operate at the very growing edge of current knowledge
about deviant behavior, its origins, and the method of producing behavioral
change.

The necessary volunteer training, in-service training, and continuing staff
development rest upon the presence of a core of professionally-trained persons
who can provide the necessary basic program content. Such persons are also
needed to provide the teaching and consultative aspects of casework super-
vision, which helps the staff member test out and apply newly learned mate-
rial to day-to-day on-the-job performance. At this critical juncture, when quali-
fied personnel are so needed to help us gird to meet the challenges presented
by delinquency, crime, and other pathologies, N2ASIV is hooked by the imminent
withdrawal of Federal support for training in the professions that must be
drawn upon if such personnel is to be forth-coming now or produced for the
future. This is an incredibly short-sighted action-one which will inevitably
handicap us as we endeavor to meet the fearful challenges confronting Ameri-
cans at this point in history. Many of the major training programs upon which
the staffing of the sorts of efforts we are discussing today depend may well
face extinction. Senate Bill 821 will contribute to some degree to in-service
and similar training programs. We welcome this help. We also urge your
support in countering the move to eliminate the other training programs sup-
ported for years past by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
and now scheduled to be wiped away.

I need not comment in detail upon the other provisions of 8. 821. NASW will
most actively welcome the bringing of a semblance of order into the confused
picture of Federal delinquency-control financing and programs. The prospect
of a major standard-setting program that will assist at least in establishing
agreed goals in the jumble of the present juvenile justice non-system will
also be most welcome.

In sum, The Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency has wrought
well. We of NASW stand with you at this critical juncture of history, when
the fate of the concepts of true justice for all, including the hurt and there-
fore hurtful child, hangs In the balance.
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Senator BAY F. Our final witness today is Mrs. Flora Rothman
of the National Board of the National Council of Jewish Women.
You have been very patient anid we appreciate, Mrs. Rothman, your
presence, as well as the deep concern and interest of your very
prestigious organization.

STATEMENT OF FLORA ROTHMAN, NATIONAL BOARD OF THE
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN

MArs. ROTTIMAN. Thank you.
Senator , AY1i. Would you permit me to continue to provide a

little nourishment for our efforts?
mrs. ROTTIMAN. If you will permit me to be jealous of you?

Senator BAYIs. You will be more jealous sitting there tian if you
were sitting here looking at what I am eating.

frs. ROTITMAN. Right now I doubt that very much.
Our formal statement indicates our long history of concern for

children in need. Our most particular concern in this area is based
on our study of justice for children. I am chairman of that task
force of the National Council of Jewish Women and during the past
year over 120 of our sections around the country have been engaged
in a rather thorough study of the Juvenile Justice System in their
particular communities. And this includes the law, tle police pro-
cedures, the court system, the probation services and the general
community services and methods of handling children with problems.
Right now we are compiling the results of those studies and much
of what I have to say is based on my early reading of the studies
although the final summary is not complete.

But what we have seen really has made it seem urgent that
legislation such as that proposed here be passed. Certainly a co-
ordinated, comprehensive approach to the problems of children in
trouble is essential. It is foolish to think that, we can deal with it in
a law enforcement manner and neglect the relation to family
counseling services, to education, to vocational training. These are
all essentials. What is happening in various parts of the country is
that we are finding a fragmented system, a disorganized system and
we are also finding that States and local governments are making
their plans not on the basis of where the real needs are but where
they believe funds will be available. We do not think that this
is the way these problems can be approached or dealt with.

We appreciate very much the attention given in the bill to the
area of training. I was interested to hear you mentioning before that
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there seemed to be some question as to whether this was necessary
and I must say that the studies of our women have shown a re-
markable lack of training in almost every aspect of the Juvenile
Justice System, particularly in the area of police work and the
judiciary. And we would endorse the leadership that such a bill
would provide in the area of training of all people dealing with
children.

We were also pleased to see the limitations of the term juvenile
delinquency confined to these violations of law which would be crimes
if committed by adults. The recommendation we would think might
be even stronger which would remove such acts as truancy, incor-
rigibility from the jurisdiction of the courts and this is the recom-
mendation that we note has been made by many national groups,
most recently by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice, and we would hope that this stronger attitude should be
considered because what we are doing right now stigmatizes the
child and really does not deal with his problems. It gives him new
ones.

We feel this particularly since many of the administrators of
juvenile institutions with whom we have met around the country
have been really quite frank with us in telling us that the institu-
tions that they are running are not appropriate for the children
in them. And we. feel that if the person running the place feels that
way then most likely it is true.

We recognize that these children have legitimate needs but we
do not think that they can be dealt with in the correctional system
and we endorse those provisions calling for community based facili-
ties, group homes and adequate drug treatment programs, and family
counseling services. IWe are also much in accord with the emphasis
on children's rights. This is an area where we have been really very
dismayed by some of the things our study has indicated. We final
that too many children are kept in detention improperly and over
too long a period. The right to counsel is one that one would think
had been established after the Gault decision, but in many areas
of the country it is being circumvented. We think this is a particular
problem now because this requii-es public funds in many cases for
counsel to be provided the children, and we have found that there
have, been cutbacks in many communities that are making the pro-
vision of this service almost impossible.

The right to apl)ropriate treatment, we feel, is being ignored. At
a time when we are so concerned with drug addiction, it is amazing
that in most detention facilities, training schools and all sorts of
places where we place these children, they have absolutely no drug
program wh atsoever.

Senator BAYH. Despite the fact that many of the children in the
institutions are there for drug related crimes. Now, how you make
sense out of that, I do not know.

Mrs. ROT11WAN. We do not know, either, and we were surprised.
This whole study is a series of surprises.

We find the time lapse between arrest and adjudication, between
adjudication and disposition is much too long, and treated very
casually I must say in many areas, particularly the time lapse
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between- adjudication and disposition where it is almost a matter
sometimes of when we get around to it we will get to that hearing.
And then in another area which is mentioned in the bill, that of
the confidentiality of the records, is of great concern to us. In almost
every area of the country where our women have been studying,
they have been told these records are confidential by law and, in
practice, they are not. In this area we would like to recommend the
provisions regarding sealing of records and expungement to be
strengthened to provide for destruction of juvenile records after dis-
charge or within a specified time, and we suggest, too, that such a
provision be extended to include not only records originating in the
district court system but also any Federal recordsarising out of local
or State court or police proceedings.

We further endorse the provision barring the imposition of
sentences longer than those which would be given an adult for
coinmiting the same crime, and I must say that there are states
where they almost seem to be going backwards, in that they are now
trying to make offenses those things which would be offenses if
committed by adults, grounds for a juvenile delinquency proceeding
for children. In this area, we woljld suggest that the age limit for
probation or commitment, which in the bill is 21, be lowered to 18,
and we note further that when you allocate resources to the states
that you do it on the basis of their population under the age of 18,
and would, therefore, think it would be more realistic an age to use
throughout the bill.

Of course, we are delighted with the entire matter of establishing
guidelines and standards and not only establishing them, but intend-
ing to implement them. We feel that no change on the local level
can be accomplished without this kind of leadership from above. We
also approve of the idea of measuring the effectiveness of innovative
programs as they come up because they are proliferating and there
is really no method being used universally to decide whether what
is being done in one state has some value in another state.

And we also approve of the inclusion of the provision for long-
term funding because we feel that this would encourage an improved
system and not merely innovation for innovation's sake.

On the National Advisory Council we have a question as to whether
it has been given powers in line with'its functions. We note that on
the State level vou recommend that the board be given the power
to review the tate )lan )efore it is sent into the national office,
and we wonder whether perhaps the National Advisory Council
might be given a parallel power. We have every reason to believe
that the states will welcome the opportunity to deal with a single
Federal agency in regard to youth-needs. We think this will en-
courage them to develop plans that are truly plans rather than try
to guess where they can get money and tailor their plans accordingly.

In conclusion, we appreciate the recognition you have given the
voluntary sector. Our local sections have sponsored group homes,
have provided educational and recreational services in detention
centers and training schools. We have established walkin centers for
teenagers with problems and we look forward to much greater in-
volvement as a result of our national studies. But, we feel that such
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activity can be most productive only when it is part of a coordinated
approach to children's needs.

And that, I think, summarizes our presentation.
Senator BAYII. Thank you very much. l- think that this testimony

and those of these other 'interested organizations will be helpful in
letting the country know' the extent of the juvenile delinquency
problem and how woefully inadequate and self-defeating many of
our best intentioned efforts to solve this problem are. I hope we can
call on you for continued advice and counsel.

Mrs. ROTITMrAN. Our feeling has been that the matter of com-
munity education in this entire area is of paramount importance,
particularly, if the direction is towards community-based facilities.
We are going to get to the old "yes, but not in m'y block" routine;
unless people really understand what the problems and needs are, and
this has been of great concern to us and is one of the areas in which
we intend to work. As far as the studv itself is concerned, as I
mentioned, we are in the process of compiling that now, and I would
be delighted to send a summary to this Subcommittee when it is
available.

Senator BAYI. I was hoping that you would and we will look
forward to getting it. We hope we can continue to communicate
back and forth and that you will be very frank as we go ahead with
additional suggestions to'make this particular legislative more effec-
tive. 'We need the support of the opinion leaders and concerned citi-
zens who are members of your organization and who are willing to
stand up and, be counted to see that the lessons learned from your
study are utilized to help solve the problem of delinquency.

Mrs. ROTITMAN. Well, I would hope so. We have been standing
up for a great many things over the years. We stood up for the
children's bureau and regretted its dissolution. 'We stood up for
child care legislation, and now that has been vetoed. I hope we have
a better record here.

Senator BAY-F. Let us read from the Prophet Job. I think now
more than ever we need to take a few lessons there and persist.

Mrs. ROTHTMAN. We intend to.
Senator BAY!. Thank you. So do T. We will persist together.

Thank you very much for coming here this morning.
Mrs. ROTIHMAN. Thank you.
[Mrs. Rothman's prepared statement and followup letter submitted

for the record are as follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY MRS. FLORA ROTHMAN

My name Is Flora Rothman. I am a member of the National Executive Com-
mittee, the National Board, Chairman of the National Affairs Committee and
Chairman of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice of the National Council of
Jewish Women, an organization established in 1893, and with a membership of
over 100,000 in local Sections throughout the United States.

Since its inception, our organization has provided help for children in trouble.
In our very first decade Sections provided remedial work in connection with
Juvenile and other courts. A Council probation officer for Jewish delinquent
children was accepted in a Municipal Court in 1906, and by 1911 several other
Sections were providing this service. At present an estimated 35 Sections are
active in the Juvenile Justice system. Some are active in social action programs--
sponsoring public meetings, testifying on proposed state legislation. Many are
providing services-education, tutoring, vocation, recreation-in detention
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centers and training schools. One Section sponsors three residences for teenage
girls who have been in trouble with the law. Since last year over 120 Sections
of the NCJW around the country have been taking a look at what is happening
to children in trouble in their communities.

I, therefore, appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the National
Council of Jewish Women on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1973. The reports from our Sections of their study currently being
gathered and tabulated point to the need for the legislation before us.

Reports from all parts of the country characterize their systems as confused,
fragmented and disorganized. A coordinated, comprehensive approach to meeting
children's needs is of top priority. The problems of law enforcement cannot be
dealt with in isolation from the associated fields of education, family counsel-
ing, health services and vocational training. In the absence of such an approach,
local and state governments are prone to shift their efforts not in relation to
need but in relation to the availability of financial resources. Therefore, we are
too often dealing with children's educational and family problems inappropri-
ately In the judicial system.

We appreciate the attention given in the bill to the need for training pro-
grams for professionals and volunteers alike. Our studies have shown too few
communities where adequate training is provided to those who work with
children. This seems to be particularly true in our police departments and in
our judicial system.

We are pleased to note that the term "Juvenile delinquency" is restricted to
those violations of law which would have been crimes if committed by an adult.
We would have welcomed an even stronger position which would remove such
acts as truancy and incorrigibility from the jurisdiction of the courts. This
recommendation, which has been made by many national councils and con-
ferenees, and most recently by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice, requires strong national leadership if it is to be realized. This area is
of great concern to us because current practice stigmatizes the child, does not
solve his problems, and in fact too often exacerbates them. Many administrators
of juvenile institutions have told us that the facilities they run are not appro-
priate to the needs of many of the children they supposedly serve. This is not
to excuse us from meeting those needs. We, therefore, heartily endorse those
provisions calling for community-based facilities, group homes, adequate drug
treatment programs and family counseling services.

We are also in accord with the emphasis on insuring children's rights. We
have found detention overused and misused. We have found that the right to
counsel is frequently- circumvented, and the right to appropriate treatment is
seldom observed. The time between arrest and adjudication; and between ad-
judication and disposition, is frequently much too long, and the matter of
confidentiality of records is of universal concern. In this respect, may we sug-
gest that the provisions regarding sealing of records and expungement be
strengthened to provide for destruction of juvenile records after discharge or
within a specified time. We suggest too that such provisiow- be extended to
include not only records originating in the District Court system but also any
federal record arising out of local or state courts or police proceedings.

We endorse the provision barring imposition of sentences longer than those
which would be given adults for the same crime. We suggest, however, that
the age limit for probation or commitment be 18 rather than 21. We note that
allocation of funds to the states would be based on population under the age
of 18 and we think this is the appropriate age of majority.

At a time When new approaches to the problems of juveniles are being pro-
posed we are pleased that this bill stresses the establishment of guidelines
and standards and expresses the intention to press for their implementation. We
feel that change on the local level requires this kind of leadership. The role of
research and evaluation is also most important, particularly if we move toward
various comnunIty-based diversionary systems. We cott Judge the effectiveness
of each innovation only if we have provided for periodic objective review. Along
these lines we commend the inclusion of the provision for long term funding,
further evidence that the goal is an improved system not innovation for
Innovation's sake.

As for the establishment of a National Advisory Council, we are pleased that
it would insure representation not only of young people but particularly of some
who have had direct experience within the system. We would urge that the
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Council be given powers in line with its advisory function. We note that similar
boards outlined for the state level are given the power to review the state plan
and would suggest a parallel role for the National Advisory Council. X

We believe that states will welcome the opportunity to deal with a single
federal agency in regard to youth needs. This will enable them to design wed-
rounded plans tailored to real needs. Of course, this is based on the ability of
the central agency to deliver the resources necessary to any plan's implementa-
tion. We think the funding levels proposed in this bill are realistic and
essential.

In conclusion we appreciate the recognition accorded the voluntary sector.
Local NCJW Sections have sponsored group homes, have provided educational
services in institutions and have established walk-in centers for teenagers. We
look forward to greater involvement as a result of our national study and feel
that such activity can be most productive as part of a coordinated approach to
children's needs.

Washington, D.C., April 13, 1978.
HON. BIRCH BAYH,
Chairman, Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, Committee on the Judiciary,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator BAYII: When I appeared before your Subcommittee on Feb-

ruary 22, 1973, in support of S. 821, A Bill to Improve the Quality of Juvenile
Justice in the United States, I agreed to submit supplementary informatloin
based on a preliminary report of the studies being conducted by our members.

Enclosed you will find the supplementary statement. May I request that this
be inserted in the record of the hearings immediately following my testimony.

In appreciation of your courtesy, I am
Sincerely yours,

FLORA ROTHMAN,
Chairman, Task Force on Juvenile Justice.

FR/om/ah

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT TO THE TESTIMONY GIVEN BY MIRS. FLORA ROTHMAN,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN

In the Spring of 1972, in over 125 communities across the country, members
of the National Council of Jewish Women began their year long study of Justice
for Children. They have reviewed their local laws, interviewed judges, lawyers,
policemen, administrators, social workers, educators, friends and critics of the
Juvenile justice system. They have visited courts, detention c iters, training
schools and other institutions and have sponsored forums, debates and public
discussions.

On the basis of their research they have recommended the following program
of action for the National Council of Jewish Women. The program, endorsed
at the NCJW's National Convention, includes children's rights, group homes
and Justice for children coalitions for action.

While detailed tabulation of the study continues, the basic findings which
prompted these choices can be summarized as follows:

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS

One of the major problems both in terms of the number of children affected
and the harm outweighing the benefits is the area of status offense. The statutes
involved are discriminatory and vague. They make it a crime f6r a child-
and only for a child-to be "incorrigible," or "unruly," or "stubborn," or to
"habitually idle away his or her time." The crime of truancy is frequently
committed by youngsters when their reading ability is four or five years below
grade level. We are more likely to Jail a runaway child than deal with his
intolerable home situation.

In some Jurisdictions, we may call these children PINS, CHINS, MINS or
JINS, instead of delinquents, but we are deceiving no one. We still Jail them,
give them records, and send them to training schools. Many training school
administrators have been quite candid about the children in their care "who
really don't belong here." We agree. As one report noted, "It can be said that
the biggest help an institution gives a PINS is help in moving upward in the
penal system."
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Commission after commission has urged that these laws be changed. The
President's Commission on Law Enforcement in 1967: "Serious consideration
should be given complete elimination from the court's jurisdiction of conduct
illegal only for a child... We must bluntly ask what our present power achieves
and much acknowledge in answer that at the most we do not really know, and
in at least some cases we suspect it may do as much harm as good." The White
House Conference on Children in 1970: "Children's offenses that would not be
crimes if committed by an adult-such as runaway, truancy, curfew violation
and incorrigibility-should not be processed through the court system, but
diverted to community resources," And most recently the National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals in 1973 summarized: The
standards prescribe (consistent with other recent national studies) that only
those youths who have committed acts that would be criminal if committed by
adults should be subject to the delinquency jurisdiction of the courts.

It is time our laws reflected these recommendations.
Preventive detention of children is common with few detainees meeting the

criteria of being either potential dangers to the community or possible run-
aways. They are frequently held for periods considerably longer than those
recommended in any guideline. Three month stays in detention are not unusual.
Some children have been held up to two years awaiting placement. Since
detention is supposed to be short term the programs provided are minimal,
particularly in education. Long stays are truly lost time.

There are still many areas of this country where children are detained in
adult jails. Since the jails are- usually required by law to separate children
from adults, and since jail facilities are limited, this means that a detained
child is practically in solitary confinement. We don't believe the solution lies
in further construction of large maximum security juvenile detention centers.
Most of these communities could do the job with small residential-type facil-
ities and more discriminating detention policies.

The Supreme Court Gault decision Is commonly understood to have estab-
lished the child's right to be represented in court by counsel. However, we
find that in a number of communities children appear In court without a
lawyer. One judge told us that while 75 percent of the children who appeared
in his court weren't represented, the figure in surrounding counties was about
10 percent. We find judges suggesting the child waive his right to counsel;
some say they provide counsel "if the child asks for it." We doubt that a
child is competent to make this decision. Of course, the problem of providing
adequate counsel to indigent children is further complicated by the termina-
tion of neighborhood OEO legal services programs.

A further matter of concern is the transfer of children from juvenile to adult
criminal courts. As we oppose juvenile courts eagerly assuming the responsi-
bilities of schools and parents, so do we oppose those courts which with equal
willingness give up what we believe are their appropriate duties.

If a child Is removed from his home and community It is theoretically to
provide him with a level of care and treatment which he did not otherwise
receive, but if he is having.problems with the family-the most common crime
children commit-the chances are quite good that his training school will be
inaccessible to his parents and at least as good that no counseling will be
provided the family to pave the way for his return. For older children who
are not likely to return to school upon release, vocational training Is inade-
quate. The child with emotional problems will find therapeutic services
limited. Despite acknowledged widespread addiction, narcotics programs are
rare, although In some Instance 20 or 30 percent of the children may be of-
ficially on prescribed drugs to make management easier.

Children requiring intensive mental health services have additional dif-
ficulties. Hospitals, unaccustomed or unwilling to accept disruptive children
turn them back to the correction facility as quickly as possible. Indeed, we
feel. all procedures which shuttle children back and forth in this manner
deserve scrutiny.

Other nrocedures we have found within the institutional system which con-
cern us include the use of solitary confinement (even if it is called "medita-
tion room" or "intensive treatment unit,") the transfer to more secure facilities
without hearings, censorship of mall, etc.

Ombudsmen programs may provide one solution but these are still expert-
-mental and their progress should be followed.
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As for children's arrest and court records, it seems general practice that
they are officially confidential but unofficially accessible. We have been told
of their availability to colleges, prospective employers and the armed forces.
They are not only subject to local misuses, but to the extent they become part
of a national records system, the problem increases. The need for adequate
assurance of confidentiality and expungement procedures is clear. Furthermore,
police records on juveniles may group serious criminal offenses leading to
arrest with minor street encounters leading to no further action. Thus the
fact that a child "has a police record" tells us less than it implies. We think
safeguards are needed in relation to; what matters merit inscription, what
kind of notice parents receive of such inscription, and what opportunity Is
provided to answer allegations which otherwise may repose for years unchal-
lenged in police files.

GROUP HOMES

The inappropriate use of detention and training school -facilities is due not
only to the laws but to the alternatives. We have seen children in detention for
weeks and months because they had "inadequate homes or no place to go."
Police have told us of the need for temporary housing for youngsters having
problems at home, "sometimes we have no one else to call except a family
they are already in trouble with." An administrator spoke about the girls in
one institution, "Some are erroneously placed here because no other facility
exists. This includes some whose primary problem is a bad family situation
or pregnancy."

The need for group homes, particularly for teenagers, is almost universal.
Children whose personal or family problems are at the crisis point are not
criminals and should not be deported from their communities. They do not
need institutions; they are frequently harmed by institutions. They just need
a different place to live for a few days or perhaps a couple of months.

Communities must be helped to understand these children's needs so that
they can accept them as "neighbors." The provision of such non-punitive facil-
ities for runaways has been threatened In some areas by ol)ponents who charac-
terized these facilities as "contributing to the delinquency of a minor." Obvi-
ously an intensive effort is necessary to provide a receptive climate.

Group home programs should also make appropriate services available to
both the children and the families during the period of separation.-

JUSTICE FOR CHILDREN COALITIONS FOR ACTION

Obviously both children's rights and group homes require community support
and cooperation if they are to be established. There Is much that interested
and concerned groups working together can accomplish to provide justice for
children. Such coalitions could:

Monitor the implementation of existing legislation in their communities
and encourage passage of better laws where necessary.

Insure that children have available to them the health, guidance, family
counseling, education and employment services they need.

Coordinate and expand the delivery of these services to provide a prompt
and effective alternative to chanelling problems Into the judicial system.

Few communities provide adequate service systems now. Such services as
exist are frequently scattered uncoordinated and understaffed. The problem Is
being compounded as some federally-financed programs are cut and the battle
for revenue sharing funds must be waged If they are to survive.

We have been told in one state "the sad fact is that many of our children
in need of social services must actually be arrested before any attempt Is
made to deal with their needs."

If we care about our children, and If we care about justice, It is time to
prove It.

Senator BAYTH We will recess this hearing pending the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the hearing was recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair].



THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1973-S. 821

MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcomMrrrEE To INVESTIGATE JUTVENILF DELINQUENCY OF

TIlE CO 3MITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Va8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Kennedy,
Burdick, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 10:15 a.m., in room 2208, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding) 'and Cook.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith,
research director; B. Elizabeth Marten, personal secretary to the staff
director and chief counsel; Lance Ringel, assistant clerk; F. Woodman
Jones, research assistant; Catherine van de Velde, secretary; Steven
Fox, intern; Ronald Meredith. Esq., for Senator Look-iBettj A. Webb
for Senator Cook; Chuck Bruce, Esq., for Senator Hruska.

Senator BAYJi. This morning we resume our hearings on S.821,
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. During the
2 years that I have been Chairman of 'the Juvenile Delinquency Sub-
committee, I have been deeply concerned by the tragic failure of the
Federal response to the needs of our children, particularly those chil-
dren who are the victims of parental and societal neglect. We have
conducted numerous hearings on the juvenile justice system in this
country, and we have learned all too well that children in trouble
rarely receive the kind of help they need. j stead, they are locked up
in large, antiquated institutions where they-are frequently beaten,
neglected and homosexually assaulted. All too often, these children
are irrevocably damaged by these experiences. Merely to survive
within the 'institutions, they may be forced to become sophisticated
young criminals. The failure of our juvenile justice system is even
more tragic when we realize that more than half of our incarcerated
juveniles are initially locked up for such non-criminal offenses as
running away from home or being truant from school.

The Juvenile Justice and I)elinquency Prevention Act is my re-
sponse to this tragic failure. It provides the national leadershil and
the resources necessary to weld a powerful partnership between Fed-
eral, State, and local government and the private sector to help young
people in trouble. The bill strongly emphasizes the critical need for
prevention: it provides for the development of services and programs
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that will reach out to children and help them resolve their difficulties
at home, at school, and in the community. The bill also seeks to
develop alternatives to traditional juvenile institutions, such as foster
homes, group homes, and temporary shelter care facilities. It provides
strong incentives to keep children out of the juvenile justice system
through diversion programs and probation subsidy plans. In short,
my bill recognizes that the primary responsibility-and the only
hope-for meaningful delinquency prevention and treatment lies with
the local community where the child's problems first begin.

The need for this kind of comprehensive legislation becomes more
critical with each passing day. To date, the Federal juvenile delin-
quency effort has been characterized by lack of coordination, f rag-
mentation, and severe under-funding. As we have been made all too
well aware by testimony from representatives of the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration and the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, juvenile delinquency has been at the very bottom
of the administration's list of crime control priorities. Yet, in spite of
the already grossly inadequate Federal performance in this area, the
administration is drastically cutting back existing programs and
services for young people and support services for their families.
This is false economy indeed, since it seriously threatens the welfare
of our greatest national resource-our children.

During our work in developing the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act, we have learned of encouraging examples of
youth programs designed to give children the support they.need. In
my own State of Indiana, the youth advocacy program in South
Bend provides a wide range of services for young people with the
primary goal of preventing delinquency. The legal services com-
ponent is working to protect the rights of youth; most recently it
won a landmark case involving the rights of juveniles locked up in
the Indiana Boys' School. Another part of the South Bendprogram
is an alternative school system which provides school programs for
dropouts. The Youth Service Bureau in Peru, Ind. operates a hotline
and a drop-in center for young people who need immediate help with
their problems, and it finds more long-term help for them in other
community programs. The volunteer programs run by Indiana Uni-
versity at the Boys' Training School has been remarkably successful
in helping juveniles return to productive, healthy lives in the corn-
munity. Success stories like these can be found in many parts of the
country; however, they are too few and far between to help the
hundreds of thousands of children in desperate trouble every year.

The efforts of the private sector are critical if we are to develop
an effective national attack on the problems of delinquency. My bill
strongly emphasizes the importance of the participation of private
agencies in providing youth services. We have heard from representa-
tives of the YMCA and the YWCA about their programs to develop
alternatives to traditional detention and confinement facilities. We
have also heard about their active counseling services for children
who have been identified as having trouble in school or in the coin-
munity. But we have also learned that these and other dedicated or-
ganizations need the support of the Federal Government if they are
going to improve and expand their efforts.
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Make no mistake about it. The issue we are facing today is whether
we are going to make the kind of national commitment required to
turn the tide of delinquency. There can be no half measures, no false
economies. Unless we make a total response to the needs of our child-
ren, we will be destroying not only their future, but the future of the
entire nation.

I am pleased to welcome as our first witness the distinguished
psychiatrist. Dr. Karl Menninger. In addition to an outstanding
career in his own profession. Dr. Menninger has written extensively
about crime and mental health and is the founder of The Villages,
group foster homes for neglected and homeless children. We are
honored to share Dr. Menninger's thoughts on how society should
deal with children in trouble.

I have here three of Dr. Menninger's publications that are par-
ticularly significant, I think, "Man against Hlimself," "Love and
H ate," and "The Crime of Punishment." These. books, of course
are just the tip of the iceberg of Dr. Menninger's profound contri-
butions concerning crime and delinquency throughout a lifetime of
productive work.

I had an opportunity over the weekend to talk to I)r. Menninger
relative to an ongoing program called the Villages that, he ,ind otherls
in the Topeka, Kans. area are conducting, to provide foster homes for
neglected and abandonned children. I must admit that I was ex-
tremnely impressed. I had heard al)out it from afar. lint to hear about
this program personally from the man who created it was indeed.
inspiring. This program offers a possible successful model for homes
for troubled children.

So, without taking more of the time of those who are here, Dr.
Menninger, let us just proceed with your testimony. I am anxious
to get into the record some of your perceptive thoughts which you
have expressed during our personal conversation over the weekend.

STATEMENT OF DR. KARL MENNINGER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND FOUNDER, THE MENNINGER FOUNDATION, AND CHAIR-
MAN OF THE BOARD OF THE VILLAGES, INC., TOPEKA, KANS.

Dr. MENNI-GER. Senator Bayh-
Senator 13AY1. If I might just interrupt? I note that Mrs. Men-

ninger is in the hearing room this morning. In discussing the concept
of the villages and how you deal with the problem of children in
trouble, I realized that we are both fortunate to have wives that share
our concerns and probably make as much or even greater contribu-
tion than we do.

I)r. IENN NGEIR. W1t you say is indeed true and I join you in
thinking we should express our indebtedness for help in our projects
to our wives. That is certainly true in my case. It is a large responsi-
liity for anyone to comment upon the initiation of so important a
document as ibis bill.

Every bill is important, but this one deals with a subject which
has been systematically neglected by us all for so long. It i's a subject
which relates to every citizen. It is a subject which nearly everyone
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cares about, but about which few properly concerted, coordinated and
corrective legislative efforts have been made.

I am sympathetic with the efforts of the women of the country to
obtain better opportunities in the employment market and social
affairs. Even more neglected and discriminated against and forgotten
than the women are children. We talk about women and children first,
but actually we put them last, and sometimes we do not seem to put
them at all.

I read in the morning paper of this city that you put children in
small short-term psychiatric centers for periods of un to a year, be-
-cause the city does not have any place else to put them. There are
not enough beds available to take care of children who do not have
proper homes. Not just here; that is true all over the United States.

If a child is kidnapped somewhere, there are, immediately, big
headlines. There are helicopters and police cars. A great search is
started. Newspaper reporters get front page assignments. A sing e
child has been taken from its home to some place else. and is being
held; how he is being treated is unknown and what is going to happen
to him is uncertain, we are all alarmed. At that very moment, there
are hundreds and thousands of children over the United States who
are kidnap )ed from their homes--or so-called homes-but who are
taken over by people who did not sire them and did not mother them
and forcibly removed and detained. They are treated in ways which
we do not know about and which we often would not approve of.
They are imprisoned and their lives reordered by strangers. One
hunZlred thousand a day go to jails! Not, necessarily for any crime
or suspected crime but-inany of them-for being adrift.

In some cases considerate and compassionate judges try to make
sure that the best possible thing is done for them. The great majority
are taken in hand by judges who do not know what to do, or if they
do know do not do it. Then come the sheriffs and the police officers,
and social workers and all sorts of people who are cogs in the great
dependent-childcare machine. They do not want to do the job that
you and I want done.

But that is only one aspect of the needs of children. This bill
approaches in a broad, intelligent, comprehensive way, pointing out
the problems that juveniles account for almost half of the arrests for
serious crime. It says that the juvenile court probation services and
correctional facilities are understaffed and overworked, and not able
to provide the individualized care that they should.

The bill goes on to point out that existing Federal programs have
not provided the direction, the coordination or the researcTi facilities,
and, above all, the leadership that is required to meet the crisis. The
word "leadership" occurs again and again in the bill. The need for
the insurance of basic rights for juveniles is mentioned in the bill.
Training programs for persons who are going to try to help these
children behave in a way that will make thein more compatible with
the rest of society is mentioned.

I think it goes farther than any. bill that I know of. I think it
sees-and I do not like to keep saying the "problem," but it sees the
evil that we are doing and the good that needs to be done.
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Imagine a great line of people, millions and millions of them,
Walkg from the cradle to the grave down some Canterbury lane.
Most of these people are going in the same direction, and getting
along with each other, allowing the other fellow to have a walking
space and doing a minimum of pushing and pulling and stealing.
Imagine that here and there in that long army of people, trudging
along from the cradle to the grave, there are some individuals who
cannot stay in line and cause stumbling and falls.

Wre dontfib-ed to kfrow why they do not stay in line. Maybe some-
body pinches them, maybe somebody sticks them with a pin, maybe
somebody curses them, maybe somebody shoves them. But, for some
reason or other, some of the individuals in this great long army begin
going not from behind-to-before but from left-to-right. crosswise.

-- obstacing other marchers, even getting out of line entirely and
wandering out to the edge of the road. They may accidentally or
purposefully hurt others.

It is then we say: "Look, we are losing people; we are being annoyed
by people. Somebody should do something." What must be done?
And, then, we appoint somebody to do something, somebodyd" who
does not know exactly what to do usually. Hle shouts, "Get back in
line." Then the man, or the boy, or the girl says: "No, 1, will never
get back into that line and be crushed again, or pushed again, or
struck again. And they say: "You will get back into that* line or
we will get tough with you; wve wvill hurt you worse." "You cannot
hurt me much worse." He says, Well, ie will show you" our agents
say-" 1ve will show you, we will tie you u , and, well, you will
discover that being tied up and constrained and confined to one area
is the most painful torture you ever received."

Once all error was looked upon as a, proper reason for giving
punishment. All illnesses were subject to punishment. I sometimes go
aed catch cold. For many centuries I would have been told dont
dare get a cold. s

Tis wa-i am sorry to say-implicing medical practice. People
were given the worst-tasting medicines that the doctors could create.
They would put unspeakable substances into the medicine-I cannot
even mention them here-in order to make the man who was perverse
enough to go and get sick, sorry that hie had done it. This was all
based on the primitive theory that if you could scare people enough
they would behave themselves.

Senator ItYmm. Is that-if I might interrupt, Doctor-the same-
--gnml condition that exists today when we incarcerate a 13-year-old
girl who runs away from an intolerable home situation in which she
is being sexually molested by her stepfather, or a child who stays
in the street rather than be in a home where the father beats the
mother?

Is that the same kind of psychology and practice that is being re-
sorted to too often today as an answer to the problems of young
people?

Dr. MENNINOER. Exactly, I think. For a long time we, primitive
- people, assumed that the way tomake someone stop what they were

doing was to hurt them and the next step in the way to make them
stop was to threaten them. Hurting and threatening are still the

84-522-73- 30
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weapons conceived of in uneducated minds. People who think that
hitting. people will stop their behaving wrongly are still thinking of
the child whose hand is being slapped for reaching for the candy and
that sort of thing. This is primitive thinking, and you cannot h andle
the behavior of large masses of people with primitive means. You
cannot slap everybody's hands, and you cannot frighten most of the
people into doing what you want them to do.

Some of our fellow men are crowded and pushed, incited, neglected,
and in various ways handicapped in the course of that long procession.
Huge sums of money are being taken from-us for the purpose of doing
something about the ones that cannot stay in line.
- The ramshackle, inadequate barricades against the unruly, the whole
stumbling, clumsy, "penological" system, is highly expensive.

We have made enormous improvement in the care of sick people.
Many diseases have ceased to exist. Hospitals are still crowded. So
many things that were once borne silently and grimly by the sufferers
can now be relieved, and knowing about that relief, the public is will-
ing to pay to get it. Furthermore, we have Government assistance in
the exl)ense.

Many of the diseases, for which I treated patients as a young doctor,
do not exist any more. Medical science has made great progress from
the time when we did not know what to do with most illnesses.

We could stop 90 percent of the crime in Washington. D.C., you
know, but it would cost money. You know what we do. Why should
people be allowed to run around with killing machines in their pockets
when everybody knows they are going to use them sooner or later if
they get a chance? We'd stop that. But it would cost money. It would
cost great effort. If it costs us so much for fiedical care right now, it
would cost another "too much" for delinquent care. Everybody shivers
at the thought. More billions to stop people from hurting us.

Do we want to be as free from crime? People say, "We cannot walk
down our street at night." Well, you could if you want to spend enough
money to prevent the danger. You could, if you would spend as much
money trying to eliminate the hazards there as you havespent in
eliminating the hazards of polluted water (typhoid fever) and some
of the other public health measures that we have taken.

What; then, can we do?
We can say either, "Well, we will shut our eyes and spend the

money unwisely or we will do what this bill proposes,"-
Senator BAYHn. Doctor, since you mentioned the specifies and you

also mentioned the cost, may I ask you to deal with your personal
experience with the village concept?

Dr. MNNiNOFR. Senator, do you mean that you want me to stop
this and to tell you about the villages?

I was leading up to that.
Senator BAYH. Fine. Please proceed.
Dr. MEwNiNOER. No. If it is the terrible expense of controlling

-crime that is deterring us, why do we not spend some money to pre-
vent it?

Now, Public Health Service has cured most cases of the disease,
you know, and all of the doctors put together, in the, prevention of
typhoid fever and the prevention of malaria, and the prevention
of so many diseases by the Public Health Service in public measures,
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that all of the credit of it goes to the curers, and the real credit
belongs to the preventers.

Now, I think it is logical to think the same thing would happen
or should happen with respect to crime. If crime disappears in your
neighborhood, it would not be because of somebody or some people
being arrested, it would not be because of some people being thrown
in jail, it would not be because of the people were sent to prison or
were not sent, it would not be because of the people being kept
there for 124 years. It would not be because of all of those primitive,
uncivilized notions of how to stop people from doing something
you do not want them to do.

It will be because you have found ways to prevent that type of
thing occurring.

If you had told your grandfathers that we were not going to
treat any more malaria, that we would prevent it, or that we would
not treat any more typfhoid fever-When I was a young doctor, for
a while I treated nothing but typhoid fever, whole wards of them.
The medical students today do not see cases of typhoid fever, and
they do not know what it looks like. Well, it does not look very nice.
If you told people at that time that you were going to prevent
typhoid fever, they would have laughed and would have said, "Fine;
fine job. Go to it." Prevention is-one way, and an awfully difficult
concept for people to get. Why is it? Why is it when they know per-
fectly well that many of these things could be prevented that they
would rather wait until it happens and then treat it?

It is that way about some diseases but less and less so.
Now, how are you going to prevent crime, you ask me?
How are you going to prevent delinquency? -
By things like this bill of the Senators, that is how, if you make

it possible.
In the first place, I would say, "quit mistreating, quit mistreating

victims of delinquency," and these victims of delinquency are these
children who do delinquent acts as much as the people to whom they
do them. You must remember that juvenile delinquency is never a
simple matter of the previously good boy throwing rocks at the pre-
viously defensive cow who stands out tlere; delinquency is not sim-
ply the business of somebody getting bad. Delinquency is somebody
who cannot stand it any more where he is; he is just as much forced
into the new position as his victim is forced into the role of being a
victim. All of that could be prevented. How?

Mr. Bayh, Senator, you have suggested a number of ways in this
bill.

This bill proposes some research. This bill proposes some-well, it
proposes so many things that I do not want to-We want to get on
a little, and I would not go through all of these things. But the bill
proposes a number of ways. It just does not say: "Well, we want a
bill now, and there are still some delinquent children around the
country, and we would want to propose a few things to be done for
them. We want to get them out of some of these snake pits; we want
to get them out of some of these holes. I saw a child in prison not
long ago. The prison only had five or six people in it. It was not a
prison; it was a jail. You know the difference. It was a jail; it was
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underground. I asked the judge if I could see the prison or the jail,
and he said "Yes," but he would not go down there; he cannot bear
it. "You can go with the sheriff."

Well, the sheriff took me, and it was dark and dingy, airless,
smelly, a buggy place. All of them were really children, although
adolescent children. Three of them were sick. Well, we will not go
on with that.

I said: "How long since one of the local people has known about
this place?"

And they said: "They have not been here; they will not come."
And I said: "Well. w;hy don't you get some air in here?
This is pretty stifling."
They said, "'Well, we have a blower but it will not work."
Well who cares? These are delinquents, and if they pipe up and

say anything, we will give them life with no chance for reprieve or
some other serious thing. The new proposal is that we castrate them.
We will do something serious, and then they will not do this again,

What had these kids done? -
I said, "What have these kids done?"
"Well, they were loitering."
And I said, "Well, is that a felony in this State?"
"Well, no, but they haven't any lome."
I said, "Well, is that a felony in this State ?"
"Well, no, but they do not know where to go. Who will be respon-

sible for them?"
Now, this is not the way to treat fellow human beings, is it?
Our jail is just as much an anachronism, just as much of an evil,

-wicked thing as slavery was, and everybody ought to have the same
horror of a jail in his community that they used to have horrors of
when they had a few people in town that still had slaves. It is an
evil thing; it is an abominable thing. It causes more and more crime.

Criminals are manufactured in our jails and prisons. -
Now, some of the prisons neutralize some of the harm done by

some of the jails, but they have a hard time doing it. We have abso-
litelv no use for a jail. no fiction. "Where are you going to lock up
these desperate people?" "The vast majority ofthese wistful, some-
times noisy but unusually depressed, confused creatures are not in
need of having their legs and arms manacled or being locked up in a
cage. There are civilized ways to detain people. We are detaining other
people in a civilized manner, why not the youth whom we want to
detain? Why should every imprisoned person not have their own room?
Why should they not have their own bath? It is bad enough to be con-
fined, but let it he done in decency instead of horrible places that exist
in almost every town in this country; 4,014 of them to be exact, except
that several ar~e being closed in several States. I hope it is under 4,000
by now.Prison is a different matter. Some people have to go to prison.
They cannot control themselves, and we cannot control them. One way
to prevent an enormous amount of crime is to abolish the jail. Most of
the ones in the jails are youths.

What else could we do? There is a vast amount of ignorance among
Judges, among policemen, among sheriffs, and among the general pub.
lie about the individual in whom juvenile delinquency appears.
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Why do some children get off the tracks and do things that bother
the rest of us and persist in it I

Is it just because evil has filled their hearts?
We should, in some way, as this bill suggested,-put on seminars and

educational programs to teach some of the people who are in charge
of some of these children the nature of the work they are trying to do,
or should be trying to do, instead of hiring at the lowest rate of wages
we can propose and getting people with a minimum of education-I
am sorry I am so inarticulate. Instead of getting trained staff, what we
do is to get low-price labor to take care of people who we think are
not muci good anyway and how well they do it is no concern of
ours, just take them out of our way and keep them out of our sight.
If we treated sick people that way, you know how the death rate would
rise rapidly. Well, the death rate does rise all of the time in delin-
quency. We make more criminals out of youth at the present time
than we cure by far.

It is had to believe the conditions under which I and anybody else
who has been there-it is hard to believe the things you see and you
see done to these children, children who are absolutely helpless, no
relatives, no friends at all, taken over by the officials and put in jail
for long sentences, because nobody is concerned enough to get them
out.-

Children have no rights in court to speak of, you know-or a very
few. They do not have any-they do not have the resources that an
adult does.

Some years ago, one of the local judges asked me to meet with
him and his probation worker to see some of his cases. He said,
"These are some more juveniles, and I know you are discouraged
with the way we are handling them, but come and see for yourself
what the problem is."

One was a boy whose father had been away from home for years.
The mother was trying to keep this boy and his three younger sisters
on the wages she nade scrubbing at one of the local stores. The store
decided to get men, and she was out of a job. She tried one thing after
another with failing results, and the welfare department helped her
then for a little whi1e, hut she got very depressed. So, they put her in
the State hospital. And this boy and his sisters were left. They took the
younger ones, the welfare department, and whisked them off to some
foster homes. The older boy ran away and said, "I do not want to go to
no foster home." Well, you know, sooner or later it gets in to the judge,
and the judge said, "Well, now, we are going to get you a nice home,"
and he says, "Oh, they have gotten me nice homes beforee" And they
asked: "'Vell, did you act nice?" And he said that he acted as nice
as he could and he liked them, but the people who lie was staying with
had to move to Oimaha, or his people, his foster dad decided he
did not want to have an extra kid around the house. Usually, these
1placemients in such homes last a few months, and they average
about five placements a child. This is what I learned. I said: "Can
you get him adopted?" And he said: "Until they are about 5, you
can, but who wants to adopt a half-grown, gawky, ill-brought-up
kid of 13?" Well, I said: "Cannot the county or Statepay for it if
you get him a boarding;" and he said, "Oh, they will, if you can get
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people to take him, but who wants to take him at the rate we pay,
and then if they do take him how long can we depend on it? And then
we have to send welfare workers out there to see if they are treating
him right, and so forth."

I had heard of Farley's and I had heard of Father Flan-
nigan's, and I had heard of these places. Why don't they take them?
And he said, "Doctor, you know there is a waiting list as long as
your arm for those places. They could get in in about 2 or 3 years."
And I said, "Could not the State create some places like that?" "The
State has some very good places, but they are just as full as the oth-
ers." I said, "You mean there is no place to send a child like this
who has no home find his chief offense is that he is an orphan?"
"That is right, there is no such place." I said, "How many children
are there in this county ?" And he said, "Hundreds." I said, "Judge,
you do not mean hundreds?" "Well, their average is about 1 to a 1,000
population. -You have got a 400,000 population, so you have got
about 400 children like that with no home. That is right." "With no
brothers and sisters?" "That is right." "With no mother?" "That is
right." "With no kind of model father?" And he said, "That is
right, they may have had one, but he is in jail, or his mother is in
the state hospital, or something of that kind."I Suddenly, I became aware of the fact that I was dealing with all
the pre-criminals that would be in the prisons 5 years later. I saw
a lot of these children, and I had been pretty familiar with the pris-
ons and the jails, and, suddenly, I saw very clearly a line of march
right from these neglected, unguided, unhel ped-really, wasted chil-
dren. I could see exactly what we were going to pay for a little
later, after they had stolen an automobile, or broken an auto-laun-
dry cash box. In fact, I saw one of the children, one of the boys who
had broken the cash box of the laundry, and I asked him why this
was, and I said did he not know that lie might get sent to the Boy's
Industrial School? And he said, "Lord, I hope so." I said, "What do
you mean?" He said: "Well, that is why I did it." He said, "My
brother is out there, and he has it grand. 'People care about him, and
he is doing interesting things, and he has got some kids out there to
play with, and everything else. And I am all alone, and I get kicked
around between the cops and the neighbors."

I said: "You mean you were trying to get in?"
"Yes," he replied scornfully.
Said the Judge: "He wanted to get in that school a long time ago

with his brother, maybe 6 months ago, but we had told him You can-
not be admitted if you have not committed a crime.'"

"Well, you say fhat that is a little too obvious and that does not
often happen. I do not know how often it happens.

Senator BAYT. Doctor, might I suggest that we could put that
study, if you have it in writing, in the record. I am very anxious, if
I might suggest, that we get to the specific experiences you have had
not only with the problem but with the solution. The Villages which
you have established in Topeka, can serve as a model to be used
elsewhere.

May I just suggest that we put that study of the Illinois situation
in the record so that our colleagues can have a chance to read it?
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And I do not want to be impolite here, but I was just so impressed
with what you are doing out there that I did not want time to get
by and us not have the chance of getting your expertise in this-Vil-
lages thing.

Is that all right if we do that with you, sir?
Dr. MENNINGER. Yes, except for two or three significant statistics

that just came out last week.
In 1972, we had 405,000 criminal offenses reported in Chicago.

Cutting down the number that are pending and that are put in jail,
to hold in jail for trial and a whoe lot of other things, 1,760 were
convicted and sent to the penitentiary-,760 out of 405,000. Where
are the rest of them? Where do they go? They go back into the
same old cycle. Many of these have been children.

Senator BAY1. Let me just deal specifically with some of the con-
versation we had over the weekend about the Villages concept. At
the Villages you have five cottages with approximately 10 young
people in each one where it is a home-type situation. I understand
that there is an absence of many of the problems of institution-
alization. Could you tell us how the young people are chosen to get
for the Villages?

Dr. MENNINGER. They were not chosen that way. They are already
there. There is a big pool of them everywhere.

Senator BAYH. But there are 50 at Topeka in your Villages. I
would like to have 1,000 villages like it all over the country. In
your judgment, what is the best way to start?

Dr. MENNING R. They are being selected all of the time by the forces
of circumstance. They have got to put them somewhere. In Illi-
nois, we have just called back 24 children that we had sent to Texas
because we have insufficient places in Illinois to put them, of any
kind. In all of the places we have, we do not have enough room, so
we farm some of them out'to Texas for $1,000 a month, $30 a day
per child, and they were so abused, so mistreated, we found out-ap-
parently, the newspapers say they were-that they had to be pulled

ack. You see, all of the time, children are being put somewhere. It
is not just that some children will turn up tomorrow. There are
hundreds of them here in Washington, I am sure, children whose
crime is simply that they have not had any guidance. Some of them
have never seen an upright decent white man close up. No mother to
care for them, no father to protect them or support them, often no
older siblings to lead them.

Their playmates are little fellow waifs whom they meet and play
with in the streets and alleys. The law of survival requires the cultiva-
tion of deception, stealing, fighting, running, hiding, hating.

"Why," said Mr. E. Kent Haves, a charismatic young probation
worker who was assisting the juvenile judge at the time "we have the
names and addresses of 200 such children right in this county." I
couldn't believe that but he assured me it was true. "There is no place
to send them; they'd love to go to the Boys Industrial School or
Cal Farley's Ranch, but we can't get them in, and furthermore, they'd
probably soon be out."

We went on talking together, Mr. ITayes and I. "Why don't we build
- a little private boys school of our own?" we asked ourselves. "We'll
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get a kind pair of foster parents, maybe some college student volun-
teers, and we'll take some of these children into an environment they
never dreamed existed, an environment where they're loved. It won't
be removed from the community; they can go to the public schools and
churches and clubs. We'll try to give them a new vision of what life is."

Mr. I[iiyes and I went to Wj. Clement Stone and he gave us 20 acres
of land. We outlined plans for a cottage. Our plans did not meet with
the approval of the State Welfare Department until we had made
the cottage rather large and expensive. The children weren't allowed
to build it themselves, as we had hoped. But the National Order of
Eagles came to our help and built a beautiful "cottage" that would
hold 10 bays and a pair of house parents. So we built it and found
the house parents. Mr. Hayes took over as executive director and in-
spired the cooperation of all the boys, of volunteers, of colleagues, and
so the Eagle Ridge Cottage came into use. It was full to the brim
almost from the first day and we began to make plans for a second
cottage and a third and a fourth.

Senator BAYTh. What ages are the children in the cottages I
Dr. MENNINOEIR. They are from 6 to 18.
Senator BAYn. In Kansas, you have a State law, as I recall in our

conversation, that they cannot be committed to you before age 6; is
that it, because they might be adopted prior to that time?

Dr. MENNINOER. No, we have no laws like that. The welfare de-
partment wants to try to place as many of the children as they can.
We cannot take 400 or 500 children a year; so, they want to get
some people to adopt some of them, and they get a few adopted each
year, or in some instances relatives take the child, and all sorts of
things can happen. The child is up for grabs. You said: "How does
lie get into our Village?"

Well, they get there, because the welfare workers are searching all
of the time for places to put children, and they know about us, and
they know the spirit of the place, and they know the love that per-
meates each of these houses because of the permanent parents-be-
cause, you see, even if the parents go away, the other siblings are
there to maintain continuity. These children continue not for six
months or a year, they come for life. That is their home. They can
be married there if they want to. Several of them have already gone
away to college and come back.

Senator BAY11. I apologize for interrupting you. You paint a very
comprehensive picture of the problem but I want to call on your ex-
pertise to see what we can do to proliferate solutions to the'problem.

Would you suggest that we have a minimum age limit for
commitment?

Dr. MENNINOER. The Villages, Inc. is now a nonprofit organization
founded for the purpose of providing permanent homes for homeless,
neglected, deserted children between the ages of 6 and 16. There is a
board of directors who love children. Dr. Lewis Wheelock of Chicago
is president and Mr. Robert Anderson of Ottawa, Kansas is vice-chair-
man. Both have devoted much time and work to the development of
this idea.'

At l)resent, there is only one Village, the Eagle Ridge Village. It is
situated on 20 acres of land near Topeka, surrounded by 300 acres of
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grass, woods, ponds and rivers. The children attend public school and
participate in community activities such as church, YMCA, 4-H Clubs,
Scouts. They live in cottage families of 10 with two house parents and
a college man or woman. Our goal is to have five cottages in a Village,
making up five separate families and as optimum social and economic
community.

The children are referred by State, (county) and private welfare
agencies and these provide funds for their care. The children are not
problems and do not, receive psychiatric treatment. They are all prede-
in uent. They are children whom we wish to save from delinquency

and from despair.
The unique features in this group foster home plan are:
(1) the atmosphere of a loving home to which the child now belongs.
(2) an emphasis on conseravtion, nature study, care and love for ani-

mals and wild life? in which we have the cooperation and direction of
outstanding scientist and teachers in the community. In this way each
family learns how a destructive environment can be replaced with a
constructive, loving one.

Three. The permanence and security of a true home with fixed father
and mother models. The homes in the Village are big families, not
transient stop-gap places. They are planned to carry a child through
his high school years. The chila who has been shuttled through a num-
ber of detention or boarding places comes to the Village with distrust
and fear, but learns to relax in security and then begins to grow.

Four. The plan to spread the concept of such small villages of no
more than 50 or 60 children each to every State, county and city in
the Nation, as a feasible and hmppy way of salvaging the hundreds of
thousands of children who need this care but are at present almost un-
known and unheard because they are not offenders, delinquents or
criminals. Our ambition is to establish a national association of such
homes and villages and a training center for the personnel to staff
them. Guidelines and professional standards have been constructed but
each village will be a part of its own community and public school
system with its own supporters and volunteers and families.

By the end of summer we will have completed two more cottages
and put them in operation. One of these new ones will be for girls. We
are turning away dozens of heartbreaking cases of homeless children
because we have no room.

Second, we need help in spreading the concept of The Villages to
the many communities that have asked for advice and help in begin-
ning. The pilot plant of The Villages, Inc. is the Eagle Ridge Village
in Topeka.

Senator BAYIT. You have established a home situation where a
child can go to college and come back or go out and work in the
summer, in the same way as a child with a normal family. Could
you tell us the relative cost of keeping a child in your village-home
environment versus the cost of keeping a juvenile institution in a
more traditional institution in the State of Kansas?

Dr. MIENNiNOFw. It costs about a half or third as much as to send
them to an institution.

Senator BAY11. Could you tell us the experience you have had?
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I notice, in reading your book, "The Crime of Punishment," you
mentioned Boys' Industrial School of Kansas which is staffed by the
Mennin~yer School of Psychiatry, which has had an extraordinary
success in reducing juvenile delinquency. I think the recidivism rate
there is 4 or 9 percent compared with a much higher than that else-
where. Can you give us some information relative to that-in moro
detail?

Dr. MENNINGER. Well, it is a good boys' school, the best boys'
school I know of.

Senator BAYIT. Do you have similar figures relative to young
people who are in your home environment of the Village, and the
type of criminal activity they may get involved in?

Dr. MENNINOER. Similar Agures, did you say?
Senator BAYM. Yes. In other words, to get into the industrial

school, I suppose one has to commit a crime?
Dr. MENNINOER. Yes.
Senator BAYI. They do not have to commit-
Dr. MlE.NNINGER. Technically.
Senator BAY11. Yes. I am glad you pointed that out, because the

delinquent acts may not be a crime by adult standards.
Dr. MENNINGER. Well, you know a. child can commit a crime by

running out of the house when his father is beating his mother, and
that is the crime of the boy. He should stay there and see the scene.

Senator BAYH. What has been the experience of the young people
who are in your home environment, as far as the percentages of
youngsters that get involved in acts of juvenile delinquency?

Have you been able to keep that down to a very low percentage
there?

Dr. M3NfENNiN.ER. Do our children commit crimes in the schools?
Senator BAYIT. Yes.
Dr. MENNINGER. Oh, no indeed. I imagine they commif-some minor

delinquencies, but they do not commit anything big. There is a mirac-
ulous change. You have to see it to understand what I mean.

Senator BAYH. Doctor, you do not need to make a believer out of
me. I believe it, but I want to hear you say it.

Dr. MfENNINOtER. Well, you take a bunch of little vagabonds, little
waifs, not necessarily so little-frightened young people who have been
thrown around from social worker to sheriff to policemen to judge, to
parents again. Sometimes, the courts unwisely make them go back to
the parems that are mistreating them. Well, you take these children
out of the kind of environment where they have been and -you put
them in an environment where everybody likes them and where they
can play with the other kids, where they are not called nigger, and
they are not called other names that they have learned are names that
do not properly apply to them, they begin to go to school like children
should, and the whole atmosphere is different, and they change. They
are as different as night and day. They begin to get along with each
other, they get started on projects, they begin riding the horses, or
they begin wanting to be on the garden force. It is just an utterly
different population.
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I think the worst delinquency we have had is that one kid ran off
one afternoon because he did not get the assignment he liked. Ie
wanted to be in one group, and he got ill another one. He ran away,
and, technically, that is an offense. But we asked him: "Why? Did
he really want to run away," and he cried and said, "No, you could not
drive me away." I would not say that they are all angels, but they are
anything but delinquents. I should mention another delinquency,-and
I would not be honest to omit this.

One girl was found pregnant, and when we were briefed of this,
that one of our pretty little girls was pregnant, we had to make a
decision about her.

We let the other girls vote-on the matter, and they voted unani-
mously that, in the first place, she had come in the school pregnant
and had not told us-not the school but the home-and had not told
us. It did not occur there, and, in the second place, they said "We do
not want our school, our cottage, to get the reputation as being a place
for girls that come and get pregnant and we will take them no mat-
ter what happens. So, they would not let her stay. It was not us that
sent her away.

Senator BAYH. You are familiar with the provisions of the bill
that Senator Cook and I have introduced. Are there ways in which
the financial assistance provided under the bill could help to estab-
lish this type of home or village environment?

Dr. M ENNNGE. H Oh yes, I think so. You must remember, this costs
the State far less than any of the other programs it has going already.
The State loves this. They say we are fine. We do good by the children,
and so forth, but most of all we save their money. It is a much less
expensive route. Some farseeing citizens, five of them in fact, have
given the money for the five cottages. Now, that is the end of the
State's-I mean, the State did not provide that.

Senator BAYti. And how long have you been operating it?
Dr. MAENNINGER. Five years.
Senator BAY11. Well, let me ask you this: I believe in what you

are doing. I like to see programs like this in every community in
America, and as I said earlier, you do not have to make a believer
out of me as far as what you are doing to the children, the relative
costs, the total positive impact on society. But, given all of those
things-

Dr. MENNINGER. Yes?
Senator BAYR. These are recognized truths, in my judgment, and

to hear you reiterate them redoubles my earlier conviction. Why is
it, given those truths, that there is only one of these environments in
the State of Kansas? What can we do as concerned citizens as well
as fathers, to get this kind of a program moving more expeditiously
throughout the country?

Dr. MENNINGER. Well, they are exciting words, and I will try to
answer the first-

Senator BAY1. 'Well, they are the result of great frustrations, let
me say to you.

Dr. MENNINGER. There have been some very good experiments over
the country in the housing of neglected children, in group homes of
various kinds. I mean, I do not want this to sound as if we began the
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idea. We began a particular form of the group foster home idea. But,
there are other good group foster homes all over the country.

Why have they not been copied? The main thing always is the
question of the initial expense.

We have had help from a great many people and we have needed it.
Several personal friends of mine, knowing what we were doing, vol-
unteered the contribution of a cottage (about $80,000). In addition,
the citizens of Topeka-ask the Women of the Women's Chamber of
Commerce--rallied around Mr. Hayes, ML Linquist, and Mr. Brock.
Pledges were easily obtained for two more cottages, which are now
under construction: Helen DeWitt Jones of Lubbock, Tex., and Dr.
Robert Hulsen of the MoorMan Co. in Quincy, Ill., were large contrib-
utors. Mr. Frederick Gash of New York who is here today has been a
great help. But you do have to have these sizable contributions as
capital investment. After that, the cottages are on their own and can
be self-supporting.

Senator BAY11. May I ask, inasmuch as we did have the conversa-
tion with Mr. Brock over the weekend, about efforts that apparently
the Holiday Inns are making to franchise cottage operations?

Dr. MENNINGER. No, they would not do any franchising. If any-
body did, we would. The point is that other cottages with our name
are established, and we would like to be sure that they were
inspected and had standards that we regard as minimal. But,'I want
to repeat what I just now said, you know, there are some other
people that have got very good group foster homes going. Now,
what is different about this is that we have tried to begin to stand-
ardize them a little bit, limit the number of children per cottage,
and introduce this idea of conservation, introduce this idea. Here
these are children who understand-in the first place, they- are chil-
dren, most of them, who have never been anywhere near nature.
They do not know a butterfly from a hippopotamus. They have
never seen anything like that. 8o, we want our cottages all out near
enough to nature, and yet close enough to the city, close enough to
the city to be a part of the community, and far enough out of it for
them to remember that they are part of the world too, they have got
a world to try to save. Just saving them is not enough, you know.

Senator BAY. Your experience has proven that a program can be
successful by getting individual citizens such as Mr. Gash or Mr.
Brock or others, or groups like Eagle Lodge to participate in the
initial capital investment.

Dr. MfFNNNGmR. That is part-of it. I would say that I think we
have had offers of land and money from about 30 States as a result
of a few television talks Mr. Hayes gave, and so on. The big obstacle
is not land. Lots of people want to give you land now as a tax meas-
ure or other reasons. The big problem is not even the expense of
building buildings, because they are generally equal, and they will
give-the big problem now is to get people who are inspired with
the necessity of being parents and who are helping those who will be
parents, and in putting the love and the hard work and the dedica-
tion into it that proper foster parentage requires. And the great
trouble with many of our sister institutions that have started is that
the original foster parents, who may be very kind people and dedi-
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cated, they get old and die, or get replaced, and then it becomes
mechanicalized. And that is what we Want to provide, a standardiza-
tion and we think we know how.

This is very upsetting to the children. Or idea is to provide as
much guarantee of continuity as possible. By rearing the children to
be brothers and sisters and in a way they support tle parents while
the parents are helping them. But, they help Support one another.
The parents may go but the brothers and sisters remain. The home
remains, the familiar contacts remain. Remember, these children have,
for the most part, had a disappointing time with parents and want to
guard against a repetition of that. This is the way stability and a sense
of security is developed in children. All children, including us! Fur-
thermore, we have the hovering care and inspiration of E. Kent Hayes
who has been the executive director from the beginning until re-
cently when he took over the national prograin. Hie was replaced by
Dr. Sam Howie, an ex-clergyman of nmch experience, possessed of
much of Kent's concern for orphaned children.

Senator BAYI. Senator Cook, do you have any questions?
Senator CooK. Doctor, I apologize for being late. I would like to

discuss with you these distinctions between institutions. I want to
make a distinction between institutions because in our community we
operated the Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home for a
long time, and it had about 10 cottages, and we used the housepar-
ents, really, and a number of them came from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, and we found that in the operation of the
institution, and the operations of a farm on that institution that we
in essence were trying to make young people from the inner city
aware of cows, and hogs, and how to do these things, and how to do
those things, as far as the farm was concerned, and yet this was
absolutely of no interest to them, that when it was agreed that they
were ready to go back into the community, they went back into the
inner city, and the only thing that they really took with them was
the fact that they had learned a little bit about cows, and hogs, and
a little bit about crops, and this really meant nothing to them. And
we realized that we had to get into the business of the mechanical
concept, working on automobiles, tearing them apart, putting them
back together, and we found that we were giving them an atmos-
phere that we thought was great fop them, but it was an atmosphere
that they were never going to grow up in really if they went out in
the community, or the biggest percentage of "them came from the
center city, and when they left, they were going back.

Have you made this a part of your program, out there, to look at
the mechanical side, to look at the problems of- teaching a fellow
how to lay bricks, teaching a- fellow to build, teaching a fellow to be
a carpenter, this sort of thing ?

Dr. MENNINGER. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak
to that point. We have no school. Oiur children go to the public schools
in the community. In the second llace we do not try to teach. We have
no cows. We have no agricultural animals. Kansas too is changing
from an agricultural to industrial State to some extent. We are not
trying to run an institution. Now, you said they go back into the inner
city. None of our children go back into the inner city.

Senator CooK. They stay I
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Dr. MENNIN En. None of our children go back. They are not
coming there for a little stay where we just show them a few nice
tricks, and then they go home and do better at home. They cannot
do that. I think one of the great errors in the widespread American
philosophy -about this is that we give the children the experience of
a nice life for a little while, and they will go on and keep living it.
They cannot live it in that old environment, no.

Senator CooK. Then you are making the distinction of a tempo-
rary stay and a permanent stay?

Dr. MENNINGER. Partly a temporary stay in the school, and a per-
manent stay in the home. We are providing new homes. These chil-
dren at Christmas, some of them have relatives and cousins, and
occasionally a mother that they want to go and spend a day with at
Christmas. They do not-we do not talk about going home for
Christmas. They are already home. We go and visit their relatives
for a day or two if they want to. Most of them do not want to.

Senator CooK. Well, then, your institution really is at its capacity
now, unless you build more cottages?

Dr. MENNINGER. Well, we are building now, right now, another
cottage. But, our hope is that there will be something like this in every
middle-sized city in the country. There is no reason why there should
not be thousands of these villages.Senator CooK. You know, the very interesting thing about what
you have said is that I think we have finally gotten offthis attitude
that you remember when we had the State institutions where we
sent young people, and you did not send them there because of
delinquency. They did not have a home, and unfortunately we
placed-the State legislature placed the institution in the position
that their budget depended upon how many children they had.

Dr. AIEN RINGER. True.
Senator CooK. So, consequently, the more children they had the

more money they could get out of the State legislature; therefore,
they did not ever release any children.

Let us talk about this business of adoptions. I recall one time as a
brand new member way back in the fifties of the Kentucky Chil-
dren's Home, it was staggering to me that we took at random 30
children in the institution over the whole range of ages, and that
they had been institNtionalized a little over 100 years out of those 30
children. And nobody made any effort to put them up for adoption.
It was because they were a plus side, a pius side on the dollar
amount they could get from the State legislature. So, what we have
really got to do then, if we have State institutions, is to convince
legrislatures to appropriate on the basis of institutions and not
applropriate on the basis of population.

We Cannot, of course we cannot-I do not know the right word. We
cannot get more from the State, take more children, because we are
full to capacity all of the time. The pressure always is to get more
children sent to us by the State, and we are pushing back all of the
time. And Senator Bayh asked me how do we choose them, and I do
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not think I gave a very adequate answer, because I do not think I
know. It depends on the judge pressure being frantic some days, and
he says look, you have got to take this child.

Senator BAY1I. If the Senator would yield, the tragedy is that you
have to choose. You ought to have enough places out there that you
wouldn't have to pick this one or that one, and let the others go to
inferior institutions.

Dr. MEWNINO ER. That is right. We eliminate a few on account of
those things I mentioned, and then it is just about whoever is ready
to be sent.

Senator CooK. Let me ask you whether you are familiar with the
experiments at places like High- Fields in New Jersey, and South
Fields, in Kentucky?

Dr. MENNINOER. Yes.
Senator CooK. Where it is kind of a peer group situation and

recidivism is almost down to zero. And I must confess that I do not
like the idea that this is on a selected basis, but the institution itself
picks the young people. Well, this is an older age group, as you well
know, and these are young boys who are brought to juvenile court,
and the institution picks them, and they have their own peer group
concept. They keep their own institution, they punish their own, and
the institution, the employees, are kind of there on a caretaker- basis,
and every evening they sit down. And by the way, I have listened to
some of the taped discussions, and they really tear themselves apart,
they truly do. And we have had a very serious problem in that they
were punishing their own far more severely than the -staff would
ever punish them, and we found out that when this young man
decides that he has been there long enough, and this is a decision
that he makes, that very seldom does lie ever come back.

Dr. MENNINGER. May I just make a couple of points there? Our
"Villhge" is not an institution.

Senator CooK. I agree. I agree.
Dr. MENNINGIR. We take nobody who has been convicted of de-

linquency.-
Senator CooK. I know, but, Doctor, in effect is not this rather in a

little way kind of subterfuge,7because if the juvenile judge asks you
to take a young man or woman that he thinks has great potential,
and therefore, under the authority that he has under the law, he
does not really send him to an institution,--or in any way put any
onus on them*by reason of a final court order. He is asking you to
help him so that he does not have to do it. So, in essence, it is con-
ceivable that he could be.

Dr. MENN'INGER. For the most part we are interested in the lost, and
wistful, and the lonely ard frightened.

Senator BAYI. Would the Senator yield just a moment?
*-Dr. MENNINGEI. We are not provided with either psychiatrists or

policemen. We do not treat them and we do not think of them as
guilty.

Senator. CooK. Suppose someone were to bring anAifant, to your
institution, do you aid and assist or do anything relative to putting
the child out for adoption?
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Dr. MNp INGEni. Oh, no. This is not our function. They would not
do that in the first place. They would not bring them to us. They
know what we are for. We are interested in the conservation of
human resources and natural resources. We want to start some
children with a normal home environment, with a father and a
mother and brothers and sisters to interact with, and we think this
is the machinery for the formation of character. However, we are
not interested in these many things. We do not provide psychiatric
treatment. We let the clinic do that if they want to, -or the State
hospital. We are not interested in treating. We are interested in lov-
ing them and living with them. While I think it is a good thing to
have a grandmother and grandfather image in the place, I do not
even act as that. I do not go out and meddle around with the activi-
ties out there. These are homes, and I would not do it any more than
I would go next door and try to straighten out my neighbors. I am
interested in them. I hope and wish the best for them, but I am not,
I am not their model.

Senator CooK. Well, I must say that you ought to be commended
for it, and there ought to be many, many more throughout the coun-
try, but, we have a large segment of juvenile problems to cover,
other than those that can be covered under an institution or a village
such as yours.

Dr. MIENNINOER. Oh, certainly. But it is a step in the prevention of
children getting into these later stages where they have to get into
correction and treatment. I have been working corrections myselT. My
colleague are all in the business of treating. But, I want to think about
prevention.

Senator Coor. Thank you.
Senator BAYT. Just one last question, Doctor, and I apologize for

interrupting, but I want to make certain that I was rightly under-
standing what you are doing. Is it correct that the words delinquent
and criminal are applied to some juveniles by relying on legal defi-
nitions of these words?

Dr. MENNINGER. Yes, that is right.
Senator BATH. So, when you said you did not take anyone who

has committed a criminal act, then let us use a specific example you
mentioned a moment ago. Let us take that child who runs out of the
house and takes off across the country because his father is beating
his mother, which according to most State statutes violates the in-
corrigible child statute. Would you take that kind of a child?

Dr. MENNINGER. Oh, yes. Ol, yes; because we do not consider it a
delinquency, even if the law does.

Senator BAYH. I just wanted to make certain.
Dr. MENNINGER. I am glad you did.
Senator BATH. Thank you, Doctor. You have been very kind.
May we call on you again in the future?
Dr. ENNINOER. Indeed.
Senator BAYH. Well, I also wanted to be able to call on you in ab-

sentia, when some of these problems arise, particularly so far as spe-
cific criteria in the bill, because your expertise is invaluable to us. I
know it has been a significant contribution and sacrifice that you
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and your wife, and Mr. Gash, have made to spend this weekend here
in Washington so that you could testify this morning. I just want to
say as an individual, and as the Chairman of the subcommittee on
behalf of the whole committee, how grateful we are to you for your
efforts here this morning.

Dr. MEININ GER. You are very kind. The bill, as I have said, has
my wholehearted endorsement. My only suggestion is that you bear
in mind that if you wait until they are proven, delinquents, you have
missed a golden opportunity to do some )revention which would save
somebody lot of money. Whether the people who have to spend the
money get the benefit of the savings is always the big hassle in politics,
is it not? It would make it a lot easier on the delinquent institutions,
whatever you get, if you would spend some money on prevention.
But, it is hard to "convince people. Welfare departments are
swamped with these cases that have already been labeled delin-
quents. Consequently, there are specified routes for them to go in the
State machinery. Our belief is that places-group homes-like the
Village, can prevent the development t of criminal character, exactly
the opposite effect of the county jail. We'd like to see 500 of them
in America.

Senator BAY1I. Well, thank you very much, Doctor. Your testi-
mony has been a very valuable contribution to our work. Senator
Cook and I are strong advocates of the ounce of prevention theory,
and that is why we are pushing this bill, and why we are deeply in-
debted to you for the contribution you have made to our study as
well as the contribution you are making out in the community.

Dr. MENNINGO . I am moved to say one more thing. Please for-
give -me, but remember you do not have to label them delinquent to
get yourself in i lot of trouble. I see in the District of Columbia
they have labeled them emotionally disturbed, and apparently- then
they can be put in some place, a small, short-term psychiatric center.
Now,' no institution wants to take and advance a child as emotion-
ally disturbed. Quote, unquote. I mean, are they found to be emo-
tionally disturbed by a judge here? Who decides that they are emo-
tionally disturbed?

Senator CooK. Unfortunately, Doctor, they are classified so they
can have a place to put them. That is a prejudgment. I am afraid
what you gave is very, very true.

Dr. MENNINGER. You see, many States will pay me or you or any-
body else a sizable amount, $20 or $30 a day to take care of disturbed
children, and give them something the call treatment. Now, I think it
is immoral to call decent, loving care treatment, and act like only doc-
tors knew how to give it. Who can give it to people who are able to love
and handle children.

Senator BAYU. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Before we proceed with our next witness, let me just say having a

man like Dr. Menninger, or our next witness Congressman Lowen-
stein, or the distinguished Judge Polier who will follow, is-very for-
tunate for this committee. It is very frustrating to have to limit the
testimony of witnesses such as those appearing today who have had

84-522-73-31
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a lifetime of experience to impart to us. However, I am hopeful that
our staff can supplement the spoken record and take full advantage
of the expertise involved. Hat

Our next witness is the Honorable Allard K. Lowenstein, who is
presently the national chairman of the Americans for Democratic
Action, and formerly a colleague of ours in the Congress, a man
who per pound, per ounce, or per inch, whatever it may be, has as
much human compassion and concern for his fellow man as anybody
I have ever met. And I appreciate the fact that you have taken time,
sir, as busy as you are, to share your experience and your expertise
and your concern with the committee in this area.

STATEMENT OF ALLARD K. LOWENSTEIN, AMERICANS FOR
DEMOCRATIC ACTION

Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Well, Senator, I am grateful for the opportu-
nity to be here, and grateful to you and Senator Cook for proposing
legislation that strikes so important a blow at one of the most ur-
gent and neglected areas of public need.

I am pleased to speak on behalf of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1973, S. 821. The problems to which this
legislation addresses itself-the prevention of juvenile delinquency,
rehabilitation of juvenile offenders, and improvement of juvenile
justice in this country-are problems whose ultimate significance
goes far beyond mere structural change in law. We are dealing with
the future of America's neglected young people, and of course, of
America itself.

Those of us who recall youth as a time of enthusiasm, discovery,
and growth and widening friendships have difficulty understanding
what happens to children whose reality is often violent confronta-
tions with family, acquaintances, and legal systems. Frequently,
from broken homes and dilapidated neighborhoods, these children
have not enjoyed the options of normal society. Often warped by ne-
glect or even brutality, many of them end up'in predictable patterns
of antisocial behavior at an early age. If this behavior lands them
eventually in detention homes, they are unlikely to be redeemed, the
making of a new set of criminals is well underway.

This committee in the past has called attention to the fact that ju-
venile delinquency has reached crisis proportions in much of urban
America. Yet we'continue to deal with this situation as if it ranked
somewhere below the subsidizing of the South African Government.

The problem of juvenile delinquency and the problems caused-by
juvenile delinquency must be dealt with in a comprehensive and co-
ordinated way. A massive commitment of resources, guided federally
and directed locally by community-based facilities, must be made
available.

To this end, S. 821 is one of the best pieces of legislation to be
presented.

The central agency it would create could ease the shambles that so
often results from a sort of bond of bureaucracy, in which a ple-
thora of agencies overlap, compete, and waste resources through lack
of direction.
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The importance of achieving this -kind of coordination without
adding to the swollen Federal bureaucracy is self-evident, so I am
especially glad to note that S. 821 would provide for Federal leader-
ship, standards, technical assistance, and funds, but would require
that implimentation be at the State and local levels, in community-
based facilities.

The bill also recognizes the need to involve the private sector in
solving the delinquency problems in this country. By providing
funds to private, as well as governmental agencies, it is expected
that a wide spectrum of the community will be involved in develop-
ing and maintaining programs. The legislation seeks to utilize vol-
unteer staffs, resources, and facilities of private agencies, making
them part of a coordinated national effort and supports the key
principle of maintaining a partnership between Government and the
private sector.

Another important aspect of the bill is its establishment of juve-
nile court as a protective agency, one which guarantees the protec-
tion of basic procedural rights for juveniles who come under Fed-
eral jurisdiction. In addition, by creating national standards for
State and local governments, the juvenile would be more assured of
procedural protections on the local level.

Juvenile court is not the only institution which cries out for
change. The detention homes-like jails-to which the youthful of-
fender is sent too often do more to criminalize than to rehabilitate.
A child in a detention home learns quickly that he or she must get
tough to survive.

The urgency of improving correctional facilities for juvenile of-
fenders and to find other ways to deal with young offenders simply
can not be met by the present system. FBI figures from 1969 show
that of all offenders under 20 released from Federal institutions
since 1963, 73.3 percent were rearrested within 5-.years and that
young offenders have the highest recidivism rate of any age group.
And since ,i-.ore than three-fifths of all arrests for violent crime are
among people under 25. The much heralded fight against crime can
b, waged far more effectively here, at the roots of crime than by
dramatic rhetorical flourishes about the end of permissiveness or the
need to get various sections of the constitution.

Furthermore, the Federal Government must lend its leadership
and resources to alleviate the damage inflicted by the current system
of incarceration. Since State and local communities have been unable
or unwilling to provide a satisfactory legal system for juveniles, the
Federal Government must take the lead.

In addition, moneys spent in the area of juvenile delinquency are
a sad illustration of the need for a revamped program. Specifically,
although juveniles commit over 50 percent of the Nation's crimes,
the law enforcement assistance agency allocated only 19 percent of
its total appropriations for programs dealing with juveniles during
fiscal year 1972.

A number of other agencies are authorized to deal with juvenile
delinquency. None demonstrate an effectiveness commensurate to the
problem. What is needed is consolidation of existing agencies and a
renewed statement of priorities dealing solely with youth and youth
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problems. Legislation to reallocate the existing funds and resources
s sorely needed; S. 821 provides such a program. The central

angncv set up in S. 821 would aid State and local communities in es-
tabilishing community-l)ased facilities as an alternative to detention.
AI)A welcomes the major thrust of this legislation-that solutions
must be found in local communities, not in large institutions.

Everyone knows that a child's lifestyle can be altered drastically
through guidance, supervision and interest, and love. Community
treatment facilities which confqrm to Federal guidelines can provide
ol)l)ortunities to afford America's neglected young people a means to
break out of a life pattern that all too often leads to self-destruction
in the process of inflicting enormous damage on piers, families and
communities.

In short, I think what Senator Bayh and Senator Cook offer us
with this legislation is the way to begin to understand and deal with
an area which affects so many other areas, and I think in that sense,
no legislation that has been proposed in the area of social need
ought to have a higher priority in the energies of the concerned citi-
zens of this country. Young people represent more than one half of
the crime problem-, and the problem of delinquency involves not only
the children, but the people who are affected by children who be-
come criminals through lack of love, opportunity, and justice.

I could go on and give detailed examples of how I see this kind of
neglect contaminate whole neighborhoods, but I think in view of the
pressure of time, and in view of the testimony you already have,
that it might be more useful, Senator, if I stopped my opening re-
marks now and respond to whatever questions or whatever direction
you feel would be most useful in filling out your own record.

So, I am grateful for the chance to be here, and grateful for the
leadership that Senator Cook and Senator Bayh and others have
taken in this area that I have felt for so long needs the kind of
leadership that you are now giving it.

Senator BAYIT. Thank you, Congressman Lowenstein.
Let me ask you a few questions. Senator Cook, Senator Mathias

and I went through a great deal of soul searching when the Juvenile
l)elinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1968 was extended last
year. We did so, I think it is fair to say, with a determination that
the Federal Government must do a better job and that we must try
to put together the kind of program that is before you as S. 821.
Now, there have been a lot of discussion about cutting various social
programs. Some of them have worked and some of them have not
worked. Moreover, it is clear that we need to reorder our priorities.
Where do you rate what we are trying to do in S. 821 in the area of
priorities? What should be the role of the Federal Government?
Where do you draw the line between Federal and State contribu-
tions? Could you just give u§ your thoughts on this subject inas-
much as the price tag that is on this bill is significantly more than
any effort that has ever been made. We recognize that, and that is
why I ask the question, because I think this question is going to be
asked by a lot of other people.

Mr. LOwENSTmN. Well, think your question is, of course, at the
heart of the problem. It raises two separate thoughts in my mind
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which I will take in sequence. The first is the price involved, and
how-that relates to other costs in the Federal budget. Now, if this
bill were fully funded over the next 4 years, it would cost a billion
and a half dollars. It would cost in 4 years half of what we spend
subsidizing Franco's government in Spain, to which we have given
$3 billion. Now it seems to me that if we can find $3 billion to main-
tain this liaison with General Franco, we might have equal concern
with the Spanish speaking people here at home.

We spent more money in an overrun for one airplane which we
then put it in a museum in Dayton, Ohio. It will not fly, and they
did not know what else to do with it, and we spent more in 1 year
than we are asking for 4 years of the whole program involved in
this bill.

If there is any basis at all to the notion that we care about the fu-
ture of America, we must start with the future that is involved in
the young people of this country who, are, after all, its future.I am not oblivious to the problem of money, and I suppose any
citizen who pays taxes is aware of the degree to which the cost of
any program has to be assessed against the place from which the
funds come. If we are talking about money, I think we have to get
into the questions of what else we spend money for, how, we collect
our taxes, and that leads me to the second part of your question,
which brings to my mind the kind of price tag we put on things.

When I was in the House of Representatives, we had a program
that cost $150,000 to train young people that had fallen out of high
schools so that they could have some kind of a future. That money-
$150,000 for 1 year-was then taken away. We could not afford
the program. Now, I lived through the experience of trying to tell
those young people what to do with their lives with no program to
be offered, and no neighborhood facilities that could finance any al-
ternative to their being on the streets, ending up on drugs, in prison,
and as subcharges.

I know that the cost to the community, to the country, of wasted
lives brought -about because we could not spend a relatively small
sum at key points is so much greater than the cost of spending the
allocated appropriations that would make possible the salvaging of
these people. And so it is not just relevant to other costs and rele-
vant to the way we collect our taxes, and that seems to be a very
reasonable and almost understated request.

It also seems to me that it is very clear you save money even
within the specifics of this program, because if you have to support
somebody in a prison for 20 years, or if you have to support some-
body on welfare for the rest of their life because they become so
damaged that they are unable or unwilling to participate in the
community, you are engaged in a vastly greater expense than other-
wise.

Now. having said that, let me go to the relationship of all of this
to the Federal Government. It is almost like A, B, C, to say that we
do not want to have an enormous central government doing things
that could 15est be done locally. I think the hopefulness of this legis-
hltion is that it recognizes that. Nobody thinks you can do things
better locally by having the bureaucrats hundreds of miles away
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issuing edicts. But we need a set of values that can be generalized in
the country, where people, after all, are citizens of the United
States. Children are rkiised in such fashion that they become crimi-
nals in an urban area of one city, and they are not confined there,
and they do not have to get visas to go to the next State. So the na-
tional concern and the national significance is implicit in-the fact
that we are one country.

Senator CooiK. Congressman, let me interrupt if I may, and let me
be the devil's advocate for a moment, if you do not mind, because I
probably have an almost perfect record of voting against foreign
aid, and I went with Charlie Goodell 2 or 3 years ago and held a
press conference in front of the monstrosity at Dayton. But, the
same people who vote against-well, not the same, but many of our
colleagues who vote against the same thing, we are going to have a
tough time convincing them of this bill, and rather than the nega-
tive approach of making a comparison with Spain, or making a
comparison with that bomber out there, you know, we might sell this
to ai audience who agrees with us on some of these things, but do
we not really have to approach it from it positive point of view as
these are the latter part of your remarks? Do we not really have to
show rather than what we are spending in Spain, and which I do
not like any more than you, or the things we do within the frame-
work of bombers and so on, is it not really incumbent upon us to ac-
complish two things within the framework of the presentation of
this legislation; first, to make it very clear statistically how much it
is going to cost us to make up for' our failure to treat a problem
where we ought to treat it, and to also be late at whatever we do?
And secondly, to convince the Congress that we do not want a pro-
gram that is going to )e totally bureaucratized because this is what
really bothers me, and you can see all of my colleagues saying that
well, we are just creating another bureaucracy, and you are starting
with the Federal Government, and then you are going to the State
government, and then you are going to the local government, and
you are going to have guidelines at the Federal level, and guidelines
at the State level, and we are going out with the same fellow at the
local level, and the same fellow in the welfare department, the same
juvenile judge, and the situation where he has got to fill out forms
and he has got to meet a certain standard before he can take advan-
tage of a situation, and these are the things that I want to overcome.
In other words, I would like to have a record of saying this is one
piece of legislation that we do not want bureaucraticized, that we do
not want to send this thing downtown if it is signed by the Presi-
dent, and have that thing in it that says the agency shall establish
such and such rules and regulations, and promulgate such rules and
regulations as shall be iiecessary to put this thing into operation.
Bitngo. There is our dead end, a'nd from there on in we fight to es-
tablish the significance of a program because we are always fighting
somebody that we ought to run it, and we find out they are really,
really is no incentive to rumnit except to see to it that If we appro-
priate a billion and a half dollars, they can get the job done for
$450.00f. So, you know, my frustration is that I always hear these
comparisons with Spain, and I always heari these comparisons with
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airplanes, but yet we have got to get over that, and we have got to
get on to the comparison of the fact that later on, as a result of our
failure here, it is costing us just a hell of a lot more money than the
$3 billion given to Spain, or what we spent on that airplane in the
real human resources of the people of this country. And that is what
I would really like to get into this record, because ee, this is, you
know, you know the problem, and I know the problempi and this is
really the solution where you know the great American myth is that
we can find a 100-percent'solution to any problem, really, but really
we cannot, but the idea is that we can lay the foundation and
groundwork by which we can solve one tremendous percentage of it,
if we can, to the best of our ability.

Mfr. LOWENSTEIN. We are not in disagreement,.Senator. In fact, I
was, I think, on the same point that you are on when I used the ex-
ample of the closed down program in the community I represented.
I think it is important to stress what the cost and the resources are
of maintaining people for the rest of their lives as criminals who
could otherwise have been diverted. My frustration, though, is that
most Americans do not understand these relative costs. They have
not been told these things. They are told that we are already hand-
ing the country over to the poor, and the black, and they are run-
ning off with it blind, and that is the cause of their tax problems.What the record has to include is enough statistical information so

that the ordinary citizen does not feel that what we are asking here
is another major boondoggle to those who are already receiving such
an enormous handout. If the ordinary citizen understands that the
ghetto in Washington, D.C. pays more in Federal income taxes than
it receives back in Federal programs, there would be less resistance
to programs which are perceived as aimed at the people who live in
poverty areas. So we are not in disagreement. I think we share those
concerns, and your presence adds enormous weight as a guantor that
this bill would not do those things.

Senator CooK. You overexpressed that, but I have the horrible vi-
sion of one day flying over Washington and seeing a psychdelic city'
of green copies, and blue copies, and orange copies, you know, and
maybe the Washington Monument will still peek out slightly. But, I
am really not sure, and I just have this horrible feeling that if we
are going to succeed that we have to establish a record of the ulti-
mate cost ratio-benefit as, you know, as stark as they may be to this
Nation as a whole.

Mr. LoWEFNSTE.N. It is important also to get to the last of the
thoughts that I was expressing a moment ago, which is that We have
a tremendous amount of rhetoric from political people about fight-
ing crime in the streets. That rhetoric is connected to proposals for
harsher behavior by courts. We do not understand that dealing with
the problem of crime in the streets starts in the streets, and that a
bill of this kind would do more to reduce crime in the streets and
make the streets a lot safer for people who want to walk in the
strets then all of the rhetoric that one hears from high political
officials.

Senator Cooic. Correct.
Mr. LOWENSTFIN. What people do know now is they are legiti-
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niately afraid. I walked down a street in the" district I live in not
long ago, and in one block, two women stopped me in tears, one
black woman and one Puerto Rican woman. Both of them had had
their sons killed in the street within the last 3 months. Their percep-
tion of what law and order is is very different from what the
speeches that are directed at middle class white-,ople might sug-
gest. My sense is that the community of interests that exists between
streets like that in middle class communities is very great, because
the crime that grows out of the deprivations that exist in so many
communities spills over and attacks-people everywhere. And yet, the
effort to politicize crimes as a technique to divide is one of the very
difficult problems with which we had better deal.

Senator CooK. Let me give you a good example of wliat" you are
saying. The people of the inner city that I live in, in that particular
type of atmosphere are aware of the significance of the term juvenile
delinquency. The people outside of that area are not. To give you an
impulsive action, when I was a judge, I would come up to a stop
sign, leaving my home in the morning to go to the office, and I would
look down the street and there are these two cars side by side, and all
of a sudden at some signal between them, man, I am telling you they
lay down rubber, and they head down the street, heading for the
school, and they are having a whale of a time. So, instead of notify-
ing the police, I took off after them. I do not think that I have ever
driven that fast. I wound up in the high school parking lot with
them, and I stopped both of them. Well, you know, it is an amazing
thing. Their parents were irate that I had done this, and I had a
meeting wih the two boys in my chambers, and I took them through
the jail, and I took them through all of the facilities, and I showed
them conceivably what could have happened to them, and even with
the continued irateness of their parents about 3 years later, oddly
enough, when those guys would com back from school, they would
drop by the office, they would have a chat with me, they would see
you on the street and say hello to you, and great rapport. But, I
never got over their parents, you know, because they thought I had
done something that I should not have, that it was my job to get
them up before me, if there was a case, maybe, and they would have
a lawyer there to represent them and so on, and so forth, and I
never could convince those parents that that rather ridiculous action
of mine, I guess, was right significant in regard to those two fellows.

And so, what we have got to do is instead of, not only convince
the Congress on a billion and a half dollar package, but convince.a_
whale of a lot of people in the United States that do not quite un-
derstand what juvenile delinquency is yet, and try to somehow or
other overlook the actions of their children, not really knowing what
the significance is if they overlook them too long.

Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Am~en.
Senator CooK. I did not mean to do all of that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LOWmNsTEIN. Well, that brings up a reminiscent example.
Senator BAY1!. You are not doing it to i , you are doing it for us.
Mr. LOWENSTEIN. In the neighborhood-where I live here is, as

far as I know now, 19 street gangs. They have probably 2,000 young
People in them.
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We have had a series of meetings over a period of months with
those street gangs, which do not ,vant to be called street gangs.
There is a tremendous need for a program in this community, which
would take the potential of those young people and turn it from
fighting with each other over turf, and getting on bad terms with
the police, and having a series of arrests that produce resentment be-
cause the arrests occur under circumstances which lead the street
gangs to feel that they are persecuted and hounded in violation of
their rights. If we could only get a program into that community,
the will among those young people to do something other than what
they are now left to do-for lack of facilities, for lack of opportu-
nity, for lack of guidance-is enormous. I wish there were time
today to detail individuals whom I have come to know from those
street gangs in that area, and how their lives are affected by whether
there is any effort to give opportunity beyond what they have been
dumped into by birth.

Senator CooK. But, do not forget though one of the things I see
in this really and truly, and I am speaking now from a former
iudge's point of view, and I hope the judge talks about this when he
is here, is that this will in effect set a standard, instead of frustrat-
ing that individual who sits there, who has got so many different
tiers and so many different agencies, and so many different things
that it is almost frustrating him in relation to what to do with an
individual, because you wilT admit that in his desire to get into this
field we fragment ourselves, and when we fragment ourselves on this
level to establish this agency, and that agency, and another agency,
and another agency, all we do is frustrate the individual at the local
level that has got to make that decision. So, what you are really'say-
ing is that for those 19 street gangs right now we could give them a
whole book, you know, like we send every county judge in the State
of Kentucky, and, hell, it is that thick, and these are all of the Fed-
eral programs we have got. and we even frustrate him unless we can
come down to a basic standard.

Mr. LOWiNSTEIN. I think she will agree with you.
Senator Coox. This is one of the things that you face, that we

compound the felony, and it is compounded at every level, it is com-
pounded by the State, and it is compounded by the board of alder-
men, and by the time you get through, you know, we have to have a
book so you can decide how many places and how many things, un-
less you 'finally get so frustrated that you use your own ability, and
your own logic, and then you make those decisions regardless of the
consequences. And then at that stage of the game you find that for-
tunately you are paying attention to the individual before you and
not paying attention to all of the rules and regulations that have
been propounded from every level.

M r. Low .sEI N. Right.
Senator CooK. Because if we send this thing downtown, unless we

make a record that this thing, is not going to be bureaucratized, that
poor judge, and those jud g.-.all over the country are going to have
so many regulations, an&Mlt k0w they will have another bible on
the desk to flip through, and they will have more numbers, and more
periods, and more letters and everything else.
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Mr. LOWENSTEIN. I think that is what I called the-genius of this
legislation, which it seems to me this achieves.

Senator CooK. That is what we are after.
Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Right.
Senator BAY11h *WelI, just in a capsule tell us, in answer to the

question that is very similar to that of Senator Cook, but I want to
make sure we are talking about the same thing-the significance of
institutionalization as far as society's efforts to deal with the prob-
lem of young people.

Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Well, you start with the quality of the institu-
tions we send people to now. You have study after study, and I do
not suppose anyone who has been to visit those institutions needs a
study to know'what happens when people go into them and come
out, tat they are less well equipped to deal with society than before
they went in. So, I do not know anyone that justifies the notion that
institutionalization is the way to cope with these problems. But if
anyone does, certainly they could not justify institutionalizing peo-
ple in the institutions we now have.

If we can find ways, as this legislation seeks to do, where local
agencies and community efforts can avert institutionalizing, we will,
among other things, make it possible to salvage individuals in large
numbers who otherwise would find themselves progressively pulled
further down to destruction and self-destruction.

I think also we might make it possible to cope with the problem
of those who have to be institutionalized in a way that would be
more effective, instead of overcrowding, contamina ting whole pro-
grams and what they seek to do.

I think Senator Cook has discussed two or three of the difficulties,
if I can say this in conclusion, of getting this kind of an approach
accepted by people who have not traditionally been willing to accept
it. I share his concern bout that.

I also think-it important to remember and reiterate the concept
that is inherent in this legislation: If you want to prevent crime,
and if you want to assist communities, you have to do it by an alli-
ance be tween the Government and the private sector, and you have
to do it in the community. You also have to do it with standards set
for the whole country, but not by an enormous bureaucracy. And we
must not forget what the whole notion of the Federal structure is to
let guidance and assistance come from the Federal level and let the
neighborhoods deal with the problems they can deal with best.

Senator I.AYH. Well, then, you would be one who would agree
with the provisions of the bill "which encourage the participation of
adults and youth of a given community in the planning and opera-
tion of comind-nity-based services.

Mr. LOWE NSTEIN. Of course.
Senator Bayii. What is the role of the privatee sector?
MNr. LowE.Ns:iN. W ell, it is essential. We must involve the Pri-

vate sector in neighborhoods and human situations. You cannot Just
have Government moving in as if it knows everything, and disre-
gard the wisdom and the experience and expertise of groups that
grow up in a community and vork in a comnmnity. I thin. that is
the alliance that this bill envisages, and that is such a hopeful
breakthrough.
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Senator B.YiT. We see this really as an untapped reservoir out
here, and why we have not taken advantage of it greater before, 1
do not know,i a great untapped reservoir of volunteer citizens,
whether they ar- part of the official private agencies or private
groups, or charity or whatever it may be, well-intentioned citizens
that want, to help. And we have not eally been able to give them
the running room they need. 1 am glad to have your thoughts on
that.

Mr. LowvE:s's'r lN. Well, you are right. And, in fact, if it is useful
to your record to have illustrations of how many people there are
who would w.ant to hell), and could be enormously helpful, and who
elnot help rinder the present lack of lprogranis and lack of guid-
ance and lack of funding and lack of resources, 1 vould be glad to
submit those kinds of illustrations. Because every place that I go I
am constantly bewildered by why we cannot use the skill and ex )Vr-
tise, and the" commitment and lhe love of these people in dealing
with commtil it l)rol)le111s.

Senator B.xvii. Senator Cook, do you have further questions?
Senator Cooi . Th11nk you, Congressman, very, N cry much.
Mr. LOWi:xsTix. Well, thank you both very much.
Senator ,Y\ii. Ve really appreciate the elfort you have made.
[Mr. Lowenstein's prepa red statement is as follow s:]

1'JETARME i"I'~ATrENT 01' ALLARD K. LoWN% FSTEIN ON BEHIALr oF Ami.511ac.Ns
rFOT D)E-MOCRATMc ACTION

Mr. Chairman, I am Allard K. Lowenstein, national chairman of Americans
for )emsoeratic Actlion, for whom I in testifying today.

I am pleased to speak on behalf of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
lPrevention Act of 1973, S.821. Tihe problcs to which this legislation addresses
itself-tih prevesit ion of Julvenile delinquency, rehabilitation of juvenile
offeisders, and improvement of juvenile justice In this country-are problems
whose ultimate significance goes far beyond mere structural change in law. We
tire dealing with the future of America's neglected children,

How I mny of us can recall youth as a time of enthusiasm, discovery and
imaginatioln? f relatively carefree days of growth and friemdlshll,? Those
words in no way describe the lives of thousands of less fortunate children in
this country today. These young l1ople know a reality of violent, often unrea-
s5a1le V5fifllta I ion wlh fsily, acquaintances anti legal systems. ]'re-
(eiwlitly from broken houses and (lilalddated neighborhoods, these children have
not enjoyed the optios of "normal" society. Warped victims of neglect and
brutality, niany of them turn-not surprisingly-to anti-social behavior sit an
early age. Eventually they land in detention homes, and the making of a new
set of crinsinals has begun.

This committee in the past has called attention to the fact that Juvenile
delinquency has reached i('lsis lroportions iii contemporary America. We imist
begin now to alleviate the problem by reconstructing our juvenile justice
system. Its reconstructiIon can save the lives and spirits of our children.

ADA believes the problems of Juvenile delinquency must be dealt with in tile
following way to be effective:

1. By a comprellensive and coordinated approach, centered in the federal
government.

2. By recognition that the probleins must be solved on the local level by
coituilmuilty-ba.sled failtlths.

3. By a massive federal commitment of resources.
To this end, S.821 Is one of the best pieces of legislation to be presented. It

is a comprehensive bill which would guarantee the rights of children, a guar-
antee long overdue.

The bill will create one central agency to handle the many aspects of juve-
nile delinquency. At present the only thing that the plethora of agencies in
this area have in common is the Washington phenomenon known as the Bond
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of Bureaucracy. On paper there's a connection, but in practice the departments
are not coegnizant of each other's actions. Resources allocated In this area are
being Wasted Mlrough h110C of direction. One vigorous overseeing agency could
eliminate this problem while providing leadership and expertise.

However, this bill would not create another huge federal bureaucracy. While
the federal government would provide leadership, standards, technical assist-
ance and funds, the legislation recognizes that the problems must be solved at
the state and local levels, in community-based facilities.

The bill also recognizes the need to involve the private sector in solving the
delinquency problems in this country. By providing funds to private, as well as
government agencies, it is expected that a wide spectrum of the community
will be involved In developing and maintaining programs. The legislation seeks
to utilize volunteer staffs, resources and facilities of private- agencies, making
them part of a coordinated national effort. ADA firmly supports the principle
of maintaining a partnership between government and the private sector.

Another important aspect of the bill Is its establishment of Juvenile Court
as a protective agency, one which guarantees the protection of basic proce-
dural rights for Juveniles who come under federal jurisdiction. In addition, by
creating national standards for state and local governments, the Juvenile
would be more assured of procedural protections on the local level.

Juvenile court is not the only institution which cries out for change. The
detention homes to which the youthful offender Is sent too often do more to
criminalize than to rehabilitate. Like America's adult jails, Juvenile detention
homes typically serve a catch-all function. In a New York state detention
home, for example, a loiterer from Syracuse might share a room with a drug
addict from New York City.

A child in a detention home learns quickly that he or she must get tough to
survive. Survival may include the following (from a youth in a detention
home) : "Just about everybody knew how to pick pockets and roll reefers, and
a lot of cats knew how to cut drugs.... There was so much to learn I"

Other shortcomings of detention centers have been well documented in pre-
vious testimony. Again I invoke memories of our own youth, contrasting these
images to the situation of today's children who spend time in detention homes
which provide them no sense of competence, belonging, usefulness or identity.
The contrast is vital because we-in more fortunate circumstances-are In a
position to help these children.

The dramatic need for improvement in correctional facilities for Juvenile
offenders simply will not be met by the present system. Its rehabilitation func-
tion is practically nil; to wit, FBI figures from 1969 show that of all offenders
under 20 released from federal institutions since 1963, 78.8 percent were rear-
rested within five years. Young offenders have the highest recidivism rate of
any age group.

Reversing the trend crime through institutional change will assist not only
youth. It will serve the American community. Almost two-thirds of all arrests
for serious crime are among people under 21. The fight against crime properly
begins here, at the roots of crime.

To achieve the lawful order to which the nation aspires, we should Intro-
duce citizens, while still young, to meaningful roles in society. Instead, in far
too many cases, our present institutions introduce children to the techniques
and means of crime. The current system of incarceration is, In short, counter-
productive.

National government must lend its leadership and resources to hell) alleviate
tie problem. Since state and local communities have been unable or unwilling
to provide a satisfactory legal system for Juveniles, the federal government
must take the lead.

In addition, monies spent In the area of Juvenile delinquency are a sad illus.
trntion of tile need for a revamped program. Specifically, although Juveniles
commit over M0 percent of the nation's crimes, the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Agency allocated only 19 percent of Its total appropriations for programs
dealing with Juveniles during fiscal year 1972.

A number of other agencies are authorized to deal with Juvenile delln-
ciuency. None demonstrate an effectiveness commensurate to the problem. What
is needed Is consolidation of existing agencies and a renewed statement of
jiiorities dealing solely with youth and youth problems. Legislation to reallo-
cate the existing funds and resources is sorely needed; 8.821 provides such a
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program. The central agency set up in S.821 would aid state and local commu-
nities in establishing community-based facilities as an alternative to detentioln.
ADA welcomes the major thrust of this legislation-that solutions must be
found in local communities, not in large institutions.

Studies have shown that a child's life style can-tIe altered drastically
through guidance, supervision and interest. Community treatment facilities
which conform to federal guidelines would provide such a setting. With your
help, juvenile delinquents can break out of the all too familiar life pattern of
crimes and institutions. Passage of 8.821 will afford America's neglected chil-
dren the opportunity to be all they can be.

Senator BAYIT. 'he last witness this morning is the Honorable
Justice Wise Poller, a former judge of the New York State Family
Court, recently retired from the bench. There must be an early retire-
ment program up there. WTe appreciate very much your taking the
time to be with us, and we are looking forward to your contribution.

Senator Coox. Before you begin, Judge, I mist say as a cosponsor
of Senator Bayh in the equal rights amendiient, 1 want you to
know that I used "he" in the all-inclusive seis(-, and I apologize.

STATEMENT OF HON. TUSTINE WISE POLLER, FORMER JUDGE,
NEW YORK STATE FAMILY COURT, NEW YORK, N.Y.

'Judge Pommiu. I understood. I will accel)t your gallantry aid say
it was slightly early because I felt I could be more useful elsewhere.

I really feel very privileged to be here today, and especially grate-
ful to both of you and your subcommittee for the efforts in' regard
to this bill, because I feel it is tremendously important in terms of
bringing new insight, hopefully a different atmospher, or feeling in
regard to the l)roblems that we are facing in this ie(ld. I am not
going to read the statement which I have submitted because you
have it for the record. I would just like to touch on a few points
that I think might be helpful. The bill pulls together a great many
fragmented efforts from all over the country. To begin with, it rec-
ognizes that there is no single cause and no single answer to the
problem of either juvenile delinquency or youthful crime as we
know it. I think it clearly puts its finger on the necessity of improv-
ing the quality of justice as we have experienced it, and seeking at
the same time to stimulate deeper and wider efforts in both l)re en-
tive and corrective work.

Certainly I would hope that the research and evaluation as it
moves forward under such a bill will do honest fact digging and re-
'port on what we are doing, and also on what we are not doing in
this country. There is one fundamental aspect ofthis bill that is es-
pecially significant at this time. It faces a national problem and rec-
ognizes that neither States nor localities are more than lines on a
map so far as the needs and rights of children are concerned. At the
same time it encourages localities and States to develop resources
within communities to meet the problems of children.

Before touching on the points that I had planned to mention, I
would like to answer in my own way one question that Senator
Bayh posed to Dr. Menninger conceived the cottage program. le
asked quite understandably, why if such villages or cottages worked
so well, they did not proliferate. I think that touches on something
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that is very important. InI the first place, I thiulr it has to be rec-
ognized that our State laws have been developed ill such a way that
we supl)ort, through State and county contributions, or payments,
the care of children who are removed from their homes, but we do
not pay monies for services to the children in his own family. I can
think of nothing more ridiculous than refusing to compensate for
counseling, casework, training, helping parents to make a better
home, lut leing quite willing to pay a great deal more money for
the same child, if we put him in a foster home, a little more if we
put him in an institution l)ecaii'e the foster home does not work, and
finally more noney if we put him in the State training school, andthenoultimatlv, as )I)-. Mennlinger pointed out, time most if we filially
find him emotionally disturbed. We really turn things upside down.

One of the dihliciilties is hell)ig l)eol)l' to understand that if! we
started at another point we would not only make it possible to have
the stronger family about which we hear so much rhetoric, but we
would save en(lless millions of dollars as well as the removal of a
child from the only l)lace where lie ctin be rooted. While Dr. Men-
ninger's experience may be very valuable to some children, I have
the snime question that Senator Cook raised about the permanency of
being in-any foster care situation in which you are not completely
rooted.

The failure of institutions to really examine the possibility of
strengthening tme family from which a child comes against his re-
turn, or prevent ing the necessity of the child being removed in the
first, instance, the keeping a child in care as long as he does not
cause trouble in the cottage, in the village, in an institution, are not
an adequate answer. I have seen too many children who have been in
foster care for a long time whose. foster parents become disabled,
(lie, or niove to another ,State, where suddenly that child finds lhe be-
longs to no one. That same child, if adopted by the foster parent
who comes to care about him, becomes part of a family permanently
and entitled to social security if tragedy strikes. 1k'knows he las
roots in a home, and yet we do not think or plan in those terms.
And nothing is more disastrous than to see a child who has endlessly
been kept either in one foster home or one institution after another,
never being able to really give himself to anybody because the peo-
ple he loves are a constantly changing cast. Therefore, he cannot
dare to love anybody or to care about anyone when lie becomes
oler.

Senator BA't. May I interrupt here?
.Judge PoTAuIm. Yes. There is some very valuable material on this

score which I would like to refer to later.
Senator Iy3[. I think this is a key point. In talking to Dr. Men-

ninger and a couple of other people involved in that particular vil-
lage situation, they )laced great emphasis on the couple serving as
parents in a real 'sense. Now, is that possible to do in your judg-
ment? Can you with eight, nine, 10 youngsters in a situation which
is totally free from the normal elements of juvenile institutions give
such love and understanding that the child feels lie belongs? Dr.
Menninger talked about youngsters who came back to the home from
the State university for Christmas vacation because they thought
this was their home: Is that pie in the sky?
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Judge POLEuz. I would say that I think this is probably a model
experiment under ideal auspices for comparatively few children.

Senator CooiK. That is what bothers me.
Judge POLIEI.. We are not going to transplant hundreds of thou-

sands of children, or tens of thousands away from their families or
communities and create this kind of permanent structure. Nor do we
have the skills to do it. And I am not sure we should. What troubles
me is that we do not really make the effort we should for the child
in his family, to strengthen not only that child but the other siblings
in the group). We give up too easily. We do not work with the fam-
ily. Just as long as he is not troubling anybody, the child who is
placed in foster care remains endlessly on a public subsidy, but not
really belonging to the family where'he lives. At the sane time we
have' a hangup about terminating parental rights. We should do
what we can to strengthen the natural family, but where we find we
camot do that, the child is entitled to have'the parental rights ter-
ninated and be placed in a permanent home.

Senator B.vi. Let us take the average very typical family situa-
tion that fits, the concern you just expressed. What kinds of services
(a1e ieeded to do the job which you think needs to be done?

:Judge Poimui. I give as an example, because it is very fresh in my
mind what I have learned since leaving the court, I traveled to
three States trying to get a picture so as to be less provincial in
my outlook in "the work I hope to do. One of the things that was
most troubling to me in two of the communities I visited was that
nonwhite children known to be neglected, on public welfare, were
not referred to family courts for neglect petitions. When I met with
a panel from the department of welfare who were decent, noticably
rather white and middle-class, and asked about this they said they
liad few or no foster homes for black children. When I asked
whether the were any black homefinders the answer was "no," but
that to have them might be a good idea. When I talked to the judge,
a very able judge, he felt that lie had to ask that neglected children
who were nonwhite should not be referred to the court because he
had no place to send them. At another panel with school people
there was a discussion of a mother who was psychotic and whose
children were neglected. They expressed the belief that they could
do nothing because if they referred the children they would be put
in a shelter for a short period and then returned to the mother be-
cause there are no appropriate foster care facilities for nonwhite
children.

I feel one of the positive elements of the proposed bill needs to be
firmed up by revising and adding to the findings. You are very
strong and correctly so about in your findings about the failure o f
the juvenile court 'or juvenile justice, in regard to the delinquent
child. However, the bill overlooks the fact that almost for the last 50
or 60 years State after State has added to the jurisdiction of the ju-
venile court, adding dependents, neglected children, termination of
parental rights, termination of custody, visitation and support, sepa-
ration and divorce, in many States. There should, therefore, be
equally strong findings as to the failure of juvenile justice when it
deals 'with the neglected child and fails to provide the preventive
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services which actually are covered by your purposes, though not set
forth in your findings.

Senator IhYn. That is our intention, and I appreciate your bring-
ing that out.

Judge POLIER. Let me turn for a moment to another-
Senator CooKi. Before you get off that subject Judge, because I

want to get back to Dr. Menninger's con cept, because this has got to
be as far as the authorities are concerned rather a frustrating thing,
that once an institution starts then it automatically becomes full,
and that is the end of the role unless they continue to build cottae
after cottage after cottage after cottage, and somehow or other tie
concept of growth, you know, when the young man finishes college,
or the young lady finishies college they can come home for a while
but they do not come home very long, he or she, and this concept ol
permanency seems to me that we, maybe within that concept are not
building u) the potential of the individual, but it becomes kind of a
dependency which I am not sure really helps.

.Judge POLIER. I agree and also feel that although or perhapss be-
cause we are so often frustrated by not being able to do what we
should do for many children, that we are prone to emphasize and re-
call the few happy successes. I mean, one has children who come
back to the juvenile court judge, to you or to me, but those are the
rare exceptions. We must realize that the extent to which children
are excluded from services so that they cannot become part of the
mainstream of life is as urgent a challenge today as the children
whom we place in custodial warehouses that we call children's insti-
tutions. So, we have the two problems, and to me the prevention has
to start at an earlier period.

Senator COOK. Thank you.
Judge POLlER. I would like to speak for a moment of what hns

been termed, I think it was in Senator Bayh's statement, the bank-
ruptcy of the juvenile court. I do not feel defensive about it. How-
ever, one has to recognize certain things that are terribly important
if this bill is to become an effective instrument for constructive
chan e. We have bankruptcy in institutions as in our personal lives,
wlif are the result of what I can only speak of as get-rich schemes,
unsupported by either wise planning or hard, continuing efforts or
sufficient investment. I was on the court for 38 y,'ears, and knew the
founders of the court, including Julian Mack, w:hom I loved dearly.
They showed concern for each individual child and their focus was
on ihe whole child and what they could do to help him. They also
had faith, and we call it naive, that if the community were informed
of the unmet needs of children it would rally and provide services.
labor, et cetera. They became the original advocates for children, a
As we look back we may think it was simpler then. But, when you
actually read-the history of that time, with the vast immigration
into this country of non-'English speaking, unskilled labor, the same
problems of political corruption certainly that we have today, the
problems were very great and there was only a small band if people
to confront them.

One of the things that stands out, about the early judges such as
Mack or Ben Lindsey, was their readiness to confront social condi-
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tions in their community. They were willing to take on controversial
questions such as the results of factory accidents, the lack of the
mother's pensions, that fathers could not join trade unions, child
role that I think has been rather lost in these days.

As the years passed the temporary enthusiasm for the juvenile
court was followed l)y niggardly support. The illusion became pre\'e-
lent that the job was done when the institution was established. I
have just visited a State where the law authorize juvenile courts in
every county but where of over 40 counties in the State there are
only juvenile courts in 1'. We talk about there being juvenile courts
in all 50 States in the country, although they have been established
only in parts of these States. In another Statec recently visited, I
learned of a 10-year-old, who had run away from homiie and was
pic ked up and sent by the local magistrate to the jail. 'That small
child was found to have hung himself the next morning.

We have too long treated the, juvenile court, and as well called
such courts as inferior courts we have not established standards for
judges in large parts of the country. We have assumed that anybody
could do what was right to a child, and our standards for probation
work have decreased as we refused the funds needed to work with a
child on probation. Probation is the least expensive service, and, if it
is well done, probably could become the most effective service the ju-
venile court has had to offer. So, I welcome the new interest and
concern, as I welcome the Gault decision for requiring due process
at the adjudicatory hearing. But, I must say that the due process
which we hail and welcome, too often becomes little more than a ri-
tual. The real problem of the juvenile court is the absence of sub-
stantive services, or the people who can provide and wisely select ap-
propriate substantive services.

I was interested in the reference to jails this morning, and would
like to add a footnote. The last report we had from the Children's
Service Bureau, which has been so denigrated, that it does not even
get out figures these days, stated that there were from 50,000 to
100,000 children in the jails of this country on any single day' Cer-
tainly in the counties where I have visited recently the jails are still
being used despite State laws l)rohibiting such use. We can deplore
the condition of a detention home, with good reason, but we have
not even gotten to creative detention homes in vast parts of this
country.

Such conditions contribute to what is understandably the disillu-
sionment that we have experienced in regard to the high hopes for
the juvenile courts. Such conditions also force us to face the difficult
problems that will confront this county as it seeks to secure adequate
sources in the same communities that have been niggardly towards
the juvenile courts. Such communities will not suddenly provide the
kind of services, preventive and corrective, that the bill proposes un-
less there is leadership on a national level, and substantial help in
the creation of standards. I was interested in being asked to consult
recently with the American Pediatric Association, which is now un-
dertaking its first study of the physical conditions of medical serv-
ices for children in detention homes. This is 1973. When medical
services were first instituted in New York some few years ago we
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found the children being sent to detention had all sorts of physical
ailments that had not )een caught in the poverty areas from which
they came. We were advised of disabilities of hearing, of sight, and
in one case hideous cancer, heart conditions and so forti. Such
tragic lack of preventive medical or health services is prevalent.

Senator B. YiE. Judge, may I ask you to give us your thoughts on
an issue that was raised by Senator Cook, that I concur in his con-
cern, about the psychedelic bureaucratic approach to this problem.

Judge Por.n:n. The what?
Se ator Blwii. The )sychedelic bureaucratic approach to this

lroiblem. We do not want that to happen. Where do we draw the
line? Once, a )ureaucIac is created, it really prohibits us from hav-
ing the kind of flexibility necessary in each location. On the other
hand (lo't we need to have some standards for judges, for facilities,
and for services? Ilow do we structure our bill to provide quality
treatnnt for clihdren without establishing the very bureaucracy
that so far has prevented us from making that quality treatment
available?

Senator Coo)K. Before you answer that question though, judge,
with all of the signiiieance of Federal legislation, I think we are all
faced with the situation that in my State, for example, with 120
counties the county judge is a constitutional office. He does not have
to l)e a lawyer. Ile ctn be any individual in the community who has
the significance or political clout, and yet under that same'system Ile
is thjuvenile court judge. Now, I think we have got to understand
that I 'doubt very seriously that any State legislature would immedi-
ately change its institutionn because we set standards. Now, unfortu-
nately for us, if we do, we set standards that deny the community
the right to participate, unless they fulfill certain requirements, i.e.
that an individual be a lawyer, or that he have a significant amount
of ability or l)ractice as the'case may be; therefore, we deny coimuil-
nities the right to participate because we set the standard'here, and
yet we are faced in many situations throughout the country where
the constitutions and the'laws of the respective States do not fulfill
the requi rem nents that we establish.

Senator I\yn. That is exactly the problem I was discussing, I do
not know what the answer is but I concur with Senator Cook's as-
sessment of the lack of probability that a State legislature is going
to change its constitution. But, by the same token, I do not think
we want to be part of a program ;hich permits that kind of insensi-
tive judge to get Federal funds which are designed to provide a lit-
tle eilightenent and a little compassion in solving the problems of
young peol)le. lWe do not want to permit those funds to be utilized
to maintain juveniles in jail cells.

Senator COOK. But, let me say something. Many of those are not
insensitive. Really, I am not trying to say they are all insensitive.
Some of these people, as a matter of fact, use the community ap-
proach in many of the community boards and commissions, and they
are established frequently and are more sensitive to the problems
than some of the judges ;ve have on our Bench. So, I am not really
saying they are insensitive.

Senator BAY1I. I did not mean to infer that at all.
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,Judge Potmnn. That is true, but I do think certain goals can be set
forth, and I think as people become more involved in what they are
doing, they are going to more self-critical. An incident such as i do-
scribed of a 10-year-old hanging herself can arouse a community,
and force change. Emphasis can be put on programs of quality, by
supporting projects that are creative or innovative without laying
the heavy hand from Washington regard to details. But, if there
is an on-going program, and that is the important part of this bill,
mid fact-finding, and digging for facts, evaluation, approving things
that are worthwhile, I think you can gradually raise standards of
service. I have seen a lot of criticism, for example, of the LJEAA
and the way it has spent its funds in the Law Enforcement Admin-
istration for better police equipment, and more of this and more of
that. I have had a different experience. We went to them and we
said we are very concerned that the judges have so little to say
about what is at the end of the tunel when the child is put in
placement. We asked for and we wanted assistance to create an office
within the judicial system that would study what a judge can do for
a child on tihe basis'of what he knows, and what he cannot do, and
report to the Governor, and-the legislature concerning the unmet
needs of children who go through the juvenile court. They were
challenged and they agreed to put up 75 percent of the funds, and
the Judicial Confeience put up the balance. Now, we have our first
office of children services, an advocate within the judiciary, to do
constant fact-finding and report to the Governor and the legislature.

Senator Cooid. A Jurisdiction of continued oversight?
Judge PominR. It is an office within the Judicial Conference to

which the judges can come with their frustrations concering what
they cannot do, and people can make complaints which will look
into the things, study the institutions that are discriminating, or not
taking the children -they should, and thus provide an on-going flow
of information froin two ways, from the community. people who
complain and from the judges who cannot do their job. Such an
office provides a new process for self-education, education for the
courts, and for the community. Thus facts are brought ilto the
open. I know of no better way of raising standard without having
an autocratic society.
. I am going to shrten what I had in mind to say because we have

already touched on the neglected child. However, I would like to un-
derline that from my experience over all of these years, as one reads
the record of the delinquent child, the delinquent'child is almost al-
ways the child who has either been neglected by the family, or the
community, and who has lost any sense of confidence in himself, who
lie is or wvhero he can go. I think of all of the studies I have read,
and particularly of one that I have never forgotten, though I read it
many years ago. It was the study of a group of young delinquents, a
group of young drug users, and a group of mentally ill .young peo-
ple done by a distinguished psychologist, who studied tfiese young
people, their histories, their backgrounds and their attitudes. He
found most of them came from broken, unhappy homes where there
was a great deal of conflict, that they were more often harshly
treated than too-well treated at home. There "was a high incident of
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)overty, physical illness and mental illness in these homes. He found
among these three groups, the ones who had acted out through de-
linquency or crime, the ones who were withdrawn in a way from the
world through drug use, and the ones who were withdrawn further
through mental illness. There was one thing in common to them all.
Each of these young people was saying in his own way: "I am no
good; there is nothing for me to do, .what is the use?" The extent to
which we have failed to break through these walls of hopelessness
provides the challenge to create the preventive and protective serv-
ices, as well as corrective services that you have proposed.

I would urge that the bill's findings be in keeping with its pur-
poses, but that it should also emphasize the importance of each
State, each community doing its own fact-digging in regard to what
it is doing, and what it is not doing for chi dren who are neglected.
'he need for early identification of such children, the need for the

provision of appropriate services, including providing services to the
child in his own family, and the encouragement of such services
through public funding. I have always been horrified with the idea
that one can pay a stranger for foster care, but if there is a per-
fectly good grandmother who is willing to give up her job and stay
homei and take care of five children, that the State will not allow her
to receive foster care aid. She must go on public assistance, which
she may be quite unwilling to do. Yet she could, with the same fos-
ter care rate, care for her own grandchildren at one-quarter of the
cost of what we spend for them in the care of strangers. It" is
against such lack of thoughtful planning that I would emphasize
the need for alternative ways of care wit hin the family. No agency
should be allowed continue custody of a child which refers to work
with the child or the community to which the child is going to re-
turn. I would urge that while we talk about diversion from the
court, for heaven's sake, let us continue judicial review of children
placed in care away from their homes and communities.

A few years ago, a bill was enacted in New York requiring that
any agency with whom a child was placed should report back within
18 months as to how the child is doing, what efforts have been made
to get the child back to his family, wy they have not been able to
do that, and why further custodial care is needed. Last year a fur-
ther bill was enacted so that even where a parent voluntarily places
a child, that same material has to be reviewed at the end of 24
months if the child is still in placement. These laws have brought
children out of the woodwork of custodial care. They have made the
agencies ask themselves why they have not brought a petition to ter-
inmate parental rights, why they have not referred a child for adop-
tion. The increase in the number of adoptions, including those by
foster families, has shot upwards. And I feel that this is one of the
important areas where without the fear of bureaucracy we can do a
great deal.

Senator COOK. What you are really saying is that there are a lot
of children in these circumstances throughout the country that we
have not even found?

Judge POLIER. That is right.
Senator CooKi. And I again, Senator, go back to my days on the
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l)oard of the Kentucky Children's Home where we found that it was
the institution, that children continue to be institutionalized because
they were pai( on population.

Judge PoER. -That is right.
Senator Cooic. And it was after a rather heated debate with the

superintendent that we made all inspection of the institution and
found in the basement of one of the buildings three cells, and that
was their extreme.

Judge Pomni. I think that is typical throughout the country.
Senator CooK. Absolutely.
,Judge POLTER. And, of course, one of the things we do know now

from the study is that the longer a child is away from his own
home, the less likely he is ever to go back, and the family closes in
without him quite comfortably too often. Also there is less likeli-
hood of the child being considered for adoption, and there is a
steady increase in the amount of emotional disturbance found among
children who remain for long periods in foster care.

Senator CooK. What you are really saying is that if you do not
have this oversight and continuous review that we find ourselves in a
situation where it is the dollar bills that are available as a result of
this?

.Judge POLER. And the attitude, the child is not causing trouble.
I would like to move from that quickly to the whole question of

the right to treatment of children in care, because I think we all rec-
ognize procedural due process is not enough. And what I really
mean by that is that when a child's freedom is taken away in the
name of treatment, or health he has the right to be given help to the
best of our ability. There is a correlative duty that we have only
bt(un to recognize and formalize as a duty to provide the kind of
help or treatment that is appropriate to the individual child. Here
in this city Chief Judge Bazelon has been the spokesman for the
right to treatment, and Judge Johnson in the Fifth Circuit has
written important decisions in this field. Class actions are now rais-
ing serious questions, questions in regard to the constitutional rights
of children that have not been thought through. They include the
right to be protected against cruel and unusual punishment, includ-
ig the solitary confinement or physical mistreatment. They also in-

clude the right of a child to receive more than custodial care when a
child needs treatment. The whole problem of unequal protection
which arises in State after State where you find a disproportionate
number of nonwhite children, whether they be Chicano children in
one place, or black in another or Puerto Rican in a third State, sent
to the State training school while the better agencies under volun-
tarv auspices are kept for the white or the more promising children.
- Tn some States one also finds that voluntary agencies, established
under sectarian auspices with plenty of good will 100 years ago
have ignored the requirements of the Federal civil rights law, and
have either signed compliance statements which they ignore, or have
even refused to sign them. T hey say that they are charitable organi-
zations and they do not have io obey the civil rights law. I would
questionn such a' position, quite apart' from the question of morality.
since they have to be licensed by the State to receive their children
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from public agencies, but that question presents a test that lies
alhad.

The tragedy is that organizations which are selective in different
ways, sonetiles on a race basis, sometimes because they want the
more hopeful cases and better records, while giving care to some
children, exclude those that need help most. Questions of the right
to treatment and the role of the'Judicary in protecting of advancing
that right and the constitutional rights of children will require far
more exploration.

I cannot speak to you without telling you that one of my concerns
over all of these years has been the discrimination that I find in
every area, whether it is institutionalized or overt. It is evident in
ways that we do not usually think about. It comes out in our arrest
figures. There was once a'book written on "Can Delinquency Be
Measured," by Sophia lobenson, showing that arrest rates dependend
on the part o'f town a child comes from, whether responsible parents
appear quickly, how a child looks, how be acts, and whether any vol-
untary agencies that are willing to help the child without court ac-
tion. 'If you look at the figures within the juvenile court system,
those children who come from poverty areas are most likely" to be
p)it in dvteimtion, while children from letter groups economicdly are
paroled for the same offenses. One finds it in the selection of services
and in the availability of treatment facilities. Of course, one finds it
in the outright discrimination against the nonwhite child in many
States where there are no integrated services of any kind. So, I
think one of the things that most troubles me is that while we do not
want a bureaueratized system, and we do not want heavy, centralize
control from Washington, basic constitutional safeguards must be es-
tablished in all congressional acts that subsidize local services. This
is a. minimum that we have a right to expect.

Finally I was tremendously iml)iessed by the emphasis IIhat you
placed oI diverting children' from the system, as it is called, and
welcome such diversion where there are re al community services that
are, appropriate. I do not want to see us fall into the same mistake
that ihas haunted the juvenile courts where we preened to provide
s80 prices, which the courts were not able to secure. This is something
that must lie watched.

I was shocked last month when I got the March 1973 report of the
Youth Development and l)elinquency Prevention Act, which do-
scribed the use of the youth services system: "as an effective system
for delivery of services." If one reads on one found that that'efece-
tive system had been doubled within a year. Then if further on one
discovers that it only had been started 'in 49 communities in the en-
tire United States, land even where it was started they were de-
scribed as at some stage of development. I realize that Congress au-
thorized substantial sums for this purpose, and perhaps somewhat
lesser sums were appropriated, but certainly far lesser sums were ac-
tually used.

I am concerned lest we use the popular concept of diversion these
days to avoid responsibility, to fragment it and put it in local com-

iu1ities unable to cope with the problems, and that we pretend to
do what we are not really ready to do. If this happens, it can only
be followed by a temporary decrease in statistics, followed by a seri-
ous Nworsening of the situation.
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As one reads today, one also finds conflicting trends that cannot be
reconciled. On the one hand we hear about avertingg from the sys-
tem and )rovi(ling preventive and community based services, tld
corrective services which you envison, and I welcome; and on the
other hand, at the same time we have the get-tough law and order
approach, the no pity al)proach. State after State is begining to in-
troduce iiew provisions in their juvenile court acts so that. judges
may transfer children to the criminal courts. The language of one
code I recently reviewed provides for tranfer of a child to the crimi-
nal courts when appropriate facilities are not available, or the judge
is satisfied that they are not avaidable. If we are going to go this
route, the "more hol)eful children" will be moved into community-
based services for which I am grateful. But the children who com-
mit shocking acts against whoin the community is angry, and proba-
bly far too high a group of minority children will be in this group,
vil be given up. We used to talk about displaced persons in the

Nazi period. These will be children damned to perdition, and denied
every service, and thrust back in the criminal courts, jails and pris-
ons of America. The only exception of that kind of use of it that I
have found so far, interestingly enough, is in California, and the au-
tyority to transfer back and forth has led to the transfer of middle-
class children who use drugs so they will not suffer the severe penal-
ties of the criminal law.

Thus, the really substantive direction of your bill, with the
assumption of national responsibility, will require at least minimum
standards as an essential part of what you are trying to achieve.

In closing, I would like to add that I have been very troubled
these last 2 months by what I see as a further deterioration, or less-
ening of the good things just begun. In one State I visited, the first
outpatient mental health service for adolescents had been set 1ij) on
tle promise of Federal funding. It had been set up, and the staff
had been selected and the work had just begun, when would come
that no further funding would be available from Washington. In
that state almost all minority children, Chiicano and Blac¢k, w'ere put
in the trainillg schools, al'the head of psychiatric adolescent serv-
ices expresse(dconi('ern that 1)tactically onl " white middle-class chil-
dremi wee referred for treatment.

Another place that I visited I found that they had just begun to
think about removing retarded children from a vastly overcrowded
State institution that had 700 retarded children on a waiting list.
They had developedd plans for group homes, foster homes where edu-
cataible retarded children could be trained to become 'elf-supporting,
and they were full of enthusiasm. Now they faced the threat that
the funds for this work, which had come from the Federal Govern-
ument, would be withdrawn within the next months.

I found reports in the local papers in certain areas, especially in
the South, which had banked on surpluses this year, and which had
plhned interesting l)rograms with regard to education, physical
health, mental health being held lip. q'ie(luestions was raised as
to whmat special revenue sharing would mean, what funds would be
received, and what plans would be made for dividing such funds
and when they would be made. They feared a period of chaos. In
one State the 'suggestion was made that they had better adjourn the
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legislature until November when they would know what was going
to happen under special revenue sharing, because I was most con-
cerned about the general sense of fear I found among the poor, fear
ialout what is going to happen to school lunches, fear of the termi-
nation of the substitution of some artificial food for milk which they
were frightened about, fear of what mass- physical examinations
would mean instead of individual examinations with the likelihood
of no treatment for their children, and fear of the ending of day-
care under the new rules and regulatio-s. They feared a choice be-
tween going on welfare or leaving their children with latch keys as
the children were left in the war. Fear and uncertainty was ex-
pressed in many ways.

Thus, as I thought about your proposed bill I thought of the role
of Congress today and its -esponsibility for facing the concerns of
the country, the problems that are real. To bring understanding of
the stupidities and shortcomings in our society, to seek to lessen the
waste and destruction of young lives is the task you have-under-
taken. I wish you the greatest success, and hope that this Bill will
become the lawA of the land.

Thank you.
Senator BAYI. Thank you, Judge, for your very pertinent contri-

bution in sharing your personal experiences. I must say I think it
has been very helpful. I hope we can call on your expertise as we go
forward with the legislative process.

I have no further questions.
Senator ?
Senator Cooic. I just want to thank you a great deal, Judge, and I

can give you the parallel, that the frustrations of many people
throughout the United States sometimes are comparable to the frus-
trations of us here.

Judge POLIER. I know.
Senator Cooi. I quite frequently get notes from home about frus-

trating l)roblems, problems, and I have to, in all honesty, write back
and say it is more frustrating to be here and not be able to do any-
thing about it.

Thank you.
Judge POLIr,. I would like to end on one encouraging note, if I

may. I think some very important community services are beginning
to develop locally. I have been associated with one called the Wilt-
wyck Sciool, which some of you may know about, and it began by
taking children who were black, and either neglected or delinquent
when no voluntary agencies would accept them, when a local law
was enacted against discrimination, the school opened its doors to
white children. After creating an extremely good residential treat-
ment program we found that was not a sufficient answer. Children
who had been away from home needed a period of transition to
readjust to the community and we developed a group home or half-
way'house. From there w:e moved on to further developments, a se-
ries of apartments with foster parents, while the staff continued to
work with the family, or to seek permanent foster care. Finally, in
the last year ortwo, this time with the help of Federal funds, an
out-reach program in two of the most underprivileged ghetto areas
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of the city were established. The )arents themselves were involved,
were paid to work in thel program, and were helped to understand
their own problems. At the same time the school undertook to work
with the yonnger siblings in that same family so that they would
not have to go the same route as their older brothers, and there are
other developments of this kind springing up and we find volunteers
in the community to help in many places.

There is far more response "out there" than we sometimes recog-
nize in either Washington or perhIs New York. I was fascinated
by a day spent in Texas where 850 people had gotten together to
question the problems of juvenile justice, how they could improve
their laws, how they could improve their services, how they could re-
main watchdogs to see that a better job was done. Sometimes we get
a little too discouraged about people in the community instead of in-
voking their best.

Senator CooK. I think that you are right. I do not think there is
any question about that, and I have seen in my own State, Senator,
I must confess, the breaking up of what would have to be classed as
one of the worst juvenile centers, the Kentucky Village, and it is
now empty, and we are now in the cottage concept. And, the fact
that the whole thing, and I have gone through it, and all of us have
gone through it, what the jail in the future should be, what the de-
tention facility should be, and I think we have moved a long way
from the problems that we had, and, my gosh, even 10 years ago, and
certainly 20 years ago I think.

Judge Pomw.u I think these times there is more support, and I
think there is more understanding of what you are trying to do than-'-
there would have been a few years ago, and that is true despite some
unhappy statements coming from Washington.

Senator BAYiT. Thank you very much, Judge.
[Judge Poliers prepared statement and additional letter, submit-

ted for the record are as follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JUSTINE WISn POLLER

As a judge of the New York State Family Court and its predecessor court
for nearly 38 years, I welcome this opportunity to testify in regard to the pro-
posed Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973.

At a time when the conduct or misconduct of children and youths has once
more become a source of nation-wide concern, it is heartening to come before a
Senate Committee that seeks constructive action to meet a national problem. It
is especially heartening at this time when all too many representatives of the
Federal government seem determined to avoid responsibility for meeting many
of the most urgent problems that burden human beings in our complex society.
Whether the motive for shifting responsibility for problems that know no state
lines is to reduce federal assistance, to lessen the need for making difficult
political decisions, or of accepting a philosophy that would-repress the poor to
a permanent under-class, the results of such shifting create a new threat to
the dignity, the opportunities and the hopes of children throughout this country.

Recently, I re-read a paper on Juvenile Delinquency written in 1954 by Dr.
Leona Baumgartner, then Commissioner of Health for the City of New York,
and Bertram Beck, Director of the Special Juvenile Delinquency Project for
the United States Children's Bureau. It submitted the facts concerning the
sharp rise in Juvenile Delinquency beginning in 1948 and pointed out that this
was not merely a big city problem since the sparsely populated areas were
experiencing an even sharper increase In delinquency than the cities. Thus
-twenty years ago, as since, the writers referred to the FBI reports showing
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that children were committing not only more offenses but more serious delin-
quencies. During the first six months of 1952, more major crimes were commit-
ted by boys and girls 16 years old than by persons of any other age.

This same paper stated that a study of 500 delinquent boys showed that 90
percent of the children who came before the courts had had difficulty in
adjusting to a normal social life before they were eleven years of age, and
that half of them had sio%%ia signs of becoming delinquent before they were
eight years of age. Such findings have persisted, but we have done far too
little to apply such knowledge to what we do. Despite all the words about our
society being child-centered, the facts belie this picture of America. We have
done least for our children who are most in need. Public assistance has never
been sufficient to provide even a minimum standard of living for the children
of the poor, and they have been excluded from the mainstream of American
life by reason of the iggardly pittance allowed and the additional discrimina-
tion that has persisted against the children of the poor, and especially against
the 40 percent of children in minority groups, who are also poor.

I cite this background material only to acknowledge that after 20 years and
endless rhetoric, we have thus far failed to come to grips with either the need
for preventive or rehabilitative services for children who are in deep trouble
across this nation. It is within this framework of knowledge and experience
that I address myself to the Bill now before this Subcommittee introduced by
Senators Bayh and Cook, whom I hold in high esteem.

I attach to my remarks today a written critique of the proposed Bill with
some recommendations for your consideration, which I hope may be made part
of the record. I would now like to address my remarks to those areas covered
I)y the Bill which I regard as most relevant to the issue of juvenile justice
and to the serious conflicts in viewpoint concerning how It Is to be Improved.

The Juvenile Court movement, initiated nearly seventy-five years ago, sought
to remove children from the orbit of the Criminal Court System and focus on
the problems of each child and how he could best be helped. The pioneers In
that movement were concerned with the widespread social conditions and dep-
rivations which many of the children brought before the court had experi-
enced. They were activists on behalf of safety regulations in factories and
mines, on behalf of legislation to establish maximum hours and minimum
wages, the right to join trade unions, the right to disability pensions and
mother's pensions. Oftimes, they were regarded as bleeding hearts and enemies
of the stotus quo.

As years passed, juvenile courts were established In all states and their
jurisdiction was steadily enlarged to encompass the neglected, the abandoned,
the abused, as well as the delinquent child. Today many such courts, under the
rubric of family courts, also have additional jurisdiction in such areas as
determining paternity, termination of parental rights, adoption, and, In some
areas, Issues of separation, divorce and custody.

The concept or understanding that problems within a family should not be
fragmented and that one court dealing with all aspects of such problems
should be enabled, with the help of spe-idal personnel and services, to resolve
them has been accepted. Unfortunately, while the jurisdiction has been greatly
increased, there has been no coiarable increase in the stalling or services
made available to these courts in order that they may perform the tasks
assigned.

Courts dealing with the necessities and rights of children and their families
have been called and treated as "Inferior courts." Support of them has been
niggardly. Standards for the selection of the judiciary have been low In many
areas. Anyone trained or untrained has been assumed to be competent to deter-
mine or advise on the disposition of a child's life or freedom. Custodial care
for neglected as well as delinquent children, or leaving a child in an unfit
home, have become the only alternatives available to many courts all too
often.

The situation has been aggravated by the extent to which these courts have
lieen seen as the lost resort for time delinquent, the maladjusted, and the
acfitely neglected children of the poor. It is worth recalling the warning of a
distinguished English sociologist, who noted that all services developed only
for the poor inevitably become poor. The situation has also been worsened by
admission policies of too many voluntary and special service agencies that in
practice discriminate against the non-white child.
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Happily, recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court have laid
down procedural requirements for due process at the adjudicatory hearing of a
child charged with delinquency. In Gault, the court, referring to a finding in
an earlier case, repeated that too often children receive the worst of two
worlds: neither due process nor the treatment that they need. However, benefi-
cial as these requirements for due process are, they do not reach the question
of what substantive services a child is entitled to receive once a finding has
been made. It is this hard question to which Title V and Title VI of the pro-
posed Act now address themselves.

Until this country addresses itself and applies its resources to using avail-
able knowledge and to developing services directed to the prevention and
appropriate treatment of problems among children, all expressions of concern
for them have a hollow ring.

Because the proposed Act seeks to include ways of preventing delinquency, I
would suggest that there is already a bank of knowledge and experience on
which we can now draw. That knowledge has shown that where a child has
suffered abuse in his own home and not been rescued, lie may, in turn,
become an abusing parent. It shows that where the parents of neglected chil-
dren have not been helped to function more adequately as parents, the chil-
dren may fail to thrive or develop to their full potential intellectually and
emotionally. I do not need to speak before this Committee of the effect of nial-
nutrition of a pregnant mother, or of a newborn infant, on the infant's subse-
quet development.

Available knowledge has shown that when children are removed from their
natural homes as dependent or neglected, all too often they seem to he forgot-
ten as they are moved from foster home to foster home or from institution to
institution. This continues until there is little hope that such children can ever
sink healthy roots anywhere with a sense of belonging, or feel secure enough
to _trust anyone. We have also learned that the longer children remain in
foster care, the less likely they are to return to their natural family, and the
more likely they are to suffer from emotional disabilities.

It is in the light of such knowledge and the jurisdiction entrusted to courts
over neglected and dependent children that I would recommend the inclusion
of additional Findings in Title I. I believe such findings should include the
facts concerning the conditions of shelters and foster care facilities for these
children, the lack of adequate court personnel to work with their families to
prevent placement or secure their return, and the need for appropriate services
both to protect children and to effectively reduce the likelihood of them becom-
Ing delinquent. Such findings would be consonant with the purposes set forth
in Title I and the programs set forth in subsequent Titles.

Carefully drawn findings concerning the unmet needs of neglected children
might also help to challenge the widespread disregard of the needs and rights
of neglected children who are both poor and memnl)ers of minority groups.
Their needs are too often disregarded until they strike out against the commu-
nity through delinquent acts. The rationalization for non-help, namely that
su(.h children are part of the "culture of poverty", is intolerable under the
constitutional guarantee of "equal protection."

In the proposed Act, references are made under various Titles to provisions
for preventive and rehabilitative treatment. These proposals come at a time
when the Federal Courts have begun to develop significant new concepts about
the right ) treatment when a person Is deprived of his freedom in the name
of treatment. This is no less true for childrein than for the mentally Ill or the
mentally retarded. However. while Federal Courts may enjoin cruel or unusual
punishment in institutions or the denial of equal protection where it is proven,
and even order a plan for minimum services, such orders through class action
will not meet the pervasive lack of adequate treatment services. Legislation,
such as proposed by this iAct, is needed to reach out across the nation and pro-
vide the means to correct the pervasive denials of appropriate care and treat-
ment to children throughout our Institutional services.

In (iscusqing the proposed Act, I am all too aware of the eros-.roads at
which we stand In regard to where we shall move as a nation In regard to the
treatment of children, whether they be dependent, neglected, delinquent, or
Involved in various forms of unacceptable behavior. There Is the strong drive
for laiw and order, and only a week ago the President said that "Society Is
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guilty of crime only when we fail to bring the criminal to Justice." As a Judge
for 38 years I must disagree even at the risk of being called soft-headed.

I have seen where Attica began. I have read the history of one of the young
prisoners killed in that prison. His father had deserted the home before his
birth. The mother, abandoned but unable to secure a divorce, lived with
another man by whom sliep had children until he developed tuberculosis. Then
life began on welfare with endless moves to one inadequate home after
another in high delinquency areas with a mother who had become depressed
and highly disturbed. The boy began to truant, misbehave in school, and
engage in petty thefts. Arrested and lectured, he was placed on probation
which could allow only occasional office visits. Intelligent and street-wise, the
boy continued his delinquencies. After one arrest the psychiatrist recommended
a residential treatment center where he could receive intensive help away from
home. None was available, and for sheer lack of any appropriate facility lie
was placed in a hospital for the mentally Ill. Discharged, he reverted to fur-
ther thefts and this time the psychiatrist noted the boy's good potential if only
some adult whom he could trust would show concern and work with him as a
Big Brother. This, too, was not secured. Absent alternatives, he was finally
sent to one Training School after another when he conformed. Parole with
efforts to help him finish school and get work led to one contact in five months
with an after-care worker before lie was again arrested shortly after his birth-
day, charged with homicide. Thus the record was closed when he was sen-
tenced to Attica.

Can society be held guiltless for failing to help this lad before his court
appearance, during his period of probation, or for failing to provide any appro-
priate services to him either before State school or on his parole back to his
troubled and impoverished home? I think not.

It is against suca experiences that the answer for diverting from the Juve-
nile Justice System has understandably received great support. I welcome the
prol)osed support in this Act for alternatives to detention, for family counsel-
ing, for group homes and half-way houses that are community based, but I
must warn that diverting from the Juvenile justice system is meaningful only
to the extent that adequate coz~munity-based services are made available. I
was, therefore, troubled by recent claims by the Youth Development and Delin-
quency Administration (YDDA) describing its Youth Services System as an
"effective system for the delivery of services" with "the capacity to bring
about changes in social Institutions." This was based on work in 49 communi-
ties throughout the entire country which were at "some stage of development"
by mid-1972.

If we divert youths from the courts to meaningful, constructive programs in
their communities. this will spell progress. But if we only pretend to provide
such programs, diverting will only temporarily reduce the number of youths
brought before the courts and render their needs less visible for a while. To
allow this will be to work an irresponsible fraud against the youths involved,
their families, and the community. It will once more repeat the tragedies that
have resulted from the failures to fulfill the promise of Juvenile Justice.

Finally, I must express concern about two diametrically opposing trends in
the field of Juvenile delinquency that must be confronted. There is widespread
support for removing Jurisdiction over children who have engaged in noncrm-
inal offenses in the hope that they will not be categorized and may receive
services in the community. Judges are sending fewer such children to Training
Schools, and Appellate Courts have in some states reversed commitments and
directed the trial court to find more appropriate placements even when they
cold not be found. Masqachusetts has averred it has practically done away
with correctional institutions for youths. This Is one trend.
demand for punishment and the various statutory amendments under which
the Juvenile Court Judge is authorized to transfer children to the Criminal
Courts. The minimum age thus far varies from 14 to 16. One of the guidelines
suggested for transfer is that the Juvenile judge tiscertain that there are no
appropriate treatment or rehabilitation services available to the Juventle
Court. I would oppose waivers of children or youths to the Criminal Courts. It
invites the acceptance of the failure to develop appropriate services and facili-
ties to meet demonstrated needs, and encourages the denial of care or treat-
ment when a youth does not fit Into our established pigeon hole. It marks the
youth as destined to perdition.
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Authorization for transfer of children and youths to Criminal Courts for
trial and to prison, if sentenced, together with programs to divert other chil-
dren from the Juvenile Court System, may spell improved opportunities for the
more hopeful and attractive children. The combination, however, is fraught
with peril. The peril is that the child or youth whose actions cause commu-
nity anger, the delinquent adolescent from a minority group, the retarded or
borderline child, the child whose emotional problems are joined with manage-
meat difficulties, the mentally disturbedd but not acutely psychotic, will be
transferred to jails and prisons where they will receive no treatment or reha-
bilitative services. They will be cast aside. These are the children whom I
have long seen as "neglected by everyone" and whose rejection we would now
finally approve officially. This is no road to Juvenile Justice.

In concluding, I can only urge that you proceed with the difficult task you
have begun. Your efforts on behalf of this Federal Act should bring new light.
new understanding and new services to the children whose neglect today will
lead to delinquency tomorrow. as night follows day. I would also urge that the
concept of the right to appropriate care and treatment be enlarged In accord-
ance with our capacity to help children based on present knowledge.

I believe that the proposed Act, the hearings that you are holding and the
efforts in which you have engaged, provide a challenge desperately needed
today. The current appeal to anger and hostility against even children who
violate the law can only be countered and overcome by those who are commit-
ted to building a better world for our children, and are ready to work steadily
toward that goal.

NEW YORK, N.Y., March 28, 1973.
Hon. BIRCH BAYH,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary Suboommittee to Investigate Juvenile

Delinquenoy, Senate Offiee Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BAYH: It was a privilege to appear before your Senate Sub-

committee hearing on March 26. and to have had the opportunity of testifying
before you and Senator Cook. I promised your counsel that I would send you
a memorandum with regard to certain provisions in the bill which I had hoped
to present that day. Through an error in my office, the material did not get to
Washington. I am therefore enclosing it with the request that it be made part
of the record for the consideration of your Subcommittee.

In closing, may I tell you how deeply I appreciate the thoughtful and signif-
icant contribution which you and your colleagues are making through the pro-
posed bill on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

With admiration and appreciation.
Sincerely,

JUSTINE WISE POLrER.

('OMMENTS ON JUVENILE DELINQUINCY PREVENTION ACT, 1973 SENATE BILL S. 821
TITLE I FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSES

SEc. 101. The findings are limited to the serious problems presented by Juve-
nile delinquency, the failures of over-crowded understaffed Juvenile courts to
cope with and meet these problems, and the tragic consequences of such fail-
ures in terms of loss of property, insecurity, and the waste of human
resources.

SEc. 102. Unlike the purpose of the Act, which lays emphasis on preventive
services, the findings of fact do not deal with the vast jurisdiction of juvenile
courts or family courts, which encompass neglect, dependency, paternity deter-
minations, termination of parental rights, adoption, support, custody, visita-
tion. and, in some states, separation and divorce.

It is under See. 102 that one finds the thrust toward protecting the rights of
children, and the acceptance of Federal responsibility to develop and imple-
ment the capacity of the States and local governments to innovate and develop
effective methods of preventing and treating Juvenile delinquency. It is here
that emphasis Is placed on research, evaluation of programs and of developing
ways to divert juveniles from the "traditional" Juvenile justice system. Techni-
cal assistance, training programs and the goal of coordinating and providing
direction to all federally assisted programs are net forth.
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SEC. 103. Under definitions for the purpose of the Act, "juvenile delinquency
programs" include any program related to prevention, control, diversion, or
treatment, Including education, research and training and the improvement of
the Juvenile Justice System and the development of neglected, abandoned or
dependent youth and other youth who are potential delinquents "including pro-
grais not directly focused on juvenile delinquency."

Conanent.-The findings should be made consistent with the Purposes of the
Bill in regard to the growth of dependent and neglected children and the ina-
bility-of the juvenile courts to provide needed preventive and treatment serv-
ices for such children.

I continue to be troubled about reference to a orinze rate based on arrest
figures. Years ago, Sophia Robison wrote "Can Delinquency be Measured?" She
showed how different are the arrest rates between the poor and the non-poor,
due to police attitudes and the presence or absence of community resources.
One must also question recidivism rates that do not distinguish between those
children as juveniles and those who have bcen defendants within the Criminal
Court System.

TITLE II AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ACT

SEC. 202. Seeks to limit prosecutions In the Federal Courts to those where
the state court does not have jurisdiction or does not have available programs
and services adequate for the rehabilitation of juveniles according to a certifl-
cation by the Attorney General.

Conmet.-One must question why the Federal government should abandon
its responsibility rather than establish needed programs which could provide
appropriate rehabilitative and treatment services including alternative commu-
nity-based programs. One must also question whether the Attorney General
would, as a practical matter, find that state programs did not provide ade-
quate rehabilitative services.

SEC. 202. Also provides that a juvenile 16 years and older, alleged to have
committed a serious felony, may be waived for criminal prosecution or motion
by the Attorney General to the district court, where such court finds, after
hearing, that "there are no reasonable p~ospeets for rehabilitation of &eh
juvenile before his twenty-first birthday."

Connment.-This section while more liberal than many state provisions allow-
Ing transfers to the crhinal courts at a lower age, reflects the increasing
trend to accept the absence of appropriate rehabilitation services based on the
nature of the offense, the prior record, the juvenile's mental condition, and the
juvenile's response to past treatment efforts.

There is danger that while efforts are made to divert the more promising or
hopeful juvenile delinquents, the juvenile delinquent whose acts have shocked
the community, the retarded, the borderline, and the emotionally disturbed,
and a disproportionate number of juvenile delinquents from minority groups
(now sent to Training Schools), will be treated ais the discardable refuse.

SEes. 203, 204, 205, 208. ]Provide constitutional protection of the right to
timely hearing, counsel, representation by a guardian ad litem if no parent Is
present. and for appropriate separate detention facilities for juveniles, and for
determination as to the "voluntary" character of a confession.

Conineit.-The requirement for discharge should be broadened to allow not
only detention to assure appearance before court, but also where the nmgis-
trate finds probable cause that his release Is dangerous to himself or the com-
munity. The prohibhition against the continuing detention of juveniles with
adults charged with crimes, and for the admissability of confessions, Is essen-
tial.

SEc. 206. Provides for trial within 30 days except under certain limited cir-
cumstances.

Coinnet.-Whlle the objective is sound, the question of feasibility Is pres-
ent.

SEC. 207. Provides for the presence of the press conditioned on non-disclosure
of the alleged delinquent.

Commet-.This provision should be limited to juveniles over a certain age,
and other provisions for presence by representatives of the Bar might be con-
sidered as an alternative.

SEC. 209. Deals with dispostional hearings and requires that such hearings
be held within 7 days after trial, and that probation reports be provided to
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attorneys for both the juvenile and the government, with authorization for
commitment to the Attorney General for observation and study within 30
days, except where Court agrees to additional time, when the Court finds more
information is desirable.

Comnent.-While prompt dispositions are desirable, superficial investigations
as to personal and social 1)roblems that would lessen the value of presentence
recommendations endanger the likelihood of individualizing needs of each juve-
nile and exploring the best possibilities available for his rehabilitation. There
is danger of undue emphasis being placed on the delinquent act and of writing
mechanically ground out reports.

SEC. 209. Provides that at a dispositional hearing the court may suspend sen-
tence, place a juvenile on probation, or commit him to the. custody of the
Attorney General. Under ec. 211, the Act sets forth that every juvenile com-
mnitted shall be provided with adequate care, education, recreation and medi-
cal care including psychiatric care, and tbat when possible a juvenile shall be
committed to a foster home or community-based facility located in or near his
home community.

Commcnt.-Such provisions are excellent. However, they lack comparable
mandating of appropriate services where sentence is suspended subject to cer-
tain conditions and, even more Important, when a Juvenile is placed on proba-
tion. The inadequacy of probation services has plagued the juvenile justice
system to an extent that it has undermined tile objectives of the Court in
every area.

SEC. 210. Deals with the sealing of records and their destruction when an
adjudication is not entered, with information to the juvenile as to ills rights
relating both to the sealing and destruction.

Comment.-Such a provision is increasingly needed as the computerizing of
data becomes more widespread and Information concerning juveniles increas-
Ingly shadows and limits educational and work opportunities throughout the
subsequent years.

SEC. 212. Authorizes contracting with public and private agency services and
facilities for diagnostic purposes and residential care.

Commcnt.-While this is desirable it should be limited to non-profit private
agencies. It should also be expanded to include public and non-profit private
residential treatment centers in addition to half-way houses and foster homes,
so that emotionally disturbed juveniles can receive appropriate care under this
section.

SEC. 213. Requires release on parole when the Court is satisfied that the
juvenile is likely not to commit a further violation of law, and conditional
release under supervision not later than 9 months before expiration of his
term.

Commcnt.-Thls provision should be strengthened to require parole baords to
review reasons for further detention, what rehabilitation and treatment serv-
ices are being provided, and what efforts have been made to make possible
return to juvenile's home or alternative living arrangements and employment
if the home Is unsatisfactory.

TITLE III NATIONAL OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

SEC. 301. The National Office Is established in the Executive Office of tile
President with power of appointment of a Director and Deputy Director by
the President, with the advice and consent of tie Senate.

Commcnt.-Whether such an Office should be placed in the Executive Office
of the President, or in an established Department such as ItEW, or as a new
department, requires further consideration.

SECs. 302, 303, 304. Invest the Director with broad powers in regard to
employment of staff, use of volunteers, and the establishment of over-all poli-
cies and priorities In regard to Federal juvenile delinquency programs. They
also authorize and direct recommendations for change to implement policies,
evaluations of performance, coordination of programs, annual reports to the
President and Congress, the provisions of technical assistance to Federal, State
and local governments, courts, public and private agencies in the planning,
establishment, funding, operation or evaluation of Juvenile delinquency pro-
grams. Appropriations of $15 to $30 million for 1973, 1974 and 1975 are
authorized under Sec. 308.
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Comment.-This section establishes the operational means under which pur-
poses are to be carried forward. There is reason to be concerned that in
regard to the operation of state, and local agencies including the Courts which
carry the major burden for dealing with both neglect and delinquency, Federal
aid appears to be limited to technical assistance. Subventions for new pro-
granis cannot make up for failure to modify and improve basic existing pro-
grams.

SEc. 503. Requires submission of State plan under supervision of single State
agency with evidence of authorization to implement plan and provides for
supervision of program funded under Act by a Board with composition similar
to that required at Federal level, for equitable distribution within State. It
requires compliance with other related programs and that not less than 75%
be used for advanced techniques, preventive programs, programs to divert from
juvenile justice system, to establish probation subsidy programs, and to pro-
vide community-based alternatives to juvenile detention and correctional facili-
les.

Com ment.-Every condition for funding is based on experience and needs
within the field, except for fact that it assumes that 75% of grant money must
le used for increasing support for probation, work with families, and new pre-
ventive programs including alternatives to detention, and that these must be
part of a system to divert from the Juvenile Justice System. Is such rigid
direction going to lead to new bureaucracies with high administrative costs by
reason of requirement of diversion to exclusion of better use of Juvenile Jus-
tice System? The prohibition against placing juveniles with non-criminal
offenders in detention or correctional facilities requires Shelter placement
where placement is necessary. I would question the wisdom of placing status
offenders with dependent and neglected children.

PART B SPECIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS

SEcs. 505, 508. Authorize the Director to make grants and enter contracts
with public and private agencies to develop and implement new approaches,
improve capability to provide services for delinquents and potential delin-
quents, and to develop community-base alternatives to traditional institutions.
on submission of applications as required, and after consideration of guidelines
set forth by See. 506. Authorization on escalating scale from $50 million for
1973 to $200 million in 1976, authorized for this Title, with provision under
Sec. 507 for withholding further payments by the Director on funding pro-
grains no longer in satisfactory compliance.

SEC. 508 allows up to 50% for construction costs of innovative community-
based facilities. Also allows up to 25% for matching Federal funds in' juvenile
delinquency grants under other programs.

Comment.-Such grants essential if community-based programs with residen-
tial facilities are to be provided and I would only warn once more that pri-
vate agencies must be non-profit.

TITLE VI NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

SEcs. 602, 603. Authorize development of information bank of data and know.
edge in field and serving as clearing house and Information center on
programs, resources, facilities, etc. The institute is authorized to conduct,
encourage and coordinate research, encourage development of demonstration
projects, provide for evaluation, and disseminate results.

Comment.-It does not include conducting of demonstration projects or
direct evaluation of projects. There is question as to whether these two
authorizations will not be needed.

[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
on Tuesday, March 27, 1973.1

/



THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1973-S. 821

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1973

I.S. SENATE,
SUBCO31.3ITTEE To INATESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

ON T IIE Co331 11'E ON TIHE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Kennedy,
Burdick. Cook, Hiruska, Long, and Mathias) met, pursuant to recess,
at 9:15 a.m., in room 2'228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chaiirman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator BAYJI.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special counsel;
Mary K. Jolly, eitorial director and chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith,
research director; B. Elizabeth Marten, personal secretary to the
staff director and chief counsel; Lance Ringel, assistant clerk; F.
Woodman Jones, research assistant; Catherine van de Velde, secre-
tary; Steven Fox, intern; Ronald Meredith, Esq., for Senator Cook;
Betty A. Webb for Senator Cook; and Chuck Bruce, Esq., for Sena-
tor Hruska.

Senator BAYH. We will reconvene our hearings this morning with
a group of witnesses representing Big Brothers of America, Mr.
Tyler Abell, Mr. Lewis Reade, Mr. Leroy Upshur, Donald Lee
Mooney.

Mr. Abell, it would be helpful if you would introduce all the rep-
resentatives of Big Brothers.

Mr. ABELL. I will be happy to, Senator.
Well, starting from my far left we have Mr. Sidney Shockett,

who is vice president of the local Big Brothers, Big Brothers of the
National Capital Area. To my imediate left, is Mr. Don Mooney,
who is a former Little Brother from Houston, Tex., of whom we
are very proud. To my immediate right is Mr. Lewis P. Reade,
executive vice president, Big Brothers of America, with headquarters
in Philadelphia, and our local agency executive director here in
Washington, on the far right, is Mr. Leroy Upshur.

(503)

84-522-73-33
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STATEMENT OF TYLER ABELL, NATIONAL BOARD MEMBER, BIG
BROTHERS OF AMERICA, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; ACCOMPANIED BY
LEWIS P. READE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, BIG BROTHERS
OF AMERICA; LEROY UPSHUR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BIG
BROTHERS OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA; DONALD LEE
MOONEY, FORMER LITTLE BROTHER OF HOUSTON, TEX., AND
SIDNEY SHOCKETT, VICE PRESIDENT, BIG-BROTHERS OF THE
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA

Mr. ABELL. I am very proud to be here today and very pleased
that you are able to hear from what I consider to be a very distin-
guished and worthwhile agency.

Unfortunately, I am filling some shoes that are little bit too big
for me. The president of Big Brothers of America, Mr. Victor Gelb,
could not be here. He has an illness in his family, and he had to be
away on an emergency. Victor has really been one of the staunchest
performers in Big Brothers and a great leader, and I regret that he
could not be here to meet you, Senator, because you would enjoy
each other. He has a lot of very worthwhile things to say, and I
hope at some future time you will have an opportunity to meet him
and hear from a more eloquent spokesman for Big Brothers than I
am.

He had prepared testimony, and I would ask that it be inserted in
the record at some convenient point, if there is no objection.

Senator BAYII. Without objection, we will put it in the record as
if he had been present to read it, and I hope to have the chance to
visit with him at sometime in the future.

Mr. ABELL. My association with Big Brothers goes back for about
10 years, mostly on the local scene here in Washington. For the last
several years, I have been associated with the nationwide organiza-
tion wlich is approximately 200 member agencies throughout the
United States serving approximately-60,000 boys. The thing about
this agency which I think is so worthwhile is that it uses volunteers,
and it uses them to prevent juvenile delinquency; so we are particu-
larly interested in the preventive features of your proposed bill.

I would like to, as our leadoff witness, introduce a living example
of the prevention that Big Brothers offers, Don Mooney from Hous-
ton, Tex., of whom we are very proud. He is now in his second year
at our military academy at West Point.

Mr. MOONEY. Well, I would like to start off-and I do not lmow
too much about the bill, but I would just like to start off and tell
you what Big Brothers has done for me. I came from a family
where my mother was mentally ill and I never had a father. So
when I was a kid, you know, I was just really wild, and I just ran
wild in the streets, and things like this. And I did what I wanted to
do.

And, so, you know, I got in trouble a lot of the time, many times,
and one time I got in trouble, I got caught, and I was punished for
it. Actually, you know, it was breaking into houses, and I was into a
boys' home. After this, after going to the boys' home, after leaving
it, I was brought into the Big Brothers' program, and here the peo-
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ple showed me, you know, that they cared about me, and when I
needed things for school, my Big Brother would give me utensils for
school. And when I, you know, needed some recreation, you know,
he would take me fishing, and things like this, and things that kids
like to do.

I was 14-14 or 15, and, you know, they took an interest in me.
And every Thursday, we went to play basketball, things like this,
things that kids like to do.

And, so, when there came the time when Mr. Abraham took an in-
terest in me, and because I was making fairly good grades and I
was keeping my nose clean, and I had made up my mind that I was
not going to get in any more trouble, because I was constantly ir
trouble before, aid I made up my mind not to get in any more trou-
ble, and he asked me if I would like to have an opportunity to go to
military school at St. Marks in Texas, and I told him I would think
about it. And, so, I took this opportunity to go, and he paid for I
education there, and he showed me he cared about me. I was a ki
and someone cared about me, and, you know, that matters a lot for a
kid, and especially where someone tells him, you know, that you are
not going to be anything, you are just going to be like your old
man; you are going to grow up to be just like another guy on the
block. And, so, when I went there, I had an opportunity to do many
things that I did not-you know, had not been able to do, and all
because of this Big Brother who took an interest in me. And, from
there, I went to the military academy, and he helped me, you know,
get there. And that is all I have to say. _

Senator BAYH. A very touching story.
Let me interrupt, Mr. Abell, if I might, to talk to Mr. Mooney a

minute.
Were some of your contemporaries, when you were young on the

streets, as you described it, did they have the opportunity to have
Big Brothers also, or were you just one of the fourtunate few?

Mr. MOONEY. Well, some of them did and some of them did not
take advantage of the program. I mean, like-well, like a friend of
mine at home. Well, he never did have the opportunity, and he is,
you know-he did not finish. He went to, like-this guy who was my
social worker, then, at the time, before I went to the boys' home, you
see, I had a choice-he had a choice of sending me to the State home
for boys or the county home for boys. Well, he told me that-Well,
I will send you to," you know, "the county," and, well, my friend, he
did not have the opportunity. They sent him to the state, and it is a
lot harder than the county, because at the county, you know, you
had the chance, you know, do things like play football, box, and
things like this. But, there at the state school it is hardcore, it is
really bad, and, you know, I could just tell you some of the, you
know, stories, you know, really bad, that-goes on out there, and what
he told me about it, and at a lot of these State schools for boys.
And, you know, he did not have the opportunity. No one took an in-
terest in him, and, so, he is back on the block and, well, here I am,
and I think I am lucky in that respect. That is one example.

Senator BAYJI. Perhaps, I should say this: How are the Big
Brothers chosen?
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Mr. MlOONEY. How did lie choose me?
Senator BAYIT. Did he choose you?
Did you choose him, or was it a mutual agreement?
Mr. MOONEY. I had had two Big Brothers, you might say, like

Mr. Newton who was my first Big Brother, and I think he really
chose me, I guess-or he was picked for me. I do not know. I guess
we just clicked, really, and after that he left, to another city. And,
their, Mr. Abraham, jist like informally took care of me then.

Mr. ABELL. I think that is an appropriate place, possibly, Sena-
tor, for me to interject.

'1he picking of the Big Brothers and the matching, as we call it,
of the Little Brother with the Big Brother is one of the key func-
tions that the agency serves. We try to match up and make the right
mix of the two to try to make one plus one equal more than two. I
wish that all of our successes were as dramatic as l)on Mooney. We
cannot claim that all of them are, but there are many, many that
have been this successful.

The technique, really, is in organizing volunteers. And I think you
probably know from your political campaigns that if you can orga-
nize volunteers successfully, you get an awful lot done. But if you
do not organize them successfully, you do not get very much done.

Big Brothers has been very successful, and, I think, is continuing
to improve in the field of organizing volunteers and getting a tre-
mendous amount accomplished, for a very relatively, small -sum of
money.

I would like to have Mr. Lewis Reade, executive vice president of
our National Big Brothers, talk a little bit more about that.

Mr. READE. Thank you, Tyler.
Senator, I am glad to be here, because as the chief professional of

Big Brothers of America, I would like to indicate, first-off, that we
have reviewed the bill very carefully and have had it reviewed by
all of our agencies. We sent them copies of the bill---oh, a month
ago. And I can report to you that there is overwhelming support for
the various points in the'bill, the juvenile justice portion, the ques-
tion of juvenile procedures, certainly, and we have a lot of social
workers in our organization and a considerable number of attorneys,
but, certainly, in the Delinquency Prevention Act, we are very muceh
in favor of programs you are proposing.

Our interest goes back to a number of things, the effect of recent
Supreme Court decisions and the long history of Big Brothers,
which is some 70 years in length, and the indication we have is that
under the commonsense rule it is much easier and cheaper, both in
money terms and in social costs, to prevent juvenile delinquency or
to effect diversion of people for an adjudicated delinquent than it is
to face the problem of incarceration at the juvenile level and the
tremendous costs that go with this, if adequate services are to be
provided. And, certainly, the question of dealing with the adult of-
fender, which many juvenile offenders become, there is just no ques-
tion about that. --

Our feeling is that the juvenile justice system in general has to be
overhauled, and the responsibility for generating and developing
this resurrection must lie with communities. But these communities
must be adequately funded, and funding agencies must broaden the
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categories of programs considered for support, including a wide
range of treatment and referral programs organized outside of the
formal juvenile justice system by private and public sponsoring
groups.

I do not think we can count on the juvenile authorities of every
jurisdiction to be able to mount the kind or program that Big
Brothers is, for example, although we are tied in with juvenile
courts and family courts across the country, with family service or-
ganizations, and so forth. We have found that the ability to develop
the kind of volunteer support, and we are talking about some 60 to
75 thousand men working with boys, can only be mobilized, we
think, in the private sector. We have, perhaps, 600 or 700 full-time
professionals. The question of where we get the money to support
those l)rofessionals is a very key kind of item, because, in fact. this
small handful of professionals is dealing with a, much larger group
of individuals than they possible could( deal with if they were doing
case work on a 1-to-1 basis .

Large sums have bemn spent in the recent past, by the LENA and
a lot of those funds have gone into things which are hardware ori-
elited and involved the police system, and very little has gone into
the question of diversion progr'ams, as we see it. The youth develop-
ment and delinquelicy 1r'evention agency in IIEW is a fairly good
idea, we felt woefully underfunded.

Much of the funds of that, many of the funds of that, program
went for things which only, in the remotest possibility, could be con-
sidered delinquency l)revention programs.

We agree with your previous witnesses, with Mr. Shireman amd
others, iffid Big Brothers wants to put its full support behin(l the
bill with the following understanding, and that is that, in fact, the
maximum kind of utilization of volunteers on a Federal, State, and
local participant basis, can be effected. We have looked into the re-
search, and you have heard probably the whole story from Don
Mooney. I think we could have gotten up from this table and
walked away, and I think von would have gotten the point we were
trying to make. But I would like to tell you that we have been
doing research into the elrectiveness of our program. It is not merely
anecdotal, it is not merely '20 young men like Don, or 200, or 2.006,
or 20,000, hut we have been doing a research study, and our major
study has been done in Caimyda. We asked for a grant several years
ago fror N1MIL to do research in this aiea. They said they did not
have funds.

We went to Canada, and the Canadians have provided us with
funds, so we have done it, doing most of our hard research in the
Toronto agency, and I can tell you, based upon a 10-year develop-
ment program and 3 years of intensively studying those who had
Big Brothers' services, that it worlds. There is a statistically signifi-
cant (iro) in police contacts among boys in the experimental popula-
tion who got Big Biothers services, over the boys in the control
group who got all other kinds of service, who got 1-to-1 case work
from case workers, who got group work done. And their police,
number of police contacts, is down about 25 percent over the control
group. Ii addition, their grades are better.
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Senator BAYII. You talk about the control group and then you in-
clude in the control group those that had 1-to-1 casework. That is
not typical of the sample in the 1-to-1 casework. There is not nearly
enough of that, as far as youth are concerned today, but just a few
samples had 1-to-1 casework?

Mr. READE. Probably about 10 percent had casework, but even
those kids, the Big Brother who was working under the direction of
the caseworker and being able to provide more than the classical so-
cial work kind of situation, provides not only social work activities
but pure friendship was effected, and there was a significant im-
provement in behavior, school work improved, grades, health im-
proved. Tiey liad fewer sick days, than the lids in the control
group.

About the only thing that we are puzzling over in this is that
their rate of truancy did not go down. One of our people said, when
we were searching around for an answer-he said:

Well, it is obvious that Little Brothers did better in school without having
to go as often as the kids in the control group.

But, as you find in many research program, it is the one thing
that we have not been able to figure out as yet.

The problem is-and this goes to the question of research in the
bill-there has been very little of good social science research in
this particular area, we feel. And, as I said, we had to go to Canada
to get the proper support for it. We are doing a local study out of
our own funds and out of some Foundation funds in Pontiac Mich.,
Cleveland, Ohio, and Los Angeles, and we have not been able to get
Federal support for this kind of research.

Senator BAYT. What kind of work is being done in Canada?
How many dollars, how many Big Brothers?
M r. READE. Wellr- Big Brotirs of Canada is a breakaway organi-

zation, with our blessings. Big Brothers used to be the United States
and Canada, and several years ago there was a demerger, if you
will, and, so, there is a Big Brothers of Canada with 50 agencies
compared to 200 here, and now, if you will look at the various
things, the difference in the size of the two countries, population-
wise, they are doing a heck of a lot better job than we are doing.
They also indicate to us they have some 75 agencies in development,
and they have gotten support from the various provincial govern-
ments, and so forth.

Senator BAYIL. And the specific part of my question-I should
have been more direct: You mentioned that you were able to get re-
search help and study the problem in Canada where you were not in
the United States. Could you be specific and state'where they are
doing what we should be doing?

Mr. READE. Yes. To some extent, I think they are, in their juvenile
court system, the family court system, and the Canadian National
Government, showing and have shown considerable interest in this
kind of problem, especially in how it affects their major cities, To-
ronto and Montreal to be specific, and have provided us with sup-
port. They provided us with some $70,000 21/ or 3 years ago to
carry on the program. We had originally gotten a very small plan-
ning grant from NIMH back in 1963 or 1964, but when it came to
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doing the study, NIMHI said in 1969: "We do not have the funds to
provide you with this kind of thing." So, we went to Canada and got
the funds from Toronto. The study group is about 400 kids.

Senator BAYII. And how much money?
Mr. READE. $70,000.
Senator B.xYii. You could not get $70,000 from the United States?
Mr. Rr:.m. Correct. But I might point out-
Senator BAYII. Let the record show a long disgusted pause by the

Chairman.
Mr. READE. I might put that in a little perspective.
Seventy thousand dollars is the estimated cost of keeping six juve-

niles in an institution for a year in this country, an average of about
$6,000 a year.

To sort of sum up, we are searching for data that will tell what
difference it does make to have a person care about some other per-
son unless lie helps him or her form positive goals and objectives
that influence his or her future behavior.

Unfortunately-We all know too well what can and does happen
sometimes to people who need such attention and love and who ei-
ther deny themselves or are denied of it. The case histories of Lee
Harvey Oswald, James Earl Ray, and Sirhan Sirhan are all too
clear in our memory, and we know that each of these young men,
very early in their'lives, expressed deviant behavior but somehow
were unattended. And each of these men were brought up in envi-
ronments where no father or adequate male figure was present as a
positive model for reinforcement of proper values in behavior.

In fact, we in Big Brothers lament that in Oswald's early child-
hood it was strongly suggested to his mother that she consider seek-
ing a Big Brother for her son, and Mrs. Oswald resisted the sugges-
tion, stating that she was capable of raising her own son without.
any help.

We, in Big Brothers, are not saying that the introduction of a
volunteer man who had love or concern into the lives of all of these
desperate men would have changed the course of history, but, then,
we really do not know. It is difficult to imagine, however, that in
these instances the results could have been any more disastrous.

And, so, we have come here to tell you that we support the bill
and believe that the kind of Federal-private partnership we have
seen in other places ought to be effective under the bill so that we
can help the 21/2 million fatherless boys in this country.

Mr. ABELL. Senator, I wanted to have you see and talk with, just
for a few minutes, one volunteer Big Brother, because I am a firm
believer that, although in this particular bill you are aiming, your-
self, one section of it as preventing juvenile delinquency, Big Broth-
ers is a two-way street. I think the Big Brother benefits a great deal
from the work he is doing; as well as helping a Little Brother, the
Big Brother helps himself. In our agency here, we have a number of
excellent Big Brothers, and I was lucky to be able to persuade one
of them to come down and talk with us this morning.

He is the vice president of our Washington, D.C. agency, Mr. Sid-
ney Shockett.

Mr. SHocK=-r. Yes. Thank you. -
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I know that we are all very proud of the benefits that accrue to
our boys. I have been privileged to observe some of the benefits that
accrue to some of the men who are involved in the program.

As a former president of the Montgomery County Council of Big
Brothers, I attended many of the roundtables that we have from
time to time in which the men discuss the various problems. You
should hear the pride with which the man tells about the tomato
that lie ate that his Little Brother grew for him, or the man that de-
scribes the pipe graph that one of the boys presented. to him, lie hav-
ing taught the boy how to handle some woodworking tools.

Perhaps, the most dramatic examl)le that I can remember is Fred,
a man of about 55 who was matched with a boy of 8 or 9. And this
C or 3 years ago. And after their orientation period with one an-
other, so to speak. and Fred starting to getting a little warmer, tried
to find out what Jamie really wanted, and Jamie said "I want to be
a bat boy for the Washington Senators."

Well, Fred was not quite up to that, but--he did arrange, through
the American Legion, with one of its high school teams, for an ap-
pointment as a bat boy, and Jamie, in due time, was outfitted with a
uniform that lie would never take off. He wore it to school, lie wore
it to class, and. according to this mother, he even tried to wear it as
pajamas. And the kid was very, very pleased, but to see Fred tell hisstory to his fellow Big Brothers, f have never seen such a shining
eye or such excitement in a manl when he described the improvement
in his boy, and he said: "I have been active in the American Legion
for 25 years, and I was"-and lie ticked off about four' or five offices
that I& had held-and Ie said, "I never (ot, such 'i bang out of any-
thing as I (lid out of being a Big Brother ror 3 months."

Froln my own experience, I was matched with Craig for some 5
years, from the seventh grade through senior high school. And, as a
senior, Craig finally told me that lie (lid not think lie needed the as-
sociation any longer, that lie could make it oil his own. And I got a
letter from him early in February, and lie is now a sophomore at the
University of Virginia, doing sonie work in ecology, or hopes to,
and doing very well, thank you.

And lie said, "This semester, my load is a little lighter, and I have
applied to the Charlottesville Big Brothers Agency to serve as a Big
Brother. And that, sit', is what it is all about.

Thank you.
Mr. Amm,:. We are fortunate in the Washington office to have a

very good executive director, and the executive director is keyed in
on just the question that you raised earlier, Senator, of how we man-
age to put the right Little Brother with the right Big Brother. And
the key to the question, the answer is, "We do not have any secrets.
We try and learn every day." We think we are improving. We are
trying, also, every day to take care of more and more Little Broth-
erls.

We have here in the Washington area about 20,000 fatherless boys,
most of whom could use the kind of help that we offer, but we sim-
ply do not have the money, nor the mani)ower, to take care of all of
them. We have increased ouir caseload over the last-oh, I guess 7 or
8 vears, from about 150 up to 800, and the mal who wrestled with
all of the day-to-day problems luere is our executive director, Roy
Upshur.
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Mr. Upisn--R. Thank you, Senator.
I am Roy Upshur. I have been the executive director of Big

Brothers of the National- Capital Area for approximately 2 years.
Prior to this, in my experience, I was in the military for 20 years,
from whichI retired as a lieutenant colonel, but I was also a father-
less boy who received his guidance prior to going into the military,
and it was one thing that led me along the way. The Big Brothers
of the National Capital Area has set as its goal to provide guidance
and friendship to every fatherless boy between the ages of 8 and 17
within the metropolitan area.

It has )een stated that a boy without a father or male guidance
stands chances four times greater of getting in trouble than a boy
who has that male guidance, that is, in trouble in school. It has been
stated, also, that a boy without a father stands a seven times greater
chance of ending Up in trouble with the law than when compared to
a boy who has that male guidance.

In the 1970 Census, it says that there is an estimated 40,500 fa-
therless boys in the Washington metropolitan area. We believe that
Big Brothers of the National Capital Area can assist a great deal of
these youths.

We have also observed that there is need for a better public jufe-
nile justice and delinquency prevention program in the metropolitan
area of Washington.

We find that one of the major problems facing the Washington
metro community is that of juvenile crime. Reports have pointed out
how youth arreas in the community have cried about doing some-
thing about preventing these high crime rates. As a matter of fact,
one of the community leaders, Warren Moore, the District youth su-
perintendent, has stated that the courts are filled, the detention are
filled, that preventive means need to be found someplace.

We have also observed that it is cheaper in dollars, in time, emo-
tional stress on the youth, and the community, if we get the youth
before he is incarcer-ated. Also, we feel that the chances of success
are greater if we get him then. But we still treat youths who have
already started down the road of crime.

We believe that Big Brothers has an impact in juvenile delin-
quency prevention. Our efforts are directed at getting and keeping
more boys out of trouble. Our active caseload has jumped from ap-
proxima'telv 200 youths 2 years ago to our caseload as stated by Mr.
Abell of 800 youths. And, then, for last year, if you will consider
the counseling service we provided to the youth in the metropolitan
area, plus our matched caseload for last year, we find we served over
1,900 youths during the calendar year of 1972.

We feel that if we were given more funds as provided in your bill,
S. 821, we could project even a greater caseload and greater increase
in the total youth served for the year 1973.

During the year 1972, we conducted a recruitment campaign in
which we foutd over 1,000 men in the community who were willing
to serve.

Now. we have a backlog of men volunteers. Prior to this, the
youth had to wait from 6 months to a year before lie could be
matched with a Big Brother. But because'of our recruitment cam-
paign,we now have a large backlog of men volunteers.
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Senator BAYH. This is the occasional television ads I see? Is that
part of your recruitment program?

Mr. UpsnuR. Yes. I am happy to say that Senator Mathias, who
is on your committee, made an ad for us which was publicized and
we had quite a response to it, and it was during our summer cam-
paign. As a matter of fact, he was the first one. But we have found
that our operations here were curtailed because of the lack of the
availability of the fund, with only six full-time people handling a
caseload of 800 youths. We feel that your bill, again, S. 821, will
provide us with- the funds with which we can handle large and

larger caseloads.
We know, Senator, that our program works. The impact of our

program, as a preventive measure for delinquent and predelinquent
boys is well documented. During 1972, our agency conducted a study
of our caseload in the Washington metropolitan area and we found
that 78 percent of the boys in our caseload showed improvement.
The other 27 percent were boys who had been in the program for
such a short period of time that we could not determine whether
there was an improvement.

However, we do make followup on our boys, and we have found
in the followup on our most difficult cases that many of them show
improvement. Therefore, we feel that we are an agency in the preven-
tion of juvenile delinquency. We attempt to serve all of the needs of
the delinquent and predelinquent. Our services expand to general
counseling, therapeutic counseling, vocational development, place-
ment and referrals, educational, which can be tutoring scholarship
and testing, and recreational activities. Those that we cannot do any-
how, we have agreements with other agencies for referral services.
Thus, we are able to give better service to the troubled youth in the
metropolitan area.

Here, we feel it is significant to compare the cost of our service.
Costs of local governments in the Washington metropolitan area are
approximately $6,000 to incarcerate a youth. It costs Big Brothers
of the National Capital area only $500 to service one youth for 1
year. Thus, not only do we feel our service is much cheaper in dol-
lars, but it also places less stress and demand on the courts, commu-
nity, and the emotions of the youth.

And, in summary, I would like to say, Senator, that programs
such as Big Brothers of the metropolitan area have proven to be
effective in the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. As
such, these agencies should be considered priority agencies in this
area. The provision of the bill, S. 82i, provides means by which Big
Brothers-type agencies can be expanded and serve the community
better.-

Senator BAyH. Thank you, gentlemen.
Let me ask you a couple of quick questions, I want to find out

more about the details.
You say you have a backlog now, more supply of Big Brothers

than you have youths that need Big Brothers?
Mr. UPSHUR. That is correct, Senator. We are not recruiting

youths due to the fact that we have such a large backlog of Big
Brothers here in the metropolitan area of Washington.

Senator BATH. How many Big Brothers do youhave?
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Mr. UPsHUR. We have a total, including our backlog, of about
1,000 Big Brothers, which would give us close to 200 men waiting to
be matched.

Mr. READE. I think, Senator, that one of the things that really
means is the fact that we cannot bring-it is not that there are not-
there are only 800 boys in the District or the metro area that could
use the service. It is the fact that you understand, that it takes a
professional social worker to effect the match between the man and
the boy and then to supervise the ongoing relationship of anywhere
from 75 to 125 cases. So, the thing that is holding up bringing more
boys into the program is that simply we do not have enough money
to add additional social workers to manage the other 200 cases we
already have.

Senator BAY11. How much more money could you use to do the
job that needs to be done in the District in this area?

Mr. READE. Well, there are 40,000 boys in the metropolitan area,
and in the metropolitan area, our rule of thumb-

Senator BAYI. You mean that-need Big Brothers?
Mr. READE. That are fatherless boys. We estimate, on our common

wisdom, that 20 to 25 percent of the boys could really benefit. So,
you figure that out and that is 8,000 to 10,000 boys. We are only
serving 800, and we are serving 10 percent of our potential clientele.
Really, this agency could grow like tenfold, and it would be taking
care of our estimated clientele.

Senator BAYn. Could it grow without becoming bureaucratic and
without destroying the personal relationship that is indispensable
between the Brother and the son?

Mr. Upsiiu-R. Yes, definitely. We have grown during the past pe-
riod much more than what it was when I arrived, and we have not
become bureaucratic, Senator. "

Mr. ABELL. This is a very good question.
Senator BAYIL. It is one thing to grow to 800, and it is another

thing to grow to 8,000.
Mr. ABELL. We have done it just as successfully here. We have

grown within the time I have been connecetd with Big Brothers of
D.C. from less than 100 to 800, and the way, I believe, that we have
been successful in avoiding the bureaucratic problem that you speak
of is in dividing ourselves into regional offices so that geographically
we divide up but still hold a loose rein from one central office in the
Washington area. And we are pretty careful in trying to get the
best that we can out of people without making the rules too strin-
gent and providing them with a certain amount of flexibility.

Also, just the very nature of the program, you have got one man
and one- boy and you give them a little guidance, depending on how
much guidance they ask for and require; you give them more or less.
So, that tends to avoid the bureaucracy.

Senator BAYJI. You have now, what, Mr. Upshur? Did you say six
social workers for 800 Big Brothers?

Mr. Upsuun. No, Senator. Those are full-time people at the cen-
tral office. For the Big Brothers, themselves, I have 14 social work-
ers. I have two volunteers and 12 paid but they only work 9 hours a
week.
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Most of those people have masters in social work, or they are in
'charge of similar type agencies in the District.

Senator BAYII. Why do you say that out of the 40,000 youngsters
in the District, only 25 percent, between 8,000 and 10,000, could use
the services of Bi Brothers?

Mr. READE. Well, I think, Senator, it comes down to this, and that
is a nationwide figure of 20 to 25 percent. It comes from the fact
that the kids have all come from all sorts of social economic back-
grounds, some are getting other kinds of treatment, some are in fam-
Ilies where there is a strong male figure who is not a father but
maybe an uncle. You have a colleague in your committee who is an
uncle to 12 fatherless children. There are so many kids who are so
deeply disturbed because of the situation that even our service can-
not get to them, and they need to be institutionalized in many insti-
tutions or they need heavy psychiatric work.

So, over the past 70 years, the general-and, again we have no-
this is common wisdom; it is not based on heavy research, because
we have not had the funds to do heavy research. But 20 to 25 per-
cent of the kids. fatherless boys, are generally considered able to
really benefit from the services.

Senator BAYxr. The reason I asked you the question was that one
of you gentlemen had said earlier that in that study that had been
conducted-and I do not know whether it was Canada or someplace
else-it showed all of the boys had bIenefited, regardless of the serv-
ices that they were previously receiving.

Mr. REAoDE. Those were all of the boys who were referred to the
program. It does not constitute all of the fatherless boys in the city
of Toronto.

Senator BAYH. But if the study in the city of Toronto is going to
have any meaning, the choice of the sample'should have been a ran-
dorn choice.

Mr. READE. Well, it was; it was a random choice of those who
were referred, not necessarily all of those who were fatherless, all of
the fatherless boys in the city of Toronto.

Senator BAY!i. Could vou find out for the edification of both of
us. because I think that 'n finding out the whole impact and where
the limits are, you had better know if you just picked a certain
grolp, the best group, and referred them where, then, you are going
to gvt far better results than if you picked a random sampling of all
fatherless children in Toronto?

Mr. READE. Well, this was-I will be glad to furnish and refer the
data on it, Senator, but, basically, what we did was merely to take
400 children, 400 boys, out of th(;se who were referred. Ther-e was an
arbitrarial referral process where we said "Yes, we want to get the
best kids in this program so that we can get the best results." It was
the first 400 kids who came through the door, essentially, referred by
either the juvenile court, system, by school counsels,' self-referred,
were referred by their mother to tme agency, so it was, in fact, a
representative sample of the kids who come into the agency, but not
necessarily a representative sample of all fatherless boys in the city
of Toronto.

[TLhe material requested was later stI)plied for the record and is
as follows:]
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BIG BROTHERS ® OF AMERICA,
Phila(dclphia, Pa., Alarch 30, 1973.

lion. BIRCH BAYHI,
U.S. Sellate,
Wla.shington, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR BAYH : I should like to take this opportunity to thank you for
the opportunity to testify on S. 821 before your Subcommittee. I trust that the
testimony offered by the group from BBA will be helpful to you in passing
this legislation and in framing other legislation.

I should like to take the opportunity to expand on a point which we dis-
cussed regarding our research program in Canada. As you will recall, the ques-
tion arose as to whether or not our samples were representative of the father-
less boy population in Toronto; hopefully, the following will describe the
situation more clearly than I was able to at the hearing:

In the Toronto Field Experiment, samlples were drawn from three popula-
tioms. One population was all the boys who were referred to the Toronto
Agency for service during it 12-month period. From this population, 371 famni-
lies were selected and randomly divided into two groups, an experimental
group which was served by the Agency and a control group that was not.
offered service but referred elsewhere for alternative help (child welfare.
group work, etc.) The two other population samples were both non-referred
polplations. One was all boys in Metropolitan Toronto living in homes where,
both parents were present. The other were all boys living in homes where only
the mother was present. A sample of 141 boys were drawn from the two-par-
ent population and a sample of 123 boys was drawn from the non-referred
fatherless boy population. These later two samples were studied so that it
could be determined what, if any, differences there are between boys who seek
Big Brothers services and other fatherless boys as well as two-parent boys who
obviously do not need services. It this context, it is well to note that the evi-
dence of delinquencey among these groups indicates that fatherless boys who
ar( not referred have an ini(dence four times as great as boys from two-par-
ent families. In the case of boys who are referred (both the experimental and
control groups) this incidence rises to seven times that of boys from two-par-
ent families. This indicates that referrals are obviously those of boys with
greater needs. The preliminary evidence is that the experimental group after
receiving Big Brother service has significantly less police contacts than the
control group which received other services.

I trust that this clears up the issue of the applicability of the sample.
As we indicated in our testimony, we would be pleased to offer further

Information to your Subcommittee andI are available for further testimony on
this and any other issues within our competence. Further. on subsequent trips
to Washington, we should like to meet with you privately and brief you on
our program In your home state of Tndiana.

Thank you again for your kindness and courtesy. I remain,
Very truly yours,

L. P. READE.
Executive Vice Presidet.

Senator BAYI. What age is usually the best age? And, also, what
age span do you have?

Mr. READE. Our age span is 7 to 18.
The best indication is that in the 10- 11-year-old situation, if we

can find a kid who is getting into trouble at that age, we can do the
most for him.

Senator BAYIr. Don, you were 14 : right ?
MIr. MOONFY. Yes, I was 14, then.
Senator BAYIT. Now, I trust-
Mr. Upsitun. Pardon me. Senator. I might address that further

for vou. Our experience in Washington has shown-the crime statis-
tics 'for the last year showed that the mean age for the juvenile de-
linquent was 14. hle mean age for all Little Brothers in the District
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was 12 years old. So, we thought if we got the boy at 12, we could
turn him around before he reached that age of 14.

Senator BAYH. Well, maybe if you got him at age 10 or age 8, you
might be able to do even more?

Mr. UPsnuR. Yes.
Mr. ABELL. I think one issue that you got close to, but we did not

point out, is that Big Brothers has an advantage in comparing our
group with just the everyday fatherless boy. At least our boys had a
mother or a social worker or somebody who cared enought to send
him in to us. The average 12 year boy does not know about Big
Brothers unless there is somebody somewhere that cares about him
and refers him in to us.

And unless his mother is willing to work with us, as Lee Harvey
Oswald's mother was not, then, of course, there is nothing that we
can do. So, the group that we had in Canada was-you are quite
right-by definition, a superior group just for that reason, if no
other.

Senator BAYIT. What about teachers?
Do teachers in the District have to refer boys?
Mr. Upsumr. Yes. The majority of our referral comes from the

mother by suggestion from the teachers in the schools, or, also from
the courts. The court will tell the mother "We will release your
son," or the policeman would, "if you will seek out Big Brothers,"
and, normally, she will come to us and say "My son was referred to
you both by the recommendation of the Guidance Counsel at the
school"-I would say they run about 50 percent.

Mr. READE. I might also point out-you may not believe this, Sen-
ator, but there are jurisdictions in this country where juvenile court
judges say that they will not refer kids to Big'Brothers because they
would prefer to put them in an institution, to institutionalize them,
than to give them Big Brothers services. We find that almost impos-
sible to believe, but it exists.

Senator BAYIT. It is not impossible for me to believe. It is impossi-
ble for me to understand, but not to believe.

Mr. ABELL. Senator, you asked earlier and I do not think you ever
got a direct answer as to how much money we could use in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. If you just took the figure of 10,000 boys, which
is the number that would fit, that is, work out statistically, that
would consume about $5 million. If you keep the 10,000 boys and
put them in an institution, it would be an awfully lot more money.

Now, one of the things we have been doing fairly successfully here
in Washington in the last couple of years is getting various agency
funds to tie into programs that we have going in our Big Brothers.
In other words, we will sort of tailor Big Brothers or a piece of Big
Brothers in order to appeal to a State agency or a Federal agency so
we can get some funds out of them. And it is terribly disappointing
now that we have worked up to where we should get some of that
money that it is all getting cut off. We just lost $35,000 which, for a
budget of our size, just knocks the pins right out from under us.

Senator BAYH. I will tell you what I wish you would do. I wish
you gentlemen would develop a program for 2, 3, or 4 years that
inakes it possible for Big Brothers to grow at a reasonable rate, and
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yet continue successful effective work. Then, I would appreciate your
figuring out the cost of such a program. As you probably are
aware, I am also the chairman of the District of Columbia A ppro-
priations Subcommittee, and it is just conceivable that we might be
able to help you to obtain some funds which were cutback this year.
I do not want to hold out any false hopes, but I am concerned about
this kind of "efficiency," and I want to enable you to continue the
job that you have been doing, particularly the use of volunteers. It is
not only very efficient, but when you get one person giving love, at-
tention and kindness to another human being, that is a commodity
that the Federal Government cannot appropriate enough money to
buy.

Nr. AIEL.L. We absolutely will. We appreciate that offer of assist-
ance.

Senator BAYI. Well, I do not make it lightly. I am not sure how
much we will be able to assist you, but you ought to be able to con-
tinue at your present level of activity, I would like to see where you
might be 1, 2 or 3 years from now. A young man like Mr. Mooney
here is a pretty good illustration of what can be done in the
comInminnity.

What is the amount of time that a Big Brother normally spends
with his little Brother?

Mr. Sitocju-rT. A Big Brother is required to see his boy at least
once a week for several house. If he cannot agree to that, he will not
be accepted into the program.

Senator lkyni. How much time did you spend with your Little
Brother?

Mr. SHOCKErr. I would say 3 hours or so on a visit; as long as he
could stand me, pretty much. But I saw him religiously once a week,
or if that was impossible, I would certainly call him.

Senator BAYI. )on, what was your experience with your Big
Brother? How much time?

Mr. MooNEY. Well, like I said, each Thursday, we played basket-
ball, or something like that, and we would go out to eat on the
weekends, we would go fishing, or he would take me fishing, or we
would to to the Astrodome, or something like that, and watch the
baseball game, and, you know, we would sit and talk over problems
and thing like this. That was the extent of it. You know, he spent
his time, he spent all of the time he could, with me.

Senator BAYII. Did he have a family of his own?
Mr. MooNEY. Yes, he did. They had three kids.
Senator BAY1T. What were their ages?
Mr. MooN.EY. I think Andy was about 8, and a girl about 6, and

they had a baby about 6 months old, I think.
Senator BAYH. When will you graduate from the academy?
Mr. MooNEY. 1975.
Senator BAYH. Do you think that you might want to be a Big

Brother yourself?
Mr. MooNEY. Yes. Yes, I would.
Mr. IREADE. Senator, our indication is that the average Big

Brother spends about 200 hours a year with his Little Brother, and
when you have 60,000 men, that is 12 million free man-hours that is
devoted to the program.
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Senator BAYIT. All right.
Well, gentlemen, you have been very kind.
There are a number of other questions, so we may want to give

you a call on the phone to fill our our record. But if it is not too
nuch of an imposition, I wish you would come up with a program
which costs as little as possible to do the jot) which needs to be done.
Cutting back funds for programs such as Big Brothers is going in
the wrong direction, We should be looking for ways to expand such
programs.

.Mr. ABELL. Senator, that is absolutely no imposition at all. We
welcome the opportunity, and we will get it to your staff just as
quickly as it can possibly be done. I would say, in the next week.

Senator BAYH. Fine. Thank you very much.-
Mr. ABELL. Thank you.
.Mr. SIIOCKE'r. Thank you, sir.
[The Big Brothers of America prepared statement is as follows:]

COMMENTS ON THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT
oF 1973

(Prepared and presented by Big Brothers of America, Presented by Victor
Gelb, President, and, Lewis P. Reade, Executive Vice President)

Mr. Chairman, distinguished senators, it is my privilege to be invited here
today to speak in behalf of Big Brothers of America on Senate Bill 821. I am
Victor Gelb, President of Big Brothers of America, a unique social services
organization concerned with boys from homes where no father Is present, and
with volunteer men. who with professional social work supervision, relate to
these boys on a one-to-one basis.

With more than 75,000 volunteers and 200 member agencies across the
nation, we are aware of the desperate need of restructuring the juvenile jus-
tice system, and we are pleased that your concern for the quality of life in
the United States has manifested itself In this relevant piece of legislation to
be considered by the Congress.

Many of the boys with whom we work are from delinquent and pre-delin-
quent environments, and we are fully aware of what Senator Bayh has cor-
rectly labeled "the tragic failure of our juvenile justice and correctional
system and the bankruptcy of the Federal apl)roach to the depth and scope of
the delinquency crisis".

There seems little question that people, young and old, across the nation,
view the current "made in America" juvenile justice system as Inept, anti-
quated, outlandish, and to borrow a phrase from the youth vernacular, "a rip-
off."

From our perspective of Involvement In Big Brothers work for almost a
quarter of a century, we tend to agree that there Is, indeed, validity to their
criticism.

In studying Senate Bill 821, I am personally, and Big Brothers of America
is corporately, pleased with the emphasis on prevention and treatment alterna-
tives; and there Is no doubt In my mind, and I think in the minds of many,
that prevention is not just the preferred way, but virtually the only way to
challenge the growing incidence of juvenile criminal activity.

The very history of Big Brothers is testimony to the values; of prevention
philosophies. As you may know, the organization was Initiated 70 years ago by
any small group of men who were concerned with the alarming Increase in dmlin-
quent -behavior of boys. especially boys who lived In homes where no father
was present. From this Initial concern, the Big Brothers' organization has
developed into a viable national program embracing the primary I)htlosoT)lhy
that prevention is Infinitely better than Institutionalization and Its multiple
ramifications that could lead to further delinquency and to its even greater
extension of despair.

We know first-hand the values of individual relationships on a one-to-one
level. and the concomniltant values of the dedicated volunteer sharing his time
and his ideals with a boy in need as a major deterrent to delinquent behavior.
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It is with this awareness that we come before you today to express our
approval of the energy, the dedication, the efforts your committee and its staff
have put forward into the creation of the juvenile justice act. As we have pre-
viously stated, we are gratified with the focus on prevention, and we are
equally appreciative of the bill's expressed concern for proper implementation
of the spirit of the bill through its Titles IV and V. We particularly are
encouraged by the proposals of a National Institute for Juvenile Justice and
the framework for allocation of monies to private agencies as well as in for-
mula grants directly to state agencies.

We believe that both state and private agencies can and will work together
with the Federal government for the beit interest of juveniles in specific envi-
ronments, and we applaud the bill for considering the potential merits of such
a division, and yet incorporation, of interest and labor.

Further, we are pleased to report that in reviewing the principal elements of
the bill with our volunteer and professional leadership around the nation that
there is strong consensus that this bill deserves our support.

In sharing the bill with our constituents, we have received and evaluated
comments which we specifically present to you for consideration in framing
guidelines for the implementation of the Titles once the bill has been passed
into law.

First and foremost, we ask that you seriously consider the infinite value of
volunteer time, expressly as it relates to the capability and efficiency of a
given program designed to fulfill the purposes of the bill.

Needless to say, without volunteers there would be no Big Brothers' organi-
zation, and perhaps very few other social service organizations of any signifi-
cance. The volunteer is perhaps the key to the solution of the social dilemmas
of our day. And we all know that the dilemmas must be solved if we are to
continue as a powerful and respected nation.

This is not to say that the professional social servant is no longer needed.
but, rather, he or she becomes even more necessary to give the direction and
cohesiveness to a corps of volunteers in whatever the task they have come
forth to serve.

The value of the volunteer's time, or the time of a group of volunteers, is
inestimable, and we urge that your committee consider these human economics
in light of the practical realities of the awesome cost of any program that
would have to pay for services which volunteers freely give.

Taking the view that the time of a volunteer equates realistically to dollars
and cents, we urge that priority funding from 8821's Titles be allocated to
agencies that heavily utilize volunteers, not only to maximize the quantity and
quality of delivery of service, but conversely to minimize the cost for the
delivery of such service.

Big Brothers of America also urges that in its implementation, that no
restrictions be set on sources of matching -funds necessary to fulfill program
requirements, and likewise, no restriction be imposed on in-kind contributions
that allow real dollars to be stretched to their greatest positive potential.

In a society that needs both the volunteer's dollars and his time, it Is lu di-
crous to presume that either is of greater importance than the other. We
believe that voluntarism, and other in-kind giving, is as generous and as mean-
ingful as the gift of dollars and deserves an equal partnership with them.

Being a volunteer in youth-oriented organizations for more than half of my
life, gentlemen, I know what it means to invest in something that has meaning
and provides a sense of satisfaction; and I believe that it is essential to instill
and rekindle that sense of value and purpose into the mainstream of American
life, especially in the young men and women who are to become tomorrow's
nation, whether we like it or not.

Senate Bill 821 is a major step in the right direction to improve the quality
of life for all people in this nation because it addresses itself to real problems
of real people in the here and now. We personally and corporately urge you to
individually and collectively lend your influence and effort to bring about Ias-
sage of the bill at the earliest possible date.

To offer further comments on the hill we would now like to introduce to you
the executive vice present of Big Brothers of America, Mr. Lewis P. Reade.

Like Mr. Gelb. I, too. am pleased to have the opportunity to come before
this distinguished committee today and comment on Senate Bill 821. I believe

84-522--71--34
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that such an omnibus bill is long overdue, and although I am aware that it
doesn't pretend to be a panacea, I am equally certain that it does provide com-
prehensive definition and programming sorely needed by an ever-growing popu-
lation of young people.

In reviewing the Report of the White House Conference on Youth, held in
1971 in Estes Park, Colorado, we note that the, then, secretary of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, Elliott Richardson, pledged on behalf of the President and
the Administration that "we would look carefully at every one of the recom-
mendations" coining out of the Conference, and he further pledged that a pro-
cedure would be established whereby "we can render to you an accounting not
only of what we have done, but what we have not done, and why."

In the subsequent two years since that Conference, gentlemen, it seems to
us that all too little has been done to heed the recommendations of the dele-
gates of that Conference, and we have been given little accounting of what has
and has not happened and why.

Specifically those recommendations directed toward the arena of juvenile
justice and agreed to by more than 1,000 young Americans, called for recogniz-
ing the need for improvement of the juvenile justice system with emphasis on
community treatment and prevention programs.

The major points made in the general recommendation were (1) to provide
programs and pilot projects that would allow authorities to evaluate existing
programs and to plan alternatives; (2) to expand efforts in disseminating
information about the system to the entire society; (3) to improve the effec-
tiveness of the social institutions that deal with youth; and (4) to revise pres.
ent statutes thereby overcoming the inadequacy of present laws pertaining to
problems of youth.

Because we agree with the spirit and content of the Conference reconunen-
dations, we are encouraged that a bill has been presented addressing itself to
those cogent concerns.

Also in that Conference, the young people lamented that as a nation we
have made limited progress toward delinquency prevention in the past three
decades, and if our focus continues to be only upon the existing system, the
existing processes and the existing rules, there does not appear much prospect
for progress over the next several decades.

The Conference suggested that major efforts are needed to fund programs
which "are preventive in nature, with special consideration given to assisting
the individual youth and his family, improving the education system, and
other community and societal improvements which generate and/or increase
the problems of youth.

Delegates at the Conference also declared that the juvenile justice system is
too heavily weighted in favor of the official or parents patria viewpoint, rein-
forcing existing notions of how to treat juvenile offenders.

We do not believe that these Conference delegates were speaking as a con-
sortium of radical activities, for indeed we know that they demographically
represented a board spectrum of American youth. And, regretfully, we believe
that their view of the current status of juvenile justice is far too accurate.

Big Brothers of America believes that the Juvenile Justice system must be
overhauled, and that the responsibility for generating and developing this res-
urrection must lie with communities. Funding agencies must broaden the cate-
gories of programs considered for support, including a wide range of treatment
and referral programs organized outside of the juvenile justice system, by pri-
vate and public sponsoring groups, and a greatly increased number of juveniles
must be remanded to such programs, especially before being channeled into
court.

There has been much Federal rhetoric supporting the concept of prevention
and crime reduction, but very little Federal funding at a level to suggest that
rhetoric is a prelude to action.

Recent efforts by LEAA to develop standards for community crime preven-
tion produced theory upon theory of what Juvenile delinquency is, yet no paper
was bold enough to suggest what operating programs there could be.

Through the past several years, LEAA has been infusing large sums of
money into the nation's law enforcement program at the community level, but
precious few of those dollars, we believe, have been, or technically can be, con-
verted into programs that actually prevent juvenile crime on any level. As you
know, the money is mainly used to beef up the armaments of police depart-
ments and to provide for a variety of rehabilitative programs.
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In Another Federal program, the Youth Development and Delinquency Pre-
vention Agency, operating through HEW, the concept of prevention is strong,
but the funding to carry out prevention programs to any measurable degree is
weak.

So what we have is a wide chasm between promise and performance which
we hope will be considerably breeched by enactment of the juvenile justice act
now proposed.

As Mrs. Walter Kimmel, of the national PTA, expressed to your committee
in testimony last month, we too, are encouraged by the Act's provision for
coordination of Federal efforts in the area of prevention and treatment of
juvenile crime, and we are pleased that provision is made for a substantial
amount of the funds in the bill to be distributed for the training of volunteers,
para-professionals and professionals for service to help prevent and treat juve-
nile crime.

Coming into the social services profession only recently from a 20-year
career in business and industry, I know the value of comprehensive training
programs, and I also lend support to Professor Charles Shireman's thesio pre-
sented to you last month that there is an incredible abandonment of the phil-
sophy of the important role of research and development in application to the
prevention of juvenile delinquency.

We agree with Mr. Shireman that all large-scale delinquency control agen-
cies should develop research and evaluation arms, and that this goal should be
immensely furthered both by the grant progr in outlines under Title IV of the
proposed legislation and by the creation of a National Institute for Juvenile
Justice called for under Title V. And we, like Mr. Shireman, are also pleased
that Title IV Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Programs may be
carried-out by both public and private organizations.

Big Brothers of America has been in the vanguard of hard research into
effectiveness of its service, and later this year will report out data from a
three-year study, conducted with a grant from the government of Canada,
showing the behavioral differences in a broup of boys who were introduced to
alternative service programs over the three-year period. The common denomi-
nator in the experiments is that all 300 boys are fatherless, but only half of
the boys were assigned to volunteer men who served as Big Brothers. The
other half received other types of alternative services.

We have been encouraged by the preliminary data confirming our present
position of cautious optimism that our service does have a slmificant positive
effect.

We also are working on a field experiment in Oakland County, Michigan,
collecting information on school behavior and performance of 120 selected
boys.

But our research thrust has beenblunted by the lack of adequate hard
research information in the specific field of our interest, and by the lack of
funding that would provide us manpower and materials to gain this knowledge
and further explore. Obviously the juvenile justice bill would help overcome
this deficiency.

Under the special empahsis programs defined in Title IV-B, we strongly
suggest that in Section 404.4 that the definition of "youths in danger of becom-
ing delinquent" be loosely enough construed so that a boy would not have to
already be in trouble with the law for eligibility for services.

We are constantly searching for data that will tell us just what difference it
does make to have a person care about some other person enough that he
helps him or her form positive goals and objectives that influence his or her
future behavior.

Unfortunately we know all too well what can and does sometimes happen to
people who need such attention and love and who either deny themselves, or
are denied of it. The case histories of Lee Harvey Oswald, James Earl Ray
and Sirhan Sirhan are all too clear in our memory, and-we know that each of
these young men very early in their lives expressed deviate behavior that
somehow was unattended. And each of these men were brought up in environ-
ments where no father or adequate male figure was present as a positive
model for reinforcement of proper values and behavior. In fact, we in Big
Brothers lament that in Oswald's early childhood it was strongly suggested to
his mother that she consider seeking a Big Brother for her son, and Mrs.
Oswald resisted the suggestion, stating that she was capable of raising her son
without any help.
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We in Big Brothers are not saying that the Introduction of a volunteer man
who had love and concern into the lives of any or all of these desperate
youths would have changed the course of history, but, then, we really don't
know. It's difficult to imagine, however, that In these instances, the results
could have been any more disastrous.

Mr. Gelb earlier has illustrated the value of volunteers and in-kind contribu-
tions to the viability of Big Brothers of America and other social service orga-
nizations, and we wish to reemphasize those remarks, also urging that in the
Implementation of the Titles of the Act that the 25 percent limit on funds nec-
essary from a participating service delivery agency be the absolute ceiling. We
know that most of our agencies consider this commitment a reasonable and
fair partnership, but that they would literally be unable to make greater finan-
cial investment, irregardless of the subsequent worth of the program.

You are aware only too well of the limited funds most social services work
with, and we hope that you agree that an overtaxation of those resources is
tanamount to dissolution of the service in most Instances.

In Big Brothers' service, we estimate that it costs a national average of
$250 per Big Brother-Little Brother assignment per year. We know that the
cost of institutionalization of a juvenile can and does run as high as $7,000 to
$10,000 per year. One needn't he a business school graduate to quickly compute
that the cost/benefit relationship between a program like ours and the Incar-
cerative alternative is overwhelning. This does not even take into coisidera-
tion the important value of the time of volunteers. If we added that ingredient
to the economic mix, we would present a cost accounting that would show a
"book value" of still less than $1,000 per match.

Gentlemen. it seems to me that we are at an important crossroad In our
relationship with young people, and in the history of juvenile justice; and I
believe that we must, as a nation, commit ourselves to new forces In the
future if, indeed, we are to survive the rigorous challenges of today.

Senator BAYiT. Our next witness this morning is Ms. Marian Edel-
man, director, Harvard Law and Education Center, Cambridge,
Mass.

It has been my good fortune to work with Ms. Edelman on several
occassions, and I appreciate the fact that she would take the time to
be with us this morning.

STATEMENT OF MARIAN EDELMAN, DIRECTOR, HARVARD LAW
AND EDUCATION CENTER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mrs. E DELMAN. Thank you, Senator, for inviting me, and thank
you for your continuing work and interest on behalf of juvenile de-
linquents and juvenilei'eform and children in general.

I think that the problems you are confronting here with juveniles
and with the juvenile justice system, are reflective of the broader prob-
lems of children in this country and how we disregard and treat them..
And, if I am permitted, I hope I can talk very broadly about how
Americans value children and about the broader problems of children
and not specifically about your bill.

You were fortunate yesterday-and we were fortunate-in having
Justine Wise Polier before you to comment directly on juvenile jus-
tice. She is a colleague of ours at the Washington research project..
and we adopt her testimony specifically on the bill and on our juvenile
court system.

Senator BAYTI. Would you pull the mike a little closer.
IrS. EDETMAN. Yes, and I will talk slower.

Elizabeth Wickenden, who is a professor of urban studies at the
City University of New York, is a much unheralded expert, I-think,.
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in the child welfare 'area. She tells the story of being in Iran when an
earthjluake occurred and how the Shah sent out the equivalent of the
American Red Cross to go and collect all of the children who were left
orphaned or homeless from this disaster. To their astonishment not a
child was folld. They had been absorbed into the larger community.
1 think that is instructive, because the contrast with what happens in
America is rather graphic.

Jane Adams, in 1909, at the first W1'hite House Conference on Chil-
<ren, asked why Americans, technologically advanced and democrati-
cally oriented could not service the needs of its children. Six decades
later and six White I-louse Conferences later, this is still a very press-
ing question as we are not yet servicing the needs of all our children.

'he irony is that Americans, with all of our riches, have an earlier
history of protecting animals than of protecting children. The Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals came into existence first.-Its
concerns were only later expanded to include children. I was very
amused to read what the founder for the Society for the Prevention
.of Cruelty to Children said,

The slaves were first freed from bondage. Next came the emancipation of the
brute creatures, and next the emancipation of little children was about to take
place.

There is a modern counterpart I think in the priorities on animals
as opposed to children. NIMH promulgated standards in regard to
.ethics, and developed specific procedures for experimentation on ani-
mials before they promulgated similar procedures and ethics for hu-
mans. And I think we are seeing continuing problems with the use of
limmans, and children, partichtila rly, as guinea pigs. Serious questions
tre raised about the adequacy of procedures to protect humans and
children wheai one hears about current experimentations that may now
be conducted with NIMH funds and others.

Tle Tuskegee experiment is one instance. I have brought down the
latest piece from the front page of the Boston Globe which talks about
another experiment in Texas that occurred in the 1950's and 1960's with
young children which raises highly questionable ethical issues. I am
submitting the article for the record. And I have been concerned per-
sonally witl wlat is apparently a drug experiment in Boston funded
by NIMII through the Boston State ZHospital. allegedly concerned
with behavioral disorders in children which seeks to-investigate not
whether, l fter careful screening, specifically defined conditions in
children require treatment or -l-ether sl)ecific children require treat-
mvnt, but rather wvhih medications under investigation are effective in
alleviating the general mianifestations outlined in the proposal and
carry the least risk of side effects.

The proposal raises serious questions not only about the purposed
nature of the experiilent an(l research, but about the adequacy of
parental consent and doctor-patient protections. I am deeply disturbed
bv the fact. that we could use human children to test the effects of
drugs rather tian using drugs to cure specific conditions.

It was not until the turn of the century that we began to think
about children in any p ublic policy way. Children until then were
viewed largely as possessiois or property.'This continues in some ways.
Theodore Roosevelt coined a new way of referring to children as
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"national resources", though we have- not, if our actions are the cri-
teria for judging, treated them as important national resources.

Senator BAY1I. Sometimes some of us talk of them in terms of
almost valuable resources.

Mrs. ED)EL-MAN. That is true, but we do not treat them as the most
valuable resources.

Senator BAYII. It seems to me we let them go hungry and without
medical care and housing, ,and all this kind of business.

Mrs. EDELMAN. That is right. But she was commenting during the
founding-period of the Children's Bureau, and I thought this was
marvelous, because, again, it is something that continues today. I was
struck by her statement of 'le rationale for the national impetus for
the Children's Bureau. She said:

The national sense of humor was aroused by the grim fact that whereas the
Federal Government concerns itself with the conservation of hogs and lobsters
and has long since established bureaus to supply information concerning them,
citizens who desire instruction and guidance for the conservation and protection
of children have no responsible governmental body to which to appeal.

This is a continuing problem for many of us seeking basic data on
basic issues involving children. Anybody who wants to find out how
many children are not in school in this country today would have a
very hard time finding that out. We have Just begun, at the Washing-
ton research project, to examine the incidence of exclusion from all
public education of children. It is very hard to find that information.
School boards who are supposed to conduct school censuses do not do
so. From the very preliminary perusals of the 1970 census data, we
have determined preliminarily that roughly 11/2 to 2 million are not
enrolled in schools between the ages of 7 and 15 and who are also not
in institutions. We have also been attempting to find out where and
how many children are in institutions, and nobody in the State of
Massachusetts cen n tell us for that State. I have been taking one State,
a very enlightened State, and saying: "Can you give us the informa-
tion on how many children are not in school or how many children
are in institutions?" And nobody knows. You have to call the indi-
vidual institutions and try to find out how many kids are out of school,
district by district. There seems to be no centralized responsibility.
They have not conducted the school census.

Try also, for example, to find out how many migrant children there
are in the State of Massachusetts and who is responsible for their
education, health, and welfare. Nobody knows and nobody accepts
responsibility for them.

Try to find out how many children in Massachusetts need special
care or need mental health provision. Nobody really knows.

Again, I think you will find similar responses at the Federal level
regarding a range of information on children's programs.

We have simply been trying to find out how much, in fact, we spent
on child nutrition programs last year. You get as many conflicting
figures as you get bureaus reporting. It is very hard to Aind out facts
about children generally, which reflects, I think, our continuing dis-
regard of children as an important part of public policy and social
planning.

There is yet, after all of these decades and all of these White House
conferences and all of the help some people have devoted in attempt-
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ing to raise the problems of children in this country, no public con-
sensus or public policy that recognizes children as individuals in their
own right--as persons who require certain protections and care. Chil-
dren as a group are not treated equally to other groups in the popula-
tion.

And that is true in 1973 in America, democratic as we are. Children
are the unrecognized, and too often abused, I think, minority in this
country. We are not as a Nation child oriented. We certainly are not
child oriented in regard to other people's children.

Many people resent the charge that we are not a child oriented
Nation. They have always assumed we are. But fiscally, legally, and in
most other ways, children come last. While many of us-love our own
children and will respond to individual needs of other children, we
have never yet come, as a nation, to accept the responsibility, socially
and institutionally, for all of the children of this Nation.

I think this collective inaction on behalf of the Nation's children is
something we ought to examine very briefly for I have been asking
myself w~y this-is so.

I think there are a number of reasons, and I -want to try to mention
a number of the major ones. They are not the most original reasons
but they-seem true as I have tried to explore why it is this country
cannot come to grips with the problems of children.

First, I think, we have a deeply ingrained- sense in America that
children are the family's responsibility. And we continue to hold to
the traditional family concept while ignoring the fact that millions
of children no longer live in such perfect families. Millions of chil-
dren live in single-parent families and require different kinds of sup-
port and help. Millions of other children exist in families which, be-
cause of poverty and other social and physical conditions-that are not
their own fault, cannot provide care for their children as adequately
as thev should and want to.

As one example, take some of the ex-Mississippi sharecroppers and
their children, some of whom I knew well, having grown up in the
South and having worked in Mississippi. Just take a Mississippisharecropper who grew up on Senator Eastland's plantation-who got

pushed off of the plantation because of mechanization and minimum
wage and/or the cutback on agricultural jobs. What was he to do?
This man usually had a number of children, and the likelihood was,
that he was almost totally illiterate and could not read and write, lie
was also making a wage that was not adequate to permit him to sup-
port his family in a minimally decent fashion. He was ineligible for
welfare in Mississippi if lie decided that he wanted to stay with his
family, for Mississippi, like almost half of our States, does not help
families with unemployed fathers in the home. If he decided to leave
his family, they would be entitled to a small amount of welfare which
was not enough to live in any decent way. Mississippi pays about a
third of what it determines a family really needs to live on.

If he decided he wanted to seek a job, the chance was there was no
job, because, again, he had no skill, and there were simply not many
jobs available. Maybe, he decided he wanted to come North, and again,
if he got North he often was not literate enough to read the sign to get
to the unemployment office where there was usually no job for him
anyway.
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His children may have tried to enroll in the Boston or other urban
schools. In Boston, for example, the likelihood was that they were so
far behind that they would be trapped into a lower track or labelled
mentally retarded because they tested badly. Or encouraged-if they
were old enough-15 or 16-to take a night vocational education
,course. They'd probably drop out before long because not many teach-
,ers wanted to be burdened with them. And they were hopelessly be-
hind.

Now, what are these families to do who have been left behind be-
cause of industrialization and mechanization? Wlht are their children
to do? Are we to demand that they be self-reliant? I wish that Senator
Eastland or other large plantation owners would have been so self-
reliant with their large farm subsides to ease the pains of transition.

What is the impact on the children?
Elizabeth Wickenden has commented on how our welfare policies

are designed to punish children. Children are deprived of their fatheras a precondition of getting aid in many States. We debate sending
their mothers out to work as another condition of welfare and then
we scorn the entire family because of their depende~my. I think this
is reflective of something basically inhuman, including a. basic dis-
regard for children, particularly children who are minority.

Another reason I think we do not really treat children very well in
this country is our fear and dislike of Government intervention into
the child's and family's life, including fear of the ideological inter-
ference in the family relationship.

Mr. Nixon, I think, played on this fear in his veto of the Child
Development Act of 1971.

There is, however, a class bias regarding intervention. We have been
careful not to intervene in the middle-class family and we have been
intrusive in intervening in a negative way in poor families. The neglect
and dependency statutes are important examples of the latter. We have
the jet setter who neglects his children, and sends them to a good board-
ing school, and sees them once or twice a year, and he or she is not
considered a neglectful parent.

Senator BAYH. Did you happen to see the CBS documentary "What
Have They Done to Our Children?"

Mrs. EDELMAN. I read the transcript. I did not have a chance to see
that, but I did read the transcript.

Senator BAYII. Very interestingly enough, I thought the strongest
indictment of all was leveled not I suppose at what you would describe
-or just have described as the jet setter who sends their children off to
boarding school, but on the, shall we say, "finer family" living in
suburban houses so large that both parents had to work in order to
sustain the mortgage payment, and the standard of living to which
they had become accustomed. And as a result there was developing in
that area a whole new generation of "high-class" latch key kids, ana as
a result the school in question had the highest degree of drug incidence
because the parents there really were neglecting their children from
the standpoint of giving them love, attention, and concern.

Mrs. EDELMAN. I think that is right. I think that is right, and that
poses a complicated question of again how we ignore what the real
needs are oLchildren, despite the problems of their families.
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Collective inaction, I think, also steins from a great mistrust of the
professional intervenor. This fear has some real basis ill fact, particu-
larly in poor communities. I am increasingly concerned about talk of
professionalizing child care. Professionals should have a firmer sense
of their limitations and become more sensitive to what I think is this
great fear. The best professionals are not as good for children as the
most minimally adequate parent. Professionalism should be put in
some perspective and seen as a backup to parents' role with children-
not as a substitute.

Another reason has been our inability to separate out our hostile
feelings for parents from the children themselves, and again I think
this is reflected in our welfare p)1icies and practices. Somehow children
are blamed for the problems of their parents. For hundreds of thou-
sands of black and brown children in this country, it is just plain
racism that keeps us from assuming responsibility for their needs.
Nowhere is our treatment of black children. and the treatment of
children who are different bilingually, reflected most graphically than
in the whole busing issue. It shows us that when it comes (town to real
sacrifice and real sharing of responsibilities for correcting society's
imposed colitions. that white parents are not willing to make those
sacrifices. How sad it is, that the President of the United States at this
time can find it more important to sympathize with white parents who
do not want to seld their children into ghetto schools, which he admits
are unequal, while ignoring the fact that millions of children who are
black and poor are forced to- be in those ghetto schools without ade-
(luate choice. There is nothing more cruel than to single out certain
children for special ill treatment as we do our children who are dif-
ferent by reason of race, language, physical, mental, or emotional
handicap.

Lastly, our neglect for children is in part, a result of our inhumanity.
And that is the only way I can begin to explain the reasons behind tie
conditions imposed on nany institutionalized children. Anybody val k-
ing through some of our institutions for the retarded or mentally ill
or who looks at many of the adult jails where young children are held
can only see a reflection of basic inhumanity.

More important, children are treated badly because they are outside
the political process. This country responds to power and they are
powerless. The political process is stacked against recognizing and
responding to the needs of children, and it is going to be terribly difli-
cult, I think, to mount a sustained movement for major reform on
1)elalf of children. Children do not vote, and when people do not vote,
people do not have power. You cannot bargain in this country and you
are not in a very strong position.

Senator 13AYir. If I night interrupt?
Mrs. EDIMAN. Yes.
Senator ThYr1. I respectfully suggest that this Senator is not neces-

sarily one who casts out children because they do not vote, and I am
not willing to accept the final judgment that just because it is difficult
that such an effort cannot be mounted. I think the alternative to mount-
ing it is unacceptable. hut then I have been impressed, at least at this
stage of the game. with the numbers of individuals and groups that
appear to be very serious about this whole business. Now, the true test
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will come as we move along in the legislative process, but the staff and
myself have sort of embarked on a course of developing the kind of
support for this necessary for you to start moving down the legislative
pathway. Now, we will see, but I think if there are enough people
yourself that have constituencies, and who are recognized as concerned
individuals who stand up and convey the kind of message that you
can convey so well, then we have got a good fighting chance of getting
this done.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Well, I am with you, and I think you are right. But,
I think it is going to be tough. I think we are going to have to fight
very hard, and I think we have to create what does not exist now--a
full-time and sustained constituency on behalf of kids. It is compli-
cated, in my own mind, strategywise to know whether or not one can
get the groundswell of interest for reform on behalf of children as
children as opposed to piggybacking children's interests on behalf of
other interests. This has been a very complicated issue in our child
care coalition, for instance, in seeking good child care legislation. Some
people are interested in day-care legislation for children, and other
people are interested in it for their own reasons. Women want it for
children but also because they want to go to work, or they want to be
out of the home and have that option made less difficult. I think there
is a possible constituency there on behalf of children but it has to
be coralled and directed, and somehow we have to unite upon some
commonly agreed upon priorities. And we have got to be tough, and
understand that we are going to have to stick in there on one, or two,
or three, or five issues that are crucial for as long a time as it is neces-
sary to bring about results. I think it can be done, but it is going to be
difficult.

Senator BAYH. I have become pragmatic enough that I am not
totally concerned about everybody aving the same motives as long as
they are after the same results, sort of like the ad for the breakfast
food. I saw it last night, and I do not have a chance to see them very
often, but this advertisement said, "Mother, you do not have to stress
to your children that this is a nutritious commodity because it also
tastes good." And I think as long as we get the program consumed, we
will take the motivation as it is. Well, excuse my interruption.

Mrs. EDE.MAN. Right, but that can become very tricky. But, again,
you might well write legislation differently depending on what the
chief objective is, but I do not think we are in basic disagreement.

The last reason I want to give as to why children are neglected is
their legal status: under the law children remain largely nonpersons
or chattels. With the exception of some of the adult due process rights
that have been extended to juveniles in the juvenile court process,
children are still basically legal nonpersons, and this has to be changed.
It is just shocking that Justice Rehnquist in the Texas case could
justify a different standard of welfare for children as against the
elderly and disabled. I would like to read a paragraph from the Texas
decision into the record because it is a 1972 reaffirmation by our highest
court that children are indeed second-class citizens. Mr. Justice Rehn-
quist, in the Texas welfare case says:

Applying the traditional standard of review under the 14th amendment, we
cannot say that Texas' decision to provide somewhat lower benefits for AFDC
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recipients is invidious or irrational. Since budgetary constraints do not allow
the payment of full standard of need for all welfare recipients, the State may
have concluded that the aged and infirm are the least able of the categorical
grant recipients to bear the hardships of an inadequate standard of living.
While different policy Judgments are, of course, possible, it is not irrational for
the State to believe that the young are more adaptable than the sick and
elderly, especially because the latter have less hope of improving their situation
in the years remaining to them. Whether or not one agrees with this State deter-
mination, there Is nothing in the Constitution which forbids it.

Senator BAYJI. Neither you nor I, Mrs. Edelman, would really be too
surprised if Mr. Justice Rehnquist comes down on that side in in-
terpreting the 14th amendment. He did not feel in the sixties that
black people in Phoenix were entitled constitutionally to have access
to the drug store. There was a remarkable consistency there, I think,
unfortunately.

Mrs. EDEUMAN. Unfortunately.
What do we do? First, I think we have got to deal with that myth

about ourselves that we are a child-oriented Nation and that we are
doing all right as regards to our children. We look at how other
countries are doing, and make the judgement that we have nothing to
complain about. I find that totally unacceptable as an attitude. This
self-righteousness of Americans vis-a-vis our treatment of children is
unjustified, particularly in light of our capability. Though a highly
developed Nation technologically, we are still an undeveloped Nation
in our infant mortality rates, for example, particularly as regards to
minority children. It is the more inexcusable because it is a problem
that can be virtually eliminated. We should simply wipe it out. That
we do not is a national disgrace. We spend less money, effortwise, in
taking care of our children than many other poorer nations, and have
never come to grips with a family policy in this country. Fiscally,
legally, socially, I don't think we are a child-caring Nation. The mil-
lions of American children in need a'ye testimony to this fact.

Second, we have got to mount a systematic campaign to identify and
corral a constituency for children aid to implement a program of ad-
vocacy on their behalf. An increasing number of groups and people
have always expressed concern about children but they have tended
to be underfunded, fragmented, and not very well organized for the
long haul of change. We must put together some more systematic and
broader advocacy on behalf of children that can be sustained around
selected issues. I will be attempting one such effort in the next several
months. The Washington Research Project will be announcing its new
children's defense fund (CDF) which will be a part of the Wash-
ington Research Project. Justine Wise Polier will join us as director of
juvenile justice. We will be confronting this area as well as issues
such as the denial of the right to education, classificatory practices, and
selected child health issues. Millions of children are excluded from all
public education; millions of others are mislabeled and misclassified by
often arbitrary and inadequate procedures. The procedures by which
it is decided that certain children are emotionally disturbed or re-
tarded are so unrefined that many children who simply do not speak
English, or many children who are simply poor and have not had
breakfast, can be labeled mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed
and put in a lower track, and left there for the rest of their lives. The
incidence of mislabeling and misclassification is so broad it has to be
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recognized as a major problem and quite carefully scrutinized. Tile de-
cision to classify in the first place must be done in the most careful
way with adequate due process safeguards. In fact, any substantial
change in the educational status of a child should involve due process
procedures.

Another area we want to look at is the prblein of institutionalized
children and what kind of care and treatment and education they are
given. In the area of child health, we will monitor the early screen-
Ing and diagnosis program which was the first Federal program
attempting to insure preventive care of children. It has not. been very
well imlo mented at either the Federal or the State level. We are also
beginning to see if we can document the extent to which there is ex-
perimentation going on with children without adequate safeguards.
What we call our• "guinea pis,.. project.

We hope we can begin to bridge the communication gap between
all of those local groups who care about and are working on behalf of
children with what is going on at, the Federal level. And we would
hope again that we could work closely with people like you Senator
in trying to come to what are key problems of children so that we can
merge our interests and resources in order to bring alout reforms on
behalf of children. I think we have a vast educational job to do with
the American public and with policvma kers.

My own present legislative priorities are several: federally funded
comprehensive child development legislation and reform of the juve-
nile court system, and trvinig to divert, before we reach the juveline
court system, as many children as we can, as vol are attempting to (to
in your bill. I think it can be done, but I think it is going to be hard
work. We appreciate the direction and leadership in this area you
have given, and we are going to be coming back to you with a lot of
requests for a lot of help as we learn more, and get more involved in
the problems of children.

And I thank you for letting us come this morning.
Senator BAYTI. Well, I certainly thank Vol foil coming. I find that

the bell puts me in a rather tough position where we are going to have
a series of five straight votes. I understand. at. 10-minute intervals,
which for all intents and purposes will take me out of here for about
50 minutes.

Let. me just ask one question and then ask if I could submit a series
of other questions dealin.r with some of the specifics of the legislation
and ask you to respond to them in writing, so that we can put them
in the record as if von had ,riven them because of the bad timing here.

You have examined the juvenile justice bill which is the basic sub-
ject of our discussion here. )o you feel that this is generally headed
in the right direction?

Mrs. EDFLM.XN. I think it is generally headed in the right. (irection,
and I think it should deal more I think with the problem-it limits
itself to delinquents, and I would like to see it at least more overtly
recognize and deal with the prohlels of nelectedl, sind dependent and
truant children, beeau-e I would like to-I see Maithe: i, shaking her
head very firmly. but that is not so. I think it. is headed in the right
direction. The need for research, coordination, and technical assistance
is rreat. I certainly support tile basic thrust of it.

I would add more language more clearly to make it clear of the
broader thrust that I hope the bill will take.
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Senator B.'yi. The whole thrust of the bill is for the first time to
try to deal with preventio and services prior to becoming a delinquent
officially anyhow. I think since you are the second person in 2 days
to make this sugestion that perhaps the findings are not as clear as
they should be. 1fvyou look at the running gears of the services that are
provided, the whole thrust of it, is to provide a wide variety of serv-
ces, and if there is ever an area where the pound or ounce of preven-

tion instead of the pound of cure is approached, it is in this area. But
perhaps you could help us develop) some language that will stress in
the findings the necessary background to articulate the support for
the legislative alternatives in the bill.

Mrs. EDEL.iMAN. But the general thrust of the bill, I think it is a very
major move in the right direction, and I would be delighted to send
in my nit-picking suggestions, both in language and other things that
I would like to see added to this committee.

Senator B.xYi. Well, knowing you as I do, you Would not pick any
nits that do not need to be picked. And I apologize for having toleave
here, but I am going to miss that vote.

And for those of you who may want to be here when we have our
next two very distinguished witnesses, Mr. Frank Jones, executive
director of the. National Legal Aid and Defender Association of
Chicago, and Mr. Patrick Murphy of the Legal Aid Society of
Chicago, We are going to suspend until we get at least four or five
votes out of the way, and then I will be back here.

[Short recess.]
Senator BAYII. Our final witnesses this morning are Mr. Frank

Jones, the executive director of the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association, in Chicago; and Mr. Patrick Murphy, of the Legal Aid
Society of Chicago.

Gentlemen, we are grateful to you for taking the time to let us have
your thoughts and ideas. As I did before, I apologize for the unfortu--
iate interruption in our procedures.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK N. JONES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASSOCIATION; AND PATRICK
MURPHY, DIRECTOR, JUVENILE COURT LEGAL SERVICES, CHI-
CAGO LEGAL AND SOCIETY

Mr. JONES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. As you know, I
am the executive director of the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association. And appearing with me today is Mr. Patrick Murphy,
who is the director of the Juvenile Court Legal Services Office of
The Chicago Legal Aid Society. Mr. Murphy is also appearing as a
consultant to the National Legal Aid and Defender Association, and
in our opinion he is one of the leading activist attorneys in the care and
treatment of neglected, dependent, and delinquent juveniles. Mr.
Murphy has in the last several years litigated in State and Federal
courts many of the rights for juveniles that this outstanding, and quite
extraordinary, bill seeks to codify.

Until we have brought about the good things which S. 821 seeks to
accomplish, it will be necessary to continue vigorous litigation of ju-
venile rights. While we recognize that S. 821 advocates prevention and
treatment, it is our view that the bill could be more explicit in the area
of litigation on behalf of juveniles that is youth advocacy. Mr. Murphy
will address himself to this issue in his statement.

The purpose of my statement, copies of which have been already
submitted to the committee, is to place before this subcommittee the
official views of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association of
Senate bill S. 821, to be entitled the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1973.

NLADA was formed in 1911 and presently counts as members about
900 law offices-engaged in civil practice and 350 offices involved in the
defense of the criminal accused. It is a national nonprofit corporation
whose purpose is to secure equal justice and quality legal representa-
tion for the poor in civil and criminal cases. It does this in part by
providing technical assistance to this country's more than 6,000 legal
assistance lawyers.

We have offices in the American Bar Center in Chicago and, indeed,
are an affiliate of the American Bar Association, having a seat in the
house of delegates of that organization. We also have an office in
Washington, D.C., with a National Law Office. NLADA's National
Law Offlice is working for needed reform in the treatnmnt of juveniles
in the nation's prisons. Its board of directors, that is, the National
Legal Aid and Defender Association's board of directors, is composed
of leaders of the bar from every section of the country.

In preparing our comments on the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1973, we consulted with the National Ju-
venile Law Center of the St. Louis University School of Law, and the
Youth Law Center in San Francisco. Both of these organizations are
backup centers, funded by the-legal services program of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.

I might add, parenthetically, that it is not clear whether or not
backup centers which provide extraordinary assistance to legal serv-
ices attorneys, and thus to their clients, will remain in existence for
long. The expertise of these centers is well recognized in the poverty
law field and their analyses are incorporated in this testimony.
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The proposed legislation attempts to combat increasing juvenile
delinquency and juvenile recidivism with a comprehensive program.
We strongly adhere to its findings and endorse its purposes, as set out
in title I.

Our nation has long been lacking the resources and leadership
needed to improve the quality of justice for juveniles and to develop
effective ways of preventing juvenile delinquency and of rehabilitating
those already delinquent. State. and local agencies, both public and
private, have, in the past, been largely unable to implement programs
which effectively deal with juvenile delinquency. Federal programs
also have been unable to meet this crisis. Clearly a new course of action
by the Federal Government is vitally necessary in order to guarantee
justice to juveniles and to bring about an effective attack on juvenile
delinquency.

NLADA's enthusiastic support of this bill centers around the bills
emphasis on noninstitutional, community-based alternatives for
youths who are threatened with, or are already part of, the juvenile
Justice system, and around the fact that this bill, taken as a whole, seeks
to draw upon, to thereby avoid, the mistakes of some other Federal
agencies, notably among LEAA and OEO. In addition the structure
of the proposed bill by creating an advisory council, tends to eliminate
the possibility of executive-legislative conflict over board structure and
powers. I might say that other legislation which has attempted to
create entities to deal with similar problems, for example, legal prob-
lems of the poor, have not done this, and as a result, have met with some
difficulties. My reservations about this bill are minimal, and perhaps
unfounded, in that the trust of this bill is one of prevention and treat-
ment, so it may very well be that the advocacy aspect is out of place
here. However, we will address ourselves to advocacy for we think if
the bill is weak it is in this area. There is no specific provision within
the bill which provides for legal services to juveniles, neither to those
already caught within the system, nor to those brought before it.

As for specific provisions of the bill, I will consider them ad
seriatim.

Under title I, section 102, or section 5031 of title 18 of the U.S.
Code, the deletion of "and not punishable by death or life imprison-
ment" is, in our view, a great improvement, because it now guarantees
treatment as juveniles to all persons under 18, regardless of the sen-
tences carried by their crime.

Section 202 of the bill, Delinquency Proceedings in District Courts,
Transfer For Criminal Prosecution, we feel is commendable because it
permits handling of juvenile cases in the Federal system when the
State system is inadequate; its deferring in general to State courts is
good since Federal courts and the Federal correctional system have
never been properly equipped to handle large numbers of juveniles.
Because of this situation in the past, Federal juvenile delinquents
have often been transferred away from their communities for
treatment

Present law vests absolute discretion with the Attorney General to
prosecute juveniles in Federal adult courts. Although hearings to
determine an individual's prospects for rehabilitation would assure
that no juvenile faced adult criminal prosecution unless absolutely
beyond the scope of juvenile treatment, we recommend that a state-
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ment of the reasons for such a determination be required or that
standards, in our view. The proposed transfer hearing and the right
to counsel at critical stages of proceedings implement Supreme Court
decisions and model juvenile code provisions.

There are two observations I would make with regard to this sec-
tion, however. The first, dealing with transfer, is a minor point. It may
be that the term "transfer" is inappropriate, inasmuch as we are not
really contemplating a transfer here. The term "transfer" appears
to be derived from State juvenile codes, wherein there may be an
actual transfer of the cause from the juvenile court to the criminal
court. Perhaps a better title would be notionn to prosecute the
juvenile under the criminal law."

The second observation that I would make with regard to this sec-
tion deals with the lack of provisions for appeal. I have not observed
anywhere in the bill any provisions to permit an appeal from a district
court finding allowing a juvenile to he! prosecuted as an adult. There
should be, in our view, an immediate right to appellant review of
such a determination.

.Moving to Sections 203. and 204, or Sections 5033 and 5034 of
title-18. Custody prior to appearance before a magistrate and duties
of magistrates, its provisions, which guarantee juveniles many pro-
cedural safeguards, are also an improvement over present law. We are
opposed, however, to the discretionary preventive detention provision,
and recommend, at a minimum, that counsel be present at such a de-
tention hearing and that the juvenile, if lie is detained at all, be placed
in the least restrictive detention available.

Section 205, or Section 5035 of title 18, Detention prior to disposi-
tion, we feel is one of the bill's most significant and commendable pro-
visions, as it takes into account that our correctional facilities are too
often "schools of crime," and harm juvenile offenders. This provision
is also outstanding in its guaranteed of treatment of juveniles detained
before court action, and is in effect a codification of Martarella v.
Kelley, 349 F. Sup. 575, 598, 602 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).

Section 206, or Section 5036 of title 18, speedy trial, we feel is also
well-advised, as it recognizes the harmful effects of detention, which
should at least be minimized before trial.

-Section 207, or Section 5037 of title 18, Rights in general, like the
other sections codifying recent court decisions, would assure uniform
observance of adult constitutional right in juvenile- criminal prosecu-
tions. The advantage of every accused person's having the full panoply
of constitutional rights far outweighs any harm which may result
from juvenile proceedings being more like adult prosecutions.

Under Section 208, or Section 5038 of title 18. Dipositional hearing,
the court is given wide discretion over treatment of an adjudicated
delinquent: suspension of sentence, probation or commitment, or com-
mitment for 30 days to the custody of the Attorney General for study
and observation.

Section 209, or Section 5039 of title 18, Use of juvenile records, con-
tains provisions for sealing and destroying records of juvenile pro-
ceedings. Such provisions are fundamental to the treatment of jtve-
niles, and enable them to overcome their encounters with the criminal
justice system and to lead lives unfettered by the memories of child-
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hood mistakes. As Mr. Murphy will no doubt point out, his practical,
empirical experience demonstrates such provisions are absolutely cru-
cial if we are to rehabilitate or treat juveniles.

Under Section 210 or Sections 5040 and 5041 of title 18, Commit-
ment and support, both the prohibitions against commingling juveniles
with adults and the standards of care for committed juveniles are
excellent. It should be noted that many working in the area of juvenile
problems feel strongly that communnity-based facilities are vastly
superior to any other type of correctional institution.

There is one caveat that I would make here, and that is that there
does not appear to be any requirement that the Attorney General as-
certain the quality of life in community-based facilities, for example,
half-way houses. We believe that the Attorney General should be
required to set standards and guidelines for half-way houses and
other community-based institutions to insure that juveniles are not
simply being shuttled away into private "institutions'." -

As for Section 211, or Section 5014, what I have just said is the ob-
servation that I would make with regard to the half-way houses under
this section.. Under Section 212, or Section 50,42, Parole, the release of a juvenile
is allowed as soon as possible, considering the safety of the community.
I would make one observation here, however, and it is simply one with
regard to words. Instead of the term "parole," I would say "release
from custody," as "parole" smacks of having been found guilty in a
criminal proceeding.

In Section 213, or Section 5043 of title 18, the Revocation of parole
or probatio?, the term "parole" is proper, assuming that there will be
cases in which parole is proper, but, generally speaking, I would sug-
gest the use of."custody," or "release from custody," instead of "pa-
role." This section, which guarantees juveniles the right to a revocation
hearing with counsel, as recent court decisions have guaranteed adult
parolees, we think is a good one.

Moving now to Title III, the National Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, the establishment of an office to administer
all Federal juvenile delinquency programs and the provision fo-
joint funding, voluntary service, and personnel, effectively deals
with one of the major problems plaguing programs of this type:
Lack of centralized responsibility. Because of the lack of any over-
all planning and policy body, efforts to combat juvenile delinquency-
have suffered from severe fragmentation. Title III would solve this
problem by providing the direction and centralized coordination
necessary for a successful national attack on juvenile crime.

In Section 305, the reference to "non-Federal share" brings to
mind a serious l)roblem experienced by nonpublic entities which have
tried to operate delinquency )revention, and other programs under
LEAA funding. It is extraordinarily difficult for them to meet local
matching requirements if they are much over 10 percent, especially
under LEAA regulations. Youth service bureaus in San Francisco
have been forced to obtain foundation funding of their non-Federal
share, and they have met with great difficulty. Such funding restric-
tions have made it difficult to implement the goal of S. 821 to develop
non-coercive alternatives, since innovative private agencies can best
function in a community, neighborhood setting.

84-522-73- 35
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Senator BAYT. Let me suggest that we are providing alternatives
there, not mandating one or the other, and that there are some in-
stances that private agencies can do the job. Are you suggesting that
they be denied this opportunity?

Mr. Jo.NES. No, I am suggesting that-the amount of the non-Fed-
eral share, in a State plan, for example, may allow for up to a 25
percent matching, and I am suggesting that in or(ler for many private,
I1ongo'(ePIlmenta i agecj,'ies to Ineet this match. it is necessary for
them either to have sufficient staff to meet it in terms of personnel
and services or to meet it with cash. I recommend that in order to
facilitate participation and the funding of proposals by non-Federal
or private agencies, the matching provisioni be reduced from 25 per-
ceift. to something that has more possibility in terms of their being
able to raise the matching funds.

Senator BAY11. Would'you point out please where it mandates that
non-Federal share?

Mr. Jo-NnEs. Let me just say that it does not mandate. It says that
the

Senator BAvvn. I would not proceed further with this, except to
suggest that we are not trying to mandate anything. We are trying to
provide as wide a variety of services and funding as possible. If tlere
are those ar-as where State, local, and Federal combination, or private
agencies or public agencies can work together, we ought to take ad-
vantage of this opportunity.

Mr. JONES. Yes. I appreciate that, and quitee agree with that. All
I am suggesting under :305, Joht fuInding, is that the non-Federal
share requirements apply to both the governmental entities as well as
to individuals and private institutions or organizations. There is an-
other section which gives the. director the authority to-although it is
not mandlated. set a giid,,line wherein he can require a non-Fiederal
share up to 25 percent, I believe. I will get to that point later.

Senator BAYII. B1ut, if you look at section 305 it says "In such
cases, a single non-Federal requirements may be established....

Mr. JoIEs. I realize this; 1 have indicated it is not mandated.
Senator BAYII. Well, that is exactly what you did say.
Mr. JoN.:s. No. I am not suggesting it reqires them to; but wlien

you read that section together with section 407, that would be in title

Senator BAYT. If I may read that-
Mr. JoNEs [continuing]. The director may require. I am looking

at (d) now,-407(2) (d) which is-
Senator BAYII. But, let us read that in conjunction with the imme-

diately preceding section (c).
Mr. JoN.Es. I appreciate that; all I am suggesting is that the language

might be clarified in such a way-as to-

Senator B.yii. I think this is really an insignificant matter com-
pared to a lot of other things that are in the bill and that you have
testified to. Let us work out some of this procedural language at the
staff level and not take a lot of time here.

Mr. Jo.Es. Yes. But let me just say, Mr. Chairman, that the history
of the use-of non-Federal share requirements has been such that prf-
vate entities are increasingly finding it more difficult to meet the re-
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quirements, and although the act's language does not mandate a non-
Federal share of 25 percent. it, is written in such a way as to conceiv-
__ ly encourage-especially considering past and present practice. A
director to establish 25 percent. or 20 percent. as a non-Federal share.
I would suggest that perhaps the statement, with a reduced guideline
of 10 to 15 percent, if you will, might be appropriate.

Senator BAali. We would be glad to have any suggestions as to
language that might improve the legislation. We are trying to make
an entirely new history here, to cross over new horizons and thus ex-
pand opportunities. not to limit.

Mr. .JoxN.s. I appreciate that full well. Mr. Chairman.
Moving then to title IV, Federal As;staiwe for State and Local

Programs, Part A, Formula Grants. We heartily endorse this part of
the bill, which is perhaps the most iml)ortant. as far as the long-
range implementation of the program is concerned. While keeping
juvenile delinquents in their own local communities for treatment is
widely considered helpful to rehabilitation, it has been difficult to en-
courage application of funds on ilnovative. 1on'oercive programs,
rather than on expansion of prison facilities. The provisions of for-
mnula grants would insure that local communities receive a substantial
amount of the funds an(. nmoi e importantly, that they apply at least 7.)
percent of the funds to advanced techniques, such as commiunity-)ased
efforts, foster care and slielter care facilities. prob-tion subsidy. or
drug abuse 1rograms. There would be no danger of the funds ')eing
wasted by the localities on projects not within the purpose of this bill,
which has occurred with some other programs.

We would like to point out the pitfalls as well as the great bene-
fits of Section 403(a) (9), which provides for maximum utilization of
existing State delinquency programs. such as education, health and
welfare. For examnplhl mest public schools. unfort-unately. do not un-
dertake to resolve readily identifiable )roblms of children in the
early grades of )rimary sc.hool. Instead. thc dmp the child into the
juvenile system for rehabilitation. Once the child gets within this sys-
ten he is often caluhit between and is not helped by the various State
?_ agencies who are to care for neglected. disturbed. and delinquent

youngsters. A major switch. away from the juvenile court and l)ost-
adjudicative systvini to preschool and earIly primary giade therapy to
provide individual, group, and family therapy for those youngsters
whose early acting-out seems to indicate a career within the juvenile
justice system is long overdue.

At present, the educational conglomerates in major metropolitan
areas are filled with prograins which too often actually accomplish
nothing for the participating youngsters. And, inisteadl of being worked
with, many chld1(reni are ithrl Owin out of school. Perhaps subsection 9
should be amended to provide that not more than njiercent of any
funds earmarked for )rograins within the education, health, or wel-
fare bureaucracies can go to salaries of other than line-personnel, or
that soni contribution be given to a provision that would insure that
funds are used for the purpose for which they are authorized and
appropriate.

This section, authorizing funding for grants to public and private
agencies and individuals, should-help develop new approaches to
]prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. We approve par-
ticularly of the provision for ong-term funding under Sectiomn
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307(b), which would give greater stability and effectiveness to these
programs, but would still be subject to annual evaluation. One of the
difficulties that the Legal Services Program has always had. and that
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting is now wrestling with, is the
lack of multiple-year funding so that plans can be made for stable,
long-range programs .

Turning to title V, the National Institute for Juvenile Justice:
The idea for a National Institute for Juvenile Justice is an excellent
one, we believe. In its function as an information clearinghouse, it
would remedy problems in our present juvenile delinquency effort
which are caused by the lack of a central source of information. In its
research and evaluation functions, it would be an invaluable aid to
program development. Its responsibility for training programs for
juvenile justice system personnel is also vital because of the need to
upgrade the present treatment of juveniles.

In conclusion, may I say the necessity for uniformity in the legal
procedures governing the treatment of juveniles in all stages of the
adjudicatory process cannot be overemphasized, we believe. We
strongly support this bill's effort to create national standards of ju-
venile justice which will replace many States archaic and often un-
just juvenile laws. The staggering increase in juvenile crimes is a
grave problem, requiring immediate action. The National Legal Aid
and Defender Association feels that there is an urgent need for
adoption of this Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and staff. I congratulate you on what we
believe to be an excellent proposal. Thank you. _

Senator BAYH. Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. I appreciate
your examining the legislation with the degree of particularlity that
you have. As I suggested earlier, I hope we can work out some spe-
cific language to deal with the possible shortcomings which you
specified.

Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYII. I want to say first that as I recall you recently

won the Reginald Ieber Smith Award for outstanding work in the
entire area of juvenile reform. I want once again to compliment
you on that honor. I also want to say for the record that we had
the benefit of your testimony in 1971 concerning the juvenile correc-
tional system. Your testimony was outstanding then and we are glad
to welcome you back again.

Mr. Mumpuy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Our office is a local office in the Cook County area, and we have

litigated cases successfully in every court from the U.S. Supreme
Court where we won one case and now have three pending on cer-
tiorari, down to the lowest court in Cook County. As such, we are
merely lawyers, and we consider ourselves lawyers, and we do not
like to talk too deeply about social problems. I like to follow the
dictum Thomas Merton gave in one of his books, and that is a poet
can be a saint only by being a great poet first; likewise, although we
will never be saints in our office, we will only be good people by
being good lawyers, and we try not to play around with social prob-
lems.
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I would like to discuss two aspects of the bill as a lawyer, from a
practicing point of view as one who has practiced in this area.

First, it seems that the bill concentrates on predelinquents, neglected
and dependent children, as well as delinquent children. I congratulate
you on that. From what we have seen of the public and private institu-
tions in our lawsuits. I think that the concentration on the community
based programs for children and families is a very good idea.

Senator BAYIT. Could you give us any suggestions which might
anticipate problems where we would need to provide an adjustment of
our proposal as far as the running gears to give it legal authority to
deal with predelinquents? You are absolutely right, that we are
trying to deal in this bill not only with the delinquent in the tradi-
tional sense. but also with troubled children before they become
delinquent. Does that give us any drafting problems with the
legislation?

Mr. Mumpiry. Well, one problem I have with the bill is the concept
of fault which exists in all juvenile proceedings. For instance, in Cook
County, 28,000 petitions were filed last year: of these, 6,000 had to
deal with neglect, and an additional 8.000 had to do with the incor-
rigible type child. Of all of these delinquency matters, mnr'y, if not
the great majority of them, dealt with children having problems such---
as breaking windows, and getting into fights. If I was arrested when
I was a kid, on that kiiid of thing, I would have a sheet eight pages
long. We apply the law to those people that are poor people, and to
those people that we do not think are disciplined. If society says we
are going to use the court as a disciplinary measure, I will go along
with it, since I am a minority member of that society. However, when
the result-

Senator BAY11. How would you provide the discipline?
Mr. Mu piiy. Well, that is the point. Criminal matters are worked

out between the parties, and worked out in the street, if not in the
major municipal courts with supervision or a fine. Criminal courts
are a last resort. We have developed a juvenile court, and it was
developed by people with good intentions so that we can take poor

-people, people who were not in the middle-class terms disciplining
their children, and then somehow send them through the court, and
magically they are going to be regurgitated as middle-class citizens.
It seems to me that we should concentrate our resources in the
community.

Let me give you an example. We represented a welfare mother re-
ceitly who was raising five children. She was very, very poor, and
she did not have enough food in the house. However, she claimed she
did, and I am sure that she did not, but all of these children were
doing well. They were all attending school; none were being physi-
cally abused. Well, the welfare department came to her apartment,
and the Children and Family Services services neglected children in
Illinois, and the police came and they said you do not have enough
food in the house. Now, the simplest way to resolve the problem is
to give the woman more food. However, because we have this con-
cept of fault, we take the children away. We file neglect charges
against the mother and we put the children in foster homes which
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costs the State of Illinois $140 a month, and costs the Federal Gov-
ermnent about )0 percent of that $140 a month, so 5 times $140 is
what it costs.

Now. ill this particular case it was a tragedy. One of the children
was placed in a foster hole where the foster mother, like too niany,
are not too good. and she scalded the child to death by placing a
1-year-old child in a bathtub of scalding water. She did not lo it. on
lirpos'. It was negligence. But, again, the way to have that problent
resolved, it seems to me, is if the woman does not have enough food.
give her food. Give her something that will allow her to buy more
food.

I am off the stljict here. but let 11e stay off it. If we are talking
about ways to resolve problems, it seems to ime that you get rid of all
the bureaucracies. Right now we have got tons of vertical bureauc-
racies. We have tile DIl)epatment of Mental Ilealth that takes care of
little kids' mental health plroblenis as w(,ll as big kids' mental health
problems; we have tie Department of Corrections, and we have the
Department of Children and Family Services to deal with the ne-
glected, and the I)epartment of Youth Services, and we have the Wel-
Ar'e I)epartment, the Juvenile Court, the Probation )epartment, and
the Board of 'ldueation. Initially we see those kids come through the
Board of Education, in the early grades, and they have behavioral
problems and what have you, and the board degurgitates them out to
the mental health institution or to the Juvenile Court itself whcre
then the Juvenile Court acts as the heart. It just pumps kids to
the various organs. It might pump the kid to the correctional facility,
it might p1um) him to the Department of (hihdren and Family Serv-
ices, or to the neglect department, or mental health, or the Probation
Department. If, in fact. there is no real act, if, in fact, the kid is not
a delinquent, and if, in fact, he is not the victim of serious physical
•buse, there is no reason, it seeimis to me, why the problemm should not
be resolved in the community and only a's a last resort in a court. And
it seenis to me we have to work on a horizontal basis for all children
under a certain age, the age of 9. School should perhaps be ungraded
or grade(, if you will. but separate from the Board of Education.
Everyone in that horizontal level that deals with the family and
problems. the children, and the teacher trained family therapist, awl
the social workers, and if she sees a child who has a )roblhem, a l)roblem
child, inimediately she can vork with the child and the family. There
is no reason why we cannot take the child out of the hiorime temporarily.
Right now to take a child out of a home we need a linding of neglect.
There is Federal litigation and regulations that we have in litigationin the Federal courts ill Chicago. If you are not on wire. a parent
can go to the State anl say would you take guardianship of my chil(
teml)orarily and the Suite will do that. If you are on welfare in Illi-
nois, and in all States, you must go to a court and admit you neglected
your child, whether you did or not, and then receive State assistance.
And this is ridiculous, but it sets into effect a whole series of events
which I could sit here and take up 3 days of testimony giving you
example after example after example. I could give you examples of
children who went into the system because the mother was forced to
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admit to neglect, and then the system turns around and accuses the
mother of neglect after having forced her into admitting it in the
first place to receive assistance, and degrading the child by sending
him to a mental institution. We have a suit against the department
of mental health in Illinois. According to their own testimony, Nl
percent of the youths in their institution were not in need of mental
health treatment. and neither were disturbed nor retarded, yet they
were there because of the lack of viable alternatives.

Senator BAY1I. We recently had a description of the way in which
children in this city are being referred to mental wards as emotion-
ally disturbed. I hope you will let us have some specifics on how our
bill can minimize the problems you discussed. Let me ask you how to
,(,et around another problem. I was u) at Lehigh University last
Saturday for a symposium on youth alienation at which I discussed
juvenile justice. In the discussion session afterwards some of the
teachers in the community explained that in their experience the
way in which juvenile files are kept confidential prohibits the
teacher from knowing which children really need extra guidance
and comfort in the classroom. If the child is'a school problem, then
obviously the teacher is aware of the need to pay some extra atten-
tion to that child. lint if the child is picked ul) for shoplifting or
for joyriding there is no way that the teacher has any notice at all
that some special attention needs to be given to that child. How do
yon make it possible for that teacher to have time opportunity to give
extra care without violating the rights of the child ?

Mr. MlIuY. Well, I do not know. I do know in the present sys-
tem, where again I can only talk about one large metropolitan area,
Chicago and Cook County, I do not know if it is really a good idea
for the teacher to have that anyway. Number one, iJ the child is
convicted and placed on probation, even if lie or she is not and there
is what is called a social investigation ordered, the probation officer
will go out and talk to the teacher anyhow, or at least call so that
the teacher will have knowledge. The shroud of secrecy surrounding
the juvenile proceedings is more literary than actual in my experience.
,Just about everybody knows anyway.

Senator BAYh. Does the child have to be convicted first?
Mr. ML-rmiY. No, I agree if the child is not convicted and there is

no S)Cial order, the teacher would not know about it. I believe children
should be kept out of the system as much as possible. From my ovn
experience, the more various )arts of the system that know about the
('hild, tile deeper into it lie gets. In my own clients I frankly try to
keep everyl thing about theil as secret as possil)l from the various
components within the system.

The one real criticism I was telling Franl Jones about before
the hearing today, which I have of the bill, and it is not a criticism
because I tiink the bill is good, but I really think the juvenile court
Was8 originally a mistake. I think that it has been a noble experi-

imei)t, but it is a mistake. I just do not think we cali ever make it work
no matter how much money we pour into the system. And insofar
as this bill seems on the one level to support that present system. I
think it is a mistake. But, insofar as it does not. that Iyour emphasis
is on community resources, particularly resources within the con-
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munity before the fact, no concept of fault with no reliance upon the
juvenile court, then I think it is a very radical departure from what
we now have, and a very innovative type of bill which would bring
about great change in the future.

Senator BAYn. You would prefer to have no juvenile court at all?
If the child took a car for a joyride, that child would be subject to
criminal prosecution in an adult court?

Mr. Muiwny. I would love to represent a 12-year-old boy in a
jury trial. We go back to the real reasons for the juvenile court. It
may have been twofold. Number one, those kids represented by
lawyers were probably winning a lot. and. number two, there are
not many judges that are going to send a little boy away to jail. It
just does not happen that often. That made a lot of the settlement
workers, and social workers in fhe Chicago area upset, because these
children were in need of discipline which only good parents can pro-
vide. What happens to an adult who goes joyriding? What happens
to the adult if lie is given supervision by probation? What happens
to a child? We do not look at the nature of the crime. I have repre-
sented a child who spent 4 years in a maximum security institution and
9 consecutive months in solitary confinement for breaking a window,
and lie was 7 years old. He got probation at 10 and lie went away,
and so that by the time I got him lie was a vicious criminal. No, I
think I would much rather see my clients prosecuted, and given the
rights that adults have. and I will do a good job, because as I say, no
one is going to send away a 15-year-old boy.

I am taking it to the extreme. I think that the boy who joyrides
should be brought to court, and maybe punished. maybe given 2 weeks
in the local detention center. It is better than trying to rehabilitate
him because we do not rehabilitate. There is not any such thing. If
in fact you have these community resources, and the boy does commit
a crime, refer him to the community centers, along with those children
who'need assistance but have not committed a crime. There are some
people who are thugs. I represented a boy who had a thing for shoot-
ing other little boys that come out to his turf. We represented him
several times successfully, and one time the witness lived to testify
against him. lie went to the department of corrections, and he was out
after 3 months because we work on the carrot and stick and behavioral
modification, and lie would grease his way through very easily.
In contradiction, the one boy who went away-for a mimimum offense
and spent 4 years, the carrot and stick approach worked against
him. Ile was not shrewd enough to grease his way through the de-
partment.

Senator BAYji. Grease his way?
Mr. MtRpxiy. Grease. You know, behavioral modification is, as

you probably know, that if you do what. you are supposed to, you are
rewarded, and if you do bad you are punished. If someone is placed in
an institution, private or public, and does good he goes up the line,
and if he does bad he goes down the line. So, if you go in for ag-
gravatedl battery, as my client-did, shooting someone in the back and
tell the guards the right-thing, and shine your shoes, and do not
wear naturals, and keep your hair short, you are out of the system
quickly. This lad was out in about 3 months.
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Senator BATH. That is what you call greasing your way
Mr. MURPHY. You grease your way through the system. That is

what the kids call it.
Senator BAYH. All right. I am sure that is what Webster calls it,

too. but I just had not gotten that far along.
What percentage of the children with whom you deal need some

type of detention?
Mr. MURPHY. I would say very, very few that we have repre-

sented, in my judgment, need detention. And without trying to
sound dramatic, I would say that those that did were those who were
in the system the longest period of time. like the lad who went away
for breaking the window at seven. By the time he had spent 4 years
in maximum security institutions he did, in fact. need detention be-
cause he was a real danger to society. In fact, we got him out and
within a year he was charged -ith rape and aggravated battery, and
he was caught. I do not know what happened to him ultimately, but
he went to the criminal court. Ile was caught right on the scene. One
wonders whether he would have gotten like that had he not spent so
many years being Paviovianized by the system.

Mr. JoxES. Mr. Chairman, I have been chafing at the bit to address
myself to questions you have raised. As a teacher for some 6 or 7
years, and as a lawyer who has represented an awful lot of children
in juvenile court, and the sanie juvenile court to which Mr. Murphy
refers, I hold a different view. I think first off that the proposed legis-
lation here does, in fact, try to get at the problem of the systems not
working. There is no question but that the juvenile court system has
not worked. I am of the view, however, that that is probably largely
because never have we really tried to make it work, that our so-called
attempts have been illusory.'

With regard to the question of teacher's inability to get to the
records, it seems to me, and I would agree with Mr'. Murphy here,
that teachers probably should not get directly into the records. It is,
the inability of the teacher to get to the record is sort of, I believe,
a function of. at least to some extent, of an effort or lack of effort to
assist the children. It seems to me the teacher's place, and the place
to begin to get. on the record whatever information she or he needs
is with that child, with the parents and those teachers who do care
about the students in their classrooms, and do have a rapport and a
relationship with the parents of the child, and present the approach
to the question of assisting the child as the teacher-parent team, which
makes available to them all the information that they would require
in order to help the child if. in fact, and if, indeed, that is what they
want to do. It is not necessary for teachers to have access to the records
of children in juvenile court'in order to be able to assist them, because
there are other avenues by which necessary information can be ob-
tained, for example, from" the child, the )arents, or other teachers.

You asked in .your first question, I believe, about the legal problems
involved in trying to help the predelinquent child. I would think that
the. school system is a fertile place, and perhaps probably the best
place, at which to link authority to the predelinquent child. through
the procedure of "blue-slipping" children. "Blue-slipping" is a pro-
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ce(lure used to identify a child who has disciplinary problems con-
sistently. Ile or she is then given psychological tests. Such a procedure
in and 'of itself does not necessarily work because the system itself.
the quality of the tester. and the. quality of the entire school system
almost mitigates against its working. however, the procedures struo-
ture can be useful, and in terms of getting legal authority to work
with the l)edelinquent child, it seems to me that this existing pro-
cedure might be a viable means by which to get to the predelinquent
child. In other words the present practice of "blue-slipping." could
he used in recognizing the problem child and beginning to assist him
immediately. It seems to me that this legislation -could effectively
utilize the school system's existing procedures.

Mr. tMumln-. If I may just make one more comment. Mr. Chairman.
Riglit now there is a certain amount of racism among the system
itself, and I (1o not like to use that word because I think it is an over-
used word. But, let me give you an examl)le in Illinois. and I cal only
talk from personal experience. We have so many children who are
wards of the State pursuant to neglect petitions,' whether there was
actual neglect or not. and in most cases there probably was not. It is a
matter of assistance. The State of Illinois, as most oiher States, does
not have their own resources and they depend upon private institu-
tions. They purchase care at costs ",nywhere from $20 to $70 a day,
sometimes lower for the child, and most of these private institutions
are former church groups. most are in suburbs or in the country. We
are presently preparing a civil rights suit in this area. They will not
accept more than 50. or 15 or 20 percent of the student population that
is black or brown. Now. the rationalization for this is perhaps not in-
valid from the logical point of view, if not the constitutional point of
view, and that is that we could not exist out here if the school were
50 or 60 percent black, although we know the need is there. How-
ever, these same private institutions tend to be made up of the pro-
fessional social work fraternity who, indeed, in fact, run the State
social agencies who are influenced through their countparts so that
the racism is a defacto type thing., and everyone says, well, we have
to go along with it because we cannot shut down the system. Now,
since I really do not like these institutions anyway, we have no great
objection. The problem is who are the kids who end up in the mental
hospitals? Though the percentage of kids in private institutions might
he 70 to 30 or 80 to 20 or 90 to 10 whites and blacks, when we go to
the mental hospitals we find the percentage topsy-turvy around. Of
the clients that we represented who did not belong in mental insti-
tutions close to 90 percent were black. Recently we had litigation
against some Texas institution which the State of Illinois had em-
l)loyed and sent children to. We found out that they were paddling
them, and they were using solitary confinement, and they were using
drugs to control the youngsters, 500 of whom Illinois had sent to
this home. The State was paying $3.5 million for the private institu-
tions down there and again aI~proaching 70 percent of these youngsters
we sent out of State were black because we were out of institutions in
the State of Illinois to take care of them.

So, again, there is a-nother great pitfall here. We can rely too
much upon private resources and, in fact, there is a continued very
quiet and perhaps de facto discrimination going on. _
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Senator BAYIT. Let me pass further questions right now and have
a chance to reflect on what we have said here. If I may, I would like
to be able to call on you gentlemen as we go ahead through the leg-
islative process. I hope you will be very candid with us, and feel
free to make suggestions as to how we can perfect what we are
trying to do. I appreciate very much your taking the time to be with
us. It llelIs to have some of you who are in th, trenches, like those
out in the front lines directing artillery at the target. Some of us back
here in Washington feel like we are 1)retty detaelid from what we
are actually shooting at,. try as we (1o to get ()lit a1( visit, and see

things and talk to people who lave been in then. It is nothing (qite
like being involved as one of you gentlemen in the day-to-day wit-
nessing of the problem. And for that reasons Vou have madle a signifi-
cant contribution to our efforts, and I hope you will continue to do so.

Mr. MtTRPHn. It is always a great pleasure for one of the privates
to come back and talk to tie generals about what is wrong, so thank
you very much, Senator.

Senator BAYII. I must say I have to throw a quick disclaimer, not
from Senator Bayh but from Pfc. Bayh in a situation like that.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Jo.NF~s. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYH. Thank you.
[Mr. Jones and Mr. Murphy's prepared statement is as follows:]

STATEMENT OF FRANK N. JONES, EXECUTIVE I)IHEC'1O OF TIlE NATIONAL LEGAL
AID AND DEFENDER ASSOCIATION AND PATRICK MURPHY, DIRECTOR, JUVENILE
COURT LEGAL SERVICES CHICAO LEOAL AID SOCIETY ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL
LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Frank N.
Jones. I am the Executive Director of the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association. Appearing with me today is Mr. Patrick Murphy, Director of the
Juvenile Court Legal Services, Chicago Legal Aid Socirty.

The purpose of this statement is to place before this Subcommittee the
official views of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association with respect
to Senate Bill S. 821, to be entitled the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act- of 1973." NLADA was formed in 1911 and presently counts as
members about 900 law offices engaged in civil practice and 350 offices involved
in the defense of the criminal accused. It is a national non-profit corporation
whose purpose is to ensure equal justice and quality legal representation for
the poor in civil and criminal cases. It does this in part by providing technical
assistance to the over 0,000 legal assistance lawyers working throughout the
United States representing indigents in court. NLADA's National Law Office in
Washington D.C. is working for needed reform in the treatment of Juveniles
and in our nation's prisons. Its Board of Directors and Executive Committee
are composed of leaders of the Bar from every section of the country.

In preparing our comments on the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act of 1973", we consulted with the National Juvenile Law Center of
the Saint Louis University School of Law, St. Louis, Missouri and the Youth
Law Center, San Francisco, California. Both of these organizations are funded
by the Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity as back-
up centers for the 25 operating progranms throughout the country. Their
expertise is well recognized in the poverty law field and their analysis Is
incorporated in this testimony.

The proposed legislation has attempted to deal with the ever growing prob-
lem of juvenile delinquency and recidivism by a comprehensive program which
should be, highly commended. We strongly adhere to its findings and endorse
its purl'6ses as set (olt in Title I.

Our nation has long been lacking the resources and leadership needed to
improve the quality of justice for juveniles and to develop effective ways of
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preventing Juvenile delinquency and rehabilitating those already delinquent.
The state and local agencies both public and private have, in the past, been
largely unable to implement programs which effectively dealt with Juvenile
delinquency. Nor have the existing Federal programs been able to meet this
crisis. For this reason, action by the Federal Governinent is vitally necessary
in order to guarantee justice to juveniles everywhere Jn our country and to
effect a coordinated and organized attack on the problem of juvenile delinquency.

NLADA's enthusiastic support of this bill centers around its emphasis on
noninstitutional, conimunity-based alternatives for youths who are threatened
with, or are already part of, the juvenile justice system. Our reservations are
minimal and perhaps unfounded. There is no specific provision within the bill
for legal services for juveniles particularly for those juveniles who are already
caught up within the system. We would also like to point out that section
403(a) (9) could well be a two-edged sword full of pitfalls but also a crucial
provision In the bill which could greatly reform the juvenile justice system.

LEGAL ADVOCACY FOR YOUTH

Although several sections with S-821 given inferential supJport to legal serv-
ices for youths, we feel that this area is so important that a specific provision
under section 403(a) (10) should spell out this priority. The case of In Re
Gault specifically mandates that counsel must be provided for accused Juve-
niles, but there are no constitutional and, to a great degree, statutory provi-
sions for counsel for youth not charged with a delinquency but brought within
the juvenile system (i.e., on charges of neglect, truancy, incorrigibility, etc.).
Moreover, and more importantly, there is a guarantee of legal services for
youths once they are brought within the system itself.

Throughout the past several years, Legal Aid Society of Chicago has repre-
sented many children who have been thrown into the system as neglected, run-
aways, Incorrigibles, and delinquents convicted of petty offences. Many of these
children were brought into the juvenile justice system at such early ages as
eight, nine. and ten years of age. Many have been treated in.cavalier fashion
once they have been ingested into the system.

The institutional heart of the system is the Juvenile Court, the agency that
has been created by the state to act as a kindly parent for these children. The
heart, however, has continued to pump at an increasingly faster rate, without
particular regard -to the functioning of other organs within the system. The
Court, because It is in the child's apparent best interests, make the necessary
adjudication and pumps the child into the system where it is'presumed he will
receive the best of all worlds.

Othr organs of vital significance to the system are the state agencies desig-
nated to eare for neglected children, children in need of mental health care, or

-private charitable organizations. It has been our experience, however, that
these agencies are so bureaucratized as to limit, if not foreclose, their vitality.
They fail to'communicate difficulties or failures back to theCourt so that the
elusive "case custody and discipline similar to that which a parent should pro-
vide" is never quite achieved. Even if the Court Is made aware of a post-adju-
dication problem, it is hard pressed to do anything about it. It functions
rather as a rubber-stamp for the decisions of child-welfare agencies, or a traf-
fic cop, directing a child's transfer from one placement center to another.

Chicago Legal Aid currently represents an 18-year-old who has been through
the Court and subsequently been channeled into-three state agencies. He was
made a ward of Cook County Juvenile Court at age six, and during the next
twelve years, he was placed in a foster home for six months; a pre-trial de-
tention center for delinquents for four months at age seven; another foster
home for four years, where he was rejected after he alleegdly killed the
family cat; back Into the pre-trial dentention center for two months; Into
another foster home for six months; back Into the pre-trial dentention center
for four months; another foster home for two months; into a state mental
Institution for approximately eight-months; a pre-trial dentention center for
juveniles; an institution maintained by a private charitable organization in
southern Illinois for ninety days; at age eleven into a mental health center In
southern Illinois for three years, the first one and a half years of which was
spent on an adult male ward where he was frequently subject to homosexusal
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attacks; back to the pretrial detention center for juveniles; a foster home for
two weeks; a mental health facility in Chicago for a year and a half; and, at
age 18, Into a halfway house-for geriatric mental patients, at which time the
State child welfare agency responsible for his care sought to petition the
Court to relieve itself of his guardianship, having discharged its "parental"
obligations for twelve years.

The juvenile "justice" system differs from the criminal justice system in
many respects, but particularly in the respect that it, unlike the crichinal
system, seeks to "save" people. The juvenile system does not screen cases
according to whether they are contested matters which belong in a court of
law. In the criminal Justice system, if a petty offense Is committed, it is set-
tled sometimes in the streets by the parties and/or the police or at the lowest
municipal court level by a small fine or supervision. Unfortunately, within the
juvenile justice system, children are brought into court frequently not because
of the seriousness of the offense but because their teachers or family are
unable to discipline them. Hence, they may be tossed into the system not
because they have committed offenses of a serious nature, but because their
parents cannot raise them properly. An adult within the penal system is
released when his time is up, whereas the child might remain In because even
though he has been convicted of a non-criminal offense, he continues to exhibit
some type of "anti-social behavior" (anything from adolescent homosexuality
to continued fighting), and the parents are not In a position to take him home.

James Butler was a youthful leader of a street gang on Chicago's west side
who was charged on several occasions with aggravated battery. On one of
these occasions, he was convicted and committed to the Department of Correc-
tions for shooting another youth in the stomach because that youth had
encroached on Butler's "turf". Three months later, Butler was-back on the
street, He was released because of the behavioral-modification methods which
practically every institution employs to '"rehabilitate" children. This Is a more
sophisticated version of the carrot-stick approach of child rearing. If one is
good, he is rewarded, If bad, he is punished. The problem lies with who
decides what Is good and what is bad. Butler, being sly and street-wise, knew
exactly what to do and say in order to grease his way through the Depart-
ment of Corrections quickly. Moreover, his parents were in the community and
did, in fact, want him back home. His rehabilitation did not last two weeks,
however-lie was shot and killed in another gunfight a few days after his
release.

Carmen Tate was sent to the Department of Corrections at age 12 for being
a runaway. His stepfather and the judge told the mother It would be better if
Carmen were sent to the Department of Corrections, where the State would
provide custody and care and rehabilitation for Carmen. It was-almost Irrele-
vant that it was not Carmen who needed rehabilitation, but his father. Once
Carmen was placed in the correctional system, he was treated like the rest of
the boys. However, he became increasingly bitter over his Incarceration when,
in fact, be felt he had done nothing wrong. He would not go along with the
authorities and shortly, became involved in black power rhetoric. Again, the
fact that this was merely rhetoric was lost on the DOC officials, who kept
sending him to increasingly more secure institutions, until at age 13 Carmen
ended up In the Illinois Industrial School for Boys.

This is a maximum-security Institution surrounded by two twenty-foot chain
fences topped by about eight-foot rolls of barbed wire. Inside the compound
stand four stark cell-blocks built seventy years ago. These do not differ from
cell-blocks In the Illinois State Penitentiary. The cells are approxinately, 5' x
9', with either barred or solid steel doors. Solitary confinement, which has been
euphemistically called "segregation", "confined-to-room", or "reintegration
unit", is used much more extensively than in the adult division because, of
course, it Is to rehabilitate and not to break a person. Carmen spent almost
three years In this Institution, the last nine months in solitary confinement.
During this three years, he was in solitary on innumerable occasions for
periods of one day to three weeks (exclusive of the nine consecutive months).
Like the rest of the boys, be was Injected with powerful tranquilizing drugs
on several occasions. Carmen did not suffer this fate as much as others, who
received as much as 800 mg. of thora-zine for 30 or 40 consecutive days intra-
muscularly. (One boy, a severe asthmatic, died after being Injected witl doses
of the #rug on eight consecutive days.)

The reason Cermen spent nine consecutive months In solitary was that he
had attacked and seriously injured a guard. After the nine months in solitary,
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he was pled guilty in a downstate criminal court to one to two years in the
Illinois State Penitentiary, with the nine months considered served. Four
months later, he was paroled. Thus, after spending four years in penal institu-
tions because his father did not want him back home once he got involved in
the "juvenile justice" system, Carmen was finally released from the system by
committing a crime for the first time in his life. Indeed, if he had not commit-
ted that offense, lie might have stayed within the juvenile correctional system
until lie reached 21.

Chicago Legal Aid represented another girl, Pamela, who was adjudicated a
neglected child at age 10 because she was having difficulties in school and her
mother, with whom Pamela lived alone, could not adequately care for her In
the view of social workers. After spending two years in the temporary deten-
tion home for juveniles, Pam was placed in a state mental hospital where on
two occasions she was tied to her bed for 28 and 31 consecutive days. Later,
she was placed in the Department of Corrections for slapping a matron In the
state mental hospital, and three and a half years later, she still remains in
that same correctional facility because her mother will not take her back and
because of her background in corrections and mental health, it is not possible
to place her in a foster home. She will undoubtedly stay within the correc-
tional facility until her 18th birthday, another year and a half. Recently the
Chicago Legal Aid Society won an appeal in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit which held that Pamela could employ the federal courts to sue
for money damages against state employees for negligence in caring for her.

Cook County is probably better than most metropolitan areas providing
counsel for juveniles within the Cook County Juvenile Court. However, counsel
remains only until the adjudication. Once that occurs, the child is left without
anyone to guide him or her through the justice system. We rely upon the good
intentions of bureaucratized do-gooders. Probably the most important state for
counsel for a juvenile is after there Is a finding of neglect, delinquency or
incorrigibility to ensure an appeal or, more importantly, that the chcild does
receive at least minimally adequate treatment. In Illinois, the statute provides
that care, custody and discipline must be given to a child similar to that
which a good parent should provide. Of course, this statutory mandate is
unreasonable and cannot be adhered to. However, once the state pierces the
veil of familial privacy to take a child from a home, the child should constitu-
tionally be entitled to a least a minimum standard of care. He should be
afforded the right to counsel so that lie is assured of receiving the minimum
standard of treatment.

Although administrators of public and private agencies do not like to have
lawyers looking over their shoulders, when we are talking about juveniles
whose parents have either disowned them or have no parents, and who must
rely upon the largesse of state and private bureaucracies to provide even mini-
mum care for them, we believe it is absolutly essential that these children be
protected against the vagaries which too often beset large bureaucracies. The
fact that what happens to the children is a matter of non-feasance rather than
malfeasance makes no difference, the effect upon the children is the same. -

COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR YOUTHS

S-821 rightfully places a great deal of emphasis on community alternatives
for children. These include halfway houses, settlement houses and family ther-
apy. If the juvenile system has demonstrated anything over the past 73 years,
it Is that institutionalization, whether for delinquent, neglected, emotionally
disturbed or so-called incorrigible or runaway youths, is fantastically expen-
sive, and in a surprisingly number of cases, counterproductive. For instance,
the pretrial dentention center for youths in Chicago which is a maximum secu-
rity facility, originally built purportedly for those charged with serious delin-
quent acts but, until just recently, housed more runaways and neglected chil-
dren than serious delinquents, costs the county $28.50 per child per day to
operate. The annual average cost per inmate in the Department of Corrections
In Illinois for juveniles was $20,000 per year, per inmate. A state mental
health program set up for juveniles costs over $100.00 a -day, per juvenile.
Recently, a private charitable organization near Chicago which had charged
the state $35.00 a day, per child, for an alleged "structured therapeutic atmos-
phere." raised the cost to $70.00 per day, per child for those children who have
','emotional problems."
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There are various types ef children who get caught within the web of the
juvenile justice system and end up in the various institutions, unfortunately,
too often, with little regard to the original charges. As pointed out above, it is
not uncommon to see a runaway spend years within a correctional facility
while a serious offender is back on the streets within a number of days. We
are not arguing that it is wrong to parole the serious offender quickly, but we
are stating that it makes little sense to institutionalize the runaway for years
simply because his parents do not want him. Nor does it make any sense to
institutionalize the youngster, whether in a correctional facility, mental health
facility or orphanage when that child does not require institutionalization but
merely a place to stay and live. Too often, children who are difficult to place
are the real experts on institutions; correctional, mental health and orphan-
ages. The Chicago Legal Aid Society has recently been involved in several
cases involving just this type of youngster. One boy, John, was made a ward
of the State of Illinois at age five via a neglect petition. His parents were
dead, and he had no relatives. Between his fifth and fifteenth birthdays, John
spent three months in the pre-trial detention center for juveniles in Chicago, a
year in a foster home, another month in the pre-trial dentention center,
another two months in a foster home, approximately one year In an orphan-
age, several more months in a foster home, eight months in an institution in-
Texas for neglected children (he was expelled from this institution after he
allegedly killed a dog, for which he was punished by having the dog's tail tied
around his neck for two weeks and being chained to his bed for several days),
two years in a state mental hospital, although the staff at that hospital contin-
ually Insisted that he was not in need of mental health care, one year in
another private charitable institution, three months in the pre-trial dentention
center for juveniles, and finally, commitment to the Department of Corrections
at age 15 for allegedly slapping a 220-pound guard in the pre-trial detention
center.

Again, in Chicago recently, a suit filed by Legal Services uncovered the fact
that, according to the Department of Mental Health, over 80% of the young-
sters committed to their facilities were not in need of any mental health care.
They were there simply because their state-appointed guardian or parents
dropped them there and then refused to remove them.

One of the most favorable aspects of the bill is its recognition of the failure
of traditional dentention and correctional facilities to alleviate the problem of
juvenile delinquency. The bill's authorization of substantial appropriations so
that resources will be available at state and local levels would allow these
local agencies to impenient successful coinmunity-b-ised alternatives to the cur-
rently counterproductive juvenile correctional system.

COMMENTS OF SPECIFIC SECTIONS-TITLE 11-AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AcT

Sec. 5031-Definitions
The change in this provision-the deletion of "and not punishable by death

or life imprisonment" is a great improvement, because it now guarantees treat-
ment as jtivcni~c to all persons under 18, regardless of the sentences carried
by the crime, which vary widely from state to state.
See. 5032-Delinquency Proceedings in District Courts; transfer for criminal

prosecution
This section is commended because it permits dealing with the juvenile in

the Federal system when the state system is inadquatc, but defers in general
to state courts hecise federal courts and the federal correctional system have
never been properly equipped to handle large numbers of juveniles. For this
reason, in the past, Federal juvenile delinquents were often transferred away
from their communities for treatment.

Present law vests absolute discretion with the Attorney General to prosecute
juveniles in the Federal courts in adult court. The proposed hearing to deter-
mine the reasonable prospects for rehabilitating each juvenile would assure
that no juvenile faced adult criminal prosecution unless absolutely beyond the
scope of juvenile treatment. It would be advisable to require a statement of
the reasons for such a determination, or set up standards. The proposed trans-
fer hearing and the right to counsel at critical stages of the proceedings imple-
ment Supreme Court decisions and model juvenile code provisions.
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Sec. 5038 and 5034-Custodiy Prior to Appearance Before Magistrate and
Duties of Magistrdte -

These provisions, which guarantee 'Many procedural safeguards for the juve-
nile, are also an improvement over present law. We are opposed, however, to
the discretionary preventive dentention provision, and would recommend, at a
minimum, that counsel be present at such a detention hearing, and that the
juvenile be placed in the least restrictive dentention available if he Is detained
at all.
Sec. 5035-Detention Prior to Disposition

We feel that this is one of this bill's most significant and commendable pro-
visions, as it recognizes that our correctional facilities have long been "schools
Of crime" which could only harm juvenile offenders. This provision is also out-
standing with respect to its codification of the right to treatment of a juvenile
detained before court action. (Martarella v. Kelley 349 F. Supp. 575, 598-602)
(S.D.N.Y. 1972)
Sec. 5036-SpeedV Trial

This section is also well advised, as it recognizes the harmful effects -on
juveniles of detention, which should at least be minimized before trial.
Sec. 5037-Rt ii ts in General

This section, like the others codifying recent court decisions, would assure
uniform observance of the constitutional rights of an adult in a criminal pros-
ecution for all juveniles. This is a critical provision, since the advantage of
each accused person having the full panoply of his constitutional rights far
outweighs the harm which may be done by making this juvenile proceeding
more like an adult prosecution.
See. 5038-Dispostional Hearing

This provision gives the court wide discretion over treatment of an adjudi-
cated delinquent; suspension of sentence, probation or commitment, or com-
mittment to the custody of the Attorney General for study and observation for
30 days are all possible options.
See. 5039-Use of juvenile records

These provisions for sealing and destroying records of juvenile proceedings
are fundamental to the treatment of these offenders as juveniles, rather than
adults, and enables them to overcome their past encounters with the criminal
justice system and go on to lead lives unfettered by the memories of childhood
mistakes.
See. 5040-Committment 5041-Support

These prohibitions against commingling juveniles with adults and the com-
mittment of juveniles without certain standards of care are excellent. It is
strongly felt by many working in the area of juvenile problems that commit-
ment to community based facilities is -vastly superior -to any other type of
correctional institution.
Sec. 5042--Parole

This allows for the release of a juvenile as soon as possible consideringg the
safety of the community) clear of all rehabilitation.
See. 5042--Revocation of parole or probation

This guarantees to juveniles the right to a revocation hearing with counsel
as recent court decisions have guaranteed to adult parolees.

TITLE 11-NATIONAL OFFICE) OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

This Title, which establishes an office to administer all Federal juvenile
delinquency programs and provides for joint funding, voluntary service, and
personnel, has effectively dealt with one of the major problems plaguing pro-
grams of this type: lack of centralized responsibility. Because of this lack of
any overall planning and policy body, efforts to combat juvenile delinquency
have suffered from severe fragmentation in the operation of these programs.
This title would solve this problem by providing the direction and centralized
coordination necessary for a sUceessful national attack on the juvenile crime
crisis.
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In Section 305, the reference to "non-Federal share" brings to mind a seri-
ous problem experienced by non-public entities who have tried to opers te delin-
quency prevention, etc. programs under LEAA funding. It is extraordinarily
difficult for them to meet local matching requirements if they are much over
10%, especially under LEAA regulations. Youth service bureaus In San Fran-
cisco have been forced to obtain foundation funding of their non-Federal share,
Which Is very difficult. Public agencies, on the other hand, have no problem gs
they just assign regular staff time in sufficient quantity to make up the local
share. This feature makes it difficult to implement the goal of S. 821 to
develop non-coercive alternatives, since it is the innovative private agencies,
which can best function in a community, neighborhood setting.

TITLE IV-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS
PART A-FORMULA GRANTS

We heartily endorse this part of the bill, which is perhaps the most impor-
-tant as far as the long range implementation of the program is concerned.
While keeping juvenile delinquents in their own local communities during the
period of treatment is widely considered an aid in their rehabilitation, it has
been difficult to force local communities to apply funds to innovative, non-coer-
cive programs, rather than expanding present prison facilities. These grant
provisions would insure that local communities receive a substantial amount of
the funds and, more importantly, that they apply at least 75% of the funds to
"advanced techniques" such as community-based efforts, foster care and shelter
care facilities, probation subsidy, and drug abuse programs. There would be no
danger of the funds being wasted by the localities on projects not within the
purpose of this bill.

We would like to point out the pitfalls as well as the great benefits of Sec-
tion 403(a) (9), which provides for maximum utilization of existing delin-
quency programs such as education, health and welfare within the state. For
example, the public schools unfortunately do not try to resolve problems of
youngsters that are readily identifiable in the early grades of primary school.
Instead, they dump the child into the juvenile system for some type of rehabil-
itation. It Is 6nice the child gets within this system that he is too often caught
between the various state agencies- who are to care for neglected, disturbed,
and delinquent youngsters. A major switch In impetus from the juvenile court
and post-adjudicative system to preschool and early primary grade areas in
which trained family therapists and teachers work together in smaller class-
room settings to provide Individual, group and family therapy for those young-
sters whose early acting-out seems to indicate a career within the juvenile jus-
tice system, Is long overdue.

The pitfalls of this provision are that presently the educational
conglomerates in major metropolitan areas are chock full of programs which
too often actually accomplish nothing for the youngster for whom the pro-
grams were originally set up. Children-are thrown out of school instead of
being actcually worked with. Perhaps subsection 9 should be amended to pro-
vide that not more than 10% of any funds earmarked for programs within the
education, health or welfare bureaucracies may go to salaries of other than
line-personnel.

This section, authorizing- funding for grants to public and private agencies
and individuals, should help develop new approaches to prevention and treat-
ment of juvenile delinquency. We approve particularly of the provision for
long term funding (see. 407b) which would give greater stability and effective-
ness to these programs, which would still be subject to annual evaluation.

TITLE V-NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

This idea for a National Institute for Juvenile Justice is an excellent one.
In its function as an Information clearinghouse, it would remedy many prob-
lems in our present juvenile delinquency effort caused by the lack of any cen-
tralized source of information. In its research and evaluation functions it will
be an invaluable aid to the development of programs using new approaches
successfully used by others. Its responsibility for training programs for those
working in the juvenile justice system is also vital because of the need to
upgrade the treatment of juveniles by those involved in the present system.

84-522--73--.-36
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Conclusion
The necessity for uniformity in the legal procedures governing the treatment

of juveniles in all stages of the adjudicatory process cannot be overemphas-
ized. We strongly support this bill's effort to create national standards of Juve-
nile justice which will replace many states archaic and often unjust Juvenile
laws. The staggering increase in Juvenile crimes is a grave problem, requiring
immediate action. The National Legal Aid and Defender Association feels that
there is an urgent need for adoption of this Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act.

Senator BAY11. We will recess these hearings pending the call ofthe chair.[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene on Tuesday June 26, 1973.]
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SU BCOMMITrEE To INUS'1GATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,

Co.NITrrEE ON TH JUDICI4RY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
.ennedy, Cook, 1ruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to recess,
at 9:40 a.m,_in room 1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayhl and Cook.
Also present: Mathea' Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John

M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director; B. Elizabeth Marten,
secretary to staff director and chief counsel; Alice B. Popkin, special
counsel; Catherine van de Velde, secretary; Lance Ringel, assistant
clerk; and Michael Ward, Stanford Law School extern.

Senator BAY1I. We will reconvene our hearings on S. 821, the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973. -

The first witness this morning is the distinguished Jerry Wurf, the
international president of the American Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees. -

Mr. Wurf, we are, indeed, grateful for your presence.
For the record, I have an opening statement which emphasizes the

timeliness and the critical nature of our mission. I will ask that it be
put in the record for the sake of time.

[The opening statement of the Chairman follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BATH

Today we hold our concluding set of hearings on the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973. I developed this bill in the 92nd Congress,
when It was introduced as S. 3148, to create the desperately needed national
leadership and commitment to provide effective responses to the difficult prob-
lem of juvenile delinquency in this country. At the beginning of this session of
Congress, I was pleased to join with the distinguished ranking minority mem-
ber of the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, Senator Marlow W. Cook, in re-
introducing a revised, improved version of this bill as S. 821. We are gratified
that the distinguished-Chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee,
Mr. Peiktns, a-nd the Chairman of that Committee's Subcommittee on Equal Op-
portunities, Mr. Hawkins, have introduced a companion bill, H.R. 6265. The con-
tinually growing support for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act since its introduction has been truly gratifying.

(553)
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The supporters of S. 821 include many important voluntary agencies with long
experience In dealing with the problems ofechildren in trouble. It is particularly
significant that this bill has received the unqualified endorsement of such major
youth serving organizations as Boys' Clubs of America, Future Farmers of
America, Girls' Clubs of America, the Young Men's Christian Association
(YMCA), and the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA). These agen-
cies already have volunteers, facilities, and resources devoted to youth and the
delinquency problem. These groups can and should be part of the coordinated
national approach made possible by this bill.

Our bill has also received the support of the leading organizations working in
the field of juvenile Justice, delinquency prevention, and rehabilitation. The
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, which has expert knowledge oL.the
nationwide scope of the delinquency crisis, is a strong backer of S. 821. The
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, which represents all American ju-
venile court judges, endorses this bill. The National Association of State Juve-
nile Delinquency Administrators, representing state officials in charge of
delinquency services, advocates S. 821 as essential to advancing necessary state
juvenile rehabilitation efforts. The National Legal Aid and Defender Association
supports this bill as vital to improving the quality of juvenile justice in this
nation. --

This bill has already received enthusiastic approval of many other outstanding
organizations concerned 'with needs of our nation's children, such as the Ameri-
can Parents Committee, the Association for Homemaker Services, American
Humane Society, Citizen's Committee for Children. National Association of Social
Workers, National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, National
Council of Jewish Women. National Congress of Parents and Teachers (PTA),
and the Traveler's Aid Society. These groups recognize that the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act represents a consensus of juvenile delinquency
experts on the best ways to hell) children in trouble.

I am pleased to see that the witnesses here today will bring further distinction
and expertise to our consideration of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. Mr. Jerry Wurf, International President of the American Fed-
eration of State, County and 'Municipal Employees, is well-known for the depth
and breadth of this concern not only for the rights of employees but also for all
human bethigs. We will also hear testimony from Mr. Aull, President of the YMCA
of Honolulu, and Dr. Selby, National Executive Director of the Girl Scouts of
America-two organizations with unparalleled records of service to the youth
of our nation. Finally I take great personal pleasure in welcoming here two good
friends and distinguished public servants, Mayor Miller of South Bend, Indiana,
and Mayor Pastrick of East Chicago, Indiana. I look forward to hearing our
first witness, Mr. Jerry Wurf.

Senator BAYTh. I Want to add a personal note beyond the data con-
tained in Mr. Vurf's biographical sketch. It has been my good fortune
for 18 years, now almost 19 years ,to serve in -urious legislative capaci-
ties at the State and national level, and I have gotten to know a number
of dedicated citizens in various capacities oil both sides of the bargain-
ing table, looking at it from a labor-management standpoint. It has
been my good fortune to get to know Mr. Wurf personally and pro-
fessionally. I know of no person who has done more to make it pos-
sible for a greater mmber of people to move up the ladder of oppor-
tunity 'than he has.

By the same token, I-do not know anybody who has carried a bigger
cross with more determination. The fact that you take the time to join
us here this morning is a matter of honor and pride to this committee
and to the chairman. Your recognition of the importance of the mis-
sion that this bill is designed to fulfill is a valuable contribution to our
efforts.
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STATEMENT OF JERRY WURF, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF
THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY, AND MUNIC-
IPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY MARGIE SIEGEL,
POLITICAL EDUCATOR AND ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR
LEGISLATION DEPARTMENT, AND WILLIAM WELSH, POLITICAL
EDUCATION AND LEGISLATION

LMr. WiTRu. Mr. Chairman, you embarrass me, on the contrary, I mnh
so very pleased to be sitting here.

Senator BAYH. If I might just interrupt, I did not intend to embar-
rass you. We know each other well enough that you know I did not
say what I said just for the record.

Mr. WupR. What makes it even more embarrassing, sir, is-your great
record for truth and veracity and decency.

Senator BAYH. Now there are two of us that are embarrassed.
Mr. WURF. I am pleased that you have devoted -yourself, both in the

study and in the legislation now proposed, to a matter of such great
concern which is not a matter, I am afraid, that will attract the kind
of attention and headlines that are going on in another room in this
building. But, you are dealing with a matter of tremendous importance
to the well-being of our society.

Let me say that I think this is a matter that is worthy of great
attention and concern, and a matter that has been pushed under the
rug in a very irresponsible manner throughout my professional life.
I have had a relationship with juvenile care and juvenile delinquency
prevention since my earliest days in representing membership in our
union.

Whit I am going to try to do this morning, is very briefly remark
on the legislation. And if I may, sir, remark not only about our institu-
tional concerns with the legislation, dealing honestly and candidly
with the pragmatic concerns of the well-being of the tens of thou-
sands of people who will be affected by this legislation who are em-
ployees but also with the well-being of those who this legislation is
designed to help and wish the well-being of the community in which
thev live.
• Our unions' first concern is the manner in which juvenile justice

is now administered. I am very pleased to see the distinguished Sena-
Onr from Kentucky is here; good morning, Senator Cook.

"Mkany members of our union are people who are low-paid workers
involved with the system as it now works. Therefore, we are pleased
that the goal of the bill introduced by yourself and Senator Cook is
not an attempt to rationalize the present system. Rather that you are
presenting some positive alternatives.

My wife and I were reminiscing as we drove down this morning
that in the late 1950's my car disappeared from its parking lot. Two
or three days later I aplpeared in a courtroom where two 14-year-olds
were accused of taking the car. And I remember without any real
knowledge of what needed to be done, and what the problems 'really
were, flatly refusing to sign the complaint so that the juvenile justice
system of the city of New York could go to work on these two 14-
year-olds.
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The prosecutor was so angry at ine that he told me that I would
not get my car for a year if I ilid not sign the complaint. The police
officer uttered words that I coflld not distinguish, and the judge
called me to the bench and told me I was wrong and frustrating
justice and so on. And I remember saying instinctively to him: "Judge,
if you ever walked into a juvenile institutions where I have organized
workers, you would never sign a complaint, you would never turn
children loose into this system." As a result' of this incident I was
editorially castigated by a New York City newspaper for being op-
posed to the administration of justice in New York City while I rep-
resented employees in the justice system.

In the many years that have passed since that comparatively trivial
incident, to those of us who have been able to watch the system work
as employees, as representatives of employees, our distress increases
all of the time. The system is frequently more concerned with isolation
of those who run afoul of the system and perhaps even punishment
for those who run afoul of the system while pious words are uttered
about rehabilitation which is more in the form of hope than is realized
practically.

Let me say that our union unequivocally supports institutional re-
form. Our union does not take the traditional view that the status
quo is to be defended at all costs. Our union supports real reform.
We support reform not only in the area you are dealing with this
morning, but support reform in the health care delivery system, in
the mental care system and so on. And we run into great difficulties
because we think these reforms must meet three critical tests.

First, will it improve care for the patients and the residents of an
institution? Second, will the community interest be better served. And
third and most important., will the workers who are involved in the
present day system be protected in the move to a new system?

Title IV of this act encourages the States to decentralize juvenile
care. It includes an innovative and thoughtful funding formula. How-
ever, as will become clear, we are deeply concerned about the use of
the money made available by this bill.

I think I have been very rude. Have I introduced my colleagues?
Senator BAYH. I was going to ask.
Mr. Wuer. I am very sorry. This is Ms. Margie Siegel on my left,

from our legislative department, who is very expert, and it vould
be far better for her to be testifying today on the dynamics of the
bill. And on my right is Mr. Bill Welsh, -who is in charge of our
political and legislative activities in our organization.

Forgive me for not introducing them earlier.
Senator BAYIT. We appreciate your giving the committee the benefit

of your two assistants. Mr. Walsh, of course, has served our former
Vice President, the distinguished Senator from Minnesota, as well
as the national committee of our party with distinction. We are glad
to see both of you.

Mr. WURF. He is also serving the well-being of American public
employees very well.

Senator BAYIT. I would like to think that that is not necessarily
inconsistent.

- _I
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Mr. WUJRF. If I may proceed, we like the idea of having the plans
administered on a local level. We can build accountability and we can

build surveillance into the situation.
However, the Federal Government must play a major role with

regard to standards, programs, safety, licensing, and constant inspec-
tion of public and private facilities. I would like to add that the in-
volvement of the residents or those who are the recipients of treat-
ment, and there the employees must be considered as well as those
of the administrators of sucl plans.

In terms of the employees, I will concentrate on the need for em-
ployee protections.

Our union is not threatened by change. That is not a problem.
The employee, in these institutional settings, the people in the proba-
tion settings, have a relationship to their jobs that is much more
important than the money that they receive. In situations where
employees were given an opportunity to have a real input and
impact on the kind of treatment that residents of institutions or
outpatients receive, then we have found that employees have satis-
factions that are important..

You cannot pull those people out of those places for more money
into less sensitive, less responsive situations.

But, I also want to make the point, and make it very clearly, that
we have been running into all kinds of problems. If the Government
exercises its right of eminent domain and takes over a piece of prop-
erty, it fully reimburses those who own the property, and there are a
whole set of laws protecting property rights.

When the Government, either local or national, takes over an institu-
tion, takes over a function, the callousness and irresponsibility of
Government for those who are part. of an existing system is most tragic.
Dr. Moynihan in his recent book in which lie dealt with welfare re-
form legislation blames our union and me for the defeat of that bill.

First of all, the Nixon welfare "reform" proposals were bad legisla-
tion and did not merit enactment. For example, it took years of dis-
cussion with the Federal authorities before we could get a minimum
kind of concern for tens of thousands of workers who would be thrown
into the street, their pension rights abolished, their jobs eliminated,
their training wasted.

There was no concern at all by the executive branch of Government,
and we had a great deal of difficulty having an impact on the legisla-
tive branch of Government. Let me point out that our concern was not
centered on the professionals who would not have had too much trou-
ble reestablishing themselves, although they might have paid a terri-
ble price.

Our concern was centered for the most part on the low-paid clerical
employees, thousands of people, many of whom had previously been
on the welfare rolls themselves. They would have been thrown back on
the welfare rolls, although their input into the system was very praise-
worthy and useful.

So we have recommended that there be legislation to protect the
rights of the employees at least to the extent that you would protect
the property rights of a man who owned a piece of real estate, and
wanted to take that piece of land to build an institution.
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I also want to comment on training.
The lack of training is tragic. For example, a prison guard in New

York State, a correction officer in the juvenile institution or in an adult
institution, is given either a club or a blackjack and told to watch out
for his body. That is, in essence, the training that he gets for carrying
out his responsibilities. Anid,

The voices that speak out in terms of reform and the need for train-
ing for the most part talk in vague, useless terms.

We also believe that training is all too frequently confined to a lim-
ited number of people for cosmetic political purposes.

For example, 250 patients ini the New York State are well taken
care of. Tens of thousands of others live in an environment that is
worse than a warehouse environment.

In recent years, we have seen a thrust toward decentralization of
institutions, but we have learned from experiments in various States
ranging from Wisconsin to New York to California that the fact that
you close down a large warehouse and develop many small warehouses
in no way improves the situation.

NWe believe that the mere closing of institutions, the decentralization
of institutions, or any change in the status quo, does not in itself guar-
antee that there will b a better system in the future.

We strongly urge that juvenile care not be treated as a politically
useful issue. But that we attempt to gain an understanding that the
present system is not only inadequate but counterproductive. That
innovation in and of itself aoes not guarantee productivity.

It was Mrs. Popkin who pointed out to me years ago before she was
on the staff of this committee that for the most part if a child is ever
caught ip with the system the child either ends up in a prison or a
mental institution, that there is no way out of the system.

The kids on the block in the big city that I came from, used to go
joyriding in automobiles. One had parents with enough clout to keep
him from being jailed and he is now a professor at a distinguished
university. Another kid is in jail because his father-did not have the
clout to keep him of the system.

We believe there must be a careful reorientation, retraining if neces-
sary, and that people who have pensions, who have job rights, who
have an involvement in the system must be protected. The faults in the
system are not the faults of the employees. They are the faults of those
who made the basic judgments, whether it was the legislature or a
Governor or the harshness of the courts that did not understand that
confinement was not the answer to the problems of a child.

Let me conclude by saying that we are very pleased that this effort
is being made by your subcommittee. The recommendations that I have
made for amending your bill are in no way meant to detract from what
I think is one of the best pieces of legislation in this whole area.

Thank you so much for this opportunity to appear before this con-
mittee this morning.

Senator BAYH. Mr. Wurf, the committee thanks you for taking your
time and for the study that has gone into your well prep"xed state-
ment. I will ask that its entire content be put into the record in the
appropriate manner.
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Senator BAYIU. Traditionally, in the Wurf fashion, you did not go
into this bill lightly and I appreciate it. Senator Cook and I and some
of our colleagues have been working on this legislation for a long time.

As you say, we have given our children little real compassion from
the standpoint of straightening out some of the problems that relate to
delinquency. This neglect is inconceivable.

When someone like yourself, representing three-quart-rs of a mil-
lion members, with representation of about twice that amount, takes
the time to put your stamp of approval on our legislation, this not only
brings expertise to our record, but it also increases public awareness of
the p~roblem.

I suppose it is fair to say you represent workers who need rep-
resentation as much or more than any other group of workers in
Ameriea.

Mr. WURF. That is until the. Congress of the United States gets
around to give us the same job rights, collective-bargaining rights
that workers in the private sector of the economy enjoy. Millions of
public employees outside of the usual protections afforded workers in
this area.

Senator BAYII. Yes. There are a number of areas that as you know,
I feel very-strongly a sense of common purpose, such as the pension
problem that is before us, S. 4, is it not? There are also the Fair Labor
Standards, S. 1861, and other measures that are designed to protect
and provide full opportunity for all of those who work in your union.

Let me ask you to deal specifically with those workers who would
be most immediately affected by the legislation we have before us. I
would like to think it is possible for us not only to strengthen our
juvenile institutions but also to improve the kind of training, the kind
of lifestyle, the kind of constribution that these employees make.

What percentage of your union consists of employees who work in
the institutions that we are directing this legislation to?

Mr. Wmw. Approximately 60,000 of our paid members. Something
like half of our membership work in various institutions.

I would judge that one-third of that group work in institutions or
treatment situations, halfway houses, social agencies, et cetera. As a
matter of fact, my daughter works in a child placement institution
in the city of New York. That shows you how deeply involved we are
in the situation.

Senator BAYHI. Let us just provide that for the record.
Mr. WuRPF. About 60,000. That is an estimate and we will send over

the exact statistics.
Senator BAYH. Really your presence here could be interpreted by

some of your membership as rather a spurious position to take in
revising this whole system.

Mr. WuBF. I want you to know, sir, that I am very proud of the
fact, that our members do not feel that way. I assure you that when
I speak in a forum of this kind, I speak on behalf of our members.
Our people are concerned about change, fearful of it in terms of their
economic and social well-being but, nevertheless. they understand the
importance of the need for drastic reform in this area.

They only ask that they be treated with concern and decency. For
example, we have found that in changing mental institutions that our
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people were not only very receptive to training, but two things
hapl)ened.

One, the people who were the. recipients of the program had much
higher quality care when the employees felt that they had genuine
input into the situation rather than heing jailers.

We had some remarkable things happen in places like New York,
Maryland, and Michigan. where they allowed us to go in, sometimes
with Federal grants. sometimes withi local grants, sometimes with
funds that came. out of the institutions themselves, to upgrade the
quality of care, change the system of care, move from the business of a
warehouse to a therapeutic setting.

And the remarkable happiness of our people participating in this,
and their receptivity to retraining and to new concepts, is one. crucial
point.

The second point that troubles me is if somebody has 10 or 20 years
in a retirement system. and he is a member of the Legislature of the
State of New Yor'k. and moves to the Federal Legislature and becomes
a Member of this distinguished body or the House of Repre.spentatives,
his retirement rights are protected. He becomes a judge. and his retire-
ment rights are protected. lIe has portability, as we call it. of his retire-
ment rights.

But, if he happens to be a child care worker, a professional or para-
professional, or just a maintenance worker, and if he is moved, as
Governor Lucev of W1 isconsin now proposes. from a State institution
to a Federal institution in Green Bay. Wis.. his 10 or 20 years of
accumulated retirement ri0hts go out the window. His reemployment
rights, even if he is qualified, become nonexistent in terms of what is
now the practice of the executive branch of Government. And al-
though the Federal Government in a. few instances has protected the
rights of workers when their employer has changed from private
enterprise to public eml)loyer. particularly in the transit field where
the Mas Transit Act is perhaps the best example of this, when it
comes to social-oriented profzrams. we have not been terribly successful
in persuading the Federal Government.

It is absolutely imipossible-to do this administratively. The Civil
Service CommisSion is im)lv at war with1 local civil service commis-
sions, at war with local people wlio administer the system, and what
we are saving is that people who are qualified, people who are willing
to be trained or retrained should have continuity of employment,
should have their job rights protected, should have their collective-
bargaining agreements protected in exactly the same way as was
worked out so effortlessly in the Mass Transit Act.

We feel very strongly about this. Experience. shows there is no great
difficulty in doing this4. There are several thousand jobs being taken
over by the Social Security Administration because at some changes
in the'Social Security Act last year. It seems to me, with great de-
liberateness, that the 'Civil Service Commission is depriving the Gov-
erinent of workers with experience simply because they find it more
convenient bureaucratically to go out and get other people, without
even bothering to find out if the people working in the various States
and cities are qualified.

Senator BAYrH. Hopefully, we will be able to deal with pension
equity across the board. In 'my judgment, those who work for public
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institutions should receive the same kind of attention and get the same.
kind of protection as those who work in private corporations.

Let me ask you to comment on the training situation. As you know,
we have one section of our bill specifically designed to require States
to provide training.

Senator CooK. Mr. Chairman, I was wondering if, along with that-
if you do not mind my interrupting, and I apologize-if you would
comment on 403, section 3 on page 31, and also section 16 which is on
page 36. I think that is where you were getting at, it seems to me.

Mr. Wtr. Is this in your bilf, sir?

Senator CooK. Yes.
Senator B.Y1i. I would also like to ask you to expand the comments

in your prepared statement relative to requiring-
Mr. WRrF. With regard to section 3-
Senator BAY11. May I ask you, Mr. Wurf, while you are considering

this, also to expand on the remarks in your statement relative to re-
quiring the State plan to mandate comprehensive preservice and in-
service training? I get the impression that you feel we should go a bit
further and be a bit more specific in our bill.

Mr. WuIIF. OK. Let me deal with section 3 on page 31. I think the
judgments and the input, of residents or recipients of treatment is
crucial. And second, we think that the labor organizations should be
involved.

1 cannot begin to tell you how much people who work want to feel
that what they are doing is constructive, and how anxious they are
to express their opinions. I cannot overstate how strongly I feel that
there must be meaningful involvement by the employees.

I do not know, Senator Cook, if I am addressing myself to your
concerns.

Senator CooK. Well, in reading the section and in reading the coin-
ments, one of the first things I -(lid notice in section 3 is that the Gov-
ernor shall appoint a board, but there is no specific number that the
Governor should appoint. Anid I think that could be corrected by
setting forth a specific number of individuals that the Government
should have to appoint.

Otherwise it merely says that no more than a majority of the
members including the, chairman must not be full-time employees
of Federal, State, or local government, which means that less than a
majority can be. Now, it would seem to me as a former juvenile judge
for quite some time that this could be corrected by setting forth the
number, and it certainly seems to me, at. least, I do not know, Mr.
Wurf, but it seems to me that if I were put in the position of appoint-

-ing that board, obviously my first resource would be the respective
local agencies that I had to (teal with every day, which would consti-
tute employees.

Now, of course, I cannot impart that degree of knowledge to a Gov-
ernor, but, you know, it would seem to me that that would almost
logically follow.

Mr. W URF. Well, it will not logically follow. Let me say that in
one attachment included in our testimony-

Senator CooK. Yes, I noticed it.
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Mr. Wmw. Provides formula for involvement in local boards. We
do not believe local government officials speak to the needs of the
entire community.

I would like to recommend that this input be guaranteed in the
legislation.

Senator BAYH. We could specifically state that in one such member-
ship shall be-

Mr. WURF. Shall include representatives of employees. I know that
ou cannot tell the Governors too strongly how to run things. You

have some contact with Governors, as I have.
But Uhink-
Senator CooK. That is difficult with Senators also.
Mr. WuRF. Pardon?
Senator CooK. That is difficult with Senators also.
Mr. WunR. I mean, you always seem more amenable, sir. But, the

executive branch of government is always less accessible than the
legislative branch.

Senator CooK. But., you would agree, would you agree, that the most
logical phrase would be employee representation rather than a spe-
cific representation, because taking my State, you know, when you
are talking about tremendously small rural communities and counties
that try to work with the juvenile program, they do not really have an
organization. They obviously have a State organization.

Mr. WunR. We are correcting that situation at the present moment,
sir.

Senator CooK. Well, that is fine.
Mr. WURF. And I might say that the legislature in your State is

showing commendable concern for an area that it has not addressed
in the past. As a matter of fact, I might say that I wish the Indiana
legislature was as responsive.

We cannot get a bill through that House, while we are very hopeful
about Kentucky.

Senator CooK. It is very amazing when the Senator and I were
holding hearings on the right of 18 year olds to vote, and we had all
these remarkable people from these sophisticated States come in before
us, and it was a great delight for me to say why have you not already
done this here in all of these sophiscated States, why have you not
taken care of this when we allowed it in 1954, and as a matter of fact
the first State was the State of Georgia in 1942.

So, it was a lot of fun to hear Senators from Massachusetts and
New York tell us about this crying need when we had had it for a
long, long time. So, I am pleased that you are happy.

Mr. WuRr. We just were mistreated in Indiana, but we are much
more optimistic about Kentucky. But, that is not because of Senator
Bayh.

Senator CooK. But the specifics would be employee representation,
employee representation?

Mr. WURF. I think you are right, sir. I think that the employees in
some way should have input in the situation.

Senator CooK. Under section 16, what sections would you have in
there, because I must say in all fairness if you want it tightened I
really have no objection,'but you know, having been on the local level
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for quite a long time I think it renders a degree of protection and a
degree of consideration to the employees that many local officials have
never really thought about before.

Senator BAYIr. If I may just interject, to make sure that we have
continuity in the record, you have prepared a separate section your-
self as an alternative to that course which stresses it and wll take it
from the Secretary of Labor, as I understand it, to the State r la-
tion to provide that protecion.

Now, let me just put up one storm warning flag. There was a time
in my State shortly after the right to work bill was passed when I am
not too certain that I would have wanted to be labor in my State pro-
tected by a board that helped to pass this particular kind of legis-
lation.

Now, having said that, let me sit back and let you answer those
questions.

Senator CooK. I think you ought to answer it in that context, very
frankly, because I think that is something, you know, that you have
to take into consideration.

Mr. Wuur. Well, first of all, I am sure Ms. Siegel has sometl-ing
to say.

Senator CooK. Yes, Mr. Wurf, if any of you have any remarks to
make about this, please feel free to do so.

Mr. WupR. Let me say quickly that we think the bill touches on
the problem and shows sensitivity to the problem, but we think the
existing bill does not go far enough, and we ask for the establishment
of a joint labor-management committee which would be dealing with
employee protection. What we were fearful of, sir, is that people not be
thrown out of the system simply because a change in a system occurs.
The temptations to local officials are so enormous in a situation like
this. Our union came into being because the Democrats swept through
Wisconsin in 1936 and all of the protections the employees enjoyed
under the Republican rule were threatened.

Every time we see, sweeping change take place it is not always
-change whose goal is better care, but change that vitally affects the
nitty-gritty of surviving in our society economically and socially.

Senator Cook. Let me give you the threat this Senator sees. Wish
that -we could tighten it up as tight as we could within the framework
of that section, but somehow or other avoid trying to get ourselves in a
position where once we report this bill out that it is going to have to go
to another committee as a result of major changes that we may have
made in it.

Now, I know it would be a sympathetic committee, but I am also con-
cerned about how long we will be holding this up, and I am wondering
if within the framework of this we could substantially tighten it?

Mr. WurF. Perhaps I will let Mr. Welsh speak to this. He is much
more familiar with the Eommittee system than I am.

Bill, the Senator is making a good point, is there any way of avoid-
ing this going to another committee if we put in stronger employee
protections?

Mr. W VLSn. I think, Senator, that the most accurate example that
you have of that problem was when the Mass Transit Act was passed,
and the question of employee protections the preservation of the collec-
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tive bargaining rights under that act, to my recollection was not
handled by the Senate Labor Committee.

Senator COOK. In other words, what you are saying-
Mr. WEM1.s I think you are safe.
Senator CooK. Is it a mere section in here that would repeat those

rights under present collective bargaining, et cetera, would prevail
and be preserved and would be sufficient?

Mr. WELSH. That certainly would be a good start. Now, the addi-
tional problem is that you have the problem of pension rights, you
have the problem of the l)rotection in those situations where there are
not collective-bargaining agreements that somehow must be built into
the State plan. The stage that you are evolving the State plan to pro-
vide to change the nature of these institutions, and the requirement
that you have a labor-management committee designed to handle that
problem and come up with such a plan I do not think needs to invoke
another committee's jurisdiction.

Senator COOK. You see, Mr. Welsh, I have to kind of-unfortunatelv
everybody relates this to his own State. Maybe we are unsophisticated
when we try to give somebody the impression we are, but unfortunately
maybe that is as far as we nove in this direction, and ouir problem is,
for instance, county employees on the State level in the State of Ken-
tucky are all under the county's employee retirement fund which is
operated by the State, so that any movement of employees within that
framework, their pension rights would be protected.

Mr. WURF. That is a very unusual thing, sir. You would find in
many places that in one county, one city, or one State, there are 5
to 50 different retirement systems. and you find in establishing a new
mechanism, the most bizarre kinds of changes that take place. And
most importantly, sir, we have been beseiged in recent months, quite
candidly, by an all-out attack on the problem of retirement which
we think is' being generated by the National Right ro Work Con-
mittee, by the National Association of Manufacturers, because we in
the United States in the public sector of economy, unlike any other
industrial society. pay very, very low pensions.

In other words, retirement in Germany. in Sweden, England,
hovers around 70 percent, whereas in the' United States it hovers
around 30 or 40 percent of your best years of earnings.

Senator CooK. This is something that this Senator has kind of
got to get in his own mind.

Mr. WnF. Yes. What I am saying is, we are getting involved in
an area of hostility to the well-being of an employee. I am very con-
cerned that if there is change in the status of these employees that
retirement systems that have been developed for many years, and
retirement rights will be inundated, knocked out, and make people
start afresh, the State recapturing, not the employees, or the county
not recaptiwing the employee's contribution but recapturing its own
contributions.

There is a terrible temptation.
Senator CooK. I understand that very well. Yes.
Mr. WuRF. This terrible temptation to meet some of the budgetary

-Prisis that exists in the various cities to deal with this so-called tax-
payers' revolt in a rather irresponsible fashion.
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Senator BAYII. Excuse me for just a moment. May I suggest to my
friend from Kentucky and our distinguished witness that you proceeds
to ask any other questions that you might ask in the next couple of
minutes?

I hate to ask Mr. Wurf to come back. We have an executive session
of the Judiciary meeting very shortly-

Senator CooK. That is all I have.

Senator BAY11. And our reporter has to be there officially, and we
should be there officially. I do not want to interrupt.

Mr. Wur. Let me say thank you, Mr. Chairman, and you, Senator
Cook.

I am very grateful for all of the time and concern you have dis-
played, and we have submitted documents that cover these areas, very
fully.

I4 you have-any further questions, we will be happy to respond in
writing.

Senator CooK. That is good.
Mr. WURF. This is very important legislation, and we are very

grateful that you are directing your attention to it, and we are very
grateful for all of the time and attention that we received this morn-
ing. Thank you.

Senator BAYJI. I appreciate your giving us an hour of your time,
and I wish we could have talked longer. Perhaps we ought to recess
now until after the executive session, after which we will reconvene
here and continue with this mornifhk's witnesses.

Mr. 'Wuj. I understand your problem and I am grateful for all of
t56, time.

[Mr. Wurf's prepared statement and attachment is as follows:]

TESTIMONY BY JERRY WURF, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF TIME- AMERICAN ]hEDER4,-_
TION OF STATE. COUNTrY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO oN 5. 821, THE
JUVENILE JUSTICE AND I)ELIQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1973 BEFORE THE SUB-
COMMITTEE ON JUVENILE )ELINQUENCY OF riTHe JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF THE
UNiED STATES SENATE

Mr. Chairman, I'm pleased to have, this opportunity to appear before the subcom-
mittee. My name is Jerry Wurf. I am president of the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees, the nation's largest unio: of public
enlployees.

We now have more than 615,000 members in virtually every state in this
countryy and we represent some 1% million workers. Many are in the-juvenile
field-not only in correctional institutions, but voluntary organizations, juvenile
pr,,gram minig, juvenile therapy. halfway houses and other centers concerned
with the care and rehabilitation of young people.

We also represent emplyc.,es in other )ublic institutions, from hospitals to
prisons to mental facilities. I mention that because, while this legislation is
concerned exclusively with juvenile care, many of the problems besetting our
jnv,nihv hones are found in other institutions, as well.

The question of institutional reform is, at last, commanding a great deal of
attention in this country. It's long overdue. Our health care facilities, our prisons,
our juvenile homes and many other public care facilities are often institutionally
incapable, of carrying out their missions. In state after state we hear horror
stories reflecting the inadequacy of public health care. As for prisons, Attica and
Wallwe nmake the headlines, but less dramatic conflicts in dozens of other
facilities are testimony to the crisis in those institutions.

Our Juvenile correctional facilities are no better. This is especially tragic,
because the quality of juvenile care has long-range significance. The attention
tfforded a juvenile offender may be the determining factor in whether that young-
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ster becomes a lawful, productive citizen or turns up again and again in adult
criminal .roles.

We approach these problems from a dual perspective. As a union of public
employees, we naturally are concerned that our members who work in juvenile
and other correctional institutions be safe and satisfied in their work. There
is little satisfaction for an employee who knows that his institution does more
harm than good for the society It purports to serve. Most workers do not want
to be a part of a system that Is oppressive and unjust. Where that Is the case,
a climate sets In that pits Inmate against guard and patient against hospital
worker. Workers feel threatened and clients feel victimized.

As a union of taxpayers, we are distressed by the growing costs attendant to
operating these facilities. Patient care, inmate care, Juvenile care-the costs of
each are skyrocketing. It costs a great deal more to house a child in a reform
school, penned up away from society, then it would cost to put him or her through
high school and provide him or her a college scholarship. And the results are
considerably less satisfying.

Finally, as a union of relatively low paid workers we have a third stake In
efficient public programs. If a wealthy family has a child who runs afoul of
the law or has behavioral problems, the chances are good that the family will
find private care for the boy or girl. If he or she is to be confined, probably it
will be in a private school for "exceptional" children, or something of that sort.
But for the sons and daughters of our members and moet working Americans,
there usually is no alternative to confinement In public juvenile institutions.

We are here then, not merely to speak of narrow, employee concerns. We are
here to impress this committee with the importance of building into S. 821-
and into any other institutional reform legislation-an understanding of our
parallel concerns for institutional residents, for institutional workers, and for
the general public. A reform proposal that falls to meet any one of these criteria,
however well intended, will be at best a temporary, incomplete approach.

With these thoughts in mind, let me turn to the proposal before us, S. 821,
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973. The enactment of
this legislation would represent a substantial advance in the federal government's
commitment to improving juvenile delinquency prevention nad treatment pro-
grams offered by the states. We fully support the goals of the legislation, and
we commend Senator Bayh for the leadership he is showing in this complex
area of government.

I shall address myself primarily to Title IV of the legislation-federal assist-
ance for state and local programs. Specifically, I want to focus on the issue of
decentralization and the problems that accompany it.

In addition to the law enforcement and correctional personnel whom I men-
tioned earlier, our union has among its membership some 125,000 health eire
and health institutions employees. As you probably are aware, it has become
fashionable to move away from large public facilities and toward smaller,
decentralized units in the health care field.

As we approach the question of de-institutionalization in Juvenile care facili-
ties, I would hope we might learn from some of our early experiences in the de-
centralization of public health care.

In state after state at this moment in history, mental hospitals and other state
facilities are being closed or phased out. Patients are being moved out to other
facilities. And health service employees ore being summarily dismissed-their
source of income removed, their benefits and rights erased.

Our union is not hostile to the idea of smaller and more effective public insti-
tutions, providing that it means a more personal, qualitatively higher level of
care-for a mental patient, for a juvenile who has broken the law or for an
adult offender. But in the name of better client care-in the name of "reform"-
we've seen some shocking things happen.

We've seen patients and workers pushed out of institutions and into the
streets, under the guise of "decentralization".

We've sern large old facilities ,shut down in the name of modernization, only
to leave a community with no facility at all.

We've seen viable, centralized institutions subjected to planned neglect to set
the stage for ordering their closing.

We've seen employees who've given 10 or 20 years of their lives to working
in these facilities abruptly terminated without pension rights or contractual pro.
tections, or even a cordial goodby.
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We've also seen instances where state legislators and public officials have
allowed political considerations and short-term budget considerations to out-
_%eghthe needs of the public and the Job rights of the workers in 'the affected
Institutions. The concept of decentralization raises serious public policy questions
which must not be overlooked.

We do not argue for the status quo-for old, unfit facilities.
But we do argue that the burden of proof should be on those who advocate

change, to show that it will result in a meaningful Improvement of client services,
without causittgarin to the community or the workers who have jobs, careers
and commitments tied to the existing facilities.

We believe that even as "bigness" is of no value in-itself, "smallness" does not
guarantee a thing. What is the value of taking juveniles out of large, Impersonal
warehouses and placing them in sinall, scattered warehouses?

Fortunately, this legislation takes an innovative and constructive approach
to the problem of juvenile delinquency. You have concerned-yourself with the
most critical question-the question of quality care.

We believe that decentralization of juvenile facilities-like other public in-
stitutions-should be measured on these scales:

1. Will it appreciably improve care or rehabilitation for the juveniles cur-
rently in these institutions?

2. Will it afford the community a higher degree of service and security? That
is, can we begin to expect juveniles to come out of their institutional experience
as whole, socially useful individuals?

3. Can it be accomplished without disrupting or-penalizing the incumbent
work force? Historically, institutional care has been characterized by few train-
ing or upgrading opportunities, except at top levels. More recently, many pro-
grams offered in the name of training have been badly flawed-and of little value.
Yet time after time we've seen institutional closures which result in hundreds of
experienced workers being laid off. Can't we build in a means to take advantage
of their experience and work discoveries?

S. 821 would encourage the states to decentralize their juvenile delinquency
corrections systems. If it is to become law, then the Federal government must
assume a direct obligation to assure that the impact of these changes is posi-
tive. There must be a foolproof method for setting standards and monitoring
them-and I wonder if the bill allows for that.

PROTECTION OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS

The funding formula outlined in Title IV is outstanding in its attempt to
assure that resources are available where they are most needed. We applaud
the effort of the Chairman. in developing a distribution formula which is tied
to the critical indices-relative population of juveniles; per capita income; and
the rate of delinquency.

But there is a serious deficiency that revolves around that provision for the
involvement of private agencies in the planning and implementation of the
new program.

As the bill now stands, work that previously had been carried out In state
institutions would be done by )oth public and private agencies. Private agencies
would acquire a measure of control over these public programs and would have
access to -the federal funds provided. This calls for great caution.

We believe that responsibilities of government generally should be met
directly by government enterprises-not by quasi-governmental or contractual
arrangements which defuse authority and accountability.

et me make it clear that this union represents large numbers of ibi-proflt
agency employees. As a matter of fact, we generally operate with more success
on behalf of our members In these organizations-negotiating better job pro-
tections and benefits for them-than for our state and local government work-
ers. That Is because public employees are denied reasonable legal protections
for organizing and bargaining collectively.

But we learned long ago that "non-profit" is aot automatically synonymous
with conscientious, public interest management. There is plenty of room for
abuse within the confines of a non-profit structure-abuse against 41.tients or
inmates, abuse against employees and abuse against the public trust.

We do not believe it is possible for government to achieve a relationship that
guarantees accountability from a private, for-profit company in delivering most
public services. Even where there is to be private, non-profit agency involvement,

84-522-73--3T
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therq pust be firm standards set at the federal level with a workable enforce-
ment procedure built into the law. A failure to measure up should be met swiftly
and effectively with a termination of funds.

Any state plan receiving funds should be subject to federal scrutiny at three
levels.

First, community facilities for Juvenile delinquents should meet nationally
determined standards for safety, for staffing And for programming.

Second, other facilities should be licensed and both private and public facili-
ties should be subject to continuous monitoring. The Judgments of the inmates
and the employees should be considered along with the claims of management
in these evaluations.

Third, probation subsidies should be limited to state plans that are oriented to-
ward rehabilitation with proper after-care or probation surveillance by properly
trained professionals and paraprofessionals.

We have found that in the mental health field, a reliance upon privately man-
-aged organizations in the absence of rigid standards has led to scandalous situa-
tions. The lure of profits to be made in providing government services under con-.
tract has attracted some strange elements into the mental health field. Without
firm standards, fairly applied, decentralization and the use of private agencies
in juvenile programs can create the same problems. Thus, we are asking that all
state plans be required to meet the three goals I outlined.

EMPLOYEE PROTECTION

I want to turn-to employee protections. I am not of the school that says what
was good for the nation forty years ago is good for the nation today. Our union
is not threatened by institutional change. The question we face is one of re-
source allocation.

But we have a problem. In our society, a man or woman is judged by his Job
and his experience on the job. His economic well-being and personal security are
tied closely to the job he performs.

When an institution closes, the men and women who work-in that institution
pay a high price-unless their job rights are suitably protected. It is unfair to
force institutional employees-most of whom arelow paid and with few other op-
portunities at hand-to pay the price for institutional reform.

Unfortunately, the inhibitions placed upon worker rights in the public sector
--make these employees particularly vulnerable. Many have no unions to protect

them. The right to organize and bargain for contractual protections has been
denied or severely inhibited for these workers.

Legislatures and local governmental bodies are sometimes willing to overlook
or disregard an administrative commitment to a group of workers when such
heady concepts as "economy" or "reform" are in the wind. Absent strong negoti-
ated contracts which anticipate the perils of closures or decentralization, the
workers have little hope for equity.

THE NEED FOR WORKER REPRESENTATION

Section 403 (a) (3) of S. 821-provides that the supervision of programs
funded under the Act be accomplished through a board which "shall consist of
persons who have training, experience or special knowledge concerning the pre-
vention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or the administration of juvenile
Justice. A majority of the members, including the chairman, must not be full-time
employees of the federal, state or local government. .... "

This defined composition of the board seems to imply that employees or their
representatives could be included on the board. We believe, however, that the
language should be tightened to specifically call for participation by those organi-
zations representing employees of the institutions.

This section further provides that "this Board shall approve the State plan
prior to its submission to the Federal Government."

As the Chairman knows, we have urged the inclusion of this type of provision
in other legislation.

The inclusion of labor representatives on the boards and their subsequent role
in the approval of state plans would-in our judgment-increase the effective-
ness of the programs and protect the workers affected by them. Attached to 'our
testimony are further suggestions for labor and community representation in
the planning and implementation process of the State plan (Attachment 1).
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THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE EMPLOYEE PROTECTION

While S. 821 does contain a section providing limited protection for employees
affected by the development of programs under the Act, we believe Section 403
(a) (16) to be insufficient.

The inclusion of employee organizations in the development, planning, and
approval process for State plans is a preliminary step toward the protection of
employees affected under the Act. But we strongly believe that the Act also
must contain enforceable guidelines to protect employees who may be affected
by a State plan developed and submitted in accordance with the Act.

The section commits the question of employee protections to the discretion of
the Secretary of Labor. Frankly, we have had our share of disappointments In
dealing with the Labor Department over the years, both under Democratic and
Republican leadership. We certainly are not sanguine about the policies emanat-
ing from the Department these days.

We believe the legislation should include specific mechanisms for employee
protections, including a provision for hearings on job abolishments or changes,
and for impartial third-party involvement where the Secretary of Labor reaches
a judgment which the worker deems unjust.

We believe the legislation should require a state-level procedure for protect-
ing employees and resolving their job problems.

We propose that the bill be amended to require that joint labor-management
committees in each state be charged with arranging comprehensive and fair em-
ployee protection mechanisms; with providing for relocations where closures or
reorganizations reduce jobs; and for establishing and conducting career ladder
and retraining programs.

The language of this proposed amendment is included in the attachments to
the statement I have submitted. Also attached is a brief history of employee
protection legislation.

TBAININO PROGRAMS

We can't overstate the need for comprehensive training programs geared to
providing suitably trained employees for juvenile detention facilities, and for
upgrading lower level workers in these institutions.

The bill before us touches on the training question. We would like to see it
strengthened to mandate comprehensive pre-service and in-service training for
state plans. Periodic reviews and updating sessions should be built into the pro-
grains for all employees-including professionals and paraprofessionals.

These training programs won't guarantee adequate care, but they will help
curb the problems that result from misunderstanding and a lack of training.

Let me cite two examples that point up the need for training in adult cor-
rectional institutions. In testimony before the House Select Committee on Crime,
last year, two representatives of our union discussed their particular experiences.

In New York State, for example, one of our members reported that training
and education in corrections has been totally lacking. "I have been in the busi-
ness for fifteen years," he said, "and I have not had one ounce of training other
than from an older officer when I came on the job. I was with him for a very
short period of time and then I was on my own."

In'Florida, an attorney for one of our local unions found that the training
program they keep talking about in Florida is non-existent. "There is absolutely,
unbelievably, none required," he said. He added, "I have talked to men who have
never had any training program of any kind whatsoever within this system.
Most of those I talked to were extremely anxious to participate in training pro-
grams. All the men think new employees should be oriented to an extensive pro-
gram prior to turning them into the units to act as correctional officers with
custody of inmates. It is unlikely any untrained man has such innate qualities to
be perfectly capable of supervising the custodial responsibilities for inmates."

These situations are not isolated. The level of training as a requirement for
hiring, and the level of training available for employees on the job, is distress-
ingly low in most states.

The Federal government has a responsibilitS to provide for training and up-
grading standards as a facet of its overall commitment to better institutional
care for Juveniles.

CONCLUSION

In closing, I want to repeat my gratitude to this Subcommittee for facing such
a very difficult question. There is less glamour and political profit in exploring
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the state of our correctional institutions than in any other area of government.
You are unlikely to replace the Watergate Scandal as the story of the year in the
newspapers with these hearings.

But a society that cannot deal in a responsible fashion with its troubled young
people cannot expect much of them as adults.

A government that doesn't balance its duty to protect society from lawbreakers
with its obligation to reshape those offenders back into responsible citizens is
unlikely to cope with its other challenges.

It was Oscar Wilde who said: "Experience is the name that you give to your
mistakes." We urge this Subcommittee to draw from the experience of decentrali-
zation and .de-iastitutionalization in other areas, and to avoid the pitfalls that
have been revealed.

Thank you for your attention.

ATTACIIMENT I-LABOR AND COMMUNITY REPRESENTATION

Section 403(a) (4) provides for "the active consultation with and partici-
pation of local governments in the development of a state plan which adequately
takes into account the needs and requests of local governments."

We believe that consultation with local governments alone is not sufficient to
deal with the needs of local communities and the impact of the program on local
communities.

Therefore, we urge that this section of the Act be amended to include other
groups in the community whose needs should be considered in the development
of local programs.

Further, Section 403(3) (6) provides that "the chief executive officer of the
local government shall assign responsibility for the preparation and adminis-
tration of the local government's part of the state plan, or for the supervision
of the preparation and administration of the state plan to that agency within
the local government's structure . . . which can most effectively carry out the
purposes of this Act .... "

These two sections demonstrate what seems to us to be a serious inconsis-
tency in the Act which should be rectified by amendments to the Act. Section
403(a) (3), in setting up the Board which must supervise the programs devel-
oped under the Act and approve State plans before submission to the Federal
government, provides for a modicum of participation by those directly affected
by the Act and in a position to make knowledgeable comments on the efficacy of
State plan proposals.

However, neither section 403(a) (4) nor 403(a) (6) includes any community
participation in the development of the local portion of the plan or local admin-
istration of the plan. If the purpose of the Act is to establish community-based
prograMs and facilities to deal with the problems of juvenile delinquency, then
it seems only logical and necessary to us to include representatives from the
affected communities In the planning process. Local government officials alone
cannot adequately speak for the needs of local communities or local govern-
ments and we urge that representatives of labor organizations which represent
employees affected by the Act; and other community organizations involved In
this field be included in the local planning process. Further, the State Board
includes representatives of young people who have had direct experience with
the current system of juvenile justice. We urge that local young people in sim-
ilar positions of expertise be included in the local planning and administration
process.

ATTACH MENT Il-EMPLOYEE PROTECTION AMENDMENT

New Rection 403(a) (16)
"(16) provide (A) that fair and equitable arrangements shall be made, as

determined by the Joint labor management committee established in accordance
with subsection (16) (c), to protect the interests of all employees of any State
or political subdivision thereof who will be affected by any program or activity
funded in whole or in part under the provisions of this Act.

(B) Such arrangements shall include provisions necessary to protect individual
employees against a worsening of their position with respect to their employ-
ment and to assure compensation and benefits at levels not less than those appli-
cable to such employees immediately prior to the effective date of the agreement
including, but not limited to, provisions necessary to-
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I. preserve rights, privileges, and benefits (including continuation of pen-
sion rights, credits and benefits) under collective bargaining agreements, or
otherwise, in effect on the effective date of such agreement;

It. continue collective bargaining rights;
III. guarantee continued employment by the State or political subdivisions

thereof, provided, however, that in the event of a transfer of functions from
the political jurisdiction to another or to a nonprofit agency, employees
affected by such actions shall have the option of transferring to the new
jurisdiction or agency;

IV. provide relocation assistance and expenses for all employees affected
by transfers; and

V. provide paid training or retraining programs including career develop-
ment programs, to assist in carrying out the purpose of this Act.

(C) Each Stale shall establish a Joint la.-bor-management committee, comprised
of an equal number of employee and administrative representatives from any
agency and institution of a State or political subdivision thereof affected by a
State plan developed and submitted in accordance with this Act. This committee
shall have responsibility for determining that the requirements of this subsection
have been met afnd to recommend to the "State Agency" any necessary admin-
istrative or legislative actions required to insure implementation.

ATTACIUMENT II I-IIis'foY OF EMPLOYEE PROTECTION PROVISIONS

There is a long history of Congressional concern for the protection of employees,
both those in the private sector and the public sector, whether Federal, State
or local government employees,.

A starting point in the evolution of the development of emnlployees proe.tive
conditions through federal legislation is the Emergency Railroad Transportation
Act enacted in 1933 which provided for a form of job freeze for railroad em-
ployees. In 1940, Congress enacted Section 5(2) (f) of the Interstate Cominerce
Act requiring that as a condition of approval of railroad mergers and consolida-
tions by the Interstate Commerce Comnmnis'sion there must be a fair and equitable
arrangement to protect the interests of employees affected and that for a four-
year period the transaction will not result in the employees being in a "worse
position with respect to their employment."

A clear judicial mandate for such protection is found in U.S. v. Lowdcn, 308
U.S. 225: and IIC v. Railroad Labor Executircs Association, 315 U.S. 373. Similar
grants of employee l)roteetive conditions by the Civil Aeronautics Board are
customary and the Board's power to impose such conditions has been upheld.
(Kent v. CAR 204 F. 2d 236 (CA2), cert, dcn. 346 U.S. (826).)

Congress in 1943 provided employee protection for employees of telegraph
cQipanies involved in consolidation of mergers,. 47 U.S.C. 222 (f), patterned gen-
erally after the employee protective provisions developed by the ICC, but con-
taining specific provision developed by the ICC for preservation of employee
rights under collective bargalaing agreements.

Most recently the Congress asserted these principles in the Rail Passenger
Service Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-518). In establishing the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation (Amtrack) the Congres required-that "a railroad shall
provide fair and equitable arrangements to protect the Interests of employees
affected by discontinuance of inter-city rail passenger service whether occurring
before, on, or after January 1, 1975." (Section '105.)

Congress has not merely required employee protection, including but not lim-
ited to the preservation of jobs and benefits. but also of collective bargaining
contracts as to both private and public employees. 'hus in California v. Taylor,
353 U.S. 553, the Supreme Court held that the State of California which operated
a State-owned railroad must bargain collectively under the Railway Labor Act
with the union which rel)resnted its employees and the Court held further that
the California civil service system and antistrike law were superseded by the
Federal Act.

As long ago as 1950, the Social Security Act was amended with regard to local
government employees to provide that municipalities which were operating
mass transportation systems which became publicly operated after 1937 (with
one exception) must mandatorily bring their employees under the coverage of
the Social Secilrity Act, 42 U.S.C. 410 (k).

The Urban Mass Transit Act of 1964, Public Law 88-365 (now 49 U.S.C. 1(09
(c)), provides broad and expansive employee protective conditions as a lprere-
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quIsite tb the granting of any Federal financial assistance under the Act. Trans-
sit employees, public or private, are protected in their jobs, in the preservation
of their collective bargaining rights, pensions and other benefits, and against
the worsening of their positions with respect to their employment. Similar labor
standard provisions are contained in the High Speed Ground Transportation law,
49 U.S.C. 1636, and in the law establishing the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit System, 40 U.S.C. 682 (3).

Congress through amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act has in fact
determined the minimum wages to be paid by states and their political subdivi-
sions with respect to employees of hospitals, institutions and schools operated by
them (29 U.S.C. 263 (s) (4) and 203 (d)). The Supreme Court in Maryland v.
Wirtz, 392 U.S 183, upheld the constitutitonal power of Congress to apply the
FLSA to state or Municipal employees.

Technicians employed by the National Guard were made employees of the
United States by the National Guard Technicians Act of 1968, PL 90-480, and
service credits prior to the effective date of the Act were afforded for various
purposes including the determination of length of service for purposes of leave,
employee death and disability compensation, group life and health insurance,
severance pay, tenure, and status and, with some modifications, for retirement
benefits. Annual leave and sick leave to which a technician was entitled prior
to the conversion of his position from State to Federal employment were credited
to him in his new position. (PL 90-486 Sec. 3.) Compensation in excess of the
maximum of the appropriate grade provided under the General Schdeule was pro-
tected when the technicians were brought under the General Schedule. (PL 90-
486. See. 8)

In addition, during Congressional consideration of various proposals to "_Fed-
eralize" the existing Federal-State welfare system, the Congress had before it
similar provision to protect State and local, government employees who would
be affected by such action. Although no "Federalization" proposal has been
adopted, a number of Senate bills over the past two years, including one endorsed
by the Nixon Administration, have contained an employee protection provision.

There can be no serious question as to the right of Congress to enact legisla-
tion governing the employment of Federal employees including provisions as to
their compensation, hours, benefits (including retirement benefits), tenure and
other conditions of employment. Congress has traditionally.and repeatedly done
so. (See, for example, Title 5 U.S.C. 5101 ff.)

Further, the Congress may, of course, subject to constitutional limitation,
impose the conditions upon which it will grant monies to the States or other
public agencies. In King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309, 333, the Supreme Court said,
"There is of course no question that the Federal Government, unless barred
by some controlling constitutional prohibition, may impose the terms and con-
ditions upon which its money allotments to the States shall be disbursed, and
that any stated law or regulation inconsistent with such federal terms and
conditions is to that extent invalid." (See Ivanhoe Irrigation District v. Mceraken,
357 U.S. 275 (1958) ; Oklahoma v. Civil Service Commi8sion, 330 U.S. 127, 143,
(1947)).

AFSCME believes that it is consistent with the purposes of S. 821 to provide
programs and develop a framework within which to ease the transition of per-
sonnel and facilities needed to implement the purposes of the proposed Act.
The inclusion of an employee protection provision is therefore essential. Our
proposed amendment simply incorporates the concepts noted above which hive
consistently been applied to private and public employers in dealing with the
government's responsibility to protect the rights of employees.

[Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene after
the executive session of the full committee, and reconvened at 12:35
p.m.]

Senator BAYTI. We will reeonvene our hearings.'
The next witness is Hon. Jerry Mill-r, the mayor of South Bend.
Mayor Miller, we understand you are accompanied by Mr. Patrick

Gallagher, whois the director of your department of public safety;
is that accurate?

Mayor MmLT,. Yes, sir.
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STATEMENT Of HON. JERRY I. MILLER, MAYOR OF SOUTH BEND,
IND, ACCOMPANIED BY PATRICK GALLAGHER, DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC SAFETY

Senator BAY1. We appreciate the extra effort that both of you &en-
tlemen have made to be with us this morning to let us have the benefit
of your experience in South Bend.

I should say for the record that Mayor Miller is- providing the
kind of dynamic, farsighted leadership in his community that I think
is the whole thrust of this legislation in the juvenile justice area. I say
that, I suppose, not totally objectively, as the author of this bill, as
well as one who considers the mayor a close personal friend.

But I think any objective appraisal would reach the same conclu-
sion about the kinds of services Mayor Miller is providing for the
citizens of the city of South Bend. We appreciate your taking the time
to be with us.

Mayor MfILLER. Thank you very much, Senator. I feel I axn on a
merry-go-round every day of the week, so I appreciate your problems.

I would first personally like to thank you and the members of the
subcommittee for the opportunity to lend our voice to the concerned
people that have recognized the problems of the young people of ourcountry today.

We have a written statement of our remarks concerning the situa-
tion in our community which I have presented to you for the record,
but Will not attempt to read it at this time.

Senator BAYH. We will put the entire statement in the record as if
it had been read, and you can handle it in any way you desire.

Mayor MILLER. Mr. Gallagher, our director of safety and I will
make a few comments regarding our written statement and then any
questions you might have, Senator, will be appropriate at that time.

I would like to begin by giving you some background on the city
of South Bend. The population is presently 125,580 people, and we
have seven areas of annexation in litigation and two others are pend
ing, which will increase the population by about 30,000 once completed.

As of December 31, 1972, South Bend was ranked as the 114th
largest city in the United States. The above facts are important for
some of the comments I am going to make later.

I have also included in the report sent to you a copy of the reorgani-
zation of our city government and organizational charts of the old
and new organization. There has been some interesting developments
from this change.

We had a special piece of legislation passed in January 1972, at
the Indiana General Assembly which was not organized as far as
the South Bend Common Council was concerned until January 1,
1973. But, through this reorganization of the city government, we
were able to create a department of human resources and economic
development and also a department of public safety, and Mr. Gal-
lagher is the director of the public safety.

The reason I mention this at the hearings today is because for the
first time in a city of 160.000 population based on the annexations
that will take place in the future, we have been able to have someone
in the administration that is directly responsible for human resource
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and public safety problems for our community. We have found that
all of the juvenile delinquency problems are interrelated with crime
in our area and with all of the other problems that we have as far
as the human resources of our community. And so, it is without any
lack of knowledge that we endorse the Juvenile Justice and I)elin-
quency Prevention Act of 1973, knowing that preveirtion is the only
answer to solving the problems of juveniles and crime in our
community.

Since 1965, the city of South Bend has had a tremendous increase
in crime. In 1972, alone we had a 12-percent increase when the Nation's
cities between 100,000 and 250,000 classification had only about
1 percent.

In the first 6 months of 1973, we had approximately a 10-percent
increase in crime.

I see in the legislation that 50 percent of the allocation of funds goes
directly back to the local government, but how it will be allocated and
who is going to be responsible is of great concern to me.

Considering that the city of South Bend is approximately 60 per-
cent of the population of the county and the city of Mishawaka, which
is a twin city, is 35,000 population or 16 percent, the balance will go
to the remaining cities in the county. Recently when we recognized
we had a serious crime prol)lem in thic conimunity-note in our state-
ment we said that 74 percent of the crimes of burglary, robbery, and
auto theft had been caused by juveniles * * * this was taken 'from
actual arrest reports-we know that drugs have entered into the prov-
ocation of these crimes.

Therefore, we made a proposal to the county government and to
the city government of Mishawaka about, establishing a drug rehabili-
tation'aid medical rehabilitation center, but, as of yet, we have not
received- ny cooperation whatsoever. So I used my revenue-sharing
funds in the city of South Bend for these service agencies, and now we
find we have to service all of St. Joseph County.

This is our concern rewarding this legislation-how the money is
going to be implemented into communities such as ours where we have
problems of intergovernmental jurisdiction and crossing boundary
lines.

We have success of any consequence in the community, the credit
is hardly ever given to the local government officials, especially the
mayors. But when it comes to the problem of crime in the community,
and you consider that we have the prosecuting attorney's office enter-
ing into the case, the judges. possibly the sheriff's office, both police
departments, State police and yet, as far as the public is concerned, it
is the sole responsibility of the mayor of the city of South Bend to
solve the crime situation.

In order to dramatize a point of the endorsement of this legislation,
I asked the members of our police department and juvenile depart-
ments to try to more or less emphasize this point-to give us an idea
of the serious s juvenile offenders in the community. They have listed
about 40 youngmen that have been arrested over 15 times each, and
no one has any knowledge how many times they committed a crime
for which they have not been arrested.
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School officials tell us that each of these offenders has a record that
began in kindergarten, first, or second graile. We recognize that preven-
tion is the only answer to stop the tremendous problem of crime.

It is not only crime-related but the non-crime-related problems of
the juvenile from kindergarten all the way through college, which is
very serious.

This is another reason we feel this piece of legislation is very
important.

I noticed the comment Mr. Wurf made in his statement about the
enviromnent of juveniles. I think we can actually prove that environ-
ment has a great deal to do with the problems of a juvenile and how
and why he becomes involved in crime. Any improvement we can
make in t iese neighborhoods, such as adding street lights or cleaning
up the trash and garbage, will have a great deal to do with his attitude
toward their fellow man.

Mr. Gallagher will also have some comments on this subject.
I believe the most important concept that has happened by im-

plementing our cabinet form of government is the accountability we
must provide to the public about the present and the future of our
city. Would also like to state that I feel the new concept of block
grants and the new concept of revenue sharing has been a tremendous
asset to the city. It has also been an asset to the administration as far
as cutting out the duplication of existing departments, and I hope
with this act here can be some concern as far as communities on the
block grant concept.

Senator BAYII. May I interrupt here
Mayor MILLER. Yes, indeed, Senator.
Senator BAYH. I want to make certain I understand the thrust of

your last statement. Is it reasonable to interpret your last statement
to the effect that you feel it would be wise to expend a larger portion
of the block grant funds for the kind of prevention and early treat-
ment of Juveniles that you are testifying in support of?

Mayor MILLR. What I am saying is there has to be some kind of
control over the problems of the juvenile, and that money must be conl-
trolled as far as the governmental agencies in our community are
concerned. I believe that if you decide our county government, the
two city governments, and the State government are all going to be
involved in this one problem, you will have a tremendous amount of
dIpl)]ication in trying to solve this situation.

We do not have any proper juvenile rehabilitation centers in our
county, or in our region, in fact, in the whole Third Congressional
I)istrict. If we have to stay with the block grant system then we
Must allow a certain amotut of this money for rehabilitation.

I would then agree with that statement, because it would mean the
other forms of government would have to spend a certain amount of
money on juvenile prevention. At the present, as I have mentioned
before on the drug rehabilitation, I can get no cooperation from the
other forms of government as far as rehabilitation for juveniles.

Senator BAYH. What safeguard could we put in the bill, or what
administrative-language could we add to help deal with that problem

of how the money should be controlled locally I
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Why did Mishawaka not want to join in a communitywide drug
treatment program?

Mayor MILL=R. I cannot answer for the mayor or Mishawaka. I
can only assume that they have not had the high increase in crime
that we have had. There is a recognizable drug problem in that com-
munity as well as our community, but it is not identified as clearly
and is not considered such an impressive concern as in a larger city.
They are spending their money on the programs they consider more
important as far as the community is concerned.

Senator BAYH. If we succeed in the efforts we are making now to
amend the LEAA program, to require 20 and then 30 percent of
the block grant moneys to be used for juvenile delinquency programs,
then this would require a community such as Mishawaka to spend at
least that amount of money for the treatment of juveniles, and use the
block grant money which otherwise might not be expended at all?

Mayor Miller. Yes. As Mr. Gallagher mentioned prior to our testi-
mony, we spend 31 percent of our juvenile or criminal justice money
on juvenile problems in our community. I do not know how much it is
in other communities.

I believe Mr. Gallagher can tell you more because he was associated
with the criminal justice agency prior to his being appointed director
of safety. I do say, and I do take into consideration as director of the
second-class cities for the State of Indiana, that every county has
different problems, and I would not want to state that a bill should be
designed based on metropolitan counties such as St. Joseph County
and the citv of South Bend. But I think we have to take into considera-
tion that the controls from the Governor's office may be regionalized
for the juvenile programs. The problem of drug rehabilitation, juvenile
rehabilitation, and our court systems today just refuse to send juveniles
to the State institutions or the boys' school because, as we mentioned
in our statement, once a young man goes to a State institution that
breeds crime, he comes out with quite an education, and we do not want
that man coming back into our community more knowledgeable about
crime than when he was first committed. What we are trying to say
is that if St. Joseph County and the city of South Bend 'is to be in-
volved through this act, anI has money to be involved, then I believe
we could share with our adjoining governments.

I would be happy to entertain any questions you have. I think that
Mr. Gallagher at this time would like to make a few comments.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you very much, Senator.
In my experience in working vith criminal justice programs on the

State and regional levels and also in my local level, with a special
emphasis in the area of juvenile delinquency, I think I could say most
objectively that within St. Jloseph County and the city of South Bend
we have what I would see as a microcosm of the wave of change and
innovation which is needed to show more concern and to give the
attention to young people in the community who need it very drasti-
cally.

In studying the city census tract by census tract, we can point to the
four areas of our city which house, or where the greatest number of
juvenile delinquents live. As there is a direct correlation between socio-
economic indicators and the crime problem, particularly-among juve-
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niles, whereas Mayor Miller mentions 74 percent of our robberies, auto
thefts, and burglaries are committed by juveniles, I could also say that
38 percent of those crimes are committed by those 14 and under, which
I think is an even more serious consideration.

In the city at the present time, and what I feel goes to make up rudi-
mentary forms of a criminal justice system for counties, we have the
youth service bureau, and most of these problems are funded through
criminal justice money. And as Mayor Miller mentioned, 30 cents on
the dollar has gone to the probate court for juvenile programs, and an
additional 40 cents on the dollar has g6ne for social programs and
training programs, many of which indirectly affect the lives, at least
touch the lives of the young people in the community.

We have less than percent which has gone for hardware in the sense
of riot equipment, and we are quite proud of that type of percentage.

We have felt that the Youth Service Bureau, properly supervised
and properly staffed, can effect an impact on juvenile delinquency. As
empirical data, we know that the recidivism rate of referrals to the
juvenile aid bureau of the police department has dropped 2 percent
per month for about the last 12 months, and we feel this is a direct
result of the cooperative effort between the Juvenile Aid Bureau and
the Youth Service Bureau in referring a number of youngsters to the
Youth Service Bureau after they have been picked up by the police.

We feel that that second referral, the second time they were picked
up by the police, is not coming about.

We could also say that the big brother program in matching adult
male volunteers with juvenile delinquents has the empirical strength
and data that no juvenile who has been matched in the course of the 8
years of study has had his status get worse. No juvenile on unofficial
probation has in the course of that year through his conduct been
placed on official probation. Nobody who is not on probation has been
put on probation.

We also &6_1 through the establishment of the four group homes, the
volunteers in probation, the parent delinquent education program,
which is an informal but structured school for 25 junior high school
students which involves the parents in the education of their children,
and which is adapted for those just short of institutionalization, has
brought about in their lives anyway, a direct impact in lowering their
possibility of staying within the juvenile justice system.

I would also say that through the criminal justice money we have
beenuble to initiate phase 1 of a regional treatment center for juveniles,
but we hesitate at this time to say as to whether the cooperative effort
of the other three counties, or at least two of the three counties will be
forthcoming. We do feel that Elkhart would certainly go in with us,
but some of the other counties are doubtful.

Senator BAYI1. Mr. Gallagher, let me ask you a tough question which
I think has to be asked.

From everything you say and from everything I know, you and
Mayor Miller and his administration have really brought a great deal
of enlightenment into the South Bend area as far as the treatment of
young people. Where are these new criminals coming from? You say
you have been able to at least stabilize those young people who have
been brought before the bar of justice.
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I realize that the programs that you have implemented have only
had a short period of time to take effect.-Where do you think those
new offenders are coming f rom ?

Mr. GALLAG R. Well, they are coming certainly from an earlier or a
younger and younger age group. In studying juvenile delinquency in
the last 3 years in the city andxounty for'refer'rals through the proba-
tion office, we are finding that the younger and younger age group
is committing more serious crime.

So, in 1 year the average. referral to the youth service bureau has
dropped from about 16 years old to about 14, and right now it is below
14. The population of the county between 10 and 17, runs about 16
percent of the county's 1)Ol)ulatioz. about 40.000.

Senator BAYI1. What percentage of the 14-year-olds are drug-
related offenders 

t

Alr'. GAILAC IIER. I do not know statistically, because you can only
prove that. I think, from referral records, and it seems that most voung
people are hesitant enough when they are picked ul) to admit anything.
And they are not going to adnmit to drug nse. I do feel-

Senator BAYri. Is that the only test that is made, their admission?
Mr. GALLAGIER. Well, those whio are arrested for possession are very

few. I do not think statistically you can project from the, numbers, who
are arrested. If you go by the reports and comments from people in
the schools, and the counselors. I think that the use of drugs among
14-year-olds is certainly epidemic if not pandemic.

Another point is that I think that the programs that I have men-
tioned. I would not claim that each one has reached the epitome of
succesS. I do feel that the fundamental organization and alinement of
programs is there right now. I think it is up to us to attempt in every
way possible to perfect them so that t-hev reach more and more ex-
tensively the group of young people that lave to be dealt with.

Senator l\BYir. If we are talking about 44 percent of the auto thefts
or 41 percent of the burglaries, committeed by juveniles aged 14 or

nder-
Mrf'. G ALLAGHER. Right.

- -Sellator BrYl. Well, you' know-thev were not just horn burglars,
were thev? There has to be something rather basic that has happened
or has failed to happen in the lives of those kids.

Mr. G.ALLG.MRn. In 1971 we could prove for juvenile referrals in
one particular census tract that for burglary, auto theft, and rob-
l)eries, they were committing most of their offenses in that particular
,.vn',is tract. Within a year they kind of, I would say, not so facetiously,
kind of cleaned out that particular census tract so that the next o'le
was now infected with a lot higher crime rate.

Senator BAY1. Have you told the history of that track record to
Mishawaka ?

MIr. GALLAWhFR. Maybe if it keeps moving they will have vrdblems
there, too, and if we keep moving at one census tract a year it will be
Eastwood.. But, it does seem -to be that younger group that is becoming involved
in more, serious problems, and I think that we have now focused nil!'
Youth Service Bureau and a number of other programs on the younger
group because we feel of necessity we have to be dealing with thbe,,n.
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And hOl)efully these, things ANill kind of jell somewhere down the
road where we can really get a lhnldle on it.

I would say most vill)Attically, and since my Iackground liti. been
education, thlat the schools, which is the one institution vhich has
contact, with 9) percent of our young people, seem to have failed
abysnmallv when it comes to attempting to either notice or car 'e for the
yoting lirsois who are, in troll)hQ. I woulld think that if the schools
wN'otild allow some type oi, would allow their sttiff or through addi-
tional personnel WoIll allow their' stalii, that additional staff to deal
with the young perso, while lie is ill the context of the school, and pro-
vide a Illoie receptive atmosphere, thtn I thilk there woutld l not IW the
problem once he is left the aegis of the school.

As I mentioned il the comments, everything that we. try and do is to
reach the young person iin the postdropout period in most cases, once he
is out on the street with nothing to (1o but probably get into trouble.
And I would hope that the schools would awaken more to their re-
sl)onsibilities in dealing with minor problems.

The probation oltice does not find out about a truancy case until it,
has reached!, let us say, drastic proportions where he has ben absent
40 or 50 or 60 days during the semester. And my question is, what
are counselors doing at that point? If a counselor has '250 counselees,
and he were to work 8 hours a (lay and spend one-half hour a semester
olr one-half hour with each couselee, I think it, would be every 3 or
4 months that he would be able to sit (town and talk with the i)eople
on his case load.

And certainly I think young people need a lot more attention at that
time in their lies than the school systems are able to give to them. I
think 250 to 1 is )robabl3 the, lowest ratio that exists in the school
system.

mayor MLR. Senator, T think ,What we h1ave 1)1','e11 with some of
these 1) 'ogIalns tha1t, h ]ave be.n successful is two things. First, if we
can get to every one of the juveniles that have problems from kinder-
garten on ip, we can solve'the problem but we must have the money
to do so. Your act provides these additional resources and that is why
we are so favorable toward it. I believe we have shown in this testi-
nony that you can do something vith these juveniles once you have

mad1 e contact through onle of the agencies that we have, established;
that is, the Youth Service Bureau, the Youth Advocacy Program or
the programs that we have at the university. All of the juvenile pro-
grams can be successful if you can get to the youth, and if you actually
have the money to sponsor these programs.

Our situation today is that we have too little, too late. And we just
have to have the resources in orler to solve the. problem.

One of the reasons (drug-related crime has increased so much i.; be-
cause, there has been nothing done prior to my a(ninistration. I am not
trying to pat myself on the back, bit nothing had been (hlne as far
as organizing all of the (hrug agencies in the community. We. formed
1 Metropolitan I)rug (ommission that not only takes iito considera-
tion the cityv of South fiend, hut also all of ti school systems in the
(.oilnty and'all of the law enforcement agencies. And now this agency
is in it position to make useful recon mendations such as the rehabill-
tation and drug treatment center which has been. funded through
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revenue sharing. It will begin operation July 15, 1973, and it is our
hope that they will be able to dig into the problem and cut down on
some of these crimes.

Senator BAYn. How are Federal dollars coordinated at the local
level? I remember participating in the dedication ceremony where
one of the national juvenile delinquency grants was utilized here by
the local Y.

orow is that program working? How does the overall federal co-ordinittion look?

Mayor M T TR. You are talking about the youth advocacy program
which was funded through the Local Urban 'Coalition, and' it was not
through county or city government. It was through the Urban
Coalition.

It has been a good working program, and there are problems as
there have been with all programs. But, overall, it has been very suc-
cessful, and it is now in its last year of funding. Instead of going
through the Urban Coalition in 1974, we will go through the YMCA,
effective, I think, the 1st of July. Now that it is on its last year of
funding it more or less has to wind down and it is not as accurate as
it has been in the past.

One of the accoml)lishments was the injunction that was filed by
the youth advocacy program against the Indiana Boys School be-
cause of mistreatment of five juveniles, and for the actual lack of
some type of rehabilitation program. It was upheld in the courts and
has caused the State of Indiana and the Indiana Boys School to re-
form. This has to be a repayment for all of the Federal money that
was spent from Washington to Indiana for reform of the Indiana
Boys School.

Senator BAYnT. And there has been no message coming from Wash-
ington that funds will be available to continue the program? What
is its status?

Mayor MMLER. The status, as I see it at this time, is that it is in its
last funded year.

Senator BAYH. Does that make sense to you?
Mayor MLLER. I think that with the new juvenile prevention pro-

gram we hope to have, it should be combined with the Youth Ad-
vocacy and Youth Service Bureau and some of the other agencies so
they can be funded on a broader basis. I will be happy to do some
research and send you detailed information.

Senator BAYR. I was very impressed at its inception, and you seem
to think that it has worked well. Yet, for reasons not known to me or
to you, the funds are being terminated, which does not make much
sense.

You mentioned that practically no referrals are being made to the
boys' school. What is being done with these young people?

Mr. GALLAGHER. What we have found out in the study of referrals
to the boys' school-there have been some last year-but it has been
almost like a 60- to 80-percent reduction each year in the last 3 or 4
years.

Referrals to private institutions have gone up, and then in the last
2 years we have established three group homes for community based
corrections in the county. And we are in the process of establishing
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a fourth one so the courts now have additional alternatives that they
did not have, let us say, even 1 year or 11/2 years ago.

Senator BAYII. How many youngsters are in each of those group
homes?

Mr. GALLAGHER. Six to eight.
Senator BAYII. What is the track record relative to recidivism in

those areas where you have what would be considered an adult crime
committed by juveniles?

Mr. GALIAo1f.-H. In most cases, it is listed technically as joy riding.
It isn't so much to steal a car for profit but to steal the car for their
own use for a couple of days and they abandon it.

In most cases the referrals are made to the Probation Office and from
there back to the Youth Service Bureau or to the big brother program
or the volunteers in Probation.

We feel that when they have been brought to the attention of the
court, once they have pi ked up, that the referrals are going down.

Where we are really worried, I think, is more in the area 'of bur-
glaries and robberies. What concerns us a lot, let's say there will be
something like purse snatchers where we are very sure a juvenile
committed it, but statistically you can't list all of the purse snatchings.

If you just think it was a 'juvenile, you can't list it as a juvenile
on your records because there is no proof. We feel that there is more
and more of this and we are very concerned about it.

We haven't been able to detain or arrest, to bring them to the atten-
tion of the court. We haven't been able to come into contact with as
many as wo would like to.

Senator BAYH!. Thank you, gentlemen. We really appreciate your
contribution. I would like to insert in the record three very thoughtful
and impressive studies that have been made and submitted to the
committee: one entitled "Summary: Juvenile Delinquency Referrals
Study"; the second, "Criminal Justice Funding for St. Joseph County
Social and Training Programs"; and third, "Runaway Problem in
St. Joseph County."

The substance of these three reports seems to me to be right on the
target relative to the juvenile delinquency problem nationwide. I ap-
preciate the opportunity to include these studies in the record.

[The documentsreTe- red to follow:]

SUMMARY: JUVENILE DELINQUENCY REFERRALS STUDY

(Prepared by Roberta Oarratt, Department of Public Safety, City of South
Bend, Criminal Justice Planning Bureau, Patrick Gallagher, Director)

Introduction
In South Bend Juveniles who come to the attention of the police because of

their behavior are referred to the Jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court through the
auspices of the Probation Department. There were 2,882 youths referred to the
Juvenile Court for various offenses In 1970. In 1071 there were 2,241 youths
referred to the St. Joseph County Juvenile Court.

A random sample research study recently compiled by the Criminal Justice
Planning Bureau and a supportive study done by the Youth Advocacy Bureau
suggests that youthful crime in South Bend presents a serious problem affecting
the safety and security of all the residents of our community.
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eme, Race of Offenders
For the years mentioned, seventy-four percent (74%) of all referrals were

male; twenty-six percent (26%) of those referred were female. Of those re-
ferred during 1970 and 1971, sixty-seven percent (67%) were whltf:, thirty-three
percent (33%) were black. If these percentages were stated in ratio form, then,
3 out of 4 Juveniles referred would be male and 2 out of 3 would be white. Coam.
bling the characteristles of race and sex, the following data becomes apparent :
for this period, fifty-one percent (51%) of all referra~s were white males, twenty-
1hre, and six tenths percent (23.0%) were black nales ; sixteen percent (16%,)
were white females: nine percent (1%) were black fenmals.
Age of Offenders

Seventy-nine percent (79%) of the youths referred to the Court in 1170 nd 1971
were from fourteen to -seventeen years of oge, Twenty-one Jer('ent (21%,) were
from eight through thirteen years of age. In every age group males outunumblered
females. The age group with the highest number of boys referred Wa t he sixteen
year old age group and the group with the highest number of girls referred was
the fifteen year old age group, The lowest number of referrals for both males and
fe, males came from those eight years old, The sixteen year old was the most
likely age of the referred youth, followed closely by the fifteen year old youth,
then the seventeen year old.
Family Status

During 1970 and 1971, only forty-three percent (43%) of the youths referred
were living with both natural parents at the time of their referral. Twenty-four
percent (24%) of the youths referred were living with their mother only and
almost ten percent (10%) were living with one natural and one step-parent.
Kind of Offenso

Referrals of juveniles to the Juvenile Cour were most likely to Involve the
commission of one of the following offenses: running away [sixteen percent
(10%) 1, larceny and burglary [ten percent (10%) each], shiplifting [nine per-
cent (0%)], malicious trespass and ungovernable behavior [seven per cent (7%)
each, assault and curfew violation [six percent (0%) each]. Interestingly
enough, liquor violations were responsible for four and seven tenths percent
(4.7%) of the referrals and drug violations only two and seven tenths percent
(2.7%) of the referrals.
Number of Previous Referrals

Of those Juveniles referred to the Court in 1970 and 1971, seventy-seven per-
cent (77%) had been previously referred to the Court. Twenty-six of the youths
referred in 1970 and 1971 had been referred to the Court (for either "Itle for
information only" or for "case investigation") from fifteen to twenty thes
previously.
Source of Referrals

As Is to be expected, most of the Juveniles are funneled Into ti criminal Justice
system through the police department. Eighty-five percent (85%) of all referrals
come from the police department. The school, the Juvenile's family, probation
office, anol social service agencies account for the other referrals-tilme schools
are only slightly more likely to refer individuals; the others refer an almost equal
number of youths. Schools in the Inner-city (Central Jr. High, Riley High School)
and the school adjacent to the Model Cities area (Washington Highb School)
account for the greatest number of school-initiated referrals to the Court.
Current Legal Status

At the time of referral over three-fourths of all the Juveniles were under no
formal treatment by the Probation Department. More specifically, approximately
seventy-six percent (70%) were under no supervision, six percent (0%) under
supervision, six percent (6%) on probation and three percent (3%) on parole.
(Data on the current legal status of the remaining percent were not available.)
Disposition of Referrals

During 1970 and 1971, a relatively large percentage of referrals (thirty-nine
percent (39%)] were filed for information only. Consistent with their philosophy
to divert youth from the criminal Justice system if possible, the Juvenile Court
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attempts to handle matter informally. To this end. most referrals to the Juvenile
Court were handled informally with only one fifth of the youth referred during
1970 and 1971 necessitating formal action (probation, supervision, etc.) by the
Court. Nineteen percent (19%) of the youths had brief contact with the Probation
Office as they received admonishment or adjustment of their cases. Thirteen per-
cent (13%) of all referrals were transferred to other agencies for specialized
assistance and additional treatment. Only two percent (2% ) of tile juveniles
referred to tle Court during this period were committed to pul)ic and l)rivate
institutions for delinquent youths as it is the philosophy of the Court and sup-
portiv, agencies to keel the Juvenile li the community for treatlnt wherever
feasible.
Juvcntile Crime In South Bend

Statistics from the South Bend Police Department for 1970. 11171, and 1)72
indicate that arrests for Juvenile offenders from 10 to 14 years of age for serious
offenses are increasing. That youthful Juveniles are such a large portion of juve-
nile offenders In South Bend and that they are accounting for a greate- per-
centage of Juvenile arrests each year is a grin reality toward which all facets
of the criminal justice system must address themselves. In 1970 juvenihs ten to
fourteen years ol were arrested and aceounte(d for forty-five percent I45%,) of
Juvenile arrests in the city. In 1971 Juveniles ten to fourteen years ol counted
for thirty-nine percent (39%) of Juvenile arrests. In 1972 forty-seven percent
(47% of the Juveniles arrested in South Bend were from ten to fourteen years
old. A chart showing the breakdown of specific crimes into percentages for the
ti ree year period follows.
Juveniles (10 to 14) arrested in 1970 accounted for:

42% of Juveniles arrested for robbery
33% of juveniles arrested for aggravated assault
49% of Juveniles arrested for burglary, breaking and entering
48% of juveniles arrested for larceny, theft
24% of juveniles arrested for auto theft

Juveniles (10 to 14)-arrested in 1971 accounted for:
8% of juveniles arrested for robbery
11% of juveniles arrested for aggravated assault
48% of juveniles arrested for burglary, breaking and entering
41% of Juveniles arrested for larceny, theft
25% of juveniles arrested for auto theft

Juveniles (10 to 14) arrested In 1972 accounted for:
40% of juveniles arrested for robbery
20% of juveniles arrested for aggravated assault
52% of juveniles arrested for burglary, breaking and entering
43% of juveniles arrested for larceny, theft
53% of juveniles arrested for auto theft

SUMMARY : CRIMINAL JUSTICE FUNDING FOR ST. JOSEPH CO. SOCIAL AND TRAINING
PROGRAMS

(Prepared by Roberta Garratt)
Setting: 1'roblhma and PrioritisC

St. Joseph County in Northern Indiana is almost in the exact center of the
Midwest. lltiorieally, tile development of St. Joseph County has been condi-
tioned by its central location within one of the most productive parts of the
United States-the live East North Central States [Ohio, Indinua, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin].

Manufacturing began early in area and was encouraged by the location of
South elnd o1 the St. Joseph River and proximity of tile area to rail transporta-
tion and the great ma nlufacturing center, Chicago. All these factors contributed
to making the city of South Bend the fifth largest city in tile state-as early its
1890. Major growth in South Bend anl in the St. Joseph County area came ill tile
period between 1900 and 1930 with the tremendous expansion of the Studebaker
comlnplex.
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As early as 1916, South Bend and St. Joseph County had a housing problem
exaggerated by the thousands of workmen drawn to the city by rapid manufac-
turing expansion. Limited wages of workers coupled With a severe housing
shortage encouraged unscrupulous property owners to erect and maintain quar-
ters unfit for human habitation. This period of time ushered in the beginning
of what was to be an endemic condition in the area.

In recent years the South Bend area has been plagued with the associated prob-
lems of high unemployment and largescale underemployment. The primary
cause of this crisis condition was the shutdown of the Studebaker Automobile
Plant in 1063. As noted in the late President Lyndon Baines Johnson's Adminis-
tration's The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society and re-emphasized in The
South Bend Impact Plan: Meting the Challenge of Crime, criminal offenses, the
victims of crimes, and the offenders are found most frequently in the poorest,
most deteriorated, socially disorganized areas of the city. Serious crime occur
in areas characterized by low income, physical deterioration of housing, depend.
ency, racial and ethnic concentration, high unemployment, overcrowded and sub-
standard housing, low rates of owner occupied dwellings and high population
density. The economic and social development of the area and its attendant prob.
lems have contributed to a rising crime rate. The Department of Public Safety
and the Criminal Justice Planning Bureau are attempting to ameliorate the
factors that breed crime in the area. thus confronting head-on the problem of
crime by concentrating substantial criminal justice system resources on social
programs and training programs.

Furthermore, as noted In the South Bend Impact Plan: Meeting the Chal.
lenge of Crine, a large proportion of arrests in South Bend for burglary, robbery
and auto theft for 10)72 were of juveniles. Specifically, seventy-four-percent (74%)
of the arrests for these crimes were of juveniles [eighty-three percent (83%) of
the auto thefts, thirty-seven (87%) of the robberies, and seventy-nine (70%) of
the burglaries]. What is more tragic, more striking, and more revealing is the
fact that Juveniles fourteen years of age and under were arrested in increasing
numbers. Juveniles fourteen years of age and under (projecting from over-all
arrest rates) were responsible for fourty-four percent (44%) of the auto thefts,
fourteen percent (14% of the robberies, and forty-one percent (41%) of the
burglaries. According to the Summary: Juvenile Delinquency Referrals Study
also prepared by the Department of Public Safety and the Criminal Justice Plan-
ning Bureau, of the juveniles arrested in 1072, those from ten to fourteen years of
age accounted for forty percent (40%) of the juveniles arrested for robbery, fifty-
two percent (52%) of the juveniles arrested for burglary, and fifty-three percent
(53%) of the juveniles arrested for auto theft.
Program Fund Allocation

Consistent with the Department of Public Safety and the Criminal Justice
Planning Bureau's determination to confront the crime problem in our commun-
ity, funds are allocated according to our developing priorities. Twenty-eight per-
cent (28%) of criminal justice funding through this Planning Bureau goes to.
wards specific programs to prevent Juvenile crime where possible and to rehabil-
itate Juvenile offenders wherever necessary. Social programs (including those
relating to juveniles) and training programs are allocated over sixty-seven
(07%) of criminal justice funding through the auspices of the Crimnal Justice
Planning Bureau. A breakdown of fund allocation is given briefly below and in
greater detail in the Appendix.
Social Program Fund Allocation in St. Joseph County

Allocated: $923,639.
Percent of funding: 50.2.

Social Programs Specifically Directed Toward Juveniles
Allocated: $512,275.
Percent of funding: 27.8.

Training Programs for Oriminal Justice System Personnel
Allocated: $334,175.
Percent of funding: 17.
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APPENDIX

CRIMINAL JUSTICE FUNDING FOR ST. JOSEPH COUNTY BY CATEGORIES

Percent of
Category and title - Federal total

Training '4,0.
AILAdvanced training for police ............................................. 45,003 2
A2-Police cadet program .................................................... V8 109 6
A3-Police legal advisors and cadet program ................................... 171,033 9

Total .................................................................... 334,175 17

Social programs:
B-Crime prevention and public education .................................... 22, 150 1
B2-Crme prevention and dangerous drug control .............................. 143 513 8
B3-Crlme prevention and public education .................................... 2,600 .............
Cl-Juvenlle delinquency prevention and group homes .......................... 124,999 7
C2-YSIQ juvenile delinquency control and prevention ........................... 196, 938 10
D4-(Old C2) Youth Services Bureau .......................................... 153,000 3
C4-Parent delinquent education program ...................................... 30, 000 2
E4-Legal Interns ........................................................... 11,592 1
E5-Legal Interns and Judges seminar ......................................... 21,567 1
Ft-Student Intern probation officers .......................................... 42, 589 2
F2-Expanded rehabilitation services .......................................... 64749 4
F5-Alcohol rehabilitation .................................................... 209,400 11

Il-Community police relations ............................................ 542 ..............
Total .................................................................... 923,639 50

Equipment:
D1-Communications equipment .............................................. 12, 285 1
D2-Mobile crime lab ........................................................ 10,824 1
D3-Computer center ........................................................ 395 597 20
D5-Communcation systems ...... .................................. 188, 677 10
GI-Intelligence equipment ....... .............................. 1 700 .........
G3-ntelllgence equipment ................................................. 1900.
HI-Riot control and prevention .............................................. 18,956 .

Total .................................................................... 593,939 33
Grand total ............................................................... , 851,753 100

-RUNAWAY PROBLEM IN ST. JOSEPH COUNTY

Prepared by Jim Statzell

1. INTRODUCTION: RUNAWAY YOUTH ACT

In response to Senator Birch Bayh's Runaway Youth Act, a bill to strengthen
interstate reporting and interstate services for parents of runaway children; to
conduct research on the size of the runaway youth population; for the establish-
ment, maintenance, and operation of temporary housing and counseling for
transient youth, this report has been compiled to analyze and draw conclusions
regarding the runaway problem in St. Joseph County.

The runaway problem has been present in society for numerous years, but has
gone unnoticed, because it is basically a silent problem. Most runaways are not
criminals, but instead are confused boys and girls who are burdened with personal,
family, or school problems. A runaway home is an attempt to deal with these
problems by helping young people come off the streets without police intervention,
by returning them home, and by providing the child and family with counseling
services.
A. Definition of runaway

In St. Joseph County a runaway is defined as a subject under eighteen years
of age, who leaves home without parental consent, and who is reported to
the police as a missing person or a runaway. A further distinction is made by the
South Bend Bureau of Police in that those children who have wandered away
from home, and are therefore, not actually runaways as such. Children between
the ages of eight and seventeen, reported as missing, are considered runaways.
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B. Runlaway statu8s in St. Joseph Cotunty
In 1972 a total of 718 Juvenie,; were picked up as being runaways in St. Joseph

County. This total however, (toes not take into consideration the number of
repeated referrals or recidivism rate, it merely indicates the number of known
runaways in the area. In an interview with ('aplaii Kruszewski, of the Juvenil
Section in time South Bend Bureau of lolle,. lie estimated that approximately
400 juveniles were detained as runaways in 1072. IIe further estimated that 95%
of these Juvenile wore local runaways. Of the 400 Juveniles picked up by the
Bureau of Police 1S6 were not only detained, but also referred to St. Joseph
Juvenile Department at- Parkview. The remaining 214 juveniles encountered by
time South Bend Police wore returned to their parents without Parkview Juvenile
Authorities being notified. For a complete breakdown of tile 718 Juveniles
accounted for by the different police agencies in 8t. Joseph County, and the
number of referrals made to Parkview Juvenile Authorities see chart #1.

Since 10M$ the total number of referrals made to Parkview Juvenile Authorities
has decreased from 3,298 to 2,205 In 1972 or 33%. The number of runaways sine
1095 has also decreased from 569 to 438 In 1972. However, this Is only a 23%
decrease compared to the 33% decrease for total referrals. As a result, the number
of runaways conipard to time total number of referrals since 1968 has increased
from 17.3% to 19.9% In 1972. For a pictorial display of the total number of
referrals and the total number of runaways referred to Parkview Juvenile

'Authorities see charts 2A and 2B. See chart #3 for the percentage of runaways
referred to Parkview Juvenile Authorities compared to the total number of
referrals.
C. Relationship between running away and other more serious crimes

A typical runaway in St. Joseph County usually represents a youth who has a
problem, but in most instances has not generally developed a definite anti-social
attitude. This course of action taken by a Juvenile should be recognized as a
predelinquent indicator and efforts should be made to help this youth before he
or she become involved in more serious crimes. The relationship between run-
ning away and other illegal behavior is quite noticeable especially for girls who
become involved in sexual relations with older boys in order to obtain fooed mud
shelter. Usually it is the chronic runaway who becomes involved In more serious
crimes such as drinking, Involvement with dope and pot, and quite often eventual
participation In such crimes as larceny, burglary, shoplifting, and anuto theft, et.
Since it is generally the chronic runaway who becomes involved in more sII riou
crimes, it is extremely important that first and second time offenders receive
proper guidance and counseling in order to deter them from a future filled with
crime.
D. Factors which contribute to children running away

The major factors which contributed to a child's running away from horne In-
clude: poor home environment (broken home, neglected home, immoral condi-
tions), family discipline (Juvenile keeping late hours, disobedience, stubborn-
ness, selection of friends and hangouts, or simply adventuresome spirit), school
problems, mental illness, and sex (marriage, pregnancy, etc.).

1. Age and Corresponding Factors

(A) In the eight-to-twelve year old age bracket poor home environment was
considered to be the most influential factor in runaways.

(B) From age thirteen through fifteen, family discipline was probably the
most important factor. However, there is no definite black or white area in so
far as causation is concerned. Usually, there is a gray area where there is all
overlapping of disciplinary, honie environment, and school factors which com-
bied, created a situation which caused the youth to run away.

(C) By age sixteen the mentally defective student has usually been placed
in a hospital, and the disinterested student has generally quit school. This would
seem to indicate a decreasing importance of the school factor in regards to run-
aways, and this would also partially account for the decline in the number of
boys and girls reported missing in the sixteen and seventeen year old groups.
See chart #4 for an age, sex, and racial breakdown for the 180 Juveniles re-
ferred to Parkview Detention Home.
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2. ,Sex Breakdown

(A) As can be seen, 61% of the runaways are girls and 65% of these girls fall
in the thirteen-to-fifteen year old category. Mr. Carrington, Chief Probation
Officer at Parkvlew, estimated that from 70-80% of the referrals made to Park-
view (classified as runaways) are girls, and that they are approximately 15
years old. This indicates that referrals from agencies other than the South Bend
Bureau of Police, had extremely high percentages of runaway girls.
E."Blacks and their percentage of runaways

Another interesting characteristic displayed by chart #4 Is the low propor-
tion of blacks being picked up as runaways (17.3%). At first glance this sta-
tistli might seem misleading since 72% of the impact crimes committed by ju-
venlues in the St. Joseph County area are associated with lower-class, low-incomne
lacks. One explanation for this fact is that black families do not report their
children us missing nearly as often as do whites, especially those children In the
sixtevin awd seventeen year old category. Many blacks leave home at age sixteen
or seventeen to id jobs and get away from poor family conditions. This is quite
often accepted by their parents and therefore not reported to the police.

1. Typical Runaway

(A) Therefore, from the Information compiled concerning runaways, the
typi('al runaway is a white girl, approximately fifteen years old, and coming from
an upper-lower class or middle class family.

1. PR0oEDURES TAKEN WJhEN" A RUNAWAY 1S PICKED UP

When a juvenile is picked up by the Bureau of Police an Immediate deter-
nilnation is made as to whether or not Juvenile authorities at Parkview need to
he contacted. Usually, in the case of first or second time offenders, attempts are
made to reunite the juvenile and his parents without formally going through the
juevuile court system. This is Illustrated by the fact that of the 400 runaways
picked up by the South Bend Police only 180 were referred to Parkvlew. After
the second or third the a child is picked ill as a runaway le is immediately
referred to the juvenile authorities at Parkvlew. The parents are Immediately
notified, and there Is continued effort on the part of the juvenile authorities to
reunite the child and the parents, to provide counseling, and avoid a formal court
hearing. In many cases the parents and juvenile are willing to seek counseling
and guidance services recommended by Parkview Juvenile Authorities; if this is
imnpossible Parkview supplies an informal supervision service. Under this super-
Visional system there is tin agreement between the juvenile, his or her parents,
and the Parkview Juvenile Department that the child shall check in with the
Juvenile authorities at regular intervals to receive guidance and counseling until
It is deemed appropriate by tie authorities to (liscontinue the sessions. It was
estimated by Mr. Carrington that during 1972 there were approximately 150
juveniles supervised under this informal system.
A. '/tPCs of juvenlcs taken before the juvenile court

Generally, there are two types of Juveniles who go before the juvenile court.
The first type is the hard core delinquent. This Juvenile is one for whom every
possible effort lis been made to rehabilitate and deter his or her criminal activ-
ity, with the only remaining alternative being placement in a private institution
or commitment to the State Boys or Girls Correctional Institution. Sine, 11)08
there has been a substantial decrease in the number of juveniles committed to
thl, States Correctional Institutlon. (See Chart #5.) There have been increased
efforts to reduce state commitments and place juveniles privately when at all
lossible. Chart #5 also contains private placement figures for 1968 through 1972.

The other type of Juvenile that will appear before the juvenile court is the
youth that needs money for his support and absolutely refuses to he returned to
his parents or it is determined that i the juvenile's best interests that lie or she
not 1w returned to hlq or her parents. In order for the Parkview ,Juvenile I)e-
partment to obtain money for a juvenile, the youth must be made a ward of the
court by filing a "DeIlnquency Petition." Whenever l)osihle a juvenile Is turned
over to the Welfare Departmnont, rather than label the youth as a juvenile delln.
iient. However, the Welfa r-r Delmartment generally handle only dependent or

neglected children, and is reluctant to take any child over twelve years of age.
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B. Parkview's past trends and facts concerning their efforts
Over the past few years juvenile authorities in Parkview have been making

every effort possible to keel) the juvenile from being separated from his or her
parents, to provide counseling especially for the juvenile, and hopefully reduce
the recidivism rate of runaways, and other juvenile offenders. Of the 2,205
juveniles referred to Parkview in 1972 only 522 were actually put In detention.
On the average, Parkview handles seven juveniles per day, of those actually
being detained the average stay was for four days. The ease load for probation
officers (1:35) Is not considered to 1e excessively heavy, when compared to other
juvenile institutions around the country, and there is generally quick court
action for all cases. Although Parkview is capable of handling fourteen juveniles
per day, and carrying increased case loads this would not be an ideal situation
for attempting to reduce crime committed by juveniles.

II. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS AND COMPLICATIONS IN ESTABLISHING A RUNAWAY IOME

According to Indiana Statutes, a juvenile believed to be a runaway or classi-
fied as a missing person, must be reported to the proper authorities (the local
Police). When the police are contacted it is their responsibility to notify Park-
view Juvenile Authorities and the child's parents. When a child is reported miss-
ing by his or her parents, the police have the legal right and duty to pick up
that child and place him or her in detention. Police agencies and Parkview
Juvenile Authorities maintain status reporter on runaways nand names are not
removed until parents, police, or juvenile authorities concur that the juvenile
has been picked up. --

A. Linitations on the provision of serrices by runaway home-R without parental
consent

In order for a runaway center to legally house a runaway, parents and juve-
nile authorities must be notified. Without parental consent, provision of such
services as medical aid, food, clothing, and shelter would subject such tin estab-
lishmnent to possible law suits for contributing to the delinquency of a minor, or
a charge of harboring an infant.
B. Legal responsibility for a runaway center in terms of custody arrangements

medical aid, et cetera, for a Juvenile from another State
By inter-state compact, when police take a juvenile from another jurisdiction

into custody lie is placed in Parkview Detention until proper papers can be
drawn up for the youth's return to his or her original jurisdiction. By Indiana
Law, a runaway center must notify juvenile authorities and thel parents of the
youth when they receive a runaway from out of state. The center is subject to
the same laws and possible law suits regardless of whether the runaway is local
or from another jurisdiction.
C. Problems in establishing an effective runaway center

1. Cooperation of Police and Parkview Juvenile Authorities

In order for a runaway home to function effectively in Indiana it would require
the sanctions of the Bureau of Police and Parkvievi Juvenile Authorities. This
would be necessary in cases where parents demand d the return of their chil-
dren, but the children refused to go back home. Unless the juvenile court system
could step in and take charge of the case, the runaway center could be legally
held responsible for the juvenile.

2. Operation of Runaway Center

It is a consensus of opinion, however, that a runaway center should have very
loose connections with Police and Parkview Juvenfle Authorities. In order for
the center to maintain the confidence of runaways and provide them with proper
counseling, the home can not be frequented or raided by juvenile authorities.
One of the main rules established by runaway homes is that juveniles may come
or go as they please. However, every effort possible Is made to reunite the
juvenile and his or her parents.

3. Problem of Becoming A Publio N usance

One problem that could conceivably occur, especially in St. Joseph County, is
that of the runaway home becoming a one-night stop off point for transient
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youth moving from coast to coast. Strict rules would have to be enforced by the
runaway center to insure that the home did not become a public nuisance or
"flop house" for every juvenile that walks in. Contact should undoubtedly be
made with the juvenile's parents to assure them of the youth's safety, and then
attempts should be made for counseling and guidance for both parents and the
child.

4. The Need For Qualified Personnel
One of the major problems in establishing a runaway center is finding quail-

fled and knowledgeable personnel who could operate and maintain a runaway
home. Because of the legal complications and the necessity of police and juvenile
authority cooperation, the personnel should be well versed in Indiana Juvenile
Law and also have the confidence of juvenile authorities to make appropriate
decisions.

IV. NEED FOR RUNAWAY HOMES

It was established in the previous paragraphs that 718 runaways were ac-
counted for in St. Joseph County In 1972. Of this number, it was sti mated by
Mr. Carrington, that nearly 80% of these runaways were local. One of the major
functions of a runaway home is to hell) young people come off the streets with-
out police intervention. Since running away is considered a status offense,
rather than criminal, the attempt in establishing a runaway center is to avoid
the stigmatization of the label "Juvenile Delinquent" and reform the youth
before le or she become involved in more serious criminal offenses.
A. Present situation

As the situation exists now, the youth on the run has no place in St. Joseph
County where he or she can go and receive guidance and counseling, food, shelter,
clothing or medical aid if necessary. Although St. Joseph County does have a
Youth Service Bureau, Hot Line, Family and Children's Center, Welfare Depart-
ment, etc., it is required by law to notify Juvenile authorities and parents if it
knows the whereabouts of the juvenile. This situation forces the youth to remain
on the streets, especially when the youth's major problem concerns his parents.
Being forced to survive on the streets quite often results in the youth associating
with Individuals who have been, or are, involved In more serious crimes. This
increases the juvenile chances of also becoming Involved in more serious criminal
offenses.
B. Function of a runaway home

Therefore, another major function of a runaway center Is to provide a home
where runaways can seek help, whatever its nature, and not be afraid of being
forced to return home or go before a juvenile court. This allows the juvenile to
come off the streets without having to sleep in cars, "crashing somebody's pad,"
or engaging in criminal activities in order to survive. It also provides the oppor-
tunity for professional personnel to counsel the youth and parents if possible,
and hopefully reunite the juvenile and his or her family.

V. CONCLUSION

It seems apparent that there Is a definite need for a runaway center in St.
Joseph County. Although a specific number of runaways can not be determined
for the area the number of known runaways seems quite high. By introducing a
runaway home in St. Joseph County the police agencies and juvenile authorities
would be relieved of a tremendous problem. If crime prevention programs are
to be effective it is Imperative that not only the family, but also society, recognize
the early signs of maladjustment in children. The runaway is one of the most
visible problem indicators in society. In an early stage the problem call frequently
be corrected with proper counseling and guidance, but this will only occur with
the cooperation of law enforcement agencies and parents.

Establishment of a runaway center in St. Joseph County would undoubtedly be
quite difficult, but not impossible. Finding qualified personnel that work well
not only with runaways but-also has the respect and confidence of police agencies
and juvenile authorities, would surely be a prerequisite for the sanctioning of
such a program in the St. Joseph County area. Although, the initial stages of
instituting a runaway center would pose grave problems, once these problems
are ironed out, the runaway home could prove to be a tremendous asset for the
community.
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[rMayor miller'"" prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPAREI) REIMAnKS AND COMM,'NTS CONCEINI.NG: "J0wENIrI, J 0us'rlCC, ANI)
])ELINQUENCY LIW,-VIENTION ACT or 1973"

We would like to personally thank the members of this s subcommittee for
th(l o ortunilty to lend our volce to those of the tmany concerned people through-
out the country who have recognized the plight of our young people today. These
young people, In growing numbers, have become involved In criminal offenses
and particularly more crimes against property. The national averages are well
documented and to that we can add that as Mayor and as the I)lrector of Public
Safety for our City, South Bend, Indiana is no exception.

Ili research and studies jut completed for the South Bend Impaet Plan: Meet-
fng thme Ohallcnge of Crime for three target crimes: burglary, roblivry ahiLklwto
theft for the year 1972, It has been shown that seventy-four pCI' cent (projt-0tng-
from arrest rates) of these crimes were conimlitted by juveniles. Eighty-three
per cent of the auto thefts, thirty-seven per cent of the robberies, and seventy-
nine per cent of the burglaries were attributed to juveniles but what is more
striking and more revealing is the fact that forty-four per cent of tile auto
thefts, fourteen per cent of the robberies, and forty-one per cent of the burglaries
were committed by Juveniles aged fourteen and under. In summary, Juveniles
were arrested for tile commission of twenty-eight out of every one-hun(red l'art
I offenses committed In the City of South Bend Ii 1072. If we In the City of
South Bond wore able to have the resources necessary to confront tile problem
of juvenile delinquency on a ibroaler base, and If through these additional
resources the commission of Part I offenses occurred next year at tile sanie rate
of occurrence as last year, and if only juveniles committing Impact Crimes
(burglary, auto theft, and robberies) were stopped, there would be a twenty-
eight per cent decrease In the crime rate In the City of South Bend.

We have mentioned additional resources. By this we meant the wherewitlhll
to alert the community to the needs of juveniles, to encourage nd recruit the
qualified people to commit themselves to the problems of Juveniles, and to make
provisions for a programmatic structure that would replace the outmoded and
Initiate the new.

In the South Bend Impact Plan: Mooting the Clhllenge of Crime. we hanve
proven what other people have, that there Is a direct correlation between the
soclo-economic ambiance In which a person lives and anti-societal behavior. If
yon wer( to study census tract Iy census tract, the income levels, unemploy-
ment, substandard housing, welfare families, overcrowding, and crime In the
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City of South Bend, you would find as we did, that these characteristics all
predominantly appear in four census tracts. Juveniles (ten per cent of the total
population in the City of South Bend) comprise thirty-four per cent of the
population within those census tracts, which we have designated as our target
areas.

As recently as ten months ago, in evaluating the impact .of LEAA-funded
Juvenile delinquency programs in South Bend and St. Joseph Countyr we were
most encouraged because we felt that we could "put it all together", and forge
a Juvenile Justice system within our county which could become a microcosm and
example to those outside of our County and our State. The programs initiated
by the Criminal Justice Agency, many of vivlili represent the deep Involvement
of private agencies operating under the aegifs of the Probate Court under Judge
Francis Kopinski, are as follows: The Youth Service Bureau, A Big Brothers
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Reach-Out Program, Interim Probation Officer, Volunteers in Probation, Group
Homes for Community-Based Corrections, the initiation of Phase I of a Regional
Rehabilitation and Treatment Center, Drug Education Programs, a juvenile

probation officer operating at night out of the Juvenile Bureau of the Police
Department, and a Parent-Delinquent Education Program.

Initiated in May of 1972, the Youth Service Bureau, through close cooperation
with the Juvenile Bureau of the Police Department, has effected a rather con-
stant 2% decrease per month in recidivism to the Juvenile Bureau, through its
outreach component and one to one contact with paraprofessional street-workers
trained in interviewing and assessing the scope of Juvenile problems. The average
age of referrals has droppd steadily until it now stands under 14 years of age
and a study of case histories has shown much more needs to be done, especially
by the school system in providing crisis intervention and alternative -services to
young people when they have educational or learning problems, In order to
prevent the sequence of their becoming behavioral problems which all too quickly
turn into problems of delinquency.

The Big Brother Reach-Out program. matching male volunteers with juvenile

offenders, has shown in the periods studied that no youngster in a one-year period
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after having been matched with a volunteer ever went any further into the
juvenile justice system, i.e., no one on unofficial probation went on official
probation, no one on official probation was iiistitutionalized, etc. Student intern
Probation Officers working in conjunction with regular officers lowered the case
load to nlout 35 per regular officer and this, coupled with a Volunteers in Proba-
tion program operating out of the Probate Court, provided a(litional services.
Gr-oup homes were formed to provide alternatives for the judges, (ind these homes
lhlive provided a basis for community corrtions, a better hone atmosphere, id
eliminated institutionalization for ail of their occupants.

Recently Phase I of a Regional Treatment and Diagnostic Center has been
orglnized which i the future will work with troubled youth from a four-coumty
area providinr., diagnostic and rehabilitative programs for about 45 youngster' .
IFAA-fuided Conmunity Drug Education Programs lve awakened the com-
munity to the crisis of the abuse of drugs and hove fostered the formation of
methadone centers and drug rehalbilitatIon programs. Finally, recognizing the
rleed for ilstantanv(ols acess to .q proba tioh offhcvr. Crinanll Justice furids hlive
shirted at program in which a probation officer is assigned to fie Juvenile Bureau
for pe:il crime hours, fi order to rmake an Immediate mssessinent through an inter-
view and preliminary analysis, Then diversionary tactics, such as ti Youth
Service Bureau, Dig Brothers, or tile Volunteers in Probation, can be Initiated or
if necessary detente ion can be arranrged. The linkage between tire prbiiatioa depir t-
nient, the Youth Service Bureau, and the Police Department, we feel, is .nn-
trilbuting vitally to the restructuring of the Juvinlie Justice System in St.
Joseph County.

Previously we mentioned the school system and, from our experience, we
feel that it Is tire one institution which comes !i cortnet with ,99% of our
youth rind yet which Mils to provide ite counseling services to deal with
troubled youth. Vocational and career guidance rr:ie offered, lut with a ratio
of 250 counselees for each counselor the schools cannot n(lequatly deal with
troubled youth before they are forced to drop out. We, in turn, comb our
Iniaginations for programs to rectify post-dropout situations. We feel riost
emphatically that the schools should and must be more conscious of their re-
sponsibility In dealing with problems and, to this end, we are most happy with
the results of our Parent-Dellnquent Education Program, funded through Crini]-
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nal Justice. This program takes referrals directly from the Probate Court and
the School System. Its basic framework consists of 25 students, most of whom
were considered incorrigible by the schools or the courts, have been attending
school regularly, while previously for two or more years they showed maximum
absentee rates. In four months, growth in academic skills are as high as two
years improvement. Two of the students will receive eighth grade diplomas
from the respective schools from which they came as a result of the performance
in lhese tests. More importantly, parents have become involved with their child's
progress, )robably for the first time of the child's school career, through con-
ferences at the learning center and at home. The reality has been that those
who were almost abandoned by society are now becoming interested and involved
in their own futures. Education is more of a pleasure, rather than a "sentence",-
a life experience rather than an "existence."

We would certainly support the enactment of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1973. Provisions in this Act will help us fill the gap
in services for juveniles in trouble with the law in South Bend. At this time,
we would like to mention specific sections from the Bill and note how their
enactment could substantially assist in our fight against rising rates of
delinquency.

Section 403 (a) (1) designates a single State agency as having the responsibility
for the preparation and administration and supervision of a unified plan of
action for delinquency prevention. This will help to Insure a consistent, uniform,
state-wide plan that will make possible intelligent I)lanning throughout a wide
area. Indiana currently operates most social services on a county level, with
all 92 counties approaching problems in a fragmented manner.

Section 403(a) (9) provides for the active consultation and participation of
private agencies in the planning, development, and Implementation of delin-
qUmncy prevention and treatment programs. This encouragement of those agencies
already actively involved in the treatment and prevention of delinquency will
add to the resource base of shared knowledge, will encourage mutual cooperation
of all agencies in the criminal justice field, and will maximize the effectiveness
of programming. In the past, too frequently, agency suspicion and jealousy
resulted in little or no cooperation, covering up of successes and failures, and
most tragically, in troubled youths having their problems ignored or being treated
ineffectively treated while agencies squabbled over funds, argued about defini-
tions, and shared only a general spirit of uncooperativeness.

Section 403(a) (10) provides that at least 75% of the funds will be used for
advanced techniques In developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and
services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, to divert juveniles from the
juvenile justice system, to establish probation subsidy programs, and to provide
community-based alternatives to juvenile detention and correctional facilities. By
developing, maintaining, and expanding existing programs, we in South Bend can
have the funds to continue programs that are selective, to increase their staffs so
thotthey--at reach more juveniles, and can therefore utilize our experience and
expertise in our own community better. By providing funds for programs to
divert youths from the juvenile justice system and programs designed to prevent
(lelinquency, we can increase the preventive aspect of our programs. We can pro-
vide services and programs for troubled youths and their families from the
moment that young person is first identified as being in difficulty. Our system now
only attempts to deal with those who are already a burden to the community be-
cause of their actions in the home, school, and neighborhood. We can forge a pro-
gram that will begin to solve problems before they reach critical levels, whereby
many more young lives can be salvaged and spared the trauma of arrest and in-
carceration.

The provision of community-based alternatives (Section 403(10) (a,b,c,d,e,f.g)
will allow for the treatment of our youths in their own community as opposed to
their being transported to an anonymous, overcrowded, understaffed institution in
-another part of the state where they will be subjected to the influences of more

sophisticated offenders, homosexual practices, drug usage, and of incipient racism.
We feel that, with adequate staffing and better conditions effecting more time and
attention for each child, problems can be more easily solved without incurring
new ones.

Section 403(10) (E) specifically encourages the early identification and treat-
ment of behavior problems in the schools where they are usually first noticed and
reported. And Section 403(10) (G) provides a probation subsidy program to give
new incentive to reduce commitments of Juveniles to correctional institutions.
This same Section not only discourages juvenile commitments, but also encourages
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the establishment of innovative forms of probation so that the non-committed
juvenile receives help and supervision while he is in the community.

Section 403(11) provides for the development of a research, training, and pro-
gram evaluation capacity within the State of Indiana without which the con-
tinuous, necessary process of evaluation of goals and goal attainment will be
neglected.

Section 403(12) provides that within a reasonable period of time juveniles,
who are charged with or who have committed offenses that would not be criminal
if committed by an adult, shall not be placed in juvenile detention of correctional
facilities, but must be placed in shelter facilities. This provision, together with
(13), provides for juveniles to be kept in correctional institutions only in cases
where there is a real need to prevent the young person from harming himself or
others by his actions. If this provision is enacted, no longer will our States cor-
rectional facilities become dumping grounds for truants and runaways. Instead,
communities will literally be forced to make alternative arrangements for solving
their communities. It becomes defeating to take a child out of his community be-
cause of truancy, to send him to a state correctional institution, and to "educate
him" only to new methods of criminal behavior but not solve his original problem,
or the community's problem. Such action only postpones the difficulties by tem-
porary banishment and compounds the original difficulties.
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Senator BAYIT. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Our next witnesses are Mr. William E. Aull, president of the YMCA

of Honolulu, accompanied by Mr. Robert R. Dye, executive of the
Urban Action and Programs Division of the 'ational Council of
YMCA's, and Mr. Richard Pryor, director of YMCA's National
Juvenile Justice Project.

Gentlemen, it is good to have you with us.
I am deeply grateful for your interest and support for our efforts

to try to find a better way to deal with the problems of delinquency.
You are in a unique position to bring expert testimony bMfore the

committee as well as to use your gooa offices in the community to
stir up a little enthusiasm for this important legislation. At this point
I would like to insert Senator Inouye's introductory statement in
the record.

[Senator Inouye's statement is as follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR (HAWAII)

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and the other members of this Subcommittee for
allowing my statement to be read into the Record introducing William Aull of
-awaii to the Subcommittee and reiterating my support of S. 821.

Our rising crime rate has been a common topic of discussion and debate in
recent years. Elected officials have talked of the need for "law and order" often
times without supplying concrete suggestions for dealing with the violent crime
which plagues our nations' cities, suburbs and rural areas. Fortunately, S. 821,
if it is enacted, will provide concrete measures for solving a most important
aspect of the crime problem.

The most stunning rate of increase in cirminal activities has been among
our nation's youth. Available statistics show that the crime rate for youth under
the age of 18 rose by 124% over the decade of 1901 to 1971. It is also obvious
that a major proportion of the serious crimes committed by adults have their
origins In our continued failure to rehabilitate Juvenile offenders.

Our present policies in this area are, in my view, misdirected. They center
around detenton and do not provide effective rehabilitation. Young people who
break the law, generally must look forward to a series of harsh and brutal
institutions as they face incarceration. As they shift from Institution to institu-
tion, they come to believe that society prefers to have them locked away and
ignored instead of being trained and educated for reintegration into society.
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S. t21 Is one of the first comprehensive federal measures that seeks to redirect
these policies. Aside from the desperately needed funds that it provides to local
and state authorities, this bill also provides for a comprehensive, centralized
agency that will provide a measure of uniformity and coherence to our standards
for Juvenile Justice. We learned in recent times that funds alone will not solve
social problems. For this reason, I feel that the establishment of a strong National
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, that can evaluate the
effectiveness of expenditures and programs is the most important feature of
3. 821.

Senator Bayh and the other members and staff of this Subcommittee can be
justly proud of their excellent progress in drafting this important legislation.

Testifying before you today is Mr. William Aull. Mr. Aull is Vice President
and Secretary of the Hawaiian Trust Company, Ltd. He is also President of the
Honolulu YMCA, and a member of the National Council of YMCA's. Mr. Aull
personifies the people, policies and programs that I would like to see working in
Juvenile Justice on a national level. As a private citizen in the community he
has volunteered his own personal services to combat our juvenile delinquency
problems. He has involved the Hawaii Trust Company in a program to match
public funds with private funds to deal with these problems. He has worked to
develop in the State of Hawaii a progressive and effective Juvenile Justice System.

In Hawaii we are experiencing a gratifying response to the foster home
program, which places Juvenile offenders in private homes rather than institu-
tions. Given the appropriate funding, this program provides a more personal
approach to Juvenile guidance. We can anticipate better results at a lower cost
to the government from this and other related programs, if funding and coopera-
tion with the federal government is forthcoming. The Hawaii system should be
studied by those involved with developing improved Juvenile Justice programs
and policies. It has made the kind of effort in this area which deserves replication
and federal support.

I look forward to working with the cosponsors of this legislation to move
action through the Congress and with Mr. Aull and other concerned people in
IHawail and across the country to improve our Juvenile justice system when
S. 821 becomes law.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. AULL, PRESIDENT, YMCA OF HONO-
LULU, HONOLULU, HAWAII, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT R. DYE,
EXECUTIVE, URBAN ACTION AND PROGRAMS DIVISION, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF YMCA'S, AND RICHARD PRYOR, DIRECTOR
OF YMCA'S NATIONAL JUVENILE JUSTICE PROJECT

Mr. AutLL. Thank you, Senator. It is a pleasure to be here. As the
mayor did previously, we have submitted written testimony to you
which I believe you'have. 'I don't plan to go into that in any more
detail unless you have any questions.

I would like to go on record, though, as stating that in Hawaii we
are well aware of the problems that have been brought up by your
bill. In fact, I believe that the Staite was one of the first in the Nation
to do something about this juvenile problem and under a legislative
mandate in 1970 a study was done on the juvenile justice system.

Out of that came a new mandate from the legislature regarding the
setting up and the workings of the family court. The court was in
existence prior to this. It was just given new guidelines.

Also, the State set up under various or worked with, I should say,
various private organizations such as the YMCA and the Salvation
Army various programs to work with youth before they got into
problems.

Some of these I outlined in my report but what I do want to get
across is that these programs which vary from Outreach programs to

34-522-73- 39
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alternatives for youth and to homes where children who get in trouble
are placed.

I n other words, when I say homes, I mean private homes, not State
correctional institutions, and they have worked very well under the
limited financial means that they have had.

A definite problem we have always had with the Federal (by 'iri-
meit in any of their programs is tie funding of the p)rog'ralis and
the fact that they are normally only given on a 12-month basi,.

As you can appreciate, it makes it very difficult to hire peopl)he when
they are not certain whether they are going to be in a program past
the 12-month period. This has happened to us several times, especially
under the Model Cities bill, and it has happened to us again right
now.

The first, tine this happened the State of Hawaii and the private
foundations stepped in and carried the prog- ,ram until the Federal
Government came back with funds at a later (late. This will not happen
again because the State does not have the money at the present tile
and the foundations are, very frankly, getting a little tired of getting, ,
into areas where they feel that the State and Federal Government
should do the work.

These programs, though, have been successful. The reason they have
been successful, I think, Senator, is because of one of the aspects of
your bill; that is, that the power or the authority is given ill one
entitv. That is the State. and the second thing that the Sate, is man-
datel to do is to work with private agencies. These )rivate agencies
in the YMCA are set. up, have expertise, have buildings and have
manpower and all they lack is tfhelfinances.

It is a shame to me and I think a tragedy that this is not used to a
greater degree by the State or Federal Government. The money that.
is put into the jtivenile programs from the court's point of view and
from the detention point of view is staggering.

The majority of these children that go through the courts without
an opportunity to come into some of the private foundations normally
don't end up as better citizens.

We have been, as I say, fortunate in these programs in Hawaii. We
have. I think, done a pretty fair job. Obviously, we could do a better
job. The coordination is there. The problem again is funding.

This, I hope, that your bill will go a long way to correcting.
Senator BAYI. WoTuld it be helpful to the efforts being made in

Hawaii to have an amendment attached to the LEAA program to re-
quire that within 1 year 30 percent of the LEAA block grant fands be
used for a wide variety of juvenile programs?

Would that be helpful?
Mr. ArLm. Yes, sir. But you hit on a subject that I would like to

comment on. I agree, yes, it would. Any type of legislation of this tve
would be helpful. What worries me is wheon you get into too many (lhf-
ferent agencies that are working on this juvenile program you get
into fragmentation which we have seen.

I have nothing against the LEAA as a project. It is a good one. I
don't think they are doing the job that you visualize being done under
this bill.
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I think one of the most important aSl)VQctS under this bill is tile firt
you set up a national office, a person appointed l)y the President of tle
United States and confirmed by the Senate, which would take a lot,
of the fragmentation out of the juvenile program.

This, I think, is extremely important. We are dealing with too many
Federal agencies.

This is one of the problems that makes it very difficult for us in the
field as laymen of the YMCA or any other organization is to make
plans, because the State tries to coordinate all of these agencies but they
can't.

As you know very well, the more people we have in the act. the job
would be done less adequately.

So I would answer your question, yes, but, any funds in this field
are appreciated. But I would hate to see people 'from other agencies
being against your bill because they think they can-do the job them-
selves. This is my l)ersonal worry. 'But it is a statement of fact.

Senator BAYM. Tile major reason the present administration is
against, the bill is that they tell us there are al rea(ly adequate programs
to (10 the job.

What is your assessment of that argument?
Mr. AULIL. I agree with it. I think this is one of the major problems.
Senator BATr. You agree with their assessment that there are al-

ready adequate programs?
Mr. ALL. No; I do not. I definitely do not. I don't doubt that

there are funds available that aren't being used correctly. I am a great
believer, Senator, in the fact that I think )rivate industry and private
means can do a better job most of the time than the Federal or State
Government.

But I also believe under this particular bill that you have introduced
that the juvenile problem is so great nationwide that a national office
providing it is run correctly and funded correctly and with State
and local help is the only solution to the problem.

When I talked about that, I mean that I still think the private sector
way down the line, such as the YMCA and other organizations will
do the work that is necessary to make your bill be a good bill.

But, it has to be under'the direction and by national standards
must be set for the various States and also the States themselves
must be responsible for implemening the bill in their locality.

But I still think from an expense point of view and from a way of
getting the job done that the vast majority of this work should be done
by private organizations.

That does another thing for you, too, Senator. I think at least in
Hawaii. I think it gets you-when I say "you," I mean the Federal
Government-a lot more funds because 'I know from Hawaii's point
of view, and I can only speak to that, is that the local foundations and
in -Hawaii the local foundations represent I think more dollar. per
person than they do in New York and other areas where a great many
more people and the local foundations have been very, very good along
this line.

In fact, the program we have now would not have been possible
without matching funds from the foundation.
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So this is why in my statement to you I feel that the Federal Gov-
rminent, State govermnment, and local capitalism is necessary to make

this program work.
Senator BAY11. Rather than let the LEAA extension go through

without any requirement of an adequate juvenile delinquency com-
ponent, we thought we would try to get LEAA going in the right
direction. We will also try to get a comprehensive juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention bill to provide central coordination for all
juvenile programs.

;fMr. AuL,. I realize your problem. I couldn't agree with you more.
That basically is it,' Senator. If you have any questions, I again

would like to emphasize that you certainly have my personal backing
and the backing of the Honolulu YMCA and other organizations for
this bill.

If there is anything we can do to hell) you from the local point of
view, we would be happy.

Senator BAYH. You have been.
Mr. Dye has also been very helpful in the last 24 hours trying to

stimulate interest in our LEAA amendment.
I have been concerned about the number of young people who say

we can't make the system work. I am not willing to accept the
assessment that there are more bad people than good people in this
county. Quite to the contrary, I think the good outnumber the bad.

I think it is an excellent sign that the Y's and all of these youth-
serving organizations have determined to band together to support
this kind of legislation, and that they are willing to do m'ore than
just lend their name.

I think most legislators will respond if they know that organiza-
tions like the Y's throughout the country are interested in this par-
ticular kind of juvenile justice legislation.

Mr. Pryor has also worked hard on this. I appreciate the fact that
both Mr.'Pryor, Mr. Dye, and Mr. Aull, are here now in support of
this bill.

I am impressed with your multiplying factor on the corporate foun-
dation interest in juvenile programs. How have you gone about that
in Hawaii? Do you feel that S. 821 has the necessary ingredients to
include the corporate interests ?

Mr. AVLr. I can only speak for Hawaii on that. I feel the bill is
adequate in that area. No matter how much money you appropriate for
anything, you are not going to appropriate enough.

I do believe that in every local community the amount of money
that is delegated down by the Federal Government, should this bill
become law, again will not be enough. We know that. This is why I
think the organizations such as the YMCA with their already staffing
organization, their buildings already erected if they are needed, will
be willing to contribute man-hours, people, and buildings. What they
don't have, of course, is funds to hire new people.

Senator BAY!!. I got the impression that you are thinking of other
types of corporations.

Mr. A m,. That is right, I am. In addition, I would think on a
matching fund basis, again I don't know what the percentage would
be, the corporations and foundations, at least in Hawaii, would con-
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tribute mightily to this problem. What I was trying to say was that
there will always be a need for more funds than any bill has on a local
level.

Second, another thing that has come in Hawaii which the State
government has used fairly effectivly is actually the loan of manpower
from the corporations where the corporations continue to pay the in-
dividual for a year and he is loaned to the State government or in
several cases-it is usually the State government he is actually loaned
but he has been working in programs such as this.

It has been fairly successful, especially on the Island of Hawaii. and
there are four or five people I know from large businesses who are on
loan to the State or county governments.

Senator BAYJI. Could you tell me more about the Hawaii foster
home program that is used in lieu of detention homes?

Mr. AuLL. Yes. This was done actually in two ways. One is that a
home has been used-I say a home, I mean a residence-has been used
were six, seven, or eight children are placed in there by the family court
under a chaperone or a family who will look after those people.

Where I think we are a little unique is in that we have had homes
where people actually take in children, one child, at a time and they
get paid for it. They are trained.

But it gives a onie-on-one basis which has worked out a good deal
better. Of course the problem on this is Iin(ing enough homes and
enough people who are willing to do this. The cost of this is higher
than the other, but it works out a good deal better.

The program has been successful. It is not a very large program.
Senator BAYII. The track record in Hawaii relative to the impact

on the citizens. what has been the results? Is it too early to tell ?
Mr. Aur 2 . I think it is too early to tell. Senator. 'I really don't

know the answer to that question. It has only been going now for
about 2 years. We have not closed a juvenile home yet. I will tell
you that. A detention home of the State hasn't been closed. Until that
is done we have not had a success.

Senator BAYH. Are you familiar with the California probation sub-
sidy program where counties are reimbursed on the basis of the num-
ber of youth they don't commit to State institutions?

Mr. AULL. Yes.
Senator BAYI. What are your thoughts on that?
Mr. AULL. Again, I will ask Bob. Bob, do you know more -about

that? I am not aware of their results on that.
Mr. DYE,. I certainly think it is a step in the right direction, Senator,

to bring this kind of incentive to keep kids out of the institutions, and
sometimes the incentive is the cash incentive.

The institutions simply aren't working and where funds could be
diverted to replace the present with the new system certainly should be
encouraged.

If that is a source of encouragement, I would certainly be for it.
Senator B4tyir. What has been the experience with thie public safety

factor? I-low have the homes been accepted in the neighborhoods in
which they have been located? There have been cries that "You have
to lock up every kid that goes for a joy ride in the car to protect the
society from them," and "You ought to have these halfway houses or
foster homes, but riot in my neighborhood."
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What has been your exl)erien('e ini these two areas.
1Ar'. AuT,. We have not had a problem so far. One of the reasons is

the type of child that is put in the home has been carefully screened.
Ihe have not put the child who they thought would cause any great

trotlb)le in the. home.
I think, Dick, you have a little more on that on the national level.
Mr. PnYoIn. I think in the first, place most of the kids, as You know,

Senator. that, are institutionalize(d re juveniles adjudicated through
the court are not there Tor ani'thing other than statute offenses.

They are really not a thret to pl)blic sa ety. We are talking some-
where in the vicinity of (5 to 85 percent of the kids.

Senator I3AYIF. I aim trying to get your speci fic experience here. Wlat
you. say is absolutely true. We all know this. But what, has the Iil-
waian program- a l

Mr. ArL. We have had no problems.
Sentor B.mYli. Yo-, have had no problems ?
Mr. AuL,. Right. Fair enough.
Senator BkYJr. As far as the ('airman of this committee is con-

cerned. you are right on target.
AMr.., LL. WeI ha ven't had iln'v.
Al'. PRYOR. I would like to in'terject that though you may not lave

had aliy. Bill, I think wvhihI, we are deali(nlg with the YMCA and mov-
ing in that direction we have to try to pre)-are them for it if they have
those l)roblems. We don't think tlose problems will 1)e out of il)ropor-
tion with the problems that. are going to be caused by any group of
teenage kids. I don't want to sugar-coat the picture.

Senator B.yiR. One of tile most persuasive aspects of your testinony
is the comparison of the costs of alternative programs. I would like
to believe that most l)eople respond from human kindness. Tihe cost
factor' should )e se('olldai'.

I am not. too sure that thit is the case. But it is 1)el'511sive when you
talk al)out the expeiecmce in Akron, Ohio, where tile YIMCA alternative
sChoolr4)m'ogralli cost. $1.50() per year per child, while the institutions
cost 4S.0)0 a year. anmi tl( I h ltimore, Md.. experience. where the
YMCA. Development (',ntvi was L02()0 per year and the Maryland
Training Sehool for Boys, ,l S.2S5 per year.

Do you have anything else you would care to elaborate?
Mr. AvLL. Let me say, first of all, we would like to admit to it mis-

take. I would like the re('ord changed on page 5 where it, says it is $1,500
a. year as against $8.000 iii Ohio institutions. That figure should be
$6.500 versus $8,000. That was an error. I apologize.

I think you have to remember. though, in most of this, what is not
included ini here is the good deal of free services provided b~y these
private organizations such as tlhe YMCA ill manpower, people i(o are
already trained and also in the use of buildings.

I eoul(ln't agree with you more that you are not going to get people
to do this, I don't think: for nothing. But I think that the private see-
tor of tie communityy can do a better jelo for less cost.

What that less cost will Ie I (lon't know. But it certainly can do a
better job 'Ind evel il' tle cost was tll( sale, I still thlinlk it could do
a better 'job.

I think Dick has some more figures on that.
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MIr. PiYoR. I think Mr. Aull corrected the record properly. *We
apologize for the misleading error on the Akron program costs, even
though it still is less than the State average. It is a little bit more in
keeping with reality.

But I think just a, statement as to the source on the figures, the
Massachusetts figures were obtained from the Dcpartment of Youth
Services. I don't know how they compared to Commissioner Miller's
testimony last year, but I think they are in the same ball park.

Senator BAYiT. Are those. figures before or after Mliller -
Mr. PRYOR. The $14,000 is before Miller, before 1972, before the

changeover was really eflectuated.
Tie 1.41,500 figure was oltainedl in April from the discu,sions with

the stall and that is a figure based oil just about 4 months of experience
this year.

So that figure still is going to have to be looked at more closely at the
eld of the year.

'1le figure in Baltimore. basically the YMCA. program, which is
listed there, al)out $4,200, that is the cash cost, so to speak, but we are
in formedI by the Baltimore YMCAthat they have put in an estimated,
reluctantly estimated, because they can't separate it out clearly. but
they estimate it is another about $1,500 worth of services per kid per
year that the Baltimiore YM('A plts in. But that is still mder the
St-ate average.

I don't want, to go on too longo, blut I would say oe of tie points of
great frustration that I am hoping your legislation will deal with is
the whole question of data, getting firm data that is consistent as well
as possible and the research as well.

Senator BAYJI. Gentlemen. vou have been very helpful to us. I am
sure we will be in close contact.

I want to thank you for your contributions and to reiterate what I
said a moment ago about the contribution you are making to the legis-
hati\'e process.

Mr. Aui,. Thank you. Senator, very much.
Senator lrll. Mr. l)ve, do vol have another observation,
Mr. DYE. Senator, the only ihing I would add is we are really talk-

ing about. a 1)rograi that w'ill generate great change. and in order to
accomplish that change and in order to provide the climate by which
grol1) homes can come into a neighborhood and by which institutions
can be re placed by other kinds of services, we have to provide a com-
nlinity climate for that. and a part of our national juvenile justice
project is designed to provide that kind of climate.

Of interest to you J)articularly might be the fact that this coming
Saturday at Indianapolis a groii) of some 200 persons will meet at the
fndialiaolis Law School. chaired by Judge Kinsey of Kokomo, which
is an Indiana statewide task force which will concentrate on the prol)-
lens of juvenile justice in that State and will hol)efilly lead toward
n ongoing task force which will bring the kind-which will assess
the kind of needs that State has: assess the kind of resources that are

-available and work for the kind of change that is possible.
I will be at that meeting and also other mem-ers of our staff and we

- are greatly hopeful this is the kind of environment that will produce
the kind of changes we iare taking about throughout the Nation.

Thank you.
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[Mr. Aull's prepared statement and policy statement are as follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY FOR TWE NATIONAL BOARD oE.YMCA's, PRESENTED BY
WILLIAM E. AULL

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am William E. Aull, Presi-
dent, YMCA of Honolulu and a member of the National Council of YMCAs.
Accompanying me are Robert R. Dye, Executive of the Urban Action and Pro-
gram Division, National Council of VTMCAs; and Richard Pryor, Director of the
YMCAs' National Juvenile Justice Project.

The National Board of YMCAs appreciates the opportunity to discuss again
with members of this Committee the serious issue of youth delinquency in our
nation and the need for bringing public and private resources together for an
attack on this problem will accomplish at least three things: To make available
a wide variety of programs and treatments for troubled youth aimed at keeptig
them out of the courts and institutions; methods of helping youth in trouble
which will lessen the possibilities of recidivism; doing these thing. at a cost
much less than the present average cost of maintaining children in youth prisons
and institutions.

By any business standard today it is difficult to understand why in most states
we continue to expend considerable amounts of money and energy on programs
of juvenile justice (or as some say juvenile injustice) that simply do not work.
The recidivism rate continues to be between 70%-80%; the costs continue to
climb with Connecticut now claiming its institutional cost per .youth at over
$20,000; and yet no real help is given children in these typical lock-u) systems.

The needs and problems to which S. 821 addresses Itself have been fully dowu-
mented by various studies, the most comprehensive being the Task Force Report
of the President's Commission on Law Enforcenv, nt and Adininstration of
Justice. Also, during the past several years, the need for establishing alternatives
to the Juvenile justice system has been more widely recognized on a national
as well as on the state and local level. This is clearly stated in a report issued
by the Social Welfare Development and Research Center of the University of
Hawaii as follows:

"Two major principles are agreed upon by most correctional authorities in the
treatment of youths adjudged as delinquents. The first Is that traditional form,,
of incarceration in correctional institutions should be avoided insofar as pos-
sible. Not only is this form of treatment potentially damaging to the subjects-
but the cost of Ouch institutionalization Is much greater than most alternatives
to incarceration. It is very apparent that incarceration should be used only as a
last resort.

The second principle is that alternatives to Incarceration must he 'broad and
diversified enough to encompass the whole range of offenders both as to type
and degree of severity of delinquent conduct. Available alternatives must provide
a wide range of treatment situations and procedures geared to the requirements
of different types of delinquents."

The State of Hawaii has established a separate Juvenile Justice system and a
master correctional plan which incorporates many of the same key prevention
and treatment concepts emphasized in Senate Bill 821. These progressive steps
illustrate the interest already shown by concerned organizations and individuals.

In addition, the community has indicated its increasing commitment to the
support of innovative responses to 'the needs of troubled youth. Collaborative
efforts by public and private agencies will continue and appropriate alternatives
to institutionalization will be increasingly available to delinquent youth.

The comprehensive studies that we have made in Hawaii are similar in that
they call for coordination and integration, collaboration between the public (all
levels) -and private sectors. the need for establishing a variety of in-community
treatment centers, diversion of youths from the official system, changes in the
system. research and dissemination of findings, and training. That which we have
identified for Ilawnii can probably be replicated for every State of the Union.

In Hawaii, within the limited resources available, we are making attempts
to develop programs of prevention and in-community treatment and rehabilita-
tion services. The following is a list of some of the programs:

"Dpel.-Iona '70", "Juvenlle Delinquency Prevention and Control Tn Hawaii". SoHal
Welfare Development and Researeh Center,* University of Hawaii, January, 1970. pp. 6-7).
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1. Youth Outreach programs carried out by the YMCA, utilizing YMCA,
United Fund and trust and foundation funds.

2. In-community and non-residential treatment programs using a group ap-
proach. A cooperative venture between a private youth agency and the Family
Court.

3. A Counseling Intern Project with graduate students from the University
of Hawaii who counsel and release or refer to other agencies or to the Family
Court first time offenders arrested and referred to them by police officers. The
students are supervised by a worker of the Family Court.

4. Alternatives for Youth. An outreach program for delinquent and disad-
vantaged youth. This program is administered by the YMCA with Model Cities
money through the City and County of Honolulu and funds from the National
Institute of Mental Health.

5. The Salvation Army Facilities for Children has set aside several cottages
as a referral source for the State Department of Social Services and Housing
and the Family Court, including emergency shelter for temporary placement of
girls, two boys group homes, and live girls group homes.

It is important to note that all of the programs listed involve the public and
private sectors in that two or more agencies are involved. This underscores the
emncept that work with youth is a total community effort, public and private,
requiring national, state, and local input.

What we have accomplished and are attempting to do is still quite minimal
when compared to the magnitude of the problem and needs. As recently as
I)ecember. 1972. the State Family Court sponsored a two-day consultation to
which they Invited various representatives from public and private agencies, to
explore alternative programs to divert juveniles from the existing juvenile justice
system. They discussed ways and means to expand their foster home placement
program for juveniles In lieu of placement in the detention home, the e4tablish-
ment of group homes as necessary options to incarceration and the development of
collaborative programs with private agencies to provide necessary In-community
services.

Obviously, the needs are great and resources are severely limited. Herein lies
the significance of S. 821, and that is, this bill will help the nation move in the
direction which has been clearly identified as necessary for the effective preven-
tion of juvenile delinquency and rehabilitation of youth.

S. 821 addresses itself to the major issues by placing strong emphasis on the
following:

1. Diversion of youth from the existing juvenile justice system which has been
found to be more dannmaging than rehabilitative by promoting the development
and expansion of community based services.

2. The development of preventive programs reaching down to young children
in elementary schools and services to families.

3. The heavy involvement of private and non-profit organizations in the develop-
ment and operation of suitable programs.

4. Providing strong leadership in coordinating programs on the national and
state level through the creation of a National Office and the designation of a
single state agency.

5. The creation of a National Institute which will assist in the ready transla-
tion of its research and development findings into operating programs.

6. The provision of adequate financial resources and long-term funding of
projects.

The YMCA nationally is committed to enter into cooperative relationships
with other public and private organizations to develop youth service systems
within communities which are community based and provide differential treat-
ment as close as possible to the supporting influences of a youth's life. In the last
couple of years a variety of programs have been launched ranging from Youth
Service Bureaus to YMCA residences that substitute for detention centers: small
group hoines to intensive day care for adjudicated delinquents; state-wide out-
reach programs to after-school care for "Latch-Key" children in high crime
rate areas. For the most part these are new programs and we cannot offer cost
and recidivism statistics over long periods of time. However, we are encouraged
about results to date.

In Akron, Ohio, Juvenile Court Judge William Kannel also a member of that
YMCAs Board of Directors and a member of the YMCAs' National Juvenile Jus-
tice Advisory Conmmission, has helped organize eleven YMCA alternative pro-
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,,,ams to whi,.h lie refers youth. One of thee is Il(, Phoenix Program which i.-
Oi alternate school providing classroom work, vocational work experienced.',
cminseling. physical -rograins and other servi . It provides treatment for 1-4
to 1i year old boys llh(bld for state commitment alid iivoll',s the Coi'l. lom11d
of Education, city parks department and private agencies in work projects. Here
is file result so far: It ,.o.ts $1500 a year I a, gain.st $,0O0 in 01io illstitlit-io'l.
The average youngster referred to Phoenix had been issing 34% of his mhool
days. The youngsters who have returned to the public schools after Phoenix have
an ahl;(,ente role of 5.6V'4.

The MSa."Olellustts julveile system reforms s:em to be nmkinr notole pl-)lg-
rvs,,. lI 1971 of 7'5O residi'itlill placements of troubled youth. GT3'N were ill ilusti-
lutio i, which is S/c. tit i ('cost o)f $14.000 l)i'r pitavd youlh.

Two yelrs litter. in 1973, less than 25e., of il, .: residential placements are in
i1istitultio .i at ai cost of $(;50( per pdlcement. less than ',.j of plreviom.. ,tcJk .

The Department of Youith Services it ll(.h1.,5,tts has recently provided
tieM YM'A with still ist i.s oil the Brockton YM(CA pograii where during tile 1,Z.5t
y1-: 1 yo, 2"M were 111ed il the Y ftor dtnlimi care. The l)epartiunt is
(l1thiisiist ie about til fact that only 5' of tlhse youngsters went oil to
11dJul(ldientio.

A rent editorial il tie H altimor, Pro-.s called tile $114.28-7: the ct:it( sjiv'n+l
ill ialintailling one yollth ill the iMaryland Trilliing School for B')ys "tle worst
filanclal lvl,.stillent the Shate ha.s mode." A lettoir re'etly frn) Robert Ili.o n.
Baltllore's l)ireelor of the I)epartment of Youth Services to tiut' Baltinor(,
YMCA expressed his Ixshtve feeling for Its Youth )evelopment Center, a it -
dential treatment program "which ha- .ri'titinued to offer all alternative treatment
alpproae for many youths who would otherwise spend considerably more time
in a state Institution." lie writes. "We see tll,: program as so successful that
we tire asking the Youth l)evelopment Center to increase its llltlon so ans to
provide services for even more youths." (htrasted to the $18,235 In-ititulbi
'ost, it costs this Y $4200 per youth a year for ill.s program, le,.s than one

fourth the amount.
But even so, this program, like others. is bavlnt financial difficulty. 8tate

officials expect a diminishing of federal funds for these purposes. Revenue shar-
Ing funds seem to be destined for helping to lower nmnlelpal tax rates rather
than funding alternative justice projects. And tile rui(lelines for LEAA fund

till spent heavily weighted toward correction ritier than prevention till(]
diversion.

In this past year we hanve seen a growing readiness of organizations like mrs
to becoltm deeply involved il community l)rollems like this one il(I to start
making available its staff. Its resources. and Its planning capacities to bring
solutioils to these Intolerable situations. The one major stumlllilg block is a.ssur-
an(,e that these new program ventures will be supported with finances, planning
and re.eareh. We have programs that have been ready to go for the past year
with delay after delay because of funding uncertainties at tile state and federal
level. It seems that we find every roadblock to prevent programs that are desler-
ately needed ; yet have no reluctance to continue pouring money into the lottoill-
l(s pits of jail-like systems that systematically destroy every possibility of
.'alvaging young lives, many of whom are there for no real fault of their own-
the broken-home runaways. tile school runaways, the stubborn ('hld, the deslair-
ing twelve year olds.

Thait is why S. 821 is a breath of fresh air'-aimed (quarely at tile problem
an1d Its ('olnlnon-sense a l)lroaclies.

Today. tsiq never before, we l must work together oi tleoe crucial soehill llro!l-
lim that have baffled i1s for ilundreds of years. We 111stf bring all of our re. lr(,es
together because 11 single force is strong enough to (10 it alone.

I will bring this pledge to you.
Tit Hawaii our corplorations and phllanthropte fomndations are prepared to join

with the federal and state govoeimnat to fund the pirograms needed to put new
ymlth systen.,n in operation to replace the old.

That is why we unhesitatingly sUl)port S. 821 aild endorse in particular fl-
en lhasi oi preventive programs and its-intent to encourage broad and diverse
a..istita nce to all troubled youth.

Your las.lge of this bill-indication of the Federal government's commit-
ment to find better ways to help and save youth in trouble-will stimulate the
private sector to invest many millions of Its own dollars for a coordinated effort
which ailts at outcomes too important to deny.
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NA IONAI, YMCA JUVENILEI Jis rcy Por.icy Anvisony COMM MISSION

A POLICY STATEMENT
In troduction

1. This past March 1072, the National Board of YMCAS adopted as one of its
five major goal- for the next half decade the following challenge: To change the
conditions that foster alienation. delinquelncy. ad crime.

2. Tits past October 1972, the National Botrd of YMCAs also adopted a Joint
Policy Statement of Inter-Agency Collalioratioz which vomaiitted itself as a

alt iotnl volnttry organization to: . . . apply our I'esolre.,s of people. persun-
sion, andtl progress in as collaborative a manner a, possible in the cause of
juvenile justice and y ith-service reform.

3. The National Y.\ICA ,luventle Justice Project Ires, along with vertaln
aspects of other efforts of the Urban Action and Program visionn such its tlhe
National Center for Youth Outreach Workers and NYPTIM, constituted n major
programmatic effort toward tie fulfillment of these goals.

4. To provide further direction and thrust to this effort, the National YMCA
Juvenile Justice Policy Advisory Commission submits the following STATEMENT
OF POLICY to guide the work of the National YMCA Juvenile Justice Project
and other directly related operations of the National Council of YMCAs of the
U.S.A.

Nerd for coordinated Fedrcal/,State/local, piblile/prirate planning
5. We strongly believe il the need to link federal. state, and local governmental

estaliilllnents with coalitions of private organizations In order to make the most
-ieleetive u-s-of all available resources towards the goals of reducing delinquent
behavior -of divertlng-nmore youth from courts and prisons, and of Improviig the
treatment available to those who aire lcnarverated within insttlitions.

6. This belief rests on our recognition of the inadequate quality of the system
of juvenile justice in the United States, mid two aspects in particular: first, the
absence nationwide of a comprehensive, coormliited approach to the treatment of
children and youth in trouble, whether adjudicated by the courts or not; and sec-
ond, the cyclical effects of negative labelling. institutionallitlon, and (,onse-
quent-reeidlimnu (estimated to be from 65 to 85 percent for incarcerated youth-
fil offenders)- currently-present within our juvenile justice system.

T. We concur with the recent (October 1)72) policy statement of tile National
Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) which -states that:

"Within the present criminal and juvenile justice systenis there Is no
requirement for a single. all-inclusive plan to address the needs of partiei-
pants and potential participants, be they juvenile or adult, male or feniale,
high or low Income, offender or victim . . . wile It is the responsibility of
each state planning body to guide and audit, the allocation of . . . justice
resources, the task can only be accomnplished if the state planning agencies
can interface with a unified federal system. (Hnphasis added.)

,. We therefore recommend tie creation of an effective federal mechanismn
that would perform ti following functions of:

(a) Identification of the major problems in all current programs attempting
to reduce the delinquent behavior of youth in troubled situations, Ioth those
adjudicated and those not yet before the courts.

(b) Ievehopment of a comprehensive plain for tle allocation of federal
monies to programs diverting troubled youth froi the juvenile justice system,
including provisions for programs of a direct-lirevention nature, as well as
those programs treating youth already adjudieated by the courts: for train-
lIg and recruitment of staff to man such programs; and for adequate eval-
uation and information exlange mechanisnis in relation to these programs.

(e) Monitoring of all federal agencies allocating funds to all such pro-
grains, noted above, with a goal of on-going Ihentlflcation of the uimnlet needs
of troubled juveniles. nnd recommendations for corrective steps including
adequate fund allocatim levels.

Serious attempts should also be made to develop a(imi nistrative and legislative
procedures to ensure tIe actual expenditure of federal funds for such services
at a level adequate to meet the very real needs il these areas.

9. Within this single federal mllechiainisml. we also believe that it should be
mandated that at least one-third of total resources controlled or coordinated by
it lie reserved for central allocation for innovative. experimental, or special-
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eml)hasis programs which need not to be organized or operated wholly within any
given federal region. The purpose of this provision is to ensure a continuing
though reasonably controlled effort at new program development and special
programs which are national in scope (such as NYPUM) and which would not
otherwise be supported by the two-thirds percent of the funds allocated according
to the specific program objectives described in paragraphs 12 and 13 below. Such
a fund allocation recognizes that there are national factors of organizational
structure and inter-state collaboration which require a federal level review and
control.
Target priorities

10. We strongly concur in the belief of NCCD, the Senate Judiciary Subcom-
mittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency and others, that "the present response
to juvenile delinquency is Inadequate In that it does not allocate resources in
proportion to the problem.

11. Thus, we likewise recommend that juvenile justice and services for troubled
youth should receive, at a minimum, one-half of the total federal dollars allocated
to the adult criminal and juvenile justice spheres -through LEAA, HEW, and
NINIH correctional and prevention )rograms, and.the Special Action Office for
l)rug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP). Such a large investment in juvenile services
is warranted by the fact that juvenile offenders are responsible for 48 percent of
arrests for serious crimes In the U.S. today.

12. Within the juvenile justice sphere, we believe that funding priorities should
be reordered to give less encouragement and support to the continuation of
existing Juvenile institutions I and more support to those programs which:

(a) Directly prevent troubled youth from having contact with the forinal
juvenile justice system (police, courts, probation, corrections, etc.) ;

(b) Divert troubled youth already in contact with the juvenile justice
system away from any further contact, especially prior to court adjudication
or disposition;

(c) Provide non-institutional and non-governmental treatment (residential
and non-residential.) programs for youth already adjudicated and committed
by the courts.

Such programs as emphasized here have as their goal the lessening of the
hostility of troubled youth, increasing their access to non-delinquent social roles,
achieving their integration and acceptance into the community at large, on the
one hand, and, on the other hand, improving community institutions which con-
tribute directly to the alienation and harm of troubled youth.

13. As a note of further specification, we wish to make clear that in these
respects we are talking about programs which principal focus Is youth already
in contact with the juvenile justice system or youth clearly identified (by school,
home, or community service agency) as under stress and In nee.1 of specialized
supportive services in order to avoid future involvement in the formal justice
system. Such programs must be considered to lie in addition to the prevent pat-
terns of educational, vocational, economic, and health supports available to
families and individuals through a variety of federal, state, and lo'$al programs
not geared specifically to troubled or "pre-delinquent" youth.
Program spon8orsh ip

14. The utilization of staffs, learnings, resources, and facilities in already exist-
ing organizations is often preferable to creating new institutions to meet these
program objectives. Private membership agencies, including the YMCA, havea unique capacity to assist troubled youth without the negative labellinjg auto-
ratically imposed by court treatments and institutionalization. We urge that
YMCAs, in collaboration with other private agencies, continue to re-evaluate their
role in contributing to the improvement of services and opportunities available
to troubled youth, including the use of the personal resources of influence,
knowledge, and citizen support available through their boards and membership
rolls.

This is not to say that more public support than is presently the case should not he
forthcoming for selected Juvenile institutions. Indeed, additional support Is needed to ensurethat those institutions which must he continued will he significantly altered and upgraded.
lit this is to say that, in the aggregate, proportionally more (and increasingly so)resources should be going to direct-prevention, diversion, and noninstitutional correctional
programs than to existing juvenile Institutions.
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15. Therefore, we believe that private, non-profit human service organizations
that meet accepted criteria of competence and credibility should be heavily in-
volved, and supported in part by public funds, in developing and maintaining
programs to meet the above objectives. We also recognize the vital importance
of Incorporating management and program evaluation mechanisms in such pro-
grams in order to guarantee accountability.
Funding arrangements

16. Because of the start-up time required to achieve full mobilization, because
of the need to offer greater job security in order to attract qualified staff, because
of the unrecovered resources necessary to design and establish a program in
the first place, and because sensible planning processes are not determined by
the solar calendar, new projects, whether of a direct-service or planning nature,
should be organized on the basis of an initial period longer than one year.

17. We recommend that, as a general rule, new projects be funded for a mini-
mum initial period of two years, and preferably, where possible, three years.
We further urge that this be used as a general guideline for all new programs,
whether publicly or privately funded.
Funding procurement

18. The principal source of funds for juvenile justice programs must neces-
sarily be public-federal, state, and local. The procurement of these fundN is
usually an unnecessarily wearisome, expensive, frustrating, and competitive
process which discourages participation by private, nonprofit community
agencies.

19. Accordingly, we recommend steps be taken to facilitate the participation
of greater numbers of YMCAs in this process on tle one hand, and, on the other
hand, the simplification and standardization at all levels of government of the
process itself. Such steps should include enhancing the resources and services of
the Washington Ofilce of the National Board, as well as the development of
increased liaison services by YMCA units with legislative and administrative
developments at the state government and regional level.
Community collaboration, education, and awareness

20. Communities need to be made vividly aware of the problems of juvenile
"lstice, and their institutions must learn to act together to resolve these prob-
lems. Our concern here, reflected previously in paragraph 6,. above, is not just
to facilitate the development and funding of alternative programs in the area of
juvenile justice, but to have YMCAs encourage and promote citizen involvement
and lay education in the Juvenile justice issues and concerns of their community,
in an attempt to develop deep community awareness of the grave elements of
injustice actually prevalent in the juvenile justice system.

21. Accordingly, we support the collaborative policy statement adopted by
the National-Board, which is attached hereto as an appendix, and urge YMCA
units at every level to seek out allies and support in the development of coalitions
and thrusts which will ensure the informed citizen input needed to shape and
control public policy toward troubled youth.

NATIONAL INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION ON JUVENILE JUSTICE

A STATEMENT OF INTENT

As voluntary organizations with a fundamental concern for human development
and the future of American Society, we Join together in underlining the ever-
deepening concern and anxiety about the issues of Juvenile justice nationally.

We call attention once again to abuses and shortcomings in the way organized
community systems treat, or fail to treat, our youth-whether those simply in
need of special supervision and services or those already adjudged to be "delin-
quent." We are concerned that our educational, social welfare, and recreational
systems reject youth with special needs and thus abandon them to the streets and
ultimately to the courts and juvenile correctional settings. And, we are especially
concerned with the fate of those children and youth who do enter the formal
justice system, become labeled, and get sent to the ruinous and damaging atmos-
phere of juvenile institutions. There in most cases they become ensnared in a
prolonged pattern of criminal behavior and outlook.
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We are indeed concerned about both the urgency for vastly improved and
altered concepts of treating youthful offenders already involved in the formal
juvenile Justice system, as well as the need to prevent youth from entering that
system.

The magnitude of either aspect of the problem cannot be minimized when we
consider that over 5(00,000 juveniles are processed through the courts each 3 ear
N'ith between 100,000 and 200,000 being committed to juvenile institutions and
detention centers. It Is clear to us that this large scale incarceration of Juveniles
and an even larger scade process of negative labeling has failed both society and
the juventle. It must be changed.

With this concern in mind, and recognizing that change of this nature is a
multifaceted process involving private and public agencies, national and local
efforts, new programs and new laws, Improved legal protection and fairer admin-
istrative procedures, as well as citizens-at-large, we commit ourselves as na-
tional agencies to a policy of mutual collaboration for the improvement of Juve-
nile justice systems throughout the country.

We intend this collaboration to take it variety of forms Including joint state-
ments of concern, joint efforts to inform and educate the public on the issues
Involved, suggestions for their resolution, and cooperation in the operation of
alternative progranis for youth in trouble.

To realize this intent, we acknowledge that we must pool together the unique
resources of our separate organizations at both the national and local levels
in (lea rly focused programs and relationships.

From this point on, as national voluntary organizations, we commit ourselves
to al)ly our resources of people, persuasion, and programs in as collaborative a
manner as possible in the cause of juvenile justice and youth-services reform. And
we urgently call upon our local units and chapters to do likewise.

The costs to our youth and to our future are too high to continue isolated and
fragmented efforts.

Senator BAYi I appreciate the cooperation you have given to the
people in Indianapolis, and particularly the Kokomo situation which
I am very familiar with. Unfortunately, my schedule is not going to
permit me to be there.

Thank you, gentlemen.
We are going to have a 30-minute recess. There will be a vote at

2 o'clock and after that we will be back with our concluding witnesses
representing the Girl Scouts, Dr. Selby and Dr. Scott. I am sorry for
this inconvenience, but we have not l)een able to predict prior to now
exactly what will be happening on the floor. That has required us
to change the schedule a bit.

[ Brief recess.]
Senator BAYM Dr. Selby, Dr. Scott, we announced the coming

attraction prior to the recess. At that time, as now, we said we are very
grateful to you, the leadership of the Girl Scouts, for taking time
from your busy schedules to come and let us benefit from the consid-
erable expertise that the Girl Scouts have regarding the needs of young
people.

STATEMENT OF DR. GLORIA D. SCOTT, CHAIRMAN, THE EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS, GIRL
SCOUTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. CECILY C. SELBY, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mrs. Scorr. First, I want to thank you for the invitation and we
are pleased to participate as a part of this hearing representing Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A.

As you know, Girl Scouts was founded here in 1912 and has been a
functioning organization for 61 years. In Girl Scouting we meet pri-
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marily in small groups called troops with adult leadership. We have
four age ranges presently, Brownies, Juniors, Cadettes, and Seniors.
More recently we have Campus Girl Scouts who are located on more
than 800 college and university campuses throughout the country.

These young leaders bring a sensitivity to dealing with girls, young
women. Our senior scouts are involved with younger girls.

Girl Scouting's present national objectives and goals center on
anticipating and initiating change as a. social force in this Nation,
building a membership truly reflective of the total population and
developing greater effectiveness as a voluntary organization.

T'o meet these goals, we are committed to take risks, to seek greater
involvement of youth in the decisionmaking process, to be flexible and
innovative and to take leadership for cooperative efforts with other
agencies and organizations.

The. invitation to appear here today before the subcommittee is
indeed a welcome opportunity for us to share with our elected leaders
in Congress our rich experiences gleaned from 61 years of working
with girls.

We have several programs that we have shared with the subcom-
mittee in our written testimony. These examples represent only a few
of the ways in which Girl Scouts are having a positive, stabilizing
influence in people's lives.

Girl Scouts of U.S.A. applauds this subcommittee's dedicated efforts
to develop a comprehensive, coordinated approach at the Federal level
to the problems of juvenile justice and delinquency, which will enable
the States and local communities to better meet the needs of our youth.

We especially commend the subcommittee for the recognition given
to the need for greater emphasis on preventive wvork and the role of
the private sector in cooperation and liaison with institutions of gov-
ernment in youth development.

It is our experience that interagency collaboration among the
schools, churches, units of government and nonprofit groups and, of
course, in cooperation with parents and significant other adults is the
most effective way to impact on the environment and the life of a
girl.

As we have stated, the earlier in her lifetime that these supportive
linkages can be formed around and with the girl, the better her chances
for healthy growth and development.

S. 821 in its overriding commitment to community based programs
and services affords an opportunity for a variety o)f groups and or-
ganizations of both adults and young people to come together in sup-
portive roles.

Some agencies have facilities; others specially trained personnel;
some institutions are mandated by law or regulation to assume cer-
tain responsibilities toward youth; others have programs that can be
made available and still others attract the constituents.

A greater pulling or sharing of these facilities, skills, resources and
expertise 'is mandatory if the best interest of children and youth are
to be served.

The emphasis which S. 821 gives to supporting, indeed mandat-
ing, this community based cooperation is welcome. For alone, no sin-
gle agency can properly do the job needed in behalf of our youth.
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In offering this statement we reflect a growing awareness of the fact
that the questions of juvenile rights, equal treatment of- offenders un-
der sound Federal and State laws, and alternatives to traditional in-
stitutional care all need to be addressed by all citizens who care about
children and youth.

More positioning of thought, more options, more dialogue, more ex-
pertise are needed. In authorizing the establishment of an Advisory
Committee on Standards for Juvenile Justice and in mandating l)ublic
hearings on any proposed standards, S. 821 will encourage .that
dialog.

It also appears to us that title III of S. 821 which would establish
a National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is a
proper coordinative approach and would certainly llace a high Fed-
eral priority on the problems of juvenile delinquency.

We also applaud the emphasis given on title IV' on input from
private agencies in the development of State plans, the encouragement
given to States to expand their available funds on programs that
stress work with the families, recreational opportunities and alterna-
tive learning situations, and in the authorization given to the Director
of the National Office to grant and enter into contracts with private
organizations to help improve their capabilities to provide needed
services.

Our national organization functions as a body of technical assist-
ance available to our local councils. As a community organization we
can also provide many different opportunities for girls.

Our relationship with the community and all of its resources enable
us to effectively work for and with girls. Because we recognize that
what happens to girls at a very early age has a great impact on devel-
oping their values, their approach to life, and what role they do or do
not take, we try to help each girl discover herself and her own unique
individuality, while at the same time we try to help her understand and
appreciate the uniqueness of others.

If we are to stop damaging behavior, we must deal with the girl
before a pattern of behavior has been developed. As an independent,
private group ve ha ;'e the potential to touch girls at all levels and at
all interfaces of their lives, her family, school, church, public and
private agencies and institutions.

Girl Scouting can continue to show girls by example that there are
alternate life styles from which to choose. Youths have been telling us
for the past years that they are not allowed to grow up in our society.

We have tried to listen and have taken steps to give girls more and
more responsibility. In so doing we adults have reaped as n-any beie-
fits as the girls. We all need to interact, to share, to collaborate, girl
and adult, girl and girl, adult and adult, agency and agency, male and
female, Government and entity and private organization.

We know that any one person if she is at the right place at the
right time, says the correct words or has insight to say nothing, can
have tremendous impact on the life of another individual.

In Girl Scouting we capalize on this by attempting to gear our pro-
gram and activities to each individual girl or adult involved with our
organization.
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Although we have always tried to deal with each girl as an individ-
ial, we do deem that all of the girls as all human beings have similar
needs.

Millions of girls have taught us that people are different. Each
individual at every point in her life has her own needs which are
reflective of her total life and environment. These needs must be met
in every unique ways.

In any group, the leader is the key to effective interaction. In Girl
Scouting it is adults working with girls. We have learned and are
reminded of this truism every time we talk to a Scout or a non-Scout.

The leader either makes or breaks the scouting for an individual.
Adults are selectively placed in the structure of Girl Scouting. We

have an extensive adult education program, which is designed to meet
the needs of volunteer adults so that they might provide leadership
for girls. Those adults that deal directly wth girls are specially helped
to see how they must act and react in'order to be supportive of girls
individually aild collectively.

Just as the success of Girl 'Scouting depends on adults, so does a
child's future. Our commitment to adult education led the national
organization in responding to an opportunity offered by the Office of
Child Development at the Department of 'Health, Education, and
Welfare, a proposal of six demonstration Education for Parenthood
projects, of which five were individually sponsored by councils and
one as a consortium of four councils, had been submitted and funded.

These are designed to help improve the competence of young people
as perspective parents by seeking to prepare teen aged boys and girls
for parenthood. The goal of this project is an increased awareness of
the social, educational and health needs of children and the role of
parents in fostering the child's development.

A result of this project we feel will certainly contribute to juvenile
delinquency prevention.

With me today is Dr. Selby, who will pick up on some of the aspects
of Girl Scouting as a primarily female organization which we have
reaffirmed and recognize as one of our greatest strengths.

Mrs. SELBY. Thank you, Dr. Scott.
As you can understand from this testimony Girl Scouting has a

wealth of experience in what we could call preventive medicine and
believing as we do that the only cure, the only alternative to radical
surgery, is of course preventive medicine.

In reflecting on some of the comments that I heard this morning, I
am tempted to underline for us again today that there is no indication
that I can find in society or the trend in society that the problem of
juvenile delinquency, juvenile misbehavior, juvenile relationship to the
establishment, is going to go away.

I don't see any indication that it should go away because basically
this is a problem created by the very sophistication of our economy.

In other words, in our current economy young people are not needed
or wanted on the work force until 21 or 22 at least. This means we are
putting young people into quarantine, into ineffective role, as feeling
they have no role as adults. But we know they are adults at an increas-
ingly young age.

84-522-73----40
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So our Government, our business, our society has created an artificial
situation where our young people, at their mental and l)hysical peak,
are not allowed roles where they can feel an identity, feel themselves
to be somebody, to be worth something. We keep them in quarantine.

What is the solution? It must be as it seems to me created by the very
people that created the l)roblelu. In other words, it must be worked out
by the very people who created the sophisticated economy.

I joined Girl Scouting in the belief that so much was needed to be
done for young people. I nio\ed from the independent school and col-
lege worla to the agency world because the very independence of the
agency, it seemed to me had the capacity to a'ct in areas where the
family,the church, the school was unable to act.

One of the ways that an agency can act, as was pointed out by I)r.
Scott, is to provide coorlinating :function. Another way of acting is to
get into the social issue 'a ena, again an arena where the public schools
are not able to do as much as some of us would wish perhaps that they
could.

Another area is th, whole values eduation, morals education area,
where; again there arc severe strictures placed on various other estal)-
lished areas of education in the society. Indel)endent agencies such as
ours, such as the YMCA and others which you have heard from, have
the ability by our very independence to use the strengths of the free
interprise society to a(llress exactly these areas where in our judglnlent
youth needs the most help.

The kind of help is not the helpl down from above, not charity, but
the partnership with adults.

Again, as Dr. Scott pointed out, Girl Scouting has since is found-
ing. which is quite remarkable, if we go lack for 61 years, eml)hasized
the partnership of girls and adults, the sharing and decisionmnaking.
which is absolutely critical to getting through this quarantine to hayi-
ing youth feel that they miust share with us in determining the future,
in making decisions, ill determining their future in society.

So I would like to underline everything that is in our program and
a lot. more that we would like to begin our program which is basically
designed to combat this quarantining of youth by sharing in decision-
making, by learning through doing, by getting Into values education
ais we always have been, and, secondly, to undlerline the special strength
of the independent agency because it does seem to us that so much of
the strength of the bill and the actions that you are recommending do
lie on using the independent freedom of the community based agency.

I heard many comments this morning al)out the cost of working with
youth, the cost. of providing programs, the cost of anything that you
are addressing yoursel f to.

Agencies sich as ours have used volunteer power for all of these
years. In ternis of spending attention on youth, I heard the ratio, I
believe, one adult to every 4) youngsters ill the l)ublic school system.

Our ratios on the average is one adult for every seven youngsters.
The adult working with the youngster is a volunteer. So the kind of

dollars we use are the back-ul) of research and development, but the
actual delivery of service uses the American citizen is free time, freely
given.
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To turn to tle point. of girl advocacy, in a co-educational world, we
believe we can make a tremendous case for the need in the development
of many girls for periods of time, that can vary with the girls need,-
in an exclusively female organization. In sucl or in an exclusively
male organization there is the opportunity for development of self-
image. the role model identification which is critical in the develop-
ment of the child: the education of the child with a valid role model..

This is at the very )asis of a volunteer organization such as ours.
Tlieli, finally, just to turn to fhe point of adult education, there is a

great deal written these days about change in our society.
In my experience, change is no Problem for youngsters. They are

liv-ing in the middle of it. The relativists will tell us that change is not
a problem if you are in it. Change is Only a problem for those who are
outside of it.. Therefore. it is the adults'in our communities who need
sO much1ll hell) themselves in learning how to deal with the young.

In programs such as ours. Girl Scouting for example, has had a
long, long history of pioneer work in education ; adult education at the
community level; education of our volunteer leaders, of our board
members, of all of those involved in our program in every area, from
human relations to politicall action to child development.

This adult education we believe has helped the adults who work
with us lose some of their fears, some of their sense of threat in work-
ing with the young. I believe that closing the generation gap as much
as we can is as critical to helping to work with the problems of youth
as working with the youth themselves. It is the adults who deal with
the youth who need so much help in how to cope with that first pro)-
Joi, that first runaway child, that. first action that gives the adult such
a sense of threat that she or he is unable to cope creatively and kindly
and constructively with the youth.

So as you can see, although I have been with Girl Scouting profes-
sionally about 1 year, I have become a chauvinist already. We would
love to answer questions, but these are the points that I felt would be
most .helpful to underline in view, particularly, of the testimony this
morning.

Senator BAYIT. Would you also be willing to answer questions?
Mrs. S.LBY. If we can.
Senator BAYH. Thank you very much for the very thoughtful state-

ment. I do have some questions for Dr. Selby and -Dr. Scott.
Either one or both of you may answer them.
What has been the experience of the Girl Scouts as far as involving

themselves in the really difficult areas? The former stereotype of Girl
Scout involves a small group called a troop. usually in a suburban
area, or at least not in those areas where we have. so many critical
problems.

What efforts have the Girl Scouts made to try to reach girls who do
not fit in this stereotype ?

Mrs. SELBY. I wou d like to answer that, if I may, two ways.
Senator B.xiI. May I add just another question, 'please? Please ex-

cuse me for interrupting.
I talked again to Mayor Miller during the recess. The No. 1 factor

behind delinquency in the South Bend area is the broken home.
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Mayor Miller and his assistant tell me that there is a greater rela-
tionship between the broken home and the juvenile delinquent act
than there is with socioeconomic factors or some other indexes.

What has been the experience of the Girl Scouts regarding the kind
of counseling and advice that girls from broken homes, even more than
other girls, might need?

I don't know whether there is any relationship there, but I would
like to have your thoughts.

Mrs. SELBY. I wouldlike to go first simply because of ,a story I would
like to tell you about the council where Dr. Scott came from in Ten-
nessee. I bring this up very specifically because I heard this morning

'of the need for someone, somewhere, somehow correlating efforts in
communities and people saying, Should it be this agency or that gov-
ernment or this or that. We can tell you of situations where the girls
themselves really did pull the community together, organized the
community in a drug education program.

So that is just one example thAt speaks specifically to the council
as Dr. Scott knows well.

In terms of the broken home you are dealing with a variety of agen-
cies each of whom has their particular focus. Our focus is by defini-
tion working with girls only for a fraction of the time of the week
with a volunteer leader.

So there is both the strength there and a limitation of what we could
possibly be expected to help with.

We have in our written testimony a very interesting experiment
going on in Cleveland, Ohio. I think the most general answer is that
we recognize the middle-class stereotype. This came about very nat-
urally because of the tradition of volunteerism in this country be-
cause these are the very communities where, it was easy to get leaders.

Our problem is recruitment of volunteer leaders'and moving into
the Indian reservations or into the ghettos or into Appalachia where
we are working extremely hard, spending a great deal of our time,
money, and energy. The problem is getting what we call indigenous
leadership.

We have to sell volunteerism in new communities, to a new clientele.
We are working on it. It involves work with paraprofessionals. It in-
volves selling a kind of community responsibil ity.

We have along way to go. But'we are deeply 'committed in this area
which for us is called indigenous leadership. 'The national board has
made many statements and our budget allocations supports this.

But it does require a kind of dollar that working in the middle
class does not require. because it means more staff support, more
field aides, caravans. It requires expenditure to work in the hard-
to-reach areas and it requires a kind of expenditure that was not in
our budget a generation ago.

Senator BAYIT. Your experience would lead us to believe that it is
not advisable to take a suburban housewife and make her a troop
leader in the inner city?

Mrs. Scor. That is what our experience tends to indicate I think
a part of that relates to the kind of community support and the kind
of model that girls as well as other youngsters need. This is not to
say we don't have any such troops being led by suburban housewives,
because we have a mixture.
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But one of the strengths of Girl Scouting, and other informal edu-
cational groups, is that activities can occur close to home base and as
a result strengthening not only the individual, but other members of
that community.

I think some of the Girl Scouting efforts to relate to your question
about the increased numbers of juveniles from broken homes have
been directed in the area of identifying with what I like to call a
significant adult. Often there are adults in the community who can
have an impact on the life of a girl, for example, where the parents
might not have the strength, nor the time nor the energy.

There is a term, called broken homes, and then there is another
degree of families that are together, but are pathological, and adults
who just don't have the energy to give to their children.

We have tried to move into the areas of the community in Girl
Scouting to provide some other adults who have the time and want
to give to girls leadership.

We are just moving into this in depth, into the communities in
inner cities, away from suburban areas, and into rural areas. In the
South we find that the rural area is very much like that of the com-
pacted inner city area for outlets for which there are experiences for
girls in those areas.

So we are moving into this area. That is one of our major goals.
We have funded 18 projects in large cities and some rural areas try-
ing to recruit and train and take Girl Scoutingr to girls.

Senator BAYIL Is this volunteer leadership or do you have to hire
people?

Mrs. Scorr. This is volunteer leadership. In some instances we are
having to deal with the new concepts of volunteerism as Dr. Selby
mentioned.

Our traditional concept of volunteerism has been that a person
devotes her time totally free of charge and bears her expenses. But
if you look at that concept usually the person can afford to do this
because they can deduct it as an income tax deduction.

In cases .where there are women who do not have this status but
who have their time and energy, the cost of transportation from her
home to her troop might keep her from volunteering. In some in-
stances we have encouraged the councils to try and research those
leaders because we felt the impact on the girls wvas most important.

So some people call this paying people to do service. But I think if
we realistically look at where women who don't have regular income
status will cone from to give leadership, this kind of subsidy for
expenses might well be important.

I think this is one of the things that I see as a coalition of groups
in the juvenile act that you have here. There are adults who can give
their time, and who, with some training, would be glad to extend
themselves into programs to help youth.

Senator BAY. I note that in Omaha, for example, we have had
some success in working with juvenile courts to include girls who have
been before the juvenile courts in the Scouting groups and camps.

IHave you had successful experience in mixing girls from different
social an'd economic backgrounds?

Mrs. Scor-r. Yes. This experience, as the council reports was very
successful. Whet it primarily (lid was to take girls who were juvenile
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offenders and put them in with girls who were ntooflenders without
identifying either to the other and to ol)serv these girls and to provide
a1 kind of Ol)portllnity to work with the juvenic oflie.'rs in that euviror-
itent. The resulis of this l)roj((t was re(.orded as being very suceessfld.

Sen ator l.YlI. You lia ke1 iec ern.-vt ill your testimony to tle ill-
itovative prograllis lIndertakien ii Ohio. Nciw:askal, Pennsylvania, und(!
Kentucky to reach out to troubled girls.

Could I-oi give us at little, more of tie(, hakgrounld of those pro-gr~ums~
Mrs. Sco-i-r. In one ('case. the troulled girls were 10- and 11-vear-

old girls who had i)een on (iru,,.,s ')11(l were ir(r,,uing to the Ioni,
1on1til unity .an(1 le( ld the kind of inter'iiii. short-term foster (are

treatment, which. I light ad(l at this tinw. is. \wc, ihink one of the real
strengths of this bill.

We often find that (.hildern are often in confict with their parents
or homes. but should not Ie pit. into facilities with juvenriles or other
l)eol)le. 'Th opportunity to bridge tlat gl) is very much missing ill
this country.

I think there are mior ol)l)Orfllities as we look at it from the nl,
or fellnale standpoint. The ' malef olefmder ten(s to be returned hior(,
and often the conditionss which sent h(,r away from the begiinur,,g are
still there. 

?

So this particular project dealt with I I- and 1 2-year-old girls who
were ret during to tlir communities.

Senator BY .. I note with a great deal of interest and conside(ral)lh
al'rrn your assessment rehtive to the increase in the numbers of girls
from all backgrounds who are involved in (irulg abuse, alcohol, firing
away, trips in s(oarclh for need of religious s experiences, and so forth.

What causes this kind of increase ?
Mrs. SmBY. I would think it has got to g(et worse before it gets better.

l)ecause there is more choice. First of all, there is more choice opein
to every member of society now. There is infinitely more choice Opel,
to the young people ex.elt for the choices whieh I inentioned whicl) we
vish they had, which is the choice of employment.

But heire is much more choice open to women and. girls. III my
(VXl),ie1!ce inl CdIWation of girls. Paldora's box was ol)ened anti it just
1)urst, open. The very fact that these choices were available, there was
ho one aroud, certainly not 1)arents and c'rtainly not school )eol)he,
with any skill or any ability to help the people. th( girls deal with this
in r asing choi(e..

So now with the equality of the sexes on all levels, the girls are
reachin-g for the saimle kinds of freedomllI that they perceive the boys
have always had.

Senaitor Wvkyi. ,What has 1),ien your assersltent looking at this frli
the comimuuityv level ? That the liuimber of p)r'ogratmis available to t)e:it
boys with problems is significantly grtcater tihan the numbers of pro-
grans available to treat girls.

Mrs. S-liy. I canl only he a little specilit. here. f live in Mallhattaun.
We have funded v l)rograu in, tie t S,.-i. Bronx. I rea(l the statement
of (.onihnitv leaders in t le South Blroilnx s: vin..,r this is the first pro-
gram for tile girls. t(e first kind( of pleventiv( e(dieation programs for
girls ill the South Bronx which is as von llow one of the worst areas
(f 'New York City.
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I can onl N assil1l, that if this is trite ill te South Bro lix tlat this
is certainly trm, elsewherv-1 know it is trme ill ( 'cutral Chicago alld
other specific iIstallves. We have introluced! the tirst prograills of the
informal edlucatinnal and1 receatioim! ne licine kind for girls iun these
Com Ill ~teit (s.

I know al-o on Indian ]Res"'rvaViis 'lt.vre we have beent working
we have )een lie fist ill ceitail c,:'v,; to ll(;ve ilto these particular

aPes.
We know the valu(s are d(leveloped priltiarilv before p1lberty. Eighty-

five present of our iliembershil1 is titider 12. We scrv' on1e out of every
throe 7- aud 8-year olds ill the c11t r.

That is where Von are really gel tIing at values and decisionitiaking.
So this is our territory.

Senator B.,Yil. We are grateful for the real support that both of
von aild your organization b]rinlgs to th is lerislat i 'e effort.

What is the attitude of Gi,'l Souls i both at the nnticual level, as
wl ns at the grassroots level, relative to gerttilg in touch will ('on-
gresslen ald Senalo's and trying to gset tlli, national effrt going.

.Mrs. SELY. We are very glad you asked.
Senator B.Yli. You mentioned a coalition. A coalition without any

action. without anv willingness to speak up i'iit very effective. I ask
that question not io embar'ass anybody. but for the very pragnmatie
reason that we would like to .ret some results.

I think you could Ie very helpful to us.
Mrs. S(''r. We.are glad you asked that because we talked about it

at luhe. We will inform ouir membership of the position taken here.
()1 of our stated goals as I said is to become a social force and this
means involving the Gir) Scout movement ill looking at issues that
especially affect the young adults and women in America.

We have recently appointed a public issues committee to review
places that Girl Scouting c'an iml)act on influencing the decisions
without violating our congressional charter.

We ate committed to straining our total ineibership and our re-
sources to tile point slightly. shall I say left or right, of center of af-
fecting our congressional charter.

Senator B-yTI. Let tue just say we have gone to great lengths to keep
the Support for this bill I)ipartisn and broadly representative.

From a very 1e0al standpoint, if everyone interested ill young vonien,
getting them involved in Girl Scouts activity, and really creating- a
more meaningful life, if that kind of individual doesn't recognize that
they can increase this very Op)portumity for young women who other-
w ise will not hav'e it, we ate going to have a more difficult time.

Mrs. Srrai,. Ttere a re two parts of it from our point of view. One is
tile N'erV definite interest in this bill. and tie other is our whole jo!b ill
life in terms of deli veering edtiwational programs to girls, is conuuni(a-
tion to all of those people out there.

So we have tile second part of cotuniticating tie plerCel)tion that as
a, voluntary eductional agency it is right and proper that we do eco en
involve ! at the national level ill developilig opinions anrd therefore it
is also proper and advisable for volunters at the local lvel. So there
is the second dimension to what we believe and what we a-v com-
ilitted to in terms of appearing ler'e today.
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Senator BAYH. I appreciate your patience in staying through the day
that hardly ran according to plan.

We appreciate it. I want to salute you not only for the strong sup-
port that the Girl Scouts have given this particular piece of legislation,
but also as a father who does not have the good fortune of having a
daughter. If we had more Girl Scout troops and more people like you
providing volunteer leadership, we wouldn't have the kind of critical
need we have now for this kind of legislation.

That kind of service really is valuable to our society.
I want to add my small compliment to the many greater ones that

x'ou receive.
Thank you both.
Mrs. Scour. Thank-you.
Mrs. SLBY. Thank you.
[Dr. Scott's prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GIRL SCOUTS OF THE U.S.A. AS PRESENTED BY DR. GLORIA
D. SCOTT, CHAIRMAN, THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS AND DR. CECILY C. SELBY, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

My name is Dr. Gloria D. Scott of Greensboro, North C,trolina. I am First Vice
President and Chairman of the Executive Committee of the National Board of
Directors of Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. I have been a Girl Scout since 1953 and
on the Board of Directors since 1969. serving previously as Chairman of the
Board's Program and Training Committee. In my professional life, I am Pro-
fessor of Education and Director of Institutional Research and Planning at North
Carolina A & T State University. I hold AD and MA degrees in Zoology from
Indiana University and a Ph. D. in College and University Administration froth
Indiana University. My volunteer commitments, In addition to Girl Scouting, in-
clude serving as National Secretary of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, on the Board
of the Southern Education Foundation, and as a member of the North Carolina
State Commission on Higher Education Facilities.

With me this morning Is Dr. Cecily Cannan Selby, National Executive Director
of Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. Prior to joining the Girl Scout organization In April
of last year, Dr. Selby was Headmistress of The Lenox School in New York City.
Dr. Selby holds an AB degree in Mathematics and Physics from Radcliffe College
and a Ph. D. in Physical Biology from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Her professional career in both science and education Is Indeed a distinguished
one, and her involvement in civic, business, health and welfare, and community
affairs includes Board membership of Avon Products. Inc., the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, and the National Assembly for Social Policy and Development,
Inc.

It is our groat pleasure to appear today before the Senate Judiciary Subcom-
mittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency during the course of public hearings
on S. 821. We are most grateful for the opportunity which this appearance affords
for an exchange of views on a subject of great mutual concern. We are also espe-
cially pleased to have this opportunity to speak on behalf of girls, for It is our
belief that girls are special.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.. founded in 1912 by Juliette Gordon Low, incorporated
in Washington, D.C. June 10, 1915, and chartered by Congress In 1950, has grown
in its sixty-one years to he the largest single voluntary organization for girls In
the free world. Our membership numbers 3.2 million girls aged 6 through 17
and 669,000 adults. This Includes over 38,000 Americans living abroad. The
motivating forces In Girl Scouting are a spiritual belief, an ethical code to
which all members subscribe, and a commitment that the strength of the
movement rests in voluntary leadership by adults, In cooperating with the
community, and In close affiliation with the Girl Guide and Girl Scout move-
ments of over 90 other countries. Girl/adult partnership, the concept of, serv-
ice to others, self-growth and development of the Individual girl, volunteerism,
adult education, and willingnes to serve all girls are the fundamentals of Girl
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Scouting. Our membership is open to any girl who subscribes to the Promise
and Laws and pays a $2.00 membership dues.

The national organization, which is headquartered in New York City, main-
tains six national branch offices which provide service and assistance to our
chartered 365 local Girl Scout councils throughout the United States, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, American Samoa, Guam, Wake
and Midway Iislands, and the Territories. Policies and directions of the
movement are set by volunteers, through our National Council Meeting every
three years, our National and local Board of Directors, and Regional Com-
mittees. Our professional staff of over 2700 women and men, in partner-
ship with volunteers, implement those directions by providing the research and
development and the services necessary to deliver the program to girls and sup-
port the leaders.

In Girl Scouting, girls meet primarily in small groups, called troops, with adult
leadership. The program is presently divided into four age levels: Brownies
(ages 6, 7 and 8), Juniors (ages 9, 10 and 11), Cadettes (ages 12, 13, and 14), and
Seniors (ages 14-17). We also have Campus Girl Scouts located on more than
800 college and university campuses across the country. Many of our local coun-
cils are experimenting with wide age range troops, in the belief that girls
profit by closer relationships to those both older and younger than themselves.
Older girls have become troop leaders and assistant leaders for the younger
girls. These young leaders bring a certain sensitivity to dealing with girls
just a few years younger than themselves that we have for years been slow to
recognize and utilize. The results have been powerful. Senior Scouts, acting as
assistants or troop leaders have an Impact much like the Pied Piper; that is, peer
influence on a positive level. Young Girl Scouts are also serving as members of
local boards in Girl Scouts councils and are members of our national committees.
They bring a freshness of approach, an emphaty, and awareness that Is match-
less-.-What--they-lack in knowledge, they make up for In honesty. Our program is
designed so that girls plan their activities to meet their own needs and interests.
Through the girl-centered, flexible informal educational program, girls are pro-
vided with opportunities to develop as creative, responsible individuals with a
deep sense of personal worth. Girls experience, discover and share with others
through activities which encourage personal, social, ethical and individual skill
development, which foster a sense of oneness and interdependence with others,
and which promote active participation as citizens in their homes, communities.
country and the world. These activities are of an infinite variety, including
projects in social action, environmental education, youth leadership, career
exploration, service to the-handicapped and senior citizens, exploration in the
arts, and international exchange.

Girl Scouting's present national objectives and goals center on anticipating and
initiating change as a social force in this nation, building a membership truly
reflective of the total population, and developing greater effectiveness as a
voluntary organization. To meet these goals, we are committed to take risks, to
seek greater Involvement of youth in the decision-making process, to be flexible
and innovative, and to take leadership for cooperative efforts with other
agencies and organizations. The invitation to appear here today before this
Subcommittee is indeed a welcome opportunity to share with our elected leaders
in Congress our rich experiences gleaned from sixty one years of working with
girls.

We know that one person, if she/he is at the right place at the right time,
says the correct words or has the insight to say nothing, can have a tremendous
impact on the life of another individual. In Girl Scouting we capitalize on this by
attempting to gear our program-our activities-to each individual girl or adult
involved with our organization. Although we'have always tried to deal with each
girl as an individual we do feel that all girls, as all human beings, have similar
needs: the need to be liked and accepted-the need for self-identity, to be
somebody-the need to grow, develop and become deperTient. But millions of girls
have also taught us that people are different. Each individual at every point in
time has her own needs, reflective of her total life and environment. These needs
must be met in very unique ways.

As an organization, we are slowly coming to grips with the need to provide
materials which openly focus on different ways to meet different needs. We have
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lear ed, at nimes the hard way. that what worked in one settlng-One neighbor-
iilid or oil e' colillllity-i light not and probably would lot \\oi''k iii another. This
learning is transferable to meeting the needs of each individual girl. The
\adl-iih-s. however. in uiieeting needs of individuals are greater and of far more
serious nature than those identified when defining community needs.

In any group the le:lder is the key to effective interaction. in Girl Scouting.
it is adults working with girls. We have learned mid are reminded of this
truis every time we talk to :1 (urrent S(out, non-Scout or ex-Scout-the leader
either makes or breaks Scouting for an individual. If a girl enjoys the adult
and what the group is doing, she remains in the program. If a girl likes the
adult nid "sort off" likes the activities, she also stays. Very few stay if the
leadel is partial. not deluendalle or moody. A recent Affiliation Study we coni-
(lucted shows that the following characteristics of a leader are not too important
to youth good looking, outdoors tyle, strict, quiet. patriotic. In contrast, those
that youth feel are very important or highly desirable are: good organizer,
paltientl, friendly, easy going. honest, fair, and dependlahle.

Therefore, adults are selectively placed in the structure of Girl Scouting. We
have so niany positions for volunteer supporters in Girl Scouting that an adult
(:in be. in fact imist he l)laced in tIle position where she/he can he the uiost
comfortable and the most effective. Uneasy volunteers seldom stay long and one
of the realities (if volunteer staffing is that volunteers can just cease their
involvement.

To meet the needs of volunteers. Girl Scouts have developed and have utilized
an (n-going adult education program. We do not expect our adults to my-
terimsly know all the answers. Some individuals have leadership qualities that
svem to lit i :i:i te mo.st do ulot, but have leadlership potential which, If given
go luilice. training. help mid supIprt. (an produce effectiv'e volunteer lea(lers.

Those adults that deal directly with girls are especially helped to see how
they must act and react il order to be supportive of girls individually and
collectively. Adults are helped to understand the importanc of gulidig rather
than directing girls' actions. One of the major stumbling blocks we face in this
apliroach-that is. the discomfort this causes many adults-Is openly stated and
focused upon. It is hard for adults to take a back seat. It is hard for some to sit
by and let girls make their own decisions and their own mistakes. It Is hard for
soim adults to accept the fact that girls must develop their own set of values and
that these values are valid. Strong emlihasis on on-going and continuous support
and training helps our volunteers acquire these necessary skills to understand
ant relate to yonilg people.

Just as the success of Girl Scouting depends on adults, so does a child's future.
Our commitment to adult etcatin led the national organizations into res'polid-
ing to in opportunity offered by the Office of Child I)evelopment at the Depart-
meat of Health, Education and Welfare. A proposal or package (of six
demonstration Education for Parenthood projects, of which five are lndivdually
Sl)Oisol'isl by councils and ole is at consortium of four councils. has been sub-
imitted which are (lesigne(d to help improve the comlpetence of young people as
proshieetive parents by seeking to prepare teenage boys and girls for parenthood.
The goal is an increased awareness of the social, educational. and health needs
of children, and of the role of parents in fostering a chill', development. All six
of these demonstration projects were developed in cooperation with a myriad of
local iblic and private agencies and Institutions. Out of these projects will
evolve curriculumn materials and six individualized models for replicatiom, where
appropriate, throughout our organization or by other interested groups across tile
country. As we train our adult volunteers to be leaders, we believe we must train
our youth to le parents.

Most children and youti are very familiar with adults as parents or as
telhers, usually In the role of the disciplinarian or the direetion-giver. Girls tell
us that Scout leaders are different. Leaders are often thought of as friends and
confidants. Our volunteers seem to present a very different role of an adult than
do niny of the girls' parents or teachers. resulting in a vt,ry different relation-
ship . . . one in which it is much easier for the young person to relate to, to bie
(ojin all(1 to be herself with the adult.

There has been and will always be experiential gaps between people. Very often
these c,an be broken down by age grouping or by generation.. In Girl Scouting, we
solve ig"es '7 to 17, and we recruit adult volunteers ages 18 to 107 to work with
those girls in varying capacities. We are always dealing with several genera-
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tioas simultaneously. One of our roles must le and is helping all individuals it'
each generation to accept and/or understand the differences that exist now.
while at the same time helping theii recognize that differences existed in the
past and will exist in the future.

We have served too many girls over the years to be able to keep track of how
long each one belonged to the organization. We do know that girls only stay
us long as their needs are being nmet. We believe that any amount of time spent
in Girl scoutingg can be viaide, for the ramification of membership are im-
measurable. Becoming a Seout. interacting with girls and/or adults might be just
lhat "right time. right place, with the right girls and adults who say the correct
words or have the insight to say nothing".

As members of a private open agency, girls and adults have freedom to partici-
pate or not to participate. There are no report cards in Girl Scouting; accom-
,plishmnent is by individual achievement. We have learned, however, that because
the quest for identity is strong at particular points In a girl's life. uniforms,
pius, badges, patches (which Iecome "mine") are an important part o? belonging
to Girl Scouting. Badges/activities are designed so that anyone can achieve the
goals. Badge requirements are individually chosen from a variety of alter-
natives. The process of selecting which badge to do is also a choice that is freely
inade from the many different Iadges available. Thus, each girl can assess her
own strengths and needs, and can set her own pace.

We know that if you offer (silly one thing to girls you will reach and satisfy
only those who happen to be interested in that one activity. If more activities are
offered, more will be satisfied. We a-so know that if girls are allowed to express
their feelings and their desires (when they are actively involved in deciding
what they want to do with their time ,, they are more satisfied with the a.tivitics
they pursue. Leaders try to help girls develop the camiidence and ability to openly
express their own ideas. feelings and opinions: to choose thoughtfully among
time options available, weighing alternatives and consequences; and to accept
responsibility for their own decisbios.

F'enmales represent over 50% oIf tOdlay's population in the United States. They
make up a large percentage oif the plpulation under the age of 21. Girl Scouting
has always recognized that one of our greatest strengths is that we are a female
organization. Although we have coed troops and even family Scouting, we have
re-affirined our commitment to remain a female organization. Females have
unique needs and different maturity rates than males. Girls and women need
to learn. as part of their development. to be friends and partner. with each
other instead of being competitors or viewing each other as a threat. They also
need to understand and appreciate their own human sexuality. Historically,
attention has always been given to the rest of the population: to boys-the
fillhers of tomorrow. Current trends indicate that we cannot continue to believe
that girls and women will permit this. Perlps because of our changing defini-
tions, our attitudes, and our ability to collect data, statistics are now showing
us that females are just as involved in illegal or deviant behavior as boys. Girls
have always been involved to a certain extent in, for example, classroom politics.
acting out street behavior, or going on daring adventures. But for the most part.
females have been perceived as having a much more subliminal role. However,
there is an alarming increase in the number of girls from all backgrounds who
are involved in drug abuse, pre-marital sex, abortion, suicide, alcoholism, gangs.
truancy, runaways, and trips in search of a meaningful religious experience. It is
time all of us recognized that the girls with unmet needs become the rebellion A
teenagers and the discontented, frustrated mothers of tomorrow. Somewhere
along the line this cycle must lbe brokeni-intervention to meet their needs must
o((uir.

Girl Scouts, like any organization working with today's youth, is struggling
ii) cifront and help solve the problems of girls-problems which are mani-
fested by confusion, alienation from adults and Institutions. and a lack of self
confidence and self-worth. 'Many girls whose behavior and attitudes are leAs
than productive lack a stable, healthy and supportive family environment. Few,
if any. have adult models from whom understanding and encouragement ire
available. And, therefore, they feel useless, unwanted, and unaccepted for what
they are. Too many girls have too little opportunity to channel their energies
productively or to test out their feelings of themselves and their "femaleness" in
a protected environment. Unfortunately. those agencies which are best equipped
to provide a supportive envir(niemnt are often those from whom these girls feel.
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most alienated and toward which there is the most hostility. As our organization
reaches out to broaden its base we are finding that our credibility is severely
challenged. Then too, very frankly, sometimes our own membership is reluctant
or feels inadequate to take the risks that are inevitable if we are to fulfill our
commitment to serve all girls. However. some of the strong, positive programs
which Girl Scouts are presently undertaking, and which we wish to share
with this Subcommittee today do, we believe, demonstrate the sincerity of that
commitment, the difficulties encountered, and some of the needs as we see them.

Senior Girl Scouts in central Kansas went on several field trips throughout
the council's jurisdiction to inventory the area's opportunities for service proj-
ects. As a result of the girls' decision, a cooperative program was established
and is now in its fourth year with the Girls Industrial School In Beloit, Kan8aR.
The average age of the girls in the school is 14 and their offenses range from
homicide to truancy. The first event scheduled was a campfire sing, attended
by alnlost 50 Girl Scouts from the surrounding 13 rural counties and about 5M
girls in the school. Following that, arrangements were made between Girl-
Scout council staff and the staff at the school for the establishment of an on-
going Senior troop at the school, advised by a school staff person, and for the
integration of several girls into a regular Cadette troop in Beloit. This Joint
effort was the first time any community relationship had been established with
the school, and our staff found that in so doing, one of the biggest hurdles was
to convince adults of the project's viability. In the four years of this project.
which has been almost entirely financed by the Girl Scout council, girls at the
school have participated in our Counsellor-in-Training program, served on the
Senior Planning Board, been aides in our day camps, been to our National
Center West in Wyoming, attended Regional events, and this summer several
will be attending national Wider Opportunities Events which involve, among
other things, mixing with girls from all over the country and receiving home
ho pitaltty from a local family.

Both the school and the Girl Scouts have found that the results of thi Tfort
have been extraordinary. Girl Scouting has become one of the most pop"' 1-
ties at the school, the girls at the school have found that they are : *.ut
for themselves, the peer group pressure and trust has kept any possi ,ipline
problems to an unusual minimum, the school, with the Girl Scout p ,gram, haq
become eligible for additional funding for recreational equipment, and for many
of the girls this has been the first time they have accepted what might be con-
sidered an establishmnPnt Institution and been able to identify with it without
losing face. Girls in the school are now doing service projects themselves. One
girl has decided that it may even be possible for her to attend college. One girl
voluntarily went off her medications while at camp and discovered she rould
cope. Staff at the school has participated In Girl Scout adult training events and
in turn serves as a resource for our staff. The school notifies our organization
when a girl is released from school and we in turn notify our local councils where
the girl will be living in order that she may be approached about continuing her
Girl Scouting.

The follow-up Is very difficult, however. If the girl goes right back into the
ame family situation and environment she often faces parental neglect, emo-

tional ahu.-e, and the same conditions that caused the original rebellion. When a
girl is released she becomes the responsibility of an already overburdened case
worker in the county welfare department, and the kind of Intensive continuous
therapy and counselling she needs becomes very difficult. Furthermore. because
the community's awareness of the problems involved is not heightened to a
degree that supportive assistance and even pressure can he applied to the
parents. few changes are possible in the home environment. Our volunteers
and staff feel that there is a great need for group care facilities and/or foster
caire for theke girls upon release, where the kind of on-going counselling and
attention can be given to reinforce the progress made at the school. In so many
cases it appears to be delinquency on the part of the parents, and not the delin-
ouencv of the girls, which is the real root of the problem. A healthy, stable
family will usually raise its children from dependence of independence. Many
troubled children, however, grow increasingly dependent on the parent when
even their most basic needs are ignored, such as cleanliness, nutrition, medical
care, clothing and elementary social skills. That dependence only deepens their
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)roblems, which is likely to be evidenced by disruptive behavior and hostile
attitudes. It is the feeling of some that one difference between troubled-girls
and troubled boys is that boys will more often resort to overt acts of rebellion
where the girls are more likely to self-destruct internally. Others have found
that girls-do both. Because our approach is usually first to the adults and parents
in order to reach the girl, we must be more aggressive in exploiting this poten-
tial for impact on the home environment.

In Niles, Ohio, our Girl Scout council three years ago recognized the high
juvenile delinquency rate among girls in that area and initiated a cooperative
on-going project with court officials and the National Safety Council. Girl Scouts
attend Saturday court sessions and sit on youthful traffic offenders, passing
judgement and sentences. More recent concern over the problems of runaways
has led us into social counselling with parents and youth, In cooperation with
school administrators. We also are supporting a community operated eoed youth
center, which is a joint effort among a number of youth serving agencies, parent
groups, the United Way, schools, courts, and the mayor's office. This council has
hired two experts in juvenile delinquency recently, and now they are assessing the
problems and resources in the community in order to develop a far-reaching proj-
ect, possibly in cooperation with the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.

Becituse the entire state of Wyoming falls within the jurisdiction of one Girl
Scout council, we have recently been approached informally by the state agency
which oversees all the state's institutions (the Board of Charities and Reform)
asking if we would be willing to be the vehicle for the re-introduction of girls
(aged 10 and 11) back into their communities following their release from the
state hospital after treatment for hard drug use. The hope is that through the
Girl Scout program these girls can be prevented from re-joining their previous
peer groups and that we might somehow be a bridging agency for the girls. The
council is now in the data collecting stage, talking with local judges, l)arole
officers, community people and those knowledgeable about the drug problem
to assess what type of program would be most productive.

This council also for the past 18 months has been able to deliver Scouting on
the Wind River Indian Reservation because the Bureau of Indian Affairs pro-
bation and Juvenile law enforcement officers felt Girl Scouting would be a deter-
rent to juvenile delinquency. With the support of the Tribal Councils, Native
American girls, both on and not on probation, are Girl Scouts and participate in
regular council-wide events. It is too early for us to have substantive research
data from this.

Since last year the Girl Scout council in Cleveland, Ohio has been one of
seven youth serving agencies (Camp Fire, Girl Scouts, Neighborhood Centers
A association, YMCA, YWCA, West Side Ecumenical Ministry, and Police Athletic
League) to develop and run the Youth Outreach Program of Cleveland. First
year funding was largely thru an LEAA grant of $225,000 to the city of Cleveland.
The project also received $15,000 from the Cleveland -Foundation, and over
$70.000 in cash and services was contributed by the cooperating agencies. The
project was designed to bring about a coalition of community services in order
to achieve the following: educational alternatives, emergency shelter, group
homes, community corrections for the youth offender, family counselling, and
delivery of health and psychological services. One hundred twenty-five de-
linquent, predelinquent and troubled youth were helped. As a result of this pro-
gram, the combination of cooperative work among outreach workers, the in-
creased communication between agency staffs, the initiation of inter-agency
planning and cooperation at the neighborhood level all point toward a moreeffective system of services for young people. In May of this year the Executive
Directors of five of the cooperating agencies issued a joint policy statement
regarding their commitment to the principles established through this program.
In part, that statement said: "In recognition of the success to date of the
Youth Outreach Program of Cleveland, the participating agencies have agreed
to apply the same cooperative approach in developing new or improved services
for troubled, unruly or delinquent youth in the city...".

However, our evaluation of the first year of this program has given us some
pause. To quote parts of that evaluation: ". . . One of our own goals in the
program was to find innovative ways of work which would be transferable to
this agency's ways of work in the field and which would enable us to reach
and serve the anti-social child. Because of the nature of outreach work,-which is
client/casework oriented, this carry-over has not occurred ... These children are
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in a crisis situation with coniilex family prol dems often with adults ow other
children in the family in trouble. Utter neglect of the children by the family
is often evidleit. Adults in these families, who calilot really cope with their
fainily's immediate needs, have no interest in volunteerism. Tie outreach worker
is the liaison for services to the delinquent child liecause tile family is nnalehh
to provide ilie necessary cire themselves. The caew\ork load of the outrec.h
worker is very limited and is on a one-to-one basis. This council has invested much
staff time and money in the project through: particiliation on1 tile task force,
supervision of the outreach supervisor, conferences with the outreach workers.
ii-tings regarding funding, planning, coordination, interviewing prosilectivye
staff not ony for this agency's outreach work. but for tie overall program in, hnan-
clil reporting, and clerical work. The funding process itself haits been involved and
liniecollsumiilg. The task force has spent app roximately four nionths evahlutiug
and completing the proposals for the second year. seeking funds and waiting
for a decision from the federal government ... We plan to evaluate (areftilly
before unking any coinitinlent to continue in tile project next year . . .".

Tile Girl Scouts in Omaha, Nebraska ha-e an on-going relationship with the
juvenile court and probation officer which has resulted in the placement of girls
in trool and as program aides at our establish camp. The cainip placement is
especially important in removing the girls from their home environment. In all
cases the Girl Scout girls did not know what offenses had been committed by the
girls on probation; no labels were put on those girls, which helped them in
achieving a positive self-concept. Thuis council also has integrated into regular
on-going troops girls from a home which is run by a private agency. and Senior
Girl Scouts have been offered aii opportunity by the state parole officers to teach
outdoor skills at the police camip for girls. Our volunteers and staff are now in
the process of designing a human development course which would begin with
Brovies, recognizing that drug abuse, truancy and tile like are only results
of a deeper confusion girls face very early in life as to who they lire and whre
are they going.

In larrisburg, leunsyirania the Girl Scout council has very recently develoiled
it proposal In conjunction with the IPennsylvnlia State Education Associatioi
and four local urban and suburban school districts to attempt to reduce racial
isolation by a cross-fertilization of resources and training, utilizing the out-
door environment. This would ultimately involve 100 youth in the first year.
'I'le council is also doing Individual drug counselling on a ioe-to-one basis and
has had great success in completely rehabilitating youngsters. They are also
now seeking funds and support to open a drop-in center.

In E Paso, Texas a group of Girl Scouts (girls and adults) from a largely
middle and upper income neighborhood became interested inst month in the high
incidence of shoplifting. The girls asked to have information, passed out leaflets
Inviting people to attend a nieeting, and almost .500 people attended a workshop
conducted by non-uniformed police. This council. as many others, has a close
cooperative relationship with the housing authorities. Bilingual volunteers and
staff attend tenants' meetings and are taking the family al)proach, hoping to
provide a variety of experiences for adults and youth together. For the past six
years this council, with the help of a variety of federal financial sources, ha.;
been al)10 to send over 1000 inner city girls to our regular established and day
camps. Results show that for the first time in these girls' lives, they have been
aide to develop a sense of their individuality, through such simple exiueriences
1ts sleeping in a bed by themselves, eating together with other lol)le, not having
to be responsible for younger brothers and sisters. and placing confidence in
adults. This council feels a great need in this community for a confidential
diagnostic center where a leader who wishes to help a troubled girl could turn
for advice and counsel, without automatically involving the authorities.

In Newport, Kentucky, our council received funding last year from the Youth
Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration at H.E.W. for a project
in the model cities area. The model cities authorities provided office space and
telephone servIce, and through their employment service Girl Scouts hired two
indigenous outreach workers. Three troops were formed and with transportation
provided by the Community Action Agency. the girls did such things as go to the
zoo, tour a cathedral, marched In a community parade, visited an amusement
park, went camping, and ran bake sales. Hero again, involvement of the parent,
vas a big stumbling block. An attempt to set tip a first-aid learning clinic for

mothers and daughters was not too successful. However, this project enabled the
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council to test and reline its Iliethoda and il l0 d"oa,, rWoved to it", own Board the
worth of the work, so much so that tie Board approved a continuation of funding
until other sources can be found. In the search for financial support, the council
has had positive conferences with the local housing authority, the Department of
l colollic Securily. '1 VISTA 'oodillaItor. with 2a religiijis social service agency,
and a prestigious private group. This kind of initial federal sul)pert vemourges
private agen(.ics. as it did 11US, to extend the service an(d at the salev tile to ('11lisi
lhe total c(uloprat ion and plarticipliion of conmlulity groups.

In Denrer, Colorado Girl Scouts are in the third year of a Family Life Educa-
tion project. \Ve recruit n11(d train, ill conjnnction with a fal.&y lift and sex
education s)eialist ill the county schools, volunteers who then work (by request
only) with girls, parents, or girls and parents together. The program has the
dual thrust of sex education and adult education. Attitudinal changes that occur
in the informal, free settings have been the prime result. One group of pa rents
convinced one local school board to Introduce such a curriculum Into the ,;ehools.

Iu beginning a Scout to ('onmunity project, this council inventoried all the
agencies and programs ill the Denver area to determine where we might plug
into others' work,_ and Provide girls with service projects. One troop is now
working in a nursing home and has become competent enough to l)rovlde personal
attention to the patients In the locked ward. Another group of girls are pro)vidimig
recreational experiences for first and second graders In tile inner city schools. Our
staff is working with volunteer probation counsellors, tile welfare department
refers children to us for camping experiences, and the housing lrojeet authorities
have asked us to Include young boys In our recreation programs. We believe we
do have a valid program for both adults and youth from all backgr )ilnds.

These programs which we have been pleased to share with the Subcommitlee
today represent only a few of the ways ill which (irl Scouts is trying to have a
positive, stabilizing influence in people's lives. We know In some areas we have
only begun : in others, we have not begun at all : ill others, we have had limited
success. Rigid, moralistic, traditional approaches and attitudes must be aban-
doned. Through even greater one-to-one relationships-girl to girl, adult to adult,
adult to girl, volunteer to staff-and a highly flexible structure anld program,
progress is possible. We also must recognize that troubled or delinquent youth
and parental neglect Is not indigenous to any (tnme race, sex, or soclo-econolic
group.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. allplauds this Sul coninittee's dedicated efforts to
develop a comprehensive, coordinated alproach tat the federal level to the
problems of juvenile justice and delliiquency, which will enable the states and
local communities to better meet the needs of our youth, and we especially com-

iend the Subcomnmittee for the recognition given to the need for greater emphasis
on preventive work and the role of the private sector, in cooperation and liaison
with institutions of government, in youth development. It is our experience that
inter-agency collaboration among the schools, churches, units of government,
and nou-proflit groups, and, of course, in cooperation with parents, is the most
effective way to impact on the environment and life of a girl. As we have stated,
the earlier in her lifetime that these supportive linkages-are formed around and
with the girl the better are her chances for healthy growth and development.
5. 821, in its overriding commitment to community-ba.red programs and services,
affords an opportunity for a variety of groups and organizations of both adults
and young people to-c-ome together in supportive roles. Some agencies have facil-
itIes: others,. s1elally trained personnel : some institutions are mandated by law
or regulation to assume certain responsibilities toward youth: others have pro-
grams that can be made available: and still others attract the constituents-a
greater pooling or sharing of these- facilities, skills, resources and expertise is
mandatory If tile best interests of children and youth are to be served. Tile
emphasis which S. 821 gives to supporting-indeed nandating-this community-
based cooperation is welcome, for alone no single agency can properlyy do the Job
needed on behalf of our youth. We believe that a wide range of private agencies
and groups. Including ourselves, have a significant contribution to offer this mix.
and that the best way to provide these services is through the joint cooperation
between public and private agencies. Public money and technical assistance is
frequently the impetus to the local agencies to join forces. Often these programs,
after they have demonstrated their validity, attract other funding and resources
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to impact on the problem, thus enabling the program to continue after the initial
federal seed or demonstration money ceases.

In offering this statement we reflect a growing awareness of fatct that the
questions of juvenile rights, equal treatment of offenders under sound federal and
state laws, and alternatives to traditional institutional care all need to be
addressed by all citizens who care about children and youth. More positioning
of thought-more options-more dialogue-more expertise are needed. In au-
thorizing the establishment of an Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile
Justice, and in mandating public hearings on any proposed standards, S. 821 will
encourage that open dialogue. It also appears to us that Title III of S. 821 which
would establish a National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
is a proper coordinative approach and would certainly place a high federal prior-
ity on the problems of juvenile delinquency. The availability, through this Office,
of a central research facility, information bank and clearinghouse, training func-
tion, and evaluation process would be of great value to many groups and agencies
working in this field who do not know exactly where to turn for substantive
assistance and. knowledge. We also applaud the emphasis given in Title IV on
Input from private agencies in the development of state plans, the encouragement
given to states to expend their available funds on programs that stress work
with the families, recreational opportunities and alternative learning situations,
and in the authorization given to the Director of the National Office to grant
to and enter into contracts with private organizations to help improve their
capabilities to provide needed services. Our national organization functions as
body of technical assistance available to our local councils. To illustrate, we
are negotiating now with the National Council on Crime and Delinquency in
hopes that their resource libraries will be open to us, that their staff will agree
to serve consultants to our councils, to critique their proposals, to lend
supportive assistance and possible funding to mutually interesting projects.

Our national organization is also in a position of piloting in a local area a
demonstration project, refining it and assisting interested councils throughout
the United States in adapting or adopting it. As a community organization we
(fan also provide many different opportunities for girls. Our relationships with
the community and all of its resources enable us to effectively work for and
with girls. We know our leaders cannot know everything; but they can act as
facilitators for the girls.

Because we recognize that what happens to girls at a very early age affects
their values, their approach to life, and what road they do or do not take, we
try to help each girl discover for herself her own unique individuality, while at
the same time helping her understand and appreciate the uniqueness of others.
If we are to stop drug abuse, malicious girl gangs, or any other damaging
behavior, we must deal with the girl before a pattern of behavior has been de-
veloped. Working in conjunction with families, schools, churches, public and
private agencies and institutions, Girl Scouting can continue to.show girls by '
example that there are alternate life styles from which to choose. If children
become exposed at an early age to music, nature, sports, projects of social
concern, career exploration, hiking, poetry, etc., and there is a choice to become
involved In one or more areas, the result is ii strengthened positive self concept.
With 85% of our girl membership under the age of 12, Girl Scouts are in a unique
position to foster that.

Youth have been telling us for the past few years that they are not allowed to
grow up in our society. We have tried to listen, and have taken steps to give girls
more and more responsibility. In so doing,we adults have reaped as many bene-
fits as the girls. We all need to interact, to share and to collaborate-girl and
adult, girl and girl, adult and adult, agency and agency, male and female, govern-
mental entity and private organization.

Thank you.

Senator BAYI1. We will recess these hearings until tomorrow
morning.

['Vhereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, June 27, 1973.]
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The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,

Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 10:15 a.m., in room 1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh and Mathias.
Also present: Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John M.
Rector, deputy chief counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director; Alice B. Popkin,
special counsel; B. Elizabeth Marten, secretary to the staff director and
chief counsel; Catherine van de Velde, secretary; Lance Ringel, assist-
ant clerk; and Michael Ward, Stanford Law'School extern.

Senator BAYIT. We will reconvene our hearings.
The first witness will be Mr. Velde, Associate Administrator, Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration, Department of Justice. I
will put my introductory statement in the record: it is an assessment
of the Federal effort to combat juvenile delinquency and it concludes
that it has been a dismal failure.

Let me put in the record, immediately following my introductory
remarks, those of the distinguished Senator from Nebraska, Senator
Ilruska. Not having read them, I cannot say what they contain, and
naturally they might have different conclusions -about the status of
juvenile'delinquency prevention.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BAYH, JUNE 27, 1973

We conclude hearings today on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act. S. 821, which I introduced on February 8, 1973, with the distinguished
ranking minority member of the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, Senator
Marlow W. Cook. During the two and a half years that I have been Chairman
of the Subcommittee, we have held numerous hearings on existing Federal
programs to combat Juvenile delinquency, with particular attention focused on
the adequacy of the efforts of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) in this
area. Unfortunately, these hearings revealed that existing Federal programs have
failed to provide the requisite direction, coordination, resources, and leadership
needed to deal with the delinquency crisis.

S. 821 is a response to that failure. It will provide the dynamic leadership,
coordination,- emphasis on delinquency prevention, and massive resources which
are lacking in current Federal programs. Today's hearings will bring up-to.date
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our examination of the need for this legislation in the context of the present
Federal juvenile delinquency effort.

An examination of the effectiveness of the Federal juvenile delinquency effort
must start with a brief history of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act,
which was passed on August 14, 1972. This Act is the only existing piece of Fed-
eral legislation specifically intended to deal with the complex and consta4tly
grown - jvqnele deliilqueniqy problems of this nation, The Jupvenil.c DaUqunwi
Prevention Act, as it Was "renamed iq J972, extended the Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention and Control Act of 1968 for two additional years (fiscal 1973 and
1974) and attempted to increase its effectiveness by sharply limiting the focus
of its juvenile delinquency activities to. the. creation of coordinated youth serv-
ices systems.

The current, limited scopp of H*W's delinquency fvctlvlties is Ironic in light
of the broad goals Congress set forth for the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
and Control Act of 1968. The 196w Act was Intended to help States and local
communities plan for juvenile Justice programs and provide a wide range of
preventive and rehabilitative services for delinquent and potentially delinquent
youth.

The bright hope of the 1908 Act has npt been fulfilled either In juvenile justice
plantIng or in juveqile, delinquency prevention and rehabilitation. This Act has
been plagued since its passage by a clear lgck of commitment to its goals and a
failure to provide administrative support within HEW. These problems have
been Coipounded by fi ridiculously small budget for the Youth Development and
Delllquency Prevention Administrgtion (YDDPA), the agency within HEW
which has been charged with administering the Act.

A major reason for this failure was the confusing, overlapping responsibilities
In the juvenile delinquency field between HEW and the Law Enforcement Assist-
ange Administratin4 establised by thq Omnilus Crime Control and Safe Streets

ct of 19 , I.EW, under the Jqvenlle De1nquncjmy Prevention an! Control Act
of 1968, was expected to assist States in juvenile Justice planning; but LEAA,'
with far larger funding and' Administration support tbfiq YDDPA, sooo domi-
riated the entire fled of criminal justice planning, including, juvenile justice.
YDPA not only failed to implement its juvenile justice plannIng responsibilities
in its first three years admi4stering the 1968 Act, 4ut, by its own admission,
also failed to create effective programming for delinquency prevention and
rehabilitation.

This, Subcommittee has twice confronted the question of the merits of extend-
ing te 1968 Act, particularly in view of the fact that budget requests for the
program continued at the pathetically low level of $10 million. In both 1971 and
1972, the Subcommittee concluded that the 1968 Act should be extended to permit
development and enactment of a comprehensive measure such as S, 821, which
would restructure the entire Federal delinquency effort. Moreover, the Subcom-

,qtAe recogniized that there Is strong support both in the Congress and among
the 4,1erican people for a delinquency prevention effort outside the traditional
law enforcement system.

The scope of the juvenile delinquency activities of HEW during the past year
will be one of the central questions in our hearings today. We will consider what
HEW has been able to accomplish towards building promised youth services sys-
tens, especially in light of Administration cutbacks in social service programs.
We will also want to fin# out whether 149W has adopted a policy not to use
any Federal funds from the 1972 Act for direct youth services, such as halfway
houses or group homes, and *hat the effects of such a policy might be. In addi-
tion, we want to know whether the latest HEW reorganization which apparently
destroyed YDDPA also destroyed whatever HEW focus there was on delinquency.

In. moving into youth services programming, HEW relinquished responsibility
for providing- national leadership of the delinquency prevention effort. In 1971,
the Secretary of, HZW and the Attorney Generall agreed that HEW would fund.
prevention and. rehabilitation programs outside the Juvenile correctional, system
and LEAA would fund programs within the traditional juvenile justice system.
The allocation of. responsibility for the gigantic task of preventing juvenile de-
liquency to YDDPA is laughable in light of the $10 million budget allocated to
accomplish this goal.

Furthermore, there is no commitment within LEAA to take responsibility for
improving the quality of juvenile justice in this country or providing adequate
resources to cope with the. almost complete failure of the juvenile correctional
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system to rehabilitate delinquents. Despite the fact that young people represent
more than half the crime problem In our country, LEIAA has never devoted more
than 20 percent of its resources to delinquency. It is clear that Juvenile delin-
quency prevention and treatment is not the central concern of any existing
Federal agency at the present time.

While my belief in the ineffectiveness of the present Federal Juvenile delin-
quency effort is well-known, it is evident that there is no single Federal agency
which now has the authority, commitment, and resources necessary to deal
effectively with the entire problem of Juvenile delinquency-from prevention to
rehabilitation. S. 821 would create the structure and provide the resources for
the leadership so desperately needed to find solutions for the delinquency crisis.

Today our hearings will focus on the adequacy of present Federal delinquency
programs and the iieed for a comprehensive approach to the delinquency prob-
lem. I welcome our first witness, Mr. Richard Velde, Associate Administrator of
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, who will discuss the delinquency
work of LEAA.

[Senator Hruska's prepared statement was marked "Exhibit No. 9"
and is as follows:]

EXHIBIT No. 9

STATEMENT OF ROMAN L. HuusxA, U.S. SENrATem, JTNz 27, 1978

Mr. Chairman, today the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee resumes hear-
iaga on S. 821, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1978. I
commend your leadship as Chairman of this Subcommittee, and that of Senator
Cook in iutroducing this bill which proposes to restructure the efforts of the
federal government in combating the problems of Juvenile crime and delinquency.

As we are all aware, the problems of Juvenile delinquency are of major con-
cern to all Americans today. Statistics currently show that young people In Our
country account for a substantial percentage of the reported incidents of crime.
Therefore, it is well that we give high priority to the interests of Juvenile dll.
quency and prevention.

The Federal government Is deeply Involved in programs to prevent and control
Juvenile delinquency, as well as to rehabilitate youthful offenders. A number
of federal agencies are currently involved in the administration of existing pro-
grams relating to the problems of Juveniles.

In 1968, Congress passed two major pieces of legislation which have had am
Impact on the federal efforts In youth crime and delinquency prevention.

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 established the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) within the Department of
Justice to administer a program of federal grants for the planning and implemen-
tation of comprehensive state plans. The Act specifies that 85 percent of the
funds appropriated are to be used by LEAA. for bloc grants toi the states, which
the remaining 15 percent are discretionary in nature In 197O, the Act was
amended to provide for a special program of grants for the improvement of
correctional institutions and programs.

LEAA has indicated that approximately 2.1 percent of its budget is. expended
specilisally for Juvenile programs." These estimates, however, do not include
other programs within LEAA which are of benefit to juveniles indkecwly or to
a larger population of which Juveniles are only one segments

The second, major piece of legislation passed in 1968 was the Juvenile Delinw
quency Prevention and Control Act. This Act was designed to provide federal
funds to assist the states and localities. I, Improving their services dealing with
Juvenile delinquency. The federal assistance included: courts, correctibnal, facili-
ties, law enforcement agencies, and other agencies responsible for the prevention,
treatment and control of the, delinquency problem. The Youth Development

I I FY 1072, $128.1 million of LIAA funds, was directed- toward programs, specifically
noted as "juvenile delinquency". Additionally, approximately $8 million was spent In. 1972
in this area by LFAA tinder the High Impact Cities Program. It is. estimated that PY 1973
expendltures oe speclfic programs willtbe over $140 million.-PQr example, LBAA tun(m, expended by state& for police training, poUce-community
relations, eorrectionsa courts, parole, probation, ete;, are not "juvenile spelflic", but are
of benefit o. Juveniles and are not Included: in LTAA's estimate of federal dollars spent for
Juveniles.
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and Delinquency Prevention Administration within the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare was established to administer the Act.

The 1971 amendments to this-Act established the Interdepartmental Council
to coordinate all federal juvenile delinquency programs. Membership on the
Council, as designated by the President, has included the Departments of Justice,
Health, Education and Welfare, Housing and Urban Development, Labor, Trans-
portation, Interior and Agriculture, as well as the Office of Economic Opportunity,
the Office of Management and Budget, and the Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention. In addition, several other federal agencies have served as ex-
officio members of the Council.

Over 160 programs are currently monitored and coordinated by the Inter-
departmental Council. The most recent publication of the Interdepaytmental
Council shows that the federal government expended approximately $11.5 billion
in fiscal year 1971 in the juvenile delinquency and youth development areas."

In an exchange of letters on May 25, 1971, the Secretary of HEW and the
Attorney General acknowledged the lack of coordination in the federal juvenile
delinquency activities. The Secretary and the Attorney General agreed that IIEW
should concentrate its efforts on prevention and rehabilitation progranns admin-
istered outside the traditional Juvenile correctional system while LEAA was to
focus its efforts on programs within the juvenile correctional system.

With the 1972 amendments, the emphasis in the HEW program shifted almost
entirely to the prevention of delinquency. As a result, assistance under the
Juvenile )elinquency Prevention and Control Act is' now directed to programs
and activities carried on outside the juvenile justice system-for example, in the
schools and communities-and is not extended to delinquency control and re-
habilitation efforts within the system. LEAA administers programs which involve
the courts, police, correctional agencies, detention homes and probation and
parole authorities.

Our first step in considering new legislation in this area is to find out how well
the present mechanisms and programs which I have broadly outlined are per-
forming. A thorough record should be made on this point so that all of these
members of this subcommittee can wisely and knowledgeably decide upon the
merits of S. 821 and other proposals that will he made in this area.

If current federal efforts are found to ie lacking in some respects, we must
then consider alternative means by which the serious problems of delinquency
and prevention can be abated.

Juvenile delinquency is essentially a state and local ,irol)lem. The proper role
of the federal government, therefore, must lie to a.sist local agencies and private
organizations, rather than direct these efforts.

All federal programs, however, must be coordinated. It was recognized by the
Congress in establishing the Interdepartmental Council that coordination and
integration,was the key to providing effective federal assistance.4

At this point in time. I must express my reservations anout the ability of a
legislative program such as S. 821 to assure the necessary degree of coordina-
tion and integration of federal juvenile delinquency and prevention programs. Tie
subject bill would attempt to provide coordination and uniformity by creating
yet another categorical grant program. At a time when general revenue sharing
has just become operative and the various special revenue sharing programs are
just being considered by the Congress, it is my view that this approach may
be ill-advised.

We must also consider whether the juvenile problem should be separated from
the larger problems of crime and prevention which involve the adult population
of our country. Will a dual system of administration and corrections, one for
juveniles and another for adults, provide beneficial results without destroying
the efforts to establish a comprehensive, plan for criminal justice?

Title II of S. 821 proposes to change certain sections of Title 18 of the U.S.
Code dealing with juvenile delinquency. The Criminal Laws and Procedures
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee is presently considering S. 1,
the "Criminal Justice Codification, Revision and Reform Act of 1973" and S.

S Report of the Interdepartmental Council to Coordinate All Federal Juvenile Delin-
quency Programs, FY 1972. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (1972) at p. 44.
Contacts with Dr. Ruby B. Yaryan, Staff Director for the Interdepartmental Council, indi-
cate that the projected estimate of expenditures grew to nearly $12.5 billion in FY 1972
and will climb to approximately $13 billion for FY 1973.

4 Report of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary on S. 1732 (S. Rept. No. 92-50, 92nd
Cong., 1st Sess. (1971)).
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1400, the "Criminal Code Reform Act of 1973", in a major effort to restructure
the whole of current Title 18. Sections 3-13B1-5 of the former bill and Sec.
279 of the latter treat current Chapter 403 of Title 18 as an integral part of this
total effort. Thus, this Subcommittee ought be careful not to fractionalize the
processing of a new criminal code by the Congress.

It is these questions and others of a related nature that I wish to ask in
bringing these hearings into proper focus. I would like the record to adequately
reflect the present federal efforts, its strengths and weaknesses, and any con-
structive suggestions that may arise for improvement by way of legislation in
this important area of concern.

Senator BAYnH. I am sure You have been looking forward to being
here, Mr. Velde.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD VELDE, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS MADDEN

Mr. VELDE. I always do, Mr. Chairman, because it is always a
pleasure to return to this subcommittee.

Senator BAYII. The committee has been looking forward to this and
I am sure you have been, too.

MI. VELDE. I always do, and I would also confess that I wish I was
on the other side of the dais this morning.

Senator l3AYn. I wish you were!
Mr. \'ELDE. I am accompanied by Mr. Thomas Madden, the LEAA

General Counsel, who is also no stranger to the subcommittee.
I do have a rather lengthy statement, Mr. Chairman, as you might

suspect it does defend the administration's record in pursuing what
we think is a very vigorous juvenile delinquency program. I would
be pleased to submit it for your consideration and with your permis-
sion highlight some of the pertinent parts.

Senator B.kvvii. You may handle it any way you want. Your entire
statement will appear in the record as if you had read it. And then
you may summarize. I think I should perhaps make one addendum,
that the criticism of the present program does not involve personalities.

Mrl'. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAY11. There are, I think it is fair to state, a number of

very dedicated individuals working in various agencies of our Govern-
ment, who if they had free reins, might reach different conclusions.
I think that even if that were not -lhe case, they would have reached dif-
ferent conclusions and are trying" in good faith to reach the same goals
nationally that we are, and to give greater attention to all of the young
people who need help.

Mr'. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear today on behalf of the

Attorney General to discuss the role of the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration in controlling juvenile delinquency.

My comments will center primarily on juvenile delinquency pro-
gram s funded by LEAA. I also will comment on portions of S. 821,
the proposed "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1973." Additionally, I will comment on title II of your bill, which
revises sections of title 18 of the Unitod States Code. My comments on
title II were prepared by the Department of Justice.
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LEAA has long recognized that juvenile delinquency is an impor-
tant part of the effort in reducing crime and improving the Nation's
criminal and juvenile justice systems.

To accomplish this, LEAA has extended financial and technical aid
to State and local governments, provided statistics, set standards and
goals, carried out research and development, and provided reference
information.

I think it goes without saying that one of the Nation's most precious
resources is its young people. The key to eliminating much of tomor-
row's crime lies in our constructive efforts for them, and in juvenile
delinquency programs for those who are in trouble.

Constructive discussions like this in this form can help us reach
mutual goals that will result in strengthened Federal efforts to coe
with the problems of juveniles. Only then can the full weight of the
Federal Government's resources be brought to bear on delinquency.

We fully concur with other commentators on the seriousness ofjuvenile delinquency-as well as on the high priority its solution must
be given. I believe we will solve the probleitis it presents through joint
efforts and consultations.

In this context, I want to extend my appreciation to the committee
for convening this public forum to focus attention on the problems of
juvenile delinquency. I am sure the policemen, the judges, and the
probation, parole, and corrections officers who deal with juveniles are
also most appreciative. These men and women are among the most
dedicated in the criminal justice system, but too often they are ham-
pered, and sometimes shackled, by outmoded juvenile delinquency
procedures, a lack of funds, and inadequate facilities for caring for
youthful offenders.

It is not surprising that their hard work and dedicated efforts some-
times appear fruitless.

This is not an indictment of their efforts to help our troubled youth.
Father, it is a sobering and realistic assessment of our juvenile delin-
quency system, a system which too often does not correct, does not
rehabilitate, and, in some instances, does not even meet minimum con-
ditions of human decency.

It is n shortcoming that we must work to remedy.
The LEAA is doing what it can to help find solutions to the prob-

lems of juvenile delinquency, and I would like to describe specific
examples of these programs.

During fiscal 1972, LEA.A awarded nearly $140 milliion on a wide-
ranging juvenile delinquency program. This, incidentally, was more
than double the amount that LEAA provided for my last appearance
before this subcommittee summarizing the amounts that LEAA spent
in fiscal 1970, as you will recall, Mr. Chairman. Of this $140 million,
more than $21 million, or 15 percent, was for diversion; almost $41
million, or 30 percent, went for rehabilitation; $33 million, or 24 per-
cent, was spent to upgrade resources; $17 million, or 13 percent, went
for drug abuse programs; and $8 million, or 6 percent, financed the
comprehensive juvenile delinquency component of the high-impact
anticrime program. Figures for fiscal 1973 are not available yet. We
will supply them for the record when they are in hand. Let me describe
LEAA juvenile delinquency activities in fiscal 1972.
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Senator BAYH. May I interrupt you for just a minute?
Mr. VED. Surety.
Senator IBAYH. Perhaps Mr. Madden would want to add up those

figures that you just read while you go ahead with.your testimony,
You say nearly $140 million was awarded for this wide-raning juvs-
nile delinquency program. Yet, by my math, the figures only add. up
to $120 million. Perhaps Mr. Madden can make it come out diftfr-
ontly while you r ahead and testify.

Mr. VELDE. We would be pleased to supply the actual breakout for
the record.

Senator lAYH. Just add up the breakdown you have given us on page
3 of your testimony,

Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYH. I am not disputing the validity of the figures; i am

disputing the addition.
Mr. VaDF.. The total is $140 million, there may be an omission here,

obviously there is some rounding and wouldn't account for that much
diftbrence.

Senator BAYH. While we're stopped here, would you add $21 million,
$41 million, $33 million, $17 million, and $8 million and see if that adds
up to $140 million, please?

Mr. VELD.. Yes, sir. All right, sir.
Senator BAY11, What does it add up to? You are testifying that

LEAA awarded $140 million on a wide range to finance these pro-
grams?

Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYH. And specifying the various kinds of programs for

whici the money is spent. I have only added this once, and it totals $1,20
million. Is my addition bad or is yours? Or have you left out a piece of
the vie?

Mr. VELDE. Our General Counsel's quick-math indicates that we have
given you an itemized breakdown of 88 percent of the total of 140
million.

Now, there is 12 percent that is not identified. I think that is roughly
another-well, $16 or 17 million. There are other items that are not
included in this breakout and we will be pleased to supply that. It is in
the letter, I understand, and that is the letter we supplied in response
to your April 13 inquiry.

On page 2 of the letter, Mr. Chairman I indicate the total was $140
million which was roughly 21 percent o? LEAA's total grant awards
and then there is the item missed in the breakout which is an item of 11
percent, $15 million representing staff development and training. I
don't beli6-ve that was-included in the summary in my statement, but it
does appear in the letter.

Senator BAY!!. I am not about to tell you what is happening down
there, but I have read with a great deal of interest Mr. Santarelli's testi-
mony. I suppose that you and he are communicating with one another.

Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir, Mr. Santarelli and I are.
Senator AYH. When lie was before the full committee for his nom-

ination ' -Mr. VELI.Yes.
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Senator BAYH. His testimony at that time, if you take the figures
that he gave then, which were supposed to be the ones you haVe given
now, would suggest you might want to change your testimony to read
$21 million for prevention instead of for diversion, and $16 million for
diversion. This adds up to $136 million, not $140 million. These figures
also appeared in the report of the Interdepartmental Council, page 43.

Mr. VELDF. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I will clarify that for the record.
Senator BAYH. Please do. I want to know what the facts are, not

round numbers.
Mr. VELDE. Yes sir; Mr. Santarelli's letter, which was submitted pre-

viously, contains a full breakdown of these figures.
Mr. MADDEN. The letter that was sent in response to your inquiry.

when you requested that we come and testify was submitted to you this
week. It goes into great detail on the breakdown of these figures. It is
about a 10-page response and it breaks out specifically by category what
the $140 million constitutes, including 30 percent for juvenile correc-
tions, 12 percent for diversion, 25 percent for community-based pro-
grams, 11 percent for the staff development, 15 percent for delinquency
prevention programs.

Mr. VELDE. Mr. Chairman, the figures in the letter are current as of
December 31. It may well be that at the time of Mr. Santarelli's testi-
mony before the full committee he didn't have a complete set of data.

Senator BAYH. When was Mr. Santarelli confirmed?
Mr. VELDE. About 2 months ago.
Senator BAYH. Well, can't we assume that those would be the same

figures that he was using?
Mr. VELDE. No, sir, because there is a lack in reporting from the

States as to their expenditures.
Now, we award moneys during the fiscal year to the States, but the

States by our regulations have the succeeding 2 fiscal years to make
grant awards. So we will note

Senator BAYI. You're familiar with the Interdepartmental Council
report, are you not?

Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYH. And you're familiar then that it is based on the

supposedly complete and accurate figures for 1972?
Mr. VELDE. No; the latest available date. We will not have complete

figures for fiscal 1972 until 2 fiscal years later. The States have that
intervening period to make subgrant awards to other units of local
government and to other State agencies.

Senator BAYH. Can you tell me: 2 years from now-will it be pos-
sible to tell me how much money was spent in 1972?

Mr. VELDE. We could have the final figures. We would have virtually
complete figures now.

Senator BAYH. Let's go ahead.
Mr. VELnE. All right, sir. I am sorry for the confusion, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator BAYH. I get the very distinct impression that somebody

realizes a great deal of pressure is being put on them, by all of the
juvenile delinquency and recidivism. I think we have to realize that
public awareness is beginning to focus on the need to invest more
resources in the area of juvenile delinquency prevention and treat-
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ment. Instead of coming up with specifics, you take a chunk of the pi
and lop off this percentage and tgat percentage. I don't think that
helps anything. Twenty-five percent of the funds of this high impact
program that you refer to are included in your computation. Eight
million dollars is a rather significant chunk, which isn't described.
It leads me to wonder why. I wonder how you come up with the
figures. Do you say you are going to take 6 percent of that rather large
chunk of $136 million and put it into the high impact system programs
and maybe half of that is going to go to juveniles? After you allot
this. how do you know what specifically is done with the money?

Mr. VELDE. Yes, let me make a general comment on that, Mr. Chair-
man. We have a real difficulty in attempting to summarize this program
in a short period of time and put it into the context of a statement for
congressional committees because it is an extremely complex and
voluminous program. So what I am really doing is I am attempting to
highlight some of the highlights, that is what it amounts to. With
specific respect to high impact, this is an LEAA discretionary backed
program, not a block grant program, funded directly to the participat-
ing cities which LEAA identified, based on reported adult crimes and
also population.

Senator BAYH. I am familiar with that.
Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYr. That is not what I am talking about. I mean the 25

percent of the high-impact grants. How do you guarantee that is spent
for juveniles?

This is a good round number but can you show me some specifics?
Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir, we can supply the specifics for the record.
Senator BAYH. Would you do that for me?
Mr. VELDE. Surely.
Senator BAYT-. Thank you.
Mr. VELDE. We would bie pleased to.
Mr. Madden also had a comment that he would like to make.
Mr. MADDEN. We have, Senator, for the impact city program that

you brought up, project summaries of all of the projects that we have
funded in the impact city program and a number of them deal with
juveniles and we can supply that for the record.

They range from everything from police-community relations
dealing specifically with jtveniles to juvenile officers on police forces,
to diversion programs and prevention programs, to youth service bu-
reaus, and to youth service systems. In addition to the LEAA money
there is a lot of other money going into programs like this which are
Federal moneys and going'to juvenile programs-there are detailed
descriptions which we can supply you.

Senator BAYiT. I wish you would. T would like to know just where
that $8 million went.

Mr. VELDE. All right, sir, we would be pleased to supply that.
Senator BAYT-. Thank you.
Mr. VELDE. Continuing on pafre 3 in my statement-
Senator BAYT. If I could interrupt again. T would like to kmow

specifically what cities, what programs, and what amoumlt it takes to
aceomlish the. nrojects.

Mr. VEFLDE. Yes, sir.
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Senator BAYH. Not that 131 percent which went over here, or that
i4 of thing.
Mr. Vw.1E. Right.
Po you wapt those for the record?
Se tor B,4YE. Y~s. For the record.
[The material referred to follows:]

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY PROJECTS, IMPACT CITIES

Number 91
City projects Amount

Atta-------------------------------------------------------------.3 $1, 840, 996
Balimore ------------------------------------------------------------- 9 1,460 886---e-and-.....-..-------------------------------------------------------- It 1,662,737Davlas. ---. . . ..--------------------.------------------------------------------ 1 269, 689

Denver ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 853,487
Portad ---------------------------------.----------------------------------- 3 1,506, 879
St. Louis ----------------------------------------------------------------- 13 1,514,993
NewArk ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 717,391

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------- 48 9,826,058

Mr. VELDE. All right, and now, diversion programs occur at sev-
eral stages in the criminal justice system. The LEAA programs in-
volve young people who have had contact with the criminal justice
system or 1.ave been in trouble with school authorities and are con-,
sidered i danger of becoming delinquent.

One model diversionary program is i Indina. The State has de-
velqped a statewide youth service bureau system involving 23 cities
and serving 100,000 youths in the 10-to-IS-year-old category. Indi-
ana's primary purpose is to provide an altei native to coxirt proceed-
ings for youths not in need of adjudication and -ho may or may not
have been picked up by police. The bureaus do this by identifying
resources available to help youths, identifying service gaps and pro-
viding or encouraging uew resources, diagnosing an individual's prob-
lem, and referring him to the relevant community agency for treat-
ment. The bureaus also improve cooperation among priv4"p and pub-
lic juvenile agencies and strength community resources.

ichat is just one example of many that are funded in this area. If
you desire, Mr. Chairman, we can provide quite a few other examples,
but there is a problem in attempting to summarize this for testimony
purposes.

Rehabilitation projects took the largest share of LEAA's juvenile
delinquency money-$40.8 million in fiscal year 1972. Nearly three-
quarters, or almhot $30 million, was allocated for community-base4
treatment programs.

A major LEAA-financed program involves phasing out juvenile
institutions in Massachusetts. I might add, Mr. Chairman, including
the first juvenile institption founzed in this country. They are being
replaced by community programs-for exa-ple, group homes and
halfway houses sponsored by such organizations as YMCA's and
universities. I believe the subcommittee and its staff are familiar with
this program.

The committee also probably knows that an audit of the program
by the Massachusetts State planning agency disclosed some apparent
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administrative and fiscal irregularities as well as the possible misuse
of LEAA funds. Efforts are now under way to correct them. Since
there is the possibility that indictments may be returned against some
of those who ran the youth homes, it would be inappropriate for me
to comment further.

However, I don't think these irregularities should overshadow the
fact that this is an innovative juvenile corrections program.

An important research study funded by LEAA, "National Assess-
ment of Juvenile Corrections," is underway in 42 counties in 16 States.
The study included 10 juvenile courts, 5 detention units, 15 probation
units, 15 local intensive community programs, 15 institutions, and 6
halfway houses. This research is designed to show which programs
work best with juvenile offenders. We expect results should be of
value to State officials.

The portion of LEAA's juvenile delinquency program called up-
grading resources includes construction, personnel recruitment, and
training, with funding of nearly $33 million in fiscal year 1972.

Some of the projects in this program include a $181,998 grant to
Maryland to provide full-time public defender services in juvenile
court for indigents in Baltimore and other major urban counties.
These jurisdictions, which have a total of 15 flfll-time public defend-
ers for juvenile indigents, have a combined total of up to 12,000
formal juvenile dispositions per year.

In Kentucky, a 240,000 LEAA grant is funding the services of
a juvenile court services team as part of a five-county program of
community delinquency rehabilitation and prevention. The goal
of this program is to reduce recidivism among juveniles handled by
the juvenile courts by 30 to 50 percent within 1 year of their release by
the court and by 20 to 40 percent within 2 years.

Both of these programs are currently in their second year.
An $87,000 LEAA grant is funding a statewide juvenile delin-

quency training program in Virginia. Under this grant, nine juve-
nile delinquency experts train State personnel who work with juve-
nile delinquents. In the past 3 years, training has been given to )uve-
nile delinquency workers in Virginia's seven State-operated training
centers, juvenile delinquency courts, -detention homes, probation
houses, halfway houses, and a reception and diagnostic center.

In the drug area, LEAA has spent about $18 million for fiscal 1972.
The largest portion, $11.8 million, was for treatment and rehabilita-

-tion. Prevention and education totaled $5.4 million, research $400,000,
and program personnel $60,000.

One such project is San Diego County's drug education for youth
or an active member of DEFY which received $59,343 in LEAA
funds in fiscal 1972. This program seeks to reduce juvenile drug
arrests through a comprehensive, coordinated program of education
and counseling.

DEFY maintains a 24-hour hotline, which provides instant coun-
seling by a drug abuse counselor to youngsters with drug problems.
DEFY also provides outpatient counseling, and expects to provide
this service to 1,500 youngsters this year in the San Diego area. The
hotline incidentally averages about 3,500 calls per month.

In addition, DEFY has five community health education teams
that tour the county telling teenage boys and girls abbut alternative
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lifestyles. The teams also meet with community leaders to tell them
about DEFY's services in helping to cope with drug probieins in their
communities.

LEAA has discontinued its discretionary grant funding for drug
abuse education, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation.

Narcotics en forceient will be the LEAX's major area of drug
abuse discretionary grant involvement.

This resulted from a studv and recommendation by the Special
Action Office on Drug Abuse P3revention (SAOI)AP).

SAODAP and LEAA jointly concluded that other agencies could
better handle the education, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation
aspects of drug abuse. It was decided that by taking on this role the
LEAA would overextend itself and reduce its effectiveness.

However, this new guideline will not affect LEAA's bloc grant
program in relation to drugs. That is because, of course, the bloc
grants which are awarded by States, not l)y LEAA. directly, so the
States continue to have their co-range of discretion in the handling of
bloc grant awards.

As you know, Mr. Chairman. LEAA encourages States to determine
their priorities and devise appropriate programs of enforcement,
training, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation in the area of
drugs, and they have heavily done so with awards of bypass in this
area.

Another important program dealing with juvenile delinquency
is the comprehensive material drafted by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals.

The Commission's standards and goals are divided into five major
reports: Police, courts, corrections, criminal justice system, and com-
munity crime prevention programs. Each has specific standards which
criminal justice officials can use in drafting effective juvenile delin-
quency programs .

Experts on juvenile delinquency served on each Commission task
force and their ideas, derived from many years of experience, are in-
cluded in every aspect of the Commift.ion's final report.

Judge Wilfred W. Nuernberger, of the Separate Juvenile Delin-
quency Court of Lincoln. Nebr., served as chairman of the Alvisory
Task Force on Juvenile Delinquency. Judge Nuecnberger is a recog-
nized authority in the field of juvenile delinquency. His considerable
expertise and knowledge was backed by many other juvenile delin-
quency experts.

To demnonstate how effective juvenile delinquency programs are in-
terwoven thiroughnut the report, I am subn hitting standard 9.5 from
the police report. It is one of many standards dealing with juvenile
delinquency and tells how police executives should develop a program
to detect. deter. and prevent delinquency and crinw. It is a step-by-
step outline of practical and realistic procedures to desigmi a juvenile
delinquency program.

There are other similar programs in other sections of the report.
One area worthy of special note is that of the youth services bureau in
the community crime prevention section.

As I mentioned, thee standards and goals were drafted and writ-
ten by men and women with years of experience in their fields. They
drew up standards and goals that could be implemented by the State
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and local criminal justice and law enforcement departments across the
Nation. I might add here, Mr. Chairman, this carries forward a con-
cept that was originally developed by the President's Crime Commis-
sion in 1966 and 1967 but it really stretches out the concept and pro-
vides very specific standards and objectives for States, counties, and
local governments who are interested in implementing this concept
and it is based on the interagency experience with the implementation
in such States as Indiana.

Another important LEAA- funded research study is the juvenile
justice standards project-a three-phase effort which includes plan-
ning, drafting, and implementing. The project is in the drafting
phase-a tiree-l hase effort which includes planning, drafting, ani
implemeiitig. The project is in the drafting phase--writing stand-
ards concerning the treatment of juvenile offenders. Other project par-
ticipants are the American Bar Association, Ford Foundation, and
Institute of Judicial Administration.

A condened report on each of the 26 volumes (each volume repre-
sents a different standardd, is near completion and will be published
shortly by the institute. rihese stamlards can be used by local planners$
administrators, judges, corrections officers, police, an(l legislators to
implement model codes or as guidelines for decisionmaking.

LEAA also recently funded a study by the Management and Be-
havioral Science Center of the University of Pennsylvania. This
study, published last August, is entitled "Planning and Designing for
Juvenile Justice." I )elieve we have submitted a copy of that report
for the committee's perusal previously.

We believe it will be useful to anyone concerned with the systematic
treatment of juvenile justice. The report will be useful when a major
planning effort concerning some principal component or aspect of
juvenile delinquency is being contemplated by a joint planning group
representing various professional, governmental, client, citizen, and
consultant interests.

LEAA funds also helped create the national clearinghouse for
criminal justice planning and architecture, which is helping the
States develop a l)road-based correctional master plan. They are cur-
rently involved with the planning of over 500 projects involving every-
thing from, complete State surveys such as in Hawaii, Mine, and
about nine other States now, to specific projects. Many of these have
either juvenile delinquency compliance or are juvenile delinquency
projects in their own right. This effort out at the University of Illinois
involves a stair of more than 40 professionals, most of them architects,
sociologists, statiFticians, operation research experts, and so on, and I
of course only have time to briefly summarize it. we would be pleased
to provide a 'detailed project list of from 500 projects for the record.
So you see, Mr. Clirman, there were really-we're attempting to sum-
marize very briefly--

Senator lBAYn. We have been in touch with those people directly.
[The material referred to follows:]

LISTING OF PROJECTS

Source: NjAtional clearing House for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture.

1 Development of Work Release/Pre-Release Program & Center, West
Chester (Chester County), Pennsylvania
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2 Court Treatment Center, New Mexico State Hospital
3 Hennepin County, Minnesota
4 Regional Detention Center, Mason, Georgia
5 New Haven Jail, New Haven, Connecticut
6 Juvenile Detention Center-Court Study, Canton, Ohio
7 Correctional Master Plan, State of Maine
8 Correctional Master Plan, State of Hawaii
9 Correctional Master Plan for Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio

10 Addition to the Bucks County Rehabilitation Center, Bucks County,
Pennsylvania

11 Technical Assistance, South Carolina
12 Technical Assistance, State of Hawaii
13 Milwaukee County Detention & Corrections Centtr, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
14 Dakota County Jail, Dakota City, Nebraska
15 Orange County Correctional Facility/Work Release, Orlando, Florida
16 Planning model for developing the "Regional Correctional Facility" concept,

State of Illinois
17 Juvenile Detention Center, Decatur, Illinois
18 Illinois Reception & Diagnostic Center, Chicago, Illinois
19 Workhouse Facility, Akron, Ohio
20 Facility for Mentally Ill Offenders, Chicago, Illinois
21 Regional Corrections Peasibility Study, Albuquerque, New Mexico
22 Minimum Security Post-Incarcerative Center, Mendocino County, Ukiah,

Cal.
23 Correctional Master Plan, State of Wyoming
24 Chicago Metropolitan Correctional Center, Chicago, Illinois
25 Regional Correctional Facility, Gretna, Louisiana
26 Detention Facility, Beaumont. Texas
27 Correctional Facility, County of Riverside, California
28 Multi-purpose Addition to State Penitentiary, San Juan, Puerto Rico
29 Women's Correction Center, Washington, D.C.
30 Pulaski County Jail, Pulaski County, Arkansas
31 Multi-service Center, Devil's Lake, North Dakota
82 Correctional Master Plan & Correctional Training Facility, State of Arizona
33 Correctional Facility, Harrisburg, Penn.
34 Community Correctional Center, Cumberland County, North Carolina
35 Correctional Complex, Virgin Islands
86 Correctional Complex, Louisville, Kentucky
37 Regional Planning, Arlington, Texas
38 Allen County Sheriff's Office & Detention Center, Fort Wayne, Indiana
39 Cuyahoga County Justice Center, Cleveland, Ohio
40 South Carolina, Maximum Security Women's Institution, Columbia, South

Carolina
41 South Carolina Maximum Security Men's Institution, Columbia, South

Carolina
42 Regional County Jail, Ottawa, Illinois
43 Regional Correctional Facility, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana
44 Master Plan for the Phased Replacement of the Cook County Jail, Chicago,

Illinois
45 County Correctional Center, State of Nevada
46 County Jail Expansion, Boulder, Colorado
47 Pre- & Post-Sentence Correctional Facility, Bloomington, Illinois
48 "Hall of Justice", Sarpy County & Papillion, Nebraska
49 Vienna Corrections Cetner, Vienna, Illinois
50 Community Correction Center (multi-parish or county), Baton Rouge,

Louisiana
51 State House of Corrections Adjustment Unit, Marquette, Michigan
52 Chaves County Jail Alterations, Roswell, New Mexico
53 Polk County Jail, Lake Wales, Florida
54 Jail Renovation, Chesapeake, Virginia
55 City-County Jail, Boone County, Illinois; Belvidere, Illinois
56 Atlantic County Juvenile Detention Home, New Jersey
57 Upgrading the Gibson County Jaft, Princeton, Indiana
58 Renovating the Shelby County Jail, Sbelbyville, Indiana
59 "Juvenile Detention & Rehabilitation Center", Oakland Co., Pontiac,

Michigan



60 Girls Training School, Albudq lirqf4o; NX fetfe6
61 Regional Corr4ct'6lal Facillties, Sfato of Texas
62 Otlehi0 Parigh P' aOh (cbulfy jail), 14e% Orleanh, Louii'ana
63 Six "Community-Based" Detention Facilities, Illinois Deof. of CoIrrections,"'Mettofllita'na fteg", I'llinbig

64 BaYreYt bt;V ftygbhni' Cor~ei ttioh Study, Bafre C61nty, lkntucky'
65 Laguna Center for Cbnt6npbra'r' CorretIo*A & Soih61 labilotatioh,

Albuquerque, New Mexico'
66 Community Corrections Operational' Ta.t Forco, A€faryl'hnd
67 Combined Correctional Facility, SantA Cruz County, ArizOna
68 WinsloW Cityr Jail Winslow, Art'goiYa
69 Wayn Co. Jail' leceptpfon' & DTagAgotic Ceiter (and renovation), Wayne

County, gldlcligaf
70 Kent Co. Jail Expansion Project, Kent County, Michigan
71 Comprehensive Justice Oentdr, Fafrfax Cbfln'ty, Virgiflik
72 Cohkuimfit y Cortectiohal System, l§8Watd County, 1i~flda
73 Design Standards for Confineient C6nd1tionid, SaA' DIL'O, Caif6rnia
74' Grant County Correctional Ftallity, Griffif Cortfy, NeW Mexico
75 CCTV for Bureau of Indian Affairs, Aberdeen, South DhA'6kta
76 labill0/#erfl1ion' Jail Cofnplex, Dlinville, Illinois
77 Rockford/Wihinbuto'Ptiblic Snfety Bldg., Roc4fofd, Illnois
78 Kane County/Adult Detentioh Facility, Kane Cdudty, 111nois
79 Kingman City Jail, Kifta'n, Arizona
80 Phoenix City Jail Remodeling, Phoenix, Arizona
81 Planning for Maricopa Co. J~A11 IEpalil (litfllift(3Yal), Phoefilx, Arizona
82 Buchanan Courtly all & LaW Ehorcment FAillty, B"ilchanain Count ,

Missouri
83 Maricopa ('o. Juvenile Court & P5tntlOh Fadllfty tobf nx, Arizona
84 Pri ce Georges Coufnify DItentibb COter-Adfdltlol & Hefodeling, Marl-

boro, Md.
85 Gila County Juvenile Center, Gila' Cotinfy, Atizona
86 Graham County Jail:& O'ee Bldg., Safford, ArizonA -

87 Proposed Detenti0h'l Fallt 7, Bo ought of Mtnflhtfa, 1 e\W, lork, New Yolk
88 Correctional Mastef Ptil, 9ew Aaitplft' (SfAte of).
89 Broward Criminal Justice Institute, Br6Ward CountY, Pt. Lauderdale,

Floti'id
90 Regional Corrections System, Black River-St. Lawrence PlhnhInk Area,

New York
91 Wood County Jail Parkersburg, West f'irgihia.
92 Stafe of'Oregon, A ui P3teAndrds- Saleih, Oregon.
93 Mississippi State Pilgo ftaiq I1Uing, M!hsigslppfi State Penitentiary,

Parchman Mississippi.
94 Missi~fppi rilthlng' Sclhbtl, Forestry Camp, Colunlhia Missigippi.
95 Adult Correctlht" & ReliiiA1tatloAt t een , Atat ' Cira" Pueblo; New Mexico.
96 Shoshbne Coftty Ptublic Safety Builditig, Wallace, idaho:
97 County Jail, Hamilton, Tennl8gee.
)'i Modern Idaho Peliri' Coth l@l, Aoise, rdhlo (.Ada CQOttY)*.
99 Proposed Court Detedifioti faelifty, ''led'0, Ohlio' (Lifa's' CotAtfy).

100 Illinois Youti nOtef, i6f'l6a~o, Illinois.
101 Dade County lteitioh' & TratmenV 8ystem-9orth Sub-Fa'cility, Miami,

(Dade Co1itt)' llbrldA.
102 Douglas County Correctioitif Syfefi, (Dbngl1xs d drl'), Nebraska.
103 Phased Master Construcion PiWdgt , iPtieito nleo.
104 State Planning AgehLiV Coilsliltaf6h, TOkdA, (State 6f)
105 Governor's Committee on Jalla: An A.iil~ig of fl010 li:Ing Correctlonal

Facility Planning for the State of WI~flln, (81ttte'6f).
106 Standards for Jail Constructiol, Wisconsin, (State of).
107 Mobile County Youth Center, Mli 311e, Alab6blt.
108 Adult Corrections Improvteit Progih, Mounkoillo Stifte Penitentiary,

Moundsville Wedt iVi a,

110 MasteO' Co at.ionaIl- , Pith of Veixtlntc
lf Reg~bbhal C cfionftl Nnter, 1lton C6udtt, otlVh.
112 Pima County Jail, Tucson Arizon?.
113- Cbmihtuily Cor.eclodaf' feiter, Flarrigon County, *e9t 1irkinti.
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114 New Jail Facility, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
115 City-County Governmental Center, Findlay, Ohio, (Hancock County).
116 Dade County Youth Facility Juvenile & Domestic Relations Court Complex,

Miami (Dade County, Florida).
117 Penoloscot County Jail & Sheriff's Dept., Bangor, Maine (Penoloscot Co.).
118 Renovation of Rocky Butte Jail, Portland, Oregon (Multnomah Co.)
119 Delaware County Prison, Thornton, Pennsylvania.
120 Court Facility Program, Gainesville, Florida.
121 Tooele County Courthouse, Tooele, Utah.
122 Bethel Jail Construction, Bethel, Alaska.
123 Renovation of Visiting Facilities, Indiana State Farm, Greencastle, Indiana.
124 Visiting Room Renovation-Indiana Reformatory, Pendleton, Indiana.
125 La Porte City & County\Jail (Complex), La Porte, Indiana, (La Porte

County).
126 White Pine County, Public Safety Bldg., Ely, Nevada.
127 Cummins Minimum Security Facility, Grady, Arkansas (Lincoln County).
128 New Mexico State Jail Survey, New Mexico.
129 Correction Improvement Program, Crawford County, Pennsylvania (Work

release program.
130 Valdosta/Lowdes City-County Jail, Valdosta-Lowdes County, Georgia.
131 Minnehaha Co./Sioux City-County Jail, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
132 Inkster City-County, Jail, Inkster, Michigan.
133 Juvenile Detention Facility, Dade County, Florida.
134 Court Construction Project, Gainesville, Georgia.
135 Reformatory Visiting Area, Lansing, Michigan.
136 Lorton Master Plan, Lorton, Virginia, District of Columbia.
137 Four-County-Regional Jail Feasibility, Farmville, Virginia.
138 Perseus House, Erie County Pennsylvania.
139 City-County Jail Facilities, Greensborough, North Carolina.
140 Construction of a Commissary Building, Greencastle, Indiana.
141 Juvenile Annex Center, Pikeville, Kentucky.
142 Muskegon Correctional Facility, Muskegon, Michigan.
143 State Prison of Southern Michigan, Jackson, Michigan.
144 Women's Correctional Institution, Detroit, Michigan.
145 St. Louis County Jail, Missouri.
146 Multi-Parish Correctional & Rehabilitation Program, Lake Charles

Louisiana.
147 Jail Renovation, Muncie, Indiana. \
148 New Jail Expansion, Mount Clemons, Michigan.
149 Law Enforcement Center, Wahpeton, (Richland County), North Dakota.
150 New Jail Facility; Mountrail Country, North Dakota.
151 Work Release Centers, Denver, Colorado.
152 Regional Detention Facility, Jacksonville, Illinois (Logan County).
153 Regional Juvenile Rehabilitation Centers, Topeka, Kansas.
154 Jail & Sheriff's Offices, Port Orchard, Washington (Kitsap County).
155 St. Louis Municipal Jail, St. Louis, Missouri.
156. Multi Parish Study Feasibility, Alexandria, Louisiana.
157 Police Training Center, San Bernadino, California.
158 New Classification & Treatment Center, Tinley Park, Illinois.
159 Adult-Juvenile Facility, Painesville, Ohio, (Lake Country).
160 Regional Correctional Center Program, Nashville, Tennessee.
161 Jail & Detention Center, Trenton, New Jersey.
162 Minnesota State Prison, Stillwater, Minnesota.
163 Courthouse/Jail Complex, Union County, New Jersey.
164 Public Safety Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
165 Detention Facility, Wichita, Kansas.
166 State of Utah, Utah.
167 Police Station, Rhode Island, N. Kingston.
168 Juvenile Facility, Lancaster County, Nebraska.
169 Muskegon County Youth Home, Whitehall, Michigan.
170 Correctional Improvement--Demonstration Project, Warm Springs, Oregon.
171 Correctional Facility-Receiving & Classification, Cincinnati, Ohio.
172 Juvenile Detention Facility, Sioux Tribe Reservation, Devil's Lake, North

Dakota.
173 Law Enforcement & Detention- Center, Chester County, South Carolina.
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174 Dexter-Elmherst Center, Detroit, Michigan.
175 Camp Lavictoire, Howe Lake, Michigan.
176 Girls Training Center, Michigan.
177 Camp Nokomis, Multi-Purpose Room, Michigan.
178 Green Oaks Center, Whitmore Lake, Michigan.
179 Northeast Minnesota Corrections Center, Minnesota.
180 New Correction Facility, Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.
181 Two Maximum Security Institutions, State of California.
182 Colleton County, Colleton County, South Carolina.
183 Erie County-New Jail, Erie, Pennsylvania.
184 Benton County Jail, Warsaw, Missouri.
185 Receiving & Classification Center, Louisa County, Virginia.
186 Warren County Public Safety Building, Lebanon, Ohio.
187 Montnorency Counity Correctional Facility Planning, Atlanta, Michigan

(Montmorency County).
188 Dickinson County Jail Planning, Iron Mountain, Michigan.
189 Menominee County Jail Planning, Menominee County, Michigan
190 Calhoun County Correctional Study, Calhoun County, Michigan
191 Indiana State Prison, Michigan City, Indiana
192 Western State Penitentiary, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
193 Public Safety & Regional Detention Complex, Lincoln, Illinois (Logan Co.)
194 Multi-County Detention Facility, Monroe, Carbon & Pike Counties, PA
195 Juvenile Detention Home, Doylestown, PA
196 Montgomery County Detention Facility, Montgomery Co, PA
197 Yakima Tribal Council. Toppenish, Washington
198 Fort Madison Penitentiary, Fort Madison, Iowa
199 Jail Planning, Chattanooga, Tennessee, Hamilton County
200 Regional Law Enforcement & Detention Program, Moorhead, Minnesota
201 5 Year Plan, Burlingame, California
202 Bucks County Jail, Doylestown, Pennsylvania
203 Tippecanoe County Jail, LaFayette, Indiana
204 Posey County Jail, Mount Vernon, Indiana
205 County Jail, Kalamazoo, Michigan
206 City-County Law Enforcement Center, Centerville, Iowa
207 Law Enforcement Center, Pickens County, South Carolina
208 City-County Law Enforcement Center, Greenville, South Carolina
209 Alachua County Corrections Facility, Alachua County, Florida
210 Multi-County Jail Facility, Wayne County, Ohio
211 Multi-Purpose Facility, Greensburg, Pennsylvania, (Westmoreland Co.)
212 Regional Detention Feasibility Study, Marianna, Florida
213 Joint City/County Jail, Winner, South Dakotp-Tripp County
214 Juvenile Detention Facility, Cape Girardeauthssouri
215 Regional Detention Feasibility Study. Franklin County, Florida
216 Joint County-City Corrections Facility, Lawrence, Kansas
217 City-County Jail Expansion, Sumter, South Carolina
218 Juvenile Justice Center. Jackson County, Missouri
219 Juvenile Detention Facility, Pensacola, Florida (Escambia County)
220 Metlakatia Adult Correctional Facility, Metlakatia, Alaska
221 Regional Maximum Security Facility, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine
222 Correctional Master Plan, State of Nevada
223 Cummins Prison Addition Grady, Arkansas
224 Cowlitz County Corrections Center, Cowlitz County, Washington
225 Macomb County Jail, Macomb County, Michigan
226 Cass County Jail and Courthouse, Fargo, North Dakota
227 Burlington County Jail, Mount Holly, New Jersey
228 Washtenaw County Correctional Facility, Ann Arbor, Michigan
229 County Juvenile Detention, Hunt County, Texas
230 Choctaw Indian Adult Correction Center, Mississippi, Choctaw Band
231 County Jail, Kentucky, Lexington (Fayette County)
232 Virginia Beach County Jail, Virginia Beach, Virginia
233 Cameron County Jail. Brownsville. Texas
234 Kansas City Regional Corrections Facility, Missouri, Kansas City
235 Elmira Correction Center, Elmira, New York
236 Rhode Island Corrections Center, Providence, Rhode Island
237 See number 186

84-522-73-----42
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283 Waco Regional Correctional Center, Waco, Texas
239 Childress County Jail, Texas, Whhita Falls
240 Detention Facility, Marion, Indiana
241 Law Enforcement Center, Mesa, Arizona
242 Detention Center Evaluation, Lafayette, Indiana
248 Regional Juvenile Detefloti Iacility, Altbama, Anitston
244 Monterey Coutnty CorreeCttional Facility (Survey), Salinas, California
245 State Industrial School, Mandan, North I)ak6ta
246 Adult Intake and Diagnostie Facility, Colorado, Denver
247 Hays Rehabilitation Center, Hays, Kansas
248 Juvenile Justice Center, El Paso, Texas
249 Law Enforcement Cefiter, boulder, Colorado
250 County Jail Renotation, Lavae County, Texas
261 Prototype Indian Corrections Facility, Dener, Colorado
252 County Jail, New York, Herkimer County
253 Adolescent Remand Shelter, tiket's Island, New York, New York
254 Regional Correctional Center, Montana (State of)
255 Mason County Youth Home, Ludington, Michigan
256 Juvenile Detention Center, Mississippi Meridian (Launderdale County)
257 Criminal Justice Facility, Woonsocket, Rhode Island
258 County Coifrthouse Renovation, Charleston, West Virginia
259 State Supteme Court Building, Pierre, South Dakota
260 City Jail, Stuttgart, Arkansas
261 City Jail, Fort Myers, Plorida
262 Regional Correctional FacilIty-SODA-Pennsylvania, Central Counties
263 Facility Recommendation for CCTV, Illinois, State of
264 County Jail Renovation. San Antonio. Texas
265 Prefabricatiofi of Tockolps, Texas. State of
266 Police Academy, Columbus, Ohio.
267 County Jail, Texarkana, Tetas
269 Otero County .Tail, Alamogordo, New Mexiso (Otero County)
269 Regional County Jail, Richmond, Missmuri (Ray County)
270 Renovation of Regional County Jail. Carrollton, Missouri (Carroll County)
271 Renovation of Regional Conty Jail, New Madrid, Missouri
272 Combined O0 tt-Detentit Waeillty, Corpas Christi, Texas
273 Reception-Diagnostie Facility., Ypsilanti, Michigan
274 Juab Trl-Cmfinty Jail, Nepht, Utah
275 County Jail Renovation, Wooster, Ohlo (Wayne County)
276 Adult Detontifn Module. Alaska. (State of)
277 Ramsey County Corft,&tin1 FAcility, St. Paul, Minnesota
278 Police StatioA; Barhoable. Ma.5achu."tts
279 Craighead Juvenile (enter, ,ooesboro. Arkansas
280 Women's Detention ftlcllty. mie Bluft, Arkanlas
281 City-County Cort tlotl- Facility. Alhuqtutque. New Mexico
2,92 Berrien County Jail Rothoatloh, At. JoSnpb, Michig t
283 County Jail Renovation. Dilas. Te,*s
284 Public Safety Bulldlnk-(Practical application of prefabricated Module)

Bastrop, TexAs
285 County Juvenile (ioint Pentor, Flagstaff, Arizona
286 County Jail, Lovelock, Nevada (Potshing County)
297 Police Facility, Fitchburg, Massachu.etts
288 County Xai, CAY4',. WYtomtht
289 County Jails (11 countle of East Texa,). Kilgore, Texas
290 County Jaill, Denlali. '1*h.4
291 Steuben County Jail Repovation, 13th, NeW York
292 County Jail ftemnvatin~, Mohisoiery County. Maryland
293 Detroit House of Correctio s, Detroit. M1lhigan
294 FuiVview Yotth eCfter, 1A Vorte;? Indina
295 Atacosa County Jail R6OWi tlon, Atocoeo County, Texas
296 County Court and Tail Facflity, ("olville, WAmington (Stevens County)
297 Community Corrections Center, Miami, Florida
298 Bristol Cok*Ay Jail, New eJfHovd, Masuchusetts
299 Police Station, New Bedford, -Massachttsb
300 City Jail, Butkbrnefttt*, 1telha
301 County Jail. Gonzales, Texas (Gonzales County)
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302 Marshall County Jail, Plymouth, Indiana
303 Regional Correctional Center, Crookston, Minnesota (Polk County)
304 City-County Court and Jail, Yerington, Nevada (Lyons County)
305 County Corrections Center, Nashville, Tennessee (Davidson County)
306 County Jail, Mountmorency County, Michigan
307 County Jail, Columbiana, Alabama (Shelby County)
308 County Jail, Kenton, Ohio (Harden County)
309 Police Station, Fairfield, Conneeticut (Fairfield Comity)
310 Police Station Renovation, New London, Connecticut
311 Prison Farm Renovation, Jacksonville, Florida (Duval County)
3-12 Police Station, Longview, Texas
313 City Jail, Bangor, Maine
314 Cleveland Drug Abuse Program, Cleveland, Ohio
315 Correctional Master Plan, Alabama, (State of)
316 State Prison-Visiting Area Renovation, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
317 Maximum Security Detention Facility, Weaverville, California (Trinity

County)
318 County Detention Facilities, Colville, Washington (Stevens County)
319 Jail and Administrative Facilityj Douglas County, Nevada
320 Girl's Youth Home, Middletown, Ohio (Butler County)
321 Adult Correctional Facility, Fort Belknap, Montana
322 Master Plan, Arizona (State of)
323 Criminal Justice Academy, Connecticut, State of, Dept. of Corrections
324 Youth Home, Nespelem, Washington
325 County Jail, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
326 Typical Designs for Local Lockups, Univ. of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri
327 Juvenile Correctional Facility Renovation, Browning, Montana Blackfeet

Indian Resevvation
328 County Jail, Mississippi, Hinds County
329 Police Station, Appleton, Wieconsin
330 Police Station, Auburn. Massachusetts
331 Police Station, Worcester, Massachusetts
332 County Jail, Astoria, Oregon
333 State Court Renovation, Chicago, Illinois
334 Master Plan, Illinois, State of
385 Public Safety Building, Raymondsville, Texas
33% Multi-County Correction Facility Study, Florida, Central Counties
387 Correctional Facility, Elyria, Ohio (Lorain County)
338 Work Release Facility, Toledo, Ohio (Lucas County)
339 Florida, Miami, Community Corrections Centers
340 Utah, Farmington (Davis County), County Jail Renovation
341 Massachusetts, Boston, Boston Halfway House
342 New Mexico, Mescalero, (Mescalero Apache Tribe), Correctional Facility
343 New Jersey, Morris County, County Jail Renovation
344 Montana, Custer County, County Jail Renovation
IX40 South Carolina, Orangeburg, City-County Law Enforcement Facility
346 Michigan, Marquette County, County Jail
347 Florida, Dade County, Comprehensive Corrections and Rehabilitation Study
348 California, Quincy (Plumas County), County Corrections Facility
849 Kentucky, Albany (Clinton County), County Jail
350 Texas. El Paso, (El Paso County), County Jall Renovation
351 Nebraska, (State of), Corrections Master Plan
352 Texas, Uvalde, Prefabrication of Lockups
P-353 Louisiana, (State of), Department of Public Safety, Police 'T'raining

Academy
354 Vernont, Albante, Albans Correctional Facility
355 Kentucky, Georgetown, Scott County. City-County Jail
356 Texas, Reeves County, Correctional Facility
357 California, Napa, Napa County Government Center
T.-58 Connecticut, Trumbull; Police Station
359 West Virginia, Welsh, MacDowell County. County Jail
360 Oklahoma Tulsa, Tulsa County. County Jail Renovation
C-360A Oklahoma, Tulsa, Tulsa County, County Court Planning
361 Kentucky, State of, Regionaltzation of County Jails
36 California, Contra Costa County, Correctional Facility
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363 California, Sacramento, County Jail Renovation
364 Virginia, Hampton, Regional Correctional Facility
365 Oregon, State of, Oregon State Study
366 Texas, Brackettville, Kinney County, County Jail
367 California, Santa Clara County, Program and Facility Requirements for

Adult Detention and Corrections
368 California, Inyo County, County Jail Renovation
869 West Virginia, Wheeling, Ohio County, City-County Jail
370 Arizona, Holbrook, Navajo County, Criminal Justice Complex
371 Arizona, Presctt, Yavapa County, Criminal Justice Complex
372 Arizona, Showlow, Navajo County, City-county Criminal Justice Complex
L373 Utah, Logan (Cache County), Police Pistol Range
374 Minnesota, Collegeville, Regional Crime Planning Model Project
L375 Australia, Belconnen, Police Station and Interim Remand Center
376 Kentucky, Versailles (Woodford County), County Jail
377 South Carolina, (State of), Corrections Master Plan
378 Pennsylvania, Juvenile Detention Facility
379 Washington, D.C., Federal Bureau of Prisons, Correction Programming
380 Mississippi,. Greenville, Juvenile Detention Center
381 Virginia, Hopewell, City Jail
382 California, Alameda County, County Detention Facility
L-383 Ohio, Strongsville, Police Station
384 Virginia, Mecklenburg County, County Jail Renovation
385 Alaska, State of, Alaska Corrections and Proposed Bush Jails
386 Alabama, Jefferson County, Criminal Justice Center (Regional)
387 South Dakota, Sioux Falls, Regional Jail Feasibility and Program Study
388 i1outh Dakota, Pierre, Multi-County Juvenile Facilities
389 Ohio, Ashland, Ashland County, Corrections and Mental Health Center

Feasibility Planning
390 South Dakota, Codington County, Regional Detention Center
C-391 Wisconsin, Spring Valley, Pierce County, County Courthouse Renovation
392 Indiana, Hendricks County, Group Home for Girls
1-393 Florida, Hollywood, Police Station
394 Colorado, Pueblo
395 New York, Clinton, Clinton State Correctional Facility
396 Washington, Seattle, King County, Criminal Justice System Facility Study
397 Colorado, Towaoc, Ute Indian Tribe, Correctional Rehabilitation Center
398 Florida, State of, Development of Physical Prototype for Community-based

Treatment Programs.
399 Illinois, Urbana, Champaign County, Target Program
400 California, Solano County, Sentenced Detention Facility
401 Ohio, Chillicothe, Ross County, South Central Regional Juvenile Detention

Center
402 Ohio, St. Clairsville, Belmont County, County Jail Renovation
403 Georgia, Savannah, Chatham County, Chatham Correctional Center
404 Oregon, Wasco County, The Dalles, Mid-Columbia Multi-Purpose Correc-

tional Facility
405 Georgia, Athens, Clarke County, Criminal Justice Building
406 Colorado, Montezuma, Archuleta Counties, County Jail Renovation
407 Texas, Plainview, Hale County, Jail Addition
408 Utah, Provo, Adult Correctional Facilities
409 Louisiana, Leesville, New Vernon Parish, "New Vernon Parish Jail"
410 Nebraska, Hall County, Ogallala, Alliance, "Regional Jail Construction."
411 Louisiana, Hammond, City Jail Construction
412 South Carolina, Greenwood. Law Enforcement Correctional Center
413 Wisconsin, Wood County, Wood County Police Facility, Wisconsin Rapids
414 New Jersey, Ft. Lee, New Police Station
C415 Colorado, Fort Morgan, Morgan County, Multi-purpose Enforcement Center
416 South Dakota, Springfield, County Jail Facility
417 Texas, Belton, Bell County, Coryell County, Bell and Coryell Counties Jail

Renovation
418 South Dakota, Lower Brule, Lower Brule Correctional Facility
419 Missouri, Jefferson City, Renz Farm Renovation
420 Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas Juvenile Training School
421 Arkansas, Dewitt, Arkansas County, Arkansas County- Jail Improvement
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422 Utah, Heber, Wasatch County, Wasatch County Jail Completion
.123 California, Redding, Shasta County, Northern California Regional Rehabil-

itation Center
424 North Dakota, New Town, Fort Berthold Adult Correctional Center, Fort

Berthold Reservation
'25 Iowa, Scott County, Scott County Correctional Facility
426 Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Por\tage County, Detention facility (police

facility)
427 Oregon, Pendleton, Umatilla County, Northeast Oregon Youth Center
428 Oregon, Portland, Multnomah County, Albertina Kerr (Louise) Home
429 South Dakota, Roberts County, Sisseton Sioux Regional Criminal Justice

Center
430 Wyoming, Cheyenne, Laramie County, County Jail Revonation
431 Arizona, Scottsdale, Law Enforcement-Correctional Facility Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community
432 Michigan, Muskegon County, Muskegon County Jail Study
4,33 New Jersey, Orange, Law Enforcement Facility
434 Indiana, Indianapolis, Renovation of Marion County Jail, Marion County
435 Mississippi (State of), Mississippi Master Plan
436 Maine, Alfred, York County, York County Jail Construction
437 Maine, Belfast, Waldo County, Waldo County Jail
438 Samo, Tambon, Tambon Police Station
439 North Dakota, Bismarck, North Dakota State Farm Additions
'140 California, Madera, New Police Facility
L-441 California, Ventura, Ventura Police Facility
L-442 California, Oxnard -Oxnard Police Facility
443 Ohio, Youngstown, Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center
444 Kansas, Hutchinson, Kansas State Industrial Reformatory, Inmate Educa-

tional Program
445 Kansas, Hutchinson, Kansas State Industrial Reformatory, Recreation

Facilities .
440 Kansas. Hutchinson, Kansas State Industrial Reformatory, Vocational

Print Shop
447 California, Hanford, Hanford Police Facility
448 Louisiana, Shreveport, Northwest Louisiana Correctional Institution
449 Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii Juvenile Master Plan
L-450 Massachusetts, East Longmeadow, New Police Facility
451 Texas, Laredo, Webb County Jail Additions
L-452 Connecticut, Ridgefield, New Police Facility
453 New Mexico, Canoncito Navajo Community, Criminal Justice Center
454 New Mexico, Acoma Peublo Indian Tribe, Criminal Justice Center

-455 Texas, Jasper Nacogdoches County Correctional Facility, Nacogdoches
County

456 Texas, Hildago County, Hildago County Correctional Facility
457 Texas, Waco, Waco Jail Renovation
458 Michigan, Flint, Genesee County, Minimum Security Facility
459 Texas, Bellville, Austin County Jail Facility, Preliminary Planning
460 New Mexico, Zuni, Pueblo of Zuni, Juvenile Rehabilitation and Correctional

Center
-461LKansas, Ellsworth, Ellsworth Correctional Facility

.162 Michigan, Barry County, Barry County Jail
463 Wyoming, Evanston, Evanston Hospital Security Addition
464 Louisiana, Ville Platte, Evangeline Parish, Evangeline Parish Courthouse

and Jail Facilities
465 Florida, Hillsborough County, Lake Magdalene Juvenile Home
466 Texas, Fort Stockton, Pecos County, Pecos County Correctional Facility
467 South Dakota, Deadwood, Lawrence County, Lawrence County Jail
468 Illinois, Galesburg, Galesburg Correctional Facility (Civic Center Complex)
469 New Jersey, Bordentown, Vocational Careers Train
470 Kentucky, Florence, Boone County, Juvenile Detention Study
471 Texas, Fredericksburg, Gillespie County, Gillespie County Jail Improve-

ments
472 Floida, Volvsla-County, New Correctional Facility
478 Ohio, Springfield, County Safety Building
474 New Jersey, Trenton, Training School for Girls
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475 New York, New York, Rivington Residential Center
476 Oregon, Portland, Women's Correctional Facility, (Four county Portland

Area)
477 Georgia, Atlanta, Fulton County Correctional Study, Fulton County
478 North Dakota, Bismarck, North Dakota State Penitentiary Education and

Recreation Uuts %
479 Iowa, Des Moines, Polk County, Comprehensive Correctional Services
480 Virginia, Chesapeake, Youth Services Unit
481 Ohio, Youngstown, City-County Criminal Justice Facility, Mahoning

County
482 South Dakota, Lake Andes, Charles Mix County Correctional Facility
483 Utah, Provo, Utah County Jail Review
484 Alabama, Selma, Dallas County, Additions to Juvenile Wing Dallas County

Jail

Mr. VELDE. Yes, sir. I really do have some difficulty in attempting
to summarize what we think are the best of over 35,000 projects and
really it is a very difficult attempt in this short-a period of time.

Now, there are many other projects and I have outlined those, and
that would be on several pages of the testimony, and I will not go
into detail on them now.

Senator BAYR. Certainly. Your entire statement will be printed
in full at the conclusion of your remarks.

Mr. VELDE. My point in d(sidribing these programs to you is to
bring to your attention some of the worthwhile juvenile delinquency
programs that have come to life through LEAA financial and tecl-
nical support.

One of the LEAA's most recent and significant contributions is the
juvenile detention and correctional facility census. This is an ex-
pansion of the annual survey of public facilities fo'r adjudicated
juveniles conducted by HEW. It represents the first complete census
of public facilities in the juvenile criminal justice system.

The census was designed by LEAA and HEW and was conducted
by the Bureau of the Census. Parenthetically, I would like to point out
that this joint effort by these three agencies is indicative of the inter-
relationship of niiny elements in the juvenile delinquency area and is
an example of the kind of joint cooperation needed to deal with the
problems we face.

We have submitted a draft copy of this report along with my
testimony. It will be formally released by LEAA later this week and
it will be published, we hope, by the Government Printing Office in
about 6 weeks. Due to a rather critical paper shortage, Mr. Chair-
man, we're caught up with numerous other Federal agencies in the
actual wide-scale publishing of reports of this kind. So all we have
available this morning is a mimeographed copy of the report. The
details are not available until the GPO completes its work, but as
far as we are concerned, the report is completed, and we would be
pleased to have the committee make whatever use it feels appropriate
of this cenue.

Briefly, the census covered 772 juvenile detention and correctional
facilities and shows that on June 30, 1971, these facilities held 57239
porsoms, of which 44,140 wer'e males ad 13.099 were females. The
census contains statistical information on the institution. the chil-
dren in them, the age range of the population, and incidentally, we
found, Mr. Chairman, something w*hb I found to be incredibly
shocking, a shocking figure, 2 percent of the children in these institu-
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tions were under 6 years old. Two percent. In doing a spot check,
we find that the mothers of many of these children were institutional-
ized themselves in a correctional facility and, therefore, something
had to be done with the children and there was no other resource
available so they were placed in cribs, literally placed in cribs in the
juvenile facilities.

I am submitting a copy of the census for the record. Because of
your keen interest in this field, you will find it an interesting and
beneficial report, Mr. Chairman. -

These projects exemplify the progress LEAA has made in this
area, and the administration feels that even more substantial prog-
ress will be made in the future.

This is especially true when you consider that LEAA funding for
juvenile delinquency in fiscal 1971 was $100 million and in fiscal 1972
reached $140 million.

Now, briefly turning to S. 821, I wanted to say at the outset, Mr.
Chairman, and echo your remarks, that the administration is aware
of your keen interest in this area, as exemplified in your bill, and
yoir many other efforts.

Senator BAYJI. I appreciate -your commending our efforts, but I
wish you could do something besides opposing everything I have tried
to get accomplished in this committee. That niight'be better evidence.

Mr. VELDE. I think you will find, Mr. Chairman, that there are
some aspects of the bill which we comment favorably on.

Senator BAYIT. lrhope you don't-dwell on them, because I don't
think I could stand the shock. But go ahead and try me.

Mr. VrmDE. Yes, sir. I think I could say at the outset,. Mr. Chairman,
that the administration fully agrees with the excellent objectives
of S. 821-

Senator BAYIT. That is quite a concession.
Mr. VELDE. And we recognize that the bill is seeking solutions to

the problems of juvenile delinquency and we certainly share those
objectives.

Regarding title II of S. 821 which contains amendments to the
Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act, I will comment on specific sections.
I will not comment on sections 5033, 5034, 5038, 5040, 5041, 5042, or
5043-

Senator BAYn. Unless you have reason to do otherwise, I wonld just
as soon have you put all those comments in the record.

Mr. Vm Ia. All right, I would say the Department does not have
any problems with the provisions of those. sections. I will just briefly
comment and actually submit for the record those provisions which
the Department suggests of title II which might be slightly modified
or changed.

Senator BAYI. Or eliminated.
Mr. VETmpn. They are indicated on page 14, page 15, anl page 16 of

the statement.
Senator BAYH. We will put those observations in the record at

the conclusion of your remarks. We might also submit questions, so
that we can put the answers in the record.

Mr. VA . Fine.
Senator BAYH. That will save us a little time here.
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Mr. VELDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With respect to LEAA, S.821 raises a number of concerns.
We feel any proposal to make Federal crime fighting funds avail-

able to State and local governments should mesh smoothly with the
LEAA program--either as it is presently constituted or as amended
by the House or Senate versions of new legislation. And I understand,
Mr. Chairman, that the Senate subcommittee version or at least
something very close thereto, will be considered on the floor of the
Senate later today.

Both versions would give the States substantial control over anti-
crime funds to apply according to each State's law enforcement and
criminal justice needs. This represents the Federal Government's
guarantee of assistance in this important field. Now, as I indicated,
Mr. Chairman, about 20 percent of LEAA's resources for fiscal 1972,
according to our latest estimate and particularly the block grant fund,
have been allocated to the field of juvenile delinquency.

Now this is on the average; in many States, there is a significantly
higher percentage of their block grant funds going for juvenile delin-
quency and less than 20 percent would be in other States, but this is
based on their assessment of what their needs are. On the average thMt
20-percent figure, of course, comes out with the provisions of your bill.
Twenty percent the first year and I think, as I recall S. 821, it would
be increased to 30 percent in the second year. LEAA-

Senator BAYH. That is in the amendment to the LEAA extension
that you oppose, sponsored by Senator Mathias, Senator Cook, and
mI -elf. not in S. 821.

Mr. VELDE. Yes, that is correct. The amendment does incorporate,
I think, the salient features of S. 821.

Senator BAYT. Yes, it does have some features of S. 821.
Mr. VELDE. Yes, that is right: but there are formulas that I will

come to.
Senator BAYnI. The amendment that Senator Mathias and Senator

Cook and I, as well as 16 cosponsors, intend to offer this afternoon to
the LEAA extension, requires an initial allocation of 20 percent of
block grant funds the first year and 30 percent the following year,
to juvenile delinquency. Since 20 percent is the average amount pres-
ently expended, would you support the 20-percent provision in that
amendment?

Mr. \Vr.ET). Simply I would answer, Mr. Chairman, "No."
Senator BAYIT. All right. You don't need to spend 5 minutes qualify-

ing a no.
Mr. rm)x. Just in a sense we prefer the States to have flexibility, to

retain flexibility.
Senator BAYiT. In other word-. the flexibility to do a miserable job

dealing with the problems of juvenile delinquency. The 20 percent
figure does not adequately represent the fact that, although a large
number of the States are over that average, a large number must also
be under it. So there are some States totally ignoring the need to work
with juveniles, and to treat them in such a way that, they will not
become hardened criminals. As the Federal legislators responsible
for the law enforcement assistance program of our Government, don't
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we have a duty to tell those States that are ignoring the need that
we're not going to sit still and ignore their inaction?

Mr. VELD. Mr. Chairman, there are some States where juvenile
crime is not a significant crime in relationship to other problems be-
cause simply they have very few young people.

Senator BAYH. Name me three' States.
Mr. VELDE. Alaska, Idaho, and North Dakota.
Senator BAYH. What are the percentages?
Mr. VELDE,. It is very small.
Senator BAYLI. What are the percentages?
Mr. VELDE. I can supply it for the record, I don't have the numbers

right here offhand, but it is low.
Senator BAY-. Alaska, North Carolina-
Mr. VELDE. North Dakota and Idaho and Alaska. Those are three

States.
Senator BA\YIi. There are no young people in those three States?
Mr. VFLDE,. Relatively small numbers.
Senator BAyit. I will surely talk to the six Senators from those

States and find out where all of those young people go. Is the birth
rate lower there?

Mr. VELDrE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIT. I thought everybody was going to Alaska.
Mr. VELDE. No, sir; the entire population of the entire State is about

200,000, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYil. That is irrelevant. We are talking about the p1r-

t:entages. You are the one that wants to throw the percentages a row.d.
Mr. VELDE. I can supply it for the record, I-just don't have it, but

the percentages of young people and juveniles are relatively low in
those States. Mir. Chairman. But, to your point we are not Ignoring
our responsibilities under the law. Under the I-louse and Senate bills,
LEAA is charged with a statutory, responsibility to determine that
each State's plan, each year, is comprehensive and does address the
crime problem of that State.

Senator MATIIAs. If I may interrupt you at this point, I think
LEAA does address itself to that problem and in many ways very ef-
fectively. But it was fashionable a few years ago to talk about break-
ing the cycles; breaking the cycle of poverty and breaking the cycle
of crime. Although we have gotten away from that phrase, I don't
think we ought to get away from the idea. If you're going to break
the cycle of crime, you have to start really where crimes are-criminals
are bred, and that is with the juvenile delinquents. I am wondering,
the mere fact that there are three States or even more than three
States where they have a lower le'el of juvenile delinquency such as
Alaska, Idaho and I think you said Nortih Dakota, what it really is
relevant to. Their juvenile rate is lower l)ecaiise of the mere fact ihat
there are any Juvenile delinquents in a State, they are under present
policy and systems of correction, present approachies, presence of any-
thing at all,'because you are not promised at all that you aren't going
to have any felons iii the future, and that. unless there is a consistent
comprehensive nationwide approach in tiis directing more attention
to the problem, crime rates gene rally are never going to be contained.
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Mr. VF.LD. Senator, I wholeheartedly agree with you. My only
point was that, and let me clarify or attempt to clarify that. We are
not opposed to substantial LEAA -resources being devoted to juvenile
delinquency programs. What we are opposed to is an arbitrary for-
mula which is not adaptable to the needs of any given jurisdiction. It
may not be enough in some jurisdictions or it may be too much ii
others. That is the only point that I wish to make. Not that we do not
wholly and fully agree that there must be a comprehensive address
to the needs of the criminal justice system in at least the records of
our program.

Senator BAY11. I would respectfully suggest that to describe a re-
quirement that 20 percent of LEAA funds ibe spent for a wide variety
of juvenile programs as an arbitrary formula is invalid. We're not
saying you have to meet narrow criteria. You are familiar with the
criteria and they are very comprehensive. When half the serious crimes
are committed by juveniles, and we suggest that at least 20 percent of
the money be spent in this area, it is dYfficult for me to consider the
requirement arbitrary. In fact, I don't think we're doing enough. If I
Were someone from the National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
I would say, "Seantor Bayh, you guys are backing off"; and I would
have to say, "yes, sir, we are.' But I think if Senator Mathias, Sena-
tor Cook and I exert ourselves between now and this afternoon, we
can get 51 votes on the floor of the Senate for 20 and 30 percent, but if
we went for more, such as 30 and 40 percent, I don't think we could
pasi it.

So this is in the interest of compromise.
Senator MATImTAS. It does seem to me that the prospecti-e aspect of

this is quite serious. When the present Members of the Senate have
gone to some other pasture and the present officials of the Justice
Department are going through retirement, somebody has got to be
wrestling with the crime problem in this country. We are in a position
now to make a significant contribution to the decrease in crime rate in
the next generation, and you can do it through this program and
you're never going to decrease the number of criminals unless you get
it at the place where it all begins. The fact is that 90 percent of all of
the convicts, all convicted felons, have juvenile records, that is really
relevant to what we're talking about today. I don't think it is arbitrary
or capricious to lay down these guidelines so there is a national con-
centration on this problem. Without it you're not going to have that
concentration.

Mr. VRLDE. All I would say simply, Mr. Chairman, is that the ad-
ministration respectfully takes a different view. We do on the basis of
our experience in administering the LEAA programs for 5 years.
We do feel it important to retain the flexibility in the decisionmakinig
processes as to how the resources are allocated.

Let me state an example in an area that. is not related to juvenile
delinquency. In the earlier years of our program, there was quite an
emphasis on the development of what I might call a civil disorder pre-
vention capability, riot control training equipment, intelligence and
so on. In fact, in fiscal 1969 pursuant to an amendment offered by
Senator Hart of Michigan, there was a special pot of money to buy
the riot control hardware. Now, that purpose has largely been
achieved. There is an ongoing planning capability.
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Senator BAYH. Is there still a special pot in existence?
Mr. VELDT. Beg pardon?
Senator BAYH. Does a special pot still exist?
Mr. VELDE. No, it doesn t.
Senator BAYH. Then, it isn't a relevant comparison, is it?
Mr. VELDE. No.
Senator BAYJA. There was a problem existing at that time that no

longer exists.
Mr. VWmF. Twenty-two percent of LEAA's total resources, block

grant moneys for the 'first fiscal year went for riot control. That was on
-top of the special pile of money, plus additional amounts.

What I am saying is that once the capability was established, it was
not necessary to spend 20 l)erceint of the LEAA's money on civil
disorder programs. So that money -has tapered off quite drastically
in the intervening years.

Senator MATHIAS. But if I could raise the problem which troubles
me and certainly it would be raised-by Senator Cook, it is the record
of activity in this area. For example, the way I understand it the
coordinating council is supposed to be the valve which measures the
activities in various areas and sets a comparitive priority.

Mr. VvLD-. State planning agencies and their advisory boards, yes
sir.

Senator MA'rMLAS. How often, under the law, is that supposed to
meet.?

Mr. VEmLD. It is at the discretion of the Governor and each State
Senator, and I think in most States I think they meet on a monthly
basis or more frequently.

Senator MATHAS. What about the Federal board meeting?
Mr. VELDE. Oh, I am sorry, I thought you were referring to the

State. By law that meets what, six times a year.
SellatOr MATHIAS. When was the last time that it met?
3f r. VELmD. About 3 weeks ago, May 31.
Senator MArInAs. How soon before that?
Mr. VELDE. I believe in November, I understand Senator that in the

- years of existence---
Senator MATHIAS. A 6 month gap.
Mr. VELDE. Maybe 7, something like that,
Senator MATIjIAS. Seven months.
Mr. VELDE. I understand the Council has met 12 times in the 2

years, but the 9 or 10 times last year and 2 or 3 times this year so far.
Senator MATIJAS. So they really only met half as often as pre-

scribed in the law.
Mr. Vm~,. For this fiscal year, I believe that is correct. But, for

the 2 year period--
Seiator MATIHAS. Two year period-
Mr. VELDE. No, it is not for the 2 year period, it is required by law

that they meet six times a year and this was more, times than required
by law. lBut not for this year.'Senator MATHIAS. Why are the meetings so erratic, who does the
calling?

Mr. VELDE. Let me briefly answer, Mr. Madden of LEAA has been
serving as General Counsel for that Council and the Administrator
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of LIAA have served as its chairman designate. First, Mr. Leo-
nard and now Mr. Santarelli serves in that capacity. I did not par-
ticipate. Let mne briefly comment and then I will have Mr. Madden
resl)ond.

On the basis of the first yeir's experience with the Council, LEAA
(lid make a number of changes, recommendations for changes in the
operations and the jurisdictions of the Council to the Domestic Coun-
cil and as you know, Senator, the Domestic Council itself has been
undergoing a reorganization, transformation and has-as has the
Executive Office of the President.

Many of the functions normally or previously housed in the Exec-
utive Office of the President have not been either eliminated or trans-
ferred to another agency.

We understand that a proposal is being considered now to reorga-
nize certain functions of the 1)omestic Council that may include this
Council. We have not received a decision from the Domestic Coun-
cil as to the status of this Council. I would like Mr. Madden to com-
ment in detail.

Senator MATHIAS. Let, me respond briefly to that. Of course that
is the reason that we're'inclined to support a formula approach. There
is no track record here of a nature of the field of direction which the
Department will go without statutory guidance and with the uncer-
tainties in the reorganization you refer to, it seems to be -all the more
necessary to have some statutory language.

.fr. MINTDDEN. I was going to comment that we have had over 15
nmcetings that our records would show. and this does :,ot include davs
of training for members of the Council and a series of public hear-
ings held over the past 2 years.

Senator B t. Excuzise'me. Senator Mathias is directing his ques-
tion to the statutory requirement of six neetino's. This has nothing to
do with other mn,'-i inigs, does it, Counsel ?

Mr. MAi)v.,. Senator-
Senator RAl-n. The statute requires that you have six meetings a

year.
Mr. MADDEN. The Council does require 6 meetings a year, but the

point I was making, Senator, is that over the last 2 years we have
had over 15 meetings of the Council.

Senator BAvl. Let me interrUptyou again. That doesnt make anv
difference. I am trying to be patient here, but my patience is tried.
These additional meetings should be going on anyhow, shouldn't they ?
I wish vou would dir-et yourself to Senator"Mathias' question.' I
don't think vou should get'a merit badge because you do something
over, above, and beyond in certain areas, if in fact this is above and
beyond. You ought to be (loinig it, anyw.'ay. The question is why the
statutory requirements have not been met.

Mr. MADDEN. Senator, when you were out of the room, Mr. Velde
address-ed himself to that and Indicated that. we had only had three
meetings so far this year, pending action on a possible governmen-
tal reorganization.

Mr. Vm',L1)mI. Now returning to S. 821. Mr. Chairman. let me just
con ment-

Senator Rtyn. I have read your contents.
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Mr. VELDE. All right,
Senator BAYI. To save time, we shall just put these in the record

at the conclusion of your remarks.
Mr. VELDE. Surely.
Senator MATIIAS. Then it is gettiiig rather late. we're going to have

the D)irector of the FBI u) for nominations at 12:30, that will com-
plicate us here.

I would be glad, if it is all right with You. to direct some questions
ill respoiSe to your criticisms anid have you respond in writing.

Mr. VELi)1:. Surely.
Senator 1h\yn. I'would like to ask one rather philosophical ques-

tion about your observation that. we want, to give States flexibility. I
certainly want as much flexibility v as possil)le within certain national
guidelines, so we can deal with the problems we (1o not, yet fully under-
stand. I don't pretend to hold a magic wand or to know all of theanswers, but this committee and other committees have studied this

problem over the last couple of 'ears, and I think that some of us
-ire reasonably well versed. The staff anjd iieml)ers of this committee
have called u *on a wide variety of peopIle and organizations that lnow
more about the problems of young people 'at the coiununit r level than
I do sitting here.

The provisions of S. 821, which the administration opposes, are not
the brainchild of the Senator of Indiana. They are the result of the
combined opinions of various organizations and experts that deal
with these problems day in and day out. I have many areas to cover,
and this is just one which both of us are concerned about. These people
have literally given their lifetime to dealing with the problems of
young people. You have the National Council on Crime and Delin-
quency strongly supporting and helping to write the provisions of
821, you have the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, the men
who sit there every dav with tears in their eves, watching these young
people, trying to hnd 'alternatives to help them which 'are not avail-
able, and supporting the provisions of S. 821; you have the head of
the Hawaii YIJCA coming here in person to testify how strongly the
Y feels about these problems and why he believes S. 821 should be
passed; and you have the YWCA, and the Girl Scouts strongly sup-
porting the provisions of S. 821.

We can't ever solve all of the problems; the'Federal Government
can't answer all the questions nor (can the States. We have to have
community people, providing answers. The volunteer leadership of
these community groups strongly supports this legislation. Now,
doesn't it cause you to pause and wonder if maybe the administration
isn't out of step*? Did you talk to any of these *people in any of these
organic zations out in the community w% ho have been working with these
young people, and did you ask then why they support fl-is legislation,
before you made the decision that you tire going to oppose, it?

I am not worried about the wording of this legislation. I have
talked to all of these people, they helped put this legislation together.
This is groing to help them deal with young people. That is why I am
for it, not because I have my name on it.

Mr. VELDE. Mr. Chairman, the groups that you have mentioned, I
think without exception are all on the LEAA list of grantees directly.
We give them national discretionary grants, we are in contact with
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them on a daily basis, because we fund these agencies and these groups
with national discretionary grant programs.

Senator BAYTH. Why do you give them money?
Mr. VELDE. Pardon?
Senator BAYi. Why do you give them money?
Mr. VELDE. We feel they're qualified and they're experts in putting

together nationai programs that cut across State lines.
Senator BAY11. Yet you don't ask their advice and counsel with

regard to forming national legislation.
Mr. VELDE. Well, we do-
Senator BAYI1. Unanimously they're taking one position and you're

taking another.
Mr. VELDE. We also listen.
Senator BAYJI. Which groups are you listening to? What national

organizations that deal with young people are opposed to this
legislation t€

Meiir. VnD. Let me answer in a different way.

Senator BAYH. Can you name one?
Mr. VELDE. Let me name the supporters of the administrators who

are in favor of the special revenue sharing for the existing block grant

program and that is the difference here. It is a difference in opinions
01 de ivery o$ resources.

Senator BAYH. No; you're talking about apple1s and I am talking
about oranges. Let's get back to this bill. Tell me one organization tha-t
is opposed to it.

Nr. VELDE. Well, I can give you the list of organizations that sup-
port the administration's app roach. Now, I am not aware that any
of, them, took a definite stand on S. 821. The Governors' Conference
voted in fthvor of special revenue sharing and blbek grants.

Senator BAy-. I have a letter here from the Governors" Conference
supporting S. 821. I think now would be the time to put it in the record
foltowi'ng your testimony.

M r. VELDE. Yes, sir, all I am saying, Sentator, is that themre-amany
organizations, many other organizations not involved in juvenile de-
linjueney that would like to have programs supporting defenders'
work or prosecutors' work or a special pot of money for judges?

Senator BAYH. You might like to know that the .National Legal
Aid & Defender Association also supports this legislation. I think we
will put their supporting statements in the record after your statement.

Mtr. VE.LDP. I understand, they also support a special program for
adult defender work.

Senator BAYH. Is it necessary to be either for one or the other?
Can you not be for an adult legal defense program and also for
programs that are designed to correct the behavior problems of
young people so that when they become adults they won't need the
adult legal defender?

Mr. VELDE. Senator, if I may summarize in a sentence, the ad-
ministration's position is-

Senator BAYJi. I think that would be the only safe way to do it.
Mr. VELDE. We prefer and support the approach which gives the

responsibility to States and lbcal governments, who are responsible
for criminal justice in this country and juvenilN justice, the, flexi-
bility to. allocate Fedbral resources,'block grants in this case, accord-
ing to their best judgment as to what their needs are. As the testi-
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mony indicates, there has been steadily increasing percentages of
LI AA resources devoted to juvenile justice and we think that trend
will continue. We argue that the flexibility should be retained and is
needed so that each Stte can deal with its conditions and the prob-
lem as beat they oaib that is our point.-

We're not opposed to Federal resources and LEAA resources going
to juvenile delinqmeney. But, we think there must be flexibility and
we suppot the comprehensive planing process that is the key element
of our program which allows the States to identify the needs, assess
their own problems, set their priorities and make their subgrant
awards. Under that process increasing amounts have been and are
being spent on juvenile delinquency or juvenile justice progranls. That
is our point, that is our position,] Mr. Chairman.

Seator BAY!. Your position is a consistent one and I commend
you for your consistency.

I just think it is important to eniphagsize the problem. As I said
at the outset of this, hearing this morning, we're all trying in our own -
way to help juveniles.

Mr. VEJLDE. Yes, sir, and we appreciate your concern, Senator.
Senator BAYH. I don't feel that you have' any other purpose. I do

think, though, that you're going down the wr(;ng road. A couple of
points need to be made.

First of all', even if we were to. accept without question the per-
centage of expenditures that you suggest can appropriately be at-
tributed to juvenile areas, it is only 1 percent more than last year. At
that. rate, it would take us 10 years to get it to the 30 percent figure
required in our LEAA amendment that you believe contains arbitrary
figures. In other words, I think the rate of moving funds into the
juvenile area to provide that vital ounce of prevention has been pain-
fully slow.

Point 2, in talking to almost all citizen groups, in fact, I can say
all citizen groups that are working with the problems of juveniles, and
in talking with those officials charged with the responsibility of
dealing with the problems of juvenile crime and corrections in" sev-
eral States, I have been made painflly aware the existence of an
establishment or structure designed to perpetuate the status quo. For
example, we had Jerry Wurf, president of the American Federation
of State, County, and Municipal Employees,. testify yesterday. I
thought it was rather courageous of him to support our bill since he
realizes that when you say we're going to move to small community
based facilities so you can deal with individual problems instead of
1.600 kids at once, he is faced with the problem of employees being
relocated, retrained, and; ftiding other employment. So traditionally
there has been an establishment in opposition to any change that might
shake the boat and tear-down the general institutional structure.

Mr. Wurf said that we cannot continue in the direction we are now
going and that these establishments are going to have to turn around
and reorganize so we can decrease juvenie delinquency. He testified
that the present incentive was not to. do this.As a result, of t'alkig to these citizen organizations, I realize that,

they know a lot more about this than T do. They feel there needs to be
an incentive to the States to try something new and creative.

S. 821 is not a maaic formula. It is not a panacea. It is not moinfx to
perform miracles. But I suggest to anyone who opposes it and says
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that we ought to keep the States on their present course, that they are
going to have to be satisfied with the results. The best evidence of a
need for change is the rather dismal track record brought to our at-
tention by these organizations, and they are speaking about the pres.
ent institutional structure. I am not for change just for the sake of
change, )ut when I look at an 84 percent recidivism rate among young
people, when I look at the statistics mentioned by Senator Mathias
that 90 percent of the felons have a juvenile record, then I suggest that
whatever we're doing now is wrong and maybe the time has come to
accept the judgment of these nonbureaucrats who- have sufficient ex-
pertise to get LEAA funds. Maybe we ought to accept their judg-
ment as to what we ought to do Aout the national standards.

Mr. VrLDE. I think, Senator, LEAA money has been spent by and
large for the kinds of changes we're talking about. There are statutory
priorities particularly in part E that emphasize development of com-
muity7based programs away from institutionalization, in the adult
as well as the juvenile field. We have had some experience now in at-
tempting to overcome the status quo and I might say it is a very frus-
trating 'business.

Senator BAYJ. You have been very kind. I fear I may have been
unnecessarily harsh.

Mr. VELDE. No, sir.
Senator BAYI-I. We seem to have been around this same track before
I am very familiar with the priorities established in the Omnibus

Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. I appreciate the fine words con-
tained in your testimony, and I recognize the pressures that you're
under. But the statement of priorities in the act, or your statement,
or my statement, is not a truie measure of what the priorities are. You
can list juvenile delinquency as a priority in p)art E, but that doesn't
assure I is spent. The true test is the effort that, this Government is
going to make to try to help young people so they live constructive
rather than wasted lives. The ,mount of resources we spend will hove
a bearing on this. We lhve to increase the amomt of resources, we have
to expand the program alternatives that are available. We have to
show te States, the people. and the youth that we mean business.

I aplrvciate your patience. T hope that we can continue this dialogue.
I have other questions that I would like to ask relating to my State
of Indiana. The assessment of some of my mayors and other officials
who are directly involved in the use of youth service centers is that
the future of these programs is inconsistent with your testimony. I
would lilze to reconcile those differences.

Mr. VELDr . Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIT. Thank you both, gentlemen.
(Mr. Velde's nrepp red statement, foreword, and attachments for the

record are as follows:)

STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. VELDE, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, LAW
ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION_

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear today on behalf of the Attorney General
to discuss the role of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration In con-
trolling Juvenile delinquency.
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My comments will center primarily on juvenile delinquency programs funded
by LEAA. I also will comment onl portions of S. 821, the proposed "Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973." Additionally, I will comment
on Title II, which revises sections of Title 18 of the U.S. Code. Afy comments
on Title II were prepared by the Department of Justice.

LEAA has long recognized that juvenile delinquency is an important part of
the effort in reducing crime and improving the nation's criminal and juvenile
justice systems.

To accomplish this, LEAA has extended financial and technical aid to state
and local governments, provided statistics, set standards and goals, carried out
research and development, and provided reference information.

One of the nation's most precious resources is its young people. The key to
eliminating much of tomorrow's crime lies in our constructive efforts for them,
and in juvenile delinquency programs for those who are in trouble.

Constructive discussions like this can help us reach mutual goals that will
result in strengthened Federal efforts to cope with the problems of juveniles.
Only then can the full weight of the Federal government's resources be brought
to I'ear on delinquency.

We fully concur with other commentators on the seriousness of juvenile delin-
quency-as well as on the high priority its solution must be given. I believe we
will solve the problems it presents through joint efforts and consultations.

In this context, I want to extend my appreciation to the committee for con-
vening this public forum to focus attention on juvenile delinquency. I am sure the
policemen, the judges. and the probation, parole and corrections officers who deal
with juveniles are most appreciative, too. These mvn and women are among the
most dedicated in the criminal justice system, but too often they are hampered,
and sometimes shackled, by outmoded juvenile delinquency procedures, a lack of
funds, and inadequate facilities for caring for youthful offenders.

It is not surprising that their hard work and dedicated efforts sometimes
appear fruitless.

This is not an indictment of their efforts to help our troubled youth. Rather, it
is a sobering and realistic assessment of our juvenile delinquency system, a sys-
tema which too often does not correct, does not rehabilitate, and, in some instances.
does not even meet minimum conditions of human decency.

It is a shortcoming that we must work to remedy.
The LEAA is doing what it can to help find solutions to the problems of juve-

nile delinquency, and I would like to describe specific examples of LEAA juvenile
delinquency programs.

During fiscal 1972, LEAA awarded nearly $140 million on a wide-ranging
juvenile delinquency program. More than $21 million, or 15 percent, was for
diversion; almost $41 million. or 30 percent, went for rehabilitation; $33 million,
or 24 percent, was spent to upgrade resources; $17 million, or 13 percent, went
for drug abuse programs; and $8 million, or six percent, financed the comupre-
hensive juvenile delinquency component of the High Impact Anti-Crime Program.
Figures for fiscal 1973 are not available yet. We will supply them for the record
when ihey are in hand. Let me describe LNAA juvenile delinquency activities in
fiscal 1972:

DIVERSION

Diversion programs occur at several stages in the criminal justice system.
The LEAA programs involve young people who have had contact with the
criminal justice system or have been. in trouble with school authorities and
are considered in danger of becoming delinquent.

One model diversionary program is in Indiana. The State has developed a
statewide Youth Service Bureau system Involving 23 cities and serving 100,000
youth in the ten-18 year-old category. Indiana's primary imurpo-(, Is to provide
an alternative to court proceedings for youths not in need of adjudication and
who may or may not have been picked up by police. r1he bureaus do this by
identifying resources available to help youths, identifying service gaps and
providing or encouraging new resources, diagnosing an individual's problem, and
referring him to the relevant community agency for treatment. The buremv. also
improve cooperation among private and public juvenile agencies and strengthen
community resources.

RrIEAn STATION

Rehabilitation projects took the largest share of LEAA's juvenile delin-
quency nney-$40.8 million in fiscal year 1972. Nearly three-quarters-or almost
$30 million-was allocated for community-based treatment programs.

84-522-73- 43
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A major LEAA-financed program involves phasing out juvenile institutions
in Massachusetts. They are being replaced by community programs-for ex-
ample, group homes and halfway houses sponsored by such organizations as
YMCAs and universities. I believe the Subcommittee and its staff are familiar
with this program.

The committee also probably knows that an audit of the program by the
Massachusetts state planning agency disclosed some apparent administrative and
fiscal irregularities as well as the possible misuse of LEAA funds. Efforts are
now under way to correct them. Since there is the possibility that indictments
may be returned against some of those who ran the youth homes, it would be
inappropriate for me to comment further.

However, I don't think these irregularities should overshadow the fact that
this is an innovative juvenile corrections program.

An Important research study funded by LEAA-"National Assessment of
Juvenile Corrections"-under way in 42 counties in 16 states. The study
includes ten juvenile courts, five detention units, 15 probation units, 15 local
intensive commnity programs, 15 institutions and six halfway houses. This
research is designed to show which programs work best with juvenile offenders.
Results should be of value to state officials.

UPGRADING RESOURCES

The portion of LEAA's juvenile delinquency program called "Upgradihg
Resources" includes construction, personnel recruitment, and training, with
funding of nearly $33 million in fiscal year 1972.

Some of the projects in this program include a $181,998 grant to Maryland
to provide full-time public defender services in Juvenile Court for indigents in
Baltimore and major urban counties. These jurisdictions, which have a total
of 15 full-time public defenders for juvenile indigents, have a combined total
of up to 12,000 formal juvenile dispositions per year.

In Kentucky, a $240,000 LEAA grant is funding the services of a Juvenile
Court Services Team as part of a five-county program of Community Delinquency
Rehabilitation and Prevention. The goal of this program is to reduce recidivism
among juveniles handled by the Juvenile Courts by 30 to 50 percent within
one year of their release by the court and by 20 to 40 percent within two years.
The teams work to upgrade the procedures and rehabilitative resources of thp
courts.

Both of these programs are currently in their second year.
An $87,000 LEAA grant is funding a statewide juvenile delinquency training

program in Virginia. Under this grant, nine juvenile delinquency experts train
state personnel who work with juvenile delinquents. In the past three years,
training has been given -to juvenile delinquency workers in Virginia's seven
state-operated training centers, juvenile delinquency courts, detention homes,
probation houses, halfway houses, and a reception and diagnostic center.

DRUGS

Drug programs totaled $17.7 million for Fiscal 1972. The largest portion-
$11.8 million-was for treatment and rehabilitation. Prevention and education
totaled $5.4 million, research $400,000, and program personnel $60.000.

One such project is San Diego's County's "Drug Education For Youth," which
received $59,343 in LEAA funds in fiscal 1972. This program seeks to reduce
juvenile drug arrests through a comprehensive, coordinated program of educa-
tion and counseling.

DEFY maintains a 24-hour "hot line," which provides instant counseling
by a drug abuse counselor to youngsters with drug problems. DEFY also provides
outpatient counseling, and expects to provide this service to 1,500 youngsters this
year. The "hot line" averages about 3,500 calls per month.

In addition, DEFY has five community health education teams that tour the
county telling teen-age boys and girls about alternative life styles. The teams
also meet with community leaders to tell them about DEFY's services in help-
ing to cope with drug problems in their communities.

LEAA has discontinued its discretionary grant funding for drug abuse educa-
tion, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation.

Narcotics enforcement will be the LEAA's major area of drug abuse discre-
tionary grant involvement.
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This resulted from a study and recommendation by the Special Action Office
on Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP).

SAODAP and LEAA jointly concluded that other agencies could better handle
the education, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation aspects of drug abuse.
-It was decided that by taking on this role the LEAA would over-extend itself
and reduce its effectiveness.

However, this new guideline will not affect LEAA's block grant program in
- relation to drugs.

LEAA encourages the states to determine their priorities and devise appro-
priate programs of enforcement, training, prevention, treatment, and rehabilita-
tion in the area of drugs.

STANDARDS AND GOALS

Another important program dealing with juvenile delinquency Is the compre-
hensive material drafted by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals.

The Commission's standards and goals are divide into five major reports:
police, courts, corrections, criminal justice system, and community crime pre-
vention programs. Each has specific standards which criminal justice officials
can-useain.drafting-effective juvenile delinquency programs.

Experts on juvenile delinquency served on each commission task force and
their ideas-derived from many years of experience-are included in every as-
pect of the commission's final report.

Judge Wilfred W. Nuernberger, of the Separate Juvenile Delinquency Court of
Lincoln, Nebraska, served as chairman of the Advisory Task Force on Juvenile
Delinquency. Judge Nuernberger is a recognized authority in the field of juvenile
delinquency. His considerable expertise and knowledge was backed by many
other juvenile delinquency experts.

They include Robert Gemignani, commissioner of the Youth Development and
Delinquency Prevention Administration of HEW. He also served on the juvenile
delinquency task force. Herbert Beasor served as a commission consultant and
wrote several of the commission's juvenile delinquency standards. Mr. Beasor
is a former chief counsel of the U.S. Children's Bureau and served as chief coun-
sel of the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.

The are just a few of the outstanding people-vho provided the commission
with valuable thoughts on juvenile delinquency problems.

To demonstrate how effective juvenile delinquency programs are interwoven
throughout the report, I am submitting standard 9.5 from the police report. It
is one of many standards dealing with juvenile delinquency and tells how police
executives should develop a program to detect, deter, and prevent delinquency
and crime. It is a step-by-step outline of practical and realistic procedures to
design a juvenile delinquency program.

There are similar programs in other sections of the report. One area worthy of
special note is that of the Youth Services Bureau in the Community Crime Pre-
vention section.

As I ment-oned, these standards and goals were drafted and written by men
and women with years of experience in their fields. They drew up standards and
goals that could be implemented by the state and local criminal justice andlaw
enforcement departments across the nation.

We feel they have put together an effective program.
An important LEAA-funded research study is the Juvenile Justice Standards

Project-a three-phase effort which includes planning, drafting, and implement-
ing. The project is in the drafting phase-writing standards concerning the treat-
ment of juvenile offenders. Other project participants are the American Bar As-
sociation, Ford Foundation, and Institute of Judicial Administration.

A condensed report on each of the 26 volumes (each volume represents a differ-
ent standard), is near completion and will be published by the Institute. These
standards can be used by local planners, administrators, judges, corrections of-
ficers, police, and legislators to implement model codes or as guidelines for deci-
sionmaking. .

LEAA also recently funded a study by the Management and Behavioral Science
Center of the University of Pennsylvania. The study, published last August, is
entitled "Planning and Designing for Juvenile Justice."

The LEAA believes it will be useful to anyone concerned with the systematic
treatment of juvenile justice. The report will be useful when a-major planning
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effort concerning some principal component or aspect of juvenile delinquency is
being contemplated by a joint planning group representing various professional,
governmental, client, citizen, and consultant Interests.

LEAA funds also helped create the National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice
Planning and Architecture, which is helping the states develop a broad-based cor-
rectional master plan.

The work of the clearinghouse resulted in the December, 1972, publication of
"Architecture and Corrections." This work contains guidelines encouraging com-
nunity-hased corrections and places maximum emphasis upon the utilization of
alternatives to incarceration. The guidelines call for a thorough exploration of
community needs and resources, development of classification procedures, descrip-
tion of residential and nonresidential programs, and the devcloi)ment of advanced
apl)roaches to facility planning and design, including guidance in budgeting and
costs.

This report, I feel, will be valuable to every official working in the field of cor-
rections, be it adult corrections or juvenile delinquency.

There are many other juvenile delinquency programs which LEAA has funded
through block and/or discretionary grants.

To cite a few:
California-The Fenner Canyon Youth Project in Los Angeles County provides

vocational and educational training for delinquent youths. Since it began in Sep-
tember, 1970, approximately 550 youths have been placed in jobs, some for as long
as two and one-half years. Of this total, 51 youths, or 13 percent, were rearrested,
with only 19, or five percent, found quilty and resentenced to Fenner Canyon or to
jail. Approximately-80 percent of the youths have been successfully placed in jobs..

Georgia-The Fulton County Juvenile Court Information System coordinates
the (issendnation of information among Juvenile Court Divislon.3. The system
,helps juvenile officials make timely decisioii's concerning the release or detention
of a juvenile and provides immediate information to determine if a juvenile
has previously been under Juvenile Court Jurisdiction.

Minnesota-St. Paul created Arlington House, which gives troubled teen-age
boys and girls help through noninstitutional rehabilitation. In 32 months of
operation, 124 boys and girls have participated in this voluntary program. Eighty-
three juveniles are successfully working toward goals or have reached their goals
and are out on their own, while only 14 exhibited anti-social behavior and a lack
of motivation and were dismissed from the program or became reinvolved in the
criminal justice system.

Mississippi-LEAA funds helped establish a Statewide System of Juvenile
Probation and Aftercare Services. During the last half of 1972, prol)ation and
aftercare officials supervised a caseload of approximately 3,200 youths per month.
These Included approximately 1,900 on probation, 450 on parole, and 700 to 750
new couit cases.

Missouri-A community group home administered by the Jackson County
(Kansas City) Juvenile Court for teen-age boys and girls provides a liaison
between the youths and their parents to resolve conflicts to enable youths to
return home. The majority of the youths made a satisfactory adjustment during
an average stay of seven months.

New Jersey-A noninstitutional rehabilitation program in Newark called New-
fii'kfields offers an alternative to state training schools. An assessment of the
program indicates that 85 percent of the participants who were chronic truants
are maintaining attendance in this training program.

Oklahoma-The Oklahoma City Police Department Youth Counselor Program
diverts youths from further processing within criminal justice- agencies after
their initial contact with police. The police department says this program has
reduced the overall juvenile crime rate and Is continuing the program and diver-
sionary services.

My point in describing these programs to you, 'Mr. Chairman, is to bring to
your attention some of the worthwhile juvenile delinquency programs that have
come to life through IE.,AA financial and technical support.

One of the LEAA's most recent and significant contributions is the Juvenile
Detention and Correctional Facility Census. This is an expansion of the annual
survey of public facilities for adjudicated juveniles conducted by HEW. It repre-
sents the first complete census of public facilities In the juvenile criminal justice
system.
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The census was designed by LEAA and HEW and was conducted by the Bu-
reau of the Census. Parenthetically, I would like to point out that this joint effort
by these three agencies is indicative of the inter-relationship of many elements in
the juvenile delinquency area and is an example of the kind of joint cooperation
needed to deal with the problems we face.

Briefly, the census covered 772 Juvenile detention and correctional facilities
and shows that on June 30, 1971, these facilities held 57,239 persons, of which
44,140 were males and 13,099 were females. The census contains statistical in-
formation on the institutions, the children in them, the age range of the popula-
tion, and the services offered to the Juveniles.

I am submitting a copy of the census for the record. Because of your keen
interest in this field, you will find it an interesting and beneficial report, Mr.
Chairman.

These projects exemplify the progress LEAA has made in this area, and the
Administration feels that even more substantial progress will be made in the
future.

This Is especially true when you consider that LEAA funding for juvenile
delinquency in fiscal 1971 was $100 million and in fiscal 1972 reached $140 million.

S. 821

I would now like to turn to your proposal, S. 821.
At the outset, I want to say the Administration is aware of your keen interest

in this area, Mr. Chairman, as exemplified in your bill, and your many other
efforts. I commend you for your long involvement in this area, and we fully
share your interest.

The Administration fully agrees with the excellent objectives of S. 821 for
we recognize that the-bill is seeking solutions to the problems of juvenile
delinquency.

Regarding Title II of S. 821 which conta ns amendments to the federal juvenile
delinquency act, I will comment bu specific sections. I will not comment oi) Sec-
tions 5033, 5034, 5038, 5040, 5041, 5042 or 5043 as the Department does not have
any problems with the provisions of those sections. My comments pertain par-
ticularly to the changes S. 821 proposes for Title 18 of the United States Code.

TITLE II
We note that Section 5031 would bring capital offenses into the Juvenile De-

linquency Act. Under existing law, juveniles who are alleged to have committed
one or more acts in violation of the law of the United States punishable by death
or life imprisonment may not be proceeded against as juvenile delinquents.

The proposed amendment 5032 would effectively replace existing section 5001
of Title 18, which gives the United States Attorney authority to forgo prosecu-
tion in favor of prosecution by State authorities. The proposed amendment goes
further than the existing section 5001 by making referral to State authorities
mandatory In all cases unless the State court (1) does not have jurisdiction or
refuses to assume jurisdiction, or (2) does not have adequate programs for serv-
ices for the rehabilitation of Juveniles. We support this concept.

We note that the language in the first paragraph on page eight does not require
the juvenile's consent, which is required under current section 5032. The legisla-
tive history of the Juvenile Delinquency Act indicates clearly that a juvenile
proceeding which denies to the juvenile the right to ifidictement by grand jury
would be unconstitutional without a waiver (consent) of the constitutional right
to indictment by grand jury.

We also note that this new section contemplates initiation of criminal prose-
cution by motion to transfer of the Attorney General in the appropriate district
court if such court "finds," after hearing, that there are no reasonable prospects
for rehabilitating such.juvenile before his twenty-first birthday. While we do
not quarrel with the merit of the goal this process seeks, we note that such a
hearing could well amount to a full-fledged proceeding closely resembling a
trial since the juvenile will be represented by counsel and would most probably
challenge each of the listed factors: nature of the alleged offense, extent of the
juvenile's prior delinquency record, juvenile's present mental condition, and the
juvenile's response or lack of response to previous treatment efforts:

The proposed Section 5035 goes further than the existing-section 5035 in pro-
hibiting confinement or detention of juveniles alleged to be delinquent in any
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institution in which adults are confined. We feel the language or this proposed
amendment could create situations in which no facility would be available in
the proximity of the juvenile's home.

The proposed Section 5036 would require that an alleged delinquent "who has
been detained pending trial" be brought to trial uIthin 30 days from the date
of his arrest While an exception is provided if the Attorney General can dem-
onstrate the impossibility of avoiding delay, it would appear that this language
should be clarified to indicate that the 30-day ruling would apply only If the
juvenile retains in detention for the 30-day period. We also note that this sec-
tion may discourage use of juvenile proceedings in districts plagued by heavy
court dockets.

Section 5037 of S. 821 explicitly raises the constitutional question discussed
under section 5032 above. While we note that the limitation on members of the
press may present a "free press" question, we would no oppose it.

On the proposed section 5039, we feel the protection afforded the juvenile
under subsection (a) is sufficient, and therefore oppose the expungement pro-
vided in section (b).

S. 821'% RELATION TO LEAA
As it relates to LEAA, S. 821 raises a number of concerns.
We feel any proposal to make Federal crime-fighting funds available to state

and local governments should mesh smoothly With the LEAA program-either
as it is presently constituted or as amended by the House or Senate versions of
new legislation.

Both versions would give the states substantial control over antlcrme funds
to apply according to each state's law enforcement and criminal justice needs.
This represents the Federal government's guarantee of assistance in this im-
portant field. It would continue to give full consideration to the national goals
of reducing crime and delinquency. It would keep open the local options on the
nature and administration of particular programs.

It continues the policy of eliminating the strings that too often are tied to
many Federal grant programs and combine to make them ineffective.

Too often, in the past, the lack of matching funds has stymied and sometimes
prevented the start of many good programs and has sometimes channeled state
and local efforts into less worthy projects. To help relieve this problem, in the
new legislation, the matching formula has been changed from 75-25, to 90-10.

This will help assure that worthwhile programs would be chosen according to
need. No promising program would go unfunded merely because of the difficulty
of providing local and state match. State and local governments, under this
concept, would continue to have the leading role on how to set up their crime
reduction programs and use the funds.

On balance, Mr. Chairman, we prefer the alternatives embodied in these bills
over those contained in S. 821. We believe they provide the more workable
method.

For example, we note that S. 821 would employ the categorical grant ap-
proach, which runs counter to the block action grant program and seemingly
ignores its excellent results.

Such differing finance mechanisms-even though they are pursuing mutually
worthwhile goals-would be counterproductive, and for that reason we question
S. 821's funding concept.

S. 821 also would create a separate Juvenile Delinquency Office in the Execu-
tive Office.

LEAA believes the creation of an agency or council which would divorce
juvenile delinquency programs from the entire criminal justice and social service
systems is contrary to the .principles of comprehensive planning and delivery
of services in these areas. In our view, such a move would further fragment and
disjoint the juvenile delinquency effort and delay needed services.

Additionally, Mr. Chairman, the creation of a separate agency is incompatible
with the President's moves to consolidate and eliminate many government agen-
cies deemed to be performing duplicative tasks.

Juvenile delinquency efforts of necessity involve law enforcement, education.
recreation, employment, health services, the courts, and corrections and require
cooperation from all agencies furnishing those services.

We also question the proposal to create a separate National Institute for
Juvenile Justice. We believe it would further fragment and diffuse existing
authority and functions in the Executive Branch and the Department of Justice.
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We believe that adequate coordination of juvenile delinquency programs can be
achieved through existing mechanisms, particularly the Interdepartmental Coun-
cil to Coordinate all Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs.

The bill contains proposals which the LEAA believes would limit and unneces-
sarily duplicate the present effectiveness of existing agencies and juvenile de-
linquency services provided by the Federal government.

These services include statistical data now furnished by the National Criminal
Justice Information and Statistics Service, reference material now furnished by
the National Criminal Justice Reference Service, and research and development
services now furnished by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimi-
nal Justice.

All are divisions of LEAA.
Mr. Chairman, we also note that S. 821 utilizes crime statistics to "get the

money where the crime is" in allocating planning funds.
This concept has been proposed from time to time during discussions of the

most effective method to allocate anticrime funds.
We believe the formula in S. 821 raises the potential for serious program-

matic and administrative problems although we recognize that the proposal
gives the Administrator a fair degree of flexibility. For example:

1. Such a formula might penalize those units of government which have sucess-
ful delinquency programs by depriving them of funds at the rate equal to the
reduction of delinquency in their jurisdictions. This would not provide an incen-
tive to fighting juvenile delinquency.

2. The rate of delinquency may not always be accurate because it fails to
include unreported delinquency.

3. Crime rates are not the only measurement of serious law enforcement prob-
lems. Other problems include high arrest activity, congested court calendars.
and crowded or critically antiquated correctional facilities.

For reasons I outlined above, we oppose the enactment of S. 821.

CONCLUSION

In concluding, Mr. Chairman, I want to point out that LEAA is working to
pull together existing resources to reduce juvenile delinquency and crime in the
nation.

LEAA has funded social service and community education programs, has
worked with other Federal agencies to develop new and innovative approaches
to the problems of juvenile delinquency, and has funded such programs as
Standards and Goals.

The impact of the LEAA program can be seen in those specific areas where
LEAA has provided financial and technical aid. Progress has been made in
dealing with juvenile delinquency, and more progress lies before us.

Working together-as we are now doing-I am confident that we can make
significant strides in dealing with the problems of juvenile delinquency.

The LEAA responses to the questions you asked, Mr. Chairman, have been
previously submitted and I also am submitting a copy for the record.

I would now be pleased to answer any questions you might have.

FOREWORD

The Juvenile Detention and Correctional Facility Census represents the first
complete census of public facilities in the juvenile criminal justice system. For
many years, an annual survey of public facilities for adjudicated juveniles was
conducted by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and published
under the title. Stati8ties on Public Institutions for Delinquent Children. The
coverage of the present census has been broadened to include those public facili-
ties which serve children awaiting court action as well as those already adjudlt
cated. As a result, detention centers and shelters were included in the enu-
merated facilities which previously had consisted of correctional facilities and
diagnostic or reception centers only. The addition of shelters and detention cen-
ters to the census rounds out the picture of publicly administered residential
institutions in the juvenile criminal justice system. Designed by LEAA and
HEW, the census was carried out by the Bureau of the Census.
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INTRODUCTION

The Juvenile and his various statutory images
The census covered 722 juvenile detention and correctional facilities. The

administration of these institutions was found to be about equally divided
between state and local governmentQ. On June 30, 1971, these facilities held
57,239 persons; 44,140 males and 13,099 females (See Text Table 1). Nearly nil
of the inmates, some M)%, were regarded by the facilities that held them as
Juveniles. The term "Juvenile" or "child" can be understood in the context of
this report as an individual over whose delinquent behavior the Juvenile Court
has original jurisdiction. Juvenile or child status is usually a creation of State
law and the age at which one can no longer be charged as a delinquent in a
juvenile court varies from state to state. (See Text Table 2). In most states, an
individual loses juvenile status in the eyes of the Court at age 18. A few states
have a minimum age below which a child cannot be formally charged with de-
linquency although inappropriate behavior can result in his appearance before
the Juvenile Court, usually as a "child in need of supervision" or as a "neglected
child."

The statutes setting limits to the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court frequently
differ from the statutory limits in juvenile facilities with respect to age. It is
not uncommon to find individuals between 18-21 years of age in Juvenile cor-
rectional facilities, who were committed to those institutions when they still
fell within the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court. Statutes vary among the
states as to what age one ceases to be a juvenile with respect to incarceration
and must be released or transferred to an adult institution. Although a nilm-
her of facilities reported inmates between 18 and 21. suchTi)rsons were not
considered adults by the institutions that held them. Through followup inquiry
of those facilities that acknowledge that they held adults as well as children.
it was found that approximately 500 of the 57.239 inmates reported in the
census were considered adults by the facility that held them. From all in(li-
cation,,. these inmates were over 21 years of age. and had been tried, sentenced
and committed as adults rather than as juveniles. In the census of juvenile
correction and detention facilities, the definition of a juvenile has been left to
each jurisdiction since no universal definition seemed applicable for all phases
of the individual inmate's contact with the juvenile criminal justice system.

II. TIE INSTITUTIONS

Incarceration in the juvenile criminal julstice system: An overview
Juveniles are incarcerated for a variety of reasons. They may be found guilty

of the commission of offenses for which adults are also liable for prosecution
such as for felonies and misdcniemnors. A child nmy be adjudicated delinquent
and subsequently committed to a facility as the resutl of committing a Juvenile
or "status" offense-an act prohibited to, and often applicable only to, juvenile-
(such as truancy, curfew violation or the consumption of~alcoholic beverages).
The Juvenile Court can also commit a child to an institution because his parents
ask the court's help in controlling the child. Furthermore, circumstances un-
related to juvenile delinquency may precipitate commitment as a dependent
or neglected child when no other arrangements can be made for appropriate
care.

Since the traditional goal of the Juvenile Court is flhe care and reformation
of the young offender rather than his punishment, both the Juvenile Court
itself and the correctional system which serves it tend -to be more flexible and
less dependeht on the use of highly codified law and procedures than the
Judicial and correctional institutions that handle adults. Just as statutes defining
Juvenile delinquents vary among time States. so (1o fife juvenile criminal justice
systems themselves, particularly in their correctional components. In light of
the ,multiplicity of State and local systems now in operation, any description
must be general rather than specific. The following discussion treats those
practices and procedures which are most typical and Widespread In order to
convey an appreciation of both the Juvenile criminal Justice system and tile,
children for whose benefit it operates.

TEMPORARY CARE: TIE SYSTEM's INTAKE AND PROCESSING FACILITIES

Whether the child is referred to the Juvenile Court by his school, law en-
forcement agencies or by his own parents, the initial phases of his incarcera-
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lion. however brief. usually take plare in a detention center or shelter. After
the Juvenile Court has committed him, the child may be housed temporarily
In a reception or diagnostic center before being placed in a correctional facility.
Shelters and detention centers and reception or diagnostic centers usually do
not operate full-fledged correctional programs and in some cases do not even
offer educational services. They exist to provide temporary custodial care for
the juvenile while lie is awaiting court disposition or undergoing physical
and psychological evaluation prior to placement in an appropriate correctional
ingttution. Juvenile correctional facilities, like their a(uilt counterparts, tend
to house only one sex in one facility. Temporary care facilities, however, in ful-
filling their custodial, intake, and processing functions vis-a-vis the Juvenile
Court frequently find it more efficient to house males and females together.
(Nee Text Table 3). The estima-ted average length of stay in temporary care
facilities ranges from under 2 weeks in detention centers and shelters to slightly
over 6 weeks in reception or diagnostic (enters. (See Text Table 4).

At a detention center or shelter a child will be met by intake workers. The
alleged misconduct or troubled family situation will be discussed with the
chihl ad other parties to the case. An attempt will be m'nde to determine
whether the child should Le broiight before the J.uvenile Court. A preliminary
investigation at intake miay result in the iinmedia te release of the juvenile or
lmay indicate that curt intervention is warranted. The juvenile detention
center is tile analog of the local jail in the adult criminal justice system. Like
its adult counterpart, the juvenile detention center is the most common type
of residential facility, with a total of 803 throughout the United States. Also
like jails, whi(.h are usually smaller than adult prisons, detention (enters tend
to be among the smallest capacity institutions in juvenile criminal justice
system (See Text Table 5). A majority of juvenile detention centers are ad-
ministered by local. rather than State. government, and most of the children
Leing held by local jurisdictions are in detention centers.

Almost exclusively administered by local jurisdictions, shelters, like detention
centers, provide temporarily care for juveniles awaiting court disposition. In
contrast to detention centers, however, shelters are not primarily designed for
incarceration and are not usually physically restricting facilities. Supplying broad
child welfare services, shelters serve dependent and neglected children, as well
as suspected delinquents. A wide variety of l)ublic and private child care and
social agencies provide many of the same services as do shelters such as
temporary care and referral for medical help. These agencies also serve the
Juvenile Court. The public shelter, however, always stands open to accept and
care for all children whose parents are unable or unwillinmg to provide for their
needs. It is not selective in its clients. At the time of the census, public shelters
hld less than 10% of all persons in public juvenile facilities. From shelters,
diepeident and negelected children often are referred to public or private foster
care agencies. In contrast to detention centers and shelters. reception or (lag-
nostic centers lrmidle adiudicated delinquents almost exclusively and are almost
all operated by State governments. There are only 17 public reception or diag-
nostic ('enters in the United States. It should be noted, however. that many cor-
rectional facilities have their own reception or diagnostic areas where new
arrivals are screened for assignment to treatment and educational programs
and perhaps transfer to another facility.
Correctional facilities

Public correctional facilities for juveniles such as training schools, ranches,
forestry camps and farms, and halfway houses and group homes account for
slightly more than-4half of the 722 facilities in the census. At the end of fiscal
1971, these facilities held 42,642 persons, over four-fifths of them in training
schools. The estimated average length-of stay for youngsters committed to cor-
rectional facilities is roughly 8 months.

Training schools are the most prevalent type of juvenile correctional facility
with 192 and are generally the largest of all juvenile facilities. Som( GO% of
the training schools in the census had designed capacities of 150 or more. In
contrast, fully a third of- all public juvenile institutions had authorized space for
less than 25 children.

The training school was the first widely accepted institutional setting for
juvenile corrections. The physical configuration of the training school often
includes high fences and a physically restricting environment that affords little
contact with the community. Although not as forbiding as most adult prisons,
it represents the most secure form of incarceration for children. Where a juris-
diction's juvenile correctional system has several facilities, varying in degree
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of security, the training school tends to receive youngsters who present more
serious discipline problems and are therefore more difficult to control.

Children who are thought not to require the strict confinement of a training
school are sometimes committed to ranches, forestry camps or farms. Usually
located in rural settings, these facilities permit greater freedom of movement
and more contact with local communities. It was once felt that the juvenile
delinquent from an urban milieu would benefit from exposure to a pastoral en-
vironment. Although a rural site is no longer held to be naturally therapeutic
for the urban child, the greater community contact and less restrictive daily
routine of these facilities are presently thought to be more beneficial for many
Juveniles than the strict custody, of a training school.

The urban counterparts of camps and farms are halfway houses and group
homes. The growing belief that the correctional process should contain a maximum
of interaction between the juvenile and his community has produced support for
their establishment. A majority of such facilities are located In residential
neighborhoods in converted private dwellings. Halfway houses and group homes
allow their residents to leave the facility daily for attendance of school or work.
This controlled exposure to the community is often -supplemented by individual
and group counseling. An individual may be directly committed to these facilities
by the Juvenile Court or may be required to earn transfer by his behavior in) a
more secure setting. These more or less open facilities are the smallest of all
those in juvenile corrections; almost 90% have capacities of less than 25 persons.

While detailed national data are not presently available, it is safe to say that
many more youngsters are put on probation or diverted at intake entirely from
the Juvenile Court into community programs than are incarcerated. Many au-
thorities in juvenile corrections argue that, by and large, incarceration of
juvenile delinquents has not proved to be a workable correctional strategy. Some
maintain that most juvenile correctional institutions do more harm than good.
Few argue, however, that a number of juvenile delinquents muqt e incar-
cerated both for their own protection and that of the community.

III THE CHILDREN-ADJUDICATED DELINQUENTS

Any child who has been found guilty of criminal behavior by a court of law is
an adjudicated delinquent. Over four-fifths of the 57.2.39 persons in juvenile
facilities on June 30, 1971 were In this category. An additional 13% were await-
ing court action. Dependent and neglected olildren and juveniles awaiting trans-
fer to another jurisdiction comprised the remainder of those in custody. Training
schools held the highest proportion of adjudicated delinquents, nearly three
quarters of the total (See Text Table 6).

Facilities housing adjudicated delinquents were asked to report the number
of persons in each of four offense categories: juvenile offenses 'felonies except
drug offenses, misdemeanors, except drug offenses and drug offenses. Approxi-
mately two-thirds of the facilities in the census provided this information. Tie
remaining one-third reported only the total adjudicated population with no detail
by offense category. Of the children for whom offense data were available. 70%
of the females and 23% of the males were being held for offenses for which only
juveniles, can be charged, such as truancy or curfew violations (See Text Table
7). Fully a third of all the persons for whom offense data were reported were
in custody for commission of acts forbidden only to that portion of the population
classified as juveniles.

Half of the male adjudicated delinquents were guilty of felonies while only
8 percent of the female delinquents were confined for these offenses. The least
common class of violations were drug offenses. Six percent of both the male and
female adjudicants wereibeing held on this account.

The unavailability of offense data for some jurisdictions reflects the legal
practices surrounding the commitment of Juveniles to correctional institutions.
Many states have statutes that give juvenile court judges the option of com-
mitting children to correctional facilities under the descriptive labels of "person
in need of supervision" (PINS), "child In need of supervision" (CHINS),
"unruly" "unmanageable" or "incorrigible", rather than for a specific offense. If
the.juvenile is committed to incarceration under such a statute, the actual nature
of his offense is not snecified. Consequently, some facilities are unable to provide
offense data for all their inmates. Such unspecified commitments are conimonly
due to the commission of juvenile offenses. Upon occasion, the parents of an
extremely troublesome juvenile will seek the Juvenile Court's aid in controlling
him even though he has committed no particular offense. In such a case, the
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child is committed under a statute that permits him to be portrayed as in need
of court supervision or as "unmanageable."
Movement into and out of facilities

In fiscal 1971, public juvenile detention and correctional facilities -admitted
over 600,000 persons and discharged about as many. A quarter of this population
flow were females. Nearly 90% of the traffic through juvenile facilities took
place at temporary care facilities, primarily through detention centers (See Text
Tables 8 and 9). Although the average daily population of correctional facilities
surpassed that of temporary care facilities by over 28,000 persons, admissions
lit correctional institutions were only 85,080 as opposed to 521,481 in temporary
care facilities where population turnover is considerably higher. The fact that
relatively few youngsters are assigned to correctional facilities indicates the
reluctance of many judges in the Juvenile Court to resort to incarceration as
an initial treatment strategy.

Temporary care facilities with their high turnover and generally limited con-
tact with client children were requested to provide only data on total admissions
and discharges, but correctional facilities with their treatment responsibilities
and extended periods of custody were asked for more detail on commitments
and releases. In fiscal 1971 correctional facilities admitted 85,080 persons;
69,029 males amd 16,051 females. Four fifths of these went into training schools.
Children committed for the first time composed 61% of all admissions. Among
first commitments there were 4 males to every female. Among recommitments
the ratio jumped to 12 to 1.

Discharges from correctional facilities mirrored admissions; 69,209 males
and 15,900 females. Releases to aftercare or parole comprised 71% of the dis-
charges. Females appeared somewhat more likely to be released without super-
vision than their male counterparts. The sex ratio is four males to every female
for overall releases compared to less than 3 to 1 for unsupervised release. Trans-
fers to other institutions for delinquent children accounted for the bulk of (11-
charges for female inmates. Since female transfers into other correctional
facilities do not seem to reflect this relatively disproportionate number of re-
lenses to other institutions, it is possible that female clients are referred to
available programs being operated by agencies outside the public juvenile
criminal justice system proper.

This assumption is supported by the fact that almost % of the female adjudi-
cated delinquents for whom offense data is available are status offenders, and
therefore probably not being held for society's protection but their own welfare
which, it could be reasoned, might best be served by placement outside a correc-
tional facility.
Age range of population

Respondent facilities were asked to indicate the ages of their youngest and
oldest resident by sex on June 30, 1971. Age ranges for both males and females
ran from well under 6 years to over 21. Because they care for dependent and
neglected children as well as children awaiting adjudication, detention centers
and shelters indicated the presence of children under 6. (See Text Tibles 10 and
11). Even though reception or diagnostic centers and correctional facilities pri-
marily handle adjudicated delinquents, a number of them held boys under 9.
A limited number of these facilities also held females under 9 as well. The most
consistently reported age limit was for youngest female. Two thirds of the
facilities holding females indicated that their youngest girl was between 12 and
14. This tendency held for each type of facility.

Upper limits of population age ranges seemed closely related to statutory
provisions governing Juvenile Court commitments (See Text Table 2). For both
males and females, a majority of facilities state their oldest resident were be-
tween 16 and 17. As noted earlier, a delinquent may enter a facility as a juvenile
but remain past the age at which he is eligible for trial in the Juvenile court. A
number of facilities, representing most of the states, held individuals over 18.
Few. however, held persons over 21. About 1 percent of the facilities holding
females and 3 percent of the facilities holding males held persons over 21.
The eare-of the children: holding patterns, occupancy, services
Holding patterns

As previously indicated, four general classifications were used in the census
to identify 'residents of juvenile facilities; adjudicated delinquents, juveniles
awaiting court disposition, juveniles awaiting transfer to another jurisdiction,
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and dependent and neglected children. Contrary to widely accepted standards
of operating procedure like those of the National Council of Crime and Delin-
quency, many facilities in all parts of the United States fall to quarter these
groups separately. Occasionally, adult inmates are also housed with juveniles.
A primary reason for separating different classes of inmates is to prevent older,
more seasoned juvenile delinquents from influencing younger inmates who may
be first offenders awaiting court disposition or who may be dependent and
neglected children whose detention is unrelated to delinquency. Lack of this
separation was found most often in temporary care facilities. (See Text Table
12 A-D). In correctional institutions, separation of offenders by type was less
a problem, since the vast majority of children in these facilities are adjudicated
delinquents.

Occupancy
Overcrowding was present in 16 percent of the facilities; approximately half of

these exceeded designed capacity by 20 percent or more. Detention centers had
the most overcrowding with a 'A,, of their number exceeding capacity; halfway
houses and group homes had the least with only 6 percent operating beyond
capacity. (See Text Table 13).

Under utilization of facilities was twice as common as overcrowding; 36
)ercent of the juvenile facilities were operating under 70 percent capacity. In

all types of facilities, there were sizable numbers of units above and below
capacity. Detention centers and training schools exhibited this phenomenon
markedly. Furthermore, most states had both overcrowded and under utilized
facilities with the number under utilized greater than the number (vercrowded.

Unfortunately, limitations in the data prevented the determination of actual
occupancy paterns by type of facility by jurisdiction. A possible explanation of
the apparent occupancy imbalances, however, might be found in a combination
of factors involving changing treatment strategies along with Increasing polpnla-
tion densities. In terms of treatment strategies, there is a growing trend in the
diversion of children away from the juvenile court into rehabilitative programs
that are not tied to court commitments. The child who has been diverted from a
formal delinquency proceeding does not have to remain in detention since no court
disposition is involved. Hence, a system using diversion could have a great many
vacancies in temporary care facilities and yet still have correctional facilities
overcrowded with adjudicated delinquents, who instead of beim1gg'eleased (di-
verted) at intake, were held and subsequently committed to a facility too small
for the jurisdiction which it serves.

Conversely, a jurisdiction may not have a diversion program and require a
mlrge number of suspected juvenile delinquents to remain in detention awaiting
court disposition, thus causing overcrowding in temporary care facilities Thinis
same jurisdiction's Juvenile Court may lie reluctant to send children, esptill-
first offenders, to correctional institutions, and therefore make extensive use of
probation. Thus, while temporary care facilities would be overcrowded in this
instance, correctional facilities might not be fully utilized.

SERVICES
Counseling

For many years, counseling has been an aid in rehabilitation of juvenile
delinquents. Some form of counseling either individuals, group or family, was
found in 95 percent of the total facilities, and in all of the correctional facilities.
Individual counseling was more prevalent than group counseling which is a
somewhat more recent innovation in juvenile corections. The use of group coun-
seling as a tool in rehabilitation has been closely associated with the growing
popularity of conimunity-based facilities, where this treatment method vis a vis
juvenile corrections was largely developed. Group counseling was most often
employed in halfway houses and group homes (See Text Table 14). Although not
as frquent as individual or group counseling, family counseling of the juvenile
with his parents or guardians was conducted in slightly over half the institutions.
Education and job placement

Nine-tenths of the facilities in the census provided educational services for
their inmates. Since most of the residents of juvenile correctional facilities are
of school age and since they spend an average of 8 months in custody, the
presence of educational programs In correctional facilities Is important. More
than 95 percent of these facilities had some sort of educational program, includ-
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Ing all of the training schools. Only 2 percent of the ranches, forestry camps
and farms and 5 percent of the halfway houses and group homes failed to furnish
some form of educational service (See Text Table 14).

Overall, educational programs at temporary care facilities were not as common.
A fifth of all detention centers reported no educational programs. Of the 18
shelters in the census, 2 were without such services. Although the bulk of all the
institutions without educational services were, In fact, temporary care facilities.
all of the reception or diagnostic centers reported providing their inmates with
educational programs.

Vocational educational services were available in addition to academic pro-
grams in % of the correctional facilities. Almost 90 percent of the training schools
had both academic and vocational educational services. As would be expected
from the brief average length of stay at temporary care facilities, vocational
programs were not encountered very often, appearing in only about a third of
these facilities.

Correctional facilities sometimes allow their client children to attend classes
in the community. Of the correctional facilities with vocational programs, half
had some instruction in a community setting. Existing academic programs in-
cluded community-based classes somewhat less often. Four out of every ten,
correctional facilities had joh placement services. The absence of these services
at some facilities may be attributed to the high proportion of relatively young
children in their populations.
Recreational services

Recreational activities have a recognized place in juvenile correctional pro-
grams as aids in the physical, psychological and educational development of
client children. Some form of recreational activity or facility was present at
almost all of the institutions in the census (See Text Table 15). Ninety-eight
percent of the facilities reported something in the radio-television-movies
category. Athletic facilities and libraries were each reported by % of the
institutions. Ninety-six percent of the training schools had libraries.
Medical services

Forty percent of the juvenile institutions in the U.S. had no medical services
for inmates. Approximately half of the facilities had an infirmary; 50 percent
of these infirmaries had beds for overnight stays. While 16 out of 17 reception
or diagnostic centers could provide sonic medical treatment, nine-tenths of the
halfway houses and groups homes, and half of the ranches, forestry camps and
farms reported no such capability. Of note here is the fact that facilities often
have access to community medical services to fulfill the health needs of their
inmates. It can also be assumed that, while formal medical services may be
absent from a facility, minimal first aid care is available.
Operations: Employment, expenditures and physical plant

Employment
A total of 35,220 persons were employed by juvenile facilities in 1971. Full-

time personnel outnumbered part-time workers about 10 to 1. Seventy percent
of the staff were directly engaged in treatment or educational activities. Treat-
ment and educational personnel included psychiatrists, phychologists, cottage
staff, academic principals, directors of vocational training, academic teachers,
vocational teachers, social workers, librarians, aftercare/pardle workers, recre-
ation workers, physicians, registered nurses, dentists, medical aids, and clas-
sification officers. For both correctional and temporary care facilities, persons
employed as cottage personnel, academic teachers and social workers were con-
sistently more numerous In comparison with other treatment and education
positions. In fact, a third of all the persons in treatment and edru-atlon positions
were cottage staff with responsibility for the general supervision of the children.
Often, cottage staff reside with the children in small housing units at the
facility. Married couples frequently act as cottage parents to a group of young-
sters, attempting to provide an atmosphere more akin to that of a household
'than a correctional facility. The substantial proportions of personnel positions
and expenditures in the area of treatment and education as well as the attempts
to structure living conditions in a family-like milieu are consistent with the
traditionally paternalistic, reform-oriented ethos of juvenile corrections.

Vacancies among both full-time and part-time positions amounted to 3 percent.
As could be expected from their predominance in correctional facilities ema.
ployment, treatment and educational positions accounted for most of vacancies,
75 percent, and virtually all the part-time vacancies, 92 percent.
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At the end of June 1971, the ratio of inmates to full-time staff in public deten-
tion and correctional facilities for juveniles In the United States was 1.6 (See
Text Table 16). The ratio of inmats to full-time treatment and educational work-
ors was about 2.4 to 1. The Inmate-staff ratios for administrative personnel
and for operations and maintenance workers were 12.9 and 8.6, respectively.
Temporary care facilities have generally lower Inmate-staff ratios than do
correctional facilities. The ratio in detention centers was 1.4 as opposed to 1.7
in training schools.

Although temporary care facilities do not provide the specialized treatment
for children that correctional facilities often do, their high turnover produces
the need for heavy staffing in order to carry out intake and processing proce-
dures. This concentration of personnel at intake probably accounts for the
lower inmate-staff ratios in these facilities. Essentially, a large number of clients
move through these early stages of the juvenile criminal justice systems rela-
tively rapidly with each new client requiring intensive, if brief, interaction with
the staff.
Ekrpenditarcs

In fiscal 1971, public detention and correctional facilities for juveniles in
the U.S. expended $456 millions. Operating costs, principally salaries and
wages, accounted for 9 out of every 10 dollars spent with the tenth going for
capital outlays. Operating costs for the United States as a whole were $6,988
per inmate in 1971. -

Per capita operating expenses in juvenile correctional facilities can he viewed
as a rather general indicator of more or less direct allocation of resources to
the individual client child. Correctional facilities spent some $6,760 per child
in fiscal 1971 (See Text Table 17). The cost of keeping a child In a training
school for 1 year was highest for correctional facilities at $6,775 and lowest
in halfway houses and group homes, $6,475.

Per capita operating expenses for inmates of temporary care facilities were
higher than for correctional facilities, averaging $7,686 per child. As witb
correctional facilities, per capita operating costs were calculated via the aver-
age familyy population's division into annual operation expenditures. Turnover
of inmates in temporary care facilities is extremely high, however, relative
to that of correctional facilities. Therefore, while the daily population of a
detention facility may be 200, 50 different children may fill each one of those
200 average population spaces each year. Since each child must undergo intake
and processes procedures, a given number of dollars, mostly for staff, are spent
for each of the new arrivals; many of whom are never formally admitted but
are diverted away from the -system. Hence, the higher per capita operating
costs result from money spent on a large number of clients not actually reflected
in the daily average population of a temporary care facility. The greater outlays
of funds at these facilities are for wages and salaries of the staff required to han-
dle the high ..turnover of children. The lower inmate-staff ratio for temporary
care facilities also reflects their staffing needs. Diagnostic or reception centers
have the highest per capita operating expenditures for any type of facility,
$8.347, and one of the lowest inmate-staff ratio of any type of facility, $1.3.
Pllsical Plant

Facilities were asked to report the year of their original constructlcf and
latest construction or renovation costing more than $50,000. In establishing
the age of physical plant, the date of latest construction or major renovation,
where available, was used in preference to date of original construction. This
more recent data was utilized because it was reasoned that the small housing
units of many juvenile facilities, as opposed to the dormitories and cell blocks
of adult prisons, were amenable to limited renovative work. This work, if it
had indeed been performed, was viewed as a key factor in determining the age of
physical plant. Furthermore, the minimum dollar amount for renovative work,
$50,000, may seem low when considering the very large juvenile facilities,
but over half of the facilities in the census had a designed capacity of less
than 50 children.

Over % of the facilities in the census had seen construction or renovation
since 1968. Half way houses and group homes, usually converted private residences,
were generally the oldest of facilities (See Text Table 18). At the time of the
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census, some three quarters of the training schools had had some construction
or renovative work in the previous ten years.

OFOOAPIIIO NOTES

Only a few broad geographic patterns were apparent among juvenile detention
facilities. In each region, some 4/5 of all facilities had capacities designed for
less than 150 children.' Larger institutions were also fairly evenly dispersed
across the country. Furthermore, the phenomenon, noted earlier, of overcrowding
and under utilization of facilities coexisting within the same state was common
to till regions.

Distinct patterns were apparent in the geographic dispersion of tile different
types of facilities. Halfway houses and group homes were most prevalent In nnore
urbanized, highly industrial areas, notably the Middle Atlantic States. This same
type of facility was virtually absent in more agriculturally oriented, less urban
sections of the country such as the Mountain, West South Central, South Pacific
and North Pacific States.

While not demonstrating quite as pronounced a pattern of dispersion, ranches,
forestry camps and farms were a signilticant part of juvenile correctional systenis
in more agricultural areas. Conversely, few of these facilities were present in
Other New England or it the Middle Atlantic region.

These apparent regional preferences for particular Institutional forms do not
apply to detention centers and I raining schools which are present in relatively
significant numbers in all regions of the U.S., pointing out a more or less universal
need for both temporary care and strictly secure institutional space in juvenile
criminal justice systeris. l-n contrast, halfway houses and group homes and, to a
lesser dpgree, ranches, forestry camps and farms represent the efforts of individ-
mal states to create effective institutional settings that would respond to tile par-
t lenlar needs of their clients and local conditions.

There were marked regional differences in per capita operating expenditures
for fiscal 1071. Operating outlays per child were generally high for the New
England ($9,539), Middle Atlantic ($0,589), South Atlantic ($7,020) and East
South Central ($7,993) regions which border on one another and account for 20
states. On the other hand, the nighboring 13 states of tire East South Atlantic
and West 8outh central l regions had tne lowest annual operating outlays, $4,494
and $4,063 respectively.

Alaska with the lowest average daily juvenile Inmnate population, of any stniL
(130), had the highest per capita operating expenses, $17.486. But, Arkansas w*
it relatively low averag(, population of 520 children had the lowest annual operat-
Ing costs per child at $3,258. The highest average daily population was found In
('alifornia (10.961) where the per capita operating expenses were slightly above
the national average at $7,060. Clearly factors other than size of inmate liopula-
tions are effecting both the total allocation and tle per capita allocation of oper-
ating monies by state governments to juvenile facilities.

Furthermore, tihe number of children held in a state's- Juvenile facilities does
not seem to be strongly related to the size of tihe state's juvenile population. For
example, California has more children in its general population from 10 to 19
(3.798,383), than any other State.' It also has the highest average daily juvenile
Inmate population of any state (10,901). The ratio of those in juvenile facilities
to the juvenile population was 340 to 1. In contrast, New York with the second
largest population in the 10 to 10 group (8,347,907), had an average daily juvenile
iinmte population of 2,098, a ratio of 1,241 to 1. Florida with 1,226,511 children
in the 10 to 19 age population had almost as many children Incarcerated as New
York. This amounts to a general juvenile population to Inmate population ratio
of 474 to 1.

I The 10 regions Into which the Federal Government has grouped the States for planning
p nrposes are New England (Region 1) Middle Atlantic (Reglon 2), South Atlantic (Reglon

a) '1st 4outh Atlantic (Region 4). East North Central (Region 5), West South Central
(Region 0). West North Central (Reglon 7), Mountain (Region 5). South Pacific (Re ion 9).
and North Pacific (Region 10). See the Appendix Table for identification of Statesin each
region.

2 Population data attracted from 1070 Census of Population: Detailed Characteristics,
Table 138 "Nativity by Age, Race and Sex 1070 and 1000" Issued June 1972, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Social and Economic statistics Administration, Bureau of tile Census.
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In essence, factors governing the number of children incarcerated In a state's
Juvenile facilities and the amount of money spent for their rehabilitation may
well be functions of the correctional philosophies of those administering the
State's criminal justice system. The sharp differences between states are indica-
tive of the rather individualized administration of juvenile crinhlal justice sys-
tems by the States.

V1. M METHODOLOGY
Cen8u8 coverage

The census included public juvenile detention and correctional facilities that
were in operation at the time the survey was conducted (October 1971), had l'een
in operation at least one notith prior to June 30, 1971, and had a resident popula-
tion of at least 50 percent juveniles. Juvenile detention centers which were part of
adult Jails were not included unless they had both a staff aud a budget separate
from the Jails. An individual facility, such as a camp or annex, which wvax admil-
istratively dependent upon a parent institution, was counted as a separate facility
if it was located in a separate geographical area. The coiisus superseded the
Survey of Public In.qtitution. for 1)ctiiquent ('hildren (SPII('), conducted in
previous years by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 0(d ex-
panded coverage to include shelters and detention centers as well as (orrectiomli
facilities. Coverage differences between the census and previous surveys are dis-
cussed in more detail in the "Reliability and Comparability of Data" section.
Period covered by the cenfsus

The census covered the period .luly 1, 1070 thru Jnne 80, 1971. Institutional
population was collected for September 30, 1970, December 31, 1970, March 31,
11)71, and ,Tne 30, 1971. Average dally population was computed from the populla-
thbus on those four dates, and ilunilbers of employees were reported as of une 30,
1971.

Movement of population 1nd institutional costs were reported for the 1eried
July 1, 1970 thru Jlune 30, 1971, where reeor(ls were available for this porlod.
Other time periods used are described in tile "Reliability ard Comparability"
section.
Data collection

In the Sumimier of 1971, a nuiling list of juvenile dltvit!on a 1(d correctly
facilities wits prepared rising fi; it basic source tle Nailtolal , m'l uItan Justl ice
Directory, comlled In 1970 by the ('enums Bureaut for the Law Euforcenlent
Assistance Ad:uinistration. This Directory list was ulpdated from a nlnl|ber of
other sources, including the mailing list malitaitied by the I)eplmlenlt of lealtith,
Education and Welfare for tihe SI'I1)C ; the 1970 Directory of ('orrcetional Inti-
tution.q awl Agcncles published by the American ('orrectional Association ; the
10() ,Master Facility Inventory mainltmtlid by the Bureau of the ('ensus for the
National ('enter for Health Statistics; tile 1970 or ite 1971 State ('omprehensive
Law Enforcemnent I'lans for eacil State; the 1968 Directory of Juvenile Detention
('enters published by the Natiollal ('ounell oil ('rime ad l)elllquellcy : 0n(d the
1970 hitternat ial Halfwtty liotese .CA.ociation Dirctolrl. The updated list was
then subdivided by State and sent to the juvenile correctioninl authoritls in tile
respective States for review. The resulting list included 833 facilities, Ill of
wiAhich vere elinimlated il the course of the ceulsuls because they did not ilmeet one
or more of tile coverage criteria.

Tile census wits condullcted by mall with an initial mailout in Octoler 1971.
Quegtomnalres were mailed to central agencies whert, this procedure had been
used li the Department of Iealth, ,ducation 011(1 Welfare Survey the previous
year,. Three hundred a11( forty-seven questiomilres were mailed to 42 central
reporters (34 State agencies wnd ,8 local agelieles). The reitnihig (-186 iuiestinu-
nalres were mailed directly to facilities, Tie questionnaires included Iteiiis per-
tahillg to the type of facility; level of governlllent a1(! agency resloisiblo for
administering the facility; resident population by sex, by age, by tyl of deten-
tioll, and by offense; Inovelmellt of population; designed capacity : elllployilent
and expenditures; age of facility ; programs and services available; a(d average
length of stay. Tie information collected was a continuation and expalision of
that collected in the SPIDO.

Facilities which failed to respond to the initial mailout were sent second and
third mail requests and then telegrams if necessary. The response rate achieved
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was 100 percent for most data items. Telephone follow-up was used extensively
to clarify inadequate and inconsistent survey returns.

DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS, CATEGORIES, AND TERMS USED

Dctentlon Ccnter.-Factlity that provides temporary care In a physically re-
stricting fWU~tPyI.juveniles in custody pending court dispo.dtion, and often for
Juveniles who have been adjudicated delinquent, or are awaiting return to an-
other jurisdiction.

Sheltcr.-Facillity that provides temporary care, similar to that of a detention
center, in a physically unrestricting facility.

Reception or Diagnostic Ccnter.-Facility that screens juvenile court commit-
ments and assigns them to appropriate corrtetional facilities.

trainingg chool,-A specialized institution serving delinquent juveniles com-
mitted directly to it by juvenile court or placed in it by an agency having such
authority.

Ranch, Forestry Camp, ,arm,-.-A residential treatment facility for Juveniles
whose behavior does not necessitate the strict confinement of a training school.
Often the children are allowed greater contact with the community than are the
inmates of training schools.

Halfway lt4o8C, (Jroup Homc.-Facillity where children live but are permitted
extensive contact with the community through jobs, attendance at school, etc.

Reformatory.-This terni was given in the latter part of the 19th century to
what are now called training schools. While the tern does not appear in this
report because it is associated with an early rehabilitative phillosophy in juvenile
corrections to Which few if any professionals still subscribe, It is not unusual to
find both adult and juvenile correctional facilities which still contain the word
reformatory il their official title. Although the teri-.is still prevalent in everyday
speech, its usage in juvenih' corrections is quite lilited.

Jiivcilc or Child.-In terms of an individual's being charged with a criminal
offense, a Juvenile is one over whom the Juvenile Court has original jurisdiction
In cases of delinquency, The Juvenlie Court's Jurisdiction Is determined by the
age of the client Nviw must, In most States, be under 18 years old (See Tfxt
Table 2). In this enusu,, the actual definition of a juvenile or child was left to
eaieh jurisdiction since no universal defllitilon seei appliliaile to all phases of
tho individual's contact with the juvenile criminal justice system ( See Section I ).

Juiveniles Adjudlcatcl J)linqacnt.-A juvenile N%-io through formal Judicial
proceedings has been adjudged guilty of a criminal offense or has been declared
in need of supervision by the court. Voluntary commitments were also tallied as
adjudicated delinquents. Voluntary commitments Include juvenilles who commit-
ted themselves who were refeirred to the facility for treatment by parents, court.
school or social agency without being adjudged delinquent or declared In need of
supervision by a court.

Ju epnilc Held Pending Disposition by Cotrt.-Juvenilles held for delinquency
who have not had any hearing or who have had only a preliminary hearing -or
screening, and who are awaithig further court action.

Dcpcadcnt and Neglected (hildrn.-Juveniles held Iecause of dependency or
neglect. Juveniles held on delinquency charges, adljultlivlted delinquent or de-
('llred in need of sUilm-rvision, are not included here even if they may alo lie con-
sidered dependent or neglected. They are included in one of the other (ategories,
ats apiopriate.

.Atcnile Awaiting Transer to A)othr .Juirdioeto.-Juveniles eswmo have
alegeily committed a crime In. or have run away from another Jur.-i(lctional
area. including runaways from correctional facllitles. Juvenlies adjudicated de-
liiinient and awaiting placement in a correction facility are not Included here but
in the "Juveniles adjudicated delinquent" category.

Capacity.-The number of persons the facility wm; designed to hold, exclusive
of arrangements for the accommodation of overcrowding.

Age8 held.-The youngest and oldest ages of male and female residents held
on the (lay the questionnaire was completed].

Flclonles.-Offenses that would be felonies if committed by adults, except drug
offenses.

Mi.,dcmcanor8.-Offenses that would be misdemeanors if committed by adults,
except drug offenses.

94--522--73-4-4t
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Drug Offensc.-Offenses related to drugs, whether classified a felony or mis-
demeanor if committed by adults.

Juvenile Offense.-An offense for which only juveniles, as opposed to adults, can
be charged. Al act prohibited to and often applicable only to juveniles such as
truancy, curfew violation or the consumption of alcholic beverages.

Treatment and Education Personnel.-Includes positions such as psychiatrist,
psychologist, chaplain, cottage personnel, academic principal, director of voca-
tional training, academic teacher, vocational teacher, social worker, librarian,
aftercare/parole worker, recreation worker, physician, registered nurse, dentist,
medical aides, classification officer. Data on educational or other requirements for
holding these positions were not collected.

Administrative pcrsonnel.-Superintendent, Assistant superintendent, business
manager, purchasing agent, stenographer, bookkeeper, accountant, switchboard
operator, clerk or typist.

Operational and Maintenance Personncl.-Includes positions such as gardener,
janitor, watchman, chauffeur, carpenter, plumber, cook, baker, painter, printer,
liarler, laundress, maid and dairyman.

Capital crpen lit i rcs.-I neludes expenditures for new buildings, major repairs
or improvements, and new equipment for which the cost is $100 or more.

Operating cxpcenditurc.-Includes salaries, wages, and other operating ex-
pendi tures, such as the purchase of food, supplies, and contractual services. (Also
Include d in "other operating expenditures" is the fair market value of free com.
inodities or services received from any public or charitable organization).

Year of Latest Construction or Renotation.-The year In which the latest con-
struction or renovation took place costing over $50,000.

A r'ragc Length of Stay.--Facilities were asked for the average length of stay
of their inmates in fiscal 1071. No method of computation for this statistics was
specified. Therefore, such data should be regarded as estimates.

RELIARILITY AND COMPARABILITY OF DATA

As described in the "Data Collection" section above, the mailing list for the
vcnsus was prepared from the Criminal Justice Directory listing of juvenile de.
tention and correction facilities and a number of other sources, and was sent to
State officials for review.

Both movement of population and institutional cost data were reported for
varying reference periods. Five hundred and fifty-one facilities reported move-
ment of population for the period July 1, 1970 thru June 30. 1971 as requested ;
117 facilities reported for calendar year 1970 or 1971 ; 18 facilities reported for
periods of less than one year because the facilities were not in operation the
entire year; and the remaining 30 facilities reported for various other annual
periods. Four hundred and eighty-one facilities reported institutional cost data
for tie period July 1970 thru June 1971; 146 facilities reported for calendar
year 1970 or 1971 ; 16 facilities reported for periods of less than one year because
the facliities-Were not in operation the entire year; and the remaining 7 facill-
ties reported for various other annual periods.

The census superseded the Survey of Public Institutions for Delinquent Chil-
dren conducted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and ex-
tended its coverage. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare sur-
veyed 343 public Institutions for committed delinquents in 1970 and classified
them as either (1) training schools, (2) forestry camps and ranches, or (3)
diagnostic and reception centers. Tile 1971 census covered 722 public juvenile
detention and correction facilities and classified them as either (1) detention
centers. (2) shelters. (3) reception and diagnostic centers, (4) training schools.
(5) ranches, forestry camps, and forms, or (6) halfway houses and group homes.
Even though the two surveys had three classifications of facilities labeled simi.
larly, the categories do not correspond exactly because of differences in coverage
and methods of classification. Classification of the facilities was based on re-
sponses to tile questionnaire, which asked the respondent to mark the type of
facility most applicable according to the definitions provided. (See "Definitions
of Concepts, Categories and Terms Used"). The Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare originally classified all facilities by a similar response method
and subsequently classified only new facilities as they were added. It appeared
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that some facilities classified by the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare as training schools were reported to the Bureau of the Census as either
camps or group homes.

Multi-functional facilities, such as training schools with reception centers or
detention facilities with long-terin treatment programs, were classfied according
to the function having the largest capacity or resident population. Training
schools with reception centers serving more than that facility show movement

of population out of the reception center to other facilities under "Transferred
to other institution for delinquents" in text table 8 and appendix table 8.

Facilities that reported being administered by more than one level of govern-
ment were classified according to the level of government providing the largest
funding.

Data are displayed by State and differences can be partially attributed to
differences in statutes and Juvenile justice systems among States.
Adlts in juvenile Iacilitles

Eight facilities reported holding adults as well as juveniles. Two were county
detention centers which reported holding adult women on occasion, and two were
State training scllools which held a combination of juveniles and adults but pri-
marily juveniles. Two State camps held adults who performed maintenance
duties, and one State camp held felons under age 25 from the Stte prison. O)n
June 30, 1971, there were approximately 500 adults being held In Juvenile
Facilities.
Offense data

Adjudicated delinquents include a few voluntary and parental commitments.
populationn of adjudicated delinquents by type of offense was obtained for 435

out of the 621 Juvenile facilities holding adjudicated delinquents on June 30,
19)71 or 70 percent of the total. These facilities housed 30,876 juveniles or 64
percent of the 48,050 adjudicated delinquents held on June 30, 1971. Each of
the six types of facilities reported offense data for approximately two-thirds of
the adjudicated delinquents, except reception and diagnostic centers, which
reported offense data for only 23 percent (See Text Table 19). On an Individual
State basis, response on offense data ranged from 100 percent in some States
to as low as 22 percent in one State. In a number of cases, offense data were
Ihased on estimates reported by respondents during telephone follow-up. In some
cases. respondents estimated percentages of juveniles In each offense category, or
reported for an irregular time period, such as monthly or annually, rather than
thp June 30, 1971 reference (late. In such cases, the June 30, 1971 population of
adjudicated delinquents was apportioned by offense based on the data or esti-
mates provided. Where offense data were reported for the total population (in-
cluding "Juveniles held pending disposition by court"), it was not used to dis-
tribute the population of adjudicated delinquents. If this had been done, it would
have tended to understate the severity of offenses of adjudicated delinquents,
because le.ser offenders would not be as likely to be adjudicated delinquent.

The difficulty in reporting offense data can be attributed in some instances to
record keeping practices. Some facilities maintained offense information only In
individual case histories making it difficult to extract for summary reporting;
others had offense data available for the entire population, but not for adjudi-
cated delinquents only. Frequently Juveniles have been committed for more
than one offense; as a result some facilities report juveniles more than once and
sometimes in more than one offense category. Another factor affecting the
reliability of offense data reported in the census is the use of judicial discretion
to commit a Juvenile offender as a "person in need of supervision" rather than
as a delinquent even though. he has committed a serious offense.
Employmtnt and expendittires

Some employees at Juvenile facilities, such as teachers, maintenance personnel,
and psychologists are on the payrolls of other governmental units. This situa-
tion occurs primarily at the local government level. These employees were in-
cluded in the employee counts but their salaries were not reflected in the payroll
figures. Some facilities reported budgeted costs for expenditures rather than
actual costs, but this did not affect the expenditure data significantly.
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TABLE 1.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES, NUMBER OF CHILDREN HELD ON JUNE 30, 1971, AND FISCAL 1971
AVERAGE DAILY POPULATION BY TYPE OF FACILITY

Number of children held on June 30, 1971 Fiscal 1971
Number of f --- --- --- ---- ----- average daily

Type of facility facilities Total Male Female population

All facilities in the United States ........ 722 57, 239 44, 140 13, 099 58, 539
Detention centers ..................... 303 11,748 7,912 3,836 12,186
Shelters .............................. 18 363 237 126 381
Recention or diAgnostlic centers ......... 17 2, 486 1,988 498 2,671
Training schocs.................... 192 35, 931 27,839 8,092 36,640
Ranches, forestry camps and farms ..... 114 5,666 5,376 290 5,544
Halfway houses and group homes ....... 78 1,045 788 257 1,003

I Average dilly population for all types of facilities exceeds the sum of the average population of the Individual types of
facilities due to rounding.

TABLE 2.-AGE UNDER WHICH-THE JUVENILE COURT HAS ORIGINAL JURISDICTION IN DELINQUENCY CASES BY
STATE, 1971 1

Statez
Age

limit

Alabama ...................................
Alaska ....................................
Arizona ....................................
Arkansas ...................................
CAlifornia ......................................
Colorado ................... ...................
Connecticut. .......................
Delaware ......................................
District of Columbia .............................
Florida ........................................
Georgia ........................................
Hawaii ...................
Idaho .........................................
Illinois:

Males .....................................
Females ...................................

Indiana ........................................
Iowa ..........................................
Kansas ........................................
Kentucky ......................................
Louisiana ..................................
Maine ......................................
Maryland ......................................
Massachusetts ...............................
Michigan ...................................
Minnesota .....................................
Mississippi .....................................
Missour ..................................
Montana ....................................

16
18
18
18
18
18
16
18
18
17
17
18
18
17
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
17
18
18
17
18

Age
State limit

Nebraska ..................................... 18
Nevada ....................................... 18
New Hampshire ................................ 18
New Jersey .................................... 18
New Mexico ................................... 18
New York ..................................... 16
North Carolina ................................. 16
North Dakota ......................... 18
Ohio ............................... 18
Oklahoma:

Males ..................................... 16
Females ................................... 18

Oregon ........................................ 18
Pennsylvania ................................... 18
Rhode Island ................................... 18
South Carolina ................................. 17
South Dakota ................................... 18
Tennessee ..................................... 18
Texas:

Males ..................................... 17
Females ................................... 18

Utah .......................................... 18
Vermont ....................................... 16
Virginia ........................................ 18
Washington .................................... 18
West Virginia ................................... 18
Wisconsin ...................................... 18
Wyoming ...................................... 18

I From "Juvenile Justice Standards"-by Theodore Rubin director for juvenile justice, the Institute for Court Manage.
ment Denver Colo. Unpublished manuscript proposed for the juvenile justice project, Institute of JudicItI Administration,
New York, Se'ptember 1971. In addition, several States have minimum ages under which a child can not be charged with
delinquent acts: Massachusetts and New York (7 ye.;rs) and Colorado, Mississippi, Texas, and Vermont (10 years).
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TABLE 3.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY SEX OF INMATES HELD BY TYPE OF FACILITY, JUNE 1971

Facilities holding
Facilities holding Facilities holding both males

Total facilities males only females only and females
Type of fa.ilitles Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

All types of facilities ......... 722 100 278 38 86 12 358 50
Detention centers ........... 303 100 7 2 5 2 291 96
Shelters .................... 18 100 3 17 1 5 14 78
Reception or diagnostic

centers .................. 17 100 3 18 2 12 12 70
Training schools ............ 192 100 106 55 51 27 35 18
Ranches, forestry camp3, and

farms .................... 114 100 103 90 8 7 3 3
Halfway houses and group

homes ................... 78 100 56 72 19 24 3 4

TABLE 4.-ESTIMATED AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY FOR INMATES IN FISCAL 1971 BY TYPE OF FACILITY

Type of facility:
All temporary caro facilities ..............................................................
Detention centers .......................................................................
Shelters ................................................................................
Reception or diagnostic centers ...........................................................
All correctional facilities .................................................................
Training schools ...........................................................
Ranches, forestry camps, and farms ...........................................
Halfway houses and group, homes ........................................................

AveraelenlRth
of stay
14.0 d.
11.0 d.
20.0 d.
51.0 d.
7.8 mo.
8. 7 mo.
6.6 mo.
7.2 mo.



TABLE 5.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY DESIGNED CAPACITY BY TYE OF FACILITY-JUNE 1971

Designed capacity of facilities
Total

number of Less thanType of Facility facil.tes 23 insates 25 to 49 50 to 93 100 to 149 150 to 193 200 to 239 30.1 to 393 40) to 499 500 or "nore

All typesof facilities ................
Percent

Detention centers
Percent ------------------------------

Shelters
Percent

R etion or diagnostic centers

Training schools ---------------------------
Percent ------------------------------

Ranches, forestry camps, and farms ---------
Percent ------------

Haffwy houses and group hontes ----------Percent ------------------------------

722

303
(100)

18

17 -------
(100)
192

(100)
114

(100)
78

(100)

237
(33)
141
(46)
14

(78)

(6)
4

(4)
67

(86)

13$
(19)
79

(26)2 -- -- ---

3
(Is)

6
(3)
34

(33)
i0 .......

(13) -------

148
(21)
50
(6)

3
(18)
31

(16)
6$
(:i,)

61
(8)
17
(6)
(6)
3

(18)
28

(15)
11

(10)

38 55 28 8 13
(5) (8) (4) (1) (2)
5 4 4 1 2
1............. ............................

(6) ) (1) 1 ()

(6) (24) (1 )- - -- - - -- - -- - --30 4; 21 7 11(16) (24) (11) (4) (6)1)........................................----------------

10.5 percent or less.
Note: Percents nay cot add due to rounzliqg.

ci



TABLE 6.-DETENTION STATUS OF CHILDREN IN JUVENILE FACILITIES BY TYPE OF FACILITY. JUNE 1971

Juveniles held pending Dependent and neglected Juveniles awaiting transfer
Total population Adjudicated delinquents court action children to another jurisdiction

All types e facilities Total Male Female Total Male Female Total g,. Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female

Types of all facilities ------------- 57.239 44,140 13,099 48,050 38,075 9,975 7.717 5.178 2539 942 520 422 530 367 163
Percent ------------------- (100) (77) (23) (83) (66) (17) (14) (9) (4) (2) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

Detention centers --------------- 11.748 7.912 3, 836 3,449 2,3a2 1,067 7.300 4,903 2,392 489 271 213 510 351 159
Percent ------------------- (100) (67) (33) (29) (20) (9) (62) (42) (20) (4) (2) (2) (4) (3) (1) M

Shelters ----------------------- 363 237 126 36 23 13 164 106 58 153 101 52 10 7 3 O
Percent ------------------- (00) (65) (35) (10) (6) (4) (45) (29) (16) (42) (28) (14) (3) (2) (1)

Reception or diagnostic centers.... 2,486 1, 988 498 2 462 1,973 489 4 3 1 18 11 7 2 1 1
Percent ------------------- (100) (80) (20) (99) (79) (20) () (,) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

Training schools -------------- 35,931 27.839 8.092 35.498 27. 590 7.908 248 160 88 177 S1 96 8 8 ----------
Percent ------------------- (100) (78) (22) (99) (77) (22) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ..........

Ranches,forestry camps.and farms- 5,666 5,376 290 5.647 5,367 280 1 1 ---------- 18 8 10 ------------------------------
Perceot - (O) (95) (5) (00) (95) (5) (1) ( ----------- (1) (1) (1) ..........................

Hafway houses and group homes 1,045 788 257 958 740 218 ----------------------------- 87 48 39 -----------------------------
Percent ------------------- (190) (75) (25) (92) (71) (21) ----------------------------- (8) (5) (4) -----------------------------

10.5 percent or less. Note: Percents may not add due to rounding.



TABLE 7.-ADJUDICATED DELINQUENTS BY TYPE OF OFFENSE AND BY SEX

Total number of Offense categories
adjudicated delin-

quents with offense M-sdejmeanors except
Sex reported Felonies except drugs drugs Drg offenses Juvenile offenses

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 31.497 13.013 6.404 1,886 10.164
Percent -------------------------------------------------------------- (100) (41) (20) (6) (32)

m ale ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25.0 3 12.499 5,408 1,491 5.685
Percent -------------------------------------------------------------------- (1C) (50) (22) (6) (23)

Female -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 6.414 544 966 395 4.479
Percent --------------------------------------------------------------------- (100) (8) (15) (6) (70)

Note.-Percents may not add due to rounding.

TABLE 8A.-MOVEMENT INTO JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES BY CATEGORY OF ADMISSION, BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Return from aftercare/
Committed by court parole

Total admissions 1st commitments Recommitments Transfered in Other

Admissions Total Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

All correctional faciities ---------- 85.080 69.029 16,051 41,460 10,410 6.075 490 10.869 2,837 6.857 1.120 3,768 1,194
Percent --------------------- (100) (81) (19) (49) (12) (7) (1) (13) (3) (8) (1) (4) (1)

Training schools ---------------------- 67,558 52960 14,598 31,453 9,413 4,706 416 9.821 2,735 4.118 989 2,862 1,045
Percent -------------------------- (100) (78) (22) (47) (14) (7) (1) (14) (4) (6) (2) (4) (2)

Ranches, forestry camps, and farms ------ 14.956 14.062 895 9.222 701 1.336 68 898 57 2.177 57 429 11
Percent ------------------------ (100) (94) (6) (6) (5) (9) (') (6) (1) (15) (1) (3) (1)

Halfway houses and goup homes -------- 2.566 2. 007 559 785 296 33 6 150 45 62 74 477 138
Percent -------------------------- (400) (78) (22) (31) (12) (1) (1) (6) (2) (22) (3) (19) (5)

10.5 percent or les Note.--Percent may not add due to rounding.



TABLE 8B.-MOVEMENT OUT OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES BY CATEGORY OF DISCHARGE BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Discharged without Plced in
Total discharges supervision aftercare/parole Transferrel out Other

Disdharges Total Male Female M3e Female Mile Female Male Female Male Female

AN coffectional facilities ----------- 85.139 69,209 15.930 4.930 1,784 43.933 11,153 . 8.371 1,357 6,895 1,606

Percent --------------------- (100) (81) (19) (6) (2) (58) (13) (10) (2) (8) (2)

Training schools ------------------------ 68.?49 54,164 14.585 4,269 1.695 37,825 10.164 6.415 1,258 5.655 1,468

Percent -------------------------- (100) (79) (21) (6) (2) (55) (15) (9) (2) (8) (2)

Ranches. forestry camps, and as ------ 14.141 13,343 798 558 37 9.994 614 1.684 73 1.107 74

Percent------------------- (100) (94) (6) (4) (1) (71) (4) (12) 1) (8) 0)
Pralfwayhousesand o po -s-....... 2.219 1.732 517 123 52 1,174 375 272 26 133 64

Percent -------------------------- (100) (77) (23) (6) (2) (53) (17) (12) (1) (6)

0.5 percent or less. tnote.-Percent may not add due to rounding.

TABLE 9.-MOVEMENT OF CHILDREN INTO AND OUT OF TEMPORARY CARE FACILITIES FOR JUVENILES-FISCAL 1971

Admissions Discharges

Type of facility Total M3e Female Total Male Female

ANtemporarycarefacilities--------------------------------------- 521.481 366.478 155.003 519.270 365110 154,160

Percent ------------------------------------------------------- (100) (70) (30) (100) (70) (30)

Detention centers ------------------------------------------------- 483.232 337. B22 146.410 482.345 336510 145,835

Percent ------------------------------------------------------------- (100) (70) (30) (100) (70) (30)

Shelters ------------------------------------------------------------------ 9.66 6.421 3.26 9.651 6.388 3.263

Percent. ------------------------------------------------------------- 
(100) (66) (34) (100) (66) (34)

Diagnostic and reception centers ---------------------------------------- 27.563 22. 235 5.328 27.274 22. 212 5.062

Peceot ----------------------------------------------------------- (100) (81) (19) (100) (81) (19)



TABLE 10-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY AGE OF YOUNGEST AND OLDEST MALE RESIDENT IN CUSTODY BY TYPE OF FACILITY-JUNE 1971

Youngest male resident Oldest male resident

Number of 13 or
Type of facility facilities Under 6 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-16 17 o older younger 14-15 16-17 1820 21 or older

AN types of facilities e ......... 629 11 51 186 262 115 4 10 55 342 202 20
Percent -------------------- (1O) (2) (8) (30) (42) (18) (1) (2) (9) (54) (32) (3)

Detention cente --------------------- 291 !0 27 126 117 11 ------------ 1 27 226 36 1
Percent ----------------------- (100) (3) (9) j43) (40) (4)( ---------- ) (1) (9) (78) (12) (1)

Shelters ..--------------------------- 16 1 3 4 6 2 ------------ 3 4 7 2 ............
Percent ------------------------ (160) (6) (19) (25) (38) (12)( ---------- ) (19) (25) (44) (12)( ----------

Reception or diagnostic oete ..... 15 ------------ 6 3 6---------------------------------- 1 4 7 3
Percent ------------------------ (100)( - ) (40) (20) (40)( ---------- ) ( ---------- ) ( -------) (7) (27) (47) (20)

Training schools.--------------------- 140 ------------ 11 44 66 19 ------------ 1 15 50 64 10
Percent ------------------------ (100)( ---------- ) (8) (31) (47) (14)( ---------) (1) (11) (36) (46) (7)

Ranches. forestry camps, and tams ----- 107 ------------ 1 7 48 47 4 2 5 27 67 6
S--------------------- (100)( - ) (1) (6) (45) (41) (4) (2) (5) (25) (63) (6)

Halfway houses and group hoI n.s.-------- 60 ------------- 3 2 19 36 ------------ 3 3 28 26 -----------
Percent ------------------------- (100)( ---------- ) (5) (3) (32) (60)( ---------) (5) (5) (47) (43)( ----------

10.5 percent or less. Note.-Percents may not add due to rounding.

0
0



TABLE 11.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY AGE OF YOUNGEST AND OLDEST FEMALE RESIDENT IN CUSTODY BY TYPE OF FACILIT-JUNE 1971

Youngest female resident Oldest female resident

Number of 17 or 13 or 21 or
Type 3f facility facilities Uader 6 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-16 older younger 14-15 16-17 18-20 older

All types of facilities ------------- 427 9 23 70 287 35 3 ------------ 44 231 98 4
Percent -------------------- (1G) (2) (5) (16) (67) (8) (1)( ---------- ) (10) (66) (23) (1)

Detention centers ---------------------- 283 8 17 49 189 17 3 ------------ 33 217 33 ............
Percent ------------------------- (100) (3) (6) (17) (67) (6) (1)( ---------- ) (12) (77) (12)( ---------- )

Shelters ----------------------------- 12 1 2 2 5 2 ------------------------ 2 8 2 ------------
Percent ----------------------- (100) (8) (17) (17) (42) (17)( ---------- )( ---------- ) (17) (67) (17)( ---------

Recepticn or diagnostic centers ---------- 14 ------------ 3 4 7 ----------------------------------- 1 5 6 2
Percent ------------------------- (100)( ---------- ) (21) (29) (50)( ---------- )( ---------- )( ---------- ) (7) (36) (43) (14)

Training schools ----------------------- 86 ------------ 1 14 1 66 5 ------------------------ 6 35 43 2
Percent ------------------------- (100)( ---------- ) (1) (16) (77) (6)( ---------- )( --------- ) (7) (41) (50) (2)

Ranches, forestry caMps, and farms ----- 11 ------------------------ 1 8 2 ------------------------ 1 3 7 -----------
Percent ------------------------- (100)( ---------- )( --------- ) (9) (73) (18)( ---------- )(A -------- ) (9) (27) (64)( -.... .)

Halfway houses and group homes -------- ---21--------------------------------- 12 9 ------------------------ 1 13 7 ------------
Percent ------------------------- (100)( ---------- )( --------- )( ---------) (57) (43)( ---------- )( ---------) (5) (62) (33)( ---------)

Note.-Percents may not add to rounding.

CI
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TABLE 12A.-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FACILITIES WHICH DO NOT HOLD ADJUDICATED DELINQUENTS AND
JUVENILES AWAITING COURT ACTION SEPARATELY, BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Number of facilities
which do not Facilities which
separate (I) fail to
adjudicated separate (1) and Facilities which
delinquents (2) as a percent fail to separate

and (2) juveniles of facilities (1) and (2) as a
awaiting holding both percent of

Type of facility court action (1) and (2) all facilities

All types of facilities ...................................
Detention centers ....................................
Shelters ..............................................
Reception cf diagnostic centers .........................
Training schools ......................................
Ranches, forestry camps, and farms .....................
Halfway houses and group homes ..................

291
266

9
2

10
2
2

92
95
75

100
50

100
100

40
88
50
12
5
2
2

TABLE 12B.-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FACILITIES WHICH DO NOT HOLD ADJUDICATED DELINQUENTS AND
DEPENDENT AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN SEPARATELY, BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Number of facilities
which do not Facilities which
separate (1) do not separate
adjudicated (1) and (2) as a Facilities which
delinquents percent of do not separate

and (2) dependent facilities (1) and (2) as a
and neglected holding both ercent of

Type of facility children (1) and (2) al1 facilities

All types of facilities ................................... 124 79 17
Detention centers- .................................... 94 76 31
Shelters .............................................. 6 75 33
Reception of diagnostic centers ......................... 4 100 24
Training schools ...................................... 11 100 6
Ranches, forestry camps, and farms .......................................... ..............................
Halfway houses and group homes ----------------------- 9 100 12
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TABLE 12C.-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FACILITIES WHICH DO NOT HOLD JUVENILES AWAITING COURT ACTION
AND DEPENDENTS AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN SEPARATELY, BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Number of,
facilities which do

not separate (1) Facilities which do
juveniles awaiting not separate (1) Facilities which do

court action and and (2) as a not separate (1)
(2) dependents, percent of and (2) as a

Lnd neglected facilities holding percent of all
Type of facility children both (1) and (2), facilities

All types of facilities ................................... 117 85 12
Detention centers ..................................... 100 76 38
Shelters .............................................. 9 90 53
Reception or diagnostic centers ......................... 2 100 10
Training schools ...................................... 4 100 2
Ranches, frestry- am s, and farms ..........................................................................
Halfway houses and group homes ....................... 2 100 2

TABLE 12D.-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FACILITIES WHICH DO NOT HOLD DEPENDENT AND NEGLECTED
CHILDREN AND JUVENILES AWAITING TRANSFER TO ANOTHER JURISDICTION SEPARATELY, BY TYPE OF
FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Number of
facilities which do,

not separate (1),
dependent and Facilities which do

neglected children not separate (1) Facilities which do
and (2) juveniles and (2) as a not separate (1)
awaiting transfer percent of and (2) as a

to another facilities holding percent of all
Type of facility jurisdiction, both (1) and (2) facilities

All types of facilities ................................... 113 76 16
Detention centers ................ ..................... 97 75 32
Shelters .............................................. 9 90 52
Reception or diagnostic centers ......................... 1 50 0
Training schools ...................................... 4 100 6
Ranches, forestry camps, and farms ...................................................
Halfway houses and group homes ...................... 2 100 2



TABLE 13.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY LEVEL OF OCCUPANCY BY TYPE OF FACILITY--JUNE 1971

Facilities operating over designed capacity

Number Number Number
Total Number with less Number at 100- Total number of overcrowded overcrowded overcrowded

number of tthan 70-percent percent overcrowded by less than 10 by 10 to 19.9 by 20 percent
[faciities occupancy occupancy facilities percent percent or more

Type of facility Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

All type of facilities -----------------------
Detention centers ------------------------
Shelters ---------------------------------
Reception or diagnostic centers --------------
Training schools -------.----------.-----
Ranches, forestry camps and farms ..........
Halfway houses and group homes -----------

722
303

18
17

192
114
78

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

260
160
10
4

41
30
15

36
53
56
24
21
26
19

44 6 113
8 3 58
2 11 2

---------- -- -- 3

4 2 32
5 4 13

25 32 5

1619
11
18
16
12
6

40 6 22 3 51 716 5 5 2 37 12
---------------------------------------- 2 1 1

1 6 -------------------- 2 12
10 5 12 6 10 5
9 8 4 4 --------------------
4 5 1 1 ------------



TABLE 14.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES WITH EDUCATIONAL, COUNSELING AND JOB PLACEMENT SERVICES BY TYPE OF FACILITY JUNE 19711

Educational services, Counseling services'

Correctional
Both Counseling facilities

academic with juve- with jobAcademic Vocational and Individual Group nile and placementNone only only vocational None counseling counseling his family programs

All types of facilities -----------------------
Percent .............................

Detention centers ........................
Percent .............................

Shelters ----------------------------------
Percent ------------------------------

Diagnostic or reception centers --------------
Percent

Training schools ---------------------------
Percent ------------------------------

Ranches. forestry camps, and farms ---------
Percent ------------------------------

Halfway houses and group houses -----------
Percent ------------------------------

722 66
(100) (9)
303 57

(100) (19)
18 2

(100) (11)
17 ............

(100)( ---------- )
192 ............

(100)( -----------
114 2

(100) (2)
78 5

(100) (6)

I Percents may not add due to rounding.
2 Percents add to more than 100 percent since many

counseling service.
institutions provide more than I type of

.'

Type of facility

Number
of

facilities

256 4
(36) (6)
164 --------------
(54)( --------- )

5 1
(28) (6)
11 ............

(65)( --------- )
23 1

(12) (1)
40 2

(35) (2)
13 --------------

(17)( ---------- )

396 30
(55) (4)
82 26

(27) (9)
10 3

(56) (17)
6 1

(35) (6)
168 ............
(88)( ------------ )
70 --------- -----
(61)( ---------- )
60 -- --- ----- --- -
(77)( ---------- )

678
(94)
268
(88)
15(83)
16

(94)
190
(99)
114

(100)
75

(96) (97) (56) (37)

558
(77)
173
(57)

9
(50)
15

(88)
176
(92)
109

(96)76

410
(57)
150
(50)
10

(56)
10

(59)
123
(64)
73

(64)
44

C0

3 Not Epplicable.

164
(100)

(3)
(3)
(3)

88
(46)
47(16)
29(37)



TABLE 15.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES WITH MEDICAL AND RECREATIONAL SERVICES BY TYPE OF FACILITY, JUNE 1971

Medical services I

Number of Infirmary

Recreational services
I ntirmarv Rzidio mnvig. C vn.,ium n

Type of facility facilities None without beds with beds Other None or TV Library athletic field Other

All types of facilities ----------------------- 722 289 162 169 102 8 705 584 593 358Percent ----------------------------- (100) (40) (22) (23) (14) (1) (98) (81) (82) (50)Detention centers -------------------------- 303 128 89 24 62 7 293 232 225 133
Percent ----------------------------- (100) (42) (29) (8) (20) (2) (97) (77) (74) (44)Shelters --------------------------------- 1 8 11 -------------- 3 4 -------------- 17 10 12 10
Percent ----------------------------- (100) (61) -------------- (17) (22) ------------- - (94) (56) (67) (56)Diagnostic or reception centers -------------- 17 1 5 10 1 1 16 15 15 7
Percent ----------------------------- (100) (6) (29) (59) (6) (6) (94) (88) (88) (41)TraininR schools --------------------------- 192 21 45 111 15 -------------- 191 184 190 103
Percent ------------------------------ (100) (11) (23) (58) (8) -------------- (99) (96) (99) (54)Ranches, fore-try camps and farms ---------- 114 57 23 18 16 -------------- 113 99 107 62
Percent -------.--------------------- (100) (50) (20) (16) (14) -------------- (99) (87) (94) (54)Halfway houses and group houses ----------- 78 71 -------------- 3 4 -------------- 75 44 44 43Percent ------------------------------ (100) (91) -------------- (4) (5) -------------- (96) (56) (56) (55)

1 Percents may not add due to rounding. s Percents add to more than 100 percent since many institutions provide more than one type of
recreational service.

'M



TABLE 16.-NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STAFF, AND RATIO OF INMATES TO FULL-TIME STAFF FOR GENERAL CATEGORIES OF PERSONNEL AND SELECTED TREATMENT AND EDUCATIONAL PO31 rl'4S
IN JUVENILE FACILITIES BY TYPE OF FACILITY-JUNE 1971

Full-time personnel

Treatment
Total Adminis- and

full-time tration educational
personnel personnel personnel Cottage staff

Selected treatment and educational personnel

Acade-nic Vocational
teachers teachers

Social Recreational
workers workers Psychologists Psychiatrists

All types of facilities:
Number ..........
Ratio I ...........

35,220 4.441 24.164 12,975 3.475 984 1,471 544 263 29
(1.6) (12.9) (2.4) (4. 4) (16.5) (58.2) (38.9) (105. 2) (213.6) (1.973.8)

Detention centers:
Number .............
Ratio .................

Shelters:
Number ..............
Ratio ..................

Reception or diagnostic cen-
ters:

Number ----------------
Ratio ..................

Training schools:
Number ..............
Ratio ..................

Ranches, forestry camps, and
farms:

Number ..............
Ratio .................

Halfway houses and group
homes:

Number ..............
Ratio ..................

8,229 1.047 6.094 3.810 661 76 148 125 51 2
(1.4) (11.2) (1.9) (3.1) (17.8) (154.6) (79.4) (94.0) (230.4) (5,874.0)

318 51 201 100 19..........
(1. 1) (7.1) (1.8) (3.6) (19.1)( .......... )

25 1 1 ............
(14.5) (353.0) (363.0)( .......... )

1.088
(10.8)

66
(5.5)

1,844 263 1,314 616 112 10 167 37 74 17 267
(1.3) (9.5) (1.9) (4.0) (22.2) (248.6) (14.9) (67.2) (33.6) (14S.2) (9.3)

21.136 2.515 13.950 /.245 2.345 828 966 353 135 10
(1.7) (14. 3) (2.6) (5.0) (15.3) (43.4) (37.2) (101.8) (266.2) (3,593. 1)

3.125 473 2,201 940 305 70 140 21 6 ............
(1.8) (12.0) (2.6) (6.0) (18.6) (80.9) (40.5) (269.8) (944.3)( ............ )

568 92 404 264 32 ............
(1.8) (11.4) (2.6) (4.0) (32-7)( ............ )

25 7 1...........
(41.8) (149.3) (1,045.0)( ............ )

4.671
(7.7)

451
(12.6)

72
(14.5)

I All ratios represent the numbers of inmates per staff rneaiber.

Type of facility

Operational
and

maintenance
personnel

6,615
(8.7)
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TABLE 17.-AVERAGE DAILY POPULATION, TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND PER CAPITA OPERATING
EXPENDITURES, BY TYPE OF FACILITY-FISCAL 1971

Average Total operating Per capita
daily expenditures operating

Type of facility population (thousands) -expenditures

All types of facilities --------------------------------------------- I 58,539 $409, 091 $6,988
Temporary care facilities .......................................... 15, 238 117,126 7,686
Detention centers ................................................. 12,186 91,900 7, 541
Shelters ............... .......................................... 381 2,930 7, 690
Reception or diagnostic centers ...................................... 2,671 22, 296 8,347
Correctional facilities .................................... . 43, 187 291,966 6, 760
Training schools .................................................. 36,640 248, 234 6,775
Rinches, forestry camps and farms .................................. 5, 544 37, 238 6,717
Hlafway houses and group homes ................................... 1,003 6,494 6,475

1 Average daily population for all types of facilities exceeds the sum of the average population of the individual types of
facilities cue to rounding.

TABLE 18.-NUMBER OF JUVENILE FACILITIES BY YEAR OF LATEST CONSTRUCTION, OR
MOST RECENT RENOVATION COSTING MORE THAN $50,000 BY TYPE OF FACILITY

Year of latest construction, or renovation costing In excess of $50,000
Total num. ----

ber of Before 1952 to 1962 to 1968 to Data no
Type of facility facilities 1952 1961 1967 1971 av3ilabl

All types of facilities ................. 722 131 148 181 254 8
Percent ........................ 100 18 20 25 35 1

Detention centers ................... 303 57 82 80 82 2
Percent ........................ 100 19 27 26 27 1

Shelters ............................ 18 8 3 1 5 1
Percent ...................... 100 44 17 6 28 6

Reception or diagnostic centers ....... 17 2 3 3 9 ............
Percent ........................ 100 12 18 18 53 ............

Training schools .................... 192 21 18 44 109 ............
Percent ........................ 100 11 9 23 57 ............

Ranches, forestry camps and farms.... 114 11 32 35 36 ............Percent ........................ 100 10 28 31 3 .
Halfway houses and group homes ..... 78 32 10 18 13 5

Percent ........................ 100 41 13 23 17 6

Note: Percents may not add due to rounding.

TABLE 19-rUMBER OF FACILITIES REPORTING OFFENSE DATA AND NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED DELINQUENTS
FOR WHOM OFFENSE DATA WAS REPORTED BY TYPE OF FACILITY

Number of
Number of adjudicatedfacilities Number of Number of delinquents

holding adjudicated facilities for within
adjudicated delinquents reporting offense data

Type of facility delinquents held offense data was reported

All facilities in the United States ...................... 621 48, 050 435 31,497
Percent ........................................ 100 100 70 66

Detention centers ................................... 213 3,449 153 2,877
Percent ........................................ 100 100 72 83

Shelters ............................................ 7 36 4 24
Percent ........................................ 100 100 57 67

Reception or diagnostic centers ....................... 17 2,462 7 558
Percent ........................................ 100 100 41 23

Training schools-- ................................. 192 35, 498 137 23, 527
Percent ........................................ 100 100 71 66

Ranches, forestry camps and farms .................... 114 5,647 77 3,871
Percent ........................................ 100 100 68 68

Halfway houses and group homes..................... 78 958 57 640
Percent ........................................ 100 100 73 67
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STANDARD 9.5 JUVENILE OPERATIONS

The chief executive of every police agency immediately should develop written
policy governing his agency's involvement in the detection, deterrence, and
prevention of delinquent behavior and juvenile crime.

1. Every police agency should provide all its police officers with specific train-
ing in preventing delinquent behavior and juvenile crime.

2. Every police agency should cooperate actively with other agencies and
organizations, public and private, In order to employ all available resources to
detect and deter delinquent behavior and combat juvenile crime.

3. Every police agency should establish in cooperation with courts written
policies and procedures governing agency action in juvenile matters. These
policies anl procedures should stipulate at least:

(a) The specific form of agency cooperation with other governmental
agencies concerned with delinquent behavior, abandonment, neglect, and
juvenile crime;

(b) The specific form of agency cooperation with nongovernmental agen-
cies and organizations where assistance in juvenile matters may be obtained;

(c) The procedures for release of juveniles into parental custody; and
(d) The procedures for the detention of juveniles.

4. Every police agency having more than 15 employees should establish juve-
nile investigation capabilities.

(a) specific duties and responsibilities of these positions should be based
upon the particular juvenile problems within the community.

(b) The juvenile specialists, besides concentrating on law enforcement
as related to juveniles, should provide support and coordination of all com-
munity efforts for the benefit of juveniles.

5. Every police agency having more than 75 employees should establislh a
juvenile investigation unit, and every smaller police agency should establish
a juvenile investigation unit if community conditions warrant. This unit:

(a) Should be assigned responsibility for conducting as many juvenile
investigations as practicable, assisting field officers in juvenile matters, and
maintaining liaison with other agencies and organizations interested In
juvenile matters; and

(b) Should be functionally decentralized to the most effective command
level.

COMMENTARY

A juvenile becomes a delinquent when he commits an act which, if he were
,)n adult, would be a crime. The activities of police in connection with juveniles
who are not yet delinquent is a matter of controversy and concern. Some believe
that the police should have no contact with a juvenile unless he commits a
crime. This belief, however, precludes the assistance of law enforcement agencies
in the identification of neglected and dependent children; from deterring the
delinquency of children who persistently refuse to obey the reasonable directions
of parents and school authorities, or are beyond the control of these authorities;
or are otherwise in ('lear an( present danger of becoming delinquent.

In California children fitting the latter description are within the jurisdiction
of the juvenitm e court, and may be made wards of the court. This provision of
law allows police in (alifornia to take an active part in preventing delinquency.
l'olice officers throughout the Nation are in a position to do this, because they
c.nfrout juvenile problems 24 hours a day and are trained and experienced in
those problems.

To suggest that law enforcement abrogate its preventile responsibilities con-
c(rning juvenile delinquency is to recommend that police merely enforce the
law through the apprehension process.

Every community has special juvenile problems, varying from gang murders
to underage youths loitering in pool halls. Rather than merely trying to apply
what has been successful il one community to another, juvenile operations
shm'id be generated by an evaluation of local needs and local ca)abilities. Pro-
grm1,4 n1y be 11li-inclusive in small communities , and on a neighborhood basis
in metroI)ol(itan areas.

The police eci(,f executive. after assessing conditions, should write a policy
govrning the activities of his agency involving juveniles. This policy should
lie based upon community needs and resources.
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Police training in juvenile problems
Each officer must be given adequate training at the entry level to identify

neglected and dependent children, detect and deter predelinquent behavior, and
develop insight into juvenile crime problems, departmental policy, and available
procedures and resources.

The extent of the training will-vary according to the community's problems.
Cities such as Los Angeles, Calif., and Chicago, Ill., have comprehensive programs
in this area; many States, including Michigan and California, have mandated a
minimum period of training in juvenile problems.

Training must not stop at the entry level; it should be reinforced periodically
through various inservice training techniques. This additional training is needed
to maintain awareness of everchanging problems and to maintain the capability
of responding adequately to community needs.

Agencies that choose to assign personnel fulltime to juvenile operations should
provide additional training In juvenile activities, preferably at a professional
school. Such training is conducted at various times each year at designated lo-
cations throughout the country.
Other agencies and organizations

Activities focused on juvenile problems do not involve law enforcement
agencies alone. Courts, social assistance agencies, schools and governmental
counseling agencies, as well as many privately operated agencies, are concerned
and involved.

The police agency should make every effort to participate actively with other
agencies and organizations whenever practicable, to reduce the duplication of
services directed at juvenile problems, and to approach those problems with
maximum effectiveness.

Many joint efforts by law enforcement and other community resources have
proved effective. Police athletic leagues and junior police and sheriff's programs
are among the most successful.

The Dallas, Tex., Police Department program, in conjunction with the Dallas
School District, has had considerable impact in reducing delinquency problems.

In Grand Rapids, Mich., where the police department and other community
organizations provide summer camp for deprived children, measurable benefits
have been demonstrated.

Cooperation must prevail between the law enforcement agency and the entire
community if they are to achieve a lasting effect on juvenile problems. Neither
can function adequately in this area without the support of the other.
Written policies and procedures

Written juvenile policies and procedures In each law enforcement agency
should require constant planning, implementation, program evaluation, and
refinement based on changing community needs.

These procedures must Incorporate legal methods of discovering situations,
activities, and environments that are harmful to juveniles development, In order
to detect and deter conditions that may lead to delinquent behavior. Legal
procedure, for apprehension and detention of juvenile offenders should also be
Included. This written policy and procedure should cover at least the following:

Exerting every possible effort toward discovery of potential delinquents and
conditions conducive to delinquent behavior.

Working closely with other agencies to remove or control environmental con-
ditions conducive to creating juvenile problems.

(Additional questions submitted to the Department of Justice,
LEAA. and responses siinplied for the record are marked "Exhibit
Nos. 10-1."." and are as follows:)

EXIlIBIT NO. 10
APRIL 19, 1973.

lion. RTCTTARD G. KLEINDIENST.
A ttnrn li encral, Department of Justice,
Waslington, D.C.

DEAR ATTO R.Y GENERAL: The juvenile delinquency crisis and the role of the
Federal Government In the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency are
among the serious Issues facing our nation and are matters of continuing concern
to this Subcommittee. During the last session of Congress, the Subcommittee
held hearings on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. S. 3148.
which I reintroduced along with Senator Marlow Cook as S. 821 on February 8,
1973. We have continued the hearings and our Investigation.
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Because of your raponsibilities in the area of juvenile delinquency. I am
inviting you to testify before the Subcommittee at 10:00 a.m. on May 15, in Room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. In accordance with Sub-
committee rule, I would appreciate your sending us 100 copies of your prepared
statement 72 hours in advance of your scheduled appearance. A preliminary
copy of your statement should be received in this office no later than May 10,
1973. I am enclosing a copy of S. 821.

The Subcommittee would appreciate hearing your views and receiving iata
on questions which have been raised regarding the need for S. 821, including
but not limited to the following:

1. A breakdown of all state plans for Fiscal Year 1972, and for what ever
plans have been received for Fiscal Year 1973, indicating the total amount of
LEAA money allocated to each state, including the following particular
information:

a. Total amount of grants to states,
b. The amount of money designated for juvenile delinquency purposes and

the percentage of total grants this represents.
c. The amount of money designated for juvenile corrections purposes and

the percentage of juvenile delinquency funds this represents.
d. The amount of funds designated for adult corrections purposes and the

percentage of the total grants this represents.
e. The amount designated for programs for diversion from the juvenile

justice system and the percentage of the total grants this represents.
f. The amount designated for community-based treatment programs for

juveniles and the percentage of the total grants this represents.
g. The amount designated for staff development and training for working
with young people in contact with the Juvenile justice system and the per-
centage of total grants this represents.
h. The amount designated for juvenile delinquency prevention programs
and the percentage of the total grants this represents.
i. Breakdown by each state of the total number of juvenile delinquency
grants and percentage of the total number of grants this represents.
j. Number of states which increased their juvenile delinquency efforts by
number of grants and amount of money, and the number of states that de-
creased their juvenile delinquency efforts by number of programs and
amount of money.

2. The total number of LEAA grants or programs in all other categories, other
than the state block grants, specifically directed at juvenile delinquency and the
percentage of all such grants or programs this number represents.

3. The amount of money actually committed by LEAA on grants or programs,
other than state blocks grants, specifically directed at juvenile delinquency and
the percentage of all other such grants or programs which this amount represents.

4. The number of research and development grants, contracts, fellowships, and
demonstration programs specifically directed at juvenile delinquency funded
by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and the percentage figure orall
such research and development projects funded by the Institute in all areas of
Law Enforcement which this number represents.

5. Tle amount of money actually committed by the Institute to research and
development projects specifically directed at Juvenile delinquency and the percent-
age figure of all monies committed by the Institute which this amount represents.

6. The operations of the juvenile delinquency Informations services of LEAA
including the National Criminal Justice Reference Service and the National
Criminal Justice Statistics and Informations Service.

7. The coordination of the juvenile delinquency activities of LEAA with other
governmental programs at the Federal, regional, state, and local level.

I look forward to your appearance before the Subcommittee. If you have any
questions regarding your testimony, please feel free to contact Ms. Mathea Falco,
Staff Director and Chief Counsel of the Subcommittee at 225-2951.

Sincerely,
BiRcn BATH,

Chairman.
[Encbosure.)

EXHIBIT NO. 11
JuNE 19, 1973.

HON. BIRCH BAYII

Chairman, Subcommittee to Inve8tigate Juvenile Delinquency, U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MP. CHAMMAN: In respone to your request for specific Information re-
garding Law Enforcement Assistance Administration activities and funding to
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prevent and control juvenile delinquency, the following information Is submitted:
As you know, 85 percent of LEAA action funds are allocated to the states in

block grants. The funds are subsequently utilized by the states or subgranted to
local units of government in accordance with the states' comprehensive law en-
forcement plans. Unlike categorical federal grant programs, therefore, data
regarding state subgrants to county and municipal governments for juvenile de-
linquency programs resides at the state and local levels of governments rather
than with LEAA. LEAA's Grants Management Information System, now in tie
initial stages of operation, will ultimately provide the capability of identifying
state subgrants in various program categories based upon information supplied
by the state criminal justice planning agencies. At present, however, FY 1973
block grant data, such as the number of grants awarded by the states and the
dollars designated by the states for various segments of the overall juvenile
justice program are not available. The block grant figures cited below are there-
fore for fiscal year 1972 unless otherwise indicated.

1. A breakdown of all state llans for Fiscal Year 1972, and for whatever plans
have been received for Fiscal Year 1973, indicating the total amount of LEAA
money allocated to each state, including the following particular information:

(a) Total amount of grants to states.
Attachment A shows LEAA funds awarded as of December 31, 1972, to each

state under Parts B, C and E for fiscal yxars 1969-73.
(a) The total LEAA funds awarded to the states in the various categories for

FY 1972 are as follows:
Institute -----------------------------------------.. . .--------- $21,000,000
TEEP ........................................................- 29. 000, 000
Block C -------------------------------------------------------- 414,000.000
C discretionary ------------------------------------------------ 73, 000, 000
Planning --------------------------------------------------- 35, 000, 000
Block E ------------------------------------------------------ 49, 000, 000
E discretionary ----------------------------------------------- 49, 000, 000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 669, 195,00
(b) The amount of money designated for Juvenile delinquency purposes and

the percentage of juvenile delinquency funds this represents.
The total for juvenile (lelinquency (luring FY 1972 was approximately $140

million, representing 21 percent of the total grants.
(c) The amount of money designated for juvenile corrections purposes and the

percentage of juvenile delinquency funds this represents.
The amount designated for juvenile delinquency corrections: $40,793,264, rep-

resenting 30 percent of juvenile delinquency funds.
(d) The amount of funds designated for adult corrections purposes and the

percentage of the total grants this represents.
The amount designated for adult corrections: $130,9SS.104, representing 22.7

percent of total LEAA awards.
(e) The amount designated for programs for diversion from the juvenile justice

system and the percentage of the total grants this represents.
The amount for diversion: $15,683,492, representing 12 percent of juvenile

delinquency funds.
(f) The amount designated for community-based treatment programs for

juveniles and the percentage of the total grants this represents.
The amount for community-based treatment programs for juveniles: $34,-

027.125, representing 25 percent of juvenile delinquency funds.
(g) The amount designated for staff development and training for working

with young people in contact with the juvenile justice system and the percentage
of total grants this represents.

The amount for staff development and training: $15,440,358, representing 11
percent of juvenile delinquency funds.

(h) The amount designated for juvenile delinquency prevention programs and
thm, percentage of the total grants this represents.

The amount for delinquency prevention programs: -$21,031,034, representing
15 percent of Juvenile delinquency funds.

(i) Breakdown by each state of time total number of juvenile delinquency grants
and percentage of the total number of grants this represents.

The number of juvenile delinquency projects in FY 1972 is 807. as shown on
Attacinient B. Time number of grants awarded by each state (luring FY 1972
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will not be available for a number of weeks. Without a denominator figure, it
is impossible to computC a percentage.

(j) Number of states which increased their juvenile delinquency efforts by
number of grants and amount of money, and the number of states that decreased
their juvenile delinquency efforts by number of programs and amount of money.

The states which increased their juvenile delinquency efforts by number of
grants and amount of money are shown on Attachment B.

2. The total number of LEAA grants or programs in all other categories, other
than the state block grants, specifically directed at juvenile delinquency and the
percentage of all such grants or programs this number represents.

3. The amount of money actually committed by LEAA on grants or programs,
other than state block grants, specifically directed at juvenile delinquency and
the percentage of all other such grants or programs which this amount represents.

2. & 3. The number of LEAA grants and the amount of funds committed (other
than state block grants), specifically directed at juvenile delinquency, are shown
as follows:

Percent Number of Peicent, total
Total totaf awards number of awards

1972:
C discretionary ......................... $6, 482,714 13 59 16
E discretionary .......................... 2,901,232 13 24 25
Institute ............................... 998,207 13 4 16

Total ............................... 10,382,153 ................- 87............
1973 (to date): ,

C discretionary ........................ 329, 569 77 37
E discretionary ........... .............. 192,430 16 2 20
Institute ............................... None ................ None ................

Total ................................ 521,999 ................ 9 ..............

4. The number of research and development grants, (ontracts, fellowships, and
demonstration programs specifically directed at juvenile (delinqueny funded by
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and the percentage figure of all such
research and development projects funded by the Institute in all areas of law
enforcement which this number represents.

5. The amount of money actually committee lay the Institute to research and
development projects specifically directed at juvenile delinquency and the per-
centage figure of all monies committed by the Institute which this amount
represents.

4. & 5. The number of research and development awards, the amount of money
committed and the percentages indicating monies committed by the Institute for
research and development projects specifically directed at juvenile delinquency
are:

Fiscal year 1973
Fiscal year 1972 (estimated)

Number of awards ............................................. ,............ 13 14
Percentage ............................................................. 27 22

Amount of awards ........................................................... $4, 588, C0 $4,057,634
Percentage ........................................................... 22 13

6. The operations of the juvenile delinquency information services of LEAA
including the National Criminal Justice Reference Service and the National
Criminal Justice Statistics and Information Service.

The National Criminal Justice Reference Service has more than 700 documents
in its data base concerning juveniles. These documents cover a wide variety
of topics, such as juvenile delinquency causes and prevention, Juvenile court,
juvenile probation and parole, juvenile institutions, Juvenile community-based
correction, juvenile diversion, and youth services bureau. (See Attachment C).
In addition, NCJRS disseminates ten LEAA documents about juveniles and
juvenile delinquency. (See Attachment D).

MCJRS was established to provide information support to the nation's law
enforcement and criminal justice community. Juvenile delinquency adminis-
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trators, planners, and practitioners do call upon NCJRS for services. The re-
sponse of NCJRS to their information request varies according to the nature of
their request and may be in the form of bibliographies, abstracts, citations,
documents, or referrals to other individuals or organizations. (See Attachment
E).

To the juvenile delinquency administrator and planner, NCJRS can pro-
vide general information on most questions that relate to the criminal justice
system. In addition, NCJRS can provide specific material on program which
have been funded and which are currently being funded by LEAA. NCJRS can
also provide material on evaluation and planning; capabilities which are impor-
tant to any administrator or planner. And, finally, if NCJRS does not have the
material which is requested, it will direct the administrator or planner to the
appropriate individual, agency, or organization.

The Statistics Division of the National Criminal Justice Information and
Statistics Service is in the process of completing the Juvenile Detention and
Correctional Facility Census-1971. This survey represents the first complete
census of l)ublic facilities in the juvenile criminal justice system and is due
to be completed in June 1973. For many years, an annual survey, Statistics on
Public Institutions for Juveniles, was conducted by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and was directed at public facilities for adjudicated
juvenile delinquents. Under LEAA sponsorship, the survey was broadened to
include facilities that hold juveniles awaiting court disposition. i.e., shelters
and detention centers. Designed by LEAA, the actual research for the project
was carried out by the Census Bureau at a cost of $39,000, reaching some 722
public Juvenile facilities.

The project yielded basic information on the physical characteristics of
juvenile institutions, number and type of delinquents held, and number and
payroll of employees. These data are similar to those collected in adult
institutions in the National Jail Census. Detailed data was also collected
on whether different types of inmates are held separately (i.e.. whether
adjudicated delinquents are held separately from individuals awaiting court
action), number of inmates being held for selected offenses, and a variety of other
topics such as admissions and releases, treatment programs and staffing. Data
will be published by state and region as well as by type of facility.

Preliminary steps have already been taken for the collection of similar data
for fiscal years 1972 and 1973. Besides the continuation of the present data
collection program through a mail canvass method. NCJISS has undertaken a
study of a plan to further expand the census to include personal interviews of
inmates to collect information on the inmates' soco-economic )ackground char-
acteristics, criminal history, participation in treatment programs and other
pertinent personal characteristics.

'7. The codrdination of the Juvenile delinquency activities of LEAA with
other governmental programs at the Federal, regional, state, and locil level.

The nature of the block grant funding systems of LEAA assures a significant
degree of coordination with state and local governments. The statewide com-
prehensive planning process promotes a high degree of intrastate coordination,
while state-local coordination with LEAA is reflected in the range of Juvenile
delinquency programs funded under block grants. For example, of the $21
million spent on prevention types of programs, $9.8 million was allocated to
school and community programs. These might include community centers or any
kind of school-related projects to assist troubled youth.

Approximately $5 million was funded for police/community/youth relations
projects. These generally are concerned with encouraging positive relation-
ships between police and youth.

Of the $15.7 million committed to diversion programs, $7.9 million was used
for special youth services such as mental health centers, alternatives educa-
tional systems, temporary foster homes and the development of community-based
resources for diversion programs for pre-delinquent and delinquent youth.

Rehabilitation/corrections projects took the largest share of LEAA's Juvenile
delinquency money-$40.8 million. Nearly three-quarters of that was allocated
for community-based treatment programs; residential centers, probation/parlle
programs, and community detention programs.

A high degree of coordination between the various levels of government is
represented by each of the examples cited above.

Coordination among federal agencies Is the goal of the Interdepartmental
Council to Coordinate All Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs. As you know,
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the Council was authorized by Section 4 of the Juvenile Dellnquency Prevention
and Control Act, as amended In 1971.

The President designated the Attorney General as Chairman of the Council
and the latter designated the Administrator of LEAA as the working chairman
of the group.

The goals outlined for the Council are:
1. To coordinate all federal juvenile delinquency programs at all levels of

government.
2. To search for answers that will have an immediate impact on the pre-

vention and reduction of juvenile delinquency and youth crine.
In attempting to link the federal, regional, state and local levels of govern-

ment together more etficiently and effectively, the Council undertook a study
of all existing coordination mechanisms that might be used to coordinate the
planning, funding, evaluation and technical assistance (Including the transfer
of Information) functions of all federal juvenile delinquency-youth, develop-
meat efforts.

In identifying promising loi( of coordination responsibility at the different
levels of government, the Council has undertaken a study of the federal regional
councils as a mechanism to coordinate juvenile delinquency programs at the
regional level of government. In studying state and local governmental organiza-
tion, as well as the organization of federal programs statewide and locally, the
('ounell has recommended that the Governor and local Chief Executive should
decide (a) who should be responsible for coordination, (b) where the coordlna-
tiol reslonslblllity should be located, and (c) how an effective coordilnation plan
emld be implemented at their respective state and local levels of government.

In May 1972, tile Council held public hearings on Its proposed c-oordination
mechanisms and strategies. Ten Interest groups were Invited to testify on the
merits and feasibility of the proposed coordination plan.

'The (Council also invited several dozen interest groups to comment in writing
on the proposed coordination mechanisms and strategies. Over :30 organizations
(representing government groups, youth groups, professional organ nizations,
minority groups, and organizations concerned with the well bei n: of children
0(d youth) responded to the invitation and submitted written conimnet' on the
proposed coordination mechanisms and strategies.

In the months ahead, the Council plans to focus on efforts to fln'mP,( the pro-
p,)se(l coordination mechanisms and strategies, and to initiate the implementation
of the coordination mechanisms at the regional, state and local levels of govern-
ment.

Your Interest in the juvenile delinquency prevention programs of the Law En.
forcement Assistance Administration is appreciated.

Sincerely,
DONALD E. SANTARELLI,

Administrator.
ExHrmrr No. 12

JULY 11, 1973.
RICARD VELDE,
Assoclate Administrator, Law Enforcement Assistance Admni-tration, Depart-

ment of Justice, Washington, D.C.
DEAR' MR. VELDE: On behalf of the members of the Senate Judiciary Subcom.

mittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, I would like to take this opportunity
to express my appreciation for your appearance before us on June 27, 1973.

Your testimony on the proposed legislation, S. 821, the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 is a valuable contribution to our efforts to
learn mo-e about effective approaches to time problems of juvenile delinquency.
When the hearings which contain your testimony are printed, I shall forward
copies to you.

In addition to responding to questions raised in the course of your testimony,
I would appreciate receiving your written responses to the questions set forth
below no later than July 23, 197, . These questions and your responses will be in-
cluded in the final printed copy of the hearings.

a. As I noted during your testimony before the Subcommittee on June 27, I
have found It particularly difficult to obtain accurate and consistent data on the
expenditures of LEAA funds for juvenile delinquency programs. On April 5,
1973. in response to my inquiries, Mr. Donald Santarelli, submitted the following
breakdown.
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Millions
D elinquency prevention ----------------------------------------------- $21
D iversion ..................................................... ------ 15. 7
R ehabilitation -------------------------------------------------------- 40. 8
Upgrading resources -------------------------------------------------- 32. 9
Drug abuse --------------------------------------------------------- 17.6
High impact programs ------------------------------------------------ 8

In your testimony, you broke down the figures as follows:
Diversion (15 percent) ----------------------------------------------- 21
Rehabilitation (15 percent) ------------------------------------------- 41

(Includes "almost $30 million for community-based treatment)
Upgrading Resources (24 percent) ------------------------------------ 33
Drug Abuse (13 percent) --------------------------------------------- 17
High Impact Programs (01 percent) ----------------------------------- 8

In a letter of June 19, Mr. Santarelli gave the following data in response to
categories suggested by the Subcommittee:

Million
Corrections (30 percent) --------------------------------------------- $40.8
I)verslon (12 percent) --------------------------------------------- 15. 7
Conununity-baied treatment (25 percent) ----------------------------- 34. 6
Staff developmentt and Training (11 percent) -------------------------- 15.4
Prevention (15 percent) ---------------------------------------------- 21

While I ani confident that these various data can be reconciled, it cannot he
done through the information with which you have supplied the Subcommittee.

1. Would you please explain the inconsistencies above, and supply the Sub-
committee with an accurate breakdown of fiscal 1972 and, to the extent they are
available, 1)73 expenditures on juvenile delinquency?

2. Would you please supply the Subcommittee with the following:
a. The total of LEAA funds awarded to states for each fiscal year 1969-1973;
b, The amount of those funds spent on juvenile delinquency and the percent-

age thmt constitutes of the total for each fiscal year, 1969-1973.
You testified that 33% of juvenile delinquency funds are used for upgrading

resources, including construction.
3. What proportion of the funds are expended -pecifically for construction?
Your census of juvenile institutions, included with your testimony, indicates

the 70% of females held in the institutions, and 23% of the males, are held for
acts that would not be criminal if they -were adults. These juveniles are clearly
not a danger to the community, and could more appropriately be treated in coin-
munity programs. Present institutions could then be adapted to current needs.

4. In light of this fact, why is it necessary to spend any funds on construction?
B. Despite persistent requests, I have been unable to obtain a breakdown by

state of LEAA juvenile delinquency block grant expenditures.
1. Would you. please supply the Subcommittee with the following informa-

tion for each state :
a. The total amount of block grant funds allocated to each state under part C

and part E for each fiscal year 1909-1973.
b. The total exmenditures on juvenile delinquency, by 8tate, of part C and part

E block grant funds.
c. The percentage, by state. of part C and part E block grant funds expended

on juvenile delinquency, i.e., "b." above as a percentage of "a." above.
d. The total block grant expenditures for corrections, by state, for each fiscal

year 19069-1973.
o. The total block grant expenditures for juvenile corrections, by state, for

each fiscal year 1969-1973.
f. The percentage, by state, of the total block grant corrections allocation which

was expended on juvenile corrections, i.e., "e." above as a percentage of "d."
above.

g. The percentage, by state, of the total juvenile delinquency block grant ex-
penditures that was used for juvenile corrections, i.e., "e." above as a percentage
of "b." above.

2. How have you defined "corrections" In answering parts "d" through "g"
above?

3. Are the above answers based on actual expenditures, of on figures submitted
in state plans? If tie latter, what follow-up is done to insure that the states
follow the plans they submit?
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B. In your testimony and written statement, you omitted descriptions of the
prevention programs and the juvenile delinquency component of the High Impact
l)rogram.

1. Would you please supply those descriptions for the Subcomnittee?
D. In your testimony, you cited as all example of LEAA's juvenile diversion

programs the state-wide Indiana Youth Service Bureau system. I understand
that the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Council has decided not to renew the
grants for any of these youth service bureaus when the original two year fund-
ing expires.

1. Is this accurate? If so, how many of these bureaus have located local fund-
Ing sources?

2. What is the rationale for discontinuing funding to programs such as these
which have proved their effectiveness?

You also cited the Mississippi Statewide System of Juvenile Probation and
Aftercare Services.

3. What is the cost of this project?
4. How many staff persons are directly engaged in the supervision of the

3,200 youths per month caseload?
You also cited a nonin-situtional rehabilitation program in Newark-Newark-

fields.
5. Would you supply the Subcommittee with more information on this pro-

gram, including any evaluations or assessments completed?
B. In your testimony, you cited the National Assessment Study of Juvenile

Corrections as working to find out what programs work best with juvenile
offenders. You do not, however, mention any systematic, uniform evaluation
of ongoing programs.

1. What evaluation is performed at the Federal, state and local levels to in-
sure that ineffective programs are not refunded?

2. What is the nature of any substantive review of proposed juvenile delin-
quency programs prior to their original funding?

F. You testified that adequate coordination of juvenile delinquency programs
can be achieved through existing mechanisms, such as the Interdepartmental
Council.

1. What effort has the Council made to insure effective coordination other
than the issuance of reports such as the "Analysis of Federal Juvenile Delin-
quency and Related Youth Development Programs"? Do you consider this effort
adequate?

2. What power and resources does the Council have to insure coordination?
Last year, the Subcommittee heard testimony that the Council was working

to develop an integrated application form "which would allow a total youth
development and delinquency prevention package to be approved and funded under
one grant application."

3. Has this been done? If not, why not?
The Subcommittee also received testimony that the Council was developing

criteria for future Federal planning for juvenile delinquency programs. The
Council "Task Force on Management" was also supposed to develop a model
management structure for individual Federal juvenile delinquency programs
and to evaluate existing agency management structures with recommendations
for their improvement.

4. What is the present status of these efforts?
G. In your testimony, you stated that the study of the Juvenile Ju:tico Stand-

ards project is in the drafting stage. The third phase of the project is to be
"implementing."

1. What are the plans for the implementation of the study?
H1. The May 25, 1971, letter of agreement between the Secretary of HEW and

the Attorney General gave HEW the responsibility for delinquency prevention
and rehabilitation outside the juvenile correction system, and LEAA the responsi-
bility for programs operating inside the system. Last year's extension of the
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act further clarified thig-division
of responsibility, giving HEW primary responsibility for prevention programs.
HEW's prepared statement for the June 27 hearings stated, "Since major support
is available from LEAA for Juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment pro-
grams ..theDHEW budget for this purpose . - can be held to $10 million in
1974 .... "

1. What is the reason for this change of policy regarding the division of
responsibility between LEAA and HEW?
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2. What coordination has there been with HEW regarding this newly assumed-
LEAA responsibility for prevention?

I. You testified about the importance of the materials being drafted by the
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, and that
they "Could he implemented by the state and local criminal justice and law
enforcement departments across the nation." The draft standards, as you know,
inchude such recommendations as the closing of all juvenile institutions over a
five ye:ir period.

1. What are I.EAA's plans to see that these standards are publicIzed and
regularly upliatpd ?

2. When will the final report, including those sections omitted from the draft
released ,lanuary 15, 1973. lie available?

3. how M 111 I.EAA insure that the standards are Implemented?
.1. 1l)uring your testiniony. you noted your objection to the imposition of guide-

liies for the expenditure of juvenile delinquency funds, either through formula
grants to the sta te, or through direct , discretionary grants.

1. ('an you offer the Subcommittee alternative methods of insuring that LEAA
fomnd e mmensurate to the size of the problem will be spent at the state and
local levels for juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment, and that the funds
will be uiwd for effective services, rather than merely the maintenance of existing,
archaic bnst it utions and programs?

You also ,,fated in your prepared testimony that the present LEAA extension
'continues the policy of eliminating the strings that too often are tied to many
Federal grant Programs and combine to make them ineffective."

2. Would you supply the Subcommittee with examples of instances where the
tying of strings to federal grants, )articularly in the law enforcement field, has
reniderel the programs ineffective?

You also stated that the lack of matching funds "has sometimes channelled
state and local efforts into less worthy projects."

3. Would you please cite examples?
K. The department opposed the allocation of juvenile delinquency funds ac-

cording to crime rites.
1. In the context of S. 821, what formula would the Department suggest for

fund allocation?
L. In your prepared testimony, you noted that the transfer proceeding to

determine whether there are reasonable prospects for rehabilitating a juvenile
before his twenty-first birthday "could well amount to a full-fledged hearing."
In Kent v. United States, 3&3 U.S. 541 (1966), the Supreme Court stated "[There
is no place in our system of law for reaching a result of such tremendous conse-
quences without ceremony-%without hearing, without effective assistance of coun-
sel. without a statement of reasons . . . It would be inconceivable if society's
special concern for children . . . permitted this procedure." (383 U.S. at 554)
Kent was based on the D.C Juvenile Court Act, but it was "read in the context
of constitutional principles relating to due process and the assistance of counsel."
Iater decisions stressed the constitutional aspects of Kent.

1. In light of this case, how can the Department argue that a "full-fledged
proceeding" is not constitutionally mandated?

'M. InI your prepared testimony you stated, "The legislative history of the
Juvenile Delinquency Act indicates clearly that a juvenile proceeding which
denies to (he juvenile a right to indictment by grand jury would be unconstitu-
tional absent a waiver . . . of the constitutional right to indictment by a grand
Jury." Neither the House (H.R. Rep. No. 2617, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938)) nor
the Senate Report (S. Rep. No. 1089, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938)) mention the
right to indictment by a grand jury.

1. To which specific part of the legislative history-were you referring in your
testimony?

Tihe right to a grand jury indictment is generally limited to criminal proceed-
ings where there is a potential sentence of more than one year in a penitentiary.
In an analogous situation, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit, in Harvin v. United State8, 445 F. 2d 675 (1971) held that the right to
indictment by a grand jury did not apply to a misdemeanant sentenced to five
years under the Youth Corrections Act. In an opinion joined by a majority of the
Court, Judge Fahy offered alternative grounds for the decision: First, an "in-
famous" crime is determined by its statutory sentence, an indication of its
seriousness. Second, the Youth Corrections Act does not permit sentencing to a
penitentiary.
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2. Since juvenile proceedings are only considered quasi-criminal, and since
juyenlle facilities are not generally considered equivalent to penitentiaries,
why does the Department believe a juvenile has a right to a grand jury indict-
ment?

N. Generally, a valid waiver of a right must be knowing, understanding, and
voluntary. Courts are particularly solicitous regarding waivers by juveniles.
The District Court for the Southern District of New York, in Nieves v. United
S lttcs, 2SOFF. Supp; 994(1968), held unconstitutional the conditioning of Juve-
nile proceedings on the waiver of the right to a jury trial. The 8th Circuit has held
to the contrary in Cotton v. United States, 446 F. 2d 107 (1971), but based its rul-
ing on the Supreme Court decision in McKelver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528

1971), that, under certain circumstances, a juvenile does not have a right to
a jury trial.

1. S. 821 gives a juvenile a statutory right to he proceeded against as a juvenile.
Assuuming for the purpose of this question that a juvenile lifts a right to an In-
dictinent by a grand jury, why does the Department believe it would be con-
stitutionally permissible to condition the exercise of the right to juvenile pro-
c.e(lings on a waiver of the right to a grand jury indictment?

2. How does the Department distinguish juvenile )roceedlngs in D.C. Courts,
where consent is not required?

0. In your testimony, you stated that the Department felt that the protec-
tions afforded the records of juvenile proceedings under proposed Section 5039(a)
wvre sufficient, and opposed same expungemnent of such records where an adjudi-
cation of delinquency was not entered.

1. Why does the Department believe that information that a person, while a
juvenile. was held by a court not to have committed a criminal act, would be
ueful for any purpose, including those specified in Section 5039(a) ? If so, for
what purposes?

P. In your prepared testimony, you also stated that the requirement of trial
within thirty days of arrest where a juvenile is detained would discourage the
use of juvenile proceedings in districts with crowded court dockets. There are
relatively few districts in which juvenile proceedings amount to more than 5%
of the criminal docket, and in most of those, the docket is less crowded than
average.

1. Why does the Department believe that district courts would find It particu-
larly difficult to adjust their calendars to accommodate such a small number of
cases?

Q. With your testimony, you submitted a copy of the draft of the census
of juvenile institutiIons.

1. -Why did the census exclude private and Federal institutions?
R. In the conclusion to your prepared statement, you said, "LEAA is working

to pull together existing resources to reduce juvenile delinquency and crime in
the nation."

1. In order that the Subcommittee might evaluate this effort, would you please
supply the Subcommittee with the number of projects LEAA Is jointly funding
with each of the following:

(a) IHUD/Model Cities;
(b) YDDPA;
(c) HEW other than YDDPA;
(d) private industry; and
(e) national youth organizations.

2. Has LEAA prepared, and does it disseminate to Its grantees and other
organizations, compilations of all available resources for youth programs in-
cluding private, state and local funding sources?

S. In your prepared testimony, you argued that the services to be performed
by the National Institute for Juvenile Justice are already being performed by the
National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service, the National Crimi-
nal Justice Reference Service, and the National Institute of Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice.

1. Are all these services presently operative?
2. What proportion of the work of these services is specifically devoted to juve-

nile delinquency?
3. What specifically is available from each service?
4. What types of statistics related to Juvenile delinquency are available from

the Information and Statistics SerVice?
Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,
BIRcH BAYH, Chairman.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., July 17, 1973.
IlIon. BIRUcI BAYh,
Chairman, Subcommittee to Invs8tigat Juvenile Delinquency, Committee on the

Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of July 11,

1973, In which you pose a series of 50 questions and requests for specific in-
fornation.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide additional material for inclusion In
the final printed copy of the hearings of the Subcommittee. Unfortunately, the
request comes at a time when several members of the staff most knowledgeable in
the subjects of your inquiry are on leave and unavailable to assist In the
preparation of the additional materials you have requested. You may be as.
sured, however, that every effort will be made to compile the information by
the July 23, 1973, deadline.

Sincerely,
RiciIARD W. VIDE,

Associate Administrator.
EXIIIT No. 13

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., July 23, 1973.
Ion. BIRCH BAYTH,
Chairman, Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Committee on

the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Wash ington, D.C.
Dear Mr. CHAIRMAN: This is in further response to your recent letter In which

you requested written responses to a series of questions relating to juvenile
delinquency.

A. (1) Would you please explain the inconsistencies above, and supply the
8ubeommittee with an accurate breakdown of fiscal 1972 and, to the extent
they are available, 1973 expenditures on juvenile deliquency?

1. Regrettably, a clerical error in the typing of the testimony presented to
the Subcommittee resulted in the elimination of one line from the prepared
statement and the transposition of dollar amounts and percentages In con-
junction with the various categories of juvenile delinquency programs. The
first paragraph on page three of my statement should read as follows:

"During fiscal 1972, LEAA awarded nearly $140 million in a wide-ranging
juvenile delinquency program. More than $21 million, or 15 percent, was for pre.
vention ; nearly $16 million, or 12 percent, was far diversion; almost $41 million,
or 30 percent, went for rehabilitation; $33 million or 24 percent, was spent to
upgrade resources; $17 million, or 13 percent, went for drug abuse programs;
and $8 million, or six percent, financed the comprehensive juvenile delinquency
component of the High Impact Anti-Crime program." (The Italicized portion
was dropped from the prepared text.)

No other reconciliation appears necessary except to note that in one set of
figures, the amounts were rounded-off (thus, $40.8 million became $41 million,
etc.), and that the figures provided by Mr. Santarelli in response to your earlier
request reflect significantly different categories than those in my testimony:

(2) Would you please supply the Subcommittee with the following:
a. The total of LEAA funds awarded to states for each fiscal year 1969-73:

1969 ------------------------------------------------ $56,632.000
1970 -- 260, 536, 000
1971 ------------------------------------------------ 512, 796, 000
1972 ------------------------------------------------- 69,396,00
1973 ------------------------------------------------- 789, 629, 000

b. The amount of those funds spent on juvenile delinquency and the percentage
that constitutes of the total for each year.
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[Dollar amounts In millions]

Juvenile
delinquency Percertage

Total funds expenditures of total

1 9 ........ ................................. .................. $56.6 $3. 35 6
1970 ............................................................. 2(0.5 32.5 12
1971 ............................................................ 512.7 70.0 14
1972 ............................................................ 669.3 140.0 21
1973 ............................................................. 789.6 ............................

You testified that 33 percent of Juvenile deliquency funds are used for up-
grading resources, including construction.

(3) What proportion of the funds are expendcd .pecifically for construction?
3. See response to question B. (1) and (2) ; also page 76 of attachment

referenced therein.
Your census of Juvenile institutions, included with your testimony, indicate.

the 70 percent of females held in the institutions, and 23 percent of tile males,
are held for acts that would not be criminal if they were adults. These Juveniles
are clearly not a danger to the community, and could more appropriately he
treated in community programs. Present institutions could then be adapted
to current needs.

(4) In light of this fact, why it it necessary to spend any funds on construction ?
4. There are several explanations for the need to spend funds on construction

of Juvenile facilities.
a. Antiquated institutions must, in some instances, be rennovated or replaced.
b. Such construction does not necessarily relate to facilities for incarceration

but may Include community-based facilities, diagnostic facilities and other
structures.

c. Tile block grant concept places tile responsibility for determining needs
at the state and local levels of government. To the extent that local priorities
and the judgment of local officials dictate, the construction of facilities for
Juvenile offenders Is appropriate.

The State of Massachusetts, for example, has shifted completely from the
traditional forms of correctional facilities for juveniles in favor of community-
based programs. This effort is being extensively evaluated and we expect the
knowledge gained from the evaluation will significantly influence future deci-
sions by state and local officials regarding Juvenile rehabilitation programs.

B. Despite persistent requests, I have been unable to obtain a breakdown by
state of LEAA juvenile delinquency block grant expendiltures.

(1) Wold you please supply the Stubcommittee with the following information
for each state:

a. The total amount of blo(.k grant funds allocated to each state under part C
and part E for each fiscal year 1969-73.

b. The total expenditures on Juvenile delinquency, by state, of part C and
part E block grant funds.

c. Thf, percentage, by state, of part C and part E block grant funds expended on
Juvrnlle delnqen.y. i.e.. "b" above as a percentage of "i" above.

it. The total block grant expenditures for corrections, by state, for each fiscal
year 1969-1973.

e. The total block grant expenditures for Juvenile corrections, by state, for each
fiscal year 199-1973.

f. The percentage, by state, of tle total block grant corrections allocation which
was expended on Juvenile corrections, i.e., "e" above as a percentage of "d"
above.

g. The percentage, by state, of the total Juvenile delinquency block grant
expenditures that was used for Juvenile corrections, i.e., "e" above as a per.
centage of "b" above.

(2) How have you defined "eorreotions" in answering parts "d" through "g"
above

1. and 2. Tn Mr. iftantarelli's letter of June 19, 1973, in response to your letter
of April 19, 1973, he said:

84-522-73--46
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"As you know, 85 percent of LEAA action funds are allocated to the states in
block grants. The funds are subsequently utilized by the states or subgranted to
local units of government in accordance with the states' comp-rehenslve law efh.
forcement plans. Unlike categorical federal grant programs, therefore, data
regarding state subgrants to county and municipal governments for juvenile
delinquency programs reside at the state and local levels of governments rather
than with LEAA. LEAA's Grants Management Information System, now in the
initial stages of operation, will ultimately provide the capability of identifying
state subgrants in various program categories based upon information supplied
by the state criminal justice planning agencies."

LEAA's response in this matter remains unchanged. However, there are addi-
tional problems which preclude the availability of the information you have
requested.

First. because each state makes its own determinations with respect to funding
categories, they also maintain program expenditure data in a number of dif-
ferent ways. For example, the State of New York records its funding activity on
time bas s of M)I different categories. Many of those categories relate to expendi-
tures for juvenile delinquency prevention and control but may be included in ac-
tivities relating to courts, corrections, and police. Other states maintain data
on grant expenditures under other programmatic categories. To date. LEAA
has been unable to reduce this Information to a single, uniform system where it
can be readily retrieved. The Grants Management Information System is gaining
this Capability.

There is also a problem with achieving a comfortable definition of "juvenile
corrections" for purposes of measuring LEAA's involvement in this area. For ex-
ample, with respect to your question B (2), the definition of "corrections" in the
context of juvenile delinquency funding activity has been determined to be
the following:

We define "corrections" to include not only the research, planning and con-
struction of new facilities, but the upgrading of systems, equipment, procedures
and physical plans of existing institutions. Additionally, items such as personnel
training and staffing fall within this general category: The term we use to denote
all these areas is "upgrading resources."

Using this definition above, I would refer you to page 70 of the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration Juvenile Delinquency Project Summaries for
Fiscal Year 1972 (see Attachment 1), which includes a listing of programs re-
lating to Juvenile corrections as we have defined them for purposes of
identification.

Until such time as the total block grant expenditures by category are supplied
to LEAA by the states, we will be unable to supply the type of comprehensive
information and data that you have requested.

(3) Are the above answers based on actual expenditures, or on figures 8ub-
mitted in state plans? If the latter, what follow-up is done to insure that the
stath'8 follow the plans they submit?

3. See answer to B (1) and (2).
A request for deviation from an approved comprehensive plan must be sub.

mitted in writing to the appropriate LEAA Regional Office by the State Planning
Agency. It is reviewed by the state representatives, fiscal officers and technical as-
sistance specialist (if warranted), the Chief of Operation and/or Deputy Regional
Administrator. The final decision rests with the Regional Administrator. If the
decision is made to approve the request, a Grant Adjustment Notice is pre-
pare d and signed by-°the Regional Administrator and forwarded to the SPA.
Copies of the adjustment are forwarded to the LEAA Washington office. How.
ever, if the decision is made not to approve the request, a letter of explanation is
prepared, signed by the Regional Administrator and forwarded to the SPA.
The SPA and LEAA audit process insures compliance with this procedure.

C. In your testimony and written statement, you omitted descriptions of the
prevention programs and the juvenile delinquency component of the High Impact
program in.

(1) Would you please supply those descriptions for the Subcommittee?
1. See Attachment No. 2.
D. In your testimony, you cited as an example of LEAA's diversionary pro-

grams the statewide Indiana Youth Services Bureau System. I understand that
the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Council has decided not to renew the
grants for any of these youth service bureaus when the original two year
funding expires.
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(1) Is ihis accurate? If so, how many of these bureaus have located local
funding sources?

(2) What is the rationale for discontinuing funding to programs such as these
which have proved their effectiveness?

1. and 2. It is not accurate that these bureaus are being discontinued. To the
contrary, there are presently 23 bureaus in operation and two additional ones
are expected to be funded in the immediate future. The total funding in support
of this system Is currently $1,091,318 with LEAA providing $773,991. In addition.
Indiana has passed a law authorizing the continued funding of this program for
another three years.

You also cited the Mississippi Statewide System of Juvenile Probation and
Aftercare Services.

(3) What is the cost of this project?
3. The cost of the above project is $432,000.
(11) How many staff persons are directly engaged in the supervision of the

3.2,0 youths per month caseload?
4. There are 50 counselors, four regional supervisors, and 35 secretaries in-

volved on a statewide basis.
(5) Would you supply the Subcomminttee with vnore information on this

(Ncwairkfield) program, including any evaluations or asscssmen ts completed.
5. See Attachment No. 3.
E. (1) What evaluation is performed at the Federal, state and local levels

to insure that ineffective programs are not refunded? -
1. LEAA is placing considerable emphasis on program evaluation.
The responsibility for promioting evaluation of LEAA programs resides in the

Office of Inspection and Review. I&R works with other divisions within the
agency and with the SPAs through the Regional Offices to promote evaluation
activity. Thus there are two kinds of evaluation activity being carried out. one
at the national level involving both direct study and technical assistance to the
states and another at the state and local level which focuses upon he evalua-
tion of block grant programs and projects.

At the National level, most direct evaluation and technical assistance efforts
arc c(lnducted by the National Institute.

(1) The National Institute has primary responsibility for the evaluation corn-
lonent of the Impact Cities Program. Naturally, this is a major evaluation effort.
The Impact Program will be evaluated from three perspectives. First, to discover
if the overall objective of a five percent and 20 percent reduction of stranger-to-
stranger street crime and burglary has been achieved after two and five years.
This will be done with the aid of three victimization surveys In each of the
eight cities to be conducted in late-1972, early 1975 and early 1978. These surveys
will provide information on victim rates for these crimes in the base year and for
two and five years thereafter. Since the surveys will develop a sample of criminal
events that will Include both reported and unreported offenses, the data used to
determine whether the program's overall objectives have been met will be
accurate.

Second, the Impact Program will be evaluated by the eight cities themselves.
LEAA has made about one million dollars available to each of the eight cities
for planning and evaluation. The cities are responsible for evaluating the pro-
grais and projects that they put Into effect. In addition to financial aid for this
purpose, Institute staff provide extensive technical assistance to the cities.

Finally, the Impact Program has an evaluation component which is called the
National Level Evaluation. Principal responsibility for this effort has been
contracted to the Mitre Corporaton. Their work has four objectives.

(a) To perform a comparative -analysis of the planning and implementa-
tion processes In each Impact City.

(b) To analyze the relative effectiveness of programs and projects in
each city in an effort to discover what kinds of activity worked, and how
results may have differed from place to place.

(c) To identify those programs and projects which may have wide utility.
(d) To develop a comprehensive body of data concerning the Impact Pro-

gram and use it to prepare a complete program history.
(2) The Institute's Technology Transfer Division has developed a program

that will gather Information on successful criminal justice projects and dis-
seminate It on a nationwide basis. The proposal called the "Exemplary Project"
program, will Identify, evaluate, and document those ". . . . individual block
and discretionary projects which have demonstrated an outstanding degree of
success over time and which are suitable for replication elsewhere."
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In addition, a project manual will be developed for the criminal justice pro-
fessional. It will include considerable detail on such matters as budget, staffing,
training requirements, potential problems areas, and measures of effectiveness.
Ileally the detailed project description will present the experience of the particu-
lar community in such a way that it provides helpful guidance but does not
rule out flexibility and experimentation by a potential imitator.

(3) The Pilot Cities Criminal Justice Program is another leading example of
LEAA's efforts in the area of research, demonstration, and evaluation. Admin-
istered centrally by the National Institute, the Pilot Cities program was initiated
in 1970 as a means of demonstrating the contribution that criminal justice re-
search, planning, and evaluation can make to the operations of a local criminal
justice system.

In addition, the evaluation of the program includes an examination of the
social, political and economic characteristics of each community along with an
analysis of the manner in which each program is administered. A comparison
of these environmental factors in the participating cities will assist in making
judgmlents concerning why the achievement of overall program objectives varies
among the cities.

With respect to the evaluation of block grant programs. LEAA, beginning with
FY 1973. requires the evaluation of a certain proportion of each state's block
grant. We encourage the evaluation of all block subgrants but have established
as a minimum requirement one of the following options: -

(a) Evaluate fifteen percent of the total number of subgrants awarded.
(b) Or, evaluate fifteen percent of the total dollar value of subgrants

awarded.
(c) Or, evaluate all subgrants awarded in at least one significant program

area.
The SPAs evaluation program each year is presented as a plan which accom-

panies the submission of their annual comprehensive State Law Enforcement
Plan. Since the requirement for evaluation did not appear in our planning
guidelines4 until FY 1973, only block grant projects awarded in this past year
were subject to the provision. Thus we have not received and processed all
project evaluation reports from the SPAs.

(2) What is the nature of any substantive review of proposed juvenile de-
linquency programs prior to their original funding?

2. LEAA does not perform a substantive review of individual programs prior
to funding inasmuch as the emphasis on comprehensive planning and relevance
to criminal justice needs, within the framework of the block grant concept,
ensures the appropriateness of approved projects.

F. You testified that adequate coordination of juvenile delinquency programs
can he achieved through existing mechanisms, such as the Interdepartmental
Council.

(1). What effort has the Council made to insure effective coordination other
than the isuanec of reports such as the "Analysis of Federal Juvenile Delin-
quency and Related Youth Development Programs"? Do you consider this effort
adequate?

1. LEAA does not believe that the efforts of the Interdepartmental Council to
date have been adequate. LEAA views the isuance of the reports of the Council as
.inm)ly the first step in developing a coordinated federal effort in the area of
juvenile delinquency prevention and control. Chapter 1 of the Report of the
Programs sets forth the objectives-of the Council and the initial steps it took to
achieve the mandate of section 407 of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and
Control Act Amendments of 1971. Although many of these objectives have been
unfulfIlled, there at least has been a recognition of the need for increased
efforts and the resources to acomplish the objectives of the Council.

(2) What power and resources does the Council have to in-ure coordination?
2. Section 407 of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act Amend-

ments of 1971 simply established the Interdepartmental Council and gave it a
broad mandate to function as a coordinating body for all Federal juvenile de-
linquency programs. The Council was given no budget, no staff, and essentially
no power to insure coordination. Under this handicap the Council was forced
to draw upon any resources made available by the participating agencies. In
spite of the lack of its own budget, staff, and any clear grant of authority the
Council has managed to begin formulating mechanisms and criteria, which if
accepted, could be implemented on an agency-wide basis. Thus, with the acqui.i.
tion of the necesary resources needed to support the activities of the Council the
broad mandate given to It by section 407 eould be achieved.
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Last year, the Subcommittee heard testimony that the Council was working
to develop an integrated application form "which would allow a total youth
development and delinquency prevention package to be approved or funded under
one grant application."

(3) las this been done? If not, why not?
3. The lack of resources necessary to implement this proposal has deterredI

Its further implementation on a coordinated federal basis. LEAA would be in
a position to assist in the promulgation of such a mechanism if it was developed
to tile extent it could be shown to be a feasible and workable method of providing
Federal Juvenile Delinquency funds to states and local units of government.

The Subcommittee also received testhnony that the Council was developing
criteria for future Federal planning for juvenile delinquency programs. The
(ouncil "Task Force on Management" was also supposed to develop a model
management structure for individual Federal delinquency programs and to evalu-
ate existing agency management structures with recommendations for their
iml)rovemnent. --

(.4) What Is the present status of these efforts?
4. The "Task Force on Management" of tile Interdepartmental Conneil has

formulated its reconanendations to evaluate existing agency management struc-
tures and has presented them to the appropriate division of the Executive de-
partment -for review and conament. The Council expects decisive action to be
taken in the near future.

G. In your testimony, you stated that the study of the Juvenile Justice
Standards project Is in the drafting stage. The third phase of the project is to
be "imllemcnting."

( 1) What are the plans for the Iniplcncntation of the study?
1. Recognizing that implementation must be a major goal of the Juvenile

Justice Standards Project, a separate committee has been organized to consider
ways to implement the standards. An Initial assignment for this committee will
be to produce a volume which will not include standards but rather will analyze
the problem of trying to change the juvenile system, primarily through examples
of states where change has been attempted or actually introduced.

Liaison will be established with the Council of State Governments. Since imple-
Ini'ntation will depend heavily on state legislatures, interested state legislatures
will be Involved early in the drafting process. State legislatures or legislative
committees will also be contacted.

Attempts will be made to Involve major citizen and industrial organizations,
such as the AFL-CIO and the United Auto Workers.

H. The May 25, 1971, letter of agreement between the Secretary of HEW and
the Attorney General gave HEW the responsibility for delinquency prevention
and rehabilitation outside the juvenile correction system, and LEAA the re-
sponsibility for programs operating inside the system. Last year's extension of
the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act further clarified this
division of responsibility, giving 1EW primary responsibility for prevention
programs. IHEW's prepared statement for the June 27 hearings stated, "Since
nmjor support is available from LEAA for juvenile delinquency prevention and
treatment programs . . . the DiHEW budget for this purpose . . . can be held
to $10 million in 1974."

(1) What is the reason for this change of policy regarding the division of
r.sponsibility between LEA4 and HRIW?

1. The agreement between DIIEW and LEAA with respect to the division of re-
sponsibility for juvenile delinquency programs has remained basically unchanged
from the original exchange of letters in 1971. It would be somewhat Inaccurate to
infer the holding by DIIEW of its budget to $10 million as an indication that a
significant policyy change has occurred. Reasons for this d decision mlt.ht lie
attributnble to budgetary priorities and activities as determined by DIIEW or
OMB. However. LEAA has not been privy to the basis for this policy, and would
reluctantly venture any reasons for it.

It Is-true that LEAA has significantly entered the prevention field In terms
of increased funding activity. However, IEAA has always retained limited
authority to fund those programs dealing with the prevention of juveniles from
reentering the juvenile Justice system, whether or not such funding Is based
on the troditionnl correctional system. However, as our juvenile delinquency
efforts reflect, LEAA Is striving to move away from the traditional notions of
institutionalization of juvenile offenders within the correctional system, and
towards community-based facilities and rehabilitation centers. This move neces-
sarily involves in many cases the funding of prevention programs outside the
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traditional correctional system and may be viewed by some as a departure from
the agreement between HEW and LEAA. We do not subscrilbe to that view. We
believe that the authority of LEAA to fund prevention prograins involving youths
who have come in formal contact with the juvenile justice system at som
point prior is not only justifiable but necessary to the objectives of the Federal
effort to attack the problem of juvenile delinquency prevention and control in
this country. Therefore, LEAA does not view the HEW budget as a reflection of
a change of the policy stated in the letters of agreement of 1971.

(2) What coordination has there been with HEIV regarding this newly as-
sumcd LEAA responsibility for prevent tion?

2. As mentioned above, LEAA does not believe it has been bequeathed any new
responsibilities relating to the fpuiding of juvenile delinquency prevnlion
programs. The distinction drawn between LEAA and HEW involvement mid
responsibility in the juvenile justice system continues to exist. Coordination
has evolved by adherence to the guidelines developed by LEAA and HEW re-
spectively in the administration of their juvenile delinquency funds.

I. (1) What are LRAA's plans to see that these standards (from the report
of the National Advisory Commiission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals)
are publicized and regularly updated?

1. LEAA has established a permanent staff at its headquarters to work with
the states and local governments and assist them in Implementing the stand-
ards. This staff will also evaluate programs which conform to the standards In
an effort to determine their effectiveness In reducing crime. The staff will also
gather material and information on Implementation efforts of the various
states and disseminate the results on a wide basis. Some of the dissenlint fion
may be achieved through the National Criminal Justice Reference Service 1nd
through the LEAA Newsletter, among other communications methods.

(2) When will the final report, including those sections omitted from the
draft released in January 15, 1973, be available?

2. The Working Papers for the National Conference on Criminal Justice were
released on January 15, 1973. No draft report of the Commission has been
issued, however, the summary volume of the report is expected to be available
In August. The detailed report will be issued in additional separate volumes
later this year, as soon as they are printed.

(3) Hoi will LEAA insure that the standards are implemented?
3. LEAA is considering the establishment of an ongoing advisory group of

citizens, government leaders, and criminal justice practitioners to advise It on
Implementation of standards. LEAA does not intend to mandate the standards but
should expect each state in its comprehensive plan to discuss how the plan
impacts on the standards and, where the standards are not employed by the
states. to set out Its reasons for not doing so.

J. 1. Can you offer the Subeommittee alternative methods of insuring that
IRAA funds commensurate to the size of the problem will be spent at the
state and local levels for Juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment, and
that the funds will be used for effective services, rather than merely for the
maintenance of existing, archiac institutions and programs?

1. The present block grant funding system which preserves the right of
state and local officials to Identify priorities through the comprehensive
criminal Justice planning process, in our view. is the preferred alternative
to Imposing funding formulas on state and local governments. The present
system will be further enhanced by the definition of "comprehensive" contained
In the version of the new LEAA authorization recently adopted by both the
Senate and the House of Representatives. Tender the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act, the states are required to develop and adopt comprehensive
law enforcement and criminal justice plans as a basis for the expenditure of
LEAA funds. The language approved by Congress during consideration of
H.R. 8152 defines "comprehensive" to mean:

"... that the plan must be a total and integrated analysis of the problems
regarding the law enforcement and criminal justice system within the state.
Goals, priorities, and standards must be established in the plan. The plan nmst
address methods, organization and operational performance: physical a ad
human resources necessary to accomplish crime prevention, identification.
detection, and apprehension of suspects: adjudication: custodial treatment of
suspects and offenders; and institutional and non-institutional rehabilitative
measures."

In addition, the pending amendments to the Act define "law enforcement and
criminal justice" to Include ". . . programs relating to the prevention, control, or
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reduction of juvenile delinquency or narcotic addiction." Compliance with the
provisions of the Act, including the comprehensive planning requirement, will
assure that funds commensurate to the size of the problem will be spent at the
state and local levels for juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment.

It should be recalled, morever, that under the current provisions of the Act,
approximately $140 million, or 21 percent of the total LEAA grant funds, were
allocated specifically to juvenile delinquency projects In fiscal year 1972.

2. Would you supply the Subcommittee with examples of instances where
the tying of strings to federal grants, particularly in the law enforcement field,
has rendered the programs ineffective?

2. Inasmuch as LEAA has operated since its inception within the framework
of the block grant award process which is comparatively free of "strings," the
law enforcement field has been free of the type of obstacles referred to in the
testimony. The observation referred to the fact that, among the hundreds of
separate grant authorizations in the federal government, each has its own
particular rules and administrative procedures, as well as differing fiscal and
statutory requirements. As a result, state and local governments must cope with
a plethora of red tape, which reduces efficiency and local initiative.

You also stated that the lack of matching funds "has sometimes channeled
state and local efforts into less worthy projects."

3. "Would you please cite examples?"
3. The above comment refers to the frequently encountered situation wherein5

for example, a municipality with a high priority law enforcement need is unabh,
to provide the required matching funds to qualify for federal monies. Another
municipality within the same state having a lower priority requirement for
federal funds, but which is capal)ble of providing "match." womld therefore
obtain the federal funds on the basis of the availability of snatching funds rather
than the highest priority of need.

K. The I)epartment opposed the allocation of juvenile delinquency funds
according to crime rates.

1. In the context of S. 821, what formula would the Department suggest for
fund allocation?

1. The use of any formula for the allocation of juvenile delinquency funds
within the context of S. 821 could not be supported by the Department. As was
stated in my prepared testimony, there are significant problems with tying tie
allocation of funds to crime rates. If one were to accept the fact that 50 percent
of all crime were committed by juveniles, then one might conclude that 50 per-
cent of all LEAA funds should be directed to juvenile delinquency programs.
This is basically a sound conclusion if one recognizes that all- LFAA funds
Impact In varying degrees on the problem of "juvenile delinquency" in this
country.

The method of allocating juvenile delinquency funds which best meets the
planning and operational needs of the states and local units of government Is
based on the concept of comprehensive planning and the block grant system.
Although juvenile delinquency funding is a priority within LEAA's overall
program, it is still the responsibility of the states and local units of government
to determine their Juvenile delinquency prevention and control needs based
on a number of criteria. For example, within the planning process relative
populations, high law enforcement activity, existing resources, and recognized
crime problems may all be used to determine the percentum of funds which should
be directed at juvenile delinquency prevention and control in any given Juris-
diction. LEAA has encouraged the states and local units of government to
Incorporate the approach of "crime specific planning" in determining their
needs and goals. 'Juventle delinquency expenditures are then projected on the
basis of such a planning procedure. Priorities are developed and alternatives
are suggested. However, such planning Is always mindful of specific criteria
incident to the existing criminal justice problems within each jurisdiction.

Where the allocation of block grant funds Is determined by the states and
localities, LEAA has authority to allocate discretionary funds for juvenile
delinqency prevention and control. For the purposes of distributing these funds,
LEAA utilizes a set of criteria geared primarily to objectives based on priorities
and alternatives which reflect an attack on the problems of juvenile delinquency
as they relate to the total crime problem on a national scope basis. Here, federal
efforts can be coordinated, demonstration projects funded, and more importantly,
the research and development of programs and the dissemination of information
developed may be made available to the state and local units of government.
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It 1s through this blend of the block grant system of allocating funds and
the use of discretionary funds by LEAA to develop and research new and
innovative programs that we believe a comprehensive allocation of funds can le
made. It also provides the flexibility which a formula approach cannot provide.

(Tile following information in response to your questions "L" through "P,"
which relate to Title II of S. 821, was prepared by the Department of Justice.)

L. 1. In light of this case (Kent), how can the Department argue that a "full-
fledged proceeding" Is not constitutionally mandated?

1. In earlier remarks on S. 821 we noted that the proposed S. 5)032 "con-
templates initiation of criminal prosecution by motion to transfer of the
Attorney General in the appropriate district court if such court finds, after
hearing, that there are no reasonable prospects for rehabilitating such juvenile
before his twenty-first birthday." After noting our support for this concept we
stated :

While we do not quarrel with the merit of the end sought to bo achieved
by this )ro(ess, we note that such a hearing could well amount to a full-fledged
proceeding closely resembling a trial, since the juvenile will be represented by
counsel and would most probably challenge each of the listed factors: nature
of the alleged offense, extent of the juvenile's prior delinquency record, juvenile's
present mental condition, and the juvenile's response or lack of response to pre-
vious treatment efforts.

As Indicated above, tile Department %Nas not arguing that a "full-fledged pro-
ceeding" is not constitionally anlaied, but merely called attention to probable
complications which should ihe considered in providing for such a hearing.

These complications (1o not exist in the (urrent Act. Tiare is, furtlivinore.
good authority thmt a waiver hearing is not required under t he (urrent Act.
In (o,' v. United Staters. 473 V.2d 334 (4th Cir. 1973) the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. sitting ell banc. to vacate a (ecisioni by a division
of that court whIclh, relying on b,'nmplen v. Marylind, 428 F.2d 1() (4th Cir.,
1970), haid held flat "a luvenile in federal )roceedings should be entitled to
the same lroceduro l safe-guards which attach to waiver proceedings in state
courts." This holding erroneously assumed tint the federal and state juvenile
proiceedings must lie equal. or that they deal with equal rights. The present See-
(lion 1032 of Title 18 (loes not. provide for a waiver he ring. When the present
Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act was signed Into law it provided :

Whenever any juvenile is charged with the commission of any offense against
the laws of the United States, other than offense e pulislilble by death or life
lmlprisomeniit. and such juvenile Is not surrendered to the autliroties of any
state. . ., he :hlil be prosecuted as a juvenile delinquent if the A ttoriey Oecral
in his diRsrcion so directs and tile accused consents to such l)r(-('edure. In such
event such person shall e prosecuted by information oin the charge of Juvenile
delinquency, and no protection shall be instituted for the specific offense alleged
to have been committed by him. (Emphasis supplied.) 52 Sht. 764 (1938),
IR U.S.C.A. 922 (Supp. 1938.)

It is (lear that the "right" to be proceeded against is a juvenile existed only
if: (1) the juvenile was a person seventeen years of age or under, (2) not sur-
rendv-ed to state authorities. (3) not charged with the commission of ai offense
punishable by death or life imprisonnment, (4) the Attorney General In hism dis-
(retion had so dlire ted and (5) the Juvenile consented to such proceeding. The
aceuse(l's counsel could not by motion compel the Attorney General to '"so direct."
Barnes v. Pesor. (O F. SIupp. 127 (W.D. Mo. 1940). Tile language of the statute
as enacted carries forward without change the intent expressed in tit( Attorney
General's letters to Congress, by providing a procedure against selected offenders
as Juvenile delinquents.

During the 194, revision of Title 18. the language of former 1S U.S.C. 922 was
changed slightly 0nd codified as 18 U.S.. 15032:

A juvenile alleged to lve comillitted one or more acts in violation of a law of
tie United States not punisiable by deatl or life imlnpriotineit, aind not sur-
rendered to the authorities of a state, shall Ibe proceeded against as a juvenile
leiillient if he consents to such procedure. unless the Attorney General, in his

(lisretiol, has expressly directed otherwise.
Note that all of tlip conltions required to confer a "right" to ha proceeded

against as a juvenile, asF Pnumerated ini the original legislation, still must be
found. The change from the former language of "if (le Attorney General in his
discretion so directs" to the current language of "unless the Attorney General, in
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his discretion, has specifically directed otherwise" in no way reduces the Attorney
General's discretion.

The panel's reliance, in Cox, on Kemplen v. Maryland, 428 F.2d 169 (4th Cir.
1970) ; Kent v. United Mtate, 383 U.S. 541 (1906) ; and In re GJault, 387 U.S. 1
(1967), was- misplaced. In Kent the Supreme Court found that the juvenile was
by statute entitled to certain procedures and benefits as a consequence of his
statutory right to the "exclusive" jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court (of the Dis-
I riot of Columbia).

No such right is conferred on federal juveniles under the current Act. The
Fourth Circuit, en bane, recognized that the Attorney General may decide to
charge a juvenile with juvenile delinquency, or with the substantive transgres-
slon of the law, and that "this is a prosecutorial decision beyond the reach of the
due process rights of counsel and a hearing." Cox, supra at p. 335. See also United
8tate8 v. Bland 472 F.2d 1321) (D.C. Cir. 1972), and the line of cases there cited,
holding that the courts are without power to overrule the exercise of the Attorney
general'ss direction under the present Act. The Department has always carefully
scrutinized these cases, and adult prosecution is directed only in aggravated cases.

Our comment. in a nut-shell. was intended only to call to the committee's
attention the difficulties inherent in a hearing of the tyle here contemplated. The
standard for criminal prosecution contemplated by the new Section :032-*If
such court finds, after hearing, that there are no reasonable prospects for re-
habilitating such juvenile before his twenty-first hirthday"-will undoubtedly
create the amie difficulties now experienced by the District Courts in sentencing
under the Youth Corrections Act, 18 IT.S.C. 5005. ct seq. See United ,States v.
11'ater.. 437 F.2d 722 (I).C. Cir. 1970), United [Mtates v. Ward, 454 F.2d 992 (D.C.
ir. 1971), and the line of cases interpreting those decisionss, culminating in

United grates v. Tillman, No. 71-1352 (1),C. Cir. Jne 6. 1973).
'M. 1. To which specific part of the legislative history were you referring ill

your testimony ?
1. In an a(ldress, by Alexander Holtzoff, then Special Assistant to the Attorney

General. on the Pu'poses and Constitutionality of the lu.rienile Deliqucncy .ct.
published In the ('ongressional Record on July 17. 1939 (nt Mr. ('eller's request
as an extension of his remarks in the Record). Judge IHoltzoff explained that tie
Act, which was drafted in the D)epartment of Justice, provide( for a waiver of
the juvenile's right to indictment and jury trial by requirinu hini to consent to
juvenile proceedings. We have attached a copy for your inspection. (Attach-
ment 4).

While the Senate Report (S. Rep. No. 19199. 75th Cong.. 3rd Sess. (193S)) does
not specifically mention the right to indictment by grand jury, the reflort. at page
2 of the letter from the Attorey General. does explain the need for the juvenile's
consent to waive the constitutional right to a trial by jury. The same langule is
contained il the House Report (1I.R. Rep. No. 2617, 75th Cong., 3rd Sess. (1938)).

2. Since juvenile proceedings are only considered quasi-criminal, and since
juvenile facilities are not generally considered equivalent to penitentiaries. why
does the Department believe a juvenile has a right to a grand jury indictment?

2. As Indicated in the above discussion. it was apparently the consensus at the
time the current Act was signed into law that a juvenile had a right to grand
jury indictment and trial by jury which must be warred before a juvenile pro-
ceedini could le initiated. See also United .tatr.e v. .James. 461 F.2d 122, (9th
Cir. 1972) wherein the court seems to assume that a juvenile consenting to Ali
FJDA proceeding must he fully informed of, and must expressly waive, his right
to prosecution by indictment. to trial thereupon by jury. and of the consequences
of his consent. See further Cotton v. United Stater., 446 F.2d 107 (1971). wherein
the court found an Intelligent waiver of the right to a jury.

The Department is not prepared to take the position that a juvenile hasq
a constitutional right to a grand jury indictment prior to the institution of
juvenile proecedin s. Our earlier remarks were intended only to point olit the
possibility of conit itional challenge on this point.

We recognize that other recent cases, such as n re .. T.. -Tr. (D.C. Ct. App..
Mar 12. 1972) havo Interoreted Justice Plackmun's observation in MciKirer v.
Pennsyl'ania. :03 U.S. 528 (1971) that the juvenile proceeding has not yet ],pen
held to he a criminal trial, and have aceordmialv hold that a iuventile propeedin
is not a criminal prosecution and that It follows that no right to a jury trial
exists.

Iarri? v. T'nitd ,5trtqe, J,15 F.2d 675 (D.C. Cr. 1071) hold thmt a 1fld-
meaet may be proceeded against on an information rather than by indictment.
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As you point out, the majority rests Its conclusion on alternative grounds:
First, an infamous crime is determined by Its statutory sentence, an indication
of its seriousness.. Second, the Youth Corrections Act does not permit sentencing
to a penitentiary. The first of the holdings is insufficient in the case of a juvenile
who is to be charged with an undeniably infamous crime, e.g., arson or bank
robbery, which is punishable by statute for considerably more than the six month
imprisonment authorized by the relevant statute In Harvin. As to the second
holding, the split was 6-4.

It has been the longstanding policy of the Bureau of Prisons to designate
institutions which have been set aside for the treatment of young offenders for
the initial confinement of committed youth offenders under 18 U.S.C. 5010. Such
youth offenders are not placed directly into adult institutions or penitentiaries.
However, because of their sophistication, aggressive behavior, or serious ad-
justment difficulties in younger or less secure institutions, it has been necesary
to transfer a very small number of youth offenders to penitentiaries. Since it Is
done in only exceptional cases when It is necessary for the safekeeping of the in-
dividual or the safety of those around him, we believe it is essential to retain
the authority to place young offenders in our most secure institutions. Keeping
such a sophisticated or aggressive offender in a youthful environment can disrupt
and endanger the entire institution, to the detriment of all the other young per-
sons who properly classify for the environment and who benefit from the inten-
sive treatment programs available there.

We recognize that there Is some legal authority contrary to our position of
placing selected youth offenders in penitentiaries. See the discussion In Harvin v.
United States, 445 F.2d 675 (C.A. D.C., 1971) for arguments both pro and con. In
addition to the arguments and cases discussed there, we rely on the following to
support the transfer of youth offenders Into adult institutions: Robinson v.
UT'nited States, No. 72-1140. C.A. 10. March 9. 1973: Sonnenberg v. Markley,
289 F.2d 126 (C.A. 7.1961) : Coats v. Markley, 200 F. Supp. 686 (S.D. Ind.. 1962).

We contend that the statutory authority of 18 U.S.C. 4082 and 5015 is brohd
enough to authorize transfer of a young offender to any appropriate institution.
We disagree of course with Judge Fahy's analysis in Harrin that Section .5015
contemplates transfer only to a facility set aside for youth treatment under
Section 5011.

N.1. .. 821 gives a juvenile a statutory right to be proceeded against as a
juvenile. Assuming for the purpose of this question that a juvenile has a right to
an Indictment by a grand jury, why does the Department bellove It would be
constitutionally permissible to condition the exercise of the right to juvenile
proceedings on a waiver of the right to a grand jury indictment?

1. The only annellate case which has considered this question, Cotton v. United
,tte.q. 446 F.2d 107 (1971) held:

The federal statute. S. 5033. does not Impair any right to a jury trial. It affords
a juvenile an opportunity to choose his forum.

Furthermore. as indicated above, the juvenile has no statutory right to be
proceeded against as a juvenile under the current Act. The proposed legislation
would ao further than conditioning the exercise of his right, it would deprive him
of the right to indictment and jury trial be now enjoys.

2. How dons the Department distinguish juvenile proceedings in D.C. Courts.
where consent Iq not renuired?

2. Tho District of Columbia Court of Appeals has held that consent iq not re-
quired beequse a juvenile proceeding is not a criminal prosecution. This hold-
Ing is consistent with In re J. T.. Jr.. supra.

0.1. Why does the Department believe that Information that a person, while
a juvenile, was held bv a court not to have committed a criminal act. would be
useful for an" purpose. including those specified In Section 5039(a)? If so. for
what purpose?

1. The Department feels that the protections afforded the juvenile under
the prIrp,.sed Section 5039(a) are sufficient. We oppose expungement because.
for reasons independent of the merits, such as non-appearance of witnesses or
suppresion of evidence, the court may not have entered an adjudication of de-
linquenev. This information would, of course, be useful for all of the circum-
stances enumerated under subsection (a) above.

P.1. Why does the Department believe that district courts would find it par-
ticularly difficult to adjust their calendars to accommodate such a small number
of cases?
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1. We defer to the judgment of the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts on this question.
. Q. 1. Why did the census (of juvenile institutions) exclude private and Federal

institutionfs?
1. The Juvenile Detention and Correctional Facility Census 1971 did not in-

clude federal institutions because Section 515 of the 1968 Safe Streets Act was
interpreted as precluding LEAA from becoming involved with agencies of the
federal criminal justice system.

Private facilities were excluded because most did not service adjudicated
delinquents. Public facilities which were purely juvenile shelters were-not in-
eluded in the census either.

R. In the conclusion to your prepared statement, you said, "LEAA is working to
pull together existing resources to reduce juvenile delinquency and crime in the
nation."

1. Ifi order that the Subcommittee might evaluate this effort, would you please
supply the Subcommittee with the number of projects LEAA is jointly funding
with each of the following:

a. HUD/Model Cities
b. YDDPA
c. HEW other than YDDPA
d. private industry
e. national youth organizations
1. The reduction of crime and delinquency through prevention, detection, appre-

lhnsion and rehabilitation, is the primary objective of LEAA. In developing the
comprehensive plan for addressing crime which each state must individually
prepare, LEAA has insisted that all components of the crime problem, juvenile
delinquency included, must he treated jointly and severally. The degree to
which juvenile delinquency contributes to crime within a particular state de-
termines the priority of funding which it will receive. It should be noted that the
vast majority of LEAA funds are distributed by the states on the basis of their
comprehensive plans.

The states have been advised to be aware of other resources available for coin-
batting juvenile delinquency, offender rehabilitation ancillary crime problems
when developing the comprehensive plans. The Comprehensive Offender Pro-
gram Effort (COPE) is an example of how total resources can be brought to
bear upon a particular problem. The Departments of HEW, Labor and Justice
combined efforts and requested each state to develop a resource assessment and
plans have just been received and reviewed. To identify specific projects which
may have been jointly funded by the states (with LEAA block grant funds) and
federal agencies would require extensive polling of the 55 states and jurisdic-
tions.

2. Has LEAA prepared, and does it disseminate to its grantees and other
organizations, compilations of all available resources for youth programs in-
cludjingjrivate. state and local funding sourrces?

2. LEAA participates in federal projects which survey federally funded youth
programs. It does not conduct an independent compilation of youth program re-
source data.

S. In your prepared testimony, you argued that the services to be performed
by the National Institute for .Juvenile Justice are already being performed by the
National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service. the National
Criminal Justice Reference Service, and the National Institute of Law Enforce-
merit and Criminal Justice.

1. .. re all these services presently operative?
2. What proportion of the work of these services is specifically devoted to

juvenile delinquency?
3. What specifically is available from each service?
.J. What types of statistics related to juvenile delinquency are available from

the Infornation and Statistics Service?
1. 2. 3. and 4. National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service.
NCJISS is functioning and collecting data. It has a total program of correction-

al statistics whose aim Is to collect data on U.S. correctional facilities, adult and
juvenile, and the Individuals incarcerated In them. In addition, the NCJISS
Crime Panel looks at juvenile offenders and juvenile victims and collects data
on both.
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Less- than one percent of the NCJISS budget is earmarked specifically for
juvenile jiutice. However, 57 percent of the statistical Ibudget ($19 million in FY
73) is relevant to juvenile problems.

Data currently available from the Juvenile Detention and Correctional Fa-
cility Census 1971 include:

1. number of children held by sex and offense
2. number and type of admissions and releases
3. average length of stay
4. employment-number and type of employees
5. expenditures-amount spent on operating activities and on capital

expenditures
ti. type of counseling, educational, medical and recreational services

available
7. number of facilities by type
8. caliacities of existing facilities
9. actual occupancy of existing facilities. i.e., how many are overcrowded
10. age of existing physical plan or facilities

A program currently in the developmental stage is the Juvenile Offendr
Based Transaction System. This national system would identify a youth at ap-
prehension and would follow him through disposition. Some problems with
such a system are being invesigated, especially the issues of security and privacy
which would arise with the creation of such crinital records of juveniles.

National Institute of Law Enforccnicnt and Criminal Justice
The National Institute was established in 1969, with the responsibility

for encouraging research and development to improve and strengthen law
enforcement.

The Institute conducts its research, development, test and evaluation program
through in-house research and through grants, contracts, fellowships, and demon-
stration projects.

With a total budget of $31 million for FY 1973. over $4 million is allocable for
research on juveniles. Examples include a national assessment of juvenile cor-
rections, a project to develop standards for the juvenile justice system, amd an
evaluation of alternatives to incarceration for juveniles. Evaluation of the
programs of the Pilot and Impact cities, including the juvenile justice coin-
ponents. is funded through the National In~stitute.

In addition, research in more general areas, such as drug use and abuse and
crime prevention, also involve an investigation of the role of juveniles in the
criminal justice system.

National Criminal .1 .qticc Reference Servire
The National Criminal Justice Reference Service was established in 1972 to

provide information support to the nation's law enforcement and criminal justice
community. It is organized as a broad-based collection of data covering all
aspects of law enforcement and criminal justice to include IEAA research and
development and action grant project reports and studies. The data base also
Includes publications, books, tape libraries, and other documentation materials
from a wide variety of government and non-government sources. NCJRS main-
tains information exchange with other reference anad documentation informa-
tion services.

There are currently 12.000 users of the NCJRS; this number is expected to
increase to 20.000 by next May.

The NCJRS has more than 700 volumes on juveniles and the juvenile jm-tice
system in its collection. They provide references en a wide variety of topic-,
schi as juvenile delinquency causes and prevention. juvenile courts, juvenile
probation and parole. juvenile institutions, juvenile community-based corrc-
tions. Juvenile diversion, and youth service bureaus.

In addition. the NCJRS has dis'4eminated more than 10.000 ptublicati)n specifl-
cally on juveniles through its Referral Service and its Selective Notification
of Information program (SNI).

The Referral Service provides information In resnons(e to specific reqImest.
Tnfor-mation searches, conducted by experts in the field of corrections. polir-,,
0nd courts, provide data in the form of citations, referrals to other agencies,
bibliographies, annotations and documents.

SNI distrilutes abstracts describing new research and literature for users
who have indicated specific areas of interest. A user can Indlicate any of 64
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different topics of interest on which he would like to receive the latest literature.
Abstracts are distributed every two weeks.

"ie opportunity to provide the above additional information for the record
of the Subcommittee hearings is appreciated.

Sincerely,
RICHARD W. VELDE,

Associate Administrator.
[Attachments.]
NOTE: The following attachments to "Exhibit No. 13" may be found in the files

of the Subcommittee:
1. "Law Enforcement Assistant Administration Juvenile Delinquency Pro-

ject Summaries for Fiscal Year 1972;
2. Component breakdown of High Impact Cities Program;
3. Description of Newarkflelds project; and,
4. "The Purposes and Constitutionality of the Juvenile Delinquency Act,"

Alexander Holtzoff.
EXHIBIT No. 14

JULY 25, 1973.
Mr. RICHARD VELDE
Assoeate Administrator, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, De-

partment of Justice, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. VELPE: Thank you for your reply to our questions submitted for

inclusion in the record of your June 27 testimony before the Subcommittee. The
Subcommittee, however, would appreciate clarification of three of your responses
before the record is printed.

First, in response to question A(2) (b), you list the total Juvenile delin-
quency expenditures of LEAA funds for fiscal 1971 as $70 million, or 14%7' of
the total expenditure of $512.7 million. This figure coincides with the $70 million
figure appearing in the statement prepared for your testimony of June 27, which
was delayed. In your testimony of June 27, you listed the 1971 expenditure as
$100 million, or 19.5% of the total expenditure.

Second, you list the total 1972 Juvenile delinquency expenditures as $140
million, while the breakdown of figures in question A(1), even allowing for
rounding off, totals less than $137 million. Would you please correct these
discrepancies for the Subcommittee?

Third, in response to our request in question B(1) for a breakdown, by state.
of block grant expenditures on Juvenile delinquency, you stated that this data
was available only at the state level, and that the varying categorization of ex-
lenditures by states made such data difficult to collect. The Subcommittee would
appreciate this data when it becomes available through the Grants Management
Information System. In the interim, the Subcommittee would appreciate your
suplying us with data similar to that supplied by Dr. Ruby Yaryan in her
March 14, 1972 letter: a breakdown, by state of the amount and percentage of
Part C block grant funds designated for Juvenile deliquency programs. We would
also appreciate similar statistics for Part E block grant funds designated for
juvenile delinquency programs, Part C and E block grant funds designated for
corrections, and Part C and E block grant funds designated for Juvenile correc-
tions-in other words, the requests in question B(1) in terms of designated,
rather than expended, funds.

Sincerely,
BMCH BAYH,

Chairman.
EXIT NO. 15

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
LAW ENrORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,

Washitgton, D.C., Au-gust 17, 1973.
HoN. Braor BATH,
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, U.S.

Senate, Washington, D.C.
DeAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for clarification of

several of my responses before the Subcommittee and In my prepared testimony
presented on June 27.

First, with respect to the discrepancy between the figure of $70 million and
$100 million for FY 1971, it should be noted that the $70 million figure as stated
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in my letter of July 23 was inaccurate to the extent that It reflected only the
expenditure of Part C action funds by the states. An additional $30 million should
he added to that figure to include those expenditures for Part C and Part E cor-
rections funds, Institute funds, and other discretionary funds. As I stated in my
oral testimony on June 27 and in my prepared statement, total LEAA funding for
juvenile delinquency in FY 1971 was $100 million.

Second, the $140 million figure for total 1972 juvenile delinquency expendititrs
includes some expenditures which have not been categorized or broken out for
purposes of program identification such as "diversion," "prevention," and so forth.
The remaining $3 million that has been included In the $140 million figure con-
sists primarily of those program expenditures which either overlap or are
tangential to the specific categories used for the other figures. Thege were ex-
penditures which were Identifiable to LEAA's Juvenile delinquency programs in
general, but were such that they did not Justifiably fit into one %peciflc category
or the other. Thus, for purposes of reconciling the additional $3 million ex-
penditure with the total percentages, the individual percentums assigned to each
category listed must be reduced accordingly to reflect the recognition of an added
category of $3 million.

Finally. your request for designated funds for various programs administered
by the states and local governments in a form similar to information snplihd
to the Subcommittee on a previous occasion cannot be answered at this tine. The
data supplied to the Subcommittee in March of last year was prepared for the
Interdepartmental Council and with the recognition that there was no pernanent
or alternative system for compiling such data. However. as you have noted. we
are now close to gaining this capability from the Grants Management Information
System. As soon as the information you have requested is available it will bI
provided promptly to the Subcommittee.

Sincerely,
RTCITARD W. VELDt.

Deputy Administrator for Policy Devclopnicnt.

Senator BA.YI. The next witness that we have is Stanley B. Thomas,
Actingr Assistant Secretary for Human development , D'opartment of
health. Education, and Welfare.

Mr. Thomas.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY B. THOMAS, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT FOSTER,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, AND WIL-
LIAM SHERIDAN, ASSISTANT TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR
LEGISLATION

Mr. ThoifAS. Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYIT. It's good to have you with us.
Mr. Titomrs. It is a pleasure to be here, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I can only say that I am delighted to be here. the

activities of the committee in the problems of juvenile delinquency have
been of great interest and I express an appreciation on the part of the
Department. In the interest of time, I would welcome an opportunity
if agreeable, to move right into questions and answers.

Senator Byir. Fine. -Vould you care to identify your two asso-
ciates for the record, please?

Mr. TjroM As. Mr. Robert Foster, who is Deputy Commissioner
of the Office of Youth Development and Mr. Bill Sheridan who
is in charge of legislation in O.Y.D.

Senator Bvn. I am glad to have both of you gentlemen here. The
staff has looked at your testimony in some detail regarding the iuinb,,r
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of youth services systems that are operative. Could you tell us speciti-
callv how Inanv youth service systems were fun(led for fiscal 1971 ?

Mr. THiOMAS. The number of those, Mr. Chairman, were 20.
Senator BAYIT. Fiscal 1971 was 20; how many in fiscal 1972?
Mr. THOMAS. 26.
Senator BAYn. And 1973?
Mr. Tno0rAs. We funded an additional 60, but I would defer to my

colleague, Mr. Foster.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes, sir, that included the re-funding of the 12 prior

systems that came up for funding this year. That included the changes
in legislation that were authorized so that now all we-fund is the
youth service system. The 60 would represent in many States, the
State reservation of $100,000. It also represents the eight impact
cities at a quarter of -a million dollars of our funding and the rt-
funding of the previous system that came up at approximately
$200,000 each.

Senator BAYII. I would like the staff to have a chance to sit down
with you and iron this out. I want the record to be accurate and I fear
that we're talking about different thins-I am talking al)out apples
and you are talking about bananas. I don't want to be unnecessarily
harsh and accuse you, but could you make all these figures total up?
You are talking about 60 new youth service systems. Are those youth
service systems in the same sense that the original 20 and 26 were?

Mr. Fos R. No, sir, they were not.
Senator BAYH. The whole movement, the whole new idea was to

move to a total youth service system as a multi-component, comp re-
hensiv plan. If we limit the question to fiscal 1973. what would be
the number?

Mr. FOSTER. As of June 30 of this year?
Senator BAYIT. In fiscal 1973, how many did you fund? If you had

20 in -1971, 26 in 1972 and if you exclude other places where you said
you spent mone . i-ow many youth services have you funded in 1973?

Mr. FOSTER. If you define or deduct the State reservations of the
$100,000?

Senator B,%YH. The State reservation is not used for a youth service
system ?

Mr. TiO. rAS. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes, it is.
Mr. Tmmc-r.As. In other words, $100.000 per State is given to that

state as an element in that State to develop and operate a youth
service system.

Senator BAYI[. Once again, in 1971 you had 20 youth service systems?
Mr. Tiio-rs. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIT. In 1972 you had 26?
Mr. ThIOI,\s. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYIi. How meany of that same type of youth service systems

(lid you fund in fiscal 1973?
Mr. TiIO31AS. In 1973 there were 12 prior systems re-funded: in

addition there were 8 major new systems developed in the 8 impact
cities. That would give approximately 20 that were re-funded this
fiscal year. They were re-funded or developed in this fiscal year at
approximately $250,000 per youth service system.

Senator BAYII. So then how many were operative? You h-ad 20 in
1971, 26 in 1972, and 12 of that group were re-funded, is that correct?
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Mr. FOSTER. That is right.
Mr. ThoM3As. Yes, sir.
Senator BAyji. Then you had eight new systems?
MIr. FOSTER. Right.
Senator BAYnh. At $250,000 per system?
Mr. FOSTER. Right.
Senator BAYH. Then in 1973 there were only 2) youth services

operable of that original kind?
Mr. FOSTER. Excuse me, 20'?
Senator BAYI. Yes.
Mr. FOSTER. There are about 25 that are operating, .The others are

in various stages of development based on the time of the year the
funding was done. We are just completing the funding on the eight
impact cities. The others are operating now or were funded late last
fiscal year and would be added to tle list of the 12 and 20.

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, perhaps we could have the staff pre-
pare for the record a specific listing of those youth service systems that
were begun in 1971, continued in 1972 and -were perpetuated in 1973
and full', funded in 1973 for the record.

Senator BAYT!. Mr. Thomas, you don't need to accept any responsi-
bility for this, but there once was an agency, the YDDPA-Mr.
Gemignani was in charge of that shop-and *he and I had several
interesting colloquies here. I think the last conversation I had with
Mr. Gemignani was when he was in the process of being-well, let's
say YDDPA was in the process of being relegated to extinction.
Was that tli, rc a.on-dth, reason you shouldn't ht' critical of the dis-
tiiction of YI)P enters? We have come ul) with a new formula-
the youth services systems that were designed to deal with the same
kind of problems with which YDDPA dealt, but in a more compre-
hensive manner and a greater organized fashion, devoting more re-
sources to the area of juvenile problems. That is why I am concerned
to see if there has been any real movement in this area. That is why I
keep coming back to this same old question.

Twenty in 1971. 26 in 1972, and 12 p l us g equals 20 in 1973. Where
am I missing the boat ? Are there any other youth service programs
operative? How many young people are involved in the youth service
s'stemq. are we now actually getting services of this kind ?

Mr. FosTrI.. If you exclude the State reservations.
Senator BAYn. 'Ilow many States does that. involve ?
Mr. FOSTER. That would'be all States at $100,000 per State plus

a reservation for the Virgin Islands and the Territories of the Pacific
at $25.000.

Senator BAT1H. What is done with the State reservation?
Mr. FOSTER. We have used the State reservation in developing pro-

grans in those areas that are under the same guidelines as the guide-
lines for the youth service system. They cannot be as comprehensive
because we don't have enough funds to h'ave built in the kinds of serv-
ices that are lacking in those communities.

Senator BAit!. Isn't it fair to say that this $100,000 per State is de-
signed to get, tihe States involved in planning? After all, $100,000 for
operating the youth service system in an entire State is not very much.

Mfr. ThOOIAS. No, sir.
Senator BAY!!. If each State has $100,000, you can't say that is op-

erational money, can you?
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Mr. TiioimAs. No, Mr. Chairman, you cannot, and one of the concerns
we have about the present statute is the fact that the requirement
for the $100,000 earmarking. We believe that demonstrating the efficacy
of the youth systems requires a concentration in a particular area.
So as I say, as we look at the statute in the coming year, we will be
concerned with that particular question.

Senator BAY11. In other words, this $100,000 is just to get the pro-
grain started.

Mr. TnoMAs. We're certainly not sure of that, at least based on
the preliminary impression. We would like to look at that particular
question and determine if there should be any potential revision in
this statute as to whether or not we should look -at this and place it
in a more specific area, that $100,000 earmarking.

Senator BAYI. That is your honest appraisal, and I appreciate
that.

Let's go back to where I interrupted you. We characterized the 50-
plus programs as something other than really functioning youth serv-
ice programs since they are the type of which 20 were funded in 1971
and 26 in 1972.

Mr. TiOM[As. There are some in the States' earmarkings of the
$100,000 that are operable, but as to the preponderance and the nun-
ber of them, I would like to have Mr. Foster speak on that.

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, I think, as to the $100.00o in the State of Nevada,
we have a system, but it is t system for runaways. It consists of divert-
ing every single runaway from the juvenile jiistice system to a com-
munity-based program. It has linkages to runaways" families and to
community agencies and continued counseling services or it has link-
ages through Traveler's Aid that have been contracted with and self-
help groups back in their home communities.

Senator BAYH1. That is one out of 50. and they have a Governor in
Nevada who is very interested in this kind of program.

Mr. FosTER. This helps.
Senator BAYJI. It certainly does.
Mr. T~oM~As. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think your questions might

get right to the heart of the youth service system concept. What we're
trying to do is demonstrate that in this kini1 of a system one provides
or could provide substantial services to those young people in danger
of becoming delinquents.

After we have sufficient information, we will be in a position to go
to the Governors and mayors and executi%-es of general purpose govern-
ments and say to them, we have found that this system is the most
judicious way to use resources, help prevent the problem of delin-
quency. That is why we're paying attention, )articular attention, to
those 'systems that we have developedd. We're concerned about evalu-
ating their efficacy and we believe by the end of the fiscal year we will
be in a strong position to determine whether those )rotcess work.
Our preliminary data suggest that in some instances the system works
very effectively. As my testimony noted. in the San Antonio. Tex. area,
where we developed a youth services system, the decline has been
fairly substantial, over 40 some odd pere(ent. On the other hand, to be
perfectly candid, the decline in the delinquency rate. say in other
places, is only 3 percent. What we're atteml;ting to do is to determine
why certain systems work better than others and therefore devise a
package that will say to the Governors and Mayors you have a sys-

84-522-73-----47 -
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tern, and you can approximate this, you may be in a position to help
prevent delinquency.

I think another important element is our interest in the diversion of
young people away from the juvenile justice system, as you mentioned.
rhe recidivism rate is fairly high. We are most interested in diverting

particularly those involved in status offenses away from that system
with the knowledge that there are appropriate services in the coin-
munity to resolve the problem of the youngster before he gets into
the criminal justice system.

Senator BAYRI. Did we ever get a total of how many youth services
there are?

Mr. TiomIAs. We will total the youth services system from 1971,
1972, and 1973 with the original funding and the renewal funding
for the record.

Senator BAYII. You can't do that now?
All right then, submit it for the record.
[Materials subsequently submitted for the record are as follows:]

Stages of systems implementation:
Number of YSS's-in initial stages --------------------------------- 16
Number of YSS's beginning to serve youth ------------------------- 5
Number of YSS's in full operation -------------------------------- 27

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 95
1 See listing A.

See listing B.
See listing C.

A-Number of YSS's in initial stages, 63.
Washington. D.C. (2) Duluth, Minn.
Newark, N.J. Gulfport, Miss.
Pittsburgh, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.
Opelika, Ala. Omaha, Nebr.
Selma, Ala. Lincoln, Nebr.
Paterson, N.J. Carson City, Nev.
Fairbanks, Alaska Elizabeth, N.J.
Ketchikan, Alaska Albuquerque, N.M.
San Carlos, Ariz. New York, N.Y.
Little Rock, Ark. Winston-Salem, N.C.
San Francisco, Calif. Bismarck, N. Dak.
Ventura, Calif. Cleveland, Ohio
New London, Conn. Portland, Oreg.
Wilmington, Del. Harrisburg, Ila.
Tallahassee, Fla. Santurce, P.R.
Atlanta, Ga. Pago Pago. American
Agana, Guam Columbia, S.C.
lilo. Hawaii Pierre, S. Dak.

Honolulu. Hawaii Memphis, Tenn.
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho San Angelo, Tex.
Lewistown. Idaho I)allas, Tex.
Lapwai, Idaho San Antonio, Tex.
Maywood, Ill. Middlebury, Vt.
Indianapolis, Ind. Burlington, Vt.
Des Moines, Iowa Norfolk, Va.
Somerset, Ky. Lynchburg, Va.
New Orleans, La. St. Thomas, V.I.
Saipan. Marina Islands Seattle, Wash.
Baltimore, 31d. Seattle, Wash.
Boston, Mass. Charleston, W. Va.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 'Milwaukee, Wis.

Samoa
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B-Number of YSS's beginning to serve youth, 5.
Denver, Colo.
Chicago, ill.
Detroit, Mich.

Salt Lakp City, Utah
Phoenix, Ariz.

C-Number of YSS's fully operational, 27.
Tucson, Ariz.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Santa Ana, Calif.
Boise, Idaho
Berwyn, Ill.
South Bend, Ind.
Lansing, Mich.
St. Paul, Minn.
Kansas City, Mo. (2)
Helena, Mont.
Trenton, N.J.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Providence, R.I.
Nashville, Tenn.
San Antonio, Tex.
Anchorage, Alaska
Sacramento, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.
Portsmouth, N.H.
Manchester, N.H.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Kansas (Garden City & Kansas City)

OFFICE OF YOUTI DEVELOPMENT

Youth Services Systems funded:
Number of YSS's initially funded in fiscal year 1971 ---------------- -23
Number of YSS's initially funded in fiscal year 1972 ----------------- 14
Number of YSS's funded in fiscal year 1973 including renewals from

prior years ------------------------------------------------- 8 82

119
Total YSS's funded less 21 renewals and 3 dtscouilted projects in

Boston, New Bedford, Mass., & Miami, Fla.* -------------------- 24

Total unduplicated YSS's funded -------------------------------- 95
I See listing A.
2 See listing B.
' See listing C.
*These 3 projects failed to develop coordinated Youth Services Systems.

A-Number of YSS's initially funded in fiscal year 1971, 23.'
Tucson, Ariz. Trenton, N.J.
Los Angeles, Calif. New York, N.Y.
Santa Ana, Calif. Philadelphid, Pa.
Boise, Idaho Providence, R.I.
Berwyn, Ill. Nashville, Tenn.
South Bend, Ind. San Antonio, Tex.
Lansing, Mich. Denver, Colo.
St. Paul, Minn. Miami, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo. Chicago, I11.
Helena, Mont. New Bedford, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Boston, Mass.
Newark, N.J.

B-Number of YSS's initially funded in fiscal year 1972, 14.2
Anchorage, Alaska Portsmouth, N.H.
Sacramento, Calif. Manchester, N.H.
Washington, D.C. - Paterson, N.J.
Garden City, Kans. Syracuse, N.Y.
Kansas City, Kans. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Louisville, Ky. Salt Lake City, Utah
Detroit, Mich. LIas Vegas, Nev.
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C--Number of YSS's f
yea rs, 82.'
Opelika, Ala.
Selma. Ala.
Fairbanks, Alaska
Ketchikan, Alaska
Phoenix, Ariz.
San Carlos, Ariz.
Tucson, Ariz.
Little Rock, Ark.
San Francisco, Calif.
Santa Ana, Calif.
Ventura, Calif.
Denver, Colo.
New London, Conn.
Wilmington, Del.
Washington, D.C.
Tallahassee, Prla.
Atlanta. Ga.
Agana. Guam
Hilo. Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Lewiston, Idaho
Lapwai, Idaho
Boise, Idaho
Maywood, Ill.
,Berwyn. Ill.
Indianapolis, Ind.
South Bend, Ind.
Des Moines, Iowa
Topeka, Kan.
Somerset, Ky.
New Orleans, La.
Saipan, Mariana Islands
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Lansing. Mich.
Duluth, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Gulfport. Miss.
Kansas City, Mo.

'unded in fiscal year 1973 including renewals from prior

St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Helena, Mont.
Omaha, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Carson City, Nev.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Manchester, N.H.
Portsmouth, N.H.
Elizabeth, N.J.
Albuquerque, N.M.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Bismarck, N.D.
Cleveland, Ohio
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Portland, Oreg.
'Harrisburg, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Santurce, Puerto Rico
Providence, R.I.

- Pago'Pago, American Samoa
Columbia, S.C.
Pierre, S. Dak.
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
San Angelo, Tex.
Dallas, Texas
San Antonio, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Middlebury,Vt.
Burlington, Vt.
Norfolk, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
Seattle, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Charleston, W. Va.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Senator BAYH. One of the reasons we're trying to increase juve-
nile-delinquency expenditures in LEAA is for these youth service
systems. We want to mandate that funds come into this kind of pro-
gram. Frankly, I don't care whether it is through HEV or LEAN
as long as it is designed to do the job and reach our desired result.

I notice that on page 4 of your statement you say these programs
include those carried on under the Juvenile )elinquency Prevention
Act. "We take this to be the intent of the Congress as evidenced in
legislative mandates after the JDP Act project demonstrations and
others which are of a formula type, continuing and supportive in
nature." Could you tell me what that means? I did not, as one of
the persons involved in putting together the legislation to restrict
your authority to where you were limited to just demonstration proj-
ects. Would you explain that please?

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, the whole basis of the youth service
system concept is a reflection of the fact that we in the Federal Govern-
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ment have to admit that, we have not found the answer as to how Fed-
eral dollars should be spent for juvenile delinquency; in addition to
that, I think we have felt that there haven't been sufficient dollars
available.

So I think that the rationale for using this program as a demon-
stration program is to do two things.

One, is to find out the best way to prevent delinquency.
Two, is to more effectively coordinate the resources that are already

in the communities which may, one way or another, have an impact
on the i)roblems of preventing delinquency.

I mig-ht note at this point that the record of our ability to garner
other resources, has been relatively impressive. For every $1 we're
putting into the youth service system we're able to get up to $6 from
other public or private sources. I think oui interest in this is because
we don't see just more money as the resolution of this issue.

As you know," Mr. Chairman, there are many instances where money
only compounds the problem. What we're hoping to do with this
deemonstration program is to measure its efficacy and its success.

Senator BAY1T. Can we make a distinction between having some
doubt about what the right answer to the problem is on one hand,
and knowing what the wrong answer is on the other?

Can we make an assessment of what causes the failure, what kinds
of programing fail?

Mr. THOM'IAs. To some extent we can make the statement that there
are many-

Senator BAYI. For example, if you take 1.200 boys and put them
in one overcrowded institution, which has no drug program, no voca-
tional rehabilitation, and no skills training, can't we say that is going
to fail?

Mr. THOIMAS. It has every potential for failure.
Senator BhYH. Do you have to qualify the answer that way?
Mr. rHOrAs. No. I don't think-
Senator-BAYH. You can't show me one institution that is running

that way and succeeding.
Mr. iTo31rAs. I think in any institution that has overcrowding,

no training, no supportive services, a staff which is not well trained
or interested in the problems, you will have many problems.

Senator BAY11. Isn't it also true that too many institutions meet
that criteria ?

Mr. THOMAs. This is precisely the reason we have been trying to
come up with this development of the new youth services system to
prevent incarcerations and deter from the juvenile justice system
young men and women who only are involved in status offenses. I
think this is also the reason that, as you know, there has been a clear
distinction in terms of responsibility 'between LEAA and the Depart-
ment of HEW in that LEAA's primary mission has to do with working
with those people that have been in some way adjudicated.

I might add, too. that we still do provide resources to institutions,
particularly in the field of education, to try to insert into these insti-
tutions format least those who are there, sufficient supportive education
services.

We spend $23.000.000 a year and service 74,000 or 75,000 young
men and women today.
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Senator BA1. I have been very critical of Mr. Gemignani although
in fitrness to him, perhal)s the Mlanpower and Budget placed certain
restrictions on him, but for what I would like to see done, tle amount
of money he and you and others are requesting is rather small. How-
ever, having said that, I concur that just asking for more resources is
not the only answer. If you build a new modern expensive structure
designed to perpetuate the same old programs, you're destined for
another very expensive failure.

What is particularly upsetting is that the more resources you invest
in that kind of institution, the more reason you have to continue to
promote that kind of program.

That is why I take great issue with those who want more. institu-
tions. I am chairman of another committee, the )istrict of Columbia
Appropriations Subcommittee. Someone from the District came before
us and talked about a receiving center. They wanted us to appropriate
$61/2 million for a brand new structure to incarcerate kids who don't
need to be locked ip. The tendency would be to just keep locking kids
up in that structure, and that wouldn't solve anybody's problems.

Mr. Tio-.Ms. Mr. Chairman, we in HEW are sensitive to the com-
ments you made. Our interest is to provide community-based services
to try to divert young men and women from the Juvenile justice sys-
tem, and again we hope that the youth service concept will demon-
strate the efficacy of that. We will be able to present Governors. imay-
ors with information showing how they can most appropriately u'se
the resources to not only reduce the number of delinquencies, but also
to provide services to those who have already come in contact with the
police.

Senator BAYIT. I would be the first to say we don't know what the
answer is, but we do have a pretty good idea about what it isn't.

You should be more familiar with the problein than I am, because
you have talked about, programs like the one in San Antonio, Tex., you
have, studied them. You have been part of the life of these programs.

We should be able to tell these Governors and mayors what won't
work.

Let me ask your opinion on the validity, of this approach to the

problems of young people: the community'based programs and serv-
ices for thel' prevention of juvenile delinquency through foster care and
shelter care homes, halfway houses, and other designated community-
based diagomostic, treatment and reh abilitative centers.

Mr. Timoros. Mr. Chairman. your bill certainly reflects in many in-
stances, the kind of services we're. hoping to provide for in the youth
service system.

Senator B,\v. Then why can't you say yes?
Mr. TTO~rxs. Yes, those kinds of services are important and those

are the kinds that we are trying to provide for the youth services
system.

Senator BAh1. Fin1. Would cornmiunity-based programs and serv-
ices to work with -parents and other members of the family to main-
tain an essential family unit so an approoriate base may be retained
and rehabilitated in the home, would that make sense from your
experience?

Mr. Tot\s. From my experience and again consistent with the
youth services system concept, we were attempting to do these kinds of
things.
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Senator l.xv-r. I am not talking about sending that. 17-year-old to
an elderly lady holding an ax in her hand. I am talking about the
average kid that comes into our juvenile justice system.

Mr. Tito-.t.%s. Mr. Chairman, again, we are trying, through the youth
services sy steni, to divert in appropriate cases those young men and
women from the criminal justice system. In many instances I think
we're being successful.

Senator B.\yi. I am not asking what you are doing. I ,just want to
know your professional ju(lgment of the validity of this kind of pro-
gram in treating the problems of juveniles.

Mr. Tmo-r.xs. As to that concept, MJr. Chairman, it is not the avail-
ability of the services which is important. It is also the quality of the
services and interrelationship between those services and other services
that exist within that community. What we're saying is that services
are available, they should be, more readily available, and they should
be more coordinated. Indeed there may he some instances when those
services may need to be revised.

While I agree with the basic intent of the community-based services,
I think we have to look at each one of those in particular to determine
the kind of service it is, the kind of people who are involved in it, the
linkage with other services in the community.

Senator BAY11. We have no disagreement there.
Another question, what about community-based programs to sup-

port, cousel, and provide work and recreational opportunities for de-
linquent youth.

Mr. Tto.%rs. Again, Mr. Chairman, consistent with the youth-
services concept, we involve those kinds of elements in the youth serv-
ice system.

Senator B]kyii. But what about comprehensive programs for drug
abuse education and the rehabilitation of drug-addicted and drug-
dependent youths?

Mr. ThoM.\s. Again, Mr. Chairman, consistent with the youth serv-
ices system, we do have or encourage those systems to include drug
services. Perhaps I could read a list of the kinds of services we look
forward to having.

Senator B.\Yir. Let me finish my list first.
I am familiar with yours, I am not sure you are familiar with mine.

I think your list is a good one.
Wlhat about educational programs or supportive services designed

to keep delinquents or youths in elementary and secondary schools or
in alternative learning situations?

Mr. TIio'rAs. Again, Mr. Chairman, if appropriately linked with
other services in the community as a result of coordinated planning,
and if consistent with the youth services system concept and, again,
assuming qualified staff and qualified service, this can be Very impor-
tant in resolving or helping to resolve the problem.

Senator BAYIT. What about programs designed to study and, if
feasible, to expand the use of probation as an alternative to institu-
tional commitment and to lessen the probation caseload in those areas
where it is now so large that it denies the juvenile any personal atten-
tion? What about the programs that are designed to recruit and train
probation oflicefs and to provide counseling services to the delinquent
youths?
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Mr. THOM3AS. Mr. Chairman, we think that is good. I should men-
tion that probation-related activities are a responsibility of the LEAA.

Senator BAYH What about the need for training court and correc-
tional personnel ?

Mr. TiOIIAS. Again, the responsibility lies with LEAA. From my
judgment, Mr. Chairman, the thing that I think is consistently im-
portant to note is that these services must be linked and again be
consistent with the youth services system. We see these kinds of serv-
ices as appropriate to and significant in preventing delinquency. But,
again, the linkage is very significant and the quality of that linkage
is significant.

What I am saying, if we independently initiate all of these things
without appropriate linkages and without appropriate planning, you
again may not be resolving the problem.

Senator BAYH. Is it a fair assessment that many of these services
are not adequately linked in the Federal approach ?

Mr. THOMIAS. I 'would say, Mr. Chairman, the answer to that is "Yes."
That is precisely why we are utilizing the youth services system. In-
deed, we're saying these kinds of services, in one form or another, are
there; the quality of the service may not be there. Frequently they arenot appropriately linked' The solution to this problem may not be

additional resources, but it may be appropriate linking and good plan-
ning and, at the same time, working with those who can improve those
services:

The solution does not necessarily require additional resources as
much as it requires additional coordination.

Senator BAYT. You're asking for $10 million. You have in the
neighborhood of 20 youth services centers operating right now. Is that
a fair statement?

Mr. Ti-iffAS. Yes, sir.
Senator BAYT. Considering the experience that you have had to

date in the development of the youth service systems, how many youth
service systems do you think you could really use in the country?

Suppose money were no question. Suppose you were given the mnn-
date to go out and do the job the best you could, to find a way to bring
the youth services systems to all of the youth or the young people
that need it. How many youth services programs wou)d vou need?

Mr. THOMAS. Again, and first. Mr. Chairman, I would like to state
while we have some preliminary data that this kind of concept is good.
As you may know, this whole legislation action was initially amended
just this past year and after 1 year's experience I would not be in a
position to suggest how many there should be and I would not be in
the position to suggest the exact kind of services that should be in-
cluded in this system. Until we're in the position of recognizing what
are the appropriate services. I think, it behooves us not to say this
should be the method used everywhere.

Indeed, we may find that the system demands flexibility.
Senator BAYH. It is fair to say that, given all of the caveats and

statements that you have just made, it is going to take significantly
more than $10 million?

Mr. Tilo.rAs. No, Mr. Chairman. One of the basic aspects of that sys-
tem is that it should be designed to more effectively coordinate the
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services that axre already there. At the same time, we have received $6
r jsed for every dollar that we have put in.

Senator BAYH. I don't want to go through my six- 6i seven-point list
again, but are you satisfied with the degree to which services are
available in all those areas that you and I went through?

-Mr. -iogAp. ! am not satisfied that they are appropriately coordi-
.y instance suggest that in every commity in

tlis country that the services that are provided are consistent. Indeed
T am sure you would agree that there are places where they are far
more effective than others.

Sorn0 States have utilized more of their own State resources and
the reyepue sharing resources and tax levy funds. They use these also,
Mvr. Chairman.

Senator BAYH. I can be very specific on that. All of the organiza-
tions and experts that have appeared before this committee in the
last year-I won't go down that list of organizations, which includes
National Council of juvenile Delinquency, National Association of
Social Workers, and others, the people that have given their lives
to tieaifing-ju-niles--whatever representations they made in this area,
brought home one fact. Is it not a fact that there is not a single States
that begins to exert lhe kind of effort, coordination and resources that
ought to be invested in this area, that deals with all of these problems.

Mr. CHAIRUAN. Mr. Chairman, I would say the solution to that is
not again in the increasing the allocation of dollars.

Senator BAyH. Mr. Thomas, that is not the oply answer. You can
reorganize the structure. You can reduce the caseload. You can get
institutionalization down 10 times below where it is now. You have
juvenile detention homes and other places that have 10 times the
capacity that they ought to have, while you have kids going to a class-
room that has got twice as many people than there is room for. You
can find the resources and the coordination, but it just takes a little
gasoline in that well-tuned vehicle to make it function.

Mr. THOMAS. Again, Mr. Chairman, the point I-should make is that
to merely look at the Department activities in the juvenile delinquency
prevention area on the basis of the $10 million figure, I think,would
misconstrue the system.

I can remember being asked by a number of young people about the
Department of HEW youth program. I used to point to the Office of
Education and say that we begin our programs there. I don't mean
by any stretch of the imagination to demean the significant and diffi-
cult problem that we are faced with in the area of juvenile delinquency.
I think the fact should also be noted that 92 to 93 percent of the popu-
lation do not become delinquents.

So I would say that we could say that our Departments must be
doing something'to provide people with an opportunity t grow and
that in the vast majority of those instances, we're doing that.

That is to say, in those instances where we're not successful, we're
trying to more efficiently use the taxpayers' money. Before we make any
valid judgment about the necessity for more money., we ought to look
at how we are using the resources we have and indeed how we could use
them more effectively. The sources may pot be a problem when it comes
to institutionalization because we can find when you don't institu-
tionalize, you save money.
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So if -we can develop the community-based services more efficiently
and effectively, we can divert these people away from the juvenile
justice system. We might find that the problem would be resolved by
preventing youth from getting into that system, from getting into that
process, and we may sp ve resources in the process.

Senator BAYn. I am for saving resources, and spending tax dollars
wisely. but we're kidding ourselvs if we think we're going to econo-
mize our way out of the l)roblem of our young people being involved in
crimes. We' have to get them out of the unemployment and other
situations that lead to delinquency.

I don't know whether there is some other kind of action that we
have to take down there, or if it's just a sort of hesitancy that causes
this difficulty you have in saying "You're darn right, Senator, we're
going to have to have more money to do that job, to do a job that is
this big."

For some reason, you folks that have this responsibility won't even
give us the evidence we reed to help you do a better job. Year after
year you come in here and ask for $10 million while the recidivism
rate increases or stays the same, and those kids go right back out on the
streets, and right b;ack into the institutions. I commend you for the
effort that you are making in the youth service area, but a comprehen-
sive approach is necessary and it requires money.

I think you recognize that. just giving the States $100,000 to do this
is like throwing it out here in the Potomac.

Mr. THOMAs. Mr. Chairman, as you note, there are a lot of other
Federal agencies. You heard testimony from Mr. Velde. There are the
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the IIEW
family; we are all pouring many resources into this community
project.

Senator B.\vYi. There is a remarkable consistency between your testi-
mony and his.

This year was the same-this year, the last year, and the year before
that. You just -say, "Senator, we're on top of it, don't shake our boat,
don't urge us to (1o more. we think we have it under control, we're co-
ordinating the systems." These services have been funded since 1971
and here we are in 1973 getting ready for fiscal 1974 and we don't have
any more services available right now than we did then.

Mr. ThOMNAs. The legislation which was designed to encourage us
to spend all of our resources was only passed last, year.

Senator BAYIH. That may be so: but in 1971 there were 20 youth
services systems. and now that you have been urged to use all of your
resources, you still have only 20.

I have no more questions.
Senator MA'TSIAs. I have one or two questions.
I am wondering if you have had occasion to observe the youth serv-

ices in the District of Columbia. In the past year, sir, operationally in
the. District of Columbia.

Mr. ToUMAS. I have not personally; maybe Mr. Foster has, but I
haven't..

Mr. FOSTER. Yes. we have and we were invoh-ed with the Division of
Youth Services in the District in making a major grant to the District.

It was to open a comprehensive youth service in Anacostia that was
coordinated with major funding-from LEAA so that in critical areas
throughout the District, you would have the youth services system.
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The District was successful in implementing and operating the youth
services funded -by LEAA, but despite receiving our funds first, de-
cided that they had problems in finding a facility, staffing, and the
kinds of services involved in funding the Anacostia center. So it is
not operational. But those, fifids are still available and because of the
situation we gave the funds available to a private agency to carry out
the services.

Senator MATITIAS. What suggested this line of questioning tomlie was
your colloquy with the chairman a minute ago on the subject of
"coordination.

The coordination problem in the District of Columbia, is, I think,
acute. There are, at last count, several hundred different public and
private agencies that attempt to do this job. Leaving the level of fund-
ing aside, it is certainly a hodgepodge. I guess the question goes to
whether there is any accountability mechanism to review the program
as a whole. You answered my question, that you couldn't even find a
public vehicle to carry out the program and you turned to the private
vehicle. I suggest again, the inadequacy of th e whole effort in this area
is acute.

Mr. TTMM rA. Senator. there is no question that there is inappropriate
coordination. A resolution of this problem not impossible. At least I
think, again, this gets back to important aspects of the Federal role
which is to be able to provide general purpose government with a
model so that it can select the services most effectively, whetlier those
sources will be utilized bv Federal or local agencies. Again, this is
what we're hoping we are'developing, not a service delivery program.
In many instances we're funding an order for the kind of apparatus
in a community-all of these apparatuses are present. I think we just
need to draw them together.

Senator MAT WIAS. But it isn't happening. Nobody knew what was
around until I started to ask some questions about a year or so ago.
Then they published a little booklet that had the names of each one of
these services in it, and as far as I know, the publication of that book-
let is about the last step that has been taken toward coordinating the
services. That isn't Yerv much coordination. If you happen to have
one of the booklets, if you happen to have a case and if you need to con-
tact someone along the line, you can match numbers up that way.

There is not much functional coordination that has been achieved. I
may be doing them an injustice, that is why I am asking you if you
have any kinds of improvements. If they have made any improve-
ments, they haven't come to mv attention.

Mr. TmI63,As. Mr. Foster, I think, would be able to talk specifically
about the coordination in Washington, but we have seen areas where
the system has provided coordination, and the coordination has clearly
improved.

Certainly in the impact cities that has occurred. 'We think it is our
role, the Federal role, to provide general purpose government, State
government, the models on how they can best be served. We hope that
it will be an incentive to coordinate. We, hope with that kind of in-
formation and with the recognition of the resources that are available
that they will make wise judgments.

Senator BAY1I. In the youth services systems. do you provide co-
ordination with those services that are now in LEAA. -Are you going
to point Out that probation services, incarceration programs, training
for court and correctional personnel, are under the auspices of LEAA ?
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Do your youth services programs coordinate those?
Mr. THOMAs. I think Mr. Foster would be able to give you a better

answer to that. The answer is yes. Particularly in the imp ct cities,
there is a substantial amount of LEAA funds and we're working with
those funds in conjunction with the youth services systems.

Senator BATH. Can you tell me why all of these services should not
be included under one administrator'or in one area? There are about
40 different areas that deal with this youth problem, so why
should we not try to put them all together. Is there any reason that
we should not put all of those things together in one package? Isn't
that what you're trying to do out in the field? So shouldn't we try to
do that in Washington .

Mr. THOMAS. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the provision of services
that are involved with these kinds of things not only relate to the
people who are in danger of becoming delinquents, but to young men
and women throughout a community. We relate to people-who need
health services or mental health services as well as to those who need
the education and social services.

I think we would be mixing apples and oranges if we try just to
create one focal point for everything because it would confuse the
specific target group that we are trying to serve.

What is important, and appropriate, is coordination. I think I
might take this moment to take a slight exception to your comment in
your conclusion about the location of the youth development program
in the Office of Human Development. The Office of Youth Develop-
ment is a program agency, but at the same time is a corporate agency
of the Office of the Secretary and particularly in the area of delin-
quency. We will have from the Secretary's Office the leverage to
exert influence over other programs that are intended to serve this
particular target group. YDDPA, from its former position in the
social and rehabilitative services, was unable to exert the leverage
that was necessary for systems development. The Office of Human De-
velopment provided the opportunity for YDDPA. now OYID, to exert
more influence over these programs. I don't think it would be appro-
priate. however, for everything that goes on in the Office of Education
or in the National Institute of Mental Health. or other agencies to be
brought in, because they serve broader targets and different groups.
This gets to a problem with respect to S. 821. We don't think it would
be judicious in the field to create a national office, because we think
that there are elements that should be reposed in other appropriate
agencies and that the Interdepartmental Council can provide
coordination.

Senator BATT. You think you ought to have that very coordinated,
reorganized structure in the field, but you don't need anyone on top
of it here in Washington?

Mr. TirOrAs. I don't know if that is what I said.
Senator BAYr. Well, what you are saying is, "Don't reorganize in

Washington; don't- set up a national coordinating agency to do the
job under one head,- don't put it under Justice or HEW. Keep us like
we are now." You know darn well that you present a very good argu-
ment concurring wholeheartedly that we need a comprehensive, well-
organized approach in the field: Now, how are you going to do that in
the field without doing it in Washington?

Mr. THOMAS. What I was really QayingM, r. Chairman, is that we
don't create a new agency as a result of the youth services system.
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There is just an entity that has the coordinating responsibility.
Senator BAYH. What is an entity, Mr. Thomas? Isn't it something

pulled together.
Mr. THOMAS. Just like we would try to do in our Office of Human

Development with HEW without,-
Senator BAYH. You have 40 bureaucrats competing for a piece of

that Federal pie, with each responsible to a different cause. If you
wanted to get this all under one national system, you would have to
have a magic wand.

Mr. THox.s. We do agree that additional categorical programs
might only compound the problems.

Senator BAY11. I think we're going to hqve to go vote on the Di-
rector of the FBI right now.

We will keep the record open for any rebuttal, or for any questions
that we might have. I appreciate your coming today, Mr. Thomas.

Mr. THOMAS. It was a pleasure to be here.
[Mr. Thomas' prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY STANLEY B. THOMAS, JR., AcTiNO ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

I. INTRODUCTION

I am pleased to appear before this Subcommittee to discuss DHEW's programs
relating to juvenile delinquency and specifically those carried on under the
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act, as well as to present our views in S. 821.

For almost two decades. this Subcommittee and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare have been seriously concerned about juvenile crime,
which continues to be a major problem facing this country. We may take
encouragement, however, from recent reports which seem to Indicate that the
problem Is levelling off. Preliminary information for 1972 on offenses known
to the police, reported to the Department of Justice, indicates that although some
specific crimes rose in 1972, the overall result was a decrease of 3% in 1972
from the 1971 level, a decrease for the first time since 1955. We do not know exactly
how much of this decrease is reflected in the Juvenile delinquency field. Since the
previous yearly increase for offenses known to police (which include both Juvenile
and adult) has always been greater than the police arrests of Juveniles, it is
reasonable to assume that police arrests for Juveniles may be at least comparable.

A preliminary report on juvenile delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile
courts, as reported to DIIEW. is also encouraging. In 1969 there was a 10% in-
crease in the rate of delinquency over 1968. In 1971 the rate of increase over
1970 was 7%. In 1972 the rate of increase was 3.4%, or about one-half of the
rate in 1971.

We do not seek credit for this decrease; however, we do hope that it re-
flects the efforts of the Federal, State, and local governments to combat this
problem.

If this trend continues it may well indicate that we are moving in the right
direction.

II. DHEW ROLE IN THE FIELD OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

I would now like to describe for the Subcommittee DIIEW's role in the
Juvenile delinquency field.

The programs of this Department by and large are concerned primarily with
the prevention of juvenile delinquency rather than with its treatment or
correction.

These programs include those carried on under the Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention Act. We take this to be the intent of the Congress as evidenced In
legislative mandates after the JDP Act project demonstrations and others
which are of a formula type, continuing and supportive in nature.

The Department serves delinquent youth and youth in danger of becoming
delinquent, directly or indirectly, through almost all of its programs. Most of
this aid is in formula grants to States, and in projects grants to communities
and nonprofit organizations, and through technical assistance related to these
grants. The major programs directly concerned with youth development and
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delinquency prevention are located in the newly estalblished Office of Youth
Development, the Health Services and 'Mental Hlealth Administration, the Office
of Education, and the Social and Rehalbilitation Service.

Tie DIIEW has recently taken a significant step in the direction of strengthen.
ing and coordinatlug its programs for delinquency prevention and youth
develolmnent.

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Hunnan Development (ASIID) has
recently been established. Among the units in the new Office are the Office of
Child Development, Office of Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention
Administration, and the Office of Youth and Student Affairs. The placement of
these agencies In this new Office will give their programs greater visibility,
facilitate coordination, and most of all impact upon the totality of DIIEW
programs to insure that-such programs give special attention to the problems
of youth within their specific program target groups.

Regional IIEW organization will parallel the central office, having an Office
of the Aisistant Regional Director for Human Development. The present field
staff of the respective agencies In OIID will he placed In this new regional unit
which will have delegated authority for programs operation. This mechanism
will help to assure program coordination and total program impact at the State
an(1 local levels.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, In the I)epartment of Justice,
is the lead Government agency In juvenile justice and corrections, using for-
mula grants continimflg and supportive In nature, with a funding level higher
than that for DIIEW's demonstration program. Its legislative authority In
delinquency prevention generally equivalent to IIEW's.

LEAA grants in juvenile delinquency prevention are also grants at a high
funding level.

Since major support Is available from LEAA for juvenile delinquency pre-
vention and treatment programs on a continuing basis and since DUEW
programs under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act are project demon-
stration type, with planned phase-out for Individuals projects, the I)IIEW budget
for this purpose can be held to $10 million in 1974 without jeopardizing the
program's effectiveness.

At this point, before commenting on S. 821, 1 would like to respond to th
questions and requests for information In the Chairman's letter of April 19
to Secretary Weinberger, which relate to I)epartmental activities in juvenile
delinquency and specifically to the program carried on under the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention Act.

(a) Questions numbered 1, 2. 7, and 8 request a summary of the total dollars
expended by DIIEW broken down in the categories of prevention, research, and
training, with a description of theprojects.

Answer. See below.

Summary, of Fed.ral dollar. obligated in fiscal year 19V2 hy the Department
of Health, Education, and Wclfare for programs on jut'cnile delinquentcy

Agency: Amount
Office of Education --------------------------------------- $2.5, 219, 999
National Institute of Mental Health ------------------------- 6, 914, 000
Social and Rehabilitation Service:

Rehabilitation Services Administration ------------------ 2 16, 252, 000
Research and Demonstration ---------------------------- 999, 000
Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Adminis-

tration ' -------------------------------------------- 9,987,461

Total ------------------------------------------------- 59,373,460
Categorical breakdown for prevention, research, and training not available.

2'This statement is primarily formula grant funds; I.e., the basic State grant program
authorized by see. 2 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. More specifically, $15,800,000
Is estimated for 1972 from sec. 2 funds. This figure is based on the fact that about 7 percent
of all those rehabilitated came from correctional Institutions, and 40 percent of those
from correctional Institutions are under 20 years of age. Also included is about $450,000
for developing programs for youthful offenders through the expansion grant program.

3 This activity funded domestic and international research primarily aimed At the
rehabilitation of Juvenile offenders.

4 Obligations Incurred under the authority of the expired Juvenile Delinquency Preven-
tion and Control Act of 1968.
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Descriptive material relating to projects will be supplied for the record.
(b) Question No. 3. Tine actual expenditures under the Juvenile Delinquency

Prevention Act for Fiscal Year 1973 to date.
Answer. See below.

1973 Commitmcnts from July 1, 1972, to May 1, 1973
A inount

60 new youth service systems ---------------------------------- $5, 367, 8141
20 youth service systems continuations --------------------------- 3, 391, 292
Training ------------------------------------------------------- 99,919
reehnieal assistance ------------------------------------------ -_ 729, 735
Information services -------------------------------------------- 117, 552
Evaluation ----------------------------------------------------- 7, 659

Total -------------------------------------------------- 9, 713, 973

(c) Question No. 4.. Tie breakdown of all expenditures under the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention Act for Fiscal Year 1973, including that for youth service
systems, construction, training, technical assistance, information services, and
evaluation.

Answer. See below.

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT, LEVEL OF FUNDING

1973 1974
Activity Amount Percent Amount Percen

Youth service systems ------------------------------ $8,937,000 89. 4 $9,400,000 94
Construction --------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0
Training ------------------------------------------ 100,000 1.0 100,000 1
Technical assistance -------------------------------- 731,000 7. 3 300,000 3
Information services -------------------------------- 132,000 1.3 100,000 1
Evaluation ----------------------------------------- 100,000 1.0 100,000 1

Total --------------------------------------- 10,000,000 100.0 10,000,000 100

(d) Question No. 5. The administration, structure, operation, and location of
YDDPA and the program )lans and level of funding for tine Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention Act for Fiscal Year 1974.

Answer. The YDI)PA, which administers the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
Act, has been located organizationally within the Social and Rehabilit tion
Service, I)HEW. Oin April 1, 1973, YI)l)PA was relocated within the newly
established Office of Iuman Development in the Office of the Secretary and will be
the Office of Youth Development.

The present structure of YDI)PA includes the Commissioner's Office, the Di-
vision of Program development , and the Division of Admninistrative Management.
The Office of the Commissioner is composed of the Information Office, Office of
Standards and Policies and Legislation, and the Special Assistant for Technical
Assistance. The Division of Program Development Is composed of the Progams
Planning Branch and the Program Analysis Branch. The Division of Adminis-
trative Management is responsible for general administration and budget. In
addition, there are YDDPA program representatives in each of the DI-IEW re-
gional Offices.

The budget request to administer the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act In
FY 1974 is $10 million. The program" plan for FY 1974 is to provide for the coo-
tinuance of coordinated youth service systems funded under Title I and the de-
velopment of two new systems; training and technical assistance resources will
be directed to resolving obstacles which are present or may arise which prevent
projects from reaching their highest level of success. In FY 1974, evaluation
will continue to assess the impact of coordinated youth service systems, the key
program, on youth served and upon youth-serving agencies (see attached orga-
nizational chart).
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SCiAL AND 1dAMtITATtU SBWvic -
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Youth Deve.opment and
Delinquency Povontion Ad inistration

Office of the C6e;isesoeo

Division of . ~ v~iono
Admnistrative Kioaganent Progra Developusat
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1 Does not reflect recent reorgonttaotio and establishment of the Offte of the
Assistant Secreoary fot Runn Development.

./ Amend nt of 71 of the Stsoteent of Orgoictions Funtiions end Delogations of
Authority DREW. dotf June 1. 1970

:1 Approved by the Admtn %tratur, STS, 12/10/70.

(e) Question No. 6. The number of youth service systems operating in caleiidar
years 1972 and 1973, including the location, description, date and perldd -f or1i-
nal funding and of renewed funding and the new systems started in 1973.

An, wer. There are 26 youth h service systems operational during 1972 aind 197.
An additional 60 new systems were recently funded from the State fetvatlon and
discretionary funds under Title I of the Juvenile Delinquency Preventl6n Act of
1072. A description of the 26 programs and a list of the 60 grantees, the sites,
and funding level will be inserted in the record.

The fifteen original youth service systems, funded in PY 1971 and operated
In FY 1972, have served an average of 842 youth Per system per year, for a
grand total of 12,630 youth per year based on the first year's operation.

Preliminary figures after a year's operation (FY 1972) of a number'of systems
Also Indicate progress is being made in the attainment of objectives. Six major
jurisdictions reported decreases ranging from 3.6% to 49.3% in the number of
youths sent to juvenile court during a nine-month-period, ending June 30, 1972.
The sharpest drop in the court referral rate, 49.3%, was shown by San Antonio.
Other declines were registered by the State of Rhode Island, 30.2%; Tucson,
Arz., 28%; St. Joseph County. Ind.. 14.5%.

In FY 1972, YDDPA funding for 34 systems (includes impact cities) was
$7,165,694. Funds from other sources totaled $16,377,375 or a matter of two dol-
lars for every one YDDPA dollar. In FY 1973, funding for these systems totaled
$4,254,181 while funds from other sources totaled $27,162,884 or a match of si'.
dollars for every one YPDPA dollar. In other words, during the period 'of one
fiscal year, the match accelerated from $2 for $1 to $6 for $1. A breakdown of
figures by system will be inserted in the record.

(f) (Questions 9 and 10 will be addressed later in specific comments on the
bill.)

Question No. 11. What is the role of DHEW in the Interdepartmental Council
to Coordinate All Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs?

A'swer. Membership on the Council, as designated by the President, has
included the Departments of Justice, HEW, Labor, BUD, Transportation, In-
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terior, Agriculture, the 6I111C of kcOnomlic Opirtnijity, th_ Oflice of Mnnae-
ment and Budget, and the Special Action Oflice tof Dieng Abuie Pbvehtioft. In
addition, the following oAces and special' iehctes hve been invited to be ex-
officio members of the Council: The White Hodse, Actioh, thb Natlohal Institute
of Mental Health, the Office of Child DeVeIo0fpent of IMEW, the Bunkat of
Prison$,the Veterans Administiatlon, the Deipartmeit of Dtense, and the DiS-
trict of, Columbia City Council.

The President designated the Attorney Genfrt l ha Chaitman ot the Colincl,
who in turn named the Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistahce Ad-
ministration as Chairman-Designate.

The Secretary named the Commtssionek Of YDDPA as DHEW's voting repte-
sentative to the Council. A YDDPA staff member Was also assigned full tine to
the professional core staff of the Council for a period of one year.

For further information on the Council's activities, we defer to the Depart-
ment of Jpstice since they now Are providing the leadership tor the Council.

(g) Question No. 12. What Is the juvenile delinquency component in LEAA's
Impact cities program and HEW's participation in that eomp6nent?

Answer. Departmental regional staff, the Federal Regional Councils, related
State agencies such as vocational rehabilitation, And social services as well as
the State Criminal Justice Planning Agencies, have been involved ifn the Impact
City Program.

The group at the local level Is composed of the city and/or county elected
officials, agencies and Departments or their designated representatives, the private
sector as well as youth.

The activities of these local groups are directed at the development of youth
service systems. All of the systems have now either been funded or in the process
of being funded. Detailed descriptions of Some of the Impact City programs will
be Inserted In the record.

(h) Question No. 13. What is the DHEW role In criminal Justice planning at
the State and local level?

Answer. The DHEW has no specific criminal Justice planning role at the State
or local level. However, the YDDPA coordinates planning on the development
of youth services with the State criminal justice planning agencies to Insure the
complementary nature of programs funded by YDDPA with programs funded
by the criminal planning agency which receives block grants from LEAA. Under
Section 270.18 of the proposed regulations governing the Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention and Control Act, youth service systems proposals are submitted for
review and comment to--(1) the Governor or his designee, and (2) the State
Law Enforcement Planning Agency. This insures appropriate coordination and
linkages with other planned or operationalized programs for delinquency pre-
vention. State and local criminal Justice planners participate with other State
and local agencies in planning youth service systems.

i1. S. 821 "JUvENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1973"

The remainder of my statement deals with S. 821, the "Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Ptevention Act of 1973." We are in general agreement with the
objectives of this bill; however, we believe the same objective can be attained
through the ongoing programs of DHEW and other departments. In fact, real
progress has been already made In this direction. I will comment in turn on
specific provisions of the bill by title.

(a) Title II amends certain sections of Title 18 of the U.S. Criminal Code
by proyiding for certain procedural and constitutional safeguards for Juveniles
alleged to be delinquent and coming within the jurisdiction of the Federal courts.
This Department has, for some years, through its program for the development
of standards and guides, long espoused the need for these safeguards in State
courts. In fact, many of them, as a result of recent decisions, are now required
and have -been incorporated in State statutes and those of the District of Colum-

84-522-73--- 48
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.bia. We believe that an alleged delinquent youth appearing in the Federal courts
is entitled to no less protection than those coining before State courts. We also
suggest that consideration be given to further limiting Federal court jurisdiction
in Section 5032. We believe the care and treatment of individual delinquent
children should be the responsibility of the States and local communities and
not the Federal Government. From a program standpoint, delinquent youth
should be cared for or treated in their local community if possible. We believe,
therefore, that Federal jurisdiction over these cases should be limited to the
greatest extent possible.

To summarize, we approve, in general, the objectives and provisions of this
Title but defer to the Department of Justice for a fuller exposition of the Admin-
istration's position on Title II.

(b) Title III establishes a National Office of Juvenile -Justice and Delinquency
.Prevention In the Executive Office of the President. One of the major functions
of this new Office is to coordinate all Federal juvenile delinquency programs, in-
eluding those for neglected, abandoned or dependent youth. The implementation of
this Title would add another organizational layer to a wide variety of Federal
programs, when nmechanisms already exist to accomplish its objective.

The implementation of this Title would be contrary to the accepted concept of
separation of programs for neglected and dependent youth from those for the
delinquent youth by placing certain controls over programs for neglected and
dependent youth in an Office primarily concerned with delinquency.

Although we do agree that coordination is necessary, we do not believe the
setting up of a Special Action Office, such as proposed in Title III, is the appro-
priate approach. The factors leading to juvenile delinquency are multi-dimen-
sional in nature, as are those leading to neglect, abandonment and dependency
of youth. Furthermore, youth exposed to these forces are not an easily Identi-
fied group. To place controls In a Special Action Office concerned with delinquency,
over programs for such a heterogeneous group, would in effect extend control
to numerous programs in DHEW and other Departments which are far re-
moved from juvenile delinquency, a result which we believe to be undesirable and
a responsibility completely beyond any single office's capacity to discharge.

Plans are now being made for coordinating the mechanisms' or activities.
One such mechanism is the Interdepartmental Council, which was mentioned
earlier.

Other coordinating mechanisms are the Federal Regional Councils (one in
each DIIEW Region), which are composed of Regional Directors from all of
the Federal agencies within the Government. Federal Regional Directors, or
their designees, attend Council meetings, and render whatever assistance )os-
sible to State. local and other Federal agencies seeking combined Federal support.
In nine of the regions, the Assistant Regional Commissioners for the Youth
Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration have been designated as
the Secretariat for juvenile delinquency programs, and has been charged with
the responsibility of bringing before the Council matters of inter-departmental
concern in the juvenile delinquency program field. In this manner, the Assistant
Regional Commissioners of YDDPA have been able to link into Federal agencies
and programs by direct contact at the Federal Regional Councils' level.

The coordinated youth service systems for the prevention of juvenile delin-
quency, developed by the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Admin-
istration are also proving effective in bringing about program coordination at the
Federal, State, and local levels as well as the utilization of diverse sources of
funds for serving youth.

() Title IV establishes two grant programs--one a formula grant with single-
State agency and State plan requirements, the other a direct grant program, both
of which would relate to the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency.
Such programs would duplicate a number of existing ones. Also, the establishment
of more categorical grants conflicts with the Administration's revenue-sharing
approach, further increases Federal control which is counter to the trend of de-
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centralization and returning more decision making to the States and local
conuniities.

We believe existing appropriations are more than adequate for both the
demonstration projects of HEW's juvenile delinquency programs and for the
broader prevention and control support programs of LEAA.

(d) Title V would establish a National Institute for Juvenile Justice. This
Title is similar to other bills introduced in the past, which this Department has
opposed.

The Institute's primary function would be to conduct training, to provide
public information concerning the problem of juvenile delinquency ; to conduct re-
,search, demonstration and evaluation projects; to develop standards for juvenile
court administration.

We believe the objectives of this Title are now being carried out by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Department of Justice. Under
Title II -of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972, training support
may be provided in the form of grants or contracts to any Federal, State or local
public or nonprofit private agency or organization.

The Office of Education, the Rehabilitation Services Administration, and the
National Institute of Mental Health, also have training programs related to
the juvenile delinquency field.

Under Title III of the Delinquency Prevention Act, the Secretary is authorized
to collect, evaluate, publish and disseminate information and materials relating
to research and programs and projects conducted under the Act. The National
Institute of Mental Health, through the National Clearinghouse of Mental Health
Information, is also involved in information dissemination through the compila-
tion of bibliographical references to assist those involved in research, training,
law enforcement and correctional work. One such reference source is the Crime
and Delinquency Abstracts, which is printed by the U. S. Government Printing
Office. In addition, the Center also distributes relevant research reports and
monographs in the areas of delinquency and crime.

During recent years material in the form of standards and guides in the
juvenile justice and corrections field has been developed under the auspices of
Federal agencies, national private organizations, as well as joint auspices un-
der both groups. The National Commission ors-jn Uniform State Laws have
developed a Uniform Juvenile Court Act and the N national Council on Crime and
Delinquency and the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges are presently
involved in such a project. Through a grant from LEAA, the Institute of Judicial
Administration and the American Bar Association have established a National
Commission to develop comprehensive standards and guides for the juvenile
justice field. Recently, the American Bar Association established a joint com-
mittee representing the Family and Criminal Law Sections to represent the Sec-
tion in standards development activities. The American Correctional Associa-
tion has also been actively engaged in such activities.

We believe that ample authority now exists in DHEW and in the Department
of Justice to carry out the objectives of Title V.

SUMMARY

The DHEW will continue its efforts to assure that service to youth, partic-
ularly those most vulnerable to delinquency, will be stressed in all of its basic
programs. We will continue our efforts to marshall all of our resources, financial
and technical, in order to assist States and local communities to increase their
own capacity to deal with the problem of juvenile delinquency.

We pledge our continuing cooperation with all other departments and with this
Subcommittee, in this common effort. We also firmly believe that our programs
are moving in the right direction and that ample authority and resources al-
ready exist to do the job.

We therefore oppose S. 821.



MULTIPLE FUNDING YOUTH SfERVICES SYSTEMS

CYD funds,
OYD funds, OYD funds, fiscal y9a
fiscal years kca4 year

Youth services system 1971 and 1972 Other sources 1973 FScl year 1973 (estimate) lmher sources (esimate)

Rhode Island ----------------------------
New Ham pshire ---------------------------

Brooklyn, N.Y ----------------------------

Syracuse, N.Y -----------------------------

Trenton, N.J .............................
Patterson, N.J -----------------------------

Nashville, Tenn ---------------------------
District of Columbia ......................
Philadelphia, Pa ..........................

Pittsburgh, Pa ...........................
Louisville, Ky ............................

cm M it4'~ flAil
225, 000 $14,000, child and family seiwices; $7,000, youth 218:, 000 $510,390 -------------------------- 191,250

services; $29,000, New Hampshire Office of Youth
services* $88 100 LEAA.

292,000 $57,888, DOL; '$261,366, SPA; $172,125, foundations, 291,947 $2,00,0 0I$A(NAN, OE, tit% IV-A) ------------- 219,000
$147 710, State; $185,000 city Dr. Ab. Prey. 170,00

200,000 $900, c
ounty youth board; $5,000, St. James Women ------------ $7W,000 ------------------------------------- 7

Group; $6,666, Peace, Inc.; $1,500, New York St.
Co. on the arts; $3,201, school district; $99,253,
other private; $10,000, LEAA State bloc youth
employment.

242,683 $86,935 H L ; $40,000 YMCA. ----...---------------------------.............................. 182,012
200,000 $33,000 RSA staffing; $50,000 State RSA services; ------------------------------------------------------------- 170,000

$50,00 LEAA State bloc grant.
317,445 $64,094 title IV-A. 182,471 $80,622 ---------------------------------------- 14.966
224,986 $80,000 LEAA; $37,500 city .................................. .- - $80,000 LEAA; $37,500, city ---------------------- 191,250
288,542 $154,000 State; $57,460 private -------------------- 199 425 $800,000, State Department of welfare; $150,000 -..-----------

rivate sources; other Federal, HUB, Labor, HEW;

191 040 $188,240 LEAA; $118,804 RSA; $250,000 HUDI....................................................................................
320,000 $10,600,000, LEAA, DOL, OE, city, State ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 72,000

V



Berwyn-Cicero, III ------------ ............
South Bond, Ind ........................

Lansing, Mich ................... ..........
Detroit, Mich .................... ..........
St. Paul, M inn -----------------------------
San Antonio, Tex e-------------............

Oklahoma City, Okra -----------------------
Kansas City and Garden City, Kans ----------
Kansas City, Mo --------------- ...........

Helena, M ont -----------------------------
Salt Lake City, Utah .......................
Tucson, Ariz -----------------------------
Los Angeles, Calif .......................

Orange County, Calif -----------------------

Sacramento, Calif --------------------------
Las Vegas, Nev.' ..........................
Boise, Idaho .............................

246, 006 Match only MacNeal Memorial Hospital --------------- 1 . 098 $39,366 ----------------------------------------
334,829 $120,000, city; $18,120, Urban Coalition; $50,000, 165,157 ------------------------------------------------

Urban League; $135,000, Federal; $646,845, private.
200,000 $75,000, LEAA ----------------------------------- 186,083 $136,667 ............. ... ...............325, 000
302,000 $42,200, State; 539.310, city; 382,500, Federal---------- 178,000 $621,810............................-------
265,000 $31,161, city; $12,512, private ---------.------------ 200,000 $16,000, citRy; 74,000, LEAA; $150,000, revenue

250,000 $84,804, private; $200,000, A- .. ,.---------------------- 100,000 .
212,278 $45,000 LEAA -------------------------------------- $-,000, State appropriation ...............
399,965 $25,000, LEAA; $3,500, AFL-CIO; $66,000, public and -----------------------------------------------------------

private; $50,000, estimated revenue sharing.
100,000 $65,730, private - . . . ..----------------------------- 200,000 $166667 .....................................
325,000 $108,334, private ..................................................................... ........ .
200,000 $360, Federal; $26,000, State; $307, private ----------- 200,000 $721,377 .................... _"..._".- .[.
200,000 $111,000, Federal; $36,000, State; $208,000, local; ------------ $254,000 ......................................

$46,000, private.
a 499,967 ---------------------------------------------------------------- $334,240, County; 338,428, LEAA; $134,660, SPA;

$19,124, city of Fountain Valley- $74,053, com-
munity of Fountain Valley; $1484, caiy l Pla-
centia; $27,180, community ot fPemtia

225, 000 $7,200, State; $7,100, local;125,000, private --------------------------------- I --------.------------------------
1 5 9 , 7 2 4 L o c a l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- -.- -
190,000 $12,000, pdbic oefender; $4,900, United Fund; 310,000, 200.000 3217,667.................. ........

YW & YW; $4,000, Salvation Army- $116 650 founda-
tions; $173,000, State; $6,000, 6EO; W44,b00, city
school district.

I Changed with St. Louis. I Fiscal years 1971, 1972, and 1973.

184,504
187,500

50,000
276,250
187 500
1506000

212,500
1S,436

a 191, 250

225,000
276,250
276 250
150,o0
187, 475

191,250
135,766
15,001

-1
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IMPACT CITIES

OYD funds,
OYD funds, Other sources fiscal yeir

fiscal year 1974
Youth services system 1973 Program Amount (estimate)

Newark, N.J ---------- $216,000 --------------------------------------------------------- $191, 250
Baltimore, Md --------- 225,000 RSA -------------------------------------- $200,000 191,250

Target city youth program- ------------------ 758,000
Job Corp. services, DOL --------------------- 104,000
DOL, Recruitment and screening --------------- 91,473
NAB -------------------------------------- 30,000
R. & D ------------------------------------ 118,000
Maryland residential program ---------------- 2,400, 00
State Department of Juvenile services ---------- 100,000

Atlanta, Ga ----------- 225,000 OE-ESEA ---------------------------------- 4,407,317 191,250
State Department of Education ---------------- 623, 318
OE-HiRher Education Act --------------------- 807, 576
DE, miscellaneous -------------------------- 1,760,727
OE Vocational Education Act ----------------- 2,721,776
OEO -------------------------------------- 1, 431, 118
Urban institutions -------------------------- 171,464
Ford Foundation ---------------------------- 4,525
Sears Roebuck Foundation -------------------- 4,720
Strauss Broadcasting Corp -------------------- 40,000
DOL ------------------------------------- 67,970
LEAA ------------------------------------- 790,115

,levelaad, Ohio ------- 225.000 LEAA -------------------------------------------- 191,250
Dallas, Tex ----------- 2C4, 000 Girls' adventure trails ---------------------- 15,000 191,250

Dallas Crime Foundation --------------------- 11,000
Zale Foundation ---------------------------- 25, 00

St. Louis, Mo --------- 125, 003 Department of Agriculture -------------------- 800,000 2 150,000
DOL -------------------------------------- 254,000
LEAA ------------------------------------- 301,000
DOT -------------------------------------- 25,700

Denver, Col ---------- 225,000 R. & D ------------------------------------ 120,000 191,250
00L -------------------------------------- 200,000
State and local ----------------------------- 56,250

Portland, Oreg -------- 225,000 R. & D- --------------------------------- 159,300 191,250
LEAA (3 yrs.) ------------------------------ 450,000

1 Reallocation fiscal year 1971 funds.
a Originally $191,250, but changed priority to Kansas City, Mo,

I. ST. LOUIS, 10. "Ss: GRANTEE AGENCY : MAYOR'S COUNCIL ON YOUTH

II. FUnNDING

A. FY 72-Title III-$200,000.
B. FY 73-Title I-$125,000 (Pending).
C. FY 74-Title I-$150,000 (Anticipated).

III. PURPOSE OF PROJECT

This project has a two fold purpose:
A. Develop administrative system linkages betweenYSSA and major public/

private youth service agencies;
B. Develop and implement, through affiliation agreement and purchase of

service contracts, a pilot youth services center which will put administrative
linkages into program operation. The center will focus on the public school system
and attempt to impact upon dropouts, truants and classroom behavior problems,
who will be referred to the center for placement in and followed within the wide
array of systematized community programs.

Overall, YSSA (a) maintains a capacity building function which, In addition
to obtaining affiliation and contractual agreements with youth serving agencies,
also attempts to bring about Institutional policy changes and provide a vehicle
for youth mobilization and Involvement via the "St. Louis Metropolitan Youth
Task Force".

IV. COORDINATION

Region VII is utilizing a strategy of supporting and assisting local planning,
coordination to the maximum extent possible. As the YSSA becomes more firmly
established and the demonstration target center becomes operational, those issues
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and/or problems which are identified will be resolved at the lowest possible level,
i.e. local, State, Region and Central.

,-.-F-ee .Coordination
1. Two meetings were held between St. Louis YSSA and Federal Regional

Coordinating Committee which was established per directive from Inter-Depart-
mental Council. The August and October 1072 meetings were primarily Infor-
mational for council members. It was accepted that the Council would support
local planning efforts and would not convene until significant problems and/or
program actions could be identified for Council resolution.

2. Actions within joint RSA. CSA, YDDP objectives A-3 resulted in Central
Office Representatives of Regional counterparts joint planning for support of
YSSA through the State and local I)ivision of Welfare and ocational Relabili-
tation Agencies. Regional staff have had follow-a ,p confer, ,ces with State and
local counterparts.

3. Regional YDDP and_LEAA have met bi-monthly fUr a progress report on
YSS developments.

4. Regional Directors Staff, SRS. DOL, OE. 1SMIA have m et regarding a
joint drug objective in St. Louis, which the YSS may become a youth component.
B. State Coordination

State Departments of Welfare, Vocational Rehabilitation,-kEAA, and the
Governor's Committee on Children and Youth have been involved or reviewed
the YSS development. In coordination with Regional counterparts, State Welfare
and Vocational Rehabilitation have been very supportive to their local St. Louis
Offices for participation in the YSS.

C. Local Coordination
The following represents nearly 100% coordination efforts per regional strategy

emphasizing local development.
1. Public Agencies--Written Agreements:

(a) Board of Education-Referral & Pupil Personnel Services.
(b) Vocation Rehabilitation-Diagnosis, training, education.
(c) State Employment Service-emnployment.
(d) City Welfare Department-Re'erral & Social Services.
(e) Missouri State Welfare-Referral & Social Services.
(f) City Health Department-Health Services.
(g) Manpower Planning Administration--emnployment.
(h) Department of Interior-Recreation, Cultural, Employment.
(i) OEO-Variety of youth programs.
(j) HUD/Model Cities-Variety of youth programs.
(k) Mayor's Council on Crime & Law Enforcement.

2. Private Agencies-Written Agreements:
(a) Urban League-Counseling & Family Servles.
(M) Women's Crusade Against Crime--Volunteers.
(e) Health & Welfare Council-Systems analysis.
(d) YMCA-employment, shelter.
(c) Legal Aid Society-legal services.
(f) St. Louis University-evaluation.
(W) St. Louis Alliance for Staging a safer community.
(lh) Creative Community Consultants-Technical assistance.
(i) Help Other Men Emerge--Youth Development.
(j) Consolidated Neighborhood Services. Inc.-Counseling.
(k) Jewish Vocational Services-Training and job development.

3. Inter-Departmental Council Agency Involvement:
(a) HUD-Planning with .Model Cities.
(b) DOL--Partcipation in Employment/Manpower program.
(e) DOA-Special Road Service for Children.
(d) T)OT-Summer Transportation.
(e) Summer cultural, recreational & employment programs.
(f) OEO-Planning with HDC.
(o) ACTION-Volunteers thru "Cost-Shared" program.
(h) HEW-Social Services support thru CSA, RSA.
(i SADDAP-None.
(J) LEAA-Sponsoring "Student Work Assistance Program" for first of-

fenders but no resources for prevention efforts within YSSA to date.
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V. 4OINT FUNDINQ

A. Multiple funding within Mayor's Council on Youth to be utille by Y06.
1. DOA-$800,000.
2. DOT-$25,70.
B. POI,-$254,000.
4. LEAA-$$01,000.

B. Resources to be utilized, but unable to be costed-out this time:
1. POT.
2. CSA.
3. RSA.
4. ACTION.
5. HUD.
6. OEO.
7. HSMHA.
8. Private.

C. Expected Additional Monies:
1. Revenue Sharing.
2. LEAA.

DENvER IMPACT CITIES

Nom.-The Denver Youth Services System is designed around the concept of
Inter-agency Involvement. If you plan to use it as a model please rea the
proposal. Give particular attention to pages, 84 and appendix 534 through
53bb which systematically describe inter-agency involvement with diagrams
and narrative.

A. INTER-AGENCY INVOLVEMENT IN PLANNING AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

1. As page 16 points out, the application wgs prepared jointly by q team
consisting of:

1. State Youth Development and Delinquency Office, Departmeqt of
Institutions.

2. Denver's ]Mayor's Commission..
3. Denver Public Welfare.
4. Denver Public Schools.
5. Denver Police Department.
6. Denver Juvenile Courts.

Other key agencies were involved in the planning effort via the Mayor's ad-hoc
planning committee for the Y.S.S. they included: (See page 54a)

(a) Denver United Way.
(b) Parks and Recreation.
(e) Denver Model Cities.
(d) LEAA Denver Anti-Crime Council.
(e) Denver Health and Hospitals.
(f) Denver Manpower Administration.
(g) Au par Youth Center.
(h) Denver Public Library.
() Denver Regional Council of Governments.
(j) League of Women Voters.
(k) Youth Representatives.
(1) Others (see page 54a).

B. COMPOSITION OF YOUTH SERVICES SYSTEM YOUTH COMMISSION

(a) Seven youth representatives.
(b) Seven community representatives.
(c) Seven public agency representatives.
See page 34 for Systems diagram of Denver Y.S.S.

C. STATE-LEVEL Y.S.S.

A fundamental component of any Y.S.S. is the development of a State corre-
sponding mechanismn for the local Y.S.S.'s. See page 14-18 for description.
Multi-agency representation of the State Y.S.S. will mirror local representation.
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D. FEDERAL REGIONAL Y.S.S. COMPONENT

The Federal Regional Council has created a committee to coordinate Federal
programing for Delinquency Prevention. Thus far the Committee has created
a Regional Compendium outlining potential Federal resources. When the Denver
Y.S.S. and State-level Y.S.S. become operational, we expect this committee to
assist time Denver project.

PORTLAND IMPACT CITIES

1. LEAD PARTICIPANTS

(a) Central Office OYD.
(b) Regional Office OYD.
(c) State Children's Services Division.
(d) State Law Enforcement Planning Office.
(e) State Human Resources Department.
(f) Portland City Bureau of Human Resources.
(g) Portland Office of Youth Services. Special R&D Diversionary Project,

R&D Research Institute, Commissions of Youth.

2. DESCRIPTION

Project will develop a network for the provisions of comprehensive services
to youth and their families when need Is first identified by child, family or
community to determine unmet needs for services, to advocate for and provide
services currently not available, to develop working agreements and coordination
among existing social services agencies for the delivery of said services.

3. COORDINATION-REGIONAL

The plan for the Youth Services System has..been coordinated with two R&D
projects which have over-lapping interests. This is an indication of the Regional-
Central offices coordinations.

State agency coordination in developing the plan were carried out by:
- 1. State Law Enforcement Planning Office.

2. Human Resources Department.
3. Children's Services Division.
4. Governor's Commission on Youth.

Portland City coordination began with the Mayor's commitment:
1. Mayor's commitment.
2. Commissioner of Public Afairq.
3. Bureau of Human Resources (also relates to State agency).
4. Office of Youth Development.
5. Portland UGN (United Good Neighbors).
6. Portland Police.
7. Portland School District.
8' Iayor Commission on Youth.

Multnomath County Coordination:
1. Juvenile Court.
2. Sheriff's Office.
3. County Commissioners.
4. Multnomath County Youth Commissiol.

Local and Private Coordination:
1. UGN.
2. YWCA.
3. YMCA.
4. Etc.

4. GRANTEE IS

Bureau of Human Resources, City of Portland Oregon, 824 S.W. Fifth,
Portland, Oreg.

S. AMOUNT OF YQD/DPA OR OYD FUNDS

$225,000.60 LEAA ($400,000) ? R&D ($260,000) ?
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0. FUNDING LINKAGES

1. Main funding linkage is the City Bureau of Human Resources as it relates
to the State Human Resources Department which has the Childrens' Services
Division which is a state counterpart of CSA, APA, MSA, OE, LEAA.

2. Volunteer Services and moneys

7. OBJECTIVES OF Y.S.S.

1. Effect more economical use of existing services.
2. Act with and on behalf of youth to develop needed, but unavailable or

Inaccessible services.
3. Promote change in local youth serving agencies to make them more respon-

sive to the clients they serve.
1. Divert youth from the courts
2. Reduce youth-adult alienation
3. Reduce labeling
4. Provide for acceptable and gratifying roles for youth.

8. PROGRAM COMPONENTS

1. Crisis Intervention.
2. Recreation.
3. Mental Health.
4. Physical Health.
5. Shelter Care.
6. Alternative Education.
7. Job Development and Placement.

NEWARK IMPACT CITIES

Development of a city-wide youth services coordinating unit in the Office of
the Mayor with an agency-parent-youth advisory board that will recommend
priorities and criteria for services to the Mayor and City Council. All federal.
state and local funds for use on behalf of youth will then flow through or be
coordinated by this structure and the structure Itself will have some program
funds for filling service gaps, but it will not implement programs itself. Our grant
is about $216,000.

The grantee is Model Cities which will sub-contract to the Office of the Mayor.
In addition to Model Cities funds, money will flow through this structure from
Planned Variations, Impact Cities, LEAA State Block Grant Funds, other related
state funds and, if we can manage it. private agency funds, as well as services.

I expect an acceptable proposal will be negotiated before the end of this fiscal
year.

DALLAS IMPACT CITIES

The grantee is the YMCA of Dalla8 Metropolitan Area. Project Name: "Com-
mon Concern".
Total amount YDDPA funds ------------------------------ $256, 882.00
Matching funds from grantee agency ------------------------ 116, 384.00
Committed from private agency (G.A.T.) ---------------------- 15, 000. 00
Projected support (applications pending) :

4.1 Hoblitzelle foundation ------------------------------ 200, 000. 00
4.2 Zale foundation ----------------------------------- 25,000.00

Local participation has been secured on ground level of planning and develop-
ment of "Common Concern" from: (1) Dallas County Juvenile Department: (2)
Dallas Independent School District; and (3) Dallas Police Department, Youth
Division.

A Citizen Movement Is under way to organize the Citizen'.9 Commis.9ion, for
Children and Youth with endorsement of the City Council and the Community
Council of Greater Dallas. The grantee agency has been assured support and
cooperation.

The Social Services Divisqion of the State Department of Public Welfare has
offered full cooperation of its services and participated in planning and imple-
menting the youth services system.

Negotiations are now In progress to obtain counseling services from State
Department of Rehabilitation.
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The J.D. Task Force of the Southwest Federal Regional Council has par-
ticipated in planning and development of "Common Concern" (Federal agencies).

The Dallas Area Criminal Justice Council (LEAA Impact Cities) has con-
tributed to developments of "Common Cause" and assigned a staff member to
pursue "our mutual goals and objectives". This may lead to an LEAA funded
component in "Common Cause" that will deal with youth released from institu-
tions.'tMe applicant agency has working relationships with 52 youth agencies (church
affiliated, public, private). Also, with ten institutions of higher education in
Dallas. Also works closely with the Greater Dallas Council of Churches, Com-
munity Council of Greater Dallas, Dallas Urban League. Dallas Volunteer
Action Center and the Community Relations Commisslons as a catalyst to bring
about special programs to meet social and economic need.

CLEVELAND IMPACT CITIES

The Cleveland Impact Cities Program has submitted an application for
$300.000 of which $225,000 will be YDDPA funds and the remaining $75,000 is
local match. -

The l)rimary objective of the program is to divert youth from the official
juvenile justice system and it will be concentreated on the west side of Cleve-
land. The basic design calls for small neighborhood teams consisting of social
workers, an attorney, and a neighborhood resident who will attempt to nego-
tiate an informal resolution of the situations which have or would have brought
the youth into the juvenile justice system. The juvenile court (county) has agreed
to refer to the program. The team will have access to a wide range of alternative
community based services funded by LEAA's Impact Cities, the city and by
local private agencies.

ATLANTA IMPACT CITIES

Atlanta public school system proposal submit'-d for $224,950 which includes
the $125,000 allocated for Impact Cities. The project is not strictly tied in with
Impact City efforts in Atlanta although many meetings were held with Regional
LEAA personnel, state law enforcement agency, and the Atlanta Regional
Commissioner (ARC) through which all programs must be signed off in the
Atlanta area. Efforts were also made to tie into Impact Cities through regular
meetings of the Public Safety Task Force in Region IV which consists of key
people from agencies such as HEW LEAA, DOL, HUD, state law enforcement
agency, etc. The Public Safety Task Force reports directly to the federal regional
council which is made up of the key federal agencies in the region. While the
public safety task force does not address itself specifically to Impact Cities
programs, the Impact Cities (1o receive much attention by virtue of the fact that
they do specifically address themselves to the coordination of federal efforts in
combating crime and delinquency. YDDPA and Impact Cities personnel were
key members of the task force. Efforts were made in the beginning (at on-set
of Impact Cities designation to tie the YDDPA program into the programs
through a coordinated approach by establishing a youth service system in the
Atlanta ,Metro-area. Numerous conferences with LEAA personnel, state law
enforcement personnel, local, state, and other federal agencies failed to bring
about coordinated efforts in the Impact Cities program primarily because
Impact Cities guidelines addresses itself to the reduction of stranger to stranger
streets crimes and burglary. Atlanta Impact Cities personnel interpretation of
these guidelines are so narrow that they are unable to see the relationship between
a reduction in delinquency and youth crime through a diversionar- and preven-
tive process and street crimes a4 set forth in LEAA guidelines.

While Atlanta YDDPA efforts to tie in specifically with Impact Cities efforts
have not met with success, the Atlanta Public School System to which the
Impact Cities funds were allocated (in addition to the state reservation) does
have multiple funding by federal, state, and local resources Including LEAA,
IIEW, I)OL and others in the amount of approximately $6,000,000.

BALTIMORE IMPACT CITIES

GOALS

1. Coordination of services and improved delivery of services.
2. Reduction of institutionalization.
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3. Reduction of youth-adult alienation.
4. Diversion of status offenders.
5. Improve accessibility to social Institutions.
6. Development of appropriate community resources to meet needs manifested.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Mayor's Office (Director of Manpower Resources) Special Ass't, to Mayor for
Youth Services.

Automated I. & R. System will be sub-contracted to Baltimore Health and
Welfare Council.

City Department of Parks and Recreation will assist in administering some
services of Y.S.S.

LINKAGES AND FUNDING

Baltimore City Department of Parks and Recreation-will provide services.
Health and Welfare Council-will develop automated I. & R. and contribute

$215,000 each.
Addict Referral and Counseling Center Inc.-will provide counseling services

plus $12,000 cash.
Bureau of Management Information System (City)--services.
Afa y her's Offlce of Manpower -tesonrces-services, will serve approximately

11,700 clients through eight programs with a funding base of $5.2 million with
Dept. of Labor providing funds (job development and placement, remedial
education, etc.).

Woman in Community S'ervlcee Inc. (pvt.)-will provide volunteer services
plus some funds.

SRS, R&D, CIMS-project with award of $118,000 will be integrated into
Y.S.S.

RSA, R.O.-will provide approximately $125,000 to $175,000 expansion grant
for rehabilitation case services.

Statc Department of Juvenile Services-approximately $100,000 via staff serv-
ices and facilities, and purchase of care service,.

DFPART'MENT OF URBAN RESOURCE COORDINATION, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to September 30, 1972, $200,000.
Renewed Funding: October 1, 1972 to September 30, 1973, $200,000.
The Tucson Youth Bureau operates as a service middleman between youth in

the target area and local institutions and agencies. Through the efforts of young
indigenous para-professional "youth workers", who utilize extensive outreach
and active casefinding methods, area youth are encouraged to avail themselves
of YSB services. The Bureau provides a number of services Including counseling,
job placement, recreational programs, educational activities, health services, field
trips and advocacy.

ORANGE COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT, SANTA ANA, CALIF.

Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to October 31, 197Z $292,411.
Renewed Funding: November 1, 1972 to June 30, 1973,-$207,556.
The Community Services Project is an outgrowth of the efforts of the Proba-

tion Department to develop a more comprehensive approach to the problems of
youthful deviance and to shift the intervention back to the community. Local
agencies and organizations as well as adults and youth is the cities of Placentia
and Fountain Valley are Involved in an on-going process of community needs
analysis and program plannlg ad developmet. Major action programs operating
under this multi-funded project include: Alternate Routes, a diversion program
sponsored by the probation department, police and schools in which community
youth counselors provide direct crisis intervention and delinquency prevention
counseling to youth. VISA (Volunteers Influencing Student Achievement) which
is designed to provide 4th, 5th and 6th grades in Placentia Schools with academic
assistance and personal support by matching each child with a community
volunteer.

A number of mini-action grants are also operative in Placentia and Fountain
Valley. Among these are YMCA Community Program; a National Mini-Bike
Project; a Mexican-American Boy Scouting Program; a Family Counseling
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Project: a Volunteers program; the Save-a-Mothers Clinic, which includes three
cancer detection clinics; the placement of two school resource officers in the
Placentia School System in an effort to reduce crimes and delinquency; the Casa
Placenta, which provides a wide range of services-for youth and their parents
4n the La Jolla barrio; a Childrens' Theatre in Fountain Valley and a Youth
-Service Center which provides a variety of formal and informal services to youth
in the Fountain Valley-area.

BOISE CITY DEMONSTRATION AGENCY, BOISE, IDAUO

. Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to November 30, 1972, $190,000.
Renewed Funding: December 1, 1972 to November 30, 1973, $200,000.
The Youth Service Bureau of Boise provides needed services which are not

• available in the community, serves as a source of information regarding services
for youth and coordinates community services institutions. Major service coin-
ponents provided by the project include a comprehensive family counseling serv-
ice; two crisis shelter facilities for boys and girls; an information and referral
service; a Borah High School Demonstration project which provides a staff out-
reach counselor stationed at the school to work with youth on their personal
problems; a job development program, operative during the summer of 1972;
and a youth conference, held in April of 1972, designed to ascertain the needs
and desires of youth and youth serving agencies.

MAC NEAL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, BERIWYN, ILL.

Original Funding: June 29, 1971 to June 28, 1972, $240,006.
Renewed Funding: July 1. 1972 to June 30, 1973, $118,098.
The Youth in Crisis Project, based near Mac Neal Memorial Hospital, oper-

ates a round-the-clock crisis' intervention program, providing services to client
youth either directly or through cooperative referral to other agencies. The
Poject focuses on several important Institutional structures in an effort to
eliminate negative leveling of youth and provide them more socially acceptable
roles. In so doing, the Project has stationed five liaison outreach workers in
schools to work with "troubled" youth; has established a police referral and
feedback system which makes counselors available to police and apprehended
,youth immediately to assist both In making decisions, and has established an
* ,nconipassing Community Outreach program which focuses on developing new
community-based resocialization experiences for client youth.

URBAN COALITION OF ST. JOSEPH COUNTY, IND., SOUTI BEND, IND.

Original Funding: June 80, 1971 to October 31, 1972, $334,829.
Renewed Funding: November 1, 1972 to June 80. 1973. $165,167.
The Youth Advocacy program operates an as independent public agency estab-

lished to strengthen youth involvement and to divert youth from the juvenile
Justice system. The program has stationed service agents in the school sys-
tem. recreation department, city government, model cities projects and the
Family and Children's Center in an effort to make these institutions more
responsive to the needs of youth. They also operate a counseling center which
provides information, direct service and referrals to other agencies. Their
'Street Academy provides quality education designed to meet the needs of
those high school students who were unable to succeed in a typical school
setting. The program maintains a full time staff lawyer as an advocate on behalf
of youth who also provides legal counseling and education for youth.

CITY DEMONSTRATION AGENCY, LANSING, YICii.

- Original Funding: June 80, 1971 to October 1, 1972, $20.C00.
Renewed Funding: October 2, 1972 to October 1, 1973, $186,083.
-The Youth Development Corporation program's personnel encourage existing

youth serving agencies and youth employment agencies to engage in coopera-
tive and coordinated program planning, in an effort to prevent area youth
.from entering the juvenile justice system. The program has developed and
maintains an elected youth council that surfaces problems confronting youth

. and formulates strategies in conjunction with existing agencies. The program
also provides cultural enrichment experiences, serves as an advocate for youth,
provides outreach services and sponsors a work-intern program with local
businesses.
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Original Funding: June 30. 1971 to October 31, 1972, $302,000.
Renewed Funding: November 1, 1972 to October 31,1973. $178,000.
Tie Roseville Youth developmentt Project (YDP) incorporate a number

of experimental school programs which are designed to counter features of
a suburban school system that impede and obstruct favorable youth dvelolk
meant. The Contact Program, operating in Alexander Ramsey High School,
essentially is an alternative educational program designed to meet the edu-
cational and emotional need,*, of a group of "emerging delinquents." The pro-
gram includes two main comi)onents-a daily group involvement, encounter
process and a contingency contracting educational experience.

The Focus Program is a school within a school for 10, 11, and 12th grade,
students who cannot succeed in a typical classroom. The students are involved
in encounter sessions, individualized as well as group instruction and projects
and; if Interested, in occupational relations classes and work experience.

Recovery is an evening school provided for students who have dropped out
or have been forced out of Roseville's two high schools. The program encourages
a student's involvement in his own curriculum planning and promotes it good
student/teacher relationship, curriculu relevance and student participation
in his evaluation. They have also initiated a work-study program in the- 9th
grade in one junior high and a creative dramatics class in an elementary school.
They developed a program at one elementary school based upon principles of
behavior modification, stressing individualized instruction and using students
in the Focus program as tutors. They also initiated a program in a junior
high designed to provide negative youth leaders with access to more positive
roles.

GREATER KANSAS CITY MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Original Funding: June 30. 1971 to November 30. 1972, $399,965.
Renewed Funding: December 1, 1972 to November 30, 1973, $200,000.
The Intercept Project is designed to identify inner-city youth whose adjust-

ment is such that they are in danger of becoming delinquent and to intervene,
in this process at a point prior to a youth's being legally classified as a delinquent.
The project considers truancy as a reliable symptom of an emerging delinquent
pattern of adjustment and as such, accepts referrals from 15 area schools.
Intercept Action Teams screen the youth and develop a treatment plan designed
to meet the individual needs of each client, utilizing resources made available
by other youth serving agencies. In addition to these specific prevention efforts.
staff members have undertaken a number of other activities including a sickle-
cell anemia clinic, a week-end recreational/tutorial program, charm classes and
art classes.

The United Community Services received $200;,000 to develop a coordinated
network of services for youth in the Kansas City Metropolitan area. A Youth
Service Center Is being developed to serve as a central Intake, diagnostic and
referral resource for the diversion of minor offenders into community-based
treatment programs. This project is being integrated with Intercept to provide
a coordinated youth services system approach.

SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES, REHABILITATION SERVICES DIVISION,
IhELENA, MONT.

Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to June 30. 1972. $400.000.
Renewed Funding: June 30, 1973 to June 30, 1973, $200,000.
The Rural American Project is designed to help youth serving agencies In five

target areas (Shelby, Glendive, Lewiston, Polson, and Wolf Point) to alter
existing programs or develop new services to meet the needs of area youth.
Youth Workers have established a number of programs and projects in such
areas as education, recreation, counseling, health services, etc. Each Youth
Worker has had some success in effecting changes In established Institutional
practices and procedures. For example, there now exists a small residential
facility which serves as an alternative to state correctional care and several
student-interest courses have been introduced into the curriculum of local high
schools.
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TRENTON CITY DEMONSTRATION AGENCY, TRENTON, N.J.

Original Funding: June 25, 1971 to June 24, 1972, $242,683.
This Youth Center makes available a number of legal, rehabilitative, counsel-

ing and referral services. Its detached workers meet with natural peer groups
away from the Center in an atmosphere which, hopefully, is more conducive
to constructive contact. Liaison workers stationed in various juvenile justice
agencies, accept referrals from these agencies and attempt to mediate between
juvenile justice officials and youth.

WILTWYCK SCHOOL FOR BOYS, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Original Funding: June 25, 1971 to June 24, 1972, $292.000.
Renewed Funding: August 15, 1972 to August 14, 1973. $291.947.
Basically, the Brooklyn Project is an attempt to identify and service those

youth whose behavior and attitudes seem to propel them towards the juvenile
* justice system. Several major program components provide the needed suppor-
" tive services. An All-Day Supervision Program provides a full range of services,

including group and individual counseling, tutorial services, academic instruc-
tion, recreation, remedial reading and drug education, to youth who have been
runable to succeed in regular public schools. Similar services also are provided
after-school for youth who do attend public schools but have need for such

* service. An After-Care Program is designed to help children who have been
institutionalized re-adjust to their communities. An Adolescent Program is

* designed to attract and interest youth ages 15-17 by providing services specific
to their needs, such as high school equivalency and job training.

PHIILADELPHIA MODEL CITIES PROGRAM, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Original Funding: June 30. 1971 to November 30, 1972. $288,542.
Renewed Funding: December 1. 1972 to November 30. 1973, $199,425.
Two Neighborhood Youth Resources Centers located in the Philadelphia

Model Neighborhood area, act as service brokerages between available services
and youth in need through the provision of referral and follow-up by locating
existing resources and developing new resources when needed. The Centers
also seek to modify the attitudes and practices of existing agencies and institu-
tions which discriminate against troublesome youth and thereby contribute to
anti-social behavior. Services provided through contractual arrangements with
tile Model Cities Program and other community resources or through demon-
stration projects conducted at the Centers include school-age day care, tutoring,
self-awareness classes, cultural, educational and recreational trips and experi-

.:ences, pyschological counseling and medical services.

GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON CRIME, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to June 29. 1973, $229.229.
* Renewed Funding: June 30, 1973 to June 29, 1974. $145.514.

The Youth Service Bureau is designed to service pre-delinquent and troubled
youth and their families with guidance.and counseling of a pre-judicial nature
and to coordinate other community resources in anti-delinquency activities.
Thirteen young indigenous youth service aides are primarily responsible for
receiving youth referrals, providing them access to service resources and follow-
ing-up on these referrals. They also work in close contact with police and court
officials, supplying them with follow-up reports as requested.

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Original Funding: June 30, 1971 to September 30. 1972, $317,445.
Renewed Funding: October 1. 1972 to June 30, 1972, $182,471.
The primary objective of the Child Advocacy Project is to coordinate serv-

ices-educational, legal, medical, etc. in order to more effectively deal with
children and their families in the West Park area of Nashville. Primarily through

lthe efforts of tile child advocates, community agencies have been persuaded to
: make their resources more accessible to client youth. The program also reaches

into the community to families as well as other formal child development/
socialization programs to increase their effectiveness- in the early identification
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of children exhibiting behavior and learning problems. The project which began in
the West Park area of Nashville, has been expanded to Napier Park and Waverly-
Belmont neighborhoods.

CITY OF SAN ANTONIO, HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

Original Funding: June 1, 1971 to August 31, 1972, $265,000.
Renewed Funding: September 1, 1973 to August 31, 1973, $200,000.
The Youth Services Project provides services aimed at the social redirection of

the misdemeanor juvenile offender and also serves troubled youth who may not
come into contact with the law, but are in need of some services. Four neighbor-
hood-based Services Centers receive youth, referrals from the police and proba-
tion department. Social work services are provided the youth and his family
by the appropriate agencies cooperating in the Y.S.S. The Youth Workers also
organize a number of recreational and other group activities.

ALASKA CHILDREN t8 SERVICES, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

Original Funding: June 30, 1972, to June 29, 1973, $225,000.
The YES' Program seeks to develop~a Y.S.S. in Anchorage which will provide

youth with alternatives to the juvenile justice system. The attainment of this
objective will be sought through the following components: A Youth Service
Center operating on a 24 hour basis; A Youth Advocacy Program designed to
bring about changes in youth serving agencies; a Human Development Center
which serves as a multi-purpose training center; a Youth Community Develop-
ment Program and the Youth Services Development Fund which will financially
assist needed youth serving programs.

DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AUTHORITY, SACRAMENTO, CALIF

Original Funding: July 1, 1972, to August 31, 1973, 225,000.
The Comprehensive Youth Development Prevention Project provides for a com-

prehensive delivery of services to children and youth in three separate geographic
areas. The common service delivery mechanism for each area is a community
Youth Service Center, the general components of which include Information and
referral services, youth advocacy, community involvement, prevention and re-
habilitation. Each Center is involved in establishing a network of coordinated
services involving both structural and contractual arrangements between Federal,
State and local authorities to insure an improved delivery of services.

OFFICE OF YOUTH OPPORTUNITY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Original Funding: March 1, 1972, to December 15, 1973, $224,986.
The program involves a series of Youth Assistance Service Centers, located in

high delinquency areas, which will provide 24 hour Intake analysis, diagnosis and
evaluation of individual youth-related problems to both walk-in and referrals.
(This grant supports such a center in the Anacostta Section of Washington.) The
services provided directly by the Center or through referrals to community agen-
cies on the basis of cooperative arrangements, include remedial education, coun-
seling, diagnostic services, phsyehiatric treatment, job development and place-
ment, medical treatment, and leisure-time programs. The Center bridges the
gap between available services and youth in need and act as advocates to insure
that youth receive needed services.

STATEMENT DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE, TOPEKA, KANSAS

-Original Funding: June 30, 1Q72 to June 29,1973, $212,278.
The project provides for the development of a rural and an urban model pro-

viding comprehensive and integrated services for youth designed to-dlvert them
from the juvenile justice system. The nine-county Wheatlands Juvenile Services
Agency in Garden City serves an area-wide Youth Services Center, providing co-
ordination of, existing service agencies and the development of new services based
upon Identified needs and gaps. A 24-hour intake and referral center operates
under the supervision of the local department of social welfare. Specific services
provide in this model are counseling, job placement, medical services, vocational
treament, educational an recreational services. For each youth referred to the
center, a complete program will be developed utilizing various community re-
sources.
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LOUISVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Original Funding: June 15, 1972 to May 31, 1973, $320,000.
The project seeks to divert youth from the juvenile justice system by provid-

ing an individualized and realistic program of education and supportive services.
Within the Dept. of Institutions, the newly created Division of Alternatve Pro-
grams develops programs and special schools for students not being reached by
the traditional school systems. These special schools emphasize and promote in-
dividual instruction, programmed learning, work experience, counseling, home-
school coordination, direct services and cooperation with local and State youth
serving agencies. Special training is provided teacher aides and para-professional
staff as well as to parents who may then serve as volunteer-tutors in their coin-
mnunmity schools.

WAYNE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, DETROIT, MICH.

Original Funding: June 30, 1972 to June 29, 1973, $325,000.
This project seeks to develop a common approach to juvenile crime prevention

and to establish linkages among the various social service agencies so as to pro-
vide - more effective mobilization of resources and eliminate service gaps. The
project is comprised of two major functional companies-The Juvenile Facilities
Network program which performs planning, policy development and coordina-
tive activities and the Youth Service Delivery Program which assures that
needed services are provided, often in neighborhood service centers.

FOCUS, INC., LAS VEGAS, NEV.

Original Funding: June 1, 1972 to May 31, 1973, $99,724.
This project provides a system of coordinated youth services for local and out-

of-state runaway youth. They operate a Youth Hostel which provides in addi-
tion to the adult supervision required by State law, short-term lodging, counsel-
ing, transportation, recreational activities, short-term employment and referrals
to supportive and medical services as necessary. In addition, liaison with the
families is established as soon as possible, and efforts are made to involve the
parents in the solution of problem situation.

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, CONCORD, N.H., SEACOAST REGIONAL COUNSELING CENTER, PORTS-
MOUTH, MANCHESTER SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. MANCHESTER, N.H., MANCHESTER
REGIONAL OFFICE, MANCHESTER, OFFICE OF YOUTH SERVICES, MANCHESTER, N.H.

Original Funding: June 30. 1972 to June 29, 1973, $225,000.
Renevyed Funding: June 30, 1973 to June 29, 1974, $217,555.
A total of five grants were awarded to the State of New Hampshire to develop

a coordinated network of youth services. The Seacoast Regional Counseling
Center supports a Youth Resource Center which provides a wide range of
counseling services, information and referral to community agencies, a school
counselor in the junior high to work with potential drop-outs, a detached
worker in the Police Department to work with youth, diagnostic testing and
evaluation, a summer youth services program and attempts to further coordina-
tion and cooperation among community agencies. The Manchester School De-
l)artment employs a team of behaviorlal specialists who are working within the
local junior high schools studying their processes of schooling and their conse-
quences on youth development. The Manchester Office of Child and Family
Services sponsors a runaway program which encourages youth to turn to a
Youth Services Crisis Center for help rather than running away. The Office
of Youth Services provides a program which incorporates a youth-operated Job
Clearing House, a Recreational Advisory Committee, a volunteer service pro-
gram, a Youth Agency Council which seeks to expand and develop community
resources for youth and four indigenous detached workers who work with both
youth and adults in high delinquency neighborhoods.

CITY OF SYRACUSE, SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Original Funding: June 30, 1972 to June 29, 1973, $200,000.
The Community-Wide Action Plan for Youth seeks to provide an integrated

planning and service delivery program for youth in Syracuse. The service corn-

84-522-73--i9
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ponents are ln'ovided both through youth ventt- designed to beet tile need<
of youth in .pecithi areas vichel were not being served ond thr,)uglh I Nogra tosdesigned to fill i(leuiaiied high priority service gaps. Youth ( eter" progratos

include the expanisioni of a theater p rigraa. tei, expansion of a couipreliensive
neighborhood program lliproviding recreation. tu oling. job preparation anl other
services and the expansion of three teen centers providing a vairety 01f selivits
to youti. Programs supported under tile service gal) ('o~llinOIllt'It include three
recreation programs for the Inentally liandicapped. a program designed for
inner-city girls aged 12-18, the provision of a liaison social worker to deal
with the problems of S]panish-speaking studentss ald several educationially
oriented programs.

OKLAIOMA I)EPARTMiENT OF INSTITUTIONS, SOCIAT. AND REII OI.I-rTriON
SERVICES, OKLAHOMA CITY. OKI.A.

Original Funding: Alpril 1. 1972 to March 3. 1973. $250,000.
Renewed Funding: April 1, 1973 to Marc.h 31. 1)74, $100.000.
Tile Statewide Systems Model for l)elinquency Prevent-ih seeks to deanm o-

strate a "-/o reduction in the fornau adjudication of delinquenllecy youlhI within
an eleven county area composed of urban, rurlan. and rural p)pU'atimi.s. Em-
phasis is placed oti the coordination of existing resources to focus on identified
probleins and to strengthen the institutional ties of problelned children. Differ-
ent techniques for prograin coordinationi have een implemented comomensutrate
with the type of community. tile level of services currently being provided and
tile incidence of juvenile delinquency. In tihe urban areas citizen-nianaged youth
service bureaus maintain primary responsibility for prograin coordination. while
the urban and rural areas citizen advisory groups perforni this function.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, SALT LAKE CITY, UrTAII

Original Funding: June 30, 1972 to June 29, 1973, $325,000.
Renewed Funding: June 30, 1973 to June 29, 1974, $100,000.
Youth Services Systems, established in Salt Lake City and In Weber County

represent the first phase in the development of a statewide juvenile delinquency
prevention services network. The project is designed to coordinate and focus the
services of existing agencies toward the prevention of juvenile delinquency. to
modify existing programs and to establish or expand other programs when needs
or gaps are identified. Members of the Advisory Council ensure participation of
State and local agencies in this endeavor and suggest future program direction.
Program emphasis is placed on strengthening the ties between the school and the
family.

NEW YOUTH SERVICES SYSTEMS, FISCAL YEAR 1973

REGION I

Family Services of New London and Vicinity, New London, Conn.. $100,00)
Addison County Youth Services, Inc., Middlebury, Vt., $25,000.
University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt., $74.994.
New England Medical Center Hospital, Boston, Mass., $89,937.

REGION 11

Sisters of the Good Shepard Residences, Xew York, N.Y., $150,000.
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders. Elizabeth, N.J., $100,000.
Puerto Rico Planning Board, Santurce, Puerto Rico, $175,000.

REGION III

Office of the 'Mayor, Wilmington, Del., $64,668.
United Fund and Council, Inc., Wilmington, Del.. $35,332.
Mission of Community Concern, Washington, D.C., $100,000.
City of Norfolk, Norfolk, Va., $50,829.
Kanawha County Board of Education, Charleston. W. Va., $100,000.
City Hall, City of Lynchburg, Lynchburg, Va., $49,171.

Mayor alld City Council or Baltimore, Baltimore, Md., $225,000.
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REM:ION IV

Somerset County collegee . Some .set. Ky,. M00.000.
'l(eniessee (oullneil i(f (;overl- nle lk, Meiumlinhis. TenIIn.. $100,000.
Atlanta l'ublic 8(hools, Atlanta, (li.- $224,050.
Leon( oulty Board or ('omnmnissiomers. Tallalnms,ee. Fla., $100,000.
Lee County Youth 1)evelopmint ('enter. I tie.. 4;pelika, Ala., $50,000.
South 'arolina I)lartmeiit of Youth St'rvices, ('indnhlmbia, $.'., $100,1410.
Wiiiston-Silliii/Foi'.iyti ('ounty Board, Win.ston-Salem, N.(C., $10001(K.
)allas ('ounty C 'ommissio. Selnma. Ala., $50,000.

Gulfport MIunicipal Separate School, Guifliort, Miss., $100,000.

REGION V

Washtqrau School I)istrict. Aim Arhor. Mich.. 100.000.
Mayor's ('ommis.,ion of Youth, hTlianllapolis, I d., $100,0().
)uluth Indian Action 4'outcil. I)uluth, Mimn., $100,000.

Proviso Y, Proviso Ill., Yp100.(t)0.
Social I)evelopmetnt ('ommission, Milwa-ukee. Wis.. $100,000.
Cleveland Inpact ('Hies, ('leveland, Ohio, $225,0(00.

REGION VI

Mayors 'Criminal Justice-Coun(.il, New Orleans, La.. $69.935.
Bernilillo County ('ommissiOn, Aliuquerque. N. Mex., $50,00.
San Angelo Youth Services Bureau, San Angelo, Tex., $20,193.
YM(CA of alass Metropolitan Area, 1)alams, Tex.. 256JSS.
Natiotial Conference of Christias ad Jews, Little Rock, Ark., $7792.

REGION VII

State Youth Coordinator, Des M1oines. Iowa. $100.000.
State )elpairtnent of Social Welfare, 'i'ol te. Kas., $100,000.
Mayor's Council on Youth, St. Louis, Mo.. $125.000.
Diouglas County Departmnt of Mental Ifealth. Omaha, Nebr., S.0,000.
Lancaster County Board of ('omnissioners, Lincoln, Nebr., $20,000.

REGION VIII

Colorado Department of Institutions, Denver, Colo., $225,000.
South Dakota DI)partment of Public nfornaatin, Pierre, S. Da k.. $100,000.
Social Service Board of North Dakota. Bismaarck, N. Dak., $100,000.

REGION IX-

Maric)pa County Youth Service Bureau, Phoenix, Ariz., $60,000.
San Carlos Apache Tribe, $40,000.
Youth Advocates. Inc., San Francisco. Calif.. $20.000.
Ventura County Delinquency Prevention Commission, Ventura, Calif., $97.000.
Mayor's Office, Hilo, Hawaii, $75,50).
City and County of Honolulu, Honolulu. Hawaii. $75,500.
Department of Health, Welfare and Rehabilitation, Carson City, Nev., $100,000.
Sanctuary, Inc., Agana, Guam, $10,000.
Governor's Office. Pago Pago, American Samoa, $25,000.
Division of Community Development, Saipan, Marianna Islands, $25.000.

REGION X

Ketchikan Community Counch, Ketclikan, Alaska, $50,000.
Nez Perce Tribe, Lapwai, Idaho, $33.3.33.
Lewis-Clark Valey Youth Bureau. Lewiston, Idaho, $33,333.
Bureau of Human Resources, Portland. Oreg., $225.000.
Department of Community Development, King County, Seattle, Wash.. $50,000.
City of Seattle, Seattle, Wash., $50.000.
Hillcrest Home for Boys. Fairbanks, Alaska, $50.000.
Kootenai County Coordinating Council. Coeur d'Alene. Idaho..033.334.
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[Additional questions submitted to HEW and responses supplied
for the record are marked "Exhibit Nos. 16-18" and are as follows:]

ExnIBIT No. 16
APRIL 19, 1973.

11o11. CASPAR WEINBEROER,
Secretary, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR 'MR. SECRETARY: The juvenile delinquency crisis and the role of the
Federal government in the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency are
among the serious issues facing our nation and are matters of continuing
concern to this Subcommittee. During the last session of Congress the Sub-
committee has held hearings on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act, S. 3148, which I reintroduced along with Senator Marlow Cook
as S. 821 on February 8, 1973. We have continued the hearings and our in-
vestiga tion.

Because of your responsibilities in the area of juvenile delinquency, I am
inviting you to testify before the Subcommittee at 10:00 a.m., on May 15, in
Room 2228, Dlrksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. In accordance
with Subcommittee rule, I would appreciate your sending us 100 copies of your
prepared statement 72 hours in advance of your scheduled appearance. A pre-
liminary copy of your statement should be received in this office no later than
May 10, 1973. I am enclosing a copy of S. 821.

The Subcommittee would appreciate hearing your views and receiving data
on questions which have been raised regarding the need for S. 821, including
but not limited to the following:

1. Summary of Federal dollars obligated In Fiscal Year 1972 by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare to programs directly related to juvenile
delinquency.

2. Summary of Federal dollars obligated in Fiscal 1972 by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare directly relating to the prevention of juvenile
delinquency including a brief description of the programs Included.

3. The actual expenditures under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act for
Fiscal 1973 to date.

4. A breakdown of all expenditures for the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
Act for Fiscal 1973, including the following particular information.

(a) amount for coordinated youth services and the percentage of total budget
this represents:

(b) amount for construction;
(e) amount for training;
(d) amount for technical assistance;
(e) amount for information services;
(f) amount for evaluation.
5. The administration, structure, operation, and location of the YDDPA. and

program plans and level of funding for the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act
for Fiscal 1974.

6. The number of youth service systems operating in calendar years 1972
and 1973, including the following particular information:

(a) location and description of each such system;
(b) date, amount, and period of time of original funding;
(c) date, amount, and period of time of renewed funding If any;
(d) number of completely new systems started in 1973.
7. The expenditures for research in juvenile delinquency by the Department of

HEW, including a brief description of each research project and the source of its
funding.

8. The expenditures for training in the field of juvenile delinquency by the
Department of HEW, including a brief description of the source of funds, type of
training and the personnel included.

9. The coordination of juvenile delinquency programs within the Department
of HEW at the Federal, regional, state and local level.

10. The coordination of Federal juvenile delinquency programs at the Federal,
regional, state and local level.

11. The role of HEW in the Interdepartmental Council to Coordinate All Fed-
eral Juvenile Delinquency Programs.

12. The juvenile delinquency component in LEAA's Impact Cities program and
HEW's participation in that component.
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13--1The ole of HEW In criminal justice- planning at the state and local level.
I look forward to your appearance before the 8ubconnittee. Ifyvou have any

questions regarding your testimony, please feel free to contact Ms. Mathea Falco,
-taff Director and Chief Counsel of the Subcommittee at 225-2951.

S Sincerely,
BIRMcI BAY11, Chairnan.

EXHIBIT No. 17
JULY 13, 1973.

STANLEY B. TnoMxAS, Jr.,
Acting Asai.stant Secretary for Hurnan Developnent,
)epart.rnt of lcalth, Education, and Wclfare.

Washington, D.C.

IDAR MR. ThoMAS: On behalf of the members of the Senate Judiciary Subcom-
mittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to express my appreciation for your appearance before us on June 27,
1973.

Your testimony on the proposed legislation, S. 821, the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 is a valuable contribution to our efforts to
learn more about effective approaches to the problems of juvenile delinquency.
When the hearings which contain your testimony are printed, I shall forward
copies to you.

I would appreciate receiving your written responses to the questions set forth
- elov no later than July 25, 1973. These questions and your resliises will be
included in the final printed copy of the hearings.

1. Your data submitted to the Subcommittee subsequent to the hearings states
that 61 new youth services systems were funded in Fiscal 1973.

(a) The Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act requires that HEW provide
services where none exist. Will any of these new systems provide direct services
to youth?

(b) With other sources of funds within HEW and other Federal agencies being
cut back, how does YDDPA foresee communities establishing effective youth
services systems with YDDPA funds for direct services?

2. In your prepared testimony, you stated that the 1974 budget can again be
limited to $10 million for YDDPA.

(a) Does this mean that YDDPA funding of some of the presently operating
youth services systems will be phased out in 1974?

(b) How many of these programs have commitments for continuing supporLt__
at the same level from state and local sources?

3. The May 25, 1971, letter of agreement between the Secretary of HEW and
the Attorney General gave HEW the responsibility for delinquency prevention
and rehabilitation outside the juvenile justice system and LEAA the responsibil-
ity for programs operating inside the juvenile justice system. Last year's exten-
sion of the Juvenile Delinquency Irevention and Control Act further clarified
this division of responsibility for prevention programs. In justifying the $10 mil-
lion budget, however, you refer to the "demonstration projects of HEW\s juvenile
delinquency programs and . . . the broader prevention and control support pro-
grams of LEAA."

(a) Why has YDDPA relinquished its responsibilities for prevention to LEAA?
(b) LEAA funds juvenile delinquency prevention programs for a total of $21

million. Why does YDDPA feel that $31 million ($10 million from YDDPA and$21 million from LE ) is a sufficient Federal investment in juvenile delin-
quency_ prevention?

4. You stated in your prepared testimony that YDDPA has been placed in the
Office of Human Development. You made inconsistent statements about the new
title of the office with the responsibility for administering the Juvenile Delin-
quency Prevention Act.

(a) What will the new office be called?
(b) What will be the title and GS level of the director of this new office?
(c) Will this office administer programs other than those under the Juvenile

Delinquency Prevention Act? If so, what will be the title and GS level of the per-
son directly responsible for the programs under the Juvenile Delinquency Preven-
tion Act?

(d') Why speciflcally does the move of YDDPA from an Administration within
the Social and Rehabilitation Service to an office within the Office of the Assist-
ant Secretary for Human Development strengthen and coordinate programs for
delinquency prevention and youth development? -
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5. In your prepared testimony, you listed various HEW programs as expending
a total of $59,373.46itt on juvenile delliliuei..y.

(a) Would you please describe how the Office of Education, the National In-
stitute- of Mental- ealth, the Rehabilitation Services Administration and the
Research and Development arm of the Social and -Rehabilitation Service are
directly addressing the problem of juvenile delinquency, rather than indirectly
through youth related programs?

(b) Last year, HEW submitted a similar list, totalling $83.4 million. Why has
there been such a substantial decrease in I NEW spending in this area?

(c) How does the Department determine \vhicli funds are spent on juvenile
delinquency when, according to your prepared testimony, you cannot break these
funds down Into prevention, research and training?

6. According to your prepared testimony, YI)lPA expected $729,735 on tech-
nical assistance through May 1, 1973.

(a) What part of them was expended for direct technical assistance under
Section 301?

(b) What part provided technical assistance through the states, under Sec-
tion 302?

(c) Would you please describe the grants?
7. Although your prepared statement shows a funding level of $100,000 for

evaluation, as of May 1, 1973. YDDIIPA expended only $7.659 on evaluation.
(a) Why was so little expended?
(b) What programs) was evaluated?
(c) Has any evaluation of youth services systems been completed? If so, what

were the results?
8. In your prepared statement, you show an expenditure of $117,52 on in-

formmat ion services. Please describe the information services provided by these
funds.

1). Mr. Twiname testified last year at length about the Oklahoma system and
entered into the hearing record a nenmorandum of agreement among the par-
ticipating agencies. What is the present status of that system?

10. Mr. Twinaie also testified that in Fiscal 1972 YI)I)PA had stimulated a
youth development prograin in New York which was to involve $100 million from
Title IV-A funds. What is the status of that program?

11. You testified that the objectives of S. 821 can I, obtained through existing
agenees. The Subcommnittee. however, has been contacted by organizations
throughout tile country complaining that funds are not available for community-
based services for delinquent and Itentially delinquent youth. Where, in IIEW,
can a private non-profit organization find funds to operate a halfway house, or a
crisis intervention programin?

12. You opio.,d the creation of a new National Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention. Where do you think a programs such as the one en4-
visioned by S. 821 should be located? Would HEW Ie aide to administer this
pro. la in.

13. In your lrelared statement, you referred to the creasee in the rate of in-
crease of juvenile delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts: 10% in
11)68-69: 7%, 1970-71: 3.4% 1971-72. Has YDI)PA done any research, or is it
aware of any research, to det'ernino what proportion of the decrease Is ine to
states lowering the ianximim age for (lelinlquency proceedings and/or increas-
ilg the use of transfers to adult court?

Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

lIRCII RAYII, Cha irnman.

ExImnur No. I,8

I)EPATNMINT 01' hIEALT1. EnUCATION, AND WVEL.ARE,
OFFC OF THE S1ECRETARtY,

Wlashig.ton, D.C., Augu.st 20, 197.1.
lion. BllwI Rt YIr
Chai'map)(, Subcommittee to Inrestigatc Jurcaiile l)clinqucncy, U.S. Stiiate,

lVal'. ington. D.C.
I)AR SENATOrt IAYT : This Is in answer to your letter, dated July 13, in whili

you set forth thirteen questions relating to the program carried on under the
Juven ile 1)elinquency prevention Act.
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I hope the following material clears UI) any questions the Subcommittee may
have. Under separate cover, we are sending copies of our publications and re-
prints. which were developed hy our information srvi(e. We will also be send-
Ing you I final evaluation report on those systems that were studied last year.
W expect this report will be available sotunctime in August.

Question No. lta).-The Juvenile l)o4,,quency Prevention Act requires that
IIE\V provide services where none exist. Will any 9f these new systems provide
direct services to, youth?

Auswer.-To "provide services where none exist" is not a primary mandate of
lhe .Juvenile lDelinquency Prevention Act. In mo1st communities some services
already exist and in many of tile major communities a great variety of services
exist. Although direct services ('aII be, and are. provided through the Delenquency
Prevention Act, its emphasis is on the development of "coordinated youth serv-
ices" which means a comtrehensive service delivery system, so designed that it
will be particularly geared to serve a specific target group. namely, youth in
danger of becoming delinquent who often go unserved under the uncoordinated
piecemeal community programs as they exist today.

Question No. I I ,.-With other sources of funds within HEW and other Fed-
eral agencies being cut back, how does YI)I)PA foresee communities establishing
effective youth services systems without YI)DPA funds for direct services?

Answer.-OYI) funds are initially used in the youth services systems )oth for
the coordination of youth services and to fill Identified gaps in the youth service
network and to provide Innovative services not-nvatlable through other funding
sources. Support is provided with the understanding that it is temporary and
that other sources must be found, i.e., revenue sharing, State, foundation support,
to provide ongoing support for these services,

Tie Act also requires that the application show the strategy for phasing out
support. under the Act and the continuance of the program through other sources.

Question No. 2(a).-l)oes this mean that YDJ)PA funding of some of the pres-
ently operating youth services systems will be phased out in 1974?

Answer.-Yes. Those youth services systems begun In FY '71 and whici have
received 15% less in FY '73 will receive 25% less in FY '74 as final support. There-
after local and State support will sustain the programs.

Question No. 2(b).Ilow many of these programs have commitments for con-
tinning support at the same level from state and local sources?

Answer.-A number of these programs. Including Orange County, Calif., San
Antonio, Tex., and Brooklyn. N.Y.. will be continued via local tax support,
revenue sharing and other types of Federal pass-through funding.

Question No. 3(a).-Why has YI)DPA relinquished its responsibilities for pre-
vention to LEAA?

Answer.-From the inception of the Omnibus Crime Control ad Safe Streets
Act, a variety of programs in the field of juvenile delinquency were funded under
the Act. Later amendments provided specific authorization for a broad program
in the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency tinder the LEAA pro-
gram. This fact coupled vith an increasingly substantial funding level placed
T.EAA in time position of being the lead agency in the Federal Government in this
field. The gist of the exchange of letters. dated May 25, 1971, between the Attor-
ney General and the Secretary of HEW was that HEW would not fund prevention
or rehabilitation programs within the juvenile justice system. Tie agreement (lid
not limit LEAA to funding prevention and rehabilitation programs within the
system. In fact. substantal programs have been funded both in and out of the
system hy LEAA since that time.

YI)DPA did not relinquish its respduibility for prevention to LEAA since these
were shared responsibilities between the two Departments rather than mutually
exclusive. It did. however. redirect its program to meet a major weakness--lack
of program coordination-through the systems development approach which i-
the primary emphasis of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act.

Question No. 3(b).-LEA\A funds juvenile delinquency prevention programs
for a total of $21 million. Why does YDDPA feel that $31 million ($10 million
from YT)DPA and $21 million from LEAA) Is a sufficient Federal Inve-fment in
jiivenile delinquency prevention?

Answer.-YDDPA does not feel that $31 million is a sufficient Federal invest-
ment In juvenile delinquency prevention. In fact, the Federal Investment in
delinquency prevention is much larger than this amount when other programs in
IIEW and other Departments are included.
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Question No. 4 (a).-What will the new office be called?
Answer.-The Office responsible for administering the Juvenile Delinquency Act

will be the Office of Youth Development. This Office is located in the Office of
Human Development and Its director will report directly to the Assistant Secre-
tary for Human Development.

Question No. 4(b).-What will be the title and GS level of the director of this
new office?

Answer.-The director will have the title of Commissioner and will le a GS-16.
Question No. 4(c).-Will the office administer programs other than those under

the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act? If so, what will be the title and GS
level of the person directly responsible for the programs under the Juvenile De-
linquency Prevention Act?

Answer.-The Office of Youth Development will administer other programs
in addition to those under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act. Direct re-
sponsibility for the programs under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act
will rest with the Director, Division of Youth Services Systems. The Director
will be a GS-15.

Question No. 4(d).-Why specifically does the move of YDDPA from an Ad-
ministration within the Social and Rehabilitation Service to an office within the
officee of the Assistant Secretary for Human Development strengthen and coordi-
nate programs for delinquencyy prevention and youth development?

Answer.-The placement of YDDPA along with other human development func-
tions. in a single entity will correct a number of problems, including the low
program visibility and the domination of human development offices by larger
officers, layering and diffusion of human development expertise which have pre-
vented access to policy development, and the lack of a recognizable unit con-
cerned with the impact of the totality of HEW program., on certain specific
target groups, such as potentially delinquent youth.

Question No. 5(a).-Would you please dsecribe how the Office of Edu-fation,
the National Institute of Mental Health, the Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion and the Research and Development arm of the Social and Rehabilitation
Service are directly addressing the problem of juvenille delinquency, rather than
indirectly through youth related programs?

Answer.-)etermining whether a program is directly or indirectly related to
delinquency can be a somewhat subjective decision. Generally those programs
which serve delinquent children or a target youth group particularly vulnerable
to delinquency are considered directly related. On the other hand. those programs
that are established to improve a particular service for all youth would be con-
sidered indirect: in other words, youth development. For example, OE funds
which are available for improving educational programs in institutions for de-
linquent children would be considered directly related. On the other hand, funds
which would he used for the purpose of developing and improving education for
all youth would he considered indirect or for youth development. In a number
of situations, a particular project could include both.

Question No. 5(b).-Last year. tIEW submitted a similar list, totalling $83.4
million. Why has there been such a substantial decrease in HEW spending in
this area?

An-.wer.-Last year, the figure submitted ($83,368,982) included, as the title of
the table shows, youth development projects as well as specific delinquency proj-
ects. In the figures submitted to you on page 7 of the testimony, we were more
selective thereby limiting the figures as much as possible to programs directly
related to juvenile delinquency rather than overall youth developmentt. You will
note that some of the footnotes are more specific in describing the use of these
funds.

Que:ition No. 5(c).-How does the Department determine which funds are spent
oni juvenile delinquency when. according to your prepared testimony, you cannot
break these funds down into prevention, research and training?

Answer.-The Department can determine which funds are spent on juvenile de-
linquency since there is a general category on juvenile delinquency. This cate-
gory. however, may include prevention, research and training. The fact that
many projects include elements of all three is the reason why it is extremely
difficult to establish categorical dollar costs.

Question No. 6.-According to your prepared testimony. YDDPA expended
$7.9.735 on technical assistance through May 1. 1973.

No. 6(a).-What part of this was expended for direct technical assistance
under Section 301?
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Answer.-All funds were expended for this purpose.
No. 6(b).-What part provided technical assistance through the states, under

Section 302?
Answer.-None.
No. 6 (c).-Would you please describe the grants?
Aiiswer.-1. National Urban Coalition, Washington, D.C., $99,824: To provide

technical assistance to initiate the process of developing a youth service system
il five cities (to be selected) which will serve to heighten tile private sector
consciousness of the needs of youth, increase the sensitivity to the local Institu-
tional harriers to youth development and pull them together in a cooperative
action.

2. Children's Hospital of Los Angeles, California. $23.000: To provide technical
and planning assistance to States, counties, cities, and qualified representatives
of the private --ector requesting assistance around the arena of increasing
the level of youth and private sector participation in tie development, imple-
mentation, coordination, and evaluation of youth services.

3. University of Colorado, Boulder, $275.000: To provide a wide range of tech-
nical assistance directly related to juvenile delinquency prevention and youth
development. Assistance Is provided for the planning, development, monitoring and
evaluation of youth service systems. Other technical assistance activities being
c iducted include the provision of support in the implementation of the Montana
Rural America Project; the development of youth components of the LEAA
ImpIact Cities program : and the development of State-supported youth service
system,; to be funded in each region.

4. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. $60,00: To provide technical assist-
ante aimed at supporting the 1iroces.es of bringing the fragmented elements of
services to youth and to better coordinate and focus these services by strengthen-
ing leadership structure at the State level and with particular reference to State
committees for children and youth.

5. Educational Systems Corporation. Washington, D.C. $250,000: To provide
technical assistance to those communities which are operating and/or develop-
ing youth service systems. Staff will respond to requests for specialized assist-
ance from the tell regional offices on a consultant basis, utilizing its extensive
experience in management. training, and the provision of such assistance.

G. National Board of YMCA's. New York. N.Y., $21.911: To provide technical
assistance to assist agencies to develop and Improve the staff capacities and abill-
tie.; required to deal effectively with contemporary youth needs and prol)lelis,
and to develop ongoing programs to increase organizational responsiveness to the
nee(1 and problems of youth in their comnmnunities.

Question No. 7.-Although your prepared statement shows a funding level of
$100.000 for evaluation, as of May 1. 1973, YDDPA exl)end(d only $7,659 on
evaluate ion.

No. 7 (a).-Why was so little expended?
Answer.-In June of 1973, the full amount of evaluation funds was obligated

to the Behavioral Research and Evaluation Corporation of Boulder, Colorado.
The contract was awarded to conduct an in-depth assessment of youth services
in Iocales indicated below.

No. 7(b).-What program(s) was evaluated?
Answer.-Tentatively selected for inclusion In the study are: Syracuse. N.Y.;

Nashville. Tenn.: Portsmouth and Manchester, N.H.; Kansas City, Missouri;
Denver. Colo.; and Las Vegas. Nev.

No. 7(c).-Has any evaluation of youth services systems been completed?
If so, what were the results?

Answer.-The FY '72 evaluation of five sites is nearing completion. When the
final report of the evaluation is received next month, a copy will be sent to you.

The criteria used in evaluating the projects were the integration and coordina-
tion of youth services in the target community, institutional changes effected;
the degree of youth involvement ; the penetration of youth into the juvenile jus-
tice system: diversion from the juvenile justice system; and, the impact of the
project on the youth served.

The projects included in the FY '72 study represent three distinct program
development models; the diversion model (San Antonio), the youth development
model (Orange County, Boise, and Philadelphia), and the youth advocacy model
(South Beid).

The preliminary findings from the evalialion are encouraging. The diversion
model in San Antonio focuses largely on the juvenile justice system and o1 the
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estaidishnent of fo'mal relationships for the diversion of youth out of that s ys-
term. The impact in this area has b.ben quite high, with approximately ninQty
percent of all target area youth arrested being referred to tile project. The lasfi-
tutional changes realized by the project are also substantial, relating ripriniarily
to changes in police an(! probation practices. The project was highly succsful
in diverting status offenders from the juvenile justice system, with only five
percent of those arrested being certified by the l1rosee'uting attorney for a courtt
bearing.

The youth development projects in Orange County. Boise and Phliladelphia
adopted a clear systems development strategy. Ti Iprograms in Orange county y
and Boise have Included youth in meaningful roles at both the planning and
decision-niaking levels and at the direct service level, and have been succesful
In effecting Institutional change In their communities-one through cooperation
and joint planning. the other utilizing the same vehicles as Well as a youth adv'-
(caey or a confrontation approach where neessary. In two of tie pro.ie(ts. a
decrease was noted in the numbller of youth jiroviessed by law enforeeinent agneies
for misdemneanant and status offenses. An increased diversion rate was similarly
noted. although it was lower than in tile diversion model. The impact analysis.
conducted in only two of the three project areas, provided evidence that the
projects are a positive alternative to probation. In one project substantial i-
provemnent was noted in the perceived access of youth to community organizations
and to the project Itself.

The youth advocacy model in South Ben( has inslitutional change as its pri-
mary objective, with confrontation being the primary tactic. These changes
which have been substantial, cutting right to the basic institutional Ipro esses
moreover, they have been dramatic and have been achieved in a relatively short
period of time. Negative consequences have been noted, however, due to the
confrontation approach utilized and the long-range effect of these changes is
questionable. Significant youth involvement existed throughout the project from
decision-making to service roles. The penetration analysis revealed a substantial
reduction tn the rates of entry Into the juvenile justice system for serious male
offenses, but no significant change noted for females.

Question No. 8.-In your prepared statement, you show an expenditure of
$11.7552 on information services. Please describe the information services pro-
vided by these fund.

Answer.-The following Information services were provided during FY '73:
I. Ten Issues of the DELINQUENCY PREVENTION REPORTER. These were

designed to disseminate information on various programs and efforts to prevent
delinquency. Among the issues were: "The Massachusetts Experience", "Persiie-
tives on Delinquency Prevention Strategy", "Youth Involvement", "Volunteers
Help Youth", "Local Advocacy Against Delinquency". "New Delinquency Bill",
"Youth Services Systems", "Rrural America Project-The Montana Youth Serv-
ices System". and "Children Needing Help".

2. The following publications were developed and distributed: To-wvrd a
Political Definition of Juvenile Delinquency, Volunteers in Court: A Manual.
Fir.st National Workshop for State Committees for Children and Youth (no
copies available). Grants Book (no copies available), I)iverting Youth f'omn
the Correctional System, The Challenge of Youth Service Bureaus, Better Ways
to Help Youth, Volunteers In Court: Collected Papers, Delinquency Preventiom
Through Youth Development. Youth Service Bureaus and Delinquency P'reven-
tion, Iotline for Youth. Volunteers Help Youth. A Quiet Revolutinfi. Juvenile
and Family Courts-A Legal Bibliography, Legislative Guide for Drafting State-
Local Programs on Juvenile I)ellnquency. and Youth Service Bureav.4-A Na-
tional Study.

3. Articles and reprints included: "Beyond Control of the Juvenile Court".
"Juvenile Statutes and Noncriminal Delinquents-Applying the Void for Vague-
ness Doctrine."

4. A public service television spot advocating the total involvement of the
community as a means of delinquency prevention was prodreced for di-tribution
to approximately TOO TV statlons4. Also, several films on delinquency prevention
were distributed (previously produced) on a free-loan basis. Also, several posters
dramatizing the concept of youth involvement and the use of volunteers were
produced and distributed nationally.

(Note: Copies of all material listed above have heen sent to the Committee.)
Question No. 9.-Mr. Twiname testified last year at length about the Oklahoma
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system and entered Into the hearing record a nemioranduimi of agreement among
tie part icipat Ing agencies . What Is t he present stat us (t that system ?

Answer.-Tlhe State of Oklahoma Youth Services System, granted to the ()kl:u-
hola, departmentt (if Institutions, Social mid Rehabilitative ServiCe.. Iis entered
into participaitory agreements with 14 communities. Mul ti-disciilhmary citizen n
Boards have been estaidished in each community and Il)r,(tors have lien
hired by tile Boards. Togetiher with the Boards, tile IDirectors have the respuu:i-
bility to asses c(onmmunity needs, fulfill program gap s, and develop p ri\\ lit-(,-
grams. Title IV, Parts A iad 1B of the 'Social Security Act, mloneys are exten-
sively used in these (antilluniltles and are readily available since tile gralntee is
the Stite utmbre'(lla agency for di ;persal of these resources.

While the program is continuing with marked success, :onme handicaps have
evolved :

1. Many youth clients are ineligille for Title IV, Part A, fund- since they (i)
not represent families on welfare rolls.

2. IjAA funds for some communities are being withdrawn becaiu- e they have
already received funding for three years (l,EAA's limit).

jilterest in the State YSS is growing slowly, and some private youth-serving
aigemicies, albeit in short supply ill tile SIate, are beginning to get involved ill
the YSS operations. There are positive signs of increasing support from the
private sector, and these resources will be further explored during the current
project year. Technical assistant is being provided to other communities evincing
an interest in starting a youth services system, and if funds permit, there will he
new starts for next fiscal year.

Question No. 10.-Mr. Twinanme also testified that in FY '72 YI)DPA had
stimulated a youth develoiment program it New York which was to Involve $100
million front Title I V-A funds. What is the status of that program ?

Ammwer.-Thv youth development program in New York was to involve $1
million not $100 million as stated earlier. The New York State Department of
Social Services had originally pledged that $1 million from Title IV-A funds to
tle Wiltwyck Schod for Boys, Inc., in Brooklyn for a coordinated youth services
system. When formula grants uuder Title TV-A were curtailed through a new
ceiling on fumids for social services the pledge could not be fulfilled. However,
support front other sources was secured and the program is now completing its
second year of operation. In addition to the grantee's $194,000 and OYD's $554,-
000. other sources of assistance were as follows:

Department of Labor ------------------------------------------- $57, W€ss
State Planning Agency (LEAA funds) ------------------------------ 2W2, 366
Foundations --------------------------------------------------- 172. 125
State, New York ----------------------------------------------- 147. 710

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 640.0S9
Question No. 11.-You testified that the objectives of S. 821 can be obtained

through existing agencies. The Subcommittee, however, has been contacted by
organizations throughout the country complaining that funds are not available
for community-based services for delinquent anl potentially delinquent youth.
Where, in HEW, can a private non-profit organization find funds to operate a
half-way house, or a crisis intervention program?

Answer.-Under Title IV-A and IV-B of the Social Security Act. half-way
houses and crisis intervention programs are supported hy State Departments (if
Social Services through formula grants by HEW. Funds can also be made avail-
able to private agencies for those services on a contract or purchase of care basis'.

The LEAA makes bloc grants to designated State law enforcement planning
agencies for a wide range of prevention and treatment programs in the criminal
and juvenile justice system. These State agencies support a variety of com-
munity facilities including half-way houses and crisis Intervention programs.
Private agencies can be sub-grantees of local public agencies. They can be direct
grantees of the LEAA Instittue. The proposed amendments to tie Omniblis Crime
Bill pernilt direct grants to private agencies from the State Planning Agency.

Private non-profit organizations should contact their State and local Depart-
nmonts of Social Services or their State Law Enforcement Planning Agencies for
specific information on program assistance.

Question No. 12.-You opposed tie creation of a new National Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delnlquency Prevention. Where do you think a program such as the
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one envisioned by S. 821 should be located? Would HEW be able to administer
this program?

Answer.-We opposed the creation of a new National Office because mechanisms
for coordination already exist, namely, the Interdepartmental Council on Juvenile
Delinquency and the Federal Regional Councils discussed in my testimony. In
addition program coordination at the Federal, State and local levels is a major
goal under the Youth Services Systems developed under Title I of the Delin-
quency Prevention Act.

We (lid more than oppose the creation of a new National Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention. We also opposed specific programs established
within that Office.

In other words, we question both program and organization; therefore, we do
not suggest any location for such a program. We do not believe it is a question
of HEW's ability or for that matter the ability of any other Department. In our
testilmony. we indicated we believed that the inherent program responsibilities
were of such a nature that they were "beyond any single office's capacity to dis-
cha rge."

Question No. 13.-In your prepared statement, you referred to the decrease In
the rate of increase of juvenile delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts;
10% in 1968-69; 7% 1970-71; 3.4% 1971-72. Has YDDPA done any research, or is
it aware of any research, to determine what proportion of the decrease is due
to states lowering the minimum age for delinquency proceedings and/or increas-
ing the use of transfers to adult court?

A nswcr.-YI)DPA has not done any research nor is it aware of any research to
determine what proportion of the decrease is due to States lowering the maximum
age for delinquency proceedings and/or increasing the use of transfers to adult
courts. We know of no significant trend in either of these areas. We believe a
few jurisdictions may have raised the age and a few may have lowered the age
but we are not aware of any activity which would indicate any major trend in
either direction. The same applies to transfer to the criminal court.

If we can be of any further service or assistance, please do not hesitate to call
up1)on us.

Sincerely yours,
STANLEY B. TIrOMAS, Tr.,

Assistant S'ecretary-Dcsigiuate for HIumtn Development, Office of Human
Dccclopinent.

Senator B.\ymr. Because of the tight schedule of votes on the Senate
floor, I have asked our final witness, Mr. Justus Freimund, Executive
Director of the National Capital Oftice of the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency, to submit his statement for the record. I ap-
preciate his understanding of the difficulties we are facing with time
pressures this morning.

[Mr. Freimund's prepared statement is as follows:]

ST.\'rE)miNT or) JusTus FrE' M UN ), J)IRECTOR NATIONAL CAPITAL OFFICE
NATIONAL COUNCIL t ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

Mr. Chairman, NCCD is grateful for the opportunity to discuss the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973 (S. 821).

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have been deeply involved in the evolution of
this bill. In the last several years, we have presented testimony to this sub-
committee concerning juvenile delinquency and the need for responsible federal
action.

We do not see any need for reiterating this nation's appalling juvenile crime
statistics. the anomalous conditions in our juvenile justice system, or the low
priority accorded delinquency prevention and control. During hearings on this
bill, you have heard the details over and over again. You are well aware of them.
Professionals know the facts. Citizens are awakening to them. How much longer
can the Congress avoid facing them?

For several years, we have carefully analyzed the federal effort in the area of
Juvenile delinquency prevention and rehabilitation. At no time has the
Juvenile justice system, let alone delinquency prevention efforts, received any
more than the most paltry fiscal support.

There are those who argue that juvenile delinquency needs no special agent
beyond LEAA. Do they know that of $835,258,706 available to the states through
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LEAA in 1970 and 1971, only $128,956,325, or 10% was allocated to juvenile
delinquency programs. While LHAA may never be able to ascertain accurate
figures, It is clear that even lc.ss than that amount was actually expended in the
juvenile field.

As long as juvenile delinquency is treated as a secondary appendage to the
rest of the nation's problems, there is no reason to believe that the past pattern
of concern and funding for it will change in the foreseeable future. Unfortunately,
Juveniles have no constituency. It is therefore, incumbent upon us to do what
is mandatory: take appropriate measures to allocate sufficient resources spe-
cifically for this purpose.

The 93rd Congress can start by implementing the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of i973.

S. 821 is the result ot years of constructive work, modification and improve-
ment. Its durability is testimonyy both to the continuing-and increasing-need
for such a bill and to the perserverance of those responsible for drafting it.
Happily, S. 821, like good wine, has gotten progressively better with age.

In its present form, E. 821 contains the three elements critical for reforming
the juvenile justice system and stimulating innovative programming for delin-
quency prevention and control:

(1) A strong federal leadership role;
(2) A mandated authority to address the entire spectrum of juvenile de-

linquency from primary prevention to aftercare; and
(3) A built-in capacity for research, training, planning and evaluation.

NCCD, therefore, supports this legislation as a significant step toward over-
coming the most glaring weaknesses in the present system.

We would also like to make some comments which we-believe will enhance the
impact of this bill.

It is generally recognized that prevention and control of crime and delinquency
are local problems; that the focal point for criminal justice planning is at the
state level; but that the federal government must provide both leadership and
assistance. S. k21 recognizes and provides for these considerations.

Ultimately, however, programmatic success is dependent upon the quality of
planning and accountability at all levels. Planning and accountability can be
fully achieved if the following factors are required as an integral part of the
program. These factors are important enough to dwell on in some detail.

They are:
(1) Citizen Control.-Since citizens are both the ultimate l)roviders and

consumers of the juvenile justice system, they must participate in the
decision-making process, particularly where those decisions influence or dle-
termine the values of the system. Citizen-controlled planning and review
boards can carry out this function.

(2) Professional Input.-Because of their technical expertise, professionals
in the field should be enmeshed in the planning system not only to provide
tools for identifying needs, priorities and goals, but also to provide ex-
perienced lminlswer to directt and monitor implementation of the plans, e.g.
auditing, management, research, evaluation. However, delinquency preven-
tion, like war, is too important to be 'left to the professionals alone.

(3) Balanced Political and Economic Power.-Checks and balances re-
side in equitable apportionment of power among the vested interests at all
levels. Hopefully, such safeguards will also serve to reduce political strug-
gles, jurisdictional disputes and conflicts of interest.

(4) Continums Monitoring and Braluation.-Comprehensive planning re-
quires continuous and complete feedback of information, publicly dissemi-
nated and objectively evaluated. This not only assures accountability of
program managers but also stimulates a high level of responsiveness of
planning personnel. It is equally important that a method of evaluation be
outlined and funds for this purpose be reserved at the inception of every
program.

(5) Resource Coordination.-AIl elements of the system must be integrated
to ensure coherent, well-balancel and effective delivery of all the necessary
services. Close coordination of local, state, regional and federal efforts must
be specified for this purpose. To achieve this coordination the decision mak-
ing power and the funding power must be sufficiently centralized to prevent
dissipation of funds and effort as well as internecine warfare.

S. 821 is a strong bill because it incorporates all of these factors.
The argument has been made that -these complex planning and accountability

structures serve only to produce tangles of red tape and delay. It is true that
adhering to a planned, accountable process is more complex and tinie-consufilng
than the simple transmission of virtually unrestricted funds.
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A trade-off must lie ma(le, however, betwe(,n the easy access to federal fundq
Aid pl lnned accountability in the use of funds. It Is our belief that the advantages
,of the( comprehensive, planned approach outweigh the disdvantages of a rep.
resentaiive playing process.

My hial, brief comments address two specific items. in S. 821. Tie first deals
with the formula for fund allocation under Title IV, part A. We have learned from
experience that granting monies on the basis of delinquency (or crime) rates is
coutter-pr(ouctive. It invariably encourages "crime-wave" planning to reflect
qualifying conditions. We recommend that the base for fund allocation should be
formulated on the ratio of Juveniles to the general population.

Finally, NCCD heartily applauds the main thrust of S. [!1 toward community.
based alternatives to juvenile detention and correctional facilities. This is re-
flected in the emphasis on advanced techniques, Innovative programming and ex-
pansion of community services. In order to maintain the integrity of this policy,
however, we strongly recommend that tight limits be placed on all construction
funds. These limits should l)rohibit all new construction until adequate provisions
ha v been made for community alternatives.

Mr. chairmann , members of the committee. S. 821 is a good bill. The National
Council on Crime and Delinquency is prepared 4o support this bill in every pos.
sible way.

Senator BAYi[. These hearings on the Juvenile Justice and )e-
linquency Prevention Act have been a major smibeonmittee activity
over the past 2 years. In January 1972 1 first introduced this act as
S. 3148. We have held 5 days of hearings on this act, hearing testi-
mony f rom over 45 witnesses. On February 8, 1973, incorporating the
suggestions made by various witnesses. I reintroduced this legislation
as S. 821. The subcomfmittee has now comupleteti 4 (lays of hearings oil
this bill, hearing testimony from over 25 witnesses.

This measure could provide the, leadership and resources necessary
to weld a powerful partnership of Federal, State, and local govern-
inents, as well as private agencies devotedd to helping young people ill
trouble. The bill, which strongly emphasizes the-need for prevention,
would plrovi(le resources for local counseling services and l)rogralns.
By seeking to develop alternatives to traditional juvenile institutions-
foster or group homes and temporary shelter-care facilities-this bill
would help to keep children out of the courts. In addition, the measure
would incorporate into Federal law l)asic protections for juveniles.
including many of the due process rights guaranteed to adults. And
it would establish a long overdue institute which would serve as a
national clearinghouse for delinquency prevention and treatment, and
would also provide research, training, and assistance to workers in the
field. Finally, the measure would provide for the development of na-
tional standards for juvenile justice, including minimal conditions of
confinement for the young.

It is my hope, that this measure will be rel)ortec- ti-the Senate in
1974 and that that body will move swiftly and favorably in passing
this vitally needed program which will assist our Nation in com-
batting the present scattered and uncoordinated Federal approach to
the problems of juvenile delinquency.

We will conclude these hearings, pending the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed subject to the call of the

Chair.]
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[Additional materials submitted for the record]

(A) STATEMENTS RECEIVED iY THE SUBCoMMrIrEE To INVESTMATE
JuvExmLE, DELI NQUENcrY IN SUPPORTor S. 821, 93D CONGRMESS

APPENDIX 1

STATEMI:NT IF VNCF. T Dr FIIANOS, D)IRVCTOR, D'IIIIiEN'S DIVISION, TilE Avi-R-
ICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION TO TiE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE, TO INVESTIGATE
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, APRIL 11, 1973

The following statement is offered in response to an invitation from Senator
Bayh to comment on the proposed Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevell-
tion Act. We welcome Senator Bayh's invitation both its an opportunity to have
substantive Input into this-Subconimittee's deliberations, and to formally express
our strong and unqualified support for the bill.

For many years formal recognition has been given to the concept of special-
ized treatment for juveniles who allegedly violate our criminal codes. Officially,
we have accepted the precept that because children are particularly impression-
able and unusually susceptible to influences, they should not be subjected to the
rigors and trauma of trial in criminal courts. Moreover, since children lack the
capacity to form mature judgments, we have chosen to treat them as being less
culpable, both in a legal and inoral sense, and thus deserving of dispositions
consistent with the lesser degree of culpability. And, since we regard children
as possessing characters and personalities which are yet malleable, they are
viewed is having greater potential for rehabilitation and, thus, as a matter of
policy, it is advantageous to provide them with treatment rather than subject
them to punishment.

Unfortunately, our efforts in translating the concept of specialized treatment
for juvenile offenders into a workable program have failed miserably and dranmat-
ically. As foinmer Justice Fortas noted: "There is evidence, in fact, that there
may be grounds for concern that the child receives the worst of both worlds:
that he gets neither the protections accorded to adults nor the solicitous care
and regenerative treatment postulated for children." Kent v. U.S., 383 U.S.
541. at 55; 1965 .

Our failures over the past -seventy-four years to establish a viable juvenile
court system on a national basis are not evidence of a faulty and ill-conceived
underlying philosophy, however. Rather, the failures serve to point up the fact
that we have not fulfilled the obligation to protect our children. The promise
of rehabilitative treatment contained in the juvenile court philosophy Is an af-
firmative obligation which has never been fully honored. The potential of the
juvenile court system has never been realized because, as a society, we have
been unwilling to commit ourselves and our resources to the full Implementation
of the concept of juvenile justice.

We welcome the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act as a re-
affirmation at a national level of a commitment to the philosophy and objectives of.
the juvenile court system. Further, it demonstrates a readiness to honor a col-
lective responsibility to our children. But, just as important, it represents a will-

(773)
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ingness to create structures and provide resources sufficient to give meaning to
the heretofore empty ring of "juvenile justice."

If we may, we would like to address ourselves briefly to the prevention oif
delinquency. It is this aspect of the bill which we consider to be of overriding
importance.

TIlie very fact that a child becomes the subject of a juvenile court proceeding
indicates a failure somewhere in our system. Regardless of how enlightened the
approach may be, any program constructed to deal only with tile fact of juvenile
delinquency is clearly incomplete. By definition, it is a program designed to (leal
with failure. The failures must, of course, be properly dealt with. but we must
place aplpropriate emphasis on programs having as their objective tile prevention
of delinquency. Our real success is measured in terms of the children who never
reach a juvenile court room. Preventative programs-measures designed to deal
with tile causes of serious juvenile deviance-must receive official recognition
find support. We are hopeful that the Juvenile Justice and )elinquency Preven-
tion Act will intlate a shifting of priorities to sufficiently reflect the imperative
need for preventative al)proaches.

Without question, stimulation from the federal level is )adly needed inI the
area of delinquency prevention. More knowledge must be generated concerning
delinquency, its cause and its treatment. New and creative aproaches must
be developed and implemented. But, it must not be overlooked that there are
approaches and programs currently available. Their failure to have the expected
impat on delinquency call largely be explained by the lack of direct support
available to them. As the National Association of Child Protective Agencies. we
have long believed that services to children and families are fundamental in any
effort to effectively prevent delinquent behavior.

No child is born delinquent. A child's behavior is largely determined by the
nature of the pressures and influences which surround him. The emotional
and physical environment of the family hIas a profound Impact on the conduct
of the child. There is no question that there is a strong and direct relationship
between abuse and neglect suffered by a child, an( his later disposition toward
delinquent behavior. In families characterized by instability, in security, diq-
organization 'and neglect, it is imperative that services be extended before the
child is seriously affected hy the physical and emotional traunmas and stresses in
the home. This is precisely what Child Protective Services are designed to do.
Child Protective Services are uniquely equipped to interrupt the development of
delinquency at the earliest l)ossible point by helping to eliminate the sources of
emotional trauma and stress within the family.

Child Protective Service prografns "reach out" to families in which problems
are manifest in the form of child abuse or neglect. In order to protect the child
victims, services are extended on an Involuntary basis and are continued as long
as needed. It is perhaps this fact which gives protective services their particular
value in delinquency l)revention. Child Protective Services don't wait until suffi-
cient motivation is developed by the family. Nor are such services withdrawn if

-resistance is encountered. Child Protective Service programs maintain their
involvement with the family until a satisfactory resolution of the situation has
been reached. In some cases this may involve termination of the parent-child
relationship. But, in the vast majority of cases. child protective workers can
successfully treat the factors which brought about the neglect and abuse, and
thereby stabilize the family situation. We firmly believe that by converting a had
home into a good one, and by making irresponsible people into responsible parents,
a significant step has been taken in the direction of delinquency prevention.

Presently, each of the states has the legal framework and an on-going program
of child protection housed in the state and county department of social services.
While there are many good programs, no state or community has developed an
adequate Child Protective Service program. We are aware of the great need for
protective ser ices, and we have proven techniques available for successful inter-
vention. And yet, we are unable to help thousands of children needing protective
services. Thi.; is the real tragedy of our present situation.

We desperately-need intervention at the federal level. The protection of neg-
lected, abused and exploited children must receive the highest national priority.
Congressional action Is needed to require that Child Protective Services be a
mandated program In every state. This requirement should be unequivocal and
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without posslallfty-for evasion by the states. To make the mandate more visible
and, more importantly, to make its practito a reality, Congresu nult all(eaie
sulflient funds speeifically designated to fund Child Proteetive Services In elci'h
state. Other complimentary programs, aimed' at delinquency prevention, sinlmhrly
suffer from the lack of stimulation and funding. We sincerely hope that theli prts-
(ant lill In the first step In instituting a rational and effective solution to the
problem of juvenile delinquency.

Once igain, as an organization which has been Involved with the welfare of
our nation'ss children for nearly a century, we enthusiastically lo)id our support
to the Juvenile ,Justice and Delinquency Act. 1 ,

.%4 -i22-- 731-A0
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W11titont, NY, May7 1073.
1lot1 InUCH DAYII,
'hairmln f, Stbcomjittre to III rrstflto ,I tIC¢Illc DelinqWelry, &D1Iato comiltteo

Ott J11ttlirlj, WIaashllfl/lolI, D4.
])l,Al (':AIRMAN IIAYII * ,'tlh(!ed i'i IN a Httlit-flt (,xltremmilng the views of The

American ioll oil , S21, to improve th quality of jvenll Jumth, lit i the
UtI'Nld Sates and to providh It coSinrelen oi lve, coordinated approach to tie
proilens of juvenile detllniqutey.

I would Aipprecitto your hiclding this otnteliient iln the record of tie itarings
on itim.1hMiltegiloll Just ctcllutded by your Subcomittee,

,illerely yours, H|ERLD~~ 1,1. STIItllsoR,

Director, Na tional Ix gfliUtll'e (C omm1lissiOni,

STA'rTEMENT OP I,1AI, 1). FRIANIKLIN, 7,1., (('OlORADO), CIIAIIMA, NATIOJA1, ('OM.
MINI4l),N ON CIIII.IIIIN AND YOtTH, 'i11.1 ..MAMERI(AN LION liKPOltm i-1il Sum.
('OM, IITT.m ''O I NVEN1t.,IATI, ,JtUK ,1 .I.NQUnNuY, SENAT, COMMITTY:r ON,3 17111 IAIiY

MR, ('HAIRAN AN4IID MIIH ElIIIN OP III1 11C u(O.MMITTU:Pt, Tie Anterhilt n l eout
tllpi'ecltts tihis opportunity to prestit its views in support of S. M21, to IlttlproNv
lill, (tlity of juvllnlle Justic itn lht, Ulilt-(l tates and 'to provide A compre,
htitmsivt, coordinated aipirOlch to tht(, problem of J(ivttille i delfltqtny,

MitIce, 11124 The Atlerieotl Jxeglion hlis cottdtitted a Natiotl Chihlritm & Youth
p'rogralt, Otur progrninIs tcomuntutity c(tntere(i, onid In (ondltcted for the Ilist pa rt
by oin estimated 50,000 volutteemtr workers of Tlte Atorican Legioin fnd this
Altlprictlt JA-ghin Auxiliary, These workers are loittd il the it proxIliately
11,000 lotl Atterloen Leglon 11osts and nearly 14,000 local Unltq of the Americatn
egion Auxilitary, Bectse of tile fMet our program Ix coinutnity based, we have
nil excetletit valltagp point tromt whi(h to learn of tin' various ills affecting our
nation's children Including those yotg Iople who mnust by their liersotil
behavior l(1como Involved li the jivetille jumtie system,

The Chilhren & Youth progrAm of The AmIriennI Legion lhIo a tw fold
purpose. One, to provide a etting No that, every vetOrmiu's child will Itvp alt
adequate e opportunity to realize hits full potential and, secotdly, to Itsure every
Americatn cild a sitmillar opportunity. Today, over on;.hnlta of our tuttlont's
cthldret tre horn to wArtie veternutm, nd iln order tq aecomplishl opir lirlltitry
piurpompe we iittmt endeavor to Improve coltditlonm for nl children,

For the past four deeades, 'il'he American Legion his n beet concerned with the
protlent of the Juvenile delinquent. Am early as 1031, 'Thp American Legion
urged (hat tates deal more really it)ly with the needN of Juvenlle offenders by
tunkltg ('vt,rv effort to achieve adequatte tatldnrds for tate Juvtteile court
ndmltittisrat insm, Juvenite detention Iomnes and Juvenlo correctotial care. Fruim
this starting point, a brief review follow of tile aetlont nnd recomelndiltiotls
tuade by The Americn Legion to correct tile problem of Juvenile delinqulttcly

hint community coordinating cottliells hold lie formed atd sulported,
desiglted tb promote dequitte child welfare services lit all effort to prevent
Julvetlile delinquency (1080) ;
thutt only by proper training nld rehabilitation en Jutvetlle delinqutelts be
expected to beconto productive citizens (1040) ;
encourage nnd cooperate with tile United States Departutent of Tuqtttlce lI
the orgamiation and development of regional Instltttes to IIvestigate
means of preventing juvenile delinquency (1040) ;
that adequate physical equipment, personnel and programs Ie Itintituted
in the detention homes and training institutons (1052)

(770)
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1hn1 trel)t slluh li e tl)'eit omtitix by lht b'ei'nl (Ito'erunle1t for til,
mllilirl 0' ltollit migra (if wilih pll Itllmrollt aigetclies (iemilglll(i to il''velt
.|ti-mnlle di-linmluicy, %y'lth Iml'livlliar omllilliiiWlx ,ilriingl i (rrvellhlixi

il'rm lll l 11055) -,
alillt efforts lit, eihied aid Itlisithld toi Inforlmt the elerill liutille ibout

.itveille (hllliUeiue iiid to stillillliie or illitile 14llill( eOliUlill'ty efftili
,' ifor 1lIt lireventllf ll 11l(a I I'ttilielit ( 105fl) :

state i-l sllotors ilirgef to reuise stltei liws 0oil jilvilli il'1u1t llmQ to hiitig
til, laws limire iirly hiht) Iie with til(, needs of lulle (lly (h11N13 ; iandi

- - 1411i4liilirt wh(ilela rt'dl y to(l ' octlil't Iis (if the Joitllt V'ollllkl 1io1l till ('filI'.('.
I hl itil M lilowti dItii' 11r iitii '1d ugel thli Illl gg 1 it, lle (.,tiliillIl11li

(' Iil'tt h i llirt, l' ell glft e fol llllll Ilt l Qtlloi ' o 14t 111 11 (11111litt 5ll l liliIbeeill 41lllchilly le'il Iiti I N I .i

1111i Ali le'1'h lr i fll Cilt w l lef Fil lilllll4, tl e Is J 1U i ll l ellll glilli.
, l olt tit 1414 millidll ii lih t t ii h i ti il otil leh illl n

Ch'il hlt lilth l ivor h it I 'llt l t ier an lill Ilit gilhli litills, tt hillil'T'lhs t11111ilitill lhilts two Jll ll'lilompw1_= ... ...

1. j f il l o Ill O ut li 1( litiil of 1111111iti' iii'ii'l'hltt 1llo it iiilt e i (hll lt(ll yillhIli'lro li u, lxiil ill and tudly.

I , iil, M i' ilw 1 r iill.' tt III ,II'oll rl'K1 illr'flidtIlsseggeslI ait ch ll'3' ohlh ilir
Ilw (,tll that tl et nli 11 l 0l i ll 'll 1,1 i' It thel I tly l l (ll t li

l'hl ,til% Illlit ti', thl me i l il t 11 .I'tl iis iit rglllL e ll ito, l i ' l i i e fls itlitl, lip
fiillliili it il'ed lt Intt(i'hig i'ellrh ,i'1t1('1 iIIC d tli t'evelil tllo i Jl rlliehihelhillllei(y,

H,'.'illl( 1liM . teli ll lilgnt' tllte l he(' li' liiiiIlle t lilts IM4 to l1114ll y "ll4 ill isI i to
fo I ti , l'l l ( '(iy tif 11 titos' ISt'oii' 1 wllt ithi ' ie .tlllll 'tlle wm t, Ie l i ltliivi'h
ixii'filltt ll i r jllh, liiiihe lliillyl ellfllig tills IIItllllte,

Ilr r019e. nil of "Th Report it lgranteras rhin ntl CcIla Ymtllo O ioln,
iilhioln i dell'y lte t' 0081.le lof o ills"e lii lit LoIhtilli10 1ta1, 1'n(ilivlrily
'lrih Inlitittlle wis demi gel to re Iliu' tra'lnI g foogruit tiivmtiilln lihillhi

t1011hil 'l Ofli ve,11ty of Lqillsvlil, til's ell ltv (ifeSoil Worlk, wi It I'l-(,lithillt fit it glratit, 'r'lils granlit waxl used~i to Ihilili(,e Ihle 10 I1% lliNiIoII fi~llt illi Illw
ilme (of fimte,r cowi' hit fh lit n ilielit il ih, llliqiliuliy, Illi 1065l tlill' Ollilliaililli 11i11i141
till Initihal glrant to fh lipJint Coliilillhlon il iiwe-r undli lrlolilhilg, Wiilili, .
tfil, D.C(. T,1o furthelrthe workl of tlils Independenot oriztion.lllI itimleid( gr~iml
%%ll4 givenlit 100 an~ ld A thli Ili 108 to lmist~ll andl conliie flt, wfiik ilf tills
volllillilssifill,

Ilhm-iiil4 (iff thP liilllillude of Ihfli llllle s sliisiored by,1 Ilocal Aliva~hn li ubllm
I ¢0MlN aind Its Deparllli'lnls iiiii flit, Anlllleoil Leihn ,tllalhry Unlits andl I1s
Depalirtmlents , It Is Inlliol~~h lli lle i l idlliillm I'(111110l oil the iittlv'lllisl (~.1
Iluicl-il lfil-iilly underol th1e gll niui, ainii mlilmtlo il litim, fl'rmiiiml timI. 1lltim-volr,
(llll'lllig IIlme fOm lr (hk ,iiih". wailly, oif mir' 1141st" andil 1111ts liInVe liwell l~l' l l h-
y'ohIil Ilit Ini tin or conlieltrlthio with Mdliei volililllty goup llti h iollloililt
Ihwil lllllliiifgo m lliiOd at lr~~l ilJi'~ll hliuqiy

All of' tis Inilorllinlton Is lilresm~iled li give' tliw silholiililttfe n brief lhlliire
tit lt, il-Ilvltlllem o)f Thle Allplrlill 1,olim andill( ieilmiqn Llil Axilliary.'

ilhiilosh id ililete, llexe, nrgmilywiIllnm iil% inot Iolly nlll lhl io
ft, ill illoll (if jilvoille jlih~, and ill e Il're i-t nthli of tillle lo ill I lliell~y, At
n illiit 111i41l1lia of Its Nailonal I.N41clifitvo C'oninill~ oliiim 11~llihiuiili till .,
Indilina, MihtY 2-:4. 107,11, Trit( Amnerian Dlmli rieetwlill the urii'-niey f nir
Juvil'el rrlo mliliilllin andi the mid to voie IN8 enpolili iind remoliiitlimis
1n fillh$ lii~ mi ouml lille lli, Iih-li,l

(Well OIrmlilslloli Is niomf enliemeid~ wllh fihp appareint liieel-,llv, imiliir lIn
wh'lll ouri toil Im attemiinghi to iilmt 111( nll of younglil pieole Who lieemie
iIlihrllpt] Ini otr hivistillo jtileel sylteml, Asl illi organlizaltin, mw'1 aro loimlldl
by, Ihoe iiimst. ripeolt VI,'t Anniiml Crlin Rlelport whhi li Inlllteid thiit tUm~ilhem ire
ivi,,ling folr Ipriilm~lly oine-hallf tit tit( wl ti, hn ei ; li tI ( Vhullllod Stalte". ,

Wtow lirinlfiol hiocam li rthoseN ll'isn rate o Plih iii n runl aml highll am TO Inl
7., ie rvelit 11inlolil youlifill offendlers., "I'lilm would hidhenle thant the rebhlltlllaln
lp'Orotlnm isille to hlelp tlioge inv~olv'ed with the Juveonile Justiceo 'ltem iaro
wclill ' lil illo qulRIl e

fOiir review of "The R eport of the Interdepartmental C~ouncil to C'oordinate
Aill tMidelol ,3uvonlle DeJlinqitiey Proglramsn" reveailing! thant m4o maniy dlfferwnt
Federal dolmrtmntnm And naelielem nro Involvedlit pn!rogrnnim tnteompting to meet
tlio lrobleulit of Juvi'nle delinquency onl flhe Federal level seeomlinlyt ceatem! con.
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huiion and duplicity of effort. It would be extremely difficult for any one of
these programs to provide tile necessary direction, coordination and leadershill
required to meet the delinquency crisis,

It was for these and other reasons that Resolution No, 38 (Ote Aplpndlix A)
entitled "Combat Juvenile Delinquency" was adopted by the Nationtul Ixe.cutivo
Committee of The American Legion. After reviewing Senate 1ill No. 821, It Is
our judgment that the proposals set forth in this bill,'if adopted, should I rovidi
tie opportunity for an improvement in the leadersdhil capability' of he Fehr i
Government for our Juvenile Justice system, Swelfleally,' 5, 821 should Onablo
more effective implementation of programs designed to prevent and treat Juvenile
delinquency. It Im evident that the Federal Government must provide more i'ffioe.
five leadership and better coordination to the areas of Juvenile crime lrOvenllon
If this Nation is to roversm the over mounting toll of brofem young livt'es andi
spiraling costx of Juvenile crime to the United States taxpayer,

We urge the Subcommittee's favorable action oin 1 821,
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rATRE.NT OF MAYOR IOIOKUT A. 1'AlThIok EAST C UWAGO, INDIANA
(June 20, 1078)

Mr. Chairnla1, nle1lirm ot the Hellit' Juvenile I)elinq1fleny lubeonnmlittee,
thank ou for the opportunity and priviledge of appearing before this con1iittee
11111 allowing Ie1 to tlhare with you maoneo of my thoughts on1 one of the luoist
serious problems facing our conItry, 1aineiy, the failure of our Juvenile Ju1stle
system,

As n iuiyor of a eity of aliproximantoly 40,000 residents, I'm confronted often
with police etielnrtnleut, Judicial system and social service problems concerning
an i1ireiniigly large segment of our J1uvenile Iolulation.

I11r iolice.dejiirlmm1it hunm taken progressive mteim touirds building a better
(.uli111n11iiiit.y silliit inullg our yotng ltoile, ais well s promoting more reslet for
Iaw oforeemuent agenh'. This has been acimplidlil, li part, by the creati11 of
a1 u111111or Police Patroil ii1volv1iig apiroxiatoly 500 local young leole ,; by intro.
tIii1g it Iklleo aliprentle program deisignie to attract young high school grad.
tmhIte Into it futlre with our police dleiartmenet ; and by condtel ing drug seminars
at I lie school level. These programs ar, deoIgled to help prevent, a JHvenile front
oliIa1g it wrong turn toward at life of rin1e as an aI(ltl. '

But, before ainy group or onitnittee (i1ii ant lin a responsible mnner In this
trouilesoet field. I believe n extremely lmnlortant distinction must lie made
between Juveie icliiiqujenlley versus Juivplie erime, In my olulnion Juvenile
d('ihiqlene/ hicluds such things as truaticy, minor vatndallm, runways and
curfew violations. These problems have been with %im for decades ald I suspect
will continue oi for ninny more years to e(lne. The above violations of the law,
however, are not my miin t'olcemn, Those delinquent nts for the tnost part
have been and will tontimi ti Ie adequately handled by local mehool and law
enforcement agentles. in atidlijon, family counseling with the parents has )
andi must continue to lie a strong forep to naitigate such nets of dolinqtluenc

M.y concern is mayor ond 11 i faitlr of 7 children is basically with Juveile ", .
erlme. ''his category consists of theft, arson, violent sex rines, armed robiery,
burghiry, pomsession of w weapons, iurder and underlying nnny of the above, the
use of ha1rd drugs. This is the area where I believe Senate Hill 821 sh ould con.
ce1itrate. Many of our urban areas need a concentrated and coordUtated federal
effort as outlined ill R.B. 821 to deal with the 193% increase 1in violent crime
among Juveniles during the last ten year., I believe 8,B. 821 In part, with Hit pro.
posed comprehiensive drug education lrovisions canl finally turn around theme
alarming violent crimap sttticsli, I Just mnitioned, In addition, the proposed
National Isttlute for Juvenile Justice, Article V of the above bill,'could act as
a it11al information clearing hqusO for the critics nationwide. Much a facility
through its critical evaluation and analysis of various programs would lie a
grilt service to localities much aI ours which simply cannot flnance sueh nil TIn.
sitluto ol its own. But igtain, I inust emlnansive flint the Insiltutes' concentrated
efforts should ibe directed toward Juvenile rine and not toward Juvenle dellit.
qjituey as It is genernil, thought of, For It Is the violent, often senselessi crime that
Is turning oit'ty agail st yoiing people and for which society will pay a high
iiriet when theme Juveniles reach ndulthood and continue, their violent ways.

MiIve federal funding will lit- necesiiry to win tle battle against Juvenile
prime. hut. we best start now or it mnuy ie too Into in the future. Only file infu.
si,,11 of great mums of money as envisilonled by tills bill will enable the itien to
n(hleliateiy develoll Il d Inplement Juvenile crime prevention, reiahiilitation,
anad treatment facilities. We in st Chicago, Indlana, art doing tie best Job pos.
slike with vallilaile manlpower and funds, itt i the long run our efforts will not
ie goodi eiioiigh lo rld our city of Juvenile crime. Just ias Congrems has sen lit to
create i t Natioaul I11 titute of Health to fight deadly disease an(d slekne., I
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111(sv'L ('(3215ps '1,111 ilt ld it lto 1( II( our mlin ( f Illi'(31 ii('('roII groitI of vlo.

pulrplose,I
If ldiilmtrlltorml of jilYmuilp juliiet' plrogralims coni clearly dliitto miod xupn.-

rat'o ftn two (lit ili('t it WO of jiii'eiiik', voierOli,. 1iiiuul0y. Jivelnile oo Itho 41iiui'
i'&'r4i1 Juvenile ('rimp, I lie first solid progress iii lie outnde. I'liIp'til Is , dlie

Now(i('y wII~I mlffr. Ho 1(W(ftt'uI liniie we' Iim'ird fif it I riilit ('litlft being soit to fll
hi 1411 t on mitIi( lii'tiii'd, (-xin-enl(etd juvitei 'riilmiilm re-1ie, ouly to3 lIii i'

tll taxpe(rt4 ('t'iitiiii111 f ioh ('lio Is loessMliry' before o' itliii liiri vali ii
(14111h. It IN~ oly~ ill O114li" mllIICL 1 1ut trlii il iufev Vliii top gli'eii fi KI Jiii't-uiI1i
oiffendeohr.

.Aiiot leu' o mi'he'(ill prob(lem~i tt'lI'h MhlEilld Is(, conIMIthrl'( Iiy I hIM (om3lilt ti('
134 the factorn (31 iiut IlI'oPi'(lloi'm wtho( 1iiteititiiiilly maid ith iirpieiiulllilou, Mir
Juii'(lii(34 Iinto al i(213 llotiil Treii',4' to i1'l('il Owli flit'4 1iill(134'3 1i'1i134 (ox-
Ii(oi'I'i('( hum toisitl julaie i Ilnioarlm i' 4 f thle country whi the lit,euilihis oki iug
fil "Ii '1011', 1il(111 vlC(IiI('itlly ('(3ifiI3iiI~lii trn mit ur31llp of flipi offtoiE1(l. T1litb (hi I.

liiiteoidiat teret (3oft('l sunruigm front i al ilii'il to3 highly mil illlIttl' (or til hlmi'
lirki. ('eritiuy (Ilfi'et''ut MIII uillit lium tI( 1113 1 i 1111 tutuiiii'l to2 deal %it tlls 113 It'13' of
Juiit ,i 13ff('113. But. b13eff'iui (f 1134 iiit'i'E n~g um,41 i our moviely by) adulilt Iii'1t'4i.

lilt 1Iim Ii(uiI~ ('niile111134 111111 rlese N31',Me W.~i~iiii'i tay (lioitt 111rolt

ii('t i th i n('3l(IIImitin, 03 i hlii' mot r~l lt Juentihaim ifo'e. fi I ciki 111113 (fi gt'('ri.
lIg %%,lilt'e 13C4'le 3er'i,'i'l Wmust ntt( i hisior cof iltIme t iflnu ipi rootiii'

vliIs ofiet WI t 11111( 821 iolly 3 f the ~ n tls 4(11jiv iid l to ll' ('itithesewit Ii thu
li(4'('34not1hry 1111113i 111' li uirg'13 JIi3IU( ii 113 'illll t''11(1li iiit'

yti('ogresM o l L, to i3do uOw JUMoI lee to li1 il'Iii' (tytill"er34tulittl an 111r ILl1111341111(1l
thlereb'hy 1211ke'1ut'ieounlry'1 110 ett'r libitee forll'I.
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Ctltil 11tH SVltil~li 1)IN i llletit of te lift I veeiiliii 0-11, el Inilitigle o f '(lti'ii te o

Diniltle'ee iENAeir tueI lus The iril eitr te l Ofiui V Iitle ilm and 'I'IhoilE'4 enc if
1tiUyor support let InII( lt w'lt l te inilJst it l l4'llitiu ey Prevntit on Actt,~'

reMLcaes l toicil iroe' thne prijte nb itiiolt vW th~ trlflro ofs gvonige idroln.iq
ligllee w'itout bN, aii hllinpi cu o'for~ 11111 the'od liltrdu Io f snleiit-1 Ion whlc
iccto t imi e i clelrem, to our h'e lllem li itkleirndu ol(lifis ioiiyO u
commutes.v Fo hot hi4, 82 evtlc ears Ili'(', eet fron t liIE'dthlilglie llel 111111 o

Ilce iliol liih~lt wh(III N w ' il~.I. it ' t O effe for 11 Ilitt'l t i ttto le4-1Pc1Ii. li
r t I nag wi to proie lts forop'on el1et 11ut 411111 tile' lit'lutl "lfs Isi go iie tro lleiil.I

tills~ee'oe voilv lellwi lipi ll1ltii eiitrhigfit flits ililve yen of leisationi whiMte
t routi-'~lt Ihditit xt thes tlptre'e lei o 'eutol cItrlu oa',ott oi

Weltit'i tselh-4 1111 S.i HUellAtItll eolf e, hoi4'ebe. ighoedtruihfivudllnO
Spt-1,'l1ei tl'lrl'e: 1'wIlleli t i oul Ilh(, ito offr' fe'iornte your conidrt11 lelc Bel
ec tion' f0 0 te Uettlntte rl flr he11 n 11I1111h tl ist geib'e'rjinie Of imp'it 1111 44)3 to t1 hi

Wuie' (hut stote'1i11it 1111 1hu irarecvlehed flrte eorict- ith elisell prthiso (e llr

tj'Itcnt le of seil lm ito e 'tt lrr i dui' let'it(iliniest l i years to i t t lil il
tdiubly (tak'sit tijlut e h1v'lre'dlc ofi reqiloblfle is ~tIiutin" elct's ielti
co'list' to t'lhe e'rl lesl Oftlelmiee~

It lspl Itohe it ija're' ire', ether Ifivl~''hN$ln unt iele'ih elflatlisiite Sw hllth 40 14 821,
11(ig tre s hiret tiimmt lo'( Cit' lt eije lrt' fl avlltr ho l nlon'( %-i ltitf l iar
IJIM e ttieO i (Of lie11 l(OVll-leirt m u I ti'''it In or' fte ietn sItan lte en I I I ell lee..

ilt lele I it Ito tittglit tit( nit and' ii( INtes o Ialt gorwrIi eteedlt not
t hIst flip .11441.1O bnilrnr ot le lfilt.

Phiniy, %%fillI;h'("'oel ir oe vie frintlee Iei Yaliveue? lInee pen' of M, 1,

E :Jcrufi Vi ce I)iPriidun, Naintui Cverfeeem of Mtf~ivo1'.
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8l~~ 21-JUVENILE JUSTICE AND'DELINQUENCY PREVENTIOrf ACT OF 1078,

(A itt('ll('it Ini support of till 111111 by Dr. lttavnoiid ])ell, Diirecto~r, Hoial
Revst oration P'rogrami, and( ClirImani, Ta'esk F~ord~ oi .1 ttvunle lDeiltiuny, Le1.
high UI'iiermlty, Jiothichemi, 1pi'ennyivaohinl

MR., CHAhIRMAN. llONOitA11i,1 3M113iHitS OF THlE Comhmmn.:'Three y;arm ago flip
Oridulnto Schouol oif Edutio tltit Ltt14i1gh Unliversity beganu a prograin to trin
ti'tteherN to iworic irectly with (leliiiquelit and1( potentially delllitlent youth, lIn
iir&jinrig for tis pNjrogrin WI' ite several observaion 01M iot which titi ralltioni'
Mei for tit(- pirogrami Wait basedl. Matny, If not all, theme !ottiltiotlN ore prilgiont or
it1111ih4d lit ft(, HM11 wich You haveo beforto you. Theme obitervltonm are not tile
itilglt if tiilit 1 mio Or gifted men1, butlthe views thatt lanyomit retiotely con-ii
itelil wfih Il i tveiiilo Jllt(t4' Nyit('l o1' anyone0 voittilg lit (liltJet w~itli tile (I(..
llttqttemt or with tite jttvpnie justice system 'or anyone corning lit ('fihtfct with

it.ll,tqueitt11(11 or piotentially dlilliiijtoitt mustt have if they tire reamoifilIjr
i'ijitivo tand possessM 1t itiodleiin of coimimon Nspume. 'Jhemo oibmervttioium listcotl fii ivi
ltlis'iith (iltr pro-ft'reitee were the( following':

1. VTe Jttielilli. Jutti(' mysttil ii genieratl iN woefully Inaideiqtate and( lit miost
entt~t' A11 tdlimlilstrittive tanacihroismti.

2. flip Ny"eit- ltns brokeni dlown tit till low-'iN; pireventioni, olJtdli'ntiii, treat'
i1i16itf. rehlth ll ltirIe till mimIemallk Ineffective fi Npitl of I ho work of Noit
tdiitil t ld 11lihly ('otillM'tItit Inividuhals.

3. Intituitioins tire illeqtijped tot voie with thle ndjttd'Ivted youth In ternm
(if I raind Imirmonili, of ttppropiht rehtibilatiu'e anid idteitti vis jirogrttl, (if fat-
villte n liit aoiiunit (of fliicM ao'aiiinhh.

4,. All too often jltv('nilem otr platced lin odult fililitem in elomu' proximtity or Itn
tiiru'(t u'ontfeut within ha rdetned adult c'rimtmials, ThINis ift prtivlc'tlt ly det rimnmotl
to tile rehabiilitative piroesmm,
* 5. 'P'in' re'ithivimnzt rate is so Inc'redibly igh thint a failture rate lit ny other

usysteit would miso muli a public1 hue itnc cry that (littigi's wotild liiiL been Ilit'
itituti'd ait lanst n generation ogo,

1I, 'Mp'ii tI't'itti tivem olil'ii to Jttdge delin lg wit tltll k'i ndu ni'd di Iii ts are
sov'lrly Illiiu' and the chohu'eN he( imakes ore often n('('ohlmnil by rmmnrks of r'e"
gnalt tha Int( ies liu'g the( youtl It nto o Netting agaIint Iil h I mJudgmeont H til
with the recognition thatt tilh ai pilaemtent maoy do more liti'i than good.
Legally, htowev'er, fie liaN tno oilier ('lli'e.

7. 'Il( (Iility of julttlep for du'influmitm voirlem NO greatly numd Mitt rttiivl for
ht No eoihet Ing front coilrtto-u'irt, r('ionito-rI'gion, 111d iutitte'to'stni flnt Ito t t,
Nymromill Itsif IN4 often thle milise of fi'uitrotion and resaentmniuit within tile mdi4'1
"iili. lFor li-filp, lte rurtul youth iity xIend yeas'itr in il for the satmte c'rimie
for whlitli hIs couniterpiart lit thte ty re'u'lu'eu n short tI'rin of prn'o tioii.

, S In most larger IIIJ titutionx tile enutcern for sec'urity, adlIniiltrativt' tt'iu'n,
And the Atoffnsr ofjn otittutiontil work forces (jatitorhial, kitchen. Ittiltstrii-A.
fuumniti) tnkes preppi4uce over aniy rehnbliltntive or educittlomi eWorts alid tuO
oftu'In titome itst likely to beneft from these efforts were lefist likely' to lip (%ii.
rolled lin Puplh progrmoi, Tin mituttftohi N i'd tn o iompouiided b'y tile fMot tit
lte tdinilnlmtritor of treatment anud eucuilion lick thle power or tite lltitivue
to ehnnu' tism mtfte of niffnirm,

0., W~hiile fte liotentially delinqiuent could lie% Identified fit a reuusoiiahly ehirh3' fue
potifultirly In tite school ,4ptInsr little Is doinn by tho moelefy lit itieml n1111 INi'
mehool In lioirtleutlar to Intervenie lit tite process evident to thip teiiehor. ime street
worker and tile parent,

10. WiVthfthe breakdown of tile troitilonrtl Nuupnt Nyptteni, the foil" nodu tile
e'hiireh, thep rnocIfl probilems of the eointmitiun it prtietilitrhv thlinimiifrosted In
ohiminted youth. were belig lind n the doonrstepi of the Pehool to hep solved.

(782)
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On tQie basis of those observations it was concluded that the school was the
most obvious stable and common institution to whomi the Individual and the coin-
munity could turn for help ortin the opinion of soncm, to abdicate ItN resP(on
loility to. While this has become more obvious tas e years have passed. it ius still
also true that the schools are III-equipped and their faculties are not trained to
cope with the problem p'eseted to it for solution and they are mo t particularly

tIl'oquipped to deal with crises involving alnated and disturbed youth who t ire
"rusin ,g toward delinquency."

It was further obsereld that while the schools ero asked, both co loll.ly
andi~ unconsciously to cope with the liroblemn they do contribute to the ptroblemn.
For the most part do-ronallsed inst itutions, partuit ry lit ftle fre met ro.
politan conurbations, they were viewed no alen i b thopiew4 toe youths, who. i
their turbulent minds, sjaw little to attract then, solve their avadvefinditu ento.
tional problems or prepare them for aI cart-er, The teachei lonle(rned wiih their
i4 (lnle discipline have little time or 1yrelutration to a ume atllp ostoral" r wlle
thO guIdnce 'ouneIl or too overburdened to devote aduateiv t tie to the "with.

dran youth" or to the dilittline prolillill" who bly (olseIMi4ist h111A lied leill
oilers potentially er(lnuent; the fadinoItrators too busy with iudgit, cur.

iia, stte , and federal reports to einIne the role of fite school a ait intervene
lin obvious pattternst of delinquency.

'-On the basis of the observatioins Ilited above, thep Hehool of EduceAtion tit T,01h01h
, TniversIty begant aI experimentd program to train "Mil lestoritlion" te otherss

who could more adlequately meet the nleim''l of delinquent youth iiireaeiy lin
diefntion/correctional filitiex or who wais as yet fund lonig within the school
sliAn ag antI tte milnity, in ral' mione appropriate to fte oeed w of 0 li lled
youth and which would Intervene n t vilous cycle which leads o the adjudln
ca ted delinquency.

tSionsired Ibl lihp Pennsylnlia)itepa rent of e tlllon onl n p1'ritni11 al
Illais this new graduate progm i Ilea1d to ,ertiilention am a "Noviai Itestoratli-h
f~pecinlimt" after a Mifnont h actionn mt ernmliili.'I'lThe rtionale behind the pro.
gain suaests that i i order to deal with theflitrodIis filtig lnre dleIneIrIIIlt 1 il
delinquePt, youth, the teacher muld he comllllent In hoping Wllthi ludent lit rislins
situations and lnlrliis of dianoste ind renilid tea. lip nutis film( have a6
knowledge of the oi ninity from which thfl nt cnes l an th s 1111 11 lip Ilfill til,

udieltil ageilrll which oerve that comnit.ill. The Intern i also e'OIIiiled wIth
tl ture ofthe lernig environment.
It IN felt that illl tllep ('al oit be aitied nit dire ltt h yIdall(,mpt Williuyntit

in istitlionimi and thp ohmunity ralier thon In fte therm onrsey of a tradi.
lionfil taelip(rIrep n t li program ln. Appropia to liporelllt i knowlelgi gi vlni
lin tittorhilsm, informal, nn'ite senmiurs Pither where the Internm worms or ait
TMIigh t'niversity oil o lnilve ehnls. In l tis waiy, theory can l directly relied to fle
exlprience of hi intern i his pnrtiiila r teahi. role,

The posittin whichi the social restorattioin tonubforsfhl duritiv mid after filir
internshipl require n unusual degree ofA(t lan110a1I 01ta11iitY. fbli-11t3' mill pa.1

Sne. All Intern in fh program art, graduate Iniue itlriag five hotlelllP
tweitythre fnd thirty~ur- to.lth acandemile ea rs i an tniit'.lii tile
lnuagesli huma ni tie and social sceml'll.ttli ln i filig Pe4'( IMeoisitlthlll of
if student who tay together a gro foil r i e4 it 11ital- r of their prornfnl. 1i10#4
"hnmnenited" roping seemst to fstpr at pirit, or elant, whllh carrie thein
through snep nilou. highprepsuore iperidns during their 'intorilil.n

Prepanration '-The 1. niontli progeramis ipn three phasxes. Punina thep 1M'week
predict the p rind. the teoaher divides his time between a prciuhl ie in whir'I he
tenles I11 "turnedoff" youth In either a slhoi or det illntion falcllt, atYd f nhrk.
lug with tih polilee and rohation department lin Tlef then or withi muitv

fnd welfare aen'ie. These experience r e supported by -spnin irs given by
fnulty r of the S ellholl of P tdueation, theo elpnrtnitt of Moil yInationi .,fi andlip
Urn tirlis Progri. MIuteh of ite In thinrie itsp IN devote toea e tudy.
prblleroinP end rolepnllaiIng.

Flhervie: The seond, or inhervinc pltale tatil alp nit enolll, hp n Alillntip
emnloyee of a school or a earreetionnl faclity milder tlte% sinervigion of Woth

L rehigh and tihe employer, Tnr the nlli in t scrslosn te ehep tll'lhfi t deal |i ,
with the Pstudent wh'lo normally would bipe c''~d ('A from school for social or
behanvioral reasiti, or. t ime nai cs. a, teacher Ii nnt "iltoriative lpa riit'q rentter"
oultside tlhe trnltiil A Pu bile clhl, tie lor she may tel,,h with to i nOf' eol.
flil intitution or 'tent ion hotme or serveA as flit "ciiittsiiminn" witflit a high
schooll'
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Dur'li; fls IhII rh uhit, fthal jlluiteli i Iitre vitfe reultirly 'li ieultool of
t'Xlit'lttlll fl'utiltd With oll-Ol''tl'i III itic ti ' t lll i' and re leih t'al i 'lr'tch i, .'l'r|i L'Itl'
t't1'l lllitll land 1 oMt'yi p' | i fh.

Etj'hlil f l i 'llt tirliil |nq fi il lil I a IIegr4llh l iI ex|e 'tht-ii x t'l l ('t
(ililll|'llX where, for 12. o,'eeis', Ilh stIl.lelilaM i lte |I i VIIllIa e O h llro;l(lvlll lld thelr
ex.plsrfelleems allld add theoretial strutulre to (he praicael i- lerlellle! (it their
UNe foll-hill eilmh Ill,

Till, Inmplation|ds ofI tills I.Vlw of ilol.vittve |railhig proglilin II-(- obvious, Titl,
sllltlitMit lt-l oli ( e lt'Y |llvolved Ill tIoI Iell' Prll trn' e p ri' ti''Ia fion i It (f'li.
agl tllelll od l tiaill yt I 1i' 114% I lii i rlied %% 'llh it ll it'lln l 1i l 4Mlit111 ulit ilele ',
ill l(lo ii t l fuli fe l d. I Mh, Thi l nstrd or. tills, Im lolie thxlhlllty i sula''odliit

IIII~l~ol l rlIltl ig/ e,.pelrlellem "1111(I ll lildllvhdulll| ,e III1tt4, rhl to ItIv Il ivth

liieil' oI ltd t -i'NN I fIIll s c1 st E1 ll llh'itl
II woulld se'.lli fr o t 'is I Ilrl' a 1 11l Illllii'hltlig of gh ii i l ' tiltI.

|ivellfm)4 (I-llu'll ilwl hlllkl'lshill ld lll h( tl Illvldllm,' or eIOilt lll of' poo.r to-14Ii.

'II o I t i'gll , liihi't' t'FIiinally It tl'ill t) trallliltli 's .1 illtl ani dtl,,
'el ' iI'll lan (, " 'tri- Iill |t't I I flit' im'logrii liiige 1 ie isl fI siit onedy :ltill ti llll' il I'II~it lllller-sfllilll fI hvt Ili |llr'v mlrlltll".

i'rhiir I ill'iMl 11ril'lh'ill h4;.h lm i t I l oh of. dileiil 's llm)el Is
Illl 'lllt rfill 7 l l i', 't'riiisl l r alim t Ii'iulll 'tit. olflud l ii 'up ll I t, th, Ill.V4.rmly~ f I'littbrgh, hai.e exprlessedl it demlrl to) ltlx I.Wihli'ml~rallllng/ mlodil,,

Th4 ti llbh rs f olt'ji'o l lil t 1 r, tl h'o illi Idltl 111s 4 tigulll i 11t' i I4iti .ll lir' iili loIom ll . , 1114.llll i wt; , mie ma.(|Iti'a ion h vll nhve'lllln ()|I' ll a lllfil lll1'(41 fill ill'llllill4l)4
ill, thell ir ,tvhvi-m

itI N'lfl4 il r 1iT7 , lit, 1i t lla d l lill 4,111lrllll41lt If 0 1411h Ilt HIM'hll
1 li' ll ll llnl ItUl lII'am lilt Ilitt'l tilh' r 141 'ti'111 n1i111 ll f''ollr I i I lit li, stat will

rt41i t'I I i otlir l. lt l, lilt t'i ll'Iy l'lll tl' l tlt ,trli I' I h iI Ifii* 41'I l' ~ ( 'li ii 111 ll,' .'i

Ill rl flit' 1 i-e1.1'- l l I ltM, lo ilit ' fmlitill l l t I r lhh t ie Nt!i'i.' V 'l't l'
Timv !illlm l ll , O rilll lle 'l~(if ts llill{'l 11111411s e Awardsi~i Irt€tl 4Uq .iill

i m ' 'lit'l ta 'of you' ' oii llee Ili flitit I iilll'u',I li lil liil orlmml1y of. IliulImnm till i. S2I, 'f
ii lSItti 'tl l y W,' e Ili l' fitl ii'lt ' ' y
1. 0111 i m-il l'' tl' ' tol'll l It 'lll 's 'or' l't fuilve' littll ll 'm iiol l' 101 t01

ritil'l'', j hli lliti'tlliti, Ii' i'I, ht'Ei loli li lilt, mloo l lli (1) I tiitl (402) (18)
4.ill Ile holli al. ii. i4 ' l lnt e Ih M ill (ii iiiitiltc "miml iy fttlll itlt'rlrM wI dI tre ol era liflitilt, IRTl'Ig'lIIIII 1i1141 tll(.iltllieilll fir J11%elillis (|1-llliilenclly sugiml- 41 Ili 1.., 821' are'

str Ig y/ l, m11olmirlold Sil,. (.44):1) ! 1 ) I .H,!,(' I

2, 'ile t'lh.ilMlln t of 'll|( 41'iie I llli, tiI t' lt 1'M, t'h1lllitilr' 1i1111 N1410 i(hlrpV 10-110i', ti

I w r li'd o rl ' t ft h l i r' III 1os ,l l1g1 . l rn in ' t ir llrot fill i, ipro ved l tM , tf
fl Il(''alluaI. liellil'till'es , rof lf11 t l l. ill, tind MIt v ll ll'rir IiidrVyl.lllg
h 'i. INl l'll ' liti'Il-a tllih, 11it'1 s"'thil stl otol hi rr hch re l l t dt'llqullilt o lfl
(tll )il t i'' . a

:i I hli hlrlllg ' ti lii oli 1 t'oan IIsh ife i le i v(el(olifllt fl'.' el s prof rllm ilp ItIiil'YIllrl'l1 'lop Ililost lll d r1c1h') l ls i 'tll c ll|!lltem , W hlere sli il m torlllt~
14-114.1i41l's I111i.l Iltl4ii lIllive l llll {1t1111)4 hxvo jiImllly) Itee11 uImel, ,iortivl rly'
tho~se, proidhedl uiiderl u, I lrlfllll ff' IlikeLaw Halit ,loreemlenlt, Assl4istance Ae,1
SI,,,.., Ilhowvo.r, whh ill imled utlihr (lie iernm" (it H.14 wolli e m1trolli-l.

livihal, our ti. lii-riellti, woldll Inilpll that fihp flw-(,l remilo~llilty' for suceh p~ro-

i riiii hl,"1ll lii l i 'l-ult 'oi fiI Nll fultinI shotl. If lthe le to Iirifl de rIll nie
li'sit11ilai! b' $all-i ' ha'lell, lteil u ie'ts F dnl l ig plrovidedt| Ir. h, er8 uellite IIledt.Itllh 41'1 i~/rllX lici uc rm ium, and ) l hlmt lorltil|.y, |I liuse tit obtJvellvly lvilillet
Ileh, eflet'i,,llesl Will tith | 1, ll sti Igopll Iii-t'oolrt fuiltlitir' fundsl~, resclllt ms4) of.
gotllrlm. W(, 111111h(4 it) their emlithillohn. Still (40)2) (10) (M') ill (4M).) (18).

4. %%'11'1'1 Julmilh li e Iart,li Ill faellll~~hlqIllilth,1 which tire ope ratedi
Ioy tilqlllim vollsist111 of' probtlionll offill'r)4 tvel-lhr, vomlllN olrm, tiroplY ork~er's ialn(
flit-lr iefftiveiiesm4 wlih the Iilom1; igor. lbegore further Muds.|H regardl'lless Of
flit, prlogl'llll ri-starllhisi fill t I homignll Is wlmlhll|,d c'mllmihemily~ .

, A 4,N 's 11:Il'ol iI too fil-, vach stll lllP i! p~rovldll for flop (It-Anpintoll it| Of InI
114h11.1111 e1011 'm-l hll tih /III 1114 1-vilhlllill ,illtivitv is4 m1ost I1ud l p Mlee (402)
tIll I, A.% it ,%l, llllym)bi (if d(IIlllllllel1W.V fillld INs lIIre-eith111 III(h0V te?4 thait
11114,44i Is it wv1tll l11Aof ol ,lso11ll(,ii rempreli l l he eff~ell,,elneis of preventlon1

ill| riloilllhilloIn prlograms. 1 Soh oftlilq It Is4 f'oundlin flh|he plrog rill 41pslin are
hlls 111111i mllllilll n 111i% Il14N.lm l it-m fo hlII stivei-m~ limen~lt o)r, whero prptl.lil olnl.v

ll~ehe.lu1s|llllllm for rillr-hiI° imlielidlullrit Illid lip 11he illlls| cenel to
Illl0iN~iri !ll H o(, teN l ill|,i h I-h relhlldlly Ilot villlll. 11 Is (i oll -Imlhtlhr .once,{rn|
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lt Ili Ilsthitille referred to Iii 'Title V of H. 821 lie establilhed In order thilt a
central ageney Ilioy serve am it e(,hlirlg house for iformantiont ju1|d to lrovi(le
stluiIport andi(I coordilito resetmr(hmi ito evalUit loln efforts. It Is suggested, however,
tlhIat to Iee effet ive In Its deiiousl'rutloui itd tritiiilug function the Institute est,ib.
lisli re-glonul (.eilers. 'Thse (.celte-r would lie mioiire able to meet local Ieeds lld
ict ilso its at feeder.s'steni" to the vent ril ollet, or headquarters of the i llil It titt.
It Is lii -d thlit li' pIerceitntge of ftiunds illot'ted for the a|idinistratIon of suipl
lit I ist 1t Ie lie k t a ilt lU with thle largest cosaiblo ainioult ieing sliulit
ol irect rem-relh ind railnig liprujects.

While Ilits stlileilieit. Is ulue sirllev eiiseii, rled with my own efforts lit regard
to ille "Ic ty of cllllijelivy i1it wlieit I feel Iis Illel it suteeell l ittellipt to dl.
really IiIitvet Ill tilit, tulleii It shotild not lie construed it it irrow or sliitllw
vlilw of lie lnlllivit us, iilid re iililliidlitlowll ('Ontllitled In S. 821, 'I'lih
vitll irtgciiey of thi Ait litlioll, is yeci have porl nyed It, Is evident lo maI ny lidi
l- Il'oucillii vilelilt to iniost. I iitr ii, (y lli iiiti lit sliiporL of your efforts iind
sliiil retily to hillp furl lier lit whilrt , ever way possiblle,
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(11) SELECTED CORRFePONUENCF. ItEceIVED BY THIS SURCOMMITTry, To INVI5TKIATr
JIVkNILE DELINQUENCY IN SUPPORT Or H. 3148, 02d COMOIEm11 AND S. 821, O3N
CoNORESS

STATE

APPENDIX I
(IOVmaRNI(NT Or TuE DITRIOT Or COLUIIBIA,

ExxorrVu Orrics
1Waslngton, D,O,, February 27, 1073,

Wanhlotn, DO,

DEAR SENATOR flAvY : The Ofco (it Youth Opportunity Services onthuslastical.
ly welcomed your Introduction of the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Proven.
tion Act of 1078" (, 821). We are grateful for the efforts extended by yourself
and your colleagues toward a comprolionsive and coordinated program to impact
on the problem of juvenile delinquency, The youth of the District of Columbia
would be indebted to you for thoimaginative and creative bonofitp to be derived
from tile expedient passage of this legislative package, This Office, therefore,
would be available to provide testimony in support of 0. 821 as the Subcommittee
to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency continues its hearings in the 08rd Congress,

As you are undoubtedly aware, The Office of Youth Opportunity Services
hall consistently advocated a multifaceted approach to reduce and hopefully
eradicate Juvenile delinquency. The blayor.Commissioner, in keeping with the
1008 Juvenile Delinquency Act, established this Office as tile State Planning
Agency under the provisions of that Act, Subaequontly a comprehensive plan
entitled "Youth Assistance Sorvico System" was IXublisltod in August 101
suggesting an all.embracing approach to the realistic dispensation of services for
the benefit and well being of our youtllful citizens, Consequently, numerous
programs and services for youth have become operational throughout the city,
Impacting on tile previously escalating rate of youth crime and delinquency,
We wore pleased to witness tile wisdom of Congress In its passage of the 1072
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act, as it embodied many' of the concepts
epoused in our plan,

In reviewing the proposed Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1078, we have noted sections that could yield meaningful resource. to assist
this Office in fulfilling its commitment and mandate to yotith. We would identify
and elaborate on these in our written and verbal testimony, suffice for the
present to indicate a sealous endorsement in your behalf.

Your kind consideration and response to our request will be gratefully ap.
predicated. ,

Sincerely, JAES L. JoNEs, Rd, D.,

Special Asistali t to the Mayor or 'outh Opportunity Services.
(787)



At'I'lXI)IX '21
- HTrATIH or KANMAN,-

rFATI: D1 EI'Ai .r NT' OF SOCIAI, WELFARE 5,Tlopeka~, IOPIN,, ,M/archl J,1, 1111-1.

Hesiator fiROni liAVIf,
0h Senate Oflf'o RIlding,
11'ahlngton, DO.,

DAa 8ENA'OR JAY,: I niln writing yonu in nipport of Senate 21, the Juvenile
Justicte and Delinquency Prevention Act tof' 11173, which was Introduced by You1
and Menator Marlow Cook on February 8, liT3,

ldstallliment of the Naltlonal Oilve of Juvenile Justlee ind Delill.'lley
Prevention in the 1ixecullivo Oflle of the President Is especially good, elo of tile
roblein withl ~provious legilshition has lote flint the delinquency office got lout
It tie mazo of bureaucracy In the Department of Health, education and Vefaro

or Ilie I ileltrtllent (if ,|ijst ly', hoth of which wer not prlmllrIly Itterist(ld IIi thi
delluiliuney problem. WitI this speinil l'e, flip buick will stolp tlipre itid its fll
efforts ('an be devoted to beginning to mIOvo the nation toward halting tho upward
trend of delinquency.

Tile alouintl authorlAld under the viirlous titles for the Coning four fiW'IIl
years io Also A strong Ioiit, It In going to take a great amount of nionly to divert
children front the juvenile Justice 1yst 01el (ffectively. Atounts prev'ously spielt
and currently being 141nt aro more drops In the bucket when you look at tlip over-
all problem. T sincerely luopq ;le leadership of,the Congress will hs followed by
the various state and local* governments, so we caui develop truly effectivo pro-
girnnl.,

The Natiolou Institute for Juvenile Jusflc'e should lie a grptt help in the d'vel.
opment and evaluation of progralius and methods that arts effective ind liy be
uspd In other Areas of the nation,

I am A member of the executive committee of the Ntlonl Assolatlon of Hiate
Juventile Delinquency Program Ad milst ra torn, Mr, iHlohirt 1). Calu, Jr., director
of the Division of Juvenile Corrections, Department of ifealth atdil Social Herv.
ices, Stato of Delaware, appeared before the United States Senato Committee on
the Judlciary, Subcommitteo to Invesilgate Juvenilo Delinquency, pit February
22, 1078 to lend his support aind ilie uIpport of tlh Assoelation to the'blll, H1o also
lirpented a statement propnred by our preidellt, Mr. Allen 1", Breed, director of
the California Youth Authority,

It Is my sincere hope flint this lill will miov through the ('ongross wIth dis.
iatch i50 we may begin to utilize th beneIli of flit, lill us ooll as possilbl,.

Very truly yours, 110KB A. IIAuirm, M.D.,
Director of Instliueiq.

JACK 0. PULLIAM1,
Coordinator of Ohildren'a Serlect.
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STATI,, OF MAI.Nr,
DI)TARTSI.'NTr OF .Mr:NTvr . IA 'IT ANIt ('oltuv:iro.N,

I)IS lIION OF PRIIOB1ATION AND ['AR014.D
• "IfIlUUs(xta, Jllim, .4Ipril ., 1 I).

lio0. BlRHt' HAY!!,
chairmann , scnatv 0ubeonmmitt'e oin ,lira id' 1,)0l1lquenp,
1 .,. ,s luttc,
Washnlgton, D.C.

IW)FAII 8ENA'rOIt BAYII : I woIIlId like to ltke this Ellbwrtuntity ti) go mti reord iw
suportlIng 8. 821, the Juvenil, ,Justie and-l)elinquteny P1revent lo Act of 11)73.

,Juveile delluqutalecy prcvenlotin has 'et, n fur to long negle(ted by hoth the
states inld the federal government. Your bill would do much to assist both the
ulbllc anuid private sector I stlhallslhIg Innovatlve pltns to treat this growing

jiroblem through ith long term ftunling and the natloinal leadership which will
lie provided by the Act.

I strongly urge passage of S. 821.
Very truly yours,

G. IIAYMON'D NICHOLS,
Director, Stato Probation and 'arole.
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APPENDIX 4

STATE or TENNESSEE,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION,

Nashville, T onn., April 12, 1973.Hon. BIxRcH BATIK,
Chairman of the Senate Subcomnmittce on Juvenile Delinquency, Counoil of State

(lovernmenta, Eastern Regional O/f1oe, 36 West 14(th Street, Room 1201, New

York, N.Y.
DEAR SENATOR BATIK: After having read your bill, S. 821, we in Tennessee

would like to pledge our support and continued interest on the behalf of the
proposed legislation. This bill should prove of great value to those who would be
affected by it.

The fact that a majority of the funds coming from the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Act must be spent to prevent children from entering state corre-e
tional systems makes the bill of greatest importance. The best hope for a Juvenile
headed for trouble is prevention of that trouble and not commitment to an
institution.

Sincerely,
C. DOUOLAS CLUCK,

Assistant Cottni toner Youth Services.
(790)



A I'lEIN'I)IX 5

('oMtiO.W HA.TI OF Pf.sNSYLVANIA,
Or'ici o -rim. ATTORNEY (WGNEiAr.,

llarriaburg, la., May 7, 11)73.
il1i. 111;01i SCOTT,
U.N. , $ntor,
)?w-vell Ncnatc Office Bildiig,
il'Wshllgtoti, D.C.

1II.AR SENAToa SCOTTi The juvenilh' jiisilce "synit'i" Ill ,l'intltyivlttiU is In
nlitr disarray ats It is in every other state. There is no longer it d(ll, eli the
lit-etd for reform of this systeln (or non-ysteiii us some assert) for there is
dolented evidence everywhere you loIk that the imystelii is Inliumaie and
ititffTective. Tie experience of policemen on the best, froi social service workers
i Iie, field, from juvenile court judges and probation officers and from the Chief

,iusti(he of the United States Supreie Court, in sum from everyone who has had
experience with juvenile justice throughout the nation, provide proof of the
sys.Otni's drawbacks.

One of the classic problems facing the field of juveille justice In Pennsylvanli
to lily Is the it, ter and complete fragientation of responsibility in the field. In,

Mil, fact, tile resl onsiblilty of dealing with various aspecls of juvenile deln-
quei~es within tle tate is divided between a host of agelii-,hs: 157 locally biased

veenle liolce i ts, the 07 county-based juvenile courts and prohatlion units,
tiv'- e y ol*rated delhiquency Institutions, and tile nine state operated
youth development facilities. Frequently, there is little communication between
the various agencies in the field; it times there is open hostility. The result-
Is too inny children arrested, detained, taken to court, and far too ninaly Instl-
tutionalized. This same lack of coordinated effort is reflected and perpetrated on
the federal level.

Furthermore, the field of juvenile delinquency In Pennsylvania today betrays
ia glaring lack of alternatives. As the systeln grinds on, Its only choices ire to
place a youngster on probation (which, bectise of caseloads, often involves very
little more than tokeu contact) or to selid tie child hundreds of miles fronm hoile
to an lustitution. These institutlofis are geared for holding hundreds of young-
sters and, frankly, for meeting the needs of at hest it small number of them,

A recent survey of the staffs of -enisylvania Youth )evelomnent Centers hind-
,atedl that at least 50,o of the youngsters Incarcerated did not need to be in the
institution if appropriate alternatives existed In their hoine commnuidlties. Tile

age of Institutionalization of juveniles Is past. If we would survive is it viable
life giving community, we iust stop warehousing our children, we must recognize
that crino Is a symptoin of faillure of the community as well its the Individual.

This lack of alternatives and priary reliance on institutionalization Is a
corollary of the system's inability to divert juveniles from even entering tile
system. Once a youngster has the misfortune of, perhaps by pure chance, to
beecomne involved in the juvenile system, the bureaucratic mill will grind atild
will force both the youngster and his family through a trying and perhaps quite
destructive process. Tlme more seriously involved the justice system becomes with
the youngster, the greater are the chances taitt the youngster will be directed
relentlessly on the road to adult erline. A simple clear cut Intervention ot tie
part of a non-authoritarlan agency at the very beginning could very well keep
youngsters from becoming Involved in any further trouble. We desperately need
youth services bureaus to divert people from tite juvenile justice system ilto-
gether. Youth services bureau can offer incentives and opportunities for local
aigemles (both public and private) to pool their resources and develop Innovative
programs to divert young people from entering the. juvenile justice system In
tile first instance.

With this In mind, I whole-heartedly support, and urge you to support on the
floor of the Senate, the newly introduced Juvenile Justice and Ddltnquency Pre-
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vention Act of 1973. This bill will provide a comprehensive, coordinated program
to prevent juvenile delinquency, rehabilitate juvenile delinquents and improve
the quality of juvenile justice, in this country. In addition, it authorizes sub-
stantial resources to assist state and local governments as well as public and
private agencies in developing an effective approach to the multi-faceted problems
of juvenile delinquency. The bill provides strong incentives for state and local
governments to develop community based programs and services as alternatives
to institutionalization. It will provide for effective, coordinated federal funding
to assist the states in carrying out their efforts to treat juveniles in the coin-
munity. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act will provide the
comprehensive, coordinated federal effort combined with the massive resources
that have so long been needed to deal effectively with the crisis of delinquency.

The bill creates a new National Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention to insure national coordination of federally assisted delinquency pro-
grains and provides substantial new resources for delinquency prevention, treat-
ment, and rehabilitation programs. It creates a centralized research, training,
data collection and evaluation effort in a new institute of juvenile justice. It
provides for the development of model uniform standards for the administration
of the Juvenile justice system, including conditions of confinement in detention
and correctional institutions. In addition, it establishes basic procedural rights
for Juveniles who come under federal Jirisdiction.

The federal effort to combat delinquency has failed not only because 'of lack
of direction and coordination but also because we simply have not allocated
resources sufficient to the size of the problem. This bill authorizes substantial
appropriations, one and a half billion dollars over the next four years, so that
resources would be available at the state and local level for developing and im-
plementing delinquency prevention, rehabilitation, and treatment programs.
The bill provides thet at least three quarters of the funds a state planning
agency receives must be spent on the development of the programs and services
designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, to. divert juveniles from the juvenile
justice system, and to provide community based alternatives to traditional deten-
tion and correctional facilities used for the confinement of juveniles.

T he Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act provides an effective
new approach to the problems of juvenile delinquency. We have failed too long
to respond in any meaningful way to the crisis of delinquency facing our state
and nation. We cannot afford to delay any longer. I hope that you will actively
support this new bill and help Insure its passage.

Very truly yours,
RoBERT P. VooME,

Aesitant Attorney Ocncral.
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APPlENDIX 0
STATE OF MONTANA,

OFYC' OF THE GOVERN01.
1101. 1111CI D Y~t,11(enca, Jimil 8, 117.1.

lioln. BIiw II BAYIr,

Uhalrlitan, Senate Subeon imittee oo Junn ile Dcllinqncnol, Old rnu to ODico
Butldlng, Washington, D.C.

)EAR SYNATORI BAYI: As the (]overnor of the State of Montana, I wholehelart.
edly urge you to support Senate 11111 821, "Thie Juvenile Justice atnd iDelinqutncy
Prevention Act of 1973."

This bill comes at a crucial tim when funding cutbacks hmve left the ainount
of resources available for dealing with juvenile delinquency entirely dispropor.
tliontiat to the problem,

It Is vital in Montanii, a elsewhere, that the youth are token front the present
juvenile justice system and r ulting itItutionalization and tire brought into
community-based youth services such as group homes, foster homes aind counsel.
lng oi the local level. Montana has made a good beginning in these areas, but
it will take more funds, more understanding laws and continuing support to
Insure the ultimate success of the nation's youth programs.

The problem of Juvenile delinquency prevention hus long been recognize-d In
Montana. Time first state agency (tieling exclusively with youth-related problems "
was the federally-funded Rural America Project, which served as a national
model for other agencies serving youth. From this bae has developed the Yodth
IDevelopment Bureau and Youth Service Systems, funded both hy MOntana and
the Federal Government. These projects are currently operating inI seven Mon.
tana towns: Helena, Bilhings, Missoula, Slelby, (reat Fulls, Butte and Wolf
Point.

Prior to the organization of the Youth Development Bureau In Montana, there
was no single entity primarily respmsible for developing and coordinating youth
programs to prevent delinquency in tike state.

Tio propssed bill, 8. 821, would put much of the re.ponsihillity for dealing with
Juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment programs on the state and local
level, as well as update and coordinate federal efforts to deal with juvenile
delinquency. It would set aside a significant portion of discretionary funds to
be used by private agencies engaged in youth services and would also provide
money to form community-based alternatives to Institutionalization and to set
up court diversion programs.

Feeling that juvenile delinquency must be iealt with before the problem be-,
comes even greater, I again urge you to support 8. 821, "The Juvenile Justfce
anti Delinquency Prevention Act of 1973."

Best personal regards.
Sincerely,

ThIO'MAS L. JUGPF,
Governor.
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APPENDIX 7

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY .
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL PROFESSIONS,

Lexington, KV., February 9, 1073.
lion. BMcit BAYh,
CJhairman, Subconmitntee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, U.s. ,S'nate,

Washington, D.O.
My )EAR SENATOR: 'We have now had an opportunity to study 8-3148 en-

titled ,uvclcle Justice and Dclilnquncy Prcention Act of 1072, orlglnall; Intro-
duced fi the 92nd Congress and which we understand Is likely to be reintroduced
in tie 93rd session.

We wish to register our support for this proposed legislation because it pro-
posets a comprehensive, rational, and potentially constructive Federal action for
(dealing with the problem of delinquency. It appears'to Incorporate carefully de-
signed, well constructed, and mnderstandable legislative proposals. Our support
of this bill Is based upon the following observations:

1. Local responses to delinquency have been fragmented and have tended to
emphasize a punitive approach to the management of youthful miisconduct. There
is, therefore, a pressing need for a comprehensive Federal approach which will
help focus attention on the critical issue of prevention, authorize additional
urgently needed resources, provide for centralized research, training, technical
assistance and evaluation activities.

2: Federal delinquency statutes generally have led to the processing of juve.
nlhes by Federal agencies which have lacked suitable treatment resources, especl-
ally at the local level. This has resulted In damaging dislocation of children away
from their home communities yhcre greater opportunities for treatment and re-
Integration into society exist than those available through Federal programs
and facilities. Federal statutes have heretofore failed to spell out tie conditions
and the rationale for transferring juvenile court jurisdiction to adult criminal
courts and have not incorporated necessary procedural safeguards, including tie
right to counsel and tie protection of the Juvenile from being confined with adult
criminals. Title II, "Amendmnents to the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act"
should remedy these defects.

3. To date. no Federal agency has the responsibility to study the administra.
tion of Juvenile court procedure and conditions of confinement in Juvenile deten-
tion and correctional facilities. Title III of this Act proViles for the establish.
nient of a national commission with broad representation and the wherewithal to
undertake such necessary studies and to nmke recommendations for improve.
ments to the director.

4. Federal efforts to date have been fragmented and lacking direction and have
had too little Illlact in reducing the spiraling rate of juvenile delinquency. To
try to deal with this problem, Title IV establishes a National Omce of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention which will be patterned after the new Special
Action Omce for Drug Abuse Prevention m(d will have more effective supervisory
and coordinating nutljorlty over all Federal Juvenile delinquency programs. -

5. To (late, state planning in Juvenile delinquency prevention has lacked effective
planning and emphasis on the Imlortant areas of diversion of Juveniles from the
.uvenile Justice system, development of community based services and l)rograii)P,
and other alternatives to incarceration. This Title offers promise that grants to
the state will require greater empiasis on planning and accountability for pro.
grams and procedures which will increase both the rationality, effectiveness, and
the humanity of efforts by states to control and prevent delinquency and will
build accountability into tie administration of these programs at the state levels.

0. There Is lacking a national research, training, and technical assistance effort
In the area of delinquency prevention. Title VI provides for the establishment of
at National Institute for Juvenile Justice which will be responsible for technical
assistance, research and demonstration programs, training, and an advisory count.
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ell to provide coordinated and comprehensive planning in thes4 three important
areas.

Iti summary, we support the reintroduction and passage of tile Jurncile .Imlstle
and Dellnqutcney Prevenition Act of 197f2, 8-3148, because it offers it ratioml and
eomprehieusive plan which Is addressed to those factors which appear to underlie
the delinquency problem as we understand It and will undertake to do this in a
manner which will humanize the adiunistralion of juvenile Justice and will
focus more efforts oil prevention.

We sincerely hope Congress will take favorable action on this legislation fit an
early date.

Please understand that this letter represents our personal opinions since we
have no authority to speai for time Institution in which we are faculty.

SiII (,rely, RIChIARD K. BIhAUOTIOAM,
CHARLES 1. IIOHMANN.
HONEST j?. WITTE.



APPENDIX 8

INDIANA UNIVERSITY-PUaDUK UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS,
nI B ,IndlanapplU8, Ind., March 28, 1978.Hon. BIhcii BAY11,

U.N, senator,
1l'awh Iloton, D.C.

DEAR BIRCH: Sorry I an late in answering your request for comments on
the Juvenile Justice and )elinquency Prevention Act, 8.11. 821. Ia general, I
would repeat what I said a year ago to Mathea, it is the most comprehensive
and timely pileve of legislation I have ever reviewed itn the delinquency field.
Historihally, legisltion claiming to address ite issues of crime and delinquency
halv' haid citnfusing fi11(l contradictory inpli'ations for tile Justice system. It
often has 1114eei piecemeal, fill( oil it niumbiler of occasionis recently, it has resulted
in iiiore. not less, deviali('y. S.B. 821, in iny view, has none of these characteristics.

1hing fully awaite of the long arduous road yet to lie traveled by tills bill,
I would argte tht the iportant immediate need in the entire field of youth
services Is standards. The Juvenile Justice msptem Is ineffective and wori out
prinvi'rily because standards for intake, lrobation practice, court procedure, dim.
lisitioltal aliternatives, etc., were never agreed to or consistently applied. As
I ani sure yott have found during the hearings, tie quality of information
gathered in Juvenile court records IN of such variation that most research fnd
evaimiitlo is invalid. The sanie can be said for education and training of staif
It will hike. its the lill provides, a strong Institute of Juvenile Justice, acting
indelpendently from Irogrimis an( organizations with vested Interests In the
delinquency fiell to provide answers find strategies for the future.

In connection with this, I want to raise a very specific question that probably
should not lie dealt with In legislation, but should in my view lie intended or at
least a goal of legislation in this area. I am speaking, of course, about diversion
of those great numbers of youngsters who are now being harmed by their referral
to tie court for non.crinie behaviors. This group makes up from forty to fifty
percent of the intake in most Juvenile courts. Detention homes, Jails and insti-
tutions are fll of these youngsters whose only niisbeiiavior was truanting from
school, running away from home, being out after curfew, or being labeled "un-
governable." These ore te. youngsters that schools, psychologists, prolnation
officers and others call "clmracter disorders." However, a closer look-doel.
ment-ld iln the past few years by researeli-reveals their primary problem to lie
siiully "loeliness." An Imediate goal must be the diverlon of these youngsters
froim the Juvenile court system.

To do this Illlities a new definition of delinquency. A definition simply stated,
that only at child under a certailn age who involves himself lit a behavior tlat
would lie a crime if the chill were adult, could warrant referral to the court and
subsequent adJuilica tion of delinquency.

'Pie Implications for the existing systems if such wore to happenn are enormous.
Liage detention monies, group homes, institutions, Juvenile court rooms, aind
probation offices would be empty. The opposition front traditional organizations
of judges and probation officers would Ie extreme. Being serious about this for
a minute though, one'sees that now In lrge Juven lie courts the policy more and
more is to waive (tritsfer) to.adult Jurisdictions those older atlolescetits who
are connnitting Index or part one crimes. This leaves then-the primary work
load of tie .luvenile court system-those youngsters who are there for noncrim-
inal behavior. This has to'change.

-One answer-long range I will admit-might lie the elliminatlon of a selparate
Juvenile court, There will always be a need for somne type of family find chihlrens
court, but only for resolving issues like dependency, neglect, and enaneliation.
Those older adolisenits committing serious crimes would go Into adult courts
where guarantees of rights and due process Is publlically monitored. hlere, after
adJudhation they could receive help through community-bamed corrections which
would be nin.in1stitutional.
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The large group of youngsters now going through the court would Inatead becared for by a well designed, non-labeling youth services system. One of theprimary functions of such a system would be to help local and state govern.weait, as well as existing private agencies, recognize service gape through whichchildren are now falling, and to develop better ways of helping problem familieswith problem children, 'tBack to your legislation. Reading through it, plus the comments you made whenIt was introduced, gave me some hope that the future may be brighter. Goodluck. Don't hesitate to ask if there is something you think I can do here.I anm sending a copy directly to Mathea.

Warmest regards to all,
DAvD F, Mmzvn,

Instructor in Qorreotlon.



APPENDIX 9

SOUTiimN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CAIIONI AL.E.
Carbondalc, Ill., April 23, 1913.11011. IRllCI DAY11,

'Nnautor frimi Indian~a, Senatelf OfflcC Buitldinlg,

II'Ushlngton1, I).C.
IW):AR SENATOR IIAYII: I have read a simmiary of proposed he(glslation (Sen.

ate, 1i11 No. S21 ), "The Juverile ,lut ive and De'llinquency Prevention Act of 11173."
I wist to txprxsg my whollt'earted approval of t-gislatito following the general
lines of tills proposed bill.

My enuthu11-n4111 Sltells, In l11'g(t invlasure, from 1110 xt rele neglect that 1ha.s
(hiratierizetd federal actilon lrogran1.m through aid, temonstratilon, resmoare, ant1d
tranuilng In tli Juvtllt'lh dc'lilti,1e1cy rit since the (te1lse of I1ho ().l.(). ind
the origilual e fi of Jivilt, hlnllIy 11d Youth pllenti't. 1lrot'ts Io

|Imp11rovt cotlltflt4o1 Hurrouldilg the itrrelst, prcessilg, aid co'rteil of Jivenillh,
d,llinutt reInu11, iutnder t he ir(,ste1t Law En1forcement Asslstance Adin1ils-
Iratlo1, the( most, niegleted area. Juvenile (LlnqenlcI,1y lreventlon offers the single
greatest; holm for reducing Jlvenlh, and adult crime and hat; imkewist, been
Ilt-gleeted. I %

Suc'h conditllo1 must not conthn11 ; and h(glie lon of the t.ple beilg iirosied(1,
as well aft poralS additional legislation, is needed in order to place national
efforts I 11line with rational knowledge of the origins of crime.

I urgo you to relirt this hill out of committee and to pass it in a form
deslgit'd to proliee the nmaxiinm focus on crime problems atmionig Juvenlles.

Very sincerely yours,
CIARMI, S V. MATTHEWS,

Director.
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APPENDIX 10

Boys' ('Li'is oF A.MEIICA,
New Viwk, N. V., March 22, 1973.lion!. BIllcit B1AY)!,

1" .N. ' tentat,
11'amhhtnton, D.C.

I)-:AII SI:NATOR BAY! We vlVe very carefully h;oled over the Juvenile Justice
Delinquency Prevetition Act, S. 821 which wis Introltced by you and Henator
('ook in F'ebrua ry. 'The most aipproprih te ('Olmm(lt we can think of Is that Bill
IS, $21 IS the Ilmost com11prehel'nsive piece of legislation oil Juvenile delilnquency that
we have see.l,

We feel that If properly funded, It can make a significant Impact oil Juvenile
delinquency in this nation. We are particularly delighted to see emplsis on pro-
vnltio with tle involvement of both the public and private sector and on the
needed revisions of the Juvenile Justice system. We are, of course, In agreement
with the other features of the Bill.

Boys' Clubs of America Is in support of this Bill and would be happy to
tc.-I lfy at any hearings related to this piece of legislation, if needed.

Thmk you very much for sharing this important Bill with us and for includ.
Ing its in your Introductory remarks,

Sincerely yours,
WILLNAM R. BROKER,

Natifonal Director.
(799J)



APPENDIX 11

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF KANSAS,
Sha nee Mission, April 10, 1973.

Hon. BiRon BAYH,
Senate Office BuIlding,
Waah4ngton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BAT1H: Mrs. John Chalmers, president of tile League of Women
Voters Qf Kansas, has referred your letter of March 20, 1073 to me. Since I have
been asked to comment on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act,
8821, I shall attempt to do so.

The following can only suggest an urgent need for the legislation that you and
Senator Cook are proposing. There seems to be no other way of providing the
kinds of services that the Kansas League feels are necessary for our youth lit
Kansas. Without federal help to provide leadership and money, there probably
won't be any real co-ordinated effort of the magnitude we have -in mind for
several years to come. An example, is in ahtnessage sent by the Governor recently
to the Legislature In which he recommends that his budget be amended to include
$20'2,533 of state funds to provide two community.based homes, intensive wik
with a select number of young persons and a program for evaluation. No crith i,,m
of the Governor is intended. This is only meant to show that we have a long
way to go without federal assistance.

The Lengue of Women Voters of Kansam (representing 15 cities and counties
with a membership of over 1600) has conducted a study. of the Juvenile Just ice
system in Kansas. (Enclosed, please find position paper as a result of this study.)
The task has been almost Impossible to (10 at tit( state level, as we are dealing
105 juvenile justice systems. In other words, one for each county. Many of th14,
juvenile judges do not have a law degree, and with the exception of three coitni-
ties, the juvenile courts are lower courts combined with at least one other
court, rotatee, with the majority of judges occupying a third, and in some cases,
a fmrt h judgeship.

These are no state guide.lines for anything including probation officers. '1'heve
people are hired and fired at the discretion of the judges. Some are well-qualified;
others are not.

There are also gaps lit services to youth in trouble. Agencies that provide these
services co-operate only if they feel like it, and in some areas of the state, there
are no services. The results have been high admissions to the Boy's Industrial

school and the Girl's Industrial School particularly from areas where no services
are provided.

Because of the fragmentation of the system the Kansas League feels that the
state does not guarantee every child equal protection under the law, and there.
fore supports a state.integrated system that provides services and care on a uni-
form basis for all children and youth and that puts emphasis on community In.
volvement. The problems of Implementing this support position are Insurmount.
able at this tine. Even though there Is willingness to provide leadership at the
state level, there Is no one who has the technical expertise to develop program ins
and services. This Is also becoming apparent at the local level as citizens' groups
are joining together to try to establish comnmunity.based services. Again, the
maJor concern seems to lie not only what services, but how to implement them.

Another area of concern in our state has been whether or not new regional
facilities nre needed to lock children up. The real issue seems to be in the philo.
ophy of treatment. The Lengue in Kansas, as well as other citizens' groups, have
been successful in convincing the Governor and the Legislature that the need for
services Is much greater than the need for three facilities, previously planned for.
costing 1.3 million dollars each. Unfortunately, the Governor's Committee On
(rininal Administratlon (IEAA) is nroylding 1.3 million dollars to the City of
Wichita to build one of these bjulldings. The Juvenile judge has stated publicly
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that there are no funds for staff or treatment, but the city would worry about
that later. Obviously, no one has read the report of the National Advisory Coln-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. This really points up the need
for a elearlnghouse both on the federal and state levels.

There Is one section in H. 821, page 82807, that might be a hinderance" to tile
rights of Juveniles. In Kansas, some Juvenile Judges i the past have autoinati-
cally bound boys of 10 and 17 over to district court, by claiming that the Juvenile
was not amenable to Juvenile treatment. The Judges' reasoning was based on a
state statute that said, in essence, that the directorr of State instltutlons did not
have to provide for 1 and 17 year ol boys because of age, the nature of the crille

voc whiuther amenable or not. The State Supreme Court ruled In Ic Patterson,
210 Kansho, P. 245, Vol. 1, Advanced Sheets, that there was not enough coucern
with the youth's welfare, only concern with the offense. The Court also saild that
a Juvenile proceeding is protective, not punitive; that gravity of misconduct
Alleged is not a controlling factor; and that disposition should be tailored to the
offen(ler and not the offense. I would assume that "timenable" or "that there
are not reasonable prospects for rehabilitation" would mean about tile slme
thing? At this time, legislation has Imssed the Kallas Slenate and Isin a llou1se
Committee saying. in effect, that it child of 10 or 17 may only be sent to a state
institution if the I)irector says that space is availhtle. This Is, of course, reasm-
able tut in the light of past experience, and as understood by sonie legislators,
this Is another legal attempt to remove 16 and 17 year olds front tie Kansas ,Juve.
nile Justice System, as the only lternatives provided are probation or e)(ings
bound over to the district court. I would hlle that Federal Judges would not slirk
their responsibility to provide Individual trcatmient for Juvenile offenders unless
all available resources have been "exhausted" rather that thp wordlilg you now
have which is "reasonable prospects". I personally have seen Its, 10 and 17 year
old boys in our State prisons, and I t think it Is tragic,

Finally, funding is of vital importance. If there were a real guarantee that
funds would come from the Federal government, It would enable citizens' groups
and local governments to provide for means of diverting more children from tihe
Juvenile system, arrange for better methods for those int need of prevention sryv-
ices and iinplement conmunity-based services. There have been some attempts liu
the area of pre-delinquency treatment with elementary school counselors, but
funds are about to run out, and so are the programs, Probation subsidy is one
area that no one in our State government Is even willing to discuss. There are a
few programs that YDIDPA has funded, but because of the amount of money
needed, these funds now have to go through a state agency, and with the constant
threat of funds being withdrawn by tile Federal government, these progransl,
local in nature, are in Jeopardy.

I hope these comments have helped to show the need for S. 821. If I can be of
further assistance, please don't hesitate to amsl.

Sincerely, ANN IY amt. 'h-womami.

[Pro-State Convention material]

JUvFNIix POttrioN oPKANr:AS PIYNAL HTUD)Y

POSITION AiOPTED FIRUITARY A, 19?3 HIY TII I.EA(VE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF KANSAS

The League of Women Voters of Kansas supports a juvenile court system that
guarantees every child equil protection under the law. The League supports a
state-integrated system of corrections for Juvenile offenders through a hunmne
program that provides services and care ol a uniform basis for all children and
youth and-that puts emphasis on community involvement,

In order to accomplish these ends, the League believes:
1. In the basic philosophy of the Juvenile Code which provides that. each child

should receive, lneferably in his own home, the care, custody, guidance, control,
and discipline which is to his own advantage as well as to the advantage of the
state.

2. That "Juvenile" should refer to a person under 18 years of age.
8. That until alternatives are provided, pmavislons of the Juvenile Code should

be retained which deal with such problems as truancy ; with wayward, abused,
dependent and neglected Juveniles; and with traffic violations.
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4. The juvenile court systeiii sliould Inlude:
a. Probation services with wel-qualifled an d adequately paid pjersounteIl,

olK'rating under stanidardized stitto guidelines. I
h. Provision for coordlitled handling of rehited family matter.,
c. Citizens' councils, with einphinsis on providing lnioviative prograuns,

delivery of sterer s, tiln(! community education.
d. A oii.nstitiutlomil approach to the care and treatment of juvenile

offenders through :
(1) developmentt bf a Youlh1 Service program at the community level.

(Idetlit.t lon of lr,(-delinquient leliavior through parents, chlrelhes,
service otrgainzii t lols, social ligeniem, ,(and esplecllly , schools; follow-up
services i ftor I(entilicatIon lirogrimns for po rent (,ducal lon,)

(2) Establishment of additional local services tad facilities; e.g.,
day-cire centers, group homes, volunteer progranis, foster care, mental
an(d physical hen It I ct re 'ien neded.

(8) State Funding ad guildelines for communists.
(4) Requirement (of it liw degree for Juvenile judges with slpeciized

training In lianliilg juveniles.
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selection. Training is, essential. They need structure In their work schedules-o
Our P'roject would have been inore successful with more structure.

2. Our greatest service and most success has been in helping youth secure part-
time and full-time employment. Money is tbh greatest motivator for the deprived
youth. We have bepn least successful in getting truants and drop-outs back in
school on a regular basis.

8. The greatest need is to help deprived mothers do a better job in guiding their
own children. Obviously we cannot avoid the question of the development of
basic moral values. Why does one youth steal and lie and another tell the truth?
Can we help the very young child develop the inner strength to stand up for
basit honesty under situations of overcrowdiness, poverty, no good father images,
ete.? I woull recommend we pay deprvied mothers to receive training in raising
their children. We might also have to pay good male "father" images-black and
white to ie substitute dads for these children. It shouldn't have to be, but money
"talks" in the glhetto (and to the rest'of us). We probably would get more mileage
out of our dollars by 'this method than any other provided we had dedicated,
trained workers to jul(le the mothers and shibstitute dads. In this whole area of
character (levelopmnent I would mention the 40 year work of Dr. Ernest Llgon
of the Characer Research Project, Schenectady, N.Y. Imls Project has been
funded by the Lilly Fouldation of your home state, I had hoped that we might
initiate sonic experimentation in this direction with the younger children in this
community.

4. Your emphasis on comprehensive, overall strategy mnust bq brought to beat
oh the local level. Fragmented approaches can never really turn tho tide in this.
ifmortant battle.

Again Mtiank you for your interest In our Pioject. Hopefully, we have helped
some youth in this community towards happier, more productive lives.

Cordially,
JAmEp E, ENsioN, Director.



APPENDIX 13

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR IIohMEKAKER-
Iloist IIEAL'rII AIDE SERVIcEs, INC.,

Noo York, N.Y., May/, 1973.
Ion. Biaoln BAYs,'
Ch a hrman, khu bcon It tee to Investlga to Juvenile Delinquency,
U.S, Senate,
Wa1shington, D,(.

DEAR SENATOR BAYit: On behalf of the National Council for Ilomemaker.Ilome
Health Aido Services, I am writing to indicate our organization's support for

We support the objectives of the bill. Ilomnemaker-liome health aild services can
assist in the achlevemint of a' number of these objctlves. For example, they can
hell) tb provide a cominunity.based prevention and treatment program for juve-
nile delinquents and their families. A aptr (copy enclosed), by T, eGOrge icott,
describes one agency's use of homemaker-home health aile services directed
specifically to this end.

Frequently, social, problems such as Juvenile delinquency occur when tile
parenting capabilities of the mother and/or father are impaired or inadequate.

-..' Innemaket.monio hdhlth aide services, through placing an tile iW the home
and providig professional help to the parents; often result in the strengthening
'of the child rearing capabilities ofthtr parents to tile point that they can handle
the situation alone: Soneties.the t need continuing or Intermittent hl1p, but the
chlld(ren) are able to remain at home and in tile communityy.

In addition to strengthening parenting capabilities (skills not Inate Ill ally.
.. " opo), homemaker-home health aide services can also assist when problem's of

daily life are overwhelming. The aides can help to teach the mother and other
faintly members new.household management skills, better flatl planning teeh-
niques, how to prepare itore nutritious'meals, and how to utilize community
education, health and social resources. They can, in effect, help integrate the
family as a unit and help integrate the family unit into the community.

We are sure you will agree that mbre organized and wholesome family life
is a major positive force ill tile prevention and treatment of Juvenile delinquency.

Homemaker-home health tide service, a team service which combines profes-
sional and paraprofessional efforts, has an enormous potential for effecting
change in family situations which give rise to juvenile delinquency and other
maladaptive l)atterns of living.

We do hope 8821 passes, is signed into law, and that among many other con-
structive measures it will make use of homeniaker-home health aide services in
th prevention and treatment of Juvenile delinquency.

Sincererly,
(Mrs.) FLoRNcE MooRE,

Ereoutive Dircetor.

AN ALTERNATE TO PLACEMENT OF CuILDRtEN, TIlE IIOMEMAKER/OnoANIZER
(A paper presented by T, George 811cott, Director, Wiltwyck School for Boys, at

the National Conference on Social Welfare, Chicago, Ill., June 1972)

INTRODUCTION

"Innovation" is a term that, upon rediscovery in the lexicon of social welfare,
acquired free and not always accurate usage. It is tempting to introduce Mr.
Silcott's paper as a documentation of the rationale for and the process of a truly
significant innovation In a social service program for children. However, appreci.
ation of the innovation or change in the established approach and methodology

. (805).-
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1must8 he based t ill jvre'tpt io of tlie iilltos itcal and1(1 Uttitudinal hleliages which
pIeeded ind lciuill llled htllge iii the llit- itltttlton's aipjl'oach.

Witelit reshldtllll institution for chilldreni setes its pritry re1slpMblilty to
be worklig with ilhe children, heir families and their colmunillthis Ii order to
pre\Cllt tlhe llovlal ofl ellrell from holie illlld colllillmllly Into the Inhstilutilon,

we hav e a co(l'ept which (elltls ttliet t on.
Wiltwyvck exiliiletd Its p'rogrnm. its service prot'ess, tle children It served,

lil' filiillhls, Itld tile ('ol ull t h,4 I I whi h i l i ved.''I. Set'Ve'ral lllll)iitlilt tot-
(ltlIljls 11iel'ged froll 111 tells esii slllitl, 10tlill, Oile ltiing that "Ih (htgree litwhich it Coln11I111t1111I.%' is, llIIlwlhld to remove llndlvhlmilm froml Its ellvirolllownl Is

lie degree lit which lh1t Chu. oIiittllty 1I lIcomletenlt t) deal with Its oc'lil ltroi-
hilmt." lIII'esgitig t progratmi whihh would provide serlvies dl'etll ed towiard
h i.t'lnl IIh(I (oililIthllIIlt (olltiVel eice. the key (,llileltA were h11N O Ireit dv III
vX1.l.ll~e but. Iltilllllh, III new Illid differvlll, Wily.V

'ilu' Villlwyck ci lntel t (if Ii ioiiitniiilt'r/trgil x'r llc(r ilgra Is itii (.vxithllg,
t I tlilth (if it sti llitl itiid loghal xt(,liolll of li' Il1m o It vi v ice volilliollil

wili I too oftell' lils 8 hvi 11111111 e41 ii 11 l le. Thtt ('N 1illdt'i Vlt ' f fil l,liilkie'/
tli'lgllit i'/.i' 18 it vlI ii lll (i f lie' chitltigell d 'ietiot of It1 hist 1illhlo 'x illi i oltllh to
clillrenl with Itrol delt. Whlttt WIlItwyvk is doling 11(d how It Ik heliig dolit wIll
btiit'll t oitlt' co(llilitles it1i4ti luslt1 Itlix whil(h w lhc s lti0 w 1(m. , ex-litcl III nllgi
anlid prtovislio if svr l'Vlces.

AN .Iit, El. rlATI T i'IT.O (I: o i 'r I ilml tiI:N I TIl iIMIc A lIrII/ttII(IANI1, I1

( Ily 'I', (hcolge Slleot I)

WIltwyk wast founded in 10:17 10 seri'Ve Illiick 11irolesti lit lIoys ttiidt'' !I who
were Ihitli not liling se'ved by itliy irV'ite gei(y lit New York City, As i 1111t'er
of' fl(!I, iII tlio e (hitys, itll 1 'i' t itl ' sll lillt ytilll,stv('i's who ('it t ol It I, l ilt i ll-
t hl it of I1( l it 'url, (ot jtltlll iteliihile is 1i dlldiut,8it''d lg iilteiillill, wel'

, i~~l'~l~~l~1 iillivul to stll(.l tralllnlg N(,hoilm or i llle liIIIlllllll,, 111 1052, ilts 11 IIIIIIIIviH

li I lie I,l irr Io otilv d g, III iltk ylitli,.4lt we'i' e 'Iuiw t i ll li'li'y's li''l'
Wit s thu iillltg l il I tlwcINVTk I t't'uillilt' it11 't'04 itliiilll, ,t' ' l g lllln I dhlreln without I'egillli
l'p'nve. (I'lfir o 1it'ed, 'I' t'll, vy folfill, (if Wltlwyck fotinvl lintii el l lvlll'eivr-

I lmlit ll v , illI ig 8(lii1, of til' t:rrier's to liiil ihorlty-grottj, yotilimrs In
l, olvitltI ilg'tt'ii.,, c'eit i lit' Wi y(.k ('illillis ltio'vv'( from iEsopis, New Yo'k.
whihh i , Iwit dil nie( 1lilt horsr. foi NeV York ('ity, to Yorktowii, New York,

hviiit 18 within Ji lio tr if New York 'ity, In order ti iike It jll1' tole I tl uil li
Ilii'l-111 i lh gi'eniler invlvemenltl idl( c-llit with the commnitylli~ froml whihh
I liv |im iy. l l el.

('lCl/t *popllfa to/l,
We s(,rvt 'boty4 who, lt itke. ijre bietwet'in the l ge of g 1il1d 10. They are'ilot

psychoh.llollt ar(e &-scribled Jlivin seri,l~'ous~ly ei~lonallly dlis turbed, Tly llVe
iloisi p', hysle:,ll liillol'nlith,,. ,llholl"'1 fleting-out, 11gl'es:sve aind educa t tolm I ly
r,l ll'-hedi they I.i. 1 ' s, rille(d wl, hellig, f lutlcll11 filld i1VIIIIIIlIle to tl'valtilllnt. By~ 1lll41

Iili'r,, if tli'y dilohot i lillit' to Wiltvyck. lly woitit lioroblaly go to stat e tlinli.
Iing , liol or, Still(- hosi allli.

])c(,' lo phigf at enmli till 1111.batscd Re'rvier. p'trram

We htitied (losely at, our prograllt over a slxinoitth period to dee'ith lioll it
plhl: ltg-in liroes,4 flt' liit lig It (.isi , r t tile tolliili 111111111piti , wi ii iiti P t'
I iii Is 1,(' vilt'e, vtry (.llilr to t18. Ol(' wits lit outr Oltlveca r' prograii, wliich wit
N1l'11111 y iililole,-pN1 itt liit'tli t ol toi be, r 'ol'tillized itlid lintellil ed Ilinfl llch its
11iliy I of 1iyol'mllleIgsir who 1lld Il1:i(h Sigila'llt Imil11 wei'e hegillig It bl:'i
grounlid aq they moved back to their (omntluitle.m. We Ilo realized thlit their
were it nllber of (hillidreli In plitet'nient who really tlldit't iieed it rt'sidteithil
Sreittilelit progriiitm, iitt who, If other progriiiixs 1n1(1 fitcilities were iivaiiilel(
tn lie eoinmnuitlty, could be very well" ti 5lii1e alternate (,coitiliiltyb(i)t pro.
gltilli5. Further, we rediscover(,d the rigid barrierm ereteled by mtnility Ins ittlils
whih excluded otur youtngsterk-fromt their ptrogralms. Therefore, we felt it' wlt8
iitpUrtant fur tim to work with our fiitilles alind tieir nilghibors lit alt effort to
bring about change i the Institutions with whleh they were itvoived: itul
eoneltded that in order to do tihat, wc' needed to do soitiething about our owit
Institution first. I'criips the bes.'t experience we '(0ol have, and the best
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proving ground for institutional change, would be to chinige our own histli oion
ind to nimke it more relevant and more responsible to the tneeds of otr,' familhIe.

A careful reexamination of oftr service pro'es, ed us to a few ini',dilte con-
('lloii. The first wias that we need to Institute what we called a "eiitlhiulty of
tretmentitt id care" program. We were cowcernted nbout tile unltrill ilool( lhit
our yolingmtera experienced-firt, when they cane fromt t city etvlriiitii| to it
('ount1ry sitting and wttcoid, muov'ing back to the city after hltvig iithtil' adjust.
nimit to t]It (iet, ioire troii(lull envlronmuent. Moving bai,; to till,'pIrssltr(;
ind prolblemsH of urba i life wit lout Adeuiiate lr'la a'i1 t t andl (eti litit' Iitss4 lpi pit
Wits for most ('hildrei, a prescrlptliot for failure. We satW ehIldrtit loJi g goutid
ili front of our eyes.

Anlot her fitet that licvi, tn'lear to us witsI thli it number of chlhitii'tt we'e blotligreferred illd litceptud fol Illlevilnent Iblimlaly Its it resullt of1 till,, umh1dlvlll:4

ftctoir of family disorgtitn tiol, wi'in wllt Vill i'v'lly itttlid l III iilh , i l l s
was to help the f(a llly pull themselves together lit order to Ititii, uts f lid i
strt'nigthIs. We Ills o foll0ld( thill, ill it lare i' Xelt lft wi, WOl', Iilt t.l,1il1y pli ivIld ig

basvl( e x d (in whatl ollr chihhdrn lineeed, We1,e prov'idinlg o xlly 1 I rdil. illl

pIrllgrltin (Inclulinig foster t.ai'e,) and nvtth'el to off'tr ot i't s't'vil',' Ili rdir'
to i(,et thi( cotllillirelietisivei' t (t'l (fo r (,hildrieti u lld their fllillile'. , iiAtl3ly'ii
dl11(,ussedI, (vonsultcd mll wrote,, lnd (: 11ll ) Il v ith it dovilnllit whhlch i4 eillhd

"A Blueprtiti of Services for till, Future."
III t is o illlnt lit iti etw r n t fiitt of tor i i t wuldii Ill totally lilt,

gl li lilt . Ih t ti ll E i of out. (i' hfit le il ' IIII(I lill d ' g:1V nll'' y ilt' Olr
r i ldeltll filit y I l the co u ntlryt V't . tt lko d lIll ilt 1 ililI'g Col'rt, l 11 1tlts, ,ss '1

hlhitiol,, (o n fIll. we110l' ge gra ll h l'iit t ill thiv/l )t z wold w\or'k) Itll, Iihv ',"
for'Satized itre. 'tilked iiho t ltill.ilig We Ii'll e itr ' ti't o'lteol llii, 11 ill'-lily
iot' itn i l , icabut exIpn dig (o ttrt h'lll lell ily ']ii1 Ipr'oI' illo11 Nit t'lhd . te

ltrvv y5 ol t fgstets iihg nit i t ot'ly fr ei otlr Ies l htiltill pirt ll tl I1lt (II',e(lt ly frl'1ll
till' e ta , 11111d' i lbot tilt, li t'iol li t I l'he tillli'c'ts 'it, ftit l'lt111l1 (i |1111r ll
Iltti their fl ,iltrttgll.mily life ,ervi,404, co"111l lt,
aeII onJl plrogra l'11n , spc'iil ei va lollhll , (,rViev,., anld tl-t lleedi fol.' it Ill.,\v I.Iml or ],reo-
grantl to us, that we valllvd it It l]olllllllel'/O)rgl~llz I ' blll ZI r all|,

Tor'leTtt alreas

We, Oh'rn defined thr(u slp(cific nelghl'rhot lit th New York ' t iy t'yae In
wh'eh we would work, ill, lract let' ie't th)i'l blig |hoset fllti whh |lic ltlr-i
jorl y ( O r yo u gs t Iiriu ,Tt I hi' ,T(bo r nit ' tI olt I'( li lt' il ' S l 'ith roul, Id-
f'-StuyveSit anild (Cntra" l ) therhtultll We rill'glized il r rihvltWlit ft'illty
Into three unllits. 4lr'Olll g e ll f it e t ,hildr flr ' ol o (r I ori logit Ili i li v ll 11Il1t
iOurt Citloll)rlv I ellle hre( colllltllultitns retitslllg to tiltt' ('Ity Clltlit(i il l rt. itil
,t'ttlo s hO ' ItitI e dill llis i'erit'tI tllio t I1i1t111t ll ll t11 ,iti0 of thl, ' e
ItIIi t 'old f'll'eltot I f It wvee of sulltlelt' istitl t'te indmlht r'elte drllrtlly
to its eoiiailly endnt(,rirt. Aiong l otl i thing'., ieli till rrovet'itEl lt tip0, It
(irSogr forhr stafw to ,entr fhellillr with the hald enoug',s tiolrht')) in thtt
thecy halve to stuldy the resourl'(,vs, dVjialinli, |lnricavtie,, mi~d Olifg of (ilt, rl'holpr
thanll of live lboroulghmx.

G oil IN of ec In ) 11 )11ty p1rofra In

We were o porevtenio i e : 1'e,t loll (ff amlltttt (if AhVhh' ,
wer voere concerned amt l tl i practig(if "m uie htfielin."a-l ngt ehlhirn
who11 (comle to 1i'4 thr'oug~i hl i(.oulrtst atq "dllnuiidl'l" orl "lqINS " ("]Persowlit 1
Neced of S upervision"), or their parents as "itoghi(,lfull" o~r "alolsiVv," We\lt 'It t
wa'ls Illllrt-lllnt to eliIIhmIte the p~ractiee (if lphing these. I(inlds of_ llk llt

chlren ill ) jt ,yIt. W. tei to Iotir iite litreitl itrwl.ti dso. p ih wlre
beillig (IIhllIil edh ( bly it 1111llther of prhval(,, its well a4 littlifll('0 1l.i' il4 thNit m|oved,(

tir antl lotk over ho, kn- (ith ro iion f llyetiong that iiarenit shold aihd
trit(litiOnlllly haIve hti(l, IVe were (mworned abouelill ofhefi-encomilrll poor Self.
p~receptionml of oilr (,hll(lrpli ii11(1 heh'. filtllilles,, wh~o hildl beit{l a~djullvhalti'd "(h10lll-
(Illelnt, "'lagie(, fill" anld "In lied, of suplervision.," Wlhqt,,ver ninitlvle gvt'ilnwlgv,.4
tlv-y hlld were1"( eonflrlnie( by tilt offlithil net (if the voiirt or other ap-nek-,4., W e kne(w
that It was very difficult to Instlill it sens(-- of worth Il ill anndiv'idual once lie orll
SlIP WitS Officially (lC11ne(! itN being Ilinworthy, W\e wi1'shed, tihort-ov'r, to slit Iil ouir
programn so that we might enter the fiullly system early enough to hellp In the
development of positive family relationships .

La,stly. we were concerned about helping youngsters ntvol whant we call the
"juvenile Justl(e system," this being at conitilmmllln that starts with kil,4 laying
truant from school, then their recognition by the police dlepartinent and then

S.1' .4-- '22-s7 '----52
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their move into the courts-first through probation, then before a Judge, and
finally into institutional placement. We felt that one of the first priorities of our
community program was to begin to work with children at an early point, prior
to atny official designation or labeling.

We, were also concerned about one other aspect of our program thrust. We call
it developing "community competence." We spun a theme which. went some-
tihing like this: the degree to which a comnnunity Is impelled to remove lndivid.
uals from its environment is the degree to which that community is incompetent
to deal with its social problems; and, conversely, the degree to which it can
provide treatment and care for its members within the community context, is
the ldegree to which it is competent. With a view towards partiipating in the
process of building community competence, we were determined to involve the
community in every plmse and on every level of our program as well a1s help
them gain access to the power within agencies and other power structures In
the community.
Objecotive of homncnmakcr/organkier program

The llomemaker/Organizer Program is one of many programs in our net-
work of integrated services. The same theme runs through this program its does
through all the others-its overall aims are threefold: to prevent placement,
to provide effective programs to facilitate the return of children to their families
and Into the community, and to effect institutional change )both within our
agency and within the institutions utilized by our children and families.

We see the llonmemnuker/Organlzer Program as directly affecting tile first two:
proventitoft of placement and making it possible for us to return children to
their families. We knew that in many cases, children from the same family
were split up and families were rent asunthr by time placement practices of
various agencies. Often an agency didn't even bother to find out where the
siblings of'a child were placed, before recomumending phiemneet. for him at a
residential institution. Worse, some of these children were from families where
there was a mnale head of household and it was assumed, since he was out to
work and the children were fending for themselves and having dliliculty in
the community, that there was io choice but to place the children. We also
realized that there was conslderable latent talent available In many of the
families that we worked with and that tihe only way to build on this was to
have a person working in tihe home who could provide knowledgeable assistance
on a day-to-day basis. Some special inputs Into the family life, we believed, could
improve the quality of functioning of the parents as well as make it possible
for the children to make l)olmitive developmental growth.

Our goals, then, were: One-to keep the family Intaet: Two-to prevent place-
niot of children; Three-to expedite return of the child to his family , Four-
to help the referred child ; Five-to maintain community orientation on the part
of the family and the child by utilization of community resources; Six-to pro.
vide services related to the child and the family's, need; Seven-to hell) bring
about institutional change; Eight-to provide quality service at less cost than
other service options.
Comparative cost

It costs approximately .$18,000 to keep a child In residential treatment fael.
litles for a year. We estimate that foster care between, $0,000 and $7,000 a year
per child and that a h6memaker/organizer will cost somewhere between $13,000
and $14,000 yearly, taking into account the supportive staff and structures needed.
We estimate that a homemaker/organizer can work with between one and three
families per year, with three to five children in each family, A comparison of
these figures indicates clearly that the homemaker/organizer program is a less
expensive service option than the others even on a unit cost basis.
Role of the homemaker/orpanizer

We saw that the homemaker/organizer would have to be prepared to perform
a vide range of tasks with skill and sensitivity. What we really expected of
this person was the ability to do any and everything to help the families-not
Just shopping and cooking, but whatever was needed-making the imput 24
hours a day if indicated, or one hour a day if that was all that was required.
Organizing and assisting the family in the actual day-to-day running of the
home would include childrearing, counseling the parents, getting involved in
school and recreational programs, assisting the family in the use of com.
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mtunity resources, helping and supporting the parent to make use of his or her
options, which sometimes go unexereised because the parent is not even aware
that they exist. It is essential that the homemaker/organizer not be an intruder
in the family but, in all ways, an enabler and supporter of tihe family. Tills was
an Important issue with us because we were aware that if we assigned some-
oile to a family who "took over," we would be violating one of our most impor-
tant tenets which is to maintain parental prerogatives.
Fain 111c.9 needing homcmakcr/organ (zer services

WO envisioned this program as opening a number of options for parents. They
would be free to go to work if that was their choice; to be Involved lin traiti.
Ing programs if that was where their interest lay; or they might just be relieved
of some of the parental functions for i period of tine, affording theiim the op.
porfunity to be involved in community programs.

We looked at some of the options itvallable to middle-class families. In situa.
i(onm where parents don't have the capacity to provide the mothering or Vurtur-
ante needed by their children, they htire aides or substitutes to take on those
functions. Poor people, however, unable t afford such lux1irles, were expected
to function at a higher level than their middle-class counterparts.

0 certainlyy , lower-class families, like middle-class people, could utilize their
strengths best if they had substitutes to fill in those gaps where they had weak-
tiesses, ill option which such people ordinarily just do not have.

Take, for example, the not uncommon example of it poor mother who really
doesn't have the capacity to "mother" 24 hours a diy. If, in tile process of at-
tempting to taiO on that resmponsibility site becomes neglectful, resentful, or
unable to provide all that her ehildrn need, it seems logical to provide some
spch(ii i1lait to this filtmily that ,.an take otn some of those funteios especially
If in the process, we are able to preclude placement and Improve the life chances
of the children as well.
It'eridm'ittt and screening of trained

We thought that this 'onceplit, Ithese goals, and the kinds of servi es to be
provded, were eelded faild would he seei as useful even more froa it parental
ipoiit of view tihan front an agency point of view. Our task, hell, was to find
people with p'ersonalities suited to the Job ind to provide special training for
Ihein. This was no small ord(r. At times we felt we were looking for (led himself
to fulfill tlie role of a competent itomeninker/organizer.

We )t(d it two-iotithti scr(eiing period In which 20 isrsons who iad been
"vle'tel Iira utg a process of grotip and indivhil Interviews partlelpat(l. Each
por.4ou was pail a mt lienol of $56).00 Icr week to pairticituite lin a series of train-
itig )rogra ins find exh;osures to vatt'ious parts of the ageny in an effort to retitcl
it mtutal deislon its to their sultability for Ile Jol of hollellltilnem r/orgiinizer. We
I11anned to sehct 10 who wotld continue litt n -monti training program. )uring
thils initial 2-itonth screening period they spent time on our canpti., in our group
home, at our storefronts, went on fleld trips, participated it group einseilng
sessions, and participated iln a training )rograi at the local Ameriatn Ied Cross.
As It worked out, nearly till (if those not selected, de-selected themselves. People
relilly fad a chance to see what was going to be expected of theM and those who
weren't intereted Just dropped out. One individual who was partletlArly experi-
ened and skilled wis moved into a full-time position in tile agency in another
It-irtineit. We ended up as planned with 10 persons who are now in an 8-month

trai ning program.
Ilonirakcr/organtzcr frainin g program

Tie I ndnees are orgitnized in two units of five, each with a training super.
visor. Others on the staff include it project coordinator and a small clerical crew.
Ti'1i staff responsible for training are essentially the two trainers, who are part.
time, and tho coordinator. However, they call upon the entire agency staff as
back-stop ani support for specific program content and have also reached out
Into the community to bring In the expertise of other agencies. They have used'
the Mental Health Clinic, the Red Cross, the Board of eucation, Court Proba.
tion Depprtuen . etc,, not only as a way of augmenting their own skills and
knowledge, but of helping the trainees begin to understand something about the
resources In the community. This approach also gave the community a sense of
involvement in our program.

There are 10 major thrusts to the training program and a number of sub.
divisions that could be developed from these.
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WVith (itIlls ii 111111d1, Ie (l('llded to reiuit fromn among sonie of tw li alrets otf
our1 chiildreni for jiliricipantm Ii tie( hi intiaker/orgatnizvr training jirograi. Why
should I hey iiot be envouiraged 1 4i Join sicll it programs W~orkers oil the highest
e'lhielolis of elliloviluent (psychilail sts, psychologists, social workers, etc.), are,
often lin treatments tll('.llleves for at wide range of Ilermoilal and fiterpersoll
p~roblemis. Th'le critical (lltferecll'l ll'? ween their situation a11( 4ie situatilonl of
thet parents of our chlldre'n (-ti be defined, b~asiclliy, lin termsH of money and
deduction. Parents lit poor faijillt's, whose children may be Ii trouble or who
iuiiy be receiving counseling and help with their own problems, should likewise
lbe catittled to have ft, op it ion. If they wish, to learn skills, to provide services
toI others tilt(] to deve'lopi careers.

DEVALUATION

Ani outside evniuiitor has W-enr engitge'( to assess all tithe cooflifeflts of our
('iimilniy program. Including our hioiiinmker/organizer service. 'We will look
liet his I'Va111i t loll ii) lielpl 11.4 Ii'll I ely lSSess tilt' ('ff('ctiVI'il'5.4 Oft tis 11l'9ogrltlll
Iii acehievinig its stilted goals.

CONCLUSION

We, don't see our hoineintiker/orgai/.er programn as a new program, nor do
Wve care to label0 It ''iiiovilt le.'' We like to think (if it am lilt example of a
good., qual11it y. prltital servile, it service dleliveredl to fanill lem an1( childlrenI who,
lin our exlx-riwile, tit-e usually not ii Ii positloln to r'ceive good service or who,

UIEFEiCTlIONH OF A .JL vriiI.1 ('oun'r Juiism

( By Not-eei S. Whlnet 1
I should Ilke to tell You ait (te outset wvhat liroinlell meo to accept your kind1(

lInvitaitioni to lip will) You todaly. I acknowledge the urging of mny old friends.
EliMahl'th 1111d IDAVId Houterse, hall Sonmethiing to (10 with) it. But eSsetilly it,
wats the fict that ever since I resignl'll front thet Blench mome seventeen years ago
I hanve been haiunted by tile memory of at case.

I was sitting In what is known ats our Iependent and Neglected Children's
Divisionn" and there opiK'ared li('fole ile for lh'iiil'lit thl'('C children, agi's 4. (6.
1111(1 8. They were temporary wardis (If the 14I'CC ( The Soc'iety for the Prevention
tit C.rue'lty to Children), wVhiich took custody onl complaints oIf neighbors that tihl
children were neglected bly at drunken inotiher--thely we-re ill-fed and( abu~tsedl. 'Vi'(
few wee'lks Mhort stay it tile Society hull not erased thelir (Inltclatld appiearance-
tile l'vidllnce of mistrealtme'nt of tile past, the signs of undernourishment. I hleardi
th(' story of neglec't and1( cruelty, I cannot say that the children unlderstood what
was going onl, tbut I do recall motst vividly how they ('lung to their moltheo.r. As a
r'esuilt (if ani Invest igation report before 1110 I had dlecidled to palace thiemi withl
relatives' lin the country. When the( children realized what I was about to (10. at
cry went lip In unison :"We want to stay withl motherr" They citing to her (dres
1111( had to be physically separated fromt helr. I had no alternative then but to
take these chIild~ren away from till' mnother--on temporary basis. There was; no
holmemaker service available at that tiie.

Over it period of eleven ye'tri; I illist ]lawc sat In at. least 7.000 eases Involvilng
chld~lren. It Is true that most of tietin Inv'olvedl delinquent children and not too
mfanly were seriotus dllinqulenc'ies. What was large, Including oltijiendelley and
neglect casesS, was the percentage wvhichi involved disorganization of family life
as at fundamental cause.

I recall the "latch key" c'hildlren during the( war yl'ars when there was pro'ssiire
for women to work lin industry. There really was no need for outside preHssure.
Many woien for economic reasons were eager, then ats they aire iiow, for fill
opilortimity to 8a11 to the liitedl fitmilly Income. These'1 c'hilrent we'lar'ing aroundo
I heir neks ki'ys 08l chains rouied ablouit until their parents got hlomIej The'y got
into0 difficultie's. A.- they appIeared lieforernip lil the (delinquency division, I wats
troubled by the fact that they (1l11 not belong there. They were really neglec'ted
Or o('i~inll'it c'hildren'i. Anid witit couildl Ill'- Ju venile' Court 3nudge do for themi'

I t'ormer Judoge, County Court of Pi'hielophliia.
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Did It solve the total family problem to persuade the mother to give lip the Jobh
and be at home when the hldren came from school?

u e committed children to institutions and placed them In foster homes, but we
also knew, with a deep sense of frustration, that this did not solve te basre
troblen of the disturbed fnd disorganized fatally.

Indeed, the experience of a judge l Juvenile Court Is a most frustrating one.
Hle does not have the necessary tooi - to-deal with the children who appear before
hlim, lie lacks a variety of treatment resources. There tile too few qualified prolin.-
tion officers, psychologists and psychiatrists. ti institutions for rehahi lieiset
and education are too few and for the most ieart inode pruihte e s'itg(lgeittot
reach Into the community and remove the eers.s of tendencycy, aid litgleet. oid
delinquency ; nor can hoe make available thle tools Wh'lich he should lmve't to de'll
effectively with tle children before him. As a result, te rate of recidivism Is high
and children comc banck to thle court over ntAh over again.

I am rtinminded of the story about the Individual walking along the rier la oh
who suddenly beard a scream for help fron t i drowning uim.e ill lookuiittly
jiunged lin and rescued hi. A mIninute liter, however, ie heord tinother s'reitn
for lell), lie again rescued the drowvning uan, After on interval, the inerdi
was related and he rescued a third. After this, lie sid, "I'm going let roi to
seo who's pushing these fellows inI."

I suppose in a way "I did go riust ream." I joined n1ilny soall and wt'hfare or.
gonizntionx whose objectives were the b~ett('ermet of the- life of children III ils
arlvahrtaged areas from where the y largely come, I becme etivie gio the r imi
Prevention Association, T1hie Phliladelpia I lousming Assoelatomi. T'I' 'nivt'rsii y
of P~ennsylvania Schiool of Mocial Work, fTe Assw'imttion for .Tewish ('lilidri'n,
The Publc 'hanrtles Associtoioi, and iany others, I Joined mnuwm gionmni is.
which were organized for coi mmuitiIy bettermOent. If I felt thant y comit runtlimi
to thieqe manny agencies and conmmittees was at great success. I would aof I"w st
modest as to recite ile list. For the mast port thnile' 'lne'e to '(hd of fuitle
fruramtion and only the comradeship of ninny devoted mu'n find woli, rhII td lins
of ytu asnmbled here, struglo being to fion i leettf'r community it, w titet or e i is.
castragement ind the intensity of thle task, kept me at It, now s ten, hropful
rather'thn optimistic. If there Is one thing I hve h'arned. It is that the lulnviry
solution for our urban problem, the cause of so much of organized family lies.
is fnrst and foremost In massive soal haennge nd Improvement,

It is not my purpose to recite chapter and v'rs' froim the, report of tile -1'e In
our Cities. We (tl know that some 10,00.000 faiylies live oin less tha $CO,0( it
week, and are trapped in a cycle of poor housing, Inferior education, neieloy-
mie t, ani Inadeqate jobsf

i sine le a.000,000 children, or 23% of nil ottr children under 18, have whina
mothers. There are 70,000,000 children i this country. most of the liing
In urban areas with attendrnt strain on fily life. As ain t this fire
our public and private child care agencies servedtI about 700,000 In 05. of
whieh 30% were in faster care: 1o0 In Inst wh it to : 10% In adoptive hoires
and 42o with parents and re rntives. We have thus to fae a fundnu'ntirl fItet
that the organized system of child welfare serves only 1, of the children of
the country. Of that number, more than e% are cared for outside of tir
homes.,J*

We know, too, that sep ration from home, no matter how n eesnv. i n
very ant business, I recall thatduring thet bomblin of Britain, childtrn td-
velonete problems only when they were eitencl from their parents.

We know also that there Is a serio shortag a t of trained personnel. deilniuig
number of placement onportuties, growing waiting lists antd, therefore, tinl
Intenifleation of the problem.

We ore therefore faced with a social situation In which there nemst be a
coordinlated. attack on causes--u program which Inclutdes:

(1) Full employment for all who are willing and able to work, Including
those who need etuetion or training to make them willing and able.

(2) Decent and adequatte wages to all who work.
(3) A decent living standard to those who cannot or should not work.
(4) ElimInation of the slum ghiettoe and provision for d cent hoics for nal

Americans.
t US) Decent medical care ant adequate educational opportunities to till Amen

ens, at a cast they can afford.
(i) Extension of the social services for children and families anh, full rim

bursement. to voluntary agencies fo rthe cost of these services.
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These are the basic, mass impacts which must be made if the major problems
are to be solved. But we all know that these mass approaches, vital and primary
as they are, do not reach into families as they are now. They do not immediately
change patterns of thinking, feeling, and living. They do not immediately solve
the problems of family disorganization that arehere now, and which have to
be dealt withinow.

What Is the Implication of ill of thi for a national organization priringly
concerned with homemaker services? What is the relationship of your effort
to the effort of government and non-public social work?

Th'le answer I would give is this-hoienialcer service is presenteol with a
historic challenge and opportunity. This will require a readiness to discard or
modify outworn traditions and approaches to develop new, dynnie and
creati te ways of thinking; of crystallizing realistic plans; and mobilizing re-
sources to implement theme plans. e

It seems to ne that t oe irst tradit o wich Must be changed is tile one which
thinks oif homemaker service as a thior kindl of supplementary aid, rather titn as

it major preventive serve ri its own right.
I was very Inmpre.4ned re ently by an artiehe, T rend ni ( 111111 )REN wich dim-

eosse a hool experlieir it Inl M d hiiga which aise lt n"te r ,ing honieniaker.
That is, the homnemaker had the special Job of lust rumetlig t ie( fim imily lin homne-
making. I wa also Intrigued by the fict ftat. tim, pioiject "vm' spoinsoredl by at
school system, which took responsibility for Improving conditions in homes of
sosalyma ina wrijustedi cl idren.

It wa also of great Interest thit the soetol used speclal educational l1t Io ls-
with tme children and included casework ande group work flnproteies, Thus, thlie
specialized ioniimaker was coordinated as part of a total approach to tle
finily.

I think of thle tremendoous "(let Set"' and "Head Start" program ii our
cities fiu of the thousands of children being reached, also, of I wle dranatl (vli-
d hne, li these (or m len of social and cultural leprivatlon. Most of tie familiNs
of these children do ot aind wvill not ise the services of et ,obi swd ageicls.
Mallny of the would probably not lie eligible for service unler existing poles
and met hods of referral.

One wonder smeat would happenl if hlomnema krervive, empelially teachi ig
homeuaker nervic(', were an Integral part of theme program . I think or tlie-
unrehs of families where overiurdened mothers would welcome help with at

hundred problems of diet, nutrition, am home management. It vould not be it
substitute for employment or housing, but it w uld lie ait sigmllent ndel dinwmi-
'son And yet, I have seen n0 suggestion that honenmakers lie port of these,
programs.

I talle, recently with a family agency executive, who told mle thant is hoe.*
m ekadr service was Invaluable hecre the other win hospitalized for mntal
Illness, I thien learniediftiat thle limker wvas rarely used ats a continuing sup.'
port, to help p~revenmt further breakdown, or to retrain disorganized mothers whlo,to begin with, were very Inadequate housekeepers. There was a time when we
underrtmated cottage parents i children's insthiution and they were seen as
very minor elements in treatment pais but, today they are coAmiidered crucial ele-
ments in time treatment program. Communities have not as et realized the full
Potential of homemaker services.

I wrs intrigued by tle falt that, lit the hame community. 01( peopl w~'ere
apphying to institutions because it was ifficult for them to continue to shop, to

Wok. and to care for their homes. Iommaker s ervie were available for
emergencies, but not on a long-terhn basis to 0 I(1 h*Oh)le to prevent itittionalln-
tion.r

one romunlties nre creative ynn are recognizing the full potential of home*
maker services. I read of tle emergency home-ainker program Instituted in
Cleveland by the County Welfare it rtment itcth in itM frst six-months ex-
erience was able to keep over 500 children from being placed In county Isti.t (t ion l for the neglected child,
I rad, too, of the extraordinary uefulnes oft homemaikerg employed byT

Mercer Street Friends Center in Trenton In helping families fromi the slus
dislocated by nssive uran renewal p gra s, to adjust In a middle clas
community.-

Peransa the time has come when we hve to give reality to the words of Hllen
Winston, the former sited States Commissioner of Welfare, who stated It very
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welil whn shin rferrt-d to Iiolli(inaker se'rv'i'es aH the "first line of defensee for
pael( nt ild cl1(41vi aeli d old pol ga iit famlilly breaklldown. If f is Is4 so, then

he creat ion nod tirgit tizikt io of loilltIike.r services muist fakei onl new Il men-
$1lls. I'v'iiitis e4 hiave to 1:liltik f i teiti 11. bing til essentially Ingredie'nt IIiI the

Is hot Iliiiig i'vvi )l orlil ry aloumt t is idea, l'art ivutlurly its till country inieren'in~gly
rizes 114Si lit our' tradition 10111 l1tlflre programs htave failed to rt'liabliitale and1(
jireveit, sod iii I i'qi lls 1111d(1Ii isorga ilt li Ionl.

slorm fir1go" sol'tiii workers ox ists lii almost livery Oih'd ;fait aly ait,'ii(i4', (.1111d

CHg 1VIte e . depi 14'aI rmenlts oriii publ i~ isi s 11111 hospitalsol worke IolaS Iiil Ike'.-
Iit 'lit1 . Thl er It ils Ii ~itt ~ ik'' 111(dih iilltii'' of s p li ill*- gi-l t 1('.1 iii 4'I l

11ilswer*- tio lis gi'i'uige ie two no I( iils ratatm.uti's.iofiti
In liid ii I 5(51 -Is4 long1 I tiC i ti ('01idigy am tii' f moi'ley wokers.Hoemakeri s. i

fll).' (iou11 vii. lii ihs t111 14 i o illi ottoers li un e W t(' gli ldily ii. I s'li etl'

grlit, oiiiislist 111 eliii ' tnineligen t ('ongriessll 't'beiilt'i fo' thillst'

St tld if ii hit ititt1il 11it111(i ll(411 t I i nc ot till freti y A' of 1recent 1refer11f1d

th v''iiolenrew iig 'd ! 'i'iw 011111 wi lit folloed b1y1 M letio ('111 olyaiit ibte, ot

1111i- I'l tol~ ill and ti a i w'edtu sai (If ili oerted wt' artie i ml irto got
full' t' 1.

Il''his if irsti,~ 11t ilve ilgI ty il Iefeetl ligtht tongrli et t wi ealeae tils e
M''li ti'i Ivii't a 1d liiiiI' I t-ndmejeetoll Sova euiyA f 1(7 ert

1( ti' t'utii'i'i'ti('il iig Iut rd 4'ill'i flinrioi. iin inteiii to we are suport ofide

ie 'lilt. 411113 11 i'f'. 1 '( rho l 11 e ea uplot o-O ldr sI i a

'i'ttef- trwi livoed !1The 1111 fiiii te bysiis Seators~t Fr14 Ha('rrisi Thbert

isr iiitli'iills o t tillo ioiiii'imtakof st'rvieevsIi it jolmet suppot feery

sI'itilleyot of ti~isc l, 'i'he -s1n to llg mo're saietd bouth tl oenil siia l tya I t

fii'l- pi('it Is oliiilla'i 111(1 ii't'in i'( '110'11 Ise-i Ouweng saei pogrthe ust liane
anitditi iuciienl frelizt, tiisobjil leties. ntenttiidsui ue

W.all of ilsi eaytaligi ab't m aliouit ieced ttnier wnoe; ~e tire egihienning
and Ili veilmlinothi wrd coie famli er anldi ii viduals; t e live Tey lhdfi'ir

head in lieanmd, heiil hli Ci'it eivte griti. ofthe- geft li'nakerlphe,
Iq(,lilrt lt nuvhllt effe1(1v olei'.MstifitItt'gaehilrili

Thise i l ('(11 to iti wh l lendiit'o11( dims ojpIriitchIesimppde.n.Te

N



APPENDIX 14
B~oy's Towx IIONIIN OF MARIYLAND),

pIWA't 4itiro BhAhlrt *d Afe laph, toroughst fttllly b orl1deutli. 11itt,

.ine Pt rln \\'tco 111filp, oltllo h u thtlg11 setl hgden|1th

DFA SENATORhl re',uiAYtrIv Afmlte it thhroti, s~tudllly . hr Ex0titrye llCriitte,ll

I was asled to relay their conul"iwtH to you hong the sinw lies ats Bill taln's
shoIL't: "Aleula, soliody has flnoIly developed it coiip(irelieus'vl pieve of legis
littioul that nakcem sense''P.

As you review our past correspondence you will see that as, far lc as May
10)7 L .iiiek ('alien, Vice P'resident of' Boys' Town Homesm of Maryland, testified
lo'fore ti(, hi Senu c Judiiary Subeoilt Ini' to invest igatIe Juvoill I WillI il('ley, lit
WhiCh , tllll Ih(' Sid, "'It, i14 tllie to Iik town' ar lirtl,'d it h , irogria Iie('au i- a
linIveativll. llrogi'ain tht works is he ielggest boii-tlil of till'.

Our Boaiird iigrei's with your coanniit'it thait thle present jllvi-ifl(' (!01ilt('t mu
syrtlil only plroduni-l's uiire sopist listed ofhtell\'t. Tha t Ir wrhyW lwe itoys,
Tiwiiwloae are' st ruggling to prove that coiunimulty-based group rouies will re-
dlue jiuveuille delliueelley wtlilt ret illh t. ii' a ind reeidIvi. Wi artri'n irr-
i sg'l that your bIll reIv(ognlzs iil piovidis for at partnership between government
1111d Ill& private sector, Hll.i(. we al ready have thuuiiiv lite lg, lrofe'rt uil ty Istff
ii i voluiitieers nt'(sii my to dlevelopi lirii'i-et lio iaiind tiineiit aiti'i-niii v es. Our
gietest hweed Is for linanlal un811 whico which your bIll would provide'.

lur lroglress vlui1( ' opened our irmst Home for tw've boys itI 11) 190ai
gone steadily forward. i it, u volod i o1)t1 olil ed last' e3ry,\ alid we- ar(t to1uuuh1-
tiolly Ilol nlig for t third iJloi 'y a4 soon Its our 111 1 wla lit sport. I t hore,

Iih'nl , t'. L hA.4iri, ti d llthre years' hiing onl bot forii'h. nd this upIport
trionin t gti.wine 194,. It is vita lly linportuut for goverimeiit rot tol wast
i, vaiiyt experi'it' that' facilities such m ours canl furnish.

We wish there was opportunity ti) content on ever, section of your tonopre.
llis1ive hiy. We imlsh to point out, the similarity b'twen rolsIth I irovislouN
of your b11ll and accepted praetiees aM Boys Iow l 1omes014 111 thi' thNeas i Of ri of
school fattendanc('e, jroxiilty to their own hles, spenla Cedu)'itiiiio and tu1torial
Noi'rlees, anid a ditta clearbIg houme.

Nle part icilrly congratulate you for'providing for extra techileai iexlnrtilmg
to further develop anil itplenrt delinquecy plreventlon programs. Our own
v'ilicejit his hieellut devieloping ihome thim three years. We are great record keepe'rs,
k ilig tht ii, dtay our exwill (1 Wto dlinsha red to help other fopaltIs.e

wel look with favor ofillour proposed Niatiotl Istitute for Juvenile Jutlet.
The I stItute' Juveoile justice training pi'ogralnis for governitueit ilfelalr,
e'spillly ta the ' stltt livel, would fie of great value to till concerned.

*Our fhiter4 tlln Board Meuners arey inalnently qualld to assist you and
tie SuhCoilulinattV li-otluw for experience amd expertise, tmo d liter to serve otr.
nlwly ppolited ilvislry Councils. Please call oi us for whatever assistance
you think we canu ofter. ..

It Is of v Ill ilonlrtoe to the cot unImity that Jluvenile delinquency program
se as Boys' Townl omnen of Maryland lie encouraged to expand. Your lll

h. ,21 would provide uch needed resources to further our goals. Pleae call
onl 11' lit Anly timle.

Yours for better boys,

Director' of .4dininltr1lion anid P blie lll onsq.
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Boy's TowN HOMES OF MARYLAND,
Baltimore, Md., May 24, 1978.

lio. CHARL-S ,CC. MATIIIAS, Jr.,
i'.S,. cnate, Senate Office Building,
lVaahiniton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR M1ATJIXAS: We are writing to encourage you to support tbe
efforts of Senator Birch Bayh to get S. 821 out of Sub-Committee so that hear-
ligs can be scheduled before the full Judiciary Committee.

The successful passage of this bill Is of vital importance to existing facilities
such as Boys' Town Homes of Maryland. In our letter to you dated August 18,
1972 (copy attached), we cited our problems due to the lack of adequate govern.
mental funding. While LEAA funds cover a portion of our costs, these funds are
only awarded for the first three years of a program such as ours. We are pres-
(tly on our third round, and this source of income will terminate entirely in
June 1074.

Our Board of Directors Is presently planning a fund raising campaign to
''kht'k-off" In September, If this campaign Is successful it should take cart of
1)74-1975 expenses. Actually, Juvenile delinquency prevention is crcrybodya
responsibility, Including government, and government should be willing to pick up
Its' share.

I'nclosed Is a copy of our letter to Senator Bayh, and a copy of the Prosectus
which will be usted this fall during our cinlpaign. We know you and, Dan
Zae(atgnini have firsthand knowledge of our program of Juvenile delinquency
prevention, and our invitation to you to visit both of our lomes is a sincere one.

We will appreciate hearing from you as to what else you recommend we do to
help S. 821 become reality.

Yours for better boys-T+spcctfudly, MAROAIIT K. CLARC, Director.

P.,4. We appreciate your recent reply to our letter concerning your vi'ws on
"truth in government" and have circulated among our staff n copy of your Con.
gr(,ssional Reform. Initlativef al(! James Reston's column in the Evening Sun.

. ...... AU Tr s 18, 1072.

lion, CHARLES MNCC. M51ATTIA, Jr.,

l'.S. Senate, Senate Oeoe Building, Washington, D.
I)EAR SENATOR MATHIAS: We read with deep Interest, excerpts from the speech

you gave last week at the National Conference of Bar Presidents and the Amer-
can Judicature Society.

We know you are familiar with Boys' Town Homes of Maryland, our achieve-
ments, our goals, and our problems.

Our continuing problem Is diminishing Income. We rely on "drives", money.
making activities and purchase of care for much of our needs . . . but govern.
mental funding still Is necessary to do the quality of treatment we provide and
this Income is dwindling steadily.

We received from H.E.W, (Y.D.D.P.A.) for two Homes, $90,000 for June 1071-
1072-but this fiscal year H...W. informed us they are not funding "group
Homes" at all, They referred us to the Governor's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and LEAA cut us back drastically for 10'?2-1978,

Most important to us is the fact that LHAA only funds three years-and we
must look to the future when LJAA funding terminates.

We are extremely interested in proposed legislation . , . S. 8148, "The Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972".

Enclosed is a copy of our letter to Senator Birch Bayh offering whatever sup.
port we can give. We were very Interested in your statement that "programs are
(loomed unless in a mobile society, we can learn how to bring children and par.
ents hack together". One of our primary services is working with the boys' fain-
Ilies-seeking to improve the boy-family relationship, returning the reeducated
boy to his family Ii 12-18 months.

We realize what a busy Senator you are (especially at Convention timp),
but, when you are In tie Baltimore area, we would consider It an honor to give
you a tour of one of our Homes to show you what one group of concerned citizens
Im doing about Jluvenile delinonuency prevention. If any of our Directors or staff
can asslst you by giving testimony on our experiences, or In any other way, we
would consider It a privilege.

Yours for better boys,
MAROARET . CLARK.

Directorfo/ Administration and Publlo Relationts.
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(OUNCI ON SOCIAL 'WORK EDUCATION,
New York, N.Y., June 1, 1973.

Att : Ms. Mathea 1C. Falco, Staff Director and Chief Counsel
l l, l IRCH HIAYII,
'hirman. icnate t tbcommittcc on Jimvcnflie Dcinquefny,;V'ash ington, D .C.

I)FAR 18NATOR flAYU: The Counnil on Social Work Education, a national
orgoiization representing 81 graduate schools of social work and 200 under-
graduate social work programs, endorses S. 821, "The Juvenile Justice and
lDeliquency Prevention Act of 1973". We commend you and Senator Cook for
your efforts in support of this hill. While we did not testify before your Sub-
Commilttee, we would like to have this letter of support introduced in the record
of proceedings on S. 821.

Our support is insed upon a recognition of the need for greater federal support
for the development of human service programs to prevent delinquency and to
rehabilitate those who have become delinquents. We also support programs
for the training of professional personnel who work, or are preparing to work,
with Juvenile delinquents and Juvenile offenders. As we have testified before
various committees of the Congress, there is a substantial manpower shortage
in the whole field of social services, not least in those areas to which S. 821
Is addressed.

We strongly endorse the emphasis in the Title IV program on delinquency
prevention and community based service programs as a means of strengthening
the family unit. We believe that prevention activities are presently unfocused
and underfinanced. We also believe that community based treatment Is preferable
generally to institutional treatment. Finally, we believe that both treatment
and prevention services can be most effective where the total family unit is the
focus of attention.

We would be happy to assist you in your further consideration of this bill.
If yon desire information or other assistance from us, please contact our
Washington, counsel, Richard E. Verville at White, Fine & Abrogne, 1156 15th
Street, N.W.

Sincerely,
.AME.S R. DuMPsoN,

Prcafdcnt.
(817)



APPENDIX 10
FAMILY SI ERVI(C SOC'IETY.

Xew Orlcans, La., Jitm, 12, 1973.
lion. Biten BAYTH,
Chairman, Subconmnittee to Investigatc Ji cieoile Deliquency,
U.,. Senate,

sl'(8hingtopt, D.C.
DEA;. SENATOR BAYH: Family Serrice Society of New Orleans. a non-profit

social service agency supported through voluntary dollars, whilies to expre, ss
its vigorous support for Bill S 821, The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. We consider it eininently sound and enlightened and paL t iculrly
applaud its strong emplhsis on prevention and research, the development of
community-based programs and services as alternative. to Incarcerathm in Ilarge
custodial Institutions, the Involvem(nt of both public and private agencies in
preventive and corrective programs, and the use of counselling among other
techniques as it major tool both In prevention and rehabilitation of delinquency.

We urge that every effort be made to bring this Bill to the floor of the Xe,,ate
as soon as possible, and that it be Introduced into the House of llep esenlatlives
at the earliest possible time.

Very trrly yours,
Mrs. THOMAS B. TU..N.
Prcsidcnt, Board of Dircctor,.

(8I8)
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POSEY CIRCUIT COURT,

M t. Vernon, Indiana, June 15, 1973.
Re: S. 821
lion. BICII BAYH1,
JMu8scll Senate Oflce Building,
1ashington, D.C. '

DEAR SENATOR nAYII: I would like to express my support of the above listed
bill. From my experience on the bench, I feel that If there Is going to be a
significant decline in crime in the United States through the Courts, this will
have to be effected by strenuous efforts in the field of juvenile delinquency. We
have discussed this before, and I know that you share these sentiments.

I wish to commend you for being in the forefront of this drive to improve
our juvenile programs in this country. I caniiot foresee the states raising the
funds necessary to institute effective programs. If there is to be real progress,
it will be necessary for the-Federal Government to furnish the money and the
leadership.

If I can be of any assistance in supporting this worthwhile program, I will be
happy to do so.

Very truly yours, STEVE C. BACH,

Judge, Po8ey Cirouit Court.

(819)
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FAMILY SERVICe. ASSOCIATION Or AMsIwICA,
'Veto York, N.Y., June .6, 1973.

lion. BiRCh BAYJI,
Chairman, Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinqttency, 302 Senate An-,

nex, U.S. Senate, 11'ashinVton, D.C. 20150.
DEAR SENATOR BAY11: Family Service Association of America supports your

effort to develop a comprehensive program, adequately financed, to attack the
long standing problems of Juvenile delinquency. We are pleased to give our sin,-
ciflc support to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, S. 21,
that you and Senator Cook introduced earlier this year.

FSAA approves the Bill's strong emphasis on prevention and research, the plan
for community-based programs as alternatives to incarceration in cu.todlal lf.sM-
tutions, and the involvement of voluntary agencies with government hit plhiiniig
services as well as delivering them.

FSAA is the national federation of voluntary Family Service agencies in scome
300 communities throughout the country. Our Members have through the years
been concerned with the fragmentation nnd inadequacy of the present juvuule
correction systems. We have become increasingly concerned with the lack of
procedural protections and the inequities of "Juvenile Justice." We arewell aware
that the causes of delinquency are deeply rooted in the ciomnplex problems of our
society: racism, poverty in an affluent nation, urbanization, and war, and It is
urgent for the total society to understand and accept the need for dealing with
all that formidable array of ills. We also believe from our experience through
many years that a wide array of services to families and young people before
there are law violations is one effective preventive measure that must accompany
fundamental changes, not only in the corrections system but in all the systems
that are not working well for people. It is gratifying to us to have this concept
made visible in your Bill, and we hope you and your Committee will persist III
your effort to get passage of this important proposal.

Cordially yours,
CLARK W. BLACKBURN, General Director.
(820)
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FAMILY SERVICE, OF YoRK AN I YORK COUNTY,
York, Pa., A tguist 2, 1973.lon. BIRCHl BAYHI,

(lhairn an, 8 ubcommittee to Inveatigate Ju'cniic Delinqtency, U.S. 19'cnatc,
lWashington, D.(.

I)rAn SENATOR BAY11: I am writing on behalf of the family service of York
and York County, a private, non-sectarian family counseling agency, to encourage
your effort to develop a more comprehensive program to Improve to this country's
attack on Juvenile delinquency. We would especially like to state our Interest
in the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act," X. 821, which you
introduced this yegir.
, Family Service of York and York County has been serving the needs of families

In York County for almost 00 years. We are well aware of the grief amid pain,
of the stress and turmoil, of the loss and waste, that delinquent behavior brings
to the family and to the community. We have been willing to work along side our
public agencies and our courts in doing what we could to reduce Juvenile de-
linquency. We have been troubled that we could not do more.

Recently, we met in conference with some other social -agencies, the schools,
the police and the Juvenile probation office in our city to see what could be done.
about a problem ten-year old boy. Ile had been in trouble and it was continuing.
lie had been known to set arsonous fires. Ile had assaulted younger boys and
girls in his neighborhood. Ie had used a knife in taking money from other chil-
dren. The father tended to Zownplay the seriousness of his son's behavior and
avoided facing the problem. The mother felt her son was beyond her and didn't
know what to do about it. Efforts by the police and the community services to
work with the family had met with failure. The Court was reluctant to take a
delinquency complaint against the boy because of his age. If it did, it would be
faced with little alternative other than to commit hhm to a reform school where
he would be li association with older, hardened youth, or to leave him with his
parents aknd the unsolved problem. The community conference showed that we
did not actually have enough in our community resources to work with this fam-
Ily, although an intensive effort could show the promise of correcting the prob-
lent and re-directing the boy. All present agreed to do what they could, but all of
us recognized that we would be working under a handicap. Without correction,
this boy is surely headed for more serious crimes and future incarceration. What
a cost that will be to him, to his family, and to this community

We need. Increased Federal leadership and support in combatting these local
community situations. We-need increased Federal partnershll in mounting all of
our resources to attack and reduce Juvenile delinquency. We urge your attention
and encourage your support in this matter.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM B. SABEY, ACSW,

Exrecutive Director.
P.S.-We understand that Mouse Bill #0205 also addresses to this problem. We

would hope that any legislation would contain the essential provisions for Juve.
nile Justice as agreed upon by the National Council for Organizations for Clii.
dren and Youth in June of this year.

(821)
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YOUNO MIEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION,
Flint, Mich., vcptember 11, 197J.

Bliwci .yII.
Chairman, U.S. Senate Subcommittcc t Inveatigate Juvcntle Dclinquciy,

U.S. Senate, 1'ashington, D.C.
EI)AR SENATOR IIAYH: As an Interested voter, I have been very interested in

the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. of 1973 (8821), co-author-
ed by .4en. Cook (It.. Ky) and Hen. Bayh (D., Ind.).

It Is my firm belief that this bill deserves your utmost attention as it can pro.
vide the resources to local agencies necessary for those agencies to go about the
work of diverting youth from the adjudication process.

We, In our society, have spent far too many tax dollars on the Incarceration
cif youthful offenders whereas too little emphasis and resources have been utilized
to stein the rising tide of juvenile delinquency.

I urge your vote on behalf of the many youth who cry out to us for help. Let
us spend our time and effort, on preventive maintenance rather than band-aid
approaches to a serious problem.

Sincerely,
CABLE H. CLYBURNr,

Youth Director.
(822) 1

/
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11AXI.MONTON, N.J., J1'NE 19, 1972.Mn. MIATJIEA FALCO,

Staff Director and Chief ('ounscl, Subcomimittce to Inrrstigate Jurcnllc Dc-linfiqticy, V'ommittee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

l)EAR MR. FALCO: Enclowed yolt will find a report prepared by me entitled:
N Jurcnllo Delinquency and Juvenile Justice: A National Disgrace. I will sincerely

appreciate it if you will have it published in June 27-28, 1972 hearings on "S.
3148, the Juvenile Justice and l)elinqullency Preventlpip Act of 1972." Please
acknowledge reception of this letter anl my report and that my report will be
publislhed in 8. 3148 hearings printed record. Please send mie a copy of K. 3148
and the hearings when they are published.

I would like to let you know about my background, educaltio and experiences.
I was horn on Novenlber 20, 1948. I attended Saint Joseph (iraunmr School and
Saint Joseph Iligh School, 133 North Third Street. Hlhannonton, New .Jersey.
)8037. 1 graduated on Julne 10, 1M62 and June 11, 1061. 1 won the 1966 Sualit

Joseph Hligh School Illitory Award. I also won the 11)15 Time Illaguzine Current
Events Contest First Place ('ertitleate of Excellence. The 111(5 Time Magazilne
current t Eventa Contest was given to all Saint Joseph lligh School history stu-
dents. I attended the Levitan School, Inc., 151(6 Spruce Street, Plilladelphia,
'ennsylvanlia, 19102 during the 19K7-1)61) haendelib, ye:rs.

I studied business an(d I received a general bumsitess diploma being graduated
on Juno 19, 1969. I was a member of Lallbda Beta Psi Fraternilty during the
1141-19)69 acadenhi, years. I was also a inemler of tile Ievitia School, in(..'s
newspaper, "Tw Levitan Leader" during the 1067-1919 aeadelie years. I was
a reporter, colunllist and associate editor. I Interviewed l'hlladelllia District
Attorney Arlen Specter on April 24, 1968.

I it1 currentlyy employed as an office clerk and I work in the news department
of WRit-Radio, Inc.. 182 Nortt White horse Pike, lianinionton, New Jersey,
08037. I am not a radio liroadeaster. I an a inember of the National Geographic
Society. I night mention the fact that the United States lHouse of Itepresetltatives
Conittee 4)on Foreign Affairs SulIolnlnittee oil Europe is publishing lmy report
entitled "Tile New Europe'" in its current series of licitrings on "Conference on
Europetn Security and C(OOpleralti)." Thank you for your cooperation in these
matters.

Sincerely yours,
FRANK ItoDuo, JR.

[Enclosure.]

JUVE.:NI]E AM) Juv).NILI: JIuSTIcE: A NAl ONAL I)ISoiRAC:E-A
HEAl'lI IIEPiOltF iIY FRANK 1101110. .1.?- '

Mr. ('hairlian mid (list iiiguislhed ieitliers of the Sulbcommitee To Investi-
gte J111'Pilile l 3elillquec.y, th' Book of G(enesis records tihe activities of (C'al, son1
of Adal and Eve an(! tlie.lirst julvelile delinquent. (Geimsis relorts: . . . "n
said to lls ibroth,r AIel, "LeAt 11, go out Into lie fleld." Now when they were In
the field, ('aii turned agahist Ills lorother 1ilt(1 slew hih. Oi sn urban street a
nhill(viws wilking with his companion and remarked about ile- way a group of
teenagers aproacllig them looked. Tis man said to his friend: "What is this
society comlilig to? Look lit those Juvenile delinquents with their long hair and
unkempt clothes." The speaker was the philosoplher Aristotle, the place was the
ancient Greek'eity-stale of Athens. an1d the tihe was millions of years ago,

Aristotle's comments about the youth of ancient Athens could have been nimad
hy lly mannlor woman alout the youth of today's twentieth century tilted States
of America. I recommend Vnited States Senate and House of Representatives ap-
iroval of S. 314--"The Juvenile Justice and Delillquency Prevention Act of

(823)
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1972." The United States of America urgently needs a national strategy to im-
prove juvenile justice and combat juvenile delinquency. Juvenile delinquency in
my opinion is reaching epidemic proportions. The legislation being considered by
your subcommittee-S. 3248--will be the first step in adopting that long overdue
national strategy. Very often, the United States Government reacts to a crisis
only when that crisis reaches the epidemic proportions as did the crisis of Juvenile
delinquency reached.

CBS News recently telecast a CBS REPORTS program entitled "A Night
in Jail, a Day In Court" from 10 :00-11:00 p.m. ES9T, on Thursday, January 27,
1972. CBS News Reporter John Shornik analyzed the arrests, trials and con-
victions of two men, a black and white suspects, a Juvenile delinquent and an
older man. CBS News Commentator Eric Sevareld analyzed the cases. He re-
ported: . . . "American justice, as it works in Innumerable cases; not a bit
majestic; both systemized and improvised. In large part, it comes down to the
character of the judge and the defendant. Obviously, a government of laws, not
men, still leaves men. The lot of the leverage. The black man, Bennett, and the
white man, Simmons, are familiar characters In any city court's daily cast of
characters. They did what they did pretty much on impulse, not premeditation.

But both were in trouble before this; neither hquired prison and association
with hardened criminals to become a repeater. Both had been 'drinking. We
all think of crime and drugs these days, and rightly. But alcohol and crime to
still a big chapter in the sad story. It's hard to sympathize too much with either
defendant here, bit also hard to believe they should have been punished inore
severely. At a guess, a long sentence would have had no effect on Bennett's future
behavior and would just embitter Slmnions. In both cases, the judge took liberties,
but entirely within the law and within their jurisdictions. The black man,
Bennett. could have got six mouths in Jail. The white man, Simmons, could have
got 25 years, his life ruined.

All along the way there were' threats of injustice; from the high aill; the
months of delay that Simmons could have spent behind bars waiting for trial
on a faulty police charge; from the reliance of the system on a deal betwe-en
prosecution and defense lawyers; and in Bennett's case, from the lack of a lawyer
to make a deal on his behalf. It looks like a game of dice with men's lives. NNot
quite; not normally. Because the idea of the system-for all the delays, the short-
ages, the archaic procedures-the idea of the system is still justice, and because
most judges are very human human beings. This glimpse of Justice in action
demonstrates that we cannot afford to compromise on the quality of judges,
even In the lower courts. Because it's on the judges, with their great powers,
that the quality of justice finally depends. This Is Eric Sevareid."

Those were Eric Sevareld's comments regarding the imperfect American ju.
dicial system and two different court cases, one Involving a "Juvenile delinquent"
and a black man. What is a "juvenile delinquent?" The Federal Bureau of Investi.
nation has provided us with a statistical profile of the "juvenile delinquent." In
my opinion there is no such thing as an "average juvenile delinquent." The
"Juvenile delinquent" Is more probably male and between the ages of 14 and 18.
Girls do not become "juvenile delinquents" very often because girls are more
closely supervised by parents than boys. Boys are charged with arson, possession
of weapons, stealing and narcotics. Girls are more likely to be arrested for
narcotic and sexual delinquency.

In- many large urban areas, more Negroes are arrested for delinquency than
whites. More delinquents come from poor families. More delinquentA are found
in urban areas. Younger delinquents will probably commit more than one (e-
linquent act. What are the causes of "Juvenile delinquency?" They have been
debated for centuries and centuries by professionals and nonprofessionals alike.
Poverty, slum neighborhoods. disorganized family life, crime caused by victims,
sensational news media coverage of criminal activity and organized crlmie have
been listed as the leading contributors to "Juvenile delinquency." I would like to
analyze the causes, one by one, take poverty. In my opinion, the overwhelming
majority of poor youths do not turn to crime, statistics prove my point.

Just look at the roster of businessmen, educators, federal, state and local gov.
ernment. officials as well as scientists and Just plain average Mr. and Mrs.
America. Their backgrounds may have been in poverty, yet they did not turn
to "Juvenile delinquency" or crime. In the final analysis, poverty may be an
indirect, and very remote contributor to "Juvenile delinquency," our large urban
area ghetto districts contain most of th6 "Juvenile delinquents," these young
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people live In fear on a day to day basis either from rats or gangs. These young
people also have a disorganized family life with only the mother living on wel-
fare to provide for them. The father is unknown to them.

Slum neighborhoods, coupled with the disorganized family life, force the young
people In black and white ghettos to turn to gangs for their security who prac-
tice "Juvenile delinquency" as a way of life. I would place slun neighborhoods
.And disorganized family life as the number one and number two causes of "Juve-
nile delinquency." Crime caused by victims Is a more remote Indirect cause, a clas-
sic example of this cause Is urban gangs suatching purses from women and de-
nmnding money from mainly elderly pedestrians who refuse and are Injured.
Sens-ational news media coverage of Oimnnal activities speaks for itself. Jivenile
gangs mis well 11 "Juvelllh, delinquents" read magazites an1d newtPapers, listen
to radio and watch television coverage (of adult crlininal offenders.

'l'ese Juvelile gangs its well its "Juveile d,linquelits" wanit to get into tile
act find eluvy tile puIlicity which adult criminal ofnetl-lr receive. These Juve-
il gangs 11111nd "Juvenile delinquents" go oil deliberate crime sprees and com-

p(te against each other to see who -'til gill i e most publicity and make ai noie
for themselves. I tiln sure you hate seen the television commercial with n parked
car, the doors unlocked, and the keys still 1nshle. Tile moral of the story Is don't
let 'a "good boy" turll bad. Pocket your car keys. Lock your car door. This type
of commercial, while well litentioned, gives tile "good boy" bad Ideas.

It is ti1le for tilt' printed news Iledia it-, well as bIroadcast Journalism to curtail
their us- of Nnational l Ilblhity. Organized crilnle use. lioth Ilack and wilie
ghetto "Juvenih deliIlluelit S" and juvenile gangs for tilt' Illrlmse of helping the
1ncotics traffic element of organized crime. Orgalnized crime's contrilltlin to
"Juvellil(e delinquency'' is thus self-evident, the 11)17 relrt of tile P1resident's
Colnilisson oilaw EJ:nforcement anl Adlministrati)n of Justice d,,voted chap-
ter 3 to til lInlysis and stiludy 'of "Jlvenille 1lll n(uenley." "The Cihallenge of
Crie ili a Free' Society" observed: .... The jIlvenlile pvl. I( 114itllio 1 has beeni
rising and( lit a faster rate 11, lnthe adult lIotllti1n. and tnill mreaslug pro-
portion of o1r society -is living ilI the citi ls where delillquelny rates have
always been highest.

These trends and the Increase Il tile total volnme of crime that they appear
to foretell are testimony enoluglh that lprograis for the prevention and control
of delinquency deserve oar full litteltion.' Whaiit 11ts ieell tie result of this
inquiry Into "Juvenile deiliqiquicney" by tile resident'ss Conmmissih on iLaw Enl-
forcoment alnd Administration of Justice? Take 'hiladelllia, l'ennsylvallia 1s

case history. Phlbdelphll has it 1970 census lolithin of 1.949,609. The Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation compiles for Its uliform cri1e statistics till annual
52 city standard metropolitan statistical areas analysis with a llplatlon of
50.000 or more. Pliliadellila ranks 5 out If 52 oIl the analysis.

In Philadelphia. "Juvenile (telilnquency and Juvenile gang warfare Is almost
a wily of lifWe ald has become (Jlilte rampaint. During tile post three suinuler
seaons. Juvenile galig walfore resulted Ill denth for certaint gang 1'iher'
particillants. Tilese gang menilier deaths averaged one a night for a seven day
period every three or four weeks during thi suniner sea.m0n. Arien Secter has
ihen District Attorney of I'lhIladelplila since January 3. 1966. During 1967 the
Office of District Attorney prlared it fifty-page detunlent entitled "Proposed
Youth Development and l)elinqilency Preventloll Code" for Pennsylvanla. DItr-
Iln tie 1908 sunner ses1n fte 'Office of District Attorney established a "pilot
program" to hire two North Philadelphia juvenile gang menlibers to work In
tile office.

The office atcelerated other existing gang control programs. Certain Phia-
delphlia high schools allowed .ljuvenile gang Iaoinhers to serve as teaclers' aides.

-everal Phliladelphia college n(d university law schools are training assistailt
district attorneys In tile Il'havorlal sciences. Tile office negotiated a "peace
treaty" between two warring Juvenile gangs. The Philadelphia Inqulrer editor-
ialized on August 15. 1969: , .. "Jn'enile gangs 1any of theil led by adult-
size hoodlums, are literally getting away with murder and robbery and assault
on the streets of Philadelphia . . . Police Commlissiler Rizzo and District At-
torney Specter Are a(tnng in the puile interest. till(] slo1ld have wholehearted
public support In their latest mrives to hear down even harder than ever on

•gang violence." Arlen 1r4eetor is also ehnirman of the board of a nonprofit
corporation totally apart from the District Attorney Office aptly titled Safe
Street.4, Inc.
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Finally Radio Station WCAU editorialized on May 29, 1969 .... "Philadelphia
is sending the Federal Government four different proposals for crime lighting
in the hope of one being accepted to qualify for a 100-thousand dollar grant. All
four proposals have merit ... But one by the District Attorney's Office appeals
to us most at this time with a number of teen-age boys shot or stabbed to death
in recent days in gang wars. Specter wants to use the money to support a gang
control program. lie would use the cash to encourage Juveniles to Join const rue.
tive programs. A positive program to fight Juvenile crime Is Just about the Iccost
important item we can think of in reducing crime iii the streets.

Young people commit most of the crimes in Philadelphia. It has to be stopped
and we believe the beginning of its end must come through work oi streets with
gangs." The above paragraphs show how Just one city deals vith the problem if
"Juvenile delinquency." Arlen Specter has instituted impressive programs to
deal with the national epidemic on a local level. But no one man or one city or
the Nation should rest on their laurels. Much more needs to he done. I reconuinwitd
the following steps to deal with the national epidemic of Juvenile dellnqu('ney

1. Enact Into law S. 3148 and similar legislation.
2. Provide for establishment of Reverend Leon Sullivan's Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania-based Opportunities'iuistrinlization Center on a national level.
3. Provide for a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-type Safe Streets, Inc. Corporation

on a national level.
4. Provide for meaningful black capitalism.
5. Establish a National Urban Development Bank, a National Urban Affair s

Corporation which would rebuild the entire U.S.A. urban areas.
0. Enact into law II.R. 1, which contains the President's Family Assistance

Program.
7. Provide "Juvenile delinquents" and juvenile gangs with athlete activities

under supervision of municipal police departments. similar to Pliladelphia's
Police Athletic League. Enlist Juvenile gangs into municipal police departments
as an auxiliary unit to give them responsibility and combat crime.

S. Enlist the cooperation and participation of amateur, major league and pro,-
fesional sports franchises in gang control programs. JUNE 29, 1972.
MNI. FRANK Rono, Jr.,
Halinmontoll, N.J.

DEAR MR. RODiO: Thank you for your recent letter in which you enclosed
"Juvenile Delinquency and Juvenile Justice: A National Disgrace," astatenent
supporting S. 3148. the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1972." I am pleased to inform you that this statement will be Inserted in tile record
of the June 27-28 hearings of the Subcommittee to Investigate -Juvenile
Delinquency.

Your Interest is much appreciated. A copy of the bearings will be sent to you
as soon as they are printed.

With warm regards,
Sincerely,

MATHIEA FALCO,
Staff Director and (hief Vounqel.
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APPENDIX 1

INSTITUTE 00 JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION,
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,

JUVENILE JUSTICE STANDARDS PROJECT,
New York, N.Y., July 26, 1973.1 ion1. BIRCiz BAYJI,

Chairman, Subcommnttee to nrestignle Jurcnlfle Dell iiqtenc, Conlmittee on
the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Wash igton, D.C.

D)ElAR SENATOR BAYII: Pursuant to a discussion with Mathea Falco, Esq., Staff
Ii4rector and Chief Counsel to the Subcommittee, I am submitting a document
Prepared by the staff of the IJA-ABA Juvenile Justice Standards Project.

The document Is entitled "Summary and Parallel Table of Model Codes and
lecommendations Concerning Juvenile and Family Justice Systems." It sets
side-by-slde, to permit convenient comparison, comparable provisions from four
major efforts--by the Council of Judges of the National Council on Crime anl
Delinquency, the Children's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and the National Conference of Commissioners oil Uniforiii State
Laws-to formulate model statutes, rules, and guidelines governing the operation
of the nation's juvenile courts and related institutions. A narrative which pro-
cedes the table-summarizes the key points of comparison and contrast. In addl-
tinlt. the Table sets forth the central recommendations from the 1MI7 report of the
Presi(lent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice.

I hope that the table and summary will contribute significantly to your analysis
of juvenile justice in tile United States, and in particular to your consideration
of S. 821. I also hope that this docunwint will help the many legislators, planners-,
juldges, lawyers, and others who are today engaged In trying to remedy tile defects
in our juvenile Justice system to draw mo(re effectviley oil recent proposals from
groups of nationally recognized stature.

Sincerely,
J. LAWR CE SCnULTZ,

'rojct Dircctor.

8U.1MARY AND I'ARALLTL TAnLt OF MODEL CODES ,AND RFlCO.E, tDATIONS Cox'-
CERNINO JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT SYSTEMS

'(0. Lawrence Schultz Project Director Institute of Judicial Administration-
American Bar Association Juv-Jille .1iustice Standards Project Institute of Judi-
clal Administration New York University School of Law)

INTRODUCTION

The purpo.ke of this publication i to permit convenient comparison of five pre-
viously Imublished model codes concerning juvenile and family cotrt systems.

The provisions of three model statutes and one set of model rules-each a
recent effort to define a model juvenile or family court system-are arranged by
subject matter and listed side-by-side in Part I of tile "Parallel Table." The ar-
rangement of the table enables tile reader to compare, in detail, provisions of the
various codes which cover similar subjects.

Part II of the table lists separately 18 of the recommendations that appear in
bold-face type in Chapter 8, "Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime," of the* re-
port, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (1967) by the President's Commis-
sio1 on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. These 18 recollmenda-
thins are topically-related to various provisions of the model codes. They are
therefore arranged by the same subject headings used in Part I. Suggestions.
and conclusions set forth in the Crime Commission's report that were not set
out In hold type have not been included.

(827)
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Part I of the Parallel Table con.lists of four columns. The heading of the first
column, "Subject," refers to the topics by which the parallel provisions of the
model codes have been arranged in the other three columns.

Tie heading, "Legislative Guide," for the second column refers to tile Legis-
latike Guide for Drafting Family and Juvenile Court Acts, published by the Chil-
dren's Bureau of the Social and Rehabilitation Service, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. The "Guide" was prepared in 1909 by William
I. Sheridan, Assistant Director, Division of Juvenile Delinquency Service.

Ti heading, "Uniform Act." for the third column refers to tile Uniform Jure-
nile Coirt Act, drafted in 1908 by the National Conference on Uniform State
Laws. The.Uniform ActNviqs approved by the American Bar Association later
that year. The chairman 4t the drafting committee was Prpfessor Maynard E.
Pirsig of 1he University of Minnesota Law School.

T'he Fourth column contains the provisions of two complementary publications
of the National Council oil Crime and Delinquency (NCCD). The headihg,
"Standard Act," refers to the sixth edition of tile Standard Juvenile Court Act,
published in 1959.1 under the direction of Will C. Turnbladh.The National Probation and IParole Association, predecessor of the NCCD,
compiled this most recent in a series of Standard Juvenile Court Acts, dating
back to 1925. The Act was published in cooperation with the National Council of
Juvenile Court Judges and the U.S. Children's 'Bureau. The second heading,
"Model Rules," of the fourth column refers to the Model Rules for .Juvenile
Courts, published inl 190) by the Council of Judges of the XCCI) fit cooperation
with the National Council of Juvenile Court Jdges. Judge William S. Port
was the chairman of the drafting committee. Provisions of the "Motlel Rules"
follow those provisions of the "Standard Act"' which thy suplelituent.

Commentary supporting and explaining the model codes and rules have been
excluded from the table. Similarly, footnotes have generally been omitted. but
those used by the Children's Bureau to explain the meaning of tile blanks III
the provisions of the Legislatirc (luide have been reproduced at the end of tle
provision to which they apply, as have similar footnotes inI tile Standard Act.The "Index of Provislons," which follows the chart. shows the page number
of the chart where each provisions of the model codes begins. Since tile code
provisions are identified by their titles, they can be readily located withoutthe aid of the subject headings which appear in the left-hand margin of the
chart Itself. Therefore. those subject headings have not eein used in the Index.

The purpose of the Summary of the Parallel Table (Part I) i to bring Into
focus the most significant differences and similarities among the various codes-
key comparisons and contrasts that are sometimes obscured by Insigniticant
variations In language and structure in the texts of the codes.

The same subject headings used to order the provisions of the table are also
used to order time. discussion in tile Sunmniary. Thus. tile reader can conveniently
alternate between the texts of the provisions and their corresponding Interpreta-
thins In the Summary.

In preparing the table, every provisions of eneh model code was reproduced.
and every effort was made to respect the Integrity of each code by not separat-
ing subdivisions of individual sections or rules, and by maintaining tile original
order. However, these considerations were, at times, overridden when It became
necessary to adhere to the primary goal of arranging provisions covering similar
subjects side-by-side, so long as disrupting the original order of the model codes
and rules (lid not distort their meaning.

The parallel table was compiled with the aid of Miss Janet Hand, research
assistant for the Juvenile Justice Standards Projeet.

o. The Juvenile Justice Standards Project Is cosponsored by the Institute of
Judicial 'Adntiilgtrhtlon at, tn .\Pw York TUniversltv Law School and by the
American Bar Association. Tie project Ix Mupported by grants from tile Na.
tonal Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimintil ,Tustlce.' the Andrlw W: Mel-
lon Foundation, the Amerlean Bar Endowment and the Vincent A.Otorounla.
tion. This, however, is entirely a staff product, prepared for the use of the project
as well as for others concerned with Juvenile justice. In particular', It has notbeen reviewed In any fotm by the Joint Commission on Juvenille Justice Stand-
ards, which is the project's governing body.

I NICCD's flounell of Tuitldee jq 1 inrrentlv rorimine the Standnrd Act .Tudge Henry A.Reihlerer is chairman of the committee responsible for preparing the revisions.
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SUMMARY OF PARALLEL TABLE

Part I of the Parallel Table provides a single reference source to the model
codes (these are identified in the introduction) and a convenient means for
comparing their provisions. The table-by arranging similar provisions of
model codes side-by-side- designed to provide convenient comparisons of
their provisions.

But simply setting next to each other the comparable provisions of the model
codes reproduced in Part I of the chart does not permit immediate comparison
to be made by the reader. Relatively slight differences in drafting may -be
inconsequential details, or they may represent basic policy decisions. Sometimes
a provision cannot fully be interpreted in isolation from other language outside
that provision. For example, tl.)e jurisdictional provisions can only be understood
by referring back to the "deliiltlons" sections. Also. because of their varying
lengths. some related provisions of the codes are not exactly "side.by-side,"
but rather are located on different pages.

The main purpose of this summary is to help tile reader locate related provi-
som of the various co(des and to suggest interpretations of sonke provisions
and similarities or differences between them. Since selecting useful comparisons
aid relationship., requires Judgment and interpretation, this "sumnmary" is
more subjective than a precis. But it should be understood that no attempt has
been made to assess the merits or demerits of the provisloqA of these model
oodes or to relate them to the large and growing body of c1is law, now legisla-
tion, and commentary about the problems in Juvenile Justice that the codes
address.

III the discussion that follows, the term "model codes" is used to refer
generically to tile (Mid'. the .Model IMuiles, and the Uniform and ,$taui,'ard .ilt.
Tih discussion is arranged according to the subject headings used in the Parallel
Table for grouping relevant topics addressed by the model codes.

'.A. Purposes
Each of the three purpose clauses ,)f the model codes professes primary

concern for the full developnmlit and welfare of the child. Each also expresses
a preterence that tile child remain in Ihis home or with his family. In addition,
Guhie § 1 (c) and Uniform let § 1 (3) attempt to state in general termns'Justiflca-
tions that overcome this presumption, permitting a child to be removed from
Ills Imut. "'wheli necessary for his (Ihe child's) welfare or in the interest(s) of -

imbll, safety.'" Neither ecode further defines explicitly the key concepts of the
child's "welfare" and "interests of public safety." The unique reference in
Standard. 1 to advancing tiw "best interests of the Ntate"-n lihrls,
broader on its face thon "public safety"-is also undefined. Only the Standard
.4 et expressly aplilles the idea of preserving a hoe (nvirolnent.. whenever
possilble to the kind of treatmtent given to children following their removal
from the family. It does so by providing that the government should still attempts
to give children t.lken from their homes "as nearly as possille" ideal parental
rare. Filni ly. re'fltcting recent concern with procedural due process in juvenile
courts, loth the 'niform .let § 1 (4) and Gutide § 1 (a). unlike the 11)58 Stan(dard
Act. include "fair" procedures as a major purpose of tie Acts.
B. The Co1t'8 Role

1. ('haractcrisise* of the Juvenile or Family Court.-Guide § 3 and Standard
Act § 3 agree that the "Juvenile court" (Standard Act) or "family court"
(Guide) should be a division of a state's highest court of general trial juris-
dliction. The Uniform Act definitional section, § 2(9), does not specify the rela-
tionship between the "Juvenile court" and the remainder of the state's Judicial
system.

Standard Act Alternative § 3 vests state Juvenile court judges with powers
nd salaries equivalent tb those of Judges of the state's highest court of general

trial Jurisdiction. The other two codes are silent on this point.
2. ./iisdiction.-a. Delinqucney. All three model acts give Juvenile or family

courts Jurisdiction over children under the age of 18 alleged to have violated
,a state or federal criminal law. Guide § 2(o) and Uniform Act 1 2(3), however,
'deny the couit Jurisdiction over such a child unless he is also "in need of care"
(O0ide) 'or "treatment" (Uniform Act) or rehabilitationn" (both codes).Uniform A4t'§§ 2"(2), 3(a) (1) and'Standard Act § 8.1 explicitly add violations
of local ordinances as grounds for Jurisdiction, but the broad term "law of this
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state" in Guide I 2(n) might reasonably be interpreted to include laws enacted
by local authorities.

All three acts also provide for retention of jurisdiction over delinquents until
they become 21 (however, the Standard Act and Rules both avoid the terms
"delinquent" and "delinquency"). Guide § 2(a) (2) and Uniform Aot § 2(1) (i)
do this somewhat ambiguously through their identical definitions of "child"
to include someone "under the age 21 years who committed an act of delinquency
before reaching the age of 18." Guide § 7(a) (1) and Uniform Aot §8(a) (1),
both of which use the term "child," are subject to the apparently unintended
construction that anyone between the ages of 18 hnd 21 who at any time had
committed any juvenile offense before his eighteenth birthday, would be subject
to juvenile court jurisdiction if he later committed another and different offense.
even if he was not otherwise under the court's jurisdiction at the time of the
later offense. The meaning of standard Act § 10 and Ouide 1 0 are clearer, and
broader, providing straightforwardly that, once obtained, jurisdiction generally
is retained until the child becomes 21 unless it is terminated sooner.

h. Predelinqucucy and Children's Offcnses. The Uniform Act and Guide pro.
vide for Jurisdiction over persons In need of supervision (Guide 5 2(p), 7(a) (1))
or a child alleged to be "unruly" (Uniform Act 5 2(4), 3(1)).

These "PINS," as they have come to be widely known, are defined in nearly
identical terms as (1) habitual truants; (2) children who habitually disobey
reasonable and lawful parental demands and who are "ungovernable" (and
beyond parental control-Guide) ; (3) children who commit a non-criminal
"offense" (an undefined" term), Including offenses "applicable only" to children
(presumably meaning those offenses which can only he committed by children
since the law dcfli'n the offense is applicable only to children). Jurisdiction
over PINS or unruly children, like that over delinquents, is confined to those
"in need of care" (Olde) or "treatment" (Uniform Act) or "rehabilitation"
(both).

In addition, however, Guide §2(p)(4) and Uniform Act §4(iv) seem to
require that there must p some relationship between whatever act element of
the P'INS and unruly definitions is relied on for jurisdiction and the "need"
element. This is at least n posslj'e interpretation of the phrase "in any of the
foreghig"-f.c., the foregoing definitions of PINS and of unruly children-that
qualifies the "need" provision of each code. If such a relationship between the
basis for finding PINS or unruline4ss and "need" is Intended, the nature of the
relationship is not further defined In either code.

The parallel provision of the Standard Act confers juvenile court jurlsdiction
over children who are "he'ond" parental "control" ( .2(,) ). Although tle
,tandard Act does not speelfy truancy or non-criminal offenses as separate bnses
of Jurisdiction, It is (louhtful whether the Juvenile court's Jurisdiction under the

standard Act is for that reason any narrower than under the Unif ori At and
Gulr,. A truant sul,'eet to cronl)ml nry education laws presunnily has violated
n state law, and thus eomeq within Standard Act 5 5.1. Similarly, a child
who commits an "offense" within the meaning of the Uniform Act or Guide
presumably also will have violated some "federal. state, or local ordinance"
(there Is no requirement that these be "criminal" laws or ordinances), and
thus will p1so come within Section 8.1. Indeed, the Standard Art'a scope seem.
Itf anything, mnrlially broader, since repeated truancy or failure to obey
paret,tal commands is not required.

e. Traffle OffenseR. Unlike the Standard Act which Is silent on the question
and thus gives Juvenile courts jurisdiction over all traffic offenRos (sectinnq 1?
and 10, see pages 22 and 40 of the parallel (.art. establish somewhat modified
procedures In traffic cases), and Legislative Gide and Uniform Art both sinsile
out traffic violations for special jurisdictional treatment. Guide 0 2 (n) fn.4
(see page 3 of the chart) would-remove traffic offenses from juvenile courts
nltorethr, eveent for those "'lI.ely to need the speclalled handling of the Juvenile
court." Mentioned ns examples of the latter category are nerllgent homniide.
drlvlna while intoxicated or under the influence of narcotics, and driving
without a valid license.

Unlike the Guide. the Uniform Art 5t44, an ontionAl provision, would izlve
Juvenile courts juridlction over all kinds of traffic violation. ".Tuvenilo traffic
offenses." however, would be heard "separately from other proceedings." while
major violations would he treated as delinquent acts. .Tuvenlle traffice offenqe.s"
are defined to exclude the same kinds of more serious violations that the uilde
identifies as the only ground for juvenile court Intervention.
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If a traffic violation were handled under the special juvenile traffic offense
procedure tile court would hold "an informal hearing" (which nonetheless would
include provisions for written notice, subpoena of witnesses, cross-examination
and representation by counsel). Following, this hearing, the court's range
of dispositions would be confined to (1) measures relating specifically to the
driving privilege- (suspension of license, compulsory attendance at driving
clnsse") ; (2) a simple reprimand or counseling ; or (3) a fine of $50 or less, but
no greater than that an adult could required to pay for the same offense. Finally,
the court would have discretion to convert any traffic offense proceeding Into a
delinquency proceeding. In such an event, the normal procedures in delinquency
eases would be followed and the judge who transferred the case would be barred
from adjudlcatlog the s ie chilq delinquent.

d. ,1urisdictional Bases other Yhan Juvenile Misbehavior. (1) "Neglected" and
"Dcprlvcd" Childrcn. The Guide and Unifwrm Act provide, within the slie
clause conferring jurisdiction over misbehavineg Juveniles, that the juvenile or
family court would have jurisdiction over "neglected" ((tilde 1 7(1)) or "de-
prived" (t uniform Act § 3(a) (1) ) children. The relevant definitions in both codes
(Guide §2(9) and Uniform Act §2(5)) are virtually identical in specifying
three kinds of neglect or deprivation: (1) abandonment; (2) illegal placement
for adoption; and. (3) failure to provide "proper" care "necessary for is (the
child's) well-being." In each code, the third definition of neglect or deprivation
is qualilled, but in somnewhat different terms. (Tlue Utifo-m Act requires only
that their leprivatlon not be "due primarily to the lack of financial leans"). Vhe
Guide requires that the failure to provide care be due to parental ."faults or
habits" ind that the neglecting parent or other custodian be "unable" to pro-
vide proper care. lint tile Guide alio provides a fourth category of neglect cover-
Ing parents who are unable to provide proper care for other specified reasons.
Financial incapacity is not expressly mentioned in the Guide as one of those
reasons, although physical Incapacity is Included. Ili sumi, tile key difference be-
tween the two codes seems to be that the Uniform -Act specifically excludes
financial incapacity {Is a basis for neglect jurisdiction. while the Guide seems to
dO the same thing Implicitly. More Importiaif. with specified exceptions the
Legislative Guide expressly prohibits a finding of "neglect" without fan)t, wlle
the Uniform Act permilts finding 'neglect without fault except for flnailcial
incapacity.

In a clause separate from those defining the court's jurisdiction over mis.
behaving Juveniles, Standard Act 8.2 provides for Jurisdiction over children""neglected as to proper or necessary support . . . necessary for his well-being,"
and over "abaudone' children. Thus, of the parallel jurisdictional bases specified
In the other two codes, the Standard Act omits express mention only of illegal
placement of a child, but.that category could well be included by inference in tile
Standard' Act's broad'definition of neglect in § 8.2. (The commentary to this
section 'df the Standard Act expressly excludes "dependent" children who are
not "neglected" from court jurisdiction-consiRtent with the Uniform Act as to
lack of financial means and cohitrary to the Guide's fourth category of neglect
covering parents' incapacity to provide care.)

(2) Family-problem ,Iurisdictionai Basc.q. All three codes give juvenile or
family -courts jurisdiction over a range of family problems, Each code provides
for jurisdiction over proceedings for the termination of parental rights, for
adoption, for the determination of custody, for the commitment of mentally re-
tarded or mentally ill children, and over proceedings brought under the Inter-
state Compact on Juveniles. In addition, the Uniform and Standard Acts give tile
juvenile court authority to-hear proceedings involving children who are re-
quired to obtain court permission to marry, become emlployed. or enter the armed
services. The Guide and Uniform Act also provide for jurisdiction' over proceed-
ings under the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Juveniles.
- Guide § 10 provides that the family court have original jurisdiction ove
intra-family offenses; over adults charged, with unlawful desertion, abandon-
ment, or nonsupport. of any person; in support, alimony, divorce, separation,
annulment, and paternity cases; in proceedings under the Uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Support Act; and In proceedings to commit any adult as men-
tally retarded or mentally ill. Of these, the parallel provision of Standard Act
§ 11 Includes only proceedings involving offenses committed by an adult against
a child; desertion, abandonment, and non-support ases; and support and,
paternity action. The Uniform Act has no similar provision.
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3. Venue, Unlike the Standard Act, which is silent, Unifo A ct'§ 1 nd
Guide § 11 include indistinguishable provisions establishing the county of the
child's residence as the proper venue in all cases. Delinquency and PINS (nl-
ruly) cases may also he brought in the county where the child's misbehavior
occurred. Neglect (deprivation) proceedings may be brought in the county where
the child is present.

4. Transfer Bctween 02iwrts.-a. 'rom Jurcile or Family to Crinhial Court.
("'alvcr"). (1) Prerequisites. All three codes liermit the juvenile or family
court. to transfer for criminal iprosecution as all adult cases involving children
who were at least 16 years old when they allegedly violated a criminal law-
commllonly called! a "waiver" procedure. Unlike either the Uniform Act or Stand-
ard Act, Guide § 31 (a (2) also iermilts trans-fer for criminal prosecution of
.Juveniles who Iare lit least 10 years of age-regardless of how old they were
when Ihe alleged crime was committed-who are "under commitment" as a

- (llinquelnt..
(Gide § 31 Si'id Staudard Act ) 13 loth limit waivers to cases involving alleged

felonlie. Agiiin. however, the (G,1ide (loes not apply this limitation to previously
(omnmtIitte(l deliliquents "iider '(Imelonitllont." who Ilr' at least 1 at the tile of
the waiver These juveniles la.s lie transferred regardless of the niturq of tihe
alleged offense. Uniform, Act § 34(a) permits waiver for ay "crime or public
Oift'ise'"

(2) Other C'riteria. Standard Act § 13 requirtks only that a court flnd "it conm-
t r"ry to tile best interest of the child or the public to ratn jurisdiction" before
ram sferring 'a (elinquency case for criminal prosecution. Itiform Act § 34(4)

is more comnlplex. requinlig that the court find reasonablee grounds to believe
ihat." (1) the(- child committed the alleged offense; (2) lie is not amuenable to

treatment. or rehabilltatick as a juvenile through available facilities; (3) lie Is
not comnmittable as mentally retar(led or mentally ill: and (4) "tile interests of
the community require that tie (hill I,e placed uider legal restraint or (isel-
liitte." Even if llhese finditigs are made, the transfer is still within the discretion
of fie court. ati mIler the ,taidard Act.

By contrast. the Guide § 13 by its terms makes transfer mandatory ("tile
(-curt . . . shall order the case transferred") if t lie requisite findings are made.
'i'holse findings Include "realsomaible grounds to belleve" the child is not comn-
lnittable ts lle'tally retarded or niontally Ill and "that there are not reoagloible
prosl)e(.ts for rehalilitating time child prior to Il.s majority." Tihus, the (lulid
omliits two fitilli s required by the Utifform Act involving (1) the fact of the
c'illililsioll of the alleged crime. an( (2) time Ieed for restraint or (iscipline.
'the requisite findings in the Guide and Uniform Act involving possible civil
commitment for mental illness or retar(lation are identical. andl those Involving
prospects for treat ment oe rehabilitation virtually indistinguishable, although
(on-hed in somewhat different ternims.

(8) Initiation of l'rautsfer Proceeding. Legi.latrire (tuide 8 31(b) fn.28 vests
the prosecutor with discretion to initiate a waiver proceedig by motion, leaving
the court with no discretion to deny a hearing on the motion. Model Rule 0
l nves the decision to (.olilct a waiver hearing to tie (oirt's discretion, per-
mitting it to conduct a hearing whenever it has-reason to believe waiver may lie
aplpropriate. The Uniform Act does not specifl.ally address the problems of
Initiating waiver proceetlings. by inference apparently leaving the decision with
tile court..

(4) Notice and Summion. Only Uiniform Art § 34(a) (3) contains a special
notice provision for waiver hearings, requiring a 3-day advance written notice
of the time, phte. lid pultose of the hearing. Both Gtilde § 31 anltd Ri le 10 Incor-
porate by reference provisions governing summonses and notice applicable to
juvenile court adjudicative hearings generally. The relevant Guide provisions
(M. 15. 16) provide for a minimum 24-hours notice if the party can hle found in

time state, and 5-days notice otherwise. The applicable Rules (20 and 21) require
41jwur notice.

(5) Other PIocedures. Both the Guide and Rules provide for a pre-hearing
investigation. The Riles alone (Rule 11) guarantee access to the report to couta-
sel for 0ll parties before or at the beginning of tile hearing. Both the Guide and
Riles provide for counsel at the hearing. Rule 11 guarantees counsel expressly,
while the Guide accomplishes this in a roundabount way by incorporating in
Section 31 the normal sunmmons provisions. These provisions include Section 15.
which requires notice of the right to counsel (guaranteed in Section 25 of the
Act).
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Apart from the right to counsel, only Uniform Act 84(a) (2) prescribes

detailed requirements for the conduct of the waiver hearing, incorporating by
reference procedures applicable to other hearings under the Act (if 24, 26, and
27). These incorporated sections provide for the right to counsel, the right to
present evidence and cross-examination, a guarantee against self-incrimination,
exclusion of illegal confessions and illegally-seized evidence, the taking of
minutes or.a transcript on demand, the presentation of evidence by the prosecu-
tor, and the exclusion of the public from the hearing.

The Rules require specific written findings supporting any decision to transfer
for criminal prosecution (Rule 11). Similarly, Guide 131(g) requires written
"reasons" in support of its requisite finding that there are no reasonable prospects
for juvenile rehabilitation. Tihe Uniform Act includes no requirement of written
findings.

(6) SubiVqucnt Procedures. Guide 131 (h) contains a unique "one-way rachet"
provision, excluding a transferred juvenile 10 or older from subsequent family
court jurisdiction for sdihsequent delinquent acts. Similarly, the Guide omits
guarantees contained in the Uniform and Standard Acts prohibiting later crimi-
nal prosecutions for delinquent acts that were not transferred from the Juvenile
court for prosecution. Standard Act § 13, unlike Uniform Act § 34(c), requires
that such immune acts have been the subject of a transfer petition.

Guide 31(i) and Uniform Act § 34(e) bar a judge who presides at a transfer
proceeding from later participating in delinquency proceedings involving the
same child over objection of the child (Guide) or an interested party (Uniform
Act).

Uniform Act 1 34(d), alone among the codes, prohililts admitting over his
objection In-subsequent criminal proceedings, statements made by the child at
the hearing which resulted in his transfer.

Each code requires transfer from criminal courts of cases within the juvenile
or family courts' original delinquency jurisdiction (Legislative Guile § 8(a)
Uniform Act § 9; Standard Act § 9).

Only Guide § 8(b) discusses criminal convictions of children who were, un-
known to the criminal court, within family court Jurisdiction. In such cases, the
criminal court would have discretion whether (1) to transfer the case to the
family court for new proceedings; "(2) to let the criminal conviction stand; or
(3) to retain jurisdiction but dispose of the case as a juvenile proceeding.

Legislative Guide § 12, Uniform Art § 12, and Standard let § 13(2) contain
substantially similar provisions governing transfers between diffeu'nt juvenile
and family courts.

5. Personnel. a. Judges. Only the Standard Act includes provisions governing
selection (Section 4) and administrative organization (Section 5) of Juvenile
courts. County Juvenile court judges would be selected in the same manner as
judges of the highest court of general trial jurisdiction, unless there were only

_ jne such Judge, who would then serve as the juvenile cu'urt judge. State juvenile
Your judges would be appointed to staggered six-year terms by the governor from
n. list. of candidates submitted by a special commission. These Judkes would be
required to have been admitted to the practice of law In tihe state, as well as
have special experience and understanding of juvenile problems'.

A Board composed of all juvenile court judges would set policy for the Juve.-
nile courts, promulate rules and forms, publish an annual report, and approve
the presiding Judge's appointment of a court director responsible for various
administrative duties.

1). Administrative Officers. Only the Standard Act (Section 6) provides a chief
administrative offIcer who would appoint and supervise a staff sufficient "to
carry on the professional, clerical, and other work of the court."

c. Refcrees. All three model codes provide for appointmieitIif referees. Each
of the codes also would require that referees be lawyers. However, Standard
Act § 7 and Uniform Act § 7(a) would have the referees appointed by and serv-
ing at4'the pleasure of the judge" of the juvenile court, while Legislative Gui11de
§ 4(n) fn. 8 would require that referees be appointed by the chief judge of the
court of highest general trial Jurisdiction, who would also fix their compensa-
tion. The Guide also gives the same chief Judge power to determine which hear-
ings would be conducted In the first instance by a referee, while both the Unifornm
and Standard'Acts would delegate this power to the Juvenile court Judge.

The duties of the referee are most circumscribed In Guide 4 (b), which forbids
referees Nr6 m presiding at "contested" hearings and hearings concerning waiver
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for criminal prosecution. Both Uniform Act j 7(a) and Standard Act 17 would
permit referees to conduct any hearing in the first instance. All tbreei~ bodes permit
any partyt" to demand a hearing before a judge, but only the Untf6rm Act ex-
pressly provides that the parties must be told in advance by the referee of their
right to an initial judicial hearing.

All of the codes require that the referee transmit written findings and recoin-
mendations at the conclusion of a hearing, both to the judge and to parfiem to tile
proceeding (but tile Standard Act limits this notice requirement to "parties In
Interest," an undefined term).

All three codes confer essentially the same legal status on. the findings and
recommendations of the referee: they become the decree of the court when con-
firmed by judicial order unless a party demands a rehearing, or the judge orders
a hearing on his own motion. The Standard Act and Legislative G4ide, unlike
the Uniform Act, distinguish between (1) a hearing on the evidence before the
referee, plus additional evidence admitted" at the judge's discretion; and (2)
a hearing dC novo. Only the latter must be specifically requested by a party or
ordered by the court.

d. Probation. Uniform Act 4 5 and Guide 1 5 expressly contemplate establishing
a system of probation services. But while tile Guide would require that the sys-
tem be established by a state agency responsible for services to delinquent chfl-
dren under tile state's merit syst ni, the Uniform Act requires thai the system be
established by a state agency only In counties larger than some unspecified pop-
ulation. In smaller counties, probation officers4 could be appointed bly and serve
at the pleasure of the court, which would also fix their salaries.I Uniform Act § 5 and Legislative Guide § 5 define the powers and duties of pro.
nation officers. Broadly, these provisions identify four kinds of functions: (1)
fact-finding; (2) intake (deciding which delinquency, IIINS or unruly, and neg-
lect or deprived cases should Ie referred to court) ; (3) recommending dlspo.i-
tions to the court; and (4) supervising and treating children following court ad-
J.dication. The Standard Act and Rules also provide for each of these functions
to ie performed by probation. but do so in describing the function itself rather
than by separately defining the lrobation officer's role.

e. Guiardians, Lgiislatis' Guide § 41 and Uniform Act (b 51, 38) govern the
appointment and role of guardians. Guardians ad 1ttcm are to be appointed at any
stage when it appears to the court that a child -who In a party to a proceeding
has no parent or guardian or when their Interests conflict with his. Tile third
sentence of Ruic 39. titled "Notice to Children," Is substantially equivalent. How.
ever, Rule 39, by its terms, permits appointment of a guardian ad lttm In lieu
of counsel, as does Uniform Act 0 26(n). By contrast. Guide § 25 contemplates
representation by counsel, regardless of whether a child also requires appoint-
nient of a guardian ad 1item.
C. Prelcaring Procedures

1. Police 1Proedurcs. a. Custody. Iach of the codoq permits lonw enforcement
officers to take a chbihl into custody without court order if ie (1) commits an
offense, (2) rums away from home, or (3) is in danger of harm.

With respect to tho first of these grounds for assuming custody, the Uniform
let § 13(n).2) 1nd (uide § 1 (2) incorporate by reference the "alaws of arrest."

The ,Standard Act takes a different but simlnr route, speclflcally distinguishing
between felonious acts and other offenses (as does the common law of arrest) :
acts other tian felonies must be committed in the presence of an officer, but
"reasonable grounds" to believe a child committed a felonious act will J*ustify
taking him into eus;tody. All three eodes, qlsn would permit taking a child into
custody on the strength of "reasonable grounds" to believe he had runaway from
home. Finally. 'each of the codes permits police to take a child into custody If
lie I s ill. injured, or endangered. In tlls last case, both the Guide and Uniform
Act incorporate the "reasonable grounds" standard, while the Standard Act is
silent on tile standard of proof or belief to lbe applied when a child Is taken Into
custody for his own good. The Uniform and Standard Act add as further reqflire-
tent tinder this third category that removal he "necessary" to protect the child.

Each code also provides for taking a child Into custody by court order. Grounds
for such an order tinder each code may Include: (1) the failure of a parent or
guardian to bring the child before the court when requested by the court to do
so (Guide § 21(c) : Unlfor;n Act § 15(b) : Standard Act 55 15.1, 10.2) and (2)
the protection of the child (Guide §§ 15(d), 20; Uniform Act § 22(c) ; Standard
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Act 1 14. The Guide and. Uniform Act add (3) protection of others from the
child, and (4) danger that the child will not appear in court, as grounds for
issuing such an order.

Only Standard Act 5 16 requires that parents of the child be notified Immedi-
ately whenever a child is taken into custody, regardless of whether the child is
subsequently detained or released.

However, if the child is not detained by police, Guide § 21(a) (1) and Uniform
Act § 15(a) (1) require that lie he released to parental custody "v'ith all reason-
able speed." Guide 5 21 specifically contenplates rellbasing a child to parental or
other appropriate custody with only "verbal counsel or warning." Tills section
thus explicitly endorses (without providing guidelines) use of discretion by
police (or by someone else assuming custody of a child) not to refer to court
a child within the jurisdiction of the court if it is believed that an informal
sanction is sufficient. The Uniform Act apparently recognizes no permissible dis-
cretion of tis kind, requiring either detention of a child or his release to parental
custody "upon their [the lMrents'] promise to bring the child before the court
when requested by the court...." Like the Guide, the Standard Act § 16, expressly
delegates the decision whether to issue such a directive to police, or others assum-
ing custody, but does not include the possibility of informal adjustment of a
case by a warning or counsel.

b. Police Detention. (1) Criteria. All three codes permit the detention of a
child taken into custody for a brief period without court order. Under Guide
I 20(a), this may be justified (1) "to protect the person or proljerty of others or
of the child ;" (2) if the child lacks anyone able to supervise and care for [im;
or (3) "to secure his presence at the next hearing." The criteria under Uniform
Act J 14 are substantially the same. Standard Act 1 16, on the other hand, refers
only to the child's "immediate welfare" or "the protection of the community"
as permissible grounds for detention withou'r'a court order, although, as often
seems the case when the language of the codes differs, these terms seem broad
enough to permit a construction that would encompass each of the specific grounds
mentioned in the other codes.

(2) Notice. Under Guide 521(a) (3), if a child is referred to a detention or
shelter care facility, or to a probation intake office, the person taking custody of
the child must give prompt written notice of the referral, "together with a state.
ment of the reasons" for the assumption of custody, to both the parents'and the
court. Uniform Abt 1 15(a) (2) is substantially theName. Standard Act 117 is
somewhat different; requiring that the policeman or other person taking a child
into custody (the person assuming custody has already notified parents of his.
assuming custody under Section 16) notify only the court, stating both the legal
basis for is action and the reasons why the child was not released. (The latter
requirement is not duplicated in the other codes.) It is then the obligation of
the person in charge of the detention or shelter facility to give further notice
to the court that he is holding the child. Under Section 17, the parents must also
be informed in writing that "they may have a prompt hearing regarding release or
detention." (Such a hearing is mandatory in any event under Rules 15-17.)

Rule ,$','furthermore, requires that the referring person give a signed report
to the intake officer explaining why the child was not released, a copy of which
(together with reasons why the child was admitted to detention) must promptly
be given to the court. Finally, under Rule 13, it is the duty of the intake officer
to notify the child (a) of the reasons for his detection; (b) of his rights to
counsel and to remain silent: and (c) that a court hearing will be held to
determine whether detention should continueThis officer must also notify the
parents of the child's detention, request that they come to the facility, and at
a meeting with them give them in writing the same information as he was pre.
viously required to give the child.

(8) Administrative Rcview. All of the codes, including the Rules, provide for
immediate "review" (Guide J 21(b)) or "investigation" (Uniform Act 517:
Standard Act 1 17) of the need for detention, either by an intake officer (all
codes), another court officer (Uniform and Standard Acts 517), or the supervisor
of the detention or shelter facility (Rule 12). The reviewing or investigating
authority 16 required to release the child to parental custody "if possible"
(Standard Act § 17; Rule 12) if detention is not "required" (Guide 5 21(b);
Uniform Act 1 17) or "warranted" (Uniform Act § 17).

Only Guide J 21(b) requires review prior to a child's admission to a detention
or shelter facility. In addition, Rule 16 is unique among the codes in expressly
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permitting release by the supervisor of the facility or an intake officer any time
prior to a court detention hearing.

(u) Time Limitations. Each of the code. also sets specific limitations to the
time a child may be detained (a) without an adequate petition being filed
invoking the court's Jurisdiction, and (b) without a court order or detention
hearing. Under each of the codes, however, these requirements are stated some-
what differently:

Legislative Guide:
(a) Petition filed within 24 hours of admission to detention (128(a) (1)).
(b) Court detention hearing within 24 hours from filing of petition (128

(a) (2)).
Uniform Act:

(a) Petition filed "promptly" (1 17(b)).
(b) Hearing "promptly," at least within 72 hours from admission to deten-

tion ( 17(b)).
Standard Act:

(a) Petition filed within 24. hours of admission to detention (1 17.2).
(b) Court order within 24 hours from filing of petition (1 17.2).

Model Rules:
(a) Petition filed prior to detention hearing (Rule 16).
(b) Hearing within 48 hours from admission to detention or on next day

following admission that court is sitting (Rule 15).
c. 'Pngerprints, photograph, and searches, (1) Fingerprints, Guide 1 47, Un.

-form Act I 56, and Rule 48 all limit the authority of police to maintain perma-
nent files of children's fingerprints. The Guide gives police authority to maintain
such files only on children at least 14 years old who are found by the court to
have committed a felony. Similarly, the Uniform Act limits permanent finger-
print files to children at least 14 years of age found to have committed enumer-
ated serious crimes to be specified by state law. Rule 48 is more restrictive,
requiring that all records of children's fingerprints be destroyed after court
disposition of every case unless the court orders otherwise.

Rule 48 is also unique among the codes in requiring a court finding 9 probable
cause before any fingerprints may be taken. The Rule supplements the more gen-
eral requirement of Standard Act 188 that fingerprinting requires Judicial con.
sent in all cases. Guide 147(a) and Uniform Act 1 56(a) permit taking finger-
prints during the investigation of any child referred to court for committing an
alleged felony (Guide) or an enumerated serious crime (Uniform Act). All three
provisions permit temporary use of fingerprints for the investigation, adjudica-
tion, and disposition of any offense.

Guide 147(e) and Uniform Act 156(b) require that children's fingerprints be
filed separately from adults'. Guide 1 47(c) strictly limits access to children's
fingerprint records to law enforcement investigators, while Uniform Act 1 58(c)
permits access also "in individual cases upon a showing that it is necessary
in the public lnterbst." Apart from these special limitations, access to finger-
print files in governed by provisions restricting access to children's law enforce-
ment records generally (Guide 145; Uniform Act 154; Standard Act 188. See
p. 77, intra.).

The Uniform Act alone required that children's fingerprint files be destroyed
when the child becomes.21 years old and "there is no record that he committed
a criminal offense after Veaching 16 years of age."

(2) Photographs. All of the codes require the consent of the court bfore a
child may be photographed. Otherwise the Guide and Uniform Act contain no
special restriction or guidelines governing the retention or use of children's
photographs (but see general restrictions o ae~ss to law enforcement records,
p. 77, infra.). The Standard Act, by contrast, trits photograph as it does fnger-
prints, permitting preservation only by court ordera.

(8) Search warrants. The other codes have no vision comparable to Rule
44'e mandate that "(application for a search warrant in connection with a
juvenile court proceeding shall be made to the Juvenile court."

Penaltlep. Only the Guide establishes a misdemeanor the violation of any of
the restrictions on the taking and use of photographs and fingerprints of
children.

2. Petition. Piling. Under all of the model acts, the document which Initiates the
court process Is the "petition," not to be confused with the "complaint," which
is In effect only an application for the filing of a petition. Anyone may file a
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complaint, requesting that a petition be flied. Only the court, a probation officer,
or some other court official may authorize the filing of a petition.

Within this common framework, the Uniform Act is the least specific and re-
strictive, requiring only that flung of a petition be approved by the court, proba-
tion officer, or other person authorized by the court as "in the best Interest of the
public and the child." (I 19). Apart from this anyone may "make" a petition so
long as it Is verified as based either on direct knowledge or informed belief.
(120, 21).

By contrast, Guide I 18 requires that every complaint In delinquency, PINS, or
neglect cases be referred Initially to the intake office of probation, which must
make an Investigation and recommend whether a petition should be filed. If the
recommendation Is positive, the proposed petition must be approved by the
prosecutor. If the Intake recommendation is negative, the complainant may appeal
to the prosecutor. In either event, the prosecutor's recommendation then becomes
final. The prosecutor Is required to file a petition it he believes that actiolf to
be "necessary to protect the community or Interests of the child," substantlly
the same criteria as defind In the Uniform Act. Finally, in PINS cases under the
Guide, only a school offcial-or an official of a child welfare, social service, or law
enforcement agency ;ftay sign a petition (thus giving these officers a veto over
thed~dt ion to file),*hile in other'eases anyone may sign based on information
or belief...

Standard Act 112.1 and Rule 2 also apply the standard of "the best interests
of the public or the child." To this, however, the Rule adds, unlike the other
codesr4hat the acts alleged must be legally sufficient. Also, the procedures In the
Rules and Standard Act differ somewhat from each other and from the other
codes. The Standard Act provides only that the "court" must make a preliminary
Investigation prior to deciding whether to authorize a petition. The Rules require
(like the Guide, supra) that probation make an Initial Investigation and then
decide whether to file a petition. If probation refuses to do so, however, the
complainant's redress Is to the court (rather' than the prosecutor, as under the
Guide), which may authorize a petition followinK consultation with intake.

Contents. Guide §14(e), Uniform Act J 21 and Rule 0 each require that the
petition state the facts which bring the child within the jurisdiction of the court.
In addition, the Guide and Uniform Act specify that the petition give the child's
name, residence, and birthdate; the names and residents of his parents and
spouse, If known; and the place, if any, of the child's detention and the time
he was taken into custory. Unlike the other codes, Rule 6 requires the petition
to identify "the law or standard of conduct allegedy violated by the acts" alleged.

Rule 5 is unique in requiring that the intake officer explain to the parties the
reasons for his decision to file a petition.

8. Intake. Guidc 118(d), Uniform Act 110(b), Standard Act 112 and Rule 8
all permit the probation "intake" unit informally to adjust any case either
through referrals to agencies other than courts or through conferences and
counselling, instead of by filing a petition. Each of these provisions also prohibits
piobatlon from exercising coercion to effect informal adjustment. In addition to
requiring the consent of each "party," the Uniform and. Stadnard Acts forbid
informal adjustment with respect to a child without his parents' consent. More-
over, the Guide permits only 30 days for conferences and investlgatloh followlnk
a complaint, and gives a child, or anyone acting on his behalf, power to require
that a PINS or delinquency petition be dismissed if not filed within 10 days. The
Uniform and Standard Acts are less restrictive of Intake, forbidding probation
to give "counsel and advice" (Uniform Act) or otherwise pursue informal ad-
Justment (Standard Act) after three months--a period which may be extended
under the Uniform Act for an additional three-month period.

Unlike the Guide, the Standard and U"iforma Acts both permit attempts at in-
formal adjustment only if the admitted facts "establish prima face jurisdiction"
(Standard Act) or "bring the case within the jurisdiction of the court" (Uniform
Act). Rule 8 similarly requires that the alleged facts "appear to be legally suffi-
cient for the filing of a petition," and Rule 4 requires that Intake notify parties
that no Informal adjustment will be attemited if they wish the alleged facts to be
determined by the court.

Only Rule 8 specifies that the parties be informed of their rights to counsel
and against self-incrimination, as defined in Rules 38 and 39, prior tp an intake
Interview, which must precede any attempt at informal adjustment. If any party
wishes to be represented by counsel, the Interview" may not proceed further In
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the absence of counsel, unless the, right to counsel is later waived. The Uniform
Act restricts the use of incriminating statements made by participants during
the intake process. Section 10(c) provides that they "not be used against the
declarant over objection in any hearing except in "(1) juvenile disposition hear-
ings and (2) criminal presentence investigations. Rule 4 more narrowly prohibits
information obtained during intake to be admitted In the juvenile adjudicatory
hearing. The Standard Act includes no similar protection.

4. Summons. Guide 115 and Uniform Act 122 contain similar requirements for
the issuance of summonses. (1) Service must be made upon the parents and custo-
dian of the child, as well as upon children who are either older than 18 years of
age of alleged to be delinquent, PINS, or unruly. (2) The summons must in-
clude notice of the right to counsel. In a third respect the two sections differ:
while the Guide prohibits a child from waiving his right to be served with'a
summons, the Uniform Act permits waiver on his behalf by his counsel with the
consent of his parents. -

On each of these points, the Standard Act and Rules vary somewhat: (1) Under
Section 14, service need be made only on the' child's custodian and his parents,
not on the child himself. (2) Under Rule 21, the summons must include notice
of both the right to counsel and the right to remain silent defined In Rules 89

.and 89. (8) There is of course no special waiver provision for children, since
they need not be served. Anyone may waive service simply by appearing volun-
tarily in court.

Guide 1 16 and Uniform Act 1 28 both permit service by personal delivery, mail,
or publication (in that order of preference). Both also require 24 hours advance
notice of a hearing if a party Is served personally in the state, and a five day
advance notice In notice in other cases.

Guide 1 86 and Uniform Act 1 25 prescribe substantially identical procedures
permitting the entry of orders following an "interlocutory" hearing when serv-
ice is made by publication. Interlocutory orders become final if the party served
by publication fails to appear at the final hearing.

5. Time Limitations. Guide I 17(a) contains a unique guarantee of a speedy
hearing, requiring the court to dismiss a PINS or delinquency petition with prej-
udice upon motion by the child or on his behalf, if a hearing on the petition is
not conducted within (a) 10 days from the filing of the petition if the child was
not released unconditionally at the detention bearing; or (b) 20 days in other
instances. Section 17(b), however, in measuring the time allowed before a hear-
ing must be held, excludes seven enumerated kinds of delay, Including any attrib-"
utable to "good cause."

0. Subpoenas. Guide 1 24 and Uniform Act 1 18 expressly grant a party ot
juvenile court power to issue subpoenas to compel the presence and testimony of
witnesses or the production of papers.

The Standard Act and Rules lack any provisions comparable to those in the
other two codes covering method of service, interlocutory orders, and subpoena
powers.

7. Detention Hearing. Within specified time limits following the taking of a
child into custody, (see above, pp. 33-34) Guide 1 23, Uniform Act 1 17, and Rules
15-17 prescribe that the court conduct a hearing to determine whether a child
held in detention or shelter care facilities should continue to be detained. The
codes differ somewhat, however, in describing six aspects of the detention hearing
process.

(a) Notice of Hearing. The Guide and Uniform Act require written or oral
notice to children alleged to be delinquent, PINS, or unruly, as well as to parents.
Rule 15 requires "expeditious" notification only of the detaining facility and
the child's parents.

(b) Procedural Rights. The Guide and Uniform Act mandate that the court tell
the parties at the hearing of their right to counsel. The Guide adds that counsel
should actually be appointed at the hearing "as required." Rule 17 omits any
reference to notification of rights (but see the notification requirement of Rules
12 and 18, discussed above, pp. 31-32), but requires that counsel or a guardian
ad litem be appointed to represent the child if his parents do not appear at the
hearing. The Guide and Uniform Act specify that parties be told of the child's
right to remain silent as well.

(c) Rvidenoe. The Guide would permit the Introduction in evidence at a deten-
tion hearing of any proof that is "helpful," "relevant," and "material." Rule 17 is
similar, permitting the admission of any "relevant" evidence. The Uniform Act
says nothing specifically about evidence, but 1 17 (b) characterizes the hearing as
1"infoimal."
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(d) Disclosure. Ruae 17 grants to parties access to "written reports of social
records made available to the court at the (detention) hearing." Legislative
Guide 5 45(b) more comprehensively guarantees to parties and their counsel
'access to all social, medical, and psychological records used by the Judge in any
proceeding under the act.

(e) Disposition. Both the Uniform Act and Rules permit release or continued
detention as the only dispositional alternatives available to the court. The Guide,
by contrast, includes a list of permissible kinds of conditional release. Proper
conditions that-the court may impose include restrictions on the child's freedom
of movement and association, provision for special supervision, and "any other
condition deemed reasonably necessary and consistent with the criteria for detain-
ing children .... "

Under Guide I 28(e) if a child violates a condition of his release, the order
releasing him may be revoked and the child returned to custody. The revocation
procedure is not defined further.

(f) Bail. The Guide does not specifically provide for release on bail. Standard
Act 1 17.6 expressly limits use of bail to children who should not be detained liv-
ing outside the court's Jurisdiction.

8. Detention and Shelter Care Facilities. Guide 119 and Standard Act 1 18 and
contain closely similar requirements for the establishment of a system of deten-
tion centers by a statewide authority, which would also be responsible for inspect-
ing these facilities at least annually and requiring them to file reports at un-
specified intervals. The Guide would require that the authority responsible for
detention facilities be an administrative agency, while the' Act would permit
the Board of Juvenile Court Judges to assume this function.,The Guide, unlike
the Act, also provides for a program of "shelter care facilities," to be developed
and inspected by a state child welfare agency. The Guide requires that private
child detention facilities, other than those developed and inspected by state agen-
cies, file an annual report with the agency responsible for public facilities. Stand-
ard Act j 18 omits this provision but does require, in terms identical to Guide
1 19(c), that the inspecting authority "shall require reports from " "all facilities
in which children are detained." It is not clear in either code whether these
reports must be annual.

In addition to placement In facilities specifically designed and administered
for detention and shelter care, Guide j 22 and Uniform Act § 16 permit a child
awaiting further hearings to be detained in a licensed foster home, a facility oper-
ated by a licensed welfare agency, or another "suitable" facility designed by the
court. There is one difference between the two provisions. The Uniform Act pro-
hibits placing an allegedly "unruly" or neglected child in a facility used to detain
alleged delinquents or adults charged with crimes. The Guide confines this safe-
guard to the neglected children and treats PINS and delinquent children alike.

On the other hand, the Guide would establish more obstacles to the use of
Jails or other adult criminal detention facilities than the Uniform Apt. Both
codes condition the use of such facilities for a child on the unavailability of a
child detention facility, on the separation of children's rooms in the facility
from those used for adults, and on a Judicial finding "that public safety and
protection reasonably require" such detention. In addition, the- Guide would
require adequate supervision of a child confined in an adult facility, would
mandate that these adult facilities file reports and be inspected as child de-
tention facilities, and would set by state law a specific date when the use of adult
facilities to detain children would end (with the completion of adequate child
detention centers).

The Standard Act contains no provision parallel to those of the other codes
concerning the range of available detention facilities. Section 17.4, however, re-
stricts the use of adult detention facilities to detaining a child older than 15
years who the court finds would "endanger the safety of others" if placed in
children's centers. In addition, by Sectioi 17.5, a child whose case is waived for
criminal prosecution would be detained in adult facilities unless the criminal
court ordered otherwise.

Guido 122(c), Uniform Act I 16(b) and Standard Act 1 17.7 all impose a
duty on persons in charge of adult criminal facilities to report immediately to
the court the admission for detention in their facilities of anyone who appears to
be under 18 years of age.

D. Rights and Procedures Gcnerally.-1. Vounscl. Legislative Guide 1 25. Uni-
form Act 1 26 Standard Act 119 and Rule 39, all provide for representation by
retained or court-appointed counsel, but diverge in several important respects.

Guide 1 25, unlike the other two codes, distinguishes between delinquency
or PINS and all other family court proceedings. In the two former cases, the
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children must be represented by counsel "at all stages of the proceeding." The
court must appoint counsel to represent the child if a lawyer is not retained.
In neglect cases, parties may always retain counsel, but the court will appoint
a lawyer to represent Indigent parties only upon their request If the parties are
Indigent or in the court's discretion representation is "required in the interests
of Justice."

Uniform Act 1 26 establishes a general right (subject to exceptions "otherwise
provided under this Act") for all parties to any proceeding to be represented
by retained or, If they are needy, appointed counsel. In particular, separate
counsel must be furnished for parties whose interests conflict. Additionally,
the court Is required to provide counsel for a child if he is unrepresented by
a parent, guardian, or custodian.

Rule 39 likewise generally requires that, In the absence of a waiver, counsel
must be appointed to represent any indigent In any proceeding. But the Rule also
excepts a child from this stricture, leaving representation to the court's dis-
cretion whenever "necessary" to "a fair hearing." Standard Act J 19, similarly
provides for notifying a child that he may be/represented by retained or ap-
pointed counsel "when It Is appropriate to do so."

Rule 89 alone requires the presence of a child's parents as a prerequisite to his
valid waiver of counsel.

2. Children's Presence in Court. Rule 36 requires that the child be present
at the outset of hearings where the child's behavior is at issue, but permits
others to go forward without him at the court's discretion. However, the child
may never be excluded during a hearing Involving the child's behavior at a
time when a jurisdictional fact Is at Issue. When jurisdictional facts are not at
issue, the court may choose to exclude the child from hearing particular
testimony.

guide I 29(c) and Uniform Act # 24(d) similarly permit the court to exclude
a child temporarily except when hearing allegations of his delinquency, unruly
conduct, or need for supervision. Neither follows Rule 36 in requiring the child's
presence at the beginning of these hearings.

3. Notice to Children. Rule 37 permits notice to parents of children younger
than 12 years to satisfy other rules requiring that notice be given to children.

4. Exclusion of Children's Admissions. Guide 1 26 excludes a child's statement
made to enumerated officials during preliminary proceedings from use against
him prior to delinquency, PINS, or criminal adjudication unless he was advised
by counsel.

Rule 25 excldes from evidence In any proceeding a child's extrajudicial state-
ments made to 0ourt or law enforcement officers unless: (1) a parent or counsel
were present and (2) both the child and parents understood the rights to remain
silent and to retain counsel, and that any statement might be used in court.

5. Double Jeopardy. Guide 127 expressly applies the guarantee against double
Jeopardy to juvenile proceedings involving proof of an offense.

6. Other Rights. Guide 1 28, Uniform Act 1 27(b), and Rule 38 all apply the
guarantee against self-incrimination to juvenile delinquency proceedings. Rule
38 applies the guarantee generally to any p oceeding based on a child's misbe-
havior, and Guide 1 28 similarly extends the guarantee to PINS cases. Uniform
Act 1 27(b), however, limits the application of the rights there enumerated to "a
child charged with a delinquent act."

Uniform Act 1 27 and Guide 1 28 provide In substantially Identical terms for
the exclusion of illegally-obtained confessions "from evidence" (Guide) or from
use "against" the child (Act). Illegally-seized evidence under both provisions is
subject to a narrower exclusionary rule: it may not be used "to establish the
allegations made against" the child. Both protections appear to attach only to de-
linquency proceedings under the Act, and to both delinquency and PINS pro-
ceedings under the Guide.

Both the Uniform Act and Guide also prohibit basing a finding that a child
committed acts alleged in a petition solely upon his uncorroborated confession,
although again the Act limits this rule to delinquency cases. Rule 23 expressly
leaves the requirement of corroboration to the court's discretion.

Uniform Act . 27(a) expressly guarantees the rights to introduce evidence, to
be heard, and to cross-examine adverse witnesses to all parties (and apparently
in all proceedings).

M. The Court's Deoisionmoking Process 1. Adjudication. (a) Juries. Guide 129
and Stamddrd Act t19 prohibit the use of Juries in adjudicatory hearings con-
cerning alleged misbehavior by the child or neglect; Uniform Act 124 does the
same but extends the prohibition to all hearings under the Act.
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Presentation of State's Case. Uniform Act J 24 charges prosecutors with the
duty to present the case in support of a petition and generally to represent the
state. Rule 24 permits either a "civil" legal officer or the court itself to elicit
testimony in any proceedings when the allegations dif a proceeding are at issue.

(6) Record or Minutes. Guide 5 29(b) requires taking a record or minutes of
- every adjudicatory hearing. Standard Act 1 19 is similar, but permits the parties

to waive this procedure. Uniform Act 4 24 requires minutes or a record only on
the court's motion or a p'rty's request. Rule 42, the broadest provision, mandates
that a "complete record" be kept of all proceedings, permitting express waiver
by parties or counsel, with the court's consent, only in non-adjudicatory hearings.

(c) Secrecy. Guide 1 29(c), Uniform Act 5 24(c), and Standard Act J 19, all
exclude the general public from cases involving offenses allegedly committed by
a child (the Uniform Act extends the-bar to all hearings), but permit the court
In its discretion to admit persons with a "direct" or "proper" interest.

If such persons are admitted, only the Guide provides that they may not di-
vulge the identity of the child or his family.

(d) Findings: Allegation of Petition. Guide J 32, Uniform Act I 29(a) and
Rule 27 all require the court to make findings with respect to whether the alle-
gations of the petition were proven. Only the Rule specifies that the court must
also "set forth the finding of fact upon which it bases Its determination ....

Guide 1 32 and Uniform Act 5 29 limit their findings requirement to delin-
quency, unruly or PINS, and deprived or neglect cases, while the Rule requires
findings upon the conclusion of every adjudicaitory hearing.

(e) Findings: Need for Care or Rehabilitation. Both Guide 5 32 and Uniform
Act 5 29 separate findings with respect to allegations In the petition in delin-
quency and PINS or unruly cases from the second jurisdictional finding required

. under both codes, viz that the child is in need of care or rehabilitation. The
allegations of the petition must be proved before the court hears evidence and
makes findings with respect to the need for care or rehabilitation.

(f) Evidence. All three codes require that evidence introduced to prove the
allegations of a petition must be "competent" as well as material and relevant.

* The Guide and Uniform Act omit incompetency as a basis for excluding "helpful"
or material and relevant evidence in determining a child's need for care or
rehabilitation.

(g) Standard of Proof. The Guide and Uniform Act place a burden on the
state -to prove delinquency and PINS or unruly conduct "beyond a reasonable"
doubt." Proof of neglect or deprived status, and of need for treatment, need only
be "clear and convincing." Rule 26 applies the "clear and convincing" standard
to proof of all facts alleged in a petition. (The Supreme Court has subsequently
held in In re Winsh ip, 397 U.S. 358 (1970), that allegations of delinquency in cases
that may lead to incarceration must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.),

Proof that a child committed a felonious act is alone sufficient under the Guide
and Uniform Act to establish need for treatment.

(h) Disclosure. Uniform Act 129(d) gives parties a right to examine reports
received by the court introduced to establish the need for treatment. As noted
earlier (p. 47), Legislative Guide 1 45(b) guarantees access to social, medical,
and psychological records whenever they are used by the Judge in any proceeding
under the Act. Rule 17 (see p. 47 above) governs disclosure only at the detention
hearing. The Standard Act includes no disclosure or discovery provision .

(I) Adult Cases. Guide 5 51 and Standard Act 1 20 contain essentially identical
requirements that trials of adults in the family court for offenses listed in Guide
1 10 and Standard Act 1 11 be conducted as they would in a criminal court. Guide
5 51 uniquely vests the court with discretion to conduct proceedings under Section
10 in camera. Both provisions contemplate informal adjustment of these cases,
with the defendant's consent, when "practicable."

2. Disposition. a. Predisposition Study; Medical E ramination, and Treatment.
(1) Medical Examination and Treatment. Guide I 30(b), Uniform Act I 28(b),
Standard Act 5 22, and Rule 41, all permit the court to order a pre-disposition
medical examination of a child, but do so in somewhat different terws. Although
its language is ambiguous, Guide I30(b) apparently permits, orf motion by a
prosecutor or child's counsel, a pre-adjudication examination of a child only If
-there are indications that he is mentally ill or mentally retarded, Rule 41
similarly permits sucn an examination to determine a child's responsibility for
an act alleged in a petition, or his competency to stand trial, but also permits the
determination of allegations in a neglect petition or the propriety of waiving a
case for criminal prosecution. Uniform Act 1 28 contains no limitations on the
court's power a preadjudication medical examination of a child.
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After adjudication of the allegations of a petition, all of the codes permit the
court to order the child to be examined by a physician or psychologist in con-
nection with the preparation of a pre-disposition report about the child. Guide
I 30(b), however, expresses a preference for out-patient examination, and per-
mits confinement of a child only If the court finds itto be "necessary."

Standard Act 1 22 also permits the court in its discretion to order the treat-
ment of any child, following adjudication. Uniform Act I 28(b) is still broader
in permitting the court to order compulsory treatment of a child at any time dur-
ing the pendency of any proceedings, but it may do so only if in the opinion of a
physician the child requires prompt treatment of a serious Illness. Tile Unrform
Act expressly renders parents' objections to or lack of awareness of the court's
order' irrelevant to its power to compel treatment of a child.

The power of the court to order examination of a parent is considerably more
circumscribed. The Uniform Act does not provide for examination of parents at
all. Legislative Guide 5 30(c) permits such an examination only after a hear-
ing and with the parent's consent. Standard Act § 22 alone permits compulsory
examination of a parent, but only after adjudication when the parent's capacity
to care for a child is In Issue.

(2) Predisposition Study. Guide 5 30(a), Uniform Act I 28(b) and Standard
Act 5 22 all require a probation officer or some other official to submit to the
court, prior to dlsi)osition, a social study report concerning the child, his fam-
Ily, and his environment. All three codes prohibit a study from being conducted
prior to adjudication of the contested allegations in a petition.

b. Coltduot of Hearing. Legislative Guide §32(e), Uniform Act 129(c), and
Rule 3Walil contemplate the conduct of a disposition hearing, distinct from a hear-
ing to adjudicate the allegations of the petition. Only the Rule, Itowever, speaks
to the conduct of the disposition hearing. (1) The judge presiding at adjudica-
tion should also preside for disposition if possible. (2) All material and relevant
evidence may be admitted. (3) Parties may compel the attendance of witnesses
and may examine in court the person who prepared the social study report.

c. Continuances. Guide 1 49 is unique In establishing a presumption against
continuances, which the court may grant only on a showing of good cause and for
as long as Is necessary. Rule 31 specifically permits a reasonable continuance
between taking evidence and making a disposition.

d. Dismissal. Rule 28 broadly permits a court to dismiss a petition at any time
if it believes dismissal both just and best for the child.

e. Consent Decree. Legislative Guide 33 permits the court, with tile agreement
of all the parties, to enter a consent decree at any time prior to adjudication, re-
quiring supervision of the child in his home. After consultation with probation,
the court may enter a consent decree even over the objection of the prosecution.
Since the other codes include nothing comparable, the details of the consent
decree procedure contained In Section 33 will not be summarized further here.

f. Dispositional Orders. (1) Permissible Dispositions. Gui(te § 34, Uniform Act
if 30, 31, and 32, and Standard Act § 24 outline closely similar schemes defining
the range of dispositions available to the court. Tile only substantial differences
arise from the varying ways the court's jurisdiction is defined under each 6f the
codes. Thus, the provisions in the Guide and Uniform Act are virtually identical,
while the Standard Act diverges somewhat from them.

A deprived or neglected child, under Guide 134(a) and Uniform Act 1 30, may
remain at home under "protective supervision" or on any conditions the court
may impose, or may be committed to the custody of a qualified individual or a
child welfare or placement agency. Similarly, a child adjudicated under Standard
Act 5 8.2. (including a child who is "beyond control" or whose behavior is in-
jurious to himself or others, as well as a neglected and abandoned child) may
under Section 24.2 remain at home under "protective supervision" or be placed
with a child care institution not "primarily" for delinquent children. The Guide
and Uniform Act prohibit placing a neglected or deprived child in-"an institution
established for . . delinquent children."

A PINS or unruly child, under Guide 1 34 (c), (e) and Uniform Act 1 82, may
receive any disposition as may a deprived or neglected child, and, in addition,
may be placed on probation. Guide I 34(e), unlike the Uniform Act, permits the
court to place a child who has been twice adjudicated as a PINS with agencies
that handle delinquent children. An optional provision of the Uniform Aot per.
mits commitment of an unruly juvenile to a state institution for delinquents if
after a hearing the court finds that "the child is not amenable to treatment or
rehabilitation." A delinquent child, (Guide 534(c), Uniform Act I 81), may be
treated in any way as may a PINS or unruly child, and, in addition, may be
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placed with an agency or in an institution for delinquents. The Standard Act
does not distinguish in jurisdictional Section 8.1 between a child who violates
criminal laws and one who commits other offenses. Under Section 24, any child
adjudicated under Section 8.1 may be played on probation or in a public or private
institution for delinquents, or with a child welfare or -placement institution
or agency.

Guide § 34(d) and Uniform Art § 33(a) (see chart p. 50) specifically prohibit
placing an adjudicated child in an adult criminal institution.

Two provisions are unique:
(1) Standard Act J 24.0 codifies a preference for placement with a person or

institution with the same religious belief or orientation as that (a) of both of
the child's parents, if possible; (b) of the child himselfor (c) of one of his
parents.

(2) Rule 32 requires that courts explain their reasons for placing any child
outside his home.

To prevent conduct harmful to the child, Guide § 44, Uniform Act § 53, and
Standard Act § 24.7-.8 vest courts with the authority to issue protective orders
against persons other than the child.

(2) Time Limits. Orders entered against a child under each of the acts ter-
minate when the child becomes 21 years of age, since the court then loses juris-
diction over him. In addition, Guide § 37, Uniform Act J 36 anl Standard Act
§24.3 limit the duration of orders of disposition in a child's case to one year,
two years, and three yeors, respectively. Otherwise, every order of disposition
is for an indeterminate period under each code.

Each of these provisions also allows the court to extend the initial period of
the order for an additional period of the same length. All three codes require that
a hearing be held before such an extension is granted. Under the Giide and
Standard Act, extensions may be granted when "necessary to safeguard the
welfare of the [child or minor] or the public interest." The Uniform Act does
not explicitly mention "the public Interest" as a legitimate reason for extending an
order that transfers custody of a child, permitting such an extension when "neces-
sary for the treatment or rehabilitation of the child." Other extensions under the
Uniform Act would be permissible to carry out "the purposes of the order
extended."

Standard Act 1 24.3 contains a unique express delegation of authority to an
agency granted custody of a child to decide where, within the jurisdiction of the
court, the child will live during the life of the order of placement.

g. Collateral Consequence . Guide § 35, Uniform Act 1 33, and Standard Act
1 25 all declare that an adjudication under each code is non-criminal and results
in no civil disabilities. 'T.he Guide and Uniform Act also. bar use of the disposition
or evidence introduced at any hearing under the code, At any subsequent hearng
other than sentencing after a criminal felony conviction.

h. Mentally Ill or Retarded Children. Guide § 40 and Uniform Act 1 35 estab-
lish essentially identical procedures permitting a court to (1) order a child de-
tained for a brief period (30 or 60 days) for examination, if evidence "i.Ldi-
cates" the child is mentally ill or mentally retarded; and (2) require the initia-
tion of civil commitment processes .by the appropriate authority if, on the basis
of the study ordered, the child "appedir" to the court to be mentally ill or
mentally retarded. "

I. Non-resident Children. Uniform Act J 39 and 40 contain provisions for re-
ciprocal cooperation among juvenile courts of different states when children
within the Jurisdiction of one court become residents within the jurisdicton of
another court.

J. Remedies Not Pleaded. Guide J 52 and Standard Act I 21,contain indistinguish.
able provisions permitting the court to amend the original petition or pleadings,
with the consent of all necessary parties, to permit consideration of an appro-
priate remedy not orginally sought.

k. Modification 6r Termination of Orders. Guide § 38 permits a child whose
custody has been transferred to request the court to modify or terminate the
order on grounds that: (1) the order is no longer necessary, and (2) an appli-
cation to the custodian for release has been denied or ignored. Standard Act 126
permits a similar n.otion. but on the ground that the minor's custodian "has
acted in an arbitrary manner not consistent with the welfare of the child or the
public interest." Standard Act § 26 also permits modification of any order at any
time. leaving the court with apparently full discretion whether to conduct a hear-
ing for that purpose. That Section also makes specific provsion for mandatory
reopening and rehearsing of a case upon a showing of new evidence. Uniform Act
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I 87(a) permits modification of any order on motion of any party, a probation
officer, or any person with an interest in the child, only on the basis of: (1)
fraud or mistake in the issuance of the order; (2) lack of jurisdiction; or (3) new
evidence. Orders may also be modified to take account of changed circum-
stances, but this ground is insufficient for modifying orders dismissing a petition,
terminating parental rights, or committing delinquent children to institutions
for delinquents.

1. Out-of-state Supervision. Uniform Aot if 41 and 42 contain provisions not
duplicated in the other codes. governing supervision of children placed in an-
other state by a court having territorial jurisdiction over the place of commit-
ment.

m. Termtintion of Parental Rights. Uniform Act if 47-50 contain provisions
not duplicated in the other codes governing procedures by which a court may
terminate parents' rights over a child, either voluntarily or involuntarily, if
the parent has abandoned the child or if the court finds, that as a result of ir-
remediable deprivation a child will probably be seriously harmed.

n. Contempt. Guide 1 50, Uniform Act 558, and Standard Act 529 expressly
grant the court power to punish persons for contempt for disobeying a court
order or interfering with either court proceedings or the enforcement of its
orders.

3. Probation Revocation. Guide 1 39, Uniform Act 5 87(b), and Rules 383-85
permit the court to revoke probation (or supervisory status- (Rule 38)) if it
finds a juvenile violated a condition of probation. All three codes require that
revocation be preceded by notice and a hearing. In addition the Guide speci-
fies that the hearing, including pre-hearing procedures, must conform to those
applicable in PINS and delinquency proceedings, except that proof of violating
a condition need only be "clear and convincing." Similarly, Rule 85 specifies
that the violation must be "established according to the rules governing the
original adjudication." Rule 85 also requires, unlike the other codes, that a
court state its reasons for revoking probation or removing a child from his
home. Only the Guide specifies that dispositions available to the court after it
finds a violation include all those available with respect to a delinquent.

4. Appeals. The codes permit any "party" (Guide 1 54) or "aggrieved party"
(Uniform Act 1 59; Standard Act £ 28) to appeal any "final order, judgment or
decree" (Guide; Uniform Act) or "any order or decree" (Standard Act). The
codes variously designate as the court to hear an appeal the "appropriate ap-
pellate court" (Guide) ; the "Supreme Court" or "court of general jurisdic-
tion" (Uniform Act) ; or the court that hears appeals from the state's highest
court of general trial jurisdiction (Standard Act). All three codes require that:
(1) the child not be named in the title of the appeal; (2) that an appeal not
stay an order of the juvenile or family court unless' the appellate court orders
otherwise; and (8) that appeals from orders affecting custody be heard as
early as possible. Only the Standard Act defines the scope of appellate review to
Include "questions of fact and law" Only Guide 1 54(c) grants indigent appel-
lants the right to receive a transcript, or any portion of the transcript request-
ed, at state expense.

F. Administrative and Miscellaneous Provsio8n.-1. Costs and Expenses.
Guide If 42, 48; Uniform Act 1 52; and Standard Act 55 81, 82 provide that
generally either the state or county will pay court costs, expenses incurred in
treating and examining a child, and expenses incurred in supporting and caring
for a child under a court order transferring custody from the parents. Guide
1 42(b) Uniform Act 5 52(b), and Standard Act 1 27, however, permit the court
to assess parents, if they are able to pay, for court-ordered examinations and
treatment of the child (all three codes), expenses for appointed counsel (Guide
and Uniform Act) and for an appointed guardian ad litem (Uniform Act only).
Guide 148 (a), Uniform Act 152(b) and Standard Act 127 also permit the court
to charge financially able parents with costs incurred during the commitment
of a child whose custody is taken away from the parents by court order, but
the Uniform At prohibits such an assessment in the case of a child committed
to an institution or agency for delinquents.

2.Reoorde.
(a) Court Record. Guide 5 45, Uniform Act 554, and Standard Act 188 limit

access to all records generated. in connection with court proceedings to enumer.
ated Individuals, and organizations: (1) court officers and staff (Guide; Uniform
Act) ; (2)'anyone with custody of the child (all) ; (8) a criminal court, its staff,
and the defense attorney for use in sentencing after a criminal conviction (Guide,
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Uniform Act) ; (4) parties to the-proceedings and their attorneys. (Uniform and
Standard Acts) ; (5) anyone else the court finds to have a legitimate interest in
the cas. or the court (all). Additionally, the Standard Act permits access only
-by a court "rule" or "special order" to, researchers and. anyone with a legitimate
interest in the child's welfare. The Standard Act also carves out a special, more
restrictive rule governing "social and clinical studies or examinations," permit-
ting access to these records, in a manner determined by the court, only to re-
searchers and anyone interested in the child's welfare. Only the Guide provides
for separate filing, away from other records of social, medical, and psychological
records. (For special provisions governing fingerprint and photograph files, see
pp. 35-36, supra.)

(b) Law Enforcement Records. Guide 146 and Uniform Act I 5-provide for
separate filing of Juvenile law enforcement records and their nondisclosure to the
public unless: (1) the Juvenile's case is waived for criminal prosecution; (2).
national security "requires" disclosure; or (3) the court orders public disclosure
"in the interests of the child." Both Sections then list persons and organizations
who may inspect the Juvenile's law enforcement records. Included on both lists
are: (1) the family or Juvenile court; (2) anyone with custody of the child; (3)
law enforcement officers from other jurisdictions, when necessary to their official
duties; (4) criminal courts for use at sentencing; (5) adult penal institutions to
which the Juvenile is later committed; (6) parole boards later supervising the
Juvenile; and (7) the Juvenile's lawyer. The Guide's more expansive list also
includes: (1) anyone supervising the Juvenile after his discharge from custody;
(2) his parents, guardians, or custodians; and (3) by court order, anyone with
a "legitimate interest" in the case or the work of the law enforcement agency.

(c) Sealing. Guide § 48 and Standard Act J 57 both authorize the court,' on
its own motion or that of any person who was adjudicated delinquent, PINS, or
unruly, to seal all records of the case under specified conditions after a hearing.
The Guide requires that the court vacate the order and findings in the case, as
well as seal the records. Both provisions condition the entry of a sealing order on
a showing that: (1) two years has elapsed since the Juvenile's final discharge;
(2) in the meantime he has not been adjudicated or convicted for committing a
felony, gross misdemeanor, delinquent act, or for being unruly or a PINS; and
(3) no proceeding seeking such an adjudication or conviction is pending against
him. The Uniform Act adds as an additional requirement that the person show
that "he has been rehabilitated." Under the Guide, a later conviction of any
"crime" or adjudication of PINS or delinquency nullifies the order.

The effect of a sealing order under both codes is to prevent all authorities
named in the order from revealing that any records relating to the case, or the
case itself, ever existed. The only exception to this general rule of secrecy under
the Uniform Act is that the person who is the subject of a sealing order may
move the court to permit inspection of his own records. To this same exception
Guide § 48(c) adds that, by special order, the court may also pant access to
anyone caring for or treating that person and to anyone "engaged in factfind-
ing or research."

Guide I 48(e) provides that a person adjudicated delinquent or PINS must
be notified upon his final discharge of his right to a sealing order.

3. Miscellaneous. The codes contain various provisions concerning rules of court
(Guide 1 53; Uniform Act 1 60), court sessions (Standard Act 130), cooperation
of public agencies with the court (Standard Act 134), repeal of inconsistent laws
(Guide § 55; Uniform Act 1 63; Standard Act 185), separability of provisions for
purposes of determining constitutionality (Guide 1 56, Standard Act 136), title
(Uniform Act 1 62; Standard Act § 37), and time of taking effect (Uniform Act
1 64; Standard Act 1 38). The Standard Act appends a "Model Constitutional
Provision" concerning the establishment and powers of Juvenile courts. The
Guide's appendix consists of four optional sections governing intra-family of-
fenses. These provisions are either unique to the codes in which they appear or
of insufficient substantive importance to warrent summarization.

PARALLEL TABLEr--PAwR I

As explained in more detail in the Introduction, 'he heading "Legislative
Guide" on the following table refers to the Legislative (tuide for Drafting Family
and Juvenile Court Acts (U.S.D.H.E.W. 1909). "Urmiform Act" refers to the
Uniform Juvenile Court Act (National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, 1968). "Standard Act" refers to the Standard Juvenile Court Act
(NOOD 1959). "Model Rules" refers to the Model Rules (or Juv-e Courts
(NOOD 19609).
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Witas me ety days ahtim s san b-m e.i - the Sow-
cwt &Wi appoint . judges ci sh coona (mx a Lic Of

"prm wbce mme sbmU be sunmitted whim by a coa
miea o five members. coawmlmed as Iollo. cam member.
who sall acta chairam. so be deigaied by abe gvwaen d
bad rom of dmo m mgan eame cout; cam member desligead

by the mi bar mmocesateen ow by she mania deparment of
publicc m-Idm, yocb camiein, o simlna m agency). mdd
nor. by de m depwe a ofi meal hype. (Ca de;m1aana o
beah). VWen thim Act becmes dect the gatermar shall w
form the said jamim nascael. ad depeaments of thei daile
mIt his secamd as aca as pcaicable ball call a seetmg

o fb mebmem of the Caesinia. "be members necesma a-
passe in armedmag aeealeg a d trammame busimas of the
commission mball be paid by the mtet.
. The perscns whose name we imbelmed by the c€smmeima
shabl hve bee admtmd to the pacce of law in da ma. md
shall be e fed with ameree to their experinem and uside
maed o problem of family sad bild wel are. juvenile dein- 0quaocy ad camek mP a

'lb IUtems of eb jedom Am appoined sall be.

m.ed y.mmgmv - mascipmed by abe w -c tac
tY. r& jucmnldge sal erv ae emtil bis saem.o has beam appointed. Secomed.

tive Officers ing jodges &W bemappited rarmmi f ixyeas n dtamm
as po.eiw isdm m abe m , - be je g lies appomiL

-- Ii me. %I "pa . I-.
S fte e m , as a a .. *m.

5 5 (wOC"a coca). BOARD Of JUVaaeeX CoAXM JUDes
1. All of be jua&al coen judges ofube tani ibal castmamm

a Bared of Juvcenile Court judges. The Board ball ammmally

mealamm af Owa Dawnelm Dana shall men am matvl imes
a be hixed by it. but mae lame ofea tbao cna -ay sma macthi
sodcon call of the thaimew. h al va)!iblib genteel ponlicies for
the oulmdaof pnaeail tomatamd sba)! pecemlpi amfacanrm tua
adforumgoverning peovetirnd pracumcmaof the aimec Isasball
publih &namnmmmiepacaciibewccla ci the jamileeumwhaichs
salla)!ldmde mtaneal ail ter ia data o te oftWc werk sad
m- ac m enmestuiesa It maysaski ofbe problem of abel-
dees and famlieslA" nidl by themcts ad amyeaem d-
dm icr Sgiado.
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2.el aujmteppoinula cie a womed. vh teider iudedaD egpeom € dd u, d 'um= ssd-usc dkmt fr the

Dued Lwho dln be" Whe tice of dialect* o doe d. Uader
the goesia gtemu ui, the peidlagJudgesd witbincthe
policies etabisled by the Dose dmh directed thkl

(a) procouamlmes No then uveeik aeg a n'adia the
adw ofco m ,er€ Nod recruinuee md uxmiag of

(b) sta, resomaooas to thu Board for inpof
is out ervics;

(c) with the app oval of de peesilag udg. uppeoc cs-
sion musod urory, dleril pumIeIN, peee fa do I
,peed to the Dosed a d the direcm

(d) colect accmery sms md pepm' as uml sep e
of tbe vmtk of be

e(e) perdoeekut other d o thde pritsitiag kudg sdali

. Wht the D sed I a&hte ale cow imam dse.
q-ody prodw ithb ssenti pubBtOm. devetis. diojaL. or
roitid -eem eeqotuiead by this Act. i shell puwide thee ia co.
opaecim with the local mothoh &000 in ow 9 c by eb- OD
adhiog local m

AOmd stt ltes I S Cn it - oa). Baom or Jeivmoean

I. Anibi th e at &V aMlcurt c" a Boardof
huemile Court Judges. Use Dosed &N~mur elect from
newstg it bse mburde a ivifte erd No judoand dol.
omau Bard. The Dow alsboete am sased dtem be fed

bye ha bt am la in& cas thm I i =:-hob-sod a ll
ofothe bsism. As"W ab sh poilsa for thecaduct

touuo peucoht sad pacce of the aura. It shall publis
am at reparof at th work of thew juemile aoura. ahica shal
incude satiicalcosaddothr dow, ci the aourts wock and ssewica
wad eutmaL studitesei any miteof the peobleas of cddm ad
Sumali dea with byth dommt. sod soy eaedssmfor

2. Subject No the appruol of the Baud. the pealdieg Judge
sbml oppat a cdad adamisurtaw sad roexao. vfite foe the
Domed who sheall he w tk of. director af the psettoile court
tjujur thse getor) bupee~ame of the peadeeg judge mod wales
thes p1Mcm combfehed by the Dosed. the dueceuor sh-1L,

(a) pepare mm &ued budget for the moat;
(bi "omion proeadure gosm;mAg the wadmsuee of
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(c) make recminndatInn -theSaed fce ansPeoem

inourtsseriesa

(d) wect teePjsroenlti thpeiding judge, appoint spe
nuty. conuatan. end necessary clerical persnne to Performshe duties signed to the Bo-d and the duecto.

(e) collect necessary scauis and prepare an annual M
poet of the snoek Of de coW4

(f) p- uPeesnon and cwaulteton to the districtnm&a regard=&g the adminixtauco of court semrvcs, "eauwnn

of FresuneL. mtervict camig. sad fiscal management;
(8) pefoem, such other duties as the presding ,4ge bhal

S 6 (, ocasI coenrl. A,,orratcr, ToE~um AM reDxma

1. Each juvenile con judge. oe the senior judge Where the
Courv has more thanone judge shall appotat a chief adesinisre.
t,,e ocer, whoshalU have tbe tile of director of the juvenile
court. (lha director. .ith the jug's appeal; or, the judge or
the sent judge) shal appoint a aufik-et auner of astatt
nad other e~ialolex. and may appoint phsicinna psrchclogiea
and paychi aes to carry on the peession, clerical. sad other
woek of the court. Under the eneral supevison of the judge o
the sueni judge, the director sbU:

(a) direct the workof the sea snc rfng out the provico
of this Act;

(b) sesve on administrative, ofce for the court in such
mntees s personnel, oiwe management, and in-service tuning;

(c) make recommendations - the judge or judges for im,
peosement of court services;

(d) collect statistics md furnish report as requested by the
judge ad te diecr of the Board of Jueneile Court Jcdges

(e) performs such other duties an the judge or judges shall

2. All employees shall be selected. appointed. and peocaosed
thoughIs a it system as established by the Board- or. a seam
wei Sse).

3. No member of sbeae may be discharged exscep fo cause
aaa saer a hearing befo the appoing authoity. An employee
may he suspended spending suc hearing. Discarg of -ep*-et
appointed by the director shl be subject to approval by the
judge* discharge of employees anpointed by the Judge shl he
subect to approval by the B-ar.

- 4.The compensation and expenses of all emplo)es sb he
paid by the (county tranurerl upon tewratof %b cut
adicsr. which shall man when Meailed by she judga

4
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ALTUNAflTO $ 6 rsTAYe COtta?). APjo0tMTWer, TI.
X. AN" IttIS oF EM.ormn

I. For each juenile cour district the (sCae direct e of th
juvenile court, subject co the approval of the senior judge o the
district or. the judge or iudgest of the ijvenile court disrac,-cub-
ject to approval by the tioarsd] shall appoint a chief adleintadce
ofcer. 'ho shall hase the title of district director of the iuveil
cot. (The dcicrkc 4rcctor. with dir approval of the judge. or,
the judge or aaot ifdgce -here thcre is mote than oan shali
appoint a suficient c num r of uss caanoc idntcr employer*. and
may appoint ph)s ic n , pschologis ad psychiaurist. cc carry
on the profesiatal. cler..l. end ocher work ofthe court. Under
the gtncral copcviom-o oi the judge or the setor judge. d
WitdAin prOC-el9rc formiulcc by the sumo director, the district
director hil.

(a) direct di. work of the district st in ca-rying au the
prowiioos of this Act

(h) serve as diuictadistav offi for the court is
such mAct as prcicn!,.. eace smagcgent and i. ir
training;

(C, s--- -.. :o tboh judge of senior judge
- and to the staten director foe impeoveinni of couct aenre

(d) collect satistics and fmich epoem to requested by the
stae director;

(e) perform sucb other dtit as the jldge or sanine judge
chal Specify.

2. All employers shall be selected. appocnted. and promoted
through (a merit sysrems as eacablishad by the Board; or. a sumsmerit syseml.

3. No member of the =mty be discharged excepe for
cause and after a bearing before the appointing audoetty. An
employee may be suspended pending sch bearing. Discharge
of templo)yrs appointed bet the director shall be subject to ap.
peoval by the judge; discharg of employees appointed by the
judge ahIl he subject to approval of she Board.

4. The €tpensatioa and aenXurt of all employee shall be

paid by the (same treasure r upon the warrant o the s audi.
tOr), which shall issue when cecided by the judge.
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SLCTION 4. Rater.....

commato t*ASe finedc byu The a, M&hu NO the" hOf 1b10

Wh Mt-no a"tle cot&omdn"y hy.jodp. it

(t) fthleatgavouu..d

utotinto he on..a yeoroae tm oced* t Came. *& b

(31 peryahlocumtltlarhnallahiby orm

OLoe. do, C jO my 'In. Amt heung. a may cnat.
dus of n 4h cassoud wAac h. firLu ue heai b a tofu a do
nammat'It pm" ahy d. Am.

kt Viot I* c dato of . totg War# o. (aeqbe*ta oo

p..affi~ ctars ot00 of &* iniego oct te Reto dwon ooh.,th
C-P- 0toco %&a1 he ft 00 w- d . tnhe d ptlcodc 710tm
mum. sWl .3. chem Owe. of tbo t,&Mom ao mhebutw heioe doa podg

(4l A otoucoC "a he uduel by te iod a my am ad d
he aodte. .1 mey yacyths a -me oqooc dhane wita 5days ofin t
cd edcoco.ohee4shd p.nonoetubedowys

let If . bheot be%.t the PAPg o tnt tqwwt' o tud of do

v.ohn d. hy mw nehdo oshemommodWas ofdons, h

theeuit.m t owlhjuw~~du~-

UNIFORMO
ACT

3 th m~vJ .11Woo eho of " bac a aa a"eoe -. lol tdio dot

6 "It e xeecbtee eo.*oto he " a..y ppnj . yeta

* i tboUrte ocJwttejtm Ige st ua~tthvp. th Khe it qb

10 115t.-oa pootoleo by th-- Adt M1 ficr cuecoestag the hoag
11 the todetct .11t Woeo the e.., W1 bn. W.,,ad daot they
12 aet mtldtWhae the M~OWeeh..d by tejudge. If aPty
13 ch*fto the heantc. o tht he ecuthocted by the guggu
14 (c) Ly.. theo enehamov of . Itorne he " a, hoo he al"3
15 WIMuNd ctten todoeg. antd .euoedoon her .hepomao to
1Cth dge WW1%14 et , tooto and , p., of the &.op and

* 17 eonnnL .611 bIoIe govem to ithe purr,. to Ito eouono.
Is The -cudtenoote Ato .1. ad.. the. of oh. ORC I*.
19 heo ogofoeteutIef
2D . d) A mh-.o -he-d. ,tIy "ejo1, mty timead
11 .ItVf he o"ltd If. -al (-le G e" e w ntVNot t- d - ca1bvW 3
22 daos after ftocatgthe .otmccevoueedc othtono. Cc).
Li (e) no ae.. ehmtec a udoud thu &tndmp sad tomnona
21 dhass hec~oa the &w .an mano of th t who.um
25~ tcl~obteco~

I ML 4& 1 ~lrms 1..,-e I
2 11 theet a - e q'p. ottrtel reforee. eta
3 "bt -ec the, yh .1o the com atr. h oetet "ohy A1.3
4 he (scot IY the- toott fooge to the tvpeoot of th [Baued of
5 c..tc~.atC - ttc
a Ch)IheTow ~tuo.heethu o rouohoof comrs ana
7 vmoh, rseo 41 4o.te he heoot ., the Stot instance by a ar,&e
*1 oefto olo .1.4N euMAt.1 the heat..4f W, aneodeuo oVtIh ouh
0 4. Vtoo the re.ts of the he~teIg the bu&t eufte dal
1tO emaedonth tottet auta~ fot mot nwormw~tow for dl..
It jotooojtof oO 4 AII q Wnaeocpy *AdChMadoQ
12 p..teto the ptooekthe
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14
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16
17
Is

S 7. AeeOo~toI "oeNr 2X.ISM -tc Olson

The jodg CC ,Me . ju dge if C10 B mit C C oe. oMy
appoint suable .,oun,0ttoat d ia the law. may cs roc e who
thN hold oai durin ,%be plstureof the ige. The judge mo'
,dift that any ate. Or all cam O a eh" O widi a dioa.t to
be drtigunadby him. shall he heaed ia the Lac instance by

refet.e in the m.er two fora da , bating d aes by 'tw
cue, hut ay peoy 11p7. eqO * o hov a houcnig before
the judge in the Liae intumm At the cousion of. heoeoog the
ofotee, thall crenono peempoy o- them iudgeO aNl pOPu et416"S
en theae. sygethmerwith i. Ending. oad eomAoondtiOme to
.com.

Written nof te rekee'i iddp ece-emaandsaon.
tht he gi,. to the pom%. gndin. at custodian of woy child

in intstoc. A boceing by the WW.le W hle 311"..! it ene Of
thom fi1s with the coon. roqumc for e,,rv,,. It- ikod Cotha he
rqecum is Led wita the day ater the -- o a --'I -ee
untieim N a buowing Jo bov, i n queutd by abv PAM-ty

19 coduerd by d oa. t e bming thoU beopoc -,u d men 1 "3"

20 heatd by thg soeoe. proid d mew er"ei mayI-be ad-

21 mind in d discetott of the judjg If a bowng Wae dat

22 J odge mt . Vmd . 0- 6 ma dp ee w to wvd. th

23 Lad. tad ummntudanns oo .&.4 bou atiowmd by

24 nma d tOf th jAi botn 6, deat of he S'meg



~-:ta~iOfl SECMON 5. Probation Sernioa.

;,. mI -I. d , A.k. prw of ph-boa sod

A (2 mjja.a s Aw be ofnnad apnAad cs-ad PfwAaad n I"nO I

1..man ann q.ms mom~l dtm

SECTION 6. Poweas and Duti of Probatio OfmIr-
am Socal Smric PenInL

"d a.'ftmbaplnataadi .
Illm Wv the P,-" "d d-ll

wosa mffanb aaaa-nna of pnnAaamp ada Mt AM.

GIAn. Mni fanan V-w psbd afinna of ndw --- Waa~ ab

a~~aan~ af -b a-nna nnnpad by d-a AM.

aaab,dodofaigna.s

alsa AAAanYseaiuaa .d~nIal~na

U7IZPQICACT

II - ~w na nl.L~n b.ig. nAnnw Pba of~ ibm an" wil don

S1 ..nn1,,, &" l..w. oh i a t. Ad by bimL Onannn. nba

16 p-g nan .aaba dna lanbnnc anl W"AaWadnnan kW nba
t7 panm Wba. mbam n" 6. -. .and m.f # 4*V.M

1 Sazna1I 5. ma, Snaaa.

2 l(a) (I il aJl . Ml __ 1 tpan laaa b

(i I AM of "lannaan~annalinn

4 -1- Jna..lN 1- the nnaa Of lnatl 14 I lannlnn ta-
5 .a kab' l "'d .n.. r Ln pn"* ONK die nnL Tht

F 4 a-nW TI i. a - lh- 1 & - .nlnn'n aA I
q . .. I.w n n I nn lw a .rt gI n h l iand pnwm alliMs
10 or nlan ~ nii '..-A d.I ba npmmn Iar tb
II , m~AAda ( pan.innn lb d-- 1

13 lbh I A ash.. I-n ll'np -Af Of CAM'0a1 Ian,1

14 lamtyil (b"l 'a
4

... d9yanwtnallIn *ba G&M aa4l W nl~ Al

IS awnanl .bflU' an an.nI.I SW A4 aana aak. naSolbw . nnil
15 anona 4 Innn-.6 Th m4a c. t land shal ho IO ' I*l,

17 * l I f. dn 4% bo. w(1 l n 2Wl e nh1 n
i a a"1 - s. .-n t Pn -.a- d W n 00t by nba
10 11)nka~aaa .1 cawanlanl 1.a~a Inas 'anoy ibMann dapt-

0 wal . an- 4%l V- -A 1 o. 7 Ia1 bL- nbc l - a-d
21 dmfmnala..&l

I Snaan& lp-n.-.d Daa~bsaoa
I (a) F.m he pnap 4 aan.nm An baboj s aIm' d pa
3 Pamo dd- A aal* mia to dbn bMWa Of "WI A"t w
4 Iapaaa b, lnCAaWi A paabOnnn0&naala2

S (1) aa-nhaa. an-.a aa d a

10 %adw tim Ad.+•1I (3) 4-rt" and -- ht 0 ann n@id - b poudi f i bb

12 prnaknc na m W , by <sa di de ar nal
13 mt oWbf6y baa-.
14 (4) k- APP.OPAa, 1nlsanil 0 Gbn Pa as -,PJA

10 aSdnload0adaOAbli i b
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(5) paeide soal and family muaatttaeg

(6) peferom ae other hscam at atem diimaid by "i At
hf by woof West pursuat ctta.

(h For t A po , of toti dot a pmb-- o AM shatao he d-
primi m uhe ma ocaoty and plat in napatay tat deli ain a adar
i, he superviaio a dmqrem at meid oro d & i an d of wpff-

vison tba th oto oth*& hat roatable cm teo behl,.ve dat the Md
hti iolimtd theodooams of hio ye9htioaoetha he my Am hm do jatat
daedatf thettown A pttheetadiieodoaam bavrthe powersof a ea

heaoficer ace my he aga t petamn tter thes At witb repeta a
ptai eban samaptabaroaotheett mrand. aatpee

tcl It a pethaoa e tier acldlin m a ad. he don paae
a pm* a a5lteat2)mod 59.

Guardians

C.
Prehearie
Procedure

1.
Police
Procedures

SECTION 41. Guardian Ad Litio-Guardian
of the Person.

(a) The ate., t may e'a.se peo & p trad. d te wAt, my op
Pivot foardaaa ad aae hora &WWis a0 party a d. proaelag, if bhas,
ma poeoc at gimadian atadias appearing a he bealf at ti m

rmtyattatthwaltet & pMoceec"fo atatoaord

(b) Tho0aurt.t my pmatdhg .t r do, . iappiat oped.
amof the pasm 1o hatdl m toy ca 1wbe it haeda that the deli tmea m

haw a naWal o Wat aort pat a . pation a ettat doedee pibe.
oup ort algaly apoted gatodisa of his patiot. Nioito at eatphayee ofta
Sun a ott)a polic agery. or p.w aeny a, tama ah awIs
aeth lap taaady ofa dd deall be appointed guardian of %Me pm ma
-et. parental rghat hat beant emaaad tad he spiny at inoao me
bamtdattd a plate dtid foeadoptio.

to) ha may m ataiaf pama so Section dtw) th -ma a
theraietmas bttette P-taa -habb "e fathera in math.ter a te

SIVh Qmadofthe cha

SECTION IS. Taking into Custody.

A 6A guy ebea atatadyurv

(1) P.Faa o athe order of he court taid . m. 1 d a
21(

A. (3) By a Is. eammenoitie ohat he hai .attoala
Custody groaaada a hbeo * t he deldis adig fas alem or mapay of

-a imadmas atae been ha amwidaa6 old dot he morad a
simmer si

UNIPOI
ACT

(5) ta. AD ,utdr ad dti a edd ,,e i.. under hes
or care , Jlfnoa-4 .Aw.Z 4 .pcia;~t ta=

if the probatom ocr has reatteabe me a bd h "t
the dgls hmbh o safety a n * . wa that ha
may alond abe - fomd "ju te sdictio d the coo.

Swhe odred by the.mt p ot he Act. Eaept as
provided hy t"e kA a t ,t-ar doo ma limit th
poee d a telw mflcav m te. Hes may not Cmdct a.
tat, y proalp unde thin Act aghm a dw be Is

may be uder ha u r tpereito. mud
(6) perfoem al other F Idlaa , md by , Act . by

order o thw out pttmat tharesia
(b) Any of the fegatg itama may ha pbfetnd F ,i

mate state if esthated b y the cot of sto ad pe-
, I bdy thoam oaf theather daft

Swr$.. St (Caeirdim ad lAes.L] The cat at -y - of a
pocedn nrthi Ac.opptiaso a arty O At "D
moti. a appoa a g,,,eth ad Usine for a dald wbo in a
party to the preedat if he hat he patent guadian,. a e
dim paran Id. betul w thew *m. catitt Ith be

m y other me a-i eh" the Iats of the &del tqjiee a
gardian A party to the ptoeeabgtof hise mpoye orae.-
teate .ial aot be appoated.

Summit 3& lp.ta jad Duties of Lagst CiadIm A coa
dim to ,b kp custody he ba pm, by teoat nde.
dti Adt th de rt*a to the Physialutomdy of thse &MA the
right to a4t., the "at. af the cre ,d ,t of the
eoaa lidatg .4d.dy saftal care ted the etst maid dety
to provide for the care. Prakteaft. tare= IL e' a' ad
the phyaal meta, ad aM aefore of the dl. Vm bl. at
th dmram wraitotma oC-Ow order sa the daimmi
eahtam drtes of the ehlvt permit o rde

Satetta 11 fyTfM 6"t CWtadg-)
(a) Adtialamay he to"ttttoctoly

(1) pumst to a derof te our imiterthisAt
(2) paotmt to th tlam of Wt:o
(3) by a lawe enforefteaw oiete, tar daly atoh-i-d or

of thert) at th.r we reasahle grounds to hetlere that the
thalde satoma fa oreiopry or a toin -dite ding.
feat bin .Vomatp and that hes emoa a mcsir

(4) bye. ka, tfatvtet oSM r 4111 dal mtamd OSar
of the eatl it thimeat. tesmabttgmdI to IA -ew that the
thalt hat rus away from hes para. gmordisia Or oth. m-

(b) ha tolt of a cheli te amady Is am 6& We. am
for the vpema of datatalafag its vahthty madw thon aa
of "heSteeor of theUnted Stow&.

STAINDAD ACT snd KO=ZL RUMJ

S 16 TesAtoN tazsela INTsOCSTmor. RatMlA111.NOrTIC
A hild amyhbe taken into cuattody by my ohr of the poemo

without ordee of d judge () wheat i de pratoatot of th
ti.the ld haw vha otad a mae or federal lw or a county
or -mmbipsl aedimance; (6) what there toe reaon"l srotaidS
to believe d he ht coammd a ac whach if cossaattd by

Pe.d w uld has felte (c) wha hea aeromuly endangered
arrotmdatp tad anaeste riesoval appear to he tiem.

'4yfor h" proateioo; (d) what the anresmataable gounds

dbezoa theh has tan asay tramt his Paretst gamadia or
bega cumadim. Seth aai tat.insatldy ahall he e datmesd

I
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(4) By ai b-sees tO.'n .0.n wha b. bom
-11md No heit" w t he 6AM ba se ayam IN % assMMprCOW

b.
Police SECMIN 20. Criec&f &or DcraogCIla
Detenution

(a) lkesis by ditratpm so dr oesamf thh Am
achild chlasoomamaly duall amtbe phai or smamed ia deammaiaor &Ae)
faofa pirt ao s core.s 0050500 sle. dessesie sofi am astm

(1) mpsft at eo rop V of otheticc f dh66.

(2) hecar hehe so psoapmcdwi~aaediskaroshi per-.

so mmpaturhe soytrieoathe e 6r'

(bhe haotrotr demem or tiosrrLshtotterceis almactia
(a) *43Ow -re d c disiof & I peiootetmbit, e tioiig
abm -- - so of abd a n aii usosaud prori to sba coesa dmawima

*SECTION 2 1. Release or Delivery to Court

Wa A p ma adme a id Wm candy &AiD aith tO emo"

(1) tdsdotedald a bt puweuv6podisaoremdo" oW
lhw itd rtl ad-rase segiyb .ppor

(21 ho stan Ohhso h6 poroauidis at a"
dele peomss brsog Or absld before he sown ekeo saq^o by
lbe ma. eW a ilaeen in Io dtin or amest anotys" t.
I" m F - eis else"2%or

ACT

Senm, 14. ID he ets of CL l A tbh sho b -w
mbelt me he, dI 'aor placed inssh a rs , pioirto Ow hI s
an he petitlm oas Wo detetion or we to required to pet~
the pee. or property of orhme or of the chiM or hecss the

i may ilsVs ,r lw .wvf o ,..m , ;f ;r.t.. ' -.
court ;r heromme he leas no patent. rur~t.lo air atedsiiasthedr
permn ale to protte soyrreoa o"t rare for itm sod return
him to the eour whben r.sr-l. or -t order for he deeen or
sbelrr care ltbon mAd loy t court pustit tol this Act.

Soenoe M~ (Raeam, or Debar
1 

to CourtlI
(a) A peans bsg a bita ito tod,. with i mambla

-po aid without Anst IA-Wt he "hkh i~e'rhere. All
(I) release the child to hi ptar nts. CAusb. or other em-

udc cpm thei prashr to at a the dild bfort the som
Own reque.ted Iy the ~te. sub,, bia dewtrom or shalt.'

cue waorated or required sadr occsme 14. or
(2) bring Ore eal befsov the cr or deheer him, tooa do.t

ftron or shelter ca frt ty dcuptoastl by the coo or to a
* soedlerl livlity if the etbd n elierd to mfr fres aa o War

pbytlal eutiitiro or films which requirs piopn treatmet.
Hr r.ml porayly ove wdtmt ane tlret, torture wh a
statrettt of die setter for tlaog the vtal kir esirole. ir a
pareoe. grawdhat, or othr e~to-Sir sand torThe rts4 Any tees.
y.t -%-toeeiets~.. Vi... I r-tewery -*, xvr*l
with this wtc eftl shill ,c dorm to the peroaem and t. a
tmt re er-r d by this At m.

1 
re of smt.

(it) Itia part. goorLo. o other rerreobase when .eeatd
Mslit to htg she childI befor, ste ~ro at ruivlded in ahecrke
(a) the roe may roae is wnAM dirrwt that to child bte

Stato et c suly anl loughtl Wor the com

STAARD ACT and McMMn XMW

Vbm an ofcat or other Ipomm aim a childh owa*
he shell immeduely notify do rentem. smdis. or eamocn.
The child shall be reml d m ihe a of bis parent ar o&h
%sPOorbl adul urien his immed . welfare Or the i

of the cOmmunky require that he be dracited. If de pnm
taking the child sno cotasody beliers it desirabe be may is.
quest tbe Parent. Iti.rdian. or custodian to siga a wrutgea pram.
ise to brierg tde child to the court at the amw di - rd by the
cort. If the cb;id it amo vead fomm cvsoy in & masbcabda
time, the clsrKC or other ptence is €heoeShll promely moy
the CuraU" of intcrtiosto ife a cmplaint,

If a Parent or other mponsible aduli fai so psoduce
child in court ss reqtirrd *by o authriad 66e. or whm .
fed by the Mut, a boussom or a raraoatiy be d for ahe
aPPrelce of Char pros or the child or both.

5 17. D wN'tysoe; Sstt.Ttx: RiZZAg Noe
1. If she child is am released w provide bo,<'h be ll

he acate witu stuoncemay dely o th coan or an d ph"t

OF dososolc Or shelso ate ,-amid he the cout. Any cbUl shim
mmo omdy wo requiem -morey fom be homebar who dom

a-e resir physical tetac e s Aal he Vw smpomay me
lnea low. bodiy ham or Oteru shomo alb.

The O Kcc -r other Pra o ,o brip a 4M an a doeatils
cc shelt facility sal at cam gave Icore? m the cmastaaca
Che lega b- t herefr and the -omo why the child wn, mmg
related to hi parenm. The peac- as di of de facility is
whth the child is placed sbha promptly gie nontie, go d cm
that the child is in hor curomdy. Afmimmdaredn ianea by
a duly authrized coi of the ceM. the jodgeo ac .Ob offe*
sall order the child to be released, if pafaal, to the wae 41 I
pam&e tuadinos. or cuadiam. or he ra order the child hold

the faCilst subieta o furtb ohm or placed in some other
appropriate facility.

As woe as a chid is detained, bin parent, sal be i6fome.
by notice in writing a for prescribed by the coart, thee sho?
my bave a poop heats , dang release or detiow The
julge may hold the beatin may authorize %bc referee to old
i. A child may be reesed c, else oeder of he judg or tf
with or without a heri. The d.-or my order th t. m
Of she child if an cider of de-sont has am bee& made.

2. No child sha be held in deetuia or shelter haSr
ihoee-friur hours. ecluding Sund aysnd bolidays. mklo

a pesnio bab h er led. Nl child my be held loote tha
eet-four bour after the flig of a pet sk u an. no rede
for such coninued deeteol or shelter has been stgned by te
Judge or referee.

0o,
C*
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bt cb tm a ma K of/ . c ftmk im cft AV4

69 own olr a am mm cIhW f& chM b bita a bemamw haag ~l. stud d . ak. 0wo eba.aasa-.aim hofm. ,aon" pbyat coos&dd or Cw ubakab
dWW Ia-p aftme. at - d~aeoi fmr oaidn"My Ie
@W~ posptr am o mona dhaf. updaua wMa uhm
of te foimshm 4.. OlINm a-a ~~- adaa
oao.wr €a-saomd a aso
Any quamnaag of "t cWat amom ampyukaao

(a) (2) La~l awbfam so & phor p, I wd coao-mho 'by

(hi s Wo. .d.M w d* p -, d ,-- (tes k. 05srn probe.. m(br me n ah dm. r ade a mam atf ofse ok
or ia of a t I I an per, sdaoq b the COW% he.. mm.

-1 ,c W" S. de k or a adm .. d&W am% w
ane a oo a-in espasee msia Se... 20r a. ha- aelm by do
- Au a epooeoSsosea 15.

c) Cl - pua. goad...iw o a-*=d.ambb ke ooqoa
bkagA hodau -oho a- Ips; , k is bamob (.5(2). shea-.K

MWim In wmdkoosdog w dhM. ubmoi.6s-os.h. .,e

UNIPOMN
ACT

See . 17, infra,P 35
STANDARD ACT end WADEL RULES

S. No dali o&ul be ria-d foam domswmp is me.
coedasie woh the proea df *is ACt.

4. Noohfld *hant fim naba da-hod is a pofi aso*.
lwkmNp l.s. ar p"We. a-apr &mt by the imdgs oratoris which
the em hreI-Fr on be apeciad. a daM si... yes oat
ego wc oli whogmad. I co coadidos .adaga the m(f
?f cob., m the domwi.. fci~fr c r mwls a-bo placed
lm mo ow plae o miaoa dwa the judg coeside.
peoac. kocudiag a ju0 or asyohorpbaof Iisa e for odum.

S. Whew a daM -uceowI for aisim1 wwodago am
acinedasc with the provalo of Seam 133 i asload be ah&uf

he hald in the isamtla- hodik med for peso tarpi with
ac. um oshewe - %eeI by the aok.d cmLo Whm a
thaN C ised IoI cmemk"ed ge a- q a t iwmsaa be "hof
be pamptly umoa-o.d f.te w ojf a a-ia-es.

6& Pmow.. -aedlag balg ohmS am he appicable go oS.
4m. dtaimd is macedam with the penIeumko.-oatib At. -.
as da Wa ay be allomwd whoa x &d who ahosid am be

7. The shamS. "sd. a- *wi & im be p thrg a ja

whoa a thud who is cc appeam be ho d osiacga- 7m, t
aw is se a de halik7 .

MaL 2 A~salslc to Shekar or Detdo
A- Pa-- wAho haag. a chili toea helter or are.

a-c &acofy cda te the hfsth @a at the faity
a * d-depeat tottmg fwit te emoswhy the hil
W". not rdca to We pues. guarda- or Cuo*&,&

The il a&- odoetha? ir pa e. release e h ltl
to the we of hit p-43t. geaia. or cusodiso, o
a-p~l admi te il to the faik7 oshiro to further

orde. cc amY p&WO hhliIn sam other appeopelat
facimy.

A coW of the repot. solth dostie when the dhid
wsbrouh Wo the facitt and oadaeg the reooo why

-hdduwo I m atstohefseefty. it e wuso a&.
weled. "hl he Srd wMkcth w t without dla

If - b Gnut &Wr f ava&o whoa a chid ka
brogh to the lacifty. bif dis der Mane n a-i
12 AAo he -ptad by the upmuar Of the faift
or bY a pffm. deftd by thu -orIhc

I,

SUSJEC?



xZmlSA2VLz UR!POW
calm AC2 STMtU ACT ad M0W WX fl

m l. ?* e AdmAmA to Shker or Demteam
The amae em d"D mady my chnld .moied to

shoeltan or deteti on the reaim fo the actm,
md lhetOchs wider ulk 8 mad 39. Ue sh" aso
notiy thechild that a hewrng wil be h"l by the toe

tmrnm the arcesty shelter care a deteemt
md td. it nch car, is fmmd to be aecesary. the cvst
may sap s o order ataehraag shler toe or detenin.
fee upto wc dap r ntil the adjuodcatory heaaig
is heUl pe ifg that it is held t- d . 'This
Ias'oaiea sA be Qsas 6m the hid at the taw he i
amimttd to the fanility.

The istAk O&at sAnn Imsmaly warl~ the pme.
Omts. gwsar cieodlum of Ch CWd, by tel-pite
or telegram, that thl" Ad hm beta aditted to shelter
cmae a dettn, and "ha reuest them to come to the
shker or dettinm Im'lity. At his Ltst maet with O
th-m. ie AD inorm them why the child hat be" ad

a.akec.a daecmim and what their rjeht
aet 1 ea l es38omd .

Ht haialsmo blae them dt a e will be held
by the ,m - I . the necessity for shelter carl
ar deatamd t*a I mch eaeb flaed to be smea.
MY, the omet may sV m atda authorizing 1.elte
mm orte t I - So epto etm dys or mtl the m
imilctoey hIfe Is loW pro',~ that It bs heldwtb mm dass

A wttm statememtmnin the ao infmam
d1 a be tios the pmati pmdl at catodiam at
their fist m tm with dorA. I they nt alv
at the fafty w nlx hos aftr the placemtm of
the Ad dhe facility. this w otmeaet shall b

See Rule 16. &nfaI p. 35

at
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SECTION 47. Childrcac Fingerpda -PbhorrPb9L
Finagerparints,
Photographs
and Snarch** (s) Pepm as ofeis a chad 14 o oymc of eW ai w hiaesth

,aoer may be makt ad filed by he oIm ac atr eeaie dte
Cmeemm faci feloyf te cou damam hod Ahtde <b"h c mdm--d"the
al nd y, the ierpjum card aed all cpalms at egeapeas AD be

(b- It esse fSerpimc lomnd dhea the eam emco f an - of.
ineweendasm e miramaew o; a mu ma betc dt they awe thaw of
dW eCbl a tacdy. he my hepem d ilpnd Car PAM Of ag W a5m
fo pimpem of eaedaue ocmlnm w" dhe fisappc U dhe eam-
pm a ec amc. the fL rrj card d other mpci th d epe
ohma cMll he imomedeay deea e 11 the isp~ac Se akint ad t
dl1 a saedar 14 y e sof cd colord a meet lede em md
acher topes of dw filgeryrma chill he dAtwel ao mac heur for Ampoti
U t chQ a. am ient a mcn dar peas doll he eimamdialy dcca L 1" 1

(c) U heOWS "ailthae &ld 14amWeepeaciOf W ba N

nmecd a fhiy dat peeom my he ececead isa l at an 40 m d
lame deamy pecacild doe they chill he leep aepmar from th"fof aiche
unde Ved seaem"y maca Wound a capecoca her mmpcaeIa Pposes
by hew enfocement ot1s a by mcaE of thedame Ar o cty in at mum-i

(d) A dild in condy dll nm be phosgafi fo he acceced aatm
k amc pompom wethee at cmaa f dt ni mn do am a -m.
leaed beasmedpea

(m) Any parmm netell e.ho paeeat dif the. m is
mmiqqaoimmam

UNIFORM
ACT

(a) No dtid uner 14 yea of ap deA1 be fierprined in de

areaeation ofla oras. eaeeu provided ina et~d dme Finer-
plae o a cluld 14 or mae yema of a e b rei rred to the

cer way be taken ad led by Law verme aellc in to-
essagatheg "h ,eecatsceof the tatlaceag watmes: lcry each
where murder. acaaeiaee mmh toaame raps
- .bbr ao-e asmak hanglary. bomramg PAIW

child AA be meataa. an a load bud only and nct mot to a
cmtra ctae r federal depmitcr needed te e m

(e) Figeprint ed chadekn way be inpeced by law e-
fmeeWa 16 tmee necessary her the &acarVg of thea
offcal dataes. Other iapetions may he a&Whaacc* by the rec
ha duaal easm upon. chewing that i is evremry in the

(d) Fncvrcpmb of a child hall be moved (rm the Ie ad
detroyed if

(1) a petcam afllain delquerey is not k4d a the pra-
ceehdmp ae dllused alter eater a pettaca a iled or the
oma isa trnfereed co the fucele ort me prvoAdd m sec

or the child a .dlu4eetod cat to be a debaqaen cla or
(2) the huld roahs It yma of cp and teer me no emrd

that he rConmed a Mrmaal oem mlte eaclcng 16 mrat

(e) if hent flaierpnm are foued duarg the avescegcc of
an der. and a lu enfrceerci olcar baa pehbte iuae to
bllece that they co damnc of a peatara lce ild he mcy iecgee-
peat the ebud reaoa of age or oease her parperof cimhe
medfeteemacc witth "thet toCePeiac. Vf the eomaero
s negative " t ,.gespet eact and other cepe of the fhater"

peant tm clAA be hacuedecaty der . vthe emparaman is
paittce cnd the eil a record the reout the aarpct card
mod other copes of the binpemtal u era cdam he bdetwered to
the aort for datpea io. It e child a ot referred to the ec.

the liolevriots shallhbe ieelatey dftyo&d
(f) Witbout the cnmc of the odge. a chld &Wal be

pheoarehd after be is Wsm. Into cuody calm the can ha
,torelrad to an r mut flproecuticn.

S2AyDAR ACT and XUDELa RULES

wAoz 43.x Fingerprincting and Phoctographinag
A child may rot he Sagvrpelated or phoctographed

calea bce bas beea taLem at custody foer a %iatiee of
law and the roat he deteimed that there ia'preb"e
cause to belirce that the fngrprint or phtcrographs
mod be taken tf the purpose of estalising the ouet's
juridlction ovw hi. The court " designate the *.
cia wio A take the S grprinas or photograph&

Unless otherwise ordered by the cot. originals ad
oil copies of sach fiatgerprict or photographs shall he
desto yed after a diepodtm of the cue has ber made
and shall not be led in the couat or with any other

.mtmu~tal ,,-lt or agency.

= z44. Search war- t

Applicatim for a acce- warrant ., co etion with

A jitene - peoceedig chaDl he made to the irae.
ds court

See S33. lnfra, p. 61.

0
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sEcIoN 13. Pcddnd-P2elimi1y InWq1it-
Audthzaion o Sk-t

( ar d) a gagdI v t aca eg, o mod of a p
thDi he rnal a the aher oacme of phail des The iahec

S )e before they anld wih d mrt. Deiionma
ci whr a fie a pr&laa el/l be Analm .

(b) i the n uhe aoum refin to anome a pmciticthe toan
ih st a tos dl be aued by the ba. ae of bis r ag P
of biu ta. b d( ). The ). V

m
, "rqe

toe ailmpent, sAll nen de Latetaal-i by *& maiuaem aW
cossiaa t . the Ma a" .w. mecinaohaeae O an

peat nab the mout -ha he bd sch ame a y toap
OWeetAntua0t to anneOF dotbtld.

ACT

betw& lcamucewpon of Phaco I geJ A ps~

u [M --1 reIde isetion 44 ke a~erb PA ehe I A

a" viostis faotraaeit-nlor
not (3) by the tcue een-Atg fsristct as poe i e-

aim tr 4 or accepting sto eivi of a child se, peayde to
-.e seti41 t
4 by (4),n oterat ownby n Mesft pstttic s ro i

F 114 d Act. The piktla, osd all ether docutost is the rssmD.&
ft shel be etilhel '1 the vierre of a

inis child) Inert tasds un ill 18121 y-at of avc'

"m I If M-Iiliery DeainaM.]J A paIa
(c) Vhea a shM is is damaaor anee a m d t d a of a under this Act At be ed mens the psratfam oterj the

p a am ap "p by" d &W " b he d ant. orn person h mauorted by the mnt hasd .d and
nkmo& Inaa Ia thoe,6 ntaln did the Slie of the pro (la it 0"de

(dl The iaeM a tm of p ,ba n an this w bam bh t of he public ad th eritikl
ak mit the im as PNW paotork oris aria - Iwa toe anion an-

Iroan h Ob pepomm of Ai adjiaagsmm oraear whai l t
A im b she netty fo Uia a ms Oing M d a pany m
anc he ansysiesd MtoIW Wta ti CO anetea, -0 pud P MWOr
"m seay ptoe Sas aqmn ns Wfeniucts *A eat aid fIor a peitd

(~alda) cmm by at s heuafofa a d iile

quing or Md of s-pevisa tAA be d is t mdn i ma an
illed tl toda Inn dhe days mlah m nfeead to amitohe
afficeof ptbiu -

SUM=~

2.
Petitono

SUIID ACT and NOD=L RULs

5 12. CoAMarn. DMTeIerla oe': Pre!m o

I. Eacept as prvidedi sudivision 2. whenever the mot
: fidnmsed by any perso hat a child is within a hepurview of
ihis Act. it shall make a peclimaa, inestipta to determine
whether the incerests of the public or of the child require that
further action be tate. If so. the court may authorize the filn&
of a petition: or may make whatever informal adjustment is
practiable withou a portion. provided that the facts appear to
establish prim fecie iuridictian and are admitted. and Ptrovided
that consent is obtained from the parents and also from the child
if he is of sufficient are and undeetzuading. Efforts to effect in-
formal adjustment may be continued not hester than three
memhs witheit itw by the judge or the direcit.

2. In case of violation of a las or an ordinanc relarinit
cO operation of a motoe vehcle by a chil. preliminarr invte a.
tion and petition shall not be required, and the issuance af araffc
citation or unmm ns hall ebeAfichm t invse the pettidiction
of the Comem

5. The petition and all subsequitne court documents shall be
entitled "In the interest . ... a child under eighteen
era %W e.- 7 t petition sheli be erified and the atatemens

may be made upon information and belief. It %hall srt forth
plainly (a) the facts which being the child within the purriew
of this Act (b) the name.aMo and esidenei of thechild. (c) the
names and residence of his peta-t (d) & name and res.dence

of his legal guardian if thee be one. of the petse or persons
ha,,ing custody or caet of the child, or of the necress kaon
relative if no parent or guardian can be found. If any of the facts
herein required w am known by thet petition the petition hl
go Suce

4
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SECTION 14. Pdo-h a ltOeew

(a Seheena 0ema (b) if dhi emma., aOW amK Meebl
-aeen 6. pm.ag w aamen .mm ead ynehtel v-a-s an-

nam a"be aiped by m" p-m We es hmn onae f she h-n nAqe
ititbnmatjana cda maih eyeenn.

(bt) A mf a wed of amper-ma pam my We signd 0*l bF
-mm dl tht famim -, &t seenoe of 0, PJAt or 0ema.
maml amay hme ar aAnwd *0 pm-am ore "Peea"aa of thai

Amm a pewasom *aa poali or Firam igay paatheg atcS vice

(C) TIM, )r' aitalam tw. i a P.
imp a Ibe Catm Sa~ metan pd~ . a i we a# O0PeatM-

(d) Pseanam Od be "64&d -1m the Me aft-- a thiM
mAed&Mkehe ~d by she - townat.

(0) P , i Amen m ah Withpedcitsy

(1) the lena whicbhea tia ch Ch wheni .bm poeatnnaf
Obeaaao (W~)Of *(Se 7.weh -o , Wmka ad bfddi&

i t is ma *I mtrwsfihdm: b hec~ i nslo

w2 &a mew. bath that ad neada. "Imsn of the chil

(3) jt em wa egehee addena a he.sagm 5w eed-
iaomeaao atndilA eptan d &M If wite o# him peeae. p-ed
at omad a mds ot cm he lead Within tae St. i thei ng-

eed ideaftsk ste aeo.i ak bat, ch me. the A a aoo- " et

mmidie Dama aim

(4) Whisr*" cicis am . aA id. P b Of a
&wMs, Aaa d eft he Waa Ul moaw.ad

(5) Wheme onyf 66 ic bassimn qethe a am ee jaOW,
-des-mf

tINIPORt
ACT

the teisaso may be m de byany ppm., baleg a w eee-mee *Ww. Who has imeisdes ofP th-e facts Aa' or a

aod 1een 11~ th* ey we use,

Sea., IL iCoer,, of Faa m.j The yeo d,. be ,,
and wit be aa blomtme id belief t dmA e Lth fw&phyr

(1) the ild ahbelg she cflj WA-b she *%adid of
she Court, whit a Asaomm t tht its ba d, b latintrt of the
c6M and the poble the ,.' Uee taoge " OF d.-
heqwmn yr Wely no mhet In alepd.thei the dniid i is ad

(2) iseamm. agead e A mte . t sh tid
oa Am k the peelam i htuggeh.

(3)djammdseldee1aadarneilkso Sol 11~iat
of the pusee gentdite. at tuaedimn aftshe eitd aod of the
dAXid q~we. it any. i*m of hit parent. Saadia. or cup
aodlm rogd" at m bet foand 'd' hi jw oraOF at iheir re-
eetimejamel t eid aedji aft aheam,. ehe mm od
ny heaw adit releatie g wX the (Oea at. of
that he owAjethem, d- &egleelse eade oema e, the
iecalms of the coat and

(4) 0 do did in - aedyaedVasdepthe ig eedms
ham end the dog he was tshm Ime e, .

STAIDARD ACT and ViJDEL RULES

am&~ L. ltcepeties of bape.At
Jofamauim sho a child is within the coant's w

to act dal be rfrred to the Wntake unit of tii
ban dpeltame, wla dulmeae a pelinny deter-
maim n t to wlatia the facts presented by th cow
plu-hst ate legally mlsrient fe himr to file a Petiti n.
if th facto are not lelly sulcientt the com plainant
dial ib. soled mand may be referred to n noer
eAgey for appropriste asetic

lite beta apper tohbe legally istie t far the sling
of a petiion. ad if it fuathe appeata fie the cam,- aimo tt juedieiala " is In the heat l.terest
of s pu or th iK Flthe Intake aeLt may aithelne
the immediate sling ofta petition.

If the ioaeani uni eor afer a demand by the caw-
plainenat. to authorize the fling of a petition. the coin-
pliga an he Warned of she reatt for the ref snal
of the emVanet and A be advised gig e o ae
mit9* icoemplaint.in writing to a judge ofithe caunt.
whOaiay. after consulaty o with the intake wt. tede
the fling of a petition or may oman the actito of the
inake vuit

maxa I Ptitin to Be Filed, Explaaatiou to ?&rties
If "h intake Amr decdes to anihoetne the filing of

a Petition. he ala) so inform tlae poetiet pecommeslyh
person. and "l) eaplain the reasons far hit drefnleo
aod dt mumt of thwe ~an heni~g.

If she chaid may he rul~et to ruanfer to, she etieana
comet after a filing of * petition, the iaen atev
dia eapinhe the seenefer psaeta an a larth en Ralms
s-IL

a"& Contents of Peatieio
16e peties diall he verified ad the statements

diatein my he sme qpe. inteaotian sad be"ie. It
di" act fetl. in plait and concise Laago and with
esae pasitelawiy. the tiesha plaeadaae
of th ebt alleged and ima law w atadad of comfort
Aso* elynltd by tla cb.

-xs 7. Repaadvm Pkicag or Moltian
A perymmayilea w -RPIt edingat aetesto the

Aflagatiam of the ptitin before abthe such. ad
plmedingdiaol he ame saiele to he ntha'ptle



IGZSLAtZOVI=T, WrIPMi
ACT

3.
ltake M bs. t r*od A4-fmtc

(a) Bef a pa s t. A93d o pfltas s&w or &whr
All-Of OW -hese dr1astod by it. lobber to ft dlrornsa. may
h. eoma sa Id Wnas to dn pWon wh a vw to on as snn

amoument itappess:
(I) the Otn c ts t the O e owi"to jatsltott

oft&V cow .
(t) nou sd I dss vuwihout as slllutis

t
h to would be

in ttuut t OF s11W s ap s thra d K r s , sd
(3) tn hid nd ha pu SMitn or sdur.sonsm

*unrs siro ih LwAnut Wg An~sas tastolitgory.
(h) The gisc of rou"M~ ant nla rossot rtdead taosd•3 tow, t ft.1.- + _.- , 0- - . e t4-,. i.! .-

6w on .hndJonal psmod nat to weu 3 wnnl& sad da sot
aum t.in detents of the atM it *thwtse peeatod
by thstArt.

(C) As 6nts istn stasu made la by a ps upot 1. he
PrC sielss ausImas or salvw Asc tsin sIO ssNsoM Or opn.
torso. tarVsfraae 0thro slutas ft-o bsoa sg-ias thsi drertsov ow, atin s usqa hmy stro mqp in h snmq o dpaitioa
to a lososiocurst prsvahft t s acassoo ip-ening s rs.
him s01- Oass'fts (F the pnrp of v( pvte u hrootoaai.

STANDARD ACT and NOMI. WAS

aeca & Amoadmsat of Petitio
A poion amy be amcrded by order of the coot at

my timebforean adjudeatlon, prmided tht the ceout
shadl gri the parlie uch additional time to prepe
as may be required to Inure a full and fair berin.

atz 3. Intake Procedure
If the facts appear to be legally suilet for the

fling of a petition and If dvy ar serious enough to
w errant nuis tiption by the intake unit, the In.
take unit s"usl request the pa tie, by letter or telephone.
to attend on intake interview. If the child and his par-
cots e present when the complaint is made to the
intake un. the intake nerview may proceed tunmedi.
ately. The parties shalt be informed that the Ineniew
is volutay and that they may be represented br own.
adl at tse interview. Xo persons bIsa be ordered to
A ! tic panties !aa to appear, the LntAe oSeer
may immediately autherine the Ming a a pltiion.

At the rontoeneement of the isltiew. the intake
olleeshall explain Insimple and noatrlucatrt language
that a complaint has bee made and thas the facts ap.
pear to estahl the authority of de court to at. The
Orrha state why it appears that the allegtiton
of the complaint are sul6-ieltly serious to warrant sr-
the investigation by the intake unIL Th officer shall
then infon the parties of their right under Rules 33
and 39. If m party she's to be represented cour.
sri, the intorsaew shafl end and all further lntrrims
"hal take place wi counsel parent unku the right

In watred.I ithe o~iter thinkts that the child should he
represented by coued at the ter cniw C" thou
counel has not been requested, he sAl so advise the
child and his parents.

The Intake ircer may scheduled subequent catin.
views In an attempt to adjust the matter informAy
wihout the Clog of a pet ton. At any time during the
intake press, the firer my terminate the effort at
adjustment and authsoele the ling of a petition, or he
may duss the pasies without the Wasig of a petition.

Y
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nkJecT GUD

A ~ ~ rs~ 4Co -
S~cs.

UNIPOF
ACT

-~S 2Zcee (Sstrnc)
(a) After the press bas bernst lbs th ~ sAA fix a tic.

for hearse theseos, which. if the ciltda s deteasson. shl n05 hetal Mwca 5atar has tos tilvd, the maer "hl,diess the iwassat later thon 10 days aft& the tlan of-the pesslins. The~ssurt allof mwotssam edtal toathe cluld. dbto 14 at motiyeaof W ra &mctthe uam o &sno" o he arra f r otheWklgtd as he delsassaso. nte se f aupsssast. tad soother as s 9p5ean, s .la . .,gtd.s ad hstros. ~As amy toter pvrusas as appeargasrdo or sts Cswdans soA such aor Persos as appear w1 thesna to the cor to hepper~ or nraary pastms to she pssssrdssg.be pmM st rAs sriy, posem s the pnxe~w~nte rsqu-Ag sto apsats srsusirg thets to &ppew before she coses ;t tlse5ane tixed to an-pseas.lr bet., w t ha out dsa th ew r d as the lltaawns of th &. the stegesa of the petawn:'T1 mastn shalloh beprsomo. Momr she rsnadas a titawsd, the part or 9"tdta as bosh dartated to the staid it the at1ororse years of age or % allegedsballah4wrbe sd v h a asossmL Ifthchta arad.shespsseta& to bessaeanquen toraly chld.A cpyof he petntbl"alicbsr.ahus accompan th sawa ulss e a s is weed by psith.
(hi The tanan sall tistshe pasof the sht sob i tsuid as 55t to hrt Cste she pYuthe "Wnar "all eahteshpto,,dtd us Sect" 25 A saeof tar eso shall hr asneh w *as a m geeral nature a( the allegaiso a sd bhere a copy of the presow

MGM con be sbtained.
itt he 1d~. ay edoes s~s te maas cdes(h) The coute may rodorse spon the susn an oartier ditect.

pors uar ta. as other castilaa hoaat emotdy as stassi of the persnally at the hearing aod diretW4Istee person havssng shestaid tha cgshe ctsld she aaso- physi. sta t ly wotroe of the "stso boiefg she Cbsto athe
(d)ifl a Pypwkr hen 0&"se or s-0,4 sumaon, Ieee sth () t it aptoant from WdAtss U" or froma wonl setafyjudge. dart suld needs sh br rd ws sbesas or tMaref pona1 bcfaeI'. ourt ie t-At sh e rowkht servnn eatvssets ofsssau e Mt dge Amy adons aye. she suasos ta tredtt Mh~ sa ada "h stih at roslasegeriag ls Sr-kabhr seifars or tter of others.ast tshe suimsasm shall a ccW the5 child wo cuistody sod sk ban a or that be mtaysaracd or hetentoed ban te itatstess of timeCh lte of danesofhsistetrdutgsstihu esbftasf CMas.u o wil wes be beseghe belore the ounesotwthsanding she
ta) A p&st.Od th saesh chldm wyues ma of emnowhy 011vkcOrf she smsos.thse iejay edasa span threnna
%sn asetor by shaeaysp - -ssthehstoo an tode she a lsaw drowiaot aser esll ste" the anow

and tabs she Child %t Medatatanaubdy and haing hens Gesh
With before titeOnas

SI STAND AM, ACT ad ODllL RULSS

-55L .1. tsorasal Adjsuaswent lProcede
if the, intake ocam decides to coulinne the, huh.Proces and to attempt ieffrs.l adjbacet of the coe.

plasut, be shall explain to the parba that he ifteods
to ducus vw.aso pl for cotbnie contact with the
child by she probation deparetast without the Ming ofa petition and wants to qu,.stion the parties a reard
to else childs genemralheharior. hos shool and home.
envrionment. and other similar factors hearing uponthe proposed infarl adjusrtaet. The'partc al be
inormed that information obtained from thema y the
probateon department during the, inae period will antbe adwisible in esideace at the adjudicatoy hearingthat they ay wlthdr from the adjustent, peoces
at any time, and that the effort at informal adjustments5haU =l4 n er te ii g aof petition a a uture dae.
The inMae ocer shAll further infom the parties chat
infor atijustnt shalU o conatste an adjudica.
tio of jurhdiction and that if they controvert the BLe.
gations and wish the facts tobe detensined by the
court at a heating ano effort wil he made to arrirw at
infama aduet t. 1 ,

S L4. ScKkaoes; NoMacs; CsCW e r C atId
Afser a petitin.is W in &he ineres of a chil and afterinvessgasson as the ceame way duweT. "h cors sha a aw

snoo,. unlss he part hereinafter oawe shal appear velan.
,eeny. meai, g the peon or pnhsm wo hare &W cunody or
cot l of she child co appa personally and brin 8 e childbefore the court ate ua siand place snated, lIf e peoos =mm.
mooed isoor the parvert or guardian of ehechiad. shea eheparaew
or guardian or bosh "hal als be oodied~ by personl an ime
before ste besting ecepr s hereinafter provided, of the put.
dency of ste cma and of thse time and plie appointd Sunassrn
may be hessed requiring she appealing of Wa orher ; ,soo
whosernsence, sn she opinion of the judge. is neesary. If at
appesr shax the ts" isa tos conditional Moeradiags thin
ha webere cequirva nin. ias sam ctsdy. the judge my
order, by adoecm upon the soen, that she perso tar.
ing the saoemna aal ske the chid inoan%*ted at one. A
poem cc guardian shell he eotided wo she eote of compel.
etry procen foe she mandance of wino as bit *an bealfM
or an bebalf of shethild.

0
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ACT

(t) The m m th mar tht a party b wildtd to rowd
in atm pe tWseut.e ad ttnt t- ratd mall appon ed £ th
party he asthtsitahoIA - INdu IGMIMC harnhipt. MVIPt
esmet.

(e) A party. caher ttan the chK ota, may aotto msof sof-
otain by wrenets spslarte or toy oluntary appesenee at the
honsag. lithe ttlas prt-t at the , bin ius oW b
the coct-A of the parot, ganumn ce otr custodia a gamlma
ad Idatie ty waive urta of xmnoacs an hie halfj

SIJUJZC?
ZZGISUIVZ
GUzN SWAD ACT an MMOO RI,

Se of o n sWn l ba made Persalty by the dotie-
mY of an ateed cc" thereof to the person suouroned. accept
thoat ie jug it snoisticd that personal service of the cuanaca
or the nsterc providoo for ia the preceding section is impatcti-
cabic. be may order trvice by registred mal addressed to the last
known s lh te or by psubliacdieo or both. Ser"ce effecesd not
less than forcaght boon before the time Sd io the suamons
for the retun tltir-uf shall be suthieo to confer jurisclis toso.

ScrvKe of bomo ms. pioce%% or notice ruired by this Act
may be me by any suitable person under the direction of the
court and upn req o t of the court %hall be maJe by ayy peace
officer. The judge may authorice the payment of necess-ry tavel
eesers ineacreed by prisons sturnameosat ohrwkecie retit-d
o apiwar at the heaeng of a case coing within the pur ew
of this Act and such expenses when appraoJ by the juate shal

be a charge upon the coursey, for local Cou; state, fo ma"

court].

The cow shall promptly 4sue a summons requiring
the parents ma my other person or pesos whe have
the stodyor control of the child to appear at the hear.
ingand bin the led with thrn. If the child is in
shelter care or detention. the court shall direct that the
chld e bougit to the hearing by the %taff of the shell.
ter or dtentiaon facility.

Sc-r'ke of the suonntaso thall he completed sullicient.
ly in advance of the hearing so that reasonable oppor.
tuty to Prepare and plead is afforded to the partime.
Service shall be completed at least fort- <-.eit hour be-
orve the hearing. If rt. on adiou ncett shall be granted
upon request of any party not so ser .ed.

Sabpoas mY be issued requ;rnc the appearance
of aY Pe. -hose presence. in the opinion of the
court, is necessary. The parties sall he etitled to the
issuanee of Compulsory proem for the attendance of
witniesses on their behf or n behalf of the child.

i
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SECfloNJ 6. S=Vi., fjSUcc~AU

(a f. 'PWWM be aced -A& aMCMA be fond tch.n tin
Ie, "e c- t .aetD ls ermssy wtche 24 hours be.
fes,. bt Aemoable dw Sawc ba c . .4 . bsolo

ea GP hafet by mug"a a W1y do"(a by cmsed ma heoxIdy

e'm 4 d-m Or~* CON, wuh e a, easc Se, b. ma,4 onn ofhemsaa, guy be maaes b- by eaaas omdssa he hen p..ftbya ef- a cu) hao ea bbyamfe .I
f sAM tandgo"lbpb e "am be 4  cha mba he Pon

Wc Temown say sathan, m, epayee bom ( )k
ofd" Cmeo 01urwt M O 001" raet imcmd by pstmo

UOIPOSM
APT

STANfDMR ACT wee NO=E RULES

Sesame n fr-sibs, of SincJ
fa) i F, Fory " gov 0 46 aMoanibe "dwosm

and am be foud. hemmmums " e a md spin We pea
mucJly at' lo 4 bows b"de. he hIq ha , e hewka u
Seth. aedcoba biomd.tii 11 in Ib. - am a, -A h
rasonable chigmao be - i hda hme may be ownd
epmihimby-sil-gsoospyby 01d~eis aaI
J5~da ,.Ob hese Ebhe inaud Stlowouhe bee be
feend orsae s isc knhews. or bitheermoats a, adhemcs n
with aeessb hepa be me -d koea o rnm
my be mood efte by ddoa~g a coy to hem pmmssy or

(b) If sher resshir laoe be cmma be toedi or bhs p
of. saddress otamod. ebosa be hIis 1 atos he-

-b&d - -smmwserving 4 o Uo m mmb
lthe -an mw by pehiecimow; e -- w e ?bem 9 sb
am be mwba, mhss days de. * hdaoe 4the het pbbethss

(c) Seelm of heWANO say S omi by a" suft pmr
Mai podee do 1e, of Oe OMWe

(d) Tho~any -1 he 16 a Ic-fies toway lw
of he com of in d of seam eae , io
cy, petum WMa,..o a oeece, emae"ed LOa ppwc at the

The a l. Cd a de o( Seummam
flee m am om erol state (ha tlme. date., m d $ace ofbo&A -MW of lm petkom anda =oUm of tkhu

md. Rules 38 sod 3 "e be smed Uptha wfth
oh. mo .m.

If it s9m , hms he padoicm ad =e&h kveuim
b ha bem md that h chd is im mch todi or
M d tAt hb wex ro rMqu (m t h b e taken,

im mody. m -mt my made. hby emda t upom
Ithe em on a ph m en wg the ,umm m fk ev
he d d m custody. A mmmm, so madoned shell be

ow v by mar a pame e&=. a promative eAos. ora
&mm thmma n a ed to a hefld i ome*.

SECTON 17. Trme Limimcieme.
S.
LiesitAt O . (s) Os mm by r a beI ela hd. s hoqm eo and of

- sipeoma pecaw chi he dasewecd cah Pmjod, whaine ieosceeatm paom ma dmcwmamad by mdemsooa heas At ale.

(I) I0 &ys kom do sm p esm is 6d -m bot a
inmad4 'as "w uneaeme oahm lwbewma amo

(2) 20 b1s fe h daw dhr p.e .mOn a hu b a d.K
am i cdmmy far do, F@-- dwel to ishw pea.m as ew k
bond Upon d mm =t&, a tmmed a, a bol domain

(0) 20 dys In w owd ehposh i b.ea d, 4u
-m esnr to a mmody fo he oo ho( d i he insrma

(4) whs a.ke 10 days at 20 dy. kom de tohe CmM
-w mikes ion eem *yso dslmch .(.)(1) at (a) (2)
-a nonehe he, ommas damt heA he mild be wheo heo cuo
ad, by he 9&wmma her" emmr swsod doe a ham p.
*A*y bomm in -idy for he e*ema (mooida, e p m or a
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2. Pie -o the be def"ro moeermaombomm
for do mpoiny dm e of childeto be edmimmrid by
theeour, or. sbject tohesapproval ad soeicivm ofche coome
by smeorbee Molvie pbcar.o tthe ourtmoma
withieny tsi onon oageny having satifacoreydetenion facih-
tie md mvvive so recie children witbin the of the
com. The authoritis of one or moe cites nd comes may Wa
in the cancructo and no -e- -k of a join demenon. faclity
v-rving sad cities Vid cautm at may contract vdih ach othee
for such $sitne.

When a sesetio hoe is aathboe ama agency of the
cmm. necessary professnal d other employee for such hom
AA he appontd in the same maner as pieded herein fr the

9mintoms of sihor emoplaoe of the coolsdic hAiracs tobe
fied and pud in the same muer a she salares of other

"inlam )"u~ "s- J'.o s .ka mpdla y m-r c~d

,.m ucmEamqomehu wdm ,kSdmS.bb. "*-A 4 1..." cS o m?,pp rm
miomca a*.us

at Vu- -- dmoi

i -t dn m E *v0 Jm ds ecsaz X

aumastao m t IS Dvmo nome 5Fscnrn (Cou ibm'
=Ze AND LOCAL saACIzcsm

The t r shef deop amdd Plw for te, ambb.
am of deotion faciiie for the smmott ame of childen.
seuigdo-boithth Jrisdctnof Ccooe md 8101W
AMY mm ipeoe cititieo. mmd in mecoremce Wid, thes Plan
may couamcf mmd opeate ibme fciiies or my appove denco.
cioe of children in fmcillitin umblisbed or operami by local_

sto wave mipotu of sbe n bhEe qm sid by the

be lehel apoit srnatheaproeodte &
I - Jord~ eac mtanmpesd elioal donaion tacit-

ly jobs egial mpag dI shall appom. subject: us ip-
peovel of doe eum mesoie of dormaiou other necessay par-
mammL P, - ise hellhe --pommi us Anequired by Sctin
Damomm, o-acilmcmed or opeud wader shsec the hbUe
muhbmba asa rogiand b m eic ' ' epom or do-
samdinoc may he a parts of or embract one or motre
titm orccmm

7be direcurny ag ber the proviion of shelter am
for Chadem, Polig coe s dWptaith al e ad loal do-
pMUCM* aenoum. Or IACb@
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-z 5. Evilmee
Onylxiaythat is rompeteist esateriaL jad ees

nt to the alegations of the petition shall be admted
beo evidence. No testimony that would be insadrissihle
in a civil proceeding shall be admsitted into evidence

No extrajudicial statement by the child to a peace
ollcer or court officer shall be admitted into evidence
unless it wa made in the presence of the child's Pa
or guardian or counsel. No such statenem t shall be
admitted into evidence unless the person offering the
statement demonstrate to the satifacntio, of the roast
that. before making the statement, the child and his
parts were informed and Intelligently comprehended.
that he need not make a statement, that any statementmade might be used in a coast proceeding. and that he
had a right to coouslt with counsel before or during
the making of a statemeuL

All o tesmqony shall he given under oath and may
be given In narrative form.

aux 2. Stmdmd of Prod
The facts alleged In the pehOm shal he poted b;eea and g esldm .

xf wp o e tiin ain if doe admkmty aIngItdo ecttdetertmes tha the mateal ellegationa of d
,-Peci th sestehishedi t shelladsetht IOIIInpat
fact upen which it bases ft determination md did
eater them I in ceder.

Xf Ate such a deteumoiaatise, the dispcsiionaj beat.
fg is not to be held Immediately and the child is is
detention or shelter cre, the roat shall determine
wbet-er he shall be released or contined in detentim
or shelter ewe.
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xedliapolitioa
:tudys Medical
aaaminaticc and

S 22.faucA. m Ma=a'A. h mAvm Am, 1T-m

The oat may under dm a chLd Wnemmsa whoa ePe&d o& Imha bied deil be enamiced by a pbymicima. mece.
peythih -f ptmholn et ad it £ my orde -eck% by
dhams.of a hld wba ee bmwaedjudicead by the comFor o I4h.
nb cammatim ie f iatuman d -, - y ppha the ind aida homel or oth. asmb facility. te coon.mi ho earing
my oe mamao byea phyeitime maga. pedciK, a

pcincloghe., of a paetr mecdiam whine ability soft feors
a cild h 4thde weth lo ime.

I 23. iiermamaoe tia Y,~ Dmrosee

Imspe aba- e £m rquireme in waived by thelida. so
.dser e -wsdigp mlmd bth naued mm neg t

of dt totdl i e ai by en tfi o te come ndem.
no and -e d by the Wee. Wham the meiecin

of th erifto am dasd tde inemim "n so bit male
esea mit do the liov beam beela- ad at hosing.
MIS' im -, - sb cover th arcor nm ot toe
at complex% the mode! boy sod V- a& dtOnf the
&Uil aod fsaiy, and piow hor the "hsd imdina 00% o

.m to the *ea- in we a of pomr it ol indmide mmA
mumsr as smm^ fsma-in *ba-m sad oapinymma.

-m 2L Sowill study
A nocial etadywef caia of M kmtiei and

eoaflee *F the chid 1 6-r den casrt. "hl be pro.
paedbythepeohedoctam - department
he an toeceedigea =m thn requiremett hn waived by
the -as wIth the ca-ment of ag pecteo The social
needy shal ncd any records that a- to be made
sAllUAbl to the COWtL

A modial tady faedmtilon of the child th ent be
. Ioce befoe the filing of a petiton without the

OF om onot of the pertia, and it shell moa he co-
mumood after the legcofa peitionk dot th IemIoad
Me. drpatem scettalta from the petheda sueb.
saye, allgi of the p0.4m. ase dmoeLa If mnY
,,& Uqpatueme got mdmat4 beedeamf the
ANil &Wa tb pmee and so epa IhAl he made ft
She courth Ietdo adldcatima
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Tb. mecial ital sall not ba submitted to or tumid
evediSy the judge before the adjudcaio If nometcal
itudy has been prepared bfoe the begi ; a of t
dispsitional hearing or if the stady has not been com-
pleted, or if the judge -'iJics additional information
not rCflctC in the study, the hcu,;ir m2 be postinned
or continued for a reasmiable time.

RULe 41. Physical and Mental Exaination
Following the filing of a petition, the court may order

that the child shall be examined by or ader the direo.
dim of a physiian or a psychologK to aid the com

fi determining (1) a material allegation in a neglect
petition relating to the cd's physical or mental cm.
diuion; (2) the ehils competence to participate in the
proceedings; (3) the chd's legal responiblity for his
acts; or (4) the propriety of transferring the case to
criminal ew 1nder Article Ill of these rales.

Following o adjudicationa the court may ordee soch
- exnsmintion to aid it in mak ng the proper dsposi-

M30. Ciondut of the Etearing

ilhe judge who presided it the adfudipatoty hearing
aL whesever posible, preside at the dispositena

The cmt say admit into evidence any testimoy or

b. 0ehiits that i material and relevant to arriving it

a disposition. In artivig it its decision, the cowst shall
en. side y o tesdmony or exhibits offered in evidence
in court or contained in the social study report

Ceed for the parties shell be permitted to eamine
in coat the person who prepared the ocidl study

pert parties an entil to e-opalsOrY process for
' the appe am ,of any persons, eluding character wit-

neftcs. to teify at the hearing.

C. SRMWK3 4f. Qemdamm0d a smR 3L Continuances

O, on a A , ma n q,-w a *Mb d After taking tetl-n, the court may ot the

idpdlir Sir GIN MM b MiM16 U..AM .S .N W ha for a remmeble time before making a Bud
*b m im m.,,--t dou at do di . b ar sh do hin - disposition.

m
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A= 2L. Dismissal of Fetiod. "am my at m y time during or at the cancl-
Diedzaal~o m~noay haing dianisa a petition and terminate the

proceedings elatingito theAchf suchea acti;n is in the
. coN 33. Cotinuance u Sueio Without be efdaaadtbmeffer ftlcb .

Consent Adjudicatio-COGCmcnD~ce.

WtAt wr ay m k is C3 of maea ad w .
P-ns. ad beea d- e 006y djadenma . d d. di

=omaia(Lw ( )' ,t t* O mnd for.
pairedes. a m a dmd mde w.w i he aa bftne

cd -mdai- e ad p. abaa mi Wad to by dt

i ia. . mpmm de ra he c ib 4.. a&
@bismj abps aideby d. )" tim ambb itb

SpeedI aI iram -bob= i i pplapee aim

(C) A mK Jon gamm jam fee 6 on." d. di
ibid is didewrd e. by -es -,e U~P- iPPbi of pike.

didab-10 -whe n b. -. Wi by d.s a. Ow co
ifamSA 6 made..

(d) If p a didep bydo pmila at cqaim

di mas hue.li * pie dtayan ip iad if ~em pains hm

Aded -ip dee iat elk = &idd e w, fi- h W. d
-ia& - hue. des pen s., da mie - =bicb i- d-d m.d
ide -aian Ow.s -8 deea iKOf a. ( ). . Cos.

de ad iasm-aim be sem ad d bid bMd cm."

(a) A ibid "e ibseged by di eba am e, m
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dw -0id "OPKYr ws aid if AWpNe p -n -Mi. an I~b
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UCInM 34. Dbp~a o dNnbgh Osfr-
Delhequm Cbad--QMl in Need

reucan Vsetmloh Walloet sopmbsopf

(1) Fran &abso Nun .tth bi prion Sn a
Ofn rooba bect so roub sodieta licese s all

mnner

(3) hioosr aag

(8) a thUlloduoray as ether penon ssgrale
mms or aciq williad ble a om cane ded ula.m oan
and Mainsot ofded At n sopeose. an do Parr, is

wihi boun o I P e soubased by low so reeive an

(C) . a bm so oahs I. tida, N . andy
At p semio o rates orsoy deviguard by rOweow

ft CAM U a monl naloa do Ane he l sole ado

W N a o isoso adnun sos esoaawd oft

do -soh ~ofdo hb~tgsro f dspation he het sep

ACT
39. a (M a- of d- i Ch"I

( a) NQ the l 
t t  

trabe asteta d hddd o- iy
arbo my of the foai ords of doorsisen b" Medl In
do penere amd phytit mm).s sod wandwOn of the

(1) Pceit child as emen. wth hik pos. Panama
I at other euodion sul+mt to osebdti rn and litertiom a the

-t pees , kahnebC yo n directed by the cow
fot the frutertias of the til.

r (2) talhsot to eserl ettond hitatitso the moe p-
i shtlr transfer ternpeery lrOP

t 
custody to any O the flitartC:

(I) my mtothodtal% wlo. alter stly by the pelhtso offce
or other passoet or agey desigated by the ort. Io found
by the coast to be qtathrl to recx.t sl ou for the tidd.

(Ci) s apttor ottor prmate onauntion rtnr
orear.r autherized by L.w to re, ve anl protde cue for

(Ii) the Child WolKee Deparetint of the lcramtYl 1-1at3
tot other public opr y thnued by law to reive ans p o.
vide cae for the ehlIlJ

(tv) n Wlmdortdl n other mate wth or without taper.
vsim by on tppeoIeate oller der sect on 4&.O.
(3) wiheit mAflt sy of the fsegO order; te""IeS

ly aeu dy of the AMtll to the jowte cout of anther te If
. oehuo b, and i. aeseer, sth seotos 30ff 'he olold
Me Is so I aot to 1, e a resovedm of that id&

(b) unls . chald fosd to he dnwnvd a fond hle to be
d iuot he ban st he eMasitad toot con!fed in an .otita-
a.m ot .o her ety slesego -soPI ftoaee s the hentlit Of do6-

a.found to be a debalun c)dd the court ay nrobe roy Oftb

fjlosrg orders of dporUko bes sited to his WssM D co'
hebsltatire, and atfare:too .m ir.ohe tashoremd he sotos 35 fee the dopsolitio

STANDARD ACT els N01OW RUL
2 4. Dscus

Vbom a met fus d by 6e oun m e ithis U Ce
poviion of Section 8 of chi Ace, the court shell so decree sod
is in decree shall mol a finding of t flow upson wbkh the
Cmt exceos to Jurisdiction over the asnrs. Upon, such decree
the court shall. by srder duly enseeed. proceed as follows:

I. As to a enms. aljudicated uade subdivision I of Sec-

(a) The court sny place the solor on probation in his
own horse or in the custody of a suitable person elsewhere, upon
conditions detecmined by the cots:

(b) The court may vest legal custody of the soe- in tsp.
propeise department or division of sts. government eespon.
sibl for admnstitering the state istitutions serving delinquent
children]. in a local public agency sr iostitusion, or in any pre-
Vve institutmo so agency authorized to cue tfo children o
to place them in family homes, In committing a child to a private

inuseituton o agency, the coons shetl select ons that is approved
by the Caprop-iatee licensing or approving state deparsment)
ot. if such institution or agency is in another scs, by the equiv-
slnt depessent of that stets whore approval is required by law.

(c) Is cams of violation of zroic leaws o ordinances the
court ay, in aidtoon so no y other disposition, suspend o re-
istict a lkense to drives

2. As to a minor adjudicated und r .s!ivs-ion 2 of Sec-

(a) T cout syplum the t,or undeo protective super.
vosise h h own home or in the cusody of a suitable peno
esewhere. upon conditions determined by the cour.

(b) The court say vest legal custody of the minor in a
gSae ,,meeetl o so governmeosl Agency so ins"ieon licensed
or approved by the nate so care for misses, with the e

(1) ,o re sdct i audeaiu by vaoshsm (o) of of F.dePef-d chil.
hedodqemlifalodthith (2) t she Chad o peasALa "aser the sar"pa of of smtes-ton, pesmarily for the car sod 1.ecm

(2) *o.&. bo * s a .So. soh lgabla s~b VOW A he psi Or f the Oet sO te te Of aother state conmessted und rubd I.

___t) ___ S i so prided o section 41. o lt ( l d Welfme Depsesoo 3. An oder vag legal custody in so individual
sol.. lfdsthmedd~ttbMt ope ag wt the comty.l uder m edoo rnd liatfem or istusion, shall -be for sa sodeaosom period be

(5) piip d o on rso m ts sakod sh -im ad the murt pereostts trtetan a. force sr efect beyond dee years from the

3lb,,,o (Sice te hild is o htatim s or G&Wlefty used. eacept that the individual, iasttuon. or ageocy

me, de cdp etald operated under the dreition of dtho a petio with the cour requesoag renewal of the
Ide ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oe lbtarysoh.m .thIh s other. Iald publicoasrtbotyl sor The COtro after nosie Wo parties a heisg. and find

adea d misouiso - mAse to e e dolit and he dem-" (4) coMnfttg the child so (de 9 the m*te depaieasot ew the orde if Itnds such renewal nacessry so

desma ssfedm eiddofre" . se W wirh etasntat of dalma, t oldree.b we ate so or. It the welfare of the miner or the public intrest R oewar

4i l chldd iro e in .ad d ad wisso m l so tl,,s i. jof1staatr the wpri- tor .adta s (fo asde durans moey but no order shall have any
be A&ailoon dd be m i m m pid ss ho lmmei as Wriby delinc-nt r ddroel. dfct b.ed mioo,'ty. Aagecy gnted le cost

q i do oda dl.os Sfar°a " lOpest of tenfy4hdil If& the ohM solabildoe beon tinor cboicy. An ogeny gich 3lea opeo
t aM a is dl e . s . maof aroipot d ohe masee e/m to be saly the toast may mnhe soy dipention, authorzed fo h the eight to determine wet sod with whom the c

b oniM1r e delinqent rd stoop coatumat to (the dafe depsota limoire etld that placemnent of the child does notre

at stte Watitanos to abash oeuelso of delinqutat chidre frost the troleaf jurisdtion of the tours. An

(o 0 blM do dece US d o00* isM lp y., oiM e' lSO y be m. [IF after uoabig the kg ia. ron the rese Seh greeted lcga custody shell eXuCCie the rights sod retose

aleit§an -A alo soar o dtef carom INS apse fee hrsergth.Ltb.thetf , to *tltreble to i rsnta personally tet" other ise erhondeaas by the cour t
soiuaes w~y, d r inorato it uso as doomcu and sn- so .vh~btlrr.tea trsv the desporess ar it may sob. atis-

arrfouru l trrsettler eleietlrtoot

agncy.
$ball aN
des. en-
stay ile

in& my

is may he
force o

hly shl
(rild shall
move hem

2diviuAd
asi~ditie

0
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4. Whenever ee court ve legal custodyof a child in ia
meamsc at agency a shall tesai with the oedee cope of the
diaal reo. social tdy. and other information perneent to
the care aad treament of the child, and the iastition a agecy
$all VVC to the court anY inmtic Concetaing the child theg

th court may a any time require. An insutio n oe agency teny.
ia a child undc this subdivisio shall iform the coas wbe-
eve the smons of the hild is affected theoagh emporazy at
pernent release. discharge. r teander to other casty. As
institution to which a child is committed d subdivsion I
at 2 shall at transfee custody of the child to an istiutiona

for the corection of adult olleaders.
S. The coast may order, fo any child within hs juriedic

tic wbateer cae Or outmeas au thceied by lav.
6, In placing a child under the goatdlabip os c asody of

an indivdal cc o a peiva e agency or private jmoat on. the
coart shall ge primary consideratian s the welfare of the
child. Vhee a doice of equivalent set em, the aur
shall. when practiL select a pe . or an agtacy oa
. 7. . governed by pcri o f the seas religion as taof
the Paesam of the hld. mak othrewie requese and o w
1 s ia writing oa esIoeded in open coast by the a o ar

parents o the case of a dhfe as i the esigi of the

pam, dthan of de sm rel gsn that of th chid as it
h eie oW f th chd is DC mactinable, then of the eilion

*I d- of the pa--of s aesgion acceptable so them.

7. 'a Suppor a' any order s dece tuder Secticn S. bt.
divwa a I as Z the - may emqui ihe pens a other per.
Onm hving the custody of the chL o ny other person who
han b-o fouad by the cr to he encouraging. causig. er ca-

sCtbutieg ao the aemor coadm m hic being the child itim
te piew of thia Act and wo arem parties t he oeedi.X
so do, ors as it ding any son esaired or foehiddon by law.,
when thdgo disc.a thinqsemn ae-maiseY for the we&
fusedo the child. If ach peI a fil to comply With the requir.
Mt the coast mayI aecs $emipa them for c emp oI tonst.

& In &Wppsof clmy Cedet r awn for gauppoMo the onse
may make an oeder of prosetoo eaing forth emsahe coe.
diniQWa ofhvior sabhe olsiarwu le a spniid time. biad.ag
upon husband at wife, or both. Thin coder my jequli tba
sPn s may away ferom the hoc.s at from the other apau
asC thlldvas may perinas the other s visit the childeo at maied
pas1ida.Oasway seqinm a Sps G astan &hm am om ~i.e Ca-
4dimagias the 6dan

I
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9. The cog mgy d* se pe or oiwswin -.
minme it juridisskat an y dm&

10. Ia aMy other Cse of which the court has jurisdicti a,

the coort may m@ any ceder or judgment stheized by law.
It. Jurisdiction over a minor an probate on or under pee-

tective superision may be transferred to the court of an district
In the state. "lsnseepon thmt court shall hve the same power
with rmplC to the child that it would have had if the petie0.
had been incitated mire.

0o

ma. X Deem
Ahor the &hpcltoal hearings, the courtsal AA i
Sappropide decree of uSPOcties. If the = Vh

dludes placemen of te cld outs his bore, In m
institution or esbewe. it shell iWude a s" aot (
reasc why theplacemec is nectssary.

After onby Of the de0CIc &hC CcOt Shal eplAiML,
my pasty not restd by counsel his siHt to apq
the cottrs dleesin and "hl set fort In simpl a

t ltnaethe method of appea or rat,
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- ____- Simcna 31 ILLJ.Atm of ?liar an004.. of Dhpooabmj
(aes.C) An orders perebi eb t .i~ow boa

to dw de
(4)(U) An orde of dbtptoel. -- Wth. a dolimquent oeoly

ohMd to the (Sb.. DopooWi eof Cwoeebor doitped b.
(3) An aid .Mia md .o .pc4 dmd in aeemn s~uo Lw dehqoot &"eMh, .. i to" or LI Yinrs
0.WT Of l wwuk e. 968 NO em~ 05A w an admoim p.4 or mall te theea somo dbewd by the Idoparbm or 

am oeeme I Wa ok o m op& hem. dw ttofi -hh t chid wrcvmimet4 namco wb~c
dkdd *Am he eehmd -c. aot. pw y p * ', ' im mede the ant" noy~t~ to 4walim for so aee.mel I yin,.

or0. oh epy hm apomdcd peepomo doA s4. be inhblM to hNo elhch0.e iL:
bow edc.4e (3)a I 

4 w 
b ohold op. te. eL the(depeetami to.

dettim to Wet~ &hetht oo. comoifed) -~o to dw oqA,-
(b) A. oeder ee"ge impt cam* of *6 in -i e sdtee of e oders.

41 eeew ae law 1po Lrom 4 door 4 OEM vom o (2) oamoeoble motim of the heig and am opportmoey io
.md by coon. hoA be ewd is got. to the child md the poome. gmoe. or

(3) A.r feor soL pearomm era amOmltIYa i (3) the cour _fids thea A t t so ismonwy for A

deie 0.me, Po.nt bOot. eaKe wheaOf.. C ytAMI43Aah~ of tw he d
he .mwd...4 dwA.rwwdy I - mse or, ac ( c) Any.4. 4 .4 deopmoett cobai eme for motLw.
P.~ow-f . jteemwt -eme ae opmr A. A. ppmof A...- moe then I Yearse. (he oft" owy aer t e tsore tedr

may he made if:
(b) (1) ahooebg ishWpriorto the tiumof torer p

0.lo of a party t an the cotee or mbak
(3) Pc. mat ofetett as order i iriag . t21 trtesawie noee. of tehearig and oppecomty to he

ok che ac on w Order 6whe eddemel PaW Of 7m. lend we 0,ee..o Aflo pint. toted.
dee A hed w * hateo eeemee a. Sot.3 A. A. 0wcmai (3) the temt finds *the Ow temni & oftemty to me-
meamy ionfqm ope wmo dw de~e.a ath .4 pideme m cooqete peoptoa ofA the ordreteoded.ead

(2) Pno a4 the -xa ofs re f111o o (4) Athema dom meotowd Iye.em ow theeprton
mire emok A. cm My *n~ a her -m shma pheed of pno orde.

ofI Your atee . haot paoma Seaom 30 IL K Led& * CM a- Md EXCEPt Go Pooitd toinheettet. (be) 6e meeaway
Noun a toaoy 00 1 . -m m or a ej a ttormuinttO tore teotf depteeor -- aem pri to d. orpco-

.dfi~ofdwc"tt,0.0an otehm eltphctn of pdy. if it pp. to d.
mawt tbat the 3treesal .the *raw hem beta tw-mhta ILi

iam(c) Whom acheld oub 21 o pofte..4 epolemde focf him dim pty aty he tetoel alfered by 0a. of .4 Oinm A.e
heheww~wCoda mAY he mode inl edo. eaesnhi mesad oppatumy

(4) A he t eumito and d, rom moem to he Seard hewr born Vom fie 4wL
.~aeom (a) (1) mad (a)( (3 " .4 tin A. K be hompCe) emep a. prowo io vohmto (it) "hm tA. awrem 2I)t Yrsofo af ceder. alkoetg him dm to Gott

4.E=tON 4.Prociv gm btmeeto met he btoe heehep Let. heth. obhit. wo or

i soNr Proceesowmaw SaOrAder.uwi fa fm **n mbsd ~=yojea re
coodmamaSootette(1 an aido 01 &Weo of4.0 a dthatmeeL. am o d.

(1)Loh on ord teer fApwa faAWO mILO~mw I)d tod te.b- ahpre ois tiw oeee mb. y & o

&e i . md . tamh e wa om i (2)4 tet findr that ete me (3) k ore he deal.
A.Aera-- -atE heewit to &0 thdd mod (2) otiload to doime 

(2) 4. am 60d A. A. pecmet oo eis m ho inqtmiAwd andteet,
4ANM W"4.e3h 0 i4t OA Mtod od O406101 do CNCER (3) 

4 .
mme. ', o wopphtt .t im ood . w

of theetfA.ams a md krmo md as appomt to e h theem I oc em 

(5) &Was.4ofdA pphmfto wo md 44 po to do p "p hm the claw is dkOM&d
Amimo ma4 toppmt ah beeldai hav be hmias a

SECM 37 opemk4. mA, To wL
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ConnsqUanM" In undero this Act to m coitta of c &w nd d am nat t

Am ner f Alpossor nsr ajndbndsa is rmn.f~ - Maw po y dwil disoldifty olinnly rsultg frona usctor s
Aa sk ar beAnnual a os ofo aim ne imps. moy m nabade operatel t totb doquakY the efaW In any "v

1 
se the application

40owl oab"s hem a ma o r opma so dad, h to i a an o .pponstomest. A child shall sot be corsootted or trasferred
do Ms OppOsnaoappunmsc to apenal sobltws at sotrb facisy usedI pranoly for the tons-

The aossof ah"dsd adrsc Swes, atabaiSihe &a*l Urn of ttoeence of petsns ttotnd ofa arw
oeshd saxsbe edmnbk a deo t gaasrpom hasm as a, s, L~ (b0) The olrpftaca of - ctl ad ftt-kear. sd l in a how-

in my adusc- ahvdhe bl har (n or-ahg o..v ,us s wa,. be in )a & readt ray a55 b.~ ..- g.- h yp
asso Pocoasb Zhou aston of & lMany I.. toe ofa a a pm-. In i a"y coart other thano a Ilossae -oat. wheather bele so

s. sosdy anipn after rmlnwg ooarst. esccyt .. dstaoatas paredsingD after
mneac Q(d. felony fur the pwcjae of a pm-stsive Iaveatp.
tion ndj pos

5 23. AbrtnwcAmoo or Cuno NoseeateAL

No adjudirttos by the cuet of the stats of my child shall
be deemed a aonvittom no ddaoun shall nipose -7 oev

disability, ordinarily retslting from cnvoicton no child shall he
Found guilty or be dresed a criminal by eason of adjudi aito
and no child shall be charged with crime or be coenicted in my
court excr t as provided in Section 13 of this Act. "br diposi.
non made of a child, or any evidence Sisen in 6e cour shall
not olc ee to disqualify the child in any civil serie or military
application or appointment

ZIZSZA!Y2Z
OUIDR ACT
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L=Is"iA z uim SMID4ID AM? anMM 10. W
30&n= couXW ACT

SEMMCTON 40 Dimpcdd.m of Metap Saa Kcm~ 5D5w. Xip 3 )msl
Nmei~l111Retardd Child. (a) K wt a dimpoilmal laobig of a thU Lemd m ha a de.

chtlAlaqsI or welTy thU ata ab to av6 acMdda
macberwo oda dwr 1et 34. Lwdo adias. 60 *a

(a) a ond a, dM~FA 61111il S W r i cd waybe mulfewvi traddmol ormdas advl gb.
ena)cm ,- Wsa - m.. , , cu or the , ataWo b akimdg a 4bpeatdm co aim Lw tU faw

amndom ap.. Sammia A.& 3Z.ha.,.d,.mm 4mplWsh&.ii Z~*ft a POW& lot 10adlit 0 ds 0m- 0w -~ Se w bwtmw.

*wm0Seam, 20. aMd i w &Mla )m diiilmpoce.cmefhm
imp-i $.AMs. I (). (b) If It PPO frts. Ia i'.i 5 and " d

t 
do Cw hild J@

aummime N. sd.. shim 0e. afed u.. s. mww,j' ftrdd
IL - 6 a -1g Wildil~ (0). the. We LW.& L a tumby M ahU Lwa ~u mad .he ~defld sd

dad Mm h e .Eskq as ai Omni I - tvma baA dbrm tat ed* 1 doafte Gow wim k mud.L the ,b
~AW aaW A h"1r A, ers. d a apedw0 0 day a mi apgii (a 0AiY6W I ' 11 d & fem, do. w W peaeadda

atapo *vm *, er" adLw dal ad.h a&.N .. j ba Sm.w kNAmd or Lwthe b id me as be comAhlh doma
aa a"Nl ,medti ."'.fl "Wai pum. La w O dW 401m thi dm1 " P '- te Lw diePsi~O 6 Of~ do L g a~ ado

doawm d marm -- on wisd "ddb. . )a IN" Pe.Id by Lwd At5.

(a ba Of.. dohA da i Oesd 0. madiwafmml a mma
etk ala Lw 8, deia Amiapmq fti wo r $rae3Limm ail at mewmama a Ies De.1NeRm cAelJ

noun dwla pdyie&M;ieud lai Qv. ftet M& d.o a cMd who )1a. lass m4&dpd aw~mad~whM~s~amaeam.Lw ~ iddi.Lweaeawmilpedadd 11' 1 S twwihawelT..&phse 6

aiadWd*WaMpbed Lw la ma =96 lCost AK ora 1 -1sli do~
Ac kbbcd pi 'm - aramps so va ituma 39 sd

46. 0, w m may &Addetn m we d lI - orM
CbIIA halehmaedh',tis mao-yda bVp V spImamm

Lw is A wn ofa ati Lw fasayl of Lw we * dadad
Ppf. "'-We;mar imas IS i guofwA a" w

(b) If Lw 4M~ bos~ a raat ofdaido aate, -bd hme
p.hI - - w ader Psuaa mpeails sader order of

juvmi. "a of Lwi Sam. Lw -pr mer .- do jes
cato ado fmito adta sim, *0 ahtw Aid be ams.

a0 aid.. pt farkakms. of Lw hAi M so aotm a) 5- p - -Nnwvk
(as) tps., ae~asd Oft ofs. a&*"team Lw, met ai L

dad mmW so be dhwed to Lw, purm dnmie by ded
mwa ID Ir blal. t kk dm3 peal d w -&tat vh
amaia apew of Lw dar &4a~gfte dhamd up be a did.

aaNt. vmvbd7 W I"o depse .i&a Lwrder .5w a. s ad
9 dd Mid be aese or wer a psato elas s.wd
Ordofth com o a decide 4 4ls. It dide, & aid.
"w OMt wida a sbub t Lwd sd oea by Lw out ao

ddim ued Sol waymm&wdd mdaa wile h dwed
sa of6 dw ati -S sa'i Lw do~ 4W.v ,hIs W

()Ups. wElb 106V~~ (a) Lw hbAhdils a
dher ~e 4 Lw Ove Lw &W it amami
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* fotp.m of Awib Cid Dubed *am As.

(a) N a preab ~u dm owo &It hb ha dopd do
Uwoimm 1eu~ 1 Qd A*. ora ..hamamlb dww Act.~

bm&m ea,.. .n..b ato b ~mddS p~

Iwind by the ,~ toa he cw.aed a , wqea
maeebomwn*wdtedi& 5W~w..ad thktaf

a . 5 si asylm hkh 5wcw .a a. a uoa
PGNV* m - FMew W6- 14 &.)s fke etaau the aq

toI ape&- a&-be a p- .ged by mit to t"

phyia wl)a4 do dold ban "w -,~ah -ot ml haag
haWm A h d mt of 'h Stes. Ae. ohw appdw

-o bk ha qyamam hel the aw
(h)Um-th..6GaFmwld.~ d da dd. qda

awa ayw& 1ei--d dd m(1) 'het d
Wh b dee j.-aeieaa.~ C Jai 16W ie..
ofS S h deie thai Ama~t , -hsea tUb hw a Ime

do. aei fw bom" w wheaadetm d depoft.m .
Chd wr an~ do ~ of mY ,haw reafte m

(C) Mhe @mad .eehe dwm md m IN smp - pw
coodngs amm h y she Am~ 'he cub my meha my
mdw 41 &*"Kim tyaadh the fmb md 5w Am. The

of~d obe5w eegm am 'eeeo the 5 dd cw
mmd5 ehpdad w at m wogi w der"w did ted

oF as Ioa uta by do -au bb mWi e 5w gehi mbim
mly a. -s~ 37.15 ff~eh &D *=a q -b. .. A

-ho 5w chd. mam miw peehcihe a=.e

$MY me0l 66 madeM the iea.wwe thmab 37.
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J-ScniON 12. A4dkkanjR.mcdeaqbt plendn
loot V11046" 0", Am* 

6
Av 6. am of we d~npsm.

Od m r. a& 6., .4a syAMau,oo o awega spauli

~p - -. Acb* ha
iUsltj $Now comet am bmrA~

or" mmor6

Taguiicas SECFIo St. Mcdidado....Tym=
of OG6.ra 0 ~rdiri.

(w At a* an ame iAW vas bad ma

00e ft.Sa6amme..b,

(1 doKM. fiac4abn a

amff of . ia C-am of-sI

("t ele ofinn~m &t fpam 0a m , l a

. 2beanhe mc ia-a 6. Ma4Iwansebsk (.
d- - k AIw shAS. padasmy wnagdn em .. .6.ada-m f j. 

.
& PO m~ a-dW b Abe sei.sit O.

Act

Saym 37. lSIAU06"na at " of i OcdWcI
(a) As mda of 6. tat bet be m ad if (i) a anew

6. * a s abbmd by froan c mache sIokwm dwaa in
C"l .. ar (1)6 the Lahe luresba a- .a
Party a o d.stt* ns- 1 (3) .ns4WW01 C.ueue e*&ia-

(U) Eae -. 6 ma-0.0 a debstaoea dil " te

lj&e Oaaaet -%* sm van wmw wf~ deik.asa
dimiineaade ato paw e cow a my " celeesd

an th e s f6. a-f d hmy b c be canged aMed

a diad Fond ft bea AWWc" ord ww my be Re.sn an 6.

it; &0~ aAy ales Wona 6a. 1. P.;.*Cac. a W.
Pusnhaagt 1,s~ a orkil awcdy clas en-is
6. "hd way pa4liw ~. a-c am misd pwaed a6.

ace 1 p-en ee cc lAt i. ca-PO ge.0
psanin epanso a d mm .6

(d) Alm en, pa-o isfled edo isa- ha a tba Acr
bmead cam adar a* be sMwe (mn a anf i m-A

MsAW atum 2) Aftn v. m to the pea ar %soma
hyda9 add mmseL Afta dob". hegnnhyb fteal.

SAMIARD ACT and KO=L RULiS

5 21. Anasiocaa IglAncM Nor Plz..c
When it appeal. during The course of may uiaL. brain&. or

promedin. tdot same ation cseined
7 others*An or in ddstiv

wtos Andia'e1 by the ppliimsiom cc plading appeamsappu.
-~ar the a- my. Peonded anl nra-7,Pn IS (a---.

pnee mn bear amd deer"Mine I buieb &C8"00 o adicslcbe
imes "- shalboriginally properly ln&h and pleaded.

S X6 Monmmcn at Decam Rincgac

Empa dwaeoided by "h Act.ny ecreecatccdcc
of 6eoo a-my be ancd at my simm.

At mny canme idrra3 nepasiaca of a mime she court my
;m ord en dw app janme prcass t a6 muan it be is of

04,6 ame to undeesand the aeof tbe ptcs, to 6.
parest, and to any bet noeaery pares to appear at a bear.

in n a diarg of viclacic. of %be am of mnpec'uan for amy
ansd&Diai of th de""re ccorc dcciarg. Ile proisions of
"hi Act relating os proces. esanmd.and deowm aote sagea

of6 thecceeding shadbe, applicable.
A parent. udian. asdian cat ienkd of any anlent

whoa saos baa been adjuadicated by the court. ataW aduk st-
inan by a daseec ofte6. may at nay cam petition 6.e
cour fee a vehmearing am the grnsund deat saw *ikmencc which
was c as cco am available tbrcsagb 6. exrcise of due
dilience at 6. tiane of16. stigmad hearing and whic ceigh
daffc 6. dvcze. baabea ducoweed. Upon a taowing of node
eeideace 6.u a- sall order a amw bearing and ake nucb
iopcsic. ci of e as the (am and 6.e best kncecm of the

A p-~ ga-fl)... or am Friend of a mu-c bace legal
comedy bas been tounsterred by the coonrtso an inmcvicom
aeacy. Or ;eIsanmy pea. the curt (at usediicaian or
etcasn cie 6denee on de ground tha so&h lega cummcedoan
bee wroanly denied applonn for 6.e relne of the 55cc
or has feld ax on spas at whati a reason"l time. ad has
auvd in an sbierey ancer cm sconsitee sitb the nelcre of
6d lld or 6. public a-, , Ac imstioxi sac. atc peebon
wie WAi egal aumend, ofa micec cony petsaion the Csson fce
a zenes'nl. andocice. of resaoe of the rccnfr ordec an
6.beci udanm mch thmis n esary fat the v.11cc. of %b
clhildorim 6.pblic' ,a-b The m may disusin dec pesirs
if an pcelisAnsary 6wielran it lade i widenat subsac. if
it s of dw piits that dw door*eshould be mee'wed.co. excpt

aov do egalI sammdy has been ecanafecced toa public iena.
vim at asecy astoinmad by do sate. 6. coan is ew ca
notion viodm 6"eto dea sbcold be reconsideeed. kc sall

cmmta busting an n, an alm l partes comoned. end may
AMc am aier oamaN waduykeow asmam 6 doceo.



1Z0!SA2IUUhzM STAMMAR ACT and MODEL RUUS

-zx Si.(ldren under CourtSruidm
Nodes of Review Proceedlogs

A writande of. a In; for removal fromethe
p hom or revocation of probation [or parole) shall he

s et ved on tire parties at least forty-etght hours before
NOthe scheduled he-aring.

\ 'The notice shA contain copy ofthe motion for
revilerv a statenrrt of the time, date, and place of the
hesrog and a Statement 0f the PartieS! rights under

)-i Rules 38and39l.

B=35. (Oilde under Court superetaton
Conduct oft Review Proeeedings

An alleged violation of1lw or of a soopervosmoreder
ina motion for revoleo Shell be established according to
the rule governg the o"winal adjudication. ff the
alleged violation in established. the court may, continue
the ehil under supesvio or may consider the advis.
Ability of remnovul or revocation accordial. to the rules

- -ipstoa hearing.
The orginal ocial study may ho brought up to date

for the court's consideration in lie. of preparation of a
new social study.

If the cour order that a child he reososed from Is
*home or thlis probation [or parole] he revled, its
decison shall Include a statement of the reasons for
the dipsition.



LZECISLL$V UNIFORM STAKnD ACT WA KM RULEIUBJECT GuIT ACT

S-"noo. 41. 1Oedoefo Outnof-Saoet Sopomtioo.t

ted to the oeta. that funds tm t tot ree date. aend t the
" cowlmay piece - td wo the olody ro ntable pencd in

suopeetrvisionodee~th attetto of . jawaide coot
of etotber date Wohicbhe oa dopted the Uniftom Jovenioe Coat
Actd a oteheodelly titlaro Act wbhkh bododet povon o.o

torotetg to teotlto 41 meol 42t the court of t". State mo orertheI the" d c be pltced antler the topervooe of a poeaton
ofet or othereppeottte colde decpted by the accepting
cort Oae certified copy of the oedo theib het to the rus-tg court tnd aeot tleod Ab * clerk of the (Board of Countty
Cotoomorof. the countyy) of the requotetg comet of theo

(b) Theeresonable ca ofthe peeion inolodingthe otpemn
of toenoatoy travel hall he bum by the [co'yl of the eeqe ,ing couot of this tate. Upon need a setatleemotdtdont oetied
by the fedge of the oteepoog cout of the coa otogeee by the
supervision the court of this Stole t9W eetly If ita ppow
thee d the to -oed -a omm& inclyaturred tatd Ge it mioth
Ithe Appropriateo osetei of the 1.otyj Istetel far payeto
The (appropriae tdate 81101 dthetp home a e= wor d h
t eto"ted jtoy.Ie to the 1oppropmor o&,.J.3l of the [(eoy3

f S.teotd 4Zepeetodoet Under Om t laOrder 3
(a) upoe ccttoattg a oeopmot of a ooottle cout of tat othe

ttote wohich hoe doted the Utoateuet aok Cout Act. a a
sohoottoflY shmeb adt wtnch includes peowntottteoooe
to tections 41 oAtd 41 to jottide supeeootottfdo debt auoder the
Ioooeolat Of thet Court 4ort of this Stote mty moue it,
u,tet- oceoptaoce to the teqoe-mg cout aed deogaiete t pro.
baton w other appro~waafieo whoe het to pottoide topmeoao.
at-bthe hprolaolecotper ay therefo.

(b) Upont the ee.e ted Rlog orf ctatfd opy OF the border
of tireqetieg cotet pletog th &Ul atoder the supervision of

the *e, to deigatedt the office thel toetg tor th& e.
tion d the dad fromt the oxleqeetn cowl, protod qomoooWm
Ptrsumtot t. o e d thb Aoct.te epot thee.fragt tot
to tothe topoeher wthb ty eto aend.etomt he may hae t. the
eqeot coutt

(c) The tourt to this stato froo timto to timme tied notify to
the resoregcourt the coo of soeroon etttohobent touod
ted rtquest peyment theefor foot, the eppoepeo eieek of
the Cottyl of the requaesig court ct the tfttropiate oatit
of the leetetyjof the , , 9 H cttu

(dt) noe court of this State at tmy twae tay toeatat otpco,
Ohio. by totFytag the eaqetatho L E .etl the oom, to if the
PAeopoohto Is tomtd by the teqehi cot the ptohetiet
as-e supervising the ck ani threateto the child toe a mps.
eMNIMU Of the coquetting coothaleria twocd- hia.
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su: BJC CGZiZ ACT STAM ACT arA MODEL RULES

tme7.f~orwwsift-al P-eeei RWAuj
. a) o -eet bysd- -y I t - th pautimesi of ca

of pareptal (1)thepme hatihsdosedthehdl&
Rigs(1) the tc it s doprtd hid and the ~ ny thed
secmi snd c of O deyteeshot we W* lto~ewe

ort wllnt be peitdleed atd tt y tm i the Rd
I suferin or twill pnhebty sufcr rio ihydcak) intgeR
imaral. or cinti hn.. or

(3) the wrtten enet f the pseet acnledged berm.
dineeeet his been. -,.e
(b) If the metii does ttet pneme asisde of ttetnnem of

le ioes ce and ceceethig e ltneto thet the hld to a-eire diiRA
Seene 4k lpeoeedewtoet Teeeektf-eoef iegheejli
(a) 7lsw petton shel teetepty ewtb weee 21 ndwse dheary

diet an order Is. terimotetio ofptetial eghts w eqett md
the the effect therediltl be m d a the mfirst . it of

(b) Ithe pes ety of a tld bov, t o ewedlteb bahe
stawbli pr atoew d the Sting ofthe petito the feehee ^e. he

serede with anmtm as prov- by the Ate Ut ha th e erih
to te heaor eetet I-t ew qsw'e Ar Pi pe ' -e .e e --
weiteae to the tbi he ptte u father oi the could ee r
pateetyu e been eandcetl. uyes poel f h re eoy0
it the a. may tpew inth peeedtbd nde he hee He b
me irtled wo mct" of khs t the e .tee Ms he beet
eota doyoutheehe.i

Simyseew 49 t~foe of Ord c Tiriatetewe wm RoetlAcghLj
An ore termewet d. the paette tehft ofla paet teomm e..

t h6 noghte nd obligats wth mwe the cald aed of the
thld to he.s arming frtet the pmeetol eweeewteL The goa As
mot thieoltee tetwele toweetice o nci eedthg for the adapwe
of "heehld y moamme, - * meey eittoeeobject to he

ser Ate es thee dmeet so.weqale I tieoeeteethe t
(a) ff. es e- e w v - ane e ter"maestg dw plsesmi, reft

o, peeth . dete m ese t bow po e ftlo. d mmt
hd) - the aim to the cumedy of lahe Scow. (Quio")es-

dIMl Welhert Depwealel or a beemead clidlcig spetny.
wilitg to etqe ceetmtY he the poip-e -e plseetg the chidd her
sdeotwmne. i the .bsence, theee in~ at heoms o eths.

te*wbelo hot aeehoity to emtot wo the sepiten of the chald
hek totetge. he ciebteteet is the unied Itres of the United
Sutled seeS A t anwlsd ethee teteecew teatment her the &a

(b) Itthe tIMd is meot utee eweebt I yeses ofee, the amce ci
thie anele send a pcw gemehe-c of theMl b-me been ap.
Pined ytlyee R-1,vt. theehc eelda he eead
wte 6eut horentey of iwethee ordbt Ice the cam, cusettdy. and
eswteell ofiwh. id. I



UNIFoU
ACT

Socim a Vlhinu of Out-of13we Paaa OFAJM 9 a
dl~ibmvbhidM. * - WcPOIdem up "s by&

jwasle omt moath - .. * hit adeptad wa.dona
)-m& iC-aAteraamdely *Ahowt U athta,~
, g - ~~A &k ths et. and t had kMi is &ba
Stare WA i o dao- the p da cmtm do -eaIa
On Of that Out or t~m pmw dmWWW by deam fis
Alpaeisao ishi rsiady of the chAd ho an the powa aad
paslh. is k~ 66 m mh b -t FPs".i thed chAd asshm by thi
Act totE 1i. S o pasatif of this Stage isthkng ther udo

cvdawAell haaMOBW4. -I" lglf

SAWA CT andh MODE RMllS

CotPt

SEMrON 10. CcazanpePowers.

Subim df Arms. f De patadmI damm and dot En.
don ChMme. dt mnp MW Pus" Em pew l dO0tom ar M A-'. ga t of Ile ma wf WM soaif imofsg mb AM pa-

=16ROMai~Misammdaofain

plx15mm a ICat-e POmameno .be ma ma p a
m cmaat dmta6 Edwobeyh amAode of the cur

or f~or ssai I or' i- ntthAte patdo hmw
or the atca.of #0 md.ahiata to tede deto to
d~odmm~idh.~omme

3.

Rawocatiom

a sr in maof -imn~ ah oiims of ho pobedea a

(M A PeO-difg to ache "at b. hi.m.d by d.
ibaeg optt t c. a Raa odl otswaohe P",vm Euys .t aa-
vm PMaadd 5i- vs teach paIai A - *l be Mr." umaa
e.qIaide Wa Atm cmd *Anl met. d. wa ja. m p..

acted -5a- 15 ad 34. Thm paa del atmw At am a At a"
maoo iam - I i m ss Mw elm mmd ao is mm

edownwedpaadmmmtaism

W0 PAm mac. pIaee *An "- dt MA Mi..
In Ao ad- Momt. patm&tapW at p s d e be

s 1a by At Poodom. e4O ad deeja appkahit a deaan d
isc@dmpmI- ma~omadnishAa

(4 N. Sd Ch is hd a him cmsm Im hi ws b paeha. p.-
mosa a Paic I~ e A~ ma ased At Pad df
pathdar aba MWha aad-Q a eem0 goaaded EM Atid *&
mwd~dbwwsa~omd

I 29L Cawa or Csuar
Any perms who wilfully vicama4 aeglatn or rFm

obey or peform my ladWf cede. Of the own may be pnxoad
W-m fOr --mapa Of -aa. hay adult found a couggpe of
maow may be punhmlo by.a liew ane md $500 or by in
Pemama -M In exesed 6fe daym at by bothso& Ame ad im.

am 33. Cldren under Court Supereitm
zdaa i of stiem Proeediop

Whes it ear; to the mapereustey auathorty that,
h t.of a viooc of law ir f a * fpeiay ordle,

a cbfd made. the -v es ;- ko of the cce smid he
ZVINOWd from his heome or that a ehB~a probation (or
parle] should he revoked. it shall 61. with the eomt
a aotion far roetw. Such motic. shAl inctlude a cow.
cive statement of the facts cntituting the Afltpd %io-
latio ad shell act [ath the reat.s for the proposd
rmeiew. lmpectiveatpeceisimuama awbiebheat.
ingispedi gthe mpeviseey ihoeity my fade.St
a amelrtev'tw or rqa oa ~ A
date ofthel peds hearing ma notice to the Parties.

upe oedp -$of the Madam, the coaw Shell cede. a
hearing ID adttaine the ailqpbom of the motio emd
the advisahilty of rem" orrmeretima. If the motic.
sieeg a wde of law, the ~me may autheabse the
ghgalamwpotition.
TShe cout ay mtodify a toodim of prectv

1, 1 1mo wtcbde ilulded IS Its decree. Sock
su~adshell h e Owes to this pattes in wrM
ad"he-1 may paddem them toheid a hatting

us do aimbility of tho moedatm

IZGISLLZU
G05E

0
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SECTIO 14. Apieals

(a) A VIMy. Sd.3aa, 3ain ietsdhe,
pl ham a Ga ad w&. . or,- ode n s Am a as [

" by gist J eda of. ap ial hith] n a 1 so
ahaba m64e ti ( ) saPsiah.esea tetheo)M.t

att . tled dahebe adby ( )-np"Awe dm " Oa
- - --af a ma as p1 of ath m ,of te f = L 71w ma.

ms e a. of ibis 
eep 

t. d 
the 

V 
--

I
(ham a he spaa of dem ami if she sdser. j m.a, a. 

ee-

L,has on dl 
.d 

of sa% sor "Wk ae use o ha

the mast eatalyaf 
d abi If te arbs,. tmdysaa 

seeose 

Suds

the peNSe a &fe ae s dW ,s *hA bend -o sh At s 1 mo
*iIec ), deon asim a*es taaeea tad a I PI

thU. a *.a am add aa4ie amdee alt he family ow ad aisd
"at re sas ofaof ~e meth diPapeiNa nammn

do( )0 nda sae appmsL

ACT

(a) A. ~a 1 1 VAY b~d W 6usbhs60SION t
60 su pn appealfsm a &Wl Wedee, II s orss I I

6. 1.es-ees~.to the Ckopem CW 10tat of VNIMMI Idhe
V thetisa Wy -ka ,"as wa at app,.l -ab 30 days aftew

eaa o h le.W OMLO decrees Or'a - y beth..
ade P atte Cout Iac~m demex aTh sppeelabonnix

bit hod by dw (owat d geseamAesaal as a-he i.

eat. 0 . .. 'od~ aoi ft the 6t.6po dw th psaa
d "..L TL. at th. ,MJ .h-Nl app- - the reaed on

kw (u) MWa ppeal dAm dogy &he mre. ja.todW ac les
.& appeakd k-. hat d.e O~sees Cass e--t of' 'ese *,-
.j -h..a -- ap adaxti a d. qaplaisa i e anII 0

W se %rsth d Ac &.,ibld pas . wade far the scared
in , -4 fdath chiA If the arder. sadPsesa W dft w appe.3ed
6. fm ants " %ee a ytidd eao ahb" afttmk-

ar wneofdhepsticto theapffe . he1 beheawd at the
.. - atic11,ti

(c) A abS she ha 801latme Ofus thaS1 h-e haasdd am
sa ofe C a nsxd*W m ar ebo .5 sa iseeIad wpmAn tag 4
.aanuft a.e~ .aaasadora cmdaahecP

blbnoert name of appropriate

appellate court.

SANDAR- ACT ad MOME?. RULES

An wueePOas Igrs by amy order or dicm, of
d courtcOUTappealse aP0eflaa) comet for review of
z es"a" of law and fame The peecedure of such an appeal "hal
be &oveere by the meprnoe tfpicable to appeals fersm
the highesta coones aVgessel eta Joi~sda except that whbee
the decree or adee affects the =sse ta child, the appeal
shell hebared at the earst eciai time. In childenes cases
the record a appeal shall be given a fictitious title, to safe,
gsed against pueblication of the sam of chsilden.

The peadesey Of an appeal ar application theesfor shall seas
upedthe orer of the court egaeding a child. and it shall st

disase the childl from the cuteody of thecout at of the peesen.
instttios. Or agency s0 whose cae he has beets committed.
valess otherwise ordered by she appellate cast an application
Of appellant If she faPPellasl Maon daft at diasmisa rtse pea.
ceadins anusd discharge the Child it hall afftmo a mdify the
order of the family coume and resnand the childl to she simsslic.
eaos at ecosee feeA elwimlr -oc iscaaaais wi th the fappel.
lusel cmues, fianding an the appeal.

A parent. guardian, custodian. or next
friend or any minor whose status 'A3s been
adjudicated by the .co5Wta or any adialt af'-
fected by a decree'of the court, may at any
time petition the court for a rehearing on
the ground that nest evidence. which was not
known or niot available through the exercise
of due diligence at the time of the original
hearing and which might affect the decree,
has been'discovered. Upon a shown atof such
evidence, the court shall order a new hearing
and make such disposition of the case as the
factS and the best interests of the child
warrant. ..

0
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SECTON 42. Coaan Goss and! Ezpcascs.

(a) The hoat MPs &AD be a dhoor apon a fees of 60
)apaawa amofanfabewby ataana

C)ohal af naiaao oaf Oaha mIAftKm OW em
*t~aby dae ow

(2) mom" copniaa aa w mod admad eapo
foromo apmdby he aurt en pat.

(3) fee -oo of varof -.me gon ganm
- aom of wwfen mod Omar la amm maw in

wpaoenfi an.r doiab Act and

(4) nanaafagndadm

(hI It. ahm der ami a faa paean ar ae as qy oi.
pNW -in alrapporpt aheab ad am afond ahoag. Caedabe
faay ne besa abl a ply -A at low of baa..m od aO.mard ia
mamasa (a) (1) sad (a) (2) ofanoa" oafaa Laf.Ia-a

= po dw- alay -e Ie fee amof We. Wain fn
appafabeskddeaenof C )aforaaanmna

*0 0aaa ebn ON*-- i doe. aa d am mad a~o how bow
paadby aa ( )baa .nasmoaaof an( )P

UNIFOR
ACT

SKX- L ICoA - nd&- Arfm Can of W
(a) 71W lmbnig OW-a "af be a cliatep W. So feed,

dOhe miniY upc~oojicniaoPIno ae coa:
(1) OweacodO wd 3and 0 aodand bbw

afabedaaI,dbyhaono
(1) the e of eaad nyata fadd comoad by &Pa
I tobte bW~ cund of a pubbic soaey cfame an a

Baammom ddiqaa I ~ am - a lvid r Io a pivals qnw or
buvdloo r de aa-a

(3) , . anbfor an. and weaa ad me*
pipnoo ~comewil Laccutilapatr.

(4)Mo.". b~cminton fom oalsaid hief
(s) the ew of on~ic of smew. maa. ombpanw

oaa , xer of n- ---. i of dea oc& and
oam ar b ' is nAn .f @une thapis mb b Act
(b) If. sae faa. series In faa - oer alo u hUY

obpAd ecam for and suppot dbeoid d after dw
own o - , nly to be hordo a , find oi fay -
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child as freqmueoy as the cous deem aecesary.
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Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 10
of tbis Act give the faally court exclusive
and original Jurisdiction over criminal Offenses
cowiitted against children by certain a nors
and adults who bave a continuing relatlonsbip
with the child victim. This jurisdiction Is
included In order to permit coordination of the
sentence in the case of the adult with the
disposition of the child who may be before the
court.

Section 10 also gives the family court
Jurisdiction over offenses omitted by one
spouse against the other. Such conduct as a
rule Indicates serious Interpersonal family
problems which also have an adverse effect on
other members of the family, particularly
cbldrof. By giving the family court Juris-
diction of these cases, it may be possible to
prevent further deteioration in the family
relationship through the use of specialized
merVLOS aaliAb]e to the family Court.
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section 51 also permits the comet, with
the consent or t4e defendant, to make a prelibm-
imair investigation and adjustments. If possible.
to obvliate the need for criminal prosecution.
Any action taken at this point would be purely
consensual on the part of the parties. The
court would have no way of enforcing any
agreement or plan. In order to do this, It
would have to resort to criminal prosecution.

There are those who believe that criminal
proceedings, by their very nature, are not
appropriate to the jurisdiction of the family
court. In some cases, there Is also the like-
lihood that such action will aggravate or Inten-
sify the problem and lead to complete family
breakdown.

Therefore, an alternative Is suggested
which would permit the court through a civil
action to exert Its authority In both a
preventive and remedial manner. In this way,
criminal actions could be kept out of the
family court. Coordination of a sentence In
an adult case with the disposition of a child
would still be possible by giving the criminal
division of the highest court of general
trial Jurisdiction. Jurisdiction over such
offenses.

* If this approach is desired. Section 10
would have to be Modified and provision for this
new proceeding Included In the Act. The
following sections. patterned after proposed
legislation relating to the District of
Columbia. are Included for this purpose.
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PARALLEL TABLE-PART II

Part II of the Table reproduces the recommendations appearing in the report
of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus-
tice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (1967).



PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: REPORT*

SUBJECT

?revention (66) Efforts, both private and public, should be intensified to:

Reduce unemployment and devise methods of providing minimum
family income.

Reexamine and revise welfare regulations so that they contribute

to keeping the family together.

Improve housing and recreation facilities.

Insure availability of family planning assistance.

Irovide help in problems of domestic management and child care.

Make counseling and therapy easily oi..ainable.

Develop activities that involve the whole family together.

(69) Efforts, both private and public, should be intensified to:

Involve young people in community activities.

Train and employ youth as subprofessional aides.

Establish Youth Services Bureaus .to provide and coordinate
programs for young people.

The numbers in parentheses preceding the Report recommendations refer to the page of the Report

where the recommendations appear (number before dash). Where more than one recommendation appears

on a page of the Report, a number following the dash refers to the sequential order of the

recommendation on that page. Thus, a recommendation (83-2) is the second recommendation on page

82 of the Report.



(74-3) In order that schools may become more responsive to community needs and
parental expectations, efforts, both priveate and public, should be
intensified to develop cooperation between schools and their communities.

(77) Efforts, both private and public, should be intensified to:

Prepare youth for employment.

Provide youth with information about employment opportunities.

Reduce barriers to employment posed by discrimination, the misuse
of'criminal records, and maintenance of rigid job qualifications.

Create new employment opportunities.

(83-2) Communities should establish neighborhood youth-serving agencies--
Youth Services Bureaus--located if possible in comprehensive neighborhood
community centers and receiving juveniles (delinquent and nondelinquent)
referred by the police, the juvenile court, parents, schools, and
other sources.

Jurisdiction

Police Procedures

(85)

(83-1)

(79)

The movement for narrowing the juvenile court's jurisdiction should be
continued.

Police forces should make full use of the central diagnosing ana co-
ordinating services of the Youth Services Bureau. Station adjustment
should be limited to release and referral; it should not include hearings
or the imposition of sanctions by the police. Court referral by the
police should be restricted to those cases involving serious criminal
conduct~or repeated misconduct of a more than trivial nature.

To the greatest feasible extent, police departments should formulate
policy guidelines for dealing with juveniles.

All* officers should be acquainted with the special characteristics of
adolescents, particularly those of the social, racial, and other specific
groups with which they are likely to come in contact.

Diversion

0-



'Detention

Preliminary
Conference

Consent Decrees

Defense Counsel

Notice

Decisionmaking

Custody of a juvenile (both prolonged street stops and stationhouse
vi its) should be limited to instances where there is objective, speci-
fia le ground for suspicion.

Every stop that includes a frisk or an interrogation of more than a few
preliminary identifying questions should be recorded in a strictly
confidential report.

(87-4) Adequate and appropria&-e separate detention facilities for juveniles
should be provided.

(87-5) Legislation should be enacted restricting both authority to detain and
the circumstances under which detention is permitted.

(84-1) Juvenile courts should make fullest feasible use of preliminary
conferences to'dispose of cases short of adjudication.

(84-2) Juvenile courts should employ consent decrees wherever possible to avoid
adjudication while still settling juvenile cases and treating offenders.

(87-1) Counsel should be appointed as a matter of course wherever coercive
action is a possibility, without requiring any affirmative choice by child
or parent.

(87-3) Notice should be given well in advance of any scheduled court proceeding,
including intake, detention, and waiver hearings, and should set forth
the alleged misconduct with particularity.

(87-2) Juvenile court hearings should be divided into an adjudicatory hearing and
a dispositional one, and the evidence admissible at the adjudicatory
hearing should be so limited that findings are not dependent upon or
unduly influenced by hearsay, gossip, rumor, and other unreliable types
of information.
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INDEX

In the following index, all of the numbers of the sections and rules of the codes,
as well as their titles, are arranged exactly as they appear in the Parallel
Table. Topic headings are again shown on the left side of each page. The page
number of the Table where each listed provision is reproduced appears on the
right side of each page of the Index. Thus, with the aid of the Index, a reader
who wishes to trace a particular provision in the chart (e.g., Legislative Guide
§ 17) can glance down the list of provisions under the heading for the relevant
code (e.g., Legislative Guide) and Immediately locate (1) its subject category;
(2) the numbers and titles of parallel provisions of other codes and (3) the page
of the Table where those provisions appear.
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(D) Quotes
APPENDIX 1

"If I could only be a clock
"I wouldn't be Just something to see
"'Cause if I were upon a wall
"People would look up-to me"

ANONYMOUS INMATE,
Boys Training School, Lansing, Michigan.

APPENDIX 2

CHILDREN IN TROUBLE: A NATIONAL SCANDAL 1

(By Howard James)

"What is needed most is a national effort-a binding together of all groups
interested in the problems of children, all working for the same goal, all pressing
for reform. Such a group, if it spoke with a single, concerned voice, could move
mountains."

1 David McKay edition published April 1970: Pocket Book edition published June 1971.
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